
DIAMOND PUBLICATIONS 

 

JUL240001 

PREVIEWS #432 SEPTEMBER 2024 

PREVIEWS is your ul!mate guide to comics, graphic novels and pop-culture merchandise available 

from your local comic book shop... revealed up to two months in advance! Read detailed product 

descrip!ons and storylines for hundreds comic books and graphic novels from the top comic book 

publishers and see the coolest toys and pop-culture merchandise on Earth! Plus PREVIEWS Exclusive 

items you'll find nowhere else! It's a great monthly read to find out what's at comic shops! Each issue 

includes a download code for a FREE digital edi!ons of this month's PREVIEWS and Marvel 

PREVIEWS!  

This September issue features items scheduled to ship in November 2024 and beyond. (STL328973) 

Catalog, SC, 480pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240002 

PREVIEWS #432 SEPT 2024 CUSTOMER ORDER FORM 

PREVIEWS makes it easy for you to order every item in the catalog with this separate order form 

booklet!  

This September issue features items scheduled to ship in November 2024 and beyond. (STL328974) 

Comic-sized, 48pgs SRP: PI  

 

JUL240006 

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #295 

Game Trade Magazine, the monthly publica!on of Alliance Game Distributors, is your guide to what's 

new in the worlds of gaming! With ar!cles on new and upcoming games, previews, reviews, game-

related comics and fic!on, self-contained minigames or game modules, plus product informa!on on 

upcoming game releases, Game Trade Magazine is your essen!al guide to gaming today!  

This September issue features items scheduled to ship in November 2024 and beyond. (STL328969) 

Magazine SRP: PI  

 

JUL240008 

MARVEL PREVIEWS VOL 6 #37 AUGUST 2024 (BUNDLE OF 10) 

Each issue of Marvel Previews is a comic book-sized, 128-page, full-color guide and preview to all of 

Marvel's upcoming releases - it's your #1 source for advanced informa!on on MarvelComics! This 

August issue features items scheduled to ship in 2024 and beyond. (STL329988) 



128pgs SRP: $1.25 

 

JUL240009 

IDW SOLICIT CATALOG OCTOBER 2024 

(W)  IDW Publishing 

Get the latest news on IDW Publishing's upcoming releases with this monthly catalog that 

supplements and expands upon the informa!on found in PREVIEWS. Ships in Bundles of 10. This 

October issue features items scheduled to ship in December 2024 and beyond. (STL330642) 

48pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

BOOM! STUDIOS 

 

JUL240010 

MINOR ARCANA #1 CVR A LEMIRE 

(W/A/CA) Jeff Lemire 

Theresa, the daughter of a small-town "psychic" fraud, returns home to care for her ailing mother, 

however begrudgingly. 

 

But when Theresa discovers that there may be more to the magic than she originally believed, she'll 

find herself caught up in a town that desperately needs her help… 

 

One of the most renowned creators in comics, New York Times bestselling and award-winning writer 

and ar!st Jeff Lemire (Descender, Black Hammer) arrives at BOOM! Studios with an extra-length 

opening chapter of a must-read ongoing series inspired by, and intricately linked to, the tarot and 

perfect for fans of his creator-owned work as well as Helen of Wyndhorn and Locke & Key. 

(STL331519) 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240011 

MINOR ARCANA #1 CVR B LOTAY 

(W/A) Jeff Lemire (CA) Tula Lotay 

Theresa, the daughter of a small-town "psychic" fraud, returns home to care for her ailing mother, 

however begrudgingly. 

 



But when Theresa discovers that there may be more to the magic than she originally believed, she'll 

find herself caught up in a town that desperately needs her help… 

 

One of the most renowned creators in comics, New York Times bestselling and award-winning writer 

and ar!st Jeff Lemire (Descender, Black Hammer) arrives at BOOM! Studios with an extra-length 

opening chapter of a must-read ongoing series inspired by, and intricately linked to, the tarot and 

perfect for fans of his creator-owned work as well as Helen of Wyndhorn and Locke & Key. 

(STL331521) 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240015 

MINOR ARCANA #1 CVR F FOC REVEAL VAR 

(W/A) Jeff Lemire (CA)  TBA 

Theresa, the daughter of a small-town "psychic" fraud, returns home to care for her ailing mother, 

however begrudgingly. 

 

But when Theresa discovers that there may be more to the magic than she originally believed, she'll 

find herself caught up in a town that desperately needs her help… 

 

One of the most renowned creators in comics, New York Times bestselling and award-winning writer 

and ar!st Jeff Lemire (Descender, Black Hammer) arrives at BOOM! Studios with an extra-length 

opening chapter of a must-read ongoing series inspired by, and intricately linked to, the tarot and 

perfect for fans of his creator-owned work as well as Helen of Wyndhorn and Locke & Key. 

(STL331525) 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240017 

MINOR ARCANA #1 CVR H ERICA SLAUGHTER VAR 

(W/A) Jeff Lemire (CA)  TBA 

Theresa, the daughter of a small-town "psychic" fraud, returns home to care for her ailing mother, 

however begrudgingly. 

 

But when Theresa discovers that there may be more to the magic than she originally believed, she'll 

find herself caught up in a town that desperately needs her help… 

 



One of the most renowned creators in comics, New York Times bestselling and award-winning writer 

and ar!st Jeff Lemire (Descender, Black Hammer) arrives at BOOM! Studios with an extra-length 

opening chapter of a must-read ongoing series inspired by, and intricately linked to, the tarot and 

perfect for fans of his creator-owned work as well as Helen of Wyndhorn and Locke & Key. 

(STL331528) 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240018 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #0 CVR A DELL EDERA 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

It’s been 5 years since the smash hit Eisner-winning series Something is Killing the Children changed 

the world of comics; now, 40 issues later, a new chapter from the past is revealed. 

 

Witness this crucial untold story within the vast Slaughterverse, detailing the mission preceding the 

fateful Archer’s Peak Saga, where the en!re story began. 

  

The Eisner and GLAAD award-winning team of James Tynion IV and Werther Dell’Edera invite fans 

into this in!mate untold chapter of the monster hunter that sliced her way into the hearts of readers 

everywhere, along with the celebratory Something Is Killing The Children cover month celebra!ng 

the franchise’s 5th anniversary. (STL330527) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240019 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #0 CVR B FRISON 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A) Werther Dell'Edera (CA) Jenny Frison 

It’s been 5 years since the smash hit Eisner-winning series Something is Killing the Children changed 

the world of comics; now, 40 issues later, a new chapter from the past is revealed. 

 

Witness this crucial untold story within the vast Slaughterverse, detailing the mission preceding the 

fateful Archer’s Peak Saga, where the en!re story began. 

 

The Eisner and GLAAD award-winning team of James Tynion IV and Werther Dell’Edera invite fans 

into this in!mate untold chapter of the monster hunter that sliced her way into the hearts of readers 

everywhere, along with the celebratory Something Is Killing The Children cover month celebra!ng 

the franchise’s 5th anniversary. (STL332131) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL240020 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #0 CVR C INTERMIX 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A) Werther Dell'Edera (CA) Dan Mora 

It’s been 5 years since the smash hit Eisner-winning series Something is Killing the Children changed 

the world of comics; now, 40 issues later, a new chapter from the past is revealed. 

 

Witness this crucial untold story within the vast Slaughterverse, detailing the mission preceding the 

fateful Archer’s Peak Saga, where the en!re story began. 

 

The Eisner and GLAAD award-winning team of James Tynion IV and Werther Dell’Edera invite fans 

into this in!mate untold chapter of the monster hunter that sliced her way into the hearts of readers 

everywhere, along with the celebratory Something Is Killing The Children cover month celebra!ng 

the franchise’s 5th anniversary. (STL332132) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL240021 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #0 CVR D BLANK SKETCH 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A) Werther Dell'Edera (CA)  Blank Sketch Cover 

It’s been 5 years since the smash hit Eisner-winning series Something is Killing the Children changed 

the world of comics; now, 40 issues later, a new chapter from the past is revealed. 

 

Witness this crucial untold story within the vast Slaughterverse, detailing the mission preceding the 

fateful Archer’s Peak Saga, where the en!re story began. 

 

The Eisner and GLAAD award-winning team of James Tynion IV and Werther Dell’Edera invite fans 

into this in!mate untold chapter of the monster hunter that sliced her way into the hearts of readers 

everywhere, along with the celebratory Something Is Killing The Children cover month celebra!ng 

the franchise’s 5th anniversary. (STL332133) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240029 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #0 CVR L FOC REVEAL VAR 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A) Werther Dell'Edera (CA)  TBA 



It’s been 5 years since the smash hit Eisner-winning series Something is Killing the Children changed 

the world of comics; now, 40 issues later, a new chapter from the past is revealed. 

 

Witness this crucial untold story within the vast Slaughterverse, detailing the mission preceding the 

fateful Archer’s Peak Saga, where the en!re story began. 

 

The Eisner and GLAAD award-winning team of James Tynion IV and Werther Dell’Edera invite fans 

into this in!mate untold chapter of the monster hunter that sliced her way into the hearts of readers 

everywhere, along with the celebratory Something Is Killing The Children cover month celebra!ng 

the franchise’s 5th anniversary. (STL332140) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240031 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN ARCHIVE EDITION #1 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

As part of BOOM! Studios' Archive Edi!on line, the debut issue of the Eisner-winning hit series 

Something is Killing the Children from James Tynion IV and Werther Dell'Edera returns to print in its 

original format for the very first !me! 

 

Witness the beginning of the Archer's Peak Saga, where the world was introduced to Erica Slaughter,  

the unforgePable monster hunter with strange eyes. 

 

Whether experiencing it fresh or picking up this archive edi!on to complete your personal collec!on, 

relive the horror and rich lore from the very start. (STL331531) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240032 

HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER TP VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tate Brombal (A) Antonio Fuso (CA) Nimit Malavia 

Jace has gone rogue, and it will take the scheming and collabora!on of rival Houses to track down 

the cunning hunter, who seems to perpetually hide in the shadows just out of sight. But with House 

Slaughter and House Boucher's relentless pursuit keeping them close, will this be the perfect 

opportunity for Jace to finally get revenge and find the peace he's looking for? But in the darkness of 

an abandoned amusement park in the South, someone familiar will prove to be a devil on Jace's 

shoulder… 

 



Series co-creator James Tynion IV (Department of Truth, The Nice House On The Lake) and highly 

acclaimed writer Tate Brombal (Behold, Behemoth) are joined by co-creator and ar!st Werther 

Dell'Edera (House of Slaughter) and ar!st Antonio Fuso (Lost Falls, GI Joe: Cobra) present "The 

Butcher's War" - the epic and bloody conclusion to Jace's story!  

 

Collects House of Slaughter #21-25. (STL315375) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240033 

SLAUGHTERVERSE 5TH ANNIVERSARY SHORT COMIC BOX (BUNDLE OF 5) 

(A) Werther Dell'Edera 

Celebrate 5 years of monster hun!ng with this short box design, perfect for storing your en!re 

collec!on of Something is Killing the Children, House of Slaughter, and beyond… (STL332057 

Item SRP: $69.99 

 

JUL240034 

HELLO DARKNESS #3 CVR A RIVERA (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis & Various (A) Becky Cloonan & Various (CA) Paolo Rivera 

As the nightmarish modern horror anthology con!nues, can you survive part 3 of the Garth Ennis & 

Becky Cloonan serial "The War" as well as the 3rd monstrous Something is Killing the Children tale 

from James Tynion IV and Werther Dell'Edera? 

 

In addi!on to even more of the darkest stories from the lightless corners of the industry's greatest 

minds, this issue also features "The Foster" by Eisner and GLAAD media award nominated writer 

Steve Orlando (Midnighter, Scarlet Witch) and A.L. Kaplan (DC Pride 2023, Stuff of Nightmares), a 

gruesome story delving into the realm of body horror and loneliness. (STL330410) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL240035 

HELLO DARKNESS #3 CVR B FRISON (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis & Various (A) Becky Cloonan & Various (CA) Jenny Frison 

As the nightmarish modern horror anthology con!nues, can you survive part 3 of the Garth Ennis & 

Becky Cloonan serial "The War" as well as the 3rd monstrous Something is Killing the Children tale 

from James Tynion IV and Werther Dell'Edera? 



 

In addi!on to even more of the darkest stories from the lightless corners of the industry's greatest 

minds, this issue also features "The Foster" by Eisner and GLAAD media award nominated writer 

Steve Orlando (Midnighter, Scarlet Witch) and A.L. Kaplan (DC Pride 2023, Stuff of Nightmares), a 

gruesome story delving into the realm of body horror and loneliness. (STL330411) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL240036 

HELLO DARKNESS #3 CVR C SCALERA & NIRO (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis & Various (A) Becky Cloonan & Various (CA) MaPeo Scalera, Giovanna Niro 

As the nightmarish modern horror anthology con!nues, can you survive part 3 of the Garth Ennis & 

Becky Cloonan serial "The War" as well as the 3rd monstrous Something is Killing the Children tale 

from James Tynion IV and Werther Dell'Edera? 

 

In addi!on to even more of the darkest stories from the lightless corners of the industry's greatest 

minds, this issue also features "The Foster" by Eisner and GLAAD media award nominated writer 

Steve Orlando (Midnighter, Scarlet Witch) and A.L. Kaplan (DC Pride 2023, Stuff of Nightmares), a 

gruesome story delving into the realm of body horror and loneliness. (STL330412) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL240037 

HELLO DARKNESS #3 CVR D ERICA SLAUGHTER VAR WU (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis & Various (A) Becky Cloonan & Various (CA) Annie Wu 

As the nightmarish modern horror anthology con!nues, can you survive part 3 of the Garth Ennis & 

Becky Cloonan serial "The War" as well as the 3rd monstrous Something is Killing the Children tale 

from James Tynion IV and Werther Dell'Edera? 

 

In addi!on to even more of the darkest stories from the lightless corners of the industry's greatest 

minds, this issue also features "The Foster" by Eisner and GLAAD media award nominated writer 

Steve Orlando (Midnighter, Scarlet Witch) and A.L. Kaplan (DC Pride 2023, Stuff of Nightmares), a 

gruesome story delving into the realm of body horror and loneliness. (STL331503) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 



JUL240038 

WOODS DLX ED HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A/CA) Michael Dialynas 

On October 16, 2013, Bay Point Preparatory High School in suburban Milwaukee vanished without a 

trace, only to reappear on a forest-covered moon in an uncharted part of the universe. Students and 

staff find themselves in the middle of an ancient, primordial wilderness. Where are they? Why are 

they there? The answers will prove stranger than anyone could possibly imagine.  

 

The Bay Point students will strive to reunite in a new civiliza!on and gain some semblance of 

normalcy, but there are new threats to overcome and emo!onal hurdles to deal with, students 

turning against newfound allies, choosing between friends and des!ny… while a great enemy begins 

raising an army. As the growing threat of an upcoming massacre approaches, !me is quickly running 

out. 

 

Along the way, countless lives will be in danger-teachers, students, friends, lovers...but a way home 

looms on the horizon, if they can survive it. The GLAAD Media Award-winning series by the Eisner 

Award-nominated team of writer James Tynion IV (Something is Killing the Children, The Nice House 

On The Lake) and illustrator Michael Dialynas (Wynd, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles) is collected in its 

en!rety in a single volume for the first !me! 

 

Collects The Woods #1-36. (STL315399) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 896pgs, FC SRP: $89.99 

 

JUL240039 

WOODS DLX ED HC SLIPCASE (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A) Michael Dialynas (CA) Dan Mora 

On October 16, 2013, Bay Point Preparatory High School in suburban Milwaukee vanished without a 

trace, only to reappear on a forest-covered moon in an uncharted part of the universe. Students and 

staff find themselves in the middle of an ancient, primordial wilderness. Where are they? Why are 

they there? The answers will prove stranger than anyone could possibly imagine.  

 

The Bay Point students will strive to reunite in a new civiliza!on and gain some semblance of 

normalcy, but there are new threats to overcome and emo!onal hurdles to deal with, students 

turning against newfound allies, choosing between friends and des!ny… while a great enemy begins 

raising an army. As the growing threat of an upcoming massacre approaches, !me is quickly running 

out. 

 



Along the way, countless lives will be in danger-teachers, students, friends, lovers...but a way home 

looms on the horizon, if they can survive it. The GLAAD Media Award-winning series by the Eisner 

Award-nominated team of writer James Tynion IV (Something is Killing the Children, The Nice House 

On The Lake) and illustrator Michael Dialynas (Wynd, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles) is collected in its 

en!rety in this deluxe slipcase hardcover! 

 

Collects The Woods #1-36. (STL315400) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 896pgs, FC SRP: $115.00 

 

JUL240040 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS USAGI YOJIMBO #1 CVR A CLARKE ( 

(W) Ryan ParroP (A) Shawn Daley (CA) Taurin Clarke 

During a rou!ne Rita Repulsa aPack, the Rangers' morphers do something unexpected... send them 

back to the Edo era of Japan!  

 

Using the Morphin Grid's power, the mysterious Ogasawara pulls the Rangers through !me and begs 

for help, but when the enemy they face isn't what they expect, our heroes will face a painful 

revela!on! 

 

In celebra!on of the 40th anniversary of Usagi Yojimbo, discover the crossover between the Rabbit 

Ronin and the teenagers with aTtude that fans have been wai!ng for! (STL331532) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240041 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS USAGI YOJIMBO #1 CVR B SAKAI (C 

(W) Ryan ParroP (A) Shawn Daley (CA) Stan Sakai 

During a rou!ne Rita Repulsa aPack, the Rangers' morphers do something unexpected... send them 

back to the Edo era of Japan!  

 

Using the Morphin Grid's power, the mysterious Ogasawara pulls the Rangers through !me and begs 

for help, but when the enemy they face isn't what they expect, our heroes will face a painful 

revela!on! 

 



In celebra!on of the 40th anniversary of Usagi Yojimbo, discover the crossover between the Rabbit 

Ronin and the teenagers with aTtude that fans have been wai!ng for! (STL331536) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240042 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS USAGI YOJIMBO #1 CVR C CULLUM ( 

(W) Ryan ParroP (A) Shawn Daley (CA) Jared Cullum 

During a rou!ne Rita Repulsa aPack, the Rangers' morphers do something unexpected... send them 

back to the Edo era of Japan!  

 

Using the Morphin Grid's power, the mysterious Ogasawara pulls the Rangers through !me and begs 

for help, but when the enemy they face isn't what they expect, our heroes will face a painful 

revela!on! 

 

In celebra!on of the 40th anniversary of Usagi Yojimbo, discover the crossover between the Rabbit 

Ronin and the teenagers with aTtude that fans have been wai!ng for! (STL331538) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240043 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS USAGI YOJIMBO #1 CVR D FOIL VAR 

(W) Ryan ParroP (A) Shawn Daley (CA) Goni Montes 

During a rou!ne Rita Repulsa aPack, the Rangers' morphers do something unexpected... send them 

back to the Edo era of Japan!  

 

Using the Morphin Grid's power, the mysterious Ogasawara pulls the Rangers through !me and begs 

for help, but when the enemy they face isn't what they expect, our heroes will face a painful 

revela!on! 

 

In celebra!on of the 40th anniversary of Usagi Yojimbo, discover the crossover between the Rabbit 

Ronin and the teenagers with aTtude that fans have been wai!ng for! (STL331541) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 



JUL240044 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS USAGI YOJIMBO #1 CVR E FOIL VAR 

(W) Ryan ParroP (A) Shawn Daley (CA) Stan Sakai 

During a rou!ne Rita Repulsa aPack, the Rangers' morphers do something unexpected... send them 

back to the Edo era of Japan!  

 

Using the Morphin Grid's power, the mysterious Ogasawara pulls the Rangers through !me and begs 

for help, but when the enemy they face isn't what they expect, our heroes will face a painful 

revela!on! 

 

In celebra!on of the 40th anniversary of Usagi Yojimbo, discover the crossover between the Rabbit 

Ronin and the teenagers with aTtude that fans have been wai!ng for! (STL331544) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL240048 

POWER RANGERS TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES TP VOL 01 (C: 1-1 

(W) Stefan Petrucha & Various (A)  Various (CA) Dan Mora 

* The Power Rangers arrive in New York City to find their missing teammate Tommy Oliver, AKA The 

Mighty Morphin Green Ranger, but soon discover he's joined forces with the villainous Shredder and 

the Foot Clan! But the Rangers must also deal with another unexpected (fr)enemy — the Teenage 

Mutant Ninja Turtles! Can these heroes find a way to work together to defeat the bad guys and save 

the world from total destruc!on?! 

* WriPen by Ryan ParroP (Power Rangers: Necessary Evil) and illustrated by Simone di Meo (Power 

Rangers: Beyond The Grid), the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers fight — and maybe team up with — 

the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles for the first !me ever. 

* Collects the complete 5-issue series. (STL158153) (APR201349) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Boom Power 

Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 480pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240049 

O/A POWER RANGERS TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES TP VOL 02 (C: 1-1 

(W) Ryan ParroP (A/CA) Dan Mora 

Six months aWer the Teenagers With ATtude and the Heroes In A Half Shell teamed up to defeat the 

unholy alliance of Rita Repulsa and Shredder, a new threat forces them to reunite! 

 



Unlikely alliances and unlikely sanctuaries abound as the Rangers and Turtles put their heads 

together and create a secret weapon… but it might change them in ways they can’t come back from! 

 

Forbidden alliances collide as radically enhanced, mind blowing Zord combina!ons baPle it out, and 

reunited friends face Krang as a true force to be reckoned with–but will it be enough to send him 

back to Dimension X? 

 

Long!me Power Rangers architect Ryan ParroP (Rogue Sun) joins forces with superstar ar!st Dan 

Mora (World’s Finest, Once & Future) to deliver the follow-up to the hit crossover! 

 

Collects Mighty Morphin Power Rangers / Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II #1-5. (STL274791) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & 

others). 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240050 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS RECHARGED TP VOL 06 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Simona Di Gianfelice & Various (CA) Taurin Clarke 

The end of Darkest Hour and the modern Power Rangers comics era will change things forever! 

 

Earth, the last bas!on of hope, is not so safe aWer all… 

 

As the long-awaited DARKEST HOUR event comes to a close, and Dark Specter, the Rangers' greatest 

villain, overtakes them, the Morphin Grid is saturated with infec!on, and they're running out of !me! 

 

Every surviving Ranger will have to band together if they hope to save their home- and their friends. 

While a select few Rangers with the ability to withstand the dark corrup!on might be able to provide 

a frail hope for the armies of planet Earth, it will take something truly powerful to purge the evil for 

good…  

 

Fan-favorite writer writer Melissa Flores (Spider-Gwen: Smash) and a superstar lineup of ar!sts 

Simona Di Gianfelice (Firefly: Return to the Earth That Was), Marco Renna (Rogue Sun), Valeria 

Favoccia (By A Thread), and Hendry Prasetya deliver an explosive end of an era for Mighty Morphin 

Power Rangers! Collects Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #119-122, Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: 

Darkest Hour #1. (STL315386) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian 

countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 



SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

JUL240051 

O/A MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS RECHARGED TP VOL 01 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Ryan ParroP, Melissa Flores (A) Moises Hidalgo & Various (CA) Sergio Mora 

When a Ranger is forced to make a decision that will forever change the Power Rangers, what will 

their legacy become?  As stories end and converge, and new beginnings arise, join the Power Rangers 

and kick off a brand new journey!  

 

News of a deathly threat reaches the team—one that threatens every Ranger, Earth, and even a 

home long since destroyed.  As the climac!c baPle against unspeakable enemies unfolds, the lines 

between friend and foe blur, and difficult decisions await even the strongest of Rangers. 

 

The epic culmina!on of a story years in the making… and as with all endings, a new beginning! 

 

Writer Ryan ParroP (Go Go Power Rangers) delivers the final issue on the main series, joined by a 

superstar lineup of returning ar!sts including Dan Mora (Once & Future), Marco Renna (Power 

Rangers), Moisés Hidalgo (Dark Blood), Hendry Prasetya (Wonder Woman: Agent of Peace), Daniele 

di Nicuolo (Seven Secrets), Eleonora Carlini (Marauders), Francesco Mortarino (Dune: The Waters of 

Kanly), Miguel Mercado (X-Force), as well as writer Melissa Flores (The Dead Lucky) and ar!st Simona 

Di Gianfelice (All-New Firefly) on issues 101-102! 

 

Collects Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #100-102. (STL248453) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Boom Power 

Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240052 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS RECHARGED TP VOL 02 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Simona Di Gianfelice, Kath Lobo (CA) Mateus Manhanini 

In dreams of the distant past and the baPle for Earth and the Moon, new revela!ons about Zedd, 

Zordon, and Rita are uncovered. While the Rangers debate their priori!es and the fate of their 

captured friend, an agent of their enemies awaits them- one of an evil presence that's all too 

familiar! 

Meanwhile, Rita Repulsa (a.k.a. Mistress Vile) ramps up her pursuit of a special prize for Dark 

Specter- one that he won't be able to resist. With new allies and an all-too-familiar minion, will the 

Morphin Grid manage to withstand Mistress Vile's onslaught? 



Writer Melissa Flores (The Dead Lucky), ar!st Simona Di Gianfelice (Firefly), and colorist Raúl Angulo 

(Buffy the Vampire Slayer), along with guest ar!st Kath Lobo (Go, Go, Power Rangers!) and colorist 

Fabi Marques (Batman: The World), con!nue this bold new era of Mighty Morphin Power Rangers! 

Collects Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #103-106. (STL263109) (APR230363) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Boom 

Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240053 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS RECHARGED TP VOL 03 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Simona Di Gianfelice, Marco Renna (CA) Taurin Clarke 

Mistress Vile and Dark Specter are on a mission…to invade our world! 

 

While Lord Zedd develops unexpected powers, Grace's second-in-command keeps a past plan alive, a 

plan which may provide a cuTng edge in the baPle with Dark Specter- or prove to be the Rangers' 

undoing.  

 

Meanwhile, Mistress Vile finds the ul!mate use for the Vessel, whose iden!ty is finally revealed!  In 

the emo!onal chain of events that follow, The Vessel themself will have to contend with where their 

allegiance will lie. In either case… who will stop Mistress Vile and Dark Specter? 

 

Melissa Flores (The Lucky Dead), Simona Di Gianfelice (All-New Firefly), Marco Renna (Rogue Sun) 

and Raúl Angulo (Buffy the Vampire Slayer) bring Dark Specter's secrets to light in this bold new era! 

 

Collects Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #107-110. (STL274790) (AUG230032) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Boom 

Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240054 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS RECHARGED TP VOL 04 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Simona Di Gianfelice, Hendry Prasetya (CA) Taurin Clarke 

With control of the Morphin Grid and Dark Specter's infec!on spreading throughout all of !me and 

space, the separated and stranded Rangers receive help from the last team they'd expect, but the 

DRAKKON RANGERS may not be the help they were hoping for… 

Meanwhile, a Master Arch explosion strands Trini, Zack, Kimberly, and Tommy on a mysterious and 

deadly planet, and it'll take a team effort with Aisha to break the vile spell cast on their close friend 

and the current Green Ranger, MaP. 



And with the Death Ranger, the possessed Wild Force Rangers, and the return of an evil bounty 

hunter also in the mix, their Master plan best not fail… or the Rangers may be erased from existence 

forever-good thing the HyperForce Rangers are also on the scene! 

Writer Melissa Flores (Dead Lucky) and ar!st Simona Di Gianfelice (All-New Firefly) along with guest 

ar!st Hendry Prasetya deliver the highly an!cipated event that will forever change the Power 

Rangers universe! 

Collects Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #111-114. (STL292033) (DEC230118) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Boom 

Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

JUL240055 

O/A MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS RECHARGED TP VOL 05 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Simona Di Gianfelice & Various (CA) Taurin Clarke 

Tommy's friends are transformed into something else en!rely… something evil.  

 

As Dark Specter's power grows, former friends will baPle for the fate of the mul!verse, while 

Mistress Vile grapples with what she's released. And in a race to secure a Master Arch, the last 

Ranger anyone expected arrives… but the lines between hero and villain blur even further, with the 

ensuing baPle bringing a beloved character's journey to an end…  

 

Fan-favorite Power Rangers creators, including series writer Melissa Flores (Spider-Gwen: Smash) and 

ar!st Simona Di Gianfelice (Firefly: Return to the Earth That Was) along with ar!sts Marco Renna 

(Rogue Sun) and Adam Gorham (The Witcher: The Lesser Evil) con!nue the Power Rangers' DARKEST 

HOUR! 

 

Collects Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #115-118. (STL315385) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Boom Power 

Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

JUL240056 

RANGER ACADEMY #10 CVR A MERCADO (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Maria Ingrande Mora (A) Jo Mi-Gyeong (CA) Miguel Mercado 

The final arc of Ranger Academy con!nues as Sage and her friends search for Tula, but Sage has a 

tearful reunion in store for her that she wasn't prepared for. 

 



Meanwhile, Sage also learns dark secrets about her birth parents as well her own past, which starts 

to pull some pieces of the puzzle together… (STL330421) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not 

Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240057 

RANGER ACADEMY #10 CVR B PINK BLANK SKETCH VAR (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Maria Ingrande Mora (A) Jo Mi-Gyeong (CA)  Blank Sketch Cover 

The final arc of Ranger Academy con!nues as Sage and her friends search for Tula, but Sage has a 

tearful reunion in store for her that she wasn't prepared for. 

 

Meanwhile, Sage also learns dark secrets about her birth parents as well her own past, which starts 

to pull some pieces of the puzzle together… (STL330422) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not 

Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240060 

FIREFLY MALCOLM REYNOLDS YEAR ONE #1 CVR A EJIKURE 

(W) Sam Humphries (A) Giovanni Fabiano (CA)  Ejikure 

Despite star!ng from an unlikely place, Malcolm Reynolds has always been a troublemaker, and 

becoming a Browncoat was always meant to be. 

 

But what unexpected obstacles lie on that path to him becoming the Captain fans know and love, 

before assembling the crew of the spaceship Serenity? 

 

One of modern comics most wiPy and beloved writers Sam Humphries (Harley Quinn) takes on the 

world of Firefly, along with the comics debut of stunning ar!st Giovanni Fabiano! (STL331549) 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240061 

FIREFLY MALCOLM REYNOLDS YEAR ONE #1 CVR B VILCHEZ 

(W) Sam Humphries (A) Giovanni Fabiano (CA) Suspiria Vilchez 

Despite star!ng from an unlikely place, Malcolm Reynolds has always been a troublemaker, and 

becoming a Browncoat was always meant to be. 



 

But what unexpected obstacles lie on that path to him becoming the Captain fans know and love, 

before assembling the crew of the spaceship Serenity? 

 

One of modern comics most wiPy and beloved writers Sam Humphries (Harley Quinn) takes on the 

world of Firefly, along with the comics debut of stunning ar!st Giovanni Fabiano! (STL331550) 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240065 

FIREFLY UNIFICATION WAR TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Dan McDaid (CA) Lee GarbeP 

From Joss Whedon (Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Avengers) comes a new era of Firefly, as the defini!ve 

story of the Unifica!on War is told at last! 

 

Captain Malcolm Reynolds thought he could outrun his past, but when a simple heist goes wrong, 

he's forced to make a choice: fix the past or fight for the future. Along with Whedon, writer Greg Pak 

(Mech Cadet Yu) and ar!st Dan McDaid (Judge Dredd: Mega 

City Zero) take you back to the baPleground where it all began...and reveal a secret history that 

might end it all. Collects Firefly #1-4. (STL166476) (AUG201005) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240066 

FIREFLY UNIFICATION WAR TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Dan McDaid (CA) Lee GarbeP 

The truth behind the Unifica!on War con!nues to be revealed as Captain Malcolm "Mal" Reynolds 

and his First Mate Zoe Washburn are arrested for crimes commiPed during the Unifica!on War by 

the mysterious Boss Moon and her Unificators!  

 

But their escape from cap!vity might land them in even greater danger, as secrets are revealed and 

nothing will ever be the same for the crew of Serenity! 

 

Collects Firefly #5-8. (STL175931) (OCT209118) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 



JUL240067 

FIREFLY UNIFICATION WAR TP VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Dan McDaid (CA) Lee GarbeP 

THERE'S NO ESCAPING THE PAST. 

 

The truth about the Unifica!on War is fully revealed as Mal remembers that saving the day always 

comes with a high cost. That goes double for saving the en!re 'verse. 

 

Indeed, Mal, Zoe and the crew of Serenity will be forced to make an unlikely alliance with one of the 

most ruthless, terrifying people in the en!re 'verse: Ma Reynolds! 

 

Collects Firefly #9-12. (STL182032) (APR211222) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240068 

ALL-NEW FIREFLY THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JAYNE TP VOL 02 (C:  

(W) David M. Booher (A) Vincenzo Federici (CA) Mona Finden 

Jayne faces the fury of a family he's long neglected. 

 

But even if he can find a way to patch things up, a distress call from Requiem could spell disaster. 

Pure devasta!on may be in store, along with internal conflict and distrust as half the crew hunts for a 

dangerous target, and a secret on Jayne's end that no one truly expected!  

 

Despite Jayne trying to recklessly play hero, will the crew find more than they bargained for? Will the 

help of newly-trained allies be enough for Inara, Simon and Leonard to survive their newest enemy 

and find the cargo they pursue?  

 

Acclaimed comics writer David M. Booher (Specs), ar!st Vincenzo Federici (Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles: The Armageddon Game), colorist MaP Herms (Maskerade), and Eisner-nominated lePerer 

Jim Campbell (Damn Them All) reveal brand new mysteries and the threat of an even deadlier 

weapon than the crew of the Serenity could have prepared for! 

 

Collects All-New Firefly #5-8. (STL315350) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 



 

JUL240069 

O/A ALL-NEW FIREFLY THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JAYNE TP VOL 01 (C:  

(W) David M. Booher (A) Simona Di Gianfelice (CA) Mona Finden 

Jayne driWs in space, isolated except for painful memories, starship debris, and guilt. 

 

Meanwhile, a distress call from Requiem greets the crew, hin!ng at where the relics really came 

from… where did the monks find them, and what secret Alliance connec!on do they have? Captain 

Kaylee is determined to know. 

 

Can the crew of the Serenity retake Requiem and defeat the Tax Collector once and for all? What's 

more, Jayne will go to any length to save his son, but it won't be enough, as a beloved member of the 

spaceship Serenity will make the ul!mate sacrifice. 

 

All-New Firefly comes to a stunning conclusion by writer David Booher (Canto, Joe Hill's Rain) and 

ar!st Simona Di Gianfelice! 

 

Collects All-New Firefly #9-10 and All-New Firefly: Big Damn Finale #1. (STL301963) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240070 

PULPHOPE2 THE ART OF PAUL POPE TP (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Paul Pope 

PulpHope: The Art of Paul Pope makes its highly an!cipated return to print in PulpHope2: The Art of 

Paul Pope. This updated, premium format edi!on contains never before seen art and brand new 

previously unavailable material. 

 

Iconic auteur and New York Times bestselling cartoonist Paul Pope (BaPling Boy, Batman: Year 100) 

has worked with companies and clients including Kodansha, Nike, Disney, Image, DC, Marvel, and the 

Bri!sh Film Ins!tute. A cri!cal and commercial icon, his influences include European, Japanese, and 

American comics tradi!ons, while his own impact is undeniable across genera!ons of ar!sts. 

 

BOOM! Studios is proud to answer the call of art fans and collectors worldwide in puTng this 

essen!al and much sought-aWer artbook in their hands, with newly revealed insights and expanded 

visuals that cannot be missed! (STL315396) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 336pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL240071 

PULPHOPE2 THE ART OF PAUL POPE HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Paul Pope 

PulpHope: The Art of Paul Pope makes its highly an!cipated return to print in PulpHope2: The Art of 

Paul Pope. This updated, premium format edi!on contains never before seen art and brand new 

previously unavailable material. 

 

Iconic auteur and New York Times bestselling cartoonist Paul Pope (BaPling Boy, Batman: Year 100) 

has worked with companies and clients including Kodansha, Nike, Disney, Image, DC, Marvel, and the 

Bri!sh Film Ins!tute. A cri!cal and commercial icon, his influences include European, Japanese, and 

American comics tradi!ons, while his own impact is undeniable across genera!ons of ar!sts. 

 

BOOM! Studios is proud to answer the call of art fans and collectors worldwide in puTng this 

essen!al and much sought-aWer artbook in their hands, with newly revealed insights and expanded 

visuals that cannot be missed! (STL315395) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 336pgs, FC SRP: $59.99 

 

JUL240072 

PULPHOPE2 THE ART OF PAUL POPE HC SIGNED ED (MR) (C: 0 

(W/A/CA) Paul Pope 

PulpHope: The Art of Paul Pope makes its highly an!cipated return to print in PulpHope2: The Art of 

Paul Pope. This updated, premium format edi!on contains never before seen art and brand new 

previously unavailable material. 

 

Iconic auteur and New York Times bestselling cartoonist Paul Pope (BaPling Boy, Batman: Year 100) 

has worked with companies and clients including Kodansha, Nike, Disney, Image, DC, Marvel, and the 

Bri!sh Film Ins!tute. A cri!cal and commercial icon, his influences include European, Japanese, and 

American comics tradi!ons, while his own impact is undeniable across genera!ons of ar!sts. 

 

BOOM! Studios is proud to answer the call of art fans and collectors worldwide in puTng this 

essen!al and much sought-aWer artbook in their hands, with newly revealed insights and expanded 

visuals that cannot be missed! (STL331683) (C: 0-1-2) 



MATURE THEMES 

HC, 336pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

JUL240073 

JIM HENSONS LABYRINTH #1 (OF 8) CVR A MERCADO 

(W) Kyla Vanderklugt (A) Giorgio SpallePa (CA) Miguel Mercado 

Ahead of the landmark 40th Anniversary of Jim Henson's seminal film in 2025, BOOM! Studios 

proudly presents the FIRST EVER  graphic adapta!on of A.C.H. Smith's beloved noveliza!on, which 

includes moments and scenes never shot or captured in the final feature film! 

 

Through dangers untold and hardships unnumbered, join Sarah for the very first !me, or discover 

this brand new adapta!on of her surreal adventure through the twis!ng and changing paths to the 

castle beyond the Goblin City, determined to save her brother Toby from the Goblin King, Jareth. 

 

Dance to the magic as writer Kyla Vanderklugt (Demon in the Wood) and ar!st Giorgio SpallePa 

(Alice Never AWer, Alice Ever AWer) visualize the en!re story for the first !me! (STL331557) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (1 of 8) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240074 

JIM HENSONS LABYRINTH #1 (OF 8) CVR B TORQUE 

(W) Kyla Vanderklugt (A) Giorgio SpallePa (CA) Elizabeth Torque 

Ahead of the landmark 40th Anniversary of Jim Henson's seminal film in 2025, BOOM! Studios 

proudly presents the FIRST EVER  graphic adapta!on of A.C.H. Smith's beloved noveliza!on, which 

includes moments and scenes never shot or captured in the final feature film! 

 

Through dangers untold and hardships unnumbered, join Sarah for the very first !me, or discover 

this brand new adapta!on of her surreal adventure through the twis!ng and changing paths to the 

castle beyond the Goblin City, determined to save her brother Toby from the Goblin King, Jareth. 

 

Dance to the magic as writer Kyla Vanderklugt (Demon in the Wood) and ar!st Giorgio SpallePa 

(Alice Never AWer, Alice Ever AWer) visualize the en!re story for the first !me! (STL331558) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (1 of 8) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240079 



JIM HENSON LABYRINTH BEYOND THE GOBLIN CITY TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Delilah S Dawson & Various (A) Sas Milledge & Various (CA) Mike Allred 

Featuring the secret history of Sir Didymus and the untold story of one of Jareth's Masquerade 

guests, in addi!on to stories featuring fan-favorite characters like Ludo, Hoggle, Sir Didymus, and the 

Goblin King himself. 

 

This epic collec!on showcases imagina!ve tales from cri!cally acclaimed writers and ar!sts, 

including Jonathan Case (The New Deal), Delilah S. Dawson (Star Wars: Phasma), Gustavo Duarte 

(Bizarro), Roger Langridge (Snarked), Ka!e Cook (Star Wars: ABC-3PO), Jeff Stokely (The Ludocrats), 

S.M. Vidaurri (Labyrinth: Under the Spell), Sina Grace (Superman: Kal-El Returns), Michael Dialynas 

(Wynd), Sarah Webb (The Storyteller: Sirens), Boya Sun (5 Worlds), Lara Elena Donnelly (The 

Amberlough Dossier), French Carlomagno (The Dead Lucky), Pius Bak (Eat The Rich), Samantha 

Dodge (Catwoman: Soulstealer), and many more! 

 

Collects Jim Henson's Labyrinth: Shortcuts and Jim Henson's Labyrinth: Under the Spell. (STL274785) 

(JUL230144) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240080 

JIM HENSON LABYRINTH UNDER SPELL HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) S. M. Vidaurri & Various (A)  Various (CA) Jenny Frison 

* RETURN TO THE MASQUERADE. 

 

* Discover an all-new collec!on of stories expanding the world of Jim Henson's beloved fantasy 

classic Labyrinth, including the secret history of Sir Didymus and the untold story of one of Jareth's 

Masquerade guests who embarks on a journey of self discovery aWer Sarah shaPers the mirror 

during the Masquerade Ball. 

 

* Collects Jim Henson's Labyrinth: Under the Spell #1 and Jim Henson's Labyrinth: Masquerade #1. 

(STL181258) (FEB210909) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7c11, 112pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240081 

CYANIDE & HAPPINESS 20 YEARS WASTED TP FIRST TWO DECADES (MR 

(W/A) Kris Wilson & Various (CA) Rob DenBleyker 



A fresh collec!on of fan-favorite webcomics have made their way to print for the very first !me, 

along with brand-new, never-before-seen strips.  

 

But this is no mere collec!on of comic strips! Cyanide & Happiness: Twenty Years Wasted (A 

Ques!onable Recollec!on Of The First Two Decades) also features the mostly-true history of Cyanide 

& Happiness as told by its creators - Kris Wilson, Rob DenBleyker, and Dave McElfatrick. 

 

Reverently assembled with firsthand commentary, never-before-seen internal documents, insights 

into their crea!ve process, and, yes, even incrimina!ng photographs. Kris, Rob, and Dave will walk 

down memory lane, stopping at twenty different Cyanide & Happiness strips that tell the story of 

their history thus far. (STL315360) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 208pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240082 

CYANIDE & HAPPINESS 20 YEARS WASTED HC FIRST TWO DECADES (MR 

(W/A) Kris Wilson & Various (CA) Rob DenBleyker 

A fresh collec!on of fan-favorite webcomics have made their way to print for the very first !me, 

along with brand-new, never-before-seen strips.  

 

But this is no mere collec!on of comic strips! Cyanide & Happiness: Twenty Years Wasted (A 

Ques!onable Recollec!on Of The First Two Decades) also features the mostly-true history of Cyanide 

& Happiness as told by its creators - Kris Wilson, Rob DenBleyker, and Dave McElfatrick. 

 

Reverently assembled with firsthand commentary, never-before-seen internal documents, insights 

into their crea!ve process, and, yes, even incrimina!ng photographs. Kris, Rob, and Dave will walk 

down memory lane, stopping at iconic Cyanide & Happiness strips that tell the story of their history 

thus far. (STL315359) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 208pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240083 

CYANIDE & HAPPINESS PUNCHING ZOO TP 20TH ANNV ED (MR) (C: 0- 

(W/A) Kris Wilson & Various (CA) Dave McElfatrick 

A 20th Anniversary Edi!on of BOOM! Studios' first collec!on of comic strips from Cyanide & 

Happiness, a #1 Amazon Best Seller, featuring fan-favorite strips from the wildly original webcomics 



series that paved the sad, s!cky, bloody path for countless others, plus strips that only appear in this 

collec!on! S!ck figures dishing out the worst that life has to offer in the funniest way possible; you'd 

laugh, if you could sleep at night… 

 

Also includes "The Hot Date," a "chews" your own adventure story and a foreword by Alexis Ohanian, 

one of the founders of Reddit! (STL315362) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 200pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240084 

CYANIDE & HAPPINESS PUNCHING ZOO HC 20TH ANNV ED (MR) (C: 0- 

(W/A) Kris Wilson & Various (CA) Dave McElfatrick 

A 20th Anniversary Edi!on of BOOM! Studios' first collec!on of comic strips from Cyanide & 

Happiness, a #1 Amazon Best Seller, featuring fan-favorite strips from the wildly original webcomics 

series that paved the sad, s!cky, bloody path for countless others, plus strips that only appear in this 

collec!on! S!ck figures dishing out the worst that life has to offer in the funniest way possible; you'd 

laugh, if you could sleep at night… 

 

Also includes "The Hot Date," a "chews" your own adventure story and a foreword by Alexis Ohanian, 

one of the founders of Reddit! (STL315361) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 200pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240085 

KLAUS THE LIFE & TIMES OF SANTA CLAUS TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Grant Morrison (A/CA) Dan Mora 

Klaus must help an absentee dad-turned-snowman make amends before mel!ng away for good. And 

probably before he's defeated by a pantheon of Norse Gods and their minions. All in a day's work for 

Santa Claus. And then see Klaus in the role of father himself, as he takes in Joe Christmas as an infant 

and guides him through all of life's wild adventures in a holiday calendar-inspired comic, presented in 

a special widescreen format. 

 

The smash-hit from superstars Grant Morrison (Doom Patrol, Superman and The Authority) and Dan 

Mora (World's Finest, Once & Future) returns with this special collec!on of holiday-themed stories. 

 



Collects Klaus and the Crying Snowman #1 and Klaus and the Life & Times of Joe Christmas #1. 

(STL315377) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240086 

MAGIC TP BOOK 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Rich Douek & Various (A) Jacques Salamon & Various (CA) Miguel Mercado 

In a !me of rela!ve peace, threats from the Planeswalkers' past refuse to rest. With a villain ready to 

pull at the seams of the mul!verse, will the mysterious Aminatou help Jace, Vraska, Ral, Kaya, Niko, 

Chandra, Garruk, and Liliana, or is chaos in store? Meanwhile, Tezzeret of Esper, now free from his 

former master, has traveled across the Mul!verse seeking the answer to a ques!on only he knows.  

 

Then, aWer many adventures, the necromancer Liliana Vess returns to Strixhaven: School of Mages, 

but she's not alone. Sensing a distant planeswalker calling for help puts her on a collision course with 

the diabolical Tezzeret.  

 

How do all these stories connect, and what do they mean for the fate of the Mul!verse? 

 

WriPen by the bestselling acclaimed comics writer Jed MacKay (Moon Knight) and Rich Douek and 

Mairghread ScoP, and illustrated by a superstar lineup of ar!sts, including Ig Guara (Edge of Spider-

Verse), Jorge Coelho, Fabiana Mascolo, French Carlomagno, Mariano Taibo, Kath Lobo, Michael 

Shelfer, and Arianna Consonni (Arancia Studio)! Collects Magic #21-25, Magic: Master of Metal, and 

Magic: The Hidden Planeswalker #1-4. (STL315380) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 288pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240087 

MAGIC TP BOOK 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Ig Guara, French Carlomagno (CA) Miguel Mercado 

Across the vast Mul!verse, those giWed with a "spark" can tap into the raw power of Magic and 

travel across realms. They are Planeswalkers, and in Ravnica, they are hunted. Three Planeswalkers 

from rival guilds--Ral Zarek, Vraska, and Kaya--together inves!gate a series of assassina!on aPempts 

that leW Jace Beleren, the famous mind mage, in peril.  

They soon learn that the assassins came from a cult with members from all of Ravnica's guilds. A cult 

that worships the ancient, incomprehensibly powerful being Marit Lage, whose physical 

manifesta!on is hurtling toward the city in a frozen comet. The influence of Marit Lage upon her 

followers tends in one direc!on: toward obsessive worship, and endless death as tribute. The 

Planeswalkers' inves!ga!on becomes a baPle: to rid Ravnica of the influence of the Cult of Marit 



Lage, and to save their world and every other world in the Mul!verse from her maddening power. It 

will take more than three Planeswalkers working together, and one Planeswalker's ul!mate sacrifice. 

Collected for the first !me in a value-priced soWcover edi!on are the first two groundbreaking story 

arcs by bestselling acclaimed writer Jed MacKay (Moon Knight, Avengers), and ar!st Ig Guara (Silk), 

as well an issue by guest ar!st French Carlomagno (The Dead Lucky, Mighty Morphin Power 

Rangers). 

Collects Magic #1-10. (STL301974) (JAN240099) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 256pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240088 

O/A MAGIC TP BOOK 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Ig Guara & Various (CA) Miguel Mercado 

Based on the global sensa!on Magic: The Gathering card game, this soWcover edi!on is the second 

of three volumes collec!ng the en!rety of BOOM! Studios MAGIC comics-the longest con!nuous run 

of Magic comics stories ever, from the bestselling acclaimed comics writer Jed MacKay (Moon Knight, 

Avengers), superstar ar!st Ig Guara (Silk), and more! 

 

As the adventure con!nues, the Planeswalker heroes Kaya, Vraska, and Ral Zarek return home to 

Ravnica… and are immediately taken cap!ve! Now a new trio of Planeswalkers must find their way 

past the barrier preven!ng planeswalking in or out of Ravnica to save the others: the combus!ble 

Chandra Nalaar, monster tracker Garruk Wildspeaker, and athlete Niko Aris, whose explora!ons 

across the planes are just beginning. 

 

Their journey will take them from Dominaria, to Zendikar, Eldraine, Innistrad, and New Capenna 

before they at last find a way into Ravnica. Once there, they'll have to liberate the plane from the 

megalomaniacal metal mage, Tezzeret, who seeks to bend powerful sites of magic across the 

Mul!verse, and the powers of a Planeswalker making her first appearance in MAGIC comics-Isona 

Maive-to his goal: the power to cast the Elderspell and make himself a god. 

 

Collects Magic #11-20. (STL308439) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 256pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240089 

RED BEFORE BLACK #2 (OF 6) CVR A SUDZUKA (MR) 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A/CA) Goran Sudžuka 

A PTSD flashback brings Val back to prison, with an in!mate look into her character and origins 

before Florida. 



 

Meanwhile in the present, Leo is in her crosshairs, but the opera!on will have to be carried out at a 

place with far too much collateral present… (STL330425) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC (2 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240090 

RED BEFORE BLACK #2 (OF 6) CVR B JOHNSON (MR) 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Goran Sudžuka (CA) Dave Johnson 

A PTSD flashback brings Val back to prison, with an in!mate look into her character and origins 

before Florida. 

 

Meanwhile in the present, Leo is in her crosshairs, but the opera!on will have to be carried out at a 

place with far too much collateral present… (STL330426) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC (2 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240093 

LAWFUL #4 (OF 8) CVR A KHALIDAH 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Diego Galindo (CA) Qis!na Khalidah 

The worst happens to Sung and his mother, aWer they're forced to leave their home. 

 

His mother has lost access to her medica!on and they now live among the more monstrous 

commoners-but their new neighbors aren't what they seem! 

 

However, with the Champion announcing a new offensive plan in the wilds, Sung sees an opportunity 

to reset their standing. (STL330413) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (4 of 8) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240094 

LAWFUL #4 (OF 8) CVR B MERCADO 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Diego Galindo (CA) Miguel Mercado 

The worst happens to Sung and his mother, aWer they're forced to leave their home. 



 

His mother has lost access to her medica!on and they now live among the more monstrous 

commoners-but their new neighbors aren't what they seem! 

 

However, with the Champion announcing a new offensive plan in the wilds, Sung sees an opportunity 

to reset their standing. (STL330414) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (4 of 8) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240097 

PROFANE #4 (OF 5) CVR A RODRIGUEZ (MR) 

(W) Peter Milligan (A) Raul Fernandez (CA) Javier Rodriguez 

In the penul!mate issue of the mind-bending noir murder mystery, the hunt for Will Profane's 

author's killer comes to a head.  

 

And with the Red Glove determined to work finally bea!ng Profane into his new, authorless des!ny, 

will Profane make it out on top once again, or finally meet his match? (STL330417) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240098 

PROFANE #4 (OF 5) CVR B PHILLIPS & MARTIN (MR) 

(W) Peter Milligan (A) Raul Fernandez (CA) Sean Phillips, Pip Mar!n 

In the penul!mate issue of the mind-bending noir murder mystery, the hunt for Will Profane's 

author's killer comes to a head.  

 

And with the Red Glove determined to work finally bea!ng Profane into his new, authorless des!ny, 

will Profane make it out on top once again, or finally meet his match? (STL330418) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240101 

CROCODILE BLACK #5 (OF 5) CVR A SORRENTINO (MR) 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A)  Som (CA) Andrea Sorren!no 



Deadly, focused, and fully manifested as Leo Black, Danny is a fearsome thing to behold, like a sleek 

rep!le leaving chaos, bullet holes, and blood in his wake. 

 

Meanwhile, while Danny's sister scours the internet for his whereabouts, Triv con!nues to follow 

Danny's trail, and what were once separate paths threaten to converge, and the sense of dread and 

finality is palpable… (STL330398) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240105 

AMORY WARS NO WORLD TOMORROW #5 (OF 12) CVR A GUGLIOTTA (MR) 

(W) Claudio Sanchez, Chondra Echert (A) Guillaume Mar!nez (CA) Gianluca GuglioPa 

As the epic conclusion to The Amory Wars nears its midpoint aWer the true iden!ty of Wolf-Con 4 is 

revealed, and baPle ensues with Sizer, with the promises of new allies as the spoils of victory, while 

elsewhere Wilhelm Ryan and Admiral Vielar Crom journey through the present as well as memories 

of the past. 

 

Meanwhile, Claudio and Chase find themselves in the past via the Willing Well, witnessing an all-too-

familiar scene from Claudio's past, as they search for new revela!ons of Wilhelm Ryan's origins… 

(STL330394) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 232pgs, FC (5 of 12) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240106 

AMORY WARS NO WORLD TOMORROW #5 (OF 12) CVR B WAYSHAK (MR) 

(W) Claudio Sanchez, Chondra Echert (A) Guillaume Mar!nez (CA) Jonathan Wayshak 

As the epic conclusion to The Amory Wars nears its midpoint aWer the true iden!ty of Wolf-Con 4 is 

revealed, and baPle ensues with Sizer, with the promises of new allies as the spoils of victory, while 

elsewhere Wilhelm Ryan and Admiral Vielar Crom journey through the present as well as memories 

of the past. 

 

Meanwhile, Claudio and Chase find themselves in the past via the Willing Well, witnessing an all-too-

familiar scene from Claudio's past, as they search for new revela!ons of Wilhelm Ryan's origins… 

(STL330395) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 232pgs, FC (5 of 12) SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL240109 

DUNE HOUSE CORRINO #6 (OF 8) CVR A SWANLAND (MR) 

(W) Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson (A) Simone Ragazzoni (CA) Raymond Swanland 

Where the Emperor is concerned, the legality of a massacre is of liPle maPer, as revolu!on brews, 

and Jessica prepares to deliver her child of fate, the discovery of tainted spice cannot go 

unpunished… 

 

Meanwhile, Shaddam has the perfect subject to frame… (STL330402) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 40pgs, FC (6 of 8) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL240110 

DUNE HOUSE CORRINO #6 (OF 8) CVR B FISH (MR) 

(W) Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson (A) Simone Ragazzoni (CA) Veronica Fish 

Where the Emperor is concerned, the legality of a massacre is of liPle maPer, as revolu!on brews, 

and Jessica prepares to deliver her child of fate, the discovery of tainted spice cannot go 

unpunished… 

 

Meanwhile, Shaddam has the perfect subject to frame… (STL330403) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 40pgs, FC (6 of 8) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL240113 

DUNE HOUSE CORRINO HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson (A) Simone Ragazzoni (CA) Raymond Swanland 

As the Royal Family, House Corrino was once the most powerful house in the universe, playing a 

crucial role in events surrounding the major poli!cal players that will change the shape of the 

balance of power in Dune forever. 

 

House Harkonnen increases their pressure on the Fremen, scaling up the conflict in ways that 

threaten even more bloodshed, while the Bene Gesserit plot the course for their would be messiah, 

and pull the strings of the fateful mother of the Kwisatz Haderach. 

 



Legendary authors Brian Herbert & Kevin J. Anderson adapt their bestselling novel with ar!st Simone 

Ragazzoni (Power Rangers Universe) in this third and final prequel to one of the most celebrated 

science fic!on novels of all !me! 

 

Collects Dune: House Corrino #1-3. (STL315368) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240114 

SIR #2 (OF 5) CVR A HOUND 

(W/A/CA) Fell Hound 

Avery should have heeded Nico's warnings, because last night's S.I.R. match did not go as planned, 

with furious consequences! 

 

But as the days go by, Nico has been harboring secret feelings, while Avery sePles into a newfound 

sense of vengeance… (STL330429) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240115 

SIR #2 (OF 5) CVR B WADA 

(W/A) Fell Hound (CA) Kevin Wada 

Avery should have heeded Nico's warnings, because last night's S.I.R. match did not go as planned, 

with furious consequences! 

 

But as the days go by, Nico has been harboring secret feelings, while Avery sePles into a newfound 

sense of vengeance… (STL330430) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240117 

GARFIELD #2 (OF 4) CVR A HARRISON 

(W) Ryan Estrada, Brinson Thieme (A) Axur Eneas,  Dozerdraws (CA) JJ Harrison 

With two more delicious Garfield stories to dig into, Jon sends both Vic and Garfield on the hunt for 

some pesky mice, but Garfield is way too lazy to play fair! 

 



Meanwhile, Jinx and Barry enact yet another plan to get revenge on Garfield; will they finally do it 

this !me? (STL330406) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240118 

GARFIELD #2 (OF 4) CVR B STEPHENS 

(W) Ryan Estrada, Brinson Thieme (A) Axur Eneas,  Dozerdraws (CA) Jay Stephens 

With two more delicious Garfield stories to dig into, Jon sends both Vic and Garfield on the hunt for 

some pesky mice, but Garfield is way too lazy to play fair! 

 

Meanwhile, Jinx and Barry enact yet another plan to get revenge on Garfield; will they finally do it 

this !me? (STL330407) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240121 

NOMADS OGN BOOK 02 SAND KINGDOM (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Captain Juuter 

Lance, Saber and Satra have finally arrived in the Sand Kingdom, ready for the next chapter of their 

adventure! However, their quest takes an unexpected twist when a seemingly harmless shopping 

spree plunges them into a web of chaos and mischief. Mistaken iden!!es and a comedy of errors 

result in the trio facing the wrath of the law, with bounty hunters hot on their trail. 

 

As the stakes escalate, it's not just the hunters who want a piece of the ac!on, but Kings Guard 

secret agents as well. With danger closing in from all sides, the trio must forge alliances with both 

familiar faces and eccentric new companions. Each step forward reveals a new challenge, and they 

soon realize that the greatest threat may lie in the shadows, wai!ng to pounce…with a shocking 

iden!ty that will be revealed!   

 

Creator Captain Juuter con!nues the fan favorite Webtoon series in print form with this new edi!on 

collec!ng episodes 24-53 of Nomads! (STL315389) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 304pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL240122 

NOMADS OGN BOOK 01 SKY KINGDOM (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Captain Juuter 



Lance never wanted to be a Nomad, but on his 19th birthday, he leaves his homeland in the Sea 

Kingdom behind while searching for his brother in the Sky Kingdom. However, things take an 

unexpected turn when he meets the mysterious Satra and the magical cat Saber who imbues Lance 

with supernatural powers. When the two decide to join Lance, it ignites a series of 

misunderstandings that will chase them throughout the kingdoms, branding Lance as a kidnapper, 

with bounty hunters compe!ng for their capture. 

Together, the trio will face unexpected foes, mysterious new creatures, and their own deep secrets as 

they search for Lance's missing brother and, perhaps, company to call home. 

Creator Captain Juuter brings the first 23 episodes of the fan favorite Webtoon series that's One 

Piece meets Hooky to print. (STL301978) (JAN240021) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL240123 

O/A SIKTC ORDER OF ST GEORGE BASEBALL CAP 

Represent the iconic House of Slaughter with this ultra premium black baseball cap, featuring a 

striking black-on-black "Order of St. George" logo on the front! 

 

One-size-fits-all. (STL284515 

Item SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL240124 

O/A SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN DUPLICITYPE BASEBALL CAP ( 

(A) Werther Dell'Edera 

Represent the iconic House of Slaughter with this ultra premium black baseball cap, featuring a 

Previews exclusive white-on-black "Order of St. George" logo on the front! 

 

One-size-fits-all. (STL288262) (C: 0-1-2 

Item SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL240125 

HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) James TynionIV, Tate Brombal (A) Chris Shehan, Werther Dell'Edera (CA) Chris Shehan 

The first collec!on of the bestselling expansion of  the world of Something is Killing the Children is 

here! 



 

Discover the clandes!ne and perilous inner workings of the House of Slaughter in this new horror 

series from co-creator James Tynion IV, co-writer Tate Brombal, and illustrated by rising star Chris 

Shehan and co-creator Werther Dell'Edera.  

 

Learn the secret history of the order that forged Erica into the monster hunter she is today… and 

learn the tragic backstory of her handler and rival, Aaron Slaughter. 

Collec!ng House of Slaughter #1-5. (STL220555) (FEB220718) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240126 

HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER TP VOL 02 

(W) James TynionIV, Sam Johns (A) Le!zia Cadonici, Werther Dell'Edera (CA) Rafael Albuquerque 

What secrets do the mysterious scribes of the Order of St. George, the Scarlet Masks, record within 

the shadows of the House of Slaughter?  

 

Enamored with stories of ancient hunters, as well as those in his midst, Edwin Slaughter only gets to 

write the stories… never live them. That is, un!l a legendary monster that's taken the lives of 

countless children brings Edwin into the field.  

 

Will he live to survive long enough to document his experience, or perish with his story leW untold? 

 

Delve deeper s!ll into the world of Something is Killing the Children in the second volume of the 

bestselling series wriPen by co-creator and award-winning author James Tynion IV (The Department 

Of Truth, The Nice House On The Lake) and co-writer Sam Johns (Punchline) alongside rising star 

ar!st La!zia Cadonici and co-creator Werther Dell'Edera (Razorblades). 

 

Collects House of Slaughter #6-10. (STL227082) (AUG220328) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240127 

HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER TP VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) James TynionIV, Werther Dell'Edera (A) Antonio Fuso (CA) Mateus Manhanni 



Jace Boucher’s past and present collide, with new revela!ons from his youth shedding light on his 

current mission as ar!st Antonio Fuso (Lost Falls, GI Joe: Cobra) joins returning writer Tate Brombal 

(Behold, Behemoth) for the next chapter of “The Butcher’s” story! 

 

No longer the monster hunter he once was and unaware of Aaron’s fate, Jace must protect the 

orphans under his care. Can he save them from not just the monsters, but a rage and guilt more 

terrifying than the children have ever witnessed? Jace will have to make a difficult choice between 

vengeance, loyalty, and rescue from certain death!   

 

Meanwhile Sunny has to deal with monsters within and without, while caught between the White 

Masks and a cruel pair of eyes watching from between the trees… 

 

Collects House of Slaughter #11-15. (STL274782) (MAY230360) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240128 

HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER TP VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sam Johns (A) Le!zia Cadonici (CA) Javier Rodriguez 

In the ruthless war against monsters, nothing is unthinkable or off-limits for the White Masks. 

 

A fan-favorite White Mask named Bait (a mute boy with amputated arms and a tendency to survive 

suicidal odds), is dispatched with a mission more malicious than imaginable in a group home for 

children. While Bait does his best to ignore the children’s cruelty toward him, he’s leW with more 

ques!ons than answers aWer monsters aPack. What does a kind, mysterious girl named NannePe 

have to do with what’s going on?  

 

With Bait’s fellow White Masks Paris and Tybalt keeping the pressure on, and Scarlet Mask Gerde’s 

secret scheming in the shadows, writer Sam Johns (Punchline) and ar!st Le!zia Cadonici (The 

Neighbors) take House of Slaughter to new emo!onal depths of terror. 

 

Collects House of Slaughter #16-20. (STL292032) (DEC230130) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240129 

SOMETHING IS KILLING CHILDREN DLX ED HC BOOK 01 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

Children in a sleepy Wisconsin town begin to go missing with most never returning, and those that 

do have disturbing stories of horrific creatures that live in the shadows. 

 

There is one person that believes the children and claims to be the only who sees what they can see. 

Her name is Erica Slaughter. She kills monsters. This is all she does, and she bears the cost because it 

must be done.  

 

Experience the cri!cally acclaimed series by GLAAD Award-winning writer James Tynion IV 

(Department of Truth, Batman) and ar!st Werther Dell’Edera (Razorblades) like never before. 

 

Collects Something is Killing the Children #1-15 in a single deluxe edi!on hardcover for the first !me. 

(STL193848) (JUN211086) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 8x12, 384pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL240130 

SOMETHING IS KILLING CHILDREN DLX ED HC BOOK 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

With the unforgiving Order of St. George on her trail, the deadly Duplicitype on the hunt, and CuPer 

in pursuit, Erica is in dire straits. 

Collec!ng the en!re second story cycle of Something is Killing the Children, this epic deluxe 

hardcover edi!on is the perfect place to con!nue reading the na!onal bestseller, with over 2.5 

million copies sold! 

Erica Slaughter returns aWer the Archer's Peak Saga in this collec!on of the mul!ple Eisner Award-

winning and Harvey Award-nominated series from GLAAD Award-winning author James Tynion IV 

(The Department Of Truth, W0rldtr33), ar!st Werther Dell'Edera (Razorblades), colorist Miquel 

Muerto (Bleed Them Dry), and lePerer AndWorld Design (Nightwing). 

Collects Something is Killing the Children #21-35. (STL301987) (JAN240049) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 400pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL240131 

SOMETHING IS KILLING CHILDREN DLX SLIP HC BOOK 01 (2ND ED) ( 

(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

Collects the en!re "Archer's Peak" saga is back in a new edi!on! 



Children in a sleepy Wisconsin town begin to go missing with most never returning, and those that 

do have disturbing stories of horrific creatures that live in the shadows. 

There is one person that believes the children and claims to be the only who sees what they can see. 

Her name is Erica Slaughter. She kills monsters. This is all she does, and she bears the cost because it 

must be done.  

Experience the cri!cally acclaimed series by GLAAD Award-winning writer James Tynion IV 

(Department of Truth, Batman) and ar!st Werther Dell'Edera (Razorblades) like never before. 

Collects Something is Killing the Children #1-15 in a single slipcased hardcover edi!on. This limited 

edi!on will feature a colored foil stamp treatment unique from the sold out first edi!on. (STL215837) 

(DEC210805) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 8x12, 384pgs, FC SRP: $69.99 

 

JUL240132 

SOMETHING IS KILLING CHILDREN DLX ED HC SLIPCASE BOOK 02 (C: 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

With the unforgiving Order of St. George on her trail, the deadly Duplicitype on the hunt, and CuPer 

in pursuit, Erica is in dire straits. 

Collec!ng the en!re second story cycle of Something is Killing the Children, this limited edi!on 

hardcover collec!on with a unique slipcase is the perfect place to con!nue reading the na!onal 

bestseller, with over 2.5 million copies sold! 

Erica Slaughter returns aWer the Archer's Peak Saga in this collec!on of the mul!ple Eisner Award-

winning and Harvey Award-nominated series from GLAAD Award-winning author James Tynion IV 

(The Department Of Truth, W0rldtr33), ar!st Werther Dell'Edera (Razorblades), colorist Miquel 

Muerto (Bleed Them Dry), and lePerer AndWorld Design (Nightwing). 

Collects Something is Killing the Children #21-35. (STL301988) (JAN240050) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 400pgs, FC SRP: $69.99 

 

JUL240133 

SOMETHING IS KILLING CHILDREN TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

When the children of Archer's Peak begin to go missing, everything seems hopeless. The few children 

that return alive have terrible stories—impossible details of terrifying creatures that live in the 

shadows. Their only hope is the arrival of a mysterious stranger, one who believes the children and 

claims to be the only adult who sees what they can see.  Her name is Erica Slaughter. She kills 

monsters. That is all she does, and she bears the cost because it must be done. GLAAD Award-

winning writer James Tynion IV (The Woods, Batman: Detec!ve Comics) teams with ar!st Werther 

Dell’Edera (Briggs Land) for a haun!ng series about staring into the abyss… and what happens when 

the abyss stares back. Collects issues #1-5. (STL154068) (MAR201361) (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240134 

SOMETHING IS KILLING CHILDREN TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

* Erica Slaughter may have slain the monster terrorizing the small Wisconsin town of Archer's Peak, 

but the horror is far from over. As her mysterious handler arrives in town to clean up her mess and 

quaran!ne the townsfolk, Erica sets off deeper into the woods—because the monster she killed was 

a mother… and now she needs to kill its children. 

* GLAAD Award-winning writer James Tynion IV (Batman, The Woods) and ar!st Werther Dell'Edera 

(Briggs Land) present the next chapter of the cri!cally acclaimed series that showed the world a new 

kind of horror. 

* Collects Something is Killing the Children #6-10. (STL162983) (JUL200921) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240135 

SOMETHING IS KILLING CHILDREN TP VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

* Archer's Peak is in lockdown, as Erica Slaughter has lost control of the situa!on. 

 

* But as the House of Slaughter arrives to clean up the situa!on by any means necessary, Erica finds 

that the true threat to those around her isn't who — or what — she ever expected. 

 

* Collects Something is Killing The Children #11-15. (STL182038) (FEB210874) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240136 

SOMETHING IS KILLING CHILDREN TP VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

What events brought Erica to the House of Slaughter? And what did she have to do to join the Order 

of St. George? 

 

Erica Slaughter went to hell and back in Archer’s Peak, but that may be nothing compared to the 

events that forged her at the House of Slaughter. 



 

Erica Slaughter’s origins are finally revealed in this volume of the Eisner Award-nominated series 

from GLAAD Award-winning author James Tynion IV (The Woods, Batman) and ar!st Werther 

Dell’Edera (Razorblades). 

 

Collects Something is Killing the Children #16-20. (STL201475) (SEP210778) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240137 

SOMETHING IS KILLING CHILDREN TP VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

Following the events of the Archer's Peak saga, Erica Slaughter is back on the hunt for a terrifying 

new kind of monster in Tribula!on, New Mexico. 

 

However, the Order of St. George never forgives and never forgets, and Erica will soon find herself in 

the sights of her most dangerous foe yet.  

 

Collects Something is Killing the Children #21-25. (STL227092) (JUN220387) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240138 

SOMETHING IS KILLING CHILDREN TP VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

With the last person in her corner gone and a ruthless Order of St. George agent closing in, Erica 

Slaughter finds herself alone and without a prayer.  

 

Can she take on this horrific new monster plaguing the small town of Tribula!on, New Mexico by 

herself, or is this the end of her story? 

 

Erica is also faced with a choice to reach out to an unexpected source for help, or find herself dealing 

with both a monster and her human enemies alone… 

 

Erica Slaughter faces her deadliest challenge yet in the next volume of the Eisner & Ringo Award-

winning and Harvey Award-nominated series from GLAAD Award-winning author James Tynion IV 



(Department of Truth, The Nice House on the Lake), ar!st Werther Dell'Edera (Razorblades), colorist 

Miquel Muerto (Radiant Red), and lePerer AndWorld Design (Nightwing, The Many Deaths of Laila 

Starr). 

 

Collects Something is Killing the Children #26-30. (STL263111) (FEB230290) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

BOOM! STUDIOS 

 

JUL240139 

O/A SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN TP VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

AWer narrowly surviving the Duplicitype, Erica Slaughter must s!ll reckon with the murderous CuPer 

to save Tribula!on. Separated from Dolly and driven by rage, CuPer won't stop un!l she gets revenge 

on Erica. 

 

But the horror is far from over as the Duplicitype, the infamous monster wearing Erica's likeness that 

changed Something is Killing the Children forever, also remains at large and in relentless pursuit! And 

with Cecilia showing up, will Erica finally find the ally she needs, or is betrayal in the cards? 

 

Most importantly, what chance does Erica stand? 

 

Collects Something is Killing the Children #31-35. (STL292040) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

DYNAMITE 

 

JUL240140 

RED SONJA DEATH AND THE DEVIL #1 CVR A LINSNER 

(W) Luke Lieberman (A) Alberto Locatelli (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Sonja has dealt death many !mes in her travels.  Thing is, blood doesn't wash out and some!mes it 

comes back to haunt you.  Killing the Sultan of Turan has leW the na!on in a bloody chaos of serpent 

cults and warring rivals for the throne, and it is all Sonja's fault.  She returns to save the Sultan's true 

heir bring peace to the land.  At least, that's the plan.  



 

She is not the only one hun!ng the boy, Bloodless, an undead assassin, stalks her every step.  He will 

force Sonja to face her demons! 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331884) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240141 

RED SONJA DEATH AND THE DEVIL #1 CVR B CELINA 

(W) Luke Lieberman (A) Alberto Locatelli (CA)  Celina 

Sonja has dealt death many !mes in her travels.  Thing is, blood doesn't wash out and some!mes it 

comes back to haunt you.  Killing the Sultan of Turan has leW the na!on in a bloody chaos of serpent 

cults and warring rivals for the throne, and it is all Sonja's fault.  She returns to save the Sultan's true 

heir bring peace to the land.  At least, that's the plan.  

 

She is not the only one hun!ng the boy, Bloodless, an undead assassin, stalks her every step.  He will 

force Sonja to face her demons! 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331885) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240142 

RED SONJA DEATH AND THE DEVIL #1 CVR C MORITAT 

(W) Luke Lieberman (A) Alberto Locatelli (CA)  Moritat 

Sonja has dealt death many !mes in her travels.  Thing is, blood doesn't wash out and some!mes it 

comes back to haunt you.  Killing the Sultan of Turan has leW the na!on in a bloody chaos of serpent 

cults and warring rivals for the throne, and it is all Sonja's fault.  She returns to save the Sultan's true 

heir bring peace to the land.  At least, that's the plan.  

 

She is not the only one hun!ng the boy, Bloodless, an undead assassin, stalks her every step.  He will 

force Sonja to face her demons! 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331886) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL240143 

RED SONJA DEATH AND THE DEVIL #1 CVR D COSPLAY 

(W) Luke Lieberman (A) Alberto Locatelli (CA)  Cosplay 

Sonja has dealt death many !mes in her travels.  Thing is, blood doesn't wash out and some!mes it 

comes back to haunt you.  Killing the Sultan of Turan has leW the na!on in a bloody chaos of serpent 

cults and warring rivals for the throne, and it is all Sonja's fault.  She returns to save the Sultan's true 

heir bring peace to the land.  At least, that's the plan.  

 

She is not the only one hun!ng the boy, Bloodless, an undead assassin, stalks her every step.  He will 

force Sonja to face her demons! 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331887) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240144 

RED SONJA DEATH AND THE DEVIL #1 CVR E LINSNER FOIL (C: 0-1- 

(W) Luke Lieberman (A) Alberto Locatelli (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Sonja has dealt death many !mes in her travels.  Thing is, blood doesn't wash out and some!mes it 

comes back to haunt you.  Killing the Sultan of Turan has leW the na!on in a bloody chaos of serpent 

cults and warring rivals for the throne, and it is all Sonja's fault.  She returns to save the Sultan's true 

heir bring peace to the land.  At least, that's the plan.  

 

She is not the only one hun!ng the boy, Bloodless, an undead assassin, stalks her every step.  He will 

force Sonja to face her demons! (STL331888) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL240145 

RED SONJA DEATH AND THE DEVIL #1 CVR F LINSNER FOIL VIRGIN ( 

(W) Luke Lieberman (A) Alberto Locatelli (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Sonja has dealt death many !mes in her travels.  Thing is, blood doesn't wash out and some!mes it 

comes back to haunt you.  Killing the Sultan of Turan has leW the na!on in a bloody chaos of serpent 

cults and warring rivals for the throne, and it is all Sonja's fault.  She returns to save the Sultan's true 

heir bring peace to the land.  At least, that's the plan.  

 



She is not the only one hun!ng the boy, Bloodless, an undead assassin, stalks her every step.  He will 

force Sonja to face her demons! (STL331889) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL240146 

RED SONJA DEATH AND THE DEVIL #1 CVR G BLANK AUTHENTIX 

(W) Luke Lieberman (A) Alberto Locatelli (CA)  Blank Cover 

Sonja has dealt death many !mes in her travels.  Thing is, blood doesn't wash out and some!mes it 

comes back to haunt you.  Killing the Sultan of Turan has leW the na!on in a bloody chaos of serpent 

cults and warring rivals for the throne, and it is all Sonja's fault.  She returns to save the Sultan's true 

heir bring peace to the land.  At least, that's the plan.  

 

She is not the only one hun!ng the boy, Bloodless, an undead assassin, stalks her every step.  He will 

force Sonja to face her demons! 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331890) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240147 

RED SONJA DEATH AND THE DEVIL #1 CVR H LINSNER ATLAS LIEBERM 

(W) Luke Lieberman (A) Alberto Locatelli (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Signed by Luke Lieberman (STL331891) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL240148 

RED SONJA DEATH AND THE DEVIL #1 CVR I LINSNER METAL PREMIUM 

(W) Luke Lieberman (A) Alberto Locatelli (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi!on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las!ng dye-infused prin!ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi!on enhancement ligh!ng the collec!ng community on fire! (STL331892) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL240149 



RED SONJA DEATH AND THE DEVIL #1 CVR J LINSNER LTD VIRGIN (C 

(W) Luke Lieberman (A) Alberto Locatelli (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Get Joesph Michael Linsner's cover for Red Sonja: Death and the Devil #1 free of trade dress with this 

Limited, Virgin Edi!on! (STL331893) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL240159 

JONNY QUEST #2 CVR A HARDIN 

(W) Joe Casey (A) Sebas!an Piriz (CA) Chad Hardin 

Stranded in a most unexpected way, Jonny and the gang trek to the other side of the world in hopes 

of gaining the help of a long!me ally — but there’s no guarantee that familiar allegiances are s!ll in 

effect in their strange new situa!on. Meanwhile, a classic adversary launches another terrifying 

assault aimed at ensuring that Jonny, Hadji, Race, Dr. Quest, and Bandit never make it back home! 

 

The acclaimed crea!ve team of writer JOE CASEY (Superman, Ben 10) and ar!st SEBASTIÁN PIRIZ (We 

Ride Titans, Deadweights) pull readers deeper into the mystery of Team Quest’s most uncanny 

adventure yet with Jonny Quest #2, featuring cap!va!ng covers from CHAD HARDIN, JAE LEE & JUNE 

CHUNG, TOM RANEY, and RICHARD PACE! 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL332080) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240160 

JONNY QUEST #2 CVR B LEE 

(W) Joe Casey (A) Sebas!an Piriz (CA) Jae Lee 

Stranded in a most unexpected way, Jonny and the gang trek to the other side of the world in hopes 

of gaining the help of a long!me ally — but there’s no guarantee that familiar allegiances are s!ll in 

effect in their strange new situa!on. Meanwhile, a classic adversary launches another terrifying 

assault aimed at ensuring that Jonny, Hadji, Race, Dr. Quest, and Bandit never make it back home! 

 

The acclaimed crea!ve team of writer JOE CASEY (Superman, Ben 10) and ar!st SEBASTIÁN PIRIZ (We 

Ride Titans, Deadweights) pull readers deeper into the mystery of Team Quest’s most uncanny 

adventure yet with Jonny Quest #2, featuring cap!va!ng covers from CHAD HARDIN, JAE LEE & JUNE 

CHUNG, TOM RANEY, and RICHARD PACE! 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL332081) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240161 

JONNY QUEST #2 CVR C RANEY 

(W) Joe Casey (A) Sebas!an Piriz (CA) Tom Raney 

Stranded in a most unexpected way, Jonny and the gang trek to the other side of the world in hopes 

of gaining the help of a long!me ally — but there’s no guarantee that familiar allegiances are s!ll in 

effect in their strange new situa!on. Meanwhile, a classic adversary launches another terrifying 

assault aimed at ensuring that Jonny, Hadji, Race, Dr. Quest, and Bandit never make it back home! 

 

The acclaimed crea!ve team of writer JOE CASEY (Superman, Ben 10) and ar!st SEBASTIÁN PIRIZ (We 

Ride Titans, Deadweights) pull readers deeper into the mystery of Team Quest’s most uncanny 

adventure yet with Jonny Quest #2, featuring cap!va!ng covers from CHAD HARDIN, JAE LEE & JUNE 

CHUNG, TOM RANEY, and RICHARD PACE! 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL332082) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240162 

JONNY QUEST #2 CVR D PACE 

(W) Joe Casey (A) Sebas!an Piriz (CA) Richard Pace 

Stranded in a most unexpected way, Jonny and the gang trek to the other side of the world in hopes 

of gaining the help of a long!me ally — but there’s no guarantee that familiar allegiances are s!ll in 

effect in their strange new situa!on. Meanwhile, a classic adversary launches another terrifying 

assault aimed at ensuring that Jonny, Hadji, Race, Dr. Quest, and Bandit never make it back home! 

 

The acclaimed crea!ve team of writer JOE CASEY (Superman, Ben 10) and ar!st SEBASTIÁN PIRIZ (We 

Ride Titans, Deadweights) pull readers deeper into the mystery of Team Quest’s most uncanny 

adventure yet with Jonny Quest #2, featuring cap!va!ng covers from CHAD HARDIN, JAE LEE & JUNE 

CHUNG, TOM RANEY, and RICHARD PACE! 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL332083) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240163 



JONNY QUEST #2 CVR E HARDIN METAL PREMIUM (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Joe Casey (A) Sebas!an Piriz (CA) Chad Hardin 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi!on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las!ng dye-infused prin!ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi!on enhancement ligh!ng the collec!ng community on fire! (STL332084) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL240164 

JONNY QUEST #2 CVR F HARDIN LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Joe Casey (A) Sebas!an Piriz (CA) Chad Hardin 

Get Chad Hardin's cover for Jonny Quest #2 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi!on! 

(STL332085) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL240176 

POWERPUFF GIRLS #3 CVR A ROMERO 

(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Karen Darboe (CA) Leonardo Romero 

It's another day in Townsville, and that means there's another miscellaneous villain for the Powerpuff 

Girls to defeat. So forgePable is this new antagonist that the girls just give him a number rather than 

learning his name. But "Miscellaneous Villain 432" does have a name (it's Big Bang, thanks for 

asking), and he's determined to make sure that Bubbles, Blossom, and BuPercup will always 

remember it by KO-ing all three of them in a rematch! 

Will Big Bang triumph over the Titanic Trio in their do-over dustup? History suggests not, but there's 

a first !me for everything and what bePer place to witness it than in The Powerpuff Girls #3's "Origin 

Story," a true no-holds-barred tale from Eisner Award-winning writer KELLY THOMPSON and 

celebrated ar!st MIRIANA PUGLIA, with two-fisted covers from LEONARDO ROMERO, PAULINA 

GANUCHEAU, KAREN S. DARBOE, NICOLETTA BALDARI, and KEN HAESER! (STL331903) NOTE: Only 

available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240177 

POWERPUFF GIRLS #3 CVR B GANUCHEAU 

(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Karen Darboe (CA) Paulina Ganucheau 

It's another day in Townsville, and that means there's another miscellaneous villain for the Powerpuff 

Girls to defeat. So forgePable is this new antagonist that the girls just give him a number rather than 



learning his name. But "Miscellaneous Villain 432" does have a name (it's Big Bang, thanks for 

asking), and he's determined to make sure that Bubbles, Blossom, and BuPercup will always 

remember it by KO-ing all three of them in a rematch! 

Will Big Bang triumph over the Titanic Trio in their do-over dustup? History suggests not, but there's 

a first !me for everything and what bePer place to witness it than in The Powerpuff Girls #3's "Origin 

Story," a true no-holds-barred tale from Eisner Award-winning writer KELLY THOMPSON and 

celebrated ar!st MIRIANA PUGLIA, with two-fisted covers from LEONARDO ROMERO, PAULINA 

GANUCHEAU, KAREN S. DARBOE, NICOLETTA BALDARI, and KEN HAESER! (STL331904) NOTE: Only 

available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240178 

POWERPUFF GIRLS #3 CVR C DARBOE 

(W) Kelly Thompson (A/CA) Karen Darboe 

It's another day in Townsville, and that means there's another miscellaneous villain for the Powerpuff 

Girls to defeat. So forgePable is this new antagonist that the girls just give him a number rather than 

learning his name. But "Miscellaneous Villain 432" does have a name (it's Big Bang, thanks for 

asking), and he's determined to make sure that Bubbles, Blossom, and BuPercup will always 

remember it by KO-ing all three of them in a rematch! 

Will Big Bang triumph over the Titanic Trio in their do-over dustup? History suggests not, but there's 

a first !me for everything and what bePer place to witness it than in The Powerpuff Girls #3's "Origin 

Story," a true no-holds-barred tale from Eisner Award-winning writer KELLY THOMPSON and 

celebrated ar!st MIRIANA PUGLIA, with two-fisted covers from LEONARDO ROMERO, PAULINA 

GANUCHEAU, KAREN S. DARBOE, NICOLETTA BALDARI, and KEN HAESER! (STL331905) NOTE: Only 

available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240179 

POWERPUFF GIRLS #3 CVR D BALDARI 

(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Karen Darboe (CA) NicolePa Baldari 

It's another day in Townsville, and that means there's another miscellaneous villain for the Powerpuff 

Girls to defeat. So forgePable is this new antagonist that the girls just give him a number rather than 

learning his name. But "Miscellaneous Villain 432" does have a name (it's Big Bang, thanks for 

asking), and he's determined to make sure that Bubbles, Blossom, and BuPercup will always 

remember it by KO-ing all three of them in a rematch! 

Will Big Bang triumph over the Titanic Trio in their do-over dustup? History suggests not, but there's 

a first !me for everything and what bePer place to witness it than in The Powerpuff Girls #3's "Origin 

Story," a true no-holds-barred tale from Eisner Award-winning writer KELLY THOMPSON and 

celebrated ar!st MIRIANA PUGLIA, with two-fisted covers from LEONARDO ROMERO, PAULINA 



GANUCHEAU, KAREN S. DARBOE, NICOLETTA BALDARI, and KEN HAESER! (STL331906) NOTE: Only 

available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240180 

POWERPUFF GIRLS #3 CVR E GANUCHEAU LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Karen Darboe (CA) Paulina Ganucheau 

It's another day in Townsville, and that means there's another miscellaneous villain for the Powerpuff 

Girls to defeat. So forgePable is this new antagonist that the girls just give him a number rather than 

learning his name. But "Miscellaneous Villain 432" does have a name (it's Big Bang, thanks for 

asking), and he's determined to make sure that Bubbles, Blossom, and BuPercup will always 

remember it by KO-ing all three of them in a rematch! 

Will Big Bang triumph over the Titanic Trio in their do-over dustup? History suggests not, but there's 

a first !me for everything and what bePer place to witness it than in The Powerpuff Girls #3's "Origin 

Story," a true no-holds-barred tale from Eisner Award-winning writer KELLY THOMPSON and 

celebrated ar!st MIRIANA PUGLIA, with two-fisted covers from LEONARDO ROMERO, PAULINA 

GANUCHEAU, KAREN S. DARBOE, NICOLETTA BALDARI, and KEN HAESER! 

Get Paulina Ganucheau's cover for The Powerpuff Girls #3 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin 

Edi!on! (STL331907) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico 

and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL240181 

POWERPUFF GIRLS #3 CVR F ROMERO METAL PREMIUM (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Karen Darboe (CA) Leonardo Romero 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi!on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las!ng dye-infused prin!ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi!on enhancement ligh!ng the collec!ng community on fire! (STL331908) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and 

Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL240187 

THUNDERCATS CHEETARA #3 CVR A LEE 

(W) Soo Lee (A) Domenico Carbone (CA) Soo Lee 



As Cheetara becomes more conscious of her hidden powers, she is also increasingly troubled by 

apocalyp!c visions of the future. Goaded on by these haun!ng dreams, she ramps up her training of 

the young Lion-0 to prepare him for the trials ahead - but pushing the young prince so hard may 

wind up doing more harm than good! 

The acclaimed crea!ve team of writer SOO LEE and ar!st DOMENICO CARBONE con!nue to unveil 

the secrets that lie at the heart of Thundera and the saga of the ThunderCats in ThunderCats: 

Cheetara #3 EDWIN GALMON! commemorated with classic covers from LEE, LESLEY "LEIRIX" LI, 

REBECA PUEBLA, and (STL331914) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240188 

THUNDERCATS CHEETARA #3 CVR B BRANDT & STIEN 

(W) Soo Lee (A) Domenico Carbone (CA) Ted Brandt, Ro Stein 

As Cheetara becomes more conscious of her hidden powers, she is also increasingly troubled by 

apocalyp!c visions of the future. Goaded on by these haun!ng dreams, she ramps up her training of 

the young Lion-0 to prepare him for the trials ahead - but pushing the young prince so hard may 

wind up doing more harm than good! 

The acclaimed crea!ve team of writer SOO LEE and ar!st DOMENICO CARBONE con!nue to unveil 

the secrets that lie at the heart of Thundera and the saga of the ThunderCats in ThunderCats: 

Cheetara #3 EDWIN GALMON! commemorated with classic covers from LEE, LESLEY "LEIRIX" LI, 

REBECA PUEBLA, and (STL331915) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240189 

THUNDERCATS CHEETARA #3 CVR C LEIRIX 

(W) Soo Lee (A) Domenico Carbone (CA)  Leirix 

As Cheetara becomes more conscious of her hidden powers, she is also increasingly troubled by 

apocalyp!c visions of the future. Goaded on by these haun!ng dreams, she ramps up her training of 

the young Lion-0 to prepare him for the trials ahead - but pushing the young prince so hard may 

wind up doing more harm than good! 

The acclaimed crea!ve team of writer SOO LEE and ar!st DOMENICO CARBONE con!nue to unveil 

the secrets that lie at the heart of Thundera and the saga of the ThunderCats in ThunderCats: 

Cheetara #3 EDWIN GALMON! commemorated with classic covers from LEE, LESLEY "LEIRIX" LI, 

REBECA PUEBLA, and (STL331916) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL240190 

THUNDERCATS CHEETARA #3 CVR D PUEBLA 

(W) Soo Lee (A) Domenico Carbone (CA) Rebeca Puebla 

As Cheetara becomes more conscious of her hidden powers, she is also increasingly troubled by 

apocalyp!c visions of the future. Goaded on by these haun!ng dreams, she ramps up her training of 

the young Lion-0 to prepare him for the trials ahead - but pushing the young prince so hard may 

wind up doing more harm than good! 

The acclaimed crea!ve team of writer SOO LEE and ar!st DOMENICO CARBONE con!nue to unveil 

the secrets that lie at the heart of Thundera and the saga of the ThunderCats in ThunderCats: 

Cheetara #3 EDWIN GALMON! commemorated with classic covers from LEE, LESLEY "LEIRIX" LI, 

REBECA PUEBLA, and (STL331917) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240191 

THUNDERCATS CHEETARA #3 CVR E GALMON 

(W) Soo Lee (A) Domenico Carbone (CA) Edwin Galmon 

As Cheetara becomes more conscious of her hidden powers, she is also increasingly troubled by 

apocalyp!c visions of the future. Goaded on by these haun!ng dreams, she ramps up her training of 

the young Lion-0 to prepare him for the trials ahead - but pushing the young prince so hard may 

wind up doing more harm than good! 

The acclaimed crea!ve team of writer SOO LEE and ar!st DOMENICO CARBONE con!nue to unveil 

the secrets that lie at the heart of Thundera and the saga of the ThunderCats in ThunderCats: 

Cheetara #3 EDWIN GALMON! commemorated with classic covers from LEE, LESLEY "LEIRIX" LI, 

REBECA PUEBLA, and (STL331918) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240192 

THUNDERCATS CHEETARA #3 CVR F PUEBLA METAL PREMIUM (C: 0-1-2 

(W) Soo Lee (A) Domenico Carbone (CA) Rebeca Puebla 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi!on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las!ng dye-infused prin!ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi!on enhancement ligh!ng the collec!ng community on fire! (STL331919) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and 

Europe. 



32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL240193 

THUNDERCATS CHEETARA #3 CVR G LIERIX LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Soo Lee (A) Domenico Carbone (CA)  Leirix 

Get Lesley "Leirix" Li's cover for ThunderCats: Cheetara #3 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin 

Edi!on! (STL331920) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico 

and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL240199 

TRANSFORMERS 40TH ANN COLL TRADING CARD FOIL PACK DIS (24CT) 

Explore the ac!on-filled world of the Transformers as we celebrate 40 years of toy adventure and 

wonder from Hasbro!  Transformers fans can now collect their favorite Autobot and Decep!con 

characters in this comprehensive compila!on of graphics and art gathered from an interna!onal 

array of top ar!sts and Hasbro’s design archives!  Complete set includes: 

110 base cards 

110 Rainbow Holofoil Parallel cards 

6 Creator Art – Bob Budiansky cards 

6 Creator Art – Simon Furman cards 

40 One-of-One Unique Single Print cards randomly inserted in select packs 

Signed and Sketch Art cards randomly inserted in select packs 

Special Metal Art cards (1 of 4) randomly inserted into packs, one guaranteed per box. (STL332058) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL240200 

TRANSFORMERS 40TH ANN COLL TRADING CARD CARTON (C: 0-1-2) 

Explore the ac!on-filled world of the Transformers as we celebrate 40 years of toy adventure and 

wonder from Hasbro!  Transformers fans can now collect their favorite Autobot and Decep!con 

characters in this comprehensive compila!on of graphics and art gathered from an interna!onal 

array of top ar!sts and Hasbro’s design archives!  Complete set includes: 

110 base cards 

110 Rainbow Holofoil Parallel cards 



6 Creator Art – Bob Budiansky cards 

6 Creator Art – Simon Furman cards 

40 One-of-One Unique Single Print cards randomly inserted in select packs 

Signed and Sketch Art cards randomly inserted in select packs 

Special Metal Art cards (1 of 4) randomly inserted into packs, one guaranteed per box. (STL332059) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $1,725.12 

 

JUL240201 

HERCULES #5 CVR A KAMBADAIS 

(W) EllioP Kalan (A/CA) George Kambadais 

As the crisis of the missing gods grows ever more alarming, Hercules, Meg, and Phil decide to seek 

the counsel of Athena, goddess of victory and wisdom. But once again our heroes are one step 

behind the mysterious malefactor who has been plaguing Mount Olympus. Athena’s temple is 

deserted — and filled with signs of an epic struggle! 

Athena’s disappearance is the final straw for Herc, and he sets out with Galatea to confront their 

chief suspect, Hades, on his home turf in the underworld. But what they find in that shadowy realm 

is even more frightening than its countless legions of the dead! 

Emmy Award-winning writer ELLIOTT KALAN (The Daily Show) and star Gargoyles ar!st GEORGE 

KAMBADAIS retrace Orpheus’s famous footsteps in Hercules #5 — illuminated by covers from 

KAMBADAIS, MATTEO LOLLI, FRANCESCO TOMASELLI, and ALESSANDRO RANALDI! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331952) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240202 

HERCULES #5 CVR B LOLLI 

(W) EllioP Kalan (A) George Kambadais (CA) MaPeo Lolli 

As the crisis of the missing gods grows ever more alarming, Hercules, Meg, and Phil decide to seek 

the counsel of Athena, goddess of victory and wisdom. But once again our heroes are one step 

behind the mysterious malefactor who has been plaguing Mount Olympus. Athena’s temple is 

deserted — and filled with signs of an epic struggle! 

Athena’s disappearance is the final straw for Herc, and he sets out with Galatea to confront their 

chief suspect, Hades, on his home turf in the underworld. But what they find in that shadowy realm 

is even more frightening than its countless legions of the dead! 



Emmy Award-winning writer ELLIOTT KALAN (The Daily Show) and star Gargoyles ar!st GEORGE 

KAMBADAIS retrace Orpheus’s famous footsteps in Hercules #5 — illuminated by covers from 

KAMBADAIS, MATTEO LOLLI, FRANCESCO TOMASELLI, and ALESSANDRO RANALDI! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331953) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240203 

HERCULES #5 CVR C TOMASELLI 

(W) EllioP Kalan (A) George Kambadais (CA) Francesco Tomaselli 

As the crisis of the missing gods grows ever more alarming, Hercules, Meg, and Phil decide to seek 

the counsel of Athena, goddess of victory and wisdom. But once again our heroes are one step 

behind the mysterious malefactor who has been plaguing Mount Olympus. Athena’s temple is 

deserted — and filled with signs of an epic struggle! 

Athena’s disappearance is the final straw for Herc, and he sets out with Galatea to confront their 

chief suspect, Hades, on his home turf in the underworld. But what they find in that shadowy realm 

is even more frightening than its countless legions of the dead! 

Emmy Award-winning writer ELLIOTT KALAN (The Daily Show) and star Gargoyles ar!st GEORGE 

KAMBADAIS retrace Orpheus’s famous footsteps in Hercules #5 — illuminated by covers from 

KAMBADAIS, MATTEO LOLLI, FRANCESCO TOMASELLI, and ALESSANDRO RANALDI! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331954) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240204 

HERCULES #5 CVR D RANALDI NEGATIVE SPACE 

(W) EllioP Kalan (A) George Kambadais (CA) Alessandro Ranaldi 

As the crisis of the missing gods grows ever more alarming, Hercules, Meg, and Phil decide to seek 

the counsel of Athena, goddess of victory and wisdom. But once again our heroes are one step 

behind the mysterious malefactor who has been plaguing Mount Olympus. Athena’s temple is 

deserted — and filled with signs of an epic struggle! 

Athena’s disappearance is the final straw for Herc, and he sets out with Galatea to confront their 

chief suspect, Hades, on his home turf in the underworld. But what they find in that shadowy realm 

is even more frightening than its countless legions of the dead! 

Emmy Award-winning writer ELLIOTT KALAN (The Daily Show) and star Gargoyles ar!st GEORGE 

KAMBADAIS retrace Orpheus’s famous footsteps in Hercules #5 — illuminated by covers from 

KAMBADAIS, MATTEO LOLLI, FRANCESCO TOMASELLI, and ALESSANDRO RANALDI! 



ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331955) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240205 

HERCULES #5 CVR E LOLLI LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) EllioP Kalan (A) George Kambadais (CA) MaPeo Lolli 

Get MaPeo Lolli's cover for Hercules #5 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi!on! 

(STL331956) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and 

Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL240206 

HERCULES #5 CVR F TOMASELLI METAL PREMIUM (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) EllioP Kalan (A) George Kambadais (CA) Francesco Tomaselli 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi!on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las!ng dye-infused prin!ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi!on enhancement ligh!ng the collec!ng community on fire! (STL331957) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL240212 

LILO & STITCH #7 CVR A BALDARI (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) NicolePa Baldari 

IT’S A NEW DAY — AND A NEW CHANCE FOR ADVENTURE! 

It’s not that Lilo & S!tch are ac!vely trying to get into trouble — it’s just that every !me they leave 

the house, trouble somehow always finds them. Of course, these two mischief magnets do also jump 

at every opportunity for adventure that presents itself. Because, aWer all, what could possibly go 

wrong…? 

Find out the entertaining answer in issue #7 of Lilo & S!tch, the latest — and perhaps greatest! — 

installment in GREG PAK and GIULIA GIACOMINO’s acclaimed series, enhanced with cap!va!ng 

covers by NICOLETTA BALDARI, TRISH FORSTNER, EDWIN GALMON, and CRAIG ROUSSEAU! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331963) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. 

Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL240213 

LILO & STITCH #7 CVR B FORSTNER (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) Trish Forstner 

IT’S A NEW DAY — AND A NEW CHANCE FOR ADVENTURE! 

It’s not that Lilo & S!tch are ac!vely trying to get into trouble — it’s just that every !me they leave 

the house, trouble somehow always finds them. Of course, these two mischief magnets do also jump 

at every opportunity for adventure that presents itself. Because, aWer all, what could possibly go 

wrong…? 

Find out the entertaining answer in issue #7 of Lilo & S!tch, the latest — and perhaps greatest! — 

installment in GREG PAK and GIULIA GIACOMINO’s acclaimed series, enhanced with cap!va!ng 

covers by NICOLETTA BALDARI, TRISH FORSTNER, EDWIN GALMON, and CRAIG ROUSSEAU! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331964) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. 

Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240214 

LILO & STITCH #7 CVR C GALMON (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) Edwin Galmon 

IT’S A NEW DAY — AND A NEW CHANCE FOR ADVENTURE! 

It’s not that Lilo & S!tch are ac!vely trying to get into trouble — it’s just that every !me they leave 

the house, trouble somehow always finds them. Of course, these two mischief magnets do also jump 

at every opportunity for adventure that presents itself. Because, aWer all, what could possibly go 

wrong…? 

Find out the entertaining answer in issue #7 of Lilo & S!tch, the latest — and perhaps greatest! — 

installment in GREG PAK and GIULIA GIACOMINO’s acclaimed series, enhanced with cap!va!ng 

covers by NICOLETTA BALDARI, TRISH FORSTNER, EDWIN GALMON, and CRAIG ROUSSEAU! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331965) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. 

Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240215 

LILO & STITCH #7 CVR D ROUSSEAU COLOR BLEED (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) Craig Rousseau 

IT’S A NEW DAY — AND A NEW CHANCE FOR ADVENTURE! 



It’s not that Lilo & S!tch are ac!vely trying to get into trouble — it’s just that every !me they leave 

the house, trouble somehow always finds them. Of course, these two mischief magnets do also jump 

at every opportunity for adventure that presents itself. Because, aWer all, what could possibly go 

wrong…? 

Find out the entertaining answer in issue #7 of Lilo & S!tch, the latest — and perhaps greatest! — 

installment in GREG PAK and GIULIA GIACOMINO’s acclaimed series, enhanced with cap!va!ng 

covers by NICOLETTA BALDARI, TRISH FORSTNER, EDWIN GALMON, and CRAIG ROUSSEAU! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331966) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. 

Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240220 

GARGOYLES DARK AGES HC 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Drew Moss (CA) Clayton Crain 

In this brand new story, Gargoyles creator GREG WEISMAN and ar!st DREW MOSS return to the long-

lost era when humans and Gargoyles lived in harmony. But in a world ruled by supers!!on and the 

sword, monsters come in all shapes and sizes. Forces of evil from both outside and within are 

threatening to destroy this precarious peace— with consequences that will reverberate down 

through the centuries and into the present day! (STL304094) NOTE: Only available in North America, 

U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

HC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240221 

GARGOYLES DARK AGES TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Drew Moss (CA) Clayton Crain 

In this brand new story, Gargoyles creator GREG WEISMAN and ar!st DREW MOSS return to the long-

lost era when humans and Gargoyles lived in harmony. But in a world ruled by supers!!on and the 

sword, monsters come in all shapes and sizes. Forces of evil from both outside and within are 

threatening to destroy this precarious peace— with consequences that will reverberate down 

through the centuries and into the present day! (STL304093) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North 

America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

SC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240222 

LILO & STITCH HC VOL 01 OHANA (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) David Nakayama 

HOME IS WHERE THE 'OHANA IS! 



 

Don't tell the Cluster Sovereign, but the first collec!on of the all-new adventures of Lilo & S!tch is 

arriving here on Earth! 

 

Life seems to have calmed down for Experiment 626 and his new family — at least un!l evil aliens 

come hun!ng for everyone's favorite blue-furred troublemaker. The kicker? They're using giant 

robots that are powered by S!tch's own DNA! Will Lilo's beloved pet be able to take on these villains 

and lead them away from his adopted planet and loved ones? And even if he succeeds, will he be 

able to find his way back home? 

 

All these ques!ons (and more!) will be answered in Lilo & S!tch: 'Ohana, debu!ng in June! WriPen 

and illustrated by the acclaimed crea!ve team of GREG PAK and GIULIA GIACOMINO, this digest-sized 

(6" x 9") volume collects issues #1-4 of the ongoing series, and features JOSHUA MIDDLETON's 

beau!ful cover artwork on both hardcover and trade paperback edi!ons. (STL301912) (C: 0-1-2) 

NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

HC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240223 

LILO & STITCH TP VOL 01 OHANA (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) David Nakayama 

HOME IS WHERE THE ‘OHANA IS! 

 

Don’t tell the Cluster Sovereign, but the first collec!on of the all-new adventures of Lilo & S!tch is 

arriving here on Earth! 

 

Life seems to have calmed down for Experiment 626 and his new family — at least un!l evil aliens 

come hun!ng for everyone’s favorite blue-furred troublemaker. The kicker? They’re using giant 

robots that are powered by S!tch’s own DNA! Will Lilo’s beloved pet be able to take on these villains 

and lead them away from his adopted planet and loved ones? And even if he succeeds, will he be 

able to find his way back home? 

 

All these ques!ons (and more!) will be answered in Lilo & S!tch: ‘Ohana, debu!ng in June! WriPen 

and illustrated by the acclaimed crea!ve team of GREG PAK and GIULIA GIACOMINO, this digest-sized 

(6" x 9") volume collects issues #1-4 of the ongoing series, and features DAVID NAKAYAMA’s beau!ful 

cover artwork on both hardcover and trade paperback edi!ons. (STL301911) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only 

available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

SC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 



 

JUL240224 

DISNEY VILLAINS HADES HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) EllioP Kalan (A) Alessandro Ranaldi (CA) Jae Lee, June Chung 

Hades — the lord of darkness! 

 

The most deceicul and scheming of the Greek gods! 

 

The one god not invited to the weekly brunch at Mount Olympus! 

 

Obviously, a slight like this calls for the total destruc!on of the gods of Olympus. To make that 

happen, the hot-tempered ruler of the underworld needs to acquire the magical Golden Fleece of 

Colchis. Unfortunately, the Fleece is guarded by a sleep- less dragon and soldiers made out of teeth, 

so Hades assembles a ragtag group of morally ques!onable adventurers to help him steal the Fleece 

before some dude named Jason and his Argonaut bros swoop in and ruin his perfectly logical plan. 

 

It’s absolute chao!c hilarity courtesy of writer ELLIOTT KALAN (Spider-Man & The X-Men) and ar!st 

ALESSANDRO RANALDI (Zorro)! (STL301909) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. 

Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

HC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240225 

DISNEY VILLAINS HADES TP 

(W) EllioP Kalan (A) Alessandro Ranaldi (CA) Jae Lee, June Chung 

Hades — the lord of darkness! 

 

The most deceicul and scheming of the Greek gods! 

 

The one god not invited to the weekly brunch at Mount Olympus! 

 

Obviously, a slight like this calls for the total destruc!on of the gods of Olympus. To make that 

happen, the hot-tempered ruler of the underworld needs to acquire the magical Golden Fleece of 

Colchis. Unfortunately, the Fleece is guarded by a sleep- less dragon and soldiers made out of teeth, 



so Hades assembles a ragtag group of morally ques!onable adventurers to help him steal the Fleece 

before some dude named Jason and his Argonaut bros swoop in and ruin his perfectly logical plan. 

 

It’s absolute chao!c hilarity courtesy of writer ELLIOTT KALAN (Spider-Man & The X-Men) and ar!st 

ALESSANDRO RANALDI (Zorro)! (STL301910) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories 

(Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL240226 

THUNDERCATS #1 SHALVEY CVR SHALVEY SGN DE EXC (C: 1-1- 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this signed edi!on of Declan Shalvey's iconic 

cover for ThunderCats #1 is now being offered to retailers at net cost; see this month's Previews 

order form for details! (STL332066) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories 

(Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $41.99 

 

JUL240227 

THUNDERCATS #2 NAKAYAMA CVR SHALVEY SGN DE EXC (C: 1-1 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this special edi!on of David Nakayama's fan-

favorite cover for ThunderCats #2 signed by author Declan Shalvey is now being offered to retailers 

at net cost; see this month's Previews order form for details! (STL332065) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only 

available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $41.99 

 

JUL240228 

THUNDERCATS #2 CVR ZC SHALVEY LINE ART SGN DE EXC (C:  

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this signed line art edi!on of Declan Shalvey's 

historic cover introducing Calica for ThunderCats #2 is now being offered to retailers at net cost; see 

this month's Previews order form for details! (STL332062) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North 

America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $47.99 

 

JUL240229 

THUNDERCATS #2 CVR ZG FOC SHALVEY SGN DE EXC (C: 1-1-2 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this signed Virgin edi!on of Declan Shalvey's 

historic cover introducing Calica for ThunderCats #2 is now being offered to retailers at net cost; see 



this month's Previews order form for details! (STL332067) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North 

America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $53.99 

 

JUL240230 

THUNDERCATS #4 CVR ZI HEASER B&W VIRGIN DE EXC (C: 1-1 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this black and white Virgin edi!on of Ken 

Haeser's homage cover for ThunderCats #4 is now being offered to retailers at net cost; see this 

month's Previews order form for details! (STL332064) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North 

America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $35.82 

 

JUL240231 

SPACE GHOST #2 CVR ZC DE EXC BARENDS FOIL (C: 1-1-2) 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this foil edi!on of Bjorn Barends' rive!ng cover 

for Space Ghost #2 is now being offered to retailers at net cost see this month's Previews order form 

for details! (STL332060) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $47.99 

 

JUL240232 

AOD FOREVER #12 CVR A BARENDS 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Pop Mhan (CA) Bjorn Barends 

The Legendary ASH WILLIAMS is back destroying Deadites past, present and future!  

Issue #12: it all ends here! Our !melines have merged and our players are all in place for a glorious 

blow-out orchestrated by the pure evil that is…. the  Necronomicon! Where will fate send Ash next? 

Find out inf the end of Army of Darkness... Forever! 

And be sure to be here next month for the first -ever AOD Gore-tacular! 

Picking up immediately aWer the ARMY OF DARKNESS DIRECTOR’S CUT, this new series features four 

incredible covers by horror icons, including series writer/Mastermind Tony Fleecs, ar!st Chris 

Burnham, the zombie king Arthur Suydam and Bjorn Barends! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL332000) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240233 



AOD FOREVER #12 CVR B SUYDAM 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Pop Mhan (CA) Arthur Suydam 

The Legendary ASH WILLIAMS is back destroying Deadites past, present and future!  

Issue #12: it all ends here! Our !melines have merged and our players are all in place for a glorious 

blow-out orchestrated by the pure evil that is…. the  Necronomicon! Where will fate send Ash next? 

Find out inf the end of Army of Darkness... Forever! 

And be sure to be here next month for the first -ever AOD Gore-tacular! 

Picking up immediately aWer the ARMY OF DARKNESS DIRECTOR’S CUT, this new series features four 

incredible covers by horror icons, including series writer/Mastermind Tony Fleecs, ar!st Chris 

Burnham, the zombie king Arthur Suydam and Bjorn Barends! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL332001) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240234 

AOD FOREVER #12 CVR C FLEECS 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Pop Mhan (CA) Tony Fleecs 

The Legendary ASH WILLIAMS is back destroying Deadites past, present and future!  

Issue #12: it all ends here! Our !melines have merged and our players are all in place for a glorious 

blow-out orchestrated by the pure evil that is…. the  Necronomicon! Where will fate send Ash next? 

Find out inf the end of Army of Darkness... Forever! 

And be sure to be here next month for the first -ever AOD Gore-tacular! 

Picking up immediately aWer the ARMY OF DARKNESS DIRECTOR’S CUT, this new series features four 

incredible covers by horror icons, including series writer/Mastermind Tony Fleecs, ar!st Chris 

Burnham, the zombie king Arthur Suydam and Bjorn Barends! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL332002) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240235 

AOD FOREVER #12 CVR D BURNHAM 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Pop Mhan (CA) Chris Burnham 

The Legendary ASH WILLIAMS is back destroying Deadites past, present and future!  

Issue #12: it all ends here! Our !melines have merged and our players are all in place for a glorious 

blow-out orchestrated by the pure evil that is…. the  Necronomicon! Where will fate send Ash next? 

Find out inf the end of Army of Darkness... Forever! 



And be sure to be here next month for the first -ever AOD Gore-tacular! 

Picking up immediately aWer the ARMY OF DARKNESS DIRECTOR’S CUT, this new series features four 

incredible covers by horror icons, including series writer/Mastermind Tony Fleecs, ar!st Chris 

Burnham, the zombie king Arthur Suydam and Bjorn Barends! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL332003) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240240 

RED SONJA 2023 #14 CVR A PARRILLO 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

This issue: Commanded by their god, the dead trail Sonja as she searches for a way to rid herself of 

the curse she carries (and just maybe a nice tankard of ale.) But deep in the Pic!sh Wilderness, there 

are no answers, only doubt, death and the looming threat of a savage horde on the horizon. But 

which of her powerful enemies directs the barbarian’s sword? 

WriPen By Torunn Grønbekk and featuring art by Red Sonja super-star Walter Geovani (colors by Omi 

Remalante, Jr.), this new series dives deep into Sonja’s world, exploring the darkness of Hyboria like 

never before. And what an amazing series of covers: Walter Geovani, Lucio Parillo, Joseph Linsner, 

Piexv (Cosplay) and Bjorn Barends! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL332008) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240241 

RED SONJA 2023 #14 CVR B BARENDS 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Bjorn Barends 

This issue: Commanded by their god, the dead trail Sonja as she searches for a way to rid herself of 

the curse she carries (and just maybe a nice tankard of ale.) But deep in the Pic!sh Wilderness, there 

are no answers, only doubt, death and the looming threat of a savage horde on the horizon. But 

which of her powerful enemies directs the barbarian’s sword? 

WriPen By Torunn Grønbekk and featuring art by Red Sonja super-star Walter Geovani (colors by Omi 

Remalante, Jr.), this new series dives deep into Sonja’s world, exploring the darkness of Hyboria like 

never before. And what an amazing series of covers: Walter Geovani, Lucio Parillo, Joseph Linsner, 

Piexv (Cosplay) and Bjorn Barends! 

 

 



ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL332009) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240242 

RED SONJA 2023 #14 CVR C LINSNER 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

This issue: Commanded by their god, the dead trail Sonja as she searches for a way to rid herself of 

the curse she carries (and just maybe a nice tankard of ale.) But deep in the Pic!sh Wilderness, there 

are no answers, only doubt, death and the looming threat of a savage horde on the horizon. But 

which of her powerful enemies directs the barbarian’s sword? 

WriPen By Torunn Grønbekk and featuring art by Red Sonja super-star Walter Geovani (colors by Omi 

Remalante, Jr.), this new series dives deep into Sonja’s world, exploring the darkness of Hyboria like 

never before. And what an amazing series of covers: Walter Geovani, Lucio Parillo, Joseph Linsner, 

Piexv (Cosplay) and Bjorn Barends! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL332010) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240243 

RED SONJA 2023 #14 CVR D GEOVANI 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A/CA) Walter Geovani 

This issue: Commanded by their god, the dead trail Sonja as she searches for a way to rid herself of 

the curse she carries (and just maybe a nice tankard of ale.) But deep in the Pic!sh Wilderness, there 

are no answers, only doubt, death and the looming threat of a savage horde on the horizon. But 

which of her powerful enemies directs the barbarian’s sword? 

WriPen By Torunn Grønbekk and featuring art by Red Sonja super-star Walter Geovani (colors by Omi 

Remalante, Jr.), this new series dives deep into Sonja’s world, exploring the darkness of Hyboria like 

never before. And what an amazing series of covers: Walter Geovani, Lucio Parillo, Joseph Linsner, 

Piexv (Cosplay) and Bjorn Barends! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL332011) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 



JUL240244 

RED SONJA 2023 #14 CVR E COSPLAY 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA)  Cosplay 

This issue: Commanded by their god, the dead trail Sonja as she searches for a way to rid herself of 

the curse she carries (and just maybe a nice tankard of ale.) But deep in the Pic!sh Wilderness, there 

are no answers, only doubt, death and the looming threat of a savage horde on the horizon. But 

which of her powerful enemies directs the barbarian’s sword? 

WriPen By Torunn Grønbekk and featuring art by Red Sonja super-star Walter Geovani (colors by Omi 

Remalante, Jr.), this new series dives deep into Sonja’s world, exploring the darkness of Hyboria like 

never before. And what an amazing series of covers: Walter Geovani, Lucio Parillo, Joseph Linsner, 

Piexv (Cosplay) and Bjorn Barends! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL332012) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240251 

RED SONJA 2023 #14 CVR L PARRILLO LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Get Lucio Parrillo's cover for Red Sonja #14 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi!on! 

(STL332019) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL240252 

RED SONJA 45TH ANNIVERSARY STATUE DIAMOND EYE (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Frank Thorne 

Few ar!sts can capture Red Sonja's strength and power like Frank Thorne! For decades, Thorne 

rendered some of her most iconic comic covers and Dynamite welcomes the 45th anniversary of Red 

Sonja with this deluxe, commemora!ve statue based on Thorne's striking cover for 1976's Red Sonja 

#4. Standing over a foot tall, Red Sonja is at the ready, with a weapon in each hand and a stylized 

shield base under her feet. With those almond eyes and powerful pose, there's no mistaking 

Thorne's ar!s!c influence on Dynamite's 3D homage to Frank's legend. This extremely limited 

“Diamond Eye” edi!on features genuine diamonds embed into Red Sonja’s pupils to add an extra 

shine to your shelf. (STL151618) (C: 0-1-2) 

12x4 SRP: $299.99 

 



JUL240253 

O/A RED SONJA BLACK WHITE RED HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Philip Tan 

"Dynamite proudly presents a pres!ge project by the world's greatest storytellers! Red Sonja, like 

you've NEVER seen her before... all presented in beau!ful black, white, and red! 

 

The comics industry's top writers and ar!sts add to the She-Devil With a Sword's legend with tales of 

ac!on, adventure, horror, romance, and more. Across 12 total tales, Sonja's journeys take her 

through key moments of her long life, across the Hyborian Age, and against many foes and 

challenges. While creators also push the ar!s!c boundaries of the medium through their storytelling. 

 

This first deluxe volume includes contribu!ons from beloved and acclaimed writers and ar!sts 

including: 

 

Kurt Busiek (Avengers, Astro City), Gail Simone (Batgirl, Birds of Prey), Phillip Kennedy Johnson 

(Superman, The Last God), David F. Walker (BiPer Root, Naomi), Mark Russell (The Flintstones, 

Wonder Twins), Jeff Parker, Amanda Deibert, Cat Staggs, Jonboy Meyers, Natalie Nourigat, Walter 

Geovani, Chuck Brown, Jonathan Lau, Will Robson, Bob Q, Soo Lee, Sanya Anwar, Steve Beach, 

Benjamin Dewey, Hassan Otsmane-Elhaou, Dearbhla Kelly, Drew Moss, and more. Plus, a complete 

cover gallery of breathtaking portrayals of the Hyrkanian heroine in the same innova!ve color palePe 

from today's top ar!sts.  

 

Collec!ng RED SONJA: BLACK, WHITE, RED #1-4." (STL214955) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL240254 

RED SONJA BLACK WHITE RED HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Phil Hester 

Dynamite proudly presents a pres!ge project by the world’s greatest storytellers! 

It’s Red Sonja as you’ve never seen before...all presented in beau!ful black, white, and red, in stories 

wriPen and illustrated by some of comics’ top talents!Collects Red Sonja: Black, White and Red #5-8, 

plus a complete cover gallery. (STL227155) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #7 (JUL220642) 

HC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL240255 



SWORD OF RED SONJA DOOM O/T GODS TP 

(W) Luke Lieberman, Ethan Ryker (A) Lui Antonio (CA) Paul Renaud 

Dynamite Entertainment presents the collected edi!on of the rematch of the ages as Red Sonja once 

again faces Thulsa Doom as the pair uncover the Doom of the Gods! Red Sonja writer Luke 

Lieberman returns alongside the Red Sonja debut of Lui Antonio as they present a tale of old gods, 

new gods, madness and death! Includes issues #1-4 of the series as well as a complete cover gallery 

featuring the art of Paul Renaud, Aaron Lopres!, and Mel Rubi! (STK367580) (APR083709) 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240256 

O/A RED SONJA RED SITHA TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mirka Andolfo (A) Valen!na Pin! (CA) Jung-Geun Yoon 

BEHOLD...THE DAUGHTER OF FIRE. 

 

Once possessed by Xamul, the spirit of the flame that possessed her, Sitha The Red has chosen to 

follow the path of the sword, inspired by the courage of her adopted mother, RED SONJA. Ten years 

have gone by, and Sitha is a young bounty hunter, always on the trail of the most dangerous criminals 

in the kingdom of Aquilonia! Un!l one day, someone returns from her past to involve her in a mission 

bordering on suicide... (STL251787) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240257 

RED SONJA WORLDS AWAY TP VOL 01 

(W) Amy Chu (A) Carlos E. Gomez (CA) Nick Bradshaw 

The barbarian She-Devil with a Sword faces a whole different world - New York City - in this new 

adventure wriPen by Amy Chu (Poison Ivy, Kiss) and drawn by Carlos Gomez (The Dresden Files). 

Somewhere deep underground, strange and powerful demons clad in metal armor aPack and roust 

Red Sonja from a deep magical sleep. Confused and weaponless, she must find a way to defeat these 

mysterious creatures, escape from her solitary prison, and make her way to the surface to discover 

where she is, and why the evil Kulan Gath summoned her there! Collects issues #0-6 of Red Sonja 

Vol. 4. (STL041707) (MAY171516) 

SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240258 

RED SONJA WORLDS AWAY TP VOL 02 

(W) Amy Chu, Erik Burnham (A) Carlos E. Gomez, Tom Mandrake (CA) Mike McKone 



The She-Devil embarks on a whole new adventure… across America! Sonja takes a ride with Max in 

search of a way back home, and discovers maybe our worlds aren't that different aWer all... 

(STL065017) (JAN181509) 

SC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240259 

RED SONJA (2019) TP VOL 01 SCORCHED EARTH 

(W) Mark James Russell (A) Mirko Colak 

No man knows the place of her birth, nor where she learned to wield a sword to shame many a 

male. They know only that she is called The She-Devil of The Hyrkanian Steppes. That, and RED 

SONJA. 

 

MARK RUSSELL (The Flintstones) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan) bring a savage tale of metal and blood. A 

world conqueror possesses a massive army and a fatal prophecy. A bastard sorceress craves revenge. 

And a fearsome red-haired warrior is made war!me ruler of a homeland set for decima!on. 

(STL125099) (SEP191109) 

SC, 7x10, 172pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240260 

RED SONJA (2019) TP VOL 02 QUEENS GAMBIT 

(W) Mark Russell (A) Bob Q (CA) Amanda Conner 

Acclaimed writer and Eisner nominee MARK RUSSELL (The Wonder Twins, Second Coming) welcomes 

stunning ar!st BOB Q (James Bond Origin, The Lone Ranger) for the incredible next chapter of the 

ongoing saga of Sonja The Red, Queen of Hyrkania. 

 

Hyrkania burns, from flames allowed by its ruler, Sonja. The invasion has taken its toll...hostage kings 

consider revolt...Sonja will venture into unfriendly lands, to seek an alliance. 

 

Collects issues #7-#12 of Red Sonja (2019) and Savage Tales: A Red Sonja Halloween Special. 

(STL150475) (APR201292) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240261 

RED SONJA (2019) TP VOL 03 CHILDRENS CRUSADE 

(W) Mark Russell (A) Bob Q (CA) Jae Lee 



Year Two of MARK RUSSELL's epic tale kicks off here, joined by ar!st BOB Q (Captain America, 

Fantas!c Four). In this issue: Sonja The Red has won. Now comes the impossible part... 

 

Sonja is queen but has nothing. She will wager everything to save her people. 

 

Collects issues #13-18 of Red Sonja (2019). (STL161594) (NOV200834) 

SC, 156pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240262 

RED SONJA BALLAD RED GODDESS HC 

(W) Roy Thomas (A) Esteban Maroto, San! Casas (CA) Esteban Maroto 

A stunning new original graphic novel from the legendary crea!ve team of writer Roy Thomas, ar!st 

Esteban Moroto and the incredible talent of San! Casas - presented here as an oversized hardcover 

and featuring a spectacular use of black, white and RED! 

Never before seen in English, this Hardcover OGN is an all-new tale, lost from, the Nemedian 

Chronicles - un!l now! 

The very origins of Sonja are cleverly teased as the masterful Roy Thomas weaves a tale of intrigue, 

decep!on and the search for eternal youth. (STL092016) (SEP181093) 

HC, 88pgs, PC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240263 

SHEENA QUEEN OF THE JUNGLE TP VOL 01 

(W) Marguerite BenneP, Chris!na Trujillo (A)  Moritat, Maria Sanapo (CA) J. ScoP Campbell 

In this rive!ng relaunch, the guardian of the jungle, SHEENA, pursues a mysterious invader that has 

come to spy on the Amazon's most ancient secrets... Following the path of the trespasser, she 

encounters a forbidden ruin in which even more deadly dangers lie in wait -- and begins an 

adventure that will take her beyond her wildest imaginings! (STL074476) (MAR181521) NOTE: This 

item may be available through other retail outlets before shipping to comic book specialty shops. 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240264 

SHEENA QUEEN OF THE JUNGLE TP VOL 02 

(W) Marguerite BenneP, Chris!na Trujillo (A/CA) Maria Sanapo 



The start of a bold new adventure! Mother Forest is beset by a terrible plague that sickens the very 

jungle, but this deadly evil is not the only danger Sheena must face. A ruthless huntress prowls the 

forest, seeking a girl with golden hair, and the mark of the jaguar... (STL088125) (SEP181213) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240265 

VAMPIRELLA #672 CVR A PARRILLO 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) Ivan F Silva (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

In an effort to save her life, Draculina, Vampirella’s evil twin, has retreated into the astral plane 

known as “The Dark World”, a holodeck-style realm that responds to her worst fears, where she finds 

herself trapped in the Warren-era New York City of 1969, pursued by bloodthirsty creatures of her 

own crea!on, and under arrest by the only cop leW alive in the city! LeW without op!ons, Draculina is 

forced to turn to Vampirella, her most hated enemy, for help! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331971) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240266 

VAMPIRELLA #672 CVR B CHATZOUDIS 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) Ivan F Silva (CA) Elias Chatzoudis 

In an effort to save her life, Draculina, Vampirella’s evil twin, has retreated into the astral plane 

known as “The Dark World”, a holodeck-style realm that responds to her worst fears, where she finds 

herself trapped in the Warren-era New York City of 1969, pursued by bloodthirsty creatures of her 

own crea!on, and under arrest by the only cop leW alive in the city! LeW without op!ons, Draculina is 

forced to turn to Vampirella, her most hated enemy, for help! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331972) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240267 

VAMPIRELLA #672 CVR C SUHNG 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) Ivan F Silva (CA) Sorah Sungh 



In an effort to save her life, Draculina, Vampirella’s evil twin, has retreated into the astral plane 

known as “The Dark World”, a holodeck-style realm that responds to her worst fears, where she finds 

herself trapped in the Warren-era New York City of 1969, pursued by bloodthirsty creatures of her 

own crea!on, and under arrest by the only cop leW alive in the city! LeW without op!ons, Draculina is 

forced to turn to Vampirella, her most hated enemy, for help! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331973) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240268 

VAMPIRELLA #672 CVR D COSPLAY 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) Ivan F Silva (CA)  Cosplay 

In an effort to save her life, Draculina, Vampirella’s evil twin, has retreated into the astral plane 

known as “The Dark World”, a holodeck-style realm that responds to her worst fears, where she finds 

herself trapped in the Warren-era New York City of 1969, pursued by bloodthirsty creatures of her 

own crea!on, and under arrest by the only cop leW alive in the city! LeW without op!ons, Draculina is 

forced to turn to Vampirella, her most hated enemy, for help! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331974) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240269 

VAMPIRELLA #672 CVR E PARRILLO LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) Ivan F Silva (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Get Lucio Parrillo's cover for Vampirella #672 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi!on! 

(STL331975) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL240277 

SHEENA FATAL EXAMS TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Steve DeSouza, Wes Jr. Clark (A) Ediano Silva (CA) Lucio Parrillo 



Which contest will be tougher for our feral champion of the wilderness to face — the savage, claws-

out baPle for domina!on of her jungle home, or the savage, claws-out baPle for domina!on of... the 

world’s most exclusive girl’s boarding school? Yup, Cardwell Inc. is beTng that some formal 

educa!on will teach their long-lost, “raised by wolves” scion the nice!es of civiliza!on — while also 

conveniently removing her from her beloved Val Verde rainforest while they con!nue to relentlessly 

exploit it! 

 

But while you can take the girl out of the jungle, you can’t take the jungle out of the girl — and when 

Sheena discovers the school’s centennial celebra!on is the target of a deadly plot, classes won’t be 

the only things the Queen of the Blackboard Jungle will have to cut! 

 

Featuring an expertly craWed syllabus from instructors WES CLARK JR., STEVEN E. DE SOUZA, and 

EDIANO SILVA, this exci!ng new course is sure to bring learning to life! (STL304103) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240278 

SPACE GHOST #5 CVR A MATTINA 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Francesco MaTna 

"Today marks the new dawn of the Devourer… All hail the Locust of the Apocalypse!" 

Space Ghost, Jan, Jace and Blip face the horror that is Zorak and the Cult of Lokar in this ac!on-

packed issue! With Zorak seizing the upper hand, Space Ghost is faced with an impossible baPle… 

and one which has a shocking ending that will stay with the good guys for a long, long !me to come! 

Be there! 

WriPen by David (Punisher) Pepose and drawn by Dynamite superstar Jonathan Lau, issue #1 

features an array of the most incredible ar!sts in the known Galaxy: Bjorn Barends, Francesco 

MaTna, Jae Lee and Michael Cho! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331939) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240279 

SPACE GHOST #5 CVR B LEE & CHUNG 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Jae Lee, June Chung 

"Today marks the new dawn of the Devourer… All hail the Locust of the Apocalypse!" 



Space Ghost, Jan, Jace and Blip face the horror that is Zorak and the Cult of Lokar in this ac!on-

packed issue! With Zorak seizing the upper hand, Space Ghost is faced with an impossible baPle… 

and one which has a shocking ending that will stay with the good guys for a long, long !me to come! 

Be there! 

WriPen by David (Punisher) Pepose and drawn by Dynamite superstar Jonathan Lau, issue #1 

features an array of the most incredible ar!sts in the known Galaxy: Bjorn Barends, Francesco 

MaTna, Jae Lee and Michael Cho! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331940) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240280 

SPACE GHOST #5 CVR C BARENDS 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Bjorn Barends 

"Today marks the new dawn of the Devourer… All hail the Locust of the Apocalypse!" 

Space Ghost, Jan, Jace and Blip face the horror that is Zorak and the Cult of Lokar in this ac!on-

packed issue! With Zorak seizing the upper hand, Space Ghost is faced with an impossible baPle… 

and one which has a shocking ending that will stay with the good guys for a long, long !me to come! 

Be there! 

WriPen by David (Punisher) Pepose and drawn by Dynamite superstar Jonathan Lau, issue #1 

features an array of the most incredible ar!sts in the known Galaxy: Bjorn Barends, Francesco 

MaTna, Jae Lee and Michael Cho! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331941) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240281 

SPACE GHOST #5 CVR D CHO 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Michael Cho 

"Today marks the new dawn of the Devourer… All hail the Locust of the Apocalypse!" 

Space Ghost, Jan, Jace and Blip face the horror that is Zorak and the Cult of Lokar in this ac!on-

packed issue! With Zorak seizing the upper hand, Space Ghost is faced with an impossible baPle… 



and one which has a shocking ending that will stay with the good guys for a long, long !me to come! 

Be there! 

WriPen by David (Punisher) Pepose and drawn by Dynamite superstar Jonathan Lau, issue #1 

features an array of the most incredible ar!sts in the known Galaxy: Bjorn Barends, Francesco 

MaTna, Jae Lee and Michael Cho! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331942) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240282 

SPACE GHOST #5 CVR E MATTINA METAL PREMIUM (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Francesco MaTna 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi!on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las!ng dye-infused prin!ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi!on enhancement ligh!ng the collec!ng community on fire! (STL331943) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and 

Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL240283 

SPACE GHOST #5 CVR F CHO LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Michael Cho 

Get Michael Cho's cover for Space Ghost #5 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi!on! 

(STL331944) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and 

Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL240291 

THUNDERCATS #8 CVR A NAKAYAMA (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) David Nakayama 

When Tygra mysteriously vanishes, taking the Eye of Thundera with him, Lion-0 and the rest of the 

ThunderCats thrown into turmoil. But things really get confused when Tygra reappears as an old 

man! He claims to have been sent into the past through a mishap with a !me door, and forced to 



survive in isola!on on Third Earth un!l he caught up to the present day. But the old Tygra seems 

changed in more fun- damental ways than his age- - and those changes are definitely not for the 

bePer! 

Acclaimed author DECLAN SHALVEY and fan-favorite ar!st DREW MOSS go down the rabbit hole with 

ThunderCats #8, encouraged by exemplary cover art from SHALVEY, DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO 

PARRILLO, JAE LEE & JUNE CHUNG, and IVAN TAO! (STL331983) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in 

North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240292 

THUNDERCATS #8 CVR B PARRILLO (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

When Tygra mysteriously vanishes, taking the Eye of Thundera with him, Lion-0 and the rest of the 

ThunderCats thrown into turmoil. But things really get confused when Tygra reappears as an old 

man! He claims to have been sent into the past through a mishap with a !me door, and forced to 

survive in isola!on on Third Earth un!l he caught up to the present day. But the old Tygra seems 

changed in more fun- damental ways than his age- - and those changes are definitely not for the 

bePer! 

Acclaimed author DECLAN SHALVEY and fan-favorite ar!st DREW MOSS go down the rabbit hole with 

ThunderCats #8, encouraged by exemplary cover art from SHALVEY, DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO 

PARRILLO, JAE LEE & JUNE CHUNG, and IVAN TAO! (STL331984) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in 

North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240293 

THUNDERCATS #8 CVR C SHALVEY (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) Declan Shalvey 

When Tygra mysteriously vanishes, taking the Eye of Thundera with him, Lion-0 and the rest of the 

ThunderCats thrown into turmoil. But things really get confused when Tygra reappears as an old 

man! He claims to have been sent into the past through a mishap with a !me door, and forced to 

survive in isola!on on Third Earth un!l he caught up to the present day. But the old Tygra seems 

changed in more fun- damental ways than his age- - and those changes are definitely not for the 

bePer! 

Acclaimed author DECLAN SHALVEY and fan-favorite ar!st DREW MOSS go down the rabbit hole with 

ThunderCats #8, encouraged by exemplary cover art from SHALVEY, DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO 

PARRILLO, JAE LEE & JUNE CHUNG, and IVAN TAO! (STL331985) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in 

North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL240294 

THUNDERCATS #8 CVR D LEE & CHUNG (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) Jae Lee, June Chung 

When Tygra mysteriously vanishes, taking the Eye of Thundera with him, Lion-0 and the rest of the 

ThunderCats thrown into turmoil. But things really get confused when Tygra reappears as an old 

man! He claims to have been sent into the past through a mishap with a !me door, and forced to 

survive in isola!on on Third Earth un!l he caught up to the present day. But the old Tygra seems 

changed in more fun- damental ways than his age- - and those changes are definitely not for the 

bePer! 

Acclaimed author DECLAN SHALVEY and fan-favorite ar!st DREW MOSS go down the rabbit hole with 

ThunderCats #8, encouraged by exemplary cover art from SHALVEY, DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO 

PARRILLO, JAE LEE & JUNE CHUNG, and IVAN TAO! (STL331986) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in 

North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240295 

THUNDERCATS #8 CVR E TAO (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) Ivan Tao 

When Tygra mysteriously vanishes, taking the Eye of Thundera with him, Lion-0 and the rest of the 

ThunderCats thrown into turmoil. But things really get confused when Tygra reappears as an old 

man! He claims to have been sent into the past through a mishap with a !me door, and forced to 

survive in isola!on on Third Earth un!l he caught up to the present day. But the old Tygra seems 

changed in more fun- damental ways than his age- - and those changes are definitely not for the 

bePer! 

Acclaimed author DECLAN SHALVEY and fan-favorite ar!st DREW MOSS go down the rabbit hole with 

ThunderCats #8, encouraged by exemplary cover art from SHALVEY, DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO 

PARRILLO, JAE LEE & JUNE CHUNG, and IVAN TAO! (STL331987) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in 

North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240296 

THUNDERCATS #8 CVR F PARRILLO FOIL (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

When Tygra mysteriously vanishes, taking the Eye of Thundera with him, Lion-0 and the rest of the 

ThunderCats thrown into turmoil. But things really get confused when Tygra reappears as an old 

man! He claims to have been sent into the past through a mishap with a !me door, and forced to 

survive in isola!on on Third Earth un!l he caught up to the present day. But the old Tygra seems 



changed in more fun- damental ways than his age- - and those changes are definitely not for the 

bePer! 

Acclaimed author DECLAN SHALVEY and fan-favorite ar!st DREW MOSS go down the rabbit hole with 

ThunderCats #8, encouraged by exemplary cover art from SHALVEY, DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO 

PARRILLO, JAE LEE & JUNE CHUNG, and IVAN TAO! (STL331988) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in 

North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL240297 

THUNDERCATS #8 CVR G PARRILLO FOIL VIRGIN (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

When Tygra mysteriously vanishes, taking the Eye of Thundera with him, Lion-0 and the rest of the 

ThunderCats thrown into turmoil. But things really get confused when Tygra reappears as an old 

man! He claims to have been sent into the past through a mishap with a !me door, and forced to 

survive in isola!on on Third Earth un!l he caught up to the present day. But the old Tygra seems 

changed in more fun- damental ways than his age- - and those changes are definitely not for the 

bePer! 

Acclaimed author DECLAN SHALVEY and fan-favorite ar!st DREW MOSS go down the rabbit hole with 

ThunderCats #8, encouraged by exemplary cover art from SHALVEY, DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO 

PARRILLO, JAE LEE & JUNE CHUNG, and IVAN TAO! (STL331989) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in 

North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL240298 

THUNDERCATS #8 CVR H NAKAYAMA METAL PREMIUM (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) David Nakayama 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi!on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las!ng dye-infused prin!ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi!on enhancement ligh!ng the collec!ng community on fire! (STL331990) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and 

Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL240299 

THUNDERCATS #8 CVR I NAKAYAMA LTD VIRGIN (C: 1-1-2) 

(W/A) Stephen Mooney (CA) David Nakayama 



Get David Nakayama's cover for ThunderCats #8 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi!on! 

(STL331991) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and 

Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL240308 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #4 CVR A PARRILLO 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Tenebris and her Monstrum have captured Adam, Lilith’s sen!ent craW, and a means to travel to 

other reali!es. With Vampirella broken, Tenebris begins to formulate a plan to spread her monstrous 

villainy throughout the threads of the fabric. It will be up to Lilith, the rebels and Pendragon (no 

more than a head in a box!) to stop this mul!-universal spread of evil!    

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331926) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240309 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #4 CVR B LINSNER 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Tenebris and her Monstrum have captured Adam, Lilith’s sen!ent craW, and a means to travel to 

other reali!es. With Vampirella broken, Tenebris begins to formulate a plan to spread her monstrous 

villainy throughout the threads of the fabric. It will be up to Lilith, the rebels and Pendragon (no 

more than a head in a box!) to stop this mul!-universal spread of evil!    

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331927) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240310 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #4 CVR C MAER 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA) Shannon Maer 

Tenebris and her Monstrum have captured Adam, Lilith’s sen!ent craW, and a means to travel to 

other reali!es. With Vampirella broken, Tenebris begins to formulate a plan to spread her monstrous 

villainy throughout the threads of the fabric. It will be up to Lilith, the rebels and Pendragon (no 

more than a head in a box!) to stop this mul!-universal spread of evil!    

 



 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331928) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240311 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #4 CVR D ANACLETO 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA) Jay Anacleto 

Tenebris and her Monstrum have captured Adam, Lilith’s sen!ent craW, and a means to travel to 

other reali!es. With Vampirella broken, Tenebris begins to formulate a plan to spread her monstrous 

villainy throughout the threads of the fabric. It will be up to Lilith, the rebels and Pendragon (no 

more than a head in a box!) to stop this mul!-universal spread of evil!    

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331929) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240312 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #4 CVR E COSPLAY 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA)  Cosplay 

Tenebris and her Monstrum have captured Adam, Lilith’s sen!ent craW, and a means to travel to 

other reali!es. With Vampirella broken, Tenebris begins to formulate a plan to spread her monstrous 

villainy throughout the threads of the fabric. It will be up to Lilith, the rebels and Pendragon (no 

more than a head in a box!) to stop this mul!-universal spread of evil!    

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL331930) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240313 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #4 CVR F PARRILLO METAL PREMIUM  

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi!on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 



These covers use a long-las!ng dye-infused prin!ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi!on enhancement ligh!ng the collec!ng community on fire! (STL331931) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL240314 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #4 CVR G PARRILLO LTD VIRGIN (C: 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Get Lucio Parrillo's cover for Vampirella: Dark Reflec!ons #4 free of trade dress with this Limited, 

Virgin Edi!on! (STL331932) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL240321 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #1 PARRILLO VIRGIN METAL DE EXC  

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this agelessly beau!ful Virgin Metal edi!on of 

Lucio Parrillo's mesmerizing cover for the Vampirella: Dark Reflec!ons #1 is now being offered to 

retailers at net cost-see this month's Previews order form for details. (STL332068) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and 

Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $131.99 

 

JUL240322 

VAMPIRELLA DEAD FLOWERS TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sara FrazePa, Bob Freeman (A) Alberto Locatelli (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

More than 50 years ago, legendary fantasy ar!st FRANK FRAZETTA ushered the now-iconic 

Vampirella onto the pop culture stage with his singular cover pain!ng for Vampirella Magazine #1. 

Now, in 2023, SARA FRAZETTA brings her grandfather’s legacy full circle as she takes the reins on a 

brand new story starring Drakulon’s Favorite Daughter! 

 

When her age-old nemesis finally gives up the ghost, Vampirella is lured to his rural gothic estate of 

Rookhaven to hear the reading of his last will and testament. There, she meets the manor staff — the 

prurient assistant, the wild-eyed groundskeeper and his pensive young daughter, and the sinister and 

enigma!c Mr. Frey. Expec!ng a trap, Vampirella and her young companion are not disappointed — 

but they also get more than they bargained for in this thrilling adventure! 

 



WriPen by SARA FRAZETTA and BOB FREEMAN and illustrated by ALBERTO LOCATELLI, this brand-

new miniseries is steeped in gothic horror, complete with a sinister mansion, a mist-enshrouded 

graveyard, and a bevy of witches, ghosts, werewolves, and ancient satanic magicks. 

 

Collects issues #1-4. (STL304106) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240323 

SANTAS WONDERFUL WORKSHOP HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Annie Auerbach (A/CA) Kyle BeckeP 

Find out how Santa’s Workshop works —from lePers to launch! 

 

Discover where all the Christmas toy-making magic happens in this interac!ve holiday board book, 

with fun liW flaps on every spread, and a pop-out keepsake toy. (STL323288) (C: 0-1-2) 

16pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

JUL240324 

STOP THAT PENGUIN HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Annie Auerbach (A/CA) Kyle BeckeP 

Ready for a tour of the North Pole? Then join your tour guide: Yanni the Ye!. 

Yanni’s tour moves along swimmingly un!l the penguins show up. Silly and playful, the penguins are 

always where they shouldn’t be. And Yanni doesn’t like it one bit! 

Will Yanni be able to do his job, or will the penguins cause too much pandemonium?. 

 

Key Words: Picture book, humor, penguin, ye!, north pole, tour guide (STL323289) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240325 

PAW PATROL CONSTRUCTION HEROES HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jane Kent (A/CA)  Various 

No job is too big, no pup is too small when it comes to construc!on! 

  



In this innova!ve puzzle board book, die-cut jigsaw puzzle pieces are featured on each page. 

  

With over 20 double-sided pieces, PAW Patrol, Construc!on Heroes puts your young PAW Patrol fan 

right in the middle of the construc!on ac!on! (STL323285) (C: 0-1-2) 

8pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL240326 

PAW PATROL RUFF N READY RESCUES HC 

(W) Jane Kent (A/CA)  Various 

What can YOU find in this interac!ve adventure around Adventure Bay? 

  

PAW Patrol, Ruff 'N Ready Rescues holds the element of surprise on every page, as a series of rescues 

happen all around Adventure Bay. 

  

This book includes an interac!ve, pop-out ac!vity on the final page designed to slot together to 

construct Marshall’s fire truck! 

  

The simple die-cut shapes are easy to press out and slot together. (STL323286) 

16pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

JUL240327 

O/A RED SONJA ANDOLFO GOLD COLL COIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Mirka Andolfo 

Featuring superbly craWed Red Sonja art by fan favorite super-star, Mirka Andolfo! Produced using a 

revolu!onary, highest-quality coloriza!on technique on an authen!c U.S. John F. Kennedy Half-Dollar, 

each plated in genuine 24-karat gold, these commemora!ve coins each come with a full-color 

Cer!ficate of Authen!city and a protec!ve acrylic coin capsule. 

Mirka Andolfo is a Neapolitan ar!st and writer, and she is one of the most complete and eclec!c 

Italian creators in the interna!onal field. She is a highly regarded and prolific illustrator with work 

appearing in Marvel, DC, Valiant, Aspen, Boom!, Zenoscope and DYNAMITE ENTERTAINMENT. 

(STL199533) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL240328 



O/A RED SONJA BALENT COLL COIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Jim Balent 

A DIRECT MARKET EXCLUSIVE — FIRST TIME OFFERED! Produced using a revolu!onary, highest-

quality coloriza!on technique on an authen!c U.S. John F. Kennedy Half-Dollar, each plated in 

genuine 24-karat gold, these commemora!ve coins each come with a full-color Cer!ficate of 

Authen!city and a protec!ve acrylic coin capsule. (STL228983) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL240329 

O/A RED SONJA CAMPBELL COLLECTIBLE COIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) J. ScoP Campbell 

Featuring the art of Pinup Pro J. ScoP Campbell! Produced using a revolu!onary, highest-quality 

coloriza!on technique on an authen!c U.S. John F. Kennedy Half-Dollar, each plated in genuine 24-

karat gold, these commemora!ve coins each come with a full-color Cer!ficate of Authen!city and a 

protec!ve acrylic coin capsule. (STL131082) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $19.73 

 

JUL240330 

O/A RED SONJA GOLD COLL COIN #1 LEE (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Jim Lee 

Real, authen!c, uncirculated U.S. half dollar 24kt gold plated coin has genuine and color art painted 

on one side, with the original coin sculpt showing on the other. Each limited edi!on coin comes in an 

acrylic protec!ve case and includes a cer!ficate of authen!city. (STL276653) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL240331 

O/A RED SONJA 50TH ANN TRADING CARD SET MINI BOX FOIL PACK (C: 0 

Each individual foil-pack comes in enhanced packaged with a colorful sliding-tray mini-box and 

includes 2 Base Cards, 2 Signed Sketch Cards, 1 Line Art Card, 1 Puzzle Card, and 1 Signed Card. Foil-

packs may also include randomly inserted Special Ar!fact Costume Fabric Cards and one-of-one 

special collector's cards as collec!ble surprises. (STL276646) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $99.99 

 

JUL240332 

O/A RED SONJA 50TH ANN TRADING CARD SET DISPLAY (12CT) (C: 0-1-2 



50 years aWer she first exploded into comic books in 1973, Red Sonja remains the greatest warrior 

woman of them all! The She-Devil with a Sword has hacked and slashed her way into the hearts of 

sword-and-sorcery fans around the world. With her fiery red hair, flashing broadsword, and bikini 

chainmail armor, this champion of the Hyborian Age is a match for any man - and a tempta!on for all 

of them. Now more popular than ever, the beau!ful Sonja and her savage fury are celebrated with all 

the honor she is due in this special 50th anniversary trading card set, featuring art by Frank Thorne, 

Amanda Conner, Howard Chaykin, Lucio Parrillo, Jae Lee, J. ScoP Campbell, Peach Momoko, Mel 

Rubi, Frank Cho, Moritat, Kevin Eastman, Carlos Rafael, Patrick BerkenkoPer, Jenny Frison, Dan 

Brereton, Paul Renaud, Esteban Maroto, Joseph Michael Linsner, Peach Momoko, Lesley "Leirix" Li, 

Elias Chatzoudis, Mirka Andolfo, Mike Mayhew, Jay Anacleto, Fabiano Neves, Sway, Carlos Gomez, Ale 

Garza, Roberto Castro, Walter Geovani, and many others. Plus a Rachel Hollon cosplay photo card! 

  

Every specially designed, 4-color display case includes 12 mini-box foil-packs that contain the 

complete card set, which is a collector's dream! It includes an 18-card base set as well as Dynamite 

chase cards that include: 8 signed cards, 12 Line Art cards, 9 puzzle cards, 50 Special Ar!fact Costume 

Fabric Cards, 5 one-of-one special collector's cards and a 50th anniversary box-topper pack of 5 

special cards that includes a Ken Haeser sketch card, a metal card, a signed card, and 2 chase cards - 

plus hundreds of exclusive, one-of-a-kind, hand drawn, full color original art signed sketch cards. 

Every signed card features a color ink or ultra-rare gold ink signature!  

  

Sketch Card ar!sts include; Adam Talley, Amanda Rachels, Andy Bohn, April Reyna, Bianca 

Thompson, Bill Maus, Celina Hernandez, Chris Foulkes, Cris!na Eleuterio, Clint Hagler, Clinton W. 

Yeager, Dan Walls, Danny Hayman, David Day, Elfie Lebouleux, Elisangela Santos, Gambit Melendes, 

Ernest Romero, Flipe Arts, Gordon Purcell, Jamie Richards, Jason Mooers, Jay Taylor, Jesse Lundberg, 

Jessica Osborne, Jorge Pacheco, Karl Jones, Ken Haeser, Kris!n Allen, Lance Footer, Lindsey Greyling, 

Lucy Fidelis, Martheus Wade, Mike LaPeruta, Mike Munshaw, Miki Okazaki, Monty Anderson, Nick 

Caponi, Omar Soto de la Torre, Quinton Baker, Rhiannon Owens, Richard Stewart, Rusty Gilligan, 

Samuel Mar!nez, Sat Phoun, Stephen Miller, Tom Romano, Vanessa Solis, Veronica O'Connel, Will 

Torres, Wilson Ramos, Zachary Woolsey, and many more! 

  

THE COMPLETE SET INCLUDES: 

o 18 Base Cards (2 per pack) 

o 12 Line Art Cards (1 per pack) 

o 9 Card Art Puzzle (1 per pack) 

o 6 Signed Cards (1 per pack) 

o 6 Special Metal Cards 

o 50th Anniversary Special 5 Card Box Topper Chase Set (2 special printed cards, 1 signed card, 1 

metal card, and 1 sketch card) 

o Thousands of Color Sketch Cards (2 per pack) (STL276648) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $99.99 



 

JUL240333 

O/A FRANK THORNE RED SONJA ART ED HC SGN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Clara Noto, Roy Thomas (A/CA) Frank Thorne 

Limited to only 199 copies!  The third and final volume in Dynamite Entertainment's Red Sonja Art 

Edi!on line dedicated to fantasy illustra!on's shining star, Frank Thorne!  The defining She-Devil ar!st 

shares his original storyboards from the issue #7 through #11 of the acclaimed 1970s Red Sonja 

comic book series. Scanned in high-resolu!on color and printed at original size, this gorgeous 

hardcover collec!on preserves every detail of the ar!st's me!culous skill and hard work, while 

simultaneously presen!ng a complete storyline for all to enjoy. Signed by the groundbreaking ar!st 

himself! (STK663552) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $300.00 

 

JUL240334 

IMMORTAL RED SONJA TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Dan AbneP (A) Alessandro Ranaldi (CA)  Leirix 

The journey has been long, and the dangers grave — but now, armed with a fuller understanding of 

the burden she carries, Sonja the Red and her cursed chainmail set off on the final leg of their 

magical journey through the Dead Lands. What she finds in the endless fog, and the truths that 

Merlyn reveals, will change her forever — and set the whole world in a new direc!on! 

 

Acclaimed author DAN ABNETT and renowned ar!st ALESSANDRO MIRACOLO bring their unique new 

vision of the She-Devil With a Sword to a stunning conclusion in this second volume of Immortal Red 

Sonja! Collects issues #6-10. (STL304097) (JAN240242) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240335 

O/A RED SONJA TAROT CARD SET 

(A)  Various 

Red Sonja is no stranger to the mys!cal, having faced all forms of the divine along her travels. For the 

first !me, Dynamite Entertainment now presents this a fun and exci!ng way to immerse yourself in 

the world of tarot with Red Sonja as your guide! Featuring her most iconic images from the past 45 

years in comics, this set of 78 Red Sonja themed Tarot cards illustrates the major and minor arcana 

and comes in a deluxe illustrated box with instruc!ons for divining the future. (STL089890) 

4.8x2.8 SRP: $19.99 

 



JUL240336 

RED SONJA HYRKANIAS LEGACY BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2) 

Red Sonja: Hyrkania's Legacy is a coopera!ve, modular-adventure board game for 1-4 players, 

expandable to 6. 

The game allows players to par!cipate as one of their favorite Red Sonja Comic Book characters 

ranging from the Barbarian Osin, the famous Red Sonja herself. These heroes will champion all that is 

the Hyborian good in 90 minutes as the players travel across the realm of Hyrkania and face 

dangerous warriors, mythical beasts and the walking souls that haunt the lands. 

Collect lore-enriched relics, ar!facts, weapons and special awards under a heated deadline while re-

telling some of Red Sonja's best adventures in comic book and open source fic!ons history! 

This game will challenge you and excite you. Everything you need is provided at the gaming table, 

just bring your friends, your love of Red Sonja (knowledge of Red Sonja lore op!onal), and your thirst 

for adventure! Onward to a world of high adventure! (STL078320) (FEB181374) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL240337 

RED SONJA SHE DEVIL SWORD OMNIBUS TP VOL 01 

(W) Mike Carey & Various (A) Pablo Marcos & Various (CA) Michael Turner 

"Know also, O prince, that in the selfsame days that the Cimmerian did stalk the Hyborian Kingdoms, 

one of the few swords worthy to cross with his was that of Red Sonja, warrior-woman out of majes!c 

Hyrkania. Forced to flee her homeland because she spurned the advances of a king and slew him 

instead, she rode west across the Turanian steppes and into the shadowed mists of legendry." -- -The 

Nemedian Chronicles 

This massive RED SONJA Omnibus features the first 19 issues (including the smash #0 issue which re-

introduced Red Sonja to today's audiences) starring the She-Devil with a Sword by the crea!ve 

talents of Michael Avon (Powers) Oeming, Mike (X-Men, The Torch) Carey, Mel Rubi and more! A 

massive 464 pages of top-rate sword and sorcery ac!on! 

Also includes a complete cover gallery by the biggest and best in the industry: ALEX ROSS, Jim Lee, 

Michael Turner, Marc Silvestri, and more! (STK403305) (NOV090728) 

SC, 7x10, 464pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL240338 

RED SONJA SHE DEVIL SWORD OMNIBUS TP VOL 02 

(W) Michael Avon Oeming, Brian Reed (A)  Homs & Various (CA) Sean Chen 

Dynamite presents issues #19-34 of the acclaimed Red Sonja series in one massive omnibus, 

featuring the work of Michael Avon Oeming, Brian Reed, Mel Rubi, Homs, Walter Geovanni, and 

many more. Includes a complete cover gallery! (STK439612) (JUN141130) 



SC, 7x10, 408pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL240339 

RED SONJA SHE DEVIL SWORD OMNIBUS TP VOL 03 

(W) Brian Reed,  Moe (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Everything you knew about Red Sonja and her world was forever changed when the She-Devil 

baPled Kulan Gath to the death! Now, following her trip to Hades, the spirit of the She-Devil is 

reborn, though the world around her has forever changed! Dynamite Entertainment proudly 

presents issues #35-50 in another massive volume! Over 430-pages of Red Sonja ac!on, along with a 

complete cover gallery. (STK464785) (APR121058) 

SC, 432pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL240340 

O/A RED SONJA (2021) TP VOL 02 MOTHER (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mirka Andolfo (A) Giuseppe Cafaro (CA) Mirka Andolfo 

The adventures of Red Sonja and Sitha in a world full of threats and dangers have only just begun. 

Now the bond between the two has become deeper and more special, but are their problems really 

solved? A new, deadly threat looms, and the mother/daughter connec!on may not be enough to 

quell the evil ahead and the power within... (STL251788) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240341 

RED SONJA COMPLETE GAIL SIMONE HC OVERSIZED 

(W) Gail Simone (A) Walter Geovani, Jack Jadson (CA) Jenny Frison 

Collects all of Gail Simone's amazing work on Red Sonja in one beau!ful oversized volume. 

Gail Simone (Batgirl, Birds of Prey) gives the iconic fantasy heroine a fresh new aTtude! Red Sonja, 

the She-Devil with a Sword, intends to pay back a blood debt owed to the one man who has gained 

her respect... even if it means leading a doomed army to their certain deaths! Who is Dark Annisia, 

and how has this fearsome warrior accomplished what no god nor demon has been able to do: force 

Sonja to her knees in surrender? An epic tale of blood, lust, and vengeance, Queen of the Plagues 

takes Red Sonja from the depths of her own grave to the heights of baPlefield glory. 

Contains issues 0-18 of Red Sonja (Volume 2). (STL119931) (JUL191186) 

HC, 528pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL240342 



RED SONJA WORLDS AWAY TP VOL 03 HELL OR HYRKANIA 

(W) Amy Chu (A) Carlos E. Gomez (CA) Mike McKone 

Leaving a world of fast motorcycles and cold beer, Sonja returns to a more familiar seTng of swords 

and magic and mead. At a nearby tavern she learns strange magic is afoot in this land, and a 

desperate priest is offering mercenaries some serious gold for a dangerous job. But something 

doesn't seem right... (STL080413) (JUL181308) 

SC, 140pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240343 

RED SONJA WORLDS AWAY TP VOL 04 BLADE SKATH 

(W) Amy Chu, Erik Burnham (A) Carlos E. Gomez (CA) John Royle 

The barbarian She-Devil with a Sword faces a whole different world - New York City - in this new 

adventure wriPen by Amy Chu (Poison Ivy, Kiss) and drawn by Carlos Gomez (The Dresden Files). 

Somewhere deep underground, strange and powerful demons clad in metal armor aPack and roust 

Red Sonja from a deep magical sleep. Confused and weaponless, she must find a way to defeat these 

mysterious creatures, escape from her solitary prison, and make her way to the surface to discover 

where she is, and why the evil Kulan Gath summoned her there! (STL107448) (MAR191189) 

SC, 132pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240344 

RED SONJA WORLDS AWAY TP VOL 05 END OF ROAD 

(W) Amy Chu, Erik Burnham (A) Carlos E. Gomez & Various (CA) Reilly Brown 

Sharks. Ogres. Witches. Gods. Vicious Beasts. Treasures. Swordplay. Thieves. And a Musician. This 

Red Sonja Volume truly has it all! (STL150476) (MAR201265) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240345 

SONJAVERSAL TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Christopher Has!ngs (A) Pasquale Qualano (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

ALL-NEW STORY!  

ALL-NEW SONJAS!  

PERFECT JUMPING-ON POINT FOR NEW READERS! 

A low-level criminal is suddenly making a big mysterious underworld splash...which is remarkable, 

considering that the guy's very recently DIED. Sounds like a case for NOIR SONJA. But not only does 



N.S. have to solve The Mystery Of The Successful Cadaver, she's got to manage the arrival of a whole 

new cadre of Sonja's that'll throw her inves!ga!on for a loop... (STL214956) (OCT220662) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240346 

O/A SHEENA DANGEROUS GAME TP VOL 01 DANGEROUS GAME (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Stephen Mooney (A) Jethro Morales (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

The Queen of the Jungle Returns! Featuring an all-star crea!ve team. 

The thrilling adventure combines the classic elements of the legendary character along with a 

modern sensibility that will make it the perfect debut for fans new and old!  

Sheena is recruited – that’s being kind, she’s kind of forced to enter the “bio-dome” -- an amazing 

synthesis and nature and machine, where something has gone terribly wrong. Outside the dome, she 

faces with human trickery and deceit, inside the dome, she facing the deadly jungle and a fast, 

murdering mystery. (STL221194) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240347 

O/A SHEENA TP VOL 02 CENOZOIC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Steven De Souza (A) Jethro Morales 

The adventures con!nue! AWer surviving the dome (spoiler alert), legendary writer Steven E. De 

Souza takes the reins as Sheena faces a new set of challenges: Higher educa!on and a trip to the 

remnants of the Cenozoic Age? Collects Sheena, Queen of the Jungle #6 - 10, plus a complete cover 

gallery. (STL251789) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240348 

VAMPIRELLA VS RED SONJA TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Dan AbneP (A) Alessandro Ranaldi (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

It’s the epic showdown we’ve all been wai!ng for— masterfully orchestrated by writer DAN ABNETT 

and ar!st ALESSANDRO RANALDI! Both Vampirella and Red Sonja were originally recruited by the 

Project, a cosmic collec!on of superheroes sworn to protect all known universes. But Vampirella is 

now considered a murderous criminal, and she’s capable of defea!ng any hero. Unfortunately for 

her, Red Sonja is no hero — the result is a universe-spanning, ac!on-packed baPle royal from start to 

finish! Collects issues #1-5. (STL271821) (JUL230222) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 
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JUL240349 

UFO ROBOT GRENDIZER #1 (OF 4) CVR A CHEW 

(W) Xavier Dorison (A) Denis Bajram & Various (CA) Derrick Chew 

BASED ON THE 1970S CULT CLASSIC, UFO ROBOT GRENDIZER! 

 

DUKE FLEED'S STORY CONTINUES IN THIS  

LONG-AWAITED SEQUEL TO THE SEMINAL MAZINGER MECHA FRANCHISE! 

 

The war between the forces of Vega and Grendizer is but a distant memory. But from the confines of 

space, the RUIN DIVISION emerges with the most powerful Saucer Beast: THE HYDRAGON.  

 

Under siege, pilot DUKE FLEED has no choice but join the fight and reawaken the MIGHTY ROBOT 

GRENDIZER or risk the world he once fought so hard to protect. (STL331871) 

56pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240350 

UFO ROBOT GRENDIZER #1 (OF 4) CVR B BAJRAM 

(W) Xavier Dorison (A) Denis Bajram & Various (CA) Denis Bajram 

BASED ON THE 1970S CULT CLASSIC, UFO ROBOT GRENDIZER! 

 

DUKE FLEED'S STORY CONTINUES IN THIS  

LONG-AWAITED SEQUEL TO THE SEMINAL MAZINGER MECHA FRANCHISE! 

 

The war between the forces of Vega and Grendizer is but a distant memory. But from the confines of 

space, the RUIN DIVISION emerges with the most powerful Saucer Beast: THE HYDRAGON.  

 

Under siege, pilot DUKE FLEED has no choice but join the fight and reawaken the MIGHTY ROBOT 

GRENDIZER or risk the world he once fought so hard to protect. (STL331872) 



56pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240351 

UFO ROBOT GRENDIZER #1 (OF 4) CVR C MIYAZAWA 

(W) Xavier Dorison (A) Denis Bajram & Various (CA) Takeshi Miyazawa 

BASED ON THE 1970S CULT CLASSIC, UFO ROBOT GRENDIZER! 

 

DUKE FLEED'S STORY CONTINUES IN THIS  

LONG-AWAITED SEQUEL TO THE SEMINAL MAZINGER MECHA FRANCHISE! 

 

The war between the forces of Vega and Grendizer is but a distant memory. But from the confines of 

space, the RUIN DIVISION emerges with the most powerful Saucer Beast: THE HYDRAGON.  

 

Under siege, pilot DUKE FLEED has no choice but join the fight and reawaken the MIGHTY ROBOT 

GRENDIZER or risk the world he once fought so hard to protect. (STL331874) 

56pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240352 

UFO ROBOT GRENDIZER #1 (OF 4) CVR D GRIFFIN 

(W) Xavier Dorison (A) Denis Bajram & Various (CA) Colm Griffin 

BASED ON THE 1970S CULT CLASSIC, UFO ROBOT GRENDIZER! 

 

DUKE FLEED'S STORY CONTINUES IN THIS  

LONG-AWAITED SEQUEL TO THE SEMINAL MAZINGER MECHA FRANCHISE! 

 

The war between the forces of Vega and Grendizer is but a distant memory. But from the confines of 

space, the RUIN DIVISION emerges with the most powerful Saucer Beast: THE HYDRAGON.  

 

Under siege, pilot DUKE FLEED has no choice but join the fight and reawaken the MIGHTY ROBOT 

GRENDIZER or risk the world he once fought so hard to protect. (STL331876) 

56pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 



JUL240353 

UFO ROBOT GRENDIZER #1 (OF 4) CVR E BLUEPRINT 

(W) Xavier Dorison (A) Denis Bajram & Various 

BASED ON THE 1970S CULT CLASSIC, UFO ROBOT GRENDIZER! 

 

DUKE FLEED'S STORY CONTINUES IN THIS  

LONG-AWAITED SEQUEL TO THE SEMINAL MAZINGER MECHA FRANCHISE! 

 

The war between the forces of Vega and Grendizer is but a distant memory. But from the confines of 

space, the RUIN DIVISION emerges with the most powerful Saucer Beast: THE HYDRAGON.  

 

Under siege, pilot DUKE FLEED has no choice but join the fight and reawaken the MIGHTY ROBOT 

GRENDIZER or risk the world he once fought so hard to protect. (STL331877) 

56pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240354 

CONAN BARBARIAN BATTLE BLACKSTONE #1 (OF 4) CVR A ZAFFINO (M 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Jonas Scharf (CA) Gerardo Zaffino 

CONAN OF CIMMERIA IS HAUNTED BY SHADOWS, LIVING NIGHTMARES CONNECTED TO A 

MYSTERIOUS EYE SYMBOL ETCHED IN BLACK STONE. 

An unspeakable evil looms over the Hyborian Age and every age connected to it... and it will take 

more than a lone barbarian to stop its relentless march upon !me, space, and sanity. 

BATTLE OF THE BLACK STONE, an epic new CONAN EVENT from Heroic Signatures and Titan Comics, 

begins HERE, from Jim Zub (Conan the Barbarian, Dungeons & Dragons) and ar!st Jonas Scharf (Dark 

X-Men, Basilisk)! (STL331798) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240355 

CONAN BARBARIAN BATTLE BLACKSTONE #1 (OF 4) CVR B OEZGEN (MR 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Jonas Scharf (CA) Sedat Oezgen 

CONAN OF CIMMERIA IS HAUNTED BY SHADOWS, LIVING NIGHTMARES CONNECTED TO A 

MYSTERIOUS EYE SYMBOL ETCHED IN BLACK STONE. 



An unspeakable evil looms over the Hyborian Age and every age connected to it... and it will take 

more than a lone barbarian to stop its relentless march upon !me, space, and sanity. 

BATTLE OF THE BLACK STONE, an epic new CONAN EVENT from Heroic Signatures and Titan Comics, 

begins HERE, from Jim Zub (Conan the Barbarian, Dungeons & Dragons) and ar!st Jonas Scharf (Dark 

X-Men, Basilisk)! (STL331799) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240356 

CONAN BARBARIAN BATTLE BLACKSTONE #1 (OF 4) CVR C SAYGER (MR 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Jonas Scharf (CA) Stuart Sayger 

CONAN OF CIMMERIA IS HAUNTED BY SHADOWS, LIVING NIGHTMARES CONNECTED TO A 

MYSTERIOUS EYE SYMBOL ETCHED IN BLACK STONE. 

An unspeakable evil looms over the Hyborian Age and every age connected to it... and it will take 

more than a lone barbarian to stop its relentless march upon !me, space, and sanity. 

BATTLE OF THE BLACK STONE, an epic new CONAN EVENT from Heroic Signatures and Titan Comics, 

begins HERE, from Jim Zub (Conan the Barbarian, Dungeons & Dragons) and ar!st Jonas Scharf (Dark 

X-Men, Basilisk)! (STL331802) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240357 

CONAN BARBARIAN BATTLE BLACKSTONE #1 (OF 4) CVR D DIDIER (MR 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Jonas Scharf (CA) Samwise Didier 

CONAN OF CIMMERIA IS HAUNTED BY SHADOWS, LIVING NIGHTMARES CONNECTED TO A 

MYSTERIOUS EYE SYMBOL ETCHED IN BLACK STONE. 

An unspeakable evil looms over the Hyborian Age and every age connected to it... and it will take 

more than a lone barbarian to stop its relentless march upon !me, space, and sanity. 

BATTLE OF THE BLACK STONE, an epic new CONAN EVENT from Heroic Signatures and Titan Comics, 

begins HERE, from Jim Zub (Conan the Barbarian, Dungeons & Dragons) and ar!st Jonas Scharf (Dark 

X-Men, Basilisk)! (STL331804) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240358 



CONAN BARBARIAN BATTLE BLACKSTONE #1 (OF 4) CVR E FLEECS (MR 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Jonas Scharf (CA) Tony Fleecs 

CONAN OF CIMMERIA IS HAUNTED BY SHADOWS, LIVING NIGHTMARES CONNECTED TO A 

MYSTERIOUS EYE SYMBOL ETCHED IN BLACK STONE. 

An unspeakable evil looms over the Hyborian Age and every age connected to it... and it will take 

more than a lone barbarian to stop its relentless march upon !me, space, and sanity. 

BATTLE OF THE BLACK STONE, an epic new CONAN EVENT from Heroic Signatures and Titan Comics, 

begins HERE, from Jim Zub (Conan the Barbarian, Dungeons & Dragons) and ar!st Jonas Scharf (Dark 

X-Men, Basilisk)! (STL331806) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240359 

CONAN BARBARIAN BATTLE BLACKSTONE #1 (OF 4) CVR F COLOR BLAN 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Jonas Scharf (CA)  Blank Cover 

CONAN OF CIMMERIA IS HAUNTED BY SHADOWS, LIVING NIGHTMARES CONNECTED TO A 

MYSTERIOUS EYE SYMBOL ETCHED IN BLACK STONE. 

An unspeakable evil looms over the Hyborian Age and every age connected to it... and it will take 

more than a lone barbarian to stop its relentless march upon !me, space, and sanity. 

BATTLE OF THE BLACK STONE, an epic new CONAN EVENT from Heroic Signatures and Titan Comics, 

begins HERE, from Jim Zub (Conan the Barbarian, Dungeons & Dragons) and ar!st Jonas Scharf (Dark 

X-Men, Basilisk)! (STL331807) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240360 

CONAN BARBARIAN #15 CVR A ASRAR (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Doug Braithwaite, Diego Rodriguez (CA) Mahmud Asrar 

AWer leaving Cimmeria filled with wanderlust, a young Conan heads north in search of glory.  

What he finds in that cold climate will change his outlook forever, seTng him on the path that will 

make him a legend. 

The triumphant new era of Conan con!nues in this tale of brutal heroic adventure from acclaimed 

creators Jim Zub (Avengers, Dungeons & Dragons) and Doug Braithwaite (Punisher, Jus!ce)! 

(STL331808) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240361 

CONAN BARBARIAN #15 CVR B FONG (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Doug Braithwaite, Diego Rodriguez (CA) Jessica Fong 

AWer leaving Cimmeria filled with wanderlust, a young Conan heads north in search of glory.  

What he finds in that cold climate will change his outlook forever, seTng him on the path that will 

make him a legend. 

The triumphant new era of Conan con!nues in this tale of brutal heroic adventure from acclaimed 

creators Jim Zub (Avengers, Dungeons & Dragons) and Doug Braithwaite (Punisher, Jus!ce)! 

(STL331809) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240362 

CONAN BARBARIAN #15 CVR C BRAITHWAITE (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Doug Braithwaite, Diego Rodriguez (CA) Doug Braithwaite 

AWer leaving Cimmeria filled with wanderlust, a young Conan heads north in search of glory.  

What he finds in that cold climate will change his outlook forever, seTng him on the path that will 

make him a legend. 

The triumphant new era of Conan con!nues in this tale of brutal heroic adventure from acclaimed 

creators Jim Zub (Avengers, Dungeons & Dragons) and Doug Braithwaite (Punisher, Jus!ce)! 

(STL331810) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240363 

CONAN BARBARIAN #15 CVR D DAGNINO (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Doug Braithwaite, Diego Rodriguez (CA) Fernando Dagnino 

AWer leaving Cimmeria filled with wanderlust, a young Conan heads north in search of glory.  

What he finds in that cold climate will change his outlook forever, seTng him on the path that will 

make him a legend. 



The triumphant new era of Conan con!nues in this tale of brutal heroic adventure from acclaimed 

creators Jim Zub (Avengers, Dungeons & Dragons) and Doug Braithwaite (Punisher, Jus!ce)! 

(STL331811) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240364 

SAVAGE SWORD CONAN ORIGINAL OMNI REG ED HC VOL 10 (MR) (C: 0 

(W) Chuck Dixon, Roy Thomas (A) Gary Kwapisz (CA) Joe Jusko 

THE GREATEST HERO IN SWORD-AND-SORCERY HISTORY. THIS IS THE LEGEND OF CONAN! 

 

Collec!ng 13 issues of the classic Conan magazine,  

The Savage Sword of Conan and featuring Conan stories from 1987 -1988 wriPen by the likes of 

Chuck Dixon, Larry Yakata and Don Kraar, and drawn by Gary Kwapisz, Andy Cubert and Val Mayerik.  

 

The omnibus also includes the graphic novel, Conan The Reaver wriPen by Don Kraar and drawn by 

the legendary  

John Severin. 

 

COLLECTS: SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN (1987) #133-145, CONAN THE REAVER (STL331864) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 516pgs, B&W SRP: $125.00 

 

JUL240365 

SAVAGE SWORD CONAN ORIGINAL OMNI DM ED HC VOL 10 (MR) (C: 0- 

(W) Chuck Dixon, Roy Thomas (A) Gary Kwapisz (CA) Joe Jusko 

THE GREATEST HERO IN SWORD-AND-SORCERY HISTORY. THIS IS THE LEGEND OF CONAN! 

 

Collec!ng 13 issues of the classic Conan magazine,  

The Savage Sword of Conan and featuring Conan stories from 1987 -1988 wriPen by the likes of 

Chuck Dixon, Larry Yakata and Don Kraar, and drawn by Gary Kwapisz, Andy Cubert and Val Mayerik.  

 



The omnibus also includes the graphic novel, Conan The Reaver wriPen by Don Kraar and drawn by 

the legendary  

John Severin. 

 

COLLECTS: SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN (1987) #133-145, CONAN THE REAVER (STL331865) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 516pgs, B&W SRP: $125.00 

 

JUL240366 

CONAN BARBARIAN TP VOL 03 REGULAR ED (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jim Zub (A/CA) Roberto De La Torre 

BY CROM! CONAN VENTURES FORTH TO THE AGE OF ATLANTIS! 

 

Sent back in !me to the Thurian Age, Conan baPles terrifying creatures and meets Kull the 

Conqueror, a barbarian-king as strong as himself. Although these two legends begin at odds, they 

quickly realize they must quest together to stop the dark machina!ons of an ancient being who has 

contacted a mysterious evil beyond !me and space to strengthen his already impressive  

mys!c power. 

 

COLLECTS #9-12 OF CONAN THE BARBARIAN (STL332204) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240367 

CONAN BARBARIAN TP VOL 03 DM ED (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto De La Torre (CA) Mike Deodato 

BY CROM! CONAN VENTURES FORTH TO THE AGE OF ATLANTIS! 

 

Sent back in !me to the Thurian Age, Conan baPles terrifying creatures and meets Kull the 

Conqueror, a barbarian-king as strong as himself. Although these two legends begin at odds, they 

quickly realize they must quest together to stop the dark machina!ons of an ancient being who has 

contacted a mysterious evil beyond !me and space to strengthen his already impressive  

mys!c power. 



 

COLLECTS #9-12 OF CONAN THE BARBARIAN (STL332205) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240368 

O/A CONAN BARBARIAN TP VOL 01 REGULAR ED (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto De La Torre & Various (CA) Dan Panosian 

ROBERT E. HOWARD'S LEGENDARY CONAN IS BACK IN A NEW TALE OF BRAVERY AND HEROISM! 

Years aWer the baPle of Venarium, a weary CONAN returns to his homeland to seek rest and solitude. 

However, a mysterious scout rides in to warn the Cimmerians of an imminent threat on the march 

from the Pic!sh wilderness. Will CONAN and his new ally be able to hold off this new horde of 

invaders? (STL292703) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240369 

HUGE DETECTIVE #2 (OF 5) CVR A COBIACO (MR) 

(W) Adam Rose (A) Magenta King (CA) Pedro Cobiaco 

AN ALL-NEW DETECTIVE NOIR OF GIGANTIC PROPORTIONS! CHINATOWN MEETS THE BFG IN AN 

ORIGINAL SERIES 

 

Something HUGE is coming! 

 

WHEN A STRING OF MURDERS AND DISAPPEARANCES SWEEP THE UNITED STATES, A HUMAN AND A 

GIANT WITH SIZABLE DETECTIVE SKILLS ARE ON THE CASE! 

 

AWer a race of giants emerged from deep sleep beneath the earth, a bloody conflict ensued in what 

became known as THE OMEGA EVENT. Eventually, a treaty is resolved and state of Brobdingnag is 

created, allowing humans and giants to co-exist harmoniously. 

 

Yet tragedy threatens to shaPer the peace, and an unlikely partnership is formed between Detec!ves 

Tamaki and GYANT. 

 



As the pair aPempt to stop the criminal AT LARGE, they find themselves involved in a mystery 

BIGGER than either could imagine (STL331855) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240370 

HUGE DETECTIVE #2 (OF 5) CVR B KING (MR) 

(W) Adam Rose (A/CA) Magenta King 

AN ALL-NEW DETECTIVE NOIR OF GIGANTIC PROPORTIONS! CHINATOWN MEETS THE BFG IN AN 

ORIGINAL SERIES 

 

Something HUGE is coming! 

 

WHEN A STRING OF MURDERS AND DISAPPEARANCES SWEEP THE UNITED STATES, A HUMAN AND A 

GIANT WITH SIZABLE DETECTIVE SKILLS ARE ON THE CASE! 

 

AWer a race of giants emerged from deep sleep beneath the earth, a bloody conflict ensued in what 

became known as THE OMEGA EVENT. Eventually, a treaty is resolved and state of Brobdingnag is 

created, allowing humans and giants to co-exist harmoniously. 

 

Yet tragedy threatens to shaPer the peace, and an unlikely partnership is formed between Detec!ves 

Tamaki and GYANT. 

 

As the pair aPempt to stop the criminal AT LARGE, they find themselves involved in a mystery 

BIGGER than either could imagine (STL331856) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240371 

HUGE DETECTIVE #2 (OF 5) CVR C COSTA (MR) 

(W) Adam Rose (A) Magenta King (CA) Marcello Costa 

AN ALL-NEW DETECTIVE NOIR OF GIGANTIC PROPORTIONS! CHINATOWN MEETS THE BFG IN AN 

ORIGINAL SERIES 

 



Something HUGE is coming! 

 

WHEN A STRING OF MURDERS AND DISAPPEARANCES SWEEP THE UNITED STATES, A HUMAN AND A 

GIANT WITH SIZABLE DETECTIVE SKILLS ARE ON THE CASE! 

 

AWer a race of giants emerged from deep sleep beneath the earth, a bloody conflict ensued in what 

became known as THE OMEGA EVENT. Eventually, a treaty is resolved and state of Brobdingnag is 

created, allowing humans and giants to co-exist harmoniously. 

 

Yet tragedy threatens to shaPer the peace, and an unlikely partnership is formed between Detec!ves 

Tamaki and GYANT. 

 

As the pair aPempt to stop the criminal AT LARGE, they find themselves involved in a mystery 

BIGGER than either could imagine. (STL331857) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240372 

KILLOTOPIA THE COMPLETE COLL REG ED HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Dave Cook (A) Clark Bint, James F Iaccino (CA) Craig Paton 

A HIGH-SPEED, HIGH-STAKES, CYBERPUNK ADVENTURE THROUGH NEO TOKYO 

 

Ten years ago, an unexplained explosion rocked the city's Sector-K district leaving it home to a horde 

of killer mecha and a lethal nanomachine plague known as 'The Rot.' 

 

Today, the sector is rebranded as 'Killtopia' - the most brutal bloodsport on the planet. High-tech 

hunters known as 'Wreckers' flood Japan to destroy the mechs in exchange for Rot medica!on, and 

infinite wealth. 

 

When a rookie Wrecker called Shinji encounters Crash, the world's first sen!ent mecha. Shinji learns 

that The Rot's cure lies within Crash's code, and could save the life of his dying sister.  

 

Together, Shinji, Crash and a misfit band of hackers and slum rats team up to cure The Rot while 

being hunted by Yakuza crime lords, android assassins and every Wrecker in  



Neo Tokyo. (STL331860) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 288pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240373 

KILLOTOPIA THE COMPLETE COLL DM ED HC FRANK QUITELY (MR) (C: 

(W) Dave Cook (A) Clark Bint, James F Iaccino (CA) Frank Quitely 

A HIGH-SPEED, HIGH-STAKES, CYBERPUNK ADVENTURE THROUGH NEO TOKYO 

 

Ten years ago, an unexplained explosion rocked the city's Sector-K district leaving it home to a horde 

of killer mecha and a lethal nanomachine plague known as 'The Rot.' 

 

Today, the sector is rebranded as 'Killtopia' - the most brutal bloodsport on the planet. High-tech 

hunters known as 'Wreckers' flood Japan to destroy the mechs in exchange for Rot medica!on, and 

infinite wealth. 

 

When a rookie Wrecker called Shinji encounters Crash, the world's first sen!ent mecha. Shinji learns 

that The Rot's cure lies within Crash's code, and could save the life of his dying sister.  

 

Together, Shinji, Crash and a misfit band of hackers and slum rats team up to cure The Rot while 

being hunted by Yakuza crime lords, android assassins and every Wrecker in  

Neo Tokyo. (STL331861) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 288pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240374 

HIGH ON LIFE #4 (OF 4) CVR A WALLIS (MR) 

(W) Alec Robbins (A) Kit Wallis, JP Jordan (CA) Kit Wallis 

THE DEBUT COMIC BASED ON THE HIT GAME FROM SQUANCH GAMES! 

 

IT ALL COMES DOWN TO THIS!  

 



Smithon Wesson has the Bounty Hunter cornered. But, in the reflec!on of their big pink helmet, he 

can't help but reminisce about how he started on the path of revenge. In the final showdown, allies 

become enemies and former lovers can hurt you the most... (STL331850) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240375 

HIGH ON LIFE #4 (OF 4) CVR B ODLAND (MR) 

(W) Alec Robbins (A) Kit Wallis, JP Jordan (CA) Tim Odland 

THE DEBUT COMIC BASED ON THE HIT GAME FROM SQUANCH GAMES! 

 

IT ALL COMES DOWN TO THIS!  

 

Smithon Wesson has the Bounty Hunter cornered. But, in the reflec!on of their big pink helmet, he 

can't help but reminisce about how he started on the path of revenge. In the final showdown, allies 

become enemies and former lovers can hurt you the most... (STL331851) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240376 

HIGH ON LIFE #4 (OF 4) CVR C LUVISI (MR) 

(W) Alec Robbins (A) Kit Wallis, JP Jordan (CA) Daniel Luvisi 

THE DEBUT COMIC BASED ON THE HIT GAME FROM SQUANCH GAMES! 

 

IT ALL COMES DOWN TO THIS!  

 

Smithon Wesson has the Bounty Hunter cornered. But, in the reflec!on of their big pink helmet, he 

can't help but reminisce about how he started on the path of revenge. In the final showdown, allies 

become enemies and former lovers can hurt you the most... (STL331852) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240377 



HIGH ON LIFE #1-4 PACK (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Alec Robbins (A) Kit Wallis, JP Jordan (CA) Mikey Spano & Various 

THE DEBUT COMIC BASED ON THE HIT GAME FROM SQUANCH GAMES!  

 

COLLECTS HIGH ON LIFE ISSUES #1-4, PLUS A BONUS ISSUE #1 VARIANT BY KIT WALLIS - EXCLUSIVE 

TO THIS PACK. LIMITED TO 500 COPIES. (STL331854) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240378 

DOCTOR WHO FIFTEENTH DOCTOR #4 (OF 4) CVR A GLASS 

(W/A) Dan WaPers (CA) Vv Glass 

The enthralling final issue of DOCTOR WHO: THE FIFTEENTH DOCTOR comic! 

 

FEATURING THE FIFTEENTH DOCTOR & RUBY SUNDAY! 

 

The Doctor and the Cybermen   clash while Ruby faces an insectoid threat. But is everything as it 

seems? And what is the true nature of the terrifying evil that stands ready to unveil itself... 

(STL331837) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240379 

DOCTOR WHO FIFTEENTH DOCTOR #4 (OF 4) CVR B PHOTO 

(W) Dan WaPers (A)  Ramsay, Kelsey (CA)  Photo 

The enthralling final issue of DOCTOR WHO: THE FIFTEENTH DOCTOR comic! 

 

FEATURING THE FIFTEENTH DOCTOR & RUBY SUNDAY! 

 

The Doctor and the Cybermen   clash while Ruby faces an insectoid threat. But is everything as it 

seems? And what is the true nature of the terrifying evil that stands ready to unveil itself... 

(STL331838) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240380 



DOCTOR WHO FIFTEENTH DOCTOR #4 (OF 4) CVR C ANDREO 

(W) Dan WaPers (A)  Ramsay, Kelsey (CA) Pedro Andreo 

The enthralling final issue of DOCTOR WHO: THE FIFTEENTH DOCTOR comic! 

 

FEATURING THE FIFTEENTH DOCTOR & RUBY SUNDAY! 

 

The Doctor and the Cybermen   clash while Ruby faces an insectoid threat. But is everything as it 

seems? And what is the true nature of the terrifying evil that stands ready to unveil itself... 

(STL331839) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240381 

DOCTOR WHO FIFTEENTH DOCTOR #1-4 PACK (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Dan WaPers (A) Kelsey Ramsay (CA)  Artgerm & Various 

JOIN THE FIFTEENTH DOCTOR IN A NEW COMIC BOOK ADVENTURE! 

 

 

COLLECTS DOCTOR WHO: THE FIFTEENTH DOCTOR COVER As! 

 

FEATURING PACK EXCLUSIVE VIRGIN (BONUS COVER)! 

 

ONLY XXX COVERS AVAILABLE (STL331840) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240382 

BLADE RUNNER TOKYO NEXUS #3 (OF 4) CVR A IUMAZARK (MR) 

(W) Kianna Shore (A) Mariano Taibo (CA) Gabriel Iumazark 

Tokyo 2015: Two Kalanthia survivors fight for their lives in a world where Blade Runners are the least 

of their problems 

 

 Following a failed mission Off-World, the only two survivors of a combat squad, ex-marine Mead and 

Replicant combat model S!x, have returned to Tokyo to search for the traitor who leW them to die.  



 

Now working as unlicensed detec!ves while hun!ng their betrayer, S!x and Mead find themselves in 

the middle of a deadly conflict between rival Yakuza clans, Tyrell Corp special opera!ves, and 

Cheshire, an enigma!c rival to Tyrell with its own version of Replicant technology. (STL331680) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240383 

BLADE RUNNER TOKYO NEXUS #3 (OF 4) CVR B LOFTI (MR) 

(W) Kianna Shore (A) Mariano Taibo (CA) Sam LoWi 

Tokyo 2015: Two Kalanthia survivors fight for their lives in a world where Blade Runners are the least 

of their problems 

 

 Following a failed mission Off-World, the only two survivors of a combat squad, ex-marine Mead and 

Replicant combat model S!x, have returned to Tokyo to search for the traitor who leW them to die.  

 

Now working as unlicensed detec!ves while hun!ng their betrayer, S!x and Mead find themselves in 

the middle of a deadly conflict between rival Yakuza clans, Tyrell Corp special opera!ves, and 

Cheshire, an enigma!c rival to Tyrell with its own version of Replicant technology. (STL331681) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240384 

BLADE RUNNER TOKYO NEXUS #3 (OF 4) CVR C TAIBO (MR) 

(W) Kianna Shore (A/CA) Mariano Taibo 

Tokyo 2015: Two Kalanthia survivors fight for their lives in a world where Blade Runners are the least 

of their problems 

 

 Following a failed mission Off-World, the only two survivors of a combat squad, ex-marine Mead and 

Replicant combat model S!x, have returned to Tokyo to search for the traitor who leW them to die.  

 

Now working as unlicensed detec!ves while hun!ng their betrayer, S!x and Mead find themselves in 

the middle of a deadly conflict between rival Yakuza clans, Tyrell Corp special opera!ves, and 

Cheshire, an enigma!c rival to Tyrell with its own version of Replicant technology. (STL331682) 



MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240385 

RIVERS OF LONDON STRAY CAT BLUES TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Andrew Cartmel, Ben Aaronovitch (A) Jose Maria Beroy (CA) Vv Glass 

THE HIT COMIC SERIES BASED ON BEN AARONOVITCH'S BESTSELLING NOVELS IS BACK!  

 

Old frenemies become allies in the latest RIVERS OF LONDON saga, when a mysterious cat-woman 

comes to Abigail looking for help to free her sisters from a notorious chimera brothel run by London 

gangster Monty and his sinister magically endowed mother, Mrs. Napier. (STL331862) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240386 

O/A RIVERS OF LONDON TP VOL 01-03 BOX SET ED (MR) 

(W) Ben Aaronovitch, Andrew Cartmel (A) Lee Sullivan, Luis Guerrero 

Dive in at the beginning of the bestselling cops and wizards series from chart-topping author (and 

comics writer) Ben Aaronovitch, with this Box Set Edi!on of the first three graphic novels! A stunning 

box set edi!on of the bestselling first three graphic novels in the Rivers of London sequence, 

including a set of Rivers of London postcards! Starring Ben Aaronovitch's laconic trainee wizard and 

budding detec!ve, Peter Grant, these all-new adventures are essen!al parts of the smash-hit novel 

con!nuity! 

In the first volume, Body Work, Police Constable Peter Grant and his boss, Thomas Nigh!ngale, tackle 

a car on a killing spree-without a driver. In Night Witch, Peter and Nigh!ngale are caught up in a 

baPle between Russian gunmen, a monstrous forest creature - and their nemesis: The Faceless Man. 

In the third volume, Black Mould, something dark and slimy is dripping through the walls of 

suburban London, so Peter is joined by a reluctant partner, Sahra Guleed! (STL089738) 

MATURE THEMES 

408pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL240387 

O/A RIVERS OF LONDON 4-6 BOX SET 

(W) Ben Aaronovitch, Andrew Cartmel (A) Lee Sullivan (CA) Anna Ditman 

A stunning box set edi!on of three of the bestselling graphic novels in the Rivers of London series. 



Includes Art Cards featuring the cover art from the individual graphic novels. 

WriPen by bestselling author Ben Aaronovitch and Doctor Who Script Editor Andrew Cartmel. Rivers 

of London has sold over two million copies worldwide! (STL193811) 

HC, 7x10, 352pgs, B&W SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL240388 

O/A RIVERS OF LONDON 7-9 BOX SET (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ben Aaronovitch, Andrew Cartmel (A) Lee Sullivan, Mariano Laclaustra (CA) Josep Maria Beroy 

"A DELIGHT FROM START TO FINISH" - CRIME REVIEW  

A stunning box set edi!on of the bestselling graphic novels in the Rivers of London series, starring 

Ben Aaronovitch's laconic trainee wizard and budding detec!ve, Peter Grant.  

COLLECTS RIVERS OF LONDON: ACTION AT A DISTANCE, RIVERS OF LONDON: THE FEY AND THE 

FURIOUS, AND RIVERS OF LONDON: MONDAY, MONDAY (STL226736) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x10, 336pgs, B&W SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL240389 

DEATH SENTENCE THE COMPLETE COLL REG ED TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Monty Nero (A) Mar!n Simmonds, Mike Dowling (CA) Mar!n Simmonds 

SEX, SUPERPOWERS AND SIX MONTHS TO LIVE! 

Verity: frustrated ar!st. Weasel: struggling guitarist. Monty: rogue media icon. Three people infected 

with the G+ virus, which grants them incredible powers - but will kill them in six months! Will they 

fade away - or go out in a blaze of glory? 

Death Sentence is the jaw-dropping next step in superpowered storytelling! Funny, fearless and 

frightening, this collec!on of the hit series is an unforgePable comics debut. 

COLLECTING DEATH SENTENCE VOLS. 1-3 (STL331815) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 524pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL240390 

DEATH SENTENCE THE COMPLETE COLL DM ED TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Monty Nero (A) Mar!n Simmonds, Mike Dowling (CA) Mar!n Simmonds 

SEX, SUPERPOWERS AND SIX MONTHS TO LIVE! 



Verity: frustrated ar!st. Weasel: struggling guitarist. Monty: rogue media icon. Three people infected 

with the G+ virus, which grants them incredible powers - but will kill them in six months! Will they 

fade away - or go out in a blaze of glory? 

Death Sentence is the jaw-dropping next step in superpowered storytelling! Funny, fearless and 

frightening, this collec!on of the hit series is an unforgePable comics debut. 

COLLECTING DEATH SENTENCE VOLS. 1-3 (STL331822) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 524pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL240391 

TANK GIRL TRILOGY REG ED BOXED SET (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Alan Mar!n (A/CA) BreP Parson 

From Alan Mar!n and comic icon BreP Parson. 

A collec!on of hit graphic novels, and bonus exclusive art cards! 

Collec!ng Tank Girl: Gold, World War Tank Girl and Tank Girl: Two Girls, One Tank, this anthology 

boxed set is packed full of post-apocalyp!c punk in the most typical Tank Girl way! Follow Tank's 

adventures through three exci!ng series as she goes through a whirlwind adventure looking for her 

signature tank, comba!ng Nazis and geTng into sci-fi an!cs. (STL331869) (C: 0-1-2) 

312pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL240392 

TANK GIRL COLOR CLASSICS TRILOGY 1988 - 1995 BOX SET HC (MR) 

(W) Alan Mar!n (A/CA) Jamie HewleP 

THE DEFINITIVE ANTHOLOGY OF TANK GIRL, COLLECTING THE CLASSIC, NEWLY COLORED STORIES 

FROM ORIGINAL CREATORS ALAN MARTIN AND JAMIE HEWLETT! INCLUDES THREE EXCLUSIVE ART! 

(STL235555) (JUN221961) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 384pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL240393 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE REG ED TP ROLAND (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Alex Roland 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  



 

AWer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca!on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? 

 

Collec!ng GUN HONEY: COLLISION COURSE #1-4 (STL332213) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240394 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE DM ED TP HUGHES (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Adam Hughes 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

 

AWer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca!on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? 

 

Collec!ng GUN HONEY: COLLISION COURSE #1-4 (STL332214) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240395 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE DM ED TP CHEW (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Derrick Chew 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

 

AWer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca!on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? 



 

Collec!ng GUN HONEY: COLLISION COURSE #1-4 (STL332215) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240396 

O/A GUN HONEY TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Bill Sienkiewicz 

THE WEAPON YOU NEED, WHERE YOU NEED IT, WHEN YOU NEED IT, SHE'LL GET IT! 

When a gun smuggled into a high-security prison leads to the escape of a brutal criminal, weapons 

expert Joanna Tan is enlisted by the U.S. government to find the man she set loose and bring him 

down! 

Collects issues #1-4. 

From Edgar Award Winning Writer Charles Ardai - Founder of Hard Case Crime. 

TV Series Now In Development! 

"CHARLES ARDAI IS A VERY SMART AND VERY COOL FELLOW." - STEPHEN KING (STL212751) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240397 

GUN HONEY BLOOD FOR BLOOD TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Stanley Lau "Artgerm" 

With weapons expert Joanna Tan, the legendary "Gun Honey," off the grid, recupera!ng from her 

last job, a vengeful rival takes her place - and frames Joanna for murder. On the run from Malaysia to 

Milan, from Montana to Monaco, can Joanna catch up to her ruthless enemy...or will she catch a 

bullet first? 

 

Collects issues #1-4. 

 

"The finest kind of pulp noir." Ed Brubaker (STL249658) (OCT221249) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 



JUL240398 

HEAT SEEKER GUN HONEY SERIES TP VOL 01 REGULAR ED (MR) (C: 0 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ace Con!nuado (CA)  Celina 

AWARD-WINNING WRITER AND CO-FOUNDER OF HARD CASE CRIME CHARLES ARDAI RETURNS TO 

THE GUN HONEY UNIVERSE IN THIS ACTION-PACKED SPIN-OFF FEATURING THE SULTRY AND 

EXPLOSIVE ARTWORK OF ACE CONTINUADO! 

 

IF THE HEAT IS ON, DAHLIA RACERS CAN HELP YOU DISAPPEAR - FOR A PRICE. Marked for death by a 

U.S. intelligence agency, Gun Honey Joanna Tan turns to Dahlia Racers to help her pull a vanishing 

act. But the killer hot on her trail, beau!ful sociopath Sarah Claride, will leave bodies strewn from 

New York to Las Vegas to Tijuana, Mexico, if it means cornering Dahlia - and breaking her… 

(STL287770) (AUG231033) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240399 

MOORCOCK ELRIC HC VOL 05 NECROMANCER (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Julien Blondel, Jean-Luc Cano (A/CA) Valen!n Sécher 

ELRIC MUST FACE AN EPIC THREAT - WITHOUT HIS LEGENDARY STORMBRINGER! 

 

Two years aWer the sack of the great city of Imrryr, Elric wanders across the land as a mercenary, s!ll 

grieving the death of his beloved Cymoril. But a new danger is not far away - Queen Yishana has a 

quest for the White Wolf, a journey into another dimension where elemental magic nor the 

enchantment of his mighty sword Stormbringer seems to func!on. Without his powers, how will Elric 

face down the old threat that lingers there? 

 

COLLECTS ELRIC: THE NERCOMANCER #1-2 (STL331848) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 64pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240400 

O/A MICHAEL MOORCOCK ELRIC HC BOX SET 

(W) Julien Blondel, Jean-Luc Cano (A) Didier Poli (CA) Jean Bas!de 

The boxed-set collec!on of the stunning comic adapta!ons of the classic Elric of Melnibon?novels by 

Michael Moorcock!  



Lavishly illustrated, these comic adapta!ons have been produced with the full and enthusias!c 

endorsement of Moorcock himself! 

COLLECTS THE RUBY THRONE, STORMBRINGER, THE WHITE WOLF & THE DREAMING CITY! 

Includes art cards! (STL226751) 

HC, 7x10, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $79.99 

 

JUL240401 

ANFIELD ROAD HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Chris Shepherd 

Writer, ar!st, and filmmaker Chris Shepherd's debut graphic novel depicts a beau!ful coming-of-age 

story cantered around growing up in the working-class dynamics of Merseyside in the late eigh!es. 

 

For fans of emo!onal stories about family and ambi!on, set in the rich history of Liverpool. 

 

As Conor Sterling is about to turn 18, he wrestles with a tough choice: to go to art college or look 

aWer his sick, domina!ng grandmother? While life seems to move faster, he falls for a West-Indian 

girl who his grandmother disapproves of. Conor is torn between doing the right thing for him or 

submiTng to the will of his crazy grandmother. 

 

What follows is a funny and poignant coming-of-age story set in Liverpool in 1989. The land of The 

La's, the Hillsborough disaster and Findus Crispy Pancakes. (STL331671) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 272pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240402 

BATTLETOADS THE LOST ADVENTURE TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Simon Furman (A)  Genolet, Andres (CA) Nina Matsumoto 

The graphic novel prequel to the 2020 BaPletoads game  

 

Dive back into the badass world of BaPletoads with The Lost Adventure, as Pimple, Rash, and Zitz 

face a horde of powerful opponents. The toadular trio par!cipate in The Grand Fis!val, a baPle 

royale which gathered the strongest fighters in the universe. But a secret plot looms in the sewers of 

the celebra!on. Will the Toads prevail, or will their bond be tested by an out-of-this-world brawl? 

 



Uncover the rich s!nkin' history of BaPletoads, a videogame franchise by Rare, which has seen the 

Toady trio baPle valiantly against intergalac!c evil. Whether you are a long!me BaPletoads follower 

or newcomer to the series, The Lost Adventure marks one of the franchise's greatest spectacles. 

 

Collec!ng BATTLETOADS: THE LOST ADVENTURE #1-3. (STL331678) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 80pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL240403 

SEA OF THIEVES SEA DOGS SEARCH TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A/CA) Rhoald Marcellius 

PIRATE CAPTAIN LESEDI SINGH RETURNS TO THE SEA OF THIEVES IN THIS GRAPHIC NOVEL SET IN THE 

EPONYMOUS 

SWASHBUCKLING GAME 

 

Once rivals on the Sea of Thieves, vying for the legacy of their famous father - the legendary Pirate 

Lord - DeMarco and Lesedi joined forces to instead forge their own story. But now, DeMarco is 

missing and Lesedi will stop at nothing to find him - even if the search takes her beyond the mortal 

realm. 

Collec!ng issues #1-3 of the digital comic series Sea of Thieves: Sea Dog's Search. (STL331866) (C: 0-

1-2) 

SC, 84pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240404 

DOWNLANDS HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Norm Konyu 

A wonderfully evoca!ve ghost story in the great tradi!on of M. R. James and Daphne Du Maurier 

with a contemporary edge. 

 

Perfect for Halloween and illustrated in Norm's own gorgeous style. 

 

"EVERY VILLAGE HAS ITS STORIES - THOSE OF THE LIVING - AND THOSE OF THE DEAD." 

 

AWer the sudden death of his twin sister, 14 year old James Reynolds becomes obsessed with her tale 

of a black hound, a folkloric creature that is regarded as a portent of death. Enlis!ng the aid of his 



elderly neighbour, who the local children call 'The Witch', he delves into the centuries of village 

history, folklore, and ghosts, un!l he uncovers a deeper secret beyond his darkest nightmares, 

beyond the sight of most, and beyond the mortal veil. 

 

Set in the South Downs of England, a place that has been home to Celts, Romans, and Vikings, 

James's story is interwoven with tales from his village that also blur the line between the living and 

the dead. (STL331828) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 292pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL240405 

JUNCTION HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Norm Konyu 

DEBUT GRAPHIC NOVEL BY ACCLAIMED CARTOON NETWORK ANIMATOR NORM KONYU! 

When a missing child, Lucas Jones, reappears aWer an absence of 12 years, the brief moment of joy is 

clouded by mystery. Where has he been? Where is his father who disappeared at the same !me? 

And how is it possible that Lucas is s!ll 11 years old? 

NORM KONYU'S THE JUNCTION IS PROBABLY MY FAVORITE GRAPHIC NOVEL. GORGEOUS IN EVERY 

WAY" 

- JORDAN ROBERTS (WRITER OF BIG HERO 6, MARCH OF THE PENGUINS) (STL212758) (NOV211711) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL240406 

CALL TO CTHULHU HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Norm Konyu 

Even Cosmic Gods fear an unknown caller! 

 

When Cthulhu, the Great Old One, receives a phone call in the middle of the night, he is not 

prepared for the conversa!on that is about to take place. 

 

Part comic book, part artbook, part children's storybook, A Call To Cthulhu is a fun, irreverent trip 

through the classic stories of HP LovecraW, the influen!al horror writer, and a perfect introduc!on to 

his work for your liPle terrors. (STL287760) (AUG231040) (C: 0-1-2) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 



JUL240407 

DISENCHANTMENT UNTOLD TALES GN VOL 03 (OF 3) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) MaP Groening 

Set in the medieval fantasy kingdom of Dreamland, Disenchantment follows the misadventures of 

idealis!c young princess Bean, her feisty elf companion Elfo and personal demon Luci. 

 

Created by legendary cartoonist MaP Groening, Disenchantment con!nues with Volume 3 of its 

never-before-seen comic bringing fun and freaky mishaps around the kingdom of dreamland. 

(STL331823) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC (3 of 3) SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240408 

O/A DISENCHANTMENT UNTOLD TALES GN VOL 01 (OF 3) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) MaP Groening 

Collects never-before-seen comics from the Disenchantment universe, featuring all the shows 

characters.  

Features exclusive content made for this collec!on from the show's creators. 

Set in the medieval fantasy kingdom of Dreamland, Disenchantment follows the misadventures of 

hard-drinking, idealis!c young princess Bean, her feisty elf companion Elfo and personal demon Luci. 

(STL283404) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 224pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $24.99 

 

TITAN MANGA 

 

JUL240409 

KAMEN RIDER KUUGA GN VOL 07 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shotaro Ishinomori, Toshiki Inoue (A/CA) Hitotsu Yokoshima 

BASED ON THE CLASSIC JAPANESE TOKUSATSU SHOW, KAMEN RIDER KUUGA 

AWer years locked away for a series of murders she did not commit, Yukina Tsugami now wields 

Agito's power! 

She is reunited with her younger brother Shoichi but aWer a brief mee!ng, he sets out to get 

revenge. (STL331859) (C: 0-1-2) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL240410 

IL GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Osamu Tezuka 

Dive into the extraordinary world created by Osamu Tezuka, author of world-renowned !tles Astro 

Boy and Dororo. 

 

Readers are thrown into the life of Imari Daisaku, a filmmaker whose fanciful crea!ons have fallen of 

favor in a society dominated by scien!fic triumphs. However, his life changes forever when he 

encounters a peculiar group led by Count Alucard, and he receives an extraordinary giW; I.L, a 

mysterious mannequin with the power of shapeshiWing. 

 

Together, Daisaku and I.L u!lize the phenomenal transforma!ve abili!es to help those in need and 

are propelled into an array of thrilling and haphazard adventures. (STL331858) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 352pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240411 

WORKING FOR GOD IN A GODLESS WORLD TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sonsho Hangetsuban (A) Aoi Akashiro 

Perfect for fans of isekai with an unusual twist, this tale of finding the divine is a godly treat! 

 

When the son of a cult leader is transported to a world without religion he must bring the god he 

despised with him to save the world! 

 

The first volume in an ongoing series (with a hit anime adapta!on now on Crunchyroll) WORKING 

FOR GOD IN A GODLESS WORLD is an all-new take on the isekai genre! When Urabe is sacrificed by 

his father to the all-powerful Mitama, he prays that he can finally be without religion. He wakes up in 

a placid world free of faith, and begins a new life there, but when the truth is revealed, that the 

ruling empire purges the ci!zens, Urabe must find his faith and summon Mitama to protect them! 

(STL331881) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 182pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL240412 



CORPSE BLADE GN VOL 01 (OF 3) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Hajime Segawa 

For fans of zombie and baPle manga, two deadly teens must cut down the undead for a hope at a 

normal life! 

 

Armed with a gun and the mysterious Corpse Blade can Tsutsuki save his sister? 

 

The first volume in the legendary Corpse Blade series, an ac!on packed romp through a zombie 

infested Tokyo! School, chores, killing the undead - all in an average day for Tsuranuki Tsutsuki! AWer 

his sister is kidnapped by the zombies, this middle schooler sets out to save her, becoming handy 

with a gun - but he won't be alone, as he encounters another kid on a quest, a mysterious high-

school girl who can command the awesome power of the Corpse Blade! (STL331814) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W (1 of 3) SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL240413 

THREE EXORCISM SIBLINGS GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Shinta Harekawa 

Perfect for fans of ac!on-packed supernatural horror, in this third volume Mamoru must deal with 

his curse and the burden it places upon his beloved brothers. The Noto Shrine is under aPack and the 

brothers must journey to eliminate the Tengu… and whoever is guiding them to this sacred place. 

 

The Noto Shrine has lost its guardian, stolen by Tengu in the night… but the only people who know of 

its sacred loca!on are the local parishioners… one of whom must have led the Tengu straight to its 

secret hiding place! Mamoru and his brothers must contend with the voracious demons, all while 

trying to figure out which of these innocent-seeming devotees of the shrine is the real culprit! 

(STL331870) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

TITAN BOOKS 

 

JUL240414 

SALLY FACE ART LORE AND MORE (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Steve Gabry 

The official companion book for the indie horror-mystery game Sally Face featuring concept art, 

crea!ve insight, how to build a game from scratch, and hidden easter eggs from the  game's 

developer, Steve Gabry. (STL331863) (C: 0-1-2) 



HC, 240pgs, FC SRP: $34.95 

 

JUL240415 

GODZILLA ENCYCLOPEDIA SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shinji Nishikawa 

Celebrate Godzilla's 70th anniversary with this illustrated encyclopedia from kaiju designer Shinji 

Nishikawa. Revisit the most monstrous Godzilla incarna!ons of the past 70 years in this 

comprehensive guide. 

 

This illustrated book features the many versions of Godzilla and his monstrous foes from the original 

1954 movie to Shin Godzilla in 2016, and even the 2021 anima!on. With in-depth explana!ons 

accompanied by illustra!ons from renowned manga ar!st and monster designer Shinji Nishikawa, 

this 216-page book explores the powers and anatomy of over 100 kaiju, including Mechagodzilla, 

Shin Godzilla and Mothra! Nishikawa worked on the monster designs for many Godzilla movies from 

1989 to 2004, and here he unravels the live-ac!on special effects and theatrical CG anima!ons of the 

Godzilla franchise in this essen!al enyclopedia. This comprehensive guide covers the Godzilla Showa 

Era (1954-1975), Godzilla Heisei Era (1984-1995), Godzilla Millenium (1999-2004), Shin Godzilla 

(2016), Toho’s animated trilogy (2017-2018), and the animated Godzilla series (2021). (STL332210) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 216pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL240416 

STAR TREK ART OF FLENN HETRICKS ALCHEMY STUDIOS HC (C: 0-1-2 

(W) Joe Nazzaro 

A remarkable visual guide to Glenn Hetrick's prosthe!cs department (from concept art to physical 

applica!on), which is behind the magic of all 5 seasons of Star Trek: Discovery. (STL331867) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

IMAGE COMICS 

 

NEW SERIES 

 

JUL240417 

MOON IS FOLLOWING US 

(W) Daniel Warren Johnson (A) Riley Rossmo, Daniel Warren Johnson (CA) Riley Rossmo, Mike Spicer 



Series Premiere. Sam and Duncan LaMarr love their six-year-old daughter, Penny, more than anything 

in the whole world. But half a year ago, she was taken by the Cascade, an evil force they barely 

understand. Now, Sam and Duncan must fight side by side with the magical beings Penny cherished 

to try and get her back… before she's gone forever. (STL331607) 

ROSSMO COVER—32pgs, FC (1 of 10) SRP: $3.99 

JOHNSON COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240420 

VIOLENT FLOWERS 

(W/A/CA) Maria LloveP 

Mini-Series Premiere. "Vengeance blooms in their veins." Maria Llovet (Crave, Luna, Porcelain) 

returns with Violent Flowers, a sensual tale about vengeance and acceptance, and the importance of 

embracing who we really are. An ancient clan of vampires reunites aWer centuries. The Sen!nel, a 

vampire who watches over all supernatural creatures, has been murdered. His erra!c sister, Carnelia, 

will stop at nothing to get revenge, even when she's charged with a mortal to take care of. In a world 

where the cult of youth and beauty rules, Carnelia has remained old and wrinkled for ages, 

abstaining from her vampire urges. But her addic!on to blood may prove her resolu!on is not as firm 

as it seems. Don't miss the beginnings of this thrilling tale! (STL331614) 

MATURE THEMES 

LLOVET COVER A—32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

LLOVET COVER B—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

LLOVET COVER C—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

ORELLANA COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

ANDOLFO COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

VECCHIO COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

COVER H—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240428 

CREEPSHOW VOLUME 3 #1 

(W) Chip Zdarsky, James Stokoe (A) Kagan McLeod, James Stokoe (CA) Mar!n Morazzo 

Mini-Series Premiere. The Eisner Award-nominated horror anthology is back and Creepier than ever, 

with two all-new stories in every issue from your favorite creators! First, writer Chip Zdarsky 

(Batman) and Kagan McLeod (Kaptara) bring you the terrifying tale of a repressed housewife deciding 

to take maPers into her own hands and rescue her daughter from a local psychedelic cult…but the 

true terror is not what anyone expects! Then, James Stokoe (Godzilla) introduces a chilling mystery of 

a severed human hand and the lengths one writer will go to discover the truth... (STL331593) 



MATURE THEMES 

MORAZZO COVER—32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

STOKOE COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240431 

DEAD EYES: THE EMPTY FRAMES #1 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) John McCrea 

Mini-Series Premiere. Dead Eyes is back! The world's most unkillable comic is out of hiding and back 

stomping around Boston. At the end of the first volume, the masked hood known as Dead Eyes 

picked up a clue as to the loca!on of the pain!ngs swiped in the largest private art heist in America. 

Can Dead Eyes and Wheels take down the score while avoiding the cops and the mafia? Duggan and 

McCrea are back and knocking teeth down throats. (STL331596) 

MATURE THEMES 

MCCREA COVER—32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

JOHNSON COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240434 

THE HORIZON EXPERIMENT: THE MANCHURIAN #1 

(W) Pornsak Pichetshote (A/CA) Terry Dodson 

Series Premiere. A Muslim exorcist, a reverse Indiana Jones, and more. The Horizon Experiment are 

one-shots created by comics, film, and TV superstars, providing new POVs on popular genres and 

ac!ng as pilots for new series. It starts with The Manchurian, a Chinese James Bond running covert 

missions in America for the enemy… (STL331605) 

MATURE THEMES 

DODSON COVER—40pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

LOTAY COVER—40pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240436 

KNIGHTS VS. SAMURAI #1 

(W) David Dastmalchian (A) Fede Mele (CA) Francesco MaTna 

Series Premiere. Sir Charles Ward, "The Dragon Butcher," has achieved knighthood, acclaim, and is 

leading a legion of royal warriors on a noble mission, yet his self-doubt and grief haunt him. 

Venturing to a mysterious island in the Far East, Charles leads his diverse assembly of fighters 

(including a giant and two clerics) to seek vengeance against savage monsters who ambushed a 

group of English missionaries. Arrival on the island reveals that the truth may be dras!cally different 



from what Charles was led to believe, and the "savage monsters" he will face are actually a regiment 

of skillful warriors the likes of which he has never seen. (STL331599) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

JUL240437 

LADY MECHANIKA: THE DEVIL IN THE LAKE #1 

(W) Joe Benitez, M. M. Chen (A) Siya Oum (CA) Joe Benitez 

Mini-Series Premiere. An all-new story featuring guest ar!st Siya Oum (Lola XOXO, Fathom)! Lady 

Mechanika tries to escape disturbing revela!ons from her past by running off to Siberia on a 

dangerous hunt for an alleged dragon living in the depths of an ancient lake. (STL331600) 

BENITEZ COVER—32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

OUM COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240440 

OLD DOG: OPERATIONS ONE-SHOT 

(W) P. J. Holden & Various (A) Declan Shalvey & Various (CA) Declan Shalvey 

Following his blistering debut in Image! #1 and the acclaimed Redact One, Declan Shalvey's Old Dog 

returns in a collec!on of short missions, joined by some of the industry's best creators. This special 

anthology one-shot delivers a brand-new story by Shalvey along with opera!ons by Charles Soule, 

Leonardo Romero, Ma!as Bergara, Alex Paknadel, and more. Sign up for some spy-fi duty this 

September. (STL331603) 

SHALVEY COVER—64pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

LOTAY COVER—64pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240442 

THE TIN CAN SOCIETY #1 

(W) Peter Warren (A/CA) Francesco Mobili, Chris Chuckry 

Series Premiere. The first stunning issue of a brand-new series from Giant Generator showcasing the 

first graphic novel work by screenwriter Peter Warren (The Incal feature film, Kill Me) with jaw-

dropping art by Francesco Mobili (X-Men, Scumbag) and beau!fully colored by Chris Chuckry (New X-

Men). Johnny Moore is a world-famous tech mogul known as much for his work pioneering mobility 

aids for people with disabili!es (like himself) as he is for moonligh!ng as the metal-suited vigilante, 

Caliburn. But when Johnny is found murdered and his suit stolen, his estranged childhood best 

friends reunite to solve the mystery of his murder. The Tin Can Society is a hearcelt and human look 

at the evolu!on of friendships across a life!me, at disability and ableism, and the destruc!ve power 

of fame. (STL331610) 



40pgs, FC (1 of 9) SRP: $4.99 

 

NEW COLLECTIONS 

 

JUL240446 

BLOOD STAIN VOLUME 1 COLLECTED EDITION HC 

(W) Linda Sejic (A) Linda Sejic, Katerina Devic (CA) Linda Sejic 

Chemistry major Elliot Torres has been unable to keep a steady job but eventually accepts one by a 

rumored mad scien!st, Dr. Vlad Stein. Upon arriving at her new workplace, and mee!ng her new 

boss under some rather unflaPering circumstances, Elly tries desperately to make a good impression 

on her first day. The only problem is, both she and her new employer seem to be clueless as to what 

her job is supposed to be. Finally secure in the knowledge that her eccentric boss isn't actually a mad 

scien!st, Elly seeks to prove herself as a competent lab assistant. Collects Volumes #1-4. (STL318152) 

HC, 584pgs, FC SRP: $59.99 

 

JUL240447 

THE COMPLETE DARKNESS VOLUME 3 

(W) Paul Jenkins & Various (A) Dale Keown & Various 

Get ready for the con!nuing ac!on-packed saga of The Darkness! Jackie Estacado, mafia hitman and 

Darkness wielder, died in a fiery blaze of revenge. The Darkness, however, was not about to let him 

go so easily. It pieced him back together and wrenched him back from the depths of Hell. Now, he 

must find a new place in a family that has moved on without him, and Jackie wants the top spot. Not 

only is he faced with a whole new set of enemies and new ways to deal with them, but The Angelus 

and The Magdalena return to face off against Jackie and his demonic horde. Collects The Darkness 

#41-64, The Darkness: Infinity, The Darkness Black Sails, and The Darkness: Wanted Dead. 

(STL318197) 

MATURE THEMES 

HARDCOVER EDITION—HC, 680pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION—SC, 680pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL240449 

CRAVE TP 

(W/A/CA) Maria LloveP 

Black Mirror meets Eyes Wide Shut in this dark and sexy ero!c thriller. Crave, a mysterious app that 

promises to make your desires come true, spreads among the students of an elite university who use 

it as a hookup app. David, a top student, engages in a game of seduc!on with the unaPainable 



Alexandra. But as requests to the app escalate and wreak havoc on campus, David and his friends' 

only chance to stop this spiral is to find out what really lies behind Crave. In this dark, sexy mystery, 

writer/ar!st Maria Llovet (Luna, Faithless, Sandman Universe Special: Thessaly) explores how we 

connect to the world and to others in the dawn of AI. Collects Crave #1-6. (STL308696) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240450 

DUTCH TP 

(W) Joe Casey (A) Simon Gane, Nathan Fox (CA) Simon Gane 

The legendary '90s super-hero returns for an all-new adventure! An enemy from the past has forced 

Dutch back into the belly of the beast—but will his former teammates welcome him back? Or will his 

long-lost nemesis get to him first? It's balls-to-the-wall ac!on in the mighty Image manner! Collects 

Dutch #0-3. (STL318159) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #5 (MAY240460) 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL240451 

THE FORGED VOLUME 3: THE ABADDON STRIKE TP 

(W) Greg Rucka, Eric Trautmann (A/CA) Mike Henderson 

War in the Skull Nebula! Vic and company join Forged teams Rapier and Gladius to bring the fight to 

the Phobes—and Vic goes MIA. Meanwhile, General Davian struggles to uncover just what the 

Empress—and her Cassandras—are up to! (STL331676) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240452 

G.I. JOE: A REAL AMERICAN HERO VOLUME 1 TP 

(W) Larry Hama (A) Chris Mooneyham, Francesco Segala (CA) Andy Kubert, Francesco Segala 

A New Era For G.I. Joe Begins Here! The Joes know Cobra are up to something in Springfield, but 

they're not prepared to uncover the secrets behind their enemy's new deadly weapon. Will the Joes 

be able to stop Cobra in their tracks before tragedy strikes? Legendary series writer Larry Hama is 

joined by new series ar!st Chris Mooneyham (Nightwing) and superstar cover ar!st Andy Kubert 

(Batman, X-Men) to con!nue one of the longest running !tles in comics history! Featuring a Direct 

Market Exclusive cover that will only be printed once. Collects G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero #301-

305. (STL318164) 



KUBERT & SEGALA COVER—SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

MOONEYHAM & FILARDI COVER—SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240454 

GIANT GENERATOR FIRST ISSUE SAMPLER 

(W) Rick Remender (A) Wes Craig & Various (CA)  EPHK 

The perfect way to dip your toes into Rick Remender's Giant Generator world. A must-have sampler 

collec!ng the first issues of some of the hoPest, bestselling series to launch out of the Giant 

Generator Studio. Giant Generator is the home studio of Rick Remender, specializing in the 

development of unique and top-flight entertainment born from comic books co-created with passion 

in partnership with the best ar!sts in the world. Collects Deadly Class #1, Black Science #1, The 

Scumbag #1, A Righteous Thirst for Vengeance #1, The Sacrificers #1, Death or Glory #1, and Low #1. 

(STL323528) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #5 (MAY240463) 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL240455 

THE INFERNALS TP 

(W) Ryan ParroP (A/CA) John Pearson 

Succession meets the apocalypse in this epic new series about family, power, legacy, and the end of 

the world. Abe Morgenstern, the son of Satan, has one month to live. Before he dies, he must decide 

which of his three wayward children—vola!le narcissist Nero, conflicted field opera!ve Jackal, or 

troubled schoolgirl Bee—will inherit his shadowy empire. But with the forces of Heaven, Hell, and 

everywhere in between bearing down on them, will they survive long enough to take control of the 

Apocalypse? And is Abe ready to give up being the An!christ—or does he have something else up his 

sleeve? Collects The Infernals #1-5. (STL318200) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240456 

INVINCIBLE VOLUME 5 TP (NEW EDITION) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Ryan OPley, Bill Crabtree (CA) Cory Walker, Dave McCaig 

Now A Hit Animated Series On Prime Video! These all-new defini!ve soWcover edi!ons collect the 

en!re Invincible comic book series from the very beginning, with stunning new covers from Cory 

Walker & Dave McCaig. Mark is brought to another planet in order to save it. Why are the Viltrumites 



so interested in this planet, and what does it have to do with Omni-Man? The answers will change 

Mark's life forever! Collects Invincible #25-30. (STL318169) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240457 

KING SPAWN VOLUME 5 TP 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Javi Fernandez, Kevin Keane (CA) Marcial Toledano Vargas 

In NYC, Clown is back, targe!ng an unknown vic!m. Spawn races against !me to save them. As Dead 

Zones open and the march to the Throne of Hell begins, Al must choose allies wisely to resist its 

power. Despite past horrors, Spawn faces an even greater evil. With the throne in sight, he must 

conquer the final obstacle. Guided by a mystery figure, Spawn heads towards the vacant throne, but 

!me is running out. Collects King Spawn #25-30. (STL318172) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240458 

THE LAST MERMAID VOLUME 1 TP 

(W/A/CA) Derek Kirk Kim 

The Last Mermaid is a post-apocalyp!c adventure that is perfect for fans of lush, anima!on-style 

artwork like that of Isola, Low, and classic Miyazaki.A lone mermaid roams an endless wasteland on a 

quest beyond reason. To press ever onward, she must survive the interminable stretches between 

!ny pockets of water, roaming bands of cyberne!c cannibals, and fearsome mutant beasts. What 

propels her forward to take such a risk? And who is that cloaked figure watching her from afar…? 

Eisner, Harvey and Ignatz Award-winning writer/ar!st Derek Kirk Kim's first graphic novel in a decade 

kicks off an epic journey—a literal fish-out-of-water story that will turn the post-apocalyp!c genre on 

its ear. (STL318201) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240459 

MIRKA ANDOLFO'S HOT PAPRIKA OMNIBUS HC 

(W/A/CA) Mirka Andolfo 

The 2022 Harvey Award winner for Best Interna!onal Book is back in a pres!ge omnibus edi!on 

that's spicier than ever! Paprika is a successful businesswoman whose career consumes her life, 

forcing her to neglect her personal needs, as well as her friends and family. Her heart is broken from 

a previous rela!onship and its consequences, and a rigid upbringing has made her a very introverted 

person. She wants a roman!c rela!onship, but she doesn't know what she's doing. Not like Dill, a 

suave, handsome delivery boy with an angelic aTtude and a gaggle of adoring fans. He doesn't have 



a worry in the world, and that makes Paprika very nervous. But maybe he's the guy who can help her 

with her feelings-and with sex. This "hot" director's cut edi!on, now available to American readers 

for the first !me, features "spicier" panels, newly redrawn by Mirka Andolfo herself, and is printed as 

the series was originally conceived-not in color, but in black, white, and fluorescent pink! Collects 

Mirka Andolfo's Sweet Paprika #1-12. (STL311566) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #2 (FEB240410) 

HC, 7x11, 400pgs, FC SRP: $59.99 

 

JUL240460 

MR. LOVENSTEIN PRESENTS FEELINGS HC 

(W/A/CA) J.L. Westover 

Live. Laugh. Lovenstein. Get ready to catch feelings in this brand-new collec!on of Mr. Lovenstein 

comics, including exclusive never-before-seen comics that can't be found anywhere else. You'll laugh, 

you'll cry, and you'll wonder if the !ngling sensa!on in your stomach is buPerflies...or 

something...else...! Massively popular webcomics author J.L. Westover follows up his Eisner-

nominated debut by taking readers on a rollercoaster of emo!ons in Mr. Lovenstein Presents: 

Feelings. (STL318179) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 232pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240461 

REVIVAL COMPENDIUM VOLUME 1 TP 

(W) Tim Seeley (A) Mike Norton (CA) Jenny Frison 

Binge-read this classic series before the adapta!on airs on SyFy next year! The beau!ful "farm noir" 

that puts a new twist on the zombie genre, now collected for the first !me in one complete 

paperback volume.For one day in rural central Wisconsin, the dead came back to life. Now, it's up to 

Officer Dana Cypress to deal with the media scru!ny, religious zealots, and government quaran!ne 

that has come with them. In a town where the living have to learn to deal with those who are 

supposed to be dead, Officer Cypress must solve the brutal murder of her own sister. Now everyone, 

alive or undead, is a suspect, while Em Cypress, murder vic!m, keeps geTng in Dana's way.The sell-

out hit series created by New York Times-bestselling author Tim Seeley and Eisner-winning ar!st 

Mike Norton is collected in this Image Compendium featuring Revival #1-47, the Free Comic Book 

Day short story, the crossover with Chew, a Jenny Frison cover gallery, plus many behind-the-scenes 

bonuses and other features. (STL327374) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 1200pgs, FC SRP: $59.99 

 



JUL240462 

SAGA VOLUME 1 TP (NEW EDITION) 

(W) Brian K. Vaughan (A/CA) Fiona Staples 

The cri!cally acclaimed masterpiece and one of the most iconic, bestselling comic book series of its 

!me is now presented in a 6x9 edi!on, featuring all new cover art by Fiona Staples. A genre-

blending, sci-fi/fantasy space opera about star-crossed lovers from enemy worlds. An epic romantasy 

featuring a diverse and eclec!c cast of memorable characters, Saga follows new parents Marko and 

Alana as they risk everything to raise their child amidst a never-ending galac!c war. Collects Saga #1-

6. (STL318184) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL240463 

THE COMPLETE(D) SAUCER COUNTRY TP 

(W) Paul Cornell (A/CA) Ryan Kelly 

Saucer Country is a dark thriller that blends UFO lore and alien abduc!on with poli!cal intrigue, all 

set in the haun!ngly beau!ful Southwest.Experience the full story of alien abductee Arcadia 

Alvarado's campaign to be US President...and her search for the truth of what happened to her, in 

the comic that suggested there was Russian interven!on in US poli!cs way before it was cool! This 

complete collec!on compiles the en!re Saucer Country, Saucer State, and the all-new concluding 

chapter, Saucer Country: The Finale! (STL318186) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 440pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL240464 

SEA SERPENT'S HEIR VOOK 3: QUEEN OF MERCY GN 

(W) Mairghread ScoP (A/CA) Pablo Tunica 

The hunter becomes the hunted in the final chapter of the fantasy YA trilogy! When Aella's aunt 

steals Xir away, Aella loses the source of her power... and her best friend.  Now, Aella must decide 

who she is and what she stands for. Will Aella be able to rally unlikely allies against an all-powerful 

enemy as family turns to foe, or will her world cease to exist as she knows it? Acclaimed creators 

Mairghread ScoP (Neclix's Dragon Age: Absolu!on, Marvel's Guardians of the Galaxy) and Pablo 

Tunica (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles) conclude their high fantasy on the high seas YA epic! 

(STL318188) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240465 



SUPERSTAR: AS SEEN ON TV TP (NEW EDITION) 

(W) Kurt Busiek (A) Stuart Immonen & Various (CA) Stuart Immonen, Alex Sinclair 

Now back in print, from Kurt Busiek and Stuart Immonen, the smash crea!ve team behind 

Superman: Secret Iden!ty. The more popular Superstar is, the more powerful he is. His media-tycoon 

father's agreed to keep him famous enough to save the world—but that means maintaining his 

powers risks him becoming just another "property" in his father's porcolio. All this amid a global 

threat from the techno-genius Robo Sapiens.This new edi!on also includes behind-the-scenes 

features on the development of Superstar, including design art from Paul Ryan and Alan Davis. 

(STL331675) 

SC, 88pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL240466 

TIME BEFORE TIME VOLUME 6 TP 

(W) Rory McConville, Declan Shalvey (A) Will Morris & Various (CA) Declan Shalvey 

In the never-before-collected chapters of the cri!cally acclaimed !me-hopping saga, explore new 

faces of the Time Before Time universe and meet Oscar Gomez as he hunts for a Syndicate deserter; 

FBI Agent Alex Sunap as he inves!gates the disappearance of his former partner; Kareena Jemisin as 

she discovers the iden!ty of her former partner and lover; and Verna Grace as she desperately 

searches for a way to reunite with her family... no maPer the cost. Join Spawn writer Rory McConville 

with a host of ar!s!c talent including Old Dog's Declan Shalvey, Judge Dredd's PJ Holden, Golden 

Rage's Lauren Knight, and Gospel's Will Morris. Collects Time Before Time #6, #12, #18, #24. 

(STL318205) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240467 

VOID RIVALS VOLUME 2 TP 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Lorenzo De Felici, Patricio Delpeche (CA) Lorenzo De Felici 

The Energon Universe Con!nues Here! Darak and Solila traverse the northern wasteland—and 

there's no shortage of enemies in their way. But there's hope in the form of everyone's favorite 

Autobot Triple-Changer, Springer! The game-changing team of Robert Kirkman, Lorenzo De Felici, and 

Patricio Delpeche con!nue their cri!cally acclaimed new series exploring the most shocking corners 

of the Energon Universe. Featuring a Direct Market Exclusive cover that will only be printed once. 

Collects Void Rivals #7-12. (STL318209) 

DE FELICI COVER A—SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

DE FELICI COVER B—SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 



JUL240469 

W0RLDTR33 VOLUME 2 TP 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A) Fernando Blanco, Jordie Bellaire (CA) Fernando Blanco 

Mul!ple Eisner Award-winning writer James Tynion IV (The Department af Truth, The Nice House on 

the Lake) and Fernando Blanco (Detec!ve Comics) con!nue their horror epic... and no one is 

safe.With the press of a buPon, Gabriel Winter changed the world. As his closest friends reckon with 

the consequences, Special Agent Siobhan Silk must unravel what set all of this in mo!on 25 years ago 

in Palo Alto... and aPempt to uncover the origin of PH34R. Collects W0RLDTR33 #6-11. (STL318210) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240470 

THE WEATHERMAN VOLUME 3 TP 

(W) Jody LeHeup (A/CA) Nathan Fox 

Finally! The conclusion to one of the most compelling science fic!on series of all !me begins here! 

Local weatherman Nathan Bright has been forced undercover as the notorious terrorist Ian Black. 

But who is Ian Black? The answers may be the key to saving the world and Nathan as well. But does 

Nathan deserve saving? Does humanity? Don't miss the final chapter of the cri!cally adored classic-

in-the-making! (STL318204) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 224pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240471 

WHAT'S THE FURTHEST PLACE FROM HERE? VOLUME 3  TP 

(W) MaPhew Rosenberg (A/CA) Tyler Boss 

The bestselling post-apocalyp!c coming-of-age series returns.AWer the collapse of their family, the 

kids who grew up in Academy Records are coming back together for a birth, a death, and some much 

needed revenge. It's !me to fight for your life, your loved ones, and your LPs. Collects What's the 

Furthest Place From Here? #14-18. (STL327370) 

SC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

CONTINUING SERIES 

 

JUL240472 

AIN'T NO GRAVE #5 



(W) SkoTe Young (A/CA) Jorge Corona 

Mini-Series Finale. Ryder challenges Death and it accepts, but is she ready to lose what's at stake if 

her aim is not steady and true? Will the life she's led inform the death she wants… or deserves? 

(STL331684) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240473 

CONVERT #2 

(W) John Arcudi (A) Savannah Finley (CA) Simon Gane 

Orrin Kutela has made contact with intelligent life on another world—or it has made contact with 

him? Even scarier are the Storm Wolves! (STL331685) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240474 

C.O.W.L.: 1964 #2 

(W) Kyle Higgins, Alec Siegel (A/CA) Rod Reis 

As allega!ons swirl around Geoffrey Warner, the future of C.O.W.L.'s na!onal expansion is at risk, but 

a hidden secret threatens to bring down not just the expansion but the en!re organiza!on. 

(STL331686) 

REIS COVER—32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

MCMAHON COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240476 

DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH #26 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A/CA) Mar!n Simmonds 

Huck was the first hunter the Department of Truth ever recruited, tasked with tracking and killing the 

strange creatures known as Wild Fic!ons. But in 1962, amongst the sun-baked backlots of 

Hollywood, Huck came face to face with the strangest creature of them all—Marilyn Monroe. 

Acclaimed ar!st Alison Sampson returns for a uniquely American tragedy. (STL331688) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



JUL240479 

DESTRO #4 

(W) Dan WaPers (A/CA) Andrei Bressan, Adriano Lucas 

Destro's kill list—1) Chameleon 2) Tomax 3) Xamot 4) Anyone who gets in his way. (STL331691) 

BRESSAN & LUCAS COVER—32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

OUM COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240484 

DEVIANT #9 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A/CA) Joshua Hixson 

Series Finale. FiWy years ago, circumstan!al evidence was enough to convict the man locked behind 

bars as the original Deviant Killer. Now, as history threatens to repeat itself, Derek will stop at nothing 

to clear his boyfriend's name. Because Derek knows the truth behind the new Deviant Killer… and 

the new Deviant Killer knows that Derek knows. (STL331696) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (9 of 9) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240487 

THE DOMAIN #3 

(W) Chip Zdarsky (A/CA) Rachael StoP 

Dez, Liz, and Max are all The Domain now! Given the chance to become heroes, will they be up to 

the challenge? This special series, wriPen by Chip Zdarsky with amazing art by Rachael StoP and Eren 

Angiolini is a classic superhero story for those coming in fresh, and a fun meta story for readers of 

Public Domain! (STL331699) 

STOTT COVER—24pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

ANGIOLINI COVER—24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240489 

DRAWING BLOOD #6 

(W) David Avallone, Kevin Eastman (A) Ben Bishop & Various (CA) Kevin Eastman 

Shane Bookman's Hollywood adventure con!nues! Books visits the film set of Morgan Harbor's 

"griPy reboot" of his Ronin Ragdolls comic book characters… and once again, past collides with 

present, and reality crashes into fantasy. Books' messy life just keeps geTng messier. But that'll 

happen in LA, won't it? (STL331701) 



EASTMAN COVER—32pgs, FC (6 of 12) SRP: $3.99 

BISHOP COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

WILLIAMS II COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240492 

FALLING IN LOVE ON THE PATH TO HELL #4 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Garry Brown 

MacRaith is almost murdered in the depths of the island while Asami climbs the highest peak and is 

confronted by a ghost from her past. Each comes away with a key to escaping the island they're 

trapped on. Mohan !ghtens his grip on the cult of warriors, and our samurai and gunslinger 

experience the first sparks of love. See you back in hell this September! (STL331704) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240494 

FERAL #6 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Trish Forstner, Tone Rodriguez (CA) Trish Forster, Tony Fleecs 

New Story Arc. Patch isn't doing too good. He wasn't supposed to get scratched. He didn't mean to 

get bit, but... things don't always work out like we hoped. See the world through Patch's eyes in this 

fran!c, frightening, standalone P.O.V issue! (STL331778) 

FLEECS & FORSTNER COVER A—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

FLEECS & FORSTNER COVER B—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240498 

FREE AGENTS #3 

(W) Kurt Busiek, Fabian Nicieza (A) Stephen Mooney, Triona Farrell (CA) Stephen Mooney 

The Return of Superstar! The trail of the stolen Breach-tech leads the Free Agents to Los Angeles… 

and they smack into a confronta!on with the celebrity hero Superstar, who isn't wild about extra-

dimensional aliens bus!ng stuff up on his turf. And hey, is that Radiant Black sniffing around the 

Agents, too? What's that all about? Also shipping this month: A new edi!on of Superstar: As Seen on 

TV, the graphic novel by the Free Agents' own Kurt Busiek and (literal) superstar ar!st Stuart 

Immonen! (STL331706) 

MOONEY COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

MAGUIRE COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



WRIGHT COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240501 

GEIGER #6 

(W) Geoff Johns (A) Gary Frank, Gary Frank (CA) Gary Frank, Brad Anderson 

A shocking epilogue! In the wake of their devasta!ng encounter with the Electrician, Tariq Geiger 

must come to grips with the lethal consequences—especially with what happened with his two-

headed wolf, Barney. You won't want to miss this extraordinary spotlight on Geiger's best friend. 

(STL331709) 

FRANK & ANDERSON COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

MANAPUL COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

MARION & ANDERSON COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240504 

G.I. JOE: A REAL AMERICAN HERO #310 

(W) Larry Hama (A) Paul Pelle!er & Various (CA) Andy Kubert, Brad Anderson 

The BaPle for Springfield! Cobra Commander has a plan. And that means no one is safe, as the 

conflict between the Joes and Cobra escalates! (STL331712) 

KUBERT & ANDERSON COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

KUBERT COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240507 

GUNSLINGER SPAWN #36 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Carlo Barberi (CA) Paul Renaud 

The Gunslinger is !red. With the loss of his powers, he is star!ng to feel the strain on his body and 

his mind. He hates to do so, but it may be !me to call in some help... (STL331715) 

RENAUD COVER—SC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

GLAPION COVER—SC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

JUL240509 

THE HOLY ROLLER #9 

(W) Rick Remender & Various (A) Roland Boschi, Moreno DiNisio (CA) Roland Boschi, Moreno Diniso 



Series Finale. Our hero mortally wounded, the sidekicks taking sides, and the city on fire with a 

popula!on gone mad in a mysterious rage-fueled firestorm of meth and 'roids. Will Mr. Henry and 

the Holo-Hitlers' evil plan work? Or will they get caught in a long-winded villain monologue allowing 

our heroes to bring a return to order? (STL331717) 

32pgs, FC (9 of 9) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240511 

KAYA #21 

(W/A/CA) Wes Craig 

Kaya and Jin become tomb raiders, assisted by a mysterious new ally. (STL331788) 

CRAIG COVER—24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

KERSCHL COVER—24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240513 

KILLADELPHIA #36 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) German Erramouspe, Jason Sean Alexander (CA) Jason Shawn Alexander 

End of Story Arc. "Death Be Not Proud," Part 6. The latest arc of the sold-out Eisner Award-

nominated series arrives at its explosive conclusion! For the first !me, bringing together Spawn, 

Savage Dragon, and the cursed one known as Blacula himself! From Rodney Barnes, the writer and 

execu!ve producer behind HBO's Winning Time, and Jason Shawn Alexander, the ar!st who 

redefined Spawn. (STL314474) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #3 (MAR240394) 

ALEXANDER COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

FARRO COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

ALEXANDER B&W NOIR COVER—40pgs, B&W SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240516 

KING SPAWN #38 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Javi Fernandez (CA) Mark Spears 

The Shadow Players have realized that Spawn, even though powerless, will not stop gunning for 

them. So an uneasy alliance is formed with the sole purpose of taking out Al Simmons! (STL331719) 

SPEARS COVER—SC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

GLAPION COVER—SC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 



 

JUL240518 

LOCAL MAN #14 

(W/A) Tim Seeley, Tony Fleecs (CA) Marat Mychaels 

New Story Arc. Images of Tomorrow! Just as the Image Comics line did back in 1995, Local Man 

jumps ahead a full year to give you a glimpse of what the future brings, from issue 13... to 25! Third 

Gen is back with a vengeance! Their first mission? Bring down the reckless young superheroes of 

Fourth Gen! But will Local Man side with the Zoomers? Or will he help take them down in exchange 

for geTng back the shield and uniform of... Crossjack?! The past, present, and future of the Image 

Universe collide hard in Local Man #25! On the flip! A corporate retreat at Third Gen HQ leads to... 

beach volleyball? (STL331721) 

MATURE THEMES 

MYCHAELS COVER—40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

SEELEY & FLEECS COVER—40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

LENOX COVER—40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240521 

LORE REMASTERED #3 

(W) Ashley Wood, T. P. Louise (A/CA) Ashley Wood 

Mini-Series Finale. "The Devil in Miss Delphi." The final issue of this deluxe, extra-thick re-

presenta!on of Ashley Wood and T.P. Louise's Lore. Jonathan Bradley has got the blues, the 

Shepherd High Council is in disarray, his summer fling with Delphi is well and truly over, and the 

creatures from the Underside want his head. Follow Bradley on the road trip to and from Hell! 

(STL331782) 

MATURE THEMES 

WOOD COVER A—96pgs, FC (3 of 3) SRP: $9.99 

WOOD COVER B—96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL240524 

NIGHTS #11 

(W) WyaP Kennedy (A/CA) Luigi Formisano 

See Santo Pedro from a bird's-eye view with Gray! Follow MaP on one of his last days in town! 

Kassem baPles a group of dangerous children at Blockbuster with an unexpected ally! Discover 

Tsukumary's origin and Chimera's secrets and more in this special anthology-style issue with special 

guest ar!sts like Anand Ramcheron, and guest writers like comedian Kassem G! (STL331724) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240525 

PLASTIC: DEATH & DOLLS #4 

(W) Doug Wagner (A) Daniel Hillyard (CA) Daniel Hillyard, Michelle Madsen 

Between murders, decapita!ons, figh!ng human traffickers, the FBI, and busing tables, Edwyn 

somehow finds a few quiet moments to surf the internet… where he happens upon a woman named 

Virginia.What about Lil' Edwyn? Well, he's busy with his first beheading. (STL331725) 

MATURE THEMES 

HILLYARD & MADSEN COVER A—32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

HILLYARD & MADSEN COVER B—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240527 

THE POWER FANTASY #2 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A/CA) Caspar Wijngaard 

There are six people who can save the world. They save the world every day they don't use their 

powers. Yesterday, one used their giW. The world is s!ll here. Have we been lucky, or has the fuse to 

end us all been lit? (STL331727) 

MATURE THEMES 

WIJNGAARD COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

BOO COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240529 

PRECIOUS METAL #4 

(W) Darcy Van Poelgeest (A/CA) Ian Bertram 

Max returns from a world beyond his own, finding himself in the heart of a rebel encampment as the 

rebels race against the clock to stop Bishop's mission to "cleanse" New Empire of modified beings. 

(STL331729) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC (4 of 6) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL240531 

PUBLIC DOMAIN #8 



(W/A/CA) Chip Zdarsky 

It's hiring day! Dallas Comics needs a team to make their comic book empire a reality, but will anyone 

be up to the task? And can Syd move past the shocking revela!ons of last issue? Chip Zdarsky 

con!nues his award-winning series about the comic industry and how goddamn hard it is working in 

it. Like, wow. Who would choose this life? (STL331731) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240532 

REDCOAT #6 

(W) Geoff Johns (A) Bryan Hitch & Various (CA) Bryan Hitch, Brad Anderson 

The fate of America rests en!rely in Simon Pure's immortal hands! Though he'd rather drop it and 

run! Simon, Benedict Arnold, and 13-year-old Albert Einstein face off against the hooded cult-master, 

the Grand Architect. Will Simon risk his immortality to save Einstein and America? Also: Simon tests 

the true bounds of his eternal life… and the result will terrify both you and him! (STL331732) 

HITCH & ANDERSON COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

RODRIGUEZ COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

MARION & ANDERSON COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240535 

REMOTE SPACE #4 

(W/A/CA) Cliff Rathburn 

Mini-Series Finale. Double-sized epic conclusion that will decide the fate of two diametrically 

opposed civiliza!ons. The Higgs Space Ini!a!ve is willing to destroy Earth to eliminate the traitor Levi 

Wells. For the remnants of humanity to survive, this is not an op!on. War is the only op!on. 

(STL331734) 

48pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL240536 

RIFTERS #4 

(W) Brian Posehn, Joe Trohman (A/CA) Chris Johnson 

Sworn to uphold the sanc!ty of !me, our heroes swear off swearing in a daring bid to reclaim their 

tarnished reputa!on. Fenton and Geller must break !me law in order to restore their honor and 

apprehend a deranged killer. (STL331735) 

MATURE THEMES 



JOHNSON COVER A—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

GORHAM COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

JOHNSON COVER B—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240539 

SAGA #69 

(W) Brian K. Vaughan (A/CA) Fiona Staples 

Old allies explore new posi!ons. (STL331738) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240540 

SAVAGE DRAGON #273 

(W/A/CA) Erik Larsen 

"Bloodbath!" Banished to Earth from the Golden Realm, the deadly Demigods aPempt to take the 

city of San Francisco for their own, and they'll slay anybody who stands in their way! Comes with our 

highest possible recommenda!on. (STL331785) 

MATURE THEMES 

LARSEN COVER A—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

LARSEN COVER B—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

COVER C—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240543 

SCARLETT #4 

(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Marco Ferrari, Lee Loughridge (CA) Marco Ferrari 

ScarleP has infiltrated the Arashikage for one purpose—locate and extract Jinx…but the true purpose 

of her best friend's mission becomes clear, and it's an enormous game changer for the en!re 

Energon Universe! (STL331739) 

FERRARI COVER—32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

PUTRI COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240548 



SELF HELP #4 

(W) Jesse Kellerman, Owen King (A/CA) Marianna Ignazzi 

"Who Shaves the Barber?" Jerry Hauser has long been in over his head, which is one reason he 

assumed the iden!ty of the globally popular but presumed-dead self-help guru. Only, all he's 

accomplished so far is assuming the growing problems of both men—a situa!on that spirals even 

further out of control thanks to his appearance on a day!me talk show, bringing even more 

unwanted and vicious criminal elements into his life! (STL331744) 

MATURE THEMES 

IGNAZZI COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

BYRNE COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240550 

SPAWN KILLS EVERY SPAWN #3 

(W) John Layman (A/CA) Rob Duenas 

LiPle Spawny's greatest enemy has finally revealed himself, and to the surprise of all, he is not a 

Hellspawn! (STL331748) 

24pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $2.99 

 

JUL240551 

SPAWN #358 

(W) Rory McConville (A) BreP Booth (CA) Ze Carlos 

Spawn and Lyra are geTng closer and closer to Bludd's inner circle, but what they discover will 

change everything Al thought he knew about the Dead Zones. (STL331746) 

CARLOS COVER—24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

RENAUD COVER B—24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

RENAUD COVER C—24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

JUL240554 

SPAWN: MISERY #4 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Szymon Kudranski (CA) Don Aguillo 

Mini-Series Finale. The final showdown. Cyan, figh!ng for herself and those she loves, is a vic!m no 

longer! (STL331749) 

24pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $2.99 



 

JUL240555 

SPAWN: RAT CITY #6 

(W) Erica Schultz (A) Ze Carlos (CA) Don Aguillo 

Rat City is a name known by many and despised by all. What is so special about this place? Why was 

Al Simmons drawn here when he returned to Earth as a Hellspawn, and why now, over 100 years into 

the future, is something similar happening again? (STL331750) 

AGUILLO COVER—24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

KEANE COVER—24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

JUL240557 

SPAWN: SAM AND TWITCH CASE FILES #7 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Szymon Kudranski (CA) Fede Mele 

They say that the truth will set you free. Unfortunately for Twitch, the truth is about to get him killed. 

(STL331751) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

JUL240558 

SPAWN: THE SCORCHED #34 

(W) John Layman (A) Stephen Segovia (CA) Thaddeus Robeck 

The Scorched are finally out from under the thumb of Jason Wynn. But that doesn't mean their 

troubles are over. Meanwhile, Marc discovers something about Medieval Spawn's disappearance. 

(STL331752) 

ROBECK COVER—24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

RENAUD COVER B—24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

RENAUD COVER C—24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

JUL240561 

SPAWN: VIOLATOR #2 

(W) Marc Andreyko (A) Kyle Hotz 

The Violator, banished to Earth, has found himself face to face with the savage Viking Spawn of the 

era. He has only his wits and cunning to rely on if he is to survive the oncoming baPle. (STL331768) 

COVER A—56pgs, FC (2 of 6) SRP: $5.99 



COVER B—56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL240563 

STANDSTILL #2 

(W) Lee Loughridge (A) Andrew Robinson, Lee Loughridge (CA) Andrew Robinson 

Upon arriving in Karachi, Pakistan, Ryker decides to antagonize the local target killers. All the while, 

Kate and Colin are back home chasing down clues in hopes to find out who's been brutally abusing 

their !me-stopping device. (STL331754) 

48pgs, FC (2 of 8) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240566 

TRANSFORMERS #12 

(W) Daniel Warren Johnson (A) Jorge Corona, Mike Spicer (CA) Daniel Warren Johnson, Mike Spicer 

End of Story Arc. The fate of two worlds is decided here, as the Autobots and Decep!cons make 

choices that will change the universe forever. (STL331757) 

JOHNSON & SPICER COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

CORONA & SPICER COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240571 

UNIVERSAL MONSTERS: FRANKENSTEIN #2 

(W/A/CA) Michael Walsh 

"The Brain of a Killer." Dr. Frankenstein's assistant Fritz has one mission—find the supplies to make a 

new human being. However, a chance encounter between a police officer and a murderer may ruin 

even the best laid plans... (STL331762) 

WALSH COVER—32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

DEL MUNDO COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240577 

ULTRAMEGA BY JAMES HARREN #5 

(W) James Harren (A/CA) James Harren, Dave Stewart 

New Story Arc. Skybound's Mega-Sized Hit Series Returns! When Kaiju invaded Earth, three humans 

were granted the power of Ultramega to save humanity… They failed. Now, a new Ultramega has 

risen in this brutal world without heroes or hope. But the Kaiju Queen isn't the only challenge he 

must face. Deep in the stars, they gather. Psycho!c. Cold. A World of Ultramega. Writer/ar!st James 



Harren (BPRD, Rumble) and Dave Stewart (Hellboy, Universal Monsters: Creature From The Black 

Lagoon Lives!) present the next chapter of the Eisner Award-nominated series that rocked comics! 

(STL331791) 

MATURE THEMES 

HARREN & STEWART COVER—72pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

MIGNOLA & STEWART COVER—72pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

BLANK SKETCH COVER—72pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240582 

THE WALKING DEAD DELUXE #96 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) David Finch, Dave McCaig 

End of Story Arc. The road to issue one hundred starts here as "A Larger World" concludes! Will 

Rick's survivors enter into an era of unprecedented peace and prosperity—or has Rick ruined that for 

everyone? (STL331769) 

MATURE THEMES 

FINCH & MCCAIG COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

ADLARD & MCCAIG COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

PHILLIPS COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240585 

THE WALKING DEAD DELUXE #97 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) David Finch, Dave McCaig 

New Story Arc. The start of a new storyline! Leading up to our monumental issue #100, Rick and the 

other survivors finally have Something to Fear. (STL331772) 

MATURE THEMES 

FINCH & MCCAIG COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

ADLARD & MCCAIG COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

DE IULIS COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240588 

WITCHBLADE #3 

(W) Marguerite BenneP (A/CA) Giuseppe Cafaro, Arif Prianto 



Sara Pezzini grapples with the deadly powers of the Witchblade while corrupt cops, human 

traffickers, and supernatural conspiracies !ghten the noose around her neck. A terrifying new hunter 

emerges in the form of Ian NoTngham, but is he here to save her, sabotage her—or seduce her? 

(STL331776) 

CAFARO & PRIANTO COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

MACK COVER—32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240590 

THE MASSIVE-VERSE FIGHTING CARD GAME 

From Solis Game Studio. The Massive-Verse Figh!ng Card Game is cross-over figh!ng game of quick 

spell and big reads. An analog figh!ng came of both epic and !ny por!ons. Featuring the world of 

the Massive-Verse by Kyle Higgins and the legendary art of Dan Mora. Compa!ble with other Pocket 

Paragons products. (STL331623) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Game (SGS 511)  SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240591 

THE MASSIVE-VERSE FIGHTING CARD GAME: TEAM-UP EXPANSION 

From Solis Game Studio. The Massive-Verse Figh!ng Card Game Team-Up Expansion allows for epic 2 

on 2 baPles! The Massive-Verse Figh!ng Card Game is an analog figh!ng came of both epic and !ny 

por!ons. Featuring the world of the Massive-Verse by Kyle Higgins and the legendary art of Dan 

Mora. Compa!ble with other Pocket Paragons products. (STL331624) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Card Game Expansion (SGS 512)  SRP: $19.99 

 

 

MARVEL COMICS 

 

JUL240592 

DAZZLER #1 (OF 4) 

(W) Jason Loo (A) Rafael Loureiro (CA) Terry Dodson 

SO BRIGHT THIS STAR!  

 

DAZZLER, Marvel's gliPering mutant songstress, has been in and out of the limelight over the years - 

but now the !me has finally come for her to take center stage! Dazzler embarks on a new world tour, 

the culmina!on and celebra!on of her en!re musical career! And along for the ride is her new road 

crew: Domino, Strong Guy and Mul!ple Man! But while Dazzler may be ready to focus on her music, 



her celebrity-mutant status and a violent aPack may sideline the en!re endeavor before it's even 

begun… Each issue features original song lyrics from Ali's notebook! Don't miss the concert - and 

comic - event of the year! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329813) 

40pgs (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240593 

DAZZLER #1 (OF 4) DERRICK CHEW DAZZLER VAR 

(W) Jason Loo (A) Rafael Loureiro (CA) Derrick Chew 

SO BRIGHT THIS STAR!  

 

DAZZLER, Marvel's gliPering mutant songstress, has been in and out of the limelight over the years - 

but now the !me has finally come for her to take center stage! Dazzler embarks on a new world tour, 

the culmina!on and celebra!on of her en!re musical career! And along for the ride is her new road 

crew: Domino, Strong Guy and Mul!ple Man! But while Dazzler may be ready to focus on her music, 

her celebrity-mutant status and a violent aPack may sideline the en!re endeavor before it's even 

begun… Each issue features original song lyrics from Ali's notebook! Don't miss the concert - and 

comic - event of the year! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329815) 

40pgs (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240595 

DAZZLER #1 (OF 4) ASHLEY WITTER VAR 

(W) Jason Loo (A) Rafael Loureiro (CA) Ashley WiPer 

SO BRIGHT THIS STAR!  

 

DAZZLER, Marvel's gliPering mutant songstress, has been in and out of the limelight over the years - 

but now the !me has finally come for her to take center stage! Dazzler embarks on a new world tour, 

the culmina!on and celebra!on of her en!re musical career! And along for the ride is her new road 

crew: Domino, Strong Guy and Mul!ple Man! But while Dazzler may be ready to focus on her music, 

her celebrity-mutant status and a violent aPack may sideline the en!re endeavor before it's even 

begun… Each issue features original song lyrics from Ali's notebook! Don't miss the concert - and 

comic - event of the year! 

 



Rated T+ (STL329814) 

40pgs (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240596 

DAZZLER #1 (OF 4) MARGUERITE SAUVAGE WINDOWSHADES VAR 

(W) Jason Loo (A) Rafael Loureiro (CA) Marguerite Sauvage 

SO BRIGHT THIS STAR!  

 

DAZZLER, Marvel's gliPering mutant songstress, has been in and out of the limelight over the years - 

but now the !me has finally come for her to take center stage! Dazzler embarks on a new world tour, 

the culmina!on and celebra!on of her en!re musical career! And along for the ride is her new road 

crew: Domino, Strong Guy and Mul!ple Man! But while Dazzler may be ready to focus on her music, 

her celebrity-mutant status and a violent aPack may sideline the en!re endeavor before it's even 

begun… Each issue features original song lyrics from Ali's notebook! Don't miss the concert - and 

comic - event of the year! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329819) 

40pgs (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240598 

DAZZLER #1 (OF 4) ELIZABETH TORQUE GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Jason Loo (A) Rafael Loureiro (CA) Elizabeth Torque 

SO BRIGHT THIS STAR!  

 

DAZZLER, Marvel's gliPering mutant songstress, has been in and out of the limelight over the years - 

but now the !me has finally come for her to take center stage! Dazzler embarks on a new world tour, 

the culmina!on and celebra!on of her en!re musical career! And along for the ride is her new road 

crew: Domino, Strong Guy and Mul!ple Man! But while Dazzler may be ready to focus on her music, 

her celebrity-mutant status and a violent aPack may sideline the en!re endeavor before it's even 

begun… Each issue features original song lyrics from Ali's notebook! Don't miss the concert - and 

comic - event of the year! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329817) 

40pgs (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 



JUL240599 

DAZZLER #1 (OF 4) KAARE ANDREWS FOIL VAR 

(W) Jason Loo (A) Rafael Loureiro (CA) Kaare Andrews 

SO BRIGHT THIS STAR!  

 

DAZZLER, Marvel's gliPering mutant songstress, has been in and out of the limelight over the years - 

but now the !me has finally come for her to take center stage! Dazzler embarks on a new world tour, 

the culmina!on and celebra!on of her en!re musical career! And along for the ride is her new road 

crew: Domino, Strong Guy and Mul!ple Man! But while Dazzler may be ready to focus on her music, 

her celebrity-mutant status and a violent aPack may sideline the en!re endeavor before it's even 

begun… Each issue features original song lyrics from Ali's notebook! Don't miss the concert - and 

comic - event of the year! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329818) 

40pgs (1 of 4) SRP: PI  

 

JUL240600 

DAZZLER #1 (OF 4) BLANK CVR VAR 

(W) Jason Loo (A) Rafael Loureiro (CA)  Blank Cover 

SO BRIGHT THIS STAR!  

 

DAZZLER, Marvel's gliPering mutant songstress, has been in and out of the limelight over the years - 

but now the !me has finally come for her to take center stage! Dazzler embarks on a new world tour, 

the culmina!on and celebra!on of her en!re musical career! And along for the ride is her new road 

crew: Domino, Strong Guy and Mul!ple Man! But while Dazzler may be ready to focus on her music, 

her celebrity-mutant status and a violent aPack may sideline the en!re endeavor before it's even 

begun… Each issue features original song lyrics from Ali's notebook! Don't miss the concert - and 

comic - event of the year! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329821) 

40pgs (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240601 

UNCANNY X-MEN #2 

(W) Gail Simone (A/CA) David Marquez 



WHO ARE THE OUTLIERS?  

 

FROM THE ASHES con!nues as ROGUE, GAMBIT and WOLVERINE welcome a friend back, just in !me 

to face four UNCONTROLLABLE and WILD mutants in the swamps of Louisiana! But with the mutant 

community disheartened and fractured, will even the UNCANNY X-MEN be enough to stop them? 

Something HUGE is star!ng, and it begins RIGHT HERE! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329757) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240602 

UNCANNY X-MEN #2 LUCIANO VECCHIO GAMBIT VAR 

(W) Gail Simone (A) David Marquez (CA) Luciano Vecchio 

WHO ARE THE OUTLIERS?  

 

FROM THE ASHES con!nues as ROGUE, GAMBIT and WOLVERINE welcome a friend back, just in !me 

to face four UNCONTROLLABLE and WILD mutants in the swamps of Louisiana! But with the mutant 

community disheartened and fractured, will even the UNCANNY X-MEN be enough to stop them? 

Something HUGE is star!ng, and it begins RIGHT HERE! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329759) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240604 

UNCANNY X-MEN #2 DAVID BALDEON GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Gail Simone (A) David Marquez (CA) David Baldeon 

WHO ARE THE OUTLIERS?  

 

FROM THE ASHES con!nues as ROGUE, GAMBIT and WOLVERINE welcome a friend back, just in !me 

to face four UNCONTROLLABLE and WILD mutants in the swamps of Louisiana! But with the mutant 

community disheartened and fractured, will even the UNCANNY X-MEN be enough to stop them? 

Something HUGE is star!ng, and it begins RIGHT HERE! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329758) 



32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240606 

UNCANNY X-MEN #3 

(W) Gail Simone (A/CA) David Marquez 

CATCH THE ELF!  

 

When new, lethally powerful and completely untrained young mutants show up on Rogue's doorstep 

with no knowledge of how they got there, a grieving Rogue seeks to take Xavier's place in guiding 

them to the light… …while darkness from the past returns to destroy the X-Men, one at a !me! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329762) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240607 

UNCANNY X-MEN #3 LUCIANO VECCHIO JUBILEE VAR 

(W) Gail Simone (A) David Marquez (CA) Luciano Vecchio 

CATCH THE ELF!  

 

When new, lethally powerful and completely untrained young mutants show up on Rogue's doorstep 

with no knowledge of how they got there, a grieving Rogue seeks to take Xavier's place in guiding 

them to the light… …while darkness from the past returns to destroy the X-Men, one at a !me! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329763) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240609 

UNCANNY X-MEN #3 MAHMUD ASRAR MARVEL COMICS PRESENTS VAR 

(W) Gail Simone (A) David Marquez (CA) Mahmud Asrar 

CATCH THE ELF!  

 



When new, lethally powerful and completely untrained young mutants show up on Rogue's doorstep 

with no knowledge of how they got there, a grieving Rogue seeks to take Xavier's place in guiding 

them to the light… …while darkness from the past returns to destroy the X-Men, one at a !me! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329765) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240611 

X-FORCE #3 

(W) Geoffrey Thorne (A) Marcus To (CA) Stephen Segovia 

THE NUKLO OPTION!  

 

FROM THE ASHES X-FORCE's biggest mission yet brings them to the brink of destruc!on at the hands 

of NUKLO! But when Nuklo's mysterious rampage conflicts with the world-threatening Fracture Node 

detected by Forge, what sacrifice will X-Force make to complete their no-win mission? Secrets, 

surprises, team drama and nonstop ac!on make X-Force the hoPest book of the summer! RATED 

PARENTAL ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329780) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240612 

X-FORCE #3 CLAYTON CRAIN SURGE VAR 

(W) Geoffrey Thorne (A) Marcus To (CA) Clayton Crain 

THE NUKLO OPTION!   

FROM THE ASHES  

X-FORCE's biggest mission yet brings them to the brink of destruc!on at the hands of NUKLO! But 

when Nuklo's mysterious rampage conflicts with the world-threatening Fracture Node detected by 

Forge, what sacrifice will X-Force make to complete their no-win mission? Secrets, surprises, team 

drama and nonstop ac!on make X-Force the hoPest book of the summer!  

RATED PARENTAL ADVISORY.  Rated T+ (STL329782) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240614 



X-FORCE #3 JUNGGEUN YOON VAR 

(W) Geoffrey Thorne (A) Marcus To (CA) Jung-Geun Yoon 

THE NUKLO OPTION!  

 

FROM THE ASHES X-FORCE's biggest mission yet brings them to the brink of destruc!on at the hands 

of NUKLO! But when Nuklo's mysterious rampage conflicts with the world-threatening Fracture Node 

detected by Forge, what sacrifice will X-Force make to complete their no-win mission? Secrets, 

surprises, team drama and nonstop ac!on make X-Force the hoPest book of the summer! RATED 

PARENTAL ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329784) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240616 

X-MEN #4 

(W) Jed MacKay (A/CA) Ryan Stegman 

THEY KILL FOR KICKS & THEY KILL FOR CLICKS!  

 

"Hello, internet - it's your boy, Trevor Fitzroy! That's right, Trevor Fitzroy and the Upstarts, out there 

delivering the content you crave: livestreamed, bespoke, mutant murder in high-def! And best of all, 

you, the viewers, are the ones ra!ng the kills! So smash that like buPon, hit subscribe and tell us who 

the number-one killer is!" 

 

Rated T+ (STL329785) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240617 

X-MEN #4 J SCOTT CAMPBELL EMMA FROST VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Ryan Stegman (CA) J. ScoP Campbell 

THEY KILL FOR KICKS & THEY KILL FOR CLICKS!  

 

"Hello, internet - it's your boy, Trevor Fitzroy! That's right, Trevor Fitzroy and the Upstarts, out there 

delivering the content you crave: livestreamed, bespoke, mutant murder in high-def! And best of all, 



you, the viewers, are the ones ra!ng the kills! So smash that like buPon, hit subscribe and tell us who 

the number-one killer is!" 

 

Rated T+ (STL329788) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240619 

X-MEN #4 CHRIS SAMNEE GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Ryan Stegman (CA) Chris Samnee 

THEY KILL FOR KICKS & THEY KILL FOR CLICKS!  

 

"Hello, internet - it's your boy, Trevor Fitzroy! That's right, Trevor Fitzroy and the Upstarts, out there 

delivering the content you crave: livestreamed, bespoke, mutant murder in high-def! And best of all, 

you, the viewers, are the ones ra!ng the kills! So smash that like buPon, hit subscribe and tell us who 

the number-one killer is!" 

 

Rated T+ (STL329786) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240621 

X-MEN #4 ELENA CASAGRANDE STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Ryan Stegman (CA) Elena Casagrande 

THEY KILL FOR KICKS & THEY KILL FOR CLICKS!  

 

"Hello, internet - it's your boy, Trevor Fitzroy! That's right, Trevor Fitzroy and the Upstarts, out there 

delivering the content you crave: livestreamed, bespoke, mutant murder in high-def! And best of all, 

you, the viewers, are the ones ra!ng the kills! So smash that like buPon, hit subscribe and tell us who 

the number-one killer is!" 

 

Rated T+ (STL329787) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240622 



NYX #3 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Francesco Mortarino (CA) Sara Pichelli 

To Anole - Last night, a mutant was killed in Greenpoint. His name was Shay, but he could have been 

any of us. I hope you'll come to the memorial. We have to show up for each other - or it's gonna be 

guys like the Truthseekers who decide what happens to mutants in New York City. I know it's 

different for you. How much you risk just leaving the house every day. And I know you hate all this 

super-hero stuff. But this is a fight worth figh!ng. - Kamala 

 

Rated T+ (STL329701) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240623 

NYX #3 LEIRIX MS MARVEL VAR 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Francesco Mortarino (CA)  Leirix 

To Anole - Last night, a mutant was killed in Greenpoint. His name was Shay, but he could have been 

any of us. I hope you'll come to the memorial. We have to show up for each other - or it's gonna be 

guys like the Truthseekers who decide what happens to mutants in New York City. I know it's 

different for you. How much you risk just leaving the house every day. And I know you hate all this 

super-hero stuff. But this is a fight worth figh!ng. - Kamala 

 

Rated T+ (STL329702) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240625 

NYX #3 W SCOTT FORBES VAR 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Francesco Mortarino (CA) W. ScoP Forbes 

To Anole - Last night, a mutant was killed in Greenpoint. His name was Shay, but he could have been 

any of us. I hope you'll come to the memorial. We have to show up for each other - or it's gonna be 

guys like the Truthseekers who decide what happens to mutants in New York City. I know it's 

different for you. How much you risk just leaving the house every day. And I know you hate all this 

super-hero stuff. But this is a fight worth figh!ng. - Kamala 

 

Rated T+ (STL329704) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 



JUL240626 

PHOENIX #3 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Alessandro Miracolo (CA) Yasmine Putri 

DEATH FROM ABOVE...AND BELOW?!  

 

Saving a planet full of kidnapping vic!ms who've disappeared from the gaudy whirlwind of 

Gameworld - seems like just another day in space for JEAN GREY! Though…she did get the !p-off 

from her less-than-forthright father-in-law, legendary pirate CORSAIR of the STARJAMMERS 

crew…and the kidnappers are none other than the children of Thanos themselves, the dread BLACK 

ORDER. And yet…somehow…it's all about to get a whole lot worse! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329705) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240627 

PHOENIX #3 BEN HARVEY PHOENIX VAR 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Alessandro Miracolo (CA) Ben Harvey 

DEATH FROM ABOVE...AND BELOW?!  

 

Saving a planet full of kidnapping vic!ms who've disappeared from the gaudy whirlwind of 

Gameworld - seems like just another day in space for JEAN GREY! Though…she did get the !p-off 

from her less-than-forthright father-in-law, legendary pirate CORSAIR of the STARJAMMERS 

crew…and the kidnappers are none other than the children of Thanos themselves, the dread BLACK 

ORDER. And yet…somehow…it's all about to get a whole lot worse! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329706) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240629 

PHOENIX #3 RICKIE YAGAWA GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Alessandro Miracolo (CA)  Yagawa, Rickie 

DEATH FROM ABOVE...AND BELOW?!  

 



Saving a planet full of kidnapping vic!ms who've disappeared from the gaudy whirlwind of 

Gameworld - seems like just another day in space for JEAN GREY! Though…she did get the !p-off 

from her less-than-forthright father-in-law, legendary pirate CORSAIR of the STARJAMMERS 

crew…and the kidnappers are none other than the children of Thanos themselves, the dread BLACK 

ORDER. And yet…somehow…it's all about to get a whole lot worse! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329708) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240630 

X-FACTOR #2 

(W) Mark Russell (A) Robert Quinn (CA) Greg Land 

POLARIS VS. X-FACTOR!  

 

There's a new mutant rebellion, and Polaris is at the forefront of it all! But how do they know so 

much about X-Factor's classified missions? Havok must seek out a traitor on the team…but how can 

he if it's him?! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329775) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240631 

X-FACTOR #2 JUSTIN MASON VAR 

(W) Mark Russell (A) Robert Quinn (CA) Jus!n Mason 

POLARIS VS. X-FACTOR!  

 

There's a new mutant rebellion, and Polaris is at the forefront of it all! But how do they know so 

much about X-Factor's classified missions? Havok must seek out a traitor on the team…but how can 

he if it's him?! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329777) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240633 



X-FACTOR #2 MARCUS TO FRENZY VAR 

(W) Mark Russell (A) Robert Quinn (CA) Marcus To 

POLARIS VS. X-FACTOR!  

 

There's a new mutant rebellion, and Polaris is at the forefront of it all! But how do they know so 

much about X-Factor's classified missions? Havok must seek out a traitor on the team…but how can 

he if it's him?! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329778) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240635 

AVENGERS #18 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Valerio Schi! (CA) Joshua Cassara 

STORM AGAINST HYPERION!  

 

New Avengers member STORM has joined the team just in !me to deal with catastrophe… And she'll 

need to call in other mutants to help against this world-ending threat! A who's who of the Marvel 

Universe must unite against the supreme power of Hyperion! And someone steps OFF the Avengers… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329665) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240636 

AVENGERS #18 EDWIN GALMON VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Valerio Schi! (CA) Edwin Galmon 

STORM AGAINST HYPERION!  

 

New Avengers member STORM has joined the team just in !me to deal with catastrophe… And she'll 

need to call in other mutants to help against this world-ending threat! A who's who of the Marvel 

Universe must unite against the supreme power of Hyperion! And someone steps OFF the Avengers… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329667) 



32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240637 

AVENGERS #18 ARIO ANINDITO GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Valerio Schi! (CA) Ario Anindito 

STORM AGAINST HYPERION!  

 

New Avengers member STORM has joined the team just in !me to deal with catastrophe… And she'll 

need to call in other mutants to help against this world-ending threat! A who's who of the Marvel 

Universe must unite against the supreme power of Hyperion! And someone steps OFF the Avengers… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329666) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240638 

AVENGERS #18 JAN BAZALDUA STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Valerio Schi! (CA) Jan Bazaldua 

STORM AGAINST HYPERION!  

 

New Avengers member STORM has joined the team just in !me to deal with catastrophe… And she'll 

need to call in other mutants to help against this world-ending threat! A who's who of the Marvel 

Universe must unite against the supreme power of Hyperion! And someone steps OFF the Avengers… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329668) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240639 

AVENGERS #18 RYAN MEINERDING MARVEL STUDIOS VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Valerio Schi! (CA) Ryan Meinerding 

STORM AGAINST HYPERION!  

 



New Avengers member STORM has joined the team just in !me to deal with catastrophe… And she'll 

need to call in other mutants to help against this world-ending threat! A who's who of the Marvel 

Universe must unite against the supreme power of Hyperion! And someone steps OFF the Avengers… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329669) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240640 

UNCANNY X-MEN #274 FACSIMILE EDITION 

(W) Chris Claremont, Jim Lee (A/CA) Jim Lee 

Sparks fly in the Savage Land - between Rogue and Magneto! The powerhouse X-Man joins forces 

with their greatest enemy, but could there be something more between them than a mere alliance? 

They'll fight alongside Ka-Zar and Zabu against the wicked Zaladane, who has erected six towers in 

the Savage Land and is now in sync with Earth's magne!c field. With her newfound power, she has 

scrambled all communica!on in the area - and the effects of her mad quest are already felt far away! 

The epic baPle features dinosaurs, Mutates, Nick Fury - and Rogue in her iconic Savage Land 

ensemble, courtesy of superstar ar!st Jim Lee! It's one of the all-!me great Marvel comic books, 

boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all!  

 

Reprin!ng UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) #274. 

 

Rated T (STL329948) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240641 

WHAT IF DONALD DUCK BECAME THOR #1 

(W) Riccardo Secchi (A/CA) Lorenzo Pastrovicchio 

IS THIS FOWL WORTHY OF THE HAMMER OF THOR?!  

 

When DONALD DUCK chaperones HUEY, DEWEY AND LOUIE on an archaeological trip to search for 

ancient Viking ar!facts, he finds more than he bargained for when he comes across the STONE 

DUCKS FROM SATURN preparing for an invasion. But everything changes when he discovers an 

enchanted cane that causes an egg-cep!onal transforma!on, giWing him with the POWER OF THOR! 

Can he learn how to use his new abili!es in !me to save DUCKBURG before he changes back? Find 

out in this mind-twis!ng retelling of THE MIGHTY THOR'S THUNDEROUS ORIGIN! 

 



Kids to Adults (STL329925) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240642 

WHAT IF DONALD DUCK BECAME THOR #1 WALT SIMONSON VAR 

(W) Riccardo Secchi (A) Lorenzo Pastrovicchio (CA) Walt Simonson 

IS THIS FOWL WORTHY OF THE HAMMER OF THOR?!  

 

When DONALD DUCK chaperones HUEY, DEWEY AND LOUIE on an archaeological trip to search for 

ancient Viking ar!facts, he finds more than he bargained for when he comes across the STONE 

DUCKS FROM SATURN preparing for an invasion. But everything changes when he discovers an 

enchanted cane that causes an egg-cep!onal transforma!on, giWing him with the POWER OF THOR! 

Can he learn how to use his new abili!es in !me to save DUCKBURG before he changes back? Find 

out in this mind-twis!ng retelling of THE MIGHTY THOR'S THUNDEROUS ORIGIN! 

 

Kids to Adults (STL329929) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240643 

WHAT IF DONALD DUCK BECAME THOR #1 PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W) Riccardo Secchi (A) Lorenzo Pastrovicchio (CA) Peach Momoko 

IS THIS FOWL WORTHY OF THE HAMMER OF THOR?!  

 

When DONALD DUCK chaperones HUEY, DEWEY AND LOUIE on an archaeological trip to search for 

ancient Viking ar!facts, he finds more than he bargained for when he comes across the STONE 

DUCKS FROM SATURN preparing for an invasion. But everything changes when he discovers an 

enchanted cane that causes an egg-cep!onal transforma!on, giWing him with the POWER OF THOR! 

Can he learn how to use his new abili!es in !me to save DUCKBURG before he changes back? Find 

out in this mind-twis!ng retelling of THE MIGHTY THOR'S THUNDEROUS ORIGIN! 

 

Kids to Adults (STL329926) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240644 



WHAT IF DONALD DUCK BECAME THOR #1 NOTO DONALD DUCK THOR VAR 

(W) Riccardo Secchi (A) Lorenzo Pastrovicchio (CA) Phil Noto 

IS THIS FOWL WORTHY OF THE HAMMER OF THOR?!  

 

When DONALD DUCK chaperones HUEY, DEWEY AND LOUIE on an archaeological trip to search for 

ancient Viking ar!facts, he finds more than he bargained for when he comes across the STONE 

DUCKS FROM SATURN preparing for an invasion. But everything changes when he discovers an 

enchanted cane that causes an egg-cep!onal transforma!on, giWing him with the POWER OF THOR! 

Can he learn how to use his new abili!es in !me to save DUCKBURG before he changes back? Find 

out in this mind-twis!ng retelling of THE MIGHTY THOR'S THUNDEROUS ORIGIN! 

 

Kids to Adults (STL329927) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240647 

WHAT IF DONALD DUCK BECAME THOR #1 SKOTTIE YOUNG VAR 

(W) Riccardo Secchi (A) Lorenzo Pastrovicchio (CA) SkoTe Young 

IS THIS FOWL WORTHY OF THE HAMMER OF THOR?!  

 

When DONALD DUCK chaperones HUEY, DEWEY AND LOUIE on an archaeological trip to search for 

ancient Viking ar!facts, he finds more than he bargained for when he comes across the STONE 

DUCKS FROM SATURN preparing for an invasion. But everything changes when he discovers an 

enchanted cane that causes an egg-cep!onal transforma!on, giWing him with the POWER OF THOR! 

Can he learn how to use his new abili!es in !me to save DUCKBURG before he changes back? Find 

out in this mind-twis!ng retelling of THE MIGHTY THOR'S THUNDEROUS ORIGIN! 

 

Kids to Adults (STL331566) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240648 

ALIENS VS AVENGERS #2 (OF 4) 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A/CA) Esad Ribic 

Rated T+ (STL329791) 

40pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $7.99 



 

JUL240649 

ALIENS VS AVENGERS #2 (OF 4) ANDREA SORRENTINO VAR 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A) Esad Ribic (CA) Andrea Sorren!no 

Rated T+ (STL329792) 

40pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240651 

ALIENS VS AVENGERS #2 (OF 4) MATEUS MANHANINI VAR 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A) Esad Ribic (CA) Mateus Manhanini 

Rated T+ (STL329793) 

40pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240652 

PREDATOR VS BLACK PANTHER #2 (OF 4) 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Chris Allen (CA) Ken Lashley 

THE ULTIMATE HUNTING PRESERVE: WAKANDA!  

 

Yautja stalk the jungles of one of the most isolated - and wealthy - na!ons on Earth. Wakanda's War 

Dogs, the Hatut Zeraze, fall like wheat. The Dora Milaje bury those bodies with their own. Princess 

Shuri is trapped out of reach. And the Black Panther finds his country invaded not by the 

warmongering West - but by monsters from beyond the stars. The fiercest hunters in the known 

universe - versus a king who might just be beast enough to stop them. RATED PARENTAL ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329834) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240654 

PREDATOR VS BLACK PANTHER #2 (OF 4) DOALY VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Chris Allen (CA)  Doaly 

THE ULTIMATE HUNTING PRESERVE: WAKANDA!  

 



Yautja stalk the jungles of one of the most isolated - and wealthy - na!ons on Earth. Wakanda's War 

Dogs, the Hatut Zeraze, fall like wheat. The Dora Milaje bury those bodies with their own. Princess 

Shuri is trapped out of reach. And the Black Panther finds his country invaded not by the 

warmongering West - but by monsters from beyond the stars. The fiercest hunters in the known 

universe - versus a king who might just be beast enough to stop them. RATED PARENTAL ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329835) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240655 

PREDATOR VS BLACK PANTHER #2 (OF 4) ROSE BESCH VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Chris Allen (CA) Rose Besch 

THE ULTIMATE HUNTING PRESERVE: WAKANDA!  

 

Yautja stalk the jungles of one of the most isolated - and wealthy - na!ons on Earth. Wakanda's War 

Dogs, the Hatut Zeraze, fall like wheat. The Dora Milaje bury those bodies with their own. Princess 

Shuri is trapped out of reach. And the Black Panther finds his country invaded not by the 

warmongering West - but by monsters from beyond the stars. The fiercest hunters in the known 

universe - versus a king who might just be beast enough to stop them. RATED PARENTAL ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329837) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240657 

BLOOD HUNTERS #2 (OF 5) 

(W) Erica Schultz (A) Robert Gill (CA) Ema Lupacchino 

DAGGER! ELSA BLOODSTONE! WHITE WIDOW! HALLOWS' EVE!  

 

The BLOOD HUNTERS may have only just become a team, but they're already in danger of 

combus!ng! In ELSA BLOODSTONE's eyes, all vampires deserve to be dusted - and she has her sights 

set on Miles Morales, A.K.A. SPIDER-MAN! But her teammates DAGGER, WHITE WIDOW and 

HALLOWS' EVE disagree - violently! And the Blood Hunters aren't only facing off against one another 

in this issue - they also have to contend with the super-powered vamps known as the BLOODCOVEN! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329806) 



32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240659 

BLOOD HUNTERS #2 (OF 5) TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Erica Schultz (A) Robert Gill (CA)  TBA 

DAGGER! ELSA BLOODSTONE! WHITE WIDOW! HALLOWS' EVE!  

 

The BLOOD HUNTERS may have only just become a team, but they're already in danger of 

combus!ng! In ELSA BLOODSTONE's eyes, all vampires deserve to be dusted - and she has her sights 

set on Miles Morales, A.K.A. SPIDER-MAN! But her teammates DAGGER, WHITE WIDOW and 

HALLOWS' EVE disagree - violently! And the Blood Hunters aren't only facing off against one another 

in this issue - they also have to contend with the super-powered vamps known as the BLOODCOVEN! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329808) 

32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240660 

SPIRITS OF VENGEANCE #1 (OF 5) 

(W) Sabir Pirzada (A) Sean Hill (CA)  Lim, Kendrik "Kunkka" 

JOHNNY BLAZE! DANNY KETCH! ROBBIE REYES! THE HOOD! KUSHALA!  

 

Many have borne the !tle SPIRIT OF VENGEANCE and as its most recent claimant has embarked on 

its final ride to explosive results, others s!ll s!r in the darker corners of the Marvel Universe! And 

one, in par!cular, has a stronger connec!on to two Ghost Riders than the rest, and aWer years, it's 

ready to show its fangs again at last… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329853) 

32pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240661 

SPIRITS OF VENGEANCE #1 (OF 5) DERRICK CHEW KUSHALA VAR 

(W) Sabir Pirzada (A) Sean Hill (CA) Derrick Chew 

JOHNNY BLAZE! DANNY KETCH! ROBBIE REYES! THE HOOD! KUSHALA!  



 

Many have borne the !tle SPIRIT OF VENGEANCE and as its most recent claimant has embarked on 

its final ride to explosive results, others s!ll s!r in the darker corners of the Marvel Universe! And 

one, in par!cular, has a stronger connec!on to two Ghost Riders than the rest, and aWer years, it's 

ready to show its fangs again at last… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329855) 

32pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240664 

SPIRITS OF VENGEANCE #1 (OF 5) EM GIST VAR 

(W) Sabir Pirzada (A) Sean Hill (CA) E.M Gist 

JOHNNY BLAZE! DANNY KETCH! ROBBIE REYES! THE HOOD! KUSHALA!  

 

Many have borne the !tle SPIRIT OF VENGEANCE and as its most recent claimant has embarked on 

its final ride to explosive results, others s!ll s!r in the darker corners of the Marvel Universe! And 

one, in par!cular, has a stronger connec!on to two Ghost Riders than the rest, and aWer years, it's 

ready to show its fangs again at last… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329857) 

32pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240665 

SPIRITS OF VENGEANCE #1 (OF 5) VICENTINI STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Sabir Pirzada (A) Sean Hill (CA) Federico Vicen!ni 

JOHNNY BLAZE! DANNY KETCH! ROBBIE REYES! THE HOOD! KUSHALA!  

 

Many have borne the !tle SPIRIT OF VENGEANCE and as its most recent claimant has embarked on 

its final ride to explosive results, others s!ll s!r in the darker corners of the Marvel Universe! And 

one, in par!cular, has a stronger connec!on to two Ghost Riders than the rest, and aWer years, it's 

ready to show its fangs again at last… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329858) 

32pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL240666 

SPIRITS OF VENGEANCE #1 (OF 5) SKOTTIE YOUNG VAR 

(W) Sabir Pirzada (A) Sean Hill (CA) SkoTe Young 

JOHNNY BLAZE! DANNY KETCH! ROBBIE REYES! THE HOOD! KUSHALA!  

 

Many have borne the !tle SPIRIT OF VENGEANCE and as its most recent claimant has embarked on 

its final ride to explosive results, others s!ll s!r in the darker corners of the Marvel Universe! And 

one, in par!cular, has a stronger connec!on to two Ghost Riders than the rest, and aWer years, it's 

ready to show its fangs again at last… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329859) 

32pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240667 

MARVEL ZOMBIES DAWN OF DECAY #1 (OF 4) 

(W) Thomas Krajewski (A/CA) Jason Muhr 

A NEW ZOMBIE VIRUS IS UNLEASHED… AND GROOT IS PATIENT ZERO!  

 

Groot feels bad - not only because Rocket's latest scheme put them firmly in the crosshairs of the 

Avengers, but also he's just plain sick! Sap-dripping nose and all. Things go from bad to apocalyp!c, 

however, aWer an ill-!med sneeze in Captain America's face has unforeseeable consequences! 

Suddenly, Groot is being aPacked by a horde of zombified Avengers, and only he and Hulk, with his 

impenetrable green skin, remain impervious. Now it's up to these two heroes to team up and fight 

their way through a blighted New York City to Banner's lab in Avengers Tower to find a cure before 

it's too late. But can Groot keep the hero in check and on track, or will Hulk unleash his deadly might 

on the zombies they once called friends? 

 

Kids to Adults (STL329823) 

32pgs (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240669 

MARVEL ZOMBIES DAWN OF DECAY #1 (OF 4) RON LIM VAR 

(W) Thomas Krajewski (A) Jason Muhr (CA) Ron Lim 



A NEW ZOMBIE VIRUS IS UNLEASHED… AND GROOT IS PATIENT ZERO!  

 

Groot feels bad - not only because Rocket's latest scheme put them firmly in the crosshairs of the 

Avengers, but also he's just plain sick! Sap-dripping nose and all. Things go from bad to apocalyp!c, 

however, aWer an ill-!med sneeze in Captain America's face has unforeseeable consequences! 

Suddenly, Groot is being aPacked by a horde of zombified Avengers, and only he and Hulk, with his 

impenetrable green skin, remain impervious. Now it's up to these two heroes to team up and fight 

their way through a blighted New York City to Banner's lab in Avengers Tower to find a cure before 

it's too late. But can Groot keep the hero in check and on track, or will Hulk unleash his deadly might 

on the zombies they once called friends? 

 

Kids to Adults (STL329826) 

32pgs (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240670 

MARVEL ZOMBIES DAWN OF DECAY #1 (OF 4) WU ZOMBIE HOMAGE VAR 

(W) Thomas Krajewski (A) Jason Muhr (CA) Annie Wu 

A NEW ZOMBIE VIRUS IS UNLEASHED… AND GROOT IS PATIENT ZERO!  

 

Groot feels bad - not only because Rocket's latest scheme put them firmly in the crosshairs of the 

Avengers, but also he's just plain sick! Sap-dripping nose and all. Things go from bad to apocalyp!c, 

however, aWer an ill-!med sneeze in Captain America's face has unforeseeable consequences! 

Suddenly, Groot is being aPacked by a horde of zombified Avengers, and only he and Hulk, with his 

impenetrable green skin, remain impervious. Now it's up to these two heroes to team up and fight 

their way through a blighted New York City to Banner's lab in Avengers Tower to find a cure before 

it's too late. But can Groot keep the hero in check and on track, or will Hulk unleash his deadly might 

on the zombies they once called friends? 

 

Kids to Adults (STL329824) 

32pgs (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240671 

MARVEL ZOMBIES DAWN OF DECAY #1 (OF 4) GALLOWAY CONNECT VAR 

(W) Thomas Krajewski (A) Jason Muhr (CA) Sean Cheeks Galloway 

A NEW ZOMBIE VIRUS IS UNLEASHED… AND GROOT IS PATIENT ZERO!  

 



Groot feels bad - not only because Rocket's latest scheme put them firmly in the crosshairs of the 

Avengers, but also he's just plain sick! Sap-dripping nose and all. Things go from bad to apocalyp!c, 

however, aWer an ill-!med sneeze in Captain America's face has unforeseeable consequences! 

Suddenly, Groot is being aPacked by a horde of zombified Avengers, and only he and Hulk, with his 

impenetrable green skin, remain impervious. Now it's up to these two heroes to team up and fight 

their way through a blighted New York City to Banner's lab in Avengers Tower to find a cure before 

it's too late. But can Groot keep the hero in check and on track, or will Hulk unleash his deadly might 

on the zombies they once called friends? 

 

Kids to Adults (STL331571) 

32pgs (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240672 

DEADPOOL #6 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Roge Antonio (CA) Taurin Clarke 

Wade Wilson triumphed against Death Grip! This is the first issue of a new arc and killing Deadpool 

NOW would be an INSANE thing to do. Which is exactly why we're doing it. RATED PARENTAL 

ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329676) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240673 

DEADPOOL #6 PACO MEDINA GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Roge Antonio (CA) Paco Medina 

Wade Wilson triumphed against Death Grip! This is the first issue of a new arc and killing Deadpool 

NOW would be an INSANE thing to do. Which is exactly why we're doing it. RATED PARENTAL 

ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329678) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240674 

DEADPOOL #6 CF VILLA STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Roge Antonio (CA) C.F. Villa 



Wade Wilson triumphed against Death Grip! This is the first issue of a new arc and killing Deadpool 

NOW would be an INSANE thing to do. Which is exactly why we're doing it. RATED PARENTAL 

ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329677) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240675 

DEADPOOL TEAM-UP #2 (OF 5) 

(W/A/CA) Rob Liefeld 

STOP DRAGON DEADPOOL AROUND!  

 

Who is Ral Dorn, and how does the Dragon Lord factor into Deadpool and his latest mission?! Join 

everyone's favorite Merc with a Mouth and an all-star cast of Marvel's finest as he races to obtain 

the Dragon Egg and save two worlds in the process. Featuring Crystar! Wolverine! Hulk! Spider-

Gwen! Lady Anime! Major X! And many more! RATED PARENTAL ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329679) 

32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240676 

DEADPOOL TEAM-UP #2 (OF 5) ROB LIEFELD VAR 

(W/A/CA) Rob Liefeld 

STOP DRAGON DEADPOOL AROUND!  

 

Who is Ral Dorn, and how does the Dragon Lord factor into Deadpool and his latest mission?! Join 

everyone's favorite Merc with a Mouth and an all-star cast of Marvel's finest as he races to obtain 

the Dragon Egg and save two worlds in the process. Featuring Crystar! Wolverine! Hulk! Spider-

Gwen! Lady Anime! Major X! And many more! RATED PARENTAL ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329682) 

32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240677 



DEADPOOL TEAM-UP #2 (OF 5) DECLAN SHALVEY VAR 

(W/A) Rob Liefeld (CA) Declan Shalvey 

STOP DRAGON DEADPOOL AROUND!  

 

Who is Ral Dorn, and how does the Dragon Lord factor into Deadpool and his latest mission?! Join 

everyone's favorite Merc with a Mouth and an all-star cast of Marvel's finest as he races to obtain 

the Dragon Egg and save two worlds in the process. Featuring Crystar! Wolverine! Hulk! Spider-

Gwen! Lady Anime! Major X! And many more! RATED PARENTAL ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329680) 

32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240679 

WOLVERINE REVENGE #2 (OF 5) 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A/CA) Greg Capullo 

LOGAN: OUT FOR VENGEANCE!  

 

The unspeakable has come to pass, and now SABRETOOTH, OMEGA RED and DEADPOOL WILL PAY! 

Jonathan Hickman and Greg Capullo raise the stakes for WOLVERINE as his near-death experience 

sends LOGAN toward untempered vengeance on his enemies. You won't want to miss this key 

chapter of this pres!ge miniseries, des!ned to live on as one of Wolverine's all-!me most brutal 

tales! RATED PARENTAL ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329905) 

32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240680 

WOLVERINE REVENGE #2 (OF 5) ROSE BESCH VAR 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A) Greg Capullo (CA) Rose Besch 

LOGAN: OUT FOR VENGEANCE!  

 

The unspeakable has come to pass, and now SABRETOOTH, OMEGA RED and DEADPOOL WILL PAY! 

Jonathan Hickman and Greg Capullo raise the stakes for WOLVERINE as his near-death experience 

sends LOGAN toward untempered vengeance on his enemies. You won't want to miss this key 



chapter of this pres!ge miniseries, des!ned to live on as one of Wolverine's all-!me most brutal 

tales! RATED PARENTAL ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329907) 

32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240682 

WOLVERINE REVENGE #2 (OF 5) STEPHEN PLATT VAR 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A) Greg Capullo (CA) Stephen PlaP 

LOGAN: OUT FOR VENGEANCE!  

 

The unspeakable has come to pass, and now SABRETOOTH, OMEGA RED and DEADPOOL WILL PAY! 

Jonathan Hickman and Greg Capullo raise the stakes for WOLVERINE as his near-death experience 

sends LOGAN toward untempered vengeance on his enemies. You won't want to miss this key 

chapter of this pres!ge miniseries, des!ned to live on as one of Wolverine's all-!me most brutal 

tales! RATED PARENTAL ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329909) 

32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240684 

WOLVERINE REVENGE RED BAND #2 (OF 5) [POLYBAGGED] 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A/CA) Greg Capullo 

Slice deeper into WOLVERINE: REVENGE #2, with the Red Band edi!on featuring exclusive pages and 

elevated ac!on! Polybagged to contain the violence within! 

 

Explicit Content (STL329902) 

32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL240687 

WEREWOLF BY NIGHT RED BAND #2 (POLYBAGGED) 

(W) Jason Loo (A) Sergio Davila (CA) E.M Gist 

LIKE A WILD BEAST AT BAY!  



 

Jack Russell has found himself in the middle of mysterious massacre - and he's the prime suspect! 

With his memories missing and his wolf form out of control and off the leash, will Jack be able to 

clear his name, or will his former allies and friends finally realize he's a rabid dog that needs to be put 

down?  

 

READ AT YOUR OWN RISK, TRUE BELIEVERS! 

 

Explicit Content (STL329772) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240688 

WEREWOLF BY NIGHT RED BAND #2 SEGOVIA VAR (POLYBAGGED) 

(W) Jason Loo (A) Sergio Davila (CA) Stephen Segovia 

LIKE A WILD BEAST AT BAY!  

 

Jack Russell has found himself in the middle of mysterious massacre - and he's the prime suspect! 

With his memories missing and his wolf form out of control and off the leash, will Jack be able to 

clear his name, or will his former allies and friends finally realize he's a rabid dog that needs to be put 

down?  

 

READ AT YOUR OWN RISK, TRUE BELIEVERS! 

 

Explicit Content (STL329774) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240690 

WOLVERINE DEEP CUT #3 (OF 4) 

(W) Chris Claremont (A) Edgar Salazar (CA) Philip Tan 

A SINISTER HOMECOMING!  

 

MR. SINISTER's home base for his diabolical experiments at the State Home for Foundlings is crawling 

with MARAUDERS - and one of Wolverine's most vicious enemies, SABRETOOTH! Last issue's 

revela!on means one thing for LOGAN - the fight of his life!  



 

RATED PARENTAL ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329900) 

32pgs (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240691 

WOLVERINE DEEP CUT #3 (OF 4) ANDREA SORRENTINO VAR 

(W) Chris Claremont (A) Edgar Salazar (CA) Andrea Sorren!no 

A SINISTER HOMECOMING!  

 

MR. SINISTER's home base for his diabolical experiments at the State Home for Foundlings is crawling 

with MARAUDERS - and one of Wolverine's most vicious enemies, SABRETOOTH! Last issue's 

revela!on means one thing for LOGAN - the fight of his life!  

 

RATED PARENTAL ADVISORY. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329901) 

32pgs (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240692 

AVENGERS ASSEMBLE #1 (OF 5) 

(W) Steve Orlando (A)  Smith, Cory (CA) Leinil Yu 

RETURN TO AVENGERS MANSION!  

 

When vampires aPacked, a ragtag group of volunteer Avengers changed the !de of baPle. And in the 

aWermath, Captain America has formed the Avengers Emergency Response Squad! Steve's 

handpicked team of veterans and newcomers live and train in Avengers Mansion, and when Captain 

America sounds the mission horn, whoever's on base has seconds to pack up and deploy. When the 

Red Skull's daughter discovers a dangerous ar!fact, Cap, Wasp, Photon and Shang-Chi set out to stop 

her - while Hawkeye hosts a poker game for the late arrivals. Will the AVENG.E.R.S. pass their first 

real test? And did someone say…jackets?  

 



Spinning out of Jed MacKay's AVENGERS, comics powerhouses Steve Orlando (SCARLET WITCH, 

SPIDER-MAN 2099) and Cory Smith (WOLVERINE, GHOST RIDER) join forces to expand the world of 

the Avengers! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329795) 

32pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240693 

AVENGERS ASSEMBLE #1 (OF 5) CORY SMITH AVENGERS JACKET VAR 

(W) Steve Orlando (A/CA)  Smith, Cory 

RETURN TO AVENGERS MANSION!  

 

When vampires aPacked, a ragtag group of volunteer Avengers changed the !de of baPle. And in the 

aWermath, Captain America has formed the Avengers Emergency Response Squad! Steve's 

handpicked team of veterans and newcomers live and train in Avengers Mansion, and when Captain 

America sounds the mission horn, whoever's on base has seconds to pack up and deploy. When the 

Red Skull's daughter discovers a dangerous ar!fact, Cap, Wasp, Photon and Shang-Chi set out to stop 

her - while Hawkeye hosts a poker game for the late arrivals. Will the AVENG.E.R.S. pass their first 

real test? And did someone say…jackets?  

 

Spinning out of Jed MacKay's AVENGERS, comics powerhouses Steve Orlando (SCARLET WITCH, 

SPIDER-MAN 2099) and Cory Smith (WOLVERINE, GHOST RIDER) join forces to expand the world of 

the Avengers! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329798) 

32pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240694 

AVENGERS ASSEMBLE #1 (OF 5) EMILIO LAISO VAR 

(W) Steve Orlando (A)  Smith, Cory (CA) Emilio Laiso 

RETURN TO AVENGERS MANSION!  

 

When vampires aPacked, a ragtag group of volunteer Avengers changed the !de of baPle. And in the 

aWermath, Captain America has formed the Avengers Emergency Response Squad! Steve's 

handpicked team of veterans and newcomers live and train in Avengers Mansion, and when Captain 

America sounds the mission horn, whoever's on base has seconds to pack up and deploy. When the 



Red Skull's daughter discovers a dangerous ar!fact, Cap, Wasp, Photon and Shang-Chi set out to stop 

her - while Hawkeye hosts a poker game for the late arrivals. Will the AVENG.E.R.S. pass their first 

real test? And did someone say…jackets?  

 

Spinning out of Jed MacKay's AVENGERS, comics powerhouses Steve Orlando (SCARLET WITCH, 

SPIDER-MAN 2099) and Cory Smith (WOLVERINE, GHOST RIDER) join forces to expand the world of 

the Avengers! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329799) 

32pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240696 

AVENGERS ASSEMBLE #1 (OF 5) WRAPAROUND MARVEL STUDIOS VAR 

(W) Steve Orlando (A)  Smith, Cory (CA) Ryan Meinerding 

RETURN TO AVENGERS MANSION!  

 

When vampires aPacked, a ragtag group of volunteer Avengers changed the !de of baPle. And in the 

aWermath, Captain America has formed the Avengers Emergency Response Squad! Steve's 

handpicked team of veterans and newcomers live and train in Avengers Mansion, and when Captain 

America sounds the mission horn, whoever's on base has seconds to pack up and deploy. When the 

Red Skull's daughter discovers a dangerous ar!fact, Cap, Wasp, Photon and Shang-Chi set out to stop 

her - while Hawkeye hosts a poker game for the late arrivals. Will the AVENG.E.R.S. pass their first 

real test? And did someone say…jackets?  

 

Spinning out of Jed MacKay's AVENGERS, comics powerhouses Steve Orlando (SCARLET WITCH, 

SPIDER-MAN 2099) and Cory Smith (WOLVERINE, GHOST RIDER) join forces to expand the world of 

the Avengers! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329800) 

32pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240697 

AVENGERS ASSEMBLE #1 (OF 5) RAMCHERON DISCO DAZZLER VAR 

(W) Steve Orlando (A)  Smith, Cory (CA)  Ramcheron, Anand 

RETURN TO AVENGERS MANSION!  



 

When vampires aPacked, a ragtag group of volunteer Avengers changed the !de of baPle. And in the 

aWermath, Captain America has formed the Avengers Emergency Response Squad! Steve's 

handpicked team of veterans and newcomers live and train in Avengers Mansion, and when Captain 

America sounds the mission horn, whoever's on base has seconds to pack up and deploy. When the 

Red Skull's daughter discovers a dangerous ar!fact, Cap, Wasp, Photon and Shang-Chi set out to stop 

her - while Hawkeye hosts a poker game for the late arrivals. Will the AVENG.E.R.S. pass their first 

real test? And did someone say…jackets?  

 

Spinning out of Jed MacKay's AVENGERS, comics powerhouses Steve Orlando (SCARLET WITCH, 

SPIDER-MAN 2099) and Cory Smith (WOLVERINE, GHOST RIDER) join forces to expand the world of 

the Avengers! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329796) 

32pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240698 

SPIDER-MAN CLASSROOM HEROES #1 (BUNDLES OF 5) 

(W) Steve Foxe (A/CA) Arianna Florean 

MARVEL'S NEW COMICS FOR YOUNG READERS CONTINUE!  

 

Old foes, new tricks! Teenage super hero Spider-Man has enough on his plate keeping New York City 

safe from the likes of Electro and Tombstone - but when you add in his life as high-schooler Peter 

Parker, things get REALLY stressful. Luckily, Spidey's got web-shooters, Spider-Sense, some super-

friends, and a knack for crea!ve problem-solving on his side! Featuring two ten-page short stories, 

this new series is the perfect introduc!on to the Marvel Universe and the wall-crawling world of 

Spider-Man! 

 

Rated T (STL329940) 

32pgs SRP: $5.00 

 

JUL240699 

VENOM WAR #2 (OF 5) 

(W) Al Ewing (A/CA) Iban Coello 

THE VENOM WAR RAGES ON!  

 



Eddie and Dylan Brock, father and son, in a bloodthirsty baPle to determine the one true VENOM! 

But there's one more contender entering the ring - THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN! And the vengeful 

MERIDIUS begins his endgame, unleashing mindless half-zombie, half-symbiote ZOMBIOTES upon 

New York City and threatening to transform heroes, villains and innocents into his bloodthirsty 

servants! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329872) 

32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240700 

VENOM WAR #2 (OF 5) PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Iban Coello (CA) Peach Momoko 

THE VENOM WAR RAGES ON!  

 

Eddie and Dylan Brock, father and son, in a bloodthirsty baPle to determine the one true VENOM! 

But there's one more contender entering the ring - THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN! And the vengeful 

MERIDIUS begins his endgame, unleashing mindless half-zombie, half-symbiote ZOMBIOTES upon 

New York City and threatening to transform heroes, villains and innocents into his bloodthirsty 

servants! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329875) 

32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240701 

VENOM WAR #2 (OF 5) CHRIS GIARRUSSO VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Iban Coello (CA) Chris Giarrusso 

THE VENOM WAR RAGES ON!  

 

Eddie and Dylan Brock, father and son, in a bloodthirsty baPle to determine the one true VENOM! 

But there's one more contender entering the ring - THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN! And the vengeful 

MERIDIUS begins his endgame, unleashing mindless half-zombie, half-symbiote ZOMBIOTES upon 

New York City and threatening to transform heroes, villains and innocents into his bloodthirsty 

servants! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329873) 



32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240702 

VENOM WAR #2 (OF 5) SKOTTIE YOUNG VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Iban Coello (CA) SkoTe Young 

THE VENOM WAR RAGES ON!  

 

Eddie and Dylan Brock, father and son, in a bloodthirsty baPle to determine the one true VENOM! 

But there's one more contender entering the ring - THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN! And the vengeful 

MERIDIUS begins his endgame, unleashing mindless half-zombie, half-symbiote ZOMBIOTES upon 

New York City and threatening to transform heroes, villains and innocents into his bloodthirsty 

servants! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329876) 

32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240703 

VENOM WAR #2 (OF 5) TBD ARTIST TEAMDYLAN VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Iban Coello (CA)  TBA 

THE VENOM WAR RAGES ON!  

 

Eddie and Dylan Brock, father and son, in a bloodthirsty baPle to determine the one true VENOM! 

But there's one more contender entering the ring - THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN! And the vengeful 

MERIDIUS begins his endgame, unleashing mindless half-zombie, half-symbiote ZOMBIOTES upon 

New York City and threatening to transform heroes, villains and innocents into his bloodthirsty 

servants! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329877) 

32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240704 

VENOM WAR #2 (OF 5) TBD ARTIST TEAMEDDIE VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Iban Coello (CA)  TBA 

THE VENOM WAR RAGES ON!  



 

Eddie and Dylan Brock, father and son, in a bloodthirsty baPle to determine the one true VENOM! 

But there's one more contender entering the ring - THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN! And the vengeful 

MERIDIUS begins his endgame, unleashing mindless half-zombie, half-symbiote ZOMBIOTES upon 

New York City and threatening to transform heroes, villains and innocents into his bloodthirsty 

servants! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329878) 

32pgs (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240706 

VENOM WAR DEADPOOL #1 (OF 3) 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Rob Di Salvo, Giuseppe Camuncoli 

DEADPOOL KILLS… A SYMBIOTE PLAGUE?!  

 

The Merc with a Mouth bit off more than he can chew - a horde full of ravening ZOMBIOTES! Who 

has Wade not @#$'d off badly enough to actually lend him a hand? Fan-favorite DEADPOOL scribe 

CULLEN BUNN is back for more mercenary mayhem! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329881) 

32pgs (1 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240707 

VENOM WAR DEADPOOL #1 (OF 3) DAVE JOHNSON VAR 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Rob Di Salvo (CA) Dave Johnson 

DEADPOOL KILLS… A SYMBIOTE PLAGUE?!  

 

The Merc with a Mouth bit off more than he can chew - a horde full of ravening ZOMBIOTES! Who 

has Wade not @#$'d off badly enough to actually lend him a hand? Fan-favorite DEADPOOL scribe 

CULLEN BUNN is back for more mercenary mayhem! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329882) 

32pgs (1 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 



JUL240708 

VENOM WAR DAREDEVIL #1 

(W) Chris Condon (A) Lan Medina (CA) Javier Fernandez 

NIGHT OF THE CRAWLING ZOMBIOTES!  

 

As Venom War rages, ManhaPan finds itself besieged by an infec!ous new strain of symbiotes - one 

that drives their living hosts to an all-encompassing hunger for human flesh and can even reanimate 

the dead! As the horde of zombiotes descends on Hell's Kitchen, the two Daredevils must rise up to 

stand as the last line of defense - but will they be enough to stem the !de, or will their brains be first 

on the menu? 

 

Rated T+ (STL329949) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240709 

VENOM WAR DAREDEVIL #1 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Chris Condon (A) Lan Medina (CA)  TBA 

NIGHT OF THE CRAWLING ZOMBIOTES!  

 

As Venom War rages, ManhaPan finds itself besieged by an infec!ous new strain of symbiotes - one 

that drives their living hosts to an all-encompassing hunger for human flesh and can even reanimate 

the dead! As the horde of zombiotes descends on Hell's Kitchen, the two Daredevils must rise up to 

stand as the last line of defense - but will they be enough to stem the !de, or will their brains be first 

on the menu? 

 

Rated T+ (STL329950) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240710 

VENOM WAR LETHAL PROTECTORS #1 (OF 3) 

(W) Sabir Pirzada (A) Luca Maresca (CA) Creees Lee 

SILVER SABLE AND THE SYMBIOTE SQUAD… JOIN THE VENOM WAR!  

 



Sable's assembled a new, hyper-lethal mercenary team of: (REDACTED) in order to steal (CLASSIFIED). 

Standing in their way? Bloodthirsty ZOMBIOTES. Time to fight fire with fire - by unleashing the Life 

Founda!on Symbiotes - SCREAM, RIOT, AGONY, LASHER and PHAGE - against their foes! 

 

Rated T (STL329883) 

32pgs (1 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240711 

VENOM WAR LETHAL PROTECTORS #1 (OF 3) MIGUEL MERCADO VAR 

(W) Sabir Pirzada (A) Luca Maresca (CA) Miguel Mercado 

SILVER SABLE AND THE SYMBIOTE SQUAD… JOIN THE VENOM WAR!  

 

Sable's assembled a new, hyper-lethal mercenary team of: (REDACTED) in order to steal (CLASSIFIED). 

Standing in their way? Bloodthirsty ZOMBIOTES. Time to fight fire with fire - by unleashing the Life 

Founda!on Symbiotes - SCREAM, RIOT, AGONY, LASHER and PHAGE - against their foes! 

 

Rated T (STL329884) 

32pgs (1 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240712 

VENOM WAR VENOMOUS #2 (OF 3) 

(W) Erica Schultz (A) Luciano Vecchio (CA) Lesley Li 

BEWARE THE SYMBIOTE STING OF THE BLACK WIDOW!  

 

BLACK WIDOW gains new symbiote allies - FLASH THOMPSON, AGENT ANTI-VENOM, and LIZ ALLAN, 

MISERY - in the VENOM WAR! And they're winning the fight - un!l they come face-to-face with the 

ZOMBIOTE HORDE swallowing all of New York! One of Widow's teammates may hold the key to 

victory - but the price they'll need to pay may be too steep! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329887) 

32pgs (2 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240713 



VENOM WAR VENOMOUS #2 (OF 3) DAVID LOPEZ VAR 

(W) Erica Schultz (A) Luciano Vecchio (CA) David Lopez 

BEWARE THE SYMBIOTE STING OF THE BLACK WIDOW!  

 

BLACK WIDOW gains new symbiote allies - FLASH THOMPSON, AGENT ANTI-VENOM, and LIZ ALLAN, 

MISERY - in the VENOM WAR! And they're winning the fight - un!l they come face-to-face with the 

ZOMBIOTE HORDE swallowing all of New York! One of Widow's teammates may hold the key to 

victory - but the price they'll need to pay may be too steep! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329888) 

32pgs (2 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240714 

VENOM WAR ZOMBIOTES #2 (OF 3) 

(W) Cavan ScoP (A) Juan Jose Ryp (CA) Juan Ferreyra 

ZOMBIOTE LAND!  

 

As the two VENOMS fight, a darker strain of symbiotes - the ZOMBIOTES - slither across New York 

City. The dead are reanimated into CRAWLERS! The living possessed as SWINGERS - all intent on 

turning the en!re city into mindless killing machines! An unlikely team - led by SHE-HULK, HELLCAT 

and SHOCKER - could be humanity's only hope! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329891) 

32pgs (2 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240715 

VENOM WAR ZOMBIOTES #2 (OF 3) KYLE HOTZ VAR 

(W) Cavan ScoP (A) Juan Jose Ryp (CA) Kyle Hotz 

ZOMBIOTE LAND!  

 

As the two VENOMS fight, a darker strain of symbiotes - the ZOMBIOTES - slither across New York 

City. The dead are reanimated into CRAWLERS! The living possessed as SWINGERS - all intent on 

turning the en!re city into mindless killing machines! An unlikely team - led by SHE-HULK, HELLCAT 

and SHOCKER - could be humanity's only hope! 



 

Rated T+ (STL329892) 

32pgs (2 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240716 

VENOM WAR WOLVERINE #1 (OF 3) 

(W) Anthony Michael Fleecs, Tim Seeley (A) Kev Walker (CA) Ken Lashley 

THE WOLVERINE IS…A ZOMBIOTE?!  

 

The only thing more dangerous than WOLVERINE - is Wolverine bonded to a mindless symbiote 

hungry for flesh! As ZOMBIOTES spread across NYC transforming everyone in their path into 

uncontrollable killing machines, Logan's only hope to save lives and avoid infec!on lies in returning 

to a dark chapter from his past. Logan slashes his way into a horror story from the twisted wri!ng 

team behind Local Man and the incredible art of Kev Walker (MARVEL ZOMBIES, VENOM)! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329889) 

32pgs (1 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240717 

VENOM WAR WOLVERINE #1 (OF 3) JOSHUA CASSARA VAR 

(W) Anthony Michael Fleecs, Tim Seeley (A) Kev Walker (CA) Joshua Cassara 

THE WOLVERINE IS…A ZOMBIOTE?!  

 

The only thing more dangerous than WOLVERINE - is Wolverine bonded to a mindless symbiote 

hungry for flesh! As ZOMBIOTES spread across NYC transforming everyone in their path into 

uncontrollable killing machines, Logan's only hope to save lives and avoid infec!on lies in returning 

to a dark chapter from his past. Logan slashes his way into a horror story from the twisted wri!ng 

team behind Local Man and the incredible art of Kev Walker (MARVEL ZOMBIES, VENOM)! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329890) 

32pgs (1 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240718 

VENOM WAR CARNAGE #2 (OF 3) 



(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Pere Perez (CA) Ken Lashley 

Carnage takes on a new host and breaks into the K-project to discover the horrible applica!ons of 

the symbiote-killing K-chemical. But when everything goes sideways, he's saved by an unlikely ally - 

Meridius. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329879) 

32pgs (2 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240719 

VENOM WAR CARNAGE #2 (OF 3) TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Pere Perez (CA)  TBA 

Carnage takes on a new host and breaks into the K-project to discover the horrible applica!ons of 

the symbiote-killing K-chemical. But when everything goes sideways, he's saved by an unlikely ally - 

Meridius. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329880) 

32pgs (2 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240720 

VENOM WAR SPIDER-MAN #2 (OF 4) 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A/CA) Greg Land 

BACK IN BLACK!  

 

Eddie and Dylan Brock baPle over the symbiote - but VENOM has already chosen - his first host - 

PETER PARKER, THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN! But this !me, Pete and the symbiote are working 

together. And with MARY JANE, A.K.A. JACKPOT, on his side, SPIDEY might be the one true victor in 

the VENOM WAR! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329885) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240721 

VENOM WAR SPIDER-MAN #2 (OF 4) MARK BAGLEY VAR 



(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Greg Land (CA) Mark Bagley 

BACK IN BLACK!  

 

Eddie and Dylan Brock baPle over the symbiote - but VENOM has already chosen - his first host - 

PETER PARKER, THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN! But this !me, Pete and the symbiote are working 

together. And with MARY JANE, A.K.A. JACKPOT, on his side, SPIDEY might be the one true victor in 

the VENOM WAR! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329886) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240722 

VENOM #37 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A/CA)  CAFU 

THE BATTLE IS BACK IN TIME - AGAINST SPIDER-MAN!  

 

As Eddie and Dylan Brock's father/son war rages, ANOTHER Dylan Brock is on a mission to make sure 

things go the way they're supposed to. An older Dylan - OLD MAN VENOM - travels back in !me to 

Spider-Man's earliest days - but should he fail, it's not just the fates of the combatants of the Venom 

War at stake - but the fate of all of !me itself! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329769) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240723 

VENOM #37 DAVE WACHTER GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A)  CAFU (CA) Dave Wachter 

THE BATTLE IS BACK IN TIME - AGAINST SPIDER-MAN!  

 

As Eddie and Dylan Brock's father/son war rages, ANOTHER Dylan Brock is on a mission to make sure 

things go the way they're supposed to. An older Dylan - OLD MAN VENOM - travels back in !me to 

Spider-Man's earliest days - but should he fail, it's not just the fates of the combatants of the Venom 

War at stake - but the fate of all of !me itself! 

 



Rated T+ (STL329770) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240724 

VENOM #37 LUCAS WERNECK STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A)  CAFU (CA) Lucas Werneck 

THE BATTLE IS BACK IN TIME - AGAINST SPIDER-MAN!  

 

As Eddie and Dylan Brock's father/son war rages, ANOTHER Dylan Brock is on a mission to make sure 

things go the way they're supposed to. An older Dylan - OLD MAN VENOM - travels back in !me to 

Spider-Man's earliest days - but should he fail, it's not just the fates of the combatants of the Venom 

War at stake - but the fate of all of !me itself! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329771) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240725 

ULTIMATE X-MEN #7 

(W/A/CA) Peach Momoko 

MEET THE MUTANTS' NEW MENTOR, PSYLOCKE!  

 

AWer the climac!c finale of issue #6 and the surprise new teammate they found, Mei, Hisako, Nico 

and the mutants need some guidance! Fortunately, the mysterious Kanon is an older student with a 

surprising amount of exper!se… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329746) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240726 

ULTIMATE X-MEN #7 MIKE DEL MUNDO VAR 

(W/A) Peach Momoko (CA) Mike Del Mundo 

MEET THE MUTANTS' NEW MENTOR, PSYLOCKE!  

 



AWer the climac!c finale of issue #6 and the surprise new teammate they found, Mei, Hisako, Nico 

and the mutants need some guidance! Fortunately, the mysterious Kanon is an older student with a 

surprising amount of exper!se… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329748) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240728 

ULTIMATE X-MEN #7 WES CRAIG CONNECT VAR 

(W/A) Peach Momoko (CA) Wes Craig 

MEET THE MUTANTS' NEW MENTOR, PSYLOCKE!  

 

AWer the climac!c finale of issue #6 and the surprise new teammate they found, Mei, Hisako, Nico 

and the mutants need some guidance! Fortunately, the mysterious Kanon is an older student with a 

surprising amount of exper!se… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329749) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240730 

ULTIMATES #4 

(W) Deniz Camp (A) Juan Frigeri (CA) Dike Ruan 

THE FATE OF THE ULTIMATE FANTASTIC FOUR!  

 

Doom's years of torture at the hands of the Maker finally catch up to him in this secret history of the 

real Reed Richards! And tensions rise among the Ul!mates when Doom might be more fixated on re-

crea!ng the life he should have had than the life he's got… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329751) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240731 

ULTIMATES #4 INHYUK LEE ULTIMATE SPECIAL VAR 



(W) Deniz Camp (A) Juan Frigeri (CA) Inhyuk Lee 

THE FATE OF THE ULTIMATE FANTASTIC FOUR!  

 

Doom's years of torture at the hands of the Maker finally catch up to him in this secret history of the 

real Reed Richards! And tensions rise among the Ul!mates when Doom might be more fixated on re-

crea!ng the life he should have had than the life he's got… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329753) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240732 

ULTIMATES #4 ROD REIS VAR 

(W) Deniz Camp (A) Juan Frigeri (CA) Rod Reis 

THE FATE OF THE ULTIMATE FANTASTIC FOUR!  

 

Doom's years of torture at the hands of the Maker finally catch up to him in this secret history of the 

real Reed Richards! And tensions rise among the Ul!mates when Doom might be more fixated on re-

crea!ng the life he should have had than the life he's got… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329754) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240734 

ULTIMATES #4 WES CRAIG CONNECT VAR 

(W) Deniz Camp (A) Juan Frigeri (CA) Wes Craig 

THE FATE OF THE ULTIMATE FANTASTIC FOUR!  

 

Doom's years of torture at the hands of the Maker finally catch up to him in this secret history of the 

real Reed Richards! And tensions rise among the Ul!mates when Doom might be more fixated on re-

crea!ng the life he should have had than the life he's got… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329755) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL240736 

ULTIMATE BLACK PANTHER #8 

(W) Bryan Hill (A/CA) Stefano Caselli 

BLACK PANTHER AND STORM TAKE THE FIGHT TO MOON KNIGHT!  

 

Enough planning - !me for a guerrilla counterstrike against Khonshu and Ra! Meanwhile, Killmonger 

and Okoye seek allies to aid their cause outside of Wakanda… So don't miss the big gun they call in! 

Ul!mate WHO? You'll have to read to find out! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329736) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240737 

ULTIMATE BLACK PANTHER #8 RUSSELL DAUTERMAN VAR 

(W) Bryan Hill (A) Stefano Caselli (CA) Russell Dauterman 

BLACK PANTHER AND STORM TAKE THE FIGHT TO MOON KNIGHT!  

 

Enough planning - !me for a guerrilla counterstrike against Khonshu and Ra! Meanwhile, Killmonger 

and Okoye seek allies to aid their cause outside of Wakanda… So don't miss the big gun they call in! 

Ul!mate WHO? You'll have to read to find out! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329737) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240738 

ULTIMATE BLACK PANTHER #8 WES CRAIG CONNECT VAR 

(W) Bryan Hill (A) Stefano Caselli (CA) Wes Craig 

BLACK PANTHER AND STORM TAKE THE FIGHT TO MOON KNIGHT!  

 

Enough planning - !me for a guerrilla counterstrike against Khonshu and Ra! Meanwhile, Killmonger 

and Okoye seek allies to aid their cause outside of Wakanda… So don't miss the big gun they call in! 

Ul!mate WHO? You'll have to read to find out! 



 

Rated T+ (STL329739) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240741 

ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN #9 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A/CA) Marco ChecchePo 

THE SINISTER SIX MAKE THEIR FIRST STRIKE!  

 

But WHO are the Sinister Six? The first member throws down with Spider-Man and Green Goblin in 

this ac!on-packed issue! Plus, with Tony Stark's return, Peter must also explore the limita!ons of his 

new suit… 

 

Rated T (STL329741) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240742 

ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN #9 ANAND RAMCHERON VAR 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A) Marco ChecchePo (CA)  Ramcheron, Anand 

THE SINISTER SIX MAKE THEIR FIRST STRIKE!  

 

But WHO are the Sinister Six? The first member throws down with Spider-Man and Green Goblin in 

this ac!on-packed issue! Plus, with Tony Stark's return, Peter must also explore the limita!ons of his 

new suit… 

 

Rated T (STL329742) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240744 

ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN #9 WES CRAIG CONNECT VAR 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A) Marco ChecchePo (CA) Wes Craig 

THE SINISTER SIX MAKE THEIR FIRST STRIKE!  



 

But WHO are the Sinister Six? The first member throws down with Spider-Man and Green Goblin in 

this ac!on-packed issue! Plus, with Tony Stark's return, Peter must also explore the limita!ons of his 

new suit… 

 

Rated T (STL329744) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240746 

MOON KNIGHT ANNUAL #1 

(W) Dan WaPers, Derek Landy (A) Sara Pichelli (CA) Salvador Larroca 

"INFINITY WATCH" PART SEVEN!  

 

Newly bonded to an Infinity Stone and with Star hot on her tail, Colleen Wing is quite literally figh!ng 

for her life! Will a run-in with Moon Knight help turn the !de in her favor, or will Colleen's lack of 

control over her new powers create another enemy for herself? Strap in, True Believers - things are 

about to get rocky! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329933) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240747 

MOON KNIGHT ANNUAL #1 MIKE MCKONE INFINITY WATCH VAR 

(W) Dan WaPers, Derek Landy (A) Sara Pichelli (CA) Mike McKone 

"INFINITY WATCH" PART SEVEN!  

 

Newly bonded to an Infinity Stone and with Star hot on her tail, Colleen Wing is quite literally figh!ng 

for her life! Will a run-in with Moon Knight help turn the !de in her favor, or will Colleen's lack of 

control over her new powers create another enemy for herself? Strap in, True Believers - things are 

about to get rocky! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329934) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 



JUL240748 

MOON KNIGHT ANNUAL #1 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Dan WaPers, Derek Landy (A) Sara Pichelli (CA)  TBA 

"INFINITY WATCH" PART SEVEN!  

 

Newly bonded to an Infinity Stone and with Star hot on her tail, Colleen Wing is quite literally figh!ng 

for her life! Will a run-in with Moon Knight help turn the !de in her favor, or will Colleen's lack of 

control over her new powers create another enemy for herself? Strap in, True Believers - things are 

about to get rocky! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329935) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240749 

SPIDER-BOY ANNUAL #1 

(W) Steve Foxe, Derek Landy (A) Carlos Nieto, Sara Pichelli (CA) Salvador Larroca 

"INFINITY WATCH" PART EIGHT!  

 

Spider-Boy is juggling being Spider-Man's sidekick, keeping his friends safe and just being a regular 

kid. But nothing stops him from jumping in when trouble is brewing! This !me he's joined by 

MULTITUDE, who has the Soul Stone, and PRINCE OF POWER, who has the Power Stone (of course!), 

as they face off against a mysterious evil they vow to stop! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329936) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240750 

SPIDER-BOY ANNUAL #1 MIKE MCKONE INFINITY WATCH VAR 

(W) Steve Foxe, Derek Landy (A) Carlos Nieto, Sara Pichelli (CA) Mike McKone 

"INFINITY WATCH" PART EIGHT!  

 

Spider-Boy is juggling being Spider-Man's sidekick, keeping his friends safe and just being a regular 

kid. But nothing stops him from jumping in when trouble is brewing! This !me he's joined by 



MULTITUDE, who has the Soul Stone, and PRINCE OF POWER, who has the Power Stone (of course!), 

as they face off against a mysterious evil they vow to stop! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329937) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240751 

SPIDER-BOY ANNUAL #1 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Steve Foxe, Derek Landy (A) Carlos Nieto, Sara Pichelli (CA)  TBA 

"INFINITY WATCH" PART EIGHT!  

 

Spider-Boy is juggling being Spider-Man's sidekick, keeping his friends safe and just being a regular 

kid. But nothing stops him from jumping in when trouble is brewing! This !me he's joined by 

MULTITUDE, who has the Soul Stone, and PRINCE OF POWER, who has the Power Stone (of course!), 

as they face off against a mysterious evil they vow to stop! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329938) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240752 

AVENGERS ANNUAL #1 

(W) Derek Landy (A/CA) Salvador Larroca 

"INFINITY WATCH" FINALE!  

 

The Infinity Stone bearers are all brought together for the first !me! If you thought the stones were 

dangerous in Thanos' hands, imagine if Star gets her way! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329912) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240753 

AVENGERS ANNUAL #1 RON LIM VAR 

(W) Derek Landy (A) Salvador Larroca (CA) Ron Lim 



"INFINITY WATCH" FINALE!  

 

The Infinity Stone bearers are all brought together for the first !me! If you thought the stones were 

dangerous in Thanos' hands, imagine if Star gets her way! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329916) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240754 

AVENGERS ANNUAL #1 MIKE MCKONE INFINITY WATCH VAR 

(W) Derek Landy (A) Salvador Larroca (CA) Mike McKone 

"INFINITY WATCH" FINALE!  

 

The Infinity Stone bearers are all brought together for the first !me! If you thought the stones were 

dangerous in Thanos' hands, imagine if Star gets her way! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329913) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240755 

AVENGERS ANNUAL #1 PETE WOODS GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Derek Landy (A) Salvador Larroca (CA) Pete Woods 

"INFINITY WATCH" FINALE!  

 

The Infinity Stone bearers are all brought together for the first !me! If you thought the stones were 

dangerous in Thanos' hands, imagine if Star gets her way! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329914) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240757 

AVENGERS ANNUAL #1 RYAN MEINERDING MARVEL STUDIOS VAR 



(W) Derek Landy (A) Salvador Larroca (CA) Ryan Meinerding 

"INFINITY WATCH" FINALE!  

 

The Infinity Stone bearers are all brought together for the first !me! If you thought the stones were 

dangerous in Thanos' hands, imagine if Star gets her way! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329917) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240758 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #57 

(W) Zeb Wells (A/CA) John Romita Jr. 

Tombstone finds himself in prison aWer the brutal bea!ngs he dished out, and also took, in the 

previous issue. But if you know Tombstone, you know that this is not quite the end of a story starring 

Lonnie Lincoln… 

 

Rated T (STL329653) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240759 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #57 CLAUDIO SCIARRONE DISNEY WHAT IF VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) John Romita Jr. (CA) Claudio Sciarrone 

Tombstone finds himself in prison aWer the brutal bea!ngs he dished out, and also took, in the 

previous issue. But if you know Tombstone, you know that this is not quite the end of a story starring 

Lonnie Lincoln… 

 

Rated T (STL329656) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240761 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #57 CHRIS CAMPANA VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) John Romita Jr. (CA) Chris Campana 



Tombstone finds himself in prison aWer the brutal bea!ngs he dished out, and also took, in the 

previous issue. But if you know Tombstone, you know that this is not quite the end of a story starring 

Lonnie Lincoln… 

 

Rated T (STL329654) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240763 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #57 RYAN MEINERDING MARVEL STUDIOS VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) John Romita Jr. (CA) Ryan Meinerding 

Tombstone finds himself in prison aWer the brutal bea!ngs he dished out, and also took, in the 

previous issue. But if you know Tombstone, you know that this is not quite the end of a story starring 

Lonnie Lincoln… 

 

Rated T (STL329658) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240764 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #58 

(W) Zeb Wells (A/CA) John Romita Jr. 

The most visceral issues in AMAZING SPIDER-MAN history begin here! 

 

Rated T (STL329659) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240765 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #58 CHRIS ALLEN STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) John Romita Jr. (CA) Chris Allen 

The most visceral issues in AMAZING SPIDER-MAN history begin here! 

 

Rated T (STL329660) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL240766 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #58 CAMUNCOLI MARVEL COMICS PRESENTS VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) John Romita Jr. (CA) Giuseppe Camuncoli 

The most visceral issues in AMAZING SPIDER-MAN history begin here! 

 

Rated T (STL329661) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240767 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #58 LEO ROMERO GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) John Romita Jr. (CA) Leonardo Romero 

The most visceral issues in AMAZING SPIDER-MAN history begin here! 

 

Rated T (STL329663) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240769 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #58 WRAPAROUND MARVEL STUDIOS VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) John Romita Jr. (CA) Ryan Meinerding 

The most visceral issues in AMAZING SPIDER-MAN history begin here! 

 

Rated T (STL329664) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240770 

SPIDER-MAN REIGN 2 #3 (OF 5) 

(W/A/CA) Kaare Andrews 

Old Man Peter Parker is lashing out and making wildly bad decisions, but what else is new? Well, 

now he's got Miles Morales aWer him (and Miles is no spring chicken himself). The Spider-War is 

fought, and the whole of existence may very well be at stake as !me and space get pulled to the 

brink! 



 

Rated T+ (STL329846) 

32pgs (3 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240772 

SPIDER-MAN REIGN 2 #3 (OF 5) TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W/A/CA) Kaare Andrews 

Old Man Peter Parker is lashing out and making wildly bad decisions, but what else is new? Well, 

now he's got Miles Morales aWer him (and Miles is no spring chicken himself). The Spider-War is 

fought, and the whole of existence may very well be at stake as !me and space get pulled to the 

brink! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329848) 

32pgs (3 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240773 

SPIDER-MAN BLACK SUIT & BLOOD #2 (OF 4) 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A)  TBA (CA) Giuseppe Camuncoli 

AMID THE CHAOS CAME A COSTUME!  

 

Spider-Man's black costume 40th Anniversary celebra!on web-slings into dark and novel territory - 

BLACK, WHITE &amp; BLOOD style! GREG WEISMAN (SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MEN, Gargoyles, The 

Spectacular Spider-Man) and JAVI FERNÁNDEZ (MARVEL ZOMBIES: BLACK, WHITE &amp; BLOOD) 

take Peter Parker and the symbiote suit right to the bleeding edge! ERICA SCHULTZ (DAREDEVIL: 

GANG WAR, BLOOD HUNTERS) and MARCELO FERREIRA's (STRANGE, MOON KNIGHT: CITY OF THE 

DEAD) Spidey shows no mercy! And legend DAN JURGENS (THOR, THE SENSATIONAL SPIDER-MAN) 

writes and illustrates a bold new take on one of the most iconic chapters of Spider-Man's life! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329842) 

40pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL240775 

SPIDER-MAN BLACK SUIT & BLOOD #2 (OF 4) MITSUHIRO ARITA VAR 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A)  TBA (CA) Mitsuhiro Arita 



AMID THE CHAOS CAME A COSTUME!  

 

Spider-Man's black costume 40th Anniversary celebra!on web-slings into dark and novel territory - 

BLACK, WHITE &amp; BLOOD style! GREG WEISMAN (SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MEN, Gargoyles, The 

Spectacular Spider-Man) and JAVI FERNÁNDEZ (MARVEL ZOMBIES: BLACK, WHITE &amp; BLOOD) 

take Peter Parker and the symbiote suit right to the bleeding edge! ERICA SCHULTZ (DAREDEVIL: 

GANG WAR, BLOOD HUNTERS) and MARCELO FERREIRA's (STRANGE, MOON KNIGHT: CITY OF THE 

DEAD) Spidey shows no mercy! And legend DAN JURGENS (THOR, THE SENSATIONAL SPIDER-MAN) 

writes and illustrates a bold new take on one of the most iconic chapters of Spider-Man's life! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329844) 

40pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL240777 

CHASM CURSE OF KAINE #2 (OF 4) 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Andrea Broccardo (CA) Leinil Yu 

Chasm's brain has been manipulated more than once...by the Jackal, by the Beyond Corpora!on… 

But now someone even more terrifying is digging fingers into the brain of poor Ben Reilly…and his 

only hope? Kaine Parker, his fellow Peter Parker clone, who at this moment very much believes that 

the only solu!on to Chasm is DEATH. 

 

Rated T (STL329809) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240778 

CHASM CURSE OF KAINE #2 (OF 4) TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Andrea Broccardo (CA)  TBA 

Chasm's brain has been manipulated more than once...by the Jackal, by the Beyond Corpora!on… 

But now someone even more terrifying is digging fingers into the brain of poor Ben Reilly…and his 

only hope? Kaine Parker, his fellow Peter Parker clone, who at this moment very much believes that 

the only solu!on to Chasm is DEATH. 

 

Rated T (STL329810) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 



JUL240779 

SPIDER-SOCIETY #2 (OF 4) 

(W) Alex Segura (A) ScoP Godlewski (CA) Pete Woods 

The Sinister Squadron strikes, and things are looking rough for the newly formed Spider-Society. This 

new brutal series goes past the Edge of the Spider-Verse with a razor-sharp new "edge" that isn't 

going to just introduce new Spiders, but will also eliminate them. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329849) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240780 

SPIDER-SOCIETY #2 (OF 4) KRIS ANKA VAR 

(W) Alex Segura (A) ScoP Godlewski (CA) Kris Anka 

The Sinister Squadron strikes, and things are looking rough for the newly formed Spider-Society. This 

new brutal series goes past the Edge of the Spider-Verse with a razor-sharp new "edge" that isn't 

going to just introduce new Spiders, but will also eliminate them. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329850) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240781 

SPIDER-SOCIETY #2 (OF 4) TBD ARTIST CHARACTER VAR 

(W) Alex Segura (A) ScoP Godlewski (CA)  TBA 

The Sinister Squadron strikes, and things are looking rough for the newly formed Spider-Society. This 

new brutal series goes past the Edge of the Spider-Verse with a razor-sharp new "edge" that isn't 

going to just introduce new Spiders, but will also eliminate them. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329851) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240783 

SPIDER-BOY #11 

(W) Dan SloP (A/CA) Paco Medina 



Since the events of last issue, when (REDACTED) happened, SPIDER-BOY'S life has been forever 

changed! And if that wasn't weird enough... it's !me to go BACK TO SCHOOL?! NOOOOO! The next 

chapter of Bailey Briggs' life STARTS HERE - with new cast members and an all-new super villain! 

 

Rated T (STL329709) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240784 

SPIDER-BOY #11 LEE GARBETT GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Dan SloP (A) Paco Medina (CA) Lee GarbeP 

Since the events of last issue, when (REDACTED) happened, SPIDER-BOY'S life has been forever 

changed! And if that wasn't weird enough... it's !me to go BACK TO SCHOOL?! NOOOOO! The next 

chapter of Bailey Briggs' life STARTS HERE - with new cast members and an all-new super villain! 

 

Rated T (STL329710) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240785 

SPIDER-BOY #11 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Dan SloP (A) Paco Medina (CA)  TBA 

Since the events of last issue, when (REDACTED) happened, SPIDER-BOY'S life has been forever 

changed! And if that wasn't weird enough... it's !me to go BACK TO SCHOOL?! NOOOOO! The next 

chapter of Bailey Briggs' life STARTS HERE - with new cast members and an all-new super villain! 

 

Rated T (STL329711) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240786 

SPIDER-GWEN THE GHOST-SPIDER #5 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Paolo Villanelli (CA) Mark Brooks 

This first arc's conclusion will test Gwen in uncomfortable ways. Choices will be made; secrets will be 

revealed…and we're just geTng started! 

 



Rated T+ (STL329712) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240787 

SPIDER-GWEN THE GHOST-SPIDER #5 INHYUK LEE GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Paolo Villanelli (CA) Inhyuk Lee 

This first arc's conclusion will test Gwen in uncomfortable ways. Choices will be made; secrets will be 

revealed…and we're just geTng started! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329713) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240788 

SPIDER-GWEN THE GHOST-SPIDER #5 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Paolo Villanelli (CA)  TBA 

This first arc's conclusion will test Gwen in uncomfortable ways. Choices will be made; secrets will be 

revealed…and we're just geTng started! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329714) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240789 

THE SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MEN #7 

(W) Greg Weisman (A/CA) Humberto Ramos 

The baPle of the Spider-Men comes to an end, but now Peter and Miles are face-to-face with the 

makers of the Arcadium and the people who hired them. If you think there weren't any twists leW, 

meet KNAIVE, a truly terrifying new addi!on to the Spiders' rogues' gallery! 

 

Rated T (STL329868) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240790 



THE SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MEN #7 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Humberto Ramos (CA)  TBA 

The baPle of the Spider-Men comes to an end, but now Peter and Miles are face-to-face with the 

makers of the Arcadium and the people who hired them. If you think there weren't any twists leW, 

meet KNAIVE, a truly terrifying new addi!on to the Spiders' rogues' gallery! 

 

Rated T (STL329869) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240791 

MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #24 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A/CA) Federico Vicen!ni 

VULTURE'S VENDETTA!  

 

SPIDER-MAN needs to keep an eye on the sky - for the VULTURE's aPack! Miles Morales' vampiric 

infec!on threatens to transform him into a bloodthirsty creature of the night! And his first vic!m 

could be the one person both he and Vulture love most in this world… 

 

Rated T (STL329698) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240792 

MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #24 ROMY JONES GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Federico Vicen!ni (CA) Romy Jones 

VULTURE'S VENDETTA!  

 

SPIDER-MAN needs to keep an eye on the sky - for the VULTURE's aPack! Miles Morales' vampiric 

infec!on threatens to transform him into a bloodthirsty creature of the night! And his first vic!m 

could be the one person both he and Vulture love most in this world… 

 

Rated T (STL329700) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 



JUL240793 

MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #24 NIC KLEIN STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Federico Vicen!ni (CA) Nic Klein 

VULTURE'S VENDETTA!  

 

SPIDER-MAN needs to keep an eye on the sky - for the VULTURE's aPack! Miles Morales' vampiric 

infec!on threatens to transform him into a bloodthirsty creature of the night! And his first vic!m 

could be the one person both he and Vulture love most in this world… 

 

Rated T (STL329699) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240794 

VENOM SEPARATION ANXIETY #5 (OF 5) 

(W) David Michelinie (A) Gerardo Sandoval (CA) Paulo Siqueira 

JOIN OR DIE! EDDIE BROCK IS VENOM!  

 

Or he was. With every passing second, THE PURPLE MAN'S hold over the symbiote grows…and 

Eddie's bond and powers weaken. But Eddie can't quit - not when the loss of his partner will mean 

the loss of every human life on the planet. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329893) 

32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240795 

VENOM SEPARATION ANXIETY #5 (OF 5) PAULO SIQUEIRA HOMAGE VAR 

(W) David Michelinie (A) Gerardo Sandoval (CA) Paulo Siqueira 

JOIN OR DIE! EDDIE BROCK IS VENOM!  

 

Or he was. With every passing second, THE PURPLE MAN'S hold over the symbiote grows…and 

Eddie's bond and powers weaken. But Eddie can't quit - not when the loss of his partner will mean 

the loss of every human life on the planet. 

 



Rated T+ (STL329894) 

32pgs (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240796 

VENOMVERSE REBORN #4 (OF 4) 

(W) Dan SloP, Jus!na Ireland (A) Stephen Byrne, Ken Lashley (CA) Tony Daniel 

NOTHING BUT VENOMS!  

 

The journey across the VENOMVERSE reaches uncharted territory in the wide, weird and uncanny 

Marvel Universe(s)! Spider-scribe DAN SLOTT teams up with STEPHEN BYRNE to team NIGHTHAWK 

up with Venom! JUSTINA IRELAND and KEN LASHLEY travel to the ancient past and never-before-seen 

present of a Wakanda forged not of vibranium - but of symbiote! And AL EWING and DANILO S. 

BEYRUTH set the stage for what's to come for the future of the VENOMVERSE! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329895) 

32pgs (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240797 

VENOMVERSE REBORN #4 (OF 4) DERRICK CHEW SYMBIOTE VAR 

(W) Dan SloP, Jus!na Ireland (A) Stephen Byrne, Ken Lashley (CA) Derrick Chew 

NOTHING BUT VENOMS!  

 

The journey across the VENOMVERSE reaches uncharted territory in the wide, weird and uncanny 

Marvel Universe(s)! Spider-scribe DAN SLOTT teams up with STEPHEN BYRNE to team NIGHTHAWK 

up with Venom! JUSTINA IRELAND and KEN LASHLEY travel to the ancient past and never-before-seen 

present of a Wakanda forged not of vibranium - but of symbiote! And AL EWING and DANILO S. 

BEYRUTH set the stage for what's to come for the future of the VENOMVERSE! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329896) 

32pgs (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240799 

VENOMVERSE REBORN #4 (OF 4) LEINIL YU CONNECT VAR 

(W) Dan SloP, Jus!na Ireland (A) Stephen Byrne, Ken Lashley (CA) Leinil Yu 



NOTHING BUT VENOMS!  

 

The journey across the VENOMVERSE reaches uncharted territory in the wide, weird and uncanny 

Marvel Universe(s)! Spider-scribe DAN SLOTT teams up with STEPHEN BYRNE to team NIGHTHAWK 

up with Venom! JUSTINA IRELAND and KEN LASHLEY travel to the ancient past and never-before-seen 

present of a Wakanda forged not of vibranium - but of symbiote! And AL EWING and DANILO S. 

BEYRUTH set the stage for what's to come for the future of the VENOMVERSE! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329899) 

32pgs (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240801 

ULTRAMAN X THE AVENGERS #2 (OF 4) 

(W) MaPhew Groom, Kyle Higgins (A) Francesco Manna (CA) Dike Ruan 

Our assembled heroes are immediately split up - as Captain Marvel and Ultraman team up against 

two giant, rampaging Kaiju…while Captain America leads a dangerous extrac!on mission into the 

heart of the USP! But they may find their best efforts come too late, as our heroes receive the three 

word message that chills the blood of all sen!ent beings: "GALACTUS IS COMING!" 

 

Rated T+ (STL329870) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240802 

ULTRAMAN X THE AVENGERS #2 (OF 4) FRANCESCO MOBILI VAR 

(W) MaPhew Groom, Kyle Higgins (A) Francesco Manna (CA) Francesco Mobili 

Our assembled heroes are immediately split up - as Captain Marvel and Ultraman team up against 

two giant, rampaging Kaiju…while Captain America leads a dangerous extrac!on mission into the 

heart of the USP! But they may find their best efforts come too late, as our heroes receive the three 

word message that chills the blood of all sen!ent beings: "GALACTUS IS COMING!" 

 

Rated T+ (STL329871) 

32pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240803 



VENGEANCE OF THE MOON KNIGHT #9 

(W) Jed MacKay (A)  TBA (CA)  Paratore, Davide 

CLASSIFIED! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329767) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240804 

VENGEANCE OF THE MOON KNIGHT #9 TAURIN CLARKE GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A)  TBA (CA) Taurin Clarke 

CLASSIFIED! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329768) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240805 

PHASES OF THE MOON KNIGHT #2 (OF 4) 

(W) Jed MacKay, Declan Shalvey (A) Jorge Fornes,  Various (CA) Mateus Manhanini 

The saga of the MOON KNIGHT spins on, as JED MACKAY, writer of the smash-hit MOON KNIGHT and 

VENGEANCE OF THE MOON KNIGHT series revisits vintage Marc Spector, with a period piece about 

peril and punching! THEN: DECLAN SHALVEY returns to the pages of MOON KNIGHT, only this !me 

he's sets his sights on the future! Introducing an ALL-NEW Fist of Khonshu and a crime-ridden vision 

of a Marvel Universe, both older, griTer and worse for wear than any you've seen before! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329829) 

40pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240806 

PHASES OF THE MOON KNIGHT #2 (OF 4)  TBD ARTIST DESIGN VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay, Declan Shalvey (A) Jorge Fornes,  Various (CA)  TBA 

The saga of the MOON KNIGHT spins on, as JED MACKAY, writer of the smash-hit MOON KNIGHT and 

VENGEANCE OF THE MOON KNIGHT series revisits vintage Marc Spector, with a period piece about 

peril and punching! THEN: DECLAN SHALVEY returns to the pages of MOON KNIGHT, only this !me 



he's sets his sights on the future! Introducing an ALL-NEW Fist of Khonshu and a crime-ridden vision 

of a Marvel Universe, both older, griTer and worse for wear than any you've seen before! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329832) 

40pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240807 

PHASES OF THE MOON KNIGHT #2 (OF 4) MARVEL STUDIOS VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay, Declan Shalvey (A) Jorge Fornes,  Various (CA) Ryan Meinerding 

The saga of the MOON KNIGHT spins on, as JED MACKAY, writer of the smash-hit MOON KNIGHT and 

VENGEANCE OF THE MOON KNIGHT series revisits vintage Marc Spector, with a period piece about 

peril and punching! THEN: DECLAN SHALVEY returns to the pages of MOON KNIGHT, only this !me 

he's sets his sights on the future! Introducing an ALL-NEW Fist of Khonshu and a crime-ridden vision 

of a Marvel Universe, both older, griTer and worse for wear than any you've seen before! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329830) 

40pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240808 

PHASES OF THE MOON KNIGHT #2 (OF 4) WOO-CHUL LEE LUNA VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay, Declan Shalvey (A) Jorge Fornes,  Various (CA) Woo Chul Lee 

The saga of the MOON KNIGHT spins on, as JED MACKAY, writer of the smash-hit MOON KNIGHT and 

VENGEANCE OF THE MOON KNIGHT series revisits vintage Marc Spector, with a period piece about 

peril and punching! THEN: DECLAN SHALVEY returns to the pages of MOON KNIGHT, only this !me 

he's sets his sights on the future! Introducing an ALL-NEW Fist of Khonshu and a crime-ridden vision 

of a Marvel Universe, both older, griTer and worse for wear than any you've seen before! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329833) 

40pgs (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240810 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #13 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Carlos Magno (CA) Taurin Clarke 



As the Krakoan era ends, mutants need allies more than ever, and Captain America is determined to 

get his group of mutant change agents to the Front Door Cabaret alive. As Death pulls out all the 

stops to destroy them, Captain America has a choice: protect the change agents, or protect his own 

future. But one of the rescued mutants has their own ideas - and intends to make the decision for 

him. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329670) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240811 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #13 DAVID YARDIN VAR 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Carlos Magno (CA) David Yardin 

As the Krakoan era ends, mutants need allies more than ever, and Captain America is determined to 

get his group of mutant change agents to the Front Door Cabaret alive. As Death pulls out all the 

stops to destroy them, Captain America has a choice: protect the change agents, or protect his own 

future. But one of the rescued mutants has their own ideas - and intends to make the decision for 

him. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329671) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240812 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #13 PHIL NOTO GODZILLA VAR 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Carlos Magno (CA) Phil Noto 

As the Krakoan era ends, mutants need allies more than ever, and Captain America is determined to 

get his group of mutant change agents to the Front Door Cabaret alive. As Death pulls out all the 

stops to destroy them, Captain America has a choice: protect the change agents, or protect his own 

future. But one of the rescued mutants has their own ideas - and intends to make the decision for 

him. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329672) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240813 

FANTASTIC FOUR #25 



(W) Ryan North (A) Carlos E. Gomez (CA) Joshua Cassara 

When an excursion to Latveria magically sends the Fantas!c Four to an alien world, they have to 

work just to survive - and to make their way back to Earth! But that won't be easy on a world so 

unlike our own and with an alien civiliza!on hundreds of years behind where we are...and it's not 

made any easier when JOHNNY STORM hooks up with one of the aliens there! And that's BEFORE 

this world's terrible secret is revealed...and billions of lives depend on what the Fantas!c Four decide 

next! The Fantas!c Four go cosmic in this extra-large spectacular! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329683) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240814 

FANTASTIC FOUR #25 GREG CAPULLO VAR 

(W) Ryan North (A) Carlos E. Gomez (CA) Greg Capullo 

When an excursion to Latveria magically sends the Fantas!c Four to an alien world, they have to 

work just to survive - and to make their way back to Earth! But that won't be easy on a world so 

unlike our own and with an alien civiliza!on hundreds of years behind where we are...and it's not 

made any easier when JOHNNY STORM hooks up with one of the aliens there! And that's BEFORE 

this world's terrible secret is revealed...and billions of lives depend on what the Fantas!c Four decide 

next! The Fantas!c Four go cosmic in this extra-large spectacular! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329685) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240816 

FANTASTIC FOUR #25 GIUSEPPI CAMMONCOLI SPOILER VAR 

(W) Ryan North (A) Carlos E. Gomez (CA) Giuseppe Camuncoli 

When an excursion to Latveria magically sends the Fantas!c Four to an alien world, they have to 

work just to survive - and to make their way back to Earth! But that won't be easy on a world so 

unlike our own and with an alien civiliza!on hundreds of years behind where we are...and it's not 

made any easier when JOHNNY STORM hooks up with one of the aliens there! And that's BEFORE 

this world's terrible secret is revealed...and billions of lives depend on what the Fantas!c Four decide 

next! The Fantas!c Four go cosmic in this extra-large spectacular! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329684) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL240817 

FANTASTIC FOUR #25 TBD ARTIST SATURDAY MORNING CONNECT VAR 

(W) Ryan North (A) Carlos E. Gomez (CA) Sean Cheeks Galloway 

When an excursion to Latveria magically sends the Fantas!c Four to an alien world, they have to 

work just to survive - and to make their way back to Earth! But that won't be easy on a world so 

unlike our own and with an alien civiliza!on hundreds of years behind where we are...and it's not 

made any easier when JOHNNY STORM hooks up with one of the aliens there! And that's BEFORE 

this world's terrible secret is revealed...and billions of lives depend on what the Fantas!c Four decide 

next! The Fantas!c Four go cosmic in this extra-large spectacular! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329688) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240818 

FANTASTIC FOUR #25 GREG LAND GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Ryan North (A) Carlos E. Gomez (CA) Greg Land 

When an excursion to Latveria magically sends the Fantas!c Four to an alien world, they have to 

work just to survive - and to make their way back to Earth! But that won't be easy on a world so 

unlike our own and with an alien civiliza!on hundreds of years behind where we are...and it's not 

made any easier when JOHNNY STORM hooks up with one of the aliens there! And that's BEFORE 

this world's terrible secret is revealed...and billions of lives depend on what the Fantas!c Four decide 

next! The Fantas!c Four go cosmic in this extra-large spectacular! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329687) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240819 

INCREDIBLE HULK #17 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A/CA) Nic Klein 

The crescendo to INCREDIBLE HULK Legacy #900 begins here with "SKIN" Part One! "In this town, it's 

your skin that defines you." With Bruce Banner seemingly locked away forever inside the Hulkscape, 

the Incredible Hulk reaches Sumanguru's prophesied "Paradise of Sin": Las Vegas, where Charlie 

Tidwell's only hope lies with ELDEST and the profane cult of skinwalkers who worship her. Will Eldest 

keep her end of the bargain and resurrect Charlie? And what will Charlie become on the other side? 

 



Rated T+ (STL329694) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240820 

INCREDIBLE HULK #17 ANDREI BRESSAN GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A) Nic Klein (CA) Andrei Bressan 

The crescendo to INCREDIBLE HULK Legacy #900 begins here with "SKIN" Part One! "In this town, it's 

your skin that defines you." With Bruce Banner seemingly locked away forever inside the Hulkscape, 

the Incredible Hulk reaches Sumanguru's prophesied "Paradise of Sin": Las Vegas, where Charlie 

Tidwell's only hope lies with ELDEST and the profane cult of skinwalkers who worship her. Will Eldest 

keep her end of the bargain and resurrect Charlie? And what will Charlie become on the other side? 

 

Rated T+ (STL329695) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240821 

INCREDIBLE HULK #17 IAN BERTRAM VAR 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A) Nic Klein (CA) Ian Bertram 

The crescendo to INCREDIBLE HULK Legacy #900 begins here with "SKIN" Part One! "In this town, it's 

your skin that defines you." With Bruce Banner seemingly locked away forever inside the Hulkscape, 

the Incredible Hulk reaches Sumanguru's prophesied "Paradise of Sin": Las Vegas, where Charlie 

Tidwell's only hope lies with ELDEST and the profane cult of skinwalkers who worship her. Will Eldest 

keep her end of the bargain and resurrect Charlie? And what will Charlie become on the other side? 

 

Rated T+ (STL329696) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240822 

INCREDIBLE HULK #17 RYAN MEINERDING MARVEL STUDIOS VAR 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A) Nic Klein (CA) Ryan Meinerding 

The crescendo to INCREDIBLE HULK Legacy #900 begins here with "SKIN" Part One! "In this town, it's 

your skin that defines you." With Bruce Banner seemingly locked away forever inside the Hulkscape, 

the Incredible Hulk reaches Sumanguru's prophesied "Paradise of Sin": Las Vegas, where Charlie 

Tidwell's only hope lies with ELDEST and the profane cult of skinwalkers who worship her. Will Eldest 

keep her end of the bargain and resurrect Charlie? And what will Charlie become on the other side? 



 

Rated T+ (STL329697) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240823 

IMMORTAL THOR #15 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Jan Bazaldua (CA) Alex Ross 

RETURN TO ASGARD!  

 

In a place of darkness, a deeper darkness threatened to claim Thor - one that only the Odinson 

himself could defeat. And back in the sunshine of Asgard, the Enchantress waited - to discuss what 

Thor owed her and what she held over him. This is the story of the IMMORTAL THOR...and of the 

responsibili!es of power. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329689) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240824 

IMMORTAL THOR #15 PABLO VILLALOBOS VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Jan Bazaldua (CA) Pablo Villalobos 

RETURN TO ASGARD!  

 

In a place of darkness, a deeper darkness threatened to claim Thor - one that only the Odinson 

himself could defeat. And back in the sunshine of Asgard, the Enchantress waited - to discuss what 

Thor owed her and what she held over him. This is the story of the IMMORTAL THOR...and of the 

responsibili!es of power. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329691) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240826 

IMMORTAL THOR #15 JONAS SCHARF GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Jan Bazaldua (CA) Jonas Scharf 



RETURN TO ASGARD!  

 

In a place of darkness, a deeper darkness threatened to claim Thor - one that only the Odinson 

himself could defeat. And back in the sunshine of Asgard, the Enchantress waited - to discuss what 

Thor owed her and what she held over him. This is the story of the IMMORTAL THOR...and of the 

responsibili!es of power. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329690) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240827 

IMMORTAL THOR #15 RYAN MEINERDING MARVEL STUDIOS VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Jan Bazaldua (CA) Ryan Meinerding 

RETURN TO ASGARD!  

 

In a place of darkness, a deeper darkness threatened to claim Thor - one that only the Odinson 

himself could defeat. And back in the sunshine of Asgard, the Enchantress waited - to discuss what 

Thor owed her and what she held over him. This is the story of the IMMORTAL THOR...and of the 

responsibili!es of power. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329693) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240828 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #260 FACSIMILE ED 

(W) Tom DeFalco (A/CA) Ron Frenz 

Con!nuing a Facsimile celebra!on of the early days of Spider-Man's black costume, which he has 

now discovered is really an alien symbiote intending to bond with him forever! Spidey may believe 

he's done with the black costume now that he's back in his classic suit - hun!ng down the Hogboblin 

and figuring out what connec!on he has to the criminal mastermind known as the Rose - but even 

trapped in the Fantas!c Four's Baxter Building HQ, the symbiote is thinking of escape! And when the 

Hobgoblin returns, it's bad news for Harry Osborn, who has something the villain wants! Can Spider-

Man save one of his oldest friends? It's one of the all-!me great Marvel comic books, boldly re-

presented in its original form, ads and all! Reprin!ng AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #260. 

 

Rated T (STL329910) 



32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240830 

MSH SECRET WARS #10 FACSIMILE ED 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T (STL329930) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240831 

MSH SECRET WARS #10 FACSIMILE ED TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T (STL329932) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240832 

MSH SECRET WARS #10 FACSIMILE ED FOIL VAR 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T (STL329931) 

32pgs SRP: PI  

 

JUL240833 

DEATHLOK 50TH ANN SPECIAL #1 

(W) Jus!na Ireland, Christopher Priest (A) Dale Eaglesham,  Various (CA) Ken Lashley 

CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF THE WORLD'S MOST OFFBEAT SUPER HERO! 

 

LUTHER MANNING became one of MARVEL'S most recognizable CYBORGS as his ASTONISHING TALES 

set the standard for comic-book sci-fi and dystopian futures! Now we travel back to the ruins of 

MANHATTAN for an ac!on-packed, laser-blas!ng, building-smashing, explosive adventure uncovering 

secrets of a world that will excite new and long!me fans. Travel to the world of tomorrow that went 

horribly wrong, filled with danger around every corner, brutal villains, a reluctant half-man, half-

machine hero named DEATHLOK and an ending DESIGNED TO SHOCK YOUR TECHNOLOGY-

TORMENTED BRAIN! 

 



Rated T+ (STL329918) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240834 

DEATHLOK 50TH ANN SPECIAL #1 KEN LASHLEY VAR 

(W) Jus!na Ireland,  ash s (A) Dale Eaglesham,  Various (CA) Ken Lashley 

CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF THE WORLD'S MOST OFFBEAT SUPER HERO! 

 

LUTHER MANNING became one of MARVEL'S most recognizable CYBORGS as his ASTONISHING TALES 

set the standard for comic-book sci-fi and dystopian futures! Now we travel back to the ruins of 

MANHATTAN for an ac!on-packed, laser-blas!ng, building-smashing, explosive adventure uncovering 

secrets of a world that will excite new and long!me fans. Travel to the world of tomorrow that went 

horribly wrong, filled with danger around every corner, brutal villains, a reluctant half-man, half-

machine hero named DEATHLOK and an ending DESIGNED TO SHOCK YOUR TECHNOLOGY-

TORMENTED BRAIN! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329922) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240835 

DEATHLOK 50TH ANN SPECIAL #1 FRANK MILLER VAR 

(W) Jus!na Ireland, Christopher Priest (A) Dale Eaglesham,  Various (CA) Frank Miller 

CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF THE WORLD'S MOST OFFBEAT SUPER HERO! 

 

LUTHER MANNING became one of MARVEL'S most recognizable CYBORGS as his ASTONISHING TALES 

set the standard for comic-book sci-fi and dystopian futures! Now we travel back to the ruins of 

MANHATTAN for an ac!on-packed, laser-blas!ng, building-smashing, explosive adventure uncovering 

secrets of a world that will excite new and long!me fans. Travel to the world of tomorrow that went 

horribly wrong, filled with danger around every corner, brutal villains, a reluctant half-man, half-

machine hero named DEATHLOK and an ending DESIGNED TO SHOCK YOUR TECHNOLOGY-

TORMENTED BRAIN! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329920) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 



JUL240837 

DEATHLOK 50TH ANN SPECIAL #1 DENYS COWAN VAR 

(W) Jus!na Ireland, Christopher Priest (A) Dale Eaglesham,  Various (CA) Denys Cowan 

CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF THE WORLD'S MOST OFFBEAT SUPER HERO! 

 

LUTHER MANNING became one of MARVEL'S most recognizable CYBORGS as his ASTONISHING TALES 

set the standard for comic-book sci-fi and dystopian futures! Now we travel back to the ruins of 

MANHATTAN for an ac!on-packed, laser-blas!ng, building-smashing, explosive adventure uncovering 

secrets of a world that will excite new and long!me fans. Travel to the world of tomorrow that went 

horribly wrong, filled with danger around every corner, brutal villains, a reluctant half-man, half-

machine hero named DEATHLOK and an ending DESIGNED TO SHOCK YOUR TECHNOLOGY-

TORMENTED BRAIN! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329919) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240838 

NAMOR #3 (OF 8) 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Paul Davidson (CA) Alexander Lozano 

Seven Kings BaPle to Rule the Seas! War has engulfed the undersea realms, from the ruins of Old 

Atlan!s to the sunken forests of the Seaweed Men. While in the mysterious depths of the Secret 

Seas, Namor's vicious past comes back to haunt him. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329827) 

40pgs (3 of 8) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240839 

NAMOR #3 (OF 8) FABRIZIO DE TOMMASO VAR 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Paul Davidson (CA) Fabrizio De Tommaso 

Seven Kings BaPle to Rule the Seas! War has engulfed the undersea realms, from the ruins of Old 

Atlan!s to the sunken forests of the Seaweed Men. While in the mysterious depths of the Secret 

Seas, Namor's vicious past comes back to haunt him. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329828) 



40pgs (3 of 8) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240840 

SCARLET WITCH #4 

(W) Steve Orlando (A) Jacopo Camagni (CA) Russell Dauterman 

CHAOS UNLEASHED!  

 

At the end of all things, the Scarlet Witch chose a new beginning. But as the baPle for Lotkill's future 

rages on, the price of such freedom may prove more monstrous than Wanda bargained for… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329839) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240841 

SCARLET WITCH #4 MITSUHIRO ARITA GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Steve Orlando (A) Jacopo Camagni (CA) Mitsuhiro Arita 

CHAOS UNLEASHED!  

 

At the end of all things, the Scarlet Witch chose a new beginning. But as the baPle for Lotkill's future 

rages on, the price of such freedom may prove more monstrous than Wanda bargained for… 

 

Rated T+ (STL329841) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240842 

SCARLET WITCH #4 MARTIN COCCOLO STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Steve Orlando (A) Jacopo Camagni (CA) Mar!n Coccolo 

CHAOS UNLEASHED!  

 

At the end of all things, the Scarlet Witch chose a new beginning. But as the baPle for Lotkill's future 

rages on, the price of such freedom may prove more monstrous than Wanda bargained for… 

 



Rated T+ (STL329840) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240843 

DAREDEVIL WOMAN WITHOUT FEAR #3 (OF 4) 

(W) Erica Schultz (A) Michael Dowling (CA) David Yardin 

In the wake of the GANG WAR... Elektra Natchios has found herself a pawn in a criminal game. But 

where the mafiosos manipula!ng her are rank amateurs, Elektra is the most dangerous and lethal 

assassin the Marvel Universe has ever known! And while she may have turned over a new, nonlethal 

leaf in recent years, these mobsters and the brutal new PUNISHER proved to be her greatest 

challenge yet! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329811) 

32pgs (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240844 

DAREDEVIL WOMAN WITHOUT FEAR #3 (OF 4) TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Erica Schultz (A) Michael Dowling (CA)  TBA 

In the wake of the GANG WAR... Elektra Natchios has found herself a pawn in a criminal game. But 

where the mafiosos manipula!ng her are rank amateurs, Elektra is the most dangerous and lethal 

assassin the Marvel Universe has ever known! And while she may have turned over a new, nonlethal 

leaf in recent years, these mobsters and the brutal new PUNISHER proved to be her greatest 

challenge yet! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329812) 

32pgs (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240845 

DAREDEVIL #13 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A)  TBA (CA) John Romita Jr. 

AT LONG LAST…LOVERS QUARREL!  

 

A dangerous and lethal new enemy wearing a familiar face has made itself a known and violent force 

in the lives of the DAREDEVILS, MaP Murdock and Elektra Natchios! But aWer so many years of 



harmony in heroics, life and love, the two DAREDEVILS may have at last reached a breaking point - as 

the means and lengths they ought to go to dispatch this new enemy may tear them apart forever! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329673) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240846 

DAREDEVIL #13 MARC ASPINALL VAR 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A)  TBA (CA) Marc Aspinall 

AT LONG LAST…LOVERS QUARREL!  

 

A dangerous and lethal new enemy wearing a familiar face has made itself a known and violent force 

in the lives of the DAREDEVILS, MaP Murdock and Elektra Natchios! But aWer so many years of 

harmony in heroics, life and love, the two DAREDEVILS may have at last reached a breaking point - as 

the means and lengths they ought to go to dispatch this new enemy may tear them apart forever! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329674) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240847 

DAREDEVIL #13 NICK BRADSHAW GODZILLA VAR 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A)  TBA (CA) Nick Bradshaw 

AT LONG LAST…LOVERS QUARREL!  

 

A dangerous and lethal new enemy wearing a familiar face has made itself a known and violent force 

in the lives of the DAREDEVILS, MaP Murdock and Elektra Natchios! But aWer so many years of 

harmony in heroics, life and love, the two DAREDEVILS may have at last reached a breaking point - as 

the means and lengths they ought to go to dispatch this new enemy may tear them apart forever! 

 

Rated T+ (STL329675) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240848 



GET FURY #5 (OF 6) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Jacen Burrows (CA) Dave Johnson 

You thought things were looking bleak and rough last issue. You were right, but things get worse for 

our "heroes." 

 

Explicit Content (STL329822) 

32pgs (5 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL240849 

STAR WARS AHSOKA #3 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Steven Cummings (CA) Phil Noto 

TIME TO FLY!  

 

Hera tangles with New Republic poli!cs while Ahsoka and Sabine Wren voyage to a distant planet! 

 

Rated T (STL329860) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240851 

STAR WARS AHSOKA #3 ROD REIS VAR 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Steven Cummings (CA) Rod Reis 

TIME TO FLY!  

 

Hera tangles with New Republic poli!cs while Ahsoka and Sabine Wren voyage to a distant planet! 

 

Rated T (STL329863) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240853 

STAR WARS THE ACOLYTE KELNACCA #1 

(W) Cavan ScoP (A)  Cresta, Marika (CA) Phil Noto 



KELNACCA FROM THE HIT DISNEY+ SERIES DEBUTS!  

 

CAVAN SCOTT and MARIKA CRESTA bring the ac!on as Wookiee Jedi Kelnacca steps into the pages of 

his own issue! Delve deep into the history of Kelnacca and the world of the High Republic in this 

bombas!c one-shot! Includes an exclusive interview with Kelnacca actor Joonas Suotamo. 

 

Rated T (STL329943) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240855 

STAR WARS THE ACOLYTE KELNACCA #1 TAKASHI OKAZAKI VAR 

(W) Cavan ScoP (A)  Cresta, Marika (CA) Takashi Okazaki 

KELNACCA FROM THE HIT DISNEY+ SERIES DEBUTS!  

 

CAVAN SCOTT and MARIKA CRESTA bring the ac!on as Wookiee Jedi Kelnacca steps into the pages of 

his own issue! Delve deep into the history of Kelnacca and the world of the High Republic in this 

bombas!c one-shot! Includes an exclusive interview with Kelnacca actor Joonas Suotamo. 

 

Rated T (STL329945) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240857 

STAR WARS THE ACOLYTE KELNACCA #1 TV VAR 

(W) Cavan ScoP (A)  Cresta, Marika (CA)  TV Cover 

KELNACCA FROM THE HIT DISNEY+ SERIES DEBUTS!  

 

CAVAN SCOTT and MARIKA CRESTA bring the ac!on as Wookiee Jedi Kelnacca steps into the pages of 

his own issue! Delve deep into the history of Kelnacca and the world of the High Republic in this 

bombas!c one-shot! Includes an exclusive interview with Kelnacca actor Joonas Suotamo. 

 

Rated T (STL329947) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 



JUL240858 

STAR WARS #50 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) Leinil Yu 

GIANT-SIZED STAR WARS EPIC!  

 

A fiWy-page extravaganza! JEDI MASTER LUKE SKYWALKER must teach his student BEN SOLO a 

powerful lesson about the true balance between LIGHT and DARK. He offers up a tale from the days 

of the REBEL ALLIANCE that touches on ALL ERAS OF STAR WARS HISTORY, and brings this epic run to 

a thrilling, incredible conclusion! 

 

Rated T (STL329715) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240859 

STAR WARS #50 CHRIS SPROUSE PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN VAR 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) Chris Sprouse 

GIANT-SIZED STAR WARS EPIC!  

 

A fiWy-page extravaganza! JEDI MASTER LUKE SKYWALKER must teach his student BEN SOLO a 

powerful lesson about the true balance between LIGHT and DARK. He offers up a tale from the days 

of the REBEL ALLIANCE that touches on ALL ERAS OF STAR WARS HISTORY, and brings this epic run to 

a thrilling, incredible conclusion! 

 

Rated T (STL329716) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240860 

STAR WARS #50 JTC ACTION FIGURE VAR 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) John Tyler Christopher 

GIANT-SIZED STAR WARS EPIC!  

 

A fiWy-page extravaganza! JEDI MASTER LUKE SKYWALKER must teach his student BEN SOLO a 

powerful lesson about the true balance between LIGHT and DARK. He offers up a tale from the days 



of the REBEL ALLIANCE that touches on ALL ERAS OF STAR WARS HISTORY, and brings this epic run to 

a thrilling, incredible conclusion! 

 

Rated T (STL329719) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240861 

STAR WARS #50 STEPHEN SEGOVIA VAR 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) Stephen Segovia 

GIANT-SIZED STAR WARS EPIC!  

 

A fiWy-page extravaganza! JEDI MASTER LUKE SKYWALKER must teach his student BEN SOLO a 

powerful lesson about the true balance between LIGHT and DARK. He offers up a tale from the days 

of the REBEL ALLIANCE that touches on ALL ERAS OF STAR WARS HISTORY, and brings this epic run to 

a thrilling, incredible conclusion! 

 

Rated T (STL329721) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240863 

STAR WARS #50 GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI CONNECT VAR 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) Giuseppe Camuncoli 

GIANT-SIZED STAR WARS EPIC!  

 

A fiWy-page extravaganza! JEDI MASTER LUKE SKYWALKER must teach his student BEN SOLO a 

powerful lesson about the true balance between LIGHT and DARK. He offers up a tale from the days 

of the REBEL ALLIANCE that touches on ALL ERAS OF STAR WARS HISTORY, and brings this epic run to 

a thrilling, incredible conclusion! 

 

Rated T (STL329718) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240865 



STAR WARS DARTH VADER #50 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Leinil Yu 

GIANT-SIZED DARTH VADER EPIC!  

 

The longest-running DARTH VADER comics series ever reaches its stunning conclusion as THE DARK 

HEART OF THE SITH comes full circle! Darth Vader finally unleashes the unfathomable power he's 

accumulated through the SCHISM IMPERIAL against the only person in the galaxy he hates more than 

he hates himself - EMPEROR PALPATINE! Also featuring the final twists in the saga for key characters 

like LUKE, LEIA, SABÉ, OCHI, ZED, SLY MOORE, the members of the Schism Imperial and more! 

 

Rated T (STL329722) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240866 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #50 PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Chris Sprouse 

GIANT-SIZED DARTH VADER EPIC!  

 

The longest-running DARTH VADER comics series ever reaches its stunning conclusion as THE DARK 

HEART OF THE SITH comes full circle! Darth Vader finally unleashes the unfathomable power he's 

accumulated through the SCHISM IMPERIAL against the only person in the galaxy he hates more than 

he hates himself - EMPEROR PALPATINE! Also featuring the final twists in the saga for key characters 

like LUKE, LEIA, SABÉ, OCHI, ZED, SLY MOORE, the members of the Schism Imperial and more! 

 

Rated T (STL329723) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240868 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #50 ROD REIS VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Rod Reis 

GIANT-SIZED DARTH VADER EPIC!  

 

The longest-running DARTH VADER comics series ever reaches its stunning conclusion as THE DARK 

HEART OF THE SITH comes full circle! Darth Vader finally unleashes the unfathomable power he's 



accumulated through the SCHISM IMPERIAL against the only person in the galaxy he hates more than 

he hates himself - EMPEROR PALPATINE! Also featuring the final twists in the saga for key characters 

like LUKE, LEIA, SABÉ, OCHI, ZED, SLY MOORE, the members of the Schism Imperial and more! 

 

Rated T (STL329727) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240870 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #50 GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI CONNECT VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Giuseppe Camuncoli 

GIANT-SIZED DARTH VADER EPIC!  

 

The longest-running DARTH VADER comics series ever reaches its stunning conclusion as THE DARK 

HEART OF THE SITH comes full circle! Darth Vader finally unleashes the unfathomable power he's 

accumulated through the SCHISM IMPERIAL against the only person in the galaxy he hates more than 

he hates himself - EMPEROR PALPATINE! Also featuring the final twists in the saga for key characters 

like LUKE, LEIA, SABÉ, OCHI, ZED, SLY MOORE, the members of the Schism Imperial and more! 

 

Rated T (STL329724) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240871 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #50 DERRICK CHEW LEIA VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Derrick Chew 

GIANT-SIZED DARTH VADER EPIC!  

 

The longest-running DARTH VADER comics series ever reaches its stunning conclusion as THE DARK 

HEART OF THE SITH comes full circle! Darth Vader finally unleashes the unfathomable power he's 

accumulated through the SCHISM IMPERIAL against the only person in the galaxy he hates more than 

he hates himself - EMPEROR PALPATINE! Also featuring the final twists in the saga for key characters 

like LUKE, LEIA, SABÉ, OCHI, ZED, SLY MOORE, the members of the Schism Imperial and more! 

 

Rated T (STL331567) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 



 

JUL240872 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #50 DERRICK CHEW LEIA VIR VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Derrick Chew 

GIANT-SIZED DARTH VADER EPIC!  

 

The longest-running DARTH VADER comics series ever reaches its stunning conclusion as THE DARK 

HEART OF THE SITH comes full circle! Darth Vader finally unleashes the unfathomable power he's 

accumulated through the SCHISM IMPERIAL against the only person in the galaxy he hates more than 

he hates himself - EMPEROR PALPATINE! Also featuring the final twists in the saga for key characters 

like LUKE, LEIA, SABÉ, OCHI, ZED, SLY MOORE, the members of the Schism Imperial and more! 

 

Rated T (STL331569) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL240873 

STAR WARS INQUISITORS #3 (OF 4) 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Ramon Rosanas (CA) Nick Bradshaw 

DESTROY THE JEDI!  

 

Reeling from the death of his master, TENSU RUN commits himself to building a future for the JEDI! 

DARTH VADER tasks the SEVENTH and NINTH SISTERS to draw Jedi TENSU RUN out of hiding and 

engage in one of the strangest baPles ever seen! 

 

Rated T (STL329864) 

32pgs (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240874 

STAR WARS INQUISITORS #3 (OF 4) PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN VAR 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Ramon Rosanas (CA) Chris Sprouse 

DESTROY THE JEDI!  

 



Reeling from the death of his master, TENSU RUN commits himself to building a future for the JEDI! 

DARTH VADER tasks the SEVENTH and NINTH SISTERS to draw Jedi TENSU RUN out of hiding and 

engage in one of the strangest baPles ever seen! 

 

Rated T (STL329867) 

32pgs (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240875 

STAR WARS INQUISITORS #3 (OF 4) CARLO PAGULAYAN VAR 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Ramon Rosanas (CA) Carlo Pagulayan 

DESTROY THE JEDI!  

 

Reeling from the death of his master, TENSU RUN commits himself to building a future for the JEDI! 

DARTH VADER tasks the SEVENTH and NINTH SISTERS to draw Jedi TENSU RUN out of hiding and 

engage in one of the strangest baPles ever seen! 

 

Rated T (STL329866) 

32pgs (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240876 

FANTASIC FOUR HALLOWEEN TRICK-OR-READ 2024 (BUNDLES OF 20) ( 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T+ (STL329923) 

32pgs SRP: PI  

 

JUL240877 

SPIDER-BOY HALLOWEEN TRICK-OR-READ 2024 (BUNDLES OF 20) (Net 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T (STL329939) 

32pgs SRP: PI  

 

JUL240878 



VENOM HALLOWEEN TRICK-OR-READ 2024 (BUNDLES OF 20) 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T+ (STL329951) 

32pgs SRP: PI  

 

JUL240879 

STAR WARS KYLO HALLOWEEN TRICK-OR-READ 2024 (BUNDLES OF 20)  

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T (STL329942) 

32pgs SRP: PI  

 

JUL240880 

SPIDEY FRIENDS HALLOWEEN TRICK-OR-READ 2024 (BUNDLES OF 20)  

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Kids to Adults (STL329941) 

32pgs SRP: PI  

 

JUL240881 

DAREDEVIL BY BENDIS MALEEV OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 NEW PTG 

(W) Brian Michael Bendis 

The blistering conclusion of Blockbuster writer Brian Michael Bendis' run on Daredevil, considered 

one of the greatest of all !me! 

 

In their character-defining run on DAREDEVIL, Brian Michael Bendis and Alex Maleev craWed a pulp-

fic!on psychodrama with a nuanced, modern approach that earned an Eisner Award for Best 

Con!nuing Series! As MaP Murdock con!nues to reckon with his public ou!ng as Daredevil, the 

revela!ons come fast and furious. What exactly happened during Daredevil's year-long reign as the 

new Kingpin? A team-up with Black Widow takes an unforeseen turn, untold tales of Hell's Kitchen's 

past and present are explored — and Wilson Fisk, the Kingpin of Crime, makes his inevitable return! 

And it all ends with one of the most shocking twists in the series' history! Plus: Bendis collaborates 

with the legendary Bill Sienkiewicz to spin a tale of the Daredevil and Spider-Man of the Ul!mate 

Universe! 

 



COLLECTING: Daredevil (1998) 61-81, What If Karen Page Had Lived? (2004), Ul!mate Marvel Team-

Up (2001) 6-8 

 

Rated T+ (STL329953) 

HC, 656pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL240882 

DAREDEVIL BY BENDIS MALEEV OMNIBUS HC 02 NEW PTG DM VAR 

(W) Brian Michael Bendis 

The blistering conclusion of Blockbuster writer Brian Michael Bendis' run on Daredevil, considered 

one of the greatest of all !me! 

 

In their character-defining run on DAREDEVIL, Brian Michael Bendis and Alex Maleev craWed a pulp-

fic!on psychodrama with a nuanced, modern approach that earned an Eisner Award for Best 

Con!nuing Series! As MaP Murdock con!nues to reckon with his public ou!ng as Daredevil, the 

revela!ons come fast and furious. What exactly happened during Daredevil's year-long reign as the 

new Kingpin? A team-up with Black Widow takes an unforeseen turn, untold tales of Hell's Kitchen's 

past and present are explored — and Wilson Fisk, the Kingpin of Crime, makes his inevitable return! 

And it all ends with one of the most shocking twists in the series' history! Plus: Bendis collaborates 

with the legendary Bill Sienkiewicz to spin a tale of the Daredevil and Spider-Man of the Ul!mate 

Universe! 

 

COLLECTING: Daredevil (1998) 61-81, What If Karen Page Had Lived? (2004), Ul!mate Marvel Team-

Up (2001) 6-8 

 

Rated T+ (STL329952) 

HC, 656pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL240883 

SECRET WARS BATTLEWORLD OMNIBUS HC VOL 01 

(W)  Various 

The massive event SECRET WARS brought about the end of the Marvel Mul!verse - and the birth of a 

vola!le patchwork of reali!es known as BaPleworld, which replaced the standard comics Marvel was 

releasing at the !me with a calvacade of wild alternate takes and universes! 

 



The Marvel Mul!verse as you know it is gone — and all that remains is BaPleworld! Featuring rival 

domains torn from the fragments of destroyed reali!es all living under Doctor Doom's iron fist, it's 

the perfect seTng for conflict — as depicted in these shocking !e-ins! Marvel's migh!est women 

unite as A-Force! Peter Parker and Mary Jane are married with a daughter! In one realm, Captain 

America and Iron Man's Civil War never ended — in another, neither did the Age of Apocalypse! 

Nobody wants to get caught in the middle of a border war between the Marvel Zombies and the 

Ultrons! And much more! 

 

COLLECTING: 1602: Witch Hunter Angela (2015) 1-4; 1872 (2015) 1-4; A-Force (2015) 1-5; Age of 

Apocalypse (2015) 1-5; Age of Ultron vs. Marvel Zombies (2015) 1-4; Amazing Spider-Man: Renew 

Your Vows (2015) 1-5; Armor Wars (2015) 1/2, 1-5; Captain Britain and the Mighty Defenders (2015) 

1-2; Captain Marvel and the Carol Corps (2015) 1-4; Civil War (2015) 1-5; Deadpool's Secret Secret 

Wars (2015) 1-4; E is for Ex!nc!on (2015) 1-4 

 

Rated T+ (STL329960) 

HC, 1288pgs SRP: $150.00 

 

JUL240884 

SECRET WARS BATTLEWORLD OMNIBUS HC VOL 01 DM VAR 

(W)  Various 

The massive event SECRET WARS brought about the end of the Marvel Mul!verse - and the birth of a 

vola!le patchwork of reali!es known as BaPleworld, which replaced the standard comics Marvel was 

releasing at the !me with a calvacade of wild alternate takes and universes! 

 

The Marvel Mul!verse as you know it is gone — and all that remains is BaPleworld! Featuring rival 

domains torn from the fragments of destroyed reali!es all living under Doctor Doom's iron fist, it's 

the perfect seTng for conflict — as depicted in these shocking !e-ins! Marvel's migh!est women 

unite as A-Force! Peter Parker and Mary Jane are married with a daughter! In one realm, Captain 

America and Iron Man's Civil War never ended — in another, neither did the Age of Apocalypse! 

Nobody wants to get caught in the middle of a border war between the Marvel Zombies and the 

Ultrons! And much more! 

 

COLLECTING: 1602: Witch Hunter Angela (2015) 1-4; 1872 (2015) 1-4; A-Force (2015) 1-5; Age of 

Apocalypse (2015) 1-5; Age of Ultron vs. Marvel Zombies (2015) 1-4; Amazing Spider-Man: Renew 

Your Vows (2015) 1-5; Armor Wars (2015) 1/2, 1-5; Captain Britain and the Mighty Defenders (2015) 

1-2; Captain Marvel and the Carol Corps (2015) 1-4; Civil War (2015) 1-5; Deadpool's Secret Secret 

Wars (2015) 1-4; E is for Ex!nc!on (2015) 1-4 

 

Rated T+ (STL329961) 



HC, 1288pgs SRP: $150.00 

 

JUL240885 

DARK WEB OMNIBUS HC 

(W) Zeb Wells,  Various (A) Adam Kubert,  Various (CA) John Romita Jr. 

The worlds of Spider-Man and the X-Men collide - in hellish fashion!  

 

Marvel's two most famous and famously wronged clones - Chasm (Ben Reilly) and the Goblin Queen 

(Madelyne Pryor) - are back, they've had enough of being second best and they're going to claim 

what's righcully theirs! The sun is seTng, and it's going to be a long night for Spidey and the X-Men. 

But what role does the vola!le Venom play in the clones' vengeful plot? What will become of the 

young hero Ms. Marvel when she ends up trapped in Limbo? Will Norman Osborn seize this chance 

for redemp!on as the Gold Goblin? And what devilish trouble will Mary Jane and the Black Cat get 

into? The dark web that Madelyne and Ben spin over ManhaPan will change the NYC skyline forever!  

 

Collec!ng DARK WEB #1, AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (2022) #14-18, VENOM (2021) #13-16, DARK WEB: 

X-MEN #1-3, DARK WEB: MS. MARVEL #1-2, DARK WEB FINALE #1, MARY JANE &amp; BLACK CAT #1-

5, GOLD GOBLIN #1-5 and material from FREE COMIC BOOK DAY 2022: SPIDER-MAN/VENOM. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329954) 

HC, 528pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL240886 

DARK WEB OMNIBUS HC DM VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells,  Various (A) Adam Kubert,  Various (CA) Ryan Stegman 

The worlds of Spider-Man and the X-Men collide - in hellish fashion!  

 

Marvel's two most famous and famously wronged clones - Chasm (Ben Reilly) and the Goblin Queen 

(Madelyne Pryor) - are back, they've had enough of being second best and they're going to claim 

what's righcully theirs! The sun is seTng, and it's going to be a long night for Spidey and the X-Men. 

But what role does the vola!le Venom play in the clones' vengeful plot? What will become of the 

young hero Ms. Marvel when she ends up trapped in Limbo? Will Norman Osborn seize this chance 

for redemp!on as the Gold Goblin? And what devilish trouble will Mary Jane and the Black Cat get 

into? The dark web that Madelyne and Ben spin over ManhaPan will change the NYC skyline forever!  

 



Collec!ng DARK WEB #1, AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (2022) #14-18, VENOM (2021) #13-16, DARK WEB: 

X-MEN #1-3, DARK WEB: MS. MARVEL #1-2, DARK WEB FINALE #1, MARY JANE &amp; BLACK CAT #1-

5, GOLD GOBLIN #1-5 and material from FREE COMIC BOOK DAY 2022: SPIDER-MAN/VENOM. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329955) 

HC, 528pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL240887 

SPIDER-MAN BY JOE KELLY OMNIBUS HC 

(W) Joe Kelly, Zeb Wells (A) Chris Bachalo,  Various (CA) Ken Lashley 

One of the finest - and funniest - writers in comics spins amazing tales of Spider-Man! As one of the 

key creators in Spidey's "Brand New Day" era, Joe Kelly craWed a series of memorable adventures for 

the wall-crawler - including a clash with crime bosses Hammerhead and Mister Nega!ve, and a 

roman!c reunion with the Black Cat! Peter's pal Harry Osborn suits up as the American Son! Kraven's 

family embarks on a grim hunt - and it's spider season! But when Peter Parker's nonstop life pits him 

against Baron Zemo, the results will be downright savage! Plus: More Spidey tales as only Kelly can 

write them, including a riotous team-up with Deadpool!  

 

Collec!ng AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1999) #575-576, #595-599, #606-607, #611, #617 and #625; 

NON-STOP SPIDER-MAN #1-5; SAVAGE SPIDER-MAN #1-5; MARVEL FANFARE (1996) #2-3; and 

WEBSPINNERS: TALES OF SPIDER-MAN #7-9 - plus material from AMAZING SPIDER-MAN: EXTRA! #1 

and #3; AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1999) #577, #600, #612, #634-637 and #647; and SPIDER-MAN: 

GRIM HUNT - THE KRAVEN SAGA. 

 

Rated T+ (STL254065) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #11 (NOV220849) 

HC, 880pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL240888 

SPIDER-MAN BY JOE KELLY OMNIBUS HC JIMENEZ DM VAR 

(W) Joe Kelly, Zeb Wells (A) Chris Bachalo,  Various (CA) Phil Jimenez 

One of the finest - and funniest - writers in comics spins amazing tales of Spider-Man! As one of the 

key creators in Spidey's "Brand New Day" era, Joe Kelly craWed a series of memorable adventures for 

the wall-crawler - including a clash with crime bosses Hammerhead and Mister Nega!ve, and a 

roman!c reunion with the Black Cat! Peter's pal Harry Osborn suits up as the American Son! Kraven's 

family embarks on a grim hunt - and it's spider season! But when Peter Parker's nonstop life pits him 



against Baron Zemo, the results will be downright savage! Plus: More Spidey tales as only Kelly can 

write them, including a riotous team-up with Deadpool!  

 

Collec!ng AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1999) #575-576, #595-599, #606-607, #611, #617 and #625; 

NON-STOP SPIDER-MAN #1-5; SAVAGE SPIDER-MAN #1-5; MARVEL FANFARE (1996) #2-3; and 

WEBSPINNERS: TALES OF SPIDER-MAN #7-9 - plus material from AMAZING SPIDER-MAN: EXTRA! #1 

and #3; AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1999) #577, #600, #612, #634-637 and #647; and SPIDER-MAN: 

GRIM HUNT - THE KRAVEN SAGA. 

 

Rated T+ (STL254066) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #11 (NOV220850) 

HC, 880pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL240889 

MMW DOCTOR STRANGE HC VOL 11 

(W) Peter B. Gillis,  Various (A) Chris Warner,  Various (CA) Mike Mignola 

It's the end of an era for Doctor Strange as this Masterworks volume collects the thrilling conclusion 

of one of his earliest solo comic runs! 

 

As the Sorcerer Supreme, Doctor Strange protects our dimension from threats we can hardly 

comprehend. What happens when the things that keep these terrors at bay — his many mys!c tools 

and protec!ons, his Sanctum Sanctorum itself — are gone? A gauntlet of Mephisto, the demon Khat 

and then the frighteningly powerful alien sorcerer Urthona send Doctor Strange on the run. He must 

find a way to repair his mys!c cloak and survive death itself to save our realm, or Urthona will 

triumph…and unleash the unfathomable upon Earth! Also featuring the quest for Topaz's soul, J.M. 

DeMaPeis and Dan Green's stunning Doctor Strange graphic novel and more rare stories! 

 

COLLECTING: Doctor Strange (1974) 74-81, Marvel Graphic Novel (1982) 23; material from Strange 

Tales (1987) 1-3, Marvel Fanfare (1982) 8, 31 

 

Mature (STL329956) 

HC, 344pgs SRP: $75.00 

 

JUL240890 

MMW DOCTOR STRANGE HC VOL 11 ED VOL 373 DM VAR 

(W) Peter B. Gillis,  Various (A) Chris Warner,  Various (CA) Mike Mignola 



It's the end of an era for Doctor Strange as this Masterworks volume collects the thrilling conclusion 

of one of his earliest solo comic runs! 

 

As the Sorcerer Supreme, Doctor Strange protects our dimension from threats we can hardly 

comprehend. What happens when the things that keep these terrors at bay — his many mys!c tools 

and protec!ons, his Sanctum Sanctorum itself — are gone? A gauntlet of Mephisto, the demon Khat 

and then the frighteningly powerful alien sorcerer Urthona send Doctor Strange on the run. He must 

find a way to repair his mys!c cloak and survive death itself to save our realm, or Urthona will 

triumph…and unleash the unfathomable upon Earth! Also featuring the quest for Topaz’s soul, J.M. 

DeMaPeis and Dan Green’s stunning Doctor Strange graphic novel and more rare stories! 

 

COLLECTING: Doctor Strange (1974) 74-81, Marvel Graphic Novel (1982) 23; material from Strange 

Tales (1987) 1-3, Marvel Fanfare (1982) 8, 31 

 

Mature (STL329957) 

HC, 344pgs SRP: $75.00 

 

JUL240891 

MMW KA-ZAR HC VOL 04 

(W) Doug Moench,  Various (A) Val Mayerik,  Various (CA) Jack Kirby 

Ka-Zar, the adventuring Lord of the Savage Land, stars in more ac!on-packed jungle adventures - 

reprinted for the first !me! 

 

The Marvel Masterworks present the never-before-reprinted conclusion of Ka-Zar’s 1974 series — 

and it is well worth the wait. Doug Moench and Val Mayerik explore the lost civiliza!ons of the 

Savage Land, expanding on the mythology and monsters of this amazing place out of !me. Then, 

when vibranium deposits are found, Ka-Zar must re-engage with the world of “civilized” men — but 

Klaw comes for the precious metal, and opens an other-dimensional portal that unleashes aliens, 

flying sharks and total war on the Savage Land! It’s a saga so big that it spills over into the pages of X-

MEN! Also featuring art by comics legend Russ Heath, and Steve Gerber’s complete Shanna solo saga 

from RAMPAGING HULK and MARVEL FANFARE! 

 

COLLECTING: Ka-Zar (1974) 10-20, X-Men (1963) 115-116; material from Rampaging Hulk (1977) 9, 

Marvel Fanfare (1982) 56-59 

 

Rated T+ (STL329958) 

HC, 368pgs SRP: $75.00 



 

JUL240892 

MMW KA-ZAR HC VOL 04 ED VOL 372 DM VAR 

(W) Doug Moench,  Various (A) Val Mayerik,  Various (CA) Jack Kirby 

Ka-Zar, the adventuring Lord of the Savage Land, stars in more ac!on-packed jungle adventures - 

reprinted for the first !me! 

 

The Marvel Masterworks present the never-before-reprinted conclusion of Ka-Zar's 1974 series — 

and it is well worth the wait. Doug Moench and Val Mayerik explore the lost civiliza!ons of the 

Savage Land, expanding on the mythology and monsters of this amazing place out of !me. Then, 

when vibranium deposits are found, Ka-Zar must re-engage with the world of "civilized" men — but 

Klaw comes for the precious metal, and opens an other-dimensional portal that unleashes aliens, 

flying sharks and total war on the Savage Land! It's a saga so big that it spills over into the pages of X-

MEN! Also featuring art by comics legend Russ Heath, and Steve Gerber's complete Shanna solo saga 

from RAMPAGING HULK and MARVEL FANFARE! 

 

COLLECTING: Ka-Zar (1974) 10-20, X-Men (1963) 115-116; material from Rampaging Hulk (1977) 9, 

Marvel Fanfare (1982) 56-59 

 

Rated T+ (STL329959) 

HC, 368pgs SRP: $75.00 

 

JUL240893 

BLOOD HUNT TP 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pepe Larraz, Sara Pichelli (CA) Pepe Larraz 

An all new blockbuter Marvel event begins here, as the Avengers and the rest of the Marvel Universe 

face off against an endless horde of bloodthirsty vampires! 

 

It’s an event like no other! As the skies grow dark, an army of vampires stalks the land by day. Now, 

Marvel’s greatest heroes must assemble to hold back an eternal night that threatens to consume the 

en!re world in a wave of scarlet and chaos. Who will bite it? 

 

COLLECTING: Blood Hunt (2024) 1-5 

 

Rated T+ (STL329967) 



SC, 144pgs SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240894 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN BLOOD HUNT TP 

(W) Jus!na Ireland,  Various (A) Marcelo Ferreira,  Various (CA) Marcelo Ferreira 

Marvel's world-famous Spider-Man, Peter Parker and Miles Morales, swing their way into the 

massive crossover event BLOOD HUNT! 

 

Vampires are running rampant through New York City, and while the Avengers are caught in the 

middle, someone has to take care of the ci!zens of the Big Apple. That person? Peter Parker, the 

spectacular Spider-Man! But if only things were that simple. They never are, and that means Spidey 

has a massive role to play in the nightmarish saga — one that involves Morbius, the Living Vampire! 

But will Morbius be fanged foe or friend this !me? And will Peter need to take him out or save him?! 

Plus: Miles Morales has his own baPles to fight in the BLOOD HUNT! 

 

COLLECTING: Amazing Spider-Man: Blood Hunt (2024) 1-3, Amazing Spider-Man (2022) 49, Miles 

Morales Spider-Man (2023) 21-22 

 

Rated T+ (STL329966) 

SC, 144pgs SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240895 

MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN BY ZIGLAR TP VOL 04 RETRIBUTION 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Partha Pra!m & Various (CA) Federico Vicen!ni 

The con!nuing adventures of Miles Morales, the greatest super hero sensa!on of the 21st century! 

 

In the wake of GANG WAR, Spider-Man needs to rest. New York City needs to heal. But a dangerous 

super villain has resurfaced — and she thinks Miles Morales needs to die! Rabble has stepped from 

the shadows seeking a rematch, and she's sworn bloody revenge against Brooklyn's wall-crawler! But 

this !me, Rabble's despera!on and out-of-control powers have her poised to obliterate far more 

than just Spider-Man's life. Get ready for twists, turns and revela!ons that will send your spider-

senses reeling! 

 

COLLECTING: Miles Morales: Spider-Man (2022) 17-20, Web of Spider-Man (2024) 1 (Miles Morales: 

Spider-Man story) 

 



Rated T+ (STL329981) 

SC, 144pgs SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240896 

PREDATOR THE LAST HUNT TP 

(W) Ed Brisson (A) Francesco Manna (CA) Cory Smith 

The hunt con!nues in the latest chapter of Marvel's thrilling take on the PREDATOR franchise! 

 

For years, Theta Berwick has been killing Predators in her search for the one that killed her parents. 

Now she's on a mission to free the human cap!ves from the Predators' game preserve. But with a 

Super Predator on the loose, even a seasoned hunter like Theta can become prey! Meanwhile, what 

is John Schaefer, brother of Dutch, doing on a Predator's game planet in the far reaches of space?! 

And, more importantly, will he get in Theta's way? The lifelong refugee has revenge to serve up — 

and she's not about to let it get cold! 

 

COLLECTING: Predator (2024) 1-4 

 

Rated T+ (STL329983) 

SC, 112pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL240897 

ALIEN BW AND BLOOD TREASURY ED TP 

(W)  Various, Jackson Lanzing (A) Michael Dowling,  Various (CA) Ryan Stegman 

The ALIENS universe as only Marvel could imagine it — in thrilling black, white, red…and green! 

 

Marvel Comics and 20th Century Studios present a kill-fest of an anthology in chest-rending ar!s!c 

detail! Superstar writers and fan-favorite ar!sts combine to spin fresh tales of Alien terror — 

including a genera!ons-spanning epic from Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing and Michael Dowling! The 

hunt begins in a story of guts, glory and the most exhilara!ng of games…and much more horror! 

Plus: Legendary writer Paul Jenkins (WOLVERINE: ORIGIN, INHUMANS) explores the chemistry of fear 

in a story that will leave you with a whole new and terrifying understanding of the Xenomorph 

species! 

 

COLLECTING: Alien: Black, White & Blood (2024) 1-4 

 



Rated T+ (STL329964) 

SC, 136pgs SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL240898 

ULTIMATE X-MEN TP VOL 01 FEARS AND HATES 

(W/A/CA) Peach Momoko 

Visionary creator Peach Momoko (DEMON DAYS) craWs a new genera!on of X-Men for an all-new 

universe! 

 

Hisako Ichiki is a teenage girl who just wants to live a normal life — go to school, hang out with her 

friends, and ignore the poli!cal strife boiling over aWer the events of ULTIMATE INVASION. But life 

has other plans for her. In Japan, urban legends have sprung to life…and brought some unusual new 

powers with them. Meet Armor, Maystorm and a brand-group of new Ul!mate X-Men — the likes of 

which you've never seen before! 

 

COLLECTING: Ul!mate X-Men (2024) 1-4 

 

Rated T+ (STL329985) 

SC, 152pgs SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240899 

MS MARVEL THE NEW MUTANT TP VOL 02 

(W)  Vellani, Iman, Sabir Pirzada (A) ScoP Godlewski (CA) Carlos E. Gomez 

Ms. Marvel con!nues her adventures as an X-Man, figh!ng to protect a neighborhood that hates and 

fears her - wriPen by none other than her MCU actress Iman Vellani! 

 

Ms. Marvel has officially come out to the world as a mutant and a member of the X-Men…and she's 

about to learn just how hard things can get for mutantkind! Kamala Khan is used to being Jersey 

City's hometown hero — and there's no way her community would turn on her just because she's a 

mutant, right? Right??? 

 

COLLECTING: Ms. Marvel: Mutant Menace (2024) 1-4 

 

Rated T+ (STL329982) 



SC, 112pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL240900 

VENOMVERSE REBORN TP 

(W) Al Ewing,  Various (A) Greg Land,  Various (CA) Tony Daniel 

In the same vein of storytelling as the smash hit SPIDER-VERSE, Marvel's symbiote icon Venom gets 

an alternate ensemble of his own in the VENOMVERSE! 

 

The Venomverse is reborn with stories of symbiotes from across the infinite reali!es! First Benjamin 

Percy and Brian Level spin a tale of the murder of the Earth's Migh!est Heroes by one of their 

own…but who? Then Christos Gage drags Venom from Insomniac Games' MARVEL'S SPIDER-MAN 2 

across the Venomverse to take on Knull! Phillip Kennedy Johnson offers us a brutal take on Venom 

born in the age of Vikings, and Adam Warren brings us the return of the final biological life in his 

universe, the Venom of VENOM: THE END! Plus: Chris Giarrusso delivers a tale of the ever-adorable 

Mini Marvels Venom! And all the while, Al Ewing and Danilo Beyruth set the stage for the tales 

spinning out of the ongoing VENOM series! 

 

COLLECTING: Venomverse Reborn (2024) 1-4 

 

Rated T+ (STL329986) 

SC, 112pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL240901 

WHAT IF VENOM TP 

(W) Jeremy Holt (A) Jesus Hervas & Various (CA) Leinil Yu 

The story of the sinister symbiote is reimagined in the latest chapter of Marvel’s mul!versal series, 

WHAT IF…? 

 

Years ago, in a familiar church tower, the Venom symbiote was spurned by Peter Parker and found a 

willing host in the vengeful and wrathful Eddie Brock! Or at least, that’s the story you know! Now, 

thrill to an all-new explora!on of what makes Venom !ck — in an unpredictable journey that 

reimagines the symbiote’s earliest days bonded to hosts with a rage and temper en!rely different 

from those of Eddie Brock! Prepare to meet dark new Venomized versions of Wolverine, She-Hulk, 

Doctor Strange, Loki and Moon Knight! How will all these characters grapple with their newfound 

power — and who will the symbiote ul!mately seek control of! 

 



COLLECTING: What If…? Venom (2024) 1-5 

 

Rated T+ (STL329987) 

SC, 136pgs SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240902 

CAPTAIN MARVEL BY ALYSSA WONG TP VOL 02 THE UNDONE 

(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Ruairi Coleman, Jan Bazaldua (CA) Stephen Segovia 

Carol Danvers, the star of the blockbuster MARVEL STUDIOS' THE MARVELS soars to ever greater 

heights as Captain Marvel! 

 

Who are the Undone, and what do they want with Captain Marvel? Their worlds already intersect 

more than the Captain knows…and if that's stressing Carol out, "tense" takes on a whole new 

meaning when Yuna Yang drags her along for a family visit! But with Carol and Yuna con!nuing to slip 

through his grasp, Genis-Vell goes aWer his half-brother Hulkling — and the altered Nega-Bands in his 

and Wiccan's wedding rings! Plus, the thread of the Omen's mystery begins to unravel — only to get 

tangled in Yuna's personal life! 

 

COLLECTING: Captain Marvel (2023) 6-10 

 

Rated T+ (STL329971) 

SC, 112pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL240903 

EDGE OF SPIDER-VERSE SPIDER-SOCIETY TP 

(W) Collin Kelly,  Various (A) Travel Foreman,  Various (CA) Chad Hardin 

Wallcrawlers and webslingers old and new steal the spotlight as we explore the fourth EDGE OF 

SPIDER-VERSE! 

 

The now perennial Spider-Hit returns as we start the build-up to the biggest Spider-Versal story yet! 

We all know who Weapon X is, but who is Weapon VIII?! In an alternate reality, when the savage 

Weapon X escapes from the fiendish facility, they call on their greatest previous success to get him 

back! Plus, Spider-Byte makes her triumphant return — and so does Cyborg Spider-Man! And 

welcome to Spider-High, the most dangerous high school on Earth, where Gluemy Miller is the new 

kid — and things aren't looking good for him making it through his first year! He may have a shot 

with the cute cheerleader, but who is the mysterious and deadly Spooky-Man?! And more! 



 

COLLECTING: Edge of Spider-Verse (2024) 1-4 

 

Rated T+ (STL329973) 

SC, 112pgs SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240904 

CAPTAIN AMERICA BY STRACZYNSKI TP VOL 02 TRYING TO COME HOME 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Jesus Saiz, Carlos Magno (CA) Taurin Clarke 

Visionary writer J. Michael Straczynski con!nues his blockbuster era of CAPTAIN AMERICA! 

 

New informa!on about Captain America's recent aPacker — a mysterious figure known only as the 

Emissary — has Steve Rogers, Misty Knight and Sharon Carter scrambling to protect a peace rally 

from being this new foe's next target. But how can masters of physical and mental might defend 

against the supernatural prowess of an ancient evil? Get ready for a fight to the death as Cap races to 

take down the Emissary before he strikes again! Will an assist from Doctor Strange be enough to turn 

the !de? Plus: Steve Rogers meets a strange new ally named Lyla, guardian of the mysterious Front 

Door Cabaret! 

 

COLLECTING: Captain America (2023) 5-8 

 

Rated T+ (STL329968) 

SC, 168pgs SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240905 

INCREDIBLE HULK TP VOL 03 SOUL CAGES 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A) Nic Klein & Various (CA) Nic Klein 

The latest groundbreaking, monstrous era of Incredible Hulk con!nues! 

 

In the aWermath of the tragic baPle against Frozen CharloPe, Hulk pays a visit to Strange Academy, 

seeking Brother Voodoo's help saving Charlie's immortal soul! But when the task calls for a one-way 

descent into an exorcist's ancient prison in search of the immortal Flesh-Weaver, is the price too high 

even for the Incredible Hulk? 

 



COLLECTING: Incredible Hulk (2023) 12-17 

 

Rated T+ (STL329977) 

SC, 128pgs SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240906 

FANTASTIC FOUR BY NORTH TP VOL 04 FORTUNE FAVORS FANTASTIC 

(W) Ryan North (A) Carlos E. Gomez, Ivan Fiorelli (CA) Alex Ross 

Hit author Ryan North con!nues his ever-surprising FANTASTIC FOUR run! 

 

The Fantas!c Four join the Blood Hunt and face down the vampires sinking their teeth into the 

Marvel Universe! But for all the FF's powers, can Mister Fantas!c's scien!fic abili!es do any good 

against the dark mys!cism of their unliving foes? 

 

COLLECTING: Fantas!c Four (2022) 18-22 

 

Rated T+ (STL329974) 

SC, 112pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL240907 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 28 WEB LIFE WEB DEATH 

(W) Terry Kavanagh,  Various (A) Steven Butler,  Various (CA) Steven Butler 

One of the most tumultuous eras in comic book history ramps up as the Clone Saga threatens to 

envelop Spider-Man and everything he knows! 

 

Is the friendly neighborhood big enough for two web-slingers? Find out as the most infamous Spidey 

saga of them all kicks into high gear! With Peter Parker poisoned, his best hope of salva!on lies in the 

tentacled arms of Doctor Octopus! But OPo may pay a very high price for this act of mercy! 

Meanwhile, Aunt May fights for her life, and Mary Jane drops a bombshell! As for Ben Reilly, being 

back in ac!on is great — but it comes with a price! Not only is he being stalked by the Grim Hunter, 

but lurking in the shadows is the mysterious Kaine! Both Spider-Man and the Scarlet Spider will have 

their worlds rocked by the return of the Jackal — and yet more head-spinning revela!ons! 

 



COLLECTING: Web of Spider-Man (1985) 120-123, Spider-Man (1990) 54-56, Amazing Spider-Man 

(1963) 397-399, Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) 220-222, Spider-Man Unlimited (1993) 8, Spider-

Man: Funeral for an Octopus (1995) 1-3, Spider-Man: The Clone Journal (1995) 1 

 

Rated T (STL329965) 

SC, 472pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

JUL240908 

GHOST RIDER EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 02 THE SALVATION RUN 

(W) Tony Isabella,  Various (A) Frank Robbins,  Various (CA) Gil Kane 

One of the biggest stars to come out of the 1970s era of Marvel con!nues his Epic Collec!on journey 

- the Spirit of Vengeance, Ghost Rider! 

 

In his second Epic Collec!on, Ghost Rider faces a myriad of adversaries — from the awesome Orb 

and the Gladiator, to the Eel and the Enforcer! The Rider travels across the America's backroads and 

the supernatural worlds beyond. They will bring him into the realm of the mys!cal Dr. Druid and into 

a team-up with Hawkeye and Two-Gun Kid against the fearsome Man!core! And with Karen Page in 

Ghost Rider's cast, Daredevil enters the fray in a crossover classic drawn by John Byrne! Also 

featuring the fearsome joining of Ghost Rider, Man-Thing, Morbius and Werewolf by Night as the 

Legion of Monsters! 

 

COLLECTING: Ghost Rider (1973) 12-28, Marvel Two-in-One (1974) 18, Daredevil (1964) 138, Marvel 

Team-Up (1972) 58, Marvel Premiere (1972) 28, material from Marvel Tales (1966) 255 

 

Rated T (STL329975) 

SC, 408pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

JUL240909 

STAR WARS LEGENDS EPIC COLLECT THE NEW REPUBLIC TP VOL 08 

(W) Tom Taylor,  Various (A) Colin Wilson,  Various (CA) Jo Chen 

The New Republic series of Star Wars Legends Epic Collec!ons comes to a close, featuring some of 

the final Legends appearances of many classic Star Wars heroes! 

 

The end of the New Republic era! Twenty-five years aWer the events of A New Hope, Luke Skywalker 

and the galaxy must face the greatest threat since the Sith were defeated: the Yuuzhan Vong! 

Swarming across scores of worlds, these hos!le invaders from another galaxy spread the New 



Republic’s forces thin and challenge even Luke’s New Jedi Order — which now includes Han Solo and 

Leia Organa Solo’s children! In the face of this massive and horrifying threat, baPle lines are drawn 

and alliances new and old are forged — but remnants of the Empire s!ll lurk in the shadows with 

plans of their own. Can the New Republic survive? 

COLLECTING: Star Wars: Invasion (2009) 0-5, Star Wars: Invasion - Rescues (2010) 1-6, Star Wars: 

Invasion - Revela!ons (2011) 1-5, Star Wars Handbook (1998) 2: Crimson Empire; material from Star 

Wars Tales (1999) 18-19, 21 

 

Rated T (STL329984) 

SC, 488pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

JUL240910 

DAREDEVIL MODERN ERA EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 03 OUT 

(W) Brian Michael Bendis (A) Alex Maleev & Various (CA) Alex Maleev 

Superstar creators Brian Michael Bendis and Alex Maleev deliver one of the most shocking Daredevil 

stories of all !me - exposing his secret iden!ty! 

 

The world learns MaP Murdock's biggest secret — that Daredevil's mask hides a pair of blind eyes! 

As his double iden!ty is publicly exposed, MaP may be forced to know true fear for the first !me — 

and must reckon with the consequences for those close to him and the legal ramifica!ons that result. 

But there isn't much !me for Daredevil to dwell on his problems, as a new love appears on the 

horizon and two of his deadliest foes vie for control of the New York underworld! Daredevil makes a 

dangerous decision…and his place in the Marvel Universe is forever changed! Plus: Typhoid Mary 

ruins date night! DD teams up with Spider-Man to take down Mr. Hyde! MaP must defend White 

Tiger on a murder charge! And Bullseye sets his sights on another of Daredevil's girlfriends! 

 

COLLECTING: Daredevil (1998) 32-50 

 

Rated T+ (STL329972) 

SC, 448pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

JUL240911 

CAPTAIN AMERICA MODERN ERA EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 02 DEATHDREAM 

(W) Ed Brubaker, Jeph Loeb (A) Steve Ep!ng,  Various (CA) John Romita Jr. 

In some of the most impaccul and iconic comics in history, tragedy befalls the Marvel Universe with 

the death of Captain America! 



 

A baPle to save London from the Red Skull reunites Steve Rogers with one old friend, the Winter 

Soldier — but the Superhuman Registra!on Act tears him apart from another, Iron Man! As Steve's 

allies find their loyal!es divided, Captain America's life is torn apart — and, when the Civil War is 

over, it is taken from him! With Steve shot down in cold blood, the Falcon seeks revenge, Sharon 

Carter spirals out of control and Bucky Barnes must reconcile his own sordid past with the need to 

seek jus!ce! And as the world reels from this tragedy, the Skull and his minions — including Sin, 

Crossbones and a new Serpent Squad — put their deadliest plan into mo!on! 

 

COLLECTING: Captain America (2004) 18-30, 25 Director's Cut; Winter Soldier: Winter Kills (2006) 1; 

Fallen Son: The Death of Captain America (2007) 1-5 

 

Rated T+ (STL329970) 

SC, 520pgs SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL240912 

CAPTAIN AMERICA EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 16 STREETS OF POISON 

(W) Mark Gruenwald,  Various (A) Ron Lim,  Various (CA) Ron Lim 

One of the mostr seminal Captain America runs of all !me reaches a climax that pulls Cap into the 

war on drugs - with life-shaPering consequences! 

 

Captain America joins the war on drugs! When Cap targets the gang that's selling the new designer 

narco!c Ice, he receives an accidental overdose that combines with the Super-Soldier Serum in his 

blood. LeW permanently enraged, a vola!le shield-slinger finds himself in the middle of a street war 

between the Red Skull and the Kingpin. With deadly villains Crossbones and Bullseye on each side, 

Cap will need to rely on his friends. But the Ice-induced rage is aliena!ng him from allies like 

Daredevil and the Black Widow - and even his girlfriend, Diamondback. Steve must get free of the 

powerful drug, but it will come at a cost. Will he be fit to celebrate his 50th anniversary - or to face 

the Serpent Society, the Watchdogs and...Iron Man?! 

 

COLLECTING: CAPTAIN AMERICA (1968) #372-386 and ANNUAL #9-10 

 

Rated T (STL329969) 

SC, 512pgs SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL240913 



INCREDIBLE HULK EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 20 FUTURE IMPERFECT 

(W) Peter David,  Various (A) Gary Frank,  Various (CA) Gary Frank 

Storied writer Peter David's legendary run on the Incredible Hulk con!nues, with his all-!me great 

tale of the Hulk's distant future, Future Imperfect! 

 

Witness the terrifying future of the Incredible Hulk! Could our hero truly be des!ned to rule a 

ravaged world with a gamma fist as the despo!c Maestro?! Or will a !me-torn Bruce Banner be able 

to change his own nightmarish fate? One of the greatest Hulk tales ever told fully earns its Epic 

status! Plus, more adventures with Bruce, Rick Jones and the Pantheon! A monster at Loch Ness - but 

not the one Hulk went looking for! A showdown with Nick Fury! A royal rumble with Madman! Hulk 

and She-Hulk double-team the Bi-Beast! Silver Surfer and the Starjammers join the intergalac!c 

Trojan War! And Rick is geTng married...if he can survive his bachelor party! 

 

COLLECTING: INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) 407-419, ANNUAL 20; HULK: FUTURE IMPERFECT 1-2; 

INCREDIBLE HULK ASHCAN EDITION; MATERIAL FROM MARVEL HOLIDAY SPECIAL 3 

 

Rated T+ (STL329976) 

SC, 504pgs SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL240914 

MARVEL AGE TREASURY ED TP 

(W) Mark Waid,  Various (A) Alessandro Cappuccio,  Various (CA) Gary Frank 

It's a celebra!on of the Marvel Age of Comics - and you are invited! Some of the most storied 

creators in Marvel history - and a sprinkling of new faces - explore the classic days of Marvel! J. 

Michael Straczynski and Kaare Andrews create the Marvel Universe in a backyard! Dan SloP and 

Michael Allred depict a crucial turning point for Captain Marvel! Rainbow Rowell and Shuma-

Goraths! explore the blossoming rela!onship between Cyclops and Jean Grey! The original Human 

Torch finds his purpose thanks to Mark Waid and Alessandro Cappuccio! The Silver Surfer confronts 

Mephisto under the guidance of Steve McNiven! Plus: In special commemora!on of Spider-Man, all-

star creators including Jonathan Hickman, Kurt Busiek, Neil Gaiman, Jim Cheung, Olivier Coipel and 

Terry Dodson join the fun with new tales of AMAZING FANTASY!  

 

Collec!ng MARVEL AGE (2023) #1000 and AMAZING FANTASY (2022) #1000. 

 

Rated T+ (STL329978) 

SC, 176pgs SRP: $34.99 

 



JUL240915 

MIGHTY MMW AMAZING SPIDER-MAN TP VOL 05 BECOME AVENGER 

(W) Stan Lee (A) John Romita (CA) Leonardo Romero 

John Romita Sr. joins Stan Lee to take the wallcrawler from strength to strength in some of the best 

Spidey stories ever told! 

 

Face it, !ger, you just hit the jackpot! Ar!st John Romita Sr. makes his AMAZING SPIDER-MAN debut, 

and oh, what a debut it is! With his iden!ty uncovered by the Green Goblin, Spider-Man finds 

himself figh!ng for his life — only to discover that the Goblin is none other than Norman Osborn! It's 

a story that reset the stakes for super heroes, and the historic moments don't stop there! This 

volume also features the first appearance of Mary Jane Watson, Spidey's aPempt to join the 

Avengers, and the debuts of the Rhino and the Shocker! Peter Parker's personal life also gets an 

upgrade when he moves out of Aunt May's house and gets his first apartment…not to men!on his 

first pair of wheels! 

 

COLLECTING: Amazing Spider-Man (1963) 39-46, Amazing Spider-Man Annual (1964) 3 

 

Kids to Adults (STL329979) 

SC, 200pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL240916 

MIGHTY MMW AMAZING SPIDER-MAN TP VOL 05 BECOME AVENGER DM 

(W) Stan Lee (A) John Romita (CA) Leonardo Romero 

John Romita Sr. joins Stan Lee to take the wallcrawler from strength to strength in some of the best 

Spidey stories ever told! 

 

Face it, !ger, you just hit the jackpot! Ar!st John Romita Sr. makes his AMAZING SPIDER-MAN debut, 

and oh, what a debut it is! With his iden!ty uncovered by the Green Goblin, Spider-Man finds 

himself figh!ng for his life — only to discover that the Goblin is none other than Norman Osborn! It's 

a story that reset the stakes for super heroes, and the historic moments don't stop there! This 

volume also features the first appearance of Mary Jane Watson, Spidey's aPempt to join the 

Avengers, and the debuts of the Rhino and the Shocker! Peter Parker's personal life also gets an 

upgrade when he moves out of Aunt May's house and gets his first apartment…not to men!on his 

first pair of wheels! 

 

COLLECTING: Amazing Spider-Man (1963) 39-46, Amazing Spider-Man Annual (1964) 3 

 



Kids to Adults (STL329980) 

SC, 200pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL240917 

MARVEL UNIVERSE OCTOBER POSTER A 

24" x 36" 

 

Kids to Adults (STL329989) 

1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL240918 

MARVEL UNIVERSE OCTOBER POSTER B 

24" x 36" 

 

Kids to Adults (STL329990) 

1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL240919 

MARVEL UNIVERSE OCTOBER POSTER C 

24" x 36" 

 

Kids to Adults (STL329991) 

1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL240920 

MARVEL UNIVERSE OCTOBER POSTER D 

24" x 36" 

 

Kids to Adults (STL329992) 

1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 



JUL240921 

STORM #1 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T+ (STL329728) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240922 

STORM #1 ALEXANDER LOZANO VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Alexander Lozano 

Rated T+ (STL329729) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240923 

STORM #1 JEEHYUNG LEE VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Jee-Hyung Lee 

Rated T+ (STL329730) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240924 

STORM #1 JEEHYUNG LEE VIR VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Jee-Hyung Lee 

Rated T+ (STL329731) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240925 

STORM #1 JEROME OPENA GOLD FOIL VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Jerome Opena 

Rated T+ (STL329732) 

40pgs SRP: PI  

 

JUL240926 



STORM #1 JOELLE JONES VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Joelle Jones 

Rated T+ (STL329733) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240927 

STORM #1 LUCAS WERNECK VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Lucas Werneck 

Rated T+ (STL329734) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240928 

STORM #1 CHECCHETTO DOOM CONQUERS MARVEL UNIVERSE VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Marco ChecchePo 

Rated T+ (STL329735) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240929 

BLADE RED BAND #1 (OF 5) [POLYBAGGED] 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Explicit Content (STL329801) 

32pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240930 

BLADE RED BAND #1 (OF 5) RED FOIL VAR [POLYBAGGED] 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Explicit Content (STL329802) 

32pgs (1 of 5) SRP: PI  

 

JUL240931 

BLADE RED BAND #1 (OF 5) TBD ARTIST VAR [POLYBAGGED] 



(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Explicit Content (STL329803) 

32pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240932 

BLADE RED BAND #1 (OF 5) EDWIN GALMON VAR [POLYBAGGED] 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Edwin Galmon 

Explicit Content (STL329804) 

32pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240933 

BLADE RED BAND #1 (OF 5) VIR VAR [POLYBAGGED] 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Explicit Content (STL329805) 

32pgs (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

DELUXE PUBLISHERS 

 

AFTERSHOCK COMICS 

 

JUL240934 

O/A MARY SHELLEY MONSTER HUNTER TP VOL 01 

(W) Adam Glass, Olivia Cuartero-Briggs (A/CA) Hayden Sherman 

For nearly two centuries, scholars have wondered how on earth Mary Shelley, a nineteen-year-old 

girl, was able to conjure one of the most frightening and enduring horror stories of all-!me: 

Frankenstein. 

But with the recent discovery of Mary Shelley's secret memoir, the truth is finally revealed: Mary 

Shelley didn't just write Frankenstein, she lived it. Traveling back to that historic Geneva winter of 

1816, Mary, her fiancé Percy, sisters Claire and Fanny, and the celebrated poet Lord Byron, find 

themselves guests of the eerie Frankenstein Estate. The macabre and frightening events that follow 

lead Mary to both a gruesome and shocking discovery. Their mysterious host is not at all what they 

expected, and their inten!ons will change the course of Mary's life forever. 

Brought to life by Adam Glass (ROUGH RIDERS, THE NORMALS, THE LOLLIPOP KIDS) and Olivia 

Cuartero-Briggs (ETV's The Arrangement) with art by Hayden Sherman (COLD WAR, The Few, Wasted 



Space), Mary Shelley: Monster Hunter is historical fic!on at its most (AWer)shocking! Volume One 

contains issues 1-5! (STL129127) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240935 

MOTH & WHISPER TP VOL 01 

(W) Ted Anderson (A/CA) Jen Hickman 

Everyone know that the two greatest thieves in the city are the Moth and the Whisper. What nobody 

knows is that the Moth and Whisper disappeared months ago and the new Moth and Whisper is 

actually one person pretending to be both of them: Niki, the child of the Moth and the Whisper. 

Niki has been trained by their parents in the arts of stealth and infiltra!on, but they're s!ll just a 

teenager, and now they're alone, searching for their parents in a hos!le, cyberpunk dystopia. The 

truth about Niki's parents and their disappearance is out there, but can Niki survive long enough to 

find it? 

A YA cyberpunk thriller starring a genderqueer super-thief, MOTH & WHISPER is the brainchild of Ted 

Anderson (My LiPle Pony, Adventure Time) and Jen Hickman (Jem and the Holograms, The Dead). 

This first volume contains the highly-acclaimed issues #1-5. (STL107536) (FEB191351) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240936 

O/A MY DATE WITH MONSTERS TP 

(W) Paul Tobin (A/CA) Andy MacDonald 

Seven years ago, an aPempt to weaponize dreams resulted in holes being punched through the 

world we know and into the world of dreams. Nightmarish creatures now stalk the land, sprou!ng 

from (and killing) anyone unlucky enough to dream. The only way to save the world is for certain 

people to have their dreams come true.  

Which is how Risa Himura finds herself not only figh!ng monsters, but forced into finding true love. 

Monsters and modern da!ng? It feels like a nightmare either way, and the only help Risa has is a 

friendly-ish monster named Croak and her pre-teen daughter, Machi.  

From Paul Tobin (BUNNY MASK) and Andy MacDonald (I BREATHED A BODY, Mul!ple Man), comes a 

unique story of one woman's quest to save the world, if only she could learn the difference between 

love and monsters. 

This volume collects issues #1-5 (STL220962) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240937 



NAUGHTY LIST TP 

(W) Nick Santora (A) Lee Ferguson (CA) Francesco Francavilla 

This volume is on sale in SEPTEMBER 2022 

 

I had a family once. A wife who loved me…a child we loved together. That's all gone now, been gone 

for hundreds of years. All because of that damn star. My name? It depends on where you live. Some 

call me Kris Kringle, others Papa Noël, but my real name is Nicholas Sinterklass, and this is the story 

of what happens when you steal my Naughty List.  

 

Up on the housetop CLICK, CLICK, CLICK! Down through the chimney with old Saint Nick! 

 

From the mind of Nick Santora (Reacher, The Sopranos, Law & Order, The Fugi!ve and Prison Break) 

and illustrated by Lee Ferguson (SYMPATHY FOR NO DEVILS, Sam and his Talking Gun) comes the 

Santa Claus origin story we're sure you've never heard before. 

 

This volume collects the en!re series, issues #1-4 (STL234752) (JUN221193) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240938 

NORMALS TP VOL 01 

(W) Adam Glass (A) Dennis Calero (CA) Juan Doe 

Think about your "life" for a moment…the people you've known, the one's you've loved, and all the 

stuff in between. Now imagine you learned that everything YOU believed, everything YOU lived, 

everything YOU felt actually never happened...it was ALL not real. But it is REAL to YOU and you now 

must fight to save it and everyone you love. But to do that, you first have to save the world. Welcome 

to "THE NORMALS." (STL098827) (SEP181391) 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240939 

NUCLEAR FAMILY TP VOL 01 RADIO NOWHERE 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A/CA) Tony Shasteen 

America, 1957. Elvis dominates the airwaves and apple pie is served aWer every meal. But, with the 

dark cloud of nuclear holocaust looming, Korean War vet Tim McClean's major concern is taking care 

of his family in the atomic age. 



When the first bomb does drop on an unexpec!ng Midwest city, Tim and his family find themselves 

plunged into a strange new world, where what's leW of the Unites States has gone underground 

while con!nuing to wage war on Russia with unthinkable tac!cs. 

Based on Philip K. Dick's short story "Breakfast at Twilight," NUCLEAR FAMILY is wriPen by Stephanie 

Phillips (Butcher of Paris, Heavy Metal, ARTEMIS AND THE ASSASSIN, RED ATLANTIS) and illustrated 

by Tony Shasteen (Star Trek). Cold War-era science fic!on at its most !mely and terrifying, this 

volume contains issues #1-5. (STL189775) (AUG211417) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240940 

OBERON TP VOL 01 

(W) Ryan ParroP (A/CA) Milos Slavkovic 

Betrayed by his people and exiled to Earth, Lord Oberon, the former king of the Fairies, seeks out an 

innocent prophesied child in order to manipulate her into becoming his ul!mate weapon so that he 

can reclaim his righcul throne. From writer Ryan Parrot (VOLITION) and ar!st Milos Slavkovic 

(Lightstep), OBERON is an original supernatural adventure proving once and for all that fairies should 

never be trusted. (STL119884) (JUN191361) 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240941 

ORPHAN AGE TP VOL 01 

(W) Ted Anderson (A/CA) Nuno Pla! 

One day all the adults died, all over the world, at the same !me.  

Now it's twenty years later, and the children—all grown up—are s!ll rebuilding the world. Horses 

and caravans are the only thin lines connec!ng !ny, scaPered sePlements— liPle sparks in the great 

dark night. Gasoline is gone, phones long dead, television a memory. The only power in America is 

the New Church, the religion of the angry children, that blames the destruc!on of the old world on 

the dead adults.  

In the sePlement of Dallastown, a stranger comes riding in, telling a story of escape from the New 

Church's unstoppable Firemen. The Church is on the march, and the world might burn again—and 

the only hope might be a scared teenage girl, a gunslinger keeping his secrets, and a woman of few 

words and long knives. Welcome to the Orphan Age. 

WriPen by Ted Anderson (MOTH & WHISPER, My LiPle Pony, Adventure Time) with art by Nuno Pla! 

(Alpha: Big Time, Marvel Girl), this volume collects issues #1-5. (STL131545) (NOV191377) 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240942 



OUT OF BODY TP 

(W) Peter Miligan (A/CA) Inaki Miranda 

When Dan Collins wakes to finds his life hanging by a thread, he must use his astral projec!on to 

discover who tried to kill him. Who is the beau!ful mys!c who tries to help him? Why does August 

Fryne want Dan's soul - and what does it have to do with a demon who seems to be Dorian Gray? A 

weird, occult detec!ve thriller about life, death - and whatever lies in between.  

From award-winning comic book writer Peter Milligan (Shade, the Changing Man, X-Sta!x) and 

ar!s!c sensa!on Inaki Miranda (WE LIVE, Harley Quinn) comes an awe-some new dimension in 

horror and mystery! 

This 128-page volume contains the en!re series, issues #1-5. (STL204549) (OCT211112) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240943 

OUT OF THE BLUE COMP TP 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Keith Burns 

A WAR IS A DIFFICULT THING TO KILL 

The Second World War is almost over, but no one seems to have told the Germans - as Royal Air 

Force pilot Jamie McKenzie finds out when he's assigned to deadly  

shipping strikes along the enemy coast.  

Flying the Mosquito fighter-bomber against heavily armed targets is dangerous enough at the best of 

!mes, but aWer incurring the wrath of his vengeful commanding officer,  

Jamie is assigned the most unpopular navigator in the unit - not to men!on the least reliable aircraW. 

Worse s!ll, the commander's sights are firmly set on Jamie's beau!ful young wife, Beth.  

Writer Garth Ennis (A WALK THROUGH HELL, Preacher, The Boys) and ar!st Keith Burns (War Stories) 

reunite aWer the success of their series Johnny Red, presen!ng  

another tale of World War II aerial combat: featuring skies black with flak and enemy fighters, nail-

bi!ng low-level ac!on, and the dark humor of men whose lives can be snatched away at any 

second…OUT OF THE BLUE.  

This 144-page collec!on contains both volumes of the WWII aerial combat classic. (STL201545) 

(OCT211113) 

SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240944 

PARTY & PREY OGN (MR) 

(W) Steve Orlando, Steve Foxe (A/CA) Alex Sanchez 



Alan is used to being ignored by younger guys, so he hardly believes his luck when lithe, handsome 

ScoP makes a move on him in the crowded gay club. But there's a wolf on the dance floor tonight, 

and he's hungry for fresh prey…  

A taboo-breaking queer thriller from co-writers Steve Orlando (KILL A MAN) and Steve Foxe 

(Razorblades) and ar!st Alex Sanchez (The Evil Within), packed with twists sharp enough to draw 

blood. (STL194385) (AUG211397) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL240945 

PATIENCE CONVICTION REVENGE TP VOL 01 

(W) Patrick Kindlon (A/CA) Marco Ferrari 

Disregarded, disrespected and dismissed, Renny has a chip on his shoulder. 

Once an equal partner in a criminal syndicate that rules Las Vegas, he now lives in a shack in the 

desert. But the shack has a workshop, and Renny's been busy. It's !me to march his robot army into 

the neon hell of a cyberpunl Las Vegas and retake his seat at the table. 

Old friends bePer run, because Opera!on: PATIENCE! CONVICTION! REVENGE! is underway. 

WriPen by Patrick Kindlon (There's Nothing There, We Can Never Go Home) and drawn by Marco 

Ferrari (Famous Monsters Presents) PATIENCE! CONVICTION! REVENGE! Volume 1 contains the en!re 

and irreverent series, issues #1-5. (STL107538) (FEB191350) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240946 

PESTILENCE TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Frank Tieri (A) Oleg Okunev (CA) Tim Bradstreet 

It’s the late 14th Century, and a Great Pes!lence—the “Black Death”— is sweeping across Europe, 

killing over 100 million people. BUT, what if history as we know it was a lie? What if, in reality, this 

was no straighcorward plague, but the FIRST non-recorded Zombie Infesta!on of man? Ex-Crusader 

Roderick Helms and his fellow “black ops” agents the Church, Fiat Lux, must seek out the cause of 

this undead outbreak and vanquish it before mankind ceases to exist! WriPen by the master of 

violence, gore, and mayhem, Frank Tieri (Marvel vs Capcom, Wolverine, Deadpool), with spectacular 

art from Disney illustrator, Oleg Okunev, and covers by Eisner Award-nominated ar!st Tim Bradstreet 

(The Punisher, Hellblzer)! (STL059624) (NOV171154) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 



JUL240947 

PESTILENCE TP VOL 02 

(W)  Tieri, Frank (A) Oleg Okunev (CA) Tim Bradstreet 

The second volume of this hit AWerShock series starts here! The year is 1353. The fugi!ve Roderick 

Helms has retreated to a life of hidden seclusion aWer failing to expose the Church's role in the Black 

Death. But something threatens to bring him back into ac!on. Something that has risen which will 

threaten to transform the waning plague into a far more darker and sinister crisis. And that 

something is none other than Satan himself! WriPen by the master of violence, gore, and mayhem, 

Frank Tieri (Harley Quinn, Marvel vs Capcom, Wolverine, Deadpool), with spectacular art from 

illustrator Oleg Okunev, and covers by Eisner Award-nominated ar!st Tim Bradstreet (The Punisher, 

Hellblazer)! (STL085178) (OCT181340) 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

ABLAZE PUBLISHING 

 

JUL240948 

HARVEY KURTZMANS MARLEYS GHOST GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Harvey Kurtzman & Various (A/CA) Harvey Kurtzman, Gideon Kendall 

ABLAZE and Comixology Originals are proud to present Harvey Kurtzman's Marley's Ghost. Enjoy this 

Eisner Award Winning version of Dickens' A Christmas Carol in graphic novel form, in print for the 

first !me! 

 

Marley's Ghost is the posthumous comple!on of legendary creator Harvey Kurtzman's adapta!on of 

the classic Charles Dickens' novel-A Christmas Carol. Kurztman's ambi!ous concept for Marley's 

Ghost began in the 1950s-as an early "graphic novel"-but was never realized. Now, over 70 years 

later, writers Josh O'Neill and Shannon Wheeler expand upon Kurtzman's extensive adapta!on notes 

while illustrator Gideon Kendall's outstanding artwork u!lizes Kurtzman's breakdowns and stylis!c 

choices to make this long-lost vision a reality! 

 

As a bonus, the book also includes a behind-the-scenes backmaPer sec!on and the original Charles 

Dickens prose story! 

 

Harvey Kurtzman (1924-1993) was the creator of MAD, Playboy's LiPle Annie Fanny and TRUMP, and 

Help Magazine. He is considered one of the most influen!al creators in the history of sequen!al art 

with the industry's Harvey Awards named in his honor. 

 



Gideon Kendall is an illustrator and anima!on designer whose clients include Disney, Cartoon 

Network, and The New York Times. 

 

Josh O'Neill is the Eisner and Harvey Award-winning writer and editor of LiPle Nemo: Dream Another 

Dream. 

 

Shannon Wheeler is the Eisner Award-winning creator of the comic Too Much Coffee Man and a 

contributor to The New Yorker. 

 

Eisner Award WINNER - Best Digital Comic of 2018! (STL330629) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240949 

ARCHIBALD GN VOL 01 MONSTER SLAYER (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Hyun-Min Kim 

Meet Archibald, the supernatural detec!ve! 

 

Archibald, a shy and observant boy, has a dream: to become a great detec!ve. And not just any sort 

of detec!ve! He wants to explore secret worlds, those where magic reigns and monsters lurk in the 

shadows. All he needs is his first big case! When it arrives in the form of Monk, a talka!ve and 

cowardly, one-eyed dog, Archibald is introduced to the Monster Inves!ga!on Bureau. 

 

Together, Archibald and Monk set out on the trail of a giant snake, a mysterious black mage, and an 

army of zombies...and along the way, encounter a war declared between the werewolves and the 

bear-men, and a horde of goblins who harass trolls, among other curious creatures. Thrills, chills, 

humor, blunders, and more are in store for the adventures of this unique tandem of Sherlock Holmes 

appren!ces! (STL327379) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 136pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240950 

HAPPYLAND GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Shingo Honda 

The Komiya family are trapped in Happyland, an amusement park with dark intent and violence 

methods. One by one, the family members face challenges that force them to confront their sins. But 

when (and if) these challenges are completed, will they be able to face each other? And can they 

escape Happyland alive? 



 

Don't miss the conclusion of Happyland, a unique and brutal tale by mangaka Shingo Honda! 

(STL330633) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL240951 

TORPEDO 1972 TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Enrique Sanchez Abuli (A) Eduardo Risso, Leandro Fernandez (CA) Eduardo Risso 

FROM THE CO-CREATOR and ARTIST of EISNER WINNING SERIES 100 BULLETS comes a reimagining of 

the classic crime noir Torpedo! 

 

In the 1930s, Lucas Torelli, known as "Torpedo", was a legend of the suburbs of New York. A tough, 

trigger-happy Sicilian who only knew how to make friends-anyone else is no longer here to say 

otherwise. Nearly forty years later, the Big Apple has changed quite a bit. Torpedo, not so much. As a 

persistent journalist prepares to write an ar!cle about the Caputo family, the demons of Torpedo's 

past resurface, along with his dirty old habits... 

 

Collects the hit series, plus cover gallery and bonus material. (STL320530) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240952 

ZOMBIE MAKEOUT CLUB VOL 1-2 COLL SET (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Peter Richardson 

Catch up on the stylish and macabre feast of Zombie Makeout Club! Get both volumes of this manga-

inspired smash-hit at a specially discounted price with this collected set from ABLAZE! 

 

AWer dying of suicide, a rebellious high school student is brought back to life in a strange 

underground facility. Now, she must piece together not only how and why she has been resurrected, 

but also confront the fragmented memories of her past and the horrors of the laboratory that want 

to send her back to the aWerlife. 

 

Then… Powered by the mysterious phenomenon of "Black Blood," various youngsters in Death City 

find themselves tangled up together and piPed against the mysterious organiza!on that seeks to 

harvest their bodies and abili!es. (STL330653) (C: 0-1-2) 



MATURE THEMES 

Belly Band Set, SC, 6x9, 336pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL240953 

ABLAZE SPOTLIGHT ON HORROR COLL SET (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS (CA)  Various 

ABLAZE is shining the spotlight on the wide variety of genres and fantas!c works within our 

catalogue! Our Spotlight on Horror includes three comic !tles - Vampire State Building, Graveyard 

Wars, and Boogyman - bundled together under a specially discounted price. 

 

In Vampire State Building: Terry Fisher is a young soldier on the verge of being sent away for ac!ve 

military duty, and he meets his friends at the top of the Empire State Building for a farewell party. 

But suddenly, a legion of vampires aPacks the skyscraper and massacres its occupants. The 102 floors 

have become a deadly trap, and Terry must take decisive ac!on to save himself and his friends. 

 

In Graveyard Wars: There are those among us with near-death experiences who now have an ability 

called a Soul-Skill which allows them access to the skillsets of the dead; fighter, mechanic, sniper, 

pilot, hacker, assassin. Anything. They are connected to the realm of the souls and their skills. While 

not everyone who touches death is able to retain this ability, those who do have formed two warring 

guilds: Caretakers and Dark Hearts. The Caretaker's mission? To use the power of the dead to protect 

the living. Welcome to Graveyard Wars. 

 

In Boogyman: Passionate about reading, EllioP has always preferred the stories of boogymen, those 

monstrous creatures which, at night, hide in the shadows or under the bed to frighten liPle children. 

He can't imagine how much they will change his life... Witnessing the bloody murder of his parents, 

he will discover that, in reality, boogymen do indeed exist, and very precise codes govern their 

existence. (STL330654) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

BOOK set, HC, 7x10, 560pgs, FC SRP: $50.99 

 

JUL240954 

ABLAZE SPOTLIGHT ON EURO COMICS COLL SET (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS (CA)  Various 

ABLAZE is shining the spotlight on the wide variety of genres and fantas!c works within our 

catalogue! Our Spotlight on Euro-Comics set includes three comic !tles - Guillem March's Laura and 

Other Stories, Gost 111, and On the Way- bundled together under a specially discounted price. 

 



In Guillem March's Laura and Other Stories: Suffering from the ever-painful experience of unrequited 

love, twenty-year-old Laura takes a look at her life. Does the fact that the boy she has feelings for is 

in love with someone else mean there is something wrong with her? Or is that just how young love 

goes? And what will happen when she tries to get past the hurt and move on with her life? 

 

In Gost 111: A caring but unemployed father, Goran Stankovic accepts a shady job, gets arrested, and 

has no other choice but to become an informant. Stuck between thugs and the police, in a world of 

manipula!on, Goran will have to play a perilous double game to get out of it. 

 

In On the Way: Emma, a newly single cartoonist, impulsively finds herself standing in Roncesvalles 

with her gaze fixed on San!ago de Compostela. Following the pilgrimage route known as The Way of 

St. James, she realizes that what she believed to be a simple walk to get some miles behind her (and 

her past) is a chance to learn not only about the people she meets along the way, but also herself. 

(STL330655) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

BOOK set, HC, 7x10, 300pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL240955 

DIARY OF A NERD VOL 1-2 COLL SET (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Philip Osbourne (A/CA) Roberta Procacci 

Diary of a Nerd stars Phil, a twelve-year old boy living in ManhaPan, NY. He is a talented, self-

professed nerd...an intellectual who enjoys spending his days with his friends, known as "The Geek 

Team". 

 

Phil likes a girl in his class named Loren, but he also knows that he could never compete with Ted, 

Loren's boyfriend. One night, while Phil is sleeping, Darth Vader appears to him like a vision in his 

dream, invi!ng him to use his strength to challenge the bullies and win the love of Loren. 

 

DIARY OF A NERD consists of two different diaries wriPen by the same kid, collected in this set at a 

special price! One is the diary of a young genius, the other is a quest for love. Phil eats, lives, and 

breathes pop culture...his adventures are humorous and relatable...and have already gained him a 

cult following around the world! (STL330657) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not Available in India. 

Set, HC, 6x9, 320pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240956 

MIRKA ANDOLFOS UNSACRED VARIANT PACK VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mirka Andolfo, Davide Goy (A) Mirka Andolfo (CA)  Various 



Mirka Andolfo (Mercy, Unnatural, DC Bombshells) returns, bringing life to a Heaven (and a Hell) filled 

with humor and lovable characters! In Un/Sacred Vol 2, Mirka invites you once again into the world 

of Angelina and Damiano...and Eden, the new arrival in the family! 

 

This bundle offers all six issues of Mirka Andolfo's Un/Sacred Vol. 2, presented in a variety of unique 

variant covers at a special price! Limited to 300! 

 

Featuring the following fantas!c covers: 

#1 - Maria Llovet 

#2 - Gabriele Bagnoli 

#3 - Mirka Andolfo "Devil Angelina" Variant 

#4 - Mirko Andolfo "Eden in the Middle" Variant 

#5 - Mirko Andolfo "Cleavage Dive" Variant 

#6 - Mirka Andolfo "Damiano Bra" Variant (STL330663) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Pack (6 comics), 192pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240957 

BOOGYMAN TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mathieu Salvia (A)  Djet 

Monsters don't only exist in children's minds... 

Passionate about reading, EllioP has always had a preference for the stories of boogymen, those 

monstrous creatures which, at night, hide in the shadows or under the bed to frighten liPle children. 

He can't imagine how much they will change his life... Witnessing the bloody murder of his parents, 

he will discover that, in reality, boogymen do indeed exist, and very precise codes govern their 

existence. When one of the most powerful boogymen, Father Death, decides to protect him, EllioP 

finds himself plunged into a terrible conflict at the heart of a universe as terrifying as it is fascina!ng. 

On a dark, stormy night, EllioP's des!ny will be fulfilled... 

Creators Mathieu Silvia and Djet craW a stylish nightmare world and take you on a non-stop ac!on 

adventure into the realm of the Boogymen. Collects the hit 6-issue series, along with cover gallery 

and bonus material. (STL251811) (JAN231093) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240958 



O/A CHILDREN OF THE BLACK SUN TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Dario Sicchio (A) Le!zia Cadonici, Francesco Segala (CA) Le!zia Cadonici 

For Fans of Something is Killing The Children! 

From the ar!st of the hit SIKTC spinoff series The House of Slaughter! 

"It is not difficult to be happy under a blue sky. But it takes a lot of courage to be strong even under a 

black sun." 

Over the years, a black sun has risen twice. A dark dawn whose rays have done terrible things to 

people's minds, driving them to all sorts of horror. Twelve years have passed since the last !me and 

the world s!ll fears the return of that inexplicable phenomenon. But fear is not the only legacy of 

those terrible days. All the women who got pregnant under the influence of the black sun have given 

birth to babies with some... peculiari!es. White hair, ashy skin, abnormal propor!ons, and eyes as 

red as fire: the Children of the Black Sun. 

Brightvale is a small town like many others. Here, the Children of the Black Sun are treated with 

par!cular contempt, especially during the days leading up to the anniversary of the two disasters. 

The hatred of their fellow villagers, terrified of a possible return of that horror, will push these kids to 

unite and embark on a hallucinatory journey to discover themselves and their true nature. But is the 

black sun really about to return? 

Collec!ng the first volume of the hit series, along with cover gallery and bonus material. (STL274536) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 124pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240959 

CRUELER THAN DEAD GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Tsukasa Saimura (A/CA) Kozo Takahashi 

Discover the BEST of GORE from JAPAN!  

 

Crueler Than Dead features fast paced and extremely graphic violence concealing none of the 

absolute horror…and requiring a strong heart and stomach! 

 

No one knows where it started…but when the world finally realized what was going on, it was 

already too late. 

 

When Maki Akagi wakes up in a lab full of corpses, she learns from a dying soldier that she is the 

result of a last-ditch experiment to cure humans of a virus turning them into zombies. Accompanied 

by a young boy who also miraculously escaped, she will have to try to get to the very center of a 

devastated Tokyo filled with bloodthirsty monsters. The dome located there contains the last 



survivors of mankind. And humanity's very survival depends solely on a few drops of this miraculous 

vaccine… 

 

Inspired by Katsuhiro Otomo (Akira), The Walking Dead, Romero classics, and new zombie films like 

28 Days Later, Crueler Than Dead delights in the me!culous gory details of decomposed flesh, with a 

wicked and hungry eye...evoking a modern vision of a zombie world that is terrifying, tension filled 

and unsePling! 

_____________________ (STL186931) (JUL211189) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL240960 

CRUELER THAN DEAD GN VOL 02 

(W) Tsukasa Saimura (A/CA) Kozo Takahashi 

AWer a grueling and dangerous trip, Maki and Shota finally make it to the Tokyo Dome, the largest 

refugee camp in the en!re Kanto region and one of the last places to survive the zombie outbreak 

that has overwhelmed the whole world. 

Maki, who brings with her the remaining doses of the vaccine developed at the Gunma Pharma-

ceu!cal Center where she woke up in the first volume, is taken care of by the people in power in the 

Dome, where a handful of privileged people under the leadership of Colonel Shimamoto live in 

luxury, while the majority of the survivors are forced to survive in appalling condi!ons. 

Shota and Miura are thrust into the difficult daily lives of survivors who do not have the chance to be 

privileged. Miura is assigned to a work team while Shota befriends the leader of a gang of chil-dren… 

Inspired by Katsuhiro Otomo (Akira), The Walking Dead, Romero classics, and new zombie films like 

28 Days Later, Crueler Than Dead delights in the me!culous detail of decomposed flesh, with a 

wicked and hungry eye…evoking a modern vision of a zombie world that is terrifying and ten-sion 

filled. (STL204544) (DEC211200) 

SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL240961 

GRAVEYARD WARS SC GN VOL 01 

(W) A. J. Lieberman (A) Andrew Sebas!an Kwan (CA) Andrew Sebas!an Kwan, A. J. Lieberman 

There are those among us, all of whom have had near death experiences, who now 

have an ability called a Soul-Skill which allows them access to the skill-sets of the 

dead; fighter, mechanic, sniper. Anything. This ability connects them in this realm to the 

soul, and its skill, in the next. Pilot. Hacker. Assassin. Anything. 



While not everyone who touches death is able to retain this ability those who do have 

formed two warring guilds: Caretakers and Dark Hearts. The Caretaker's mission? To use 

the power of the dead to protect the living. Welcome to Graveyard Wars. 

 

All his life Ethan Noble felt he was different; unstable, crazy. How else to explain his 

ability to master so many different skills only to have them vanish !me aWer !me. 

All her life Carter Noble has tried in vain to help her brother. Raise him, shield him, 

understand him. An impossible task, even for a twin, because no maPer how hard 

Ethan tried to explain his behavior Carter was never able to understand and any 

aPempt to enlist help from Sebas!an, their father, was met with an icy stare and stony 

silence. 

 

What all three Nobles will soon learn is that in a world where the secrets someone 

takes to their grave are no longer safe you need family more than ever. The problem? 

When Ethan and Carter uncover a web of lies that led to their mother's death 

they're lead straight to their father. 

 

 Brought to you by AJ Lieberman, writer of Image Comics (COWBOY NINJA VIKING, TERM LIFE), DC 

(Gotham Knights, Harley Quinn, War Games) and Scholas!c (THE SILVER SIX). Illustrated by Andrew 

Sebas!an Kwan and Darren Rawlings. (STL159139) (JUL200938) 

SC, 7x10, 232pgs, 2C SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240962 

HE WHO FIGHTS WITH MONSTERS HC (MR) 

(W) Francesco Ar!bani (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

On All Hallows' Eve, a community struggles under the boot of the Nazi war ma-chine when 

supernatural forces come to play a part in the conflict! From the ar!st of the bestselling Something is 

Killing the Children comes a tale that will send shivers up your spine... 

 

It's World War 2 and the struggle between good and evil is in full force. In Pra-gue, the great 

Bohemian city is being oppressed by the Nazi occupa!on and the popula!on lives in terror, while the 

resistance forces try to organize themselves in the shadows. It is an almost impossible task. With the 

ruthless SS !ghtening their grip on every street and neighborhood with overwhelming might, only 



one hope feeds the struggle. A crazy hope, which rests on the fragile founda!ons of an an-cient, 

monstrous legend... 

 

The HE WHO FIGHTS WITH MONSTERS hardcover collects the hit series and includes a complete 

cover gallery plus bonus material. (STL211250) (FEB221085) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240963 

KIDZ HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Aurelien Ducoudray (A/CA) Jocelyn Joret 

These KIDZ are foul mouthed, raising hell and doing baPle with the living dead! 

 

It's been three months since a terrible epidemic turned the popula!on into zombies hungry for fresh 

meat. Only aWer devouring almost all of humanity, the undead themselves begin to wither and fall 

from famine... Somewhere in a suburban town, Ben, 10 years old and s!ll trauma!zed by the death 

of his parents, forms with his friends the last bas!on of humanity. And between hun!ng zombie 

survivors, expedi!ons to amass food, toys and comics-all filmed by the aptly named Spielberg-life 

flows rather peacefully in their world. 

 

Un!l something worse than a nuclear disaster or the 4 flashing red rings of death on an Xbox 360 hits 

their small community: two girls! Accustomed to chilling by the pool, ea!ng chocolate bars and 

playing video games... how will the boys react to Polly's bizarre new customs and liPle sister Sue? 

 

Aurélien Ducoudray and Jocelyn Joret bring you the zombie apocalypse from a kid's point-of-view in 

this pop culture mash up.  KIDZ is Stranger Things meets Zombieland on a Gorillaz soundtrack! 

 

The collected edi!on of KIDZ includes a bonus sec!on with cover art and sketchbook sec!on along 

other behind-the-scenes info and material! (STL159141) (OCT200991) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240964 

LIFE ZERO HC 

(W) Stefano VieT (A/CA) Marco ChecchePo 



From the ar!st of Marvel Comics' Daredevil, Marco ChecchePo, comes a thrilling new adventure! 

Where were you when the cloud arrived? Where were you when the world changed forever? Where 

were you when people started dying? Ablaze is proud to present Life Zero by Stefano VieT 

(Dragonero) and Marco ChecchePo (Daredevil, Avengers, Old Man Hawkeye, Wolverine), with colors 

by Andres Mossa (Wolverine, Avengers, Secret Wars 2099). At the limits between science fic!on, 

ac!on and horror is LIFE ZERO! (STL231690) (AUG221025) 

HC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240965 

LOVECRAFT UNKNOWN KADATH TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Floren!no Florez (A) Guillermo Sanna (CA) Jacques Salomon 

"Aa-shanta 'nygh! You are off! Send back earth's gods to their haunts on unknown Kadath, and pray 

to all space that you may never meet me in my thousand other forms... for I am Nyarlathotep, the 

Crawling Chaos!" 

Randolph Carter, a traveler to dreamland, tries not to wake up before reaching his goal, the elusive 

Kadath: the home of the gods, a place of fantasy and overflowing imagina!on. Carter walks through 

a world full of threats and abominable monsters, but also of palaces, exuberant ci!es, and 

geographies that remind man of his insignificant role on the gigan!c cosmic chessboard. 

What are the reasons to keep going when everything around us is terrifying and lethal? Kadath may 

offer some answers to this ques!on! 

An adapta!on of H.P. LovecraW's The Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath unlike anything you've read 

before. Collects the complete 8 issue series, plus cover gallery, bonus material, and the original prose 

story! (STL259506) (MAR231092) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 200pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL240966 

O/A MANIX ABRERAS 12 SC 

(W/A) Manix Abrera 

Acclaimed Filipino comic ar!st and three-!me Na!onal Book Awardee Manix Abrera, in coopera!on 

with ABLAZE, proudly presents "12".  

  

Twelve remarkable stories, weird and surreal, thought-provoking yet funny,  

some!mes disturbing, others terrifying, but nonetheless always enchan!ng.  

  

Twelve genuinely touching stories, all drawn in Manix's simplis!c style,  



devoid of words but communicate loudly and resonate wildly with your emo!ons.  

  

Each story presents itself in its own charm, with intriguing twists - a young man spends his en!re life 

searching for answers but shock awaits when he finally gets that eureka moment; someone finds 

love that unexpectedly finds somebody else; two men argue over who goes first on an escalator; a 

mother and daughter fight over a cockroach; a drunk man urinates on a tree and gets a big surprise - 

making you wonder how these mundane plots can turn out bizarrely, promp!ng you to reflect and 

crave for more!  

  

One story reveals a mysterious horror encountered in gloomy desolate highways. Another shows 

how some group of scien!sts acquire superpowers because someone hesitated to dissect a frog. A 

young girl aPaches her eyes to a balloon so she can look for her mother above a crowd.  

  

What is the meaning of life? Is finding happiness worth it when you lose what really maPers the 

most? Would you even know what maPers the most?  

Embrace pain and sorrow. Hope for love and will for hope.  

  

Manix Abrera's 12 breaks all language barriers in the world of storytelling, but cuts straight into your 

soul, touches your heart in several dimensions you can and cannot imagine.  

 

About Manix Abrera  

Manuel Luis "Manix" Abrera (b. 1982) graduated with a degree in Fine Arts from the University of the 

Philippines Diliman. He is a freelance cartoonist, and is the creator of Kikomachine Komix, his long-

running daily strip in the Philippine Daily Inquirer. He also contributes a weekly webcomic, News 

Hardcore!, for GMA News Online. To date, he has produced 16 volumes of Kikomachine Komix, and 

News Hardcore compila!on volume 1. He also released two wordless graphic novels en!tled "12" 

and "14". He is a three-!me Na!onal Book Awardee for his works, "14" (2015), "News Hardcore: 

Hukbong Sandatahan ng Kahaggardan" (2016) and "Kikomachine Komix Volume 14: Alaala ng 

Kinabukasan"(2019). 

 

Manix's art style and discipline is strongly influenced by his father, Jess Abrera, an award-winning 

editorial cartoonist and Inquirer pioneer, while Manix's love and talent of storytelling is naturally 

honed in him by his mother, Prof. BernadePe Abrera, a historian and current Dean of the UP College 

of Social Sciences and Philosophy. 

 

Manix considers himself an incessant child of the universe, always in pursuit of stories and mysteries 

which he immortalizes and passes on through his art. (STL223596) 

SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 



 

JUL240967 

MANIX ABRERAS 14 GN 

(W/A) Manix Abrera 

ABLAZE proudly presents "14," the second silent graphic novel created by Filipino comic ar!st, Manix 

Abrera.  Winner of a Na!onal Book Award (Category: Wordless Graphic Literature) in 2015, awarded 

by the Na!onal Book Development Board and Manila Cri!cs Circle. 

 

14 tells the story of a human who mysteriously discovers a 13th floor in his building and finds himself 

in the middle of a storytelling session among different mythological creatures of Philippine folklore. 

Together, with a partying crowd of supernatural beings, he listens to stories narrated by creatures 

such as the Manananggal, Diwata, Tikbalang, Kapre, Tiyanak, and even by a White Lady and a 

Doppelganger.  14 is a grand narra!ve of weird yet wonderful tales, humorous albeit dark and 

spooky, surreal but unarguably true to the emo!ons of the heart.  

 

Using absolutely no words in this graphic novel, Manix successfully tells the stories through careful 

planning of each scene and sequence. Frame by frame, panel by panel, Manix effec!vely renders 

each scene in detail and maximizes the power of images to completely convey the stories and 

emo!ons he wants to evoke in his readers. It is now up to you, the reader, to no!ce these details, to 

savor each frame, page by page un!l the big picture and meaning unfold sans the usual text balloons. 

Sounds mind-blowing! (STL227104) (JUL221028) 

SC, 7x10, 200pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240968 

MARIA LLOVETS EROS PSYCHE GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Maria Llovet 

From the ar!st of the bestselling Faithless series...comes Eros/Psyche. 

The Rose female boarding school is paradise for young girls...but only if you follow the rules. 

Because, if you disobey them, you can end up expelled, or even worse, dead. 

Sara and Silje are two students learning the rules of the school, which includes classes by day...and 

the cas!ng of curses and spells by night. A love develops between the two, which is tender, but 

threatens to break under the weight of the dark secret society within The Rose. 

Acclaimed creator Maria Llovet (Faithless, Heartbeat, Loud) brings you a surreal, bewitching tale of 

love, magic, and tragedy in Eros/Psyche. (STL186932) (JUN211128) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 



JUL240969 

MARIA LLOVETS PORCELAIN HC 

(W/A/CA) Maria Llovet 

Beryl's life in the desert, living with her aunt and her cat, is rela!vely sim-ple...un!l the day she finds 

and enters the Dollhouse. 

Stuck inside an ever-changing mystery house that hunts children and turns them into dolls, Beryl 

goes on a psychedelic journey where she must face the no!on of her own limita!ons and move past 

them...before she becomes the building's new-est prey. 

PORCELAIN is a labyrinth of a psychologically thrilling experience told in a way that only acclaimed 

creator Maria Llovet (Faithless, Heartbeat, Loud, Eros/Psyche) can tell it. 

The hardcover collec!on of PORCELAIN includes issues 1-5 of the hit series along with complete 

cover gallery and bonus material. (STL208282) (JAN221090) 

HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240970 

NIGHTCRAWLERS HC VOL 01 BOY WHO CRIED WOLF 

(W) Marco Lopez (A) Rachel Distler 

When things go bump in the night, they bump back. 

 

If you think aliens replaced your teachers or your neighbor might be a vampire, then there's only one 

group to call for help: The Nightcrawlers. 

 

The Nightcrawlers take on their first case when a friend from school believes werewolves replaced 

his parents. They get more than they bargained for when their inves!ga!on leads them right in the 

middle of a confronta!on between their caretaker William Jones and a former Nightcrawler out for 

revenge. This story is about the unlikeliest group of friends coming together to help others...with a 

spooky twist! 

 

An new all-ages supernatural adventure about a group of supernatural kid detec!ves, by Eisner 

Award winning writer Marco Lopez and ar!st on the rise Rachel Distler. For fans of Goosebumps, 

Ghostbusters, The Goonies,  and Stranger Things. (STL227105) (JUL221027) 

HC, 6x9, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL240971 

VAMPIRE STATE BUILDING HC GN 



(W)  Ange, Patrick Renault (A/CA) Charlie Adlard 

The newest horror series from the ar!st of The Walking Dead! Get ready to be biPen from the first 

full-color page...! Terry Fisher is a young soldier on the verge of being sent away for ac!ve military 

duty, and is going to meet his friends at the top of the Empire State Building for a farewell party. But 

suddenly a legion of vampires aPacks the skyscraper and massacres its occupants. Hounded in the 

102 floors that have become a deadly trap, Terry must take decisive ac!on to save himself and his 

friends — and the city of New York! — before the army of abomina!ons, and the terrible vampire 

god within (walled into the building since its construc!on) spill into the city...  

Collec!ng the hit 4 issue series into one handsome hardcover volume! Includes behind-the-scenes 

material, cover gallery, sketches, designs, and more! (STL144620) (DEC191287) 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL240972 

ZOMBIE MAKEOUT CLUB GN VOL 01 DEATHWISH (MR) 

(W/A) Peter Richardson 

The Hit webtoon comes to print! 

 

A rebellious high school student is brought back to life in a strange underground facility aWer 

commiTng suicide. Now, she must piece together not only how and why she has been resurrected, 

but also confront the fragmented memories of her past and the horrors of the laboratory that want 

to send her back to the aWerlife. This breakneck story illustrates a violent vision of life aWer death. 

 

Welcome to DEATHWISH. A graphic and chao!c comic about life, death, suicide, and the other side. 

Brought to you by the creator of ZOMBIE MAKEOUT CLUB. 

Collec!ng the popular Webtoon comic series, plus bonus material! (STL227106) (JUL221026) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL240973 

ZOMBIE MAKEOUT CLUB GN VOL 02 (MR) 

(W/A) Peter Richardson 

: The stylish and macabre feast of Zombie Makeout Club returns!  

  

Powered by the mysterious phenomenon of "Black Blood" and effortless gorepunk aesthe!cs, 

various youngsters in Death City find themselves tangled up together and piPed against the 

mysterious organiza!on that seeks to harvest their bodies and abili!es. 



  

When Yuka goes searching for her missing sister, she becomes entwined in a web of serial killings, 

madness, and conspiracy. Yuka's path leads her to Ai, who has awakened within the facility. Both girls 

are pursued by a new foe and her human pet, but with what means and to what ends? 

  

Collec!ng Volume 2 of the popular Webtoon in print for the first !me. (STL294889) (OCT231029) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL240974 

TRESE GN VOL 01 MURDER ON BALETE DRIVE (MR) 

(W)  BudjePe (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo 

When the sun sets in the city of Manila, don't you dare make a wrong turn and end up in that dimly- 

lit side of the metro, where blood-sucking aswang run the most-wanted kidnapping rings, where 

gigan!c kapre are the kingpins of crime, and magical engkantos slip through the cracks and steal your 

most precious possessions. When crime takes a turn for the weird, the police call Alexandra Trese.  

Trese Vol 1 "Murder on Balete Drive" features all new, redrawn artwork throughout, and includes a 

substan!al bonus sec!on with behind-the-scenes sketches, info and details on the making of the 

book and further insight into the world of Trese, as told by its creators BudjePe Tan and Kajo 

Baldisimo! (STL159144) (JUL200936) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240975 

TRESE GN VOL 02 UNREPORTED MURDERS 

(W) BudjePe Tan (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo 

Award-winning series, and soon to be Neclix anime series! 

  When dusk arrives in the city of Manila, that's when you become the most likely prey of the 

underworld. Kidnappers and thieves will be the least of your worries. 

   Beware the criminals that can't be bound with handcuffs nor harmed with bullets. 

Beware the ones that crave your blood, those who hold your heart ransom, and the ones that come 

to steal your soul. 

   When crime takes a turn for the weird, the police call Alexandra Trese. 

Trese Vol 2 "Unreported Murders" contains four mysteries for Alexandra Trese to solve; including a 

murdered dwarven-creature, a police sta!on held under siege by the undead, an elusive serial killer 

living in the sewers of the city, and an unassuming gated-community that's willing to pay the price to 



live the privileged life. All the stories feature updated/re-mastered artwork, and a substan!al bonus 

sec!on about the monsters of Philippine myth, as told by its creators BudjePe Tan and Kajo 

Baldisimo! (STL172348) (FEB210942) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240976 

TRESE GN VOL 03 MASS MURDERS 

(W) BudjePe Tan (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo 

Third volume in the Bestselling series!   

 

Award-winning Filipino comic, and soon to be Neclix anime series! 

12 midnight at Metro Manila. Try to remain calm as you walk down the dimly lit streets. 

If you are suddenly surrounded by a pack of dogs that appear from nowhere - these might be segben 

tracking down their prey. 

Avoid the butcher's shop that's open at this hour. It might be a front for a gang of vampiric aswang. 

Yet, there's an even deadlier threat to the city tonight. An ancient being that thrives on violence and 

thirsts for blood has found new disciples in this modern-day city. 

Sacrifice has been demanded. Rituals must be executed. 

When crime takes a turn for the weird, the police call Trese. 

Trese Vol 3 "Mass Murders" contains five separate stories from the case files of Alexandra Trese: 

1. A Private Retalia!on 

2. Pa!ent 414 at Mandaluyong 

3. The Fort Bonifacio Massacre 

4. The Bap!sm of Alexandra Trese 

5. An Act of War 

 

BONUS:  Features all new, redrawn artwork throughout and bonus case files material by creators 

BudjePe Tan and Kajo Baldisimo! 

__________________________________________________________________ (STL186933) 

(JUL211190) 

SC, 7x10, 152pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240977 



TRESE GN VOL 04 LAST SEEN AFTER MIDNIGHT 

(W) BudjePe Tan (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo 

Award-winning Filipino comic, and now hit Neclix anime series! 

 

In a neglected area of Luneta Park, a man is found strangled by the weeds and vines. Across town, a 

murdered manananggal is about to spark a supernatural gang war. Over at the university, a strange 

illness is driving college students mad with despair. At the harbor, demons have gathered to watch 

the country's greatest boxer fight for his very soul. 

 

Foul play. Magic spells. Supernatural criminals. When the case takes a turn for the weird, the police 

call Alexandra Trese. 

 

Trese Vol 4: Last Seen AWer Midnight contains 4 stories from the case files of Al-exandra Trese: 

o CADENA DE AMOR 

o A PRIVATE COLLECTION 

o WANTED: BEDSPACER 

o FIGHT OF THE YEAR 

 

Each features updated/remastered artwork, as well as bonus material, including Alexandra's journal 

entries chronicling her creature encounters and more. (STL211252) (FEB221105) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240978 

TRESE GN VOL 05 MIDNIGHT TRIBUNAL 

(W) BudjePe Tan (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo 

Award-winning Filipino comic book and hit Neclix anime series! 

In a city where the vampiric aswang control everything illegal and where ancient gods seek to control 

everything else, enforcing the law can be a very difficult task. 

When crime takes a turn for the weird, the police normally call Alexandra Trese. 

But lately, it seems like others have been taking that call... 

A mysterious motorcycle racer has been capturing criminals with his unearthly speed. 

A masked giant has been demolishing drug dens and destroying gangs' headquarters. 



Trese must control these supernatural crime-fighters and bring back order to the city before the 

underworld aPempts to seek balance in its own way. 

Trese: Midnight Tribunal is the fiWh volume of the award-winning Trese comic book series, upon 

which the hit Neclix anime series is based, featuring an overarching storyline divided into four cases. 

It includes updated/remastered artwork, as well as bonus material, including Alexandra's journal 

entries chronicling her creature encounters. Plus an aWerword by writer BudjePe Tan, detailing how 

the story evolved from a 20-page stand-alone case to its current form and the factors that influenced 

the story. (STL231692) (AUG221024) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240979 

TRESE GN VOL 06 HIGH TIDE AT MIDNIGHT (MR) 

(W) BudjePe Tan (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo 

The award-winning Filipino graphic novel series, on which the Neclix anime is based, con!nues... 

 

Monsoon season has arrived in Manila. Predators that used to hunt sailors in the open sea have 

found their way into the flooded streets of the city. The unceasing rain muffles the screams of the 

vic!ms being pulled down into the murky waters. 

 

In places too high to be reached by the flood, the party con!nues for the privileged, who indulge in a 

new designer drug which grants them the supernatural abili!es of enkanto and aswang. 

 

These are the murders and mysteries Alexandra Trese needs to solve as the !de con!nue to rise at 

the stroke of midnight. (STL251812) (FEB231046) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 152pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240980 

O/A FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER HC (MR) 

(W) Edgar Allan Poe, Raul Garcia (A/CA) Raul Garcia 

Edgar Allan Poe's gothic tale of the decaying Usher mansion comes to life in an all-new way! 

  

In this graphic novel edi!on of The Fall of the House of Usher, Raul Garcia adapts his animated short, 

The Fall of the House of Usher, now streaming on Prime Video, and as a part of the animated feature 

Extraordinary Tales. 



  

A traveler arrives at the Usher mansion to visit his old friend, Roderick Usher. Upon arriving, 

however, he discovers that Roderick and his sister, Madeline, have been afflicted with a mysterious 

malady: Roderick's senses have become painfully acute, while Madeline has become nearly 

catatonic. That evening, Roderick tells his guest of an old Usher family curse: any !me there has been 

more than one Usher child, all siblings have gone insane, dying horrible deaths. As the days wear on, 

the effects of the curse reach their terrifying climax. 

  

In this adapta!on, the celebrated animator translates the cinematographic language into the comic 

medium. 

  

As a bonus, the original Edgar Allan Poe prose story is included! 

__________________________________________________________________ (STL271803) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MASSIVE SELECT 

 

JUL240981 

HALLOWEEN ILLUSTRATED NOVELIZATION HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Cur!s Richards (A/CA) Orlando Arocena 

Printed In Blood is VERY proud to present the ORIGINAL movie !e-in noveliza!on of director John 

Carpenter's horror classic reprinted in full here for the first !me in over 40 years! In addi!on, this 

224-page volume is burs!ng with both classic images and over 100 brand new ar!s!c visions created 

just for this release by the vector genius, Orlando "Mexifunk" Arocena. Produced under license with 

Compass Interna!onal Pictures and with full coopera!on of the original author, Richard Cur!s (who 

penned the original novel under the name Cur!s Richards). (STL331670) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 224pgs, PC SRP: $50.00 

 

MASSIVE 

 

JUL240982 

EXILED TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A/CA)  Eskivo 



Wesley Snipes, producer and star of the Blade franchise, presents his original series, The Exiled, a 

genre-bending sci-fi noir described as "Seven meets Blade Runner." 

 

The Exiled follows hardboiled detec!ve Niles "Roach" Washington as he pursues a serial killer who is 

using mysterious, ancient tools to rip the spines from his vic!ms. When forces outside and within the 

police department aPempt to discredit him for his theories, Roach's ins!ncts keep pushing him 

forward. With enemies on all sides, Roach wades deeper into the conspiracy and uncovers a secret 

5000 years in the making. (STL330702) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL240983 

EXILED TP VOL 01 1ST PRINT ED (MR) 

(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A)  Eskivo (CA) Rob Willis 

Limited to just 1000 copies, this special First Print Edi!on of The Exiled features the original cover 

design by Rob Willis. 

 

Wesley Snipes, producer and star of the Blade franchise, presents his original series, The Exiled, a 

genre-bending sci-fi noir described as "Seven meets Blade Runner." 

 

The Exiled follows hardboiled detec!ve Niles "Roach" Washington as he pursues a serial killer who is 

using mysterious, ancient tools to rip the spines from his vic!ms. When forces outside and within the 

police department aPempt to discredit him for his theories, Roach's ins!ncts keep pushing him 

forward. With enemies on all sides, Roach wades deeper into the conspiracy and uncovers a secret 

5000 years in the making. (STL330704) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

JUL240984 

ASSASSINS CREED VISIONARIES POWDER DECIMA #1 CVR A (MR) 

(W) Ed Brisson, Fred Kennedy (A) Chris Johnson, Nick Marinkovich (CA) Nick Marinkovich 

Cover by series ar!st Nick Marinkovich, who has worked for IDW, Devil's Due, and Marvel as well as 

publishing his own !tles under Pop Sandbox and Image Comics. 

 

In our first tale DECIMA, one bloody night, before recorded !me, a young warrior watches as her 

family and the rest of their village are brutally slaughtered. The only hope of saving her tribe is to 



pick up an axe, steel her nerves, and join the fray. DECIMA is a tale of loss, respect, and valour, 

stepping into the far reaches of human history, further than previously ventured in the Assassin's 

Creed universe. By writer ED BRISSON and ar!st CHRIS JOHNSON. 

 

Then in POWDER, the Templars expand their influence around the globe, while expanding their 

coffers at home, flooding China with opium. And while the brotherhood is slow to act, a pair of 

Assassins from separate guilds sow chaos amid the Templar fleet. By writer FRED KENNEDY and ar!st 

NICK MARINKOVICH, the team behind the IMAGE COMICS hit series DEAD ROMAN! (STL330691) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240985 

ASSASSINS CREED VISIONARIES POWDER DECIMA #1 CVR B (MR) 

(W) Ed Brisson, Fred Kennedy (A) Chris Johnson, Nick Marinkovich (CA) Chris Johnson 

Chris Johnson, who has worked on Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Star Trek, co-created and 

illustrated RiWers, and created "The Boy With a Balloon for a Head," joins the world of Assassin's 

Creed with this barbaric cover design. 

 

In our first tale DECIMA, one bloody night, before recorded !me, a young warrior watches as her 

family and the rest of their village are brutally slaughtered. The only hope of saving her tribe is to 

pick up an axe, steel her nerves, and join the fray. DECIMA is a tale of loss, respect, and valour, 

stepping into the far reaches of human history, further than previously ventured in the Assassin's 

Creed universe. By writer ED BRISSON and ar!st CHRIS JOHNSON. 

 

Then in POWDER, the Templars expand their influence around the globe, while expanding their 

coffers at home, flooding China with opium. And while the brotherhood is slow to act, a pair of 

Assassins from separate guilds sow chaos amid the Templar fleet. By writer FRED KENNEDY and ar!st 

NICK MARINKOVICH, the team behind the IMAGE COMICS hit series DEAD ROMAN! (STL330694) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240986 

ASSASSINS CREED VISIONARIES POWDER DECIMA #1 CVR C (MR) 

(W) Ed Brisson, Fred Kennedy (A) Chris Johnson, Nick Marinkovich (CA) Patrick Bou!n Gagne 

Patrick Bou!n Gagné is a comic book ar!st and freelance illustrator known for his work on Puss in 

Boots for Dreamworks, on Ul!mate Spiderman and as an illustrator for projects like Far Cry 5 and 

Rainbow Six: Siege.  



In our first tale DECIMA, one bloody night, before recorded !me, a young warrior watches as her 

family and the rest of their village are brutally slaughtered. The only hope of saving her tribe is to 

pick up an axe, steel her nerves, and join the fray. DECIMA is a tale of loss, respect, and valour, 

stepping into the far reaches of human history, further than previously ventured in the Assassin's 

Creed universe. By writer ED BRISSON and ar!st CHRIS JOHNSON. 

Then in POWDER, the Templars expand their influence around the globe, while expanding their 

coffers at home, flooding China with opium. And while the brotherhood is slow to act, a pair of 

Assassins from separate guilds sow chaos amid the Templar fleet. By writer FRED KENNEDY and ar!st 

NICK MARINKOVICH, the team behind the IMAGE COMICS hit series DEAD ROMAN! (STL330695) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240987 

ASSASSINS CREED VISIONARIES POWDER DECIMA #1 CVR D HOMAGE (M 

(W) Ed Brisson, Fred Kennedy (A) Chris Johnson, Nick Marinkovich (CA) Moy R. Marco 

Patrick Bou!n Gagné is a comic book ar!st and freelance illustrator known for his work on Puss in 

Boots for Dreamworks, on Ul!mate Spiderman and as an illustrator for projects like Far Cry 5 and 

Rainbow Six: Siege.  

In our first tale DECIMA, one bloody night, before recorded !me, a young warrior watches as her 

family and the rest of their village are brutally slaughtered. The only hope of saving her tribe is to 

pick up an axe, steel her nerves, and join the fray. DECIMA is a tale of loss, respect, and valour, 

stepping into the far reaches of human history, further than previously ventured in the Assassin's 

Creed universe. By writer ED BRISSON and ar!st CHRIS JOHNSON. 

Then in POWDER, the Templars expand their influence around the globe, while expanding their 

coffers at home, flooding China with opium. And while the brotherhood is slow to act, a pair of 

Assassins from separate guilds sow chaos amid the Templar fleet. By writer FRED KENNEDY and ar!st 

NICK MARINKOVICH, the team behind the IMAGE COMICS hit series DEAD ROMAN! (STL330698) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240989 

EYE LIE POPEYE #2 CVR A WILLIAMS 

(W) Marcus Williams (A) Marcus Williams, Rodney Velchez (CA) Marcus Williams 

Cover art by series creator Marcus Williams, who has also worked with Marvel Comics, BOOM! 

Studios, Image Comics, DC Comics, and others. 

Popeye, arguably one of the most iconic characters in comic book history, is reimagined for the 

modern age in this high-energy, manga-infused comic series by Marcus Williams (Marvel's Captain 



America). This epic new miniseries explores the century-old mystery of how he lost his eye! Was it an 

epic baPle or some nau!cal accident? 

In the second issue of Eye Lie Popeye, the Sea Hag and Judy return to Popeye's destroyed dock in 

disguise. Meanwhile, Popeye and his new crew salvage their business and reunite with old friends 

Whaler Joe and his wife. Eugene the Jeep arrives with a warning about 4th dimensional Time Hunters 

and the stakes are so much higher than anyone could have predicted. As the story of Eye Lie Popeye 

unfolds, the Sailor Man and his allies are drawn deeper into the mystery, hidden mo!ves, and deeper 

layers to thissea-faring adventure. (STL330723) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240990 

EYE LIE POPEYE #2 CVR B LULLABI 

(W) Marcus Williams (A) Marcus Williams, Rodney Velchez (CA) Ludo Lullabi 

Cover art by series creator Marcus Williams, who has also worked with Marvel Comics, BOOM! 

Studios, Image Comics, DC Comics, and others. 

Popeye, arguably one of the most iconic characters in comic book history, is reimagined for the 

modern age in this high-energy, manga-infused comic series by Marcus Williams (Marvel's Captain 

America). This epic new miniseries explores the century-old mystery of how he lost his eye! Was it an 

epic baPle or some nau!cal accident? 

In the second issue of Eye Lie Popeye, the Sea Hag and Judy return to Popeye's destroyed dock in 

disguise. Meanwhile, Popeye and his new crew salvage their business and reunite with old friends 

Whaler Joe and his wife. Eugene the Jeep arrives with a warning about 4th dimensional Time Hunters 

and the stakes are so much higher than anyone could have predicted. As the story of Eye Lie Popeye 

unfolds, the Sailor Man and his allies are drawn deeper into the mystery, hidden mo!ves, and deeper 

layers to thissea-faring adventure. (STL330724) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240991 

EYE LIE POPEYE #2 CVR C YUNE 

(W) Marcus Williams (A) Marcus Williams, Rodney Velchez (CA) Sunghan Yune 

Cover art by series creator Marcus Williams, who has also worked with Marvel Comics, BOOM! 

Studios, Image Comics, DC Comics, and others. 

Popeye, arguably one of the most iconic characters in comic book history, is reimagined for the 

modern age in this high-energy, manga-infused comic series by Marcus Williams (Marvel's Captain 

America). This epic new miniseries explores the century-old mystery of how he lost his eye! Was it an 

epic baPle or some nau!cal accident? 

In the second issue of Eye Lie Popeye, the Sea Hag and Judy return to Popeye's destroyed dock in 

disguise. Meanwhile, Popeye and his new crew salvage their business and reunite with old friends 



Whaler Joe and his wife. Eugene the Jeep arrives with a warning about 4th dimensional Time Hunters 

and the stakes are so much higher than anyone could have predicted. As the story of Eye Lie Popeye 

unfolds, the Sailor Man and his allies are drawn deeper into the mystery, hidden mo!ves, and deeper 

layers to thissea-faring adventure. (STL330725) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240992 

EYE LIE POPEYE #2 CVR D DUENAS 

(W) Marcus Williams (A) Marcus Williams, Rodney Velchez (CA) Rob Duenas 

Mixed media ar!st Rob Duenas, who has worked with IDW Publishing, and Image Comics (Spawn 

Kills Every Spawn) and more, joins Eye Lie Popeye with this unique cover design. 

Popeye, arguably one of the most iconic characters in comic book history, is reimagined for the 

modern age in this high-energy, manga-infused comic series by Marcus Williams (Marvel's Captain 

America). This epic new miniseries explores the century-old mystery of how he lost his eye! Was it an 

epic baPle or some nau!cal accident? 

In the second issue of Eye Lie Popeye, the Sea Hag and Judy return to Popeye's destroyed dock in 

disguise. Meanwhile, Popeye and his new crew salvage their business and reunite with old friends 

Whaler Joe and his wife. Eugene the Jeep arrives with a warning about 4th dimensional Time Hunters 

and the stakes are so much higher than anyone could have predicted. As the story of Eye Lie Popeye 

unfolds, the Sailor Man and his allies are drawn deeper into the mystery, hidden mo!ves, and deeper 

layers to thissea-faring adventure. (STL330726) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240993 

KIDS & MONSTERS #2 (OF 4) CVR A DALLO 

(W) Adam Lawson (A) Maxi Dall'o, Mike Spicer (CA) Maxi Dall'o 

Series ar!st Maxi Dall'o delivers the main cover for his newest collabora!on with Adam Lawson, co-

writer of The Exiled. 

STRANGER THINGS meets POKÉMON in Adam Lawson's KIDS & MONSTERS. The co-writer of 

Massive's hit series The Exiled, and the director of Wil Wheaton's TableTop, Spellslingers, Sagas of 

Sundry and Escape the Night, delivers something for younger readers in this all-new teen horror-

adventure. 

The Kids are chased to a tear in the earth, leading to the World Within. There, Mali and Jin-soo's 

eyesight changes, and their rela!onship begins to fall apart. The Kids discover an ancient secret and 

begin their treacherous quest to find the next Ring before the Red Beasts destroy it. (STL330611) 

24pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 



JUL240994 

KIDS & MONSTERS #2 (OF 4) CVR B KAMBADAIS 

(W) Adam Lawson (A) Maxi Dall'o, Mike Spicer (CA) George Kambadais 

Cover art by comic book ar!st George Kambadais, known for his work with DC Comics, DYNAMITE, 

IDW, Dark Horse Comics, Image Comics, ONI Press, and more.  

 

STRANGER THINGS meets POKÉMON in Adam Lawson's KIDS & MONSTERS. The co-writer of 

Massive's hit series The Exiled, and the director of Wil Wheaton's TableTop, Spellslingers, Sagas of 

Sundry and Escape the Night, delivers something for younger readers in this all-new teen horror-

adventure. 

 

The Kids are chased to a tear in the earth, leading to the World Within. There, Mali and Jin-soo's 

eyesight changes, and their rela!onship begins to fall apart. The Kids discover an ancient secret and 

begin their treacherous quest to find the next Ring before the Red Beasts destroy it. (STL330612) 

24pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240995 

KIDS & MONSTERS #2 (OF 4) CVR C RICHARDSON HOMAGE 

(W) Adam Lawson (A) Maxi Dall'o, Mike Spicer (CA) Trevor Richardson 

Trevor Richardson, best known for his video game homage cover contribu!ons to Quested, 

contributes another homage cover for this issue of Kids and Monsters. 

 

STRANGER THINGS meets POKÉMON in Adam Lawson's KIDS & MONSTERS. The co-writer of 

Massive's hit series The Exiled, and the director of Wil Wheaton's TableTop, Spellslingers, Sagas of 

Sundry and Escape the Night, delivers something for younger readers in this all-new teen horror-

adventure. 

 

The Kids are chased to a tear in the earth, leading to the World Within. There, Mali and Jin-soo's 

eyesight changes, and their rela!onship begins to fall apart. The Kids discover an ancient secret and 

begin their treacherous quest to find the next Ring before the Red Beasts destroy it. (STL330613) 

24pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240996 

KIDS & MONSTERS #2 (OF 4) CVR D REVEAL 

(W) Adam Lawson (A) Maxi Dall'o, Mike Spicer (CA)  TBD 



STRANGER THINGS meets POKÉMON in Adam Lawson's KIDS & MONSTERS. The co-writer of 

Massive's hit series The Exiled, and the director of Wil Wheaton's TableTop, Spellslingers, Sagas of 

Sundry and Escape the Night, delivers something for younger readers in this all-new teen horror-

adventure. 

 

The Kids are chased to a tear in the earth, leading to the World Within. There, Mali and Jin-soo's 

eyesight changes, and their rela!onship begins to fall apart. The Kids discover an ancient secret and 

begin their treacherous quest to find the next Ring before the Red Beasts destroy it. (STL330614) 

24pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240997 

RAMGOD #3 (OF 6) CVR A G HOST LEE (MR) 

(W) Morgan Rosenblum, Owen Rosenblum (A) Hendry Prasetya, Ren Spiller (CA)  G-Host Lee 

G-Host Lee is a concept ar!st and illustrator who creates fantasy and sci-fi character art as well as 

their contribu!ons to Magic: The Gathering. 

 

With all eight RAMGOD teams being mandated by the league to add an addi!onal player to their 

rosters, the Barracudas hold an open tryout to fill the new spot. Having seen the now viral video of 

the gutsy NCPD Beat Cop pursuing a perpetrator, they extend an invite to Clint. With other pro 

athletes also invited to the tryouts, the compe!!on is s!ff.  Out of his element, and unfamiliar with 

the new sport, Clint must rely on his ins!ncts and athle!cism if he's going to make the cut. But when 

it comes to RAMGOD, even in tryouts, safety is never guaranteed. RAMGOD feels like Point Break 

meets Fast & Furious, but in a CyberPunk seTng that introduces a brand new super high-octane 

global sport. (STL330620) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240998 

RAMGOD #3 (OF 6) CVR B ANDRASOFSZKY (MR) 

(W) Morgan Rosenblum, Owen Rosenblum (A) Hendry Prasetya, Ren Spiller (CA) Kalman 

Andrasofszky 

Kalman Andrasofszky has worked for DC, Marvel, Image, and Devil's Due on !tles such as Vampirella, 

Gi Joe, Ar!facts, DC Premium, Legion of Monsters, X-Men, Captain America, Supergirl, Ac!on Comics, 

Avengers, and Fantas!c Four. 

 

With all eight RAMGOD teams being mandated by the league to add an addi!onal player to their 

rosters, the Barracudas hold an open tryout to fill the new spot. Having seen the now viral video of 



the gutsy NCPD Beat Cop pursuing a perpetrator, they extend an invite to Clint. With other pro 

athletes also invited to the tryouts, the compe!!on is s!ff.  Out of his element, and unfamiliar with 

the new sport, Clint must rely on his ins!ncts and athle!cism if he's going to make the cut. But when 

it comes to RAMGOD, even in tryouts, safety is never guaranteed. RAMGOD feels like Point Break 

meets Fast & Furious, but in a CyberPunk seTng that introduces a brand new super high-octane 

global sport. (STL330621) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL240999 

RAMGOD #3 (OF 6) CVR C ANDRASOFSZKY (MR) 

(W) Morgan Rosenblum, Owen Rosenblum (A) Hendry Prasetya, Ren Spiller (CA) Kalman 

Andrasofszky 

Kalman Andrasofszky has worked for DC, Marvel, Image, and Devil's Due on !tles such as Vampirella, 

Gi Joe, Ar!facts, DC Premium, Legion of Monsters, X-Men, Captain America, Supergirl, Ac!on Comics, 

Avengers, and Fantas!c Four. 

 

With all eight RAMGOD teams being mandated by the league to add an addi!onal player to their 

rosters, the Barracudas hold an open tryout to fill the new spot. Having seen the now viral video of 

the gutsy NCPD Beat Cop pursuing a perpetrator, they extend an invite to Clint. With other pro 

athletes also invited to the tryouts, the compe!!on is s!ff.  Out of his element, and unfamiliar with 

the new sport, Clint must rely on his ins!ncts and athle!cism if he's going to make the cut. But when 

it comes to RAMGOD, even in tryouts, safety is never guaranteed. RAMGOD feels like Point Break 

meets Fast & Furious, but in a CyberPunk seTng that introduces a brand new super high-octane 

global sport. (STL330622) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241000 

RAMGOD #3 (OF 6) CVR D DATTOLI (MR) 

(W) Morgan Rosenblum, Owen Rosenblum (A) Hendry Prasetya, Ren Spiller (CA) Carlos DaPoli 

Carlos DaPoli, best known for his work on Power Rangers from BOOM! Studios, delivers this brutal 

headshot of Ramgod's "Big Nasty." 

 

With all eight RAMGOD teams being mandated by the league to add an addi!onal player toy their 

rosters, the Barracudas hold an open tryout to fill the new spot. Having seen the now viral video of 

the gutsy NCPD Beat Cop pursuing a perpetrator, they extend an invite to Clint. With other pro 

athletes also invited to the tryouts, the compe!!on is s!ff.  Out of his element, and unfamiliar with 



the new sport, Clint must rely on his ins!ncts and athle!cism if he's going to make the cut. But when 

it comes to RAMGOD, even in tryouts, safety is never guaranteed. RAMGOD feels like Point Break 

meets Fast & Furious, but in a CyberPunk seTng that introduces a brand new super high-octane 

global sport. (STL330623) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241001 

LUCHAVERSE #3 CATALYST CVR A TOMASELLI (MR) 

(W) Marco Lopez & Various (A) Javier Caba & Various (CA) Francesco Tomaselli 

Cover by Francesco Tomaselli who has worked on Marvel Comics covers, DC Comics !tles  including 

Ac!on Comics, Dynamite's Disney series, and mul!ple Spawn covers.  

 

In the final installment of this chapter in the new shared Luchaverse, the world's most famous 

luchadores baPle in the ring by day, and serve humanity as monster hunters and world protectors by 

night. In this series, Masked Republic Comics and Massive Publishing bring back the glory and 

tradi!on of real-life lucha libre stars in comic books, seTng the stage for a new era filled with epic 

cross-genre ac!on in a shared universe. 

 

In this issue Konnan leads "The Ambassadors", a mul!-na!onal black ops organiza!on tasked with 

keeping the ci!zens of the world calm by disproving conspiracy theories or covering up those that 

are something more. Their current mission involves inves!ga!ng a new global criminal fac!on 

destroying Ambassador bases around the globe - bases that hold the unfathomable secret truths 

about Luchadores. 

 

And then, the Catalyst story event's epic conclusion sets into mo!on a dark new chapter for the 

Luchaverse! AWer the disappearance of the Lucha Brothers, a terrifying truth is uncovered by Solar, 

Super Astro and Konnan. Meanwhile, Tinieblas Jr. undertakes a dangerous new mission filled with 

unimaginable horrors and all bets are off as fates begin to intertwine! (STL330615) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241002 

LUCHAVERSE #3 CATALYST CVR B COLAPIETRO CONNECTING (MR) 

(W) Marco Lopez & Various (A) Javier Caba & Various (CA) Leo Colapietro 



The last of three connec!ng covers for the Luchaverse: Catalyst series with art by Leo Colapietro. 

Colapietro began their career at Zenescope Entertainment and went on to publish work with Valiant 

Entertainment, Chido Comics, and many more. 

 

In the final installment of this chapter in the new shared Luchaverse, the world's most famous 

luchadores baPle in the ring by day, and serve humanity as monster hunters and world protectors by 

night. In this series, Masked Republic Comics and Massive Publishing bring back the glory and 

tradi!on of real-life lucha libre stars in comic books, seTng the stage for a new era filled with epic 

cross-genre ac!on in a shared universe. 

 

In this issue Konnan leads "The Ambassadors", a mul!-na!onal black ops organiza!on tasked with 

keeping the ci!zens of the world calm by disproving conspiracy theories or covering up those that 

are something more. Their current mission involves inves!ga!ng a new global criminal fac!on 

destroying Ambassador bases around the globe - bases that hold the unfathomable secret truths 

about Luchadores. 

 

And then, the Catalyst story event's epic conclusion sets into mo!on a dark new chapter for the 

Luchaverse! AWer the disappearance of the Lucha Brothers, a terrifying truth is uncovered by Solar, 

Super Astro and Konnan. Meanwhile, Tinieblas Jr. undertakes a dangerous new mission filled with 

unimaginable horrors and all bets are off as fates begin to intertwine! (STL330616) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241003 

LUCHAVERSE #3 CATALYST CVR C CALZADA (MR) 

(W) Marco Lopez & Various (A) Javier Caba & Various (CA) Puis Calzada 

Cover by Puis Calzada, ar!st and graphic designer who is known for his horror art and work with 

American Mythology Produc!ons, Cavity Colors, Fangoria, and "Rise of Dracula" with Source Point 

Press. 

 

In the final installment of this chapter in the new shared Luchaverse, the world's most famous 

luchadores baPle in the ring by day, and serve humanity as monster hunters and world protectors by 

night. In this series, Masked Republic Comics and Massive Publishing bring back the glory and 

tradi!on of real-life lucha libre stars in comic books, seTng the stage for a new era filled with epic 

cross-genre ac!on in a shared universe. 

 

In this issue Konnan leads "The Ambassadors", a mul!-na!onal black ops organiza!on tasked with 

keeping the ci!zens of the world calm by disproving conspiracy theories or covering up those that 



are something more. Their current mission involves inves!ga!ng a new global criminal fac!on 

destroying Ambassador bases around the globe - bases that hold the unfathomable secret truths 

about Luchadores. 

 

And then, the Catalyst story event's epic conclusion sets into mo!on a dark new chapter for the 

Luchaverse! AWer the disappearance of the Lucha Brothers, a terrifying truth is uncovered by Solar, 

Super Astro and Konnan. Meanwhile, Tinieblas Jr. undertakes a dangerous new mission filled with 

unimaginable horrors and all bets are off as fates begin to intertwine! (STL330617) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241004 

LUCHAVERSE #3 CATALYST CVR D KONNAN ACTION FIGURE (MR) 

(W) Marco Lopez & Various (A) Javier Caba & Various (CA) Puis Calzada 

Horror ar!st Puis Calzada (American Mythology Produc!ons, Cavity Colors, Fangoria) delivers this 

retro ac!on figure homage to the world of Luchaverse. 

 

In the final installment of this chapter in the new shared Luchaverse, the world's most famous 

luchadores baPle in the ring by day, and serve humanity as monster hunters and world protectors by 

night. In this series, Masked Republic Comics and Massive Publishing bring back the glory and 

tradi!on of real-life lucha libre stars in comic books, seTng the stage for a new era filled with epic 

cross-genre ac!on in a shared universe. 

 

In this issue Konnan leads "The Ambassadors", a mul!-na!onal black ops organiza!on tasked with 

keeping the ci!zens of the world calm by disproving conspiracy theories or covering up those that 

are something more. Their current mission involves inves!ga!ng a new global criminal fac!on 

destroying Ambassador bases around the globe - bases that hold the unfathomable secret truths 

about Luchadores. 

 

And then, the Catalyst story event's epic conclusion sets into mo!on a dark new chapter for the 

Luchaverse! AWer the disappearance of the Lucha Brothers, a terrifying truth is uncovered by Solar, 

Super Astro and Konnan. Meanwhile, Tinieblas Jr. undertakes a dangerous new mission filled with 

unimaginable horrors and all bets are off as fates begin to intertwine! (STL330618) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241005 



LUCHAVERSE #3 CATALYST CVR E LUCHA MOVIE POSTER HOMAGE (MR) 

(W) Marco Lopez & Various (A) Javier Caba & Various (CA)  El Terrorifico Dr. Napalm 

Cover by popular digital ar!st El Terrorifico Dr.  Napalm, who specializes in retro style poster art 

inspired by pop culture and cult classic icons.  

 

In the final installment of this chapter in the new shared Luchaverse, the world's most famous 

luchadores baPle in the ring by day, and serve humanity as monster hunters and world protectors by 

night. In this series, Masked Republic Comics and Massive Publishing bring back the glory and 

tradi!on of real-life lucha libre stars in comic books, seTng the stage for a new era filled with epic 

cross-genre ac!on in a shared universe. 

 

In this issue Konnan leads "The Ambassadors", a mul!-na!onal black ops organiza!on tasked with 

keeping the ci!zens of the world calm by disproving conspiracy theories or covering up those that 

are something more. Their current mission involves inves!ga!ng a new global criminal fac!on 

destroying Ambassador bases around the globe - bases that hold the unfathomable secret truths 

about Luchadores. 

 

And then, the Catalyst story event's epic conclusion sets into mo!on a dark new chapter for the 

Luchaverse! AWer the disappearance of the Lucha Brothers, a terrifying truth is uncovered by Solar, 

Super Astro and Konnan. Meanwhile, Tinieblas Jr. undertakes a dangerous new mission filled with 

unimaginable horrors and all bets are off as fates begin to intertwine! (STL330619) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

ZENESCOPE ENTERTAINMENT INC 

 

JUL241006 

HOLMES & HOUDINI CURSE OF MORIARTY CVR A FAJARDO 

(W) David Wohl (CA) Guillermo Fajardo 

Spencer Holmes and Erica Houdini return for another supernatural case of mayhem. But this !me 

their inves!ga!on leads them to Victorian England, where the world's most famous detec!ve (and 

Spencer's ancestor), Sherlock Holmes, was ensnared in a deadly game of his own, against his most 

malevolent nemesis, Professor James Moriarty. What secrets lie in this dark tale, and what could 

Moriarty be dabbling in that brings in the famed vampire hunter-Liesel Van Helsing?? 

Don't miss this centuries-spanning mystery that will change everything we thought we knew about 

the great detec!ve! (STL330367) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 



 

JUL241007 

HOLMES & HOUDINI CURSE OF MORIARTY CVR B IGOR VITORINO 

(W) David Wohl (CA) Igor Vitorino 

Spencer Holmes and Erica Houdini return for another supernatural case of mayhem. But this !me 

their inves!ga!on leads them to Victorian England, where the world's most famous detec!ve (and 

Spencer's ancestor), Sherlock Holmes, was ensnared in a deadly game of his own, against his most 

malevolent nemesis, Professor James Moriarty. What secrets lie in this dark tale, and what could 

Moriarty be dabbling in that brings in the famed vampire hunter-Liesel Van Helsing?? 

Don't miss this centuries-spanning mystery that will change everything we thought we knew about 

the great detec!ve! (STL330493) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL241008 

HOLMES & HOUDINI CURSE OF MORIARTY CVR C ABBONDANZA 

(W) David Wohl (CA) Pierluigi Abbondanza 

Spencer Holmes and Erica Houdini return for another supernatural case of mayhem. But this !me 

their inves!ga!on leads them to Victorian England, where the world's most famous detec!ve (and 

Spencer's ancestor), Sherlock Holmes, was ensnared in a deadly game of his own, against his most 

malevolent nemesis, Professor James Moriarty. What secrets lie in this dark tale, and what could 

Moriarty be dabbling in that brings in the famed vampire hunter-Liesel Van Helsing?? 

Don't miss this centuries-spanning mystery that will change everything we thought we knew about 

the great detec!ve! (STL330494) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL241009 

HOLMES & HOUDINI CURSE OF MORIARTY CVR D IVAN TAO 

(W) David Wohl (CA) Ivan Tao 

Spencer Holmes and Erica Houdini return for another supernatural case of mayhem. But this !me 

their inves!ga!on leads them to Victorian England, where the world's most famous detec!ve (and 

Spencer's ancestor), Sherlock Holmes, was ensnared in a deadly game of his own, against his most 

malevolent nemesis, Professor James Moriarty. What secrets lie in this dark tale, and what could 

Moriarty be dabbling in that brings in the famed vampire hunter-Liesel Van Helsing?? 

Don't miss this centuries-spanning mystery that will change everything we thought we knew about 

the great detec!ve! (STL330500) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 



 

JUL241011 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #88 CVR A JAY ANACLETO 

(W) Dave Franchini (A) Babisu Kour!s, Jorge Cortes (CA) Jay Anacleto 

Life is but a nightmare if you're Skye Mathers, the Guardian of the Nexus. Trapped within a world 

outside of her control with choices to make that could destroy everything she has spent these past 

years trying to build. Can she emerge from this tale unscathed, or will her world change to something 

so unrecognizable that she won't be the same ever again? Don't miss this next chapter-guest starring 

Gretel The Witch Hunter! (STL330352) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241012 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #88 CVR B IGOR VITORINO 

(W) Dave Franchini (A) Babisu Kour!s, Jorge Cortes (CA) Igor Vitorino 

Life is but a nightmare if you're Skye Mathers, the Guardian of the Nexus. Trapped within a world 

outside of her control with choices to make that could destroy everything she has spent these past 

years trying to build. Can she emerge from this tale unscathed, or will her world change to something 

so unrecognizable that she won't be the same ever again? Don't miss this next chapter-guest starring 

Gretel The Witch Hunter! (STL330353) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241013 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #88 CVR C CEDRIC POULAT 

(W) Dave Franchini (A) Babisu Kour!s, Jorge Cortes (CA) Cedric Poulat 

Life is but a nightmare if you're Skye Mathers, the Guardian of the Nexus. Trapped within a world 

outside of her control with choices to make that could destroy everything she has spent these past 

years trying to build. Can she emerge from this tale unscathed, or will her world change to something 

so unrecognizable that she won't be the same ever again? Don't miss this next chapter-guest starring 

Gretel The Witch Hunter! (STL330354) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241014 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #88 CVR D J CARDYGRADE 

(W) Dave Franchini (A) Babisu Kour!s, Jorge Cortes (CA) J Cardygrade 

Life is but a nightmare if you're Skye Mathers, the Guardian of the Nexus. Trapped within a world 

outside of her control with choices to make that could destroy everything she has spent these past 



years trying to build. Can she emerge from this tale unscathed, or will her world change to something 

so unrecognizable that she won't be the same ever again? Don't miss this next chapter-guest starring 

Gretel The Witch Hunter! (STL330355) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241016 

MAN GOAT & BUNNYMAN BEWARE THE PIGMAN #3 (OF 3) CVR A MIKE K 

(W) Joe Brusha (CA) Mike Krome 

Things heat up as Man Goat and The Bunnyman go to hell! And this !me there may be no hope in 

saving their eternal souls, well, unless they can beat down some demons, stop Baphomet's plan, 

crawl out from the fiery depths and save the world in the process-but let's not get ahead of ourselves 

here, because the odds are against our heroes and what is in store for Phil and Floyd, no one, not 

even their new friend BaPy, can see coming!  

Don't miss the climac!c final issue of the Summer's literal and figura!ve hoPest comic! (STL330361) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 3) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241017 

MAN GOAT & BUNNYMAN BEWARE THE PIGMAN #3 (OF 3) CVR B IGOR V 

(W) Joe Brusha (CA) Igor Vitorino 

Things heat up as Man Goat and The Bunnyman go to hell! And this !me there may be no hope in 

saving their eternal souls, well, unless they can beat down some demons, stop Baphomet's plan, 

crawl out from the fiery depths and save the world in the process-but let's not get ahead of ourselves 

here, because the odds are against our heroes and what is in store for Phil and Floyd, no one, not 

even their new friend BaPy, can see coming!  

Don't miss the climac!c final issue of the Summer's literal and figura!ve hoPest comic! (STL330362) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241018 

MAN GOAT & BUNNYMAN BEWARE THE PIGMAN #3 (OF 3) CVR C SONIA  

(W) Joe Brusha (CA) Sonia Matas 

Things heat up as Man Goat and The Bunnyman go to hell! And this !me there may be no hope in 

saving their eternal souls, well, unless they can beat down some demons, stop Baphomet's plan, 

crawl out from the fiery depths and save the world in the process-but let's not get ahead of ourselves 



here, because the odds are against our heroes and what is in store for Phil and Floyd, no one, not 

even their new friend BaPy, can see coming!  

Don't miss the climac!c final issue of the Summer's literal and figura!ve hoPest comic! (STL330363) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241020 

WONDERLAND RETURN TO MADNESS #3 (OF 3) CVR A IGOR VITORINO ( 

(W) Alec Worley (A) Giulia Pellegrini, Robby Bevard (CA) Igor Vitorino 

Caught in the crossfire between Queen Myriad and the Grand HaPer, Violet Liddle must control the 

madness growing within her as she tries to rescue Bonnie Givens, a young girl whose innocence 

holds the key to the future of Wonderland-and of Violet, herself! 

But does she even want to be saved? (STL330364) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241021 

WONDERLAND RETURN TO MADNESS #3 (OF 3) CVR B PELLEGRINI (MR) 

(W) Alec Worley (A) Giulia Pellegrini, Robby Bevard (CA) Giulia Pellegrini 

Caught in the crossfire between Queen Myriad and the Grand HaPer, Violet Liddle must control the 

madness growing within her as she tries to rescue Bonnie Givens, a young girl whose innocence 

holds the key to the future of Wonderland-and of Violet, herself! 

But does she even want to be saved? (STL330365) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241022 

WONDERLAND RETURN TO MADNESS #3 (OF 3) CVR C IGOR LOMOV (MR) 

(W) Alec Worley (A) Giulia Pellegrini, Robby Bevard (CA) Igor Lomov 

Caught in the crossfire between Queen Myriad and the Grand HaPer, Violet Liddle must control the 

madness growing within her as she tries to rescue Bonnie Givens, a young girl whose innocence 

holds the key to the future of Wonderland-and of Violet, herself! 

But does she even want to be saved? (STL330366) 



MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241027 

ROBYN HOOD TP OUTLAW 

(W) Howard Mackie (A) Babisu Kour!s (CA) Marco Mastrazzo 

Returning from her last adventure, Robyn is back in New York, and looking for some sort of normalcy.  

But not everyone feels she deserves any, the universe included. AWer a close friend is aPacked, 

Robyn must take it upon herself to get to the boPom of this mystery as she is piPed against her 

greatest adversary yet, when she becomes public enemy number one, to the city she calls home.  

Don't miss this fast paced bare-knuckle, new series, Robyn Hood: Outlaw! 

Collects Robyn Hood Outlaw #1-6. (STL135752) (DEC192011) 

SC, 7x10, 148pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241028 

ROBYN HOOD VIGILANTE TP 

(W) Ben Meares (A) Babisu Kour!s (CA) Mar!n Coccolo 

AWer recent events Robyn has found herself on the other side of the law. Hunted and unwelcome 

both on the streets of the city she calls home, and by the family of outlaws she made in the 

Underground. Robyn is dealing with her new status quo the only way she knows how, with a fiscul of 

ques!ons and bow full of arrows. Aimed at geTng revenge on those who have turned her life upside 

down, she must seek out the answers to return things to the way they were or the closest thing to it 

by any means necessary. Don't miss this redefining, new series, Robyn Hood: Vigilante! 

Collects Robyn Hood Vigilante #1-6. (STL161790) (NOV201660) 

SC, 7x10, 148pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241029 

ROBYN HOOD JUSTICE TP 

(W) Chuck Dixon (A) Babisu Kour!s (CA) Juan Manuel Rodriguez 

Robyn, a hunted outlaw vigilante, now knows who is responsible for systema!cally picking apart her 

life. S!ll unable to show her face in public, or rely on her closest friends, she must find a way to set 

things right and clear her name once and for all. With her world constantly crashing down around 

her, and new threats popping up, will Robyn have what it takes to keep going and survive this new 

set of problems while punishing those who did this to her? 

Collects Robyn Hood: Jus!ce #1-6. (STL194392) (OCT211901) 

SC, 7x10, 148pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 



 

JUL241030 

ROBYN HOOD BATTLE SCARS TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Joe Brusha, Chas! Pangburn (A)  Various 

As the protector of New York City, Robyn Locksley (a.k.a. Robyn Hood) has led a life of selfless 

sacrifice, taking on corrupt officials, master criminals, and even supernaturally-powered villains in 

her quest to keep her adopted city safe. These baPles--and the scars they leave behind--have shaped 

Robyn into the hero that she is today. Now, she'll face some of her toughest challenges yet as she 

tangles with a host of deadly new adversaries ranging from a sadis!c human trafficker to the minions 

of a bloodthirsty Spider-Queen. Featuring guest appearances by The Black Knight, Mystere, Hercules 

Payne, and more!  

Collects Robyn Hood: Iron Maiden part 1 and 2, Robyn Hood: Goldilocks, Robyn Hood: Voodoo Dawn, 

Robyn Hood: Cult of the Spider-Queen, Grimm Spotlight: Iron Maiden, Grimm Spotlight: Hercules 

Payne vs the Scorpion Queen, & Robyn Hood Annual: The Swarm (STL330532) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 328pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241031 

ZENESCOPE ENTERTAINMENT POP CULTURE FUN BOX 

(W/A)  Various 

Dive into this mystery "Pop Culture Fun Box" with rare and super rare items galore!  

 

Includes: 

One Random Board Game or Candy Box 

One Random Movie Club Showcase 

One Random Cosplay Collec!ble Cover LE375 or less 

One Board Game or Candy Collec!ble Cover LE375 or less 

One Random Fairy Tale Character BuPon 

One Pack of Cereal Cosplay Trading Cards 

 

*Limit of 4 boxes per store 

**Box Design and Image varies and contents are random -Not all items pictured are guaranteed due 

to randomly inserted merchandise (STL287635) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #8 (AUG231202) 

11x7x1, FC SRP: $125.00 



 

JUL241032 

ZENESCOPE RETAILER COLLECTIBLES RANDOM INCENTIVE PACK (C: 0- 

(CA)  Various 

 

Get your hands on some of these rare and super hard to find Diamond Retailer Incen!ve covers in 

this Random Collec!ble Pack!   

 

Contents Include:  

Random Diamond Retailer Collec!bles 

2 - Bronze 

1 - Silver  

1 - Gold 

 

*Covers pictured are not guaranteed to be included in your pack. All Collec!bles will be randomly 

selected. (STL278577) (C: 0-0-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #6 (JUN232257) 

FC SRP: $100.00 

 

ARCHIE COMIC PUBLICATIONS 

 

JUL241033 

CURSED LIBRARY OMEGA CVR A CRAIG CERMAK 

(W) Eliot Rahal, Magdalene Visaggio (A/CA) Craig Cermak 

The next thrilling chapter of the Cursed Library saga is here! In ALPHA, Danni and Jinx confronted 

Lucifer himself-over what was supposed to be a family dinner. But the devil can't be so easily tricked, 

and while Jinx is separated from her best friend Danni and transported to an uncanny valley version 

of her life, Madam Satan faces imprisonment. It's going to take a journey through the depths of Hell 

to right all that has been wronged! And who they find there may just surprise you! (STL330332) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241034 

CURSED LIBRARY OMEGA CVR B INHYUK LEE 



(W) Eliot Rahal, Magdalene Visaggio (A) Craig Cermak (CA) In-Hyuk Lee 

The next thrilling chapter of the Cursed Library saga is here! In ALPHA, Danni and Jinx confronted 

Lucifer himself-over what was supposed to be a family dinner. But the devil can't be so easily tricked, 

and while Jinx is separated from her best friend Danni and transported to an uncanny valley version 

of her life, Madam Satan faces imprisonment. It's going to take a journey through the depths of Hell 

to right all that has been wronged! And who they find there may just surprise you! (STL330335) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241035 

CURSED LIBRARY OMEGA CVR C JULIUS OHTA 

(W) Eliot Rahal, Magdalene Visaggio (A) Craig Cermak (CA) Julius Ohta 

The next thrilling chapter of the Cursed Library saga is here! In ALPHA, Danni and Jinx confronted 

Lucifer himself-over what was supposed to be a family dinner. But the devil can't be so easily tricked, 

and while Jinx is separated from her best friend Danni and transported to an uncanny valley version 

of her life, Madam Satan faces imprisonment. It's going to take a journey through the depths of Hell 

to right all that has been wronged! And who they find there may just surprise you! (STL330336) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241036 

CURSED LIBRARY OMEGA CVR D SKYLAR PATRIDGE 

(W) Eliot Rahal, Magdalene Visaggio (A) Craig Cermak (CA) Skylar Patridge 

The next thrilling chapter of the Cursed Library saga is here! In ALPHA, Danni and Jinx confronted 

Lucifer himself-over what was supposed to be a family dinner. But the devil can't be so easily tricked, 

and while Jinx is separated from her best friend Danni and transported to an uncanny valley version 

of her life, Madam Satan faces imprisonment. It's going to take a journey through the depths of Hell 

to right all that has been wronged! And who they find there may just surprise you! (STL330337) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241037 

SABRINA ANNUAL SPECTACULAR ONESHOT 

(W) Ian Flynn (A) Steven Butler (CA) Vincent Lovallo, Steven Butler 

BRAND NEW STORY:  It's an all-out BATTLE at Eyegore Estates as Sabrina's nemesis AMEBR 

NIGHTSTONE makes her return! But when the evil Amber unleashes is more powerful than even she 

expected, it's going to take more than just two magical beings to set things right! (STL330340) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



JUL241038 

VERONICA #28 FACSIMILE ED 

(W) Angelo DeCesare, George Gladir (A) Stan Goldberg & Various (CA) Dan DeCarlo 

Dive into this special replica of this beloved issue of VERONICA #28 faithfully reprinted in a full-

facsimile edi!on (STL330339) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241039 

BEST OF ARCHIE RIVERDALE HIGH RAUCOUS TP 

(W)  VARIOUS (A)  Various (CA) Bill Galvan 

The hallowed halls of Riverdale High have been like a second home to Archie Andrews and all of his 

friends in Riverdale… whether the faculty like it or not! For over 80 years, Archie and his pals and gals 

have caused plenty of high school hijinks and deten!on dilemmas, all to the chagrin of their 

principal, Mr. Weatherbee! In the vein of our mega-popular Best of Archie series, this !tle showcases 

some of the best and most hilarious high school stories from Archie's storied history. Class is in 

session! (STL330338) 

Digest, SC, 5x8, 256pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL241040 

ARCHIE SHOWCASE JUMBO DIGEST #20 HALLOWEEN SPECIAL 

(W)  VARIOUS (A)  Various (CA) Bill Galvan 

Halloween is here again and Archie and all his friends in Riverdale are ready to have a spooky good 

!me! From trick or trea!ng to bobbing for apples and costumes galore, you're in for some 

frighteningly fun adventures! (STL330331) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241041 

WORLD OF ARCHIE JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #143 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Various, Timmy Heague (A)  Various, Bill & Ben Galvan (CA) Dan Parent 

BRAND NEW STORY! Young Doctor Masters wants to make his favorite town YOUR favorite town by 

showcasing everything and everyone that makes Riverdale special but when you LIVE on the internet 

like YDM does, it's ALL ABOUT MEME. (STL330333) (C: 0-1-1) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 



JUL241042 

WORLD OF BETTY & VERONICA JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #35 

(W)  Various, Bill Golliher (A)  Various, Holly G (CA) Dan Parent 

BRAND NEW STORY! A broken urn at the Riverdal Museum has unleashed an ancient spirit that 

threatens to meance the whole town. It's up to Powerteen and Super Teen to save the day! But when 

they're joined by an enigma!c new suphero, WonderTeen X, they'll have two mysteries to solve: how 

to contain the ancient spirit and finding out who this new hero is! (STL330334) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241043 

ARCHIE JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #354 

(W)  Various, Francis Bonnet (A)  VARIOUS, Rex Lindsey (CA) Bill Golliher 

BRAND NEW STORY! The annual Halloween party at Eyegore Estates seems scarier than ever! That's 

because the mischievous sprites Trick and Treat have turned evil! Will their pranks ruin Halloween 

forever? (STL330330) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

COMICS · GRAPHIC NOVELS · PRINT 

 

DARK HORSE COMICS 

 

JUL241054 

ANANSI BOYS I #5 CVR A MACK 

(W) Neil Gaiman, Marc Bernardin (A) Shawn Mar!nbrough (CA) David Mack 

As Fat  Charlie nurses an epic hangover, and deals with the mystery woman who  shared his bed aWer 

the night of mournful reverie, Spider heads to the  Grahame Coats Agency to fill in for his brother. 

There, Spider gets into  the kind of trouble only a trickster scion could muster — trouble that  poor 

Fat Charlie will have to deal with. (STL330232) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241055 

ANANSI BOYS I #5 CVR B MARTINBROUGH 

(W) Neil Gaiman, Marc Bernardin (A/CA) Shawn Mar!nbrough 



#1 New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman joins forces with Eisner nominated Adora writer 

Marc Bernardin and Thief of Thieves co-creator Shawn Mar!nbrough to adapt Gaiman’s Locus and 

Bri!sh Fantasy Award-winning novel as a comic book series for the first !me—and soon to be a 

television show on Amazon Prime!  

   

 As Fat Charlie nurses an epic hangover, and deals with the mystery woman who shared his bed aWer 

the night of mournful reverie, Spider heads to the Grahame Coats Agency to fill in for his brother. 

There, Spider gets into the kind of trouble only a trickster scion could muster — trouble that poor Fat 

Charlie will have to deal with. 

 

 • Faithfully adapted from the original novel! 

 

 • Eight issue series. (STL330233) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241056 

ARKHAM HORROR TERROR AT END OF TIME #3 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Andrea MuT (CA) Rafael Albuquerque 

AWer their encounter with Olmstead, Joe and Jenny are hurtled through the depths of   !me. With 

prehistoric beasts on their tail—and bound by the whims of the   ar!fact—Joe and Jenny must find 

their way home. But where will they end up next? And what terror awaits them at the end of !me? 

(STL330234) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241057 

CANTO A PLACE LIKE HOME #5 CVR A ZUCKER 

(W) David M. Booher (A/CA) Drew Zucker 

The final confronta!on arrives. In this penul!mate installment of the Shrouded Man saga, Canto 

finally faces his nemesis. He need only get close enough to the evil wizard to replace his heart. Even 

if he succeeds, what does that mean for Canto? Will the !ny clockwork knight make the ul!mate 

sacrifice to save all people of the Unnamed World? (STL330235) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241058 

CANTO A PLACE LIKE HOME #5 CVR B GAX 



(W) David M. Booher (A) Drew Zucker (CA)  Gax 

The final confronta!on arrives. In this penul!mate installment of the Shrouded Man saga, Canto 

finally faces his nemesis. He need only get close enough to the evil wizard to replace his heart. Even 

if he succeeds, what does that mean for Canto? Will the !ny clockwork knight make the ul!mate 

sacrifice to save all people of the Unnamed World? 

 • The finale series to the Shrouded Man saga begins at Dark Horse Comics! 

 • Six issue series. (STL330236) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241060 

CARLYLE SCHOOL FOR KINGS #1 

(W) Nelson Greaves (A/CA) Davide Castelluccio 

Emmeline Heron is the daughter of traitors, but even she cannot be denied entrance to the Carlyle 

School for Kings. For thousands of years, the academy has opened its doors to the best and brightest 

young people in the Kingdom. There, they are trained in maPers of heart, strength, and mind, and 

the one who is deemed most excep!onal will be crowned king for the next thirty years, when the 

King Cycle repeats. This decree was enacted by Godwit himself, to ensure the King is one young 

enough that hope and idealism s!ll thrive within them—but if they want hope and idealism, they 

invited the wrong girl. (STL330314) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241061 

CRITICAL ROLE VOX MACHINA ORIGINS IV #6 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Noah Hayes (CA) Jo Mi-Gyeong 

It seems things are far worse for the Tal’Dorei Council than Vox Machina had previously thought 

when General Krieg reveals his true self! Can they slay the dragon, grab some loot, and find the 

whereabouts of Allura Vysoren?! (STL330238) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241062 

CYBERPUNK 2077 KICKDOWN #4 CVR A ELPHICK 

(W) Tomasz Marchewka (A/CA) Jake Elphick 

Like father, like daughter. Mint's mee!ng with Kickdown has gone sideways and between the NCPD 

and the gangs, there's no escape—she'll have to ride head on into danger. In this final race, it's not 

just the target on her head she must outrun, but her past, the memories of her father, and all that 

she could have been... (STL330239) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241063 

CYBERPUNK 2077 KICKDOWN #4 CVR B RUDCEF 

(W) Tomasz Marchewka (A) Jake Elphick (CA)  RUDCEF 

Like father, like daughter. Mint's mee!ng with Kickdown has gone sideways and between the NCPD 

and the gangs, there's no escape—she'll have to ride head on into danger. In this final race, it's not 

just the target on her head she must outrun, but her past, the memories of her father, and all that 

she could have been . . .  

 

 • Meet new characters from the world of Cyberpunk 2077! 

 

 • Four issue series. (STL330240) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241064 

CYBERPUNK 2077 KICKDOWN #4 CVR C ARAUJO 

(W) Tomasz Marchewka (A) Jake Elphick (CA) Andre Araujo 

Like father, like daughter. Mint's mee!ng with Kickdown has gone sideways and between the NCPD 

and the gangs, there's no escape—she'll have to ride head on into danger. In this final race, it's not 

just the target on her head she must outrun, but her past, the memories of her father, and all that 

she could have been . . .  

 

 • Meet new characters from the world of Cyberpunk 2077! 

 

 • Four issue series. (STL330241) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241065 

CYBERPUNK 2077 KICKDOWN #4 CVR D DOFRESH 

(W) Tomasz Marchewka (A) Jake Elphick (CA)  DOFRESH 

Like father, like daughter. Mint's mee!ng with Kickdown has gone sideways and between the NCPD 

and the gangs, there's no escape—she'll have to ride head on into danger. In this final race, it's not 



just the target on her head she must outrun, but her past, the memories of her father, and all that 

she could have been . . .  

 

 • Meet new characters from the world of Cyberpunk 2077! 

 

 • Four issue series. (STL330242) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241066 

DUCK & COVER #2 CVR A ALBUQUERQUE 

(W) ScoP Snyder (A/CA) Rafael Albuquerque 

Our survivors venture through what was once their town looking for a beacon of hope. But they soon 

realize that some beacons aren't seen, but heard. (STL330243) 

56pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241067 

DUCK & COVER #2 CVR B ALBUQUERQUE 

(W) ScoP Snyder (A/CA) Rafael Albuquerque 

Our survivors venture through what was once their town looking for a beacon of hope. But they soon 

realize that some beacons aren't seen, but HEARD. 

 

 • Three issue series. (STL330244) 

56pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241069 

FROM WORLD OF MINOR THREATS BARFLY #4 CVR A HEPBURN 

(W) PaPon Oswalt & Various (A) Ryan Browne (CA) ScoP Hepburn 

Well, I hope you've all enjoyed these Minor Threats spinoffs because the Entomologist is cosmic-

powered and he's going to destroy everything. He absolutely can't be stopped. No one can stop him. 

What do you mean? Sh*teater? There's no way he saves the day. It's all over! We weep for the Minor 

Threats universe! Unless something amazing happens... Join us for the fourth and final issue spin-off 

from the hit PaPon Oswalt and Jordan Blum series Minor Threats as our favorite henchmen 

con!nues to try his best in this terrible world, but probably, most definitely just eats more sh*t. 

(STL330246) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241070 

FROM WORLD OF MINOR THREATS BARFLY #4 CVR B FOWLER 

(W) PaPon Oswalt & Various (A) Ryan Browne (CA) Tess Fowler 

Well, I hope you've all enjoyed these Minor Threats spinoffs because the Entomologist is cosmic-

powered and he's going to destroy everything. He absolutely can't be stopped. No one can stop him. 

What do you mean?  Sh*teater? There's no way he saves the day. It's all over! We weep for the 

Minor Threats universe! Unless something amazing happens... 

Join us for the fourth and final issue spin-off from the hit PaPon Oswalt and Jordan Blum series 

Minor Threats as our favorite henchmen con!nues to try his best in this terrible world, but probably, 

most definitely just eats more sh*t. 

• Four issue series. (STL330247) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241071 

FROM WORLD OF MINOR THREATS BARFLY #4 CVR C FOIL HEPBURN 

(W) PaPon Oswalt & Various (A) Ryan Browne (CA) ScoP Hepburn 

Well, I hope you've all enjoyed these Minor Threats spinoffs because the Entomologist is cosmic-

powered and he's going to destroy everything. He absolutely can't be stopped. No one can stop him. 

What do you mean?  Sh*teater? There's no way he saves the day. It's all over! We weep for the 

Minor Threats universe! Unless something amazing happens... 

Join us for the fourth and final issue spin-off from the hit PaPon Oswalt and Jordan Blum series 

Minor Threats as our favorite henchmen con!nues to try his best in this terrible world, but probably, 

most definitely just eats more sh*t. 

• Four issue series. (STL330248) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241072 

GILT FRAME #3 

(W) MaP Kindt, Margie Kindt (A/CA) MaP Kindt 

A classic whodunit murder mystery that spans the globe from Paris to Hawaii to Montenegro as we 

hustle to keep up with the most unlikely murder-solving duo in the history of murder-solvers. Can 

our unlikely detec!ve duo solve the murder? Spoiler: Yes, they can. And do. Mul!ple !mes. But 

solving the murder is only half the baPle. It's the mo!ve for the murder that will be the 

heartbreaking twist and the reason why you'll want to go back and re-read the en!re thing in a 



completely new light. This final chapter has it all. Murders (of course), the chaos performance ar!sts, 

a dupe, a rube, a patsy, a hitman, a femme fatale, and even a homme fatale. Everything you want in a 

murder mystery plus one thing you didn't know you needed. (STL330249) 

64pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241073 

GRENDEL DEVILS CRUCIBLE DEFIANCE #4 CVR A WAGNER 

(W/A/CA) MaP Wagner 

AWer surviving the An!-Grendels and a double vampire aPack, Grendel Prime, Ptolemy, and Hari 

Smythe finally make it to the Grendel GroPo, the base of the Hounds of Orion. With Grendel Prime's 

help, they may be able to finalize a special experiment that's taken years to develop—an experiment 

that could change everything! (STL330250) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241074 

GRENDEL DEVILS CRUCIBLE DEFIANCE #4 CVR B LESNIEWSKI 

(W/A) MaP Wagner (CA) MaP Lesniewski 

AWer surviving the An!-Grendels and a double vampire aPack, Grendel Prime, Ptolemy, and Hari 

Smythe finally make it to the Grendel GroPo, the base of the Hounds of Orion. With Grendel Prime’s 

help, they may be able to finalize a special experiment that’s taken years to develop—an experiment 

that could change everything! 

 

 • A new Grendel story arc from visionary creator MaP Wagner! 

 

 • Four issue series. (STL330251) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241075 

HEADLESS HORSEMAN HALLOWEEN ANNUAL 2024 CVR A KETNER 

(W) David Dastmalchian, Lukas Ketner (A) Lukas Ketner, MaP Smith (CA) Lukas Ketner 

Like the urban legends and folklore frights of yore, the Headless Horseman is coming back to haunt 

you once more! Ignore the creaking footsteps, don't mind the whistling wind, pull your eyes away 

from the shiWing shadows, and !ptoe through these spine-!ngling stories.  The Headless Horseman 

returns… and this year, he's coming for you! (STL330305) 

7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 



 

JUL241076 

HEADLESS HORSEMAN HALLOWEEN ANNUAL 2024 CVR B FRANCAVILLA 

(W) David Dastmalchian, Lukas Ketner (A) Lukas Ketner, MaP Smith (CA) Francesco Francavilla 

Like the urban legends and folklore frights of yore, the Headless Horseman is coming back to haunt 

you once more! 

 

 Ignore the creaking footsteps, don’t mind the whistling wind, pull your  eyes away from the shiWing 

shadows, and !ptoe through these  spine-!ngling stories. 

 

 The Headless Horseman returns…and this year, he’s coming for YOU! 

 

 • Halloween anthology of standalone horror stories! (STL330306) 

7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL241077 

HELEN OF WYNDHORN #6 CVR A EVELY 

(W) Tom King (A/CA) Bilquis Evely 

Helen relives her final adventures in the fantasy world riding sharks like horses into the sunset and 

baPling dangerous sea men as everything comes to a a final conclusion in this hit series from 

Supergirl’s Tom King and Bilquis Evely. (STL330252) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241078 

HELEN OF WYNDHORN #6 CVR B FOIL EVELY 

(W) Tom King (A/CA) Bilquis Evely 

From the Eisner award-winning and   bestselling crea!ve team of Supergirl: Woman of Tomorrow—

source   of the upcoming film from DC Studios, comes this Gothic sword and sorcery   epic that’s 

Conan the Barbarian meets The Wizard of   Oz. 

  

 Helen relives her final adventures in the fantasy world riding sharks  like   horses into the sunset and 

baPling dangerous sea men as  everything comes to   a a final conclusion in this hit series from 

Supergirl’s Tom King and   Bilquis Evely. (STL330253) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL241080 

IMBOKODO #1 

(W) Thabiso Mabanna, Thabo Rametsi (A/CA) Katlego Motaung 

In the land of the pyramid sun, a single step of the Badimu is a thousand Muntu life !mes. This is the 

land of NDAWO, home to the first Muntu. A thousand years aWer the great war between the Badimu 

that brought darkness to the land and birthed a new kind of Muntu—one that wants, owns, and is 

never sated—Ndawo remains divided. And recently, numerous young girls have gone missing from 

their villages, a trail of carnage leW in their wake. In the empire of Monomotapa, Queen Nyameka 

commands the greatest warriors in all of Ndawo, the IMBOKODO. Here, a nameless woman will fight 

to secure her place amongst the Imbokodo—to stand for the Queen, the Empire, and for the 

freedom of all Muntu. (STL330307) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241081 

JUPITERS LEGACY FINALE #1 CVR A EDWARDS (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Tommy Lee Edwards 

The superheroes have been trapped and murdered on an alien world while the enemies of Earth, 

who have been watching our planet with envious eyes, launch their invasion now there’s no-one to 

protect it. The return of Mark Millar and Frank Quitely’s series for an epic and shocking finale. 

(STL330309) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241082 

JUPITERS LEGACY FINALE #1 CVR B QUITELY (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Tommy Lee Edwards (CA) Frank Quitely 

The superheroes have been trapped and murdered on an alien world while the enemies of Earth, 

who have been watching our planet with envious eyes, launch their invasion now there’s no-one to 

protect it.  

 

 The return of Mark Millar and Frank Quitely’s series for an epic and shocking finale. 

 

 • Five issue series. (STL330311) 

MATURE THEMES 



7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241083 

JUPITERS LEGACY FINALE #1 CVR C TEDESCO (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Tommy Lee Edwards (CA) Julian To!no Tedesco 

The superheroes have been trapped and murdered on an alien world while the enemies of Earth, 

who have been watching our planet with envious eyes, launch their invasion now there’s no-one to 

protect it.  

 

 The return of Mark Millar and Frank Quitely’s series for an epic and shocking finale. 

 

 • Five issue series. (STL330312) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241084 

JUPITERS LEGACY FINALE #1 CVR D YOUNG (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Tommy Lee Edwards (CA) SkoTe Young 

The superheroes have been trapped and murdered on an alien world while the enemies of Earth, 

who have been watching our planet with envious eyes, launch their invasion now there’s no-one to 

protect it.  

 

 The return of Mark Millar and Frank Quitely’s series for an epic and shocking finale. 

 

 • Five issue series. (STL330313) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241085 

KILL ALL IMMORTALS #4 CVR A BARRETT 

(W) Zackary Kaplan (A) Fico Ossio (CA) Oliver BarreP 

A Viking never vacates a fight, wicked horrors and all, for only a true warrior enters Valhalla. Armed 

with the shocking truth about her family’s immortality, Frey ques!ons her lack of agency in her 



family’s past. But when she is trapped by her father, she faces the ul!mate test: to sacrifice her 

lover’s life over her freedom. (STL330255) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241086 

KILL ALL IMMORTALS #4 CVR B PHILIPS 

(W) Zackary Kaplan (A) Fico Ossio (CA) Mateus Manhanni 

A Viking never vacates a fight, wicked horrors and all, for only a true warrior enters Valhalla. Armed 

with the shocking truth about her family’s immortality, Frey ques!ons her lack of agency in her 

family’s past. But when she is trapped by her father, she faces the ul!mate test: to sacrifice her 

lover’s life over her freedom. 

 

 • Five issue series. (STL330256) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241087 

MAGIC ORDER V #2 CVR A BUFFAGNI (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) MaPeo Buffagni 

Cordelia Moonstone was raised to believe her family was all the stood between the world we know 

and eternal darkness. But has it all been in her imagina!on? Is she really a woman with serious 

mental health problems and the monsters only exist in her head? (STL330257) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241088 

MAGIC ORDER V #2 CVR B B&W BUFFAGNI (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) MaPeo Buffagni 

Cordelia Moonstone was raised to believe her family was all the stood  between the world we know 

and eternal darkness. But has it all been in  her imagina!on? Is she really a woman with serious 

mental health  problems and the monsters only exist in her head? 

 

 • Coming soon to Neclix! 

 

 • Six issue series. (STL330258) 



MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241089 

MASKED MACHER #2 (MR) 

(W) David Goodman (A/CA) Alex Andres 

Fresh off of losing the part that could have been his big break, Tony decides to lean in to the role he 

lucked into as The Masked Macher, wrestler extraordinaire! Fame and success can come when you 

least expect it, especially for a wrestler who has to face a literal bear in the ring! (STL330259) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241090 

MASTERS OF UNIVERSE TMNT TURTLES OF GRAYSKULL #2 CVR A WILLI 

(W) Tim Seeley (A/CA) Freddie Williams II 

The universe is in knots! Renet is doing everything she can to stop the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle 

and He-Man universes from geTng all tangled up, but they’re stuck in a !me loop! And with He-Man 

and the Turtles on the Triceraton Homeworlds facing-off against the All-Star Team in the Tri-Sports 

Arena, things seem to be only geTng worse... (STL330260) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241091 

MASTERS OF UNIVERSE TMNT TURTLES OF GRAYSKULL #2 CVR B WILLI 

(W) Tim Seeley (A/CA) Freddie Williams II 

The universe is in knots!  

Renet is doing everything she can to stop the Teenage Mutant Ninja  Turtle and He-Man universes 

from geTng all tangled up, but they’re  stuck in a !me loop! And with He-Man and the Turtles on the 

Triceraton  Homeworlds facing-off against the All-Star Team in the Tri-Sports Arena,  things seem to 

be only geTng worse. . . 

• Expands on the Masters of the Universe and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle franchises. 

• Four issue series. (STL330261) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241092 



MASTERS OF UNIVERSE TMNT TURTLES OF GRAYSKULL #2 CVR C RUBIN 

(W) Tim Seeley (A) Freddie Williams II (CA) David Rubin 

The universe is in knots!  

Renet is doing everything she can to stop the Teenage Mutant Ninja  Turtle and He-Man universes 

from geTng all tangled up, but they’re  stuck in a !me loop! And with He-Man and the Turtles on the 

Triceraton  Homeworlds facing-off against the All-Star Team in the Tri-Sports Arena,  things seem to 

be only geTng worse. . . 

• Expands on the Masters of the Universe and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle franchises. 

• Four issue series. (STL330262) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241093 

NEMESIS ROGUES GALLERY #3 CVR A GIANGIORDANO 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Valerio Giangiordano 

Nemesis has murdered thousands of innocent people over the course of his career, but these ac!ons 

have consequences when four fathers of slaughtered kids get together with super-tech technology 

and decide to take him down hard. (STL330284) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241095 

NIGHT CLUB II #3 CVR A RAMIREZ (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Juanan Ramirez 

The Night Club was started when three best friends tried to make the most of being vampires and 

decided to use their powers for good. Now they're split down the middle and Sam has become the 

leader of a new gang of vampires he's created out of the school's worst bullies. (STL330263) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241096 

NIGHT CLUB II #3 CVR B B&W RAMIREZ (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Juanan Ramirez 

The Night Club was started when three best friends tried to make the most of being vampires and 

decided to use their powers for good. Now they’re split down the middle and Sam has become the 

leader of a new gang of vampires he’s created out of the school’s worst bullies. 



 

 • Six issue series. (STL330264) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241097 

ODDLY PEDESTRIAN LIFE CHRISTOPHER CHAOS #13 CVR A ROBLES 

(W) Tate Brombal, Nick Robles (A) Soo Lee (CA) Nick Robles 

The second story arc crescendos as our en!re cast returns to the Underground where the Monster 

Club shares the buried history with the twins. Elsewhere, two enemies converge on Adam 

Frankenstein with terrible and very deadly results! (STL330265) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241098 

ODDLY PEDESTRIAN LIFE CHRISTOPHER CHAOS #13 CVR B IBANEZ 

(W) Tate Brombal, James TynionIV (A) Soo Lee (CA) Victor Ibáñez 

The second story arc crescendos as our en!re cast returns to the Underground where the Monster 

Club shares the buried history with the twins. Elsewhere, two enemies converge on Adam 

Frankenstein with terrible and very deadly results! 

 

 ""The horror elements are genuinely scary, the science fic!on elements  are interes!ng and thought-

provoking, and the coming-of-age drama is  touching and relatable."" -Capes & Tights 

 

 • Ongoing series. (STL330266) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241100 

ODDLY PEDESTRIAN LIFE HALLOWEEN SPECIAL #1 CVR A TALASKI 

(W) James Tynion Iv, Tate Brombal (A) Phil Jimenez, Jeff Lemire (CA) David Talaski 

A very special Halloween celebra!on with Christopher Chaos's best friends... and fiercest foes! James 

Tynion and Isaac Goodhart tell a story of family and loss with Adam Frankenstein and Viveka. Tate 

Brombal and superstar Phil Jimenez introduce a wild new monster far above the Arc!c Circle... and 

back in Briar City, Brombal is joined by the brilliant Jeff Lemire for a sweet and spooky story of young 

Christopher during a Halloween long past. And finally, the brilliant Soo Lee and fabulous Nick Robles 



each write and draw their own bewitching stories that will leave you breathless and terrified for All 

Hallow's Eve! (STL330317) 

7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL241101 

ODDLY PEDESTRIAN LIFE HALLOWEEN SPECIAL #1 CVR B LEMIRE 

(W) James Tynion Iv, Tate Brombal (A) Phil Jimenez, Jeff Lemire (CA) Jeff Lemire 

A very special Halloween celebra!on with Christopher Chaos's best friends . . . and fiercest foes!  

 

 James Tynion and Isaac Goodhart tell a story of family and loss with Adam Frankenstein and Viveka.  

 

 Tate Brombal and superstar Phil Jimenez introduce a wild new monster far  above the Arc!c Circle . . 

. and back in Briar City, Brombal is joined  by the brilliant Jeff Lemire (Black Hammer, Sweet Tooth) for 

a sweet and spooky story of young Christopher during a Halloween long past.  

 

 And finally, the brilliant Soo Lee (Carmilla: The First Vampire) and fabulous Nick Robles (Sandman 

Universe—The Dreaming: Waking Hours) each write and draw their own bewitching stories that will 

leave you breathless and terrified for All Hallow's Eve! (STL330318) 

7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL241102 

PARANOID GARDENS #4 CVR A WESTON 

(W) Gerard Way, Shaun Simon (A/CA) Chris Weston 

Loo breaks protocols during her proba!on at the Gardens as many of the residents begin to fall ill 

including the building itself. While her healing powers seem to help patch up things for now it may 

not be enough to stop the forces outside the Gardens looking to destroy. (STL330268) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241103 

PARANOID GARDENS #4 CVR B MOORE 

(W) Gerard Way, Shaun Simon (A) Chris Weston (CA) Tradd Moore 

Writers Gerard Way (The Umbrella Academy) and Shaun Simon (The Fabulous Killjoys), join forces 

with Illustrator Chris Weston (The Filth), colorist Dave Stewart (Hellboy), and lePerer Nate Piekos 



(Black Hammer) to present an all-new surreal comic book experience that’s Derek meets Doctor Who 

. . .  acid.  

   

 Loo breaks protocols during her proba!on at the Gardens as many of the residents begin to fall ill 

including the building itself. While her healing powers seem to help patch up things for now it may 

not be enough to stop the forces outside the Gardens looking to destroy 

 

 • Six issue series. (STL330269) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241104 

PATRA #3 CVR A KOLINS 

(W) James Robinson (A/CA) ScoP Kolins 

The psychopathic savagery of Jeremy Jones is unleashed in a small town bringing bloody carnage to 

one family. At the same !me Patra learns her des!ny from her dead sister's ghost which puts her on 

the path she fears the most... in order to save two small girls that Jeremy holds cap!ve, she must go 

from hunted to hunter. Jeremy Jones must die! (STL330270) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241105 

PATRA #3 CVR B WAGNER 

(W) James Robinson (A) ScoP Kolins (CA) MaP Wagner 

From the celebrated creators behind Starman and The Flash comes this new supernatural series 

about slasher monsters, mad scien!sts, and cult movie-inspired horror.  

  

 The psychopathic savagery of Jeremy Jones is unleashed in a small town bringing bloody carnage to 

one family. At the same !me Patra learns her des!ny from her dead sister’s ghost which puts her on 

the path she fears the most . . . in order to save two small girls that Jeremy holds cap!ve, she must 

go from hunted to hunter. Jeremy Jones must die! 

 

 • A new horror series from the minds behind of Starman and The Flash! 

 

 • Four issue series. (STL330271) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL241106 

PRODIGY SLAVES OF MARS #3 CVR A LANDINI (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Stefano Landini 

Edison Crane and his older, smarter brother team up to find out who murdered their father in a 

journey that takes them to a secret colony on the surface of Mars and a never-to-be-forgoPen fight 

at the White House Press Associa!on Dinner. Don't miss! (STL330272) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241107 

PRODIGY SLAVES OF MARS #3 CVR B B&W LANDINI (MR) 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Stefano Landini 

Edison Crane and his older, smarter brother team up to find out who murdered their father in a 

journey that takes them to a secret colony on the surface of Mars and a never-to-be-forgoPen fight 

at the White House Press Associa!on Dinner. Don't miss! 

 

 • Five issue series. (STL330273) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241108 

SEANCE IN ASYLUM #4 CVR A MUTTI 

(W) Clay McLeod Chapman (A/CA) Andrea MuT 

A riot breaks out at The AshcroW Hospital. The possessed pa!ents now run the asylum, while Dr. 

Waters and Alicia fight for their own survival. How can you escape a building designed to keep 

inmates inside? The pa!ents are not alone. Someone has helped assist in the possession of these 

vessels of flesh and bone. Dr. Templeton has designs to take his revolu!onary form of spiritual 

therapy into the outside world, conver!ng more men and women into receptacles for the dead. Or 

has this all been in Alicia's mind? How can she trust her own crumbling sanity? (STL330274) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241109 

SEANCE IN ASYLUM #4 CVR B CHA 



(W) Clay McLeod Chapman (A) Andrea MuT (CA) Jenna Cha 

A riot breaks out at The AshcroW Hospital. The possessed pa!ents now run the asylum, while Dr. 

Waters and Alicia fight for their own survival. How can you escape a building designed to keep 

inmates inside? The pa!ents are not alone. Someone has helped assist in the possession of these 

vessels of flesh and bone. Dr. Templeton has designs to take his revolu!onary form of spiritual 

therapy into the outside world, conver!ng more men and women into receptacles for the dead. …Or 

has this all been in Alicia’s mind? How can she trust her own crumbling sanity? 

 

 • Four issue series. (STL330275) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241110 

SPACE USAGI WHITE STAR RISING #1 CVR A SAKAI 

(W/A/CA) Stan Sakai 

Taking place directly aWer the Space Usagi: Death and Honor arc, Stan Sakai’s second Space Usagi 

series sees Miyamoto Usagi con!nuing to defend the Shirohoshi clan in the far future from scheming 

rivals, the Kajitori. New friends, like space pirate Rhogen, and new enemies, led by Empress Amateh, 

are introduced, and this miniseries will be newly colored by long!me collaborator Emi 

Fujii!  (STL330319) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241112 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC ADV ECHOES OF FEAR #3 

(W) George Mann (A) Vincenzo Federici (CA) Eduardo Mello 

Jedi Knight Reath Silas and Jedi Padawan Amadeo Azzazzo con!nue researching the Echo Stones. In 

doing so, they learn of the daring mission of a Republic Pathfinder team as they aPempt to discover 

what happened to the famous Jedi Barnabas Vim, who went missing decades earlier, and whose fate 

appears inexorably !ed to the mysterious Echo Stones. (STL330276) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241113 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC ADV SABER FOR HIRE TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Cavan ScoP 

Fan-favorite Jedi turned monster hunter Ty Yorrick returns in her most dangerous—and personal—

mission yet. Ty is having the !me of her life behind the Nihil Stormwall, baPling dangers that the Jedi 

would've usually handled and earning credits galore. That is un!l she crosses paths with a Child of 



the Storm and its Nameless abomina!on. Suddenly, Ty must fight tooth and nail against the 

villainous Nihil to save Force-sensi!ve children from a dastardly plot. All the while, Ty's appren!ce is 

determined to forge his own path, dragging his reluctant master along with him. (STL330520) (C: 0-1-

2) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241114 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC ADVENTURES PHASE III #11 CVR A TOLIB 

(W) Daniel Jose Older (A/CA) Harvey Tolibao 

Eriadu is under siege! The fate of the planet lies with the ruling Tarkin family, and nobody knows 

whose side they're on. Will the Tarkins join forces with the Republic resistance or capitulate to the 

vile Nihil? While the bureaucrats wheel and deal, Padawan Ram Jomaram gathers a team of 

underdogs to launch a rescue mission deep within the Occlusion Zone! (STL330277) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241115 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC ADVENTURES PHASE III #11 CVR B ROMBO 

(W) Daniel Jose Older (A) Harvey Tolibao (CA) Elisa Romboli 

Eriadu is under siege! The fate of the planet lies with the ruling  Tarkin family, and nobody knows 

whose side they’re on. Will the Tarkins  join forces with the Republic resistance or capitulate to the 

vile  Nihil? While the bureaucrats wheel and deal, Padawan Ram Jomaram gathers  a team of 

underdogs to launch a rescue mission deep within the  Occlusion Zone! (STL330278) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241116 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC PHASE III DISPATCHES #1 

(W) Daniel Jose Older (A/CA) Jake Bartok 

The marauders known as the Nihil have stranded hundreds of worlds in a part of the galaxy known as 

the Occlusion Zone. With communica!ons blocked and ships unable to enter, Jedi Knights Keeve 

Trennis and Elzar Mann have turned to centuries-old technology to send messages of hope into the 

Zone. The messages they receive in return—from Jedi younglings, Padawans, and Knights, and 

more—will set the stage for the final baPle between the noble Jedi and the nefarious Nihil. 

(STL330322) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241117 



SUMMER SHADOWS #2 

(W) John Harris Dunning (A/CA) Ricardo Cabral 

Nick searches in vain for ex-boyfriend Anthony on the perfect Greek island where he disappeared—

but is something also on Nick’s trail? Something supernatural? Shadows stretch ever closer when 

he’s invited onboard a superyacht by the seduc!ve Veronica. Meanwhile, Coast Guard officer Alekos 

is told legends of vampires who haunt these islands... (STL330279) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241118 

SURVIVAL STREET RADICAL LEFT #2 CVR A KUSSAINOV 

(W) James Asmus, Jim Festante (A/CA) Abylay Kussainov 

It's Blood, and Sugar-Free Sex Magic when Birdie and Gurgle crash the peaceful home of former 

castmate Spellya Spellington, but they aren't the only ones blazing into town. Meanwhile, Tony and 

Herbert try to free some "canceled" old stars from Hollywood's Problem ATc. A candy coa!ng of pop 

culture madness, humor, cartoonishly absurd hyper-violence, and just enough hope to keep holding 

on. (STL330280) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241119 

SURVIVAL STREET RADICAL LEFT #2 CVR B ENGER 

(W) James Asmus, Jim Festante (A) Abylay Kussainov (CA) Marie Enger 

Survival Street is an unrepentant ac!on sa!re tearing through a dystopia packed with   economic and 

humanis!c cau!onary tales. 

It’s Blood, and Sugar-Free Sex Magic when Birdie and Gurgle   crash the  peaceful home of former 

castmate Spellya Spellington, but they   aren’t  the only ones blazing into town. Meanwhile, Tony and 

Herbert try to    free some ‘canceled’ old stars from Hollywood’s Problem ATc. 

A candy coa!ng of   pop culture madness, humor, cartoonishly absurd  hyper-violence, and just   

enough hope to keep holding on.  

Four issue series. (STL330281) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241120 

TINY TINAS WONDERLANDS LAND OF GIANTS #3 

(W) Paul Tobin (A/CA) Luisa Russo 



Snacks are running out, the adventure winds to a close, and the party prepares for the ul!mate 

challenge: the final showdown with Hilly the Kid! Facing off against a giant is no easy feat, and our 

heroes will have to pull out all the stops to take him down! (STL330282) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241121 

WHERE MONSTERS LIE CULL DE SAC #1 CVR A KOWALSKI 

(W) Kyle Starks (A/CA) Piotr Kowalski 

The hit meta-horror comedy by Eisner-nominated writer Kyle Starks returns just in !me for 

Halloween! Come join us, friends, for it's !me to visit another gated community for slashers and 

meet a new cast of horrible monsters as we return to the world of Where Monsters Lie. Connor 

Hayes, final girl turned apex monster hunter, has been brought to Site B and expected to be a good 

liPle killer, but will he cooperate? And what sort of bone-!ngling secrets inhabit this new horror 

hamlet?  (STL330315) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241122 

WHERE MONSTERS LIE CULL DE SAC #1 CVR B WARD 

(W) Kyle Starks (A) Piotr Kowalski (CA) Chris!an Ward 

The hit meta-horror comedy by Eisner-nominated writer Kyle Starks returns just in !me for 

Halloween!  

Come join us, friends, for it's !me to visit another gated community for slashers and meet a new cast 

of horrible monsters as we return to the world of Where Monsters Lie. Connor Hayes, final 

girl turned apex monster hunter, has been brought to Site B and expected to be a good liPle killer, 

but will he cooperate? And what sort of bone-!ngling secrets inhabit this new horror hamlet?  

Kyle Starks is the Eisner nominated creator of Sexcastle which was recently op!oned to be made into 

a major mo!on picture. 

Four issue series. 

"It's funny. Really funny. Like, you will really laugh out loud type of funny." -Graphic Policy 

(STL330316) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241123 

WRITER #4 

(W) Ben Berkowitz & Various (A) Ariel OliveT (CA) Francesco Francavilla 



Josh Gad and the Berkowitz Brothers escalate the stakes in this final issue. AWer a GIANT clash, Stan 

faces a world-threatening egg, and a race against !me unfolds. Amidst the emo!onal wreckage of 

their journey, Stan and his family grapple with lost loved ones and demonic possessions. As they seek 

meaning in chaos, a relentless baPle against annihila!on surges in this reflec!ve yet ac!on-packed 

saga. (STL330286) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241124 

AMBASSADORS LIBRARY ED HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Frank Quitely & Various 

Millarworld and Dark Horse Comics are proud to present the bestselling superhero thriller in a 

deluxe, oversized hardcover format. You've cracked the superhuman mystery and can give 

superpowers to six different people around the world. Who do you choose? When the superhuman 

genome is cracked, the billionaire scien!st responsible announces she will turn six ordinary people 

into superheroes. This launches a worldwide compe!!on to determine who will join this team of 

superhumans. The world's greatest and most ambi!ous superhero comic needs the world's greatest 

comic book ar!sts. Step forward Frank Quitely, Travis Charest, Olivier Coipel and an interna!onal 

line-up of superstars presented in hardcover for the first !me. Collects The Ambassadors #1-6. 

(STL330519) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 208pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL241125 

BACKFLASH TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mat Johnson (A)  Leiber, Steve, Lee Loughridge (CA)  Leiber, Steve 

Overwhelmed with grief over the death of his mother, shamed by his failures in marriage and 

fatherhood, and burdened by massive debt, Devin's life is spiraling out of control. That is, un!l he 

discovers the impossible: nostalgia is his superpower. 

With a random touch of family memorabilia, he can mentally travel back in !me, reliving the best 

moments of his past while finding relief from the present. With his mother gone, Devin can now 

inves!gate her greatest secret: the iden!ty of the father he never knew. But the more Devin 

"backflashes" into !me, the faster his present life falls apart. On this hunt for a truth that was never 

supposed to come to light, Devin must come to terms with his past if he wants any chance at a 

future. (STL330504) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 104pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL241126 

BIRDKING TP VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Daniel Freedman (A/CA)  Crom 

From the creators of Raiders, Daniel Freedman and CROM, comes this third installment of the dark 

fantasy graphic novel of epic adventure and magic. Nothing has gone right. With Birdking out of 

commission and most of her friends lost, Bianca finally reaches the golden city of Atlas. But when she 

finds herself too eager to pay her debt to the All Father, she threatens to lose the only thing she has 

leW—herself. (STL330502) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241127 

CREEPY ARCHIVES TP VOL 09 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Various (A) Jose Bea & Various 

Creepy Archives Volume 9 features the prime cuts fresh from the chopping block of horror, fantasy, 

and science fic!on served up by a sterling set of slaughterhouse chefs including Richard Corben, T. 

Casey Brennan, Tom SuPon, Steve Skeates, and many more. This era of Creepy featured the influx of 

talented Spanish ar!sts such as José Bea, Jaime Brocal, Luis Garcia, Mar!n Salvador, and Felix Mas, 

whose work would bring the standard of illustra!on in comics to new highs. Collects Creepy issues 

#42-45. (STL330505) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8x11, 256pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241128 

BLACKSAD THEY ALL FALL DOWN HC PART 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Juan Díaz Canales (A/CA) Juanjo Guarnido 

Weekly’s been framed by Lewis Solomon, the power behind New York’s construc!on boom, but the 

king of the hill has built his empire on a mound of corpses, including union aPorney Kenneth Clarke 

and theater director Iris Allen, and Blacksad must take out their killer before he can take down 

Solomon. But with Weekly in s!r and cops on his heels, the feline detec!ve is minus an ally—and the 

sudden reappearance of his lost love Alma promises a dangerous distrac!on as he seeks to uncover 

the truth. (STL330503) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241129 

DANGANRONPA 2 GOODBYE DESPAIR QUEST TP VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2 

(W)  Spike ChunsoW, Karin Suzuragi (A) Karin Suzuragi 

Chiaki Nanami is the Ul!mate Gamer, selected as one of Japan's most expert teens to aPend the elite 

Hope's Peak High School. What could be nicer than for the semester to kick off with a class trip to the 

tropical resort of Jabberwock Island? And what could be more horrific to then be told by the 

principal that now they're all trapped there… and the only way they can ever leave is to play a 



murder game! More villainous than ever, Monokuma unleashes biological warfare in the baPle for 

survival: the personality-altering Despair Disease that manifests itself in each infected vic!m with 

unpredictable symptoms—lies, delusions, cowardice. As it spreads through the remaining students, 

the healthy must find ways to treat the sick… even as they guard against something even worse 

happening to any of them—murder. (STL330506) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL241130 

DAWNRUNNER HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Ram V (A) Evan Cagle & Various 

A century ago, a portal opened over Central America and giant monsters known as the Tetza came 

through, changing everything we knew. Now the world bends all its effort to build the Iron Kings—

great mechs driven by pilots—that baPle the Tetza in gladiatorial combat for humanity's con!nued 

survival. War has turned to sport. Star jockey Anita Marr has been chosen to pilot a secret new 

prototype that could change the !de in humanity's favor. AWer a difficult first baPle together, Anita 

begins to uncover and understand the unusual connec!on forming between herself and the 

experimental new Iron King, Dawnrunner. As the Tetza threat grows, Anita, Dawnrunner, and their 

secrets will become mankind's last hope. Are we doomed or will drama!c revela!ons push Anita and 

Dawnrunner to transcend into something new? Collects Dawnrunner #1-5. (STL330507) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x10, 168pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241131 

DRIFTERS OMNIBUS GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Kohta Hirano 

From Kohta Hirano, the creator of Hellsing, comes DriWers, an ac!on-packed fantasy epic where 

warriors and warlords from Earth's history are transported to an alien world to intervene in a 

worldwide civil war. At the eye of the storm is the Black King who, desiring more than land and 

resources, is uni!ng the non-human races for a single purpose—the genocide of humanity. DriWers 

Omnibus Volume 2 collects DriWers volumes 4, 5 and 6 with 688 pages of all-out mys!cal mayhem! 

(STL302439) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #12 (DEC231024) 

SC, 6x8, 688pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241132 

EC ARCHIVES WEIRD SCIENCE TP VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Al Feldstein (A) Wally Wood & Various (CA) Wally Wood 



The Weird Science archives take flight at Dark Horse in an affordable, oversized paperback! Don't 

miss any of the sci-fi classics from such visionary ar!sts as Wally Wood, Al Feldstein, Harry Harrison, 

and Harvey Kurtzman! Featuring "Upheaval!" by legendary author Harlan Ellison! This volume 

collects the complete Weird Science #19-22 and Weird Science-Fantasy #23-24 in glorious 

remastered color! (STL330521) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 216pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241133 

EMPOWERED TP VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Adam Warren 

From comics kingpin Adam Warren comes Empowered, the sexy superhero comedy—except when it 

isn't—that pushes envelopes, crosses boundaries, and breaks a few buildings for good measure! 

Costumed crimefighter Empowered is trapped in a surreal nightmare scenario as her universe begins 

spontaneously reboo!ng again and again, with each varia!on more twisted and bizarre than the last! 

Can our befuddled superheroine somehow undo this inexplicable Neverending Reboot—while 

simultaneously steering her love life in a boldly polyamorous new direc!on with Thugboy and 

NinjePe!—or is this The End for Emp and her chao!cally convulsing cosmos? (STL264075) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #2 (FEB230403) 

SC, 6x9, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241134 

GOON BUNCH OF OLD CRAP OMNIBUS TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Eric Powell 

Take a spin down Lonely Street in this huge, pulpy collec!on of mob bosses to undead ghouls—and 

the man who fights them all. On Lonely Street, crime is cheap but jus!ce comes at a price, so the 

Goon and his sidekick Franky defend the neighborhood against crime lords and supernatural ne'er-

do-wells alike to keep the neighborhood safe. The Nameless Man, the Zombie Priest, has come to 

town to build a gang from the undead. But the Goon is the only man brave enough to stand up to 

him, and even the undead fear the Goon! The Goon: Bunch of Old Crap Volume 1 collects the first 

four books of The Goon, featuring his misadventures on Lonely Street and the childhood story of 

how a boy born into a circus family became protector of the neighborhood. Collects The Goon: 

Rough Stuff, The Goon: Nothing But Misery, The Goon: My Murderous Childhood, and The Goon: 

Heaps of Ruina!on. (STL330513) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 496pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL241135 

GUNNERKRIGG COURT TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Tom Siddell 



Tom Siddell's acclaimed, long-running webcomic comes to Dark Horse! AWer the death of her mother 

and her father's disappearance, a young girl arrives at a mysterious boarding school. While the 

curriculum seems to be focused on advancing science and technology, An!mony "Annie" Carver 

quickly discovers that the grounds are home to plenty of things that science can't explain: ghosts, 

supernatural phenomena, and even the gods of the neighboring forest. Along with her friend Kat, 

Annie begins to unravel the mysteries of her new home, Gunnerkrigg Court, which may not actually 

be a school aWer all. This collec!on features new cover art by Siddell, updated interior art, and 

includes chapters 1-22. (STL330509) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 568pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL241136 

HELLBOY AND BPRD 1955 - 1957 HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mike Mignola, Chris Roberson (A) Shawn Mar!nbrough & Various (CA) Mike Mignola 

Join Hellboy and his fellow agents on globe-troTng horrifying mystery adventures from a fire ghost 

in a forgoPen dinosaur theme park to vengeful demons in Hong Kong, Cold War weapons tests that 

lead to mu!lated monsters in the South Pacific to a forgoPen ghost in a NYC poPer's field and more, 

plus the true story of Hellboy's turn on the silver screen in Mexican luchador films! This volume 

collects Hellboy and the B.P.R.D. across volumes 1955, 1956, and 1957, from a slew of extraordinary 

talents including Mike Norton, Alison Sampson, Shawn Mar!nbrough, and more in this new 

hardcover edi!on! (STL330511) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x10, 456pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL241137 

LEGEND OF LUTHER ARKWRIGHT HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Bryan Talbot 

Bryan Talbot launches the long-awaited third Arkwright saga, The Legend of Luther Arkwright, 

another milestone in graphic literature. Luther Arkwright, a being of vast psychic power capable of 

traversing the swirling mul!verse of infinite existences, is pursued by a far superior adversary across 

mul!ple historically divergent parallel worlds, both utopian and dystopian, and only Arkwright's 

experience and force of will provide any hope to avert humanity's annihila!on. (STL290975) (C: 0-1-

2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #9 (SEP231204) 

HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL241138 

MASTERPIECE GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Brian Michael Bendis (A/CA) Alex Maleev 



Emma is a brilliant and driven 16-year-old. She has paid for school with her next level inven!ons and 

is well-known for her funny and honest webcomics. Then, one day, one of the most famous 

billionaires on the planet confronts her with the truth about her world. Emma discovers she is the 

only daughter of two of the greatest, most charisma!c master criminals of all !me. The suavest, 

most liked criminals ever. The criminal's criminal. The ones that wrote the rulebook. There are 

movies about them starring the biggest movie stars. Her parents were the authors of the greatest 

casino robbery of all !me, the greatest museum heist of all !me, And they took the world's most 

famous billionaire for a cool billion... before they disappeared never to be seen or heard from again. 

Collects the comic book series Masterpiece #1-6. (STL322734) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #5 (MAY241123) 

SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241139 

MINOR THREATS TP VOL 02 FASTEST WAY DOWN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) PaPon Oswalt, Jordan Blum (A/CA) ScoP Hepburn 

he hit superhero saga from PaPon Oswalt and Jordan Blum, showrunners of Marvel's M.O.D.O.K on 

HULU, and superstar ar!st ScoP Hepburn. Frankie Follis AKA the costumed criminal Play!me has 

won. Twilight City's greatest hero The Insomniac and its greatest villain The S!ckman are dead, 

allowing Frankie to unify the super crook underworld and assert herself as the Queenpin of Redport. 

But Frankie is feeling the pressure from every side. Rival gangs are challenging her authority, Scalpel 

her consigliere is pushing her to legi!mize her empire, and the act of murdering The Insomniac has 

broken something deep inside her. Frankie is about to learn the hard way... heavy is the head that 

wears the supervillain crown. Collects the comic book series Minor Threats: The Fastest Way Down 

#1-4. (STL330516) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241140 

MOB PSYCHO 100 TP VOL 15 (MR) (C: 1-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  One 

Eighth grade is the !me to have delusions… but Tome Kurata, president of the Telepathy Club, is now 

in the ninth, and she s!ll hasn't managed to make mental contact with aliens! With gradua!on from 

middle school coming fast, can the rest of the club put aside their goofing off long enough to help 

Tome achieve her dream? Maybe with the help of Reigen, Mob, and a mountain pilgrimage, they 

can! (STL324296) (C: 1-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL241141 



MONSTERS ARE MY BUSINESS TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Patrick Piazzalunga 

Meet Tanner "Griz" Grisholm. Along with a shrewd necromancer who wants him dead and a 

chainsaw-wielding koala bear named Cuddles, as he wages a bloody war against nightmares from 

beyond !me and space. It's thankless work, but someone has to do it. And when a group of 

government contractors go missing in the nightmare landscape of the Flooded Zone, Griz stumbles 

into a mystery he may not be able to carve his way out of. His old biker pals, the Howling Gargoyles, 

are up to no good, and the memories might be too much for Griz to handle. Collects Monsters Are 

My Business #1-4. (STL330517) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241142 

STEPHEN MCCRANIES SPACE BOY TP VOL 20 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  McCranie, Stephen 

Caught! Cassie finds herself in deep trouble with the police, aWer her journey down the rabbit hole of 

trying to find Amy puts her on legally shaky ground. She enlists the help of her whole friend group 

(and an unwilling ScoP) to clear her name, and the friendly officer Sherman faces a tough choice. 

Meanwhile, Amy comes face to face with the ever-present Wanderer, and she just may have a secret 

weapon to go up against him. (STL330518) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241143 

YELLOW GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Jay Mar!n 

Set in an alternate future amid a Second Civil War, wounded infantryman Nick Carson flees the 

baPlefield and escapes across the wasteland of war-torn America. Branded a coward and marked for 

death, Nick's only hope is to get to the other side. His route takes him through a strange, ravaged 

country where power plants lay destroyed and once great ci!es have gone dark. An America at war 

with itself. Yellow explores what happens when society falls apart, when there is no law and order. 

Do we fall to our basic ins!ncts, or can we rise above? As Nick travels, he encounters both good and 

evil and must choose which path he will follow. (STL313944) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #3 (MAR241119) 

SC, 7x10, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

IDW PUBLISHING 

 

JUL241144 



BENEATH THE TREES WHERE NOBODY SEES TP (MR) 

(W/A) Patrick Horvath 

Don't. Murder. The locals. This is small-town serial killer, upstanding ci!zen, and adorable brown bear 

Samantha Strong's cardinal rule. AWer all, there's a sea of perfectly ripe poten!al vic!ms in the big 

city just beyond the forest, and when you've worked as hard as Sam to build a cozy life and a thriving 

business in a community surrounded by friendly fellow animal folk, warm decor, and the aroma of 

cedar trees and freshly baked apple pie… the last thing you want is to disturb the peace. So you can 

imagine her indigna!on when one of Woodbrook's own meets a grisly, mysterious demise—and you 

wouldn't blame her for doing anything it takes to hunt down her rival before the town self-destructs 

and Sheriff PaPerson starts (literally) barking up the wrong tree. (STL330650) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL241145 

GODZILLA HERE THERE BE DRAGONS II SONS OF GIANTS #3 CVR A 

(W) Frank Tieri (A/CA) Inaki Miranda 

For the first !me, the biblical origins of one of Godzilla's greatest allies will be revealed—Mothra. A 

mysterious kaiju who appears in !mes of need—now revealed to have once laid siege to Egypt in the 

real story behind the eighth biblical plague. Then, in 1804, watch as the Sons of Giants begin to 

unravel… And finally, what brought all of the kaiju to Rome hundreds of years ago? This sequel to the 

hit miniseries digs deeper into Godzilla lore, unveiling the secret history of the world long hidden—

un!l now! (STL330589) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241146 

GODZILLA HERE THERE BE DRAGONS II SONS OF GIANTS #3 CVR B 

(W) Frank Tieri (A) Inaki Miranda (CA) Gavin Smith 

For the first !me, the biblical origins of one of Godzilla’s greatest allies will be revealed—MOTHRA. A 

mysterious kaiju who appears in !mes of need—now revealed to have once laid siege to Egypt in the 

real story behind the eighth biblical plague.Then, in 1804, watch as the Sons of Giants begin to 

unravel… And finally, what brought all of the kaiju to Rome hundreds of years ago? This sequel to the 

hit miniseries digs deeper into Godzilla lore, unveiling the secret history of the world long hidden—

un!l now! (STL330590) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241148 

GODZILLA RIVALS MECHAGODZILLA VS KING GHIDORAH #1 CVR A 



(W) Tom Waltz (A/CA) Casey Maloney 

Forget everything you think you know about Atlan!s. The ancient civiliza!on was once an idyllic 

island in the middle of the ocean, subject not just to the regular caprice of Mother Nature, but also 

under the threat—and protec!on—of kaiju! Mechagodzilla provides them with their one true 

protec!on against these monstrous forces, but is it enough when ambi!ous and evil members of the 

cultural elite try to summon a three-headed beast to take control? All bets are off when King 

Ghidorah swoops down from the skies. But its presence not only terrifies the island ci!zenry, it also 

awakens the King of the Monsters to emerge from its home deep below the waves. Can Godzilla 

prevent the legendary civiliza!on from a watery grave? (STL330626) 

52pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL241149 

GODZILLA RIVALS MECHAGODZILLA VS KING GHIDORAH #1 CVR B 

(W) Tom Waltz (A) Casey Maloney (CA) Jesse Lonergan 

From the mind of Tom Waltz, the legendary writer of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and co-writer of 

The Last Ronin, comes a whole new spin on a classic myth!Forget everything you think you know 

about Atlan!s. The ancient civiliza!on was once an idyllic island in the middle of the ocean, subject 

not just to the regular caprice of Mother Nature, but also under the threat—and protec!on—of 

kaiju! Mechagodzilla provides them with their one true protec!on against these monstrous forces, 

but is it enough when ambi!ous and evil members of the cultural elite try to summon a three-

headed beast to take control? All bets are off when King Ghidorah swoops down from the skies. But 

its presence not only terrifies the island ci!zenry, it also awakens the King of the Monsters to emerge 

from its home deep below the waves. Can Godzilla prevent the legendary civiliza!on from a watery 

grave? (STL330627) 

52pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL241151 

GODZILLA SKATE OR DIE #4 CVR A JOYCE 

(W/A/CA) Louise Joyce 

Godzilla, Varan, skater punks, Australia… and now, aliens? Last issue, an earthquake trapped our 

skater punks underground—and now they find themselves lost in a high-tech military base that was 

hidden beneath their skatepark?! While the kaiju brawl con!nues above, our skater punks 

unwiTngly dive farther into the base—and their government's extraterrestrial secrets—in an 

aPempt to escape with their lives. (STL330567) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241152 

GODZILLA SKATE OR DIE #4 CVR B BA 



(W/A) Louise Joyce (CA) Juni Ba 

Godzilla, Varan, skater punks, Australia…and now, aliens?Last issue, an earthquake trapped our 

skater punks underground—and now they find themselves lost in a high-tech military base that was 

hidden beneath their skatepark?! While the kaiju brawl con!nues above, our skater punks 

unwiTngly dive farther into the base—and their government’s extraterrestrial secrets—in an 

aPempt to escape with their lives. (STL330568) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241153 

GODZILLA WAR FOR HUMANITY TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Andrew MacLean (A) Jake Smith 

"Godzilla saved us that day." When Dr. Yuko Honda was young, she was chased by Hedorah, the smog 

monster, and thought it was all over… un!l Godzilla saved her! Now a respected professor and writer, 

she's dedicated her life to showing that while Godzilla may be a monster, that doesn't mean it and 

the other kaiju are enemies. Unfortunately, when a strange new monster emerges, her belief in the 

good of Godzilla will be put to the test. If Godzilla doesn't defend them, what can humanity do 

against the might of Zoospora?! (STL330644) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE:  Not available in Asia, including India. 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241154 

GODZILLA LIBRARY COLL TP VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Duane Swierczynski (A) Simon Gane, Dave Wachter 

Ci!es, special forces teams, and a legion of kaiju are no match for… Godzilla! The Godzilla Library 

Collec!on is a comprehensive line of books that will collect every comic series by IDW! Volume 3 

collects the 13-issue series History's Greatest Monster by Duane Swierczynski and Simon Gane. 

Godzilla con!nues to destroy ci!es and lives all over the world, and ex-special forces tough guy Boxer 

is a man with a grudge who vows to end the terror—no maPer what! He assembles a top-notch 

team to take Godzilla and the other monsters down at $7 billion a bounty. (STL330643) (C: 0-1-2) 

NOTE:  Not available in Asia, including India. 

SC, 7x10, 328pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241155 

MONSTER HIGH NEW SCAREMESTER #2 CVR A JOVELLANOS 

(W) Jacque Aye (A) Caroline Shuda (CA) Arielle Jovellanos 

Dreadful news, ghouls: Fearleading tryouts are upon us again—the !me of year when every ghoul 

can be found prac!cing their tryout rou!nes in the hallways. But the shouts of, "Go, Fright, Win!" 

have almost been drowned out by the sound of Cleo de Nile shaking in her Scaremes boots. Without 



her ghoul squad behind her, Cleo's reign as queen bee is losing commoner support, and she needs a 

spot on the team to secure her dynasty for another scaremester. Nothing will stop her from another 

year in the gore-geous uniform. But you know what they say... It's lonely at the top of the pyramid. 

(STL330591) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241156 

MONSTER HIGH NEW SCAREMESTER #2 CVR B CAMACHO 

(W) Jacque Aye (A) Caroline Shuda (CA) Luciannys Camacho 

Dreadful news, ghouls: Fearleading tryouts are upon us again—the !me of year when every ghoul 

can be found prac!cing their tryout rou!nes in the hallways. But the shouts of, "Go, Fright, Win!" 

have almost been drowned out by the sound of Cleo de Nile shaking in her Scaremes boots. Without 

her ghoul squad behind her, Cleo's reign as queen bee is losing commoner support, and she needs a 

spot on the team to secure her dynasty for another scaremester. 

  

Every ghoul knows that the fearleaders run the school, and none know that bePer than our queen 

bee. Nothing will stop her from another year in the gore-geous uniform. But you know what they 

say... It's lonely at the top of the pyramid. 

  

—XOXO CryptCrier 

  

Note: For Monster High: New Scaremester series, collect the connec!ng A Covers on issues #1-4! 

(STL330592) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241157 

MLP MARETIME MYSTERIES #4 CVR A STARLING 

(W) Stephanie Williams (A) Abby Bulmer (CA) Abigail Starling 

A dark force looms over Mare!me Bay despite Misty and her friends solving each of the ghost's 

riddles! What is going on, and who is this mysterious spirit from the board game? The answer may 

prove to be haun!ngly relatable to Misty, but can she take on the final challenge to save her friends 

and Equestria in !me? Find out in the grand finale to Mare!me Mysteries! (STL330569) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241158 

MLP MARETIME MYSTERIES #4 CVR B GRANT 



(W) Stephanie Williams (A) Abby Bulmer (CA) Shauna Grant 

A dark force looms over Mare!me Bay despite Misty and her friends solving each of the ghost’s 

riddles! What is going on, and who is this mysterious spirit from the board game? The answer may 

prove to be haun!ngly relatable to Misty, but can she take on the final challenge to save her friends 

and Equestria in !me? Find out in the grand finale to Mare!me Mysteries! (STL330570) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241159 

MLP STORM OF ZEPHYR HEIGHTS #1 CVR A BA 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A) Andy Price (CA) Juni Ba 

A must-read for Friendship Is Magic fans as the world of Genera!on Four collides with the ponies of 

Genera!on Five. A storm's a-brewing in Zephyr Heights! For the first !me in forever, Queen Haven is 

taking a vaca!on, which means Princess Zipp is in charge! And while the queen is away, the Mane Six 

will play. But the forecast for the subs!tute queen's reign is not looking good... A mass of clouds the 

size of a city is wreaking havoc on Zephyr Heights... It's hailing, it's snowing, it's raining, it's blowing 

wind, and all the Pegasi are in danger! The Mane Six quickly jump into ac!on, but it's up to Zipp to 

save her kingdom. Her bravery may just lead to the discovery of a life!me...and bridge the world 

between the past and present. (STL330630) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241160 

MLP STORM OF ZEPHYR HEIGHTS #1 CVR B PRICE 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A/CA) Andy Price 

The story begins in #1 and con!nues in two epic, oversized issues! A must-read for Friendship Is 

Magic fans as the world of Genera!on Four collides with the ponies of Genera!on Five.A storm’s a-

brewing in Zephyr Heights! For the first !me in forever, Queen Haven is taking a vaca!on, which 

means Princess Zipp is in charge! And while the queen is away, the Mane Six will play. But the 

forecast for the subs!tute queen’s reign is not looking good... 

A mass of clouds the size of a city is wreaking havoc on Zephyr Heights... It’s hailing, it’s snowing, it’s 

raining, it’s blowing wind, and all the Pegasi are in danger! The Mane Six quickly jump into ac!on, but 

it’s up to Zipp to save her kingdom. Her bravery may just lead to the discovery of a life!me...and 

bridge the world between the past and present. (STL330631) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241161 

ROCKETEER BREAKS FREE #3 CVR A WHEATLEY 

(W) Stephen Mooney (A) Staz Johnson (CA) Doug Wheatley 



Peevy and Rose narrowly survived the U-boat aPack on San Francisco, but as witnesses to the 

danger, they are now targets! For Cliff to protect his friends, he’s going to need to rely on special 

allies, including a mysterious figure from his past who previously had designs of his own for the 

rocket pack. Defea!ng the enemy will require some desperate measures, including the previously 

unthinkable—breaking into Alcatraz! (STL330572) 

36pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241162 

ROCKETEER BREAKS FREE #3 CVR B JOHNSON 

(W) Stephen Mooney (A/CA) Staz Johnson 

Peevy and Rose narrowly survived the U-boat aPack on San Francisco, but as witnesses to the 

danger, they are now targets! For Cliff to protect his friends, he’s going to need to rely on special 

allies, including a mysterious figure from his past who previously had designs of his own for the 

rocket pack. Defea!ng the enemy will require some desperate measures, including the previously 

unthinkable—breaking into Alcatraz! (STL330573) 

36pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241164 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #73 CVR A JAMPOLE 

(W) Evan Stanley (A) Min Ho Kim (CA) Ryan Jampole 

This is it—the final event of the Clean Sweepstakes. Clutch closes the trap he's placed around the 

Restora!on by using the Phantom Rider, a mysterious figure who's been disrup!ng the other racers, 

as an excuse to seize power. But with Surge and Kit about to spring a trap of their own, maybe Clutch 

shouldn't celebrate just yet! Meanwhile, Amy, Tails, and Belle find some friends who might hold the 

key to toppling Clean Sweep Inc.'s empire… if they can survive! (STL330574) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241165 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #73 CVR B FONSECA 

(W) Evan Stanley (A) Min Ho Kim (CA) Nathalie Fourdraine 

This is it—the final event of the Clean Sweepstakes. Clutch closes the trap he’s placed around the 

Restora!on by using the Phantom Rider, a mysterious figure who's been disrup!ng the other racers, 

as an excuse to seize power. But with Surge and Kit about to spring a trap of their own, maybe Clutch 

shouldn’t celebrate just yet! Meanwhile, Amy, Tails, and Belle find some friends who might hold the 

key to toppling Clean Sweep Inc.’s empire…if they can survive! (STL330575) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



JUL241167 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG BOX SET 

(W) Ian Flynn (A) Tracy Yardley & Various 

Catch up on the first three volumes of the acclaimed Sonic the Hedgehog comic series with this box 

set! The evil genius Dr. Eggman has been foiledthe work of Sonic the Hedgehog isn't over yet! In the 

aWermath of the latest epic baPle, rogue robots con!nue to aPack small villages around the world. In 

order to succeed, Sonic will need the help of his friends Tails, Knuckles, and Amy, along with some 

new and surprising allies. Includes Vol. 1: Fallout!, Vol. 2: The Fate Of Dr. Eggman, and Vol. 3: BaPle 

For Angel Island. (STL330652) 

Box Set, SC, 7x10, 296pgs, FC SRP: $35.99 

 

JUL241168 

STAR TREK #24 CVR A LEVENS 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A/CA) Megan Levens 

Reality has literally begun collapsing around Captain Sisko and his crew as they race through space 

and, one by one, witness the gods be annihilated by the new godkiller! The detona!on of a god-scale 

bomb at the Pleroma started a chain reac!on beginning the unraveling of !me and space. But the 

Theseus crew are Starfleet officers ready to step up to the plate and boldly take on the unknown, and 

their captain is a prophet ready to embrace his godhood for the sake of the universe… or else! 

(STL330578) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241169 

STAR TREK #24 CVR B WARD 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Megan Levens (CA) Malachi Ward 

Reality has literally begun collapsing around Captain Sisko and the U.S.S. Theseus crew as they race 

through space and, one by one, witness the gods be annihilated by the new godkiller! The 

detona!on of a god-scale bomb at the Pleroma started a chain reac!on beginning the unraveling of 

!me and space. But the Theseus crew are Starfleet officers ready to step up to the plate and boldly 

take on the unknown, and their captain is a prophet ready to embrace his godhood for the sake of 

the universe…or else! (STL330579) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241171 

STAR TREK DEFIANT #19 CVR A UNZUETA 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A/CA) Angel Unzueta 



Miles O'Brien and his trusty holo-helm set course for the planet Antara as Romulan forces prepare to 

besiege the popula!on with Worf, B'Elanna, and Ro among them. A menacing Romulan blockade 

stands between him and his friends, but as he braces to brave the Romulans alone, maPers are 

further complicated when an old friend—none other than Dr. Julian Bashir—delivers an urgent 

message from Sec!on 31. Meanwhile, on Romulus, Commander Sela and Spock uncover a dark 

secret that General Revo is willing to kill to keep secret! (STL330581) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241172 

STAR TREK DEFIANT #19 CVR B MASON 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A) Angel Unzueta (CA) Jus!n Mason 

Miles O'Brien and his trusty holo-helm set course for the planet Antara as Romulan forces prepare to 

besiege the popula!on with Worf, B'Elanna, and Ro among them. A menacing Romulan blockade 

stands between him and his friends, but as he braces to brave the Romulans alone, maPers are 

further complicated when an old friend—none other than Dr. Julian Bashir—delivers an urgent 

message from Sec!on 31. Meanwhile, on Romulus, Commander Sela and Spock uncover a dark 

secret that General Revo is willing to kill to keep secret! (STL330582) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241174 

STAR TREK TP VOL 01 GODSHOCK 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Ramon Rosanas,  Chudakov, Oleg 

Deep Space Nine captain Benjamin Sisko returns in a new ongoing series featuring fan-favorite 

characters from across the Star Trek universe. Stardate 2378: A bold new era of Star Trek begins! 

Three years ago, Benjamin Sisko made a courageous sacrifice that leW him trapped in the dimension 

of the mysterious Prophets; now he's returned to his home universe—with powerful, godlike 

abili!es. But his omnipotence is failing when he needs it most. Someone is killing the gods, and Sisko 

and the motley crew of the U.S.S. Theseus will have to travel to the deepest parts of space to stop 

them. Collects the prequel short story "A Perfect System" from Star Trek #400 and issues #1-6 of the 

ongoing series. Now available as a soWcover with a new cover! (STL330648) 

SC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241175 

STAR TREK TP VOL 02 RED PATH 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Mike Feehan, Rachael StoP 

The second arc of the cri!cally acclaimed Star Trek flagship comic series con!nues with Benjamin 

Sisko's quest to stop celes!al genocide! Sisko returns to Deep Space 9, and it's the family reunion 

we've all been wai!ng for—or is it? As Sisko reckons with the sins of his past, the Theseus travels to a 



mysterious corner of Cardassian space to uncover the secrets of the Prophets… and learn how far the 

Red Path have infiltrated the galaxy! Volume 2 collects Star Trek issues #7-10 and the 2023 Star Trek 

Annual, Now available in gorgeous soWcover format with new cover. (STL330649) 

SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241176 

STAR TREK LIBRARY COLLECTION TP VOL 03 

(W) David Tischman & Various (A) Steve Conley, Gordon Purcell 

The Star Trek Library Collec!on is a comprehensive line of books that will collect every Star Trek 

miniseries published by IDW! In Volume 3, read a selec!on of the Alien Spotlight one-shots and the 

en!rety of the Star Trek: Year Four series. In Star Trek: Year Four the Enterprise encounters a strange 

series of planets, arranged to look like a strand of DNA floa!ng through space. The crew can't help 

but explore once Spock realizes that the desolate structure once supported more than 800 billion 

beings in the past. In a sequel to "The Enterprise Incident,"r  The Enterprise Experiment details the 

Federa!on's experiments with a Romulan cloaking device. Also collected are two one-shots featuring 

Vulcans and the Gorn! (STL330647) 

SC, 328pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241177 

TMNT AMAZING ADVENTURES OMNIBUS TP (MR) 

(W) Landry Quinn Walker, MaPhew K. Manning (A) Chad Thomas 

Relive all the ac!on from Nickelodeon's 2012 animated TMNT series in this graphic novel collec!on 

of stories based on the show! Emerging from the sewers for the first !me, the brothers will face New 

York City, their enemies, and… delicious pizza! Younger and ninja-ier, Leonardo, Donatello, 

Michelangelo, and Raphael will have to work together to grow into the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. 

This omnibus collects all 14 issues of the series and the three-issue miniseries Robotanimals. 

(STL330651) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 408pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241178 

TMNT MUTANT NATION #1 CVR A FERNANDEZ 

(W) Tom Waltz (A) Vincenzo Federici (CA) Javier Fernandez 

New ongoing series! Part 1 of the Raphael flashback adventure arc "APack on Area 51"! AWer the 

events of "The Armageddon Game," the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles found themselves at a 

crossroads, aPemp!ng to keep their family united while individually feeling the need to break away 

and explore life in a world that knows about mutants.  



To clear his head, Raphael jumps on his motorcycle and heads west on a solo road trip with the wind 

at his back and no des!na!on in mind…un!l a dormant enemy out for revenge on the Turtles 

engineers a dangerous detour to Area 51. When Raphael is held hostage with some unexpected old 

friends, his soul-searching quest mutates into a crisis as he brawls in the desert to keep the E.P.F.'s 

cache of coveted technology out of the wrong hands.  

Will Raphael find his new purpose away from his brothers…or just more trouble than he can handle 

alone?  

Tom Waltz, the TMNT mastermind and co-writer of TMNT: The Last Ronin, returns to tell brand-new 

stories about everyone's favorite anthropomorphic misfits with ar!st Vincenzo Federici.  

Plus, writer Erik Burnham presents a four-issue bonus backup: aWer the events of The Untold Des!ny 

of the Foot Clan, can Casey Jones tolerate Karai's descent into ruthlessness, or will he turn his back 

on the Foot? The answer ripples into the upcoming ac!on in Jason Aaron's TMNT!  

Each arc of Mutant Na!on will feature two stories exploring different corners of the TMNT universe, 

easily accessible to casual fans but with !es connec!ng the ongoing series and Nightwatcher. Expect 

old favorites and new surprises! (STL330632) 

7x10, 40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241179 

TMNT MUTANT NATION #1 CVR B FEDERICI 

(W) Tom Waltz (A/CA) Vincenzo Federici 

New ongoing series! Part 1 of the Raphael flashback adventure arc "APack on Area 51"! AWer the 

events of "The Armageddon Game," the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles found themselves at a 

crossroads, aPemp!ng to keep their family united while individually feeling the need to break away 

and explore life in a world that knows about mutants.  

To clear his head, Raphael jumps on his motorcycle and heads west on a solo road trip with the wind 

at his back and no des!na!on in mind…un!l a dormant enemy out for revenge on the Turtles 

engineers a dangerous detour to Area 51. When Raphael is held hostage with some unexpected old 

friends, his soul-searching quest mutates into a crisis as he brawls in the desert to keep the E.P.F.'s 

cache of coveted technology out of the wrong hands.  

Will Raphael find his new purpose away from his brothers…or just more trouble than he can handle 

alone?  

Tom Waltz, the TMNT mastermind and co-writer of TMNT: The Last Ronin, returns to tell brand-new 

stories about everyone's favorite anthropomorphic misfits with ar!st Vincenzo Federici.  

Plus, writer Erik Burnham presents a four-issue bonus backup: aWer the events of The Untold Des!ny 

of the Foot Clan, can Casey Jones tolerate Karai's descent into ruthlessness, or will he turn his back 

on the Foot? The answer ripples into the upcoming ac!on in Jason Aaron's TMNT!  

Each arc of Mutant Na!on will feature two stories exploring different corners of the TMNT universe, 

easily accessible to casual fans but with !es connec!ng the ongoing series and Nightwatcher. Expect 

old favorites and new surprises! (STL330635) 



7x10, 40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241180 

TMNT MUTANT NATION #1 CVR C SANTOLOUCO 

(W) Tom Waltz (A) Vincenzo Federici (CA) Mateus Santolouco 

New ongoing series! Part 1 of the Raphael flashback adventure arc "APack on Area 51"! AWer the 

events of "The Armageddon Game," the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles found themselves at a 

crossroads, aPemp!ng to keep their family united while individually feeling the need to break away 

and explore life in a world that knows about mutants.  

To clear his head, Raphael jumps on his motorcycle and heads west on a solo road trip with the wind 

at his back and no des!na!on in mind…un!l a dormant enemy out for revenge on the Turtles 

engineers a dangerous detour to Area 51. When Raphael is held hostage with some unexpected old 

friends, his soul-searching quest mutates into a crisis as he brawls in the desert to keep the E.P.F.'s 

cache of coveted technology out of the wrong hands.  

Will Raphael find his new purpose away from his brothers…or just more trouble than he can handle 

alone?  

Tom Waltz, the TMNT mastermind and co-writer of TMNT: The Last Ronin, returns to tell brand-new 

stories about everyone's favorite anthropomorphic misfits with ar!st Vincenzo Federici.  

Plus, writer Erik Burnham presents a four-issue bonus backup: aWer the events of The Untold Des!ny 

of the Foot Clan, can Casey Jones tolerate Karai's descent into ruthlessness, or will he turn his back 

on the Foot? The answer ripples into the upcoming ac!on in Jason Aaron's TMNT!  

Each arc of Mutant Na!on will feature two stories exploring different corners of the TMNT universe, 

easily accessible to casual fans but with !es connec!ng the ongoing series and Nightwatcher. Expect 

old favorites and new surprises! (STL330636) 

7x10, 40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241181 

TMNT MUTANT NATION #1 CVR D 40TH ANNIV 

(W) Tom Waltz (A) Vincenzo Federici (CA) Jim Lawson 

New ongoing series! Part 1 of the Raphael flashback adventure arc "APack on Area 51"! AWer the 

events of "The Armageddon Game," the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles found themselves at a 

crossroads, aPemp!ng to keep their family united while individually feeling the need to break away 

and explore life in a world that knows about mutants.  

To clear his head, Raphael jumps on his motorcycle and heads west on a solo road trip with the wind 

at his back and no des!na!on in mind…un!l a dormant enemy out for revenge on the Turtles 

engineers a dangerous detour to Area 51. When Raphael is held hostage with some unexpected old 

friends, his soul-searching quest mutates into a crisis as he brawls in the desert to keep the E.P.F.'s 

cache of coveted technology out of the wrong hands.  



Will Raphael find his new purpose away from his brothers…or just more trouble than he can handle 

alone?  

Tom Waltz, the TMNT mastermind and co-writer of TMNT: The Last Ronin, returns to tell brand-new 

stories about everyone's favorite anthropomorphic misfits with ar!st Vincenzo Federici.  

Plus, writer Erik Burnham presents a four-issue bonus backup: aWer the events of The Untold Des!ny 

of the Foot Clan, can Casey Jones tolerate Karai's descent into ruthlessness, or will he turn his back 

on the Foot? The answer ripples into the upcoming ac!on in Jason Aaron's TMNT!  

Each arc of Mutant Na!on will feature two stories exploring different corners of the TMNT universe, 

easily accessible to casual fans but with !es connec!ng the ongoing series and Nightwatcher. Expect 

old favorites and new surprises! (STL330638) 

7x10, 40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241183 

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES NIGHTWATCHER #2 CVR A PE 

(W) Juni Ba (A/CA) Fero Pe 

Discover the origin story of Mutant Town’s protector, the Nightwatcher! Life in New York City 

marches on, but with the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles scaPered, the mutant popula!on is more 

vulnerable than ever. The community needs a defender, and as the police struggle to address rising 

crime rates against mutants, someone else has to step up. A new symbol of safety and jus!ce is born 

in the shadows, but even the best inten!ons can lead to unforeseen consequences… (STL330584) 

100pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241184 

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES NIGHTWATCHER #2 CVR B LANKRY 

(W) Juni Ba (A) Fero Pe (CA) Jon Lankry 

Discover the origin story of Mutant Town’s protector, the Nightwatcher! Life in New York City 

marches on, but with the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles scaPered, the mutant popula!on is more 

vulnerable than ever. The community needs a defender, and as the police struggle to address rising 

crime rates against mutants, someone else has to step up. A new symbol of safety and jus!ce is born 

in the shadows, but even the best inten!ons can lead to unforeseen consequences… (STL330585) 

100pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241186 

TMNT SATURDAY MORNING ADV #17 CVR A MYER 

(W) Erik Burnham (A) Dan Schoening (CA) Sarah Myer 



There are some strange shenanigans transpiring at one of New York's top museums as a recently 

acquired ar!fact is discovered disassembled every evening, and there are never any signs of a break-

in! This is the kind of weirdness that typically tends to tug at the aPen!on of the Teenage Mutant 

Ninja Turtles and their awesome allies. Join Raphael and Mona Lisa in the start of a new arc as they 

race to solve the mystery at the museum! (STL330586) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241187 

TMNT SATURDAY MORNING ADV 2023 #17 CVR B FONSECA 

(W) Erik Burnham (A) Sarah Myer (CA) Mauro FoNSEca 

There are some strange shenanigans transpiring at one of New York’s top museums as a recently 

acquired ar!fact is discovered disassembled every evening, and there are never any signs of a break-

in! This is the kind of weirdness that typically tends to tug at the aPen!on of the Teenage Mutant 

Ninja Turtles and their awesome allies—join Raphael and Mona Lisa in the start of a new arc as they 

race to solve the mystery at the museum! (STL330587) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241188 

TMNT SATURDAY MORNING ADVENTURES TP VOL 03 

(W) Erik Burnham (A) Sarah Myer, Dan Schoening 

The adventures of the Turtles con!nue in this new series inspired by the classic animated series. 

Cowabunga! Season's gree!ngs! First, the Turtles take on a nightmarish test of bravery at Halloween. 

Then, it's elec!on season and Chrome Dome is running for mayor of NYC and when Christmas comes 

around Shredder decides to put on a ShredderCon! Also, a blast from the past comes back to make 

trouble for the Turtles with the return of Mr. Ogg. Collects issues #6-8 and the Halloween Special of 

the new ongoing Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Saturday Morning Adventures series! (STL330645) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL241189 

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES REBORN TP VOL 09 FIRST LAST ALW 

(W) Sophie Campbell (A) Vincenzo Federici & Various 

One hundred fiWy issues have all led to this! Read the climac!c finale to over 12 years of storytelling! 

Change is constant, but family is forever…at least it's supposed to be. Since recent events have leW 

his family fractured, Donatello has taken it upon himself to do whatever it takes to protect his 

brothers from a threat only he saw coming. LiPle does he know it's already too late…Armageddon is 

inevitable. It's a race against !me in one of the biggest TMNT stories yet! Collects issues #145-150. 

(STL330646) (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

AARDVARK VANAHEIM 

 

JUL241190 

O/A CEREBUS THE AARDVARK #1 FACSIMILIE SGN ED (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Dave Sim 

Special Signed by Dave Sim Edi!on! Just in !me for the 20th anniversary of the release of Cerebus 

#300! Read the one that started it all! Beginning in 1977 as a self-published parody of Barry Windsor-

Smith's Conan, Dave Sim's Cerebus The Aardvark quickly grew into something much bigger, both 

ar!s!cally and commercially, revealing the untapped poten!al of the medium and influencing a wave 

of creators and comics (including Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird's Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and 

Todd McFarlane's Spawn, among many others!). Now you can own the remastered and restored 

edi!on of the first issue and see how it all began! (STL306105) (C: 0-1-2) 

24pgs, B&W SRP: $30.00 

 

ABRAMS 

 

JUL241191 

MARVEL STUDIOS ART OF RYAN MEINERDING HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Tara BenneP (A) Ryan Meinerding 

Marvel Studios' Head of Visual Development Ryan Meinerding has been a key crea!ve force in 

designing the look of the beloved Super Heroes and villains of the Marvel Cinema!c Universe since 

the early stages of Iron Man (2008). Marvel Studios: The Art of Ryan Meinerding showcases the 

ar!st's singular and iconic vision, from his work-in-progress sketches to his finished illustra!ons. 

Included are: character designs for Iron Man; keyframe and concept designs for Thor; concept 

designs for Captain America's many suits. Character designs for Marvel's The Avengers and Avengers: 

Age of Ultron, created in collabora!on with Charlie Wen; suit and gear designs for Avengers: 

Endgame, Spider-Man: No Way Home, Black Panther: Wakanda Forever. This lavish book includes 

more than 500 illustra!ons and provides unprecedented insight into Meinerding's crea!ve process 

and his view on the essen!al collabora!ons behind contemporary concept and character design. 

(STL328892) (C: 0-1-0) 

Art Book, HC, 9x12, 320pgs, FC SRP: $65.00 

 

ABRAMS COMICARTS 

 

JUL241192 



CAPITAL & IDEOLOGY GRAPHIC NOVEL ADAPTATION SC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Thomas PikePy, Claire Alet (A) Benjamin Adam 

Thomas PikePy's powerful and bestselling Capital and Ideology is now available in this accessible and 

richly illustrated full-color graphic novel format. Praised by PikePy himself as a "magnificent 

adapta!on" of his original book, this graphic novel adapta!on is perfect for anyone looking to 

understand the wealth gap and why society is the way it is today. Claire Alet and Benjamin Adam 

make the original work's ideas more accessible through the addi!on of a family saga. Jules, the main 

character, is born at the end of the 19th century. He is a person of private means, a privileged figure 

representa!ve of a profoundly unequal society obsessed with property. He, his family circle, and his 

descendants will experience the evolu!on of wealth and society. (STL328883) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 12x14, 176pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL241193 

CORMAC MCCARTHY THE ROAD GN ADAPTATION (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Cormac McCarthy (A) Manu Larcenet 

The story of a nameless father and son trying to survive with their humanity intact in a 

postapocalyp!c wasteland where Earth's natural resources have been diminished, and some 

survivors are leW to raise others for meat, The Road is one of Cormac McCarthy's bleakest and most 

prescient novels. This first official graphic novel adapta!on of McCarthy's work is illustrated by 

acclaimed French cartoonist Manu Larcenet, who ably transforms the world depicted by McCarthy's 

spare and brutal prose into stark ink drawings that add an addi!onal layer to this haun!ng tale of 

family love and human perseverance. Cormac McCarthy personally approved the making of this book 

before his death, and the adapta!on bears the approval of the McCarthy estate. (STL328886) (C: 0-1-

0) 

HC, 8x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $26.99 

 

JUL241194 

DRAFTED GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Rick Parker 

DraWed is a graphic novel memoir by Rick Parker, a shy, inexperienced, and overly protected teenager 

who gets draWed into the United States Army at the height of the Vietnam War. The looming threat 

of deployment informs every aspect of his life, from the most ludicrous experiences to the grimmest 

tests of endurance. Ini!ally determined to do his patrio!c duty, Parker gradually comes to the 

realiza!on that he is just not cut out for a military career and wants nothing more than to serve his 

!me and return to civilian life to pursue his dream of becoming an ar!st. In telling this story, he 

shows how Vietnam was the last war in the United States that ins!tuted the draW; how the draW 

affected those who served; and how we as Americans think of war and our soldiers once they return 

from service. Parker also shows how being an ar!st helped him to survive his !me in the army. 

(STL328888) (C: 0-1-0) 



HC, 7x10, 256pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241195 

FANTASTIC FOUR FULL CIRCLE EXPANDED ED GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Alex Ross 

The cri!cally acclaimed, award-winning na!onal bestseller—the first original graphic novel on the 

Marvel Arts list—now in an oversized, deluxe expanded edi!on. This new edi!on has 288 addi!onal 

pages of jaw-dropping bonus material from Ross (the original graphic novel was 64 pages), as he 

walks readers through his process and vision for the making of the book School Library Journal called 

a "pop art masterpiece." Showcasing early visual concepts through final art, Ross takes readers 

behind-the-scenes, revealing for the first !me his proposal, thumbnails, sketches, inks, and color 

guides. The book also includes commentary from Ross as well as reprints of the classic Marvel comic 

from Stan Lee and Jack Kirby that inspired Fantas!c Four: Full Circle—Fantas!c Four no. 51—and the 

subsequent run of covers from 2023 which Alex Ross created for Marvel Comics, featuring the 

Fantas!c Four in costumes designed for Fantas!c Four: Full Circle. (STL328893) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 11x14, 352pgs, FC SRP: $65.00 

 

JUL241196 

MUTTS BREAKING THE CHAIN THE GUARD DOG STORY HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Patrick McDonnell 

Guard Dog made his debut in MuPs in 1995 and quickly became one of the comic strip's most 

beloved characters. As a chained dog longing for freedom, he's played an important role in raising 

awareness about the cruelty of tethering and has inspired countless MuPs readers to become 

involved in animal welfare. In October 2023, nearly three decades aWer his debut, Guard Dog's 

freedom story began to unfold in newspapers and online. AWer being abandoned by his owner, leW 

alone and suffering, Guard Dog was discovered by his animal friends Mooch and Earl, and ul!mately 

rescued by Doozy, a kindly neighborhood girl, and Ozzie, Earl's guardian. AWer years of visi!ng Guard 

Dog to provide him with comfort and support, Doozy adopted him—marking the end of a long life of 

neglect and the beginning of one filled with love and safety. Featuring the complete story, now in 

color for the first !me, Breaking the Chain is an emo!onally resonant vignePe whose grounding in 

the real-life animal neglect issues that affect millions of chained dogs worldwide will move both long-

!me MuPs fans and first-!me readers. (STL328880) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 7x8, 192pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL241197 

O/A NIGHT EATERS PX SC ED VOL 01 SHE EATS AT NIGHT 

(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A/CA) Sana Takeda 



2023 Eisner Award Winner for Best Graphic Album — New — and for Painter/Mul!media Ar!st 

(Interior art). Chinese American twins, Milly and Billy, are having a tough !me. On top of the mul!ple 

failures in their personal and professional lives, they're struggling to keep their restaurant afloat. 

Luckily their parents, Ipo and Keon, are in town for their annual visit. Having immigrated from Hong 

Kong before the twins were born, Ipo and Keon have supported their children through thick and thin 

and are ready to lend a hand—but they're star!ng to wonder, has their support made Milly and Billy 

incapable of standing on their own? When Ipo forces them to help her clean up the house next 

door—a hellish and run-down ruin that was the scene of a grisly murder—the twins are in for a nasty 

surprise. A night of terror, gore, and supernatural mayhem reveals that there is much more to Ipo 

and her children than meets the eye. (STL301479) 

SC, 7x10, 208pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241198 

O/A NIGHT EATERS GN VOL 02 HER LITTLE REAPERS SGN PX ED 

(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A/CA) Sana Takeda 

It's been four months since the night of gore, chaos, and the failed demonic summoning that 

revealed the Ting twins' unusual family background. Since then, Milly and Billy have tried to explore 

their new powers but abundantly clear: the Ting family is part of a much larger supernatural world 

and something in that world is very, very wrong. s Ipo and Keon are reluctantly drawn back into the 

treacherous high society of supernatural elites, their children find that dealings with the spirit world 

comes at a steep price—when the dead have unfinished business with the living, only blood can 

balance the scales. To save humanity and themselves, the Tings will have to embrace their inner 

demons. Eisner Award-winning and bestselling author Marjorie Liu and illustrator Sana Takeda have 

done it again, spinning an epic tale of gods and monsters in Her LiPle Reapers that will leave readers 

hungry for more. This PREVIEWS Exclusive signed edi!on with an exclusive cover will be limited to 

2,500 copies. (STL269911) 

HC, 7x10, 272pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

ABRAMS COMICARTS - SURELY 

 

JUL241199 

GRAND SLAM ROMANCE SC GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Ollie Hicks (A) Emma Oosterhous 

Mickey Monsoon is the hotshot pitcher for the Belle City Broads, and their team is poised to sweep 

the league this season. But Mickey is thrown off their game when Astra Maxima shows up to catch 

for the Gaiety Gals, the Broads' fiercest rival. Years ago, Mickey and Astra were best friends... and 

maybe more. That was un!l Astra unceremoniously dumped Mickey to become a soWball 

wunderkind at a private girl's school in Switzerland. Now, Astra is flirty, arrogant, and reckless on the 

field—everything the rule-abiding Mickey hates. Astra thinks Mickey's cute and wants to fool around, 

despite their rocky history and the trail of jilted soWballers that Astra leaves in her wake. Too bad the 



only thing Mickey wants is vengeance for their broken heart and wounded pride! But even they have 

to admit—Astra is a cer!fied babe. And that's not all: Astra isn't just a soWball superstar, she's a full-

fledged magical girl. (STL328889) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

ABRAMS FANFARE 

 

JUL241200 

BLACK LIVES GREAT MINDS OF SCIENCE GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Tonya Bolden (A) David Wilkerson 

Black Lives is an exci!ng new graphic novel series from award-winning author Tonya Bolden and 

illustrator David Wilkerson. Great Minds of Science celebrates the lives and contribu!ons of Black 

scien!sts throughout history. Ma!lda Evans (physician). Archie Alexander (civil engineer). Gladys 

West (mathema!cian). Ayana Elizabeth Johnson (marine biologist). These aren't names that many 

people learn about in school, but they're some of the greatest scien!sts that people should know 

about—doctors, engineers, mathema!cians, and biologists. Each of them faced challenges as they 

rose to the top of their professions, but they didn't back down. (STL328895) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL241201 

MYTHMAKERS REMARKABLE FELLOWSHIP OF CS LEWIS & JRR TOLKIEN ( 

(W/A) John Hendrix 

Award-winning creator John Hendrix chronicles C.S. Lewis and J.R.R. Tolkien's near-idyllic childhoods, 

then moves on to both men's horrific tour of the trenches of World War I to their first mee!ng at 

Oxford in 1929, and then the foreshadowing, ac!on, and aWermath of World War II. He reveals the 

shared story of their friendship, in all its ups and downs, that gave them confidence to venture 

beyond academic concerns (fantasy wasn't considered suitable for adult reading, but the domain of 

children), shaped major story/theme ideas, and shiWed their ideas about the poten!al of mythology 

and faith. The Mythmakers also shows the camaraderie and the importance of the social/literary 

circle of friends called the Inklings, and how the friendship of these two great men fell apart and 

came together again. Hendrix shows how these two tweedy academics altered the course of 

storytelling and embraced the concept that fantasy wri!ng for an adult audience was an accepted 

form of literature. (STL328890) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

ABRAMS PRESS 

 



JUL241202 

LOST BACK TO ISLAND COMP CRITICAL COMPANION TO TV SHOW (C: 0 

(W) Emily St. James, Noel Murray 

Before it premiered in the fall of 2004, LOST looked doomed to be an expensive, disastrous plane 

crash of a TV show. Instead, LOST was a massive hit, debu!ng with the biggest audience for a new 

drama on ABC in over a decade, reaching heights of over 23 million viewers at its peak, and holding 

on to a heWy fan-base for its en!re six-season run. In LOST: Back to the Island, TV cri!cs and veteran 

LOST recappers Emily St. James and Noel Murray revisit what made the show such a success and an 

object of enduring cultural obsession, twenty years later. Through essays, episode summaries, and 

cultural analysis, they take us back to the island and examine LOST’s las!ng impact—and its 

complicated, some!mes controversial legacy—with a clear-eyed and lively inves!ga!on. (STL328885) 

(C: 0-1-0) 

Reference, HC, 6x9, 352pgs, PC SRP: $30.00 

 

ABSTRACT STUDIOS 

 

JUL241203 

RACHEL RISING OMNIBUS SC 

(W/A/CA) Terry Moore 

Rachel rises from the grave to track down her own murderer in this chilling tale of suspense. With 

the help of a 10-year old serial killer carrying the remains of Satan's sword, and a sister who is 

literally the first woman to ever exist, Rachel uncovers the wicked secrets of small town Manson and 

its terrible role in earth's final days. Can Rachel learn from her past in !me to save the future? 

(STL021441) (SEP161165) 

SC, 7x10, 900pgs, PC SRP: $55.00 

 

JUL241204 

O/A SERIAL OMNIBUS HC 

(W/A/CA) Terry Moore 

When Zoe's friend falls vic!m to a female serial killer, Zoe vows to find the killer before the police 

and deliver her own razor-edged jus!ce. But the clever assassin proves to be very hard to find as Zoe 

follows the trail of bodies and the few clues leW behind. Using her own unique set of skills, Zoe 

eventually closes in on the killer un!l they come face to face for the final kill. Who will walk away? 

Find out in Terry Moore's newest suspense thriller featuring the irrepressible Zoe from Rachel Rising! 

(STL217733) 

HC, 7x10, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $41.99 

 



AC COMICS 

 

JUL241205 

SUPERBABES STARRING FEMFORCE #19 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Mark G. Heike, Stephanie Heike (A) Stephanie Heike & Various (CA) Mark & Stephanie Heike 

What's up with the new study aid that's helping students at Central Florida U but turning them into 

mindless zombies at the same !me? That's what Synn must find out when friend of the Femforce 

(and CFU ) student Firebeam asks for help. "Good Girl" art, ac!on and drama in full color! 

(STL328470) (C: 0-0-1) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $6.95 

 

ACTION LAB ENTERTAINMENT 

 

JUL241206 

PRINCELESS DLX HC VOL 01 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A/CA) M Goodwin 

The first volume of Princeless as it's never been available before, in a special edi!on hardcover 

volume! This edi!on includes the full first volume wriPen by Jeremy Whitley and illustrated by M 

Goodwin. Addi!onally, it includes the Skullkickers crossover wriPen by Jim Zub and illustrated by M 

Goodwin, as well as the first two Princeless short story collec!ons including work by Jules Rivera, 

Quinn Larsen, Kelly Lawrence, and Nancy King. Share the Princeless hardcover with the rebellious 

young princess in your family (even if she's you!). (STK688524) (SEP150913) 

HC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241207 

PRINCELESS DLX HC VOL 02 GET OVER YOURSELF 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A) Emily Mar!n & Various (CA) Kelly Lawrence & Various 

The second deluxe Princeless hardcover takes Adrienne, Bedelia, and their dragon Sparky deep into 

the Grasslands to find Adrienne's sister Angelica, the most beau!ful princess in all of the land.  LiPle 

does Adrienne know that Angelica has gained a small army of admirers and might not be so keen to 

leave.  Meanwhile, the King has hired a group of deadly knights to track down and kill the knight he 

believes is responsible for Adrienne's death, unaware that he's puTng out a hit on the daughter he 

already believes to be dead. 

 

Collects the runaway hit sequel "Princeless: Get Over Yourself" and two Short Story One-Shots "Tales 

of Girls that Rock" and "Tales of the Family Ashe." (STL007470) (APR161115) 



HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241208 

O/A PRINCELESS TP VOL 04 BE YOURSELF 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A/CA) Emily Mar!n, BreP Grunig 

Angoisse Ashe, the oW-forgoPen middle sister of the Ashe royal family, is locked in a castle deep in 

the swamp. Not only is her castle guarded by zombies, but the swamp is full of dangerous hazards.  

Everything from quicksand to goblins to swamp monsters to… vampires! But does that give Adrienne 

pause? Unfortunately not, as she and Bedelia dive head-first into their most dangerous adventure 

yet! Be sure to pick up this collec!on and share every moment of this thrilling chapter of the 

Princeless saga! (STK685415) 

128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241209 

O/A PRINCELESS TP VOL 05 MAKE YOURSELF PART 1 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A/CA) Emily Mar!n & Various 

Fresh from figh!ng vampires, zombies and giant creatures in the swamp-Princess Adrienne, Bedelia 

the Blacksmith and Sparky the Dragon are in for their biggest adventure yet! Join our team of fearless 

ladies as they set off into the mountains to save twin princesses Andrea and Antonia. They'll meet a 

team of dragon slaying dwarf women, a farm full of trained monsters and perhaps some of their 

most dangerous foes yet! Direct Market release limited to 2000 copies. (STL011370) 

128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241210 

PRINCELESS TP VOL 06 MAKE YOURSELF PART 2 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A/CA) Emily Mar!n, BreP Grunig 

When last we leW Adrienne Ashe she was cornered in a snowed in cave with two of the knights 

who've been hun!ng the mysterious knight who they are about to discover is actually her! When last 

we leW Bedelia Smith, she was puTng herself between their friendly dragon Sparky and her giant 

and dangerous dragon mother. When last we leW Devin Ashe he was leading a team of new friends 

through the most dangerous forest looking for the deadliest knight who is believed to have captured 

or killed his mother. Are you ready? (STL012021) (SEP171042) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241211 

PRINCELESS TP VOL 07 FIND YOURSELF 



(W) Jeremy Whitley (A) Emily Mar!n & Various (CA) Emily Mar!n 

With Bedelia leW behind, Adrienne and Sparky are on their own for the first !me since they leW the 

tower…and it's not going well. Alize's castle is somewhere in the Great Southern Desert, but they 

can't find it! They've been lost in the desert for days and when tempers flare, Adrienne may find 

herself alone and in peril on her quest. But what waits for her in the desert is more amazing than she 

could have imagined… and more deadly. It's !me for a final confronta!on with the Black Knight. And 

as they emerge from the Black Forest, Devin and company find themselves going head to head with 

an old enemy in an unexpected place. Soon Asheland will be under aPack, but will they make it back 

to Asheland to tell anyone? (STL099005) (JAN191429) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241212 

O/A PRINCELESS TP VOL 09 LOVE YOURSELF 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A) Emily Mar!n & Various (CA) Emily Mar!n, BreP Grunig 

With only one more volume leW un!l our epic conclusion, Princeless Volume 9 is the biggest and 

most intense the series has ever been. Adrienne has one last sister leW to save, but she's going to 

have to go through a maze, a minotaur, and her own father to get there. And far away in the woods 

of the elves Devin, Tempest, Kira, and Noni have been taken cap!ve. They're all in danger and the 

only one who can save them is Tempest. Is she really the daughter of the fallen elf king and queen? 

Everyone is wai!ng for her to wake up to find out. (STL129122) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241213 

PRINCELESS TP VOL 01 SAVE YOURSELF SPANISH ED 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A/CA) M Goodwin 

Adrienne Ashe never wanted to be a princess. She hates fancy dinners, is uncomfortable in lavish 

dresses, and has never wanted to wait on someone else to save her. However, on the night of her 

16th birthday, her parents, the King and Queen, locked her away in a tower guarded by a dragon to 

await the rescue of some handsome prince. Now Adrienne has decided to take maPers into her own 

hands! (STL030450) (NOV161012) 

SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241214 

PRINCELESS RAVEN PIRATE PRINCESS TP VOL 01 ALL GIRL PIRATE C 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A/CA) Rosy Higgins, Ted Brandt 

Fresh off her adventures in the pages of Princeless, Raven is ready to set out on her quest for 

revenge against her brothers. They've stolen everything that should be hers and now she's going to 



get it back. But first, she needs a crew. Share the laughs, ac!on, and adventure as Raven assembles 

the fearless crew of awesome ladies who will help her get her revenge. (STK688520) (SEP150916) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241215 

PRINCELESS RAVEN PIRATE PRINCESS TP VOL 04 TWO SHIPS IN NIGH 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A/CA) Xenia Pamfil 

Year 2 of Raven's quest for Love and Revenge begins!  With the whole crew back together in one 

piece, it's !me for a celebra!on.  But some of the crew have ulterior mo!ves for this party and they'll 

take a roman!c twist!  What no one expects is the party to be cut short by an aPack that will tear 

some rela!onships apart, push others closer together, and leave our crew one lady short. 

(STL069950) (DEC170994) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241216 

PRINCELESS RAVEN PIRATE PRINCESS TP VOL 05 TOGETHER 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A/CA) Chris!ne Hipp 

Six weeks have passed since the aPack on the ship and the loss of Sunshine. Now everyone is trying 

to get back to normal, including Ximena, who has been puTng off confessing her feelings for the 

love of her life. Now she's finally ready to try and make it work, but is this rela!onship cursed? And 

what did happen to Sunshine? While the crew is sure she's dead, she has found a new life on a 

mysterious island. While everything seems perfect, is there something terrifying lurking beneath the 

surface? (STL074494) (APR181187) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241217 

PRINCELESS RAVEN PIRATE PRINCESS TP VOL 06 GOLDEN ROCK 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A/CA) Xenia Pamfil 

Two years ago, Raven Xingtao was locked in a tower and denied her birthright thanks to the 

scheming of her brothers. AWer she was freed, she set out to reclaim what was hers and get her 

revenge. It has been a long !me coming, but aWer tonight the job will be halfway done. On Golden 

Rock there is a beau!ful fortress and at the heart of that fortress is Raven's brother, Magpie.  

Unfortunately, between Raven and Magpie is every sword swinging, tough as nails pirate that sails 

under Magpie's flag and Raven has a crew of about a dozen. The only way to get in the same room 

and face her brother is in disguise. Now, if things go south, there's an army between Raven's crew 

and their boat. And in plans like this, things always go south eventually. (STL088119) (SEP181362) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 



 

JUL241218 

PRINCELESS RAVEN PIRATE PRINCESS TP VOL 07 DATE NIGHT 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A) Xenia Pamfil & Various (CA) Sorah Suhng, Eddy Swan 

The defeat of Magpie and sacking of the Golden Fortress took a lot out of our crew.  They're back at 

sea and on their way to find Crow, Raven's other brother, but first, they deserve a chance to treat 

themselves! On a small island, hidden behind a waterfall, is a hidden neutral city where any pirate 

can come to enjoy themselves and leave the trouble of the sea behind. And for our crew that means 

one thing: Date Night. Join us as Raven and her crew leave behind ac!on and adventure for four 

issues and our comic becomes a romance comic. Date Night is everything you've wanted and it's 

finally here! (STL113304) (MAY191280) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241219 

PRINCELESS RAVEN PIRATE PRINCESS TP VOL 08 AFTERGLOW AND AFT 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A) Telenia Albuuquerque & Various (CA) Telenia Albuquerque 

Date Night is over and a new day is dawning on Raven's crew. Everything is different.  Everything is 

perfect. Everything is about to fall apart. Just when things couldn't get bePer, the wind stops blowing 

and an old enemy catches up with Sunshine. When the wind, the rain, and the sea itself turn on 

Raven's crew, can they survive? Who will be leW to tell the story of The Pirate Princess? (STL116403) 

(JUL191392) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241220 

PRINCELESS RAVEN PIRATE PRINCESS TP VOL 09 BLACK FORT (C: 0- 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A) Telenia Albuquerque, Xenia Pamfil (CA) Xenia Pamfil, Valen!na Pinto 

The crew is lost and scaPered, but finally some of them are coming back together. But they couldn't 

choose a worse place. The Black Fort sits atop a rocky cliff on an island full of monsters and Raven's 

oldest brother, Crow, has decided to make this an object of spectacle. He's about to introduce Raven 

and her crew to the most dangerous of creatures in his arena. But elsewhere in the world, Ananda 

has been found by the queen and her mermaids. The thing is, it's not the queen she thought she'd 

be facing, it's her girlfriend, Sunshine. But somehow, that's much much worse. (STL131539) 

(NOV191328) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241221 

PRINCELESS SHORT STORIES TP VOL 01 



(W) Jeremy Whitley (A)  Various (CA) Emily Mar!n 

The first ever collected edi!on of Princeless short stories is finally available from Ac!on Lab! Want to 

know more about Bedelia Smith? Curious about what happens to Prince Wilcome aWer King Ashe 

throws him in jail? Want to spend more !me with the Princesses Ashe? Get all this and more from a 

variety of hot young ar!sts as we collect the first four issues of short stories from the Eisner-

nominated world of Princeless! 

 (STK625998) (OCT130796) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $11.99 

 

ADDICTION COMICS 

 

JUL241222 

ADDICTION DEATH OF YOUR LIFE #2 (OF 3) CVR A RYAN BROWN 

(W) Vincent Zurzolo, David Quinn (A) Claudia Balboni, Brad Simpson (CA) Ryan Brown 

She can drug you with her touch! If corporate criminals and drug cartel soldiers weren't bad enough, 

wait !ll Dr. Niki Tino and her boyfriend Enzo clash with the wildest rogues in downtown NYC—Mister 

Licorice, BePe Noir, and their Candy Coated Death Trap™! (STL330077) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241223 

ADDICTION DEATH OF YOUR LIFE #2 (OF 3) CVR B AMANDA CONNER 

(W) Vincent Zurzolo, David Quinn (A) Claudia Balboni, Brad Simpson (CA) Amanda Conner 

She can drug you with her touch! If corporate criminals and drug cartel soldiers weren't bad enough, 

wait !ll Dr. Niki Tino and her boyfriend Enzo clash with the wildest rogues in downtown NYC—Mister 

Licorice, BePe Noir, and their Candy Coated Death Trap™! (STL330078) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241224 

ADDICTION DEATH OF YOUR LIFE #2 (OF 3) CVR C ROBOCAT 

(W) Vincent Zurzolo, David Quinn (A) Claudia Balboni, Brad Simpson (CA)  Robotcat 

She can drug you with her touch! If corporate criminals and drug cartel soldiers weren't bad enough, 

wait !ll Dr. Niki Tino and her boyfriend Enzo clash with the wildest rogues in downtown NYC—Mister 

Licorice, BePe Noir, and their Candy Coated Death Trap™! (STL330079) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL241225 

ADDICTION DEATH OF YOUR LIFE #2 (OF 3) CVR D LABRADA 

(W) Vincent Zurzolo, David Quinn (A) Claudia Balboni, Brad Simpson (CA) Andres Labrada 

She can drug you with her touch! If corporate criminals and drug cartel soldiers weren't bad enough, 

wait !ll Dr. Niki Tino and her boyfriend Enzo clash with the wildest rogues in downtown NYC—Mister 

Licorice, BePe Noir, and their Candy Coated Death Trap™! (STL330080) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

AFTERLIGHT COMICS 

 

JUL241227 

SECTION VII CASES OF STRANGE & UNNATURAL GN (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Tomasz Kontny, Marek Turner (A) Robert Adler & Various (CA) Robert Adler 

In the shadowy aWermath of World War II, under the Soviet regime in 1950s Eastern Europe, a 

clandes!ne group of detec!ves is tasked with inves!ga!ng paranormal phenomena across Poland. 

Naviga!ng through haunted ruins and desolate villages, these agents confront not only the echoes of 

war but also supernatural en!!es and bizarre mysteries that defy explana!on. Each chilling case is 

based on actual events, blending historical intrigue with eerie supernatural encounters. (STL329047) 

(C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 164pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

JUL241228 

SILENCE #1 (OF 3) CVR A ALEX SANCHEZ (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Evan K. Pozios (A/CA) Alex Sanchez 

A 3-part psychological horror comic series. Former superstar comic book ar!st Stanley Kane appears 

to suffer cardiac arrest while in the taxi of his mysterious driver. He awakens in a hospital, to the 

scolding words of his agent, who arranges for some much needed rest and relaxa!on, in the !ny 

town of Silence, Michigan. All appears tranquil, un!l Stanley discovers a mysterious na!ve amulet, 

that turns his angry crea!ons into reality. (STL329048) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 22pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL241229 



SILENCE #1 (OF 3) CVR B FRANCESCO IAQUINTA (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Evan K. Pozios (A) Alex Sanchez (CA) Francesco Iaquinta 

A 3-part Psychological Horror Comic series. Former superstar comic book ar!st Stanley Kane appears 

to suffer cardiac arrest while in the taxi of his mysterious driver. He awakens in a hospital, to the 

scolding words of his agent, who arranges for some much needed rest and relaxa!on, in the !ny 

town of Silence, Michigan. All appears tranquil, un!l Stanley discovers a mysterious na!ve amulet, 

that turns his angry crea!ons into reality. (STL329049) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 22pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $7.99 

 

AHOY COMICS 

 

JUL241230 

BABS #2 (OF 6) CVR A BURROWS (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Jacen Burrows 

Garth Ennis and Jacen Burrows' sword-and-sa!re epic thickens as the barbarian thief Babs is forced 

into an awkward confronta!on with the skeletal Lord of the Undead and his equally un-deceased 

queen! Meanwhile, a mysogynist goblin schemes to get revenge on Babs. (STL330058) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241233 

DEADWEIGHTS #6 (OF 6) CVR A PIRIZ 

(W) Tyrone Finch (A/CA) Sebas!an Piriz 

Final issue, where we learn the answer to the ques!on: Can two ex-henchmen find life aWer 

supervillainy? The answer will clone you! I mean, shock you. Maybe both! Featuring the last of six 

"mug shot" incen!ve covers by Richard Pace (Second Coming), which form a linked image. 

(STL330061) 

32pgs, FC (6 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241235 

MY BAD ESCAPE FROM PECULIAR ISLAND #5 (OF 5) CVR A KRAUSE (M 

(W) Mark Russell, Bryce Ingman (A/CA) Peter Krause 



Get in on the ground floor of The Important New Superhero Universe, just in !me for the series 

finale! The former crime-figh!ng Chandelier hits yet a newer, even lower boPom-this one televised! 

A shrunken Emperor King and Acid Chimp lounge on doll furniture! Rush Hour dedicates a new fried 

chicken restaurant! Stories will end! Worlds will collide! Beaver-faced penguins will witness, as ever! 

POW! (STL330063) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241236 

WRONG EARTH VOL 03 DEAD RINGERS (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tom Peyer (A) Jamal Igle, Juan Castro (CA) Jamal Igle 

AHOY's acclaimed mul!verse comic returns with a third volume by the original crea!ve team! 

Dragonflyman and S!nger are back where they belong, on campy Earth-Alpha-but Earth-Omega's 

griPy Dragonfly and S!nger II are now trapped there too. Will their vigilante violence infect the 

planet's innocent, code-approved culture? Collects Wrong Earth: We Could Be Heroes #1-2 and 

Wrong Earth: Dead Ringers #1-5. (STL330066) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

JUL241237 

WRONG EARTH TP VOL 01 

(W) Tom Peyer, Paul Constant (A) Jamal Igle,  Various (CA) Jamal Igle 

Collec!ng the smash-hit miniseries that launched AHOY Comics! On dark, griPy Earth-Omega, 

masked vigilante Dragonfly punishes evil maniacs and evades corrupt authori!es. On sun-splashed 

Earth-Alpha, costumed crook-catcher Dragonflyman upholds the lePer of the law. Now they're 

trapped on each other's worlds, where even the good guys don't share their values! This volume also 

collects all the original S!nger and Dragonflyman backup stories, plus extra behind-the-scenes 

features. (STL117079) (MAR191384) 

SC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241238 

WRONG EARTH TP VOL 02 NIGHT AND DAY 

(W) Tom Peyer (A) Jamal Igle, Juan Castro (CA) Jamal Igle 

The vengeance-dealing Dragonfly s!cks it to the man! The acroba!c sleuth Dragonflyman works with 

the police! These two alternate versions of the same masked crimefighter meet face-to-face for the 

first !me in second volume of the smash hit The Wrong Earth! Will their impossible encounter result 

in a team-up... or an all-out war? (STL197897) (JUL211275) 

144pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 



 

ALADDIN BOOKS 

 

JUL241239 

HISTORY CLUB GN VOL 01 DUEL ACROSS TIME (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Bret Baier (A) Marvin Sianipar 

From Bret Baier, New York Times bestselling author and FOX News Chief Poli!cal Anchor, and host of 

Special Report with Bret Baier, comes the first book in a thrilling new !me-bending graphic novel 

series! Becca, Zack, Cam, and Thomas are best friends who may seem like an unlikely group on the 

surface but who have something very important in common: a love of history! Together, they make 

up their school's history club that has an all-important secret mission: stop the villainous History 

Twister's plot to destroy the past, forever altering the future. Knowledge of history is their 

superpower as they chase the Twister through !me. AWer all, who knows what would have 

happened if Alexander Hamilton had lived and Aaron Burr had died in their infamous duel? It's up to 

the History Club to save the world from uPer destruc!on! (STL328952) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

ALGONQUIN YOUNG READERS 

 

JUL241240 

NANCY SPECTOR MONSTER DETECTIVE GN VOL 01 CASE OF MISSING SP 

(W) Stephen W. Mar!n (A) Linh Pham 

The Invisible Man has a problem. His dog, Spot, is missing. Complica!ng maPers, Spot is also 

invisible. So the Invisible Man turns to Nancy Spector for help. Nancy eagerly takes the case, and she 

and her grumpy best friend, a (visible) dog named Jinx, dive into the inves!ga!on. As they follow 

Spot's trail, they find themselves: riding dragons; searching the monster diner—because all dogs like 

hot dogs; fleeing from vicious chipmunk unicorns; shopping in a store that is a gela!nous candy cube 

named Bob; and paying a visit to Nancy's vampire friend Eugene's hamster's funeral. Every !me they 

think Spot is right around the corner, things get more and more confusing, but Nancy knows that to a 

great detec!ve, there is no such thing as a bad clue. And Nancy knows she's a great detec!ve. Now 

she just needs to crack the case... (STL328874) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241241 

NANCY SPECTOR MONSTER DETECTIVE HC GN VOL 01 CASE OF MISSING 

(W) Stephen W. Mar!n (A) Linh Pham 



The Invisible Man has a problem. His dog, Spot, is missing. Complica!ng maPers, Spot is also 

invisible. So the Invisible Man turns to Nancy Spector for help. Nancy eagerly takes the case, and she 

and her grumpy best friend, a (visible) dog named Jinx, dive into the inves!ga!on.  

  

As they follow Spot's trail, they find themselves: 

 

    Riding dragons 

    Searching the monster diner—because all dogs like hot dogs 

    Fleeing from vicious chipmunk unicorns 

    Shopping in a store that is a gela!nous candy cube named Bob 

     And paying a visit to Nancy's vampire friend Eugene's hamster's funeral   

 

Every !me they think Spot is right around the corner, things get more and more confusing, but Nancy 

knows that to a great detec!ve, there is no such thing as a bad clue. And Nancy knows she's a great 

detec!ve. Now she just needs to crack the case. . . (STL328876) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

VALIANT 

 

JUL241242 

RESURGENCE #1 (OF 4) CVR A FAJARDO 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A/CA) Guillermo Fajardo 

Welcome to the Resurgence of the Valiant Universe! This is it. The series that will change our heroes 

forever. The event of the summer is here! 

Prepare to see the unexpected: the rise of Dr. Silk, once an infamous villain, now a beacon of hope. 

He brings forth radical ideas of a utopian world where death is no longer a part of the human 

experience. 

Many people will see him as a leader of peace and change, while others ques!on his ac!ons as 

everything has a cost, and Earth starts to break into different reali!es. With the help of Master 

Darque, Silk makes his silent magical/technological aPack on the Faraway, causing many sinkholes to 

appear and panicking the world. Conflicts break out. War emerges… 

Dr. Silk and his weavers craW webs of eternal life in a world shaPered. Can our heroes navigate this 

new world order? The baPle lines are drawn, and the only ques!on is whose side you will be on 

when the dust sePles - featuring X-O Manowar, Bloodshot, Eternal Warrior, Ninjak, Ivar, Rai, Livewire, 

Faith, and more! 



CraWed by the stellar team of Becky Cloonan, Michael W. Conrad, (X-O Manowar Unconquered, 

Immortal Wonder Woman), and new rising star ar!st Guillermo Fajardo, the Valiant Universe will 

never be the same! (STL331645) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241243 

RESURGENCE #1 (OF 4) CVR B ALESSIO 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Guillermo Fajardo (CA) Agus!n Alessio 

Welcome to the Resurgence of the Valiant Universe! This is it. The series that will change our heroes 

forever. The event of the summer is here! 

Prepare to see the unexpected: the rise of Dr. Silk, once an infamous villain, now a beacon of hope. 

He brings forth radical ideas of a utopian world where death is no longer a part of the human 

experience. 

Many people will see him as a leader of peace and change, while others ques!on his ac!ons as 

everything has a cost, and Earth starts to break into different reali!es. With the help of Master 

Darque, Silk makes his silent magical/technological aPack on the Faraway, causing many sinkholes to 

appear and panicking the world. Conflicts break out. War emerges… 

Dr. Silk and his weavers craW webs of eternal life in a world shaPered. Can our heroes navigate this 

new world order? The baPle lines are drawn, and the only ques!on is whose side you will be on 

when the dust sePles - featuring X-O Manowar, Bloodshot, Eternal Warrior, Ninjak, Ivar, Rai, Livewire, 

Faith, and more! 

CraWed by the stellar team of Becky Cloonan, Michael W. Conrad, (X-O Manowar Unconquered, 

Immortal Wonder Woman), and new rising star ar!st Guillermo Fajardo, the Valiant Universe will 

never be the same! (STL331647) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241244 

RESURGENCE #1 (OF 4) CVR C RYP 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Guillermo Fajardo (CA) Juan Jose Ryp 

Welcome to the Resurgence of the Valiant Universe! This is it. The series that will change our heroes 

forever. The event of the summer is here! 

Prepare to see the unexpected: the rise of Dr. Silk, once an infamous villain, now a beacon of hope. 

He brings forth radical ideas of a utopian world where death is no longer a part of the human 

experience. 

Many people will see him as a leader of peace and change, while others ques!on his ac!ons as 

everything has a cost, and Earth starts to break into different reali!es. With the help of Master 

Darque, Silk makes his silent magical/technological aPack on the Faraway, causing many sinkholes to 

appear and panicking the world. Conflicts break out. War emerges… 



Dr. Silk and his weavers craW webs of eternal life in a world shaPered. Can our heroes navigate this 

new world order? The baPle lines are drawn, and the only ques!on is whose side you will be on 

when the dust sePles - featuring X-O Manowar, Bloodshot, Eternal Warrior, Ninjak, Ivar, Rai, Livewire, 

Faith, and more! 

CraWed by the stellar team of Becky Cloonan, Michael W. Conrad, (X-O Manowar Unconquered, 

Immortal Wonder Woman), and new rising star ar!st Guillermo Fajardo, the Valiant Universe will 

never be the same! (STL331648) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241245 

RESURGENCE #1 (OF 4) CVR D ALESSIO VIRGIN 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Guillermo Fajardo (CA) Agus!n Alessio 

Welcome to the Resurgence of the Valiant Universe! This is it. The series that will change our heroes 

forever. The event of the summer is here! 

Prepare to see the unexpected: the rise of Dr. Silk, once an infamous villain, now a beacon of hope. 

He brings forth radical ideas of a utopian world where death is no longer a part of the human 

experience. 

Many people will see him as a leader of peace and change, while others ques!on his ac!ons as 

everything has a cost, and Earth starts to break into different reali!es. With the help of Master 

Darque, Silk makes his silent magical/technological aPack on the Faraway, causing many sinkholes to 

appear and panicking the world. Conflicts break out. War emerges… 

Dr. Silk and his weavers craW webs of eternal life in a world shaPered. Can our heroes navigate this 

new world order? The baPle lines are drawn, and the only ques!on is whose side you will be on 

when the dust sePles - featuring X-O Manowar, Bloodshot, Eternal Warrior, Ninjak, Ivar, Rai, Livewire, 

Faith, and more! 

CraWed by the stellar team of Becky Cloonan, Michael W. Conrad, (X-O Manowar Unconquered, 

Immortal Wonder Woman), and new rising star ar!st Guillermo Fajardo, the Valiant Universe will 

never be the same! (STL331800) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241246 

RESURGENCE #1 (OF 4) CVR E RYP VIRGIN 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Guillermo Fajardo (CA) Juan Jose Ryp 

Welcome to the Resurgence of the Valiant Universe! This is it. The series that will change our heroes 

forever. The event of the summer is here! 

Prepare to see the unexpected: the rise of Dr. Silk, once an infamous villain, now a beacon of hope. 

He brings forth radical ideas of a utopian world where death is no longer a part of the human 

experience. 



Many people will see him as a leader of peace and change, while others ques!on his ac!ons as 

everything has a cost, and Earth starts to break into different reali!es. With the help of Master 

Darque, Silk makes his silent magical/technological aPack on the Faraway, causing many sinkholes to 

appear and panicking the world. Conflicts break out. War emerges… 

Dr. Silk and his weavers craW webs of eternal life in a world shaPered. Can our heroes navigate this 

new world order? The baPle lines are drawn, and the only ques!on is whose side you will be on 

when the dust sePles - featuring X-O Manowar, Bloodshot, Eternal Warrior, Ninjak, Ivar, Rai, Livewire, 

Faith, and more! 

CraWed by the stellar team of Becky Cloonan, Michael W. Conrad, (X-O Manowar Unconquered, 

Immortal Wonder Woman), and new rising star ar!st Guillermo Fajardo, the Valiant Universe will 

never be the same! (STL331801) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241247 

RESURGENCE #1 (OF 4) CVR F BLANK 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Guillermo Fajardo (CA)  Blank Cover 

Welcome to the Resurgence of the Valiant Universe! This is it. The series that will change our heroes 

forever. The event of the summer is here! 

Prepare to see the unexpected: the rise of Dr. Silk, once an infamous villain, now a beacon of hope. 

He brings forth radical ideas of a utopian world where death is no longer a part of the human 

experience. 

Many people will see him as a leader of peace and change, while others ques!on his ac!ons as 

everything has a cost, and Earth starts to break into different reali!es. With the help of Master 

Darque, Silk makes his silent magical/technological aPack on the Faraway, causing many sinkholes to 

appear and panicking the world. Conflicts break out. War emerges… 

Dr. Silk and his weavers craW webs of eternal life in a world shaPered. Can our heroes navigate this 

new world order? The baPle lines are drawn, and the only ques!on is whose side you will be on 

when the dust sePles - featuring X-O Manowar, Bloodshot, Eternal Warrior, Ninjak, Ivar, Rai, Livewire, 

Faith, and more! 

CraWed by the stellar team of Becky Cloonan, Michael W. Conrad, (X-O Manowar Unconquered, 

Immortal Wonder Woman), and new rising star ar!st Guillermo Fajardo, the Valiant Universe will 

never be the same! (STL331803) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241251 

BLACK WHITE & BLOODSHOT #1 (OF 4) CVR A FAJARDO (MR) 

(W) Marc Guggenheim & Various (A) Ariel OliveT & Various (CA) Guillermo Fajardo 



Enter the world of Bloodshot in this brand-new Black, White, and Blood anthology!  Meet Bloodshot, 

the world's deadliest assassin! A super soldier engineered with Nanites, a versa!le nanotechnology 

that allows Bloodshot to repair the damage inflicted on his body, change his appearance, and control 

machines.  

From the crea!ve minds of some of the world's most renowned creators like Shintaro Kago, Brian 

Azzarello, Eduardo Risso, Ariel OliveT, Kevin Van Hook, Marc Guggenheim, Tim Seeley, Danny Earls, 

Fernando Dagnino, David Baille, Timmy Heague, Luciano Saracino, Guillermo Fajardo, Joao Azeitona, 

Renato Guedes, Mico Suayan and many more!  

In this first issue, Bloodshot is put to the limit when scien!sts try to farm never-ending meat from his 

self-repairing body to stop hunger in the world. Experience Bloodshot's feelings as he confronts his 

demons in a deadly mission in the desert… And what will happen when a serial killer interrupts his 

favorite new movie at the theater? Then, for the first !me, the crossover nobody was asking for: it's 

Bloodshot versus... Mickey M? 

Each tale deeply explores Bloodshot's psyche, tackling themes of iden!ty, jus!ce, and sacrifice in a 

world saturated with black, white, and blood-red shades. (STL331824) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241252 

BLACK WHITE & BLOODSHOT #1 (OF 4) CVR B BERGARA (MR) 

(W) Marc Guggenheim & Various (A) Ariel OliveT & Various (CA) Ma!as Bergara 

Enter the world of Bloodshot in this brand-new Black, White, and Blood anthology!  Meet Bloodshot, 

the world's deadliest assassin! A super soldier engineered with Nanites, a versa!le nanotechnology 

that allows Bloodshot to repair the damage inflicted on his body, change his appearance, and control 

machines.  

From the crea!ve minds of some of the world's most renowned creators like Shintaro Kago, Brian 

Azzarello, Eduardo Risso, Ariel OliveT, Kevin Van Hook, Marc Guggenheim, Tim Seeley, Danny Earls, 

Fernando Dagnino, David Baille, Timmy Heague, Luciano Saracino, Guillermo Fajardo, Joao Azeitona, 

Renato Guedes, Mico Suayan and many more!  

In this first issue, Bloodshot is put to the limit when scien!sts try to farm never-ending meat from his 

self-repairing body to stop hunger in the world. Experience Bloodshot's feelings as he confronts his 

demons in a deadly mission in the desert… And what will happen when a serial killer interrupts his 

favorite new movie at the theater? Then, for the first !me, the crossover nobody was asking for: it's 

Bloodshot versus... Mickey M? 

Each tale deeply explores Bloodshot's psyche, tackling themes of iden!ty, jus!ce, and sacrifice in a 

world saturated with black, white, and blood-red shades. (STL331826) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 



JUL241253 

BLACK WHITE & BLOODSHOT #1 (OF 4) CVR C BARRIONUEVO (MR) 

(W) Marc Guggenheim & Various (A) Ariel OliveT & Various (CA) Al Barrionuevo 

Enter the world of Bloodshot in this brand-new Black, White, and Blood anthology!  Meet Bloodshot, 

the world's deadliest assassin! A super soldier engineered with Nanites, a versa!le nanotechnology 

that allows Bloodshot to repair the damage inflicted on his body, change his appearance, and control 

machines.  

From the crea!ve minds of some of the world's most renowned creators like Shintaro Kago, Brian 

Azzarello, Eduardo Risso, Ariel OliveT, Kevin Van Hook, Marc Guggenheim, Tim Seeley, Danny Earls, 

Fernando Dagnino, David Baille, Timmy Heague, Luciano Saracino, Guillermo Fajardo, Joao Azeitona, 

Renato Guedes, Mico Suayan and many more!  

In this first issue, Bloodshot is put to the limit when scien!sts try to farm never-ending meat from his 

self-repairing body to stop hunger in the world. Experience Bloodshot's feelings as he confronts his 

demons in a deadly mission in the desert… And what will happen when a serial killer interrupts his 

favorite new movie at the theater? Then, for the first !me, the crossover nobody was asking for: it's 

Bloodshot versus... Mickey M? 

Each tale deeply explores Bloodshot's psyche, tackling themes of iden!ty, jus!ce, and sacrifice in a 

world saturated with black, white, and blood-red shades. (STL331829) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241254 

BLACK WHITE & BLOODSHOT #1 (OF 4) CVR D OLIVETTI (MR) 

(W) Marc Guggenheim & Various (A/CA) Ariel OliveT & Various 

Enter the world of Bloodshot in this brand-new Black, White, and Blood anthology!  Meet Bloodshot, 

the world's deadliest assassin! A super soldier engineered with Nanites, a versa!le nanotechnology 

that allows Bloodshot to repair the damage inflicted on his body, change his appearance, and control 

machines.  

From the crea!ve minds of some of the world's most renowned creators like Shintaro Kago, Brian 

Azzarello, Eduardo Risso, Ariel OliveT, Kevin Van Hook, Marc Guggenheim, Tim Seeley, Danny Earls, 

Fernando Dagnino, David Baille, Timmy Heague, Luciano Saracino, Guillermo Fajardo, Joao Azeitona, 

Renato Guedes, Mico Suayan and many more!  

In this first issue, Bloodshot is put to the limit when scien!sts try to farm never-ending meat from his 

self-repairing body to stop hunger in the world. Experience Bloodshot's feelings as he confronts his 

demons in a deadly mission in the desert… And what will happen when a serial killer interrupts his 

favorite new movie at the theater? Then, for the first !me, the crossover nobody was asking for: it's 

Bloodshot versus... Mickey M? 

Each tale deeply explores Bloodshot's psyche, tackling themes of iden!ty, jus!ce, and sacrifice in a 

world saturated with black, white, and blood-red shades. (STL331831) 



MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241255 

BLACK WHITE & BLOODSHOT #1 (OF 4) CVR E BLANK (MR) 

(W) Marc Guggenheim & Various (A) Ariel OliveT & Various (CA)  Blank Cover, Tim Seely 

Enter the world of Bloodshot in this brand-new Black, White, and Blood anthology!  Meet Bloodshot, 

the world's deadliest assassin! A super soldier engineered with Nanites, a versa!le nanotechnology 

that allows Bloodshot to repair the damage inflicted on his body, change his appearance, and control 

machines.  

From the crea!ve minds of some of the world's most renowned creators like Shintaro Kago, Brian 

Azzarello, Eduardo Risso, Ariel OliveT, Kevin Van Hook, Marc Guggenheim, Tim Seeley, Danny Earls, 

Fernando Dagnino, David Baille, Timmy Heague, Luciano Saracino, Guillermo Fajardo, Joao Azeitona, 

Renato Guedes, Mico Suayan and many more!  

In this first issue, Bloodshot is put to the limit when scien!sts try to farm never-ending meat from his 

self-repairing body to stop hunger in the world. Experience Bloodshot's feelings as he confronts his 

demons in a deadly mission in the desert… And what will happen when a serial killer interrupts his 

favorite new movie at the theater? Then, for the first !me, the crossover nobody was asking for: it's 

Bloodshot versus... Mickey M? 

Each tale deeply explores Bloodshot's psyche, tackling themes of iden!ty, jus!ce, and sacrifice in a 

world saturated with black, white, and blood-red shades. (STL331833) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241258 

BLACK WHITE & BLOODSHOT #1 (OF 4) CVR H 10 COPY INCV BARRION 

(W) Marc Guggenheim & Various (A) Ariel OliveT & Various (CA) Al Barrionuevo 

Enter the world of Bloodshot in this brand-new Black, White, and Blood anthology!  Meet Bloodshot, 

the world's deadliest assassin! A super soldier engineered with Nanites, a versa!le nanotechnology 

that allows Bloodshot to repair the damage inflicted on his body, change his appearance, and control 

machines.  

From the crea!ve minds of some of the world's most renowned creators like Shintaro Kago, Brian 

Azzarello, Eduardo Risso, Ariel OliveT, Kevin Van Hook, Marc Guggenheim, Tim Seeley, Danny Earls, 

Fernando Dagnino, David Baille, Timmy Heague, Luciano Saracino, Guillermo Fajardo, Joao Azeitona, 

Renato Guedes, Mico Suayan and many more!  

In this first issue, Bloodshot is put to the limit when scien!sts try to farm never-ending meat from his 

self-repairing body to stop hunger in the world. Experience Bloodshot's feelings as he confronts his 

demons in a deadly mission in the desert… And what will happen when a serial killer interrupts his 



favorite new movie at the theater? Then, for the first !me, the crossover nobody was asking for: it's 

Bloodshot versus... Mickey M? 

Each tale deeply explores Bloodshot's psyche, tackling themes of iden!ty, jus!ce, and sacrifice in a 

world saturated with black, white, and blood-red shades. (STL331844) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241260 

ARCHER & ARMSTRONG ASSASSIN NATION #2 (OF 2) CVR A DI MATTIA 

(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Emiliano Urdinola (CA) Nico Di MaTa 

Mary Maria is possessed by the Last Enemy, and they have one thing on their mind - a rematch with 

A & A! Our team of heroes takes on conspiracy theories, freemasons, murderous nuns, and even a 

porn-sized penis in this thrilling conclusion - NOT FOR THE FAINT OF HEART! (STL331816) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241261 

ARCHER & ARMSTRONG ASSASSIN NATION #2 (OF 2) CVR B PONCE 

(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Emiliano Urdinola (CA) Andres Ponce 

Mary Maria is possessed by the Last Enemy, and they have one thing on their mind - a rematch with 

A & A! Our team of heroes takes on conspiracy theories, freemasons, murderous nuns, and even a 

porn-sized penis in this thrilling conclusion - NOT FOR THE FAINT OF HEART! (STL331817) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241262 

NINJAK VS ROKU #4 (OF 4) CVR A ORTIZ 

(W) Aj Ampadu (A) Emilano Correa (CA) Richard Or!z 

Prepare for the ul!mate showdown in the 'Ninjak vs Roku' finale! A baPle-weary Roku demands her 

reward from the Jonin, but she's met with a jaw-dropping twist - Ninjak has already beaten her to the 

punchline! (STL331820) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241263 

NINJAK VS ROKU #4 (OF 4) CVR B NOBI 

(W) Aj Ampadu (A) Diego Giribaldi (CA)  Nobi 



Prepare for the ul!mate showdown in the 'Ninjak vs Roku' finale! A baPle-weary Roku demands her 

reward from the Jonin, but she's met with a jaw-dropping twist - Ninjak has already beaten her to the 

punchline! (STL331821) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241264 

VALIANT UNIVERSE HERO ORIGINS SHADOWMAN TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jus!n Jordan, Peter Milligan (A) Patrick Zircher & Various (CA) Jeff Dekal 

Delve into SHADOWMAN, the perfect entry for new readers into Valiant's supernatural realm. Meet 

Jack Boniface, the inheritor of the Shadowman mantle, baPling dark forces in our world. This series 

weaves horror, mys!cism, and ac!on as Jack confronts his powers and their weight. Experience a 

thrilling journey where the living and the dead converge. Shadowman offers suspense and heroism in 

a narra!ve rich with eerie intrigue. 

Contains the first appearance of Shadowman, Doctor Mirage, Master Darque, and many other 

Valiant Universe characters! From rising star Jus!n Jordan (Green Lantern: New Guardians), comics 

superstar Patrick Zircher (Captain America, Hulk), and an all-star cast of visionary creators, including 

Roberto de la Torre (Daredevil), Ales Kot (Suicide Squad), Jim Zub (Skullkickers), and many more! 

Content: Shadowman #0-16, Shadowman #13X. (STL327434) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 424pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241265 

VALIANT UNIVERSE HERO ORIGINS UNITY TP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) MaP Kindt (A) Doug Braithwaite & Various (CA) Travel Foreman 

Dive into the thrilling UNITY series, where Valiant's greatest heroes unite. Witness Ninjak, Eternal 

Warrior, Livewire, Toyo Harada, and X-O Manowar form an unprecedented alliance to tackle the 

Valiant Universe's most formidable threats. Each issue is packed with ac!on, intricate teamwork, and 

epic storytelling. Perfect for newcomers, UNITY offers a gateway to the diverse and dynamic world of 

Valiant superheroes. Join the adventure where legends converge, and des!nies intertwine. 

Contains the first superhero group of the Valiant Universe! From New York Times best-selling writer 

MaP Kindt (BRZRKR) and an all-star cast of ar!sts, including Doug Braithwaite (Jus!ce), Cary Nord 

(Conan), and CAFU (Ac!on Comics)! 

Content: Unity #1-7, X-O Manowar #19-22. (STL327436) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 272pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

ALIEN BOOKS 

 



JUL241266 

DAMAGED PEOPLE #2 (OF 5) CVR A CONNELLY 

(W/A/CA) Damian Connelly 

We are damaged people living in a world full of horrors; who can fix us? That's the premise of 

Damian Connelly's new series. 

Episode two: The Bug Collector. This is the story of Jessica, a lonely girl who spends her days 

collec!ng bugs. Her life changes completely when she meets Joseph, a homeless man, in a violent 

episode. She begins a friendship with Joseph, but this union will lead Jessica to have the most 

significant trauma of her life. 

Damian Connelly, creator of the best-selling comics You Promised Me Darkness, Follow Me into the 

Darkness and Blood, Love, Ghosts, and a Deadly Spell, brings you a new collec!on of spooky comics. 

Self-contained stories of horror, suspense, romance, and damaged people. Each issue is a new story. 

(STL331818) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241267 

DAMAGED PEOPLE #2 (OF 5) CVR B CONNELLY B&W 

(W/A/CA) Damian Connelly 

We are damaged people living in a world full of horrors; who can fix us? That's the premise of 

Damian Connelly's new series. 

Episode two: The Bug Collector. This is the story of Jessica, a lonely girl who spends her days 

collec!ng bugs. Her life changes completely when she meets Joseph, a homeless man, in a violent 

episode. She begins a friendship with Joseph, but this union will lead Jessica to have the most 

significant trauma of her life. 

Damian Connelly, creator of the best-selling comics You Promised Me Darkness, Follow Me into the 

Darkness and Blood, Love, Ghosts, and a Deadly Spell, brings you a new collec!on of spooky comics. 

Self-contained stories of horror, suspense, romance, and damaged people. Each issue is a new story. 

(STL331819) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241268 

MOMO LEGENDARY WARRIOR GN VOL 02 (OF 3) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kazuto Okina, Naoto Tsushima (A/CA)  Z-One 

AWer the cruel events of the previous volume, Taro decides to con!nue his journey with Momo 

through this inhospitable planet. Together with their new canine allies, they must discover the secret 

to defeat the Oni, which could be related to Taro's lost memories... The turbulent second act of this 

science fic!on fable begins! (STL310516) (C: 0-1-2) 



RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #4 (APR241210) 

SC, 224pgs, B&W (2 of 3) SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241269 

ENDROLL BACK GN VOL 03 (OF 3) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Kantetsu (A/CA) Haruna Nakazato 

AWer facing never-ending loops and reaching his physical and emo!onal limits, Asaharu finally 

manages to discover the iden!ty of the enigma!c culprit. But is he ready for the shocking truth 

behind the tragic series of bullying incidents? 

 

Will Asaharu be able to solve the showdown of this game? What will be the outcome of the egos 

entangled in this dizzying suspense plot? Get ready to dive into the final volume! (STL310513) (C: 0-

1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #5 (MAY241243) 

SC, 194pgs, B&W (3 of 3) SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL241270 

KERBEROS IN SILVER RAIN GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Lira Aikawa, Nao Itsuki (A/CA) Berry Star 

The dog is out of the cage! The Omega Team is star!ng to get suspicious about Kerberos' plans. What 

is the "psi" energy they have to protect with their lives? Can they get out of this dangerous job? Who 

is the mysterious Nayuta who lives inside of Sakuya? They'll have to figure out the answers while 

figh!ng with gunsling cowboys, savage monsters, and even each other! (STL310514) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #4 (APR241209) 

SC, 212pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

ALOHA COMICS 

 

JUL241271 

IRVING THE EVIL WIZARD #1 (OF 4) (MR) (C: 1-1-2) 

(W)  Eugeen (CA)  Eugeen 

A mind-blowing fairytale for adults! Irving lived the calm and peaceful life of an evil wizard: he 

du!fully aPended Friday night sabbats, indulged in unicorn dust, and occasionally disturbed the 



public order with his drunk liPle magic tricks. Alas! It all came to an end when king Ominus inherited 

the throne of the Rainbow Kingdom and decided to carry out some... reforma!ons with a liPle help 

from the long-dead and hell-bound head of the Third Reich. (STL330053) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not 

available in Germany. 

MATURE THEMES 

20pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241272 

O/A SOMETHING IMPORTANT (ONE SHOT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Ereyz 

A beau!ful and touching manga by popular ar!st Ereyz. CEO Samuel Haynes is a smart, handsome 

and successful young man. He has everything many people can only dream about. The only missing 

piece in his perfect life puzzle is a good wife and a loving family. But there's s!ll !me. Or at least 

that's what he thinks un!l one day an accidental discovery of something about his subordinate 

radically alters his beliefs and his en!re life. (STL309767) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W SRP: $7.99 

 

AMAZE INK (SLAVE LABOR GRAPHIC 

 

JUL241273 

SQUEE TP NEW PTG (NOTE PRICE) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Jhonen Vasquez 

This series features familiar faces from Johnny, the Homicidal Maniac, but focuses on poor liPle 

Squee,  Johnny's liPle trauma magnet neighbor. Squee reminds us all of what childhood was all 

about: witnessing vicious dog aPacks, being abducted by aliens, and having dinner at Satan's house. 

(STL330124) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $22.95 

 

JUL241274 

O/A JOHNNY HOMICIDAL MANIAC SC NEW PTG 

(W/A/CA) Jhonen Vasquez 

Dark and disturbingly funny, JTHM follows the adventures of Johnny (you can call him Nny), who lives 

with a pair of styrofoam doughboys that encourage his madness, a wall that constantly needs a fresh 

coat of blood, and his vic!ms in various states of torture! Collec!ng issues #1-7 of Johnny the 

Homicidal Maniac, as well as material seen before only in Carpe Noctem Magazine. (STL111263) 



SC, 7x10, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $24.95 

 

ACK COMICS (AMAR CHITRA KATHA) 

 

JUL241275 

TALES OF DURGA TP TALES OF MOTHER GODDESS (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Amar Chitra Katha Studio 

Goddess Durga is the fierce form of Devi who, as Shak!, is considered the personifica!on of 

Universal energy. According to the Devi Bhagavata, the universe is but her manifesta!on. The 

worship of Durga is believed to be more than 4,000 years old in India. (STL331797) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $10.00 

 

JUL241276 

TIRUPATI TP THE LORD OF TIRUMALA (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Amar Chitra Katha Studio 

When Vishnu returned to Vaikuntha aWer his Krishna avatar, Brahma, the creator, began to worry 

about the earth. Without Vishnu, he was afraid, chaos would ensue. So he and his son Narada, the 

wandering sage, set in mo!on a plan to get Vishnu to return to earth. A talking anthill, an arrogant 

sage, an irate cowherd and even the asura king Ravana, each have their parts to play in these stories 

that describe the founding of the Venkateshwara temple at Tirupa!. Set amongst the lovely Tirumala 

hills, this temple to Lord Vishnu, is one of the most beau!ful temples in the world. It is said that 

more than 50,000 people visit this shrine every day, to pray to Venkateshwara to wash away their 

sins. (STL331827) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $10.00 

 

JUL241277 

BIRBAL THE WISE TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Amar Chitra Katha Studio 

Every ruler needs a friend like Birbal - faithful, intelligent and blessed with a wonderful sense of 

humor. Birbal dealt with every tricky situa!on, every palace intrigue and every demand of his 

petulant queen with characteris!c aplomb. His gentle tact gave him a unique advantage, he became 

the all-powerful Akbar's alter ego. With wisdom to match his wit, he soon had both friend and foe 

under his spell. (STL331830) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $10.00 

 

JUL241278 



TINKLE GOLD TP VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Amar Chitra Katha Studio 

Tinkle Gold 3 is here! It’s !me for another fun ride with the Tinkle Toons on their many adventures! 

Join the NOISians as they mend friendships and explore the secret tunnels. Shambu and Shan! 

con!nue their world tour and meet amazing animals. Shambu also bravely {ahem} saves the day. The 

Defec!ve Detec!ves catch criminals, solve unimaginable mysteries and create havoc as they protect 

human race from destruc!on! Starli!on fight robbers, but something sinister is underway. Tantri has 

some killer plans. Will they finally work? Read to find out! Suppandi showcases his splendid logic. 

Joining this ride are the awesome foursome Halbe sisters, Ina, Mina, Mynah, Mo, the super 

SuperWeirdos with some super villains and the mys!cal YogYodhas. Put on your seatbelts and get 

ready to laugh, cry, shout and enjoy! Tinkle Gold is a very special collec!on of stories that showcases 

the best of Tinkle. Most stories in this collec!on are appearing in print for the first !me and you’ll 

find the latest stories of all our Toons. (STL331832) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 196pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL241279 

TINKLE ORIGINS HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Amar Chitra Katha Studio 

Remember all those lazy aWernoons you spent in the company of the clever Kalia and the cowardly 

Shambu. the long train journeys which were impossible without the an!cs of Suppandi and the 

schemes of Tantri the Mantri. , Take a trip down memory lane with Tinkle Origins, in which we 

celebrate the magazine’s legacy of simpler !mes by featuring the works created by its pioneering 

ar!sts and writers. , In this volume, fly around the world on the wings of exci!ng folktales and 

legends. Follow Kalia around the Big Baan forest as he saves his friends from evil predators. Laugh at 

the foolish king who thought he managed to stop a river. Take sides in an argument between the sun 

and the wind. , Welcome back to a world of wonder, laughter, learning and fun. , Welcome back to 

the Tinkle you’ve grown up with. (STL331835) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x10, 178pgs, FC SRP: $25.00 

 

JUL241280 

TINKLE ORIGINS HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Amar Chitra Katha Studio 

Remember all the summer holidays spent climbing trees, hun!ng for fruits and kicking back holding a 

humble Tinkle. the taste of the first mango of the season and the feeling of receiving your Tinkle in 

the mail., Tinkle takes a trip down memory lane with Tinkle Origins. In these pages, we celebrate the 

magazine’s legacy of simpler !mes by featuring the works created by its pioneering ar!sts and 

writers., Spend some !me learning Nasruddin Hodja’s notorious tricks, chuckle at Jack the 

simpleton’s foolishness and discover how to outwit a mighty demon—this volume is chock-full of 

everything you’ve always loved about Tinkle., Welcome back to a world of wonder, laughter, learning 

and fun., Welcome back to the Tinkle you’ve grown up with. (STL331836) (C: 0-1-2) 



HC, 7x10, 178pgs, FC SRP: $25.00 

 

AMISTAD 

 

JUL241281 

BEFORE 13TH GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Michael Ralph (A) Jason Piperberg, Laura Molnar 

Told from the perspec!ves of statesman and orator Frederick Douglass, and journalist and ac!vist Ida 

B. Wells, Before 13th is a story that illuminates the contradic!ons of freedom. Friends and rivals, 

Douglass and Wells clashed over how to grapple with the racism and exo!cism that defined 

portrayals of African Americans at the 1896 Chicago World's Fair, where Douglass was invited to 

speak aWer they had ini!ally agreed to boycoP the event. It uses the story of this real-life conflict as a 

lens through which we see the history of slavery and incarcera!on as never before. Historical 

anthropologist Michael Ralph joins forces with ar!st Jason Piperberg and acclaimed illustrator Laura 

Molnar to reimagine these two influen!al Black Americans and the controversies surrounding the 

Thirteenth Amendment, which some contend did not abolish slavery, claiming instead it was used to 

keep African Americans in a condi!on approxima!ng bondage in the years immediately following 

Emancipa!on. (STL328053) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

AMP! COMICS FOR KIDS 

 

JUL241282 

BIG NATE REMAIN CALM TP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Lincoln Peirce 

Middle school can be a hot mess—especially for sixth-grader Nate Wright. Whether he's bluffing his 

way through an oral report about...umm...some random war, peer-reviewing a classmate's story 

about cats, or wri!ng a book report on a literary gem called The Cheerleader Chronicles, Nate's 

usually up to his eyeballs in stress. But our hero always finds ways to cope. Like bringing Spitsy to 

school as an emo!onal support dog. Or crea!ng a graphic novel to (sort of) complete his math 

homework. Nate even authors a no-nonsense advice column with a !tle that says it all: Ask The 

Genius. So take a !p from P.S. 38's resident renaissance man: When problems start piling up, do what 

Nate does: Remain Calm! (STL328966) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241283 

LIFE REALLY SOCKS GN INTO THE SOCK VERSE (C: 0-1-0) 



(W) Shidan Youssefian, Roshan Youssefian (A) Mahui Duque 

Have you ever lost a sock? It's in the Sock-Verse! Get ready to embark on a series of toe-tally 

awesome adventures that follow a band of misfit socks as they journey through this new whimsical 

world. Enter Freddy: a skater sock who gets caught in a dizzying spin-cycle and is magically 

transported into the vibrant Sock-Verse. Alone for the first !me in his life, Freddy strikes up an 

unlikely friendship with Ruffles, a no-nonsense frilly sock, and Hanks, a warm and fuzzy knee-high. 

This trio of mismatched misfits embark on an epic quest in search of the gatekeeper of the Sock-

Verse, an elusive being that knows the secrets to travel back to the Foot-side—a way back to Freddy's 

sock-twin Peter! But the journey won't be easy. As the trio work together to overcome many 

challenges, they will forge an enduring friendship and discover how wonderfully wacky and diverse 

the Sock-Verse really is. (STL328968) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241284 

LIFE REALLY SOCKS HC GN INTO THE SOCK-VERSE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Shidan Youssefian, Roshan Youssefian (A) Mahui Duque 

Have you ever lost a sock? It’s in the Sock-Verse! Get ready to embark on a series of toe-tally 

awesome adventures that follow a band of misfit socks as they journey through this new whimsical 

world. 

Enter Freddy: a skater sock who gets caught in a dizzying spin-cycle and is magically transported into 

the vibrant Sock-Verse. Alone for the first !me in his life, Freddy strikes up an unlikely friendship with 

Ruffles, a no-nonsense frilly sock, and Hanks, a warm and fuzzy knee-high. This trio of mismatched 

misfits embark on an epic quest in search of the gatekeeper of the Sock-Verse, an elusive being that 

knows the secrets to travel back to the Foot-side—a way back to Freddy’s sock-twin Peter! 

But the journey won’t be easy. Our heroes will come toe-to-toe with a gang of dyed socks who are 

heel-bent on bringing order and monotonous conformity to the Sock-Verse. As the trio work together 

to overcome many challenges, they will forge an enduring friendship and discover how wonderfully 

wacky and diverse the Sock-Verse really is. 

SpongeBob meets Adventure Time in this colorful, hilarious, and heartwarming graphic novel series 

that will make you see your socks in a new light. (STL329011) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

AMULET BOOKS 

 

JUL241285 

DIARY OF A WIMPY KID HC VOL 19 HOT MESS (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Jeff Kinney 



In Hot Mess, Greg Heffley is in for a par!cularly awkward summer with his whole family. When the 

Heffleys agree to spend summer break with both Mom's and Dad's rela!ves at the same !me, they 

have to figure out how to be in two places at once. With Greg caught in the middle, can the Heffleys 

pull off the ul!mate scheme? Or will their vaca!on turn into a hilarious hot mess? This sidespliTngly 

relatable summer story is the funniest Wimpy Kid book yet! (STL328894) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Novel, HC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241286 

DIARY OF A WIMPY KID SPEC DISNEY+ COVER ED COLL (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Jeff Kinney 

A Diary of a Wimpy Kid collec!ble boxed set that includes 3 special edi!on books featuring covers 

from the Disney+ original movies! Get these collec!ble books in Jeff Kinney's bestselling series 

celebra!ng the full-color, 3D animated Disney+ original movies, now in one specially designed 

package. This box set includes Diary of a Wimpy Kid (volume 1), Rodrick Rules (volume 2), and Cabin 

Fever (volume 6), each with a special Disney+ cover. (STL328896) (C: 0-1-0) 

Box Set, HC, 6x9, 672pgs, B&W SRP: $45.00 

 

ANDREWS MCMEEL 

 

JUL241287 

ANIMAL RESCUE FRIENDS GN VOL 04 FINDING HOME (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS 

Bell, Maddie, and the whole ARF crew are back with a brand-new collec!on of stories! When ARF is 

flooded with requests for pet-care advice, the kids come up with a great idea to reach lots of people 

at once: They'll start an animal-care podcast! But when the hard work of crea!ng a podcast leads to 

lots of new and exci!ng opportuni!es outside the rescue, the gang finds itself pulled in different 

direc!ons. The kids tackle big changes—to their friendships, to themselves, and even to ARF itself—

in these stories about friendship, responsibility, and coopera!on. (STL329020) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241288 

BREAKING CAT NEWS GOOD AS GOLDIE TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Georgia Dunn 

This just in: There's a new cat in the neighborhood and she is all kinds of mysterious! The Breaking 

Cat News crew has never met a cat quite like Goldie before. Street smart, wildlife savvy, and 

determined to solve the mystery of how her People vanished, Goldie is here to turn life in and out of 

the studio upside down! Along the way they'll meet trash collec!ng raccoons, a fork wielding 



squirrel, and one brave liPle chipmunk! Go undercover with Tommy and Beatrix as Goldie gets to the 

boPom of this case with the help of Lupin's (stolen) tape recorder. It's an exci!ng adventure for the 

BCN team with friends old and new, and you're invited! (STL329021) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 9x6, 240pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241289 

CLOSE TO HOME 30TH ANNIVERSARY TREASURY BEST OF 30 YEARS (C: 

(W/A) John McPherson 

This special anthology celebrates three decades of John McPherson's quick-wiPed and zany 

characters, whose unconven!onal and twisted humor make Close to Home one of the funniest 

cartoons in the comics world! This collec!on presents the best cartoons from the strip's repertoire, 

represen!ng the major themes that have played out in its history: school, medical, office, kids, 

marriage, and sports. John McPherson has selected the best of the best in each category and he 

provides commentary on the strips. The book includes a sec!on with a brief tutorial on how he 

creates the cartoon. This compendium of McPherson's funniest comics includes over 800 comics 

hand-selected by the author and his editors. (STL328963) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 8x11, 208pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241290 

DAY ONE DICTATOR MORE DOONESBURY IN THE TIME OF TRUMPISM (C: 

(W/A/CA) G. B. Trudeau 

As Trump returns to the ballot in 2024, this collec!on of Doonesbury Sunday comics about the 

former (and possibly future) president will hit just ahead of one of the most significant elec!on 

cycles in decades. This volume also features the Doonesbury regulars, with Alex and Toggle raising 

three free-range kids and Mike happily wallowing in grandpahood. Mr. Covid re!res, proud to know 

his wilier, more adap!ve descendants will keep taking the fight to the unvaxxed. Joanie thinks Rick's 

latest story is the best thing he's ever wriPen: too bad it was actually authored by ChatGPT. Roland 

and Rascal, wading through Ukrainian snowdriWs, blunder into a Meta crack-up. Not even fantasy is 

making sense, but in Day One Dictator, G.B. Trudeau gives it his best shot yet. (STL328961) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 8x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241291 

MOOSICIANS GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Steve Behling (A) Jeff Crowther 

Meet The Moosicians—four ador-a-bull cows who share one dream: winning Amoorica's Next Big 

Thing. Hugh Oxley dreams of becoming a singer. But he's never leW his farm. Daisy wants to shred on 

her guitar for big crowds. Tauro plays bass, and though he's a bull of few words, his notes can't be 

beat. Coco is a drummer. She's good. She's also intense. Together, this ragtag crew is The Moosicians. 



They're hilarious, they're fun, and they're ready to rock. But can The Moosicians win the music 

compe!!on, or are all of their dreams doomed? (STL329022) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241292 

MOOSICIANS HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Steve Behling (A) Jeff Crowther 

Meet The Moosicians—four ador-a-bull cows who share one dream: winning Amoorica's Next Big 

Thing. Hugh Oxley dreams of becoming a singer. But he's never leW his farm. Daisy wants to shred on 

her guitar for big crowds. Tauro plays bass, and though he's a bull of few words, his notes can't be 

beat. Coco is a drummer. She's good. She's also intense. Together, this ragtag crew is The Moosicians. 

They're hilarious, they're fun, and they're ready to rock. But can The Moosicians win the music 

compe!!on, or are all of their dreams doomed? (STL329023) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL241293 

ZITS TREASURY TP CURRENT MOOD (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jim Borgman (A/CA) Jerry ScoP 

Current Mood = hanging out with friends, staying up late, ea!ng pizza, playing guitar, procras!na!ng 

your homework, being buried in your phone and/or dirty laundry (did we men!on ea!ng pizza?). In 

short, all of the good things about life as a teenager. With this collec!on of the en!re run of 2022 Zits 

comic strips, readers can relive their own teenage years as if they were yesterday by living vicariously 

through teenager Jeremy's adventures with his friends and family. (STL328962) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 11x9, 208pgs, PC SRP: $19.99 

 

AMERICAN MYTHOLOGY PRODUCTIONS 

 

JUL241294 

VICTOR CROWLEYS HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES VI #1 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) Adam F. Goldberg & Various (A) Puis Calzada & Various (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

It's the annual slasher fest of horror as Adam Green's Hatchet slices up the Halloween holiday with 

new frigh!ng tales of terror! This year the one and only Adam F. Goldberg delivers a shocking tale in 

which Victor Crowley kills…the Goldbergs! It was 1980 something and the blood was everywhere! 

Plus, stories by G.O. Parsons (creator of the Willy's Wonderland movie), S.A. Check (Night of the 

Living Dead), and James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash)! Don't miss this terrifying issue! 

(STL331495) (C: 0-1-2) 



MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241295 

VICTOR CROWLEYS HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES VI #1 CVR B CALZADA  

(W) Adam F. Goldberg & Various (A) Puis Calzada & Various (CA) Puis Calzada 

It's the annual slasher fest of horror as Adam Green's Hatchet slices up the Halloween holiday with 

new frigh!ng tales of terror! This year the one and only Adam F. Goldberg delivers a shocking tale in 

which Victor Crowley kills…the Goldbergs! It was 1980 something and the blood was everywhere! 

Plus, stories by G.O. Parsons (creator of the Willy's Wonderland movie), S.A. Check (Night of the 

Living Dead), and James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash)! Don't miss this terrifying issue! 

(STL331497) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241296 

VICTOR CROWLEYS HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES VI #1 CVR C HASSON ( 

(W) Adam F. Goldberg & Various (A) Puis Calzada & Various (CA) Buz Hasson 

It's the annual slasher fest of horror as Adam Green's Hatchet slices up the Halloween holiday with 

new frigh!ng tales of terror! This year the one and only Adam F. Goldberg delivers a shocking tale in 

which Victor Crowley kills…the Goldbergs! It was 1980 something and the blood was everywhere! 

Plus, stories by G.O. Parsons (creator of the Willy's Wonderland movie), S.A. Check (Night of the 

Living Dead), and James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash)! Don't miss this terrifying issue! 

(STL331498) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241297 

VICTOR CROWLEYS HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES VI #1 CVR D HAESER ( 

(W) Adam F. Goldberg & Various (A) Puis Calzada & Various (CA) Buz Hasson 

It's the annual slasher fest of horror as Adam Green's Hatchet slices up the Halloween holiday with 

new frigh!ng tales of terror! This year the one and only Adam F. Goldberg delivers a shocking tale in 

which Victor Crowley kills…the Goldbergs! It was 1980 something and the blood was everywhere! 

Plus, stories by G.O. Parsons (creator of the Willy's Wonderland movie), S.A. Check (Night of the 

Living Dead), and James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash)! Don't miss this terrifying issue! 

(STL331499) (C: 0-1-2) 



MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241298 

TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT SENIOR TP 01 SENIOR YEAR (C: 0-1-2 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Neil Vokes, Jason Craig (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

Tom Holland changed the landscape of vampire movies in 1985 with the release of Fright Night. 

Holland's vision delivered something new - a vampire story that packed horror, humor, and heart into 

one unforgePable film. This landmark movie changed the way horror movies were made forever and 

opened the door to a new breed of horror. Fright Night introduces Charlie Brewster, a typical 

teenager with a not-so-typical neighbor. A vampire has moved in next door and now this teenage 

horror fan must stop the undead monster before it can bleed his hometown dry! All your favorite 

characters return in this new Fright Night comic book series that con!nues Holland's original 

screenplay and the noveliza!on of Fright Night! 

 

American Mythology is proud to work with Terror Time (the studio that represents Tom Holland's 

incredible story) to produce a one-of-a-kind official graphic novel collec!on project that is a touching 

sequel and a story that delivers the next steps in the lives of Charley, Amy, Evil Ed, and Peter Vincent. 

(STL323266) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241299 

CARTOON CLASSICS READER PACK (5 ISSUES) 

Five awesome kids cartoon classics! Encourage a new genera!on of comic readers with this value 

pack! (STL331502) 

52pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

JUL241300 

SCI-FI MOVIES & TV READER PACK (4 ISSUES) 

Step into the world of sci-fi movies & TV with this fun reader pack of back issues! (STL331505) 

FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL241301 

FLORIDA MAN VS HOGZILLA #3 CVR A BRODERICK 

(W) Mike Baron (A) MaPhew Weldon (CA) Pat Broderick 



Bodies are piling up, and Gary and his pal Floyd must set aside their pest control du!es to take a final 

stand against HOGZILLA - the thousand pound feral hog terrorizing their fellow Floridians. Leotus, the 

giant talking cacish is back and he's ready to expose all of Leonardo DiCaprio's secrets! Florida Man 

vs Hogzilla is funny books for grown-ups! Now with even more pages! (STL331493) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241302 

FLORIDA MAN VS HOGZILLA #3 CVR B WHELDON HOGZILLA 

(W) Mike Baron (A/CA) MaPhew Weldon 

Bodies are piling up, and Gary and his pal Floyd must set aside their pest control du!es to take a final 

stand against HOGZILLA - the thousand pound feral hog terrorizing their fellow Floridians. Leotus, the 

giant talking cacish is back and he's ready to expose all of Leonardo DiCaprio's secrets! Florida Man 

vs Hogzilla is funny books for grown-ups! Now with even more pages! (STL331494) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241303 

ADAM GREENS HATCHET TP VOL 01 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Andrew Mangum, Gabriel Mangum (CA) Rich Bonk 

Dive into the world of Adam Green's horror masterpiece, Hatchet, with this violent and horrifying 

story set in the bloody acres of Honey Island Swamp! (STL085161) (JUN181379) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241304 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD COMPLETE COLLECTION TP 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

The dead have risen again! This trade paperback collects the two American Mythology series - 

NOTLD Revenance (the official prequel to George A. Romero's 1968 classic film) and NOTLD Kin 

which tells the story of another group of survivors on that fateful night!  This massive 176-page 

collec!on includes both series and a ton of extra content including behind-the-scenes stories, a 

massive cover gallery, and photographs from the original movie. Get the complete story of Night of 

the Living Dead in this beau!ful graphic novel collec!on! (STL296382) 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241305 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD COMPLETE COLLECTION HC (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo 

The super limited prin!ng collects all of American Mythology's Night of the Living Dead comics in one 

amazing hardcover edi!on. This is THE collec!ble volume of Night of the Living Dead to add to your 

collec!on. (STL303398) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 178pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL241306 

O/A ZOMBIE PROOF TP VOL 01 

(W) J. C. Vaughn (A/CA) Vincent Spencer 

For 20 years Billy Bob Driwahl has known they were coming. His only mistake was leTng people find 

out he knew. Now the people who ostracized him for two decades have turned to him to save them. 

Can he do it? And what about the zombie Chihuahuas? At the end of the world, the zombie proofing 

business is thriving. Collects the original three issue mini-series, the one-shot, and more. 

(STL010194) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241307 

O/A MONSTER TAG TEAM #1 CVR A VOKES 

(W) Konstan!ne Paradias (A) Gerardo Gambone (CA) Neil Vokes 

It's a brand-new series in the vein of classic team-ups and two-in-one comics - this is MONSTER TAG 

TEAM!  Two monsters - one rampaging story - all horror!  In this debut issue called "Wolfe And Bat" - 

mortal enemies and clashing world powers collide in an over-the-top monster baPle royale!  In a 

Cold War that's gone occult, the interna!onal terror organiza!on WARLOCK schemes to destroy 

human civiliza!on. Faced with this new breed of unstoppable sorcerous criminal, West and Soviet 

agencies put their two best creatures on the case: Jesse Walker, a CIA-trained werewolf and Vlad 

Dracul, KGB's top vampire, team up to destroy WARLOCK's chief Magister before he can unleash 

Fimbulwinter on humanity. This issue comes with four covers - Main by Copper Age legend Neil 

Vokes, Corpse Crew homage cover by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Painted cover by Mark Sparacio, and 

a special 100 copy Century limited edi!on! (STL256587) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241308 

O/A MONSTER TAG TEAM #1 CVR B PAINTED SPARACIO 

(W) Konstan!ne Paradias (A) Gerardo Gambone (CA) Mark Sparacio 

It's a brand-new series in the vein of classic team-ups and two-in-one comics - this is MONSTER TAG 

TEAM!  Two monsters - one rampaging story - all horror!  In this debut issue called "Wolfe And Bat" - 

mortal enemies and clashing world powers collide in an over-the-top monster baPle royale!  In a 



Cold War that's gone occult, the interna!onal terror organiza!on WARLOCK schemes to destroy 

human civiliza!on. Faced with this new breed of unstoppable sorcerous criminal, West and Soviet 

agencies put their two best creatures on the case: Jesse Walker, a CIA-trained werewolf and Vlad 

Dracul, KGB's top vampire, team up to destroy WARLOCK's chief Magister before he can unleash 

Fimbulwinter on humanity. This issue comes with four covers - Main by Copper Age legend Neil 

Vokes, Corpse Crew homage cover by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Painted cover by Mark Sparacio, and 

a special 100 copy Century limited edi!on! (STL256588) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241309 

O/A MONSTER TAG TEAM #1 CVR C HOMAGE HASSON & HAESER 

(W) Konstan!ne Paradias (A) Gerardo Gambone (CA) Buz Hasson, Ken Haeser 

It's a brand-new series in the vein of classic team-ups and two-in-one comics - this is MONSTER TAG 

TEAM!  Two monsters - one rampaging story - all horror!  In this debut issue called "Wolfe And Bat" - 

mortal enemies and clashing world powers collide in an over-the-top monster baPle royale!  In a 

Cold War that's gone occult, the interna!onal terror organiza!on WARLOCK schemes to destroy 

human civiliza!on. Faced with this new breed of unstoppable sorcerous criminal, West and Soviet 

agencies put their two best creatures on the case: Jesse Walker, a CIA-trained werewolf and Vlad 

Dracul, KGB's top vampire, team up to destroy WARLOCK's chief Magister before he can unleash 

Fimbulwinter on humanity. This issue comes with four covers - Main by Copper Age legend Neil 

Vokes, Corpse Crew homage cover by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Painted cover by Mark Sparacio, and 

a special 100 copy Century limited edi!on! (STL256589) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241310 

O/A MONSTER TAG TEAM BOOGEYMAN VS SCARECROW CVR A VOKES 

(W) S.A. Check (A) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson (CA) Neil Vokes 

The first rule of Monster Tag Team is to always expect the unexpected! An unstoppable killing 

machine plucked straight from your deepest childhood nightmares fueled by pain and malice. A 

creature bred by both man and magic, born to protect that which it can only imitate with an 

immortal soul longing for humanity. A decades old feud comes to a clima!c end where only one 

survives! Boogeyman vs. Scarecrow! Lock your doors, check under the bed, and keep your closet 

door shut. This one's gonna get messy! (STL275114) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241311 

O/A MONSTER TAG TEAM BOOGEYMAN VS SCARECROW CVR B MARTINEZ 

(W) S.A. Check (A) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 



The first rule of Monster Tag Team is to always expect the unexpected! An unstoppable killing 

machine plucked straight from your deepest childhood nightmares fueled by pain and malice. A 

creature bred by both man and magic, born to protect that which it can only imitate with an 

immortal soul longing for humanity. A decades old feud comes to a clima!c end where only one 

survives! Boogeyman vs. Scarecrow! Lock your doors, check under the bed, and keep your closet 

door shut. This one's gonna get messy! (STL275115) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241312 

O/A MONSTER TAG TEAM BOOGEYMAN VS SCARECROW CVR C HOMAGE 

(W) S.A. Check (A/CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

The first rule of Monster Tag Team is to always expect the unexpected! An unstoppable killing 

machine plucked straight from your deepest childhood nightmares fueled by pain and malice. A 

creature bred by both man and magic, born to protect that which it can only imitate with an 

immortal soul longing for humanity. A decades old feud comes to a clima!c end where only one 

survives! Boogeyman vs. Scarecrow! Lock your doors, check under the bed, and keep your closet 

door shut. This one's gonna get messy! (STL275116) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241313 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #1 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Cyrus Mesarcia, Neil Vokes (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

Welcome to Fright Night…for REAL!  Tom Holland's classic Vampire tale returns with a series that 

picks up right aWer the events of the 1985 movie!  Based on Holland's novel which introduces Charlie 

Brewster, Amy Peterson, Evil Ed, Peter Vincent, and of course, the undead monster, Jerry Dandridge 

to horror fans!  WriPen by James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) with interior art by Neil Vokes 

(Fright Night) & Cyrus Mesarcia (Carson of Venus), this story is fully authorized by Tom Holland 

himself! It's been a year since Jerry Dandridge died (again) and life is s!ll crazy for the impromptu 

vampire killers. But something ancient and evil has clawed from the ground and found them. And 

they are going to discover that once you look into the undead abyss…the monsters hiding there look 

back.  They are about to relive the worst night of their lives. Fright Night #1 Dead By Dawn comes 

with four covers - Main Cover by Roy Allan Mar!nez (Zorro Swords of Hell), Cross Variant by the 

horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The Living Corpse), Classic Variant by interior ar!st Neil 

Vokes (Hatchet), and a special rare B&W Virgin Cover also by Mar!nez that is limited to just 350 

copies! (STL202035) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241314 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #1 CVR B HASSON & HAESER 



(W) James Kuhoric (A) Cyrus Mesarcia, Neil Vokes (CA) Buz Hasson, Ken Haeser 

Welcome to Fright Night…for REAL!  Tom Holland's classic Vampire tale returns with a series that 

picks up right aWer the events of the 1985 movie!  Based on Holland's novel which introduces Charlie 

Brewster, Amy Peterson, Evil Ed, Peter Vincent, and of course, the undead monster, Jerry Dandridge 

to horror fans!  WriPen by James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) with interior art by Neil Vokes 

(Fright Night) & Cyrus Mesarcia (Carson of Venus), this story is fully authorized by Tom Holland 

himself! It's been a year since Jerry Dandridge died (again) and life is s!ll crazy for the impromptu 

vampire killers. But something ancient and evil has clawed from the ground and found them. And 

they are going to discover that once you look into the undead abyss…the monsters hiding there look 

back.  They are about to relive the worst night of their lives. Fright Night #1 Dead By Dawn comes 

with four covers - Main Cover by Roy Allan Mar!nez (Zorro Swords of Hell), Cross Variant by the 

horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The Living Corpse), Classic Variant by interior ar!st Neil 

Vokes (Hatchet), and a special rare B&W Virgin Cover also by Mar!nez that is limited to just 350 

copies! (STL202036) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241315 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #1 CVR C VOKES 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Cyrus Mesarcia, Neil Vokes (CA) Neil Vokes 

Welcome to Fright Night…for REAL!  Tom Holland's classic Vampire tale returns with a series that 

picks up right aWer the events of the 1985 movie!  Based on Holland's novel which introduces Charlie 

Brewster, Amy Peterson, Evil Ed, Peter Vincent, and of course, the undead monster, Jerry Dandridge 

to horror fans!  WriPen by James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) with interior art by Neil Vokes 

(Fright Night) & Cyrus Mesarcia (Carson of Venus), this story is fully authorized by Tom Holland 

himself! It's been a year since Jerry Dandridge died (again) and life is s!ll crazy for the impromptu 

vampire killers. But something ancient and evil has clawed from the ground and found them. And 

they are going to discover that once you look into the undead abyss…the monsters hiding there look 

back.  They are about to relive the worst night of their lives. Fright Night #1 Dead By Dawn comes 

with four covers - Main Cover by Roy Allan Mar!nez (Zorro Swords of Hell), Cross Variant by the 

horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The Living Corpse), Classic Variant by interior ar!st Neil 

Vokes (Hatchet), and a special rare B&W Virgin Cover also by Mar!nez that is limited to just 350 

copies! (STL202038) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241316 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #1 CVR D B&W VIRGIN ART LTD ED 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Cyrus Mesarcia, Neil Vokes (CA) Neil Vokes 

Welcome to Fright Night…for REAL!  Tom Holland's classic Vampire tale returns with a series that 

picks up right aWer the events of the 1985 movie!  Based on Holland's novel which introduces Charlie 

Brewster, Amy Peterson, Evil Ed, Peter Vincent, and of course, the undead monster, Jerry Dandridge 

to horror fans!  WriPen by James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) with interior art by Neil Vokes 



(Fright Night) & Cyrus Mesarcia (Carson of Venus), this story is fully authorized by Tom Holland 

himself! It's been a year since Jerry Dandridge died (again) and life is s!ll crazy for the impromptu 

vampire killers. But something ancient and evil has clawed from the ground and found them. And 

they are going to discover that once you look into the undead abyss…the monsters hiding there look 

back.  They are about to relive the worst night of their lives. Fright Night #1 Dead By Dawn comes 

with four covers - Main Cover by Roy Allan Mar!nez (Zorro Swords of Hell), Cross Variant by the 

horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The Living Corpse), Classic Variant by interior ar!st Neil 

Vokes (Hatchet), and a special rare B&W Virgin Cover also by Mar!nez that is limited to just 350 

copies! (STL202039) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241317 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #1 CVR E BLANK SKETCH 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Neil Vokes, Cyrus Mesarcia (CA)  Blank Sketch Cover 

Welcome to Fright Night…for REAL!  Tom Holland's classic Vampire tale returns with a series that 

picks up right aWer the events of the 1985 movie!  Based on Holland's novel which introduces Charlie 

Brewster, Amy Peterson, Evil Ed, Peter Vincent, and of course, the undead monster, Jerry Dandridge 

to horror fans!  WriPen by James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) with interior art by Neil Vokes 

(Fright Night) & Cyrus Mesarcia (Carson of Venus), this story is fully authorized by Tom Holland 

himself! It's been a year since Jerry Dandridge died (again) and life is s!ll crazy for the impromptu 

vampire killers. But something ancient and evil has clawed from the ground and found them. And 

they are going to discover that once you look into the undead abyss…the monsters hiding there look 

back.  They are about to relive the worst night of their lives. Fright Night #1 Dead By Dawn comes 

with four covers - Main Cover by Roy Allan Mar!nez (Zorro Swords of Hell), Cross Variant by the 

horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The Living Corpse), Classic Variant by interior ar!st Neil 

Vokes (Hatchet), and a special rare B&W Virgin Cover also by Mar!nez that is limited to just 350 

copies! (STL217062) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241318 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #2 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Neil Vokes, Cyrus Mesarcia (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

It is Fright Night for real, again!  Peter Vincent and company must come to terms with reality…the 

vampires have returned!  And this !me they aren't just trying to move in next door.  They want 

revenge and an even more sinister mo!ve.  Can the rag-tag gang of would-be vampire killers survive 

long enough to discover what the Queen has in store for them?  Or will an old friend from the past 

return to exact revenge for a most uncool demise?  Find out here with the official con!nua!on of 

Tom Holland's classic story of redemp!on and revenge!  This issue comes with four covers - Main by 

Roy Allan Mar!nez, Throwback by Neil Vokes, Lil' Vampire Hunters by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, and 

a limited edi!on also featuring the stark Black & White art of Roy Allan Mar!nez! (STL212040) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

JUL241319 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #2 CVR B VOKES 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Neil Vokes, Cyrus Mesarcia (CA) Neil Vokes 

It is Fright Night for real, again!  Peter Vincent and company must come to terms with reality…the 

vampires have returned!  And this !me they aren't just trying to move in next door.  They want 

revenge and an even more sinister mo!ve.  Can the rag-tag gang of would-be vampire killers survive 

long enough to discover what the Queen has in store for them?  Or will an old friend from the past 

return to exact revenge for a most uncool demise?  Find out here with the official con!nua!on of 

Tom Holland's classic story of redemp!on and revenge!  This issue comes with four covers - Main by 

Roy Allan Mar!nez, Throwback by Neil Vokes, Lil' Vampire Hunters by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, and 

a limited edi!on also featuring the stark Black & White art of Roy Allan Mar!nez! (STL212044) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241320 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #2 CVR C LIL VAMPIRE HUNTERS 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Neil Vokes, Cyrus Mesarcia (CA) Neil Vokes 

It is Fright Night for real, again!  Peter Vincent and company must come to terms with reality…the 

vampires have returned!  And this !me they aren't just trying to move in next door.  They want 

revenge and an even more sinister mo!ve.  Can the rag-tag gang of would-be vampire killers survive 

long enough to discover what the Queen has in store for them?  Or will an old friend from the past 

return to exact revenge for a most uncool demise?  Find out here with the official con!nua!on of 

Tom Holland's classic story of redemp!on and revenge!  This issue comes with four covers - Main by 

Roy Allan Mar!nez, Throwback by Neil Vokes, Lil' Vampire Hunters by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, and 

a limited edi!on also featuring the stark Black & White art of Roy Allan Mar!nez! (STL212045) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241321 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #3 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Jason Craig, Neil Vokes (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

The official con!nua!on of Tom Holland's amazing screenplay takes a monster sized bite out of 

normal horror comics.  Fright Night's mix of horror, humor, and heart is unique among the !tans of 

the genre.  In this issue the band of would-be vampire killers finds an unlikely alley among the 

growing vampire popula!on in town. Can the return of everyone's favorite "Evil" character turn the 

!de in the bloodbath?  This issue comes with four covers - Main by Roy Allan Mar!nez, Throwback 

by Neil Vokes, Lil' Vampire Hunters by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, and a limited edi!on also featuring 

the stark Black & White art of Roy Allan Mar!nez! (STL221046) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

JUL241322 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #3 CVR B VOKES 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Jason Craig, Neil Vokes (CA) Neil Vokes 

The official con!nua!on of Tom Holland's amazing screenplay takes a monster sized bite out of 

normal horror comics.  Fright Night's mix of horror, humor, and heart is unique among the !tans of 

the genre.  In this issue the band of would-be vampire killers finds an unlikely alley among the 

growing vampire popula!on in town. Can the return of everyone's favorite "Evil" character turn the 

!de in the bloodbath?  This issue comes with four covers - Main by Roy Allan Mar!nez, Throwback 

by Neil Vokes, Lil' Vampire Hunters by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, and a limited edi!on also featuring 

the stark Black & White art of Roy Allan Mar!nez! (STL221049) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241323 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #3 CVR C HAESER & HASSON 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Jason Craig, Neil Vokes (CA) Buz Hasson, Ken Haeser 

The official con!nua!on of Tom Holland's amazing screenplay takes a monster sized bite out of 

normal horror comics.  Fright Night's mix of horror, humor, and heart is unique among the !tans of 

the genre.  In this issue the band of would-be vampire killers finds an unlikely alley among the 

growing vampire popula!on in town. Can the return of everyone's favorite "Evil" character turn the 

!de in the bloodbath?  This issue comes with four covers - Main by Roy Allan Mar!nez, Throwback 

by Neil Vokes, Lil' Vampire Hunters by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, and a limited edi!on also featuring 

the stark Black & White art of Roy Allan Mar!nez! (STL221050) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241324 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #4 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Jason Craig, Neil Vokes (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

The final issue of our first series is here!  Peter, Amy, and Charlie must once again face the creatures 

of darkness as their insidious plan is revealed!  The resurrec!on of Jerry Dandrige and there is going 

to be Hell to pay!  But an unsuspec!ng ally may help the motley crew of vampire killers to escape the 

moun!ng horrors with their lives.  The official con!nua!on of Tom Holland's amazing screenplay 

delivers Fright Night's unique mix of horror, humor, and heart!  This issue comes with four covers - 

Main by Roy Allan Mar!nez, Throwback by Neil Vokes, Jerry & Evil by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, and 

a limited edi!on also featuring the stark Black & White art of Roy Allan Mar!nez! (STL235700) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 



JUL241325 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #4 CVR B VOKES 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Jason Craig, Neil Vokes (CA) Neil Vokes 

The final issue of our first series is here!  Peter, Amy, and Charlie must once again face the creatures 

of darkness as their insidious plan is revealed!  The resurrec!on of Jerry Dandrige and there is going 

to be Hell to pay!  But an unsuspec!ng ally may help the motley crew of vampire killers to escape the 

moun!ng horrors with their lives.  The official con!nua!on of Tom Holland's amazing screenplay 

delivers Fright Night's unique mix of horror, humor, and heart!  This issue comes with four covers - 

Main by Roy Allan Mar!nez, Throwback by Neil Vokes, Jerry & Evil by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, and 

a limited edi!on also featuring the stark Black & White art of Roy Allan Mar!nez! (STL235702) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241326 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #4 CVR C HAESER & HASSON 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Cyrus Mesarcia, Neil Vokes (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

The final issue of our first series is here!  Peter, Amy, and Charlie must once again face the creatures 

of darkness as their insidious plan is revealed!  The resurrec!on of Jerry Dandrige and there is going 

to be Hell to pay!  But an unsuspec!ng ally may help the motley crew of vampire killers to escape the 

moun!ng horrors with their lives.  The official con!nua!on of Tom Holland's amazing screenplay 

delivers Fright Night's unique mix of horror, humor, and heart!  This issue comes with four covers - 

Main by Roy Allan Mar!nez, Throwback by Neil Vokes, Jerry & Evil by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, and 

a limited edi!on also featuring the stark Black & White art of Roy Allan Mar!nez! (STL235690) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241327 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #4 CVR D VIRGIN B&W LTD ED 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Jason Craig, Neil Vokes (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

It's the rare Black & White Virgin art limited edi!on!  This is perfect to slab with your favorite grading 

company! (STL235703) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241328 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES #1 CALZADA AM CVR (MR 

(W) James Kuhoric & Various (A) Cyrus Mesarcia, Puis Calzada (CA) Cyrus Mesarcia 



Spend Halloween with three creepy tales from Honey Island Swamp with a rare edi!on previously 

only available on the American Mythology website and limited to only 500 copies! Alloca!ons may 

occur. (STL136529) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL241329 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES II CVR B CARVED BONK  

(W) Adam Green & Various (A) Alessandro Miracolo & Various (CA) Rich Bonk 

Its Halloween in Honey Island Swamp again! A !me when the ghosts of the dead roam freely and 

Victor Crowley must turn his rage against the minions of the underworld.  This year's volume of 

violence includes three stories of All Hallow's Eve including a NEW ORIGINAL STORY BY HATCHET 

CREATOR & FILMMAKER ADAM GREEN!  In "Which Way to Honey Island Swamp" Green tells the 

story of three very unlucky witches intruding on Victory Crowley's swamp. Jason Pell (Beware the 

Witch's Shadow) returns with "Dimitri Fought A Bear"  and horror and splaPer veteran James Kuhoric 

(Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) caps it off with the tragic tale of "Weed." Plus a horrific Halloween bonus - 

our holiday fun pages are back with a bloody vengeance! This issue is chock full of frights and fun! 

Victor Crowley's Hatchet Halloween II is available with three covers - Main by Roy Allan Mar!nez, 

Carved by Richard Bonk, and Racy by Mike Wolfer! (STL162819) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241330 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES II CVR C RACY WOLFER  

(W) Adam Green & Various (A) Alessandro Miracolo & Various (CA) Mike Wolfer 

Its Halloween in Honey Island Swamp again! A !me when the ghosts of the dead roam freely and 

Victor Crowley must turn his rage against the minions of the underworld.  This year's volume of 

violence includes three stories of All Hallow's Eve including a NEW ORIGINAL STORY BY HATCHET 

CREATOR & FILMMAKER ADAM GREEN!  In "Which Way to Honey Island Swamp" Green tells the 

story of three very unlucky witches intruding on Victory Crowley's swamp. Jason Pell (Beware the 

Witch's Shadow) returns with "Dimitri Fought A Bear"  and horror and splaPer veteran James Kuhoric 

(Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) caps it off with the tragic tale of "Weed." Plus a horrific Halloween bonus - 

our holiday fun pages are back with a bloody vengeance! This issue is chock full of frights and fun! 

Victor Crowley's Hatchet Halloween II is available with three covers - Main by Roy Allan Mar!nez, 

Carved by Richard Bonk, and Racy by Mike Wolfer! (STL162820) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 



JUL241331 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN III #1 CVR A DEAD RISE (MR) 

(W) James Kuhoric & Various (A) Puis Calzada & Various (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

It's back…the annual Halloween event of the year!  Return to Honey Island Swamp with three new 

tales of All Hallows' Eve! Blood flows and bodies rot in the swamp.  And the tortured spirit of Victor 

Crowley con!nues to dole out brutal violent retribu!on upon those that dare to enter his domain. 

This !me of year the spirits of the dead are close and they return from Purgatory to try to take back 

some measure of vengeance!  Join a host of horror writers and ar!sts as we deliver a dose of 

glorious over-the-top horror that will get your Halloween off to a great start!  Victor Crowley's 

Hatchet Halloween III comes with three cover edi!ons - Main "The Dead Rise" by Roy Allan Mar!nez 

(Zorro Swords of Hell), "Jack's Back" Variant by Richard Bonk (Hatchet), and "Don't Lose Your Head" 

cover by Puis Calzada (Hatchet). (STL198299) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241332 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN III #1 CVR B JACKS BACK (MR 

(W) James Kuhoric & Various (A) Puis Calzada & Various (CA) Rich Bonk 

It's back…the annual Halloween event of the year!  Return to Honey Island Swamp with three new 

tales of All Hallows' Eve! Blood flows and bodies rot in the swamp.  And the tortured spirit of Victor 

Crowley con!nues to dole out brutal violent retribu!on upon those that dare to enter his domain. 

This !me of year the spirits of the dead are close and they return from Purgatory to try to take back 

some measure of vengeance!  Join a host of horror writers and ar!sts as we deliver a dose of 

glorious over-the-top horror that will get your Halloween off to a great start!  Victor Crowley's 

Hatchet Halloween III comes with three cover edi!ons - Main "The Dead Rise" by Roy Allan Mar!nez 

(Zorro Swords of Hell), "Jack's Back" Variant by Richard Bonk (Hatchet), and "Don't Lose Your Head" 

cover by Puis Calzada (Hatchet). (STL198310) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241333 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN III #1 CVR C LOST YOUR HEAD 

(W) James Kuhoric & Various (A) Puis Calzada & Various (CA) Puis Calzada 

It's back…the annual Halloween event of the year!  Return to Honey Island Swamp with three new 

tales of All Hallows' Eve! Blood flows and bodies rot in the swamp.  And the tortured spirit of Victor 

Crowley con!nues to dole out brutal violent retribu!on upon those that dare to enter his domain. 

This !me of year the spirits of the dead are close and they return from Purgatory to try to take back 

some measure of vengeance!  Join a host of horror writers and ar!sts as we deliver a dose of 



glorious over-the-top horror that will get your Halloween off to a great start!  Victor Crowley's 

Hatchet Halloween III comes with three cover edi!ons - Main "The Dead Rise" by Roy Allan Mar!nez 

(Zorro Swords of Hell), "Jack's Back" Variant by Richard Bonk (Hatchet), and "Don't Lose Your Head" 

cover by Puis Calzada (Hatchet). (STL198313) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241334 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES IV #1 CVR A (MR) 

(W) S.A. Check & Various (A) Ev Cantada & Various (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

It's baaaaack!  The annual Victor Crowley Halloween bloodbath is here!  And this year it is bigger, 

bolder, and bloodier than ever!  We start with our biggest announcement yet - this is a whopping 

cover to cover horror extravaganza!  No ads!  Just pure Hatchet Halloween horror from start to finish!  

No other comics give you that much gore!  And by special demand - this year's stories will be 

introduced by the ghosts of vic!ms past!  Who will you see?  Jack Cracker?  Ben?  Samson?  Reverend 

Zomibe?  Maybe even Bob?  There's only one way to find out!  Ask your local comics retailer to 

reserve a copy of this year's Hatchet Halloween Tales and sit back with three brand new over-the-top 

stories of terror!  This issue comes with four covers - Main "Get Some" cover by the one and only Roy 

Allan Mar!nez, "Trick or Treat" cover by The Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, "Story!me" 

cover by Jason Craig, and a special 350 copy limited edi!on Black & White virgin art cover! 

(STL238482) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241335 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES IV #1 CVR B (MR) 

(W) S.A. Check & Various (A) Ev Cantada & Various (CA) Buz Hasson, Ken Haeser 

It's baaaaack!  The annual Victor Crowley Halloween bloodbath is here!  And this year it is bigger, 

bolder, and bloodier than ever!  We start with our biggest announcement yet - this is a whopping 

cover to cover horror extravaganza!  No ads!  Just pure Hatchet Halloween horror from start to finish!  

No other comics give you that much gore!  And by special demand - this year's stories will be 

introduced by the ghosts of vic!ms past!  Who will you see?  Jack Cracker?  Ben?  Samson?  Reverend 

Zomibe?  Maybe even Bob?  There's only one way to find out!  Ask your local comics retailer to 

reserve a copy of this year's Hatchet Halloween Tales and sit back with three brand new over-the-top 

stories of terror!  This issue comes with four covers - Main "Get Some" cover by the one and only Roy 

Allan Mar!nez, "Trick or Treat" cover by The Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, "Story!me" 

cover by Jason Craig, and a special 350 copy limited edi!on Black & White virgin art cover! 

(STL238488) 

MATURE THEMES 



SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241336 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES IV #1 CVR C (MR) 

(W) S.A. Check & Various (A) Ev Cantada & Various (CA) Jason Craig 

It's baaaaack!  The annual Victor Crowley Halloween bloodbath is here!  And this year it is bigger, 

bolder, and bloodier than ever!  We start with our biggest announcement yet - this is a whopping 

cover to cover horror extravaganza!  No ads!  Just pure Hatchet Halloween horror from start to finish!  

No other comics give you that much gore!  And by special demand - this year's stories will be 

introduced by the ghosts of vic!ms past!  Who will you see?  Jack Cracker?  Ben?  Samson?  Reverend 

Zomibe?  Maybe even Bob?  There's only one way to find out!  Ask your local comics retailer to 

reserve a copy of this year's Hatchet Halloween Tales and sit back with three brand new over-the-top 

stories of terror!  This issue comes with four covers - Main "Get Some" cover by the one and only Roy 

Allan Mar!nez, "Trick or Treat" cover by The Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, "Story!me" 

cover by Jason Craig, and a special 350 copy limited edi!on Black & White virgin art cover! 

(STL238489) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241337 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEYS HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES V #1 CVR A MARTINEZ  

(W) S.A. Check & Various (A) Ev Cantada & Various (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

The midnight hour is close at hand! Everyone's favorite slasher is back with brand-new terrifying 

bloody tales of Halloween to enjoy this holiday season. This year's issue is the biggest yet! Three new 

frightening tales narrated by the dismembered vic!ms of Victor Crowley. Join us for an issue packed 

with comics, extras, and Halloween horror from start to finish! This is more gore for your buck than 

any other comic book! Spend Halloween in Honey Island Swamp this year and watch out for Victor 

Crowley! (STL287810) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241338 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEYS HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES V #1 CVR B CALZADA ( 

(W) S.A. Check & Various (A) Ev Cantada & Various (CA) Puis Calzada 

The midnight hour is close at hand! Everyone's favorite slasher is back with brand-new terrifying 

bloody tales of Halloween to enjoy this holiday season. This year's issue is the biggest yet! Three new 

frightening tales narrated by the dismembered vic!ms of Victor Crowley. Join us for an issue packed 



with comics, extras, and Halloween horror from start to finish! This is more gore for your buck than 

any other comic book! Spend Halloween in Honey Island Swamp this year and watch out for Victor 

Crowley! (STL287811) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241339 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEYS HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES V #1 CVR C HASSON (M 

(W) S.A. Check & Various (A) Ev Cantada & Various (CA) Buz Hasson 

The midnight hour is close at hand! Everyone's favorite slasher is back with brand-new terrifying 

bloody tales of Halloween to enjoy this holiday season. This year's issue is the biggest yet! Three new 

frightening tales narrated by the dismembered vic!ms of Victor Crowley. Join us for an issue packed 

with comics, extras, and Halloween horror from start to finish! This is more gore for your buck than 

any other comic book! Spend Halloween in Honey Island Swamp this year and watch out for Victor 

Crowley! (STL287812) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241340 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #1 CVR B CALZADA 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada 

Hey Kids!  Do you know what !me it is? It's your birthday and we want you to have Fun! Welcome to 

Willy's Wonderland! The surprise hit horror flick of 2021 is Willy's Wonderland!  Nicolas Cage 

unleashes a can of Punch Pop on the Willy's serial killing animatronic crew in the film, but what came 

before the janitorial rampage?  Find out here in this official prequel to the movie giving you all the 

party filled blood spaPer you can handle! Willy, Ozzie, Arty, Cammy, Tito, Gus, Sara, and Knighty 

Knight all are back with a blood soaked romp through homicidal birthday par!es! This special series 

is wriPen by SA Check (Volcanosaurus) and James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) with interior art 

by Puis Calzada (Hatchet). Willy's Wonderland Prequel #1 comes with three covers - Main Connec!ng 

Cover (issues #1-4 make a huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz 

Hasson & Ken Haeser (The Living Corpse), Variant by interior ar!st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a 

special rare "Slashin' Time" movie poster edi!on featuring Willy Weasel! (STL198294) 

30pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241341 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #1 CVR C SLASHING TIME LTD ED 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada 



Hey Kids!  Do you know what !me it is? It's your birthday and we want you to have Fun! Welcome to 

Willy's Wonderland! The surprise hit horror flick of 2021 is Willy's Wonderland!  Nicolas Cage 

unleashes a can of Punch Pop on the Willy's serial killing animatronic crew in the film, but what came 

before the janitorial rampage?  Find out here in this official prequel to the movie giving you all the 

party filled blood spaPer you can handle! Willy, Ozzie, Arty, Cammy, Tito, Gus, Sara, and Knighty 

Knight all are back with a blood soaked romp through homicidal birthday par!es! This special series 

is wriPen by SA Check (Volcanosaurus) and James Kuhoric (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) with interior art 

by Puis Calzada (Hatchet). Willy's Wonderland Prequel #1 comes with three covers - Main Connec!ng 

Cover (issues #1-4 make a huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz 

Hasson & Ken Haeser (The Living Corpse), Variant by interior ar!st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a 

special rare "Slashin' Time" movie poster edi!on featuring Willy Weasel! (STL198297) 

30pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241342 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #1 CVR E BLANK SKETCH 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada 

This blank cover edi!on is perfect for having your favorite ar!st draw a sketch of the villainous Willy's 

Wonderland monsters on it! (STL210094) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL241343 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #1 PROMO CARD ED 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada 

Get the Willy's Wonderland Prequel #1 issue bagged with a special Knighty Knight promo!onal 

trading card that was only available in the crowd funder! (STL215291) 

30pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241344 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #2 CVR A HASSON & HAESER 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Buz Hasson, Ken Haeser 

Open a fresh can of Punch Pop and enjoy a bloody good party!  Willy's Wonderland is the surprise hit 

horror flick of 2021!  This official prequel to the film takes you back to the beginning…when psycho!c 

killers became immortal animatronic slashers!  Willy, Ozzie, Arty, Cammy, Tito, Gus, Sara, and Knighty 

Knight all are back with a vengeance as the town tries to keep a lid on the horror unfolding at Willy's!  

Willy's Wonderland Prequel #2 comes with three covers - Main Connec!ng Cover (issues #1-4 make a 

huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The 

Living Corpse), "Bloody" Variant by interior ar!st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a special rare "Slashin' 

Time" movie poster edi!on featuring Ozzie the Ostrich! (STL205493) 



SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241345 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #2 CVR B CALZADA 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada 

Open a fresh can of Punch Pop and enjoy a bloody good party!  Willy's Wonderland is the surprise hit 

horror flick of 2021!  This official prequel to the film takes you back to the beginning…when psycho!c 

killers became immortal animatronic slashers!  Willy, Ozzie, Arty, Cammy, Tito, Gus, Sara, and Knighty 

Knight all are back with a vengeance as the town tries to keep a lid on the horror unfolding at Willy's!  

Willy's Wonderland Prequel #2 comes with three covers - Main Connec!ng Cover (issues #1-4 make a 

huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The 

Living Corpse), "Bloody" Variant by interior ar!st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a special rare "Slashin' 

Time" movie poster edi!on featuring Ozzie the Ostrich! (STL205497) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241346 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #2 CVR C LTD ED SLASHING TIME 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada 

It's the rare variant edi!on featuring a "Slashing Time" movie poster of everyone's favorite party 

monster, Ozzie the Ostrich! Get this rare edi!on slabbed by your favorite grading company! 

(STL205499) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241347 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #3 CVR A HASSON & HAESER 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

Open a fresh can of Punch Pop and enjoy a bloody good party!  Willy's Wonderland is the surprise hit 

horror flick of 2021!  This official prequel to the film takes you back to the beginning…when psycho!c 

killers became immortal animatronic slashers!  Willy, Ozzie, Arty, Cammy, Tito, Gus, Sara, and Knighty 

Knight all are back with a vengeance as the town tries to keep a lid on the horror unfolding at Willy's!  

Willy's Wonderland Prequel #2 comes with three covers - Main Connec!ng Cover (issues #1-4 make a 

huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The 

Living Corpse), "Creepy" Variant by interior ar!st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a special rare "Slashin' 

Time" movie poster edi!on featuring Siren Saa (STL218052) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241348 



O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #3 CVR B CALZADA 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada 

Open a fresh can of Punch Pop and enjoy a bloody good party!  Willy's Wonderland is the surprise hit 

horror flick of 2021!  This official prequel to the film takes you back to the beginning…when psycho!c 

killers became immortal animatronic slashers!  Willy, Ozzie, Arty, Cammy, Tito, Gus, Sara, and Knighty 

Knight all are back with a vengeance as the town tries to keep a lid on the horror unfolding at Willy's!  

Willy's Wonderland Prequel #2 comes with three covers - Main Connec!ng Cover (issues #1-4 make a 

huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The 

Living Corpse), "Creepy" Variant by interior ar!st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a special rare "Slashin' 

Time" movie poster edi!on featuring Siren Saa (STL218055) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241349 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #3 CVR C SLASHING TIME LTD ED 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada 

It's the rare variant edi!on featuring a "Slashing Time" movie poster of everyone's favorite party 

creepy creature, Siren Sara! Get this rare edi!on slabbed by your favorite grading company! 

(STL218056) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241350 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #4 CVR A CONNECTING 

(W) James Kuhoric, S.A. Check (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

It's all-out war at Willy's Wonderland!! The drama!c conclusion to the series follows Willy and his 

crew of animatronic terrors aWer turning the town of Hayesville into their own personal blood bath. 

The townspeople   unite to take the fight back to Willy's, but what starts as a last stand for their 

humanity turns into an all you can beat gore fest for the ages when Willy, Gus, Sara, Knighty, and the 

whole gang reminds everyone what happens when you corner a wild beast! The Super Happy Fun 

Room is open and wai!ng for you!! Don't miss the surprise ending that'll have Willy fans screaming!  

Willy's Wonderland Prequel #4 comes with three covers - Main Connec!ng Cover (issues #1-4 make a 

huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The 

Living Corpse), "Creepy" Variant by interior ar!st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a special rare "Slashin' 

Time" movie poster edi!on featuring Gus Gorilla! (STL224518) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241351 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #4 CVR B CALZADA 



(W) James Kuhoric, S.A. Check (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

It's all-out war at Willy's Wonderland!! The drama!c conclusion to the series follows Willy and his 

crew of animatronic terrors aWer turning the town of Hayesville into their own personal blood bath. 

The townspeople   unite to take the fight back to Willy's, but what starts as a last stand for their 

humanity turns into an all you can beat gore fest for the ages when Willy, Gus, Sara, Knighty, and the 

whole gang reminds everyone what happens when you corner a wild beast! The Super Happy Fun 

Room is open and wai!ng for you!! Don't miss the surprise ending that'll have Willy fans screaming!  

Willy's Wonderland Prequel #4 comes with three covers - Main Connec!ng Cover (issues #1-4 make a 

huge single shot of terrifying birthday horror) by the horror team of Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser (The 

Living Corpse), "Creepy" Variant by interior ar!st Puis Calzada (Hatchet), and a special rare "Slashin' 

Time" movie poster edi!on featuring Gus Gorilla! (STL224522) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241352 

O/A WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #4 CVR C LTD ED SLASHIN TIME MOVIE 

(W) James Kuhoric, S.A. Check (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

It's the rare variant edi!on featuring a "Slashing Time" movie poster of everyone's favorite party 

animal, Gus Gorilla! Get this rare edi!on slabbed by your favorite grading company! (STL224523) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

ANTARCTIC PRESS 

 

JUL241353 

TIBBI & HER PSYCHEDELIC MUSHROOMS #1 CVR A (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) W S Sam Quinton (A) Damien Torres 

BOTANICAL GENIUS CREATES COSMICALLY FUNKY FUNGI! 

 

WE BE (TIME-)TRIPPIN NOW! 

 

Tibbi is a fan of psychedelic mushrooms who puts her advanced degrees in botany and chemistry to 

good use by crea!ng her own new strain of funny fungus.  Enjoy her first !me-traveling romp of a 

trip in this fantas!c first issue.   Time travel, dinosaurs and bubble baths await. (STL330349) (C: 0-0-1) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.20 

 

JUL241354 



TIBBI & HER PSYCHEDELIC MUSHROOMS #1 CVR B PSYCHEDELIC (C: 0 

(W) W S Sam Quinton (A) Damien Torres 

BOTANICAL GENIUS CREATES COSMICALLY FUNKY FUNGI! 

 

WE BE (TIME-)TRIPPIN NOW! 

 

Tibbi is a fan of psychedelic mushrooms who puts her advanced degrees in botany and chemistry to 

good use by crea!ng her own new strain of funny fungus.  Enjoy her first !me-traveling romp of a 

trip in this fantas!c first issue.   Time travel, dinosaurs and bubble baths await.   

Put yourself in an alternate state with this alterna!ve cover!  Our funkadelic fungi feature is 

guaranteed get your mojo rising, or at least peeking over the horizon.  And don't harsh your mellow 

by wai!ng too long and missing out on your dose-reserve your copy with your local (comics) dealer 

today!  (Just don't lick the cover; it isn't meant to be ingested like that.) (STL330350) (C: 0-0-1) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $8.40 

 

JUL241355 

WICKED WITCHES ONESHOT (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Kelsey Shannon 

BE ENCHANTED BY OUR BEWITCHING BEAUTIES! 

 

THEIR MAGIC TRICKS ARE THE BEST TREATS! 

 

This Halloween, treat yourself to a tasty pin-up collec!on of salacious sorceresses that'll have you 

spellbound!  Antarc!c's core creators-Brian Denham, Ben Dunn, Fred Perry, Kelsey Shannon, David 

Hutchison and more-bring you a colorful coven of cas!ng cu!es!  Bonus: A short story full of magic 

with  the 1st appearance of Ben Dunn's new bad girl: KENDRA! (STL330351) (C: 0-1-1) 

pin-ups, SC, 40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241356 

JUNGLE COMICS #29 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS (CA) Alex Genaro 

CLASSIC JUNGLE BEAUTY ADVENTURES FROM ITALY AND BRAZIL! 

 

POWERFUL BEAUTIES RULE THE WILD! 



 

"Valkiria" (Alex Mir, Alex Genaro), "Zan the Jungle Lord" (Giuseppe Pederiali, Roberto Renzi). 

 

"Valkiria" (Alex Mir, Alex Genaro): Brazilian jungle girl Valkiria has run-ins with an astronaut, a 

dinosaur, a terrifying bird-like beast, a massive brute, and a so-called "goddess"!  This issue serves up 

a HOT double serving of ac!on-packed jungle adventure, with SPICY sides of SF and Fantasy!  "Zan 

the Jungle Lord" (Giuseppe Pederiali, Roberto Renzi): Zan the Italian (tree) Swinger and his simian 

friends pit their bes!al strength and jungle-honed skills against relentless hunters and 20th-century 

technology!  WHO WILL WIN?! (STL330343) (C: 0-1-1) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241357 

EXCITING COMICS #47 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Various (A)  VARIOUS (CA) Joel Souza 

MONTHLY THIS SUMMER! 

 

FOWL-FEATHERED FIGHTERS FIGHTING FAIR! 

 

UNTESTED NEW HERO FORCED TO FACE DEMONS! 

 

"The Flock" (Joel Souza, Gino Kasmyanto), "Demon Hunter Raven" (Nicholas Mueller, Mathew D. 

Rhys). 

 

"The Flock" (Joel Souza, Gino Kasmyanto):  Returning from war, Huck BenneP finds his home of 

Maple City plagued by a surge in crime.  He decides to baPle it as  The Gooseman, aided by his young 

nephew Edward as the Gosling, and his best friend, lumberjack Jackie Oaks.  Together, they are The 

Flock!  "Demon Hunter Raven" (Nicholas Mueller, Mathew D. Rhys): Raven is leW with a difficult 

decision that will force him to face the very darkness he swore to vanquish.  Will this bring an end to 

his demon hun!ng days as he knows them? (STL330341) (C: 0-1-1) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241358 

FURRLOUGH #196 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Various (A)  VARIOUS (CA) Holly Daughtrey 

SEMI-AQUATIC EGG-LAYING MAMMALS OF ACTION! 



 

COMICS' LONGEST-RUNNING ANTHROPOMORPHIC  TITLE! 

 

30+ (HUMAN) YEARS AND STILL GOING STRONG! 

 

"Radioac!ve Samurai Platypi" (Kevin Given, Rafael Lanhllas), "Blinth" (Jason Dube, Noel Serrato), 

"Emo!onal Situa!ons" (Umberto  Chavira GaleT). 

 

"Radioac!ve Samurai Platypi" (Kevin Given, Rafael Lanhllas): Four mere monotremes are exposed to 

alien radia!on, becoming space warriors!  "Blinth" (Jason Dube, Noel Serrato): The origin story of 

Hades and her heartbreaking awakening into The Dark.  How does an innocent find herself at the 

center of a tormen!ng love triangle with Lucifer and Blinth?  "Emo!onal Situa!ons" (Umberto  

Chavira GaleT): Two young ladies go out clubbing and have an unexpected encounter. (STL330342) 

(C: 0-1-1) 

32pgs, B&W SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241359 

YOR HUNTER FROM THE FUTURE #2 CVR A KELSEY SHANNON 

(W) Ray Collins (A) Juan ZanoPo (CA) Kelsey Shannon 

THE CLASSIC COMIC THAT INSPIRED THE CULT FILM! 

 

50TH ANNIVERSARY! 1974 - 2024 

 

In 1974, Argen!nean master storytellers Ray Collins and Juan ZanoPo created Henga el Cazador, 

known in the English-speaking world as Yor, the Hunter from the Future!  An elegantly drawn pulp 

adventure on par with other classic barbarian stories, Yor's comic book saga has much richer detail 

and backstory than the legendary cult film! 

 

In each of four fully packed, 40-page volumes, Yor baPles everything from dinosaurs to barbarians to 

flying saucers, all while protec!ng his lovely mate from peril!  If you like your fantasy heroic-with a 

mighty dose of retro SF-then YOR'S THE MAN for you! (STL330348) 

40pgs, B&W SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241360 

MONKEY PEAK GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1) 



(W) Koji Shinasaka (A) Akihiro Kumeta 

THE HIT SURVIVAL HORROR MANGA! 

 

MAN VS. NATURE AND UNNATURAL TERROR! 

 

The Fujitani Pharmaceu!cal Company's team-building mountain trip is going downhill fast.  A 

monstrous, apelike creature has aPacked them repeatedly, leaving 14 of them dead.  The mountain 

itself is also straining their bodies, spirits and supplies.  And if that wasn't bad enough, there may be 

a traitor among them…. Antarc!c Press and Phase 6 team up to bring you this hit horror manga 

series! (STL330344) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241361 

WINNIE THE POOH DEMON HUNTER #4 (OF 4) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W/A) Nicholas Mueller (CA) Nicholas Mueller, Bea Navarro 

TALKING BEAR FIGHTS DEMONIC FORCES! 

 

LOVABLE COMPANION AND LETHAL COMBATANT ALL IN ONE! 

 

Do you smell that?  The Big Bad Wolves have aPacked, and they're looking for a tasty snack!  Can 

Winnie the Pooh and the Red Riding Hoods defeat them, or is this the end?  And in a bonus back-up 

story, Winnie the Pooh teams up with the Demon Slayer Turtles! (STL330347) (C: 0-0-1) 

40pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241362 

TOMORROW GIRL #8 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Ben Dunn, David Furr (A/CA) Ben Dunn 

SUPERVERSE TITLE!   

 

TOMORROW GIRL VS. EVIL TEAMMATES! 

 

AMERICAN MANGA SUPERHERO! 

 



Thanks to the Ibis S!ck, Tomorrow Girl is free of the curse placed on her newest costume, which had 

turned her against the city she'd sworn to protect.  However, now her teammates are enthralled, and 

the Ibis S!ck is out of ac!on.  Unable to free her friends, Tomorrow Girl must stand against their 

combined might, if possible.  Can she save them and her city, or must she choose one over the 

other? (STL330346) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241363 

NYOBI OUTBREAK #3 (OF 5) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Larry Higgins (A) Juan Antonio On!vero (CA) Ben Dunn 

BOLD BAD-GIRL ACTION!  

 

SERIOUS SOCIAL ISSUES! 

 

Nyobi comes face to face with an old foe, while Vira erupts and infects hundreds with her virus, 

causing mass chaos.  All this plus wrapped up in a glorious cover by the Godfather of American 

Manga, Ben Dunn! (STL330345) (C: 0-0-1) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

ARSENAL PULP PRESS 

 

JUL241364 

ALL OUR ORDINARY STORIES GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Teresa Wong 

Beginning with her mother's stroke in 2014, Teresa Wong takes us on a moving journey through !me 

and place to locate the beginnings of the disconnec!on she feels from her parents. Through a series 

of stories—some epic, like her mother and father's daring escapes from communes during China's 

Cultural Revolu!on, and some banal, like her quiTng Chinese school to watch Saturday morning 

cartoons—Wong carefully examines the cultural, historical, language, and personality barriers to 

in!macy in her family, seeking answers to the ques!ons "Where did I come from?" and "Where are 

we going?" At the same !me, she discovers how storytelling can bridge distances and help make 

sense of a life. (STL328283) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x9, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $21.95 

 

JUL241365 

SOMETHING NOT NOTHING STORY OF GRIEF AND LOVE GN (C: 0-1-1) 



(W/A/CA) Sarah LeaviP 

In April 2020, cartoonist Sarah LeaviP's partner of twenty-two years, Donimo, died with medical 

assistance aWer years of severe chronic pain and a rapid decline at the end of her life. About a month 

aWer Donimo's death, Sarah began making comics again as a way to deal with her profound sense of 

grief and loss. The comics started as small sketches but quickly transformed into something totally 

unfamiliar to her. Abstract images, textures, poe!c text, layers of watercolor, ink, and colored 

pencil—for Sarah, the journey through grief was impossible to convey without bold formal 

experimenta!on. She spent two years crea!ng these comics. The result is Something, Not Nothing, 

an extraordinary book that delicately ar!culates the vagaries of grief and the sweet remembrances 

of enduring love. (STL328288) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 9x11, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.95 

 

ATLANTIS STUDIOS 

 

JUL241366 

STAR RUNNER HIDDEN STAR TP 

(W) James Watson (A) Leo Cordeiro & Various (CA) Claudia Iannciello 

Aurora Palmer, a rebellious high school teen has learned a stunning secret: she is the orphan child of 

alien parents, gene!cally bred with the abili!es of a Star Runner, a powerful race born to navigate 

faster-than-light starships across the galaxy. Only a small circle of close friends know Aurora's secret: 

her boyfriend ScoP Davis, best friend cheerleader Kris!ne Sullivan, science nerd Gus Wheeler, and 

the secre!ve Monica Dark, a Dark Star Runner who, like Aurora, was stranded on Earth as a child. 

(STL328469) 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $19.95 

 

AVERY HILL PUBLISHING 

 

JUL241367 

SCRAPBOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) J Webster Sharp 

'Den!st Robs Women of Teeth' — 'Death Chair for Nice Old Man' — 'Mother Feeds Son Like Bird.' 

The Bri!sh newspaper clipping collec!on of egalitarian George Ives, collected between 1892 and 

1949, ranged from murder and theories of crime to cricket scores. He was fascinated by the unusual, 

the gothic, the sexual, and the melodrama!c. In this graphic novel, acclaimed cartoonist J. Webster 

Sharp shares some of the most bizarre stories from his archives in silent comics form. With oWen 

shocking, visceral black and white artwork, the strangeness and eccentricity of the Edwardian era 

provides a backdrop for Sharp's own struggles with mental health. The Scrapbook of Life and Death is 



a fascina!ng, personal window into forgoPen historical views of eccentric and socially transcendent 

and disturbing behaviors—and their resonance in life today. (STL328673) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 8x12, 88pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

A WAVE BLUE WORLD INC 

 

JUL241368 

MEZO TRIAL OF RODEN #4 (OF 5) CVR A VAL RODRIGUES 

(W) Tyler Chin-Tanner, Jarred Lujan (A/CA) Val Rodrigues 

The celebra!on of the solar eclipse ends abruptly as the cataclysmic event known as The Rupture 

rips the city apart, causing a volcanic erup!on that rains molten lava down upon its ci!zens. Roden 

and the twins spring into ac!on! They lead the other children out of the city, but it's nearly 

impossible to find the exit through all the ash. Their only hope is for Itza'be and the Zen'talli to arrive 

in !me to save them. (STL328716) 

24pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241369 

MEZO TRIAL OF RODEN #4 (OF 5) CVR B CHRIS SHEHAN 

(W) Tyler Chin-Tanner, Jarred Lujan (A) Val Rodrigues (CA) Chris Shehan 

The celebra!on of the solar eclipse ends abruptly as the cataclysmic event known as The Rupture 

rips the city apart, causing a volcanic erup!on that rains molten lava down upon its ci!zens. Roden 

and the twins spring into ac!on! They lead the other children out of the city, but it's nearly 

impossible to find the exit through all the ash. Their only hope is for Itza'be and the Zen'talli to arrive 

in !me to save them. (STL328717) 

24pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

ASPEN MLT INC 

 

JUL241371 

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IRIS TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) David Whol (A) Eduardo Francisco 

She's a secretary, bodyguard, and assassin all rolled into one! Meet Iris, a loyal and ruthlessly 

efficient subordinate to her powerful, corporate boss Mr. Ching. In the modern, cuPhroat corporate 

world, today's CEO needs an in!mida!ng edge to stay on top, and Iris is more than well-trained to 

oblige the demand of her employer — including murder. However, Iris discovers the man she has 

du!fully served for most of her life is far more corrupt than the people she is sworn to protect him 



from. Now torn between her loyal!es to the only person she's ever served, and the new life she 

realizes she's ready to explore on her own, she must make a choice that could ul!mately lead to her 

demise. Iris' treacherous journey for redemp!on is set in mo!on as the en!re first volume of the 

cri!cally acclaimed ac!on-adventure series is collected here for the very first !me! (STL111093) 

(JAN191613) 

MATURE THEMES 

176pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241372 

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IRIS TP VOL 02 

(W) David Wohl, Ryan Odagawa (A) Eduardo Francisco (CA) Joe Benitez 

Iris is back! 

The thrilling second volume to the cri!cally acclaimed series EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IRIS is available 

now in one ac!on-packed collec!on! Following the death of her master Mr. Ching, Iris is nowhere to 

be found. Yet, the industry of EA's presses on without her under the corporate domina!on of a new 

threat to world security-the billionaire entrepreneur Duncan Villone. His strategy for control of not 

only the Execu!ve Assistant's bodies, but also their minds sends ripples across mul!ple con!nents in 

this unrelen!ng tale of espionage and global conspiracy! Featuring appearances by popular EA's 

Rose, Lily, Lotus, Orchid and Violet, this is one trade paperback fans of EA, and new readers looking 

to join the fold, will not want to miss! (STK468385) (MAY120880) 

SC, 7X11, 160pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241373 

O/A EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IRIS TP VOL 03 EXECUTIVE EXTINCTION 

(W) David Wohl (A) Alex Lei 

No one is safe as the ex!nc!on begins… 

Following the deadly results of "The Hit List Agenda," the Execu!ve Assistants find themselves alone, 

scaPered and unsure of their own collec!ve fate. However, Iris now finds herself at the employ of 

perhaps the most sinister of all organized enterprises-the Central Intelligence Agency!  

Brought to you by creator David Wohl, ar!st Alex Lei and colorists Siya Oum and Teodoro Gonzalanez, 

this thrilling third volume in the Execu!ve Assistant: Iris series collects together the en!re 'Execu!ve 

Ex!nc!on' storyline and includes a complete cover gallery and a whole lot more! (STL064016) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241374 

O/A EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IRIS TP VOL 04 



(W) Brian Buccellato (A/CA) Pasquale Qualano 

The best-selling Aspen series, Execu!ve Assistant: Iris returns for its fourth volume!  

Execu!ve Assistant Iris is free from the murky past that has haunted her fate and threatened her 

existence up un!l this point. Now, with her former master Ching, the mastermind Mazutsu and the 

CIA a distant memory, Iris will painstakingly discover that the start of a new life for an Execu!ve 

Assistant can be anything...but free from danger! 

WriPen by Brian Buccellato (Flash, Cannibal) with art by Pasquale Qualano and John Starr, this brand 

new trade paperback collects together EA Iris volume 4 in its en!rety, and includes a comprehensive 

cover gallery and a whole lot more! (STL074487) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241375 

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT HIT LIST AGENDA TP 

(W) Vince Hernandez & Various (A) Oliver Nome & Various (CA) Joe Benitez 

The Hit List Agenda returns with its sites set on you! 

Aspen's sold-out summer crossover event is finally packaged together in one masterpiece collec!on 

for Execu!ve Assistant fans! Join Lotus, Orchid and Violet in their own respec!ve journeys as the "Hit 

List Agenda" storyline binds them all together to eventually face the global threat of corporate 

mastermind Duncan Villone and his massive network of power and corrup!on. Featuring the talents 

of over a dozen of the industry's top ar!sts and creators, this pulse-pounding storyline sets the stage 

for the acclaimed second volume of Execu!ve Assistant: Iris! Don't miss out! (STK468386) 

(MAY120881) 

SC, 7X11, 224pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241376 

O/A EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IRIS VOL 5 #1 CVR B CHA 

(W) Blake NorthcoP (A) Donny Tran (CA) Keu Cha 

Aspen Comics' hit ac!on-adventure assassin series marks its 10-Year Anniversary with a brand new 

pulse-pounding volume! 

When a rou!ne security job takes a turn for the worse, Execu!ve Assistant Iris realizes she might be 

at the crossroads of her career! The world's deadliest assassin is faced with a choice: remain a 

freelance Execu!ve Assistant, or join Magni Global-a mysterious corpora!on that has acquired nearly 

every private security firm on the planet. But, what fateful decisions may come from joining a giant 

conglomerate whose interests may spell doom for her?! 

Brought to you by acclaimed author Blake NorthcoP (Michael Turner's Fathom) with art by 

newcomer Donny Tran and colorist Luis Guerrero, this newest pulse-pounding 10 year anniversary 

chapter of Execu!ve Assistant: Iris is sure to be the greatest volume yet! (STL080286) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241377 

O/A EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IRIS VOL 5 #2 CVR B CHA 

(W) Blake NorthcoP (A) Donny Tran (CA) Keu Cha 

Aspen Comics' hit ac!on-adventure assassin series marks its 10-Year Anniversary with a brand new 

pulse-pounding volume! 

 

Iris and Mack's first assignment as a team doesn't go as planned, as chaos erupts when a protest 

turns deadly violent, and they must improvise to save an innocent man (and themselves) from 

hundreds of armed thugs! Plus, things get explosive! 

 

Brought to you by acclaimed author Blake NorthcoP (Michael Turner's Fathom) with art by 

newcomer Donny Tran and colorist Luis Guerrero, this newest pulse-pounding 10 year anniversary 

chapter of Execu!ve Assistant: Iris is sure to be the greatest volume yet! (STL083553) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241378 

O/A EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IRIS VOL 5 #3 CVR A TRAN 

(W) Blake NorthcoP (A/CA) Donny Tran 

Aspen Comics' hit ac!on-adventure assassin series marks its 10-Year Anniversary with a brand new 

pulse-pounding volume! 

 

Iris' journey to Rome ends in murder and mayhem, and a game-changing discovery that reveals 

Magni Global Security's true inten!ons. When Iris confronts Alexander with her findings, she's given 

an ul!matum…and an assignment that she never saw coming! 

 

Brought to you by acclaimed author Blake NorthcoP (Michael Turner's Fathom) with art by 

newcomer Donny Tran, this newest pulse-pounding 10 year anniversary chapter of Execu!ve 

Assistant: Iris is sure to be the greatest volume yet! (STL085458) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241379 

O/A EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IRIS VOL 5 #3 CVR B CHA 



(W) Blake NorthcoP (A) Donny Tran (CA) Keu Cha 

Aspen Comics' hit ac!on-adventure assassin series marks its 10-Year Anniversary with a brand new 

pulse-pounding volume! 

 

Iris' journey to Rome ends in murder and mayhem, and a game-changing discovery that reveals 

Magni Global Security's true inten!ons. When Iris confronts Alexander with her findings, she's given 

an ul!matum…and an assignment that she never saw coming! 

 

Brought to you by acclaimed author Blake NorthcoP (Michael Turner's Fathom) with art by 

newcomer Donny Tran, this newest pulse-pounding 10 year anniversary chapter of Execu!ve 

Assistant: Iris is sure to be the greatest volume yet! (STL085459) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241380 

O/A EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IRIS VOL 5 #4 CVR A TRAN 

(W) Blake NorthcoP (A/CA) Donny Tran 

The fiWh volume of Aspen Comics’ hit ac!on-adventure assassin series con!nues! 

AWer a chao!c assignment leaves innocent people dead, Iris and Mack aPempt to terminate their 

contracts, but a bombshell discovery leaves them two op!ons: con!nue to be puppets of the 

murderous Magni Global Security, or declare war on the most powerful—and deadliest--corpora!on 

on Earth! 

Brought to you by acclaimed author Blake NorthcoP (Michael Turner’s Fathom) with art by 

newcomer Donny Tran and colorist Omi Remalante Jr., this newest pulse-pounding 10 year 

anniversary chapter of Execu!ve Assistant: Iris is sure to be the greatest volume yet! (STL089177) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241381 

O/A EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IRIS VOL 5 #4 CVR B CAFARO 

(W) Blake NorthcoP (A) Donny Tran (CA) Giuseppe Cafaro 

The fiWh volume of Aspen Comics’ hit ac!on-adventure assassin series con!nues! 

AWer a chao!c assignment leaves innocent people dead, Iris and Mack aPempt to terminate their 

contracts, but a bombshell discovery leaves them two op!ons: con!nue to be puppets of the 

murderous Magni Global Security, or declare war on the most powerful—and deadliest--corpora!on 

on Earth! 



Brought to you by acclaimed author Blake NorthcoP (Michael Turner’s Fathom) with art by 

newcomer Donny Tran and colorist Omi Remalante Jr., this newest pulse-pounding 10 year 

anniversary chapter of Execu!ve Assistant: Iris is sure to be the greatest volume yet! (STL089178) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241382 

O/A EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IRIS VOL 5 #5 CVR A TRAN 

(W) Blake NorthcoP (A/CA) Donny Tran 

The fiWh volume of Aspen Comics' hit ac!on-adventure assassin series concludes! Iris and Mack 

launch an all-out assault on Magni Global Headquarters-a building more for!fied than the Pentagon. 

They'll face guards, assassins, and security powerful enough to kill a superhuman … and not 

everyone will survive! Brought to you by acclaimed author Blake NorthcoP (Michael Turner's 

Fathom) with art by newcomer Donny Tran, this newest pulse-pounding 10 year anniversary chapter 

of Execu!ve Assistant: Iris is sure to be the greatest volume yet! (STL092221) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241383 

O/A EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IRIS VOL 5 #5 CVR B CAFARO 

(W) Blake NorthcoP (A) Donny Tran (CA) Giuseppe Cafaro 

The fiWh volume of Aspen Comics' hit ac!on-adventure assassin series concludes! Iris and Mack 

launch an all-out assault on Magni Global Headquarters-a building more for!fied than the Pentagon. 

They'll face guards, assassins, and security powerful enough to kill a superhuman … and not 

everyone will survive! Brought to you by acclaimed author Blake NorthcoP (Michael Turner's 

Fathom) with art by newcomer Donny Tran, this newest pulse-pounding 10 year anniversary chapter 

of Execu!ve Assistant: Iris is sure to be the greatest volume yet! (STL092222) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241384 

O/A EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT ASSASSINS TP VOL 01 LIFE AFTER DEATH 

(W) Vince Hernandez (A) Jordan Gunderson, Lori Hanson 

The price of freedom is oWen as costly-and fatal-as a life of servitude! 

They are raised and trained to protect and serve their masters with discipline, loyalty and oWen 

violence if necessary - they are the Execu!ve Assistants. Yet, what tales of corrup!on and depravity, 

aggression and fatal des!nies await them on each of their collec!ve paths? Collec!ng the three-part 

'"Life AWer Death" storyline featuring the popular Execu!ve Assistant, Lily, and her aPempts to piece 

together a life aWer losing her master along with her allies, along with the two-part "Sophora" 



storyline, taking place in the high seas with an all-new Execu!ve Assistant, this first ever Execu!ve 

Assistant Assassins TPB is an absolute must! (STK698968) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241385 

O/A EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT ASSASSINS TP VOL 02 EA EXTINCTION 

(W) Vince Hernandez (A) Jordan Gunderson (CA) Khary Randolph 

The Ex!nc!on begins! 

This all-new story arc features Lily, one of the most popular characters in the EA Universe, as she 

aPempts to piece together some semblance of a normal life while figh!ng to protect it from those 

who seek to end it! Enter Mazutsu, the arms dealer mastermind who has sworn to eliminate all 

Execu!ve Assistants at any cost. This crossover Execu!ve Assistant event forever changed the 

landscape for nearly every Execu!ve Assistant—and some may not survive! 

Writer Vince Hernandez (Charismagic, Damsels in Excess, Fathom: Kiani), is joined by penciler Jordan 

Gunderson (No World, Aspen Universe: Revela!ons) and colorist Teodoro Gonzalez, to bring you one 

of comics’ most dangerous, ac!on adventure series! Collec!ng together the en!re ‘Execu!ve 

Ex!nc!on’ storyline from EA Assassins issues 6-10 and including a complete cover gallery, this 

volume 2 Execu!ve Assistant Assassins TPB is not to be missed! (STL074486) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241386 

O/A EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IRIS ENEMIES AMONG US #1 CVR B CAFARO 

(W) David Wohl, Vince Hernandez (A) Randy Green, Giuseppe Cafaro (CA) Giuseppe Cafaro 

Aspen's cri!cally acclaimed and best-selling series from creator David Wohl (Witchblade, Legend of 

the Shadow Clan) returns for this pulse pounding ac!on-packed one-shot! With the new Aspen 

Universe forged and taking shape, Execu!ve Assistant: Iris' past secret case files are brought to the 

forefront, uncovering two new and thrilling adventures that may just reveal that the seeds of Iris' 

role in this new era began to grow long ago! (STL027086) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241387 

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT IRIS COLORING BOOK 

(A) Joe Benitez & Various 

Now fans can bring the amazing artwork of EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT: IRIS to life with this all-new Aspen 

Comics over-sized coloring book showcasing many of the great ar!sts that brought the EA universe to 

life over the years! This must-have for any Aspen Comics fan allows everyone to par!cipate in 

coloring the world of EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT: IRIS however they see fit! (STL027090) (OCT161233) 



SC, 7x10, 64pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

AVATAR PRESS INC 

 

JUL241388 

CROSSED 3D GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) David Lapham (A) Gianluca Pagliarani (CA) Jacen Burrows 

Crossed bursts into a whole new dimension of horror with this original full-color graphic novel in 3D!  

Some horrors have to be seen to be believed, and writer David Lapham delivers a shocking tale of 

Crossed in New York City! Every panel explodes off the page with hyper-detailed art by Gianluca 

(Igni!on City, Wolfskin) Pagliarani and colors by Digikore.  When one of the last surviving human 

Doctors gets trapped in a New York skyscraper, S.W.A.T. veteran Lt. Hunt MacAvoy must assemble and 

arm a rag-tag group of handymen to go on a rescue mission of madness — right into a city of millions 

of Crossed!  Created with state-of-the-art 3D effects over full color art, this graphic novel promises to 

shock and disturb you in a way you've never seen before!  Every copy ships with a removable pair of 

3D glasses bound into the spine and is available with a cover by Pagliarani or a special Hardcover 

edi!on, with a new cover image by Jacen Burrows, that is limited to only 5,000 copies. (STK425826) 

(AUG100795) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL241389 

ALAN MOORE LIGHT OF THY COUNTENANCE GN (MR) 

(W) Alan Moore (A) Antony Johnston, Felipe Massafera (CA) Felipe Massafera 

Alan Moore, master and magician of storytelling, tears back the veil of one of the most arcane of 

enchantments — The Magic of Television. Part grimoire, part grim invoca!on of things that are all 

too ordinary, this beau!ful 48-page novella is stunningly painted by Felipe Massafera. Maureen 

Cooper is not real. She is an appari!on summoned to screens, into homes, into the hearts and mind 

of the viewing audience by Carol Livesly. But Carol Livesly is not the god that creates the illusions that 

capture the mind and bind the soul. She is only a servant of a higher power. A higher, hungry power, 

as old as the world and eternally new. As, perhaps, are we all... LIGHT OF THY COUNTENANCE, an 

original and breathtaking story by Alan Moore, has been adapted to graphic novella format by 

Antony Johnston preserving every word, and each page has been painstakingly painted by Felipe 

Massafera to create this comics masterpiece. Available in a standard SoWcover and a limited edi!on 

Hardcover, of just 2000 copies, both with covers by Massafera. (STK384494) (NOV083804) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 



JUL241390 

ALAN MOORE LIGHT OF THY COUNTENANCE GN CON ED (MR) 

(W) Antony Johnston, Alan Moore (A/CA) Felipe Massafera 

Painter Felipe Massafera unveils this masterpiece of a Conven!on exclusive cover! Alan Moore, 

master and magician of storytelling, tears back the veil of one of the most arcane of enchantments 

— The Magic of Television. This edi!on features an all-new cover by ar!st Massafera that is limited 

to just 2,000 copies! (STK390633) (FEB094097) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL241391 

WARREN ELLIS FRANKENSTEINS WOMB GN (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A) Marek Oleksicki (CA) Felipe Massafera 

The newest addi!on to Warren Ellis' Apparat line of original graphic novels has arrived! 1816 was 

called "The Year Without A Summer." In the weird darkness of that July's volcanic winter, Mary 

WollestonecraW Godwin began wri!ng Frankenstein on the shore of Lake Geneva in Switzerland. But 

that is not where Frankenstein began. It began months earlier when, en route through Germany to 

Switzerland, Mary, her future husband Percy Shelley, and her stepsister Clair Clairmont approached a 

strange castle. Castle Frankenstein, some one hundred years earlier, had been home to Johann 

Conrad Dippel, whose experiments included the independent inven!on of nitroglycerin, a dis!lla!on 

of the elixir of life - and the transfer of a live soul into an awful accre!on of human body parts. Mary 

never spoke of having entered the real Castle Frankenstein, stark on its hilltop south of Darmstadt.  

But she did. And she was never the same again - because something was haun!ng that tower, and 

Mary met it there! Fear, death and alchemy - the modern age is created here, in lost moments in a 

ruined castle on a day never recorded. Following up the huge successes of Crecy and Aetheric 

Mechanics, Ellis turns his spark of mad genius to bring us a fantas!cal tale in this all new original 

graphic novel illustrated in atmospheric perfec!on by newcomer Marek Oleksicki. Also available in a 

Direct Market exclusive Hardcover edi!on limited to just 1,000 copies. (STK381710) (APR090689) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 48pgs, B&W SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL241392 

WARREN ELLIS DARK BLUE GN (NEW PTG) (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Jacen Burrows 

Warren Ellis' cri!cally acclaimed Dark Blue is now available as a deluxe graphic novel illustrated by 

Jacen Burrows with full grey tones! Violent, disturbed cop Frank Christchurch has too many 

problems.  He has a partner who's convinced he's mentally ill, a commanding officer on smack, and a 

killer whom no one else seems to want to catch.  The pressure of his savage life is triggering 



murderous outbursts and hallucina!ons.  Frank Christchurch is on the way down.  And he might take 

everyone with him.  Nothing is as it seems.  This collected edi!on features an all new aWerwards by 

Warren Ellis. (STK148559) (STAR13064) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 72pgs, B&W SRP: $8.95 

 

JUL241393 

CHRONICLES OF WORMWOOD LAST ENEMY GN (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Rob Steen (CA) Jacen Burrows 

Wormwood, Jimmy, Jay all return and the world hasn't goPen any bePer since their last adventure. 

Wormwood s!ll produces ques!onable TV shows and pines for Maggie, his lost love. The boys all 

share drinks at their favorite pub and try to get on with their lives, but Pope Jacko has his own plans 

for Wormwood. In order to dispatch the An!-Christ once-and-for-all, he dispatches his finest Holy 

assassin, Brother One, the Killer Eunuch! If you loved the original series, then you don't want to miss 

the next chapter of Garth Ennis' new sacrilegious masterpiece! (STK348955) (AUG073417) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL241394 

WARREN ELLIS ATMOSPHERICS COLOR ED GN (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Ken Meyer 

Warren Ellis and painter Ken Meyer unleash a totally re-mastered and fully-painted color version of 

this terrifying alien tale! She's in a hospital. Except it may be a police sta!on. She's been trauma!zed. 

Or she's been arrested. She's the only living witness of a caPle-mu!la!on style aPack on humans. Or 

she's a mul!ple killer who has a psycho!c reac!on to heroin use. Who may not survive discovering 

who she really is? This graphic novel also features a gallery of stunning pain!ngs Ken Meyer 

produced for the series, a special sec!on focusing on how Ken creates his work, and an introduc!on 

by Warren Ellis! (STK455707) (NOV110758) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL241395 

DO ANYTHING VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Jacen Burrows 

From Warren Ellis, the award-winning author, comics creator and popular columnist (and who is 

currently wri!ng the screenplay for the film adapta!on of the comics series GRAVEL, also published 



by Avatar Press), comes a collec!on of the most mind-bending columns you've ever read: DO 

ANYTHING.  DO ANYTHING VOLUME ONE: JACK KIRBY RIPPED MY FLESH collects the first 26 chapters 

of Ellis’ text masterpiece and is a grand tour through comics & culture as seen through a burgled 

robot head.  The robot head of Jack Kirby lives on Warren Ellis' desk. It knows everything and is 

connected to everything.  You must obey the robot head of Jack Kirby. There are many ways to look 

at comics.  In this book, we see the medium through the hazy android eyes of Jack Kirby (actually the 

stolen and repurposed head of the missing Philip K Dick robot, which Mr. Ellis confesses to swiping 

off the back of a plane), taking a raPling ghost-train ride through the history of comics. David Bowie, 

the CIA, mad architects, Will Eisner, Frank Zappa, Tin!n, the designer of Skylab, a train sta!on in 

Paris, Arthur C. Clarke, the circus, the Black Panther Party and William S. Burroughs: all of these 

things are connected by Jack Kirby, all part of the secret history of comics, and all illustra!ng the 

special nature of the medium as the place where you can do anything.  The con!nuing DO ANYTHING 

column, from which this book is derived, can be found every Tuesday at 

hPp://www.bleedingcool.com. (STK411986) (FEB100700) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 48pgs, B&W SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241396 

WARREN ELLIS AETHERIC MECHANICS GN CON ED (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Gianluca Pagliarani 

The newest addi!on to Warren Ellis' Apparat line of Original Graphic Novels has arrived! This special 

edi!on, previously only available at conven!ons,  features an amazing new cover by interior ar!st 

Gianluca Pagliarani and is limited to just 1,500 copies. (STK379155) (SEP083772) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 48pgs, B&W SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL241397 

WARRIOR NUN DORA TP VOL 01 

(W) Pat Shand (A/CA) Daniel Gete 

Warrior Nun, now a Neclix original series, re-launches for readers of all kinds with a new Nun and 

new aTtude! The Satanic Panic of the 80s has fallen away to a new wave of rebellious kids in rural 

Pennsylvania in the 1990s. Dora, a grunge-obsessed teen, is caught in the middle of what appears to 

be a dark ritual, and is sent away to a secret school by her devoutly religious parents. There, Dora is 

shocked to find a group of nuns that fight against the forces of evil - but when undead horror comes 

Dora's way, what will this misfit do to protect herself?  Have faith in Warrior Nun! This volume has 

the complete first Dora story. (STL174028) (NOV201091) 

SC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 



JUL241398 

WARREN ELLIS CRECY GN (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A) Raulo Caceres (CA) Felipe Massafera 

An all-new prin!ng on the cri!cally acclaimed Warren Ellis historical epic, Crecy!  A highly trained but 

under equipped army invades another country due to that country's perceived threat to home 

security.  The army conducts shock-and-awe raids designed to terrify the populace.  This army is soon 

driven to ground, and vastly outnumbered.  The English army has to stand and fight, in Crecy, France.  

On 26 August 1346, modern warfare changed forever.  This is the story of England's greatest baPle.  

Featuring the stunningly detailed art of Raulo Caceres. (STK339361) (APR073424) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 48pgs, B&W SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL241399 

WARREN ELLIS FRANKENSTEINS WOMB GN CON ED (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Marek Oleksicki 

The latest amazing Ellis Apparat graphic novel is available with a new cover from ar!st Marek 

Oleksicki!  This special edi!on of the first prin!ng is limited to just 1500 copies and available for the 

original cover price! (STK404302) (SEP090650) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 48pgs, B&W SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL241400 

WARREN ELLIS STRANGE KILLINGS TP (NEW PTG) (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis, Mike Wolfer (A/CA) Mike Wolfer 

This TPB is the third installment, aWer Strange Kiss and Stranger Kisses,  of the on-going adventures 

of William Gravel, Combat Magician. For the second !me in history, the Bri!sh Government sends in 

its crack troops, the Special Air Service, to quell a major prison riot.  But not even these, the most 

accomplished and frightening soldiers on Earth, are equipped to face what lies at the center of the 

prison, the heart of the riot.  In fact the only man in the SAS qualified to deal with the horror within 

is the recently disgraced Sergeant Major William Gravel: combat magician.  But inside the prison lies 

a man wai!ng to fight with more than mortal weapons.  The will be at least one more strange killing 

this evening. (STK200661) (STAR17794) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 72pgs, B&W SRP: $9.95 

 

JUL241401 



WARREN ELLIS STRANGE KILLINGS STRONG MED TP (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis, Mike Wolfer (A/CA) Mike Wolfer 

Ellis and Wolfer return for this fiWh volume of the adventures of Combat Magician  

William Gravel, unleashing a new series full of bad juju! Gravel finally escapes his deniable ops in the 

USA and is able to return to his home in London. But before he can even sePle in, he gets sucked into 

a horrific child mu!la!on inves!ga!on. Because this child was killed in a very specific way, it was a 

mul!-killing designed to bring powerful magic to someone. And if Gravel can't stop him, many more 

children will die to create a black magician with very strong medicine! (STK248905) (MAY042360) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 72pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241402 

NIGHT O/T LIVING DEAD DAY O/T UNDEAD GN (MR) 

(W/A) Mike Wolfer (CA) MaP Busch 

Don't miss the ul!mate zombie sampler graphic novel for only $2.99!  This book contains three self-

contained stories from horror master Mike Wolfer, one from each of the first three Night of the Living 

Dead collec!ons.  A perfect way to get introduced to the classic NLD stories from Avatar right as the 

new ongoing series launches!  Retailers: Please note this is a special introductory product that will 

not be kept in print, so order all you need now to feed the zombie loving hordes! (STK473632) 

(AUG120838) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

JUL241403 

WARRIOR NUN DORA VICTORIAN BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Chris!an Zanier 

Contains: Warrior Nun: Dora #1-3 Victorian covers.  All First Prin!ngs. (STL330753) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241404 

CINEMA PURGATORIO MODDED BAG SET A 1-4 (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Ignacio Calero 

Contains: Cinema Purgatorio #1-4 Modded covers.  All First Prin!ngs. (STL330751) (C: 0-1-2) 



MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241405 

CINEMA PURGATORIO MODDED BAG SET B 5-8 (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Ignacio Calero 

Contains: Cinema Purgatorio #5-8 Modded covers.  All First Prin!ngs. (STL330752) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241406 

PROVIDENCE ANCIENT TOME BAG SET A (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Jacen Burrows 

Contains: Providence #1-4 Ancient Tome covers.  All First Prin!ngs. (STL330748) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241407 

PROVIDENCE ANCIENT TOME BAG SET B (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Jacen Burrows 

Contains: Providence #5-8 Ancient Tome covers.  All First Prin!ngs. (STL330749) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241408 

PROVIDENCE ANCIENT TOME WEIRD PULP BAG SET C (4CT) (MR) (C:  

(CA) Jacen Burrows 

Contains: Providence #9,10 Ancient Tome and #2, 3 Weird Pulp covers.  All First Prin!ngs. 

(STL330750) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 



 

AWA 

 

JUL241409 

LITTLE BLACK BOOK TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Jeff McComsey (A/CA) Felipe Cunha 

In this explosive new hard-boiled neo-Western thriller by writer Jeff McComsey (GRENDEL, KY) and 

ar!st Felipe Cunha (GATSBY), Cole, a straight-arrow handyman, finds himself in the crosshairs of a 

ruthless crime syndicate-along with his pregnant wife. But what is the meaning of the "liPle black 

book" of underworld contacts Cole's deceased father had hidden in his home? Cole's deceased 

father believed the best thing he could do for his son was to stay out of his life, but does the apple 

fall far from the tree…? (STL330549) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

BAD EGG LLC 

 

JUL241410 

PLAGUE SEEKER #1 CVR A TRANNEL (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Charlie White, Jackson Clarke (A/CA) Vamkire Trannel 

Created by superstar creator Charlie "Moistcritkal" White! 

 

In the far future, humankind is on the brink of ex!nc!on. A thousand years aWer an apocalypse level 

event known as the Calamity, only small pockets of rough civiliza!on exist. Ruling over Earth are a 

new race of monstrous beings - The Great Plagues.  

 

Join the Plague Seeker on a journey across the desolate wasteland of the far future to hunt the brutal 

Butcher of Blüdworth in this special 80-page first issue from Charlie "MoistCri!kal" White and 

Jackson Clarke, with stunning art from rising star ar!st Vamkire Trannel. 

 

This special issue includes an original bonus prose story from Hugo Award nominee David Wellington 

(Marvel Zomnibus) with illustra!ons by John Bivens (Devil's Red Bride). (STL330746) (C: 0-1-2) 

80pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 



JUL241411 

PLAGUE SEEKER #1 CVR B WELDELE (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Charlie White, Jackson Clarke (A) Vamkire Trannel (CA) BreP Weldele 

Created by superstar creator Charlie "Moistcritkal" White! 

 

In the far future, humankind is on the brink of ex!nc!on. A thousand years aWer an apocalypse level 

event known as the Calamity, only small pockets of rough civiliza!on exist. Ruling over Earth are a 

new race of monstrous beings - The Great Plagues.  

 

Join the Plague Seeker on a journey across the desolate wasteland of the far future to hunt the brutal 

Butcher of Blüdworth in this special 80-page first issue from Charlie "MoistCri!kal" White and 

Jackson Clarke, with stunning art from rising star ar!st Vamkire Trannel. 

 

This special issue includes an original bonus prose story from Hugo Award nominee David Wellington 

(Marvel Zomnibus) with illustra!ons by John Bivens (Devil's Red Bride). (STL330747) (C: 0-1-2) 

80pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

BAND OF BARDS 

 

JUL241412 

IGNIS QUADRANT #2 (OF 3) CVR A DOUBLE ISSUE (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Evan Carothers (A) Jezreel ROJALES (CA) Bugra Batuhan Berah 

AWer narrowly escaping capture, our intrepid crew is on the run, seeking a safe haven to lie low. With 

gangsters and the Harmony Alliance hot on their trail, can they find refuge in !me as the whole city is 

hun!ng them? And as Montana's past resurfaces to haunt him (in mul!ple painful ways), will his 

choice to aid the escaped scien!st, Jula, become his final regret? (STL330050) (C: 0-1-2) 

44pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL241413 

IGNIS QUADRANT #2 (OF 3) CVR B DOUBLE ISSUE (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Evan Carothers (A) Jezreel ROJALES (CA) Jezreel ROJALES, Kurt Michael Russell 

AWer narrowly escaping capture, our intrepid crew is on the run, seeking a safe haven to lie low. With 

gangsters and the Harmony Alliance hot on their trail, can they find refuge in !me as the whole city is 

hun!ng them? And as Montana's past resurfaces to haunt him (in mul!ple painful ways), will his 

choice to aid the escaped scien!st, Jula, become his final regret? (STL330051) (C: 0-1-2) 



44pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL241414 

O/A FROM THE STATIC TP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Rio Burton 

A horror anthology of 17 individual stories exploring the theme of horror from many different angles. 

Fast-paced and gorey, slow psychological haunts, lighthearted & funny, climate collapse, and more! 

Among the stories: "The Cauldron," wriPen by CJ Hudson, art by Ile Gonzalez; "Beholden," wriPen by 

Brent Fisher and illustrated by Mariateresa Susca; "Gravestone Tree," wriPen & illustrated by E.C. 

Ibes; "She Who Weeps," wriPen by Jarred Luján, illustrated by Marcus Jimenez; "The Unfortunate 

Consequences of Being a Time Traveler," wriPen by Jimmy Gaspero, art by Sam Owen; and many 

others. (STL244958) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 140pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

BATTLE QUEST COMICS 

 

JUL241415 

TRIDENT OF AURELIA STORM TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Lee Moyer (A) Melissa Spandri, Lee Moyer (CA) Brent Anderson 

Trident, the thrilling series Peter Beagle (The Last Unicorn) calls "fascina!ng and ominous," returns in 

The Storm. Two-!me Hugo Award-winning creator Lee Moyer joins interna!onal ar!st sensa!on 

Melissa Spandri and legendary lePerer Tom Orzechowski in a new mermaid tale for the ages. Imperia 

has fallen, and the Empress seeks sanctuary in Porto Stelle, the only island leW untouched by the evil 

Halrik the Conqueror. Five mermaids begin a desperate and dangerous quest to save their people, 

seeking allies through the Citadel of Worlds. (STL330076) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241416 

O/A TRIDENT OF AURELIA TP 

(W) Lee Moyer (A) Melissa Spandri, Lee Moyer (CA) Melissa Spandri 

A long-abandoned trident calls out to a drowning woman. As Orianna takes it in her hand, she 

transforms into a mermaid, and her life changes forever. Hers is a story of ancient sorceries, a cadre 

of mermaid allies, alien monsters and a massive Leviathan, a story Peter Beagle (The Last Unicorn) 

calls "enchan!ng and ominous!" (STL268757) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 



BEEHIVE BOOKS 

 

JUL241417 

MYTH OF MAKING GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  Julien-G 

From pre-history to postmodernism, the legends that surround beloved ar!sts have always been a 

weave of fable and fact.  Myths of Making explores how true art histories become vivid tall tales, and 

how the mythologies that surround ar!sts last longer than the reali!es. In twenty-five short stories 

about renowned creators like Georgia O'Keeffe, Francis Bacon, Wu Daozi, August Rodin and Jean 

Michele Basquiet, debut author Julien Guibreteau walks us through a whole global history of art —

and the stories we tell about its creators. (STL328386) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 372pgs, PC SRP: $37.95 

 

BERSERKER 

 

JUL241418 

CHURCH OF HELL GN VOL 02 SURVIVORS GUILT (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Baden James Mellonie (A) Clint Langley, Kevin Molen (CA) Simon Bisley 

In this chilling tale of demons and angels, an elderly Holocaust survivor confronts his haun!ng past 

as he grapples with the terrifying reality of the Church of Hell. Teaming up with a seasoned detec!ve, 

they plunge into a cosmic baPle between Heaven and Hell. Along their journey, ancient secrets and 

newfound strengths are unveiled, tes!ng their beliefs as they confront both literal and metaphorical 

demons. (STL329045) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 88pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

JUL241419 

CHURCH OF HELL HC GN VOL 02 SURVIVORS GUILT  SGN (MR) (C: 0- 

(W) Baden James Mellonie (A) Clint Langley, Kevin Molen (CA) Simon Bisley 

Signed by Clint Langley, Baden James Mellonie & Andy Brown 

In this chilling tale of demons and angels, an elderly Holocaust survivor confronts his haun!ng past 

as he grapples with the terrifying reality of the Church of Hell. Teaming up with a seasoned detec!ve, 

they plunge into a cosmic baPle between Heaven and Hell. Along their journey, ancient secrets and 

newfound strengths are unveiled, tes!ng their beliefs as they confront both literal and metaphorical 

demons. (STL329046) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 



HC, 7x10, 92pgs, FC SRP: $62.99 

 

BITMAP BOOKS 

 

JUL241420 

ART OF THE BOX HC (C: 0-1-0) 

Before the days of brand awareness campaigns and digital marke!ng, a game's only source of 

adver!sing was oWen limited to the box artwork you'd see on high street shelves. With early game 

graphics offering liPle visual interest, it fell to the packaging to conjure up engaging images of deep 

space baPles, medieval knights and wizards, explosive military opera!ons, and monstrous alien 

creatures. And every cover had to be hand-craWed by an ar!st using tradi!onal media, oWen with a 

short deadline and the vaguest of briefs. The Art Of The Box features 26 biographies of those ar!sts 

who, at some point in their careers, found themselves illustra!ng video game packaging, including 

Bob Wakelin, Steve Hendricks, Ken Macklin, Tom DuBois, Steinar Lund, Marc Ericksen, Julie Bell and 

Susumu Matsushita among many others. (STL328360) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference, HC, 8x12, 564pgs, FC SRP: $44.99 

 

JUL241421 

FROM ANTS TO ZOMBIES SIX DECADES OF VIDEO GAME HORROR (C: 0- 

From Ants to Zombies is a showcase for the remarkable range horror gaming has achieved, across six 

decades, from the 1970s to the 2020s, and over 70 hardware placorms, from the ZX Spectrum to the 

Xbox Series X. More than 130 horror !tles are analyzed and contextualised across thirteen 

thema!cally-divided chapters, covering a variety of genres (from rail shooters to open-world RPGs), 

seTngs (from haunted mansions to infested space sta!ons) and shades of fear (from creeping 

existen!al dread to stomach-churning outbursts of violence). The discussion is enlivened by exclusive 

commentary from pioneering horror developers such as Keiichiro Toyama (Silent Hill), Jane Jensen 

(Gabriel Knight), Ken Levine (System Shock 2), Sandy White (Ant APack), David Riordan (It Came from 

the Desert), Paul Norman (Forbidden Forest), Graeme Devine (The 7th Guest), and many more. 

(STL328342) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference, HC, 6x8, 664pgs, FC SRP: $42.49 

 

JUL241422 

GO STRAIGHT ULT GUIDE TO SIDE SCROLLING BEAT EM UPS HC (C: 0 

Get ready for the fight of your life in Go Straight: The Ul!mate Guide to Side-Scrolling Beat-'Em-Ups. 

WriPen by award-winning author Dave Cook, and opening with a foreword by legendary Double 

Dragon creator Yoshihisa Kishimoto, this odyssey through bare-knuckle nostalgia features over 200 

games spanning 37 years, star!ng with Irem's 1984 arcade mash, Kung-Fu Master, con!nuing 

through the genre's '90s heyday, and finishing with indie brawlers such as Mother Russia Bleeds and 

Streets of Rage 4. Go Straight takes a deep dive into familiar beat-'em-up legends like Double Dragon, 



Golden Axe, Final Fight and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, as well as delving into the more obscure 

brawlers you just have to try, like Bonestorm, Denjin Makai, Shadow Force and Gaia Crusaders. 

(STL328363) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference, HC, 8x12, 456pgs, FC SRP: $44.99 

 

JUL241423 

GUIDE TO JAPANESE ROLE PLAYING GAMES HC (C: 0-1-0) 

Welcome to the world of Japanese Role-Playing Games!  From Dragon Quest to Final Fantasy, from 

Megami Tensei to Pokémon, A Guide to Japanese Role-Playing Games explores the expansive history 

of Japanese role-playing games (JRPGs), beginning on 8-bit microcomputers, and following them all 

the way up to the heavy hiPers of the modern era. Created in collabora!on with author Kurt Kalata, 

this is an ambi!ous project that aims to cover the en!re history of Japanese role-playing games from 

1982 to 2020. As well as reviews of over 600 games, covering a wide range of sub-genres, including 

strategy RPGs like Fire Emblem, Roguelikes such as Mystery Dungeon, and first-person dungeon 

crawlers like Etrian Odyssey, it includes ar!cles on the genre, its music and art. (STL328365) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference, HC, 8x10, 652pgs, FC SRP: $44.99 

 

JUL241424 

PC ENGINE THE BOX ART COLLECTION (C: 0-1-0) 

NEC's PC Engine was more than just a games console. It was part of a movement in the late-1980s 

that saw a bold new aesthe!c emerge in Japan that would soon spread across the globe, shaping art, 

design, and crea!vity everywhere it went. As the country's games, movies, music, design, and 

fashion influenced one another, the brilliant box art of the PC Engine's remarkable library capably 

captured the spread of ar!s!c approaches and styles that made up the movement. PC Engine: The 

Box Art Collec!on celebrates the diversity, vibrancy, sophis!ca!on, and personality seen across the 

covers of the best and most interes!ng Japanese releases for NEC's undersized powerhouse. 

(STL328359) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference, HC, 6x8, 372pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

BLACK MASK STUDIOS ENTERTAINME 

 

JUL241425 

LEADED GASOLINE #1 CVR A MURDOCH (MR) 

(W) Patrick Kindlon (A) Lorenzo Re (CA) David Murdoch 

In the 1980s a killer stalks the streets of South Los Angeles. Task forces are assembled, detec!ves 

work over!me, but the bodies keep coming. This is the story of a community college professor who 

believes there's more to the story than a single madman. From writer Patrick Kindlon (Fron!ersman, 

Nobody Is In Control, We Can Never Go Home) and your next favorite ar!st Lorenzo Re, Leaded 



Gasoline captures the mad energy of the most brash and risk-taking horror comics that are smart, 

dangerous, and intent on taking a sledgehammer to your mind. "Inspired by the killings in Los 

Angeles known as the 'Southside Slayer'... in this story, police are aided by a college professor, a 

single father trying to care for his son."  -THE NEW YORK TIMES (STL272142) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #4 (APR231254) 

7x10, 32pgs, B&W SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241426 

LEADED GASOLINE #1 CVR B LORENZO RE (MR) 

(W) Patrick Kindlon (A/CA) Lorenzo Re 

In the 1980s a killer stalks the streets of South Los Angeles. Task forces are assembled, detec!ves 

work over!me, but the bodies keep coming. This is the story of a community college professor who 

believes there's more to the story than a single madman. From writer Patrick Kindlon (Fron!ersman, 

Nobody Is In Control, We Can Never Go Home) and your next favorite ar!st Lorenzo Re, Leaded 

Gasoline captures the mad energy of the most brash and risk-taking horror comics that are smart, 

dangerous, and intent on taking a sledgehammer to your mind. "Inspired by the killings in Los 

Angeles known as the 'Southside Slayer'... in this story, police are aided by a college professor, a 

single father trying to care for his son."  -THE NEW YORK TIMES (STL332164) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL241428 

HOW TO STEAL AN ELECTION #2 CVR A POCETTA (MR) 

(W) MaPeo Pizzolo (A/CA) Elisa PocePa 

Roxanne Bronner is a newly elected Congresswoman taking a longshot swing in the Presiden!al 

Primary, but her campaign is derailed by a doxxing of her secret past as teenage cam girl 'Fast Roxie.'   

 

AWer burning down the Primaries, Roxanne launches her gonzo third party bid, but, if she's gonna 

keep all eyes on her campaign, she'll need to ratchet up the chaos.   

 

The raucous and unhinged R-rated comedy about seizing Democracy from poli!cians' cold dead 

hands barrels on! (STL332167) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 



JUL241429 

HOW TO STEAL AN ELECTION #2 CVR B POCETTA (MR) 

(W) MaPeo Pizzolo (A/CA) Elisa PocePa 

Roxanne Bronner is a newly elected Congresswoman taking a longshot swing in the Presiden!al 

Primary, but her campaign is derailed by a doxxing of her secret past as teenage cam girl 'Fast Roxie.'   

 

AWer burning down the Primaries, Roxanne launches her gonzo third party bid, but, if she's gonna 

keep all eyes on her campaign, she'll need to ratchet up the chaos.   

 

The raucous and unhinged R-rated comedy about seizing Democracy from poli!cians' cold dead 

hands barrels on! (STL332168) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

BLACK PANEL PRESS 

 

JUL241431 

KISS THE SKY JIMI HENDRIX 1942-1970 HC (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) J M Dupont (A/CA)  Mezzo 

Before he became the legendary guitarist, Hendrix navigated a childhood reminiscent of Dickens, 

evolving into an obscure musician facing a journey paved with hardships. In this in!mate portrait by 

Mezzo and JM Dupont, authors of the acclaimed Love in Vain, explore the dark and desperate quest 

for recogni!on that defined the early chapters of Hendrix's life. (STL320533) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 10x10, 96pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

BLACK SANDS ENTERTAINMENT 

 

JUL241432 

BLACK SANDS SEVEN KINGDOMS TP VOL 03 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Manuel P Godoy Jr (A) David Lenormand 

War has broken out in the Mediterranean as Sparta invades mainland Minoa. Ausar realizes his 

original mission no longer stands. He now must rally his allies before they are crushed by the 

relentless onslaught of the Spartan army. The young boy Menes has decided to aid our heroes in the 



fight, but even with his aid, the enemy is well prepared. AWer days of grueling baPle, there is a 

moment of peace, but that moment shaPers when it is discovered that ancients beasts are on the 

island! Ausar decides it would be best to inves!gate so the team delves deep into the tunnels under 

the mountain. AWer many obstacles, they stumble upon a glowing shard that holds the answers to 

many mysteries behind the ancients and Minoa. (STL328692) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x11, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241433 

BLACK SANDS SEVEN KINGDOMS TP VOL 04 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Manuel P Godoy Jr (A) David Lenormand 

Ausar is now faced with an impossible decision. Will he choose to pursue the very real threat of the 

ancients below the mountain? Or aid in figh!ng the Spartans who have a significant advantage? 

Ausar knows the baPle is most likely lost without his aide. But he chooses to deal with the ancients 

instead and requests soldiers to back him up. As they press deeper into the mountain, the Spartans 

have now launched a full-fledged invasion by land. Thousands of soldiers baPle across the borders of 

Akro!ri but they maintain the line as best they can. Meanwhile Ausar exposes the real threat. Ausar 

finds out the Sumerians are here and actually control the ancients. A dangerous baPle ensues for 

control of the underground, but Ausar will not yield! (STL328693) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 132pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241434 

BLACK SANDS SEVEN KINGDOMS TP VOL 05 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Manuel P Godoy Jr (A) David Lenormand 

Ausar leads a desperate aPempt to stop a Sumerian incursion under the mountain. Legend has it that 

an ancient of unspeakable power is buried underneath and the Minoans will do anything to keep it 

that way. It is in this baPle where Ausar faces off against his most powerful enemy to date, the 

warrior Kingu. LiPle do the heroes know but while the baPle rages for control of the mountain, the 

Spartans are in full advantage in the land baPle in Akro!ri. Just as things are star!ng to look like it 

will all work out, an ancient power awakens and the difference in power between Ausar and this new 

foe is like a canyon. There is liPle hope for the people of Minoa and now Ausar struggles to keep his 

family alive. (STL328694) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x11, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

BLACKBOX COMICS 

 

JUL241435 

DEADLY TRAILS #2 (OF 5) CVR A ROCHA (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Carmen Guasco (A/CA) Rodrigo Rocha 

As Clay's journey unfolds, his memories begin to haunt him. Ending up in a magical place he knows 

all too well, the fight he was looking for quickly arrives at his doorstep. (STL330046) (C: 0-1-2) 

24pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241436 

DEVILS DOMINION READER PACK WE ALL HAVE DEMONS 

(W) Brian Hawkins (A) Raffaele Forte, Sara Ianniello (CA) Raffaele Forte 

Devlynn St. Paul sold her soul to the Devil to stop the horror being done to her by her brother. 

However, Devlynn reneged on the deal and now uses her demonic powers to hunt others who are 

demon possessed and have lost control of their lives. (STL330047) 

FC SRP: $24.95 

 

JUL241437 

O/A BIO MECHS #1 (OF 5) CVR A LIMA (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Jay Sandlin (A/CA) Cleber Souza Lima 

Far from the Milky Way lies a planet populated by beings of metal and circuits. The Bio Mechs, spent 

eons engineering a world of technological wonder, un!l a swarm of insectoid aliens known as the 

HIVE invade, wan!ng to harvest the Bio Mechs for technology and parts. (STL310900) (C: 0-1-1) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241438 

O/A BIO MECHS #1 (OF 5) CVR B BATISTA (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Jay Sandlin (A) Cleber Souza Lima (CA) Chris Ba!sta 

Far from the Milk Way lies a planet populated by beings of metal and circuits. The Bio Mechs, spent 

eons engineering a world of technological wonder, un!l a swarm of insectoid aliens known as the 

HIVE invade, wan!ng to harvest the Bio Mechs for technology and parts. (STL310904) (C: 0-1-1) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241439 

O/A BIO MECHS #1 (OF 5) CVR C RAMONDELLI (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Jay Sandlin (A) Cleber Souza Lima (CA) Livio Ramondelli 



Far from the Milk Way lies a planet populated by beings of metal and circuits. The Bio Mechs, spent 

eons engineering a world of technological wonder, un!l a swarm of insectoid aliens known as the 

HIVE invade,  wan!ng to harvest the Bio Mechs for technology and parts.  

WriPen by Jay Sandlin, Art by Cleber Souza Lima, Colors by Fabio Da Silva Bandres. (STL310906) (C: 0-

1-1) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241440 

O/A BIO MECHS #1 (OF 5) CVR D FORTE (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Jay Sandlin (A) Cleber Souza Lima (CA) Raffaele Forte 

Far from the Milk Way lies a planet populated by beings of metal and circuits. The Bio Mechs, spent 

eons engineering a world of technological wonder, un!l a swarm of insectoid aliens known as the 

HIVE invade,  wan!ng to harvest the Bio Mechs for technology and parts.  

WriPen by Jay Sandlin, Art by Cleber Souza Lima, Colors by Fabio Da Silva Bandres. (STL310907) (C: 0-

1-1) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL241441 

O/A EMPATH #1 (OF 5) CVR A CARITA (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Brian Hawkins (A/CA) Debora Carita 

Get in on the ground level of the Blackbox Universe! return of Devil's Dominion next month! An 

estranged son from a wealthy family finds his place in a chao!c city filled with vagabonds and 

wayward individuals. But as much as his family is in his past, his reasons for leaving them behind 

drives his everyday choices and fuels not only his desire to help others but also his uncanny and 

empowered empathic abili!es to change things for the bePer. But the city's ills may prove too great 

for him as both an emo!onal and physical baPle awaits. (STL286562) (C: 0-1-0) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241442 

O/A EMPATH #2 (OF 5) CVR A CARITA (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Brian Hawkins (A/CA) Debora Carita 

Jace struggles to find balance with his emo!ons and his powers despite his uncle's guidance. Dr. 

Mercer con!nues her quest to "free" her pa!ents, seTng her sights on Jace's sister. (STL289744) (C: 

0-1-0) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 



JUL241443 

O/A EMPATH #3 (OF 5) CVR A CARITA (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Brian Hawkins (A/CA) Debora Carita 

Jace is thrown into a whirlwind of a fight when he tries to stop a serial date rapist from claiming 

another vic!m; Dr. Mercer and Jace's paths cross and their connec!on grows deeper. (STL294540) (C: 

0-1-0) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241444 

O/A EMPATH #4 (OF 5) CVR A CARITA (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Brian Hawkins (A/CA) Debora Carita 

Jace takes a chance with Dr. Mercer and discovers something devasta!ng; aWerwards, despite Uncle 

Sal's concerns, Jace con!nues to push his empath powers to the limits to track down the serial date 

rapist that got away. (STL298150) (C: 0-1-0) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241445 

O/A EMPATH #5 (OF 5) CVR A CARITA (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Brian Hawkins (A/CA) Debora Carita 

Jace faces both his emo!ons and the consequences of pushing his powers to the limit. (STL301760) 

(C: 0-1-0) 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

BLOOD MOON COMICS LLC 

 

JUL241446 

DELIVER US FROM EVIL #4 (OF 4) CVR A STEFANO CARDOSELLI (MR) 

(W) Peter Breau (A) MaTa Doghini (CA) Stefano Cardoselli 

In the climac!c finale, readers are plunged into an epic showdown spanning centuries. An eclec!c 

team made up of agents from the Obsidian Verita!s Dominion, a washed-up magician, and a !me-

traveling Sasquatch confront The Abyssal Covenant of the Shrouded Traitor, an insidious cult bent on 

rewri!ng history. Betrayals, sacrifices, and the looming specter of ul!mate evil converge as they race 

against !me itself to reshape des!ny. With the fate of humanity hanging in the balance, Lazar must 

navigate treacherous alliances and face his own demons in a final baPle that will determine the 



course of history. Prepare for a pulse-pounding conclusion that will leave you breathless and 

ques!oning the very nature of good and evil! (STL329253) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, B&W (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241447 

DELIVER US FROM EVIL #4 (OF 4) CVR B MIRANDA M (MR) 

(W) Peter Breau (A) MaTa Doghini (CA) Miranda M 

In the climac!c finale, readers are plunged into an epic showdown spanning centuries. An eclec!c 

team made up of agents from the Obsidian Verita!s Dominion, a washed-up magician, and a !me-

traveling Sasquatch confront The Abyssal Covenant of the Shrouded Traitor, an insidious cult bent on 

rewri!ng history. Betrayals, sacrifices, and the looming specter of ul!mate evil converge as they race 

against !me itself to reshape des!ny. With the fate of humanity hanging in the balance, Lazar must 

navigate treacherous alliances and face his own demons in a final baPle that will determine the 

course of history. Prepare for a pulse-pounding conclusion that will leave you breathless and 

ques!oning the very nature of good and evil! (STL329254) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, B&W (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241448 

DELIVER US FROM EVIL #4 (OF 4) CVR C (MR) 

(W) Peter Breau (A) MaTa Doghini 

In the climac!c finale, readers are plunged into an epic showdown spanning centuries. An eclec!c 

team made up of agents from the Obsidian Verita!s Dominion, a washed-up magician, and a !me-

traveling Sasquatch confront The Abyssal Covenant of the Shrouded Traitor, an insidious cult bent on 

rewri!ng history. Betrayals, sacrifices, and the looming specter of ul!mate evil converge as they race 

against !me itself to reshape des!ny. With the fate of humanity hanging in the balance, Lazar must 

navigate treacherous alliances and face his own demons in a final baPle that will determine the 

course of history. Prepare for a pulse-pounding conclusion that will leave you breathless and 

ques!oning the very nature of good and evil! (STL329333) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, B&W (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241449 

HUNT LEVIATHANS ONESHOT CVR A WILFREDO LOPEZ CENTENO 

(W) A L Camacho (A/CA) Wilfredo "Wilfo!" Lopez Centeno 



Man and beast were never meant to coexist. At the throes of the Age of Leviathans, colossal beasts 

infested the world. Humankind had no choice but to adapt. In the American Southwest, hunters on 

horseback incorporated bullfigh!ng techniques to reconquest a lost fron!er. In Laredo, two such 

hunters entertain crowds at a monster rodeo. An opportune offer will have them on the hunt for an 

elusive beast in northern Mexico while reminding them that an easy job is never quite that easy. 

(STL273893) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #5 (MAY231643) 

7x10, 28pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241450 

HUNT LEVIATHANS ONESHOT CVR B HECTOR SEVILLA 

(W) A L Camacho (A) Wilfredo "Wilfo!" Lopez Centeno (CA) Hector Sevilla 

Man and beast were never meant to coexist. Shortly aWer a lung dragon appeared on the banks of 

the Huang He River, the birthplace of ancient China, reports of similar encoun-ters spread like 

wildfire around the globe. In the blink of an eye, colossal beasts infested the world.  At the throes of 

the Age of Leviathans, humankind had no choice but to adapt to this new world. In the American 

Southwest, hunters on horseback incorporated bullfigh!ng techni-ques to reconquer a lost fron!er. 

In Laredo, two such hunters entertain crowds at a monster rodeo. An opportune offer will have them 

on the hunt for an elusive beast in Northern Mexico while reminding them that an easy job is never 

quite that easy. (STL273895) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #5 (MAY231644) 

7x10, 28pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241451 

HUNT LEVIATHANS ONESHOT CVR C SEBASTIAN SALA 

(W) A L Camacho (A) Wilfredo "Wilfo!" Lopez Centeno (CA) Sebas!an Sala 

Man and beast were never meant to coexist. Shortly aWer a lung dragon appeared on the banks of 

the Huang He River, the birthplace of ancient China, reports of similar encoun-ters spread like 

wildfire around the globe. In the blink of an eye, colossal beasts infested the world.  

At the throes of the Age of Leviathans, humankind had no choice but to adapt to this new world. In 

the American Southwest, hunters on horseback incorporated bullfigh!ng techni-ques to reconquer a 

lost fron!er.  

In Laredo, two such hunters entertain crowds at a monster rodeo. An opportune offer will have them 

on the hunt for an elusive beast in Northern Mexico while reminding them that an easy job is never 

quite that easy. (STL273896) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #5 (MAY231645) 

7x10, 28pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 



 

JUL241452 

HUNT LEVIATHANS ONESHOT CVR D RAPHA LOBOSCO 

(W) A L Camacho (A) Wilfredo "Wilfo!" Lopez Centeno (CA) Rapha Lobosco 

Man and beast were never meant to coexist. Shortly aWer a lung dragon appeared on the banks of 

the Huang He River, the birthplace of ancient China, reports of similar encoun-ters spread like 

wildfire around the globe. In the blink of an eye, colossal beasts infested the world.  

At the throes of the Age of Leviathans, humankind had no choice but to adapt to this new world. In 

the American Southwest, hunters on horseback incorporated bullfigh!ng techni-ques to reconquer a 

lost fron!er.  

In Laredo, two such hunters entertain crowds at a monster rodeo. An opportune offer will have them 

on the hunt for an elusive beast in Northern Mexico while reminding them that an easy job is never 

quite that easy. (STL273894) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #5 (MAY231646) 

7x10, 28pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241453 

LONG ROAD TO RETRIBUTION #4 (OF 4) CVR A THOMAS TENNEY (MR) 

(W) Mark Fenton (A) Brian Rogers (CA) Tom Tenney 

It's a fight for supremacy of the prison yard and possibly the space sta!on! Moves will be made, lives 

will be taken, and only one can rule the Omega Ithacan! (STL329255) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241454 

LONG ROAD TO RETRIBUTION #4 (OF 4) CVR B ANDY KUHN (MR) 

(W) Mark Fenton (A) Brian Rogers (CA) Andy Kuhn 

Madison's story: Now living her life a second !me, she must convince Gary she is from the future. 

With his help, she will set into mo!on preven!ve measure to ensure the future she wants is the 

future she gets. But Chester, the man-child-in-chief, wants to ruin those plans. (STL329256) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241455 



LONG ROAD TO RETRIBUTION #4 (OF 4) CVR C BRIAN ROGERS (MR) 

(W) Mark Fenton (A) Brian Rogers (CA) Brian Roger 

Madison's story: Now living her life a second !me, she must convince Gary she is from the future. 

With his help, she will set into mo!on preven!ve measure to ensure the future she wants is the 

future she gets. But Chester, the man-child-in-chief, wants to ruin those plans. (STL329301) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241456 

MEMOIRS FROM THE 20TH CENTURY #2 (OF 5) CVR A KEVIN LEARN 

(W/A/CA) Kevin Learn 

Madison's story: Now living her life a second !me, she must convince Gary she is from the future. 

With his help, she will set into mo!on preven!ve measure to ensure the future she wants is the 

future she gets. But Chester, the man-child-in-chief, wants to ruin those plans. (STL329257) 

28pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241457 

MEMOIRS FROM THE 20TH CENTURY #2 (OF 5) CVR B KEVIN LEARN 

(W/A/CA) Kevin Learn 

Madison's story: Now living her life a second !me, she must convince Gary she is from the future. 

With his help, she will set into mo!on preven!ve measure to ensure the future she wants is the 

future she gets. But Chester, the man-child-in-chief, wants to ruin those plans. (STL329303) 

28pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241458 

VIOLET DESCENDS VOL 2 #2 (OF 4) CVR A NICOLAS GIACONDINO (MR 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A/CA) Nicolas Giacondino 

Time for an interlude with the world under an emo!onal apocalypse. As the archangels are 

vulnerable from Gabriel's betrayal, Lucifer seizes the moment to extend each of them an offer they 

can't refuse. (STL329259) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241459 



VIOLET DESCENDS VOL 2 #2 (OF 4) CVR B LUIS S RAMOS (MR) 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A) Nicolas Giacondino (CA) Luis S Ramos 

Time for an interlude with the world under an emo!onal apocalypse. As the archangels are 

vulnerable from Gabriel's betrayal, Lucifer seizes the moment to extend each of them an offer they 

can't refuse. (STL329260) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241460 

VIOLET DESCENDS VOL 2 #2 (OF 4) CVR C FALCON & AGUIRRE (MR) 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A) Nicolas Giacondino (CA) Nayla Aguirre, Ivonne Falcon 

Time for an interlude with the world under an emo!onal apocalypse. As the archangels are 

vulnerable from Gabriel's betrayal, Lucifer seizes the moment to extend each of them an offer they 

can't refuse. (STL329261) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241461 

VIOLET DESCENDS VOL 2 #2 (OF 4) CVR D FALCON & AGUIRRE FOIL  

(W) Angel Fuentes (A) Nicolas Giacondino (CA) Nayla Aguirre, Ivonne Falcone 

Time for an interlude with the world under an emo!onal apocalypse. As the archangels are 

vulnerable from Gabriel's betrayal, Lucifer seizes the moment to extend each of them an offer they 

can't refuse. (STL329262) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $19.99 

 

BLOOMSBURY 

 

JUL241462 

MY VAMPIRE VS YOUR WEREWOLF GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Paul Tobin 

Gabe and Hayden have a vampire. Joon and Tradd have a werewolf. And they're going to fight. AWer 

modern society pushed monsters into hiding, the CraWers Guild was formed: An organiza!on of 

humans and other creatures intent on fostering community amongst these exiled beings and 



comba!ng the decline in monster mental health. Their solu!on? A no-holds-barred clash of the 

!tans, where two monsters can fight it out with no limits. With young coaches to guide them, the 

monsters must prepare for a baPle that will test their strengths, smarts, and special abili!es. But it's 

just a friendly compe!!on—nothing could possibly go wrong… right? (STL328570) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241463 

MY VAMPIRE VS YOUR WEREWOLF HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Paul Tobin 

Gabe and Hayden have a vampire.  

Joon and Tradd have a werewolf.  

And they're going to fight.  

AWer modern society pushed monsters into hiding, the CraWers Guild was formed: An organiza!on of 

humans and other creatures intent on fostering community amongst these exiled beings and 

comba!ng the decline in monster mental health. Their solu!on? A no-holds-barred clash of the 

!tans, where two monsters can fight it out with no limits. With young coaches to guide them, the 

monsters must prepare for a baPle that will test their strengths, smarts, and special abili!es. But it's 

just a friendly compe!!on—nothing could possibly go wrong… right? 

My Vampire vs. Your Werewolf is the first in an epic horror series from bestselling author Paul Tobin 

that dares to answer the ques!on: Who would win in a fight? (STL328571) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

BLUE FOX COMICS 

 

JUL241464 

FISHING MEMORIES GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Miguel Peres (A/CA) Majory Yokomizo 

Lethe is trapped on a deserted island, with no recollec!on of how he got there. The only hope he has 

to save himself is to fish for memories that float in the sea and try to recover his iden!ty in order to 

escape, in a sensi!ve story of memory and family, Miguel Peres, one of the most promising writers of 

the new Portuguese comic book scene, joins emerging Brazilian ar!st Majory Yokomizo to tell a story 

that is also a reminder, now more than ever, that we should enjoy the good moments of life, because 

tomorrow can bring an unpredictable world of chaos. (STL329043) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x10, 68pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241465 



GIRL IN THE MIDNIGHT GOWN GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Simon Birks (A/CA) Juan Fleites 

Lela's twin sister, Darby, has been missing for days, and no one can find her. Un!l, that is, Lela 

receives a mysterious message, which guides her to Abe's, a barbershop that's been around for a 

thousand years, serving its very unique customers; heroes. With the aid of Sarah—the girl in the 

midnight gown—Lela sets off into a magical, fairy-tale, world to seek out Darby, unaware that 

nothing is quite what it seems... (STL329044) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x10, 80pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

BOOK PALACE 

 

JUL241466 

ILLUSTRATORS #45 FRANKENSTEIN CVR (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Diego Cordoba (A) Glenn Farby & Various 

We open this latest issue with Glenn Fabry who was one of the seminal ar!sts from 2000AD in the 

UK, and then became one of favorite cover illustrators for the Ver!go line of comics in the USA. Then 

we remember Glen Orbik who brought back all the thrills and chills from the crime pulp covers of the 

1940s into the new millennium. We take a look back at Howard Chandler Christy, creator of the 

Christy Girl, and then at some German children's books about children behaving badly and how they 

inspired some popular comic strips and animated cartoons. (STL330043) (C: 0-1-2) 

Magazine, SC, 9x11, 96pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 

 

JUL241467 

ILLUSTRATORS #45 SLAINE CVR (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Diego Cordoba (A) Glenn Farby & Various 

We open this latest issue with Glenn Fabry who was one of the seminal ar!sts from 2000AD in the 

UK, and then became one of favourite cover illustrators for the Ver!go line of comics in the USA. 

Then we remember Glen Orbik who brought back all the thrills and chills from the crime pulp covers 

of the 1940s into the new millennium. We take a look back at Howard Chandler Christy, creator of 

the Christy Girl, and then at some German children's books about children behaving badly and how 

they inspired some popular comic strips and animated cartoons. 

More like a book than a magazine, illustrators is the art quarterly devoted to the finest illustra!on art 

ever published. Truly fabulous art abounds in every issue, much of the art taken from scans of the 

original artwork. (STL330045) (C: 0-1-2) 

Magazine, SC, 9x11, 96pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 

 

JUL241468 



ILLUSTRATORS SPECIAL #19 PRINCE VALIANT LTD ED HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Diego Cordoba (A) Hal Foster & Various 

This is your chance ever to own part of history as we delve into Prince Valiant, the greatest comics 

strip created by Hal Foster, explore its origin, the coloring process and showcase samples from 

original artwork and the color proofs, many scanned at their actual size. We also feature all the 

ar!sts that followed Foster from John Cullen Murphy to Gary Gianni and the current ar!st Thomas 

Yeates, with samples of their work scanned from their original artboards. In addi!on we interview 

Cullen Murphy who wrote the script for many years aWer Foster re!red, Meg Nash who colored the 

strip from 1991 un!l her father John Cullen Murphy re!red in 2004, Mark Schultz the current writer, 

and ScoP Roberts the colorist since 2004. Limited to 1,000 copies. (STL330042) (C: 0-1-2) 

Magazine, HC, 9x12, 200pgs, FC SRP: $53.99 

 

BOUNDLESS COMICS 

 

JUL241469 

LADY DEATH BRAZEN FOIL BONUS SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) MaP Mar!n 

Contains: Lady Death Shi #0 Emerald Green Foil, Blacklands #2 Slayer, Dark Horizons Arabian Night, 

Swimsuit 2005 Moment of Peace, and Swimsuit 2007 Premium  covers.  All first prin!ngs. 

(STL330764) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241470 

LADY DEATH DEADLY FOIL BONUS SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Rafa Lopez 

Contains: Lady Death Pirate Queen Prism Foil, Wicked #1/2 Premium, Dark Horizons Up Close, AA 

Hope #1 Moonlight, and AA Hope #2 Unbreakable covers.  All first prin!ngs. (STL330765) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241471 

LADY DEATH LEGIONS FOIL BONUS SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Richard Or!z 



Contains: Lady Death Lost Souls #2 Pla!num Foil, L Souls #1 Bad Odds, Pirate Queen Wrap, Wicked 

#1/2 Hellcat, and LD Shi #0 Jungle Boogie covers.  All first prin!ngs. (STL330766) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241472 

LADY DEATH RAVISHING FOIL BONUS SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Richard Or!z 

Contains: Lady Death Bikini 2005 Gold Foil, Swimsuit 2005 Scorching, Swimsuit 2007 Golden, LD Shi 

#0 Victorious, and Queen of the Dead Lopez covers.  All first prin!ngs. (STL330767) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241473 

LADY DEATH WITCHES FOIL BONUS SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Gabriel Guzman 

Contains: Lady Death Lost Souls #1 Prism Foil, Queen of the Dead BaPle Babes, Wicked #1 Premium, 

Annual Allies Wrap, and Blacklands #1 Blood Queen covers.  All first prin!ngs. (STL330768) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241474 

MEDIEVAL LADY DEATH MALEVOLENT FOIL BONUS SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 

(CA) Juan Jose Ryp 

Contains: Medieval Lady Death #8 Pla!num Foil, #2 Wrap, #3 Premium, #5 Stoic, and 

MLD/Belladonna #1/2 Unstoppable covers.  All first prin!ngs. (STL330769) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241475 

JUNGLE FANTASY FAUNA PERIL BAG SET (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Renato Camilo 



Contains: Jungle Fantasy: Fauna #0 Natural Beauty, #1 Dangle, #2 Wrap, and #3 Painted  covers.  All 

first prin!ngs. (STL330754) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241476 

LOOKERS LEGS WRAPAROUND BAG SET (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Chris!an Zanier 

Contains: Lookers: Ember #3, #5, #7, and #8 Wraparound covers.  All first prin!ngs. (STL330755) (C: 

0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241477 

UNHOLY WRAPAROUND BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Di Amorim 

Contains: UnHoly (Avatar) #1-3 and Preview Wraparound and #3 Heaven Sent covers.  All first 

prin!ngs. Some of these 20+ year old comics may have minor damage. (STL330756) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241478 

BELLADONNA HEADLESS NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Raulo Caceres 

Contains: Belladonna #1, #3, and #4 Bloodlust Nude covers.  All first prin!ngs. (STL330757) (C: 0-1-2) 

NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241479 

BELLADONNA FIRE AND FURY EMPRESS NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 

(CA) Chris!an Zanier 



Contains: Belladonna: Fire and Fury #1 Noble Topless, #2 Killer Body, and Annual 2017 Raiders 

Topless Nude covers.  All first prin!ngs. (STL330758) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241480 

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY CLANS NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2 

(CA) Raulo Caceres 

Contains: Jungle Fantasy: Ivory #4 Wrap, and #6 and #8 Natural Beauty Nude covers.  All first 

prin!ngs. (STL330760) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241481 

JUNGLE FANTASY FAUNA NIBBLES NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1 

(CA) MaP Mar!n 

Contains: Jungle Fantasy: Fauna #0 Bikini Babe, #1 Intense Lovely, and #3 Natural Beauty Nude 

covers.  All first prin!ngs. (STL330761) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241482 

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 VIXENS NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C 

(CA) Renato Camilo 

Contains: Jungle Fantasy Annual 2019 BaPle Babes, Stunners, and Vixens Nude covers.  All first 

prin!ngs. (STL330762) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241483 

THRESHOLD DEVIL GIRLS NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Mike Delaney 



Contains: Threshold (Avatar) #31, #33, and #34 Medora Nude covers.  All first prin!ngs. Some of 

these 20+ year old comics may have minor damage. (STL330763) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 

Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

BROADSWORD COMICS 

 

JUL241484 

TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #78 SKYCLAD MOTHER ED (MR) (C: 

(W/A/CA) Jim Balent 

Join Tarot's Mom for a delighcul tea party with her Faerie Friends in this special edi!on, limited to a 

prin!ng of just 250 copies. Each copy is signed by Jim Balent, numbered, and includes a Cer!ficate of 

Authen!city. Treat yourself to this unique collector's item before it's gone! (STL330040) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL241485 

TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #79 STUDIO DLX ED (MR) (C: 0-1 

(W/A/CA) Jim Balent 

Whispers of a chilling rumor echo through the land. Stories of a Dark Spiral Witch bearing Tarot's 

likeness wreaking havoc across the Fairy Realm grip the hearts of all. As the Skeleton Man leads a 

daring quest to save his beloved Witch from the clutches of the Unseelie Court, the des!ny of 

Witchkind hangs in precarious balance on his brave shoulders.This Classic Studio Edi!on features 

Jim's Skeleton Man in a heroic pose, surrounded by a mesmerizing audience of beau!ful Ghoul girls 

on the cover. Each book is signed by Jim, bagged, boarded, and includes a random Jim Balent 

Mystery Halloween-themed Art Print. Dive into this enchan!ng tale before it vanishes into the night. 

(STL330039) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Comic plus litho, 32pgs, FC SRP: $21.99 

 

JUL241486 

TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #80 SKYCLAD LICKY D (MR) (C: 0 

(W/A/CA) Jim Balent 



This Classic Studio Edi!on features Jim Balent's rebellious vampire, Licky-D, on the cover, this 

exclusive edi!on is limited to a print run of just 250 copies. Each copy is signed by Jim, numbered, 

and includes a Cer!ficate of Authen!city. Elevate your collec!on with this unique cover art piece for 

a touch of self-care! (STL330041) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

Signed with Art Print, 32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

CAMERON BOOKS 

 

JUL241487 

ART OF DREAMWORKS ANIMATION CELEBRATING 30 YEARS HC (C: 0-1- 

(W) Ramin Zahed 

DreamWorks Anima!on’s teams of ar!sts, writers, directors, producers, engineers, and innovators 

are renowned for their excellence, telling stories about dreams and the journeys their 

unconven!onal heroes take to make them come true. Over the past 30 years, the premier studio has 

produced some of the most groundbreaking and illustrious animated movies of all !me, sucsh as 

Shrek, Trolls, Kung Fu Panda, How to Train Your Dragon, The Bad Guys, Madagacar, and the newest 

addi!on, The Wild Robot, as well as acclaimed TV shows, such as Gabby’s Dollhouse, Jurassic World: 

Camp Cretaceous, Trollhunters, and Spirit Riding Free—among many others. Brimming with rare 

concept art, preproduc!on designs, and character sketches, this comprehensive collec!on offers 

behind-the-scenes access to the DreamWorks archives. Featuring a foreword from Cameron Diaz, 

along with insider anecdotes and perspec!ves from actors, directors, producers, and ar!sts, The Art 

of DreamWorks Anima!on celebrates the studio’s enduring legacy. (STL328882) (C: 0-1-1) 

Art Book, HC, 12x14, 576pgs, FC SRP: $200.00 

 

JUL241488 

ART OF DREAMWORKS THE WILD ROBOT HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Jerry Schmitz 

DreamWorks Anima!on brings to life Peter Brown's bestselling book about a robot stranded on an 

uninhabited island. Depic!ng the tale of resilience, kindness, and shared humanity, The Art of 

DreamWorks' The Wild Robot presents hundreds of character designs and concept art from the 

making of the movie, along with exclusive interviews from the writers, ar!sts, cast, and filmmakers. 

Featuring a foreword by Lupita Nyong'o, a preface by Peter Brown, an introduc!on by writer-director 

Chris Sanders, and an aWerword by producer Jeff Hermann, this insider's guide details the elaborate 

ar!stry involved in crea!ng the ul!mate celebra!on of nature, family, and the emo!onal journey of 

becoming more than one is programmed to be. (STL328881) (C: 0-1-1) 

Art Book, HC, 10x11, 176pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 



CARTOON BOOKS 

 

JUL241489 

O/A RASL COLOR ED TP VOL 01 (OF 3) DRIFT (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jeff Smith 

When Rasl, a thief and ex-military engineer, discovers the lost journals of Nikola Tesla, he bridges the 

gap between modern physics and history's most notorious scien!st. But his breakthrough comes at a 

great personal price. In this twis!ng tale of intrigue and betrayal, Rasl finds himself in possession of 

humankind's deepest, most dangerous secret. The Eisner Award-winning completed novel is 

embellished with muted, smoky color by Steve Hamaker and Jeff Smith. (STL084683) NOTE: Not 

available in Australia and New Zealand. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $9.99 

 

CERNUNNOS 

 

JUL241490 

BARBIE THE CELEBRATION OF AN ICON HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Massimiliano Capella, Sylvia Adrian No!ni 

Barbie: A Celebra!on of the Icon is a picture book that tells the story of one of the most influen!al 

trendsePers in history: Barbie Millicent Roberts. At 65 years of age, the doll con!nues to be an 

inspira!onal muse, true to her nature as a fashion icon, but ever more inclusive and aPen!ve to 

global issues, consistent with her moPo, “You can be anything,” which is increasingly contemporary. 

In the 2023 movie Barbie, directed by Greta Gerwig, she appeared for the first !me in the flesh 

thanks to actress Margot Robbie, a true contemporary transposi!on of the original “Teenage Fashion 

Doll” presented at the New York Toy Fair on March 9, 1959: sinuous lines and a striking face 

commensurate with the sophis!cated aesthe!cs of the stars of the 1950s. 

In this book, through five sec!ons and an up-to-date !meline (1959–2024), Barbie helps us 

reinterpret the social and aesthe!c trends that have exercised their influence from the 1950s to 

present day through history, fashion, society, art, and costume. (STL328879) (C: 0-1-0) 

Art Book, HC, 10x13, 240pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL241491 

LITTLE PRINCE VISUAL ENCYCLOPEDIA HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Christophe Quillien 



Created in conjunc!on with some of the story's greatest connoisseurs, this visual dic!onary presents 

every aspect of The LiPle Prince: a behind-the-scenes look at the wri!ng of the tale and its 

publica!on; the secrets of an unpublished chapter; rare illustra!ons by the author; photographs of 

the original manuscript; a guide to all the main characters, seTngs, and objects, and more. This 

official album also includes—for the very first !me—the numerous tributes paid to this admirable 

story, including films and animated cartoon series, musicals, graphic novels, and merchandising. This 

excep!onal volume duly celebrates one of the greatest heroes in world cultural heritage: the LiPle 

Prince. (STL328887) (C: 0-1-0) 

Art Book, HC, 8X10, 208pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 

 

CEX PUBLISHING 

 

JUL241492 

AIRSHIP ONESHOT CVR A NICO LONGORIA (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Sterling Mar!n (A/CA) Nico Longoria 

In 1896, a mysterious airship abducts Elizabeth's sister and takes her to a city in the sky. Years later, 

Elizabeth grows up and becomes one of the first woman airplane pilots-and she's s!ll searching for 

her sister! Ac!on-packed, moving, and ethereal, this historical fantasy about the dangerous early 

days of avia!on is based on real-world characters and UFO lore! (STL330068) (C: 0-0-1) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241493 

AIRSHIP ONESHOT CVR B KAREN HALLION (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Sterling Mar!n (A) Nico Longoria (CA) Karen Hallion 

In 1896, a mysterious airship abducts Elizabeth's sister and takes her to a city in the sky. Years later, 

Elizabeth grows up and becomes one of the first woman airplane pilots-and she's s!ll searching for 

her sister! Ac!on-packed, moving, and ethereal, this historical fantasy about the dangerous early 

days of avia!on is based on real-world characters and UFO lore! (STL330071) (C: 0-0-1) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241494 

DIVIDE TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Karim Ahmad (A/CA) David N. Gordillo 

In this ac!on-packed sci-fi odyssey that moves from uncharted space to a post-apocalyp!c America 

consumed by hate, Salim and his friends have been imprisoned in a high tech deten!on center by a 

demonic force that feeds off their suffering. Now they've finally hatched a plan to liberate 



themselves and return home, but will they even recognize the world they leW behind? (STL330073) 

(C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 186pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

CINEBOOK 

 

JUL241495 

AMAZONIA GN VOL 02 EPISODE 2 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W)  Rodolphe,  LEO (A) Bertrand Marchal 

Kathy Aus!n works for Bri!sh Intelligence just aWer World War Two, and travels the world to 

inves!gate unexplained phenomena. On the trail of the bizarre, poten!ally alien creature 

photographed in Brazil, Kathy Aus!n has reached the isolated mission where the photographer died. 

Unfortunately, the road forward leads into the heart of the rainforest and the territory of extremely 

hos!le na!ves. Con!nuing will be difficult and dangerous, especially as she appears to be followed 

by a number of people including two suspicious Germans … and the Brazilian Navy! (STL330010) (C: 

0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $11.95 

 

JUL241496 

REDBEARD GN VOL 03 MAMI WATA (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Jean-Charles Kraehn (A) Stefano Carloni 

Redbeard is in Tortuga, once a free haven for pirates, now a French colony. Here he hopes to find his 

old nemesis Morgan's hidden treasure. His only clue is a name—Mami Wata. But Mami Wata is a 

Vodou goddess, the Mother of Waters. The Europeans on the island know nothing of her, and the 

slaves, who worship and fear her, won't talk. The pirate captain is forced to look for the goddess's 

priest… but can he trust him? (STL330011) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 8x11, 72pgs, FC SRP: $18.95 

 

JUL241497 

THORGAL GN VOL 25 BLADE SHIP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Yves Sente (A/CA) Grzegorz Rosinski 

While Jolan and his companions finally learn from Manthor what their grand des!ny will be, Thorgal 

is s!ll on the trail of the men who kidnapped his other son, Aniel. Along with jolly mercenary Petrov, 

he sails down a frozen river aboard a Blade Ship - a trade vessel equipped with heavy metal blades to 

break the ice. The journey is fraught with dangers—storms, raiders, spies, wild animals… and a group 

of shipwrecked Vikings looking for a mysterious chest. (STL330012) (C: 0-1-1) 



SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $11.95 

 

CLARION BOOKS 

 

JUL241498 

EVELYN AND AVERY GN ART OF FRIENDSHIP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Elle Pierre 

Set in a whimsical world with both human and animal friends, this debut graphic novel series is 

about bes!es who make craWs, mistakes, and friendships. Eight-year-old Evelyn is beyond excited to 

enter her town's annual art show! She joins two of her friends with a plan to submit a group project, 

but Dylan and Avery (a playful and imagina!ve skunk kit) start buTng heads early on in the crea!ve 

process. When Evelyn tries to diffuse the tension, both friends end up angry at her and the group 

splits apart. What will this mean for their art—and more importantly, for their friendships? 

(STL328060) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 96pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL241499 

EVELYN AND AVERY HC GN ART OF FRIENDSHIP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Elle Pierre 

Set in a whimsical world with both human and animal friends, this debut graphic novel series is 

about bes!es who make craWs, mistakes, and friendships. 

Eight-year-old Evelyn is beyond excited to enter her town’s annual art show! She joins two of her 

friends with a plan to submit a group project, but Dylan and Avery (a playful and imagina!ve skunk 

kit) start buTng heads early on in the crea!ve process. When Evelyn tries to diffuse the tension, 

both friends end up angry at her and the group splits apart. 

What will this mean for their art—and more importantly, for their friendships? 

The first book in the new graphic novel series for young readers, Evelyn and Avery is all about 

naviga!ng friendship and emo!ons, fostering different kinds of crea!vity, and forgiveness. Set in a 

world with both human and animal characters, the series is both relatable and whimsical. 

(STL328062) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 96pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241500 

I CAN READ COMICS LEVEL 2 GN CURIOUS GEORGE SCAVENGER HUNT ( 

(W/A) H A Rey 



Curious George is looking for something fun to do, so the man with the yellow hat has an idea—a 

scavenger hunt! George sets off at once. Find out what exci!ng surprise awaits George when he finds 

everything on his list! As George ventures from place to place, he doesn't always find the items on 

his list on his first try. But with pa!ence, persistence, and the help of friends and neighbors along the 

way, George con!nues on his fun search through the neighborhood. Curious George: Scavenger Hunt 

is a Level Two I Can Read Comic, geared for kids who are comfortable with comics and can read on 

their own but s!ll need a liPle help. (STL328148) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

CLARKSON POTTER 

 

JUL241501 

D&D BOOK OF CONCEALMENT HC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W)  Official Dungeons & Dragons 

This officially licensed and beau!fully illustrated Dungeons & Dragons journal features gridded pages 

and a hardcover case that doubles as a privacy game screen. Designed with the Dungeon Master in 

mind but useful for all players and games, the case of this journal unfolds into a four-panel game 

screen—slide it off the paperback journal to reveal a stunningly illustrated scene by ar!st Hydro74. 

Use the screen to shield your own strategies for total concealment and the gridded journal to 

capture your campaign, build worlds, and jot down other notes from your sessions. The screen 

includes foil stamping and removeable s!ckers on the front and back and the journal includes a 

textured cover for the ul!mate giW. Game screen does not include D&D game rules or stats. 

(STL330084) (C: 1-1-1) 

Game Screen & Journal, HC, 6x9, 144pgs SRP: $24.99 

 

CLOVER PRESS, LLC 

 

JUL241502 

TERRY & THE PIRATES MASTER COLL HC VOL 09 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Milton Caniff 

"In Terry and the Pirates all the storytelling tech-niques of the adventure strip fused and a classic 

style emerged. Caniff developed and integrated the narra!ve and its visual expression into a uniform 

aesthe!c balance." - Jerry Robinson, The Comics 

 

The saga con!nues in Terry and the Pirates Volume 9, reproduced from Milton Caniff's personal set 

of color syndicate tabloid proofs! 

  



Flip Corkin schools Joe Jitsu in good ol' American know-how before he schools Terry about the ins-

and-outs of being a fighter pilot. The October 17th Sunday page-as Terry earns his wings and Flip 

delivers "The Pilot's Creed"-is so powerful it was read into the Congressional Record. Before that can 

happen, wily Rouge abducts Taffy Tucker and gives her amnesia before slipping away! Taffy is in safe 

hands, however, when she falls under the wing of Connie, Big Stoop, and Navy Lieutenant Pat Ryan! 

Taffy's reunion with her memory and with Flip coincides with the arrival of Flight Lieutenant Tote 

Bonny and GreP Murmur, while Terry inves!gates the French Captain Midi, whom some find almost-

hypno!c. 

 

This tabloid-sized Volume 9 containing the 1943 dailies and Sundays is an unparalleled upgrade that 

no Terry fan can afford to pass up. (STL313753) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 11x14, 164pgs, PC SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL241503 

MASK OF HALIYA #7 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Cecilia Lim, Kaitlyn Fajilan (A) Susan Bin, Vik Caedo 

The Mask of Haliya #7 adds new horror to mystery in the latest installment of this dark, supernatural 

ac!on series based on Filipino mythology. Andrea's prayers light a flame that seems channeled from 

the Underworld itself. We meet a boy with two iden!!es and a deep connec!on to the underbelly of 

the city. And as we see Mari's confidence blossom in school, she paves the way for a "flame" of her 

own. Join us on this gripping new issue for more monsters, myth, and magic! (STL330160) (C: 0-1-2) 

6.6x10.1, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241504 

ARMORED #3 CVR A CLOONAN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Michael Schwartz (A) Ismael Hernandez (CA) Becky Cloonan 

While in the midst of training how to use his new Armor, Andy gets a message from the detec!ve 

inves!ga!ng the disappearance of his parents. However, when Andy shows up at the police sta!on, 

things aren't what they seem!  

The mystery deepens in the hit new series SCREEN RANT calls "SHAZAM MEETS GHOST RIDER." 

(STL330158) (C: 0-1-2) 

6.6x10.1, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

COFFIN COMICS 

 

JUL241506 



LADY DEATH DEMONIC OMENS #1 (OF 2) CVR A BERNARD STANDARD (M 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A/CA) Diego Bernard 

Chapter 19 (Part 1) in the Coffin Comics Lady Death Universe. Hellageddon has arrived! AWer the 

tragic conclusion of Imperial Requiem, Lady Death returns to "our" Earth, only to discover two years 

have passed and unprecedented prosperity has spread across the globe. But soon this peace is 

slashed to bloody pieces. A savage demonic cult emerges, bent on chaos and destruc!on. Now, Lady 

Death must race against !me and baPle demonic forces to save a trusted friend from an unspeakable 

fate. Watching from the shadows, Satanus devises a nefarious plan to dominate the world and bring 

Lady Death to her knees. Has Lady Death met her match? (STL329346) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241507 

LADY DEATH DEMONIC OMENS #1 (OF 2) CVR B FIRE ED (MR) 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Richard Or!z 

Chapter 19 (Part 1) in the Coffin Comics Lady Death Universe. Hellageddon has arrived! AWer the 

tragic conclusion of Imperial Requiem, Lady Death returns to "our" Earth, only to discover two years 

have passed and unprecedented prosperity has spread across the globe. But soon this peace is 

slashed to bloody pieces. A savage demonic cult emerges, bent on chaos and destruc!on. Now, Lady 

Death must race against !me and baPle demonic forces to save a trusted friend from an unspeakable 

fate. Watching from the shadows, Satanus devises a nefarious plan to dominate the world and bring 

Lady Death to her knees. Has Lady Death met her match? (STL329347) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241508 

LADY DEATH DEMONIC OMENS #1 (OF 2) CVR C PREMIUM ED (MR) 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Sun Khamunaki 

Chapter 19 (Part 1) in the Coffin Comics Lady Death Universe. 

This premium edi!on is limited to just 300 copies! Hellageddon has arrived! AWer the tragic 

conclusion of Imperial Requiem, Lady Death returns to "our" Earth only to discover two years have 

passed and unprecedented prosperity has spread across the globe. But soon this peace is slashed to 

bloody pieces. 

A savage demonic cult emerges, bent on chaos and destruc!on. Now, Lady Death must race against 

!me and baPle demonic forces to save a trusted friend from an unspeakable fate. Watching from the 

shadows, Satanus devises a nefarious plan to dominate the world and bring Lady Death to her knees. 

Has Lady Death met her match?! (STL329348) 



MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL241509 

LADY DEATH DEMONIC OMENS #1 (OF 2) CVR D NAUGHTY ED (MR) 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Richard Or!z 

Hellageddon has arrived! AWer the tragic conclusion of Imperial Requiem, Lady Death returns to 

"our" Earth only to discover two years have passed and unprecedented prosperity has spread across 

the globe. But soon this peace is slashed to bloody pieces. 

A savage demonic cult emerges, bent on chaos and destruc!on. Now, Lady Death must race against 

!me and baPle demonic forces to save a trusted friend from an unspeakable fate. Watching from the 

shadows, Satanus devises a nefarious plan to dominate the world and bring Lady Death to her knees. 

Has Lady Death met her match?! (STL329350) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $40.00 

 

JUL241511 

O/A HELLWITCH RISQUE ART BOOK HC EBAS CVR (MR) 

(A)  Various (CA) Eric Basaldua 

Experience Hellwitch's risqué side is in this brand-new hardcover art book, containing 48 full-color 

pages of pin up art from today's top ar!sts! Contributors include: Jim Balent, Ed Benes, Joe Benitez, 

Diego Bernard, Elias Chatzoudis, Mike DeBalfo, Alé Garza, David Harrigan, Ken Hunt, Sun Khamunaki, 

Mike Krome, Kendrick Lim, Dawn McTeigue, Mike Mayhew, Dan Mendoza, Jonboy Meyers, Monte 

Moore, Richard Or!z, Paolo Pantalena, Lucio Parillo, Beth Sotelo, Anthony Spay, Nathan Szerdy, 

Tevan, CollePe Turner, Jose Varese, Jesse Wichmann, and Anna Zhuo, and more! Mature readers 

only. (STL281855) 

MATURE THEMES 

Art Book, HC, 9x12, 48pgs, FC SRP: $45.00 

 

JUL241512 

O/A HELLWITCH RISQUE ART BOOK HC SUN KHAMUNAKI CVR (MR) 

(A)  Various (CA) Eric Basaldua 

All New! Experience Hellwitch's risqué side is in this brand-new hardcover art book, containing 48 

full-color pages of pin up art from today's top ar!sts! Contributors include: Jim Balent, Ed Benes, Joe 

Benitez, Diego Bernard, Elias Chatzoudis, Mike DeBalfo, Alé Garza, David Harrigan, Ken Hunt, Sun 

Khamunaki, Mike Krome, Kendrick Lim, Dawn McTeigue, Mike Mayhew, Dan Mendoza, Jonboy 



Meyers, Monte Moore, Richard Or!z, Paolo Pantalena, Lucio Parillo, Beth Sotelo, Anthony Spay, 

Nathan Szerdy, Tevan, CollePe Turner, Jose Varese, Jesse Wichmann, and Anna Zhuo, and more! 

Mature readers only. (STL281872) 

MATURE THEMES 

Art Book, HC, 9x12, 48pgs, FC SRP: $45.00 

 

COMIC SHOP NEWS INC 

 

JUL241513 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1939 

It's geTng harder to get customers into your shop every Wednesday, and Comic Shop News is the 

best & least expensive way to keep customers coming in and buying more stuff. If you haven't 

checked out the new CSN, then what are you wai!ng for? New design, greater variety of products, 

exclusive content, and more reasons to come into the store every week. Readers are calling the new 

CSN, "the Wizard magazine for preorders" and store owners are saying, "it's the best way to retain 

customers and grow sales." (STL329641) 

Tabloid, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

JUL241514 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1940 

It's geTng harder to get customers into your shop every Wednesday, and Comic Shop News is the 

best & least expensive way to keep customers coming in and buying more stuff. If you haven't 

checked out the new CSN, then what are you wai!ng for? New design, greater variety of products, 

exclusive content, and more reasons to come into the store every week. Readers are calling the new 

CSN, "the Wizard magazine for preorders" and store owners are saying, "it's the best way to retain 

customers and grow sales." (STL329642) 

Tabloid, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

JUL241515 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1941 

It's geTng harder to get customers into your shop every Wednesday, and Comic Shop News is the 

best & least expensive way to keep customers coming in and buying more stuff. If you haven't 

checked out the new CSN, then what are you wai!ng for? New design, greater variety of products, 

exclusive content, and more reasons to come into the store every week. Readers are calling the new 

CSN, "the Wizard magazine for preorders" and store owners are saying, "it's the best way to retain 

customers and grow sales." (STL329643) 

Tabloid, FC SRP: $18.99 



 

JUL241516 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1942 

It's geTng harder to get customers into your shop every Wednesday, and Comic Shop News is the 

best & least expensive way to keep customers coming in and buying more stuff. If you haven't 

checked out the new CSN, then what are you wai!ng for? New design, greater variety of products, 

exclusive content, and more reasons to come into the store every week. Readers are calling the new 

CSN, "the Wizard magazine for preorders" and store owners are saying, "it's the best way to retain 

customers and grow sales." (STL329644) 

Tabloid, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

JUL241517 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1943 

It's geTng harder to get customers into your shop every Wednesday, and Comic Shop News is the 

best & least expensive way to keep customers coming in and buying more stuff. If you haven't 

checked out the new CSN, then what are you wai!ng for? New design, greater variety of products, 

exclusive content, and more reasons to come into the store every week. Readers are calling the new 

CSN, "the Wizard magazine for preorders" and store owners are saying, "it's the best way to retain 

customers and grow sales." (STL329645) 

Tabloid, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

COMICSBURGH 

 

JUL241518 

EDGE #5 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Marvin Wynn (A/CA) Mark Louie Vuycankiat 

The Reign of Chaos begins. Sides have been chosen and war is the only op!on. (STL329639) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241519 

EDGE REVENANT TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Marvin Wynn (A/CA) Mark Louie Vuycankiat 

We have reached the next stage of Human Evolu!on. It is an infec!on that will spread across the 

globe. Welcome to The Edge. The Infec!on Spreads. Infected by the super steroid The Edge, 

Revenant is on a rampage to eliminate Richard Tartabull. Can the strike team placed between them 



stop Revenant. Or will they all spread the infec!on of The Edge further? Collects The Edge #1-4. 

(STL329640) (C: 0-1-2) 

128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

COSMIC LION PRODUCTIONS 

 

JUL241520 

DEATHSLINGER GN VOL 01 (OF 2) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shane Berryhill (A/CA) Ben Perkins 

A gunslinging cyborg of mass destruc!on once feared across the galaxy. But with her former masters 

now vanquished, Gen-E finds herself on the backward, lawless moon of Perdi!on, playing gangs of 

Snake-men and Bug-men against each other while ac!ng as their hired assassin, all while trying to be 

a bePer person—some!mes succeeding, some!mes not. (STL329632) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x10, 76pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL241521 

HALF OF THE CROWN GN VOL 01 (OF 4) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Ro Higashi 

When Penny Chiu, a girl haunted by the unseen world, is invited to a new school, she didn't expect to 

be sharing a space with the standoffish yet kind Issei Devlin, much less her soul; however, their bond 

might be the deciding factor in an ancient conflict as it finally comes to a head. (STL329635) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 9.3x6.3, 92pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL241522 

WAIT IT GETS WORSE HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Doug La!no, Gideon Kendall (A) Gregory Benton & Various (CA) Gideon Kendall 

Collec!ng the best of the comic of the same name that has been published since 2014. A lush 

collector edi!on, in both color and black & white, carries on the tradi!on of the let it all hang out, 

auto-biographical, mis-fit underground greats of the 1960s-80's. Described as "Ferris Bueller meets 

Mad," Wait... It Gets Worse, If We Only Knew, with a foreword by Denis Kitchen, has 10 new short 

stories and nearly 50 pages of new material. (STL329637) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 6.6x10.2, 280pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 



 

CRITICAL ENTERTAINMENT LLC 

 

JUL241523 

PLANETARY EXPANSION #4 (OF 8) (MR) 

(W) Christopher Reda (A/CA)  Alonso Molina Gonzales 

Abandoning their lives on Earth, 1,000 hand selected passengers aboard a starship head to 

repopulate a new habitable planet. In another solar system exists a planet just like Earth with fresh 

air, clean water, and sustainable life. They will brave the dangers of space and push past the limit to 

get there. (STL329629) 

MATURE THEMES 

44pgs, FC (4 of 8) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241524 

O/A PLANETARY EXPANSION #1 (OF 8) (MR) 

(W) Christopher Reda (A/CA)  Alonso Molina Gonzales 

Abandoning their lives on Earth, 1,000 hand selected passengers aboard a starship head to 

repopulate a new habitable planet. In another solar system exists a planet just like Earth with fresh 

air, clean water, and sustainable life. They will brave the dangers of space and push past the limit to 

get there. (STL294504) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC (1 of 8) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241525 

PLANETARY EXPANSION #1 (OF 8) CVR B (MR) 

(W) Christopher Reda (A/CA)  Alonso Molina Gonzales 

Abandoning their lives on earth, 1,000 hand selected passengers aboard a Starship head to 

repopulate a new habitable planet. In another Solar System exists a planet just like Earth with fresh 

air, clean water, and sustainable life. They will brave the dangers of space and push past the limit to 

get there. (STL329630) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC (1 of 8) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241526 



O/A ZOMBIE ZERO TP (MR) 

(W) Christopher Reda (A/CA) Leandro Rizzo 

Alexander, the last zombie at the end of a zombie apocalypse, escapes and searches for his family 

with a liPle girl he believes to be his daughter. When he's pursued by his captor Dr. Victor Brooks and 

zombie hunters, Alexander must learn how to survive in a fragile and rebuilding world. (STL289448) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6.6x10.2, 250pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

CRUSADE COMICS 

 

JUL241527 

SHI TRICK OR TREAT MYSTERY COMIC ONESHOT (MR) 

(W) Billy Tucci & Various (A) Billy Tucci,  VARIOUS (CA) Billy Tucci, Wes Hartman 

Celebrate Halloween with this special, bagged, and boarded "Mystery Comic" hidden behind a 

beau!fully ghostly Shi cover sheet. The Crusade Comics Crypt has been opened revealing many Shi 

classics, including 1994's original, first-prin!ng Shi #1s, to rari!es like the Eisner-nominated Kaidan 

and ultra-limited metal edi!ons covered by greats George Perez, Amanda Conner, and more! 

(STL329156) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 64pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241528 

SPOOKY SECRETS PRIVATE COMMISSIONS BILLY TUCCI 

(W/A/CA) Billy Tucci 

This 42-page black and white edi!on con!nues celebra!ng Billy Tucci's 30th-anniversary in comics. 

Billy has gathered a sampling of covers and private commissions he has done over the years in this 

special volume. Creator-owned character or classics, all are near and dear to his heart! (STL330049) 

7x10, 42pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241529 

SHI RETURN OF THE WARRIOR ROUGHT CUT ED #1 (MR) 

(W) Billy Tucci, Steven Peros (A/CA) Billy Tucci 



Billy Tucci's original black and white pencils featuring the story's first draW dialogue balloons, and 

bonus Rough and final B/W art cover gallery. It's an amazing opportunity to get a glimpse into Billy's 

process like never before. Beau!ful art-process cover by Tucci and Brian Miller. (STL330744) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 32pgs, B&W SRP: $5.99 

 

DAIKAIJU 

 

JUL241530 

G FAN #145 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS 

Godzilla's 70th birthday is coming up, and it's been a great year for the Big G! Two hit movies 

released, his Apple TV+ show renewed, an Academy Award… and G-FAN covers it all. Not to men!on 

the !dal wave of awesome Godzilla goods coming on stream every week. Toss in all the latest kaiju 

news, movie retrospec!ves, interviews and more, and see why G-FAN is history's longest-running 

fanzine! (STL329627) (C: 0-1-2) 

Magazine, SC, 80pgs, PC SRP: $8.95 

 

DEAD SKY PUBLISHING LLC 

 

JUL241531 

CORVUS #1 (OF 6) CVR A (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Buddy Beaudoin (A) Christopher Sassman (CA) Christopher Sassman, Allison Hu 

Daryn Dall is just a normal dude working at a video game store when his life gets turned upside down 

by some freaky looking aliens, a journey into his own subconscious, and an intergalac!c grassroots 

paramilitary group. Just another day at Game Space! Writer Buddy Beaudoin, ar!st Christopher 

Sassman, and colorist Allison Hu kick off Corvus, a new epic 6 issue series for fans of Aliens and The 

Last Starfighter. (STL330117) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241532 

CORVUS #1 (OF 6) CVR B (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Buddy Beaudoin (A) Christopher Sassman (CA) Christopher Sassman, Allison Hu 



Daryn Dall is just a normal dude working at a video game store when his life gets turned upside down 

by some freaky looking aliens, a journey into his own subconscious, and an intergalac!c grassroots 

paramilitary group. Just another day at Game Space! 

 

Writer Buddy Beaudoin, Ar!st Christopher Sassman, and Colorist Allison Hu kick off Corvus, a new 

epic 6 issue series for fans of Aliens, and Last Starfighter. (STL330119) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

DIFFERENCE ENGINE PTE LTD 

 

JUL241533 

SOUND A COMICS ANTHOLOGY GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) BudjePe Tan, Charis Loke 

Traffic. A crunchy snack. An argument. What does sound look like to you? Difference Engine presents 

our first comics anthology, SOUND: A Comics Anthology. Writers and illustrators from all around 

Southeast Asia were challenged to push the boundaries of depic!ng the unseen through the medium 

of visuals and words, while telling stories important to them. Guest editors BudjePe Tan and Charis 

Loke have put together an intriguing list of stories that showcase the crea!vity of creators across 

Southeast Asia, both familiar and new names. In a broad range of genres and topics, this collec!on of 

stories is an exci!ng explora!on of what the comics medium is capable of. (STL310503) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 288pgs, FC SRP: $19.50 

 

DISNEY HYPERION 

 

JUL241534 

DEX DINGO WORLDS BEST GREATEST INVENTOR GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Greg Foley 

Dex Dingo isn't the BEST at anything. He's not the SMARTEST, the FUNNIEST, the STRONGEST, or the 

NICEST. But he wants to be the WORLD'S BEST GREATEST EVER… at something. So when Dex's 

teacher asks, "If you could be anything when you grow up, what would you be," Dex decides that 

he's going to be the best at one of the "best jobs ever." First on his list: an inventor! Dex is able to 

create an awesome lab and an amazing team of nanobots, but things immediately go wrong when 

the nanobots start to mul!ply and form a gray goo that threatens to take over his neighborhood. It'll 

take some quick thinking and a rogue nanobot named Nono for Dex to stop the nanobots, save his 

best friend, and become the WORLD'S BEST GREATEST INVENTOR. Filled with clever humor and 



touching insight, this chapter book graphic novel series follows Dex's misadventures as his aPempts 

at the "coolest jobs" go awry. (STL330075) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

DISNEY LUCASFILM PRESS 

 

JUL241536 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC HC NOVEL TEARS OF NAMELESS (C: 1-1-1 

(W) George Mann 

It's been over a year since the fall of the Starlight Beacon space sta!on, and both heroes and villains 

alike must face the consequences of their decisions. When Jedi Knight Reath and Padawan Amadeo 

Azzazzo are sent on a mission to test their theories about the Nameless, they'll come face-to-face 

with the terrifying creatures once thought to be myth—and learn the true meaning of fear... fear that 

fallen Jedi Azlin Rell advised them to embrace if they have any hope of defea!ng the monsters! 

(STL330074) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Australia and New Zealand. 

Novel, HC, 6x9, 400pgs SRP: $18.99 

 

DONALD GRANT PUBLISHING 

 

JUL241537 

O/A ROGER ZELAZNY HERE THERE BE DRAGONS BODE ILLUS HC 

(W) Roger Zelazny (A/CA) Vaughn Bode 

In a !ny, isolated kingdom long ago and far away, everyone believed that the world beyond was 

infested with fearsome, fire-breathing dragons and no one dared venture forth. No one, that is, 

except William, fourth (and wisest) advisor to the king, whose bravery would change forever the 

course of events in the liPle kingdom. The princess' birthday party promised to be a gala affair. The 

great dining hall of the palace resounded with music. There was dancing and wine and big plaPers of 

food. There was everything that a person could possibly want at a birthday party. Except for 

fireworks, that is. Or a fire-breathing dragon. Illustrated with 6 full-page color illustra!ons as well as a 

full color wrap-around cover by Vaughn Bode. (STL024114) 

Illustrated Novel, HC, 8x11, 24pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241538 

O/A ROGER ZELAZNY WAY UP HIGH BODE ILLUS HC 

(W) Roger Zelazny (A/CA) Vaughn Bode 



When Susi cut through the old orchard, shady and secret and out-of-the-way, she was alone. Then, 

on a fine, warm, sunny day during the last week of school she met Herman, a lonesome pterodactyl 

sunning himself on a rock. So began an extraordinary summer of friendship, adventure, discovery 

and magic. "Drink in the night," he said. "Breathe deeply. Look at the world all laid out before you, 

sparkling through the dark. It is your world, warm-blooded Susi, not mine." Take flight with Susi and 

Herman for an adventure never to be forgoPen, one that will leave you filled with joy and touched 

with sadness. Illustrated with 6 full page color illustra!ons as well as a full color wrap-around cover 

by Vaughn Bode. (STL024117) 

Illustrated Novel, HC, 8x11, 24pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

DRAWN & QUARTERLY 

 

JUL241539 

ACME NOVELTY DATEBOOK HC VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Chris Ware 

The third and final installment of the ar!st's facsimile sketchbook series. 

 

AWer over fiWeen years deferral, delay and dawdling, the ink-and-paper cheerleader F. C. Ware finally 

succumbs to imaginary public pressure by concluding his !resome experiment in reader trust with 

the third and final volume of secret notebooks and sketches spanning over thirty-seven years of bus 

rides, airport delays and telephone hold music.  

 

Exquisitely craWed fine art doodles, hand-selected meanderings and ar!sanal rewri!ngs of personal 

conflict are scaPered throughout comic strips unconsciously revealing private hos!li!es and 

unflaPering portraits of public transporta!on riders, the whole carefully cleansed of any impugnable 

or li!gious tracery. As a professional adult-picture-book drawer and regular contributor to the New 

Yorker, Le Monde and the Illinois Cook County Assessor’s office, Mr. Ware’s work in these pages 

secures his reputa!on as an reliably unreliable self-narrator, willing to say or write anything to win 

pePy disputes and imagined squabbles. 

 

208 full-color pages augmented by annota!ons, introduc!on and a professional apology, with paper 

boards and cloth spine of misleading demureness to conceal its na!ve prurience. (STL329553) (C: 0-

1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 208pgs, FC SRP: $49.95 

 

JUL241540 



ACME NOVELTY DATEBOOK VOLUME 1-3 LTD ED BOX SET (MR) (C: 0-1 

(A) Chris Ware 

AWer over fiWeen years deferral, delay and dawdling, the ink-and-paper cheerleader F. C. Ware finally 

succumbs to imaginary public pressure by concluding his !resome experiment in reader trust with 

the third and final volume of secret notebooks and sketches spanning over thirty-seven years of bus 

rides, airport delays and telephone hold music. Exquisitely craWed fine art doodles, hand-selected 

meanderings and ar!sanal rewri!ngs of personal conflict are scaPered throughout comic strips 

unconsciously revealing private hos!li!es and unflaPering portraits of public transporta!on riders, 

the whole carefully cleansed of any impugnable or li!gious tracery. As a professional adult-picture-

book drawer and regular contributor to the New Yorker, Le Monde and the Illinois Cook County 

Assessor's office, Mr. Ware's work in these pages secures his reputa!on as an reliably unreliable self-

narrator, willing to say or write anything to win pePy disputes and imagined squabbles. All three 

Acme Novelty Datebooks are also available in a compacted and easily recyclable slipcase, the spine 

of which is punched through with a training !mepiece for those caregivers who would like to adjust 

its miniature metal hands as a teaching aid to suit their own pedagogical exercise, private nostalgia 

or personal anxiety. As with the first two volumes, this third and, again, very final volume clocks in at 

208 full color pages augmented by annota!ons, introduc!on and a professional apology, with paper 

boards and cloth spine of misleading demureness to conceal its na!ve prurience. (STL329523) (C: 0-

1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 6.9x9.5, 208pgs, FC SRP: $149.95 

 

JUL241541 

ACME NOVELTY DATEBOOK HC VOL 01 10TH ANNIV PTG (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Chris Ware 

Acclaimed cartoonist Chris Ware (Building Stories) reveals the ouPakes of his genius in these 

in!mate, imagina!ve, and whimsical sketches collected from the years during which he completed 

his award-winning graphic novel Jimmy Corrigan: The Smartest Kid on Earth. Acme Datebook Volume 

One is as much a companion volume to Jimmy Corrigan as a tremendous art collec!on from of one 

of America's most interes!ng and popular graphic ar!sts. Chris Ware surprises the reader on every 

page with its spontaneity, its mordant humor, and its excellent draWsmanship. (STK622627) 

(SEP131143) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 208pgs, FC SRP: $44.95 

 

JUL241542 

ACME NOVELTY DATEBOOK HC VOL 02 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Chris Ware 



Working directly in pen and ink, watercolor, and white-out whenever he makes a mistake, Ware has 

cannily edited out all legally sensi!ve and personally incrimina!ng material from his private journals, 

carefully recomposing each page to simulate the appearance of an ordered mind and established 

aesthe!c direc!ve. Included are Ware's frustrated doodles for his book covers, angry personal 

assaults on friends, half-finished comic strips, and lengthy and !resome fulmina!ons of personal 

disappointments both social and sexual, as well as his now-beloved drawings of the generally 

miserable inhabitants of the city of Chicago. (STK351479) (SEP073595) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 208pgs, FC SRP: $39.95 

 

JUL241543 

ACME NOVELTY LIBRARY HC VOL 20 LINT (NEW PTG) (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Chris Ware 

Jordan Wellington Lint, 51, is Chief Execu!ve Officer of Lint Financial Products, a company he began 

serving in 1985 as assistant and advisor before working his way up its corporate ladder. Jordan has 

grown the company from a business lender and real estate speculator to a leading provider of 

network financial infrastructure services, making him one of the most influen!al and widely sought-

aWer leaders in the securi!es industry. In his ongoing role as Chief Execu!ve Officer and his dual roles 

as public servant and father, Lint con!nues to put his crea!ve leadership and vision to work in a 

variety of challenging seTngs. He is married and is the father of two boys. (STK427479) (SEP100998) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x7, 72pgs, FC SRP: $23.95 

 

JUL241544 

DOG DAYS GN 

(W) Keum Suk Gendry-Kim 

Yuna never wanted to adopt a dog. But with her partner in mourning—and in desperate need of a 

boost in morale—she gives in to his humble request. And in the grand tradi!on of reluctant pet 

owners, she and their puppy soon become inseparable. The young couple even goes so far as to 

relocate to soothe their new canine pal's anxiety. AWer all, there's nothing like a move to the country 

to set yourself right. Right? The idyll of a quiet life soon gives way to a surprising degree of 

antagonism, including clashes with long-!me local residents of a different genera!on. The culture 

shock is palpable for all three urban transplants as the isola!on of their new environs starts to sink 

in. They eventually adopt another dog, and s!ll another-all while reckoning with the ups and downs 

of middle-age and childlessness in an unforgivingly tradi!onal milieu. (STL329582) 

SC, 5.9x8.3, 212pgs, PC SRP: $24.95 

 

JUL241545 



FORCES OF NATURE HC (MR) 

(W) Ed Steed 

One swing trapeze ar!st prepares to receive a newborn child from another all the while shrieking 

"Support the head!" A hopeful, naked Adam reaches high for the largest leaf while a frustrated Eve 

hands him a smaller, more-appropriately sized leaf. A dejected squid stands in a doorway, shock and 

dismay on his face, as a ruined surprise party lies in wait before him—guests, presents, and birthday 

cake covered in a blast of ink in mid-"Sur…" as loose balloons buP against the ceiling. Once in 

genera!on, a dis!nctly new perspec!ve emerges from the pages of The New Yorker. In our !mes, 

that perspec!ve belongs to Ed Steed. Steeped in the classic formalist tradi!on of the single-panel 

gag, Steed possesses a shocking and macabre talent for drawings guaranteed to make even the most 

composed of casual readers laugh out loud. At !mes reminiscent of Charles Addams, George Booth, 

William Steig, Saul Steinberg, and Edward Gorey, the ar!st defies the blasé, urbanite's worldview of 

the magazine in which his comics appear. (STL329580) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x6.5, 184pgs, PC SRP: $24.95 

 

JUL241546 

GRASS GN 

(W/A/CA) Keum Suk Gendry-Kim 

Grass is a powerful an!-war graphic novel, offering up firsthand the life story of a Korean girl named 

Okseon Lee who was forced into sexual slavery for the Japanese Imperial Army during World War II, a 

disputed chapter in 20th century Asian history. Keum Suk Gendry-Kim emphasizes Lee's strength in 

overcoming the many forms of adversity she experienced. Grass is a landmark graphic novel that 

makes personal the desperate cost of war and the importance of peace. (STL116975) (MAR191686) 

SC, 6x9, 496pgs, B&W SRP: $29.95 

 

JUL241547 

KITARO GN VOL 01 BIRTH OF KITARO 

(W/A/CA) Shigeru Mizuki 

The Birth of Kitaro collects seven of Shigeru Mizuki's early and beloved Kitaro stories, making them 

available for the first !me in English, in a kid-friendly format and price point. With more than 150 

pages of spooky and oWen funny all-ages comics about the !tular yokai boy, The Birth of Kitaro is the 

perfect introduc!on to Mizuki's most popular series, which has won the hearts of Japanese children 

and adults for more than half a century! (STK697927) (APR161577) 

SC, 5x8, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

JUL241548 



LONELINESS OF LONG-DISTANCE CARTOONIST HC TOMINE (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Adrian Tomine 

What happens when a childhood hobby grows into a lifelong career? The Loneliness of the Long-

Distance Cartoonist, Adrian Tomine's funniest and most revealing foray into autobiography, offers an 

array of unexpected answers. When a sudden medical incident lands Tomine in the emergency room, 

he begins to ques!on if it was really all worthwhile: despite the accolades and opportuni!es of a 

seemingly charmed career, it's the gaffes, humilia!ons, slights, and insults he's experienced (or 

caused) within the industry that loom largest in his memory. (STL151202) (FEB201708) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x6, 168pgs, 2C SRP: $29.95 

 

JUL241549 

Q&A SC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Adrian Tomine 

For over thirty years, bestselling author, screenwriter, and New Yorker cover ar!st Adrian Tomine's 

work has set the standard for contemporary storytelling. With Tomine, his readership has grown 

from the dedicated following of his comic-book series Op!c Nerve to include a wider but s!ll 

engaged, opinionated, and ever-inquiring public. And now, for the first !me in print, Tomine 

responds to his readers directly, tackling their ques!ons and comments with generosity, humor, and 

vulnerability. Q&A is one part personal history, one part masterclass in craWing quality 

entertainment. With ques!ons pulled from his !me at the Substack Writers' Residency, and with 

addi!onal, new material, Q&A is an indispensable addi!on to the collec!ons of eagle-eyed fans and 

aspiring ar!sts, writers, and cartoonists alike. The ar!st looks back on his career in response to 

queries from his—maybe adoring but mostly curious—public with his signature dry wit and 

unflinching, self-depreca!ng honesty. (STL329569) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

5x7, 120pgs, PC SRP: $16.95 

 

JUL241550 

SCENES FROM AN IMPENDING MARRIAGE HC (CURR PTG) (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Adrian Tomine 

At the behest of his soon-to-be wife, Adrian Tomine set out to create a wedding favor for their guests 

that would be funnier and more personal than the typical chocolate bars and picture frames. What 

started out as a simple illustrated card soon grew into a full-fledged comic book: a collec!on of short 

strips chronicling the oWen absurd process of geTng married. A loose, cartoony departure from 

Tomine's previous work, Scenes From An Impending Marriage is a sweet-natured, laugh-out-loud 

skewering of the modern marriage process, including hiring a DJ, loca!on scou!ng, trips to the salon, 

suit fiTngs, dance lessons, registering for giWs, and managing familial demands. (STK431348) 

(NOV100902) 



MATURE THEMES 

HC, 4x6, 56pgs, B&W SRP: $9.95 

 

JUL241551 

O/A SHORTCOMINGS A SCREENPLAY SC (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Adrian Tomine 

The annotated and expanded screenplay adapta!on of the landmark graphic novel. WriPen by 

Tomine and helmed by director Randall Park, Shortcomings was lauded by The New York Times for its 

libera!ng representa!on of Asian Americans in all their messiness and humanity. Tomine's 

screenplay is presented here in its final "shoo!ng draW" form, along with extensive annota!ons, 

commentary, and bonuses including deleted and alternate scenes. This gorgeously-designed volume 

is supplemented with film s!lls, behind-the-scenes photos, and also includes an introduc!on by Park 

and a new, original comic from Tomine. (STL310245) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $29.95 

 

JUL241552 

TONO MONOGATARI GN SHIGERU MIZUKI FOLKLORE 

(W/A/CA) Shigeru Mizuki 

Shigeru Mizuki—Japan's grand master of yokai comics—adapts one of the most important works of 

supernatural literature into comic book form. The cultural equivalent of Brothers Grimm's fairy tales, 

Tono Monogatari is a defining text of Japanese folklore and one of the country's most important 

works of literature. This graphic novel was created during the later stage of Mizuki's career, aWer he 

had re!red from the daily grind of commercial comics to create personal, las!ng works of art. 

(STL173419) (JAN211290) 

SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $24.95 

 

JUL241553 

WAITING TP 

(W/A/CA) Keum Suk Gendry-Kim 

The Wai!ng is the fic!onal story of Gwija, told by her novelist daughter Jina. When Gwija was 17 

years old, aWer hearing that the Japanese were seizing unmarried girls, her family married her in a 

hurry to a man she didn't know. Japan fell, Korea gained its independence, and the couple started a 

family. But peace didn't come. The young family fled south. On the road, while breasceeding and 

changing her daughter, Gwija was separated from her husband and son. (STL194067) (JUN211442) 

SC, 248pgs, B&W SRP: $24.95 



 

JUL241554 

YOKAI THE ART OF SHIGERU MIZUKI HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Shigeru Mizuki 

Shigeru Mizuki is no stranger to the supernatural and its portents. Kitaro and Tono Monogatari 

reimagined the obscure folktales of his youth, bringing them to life with whimsy. Mizuki the 

cartoonist certainly leW an indelible mark on comics as world literature. Mizuki the fine ar!st, on the 

other hand, rounds out the full scope of his fascina!on with the otherworldly and fantas!c, bringing 

these worlds to life in robust color. Yokai: The Art of Shigeru Mizuki showcases his exper!se of not 

only folklore, but celebrates him as a naturalist. Elements of Mizuki’s lush composi!ons—flora, 

fauna, and everything in between—showcase his mastery of form and love for nature. Pieces in this 

deluxe, full-color edi!on call to mind the playful pop-sensibility of Maurice Sendak informed by the 

technical prowess of tradi!onalists like Dürer and Doré. And like any other Mizuki classic, each 

oeuvre is a unique snapshot of spirit, human or otherwise, in constant transi!on. (STL282400) (C: 0-

1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #7 (JUL231547) 

Art Book, HC, 8.5x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $44.95 

 

DREN PRODUCTIONS AFTER DARK 

 

JUL241555 

DUNGEONS AND DIMWITS #4 CVR A KODARIS (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) James Mascia (A/CA)  Kodaris 

A group of friends playing a tabletop role-playing game is sucked into the game and become their 

own characters by an NPC that was just too powerful. They find themselves in a fight for their very 

lives against an army far more powerful than their characters' level! What could possibly go wrong? 

(STL329276) (C: 0-1-1) 

20pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241556 

DUNGEONS AND DIMWITS #4 CVR B KODARIS (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) James Mascia (A/CA)  Kodaris 

A group of friends playing a tabletop role-playing game is sucked into the game and become their 

own characters by an NPC that was just too powerful. They find themselves in a fight for their very 

lives against an army far more powerful than their characters' level! What could possibly go wrong? 

(STL329277) (C: 0-1-1) 

20pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 



 

DSTLRY MEDIA 

 

JUL241557 

THROUGH RED WINDOWS #1 CVR A JONES (MR) 

(W) Ram V. (A/CA) Joëlle Jones 

One of the hoPest writers in comics, RAM V (The One Hand, The Many Deaths of Laila Starr) teams 

up with ar!st extraordinaire Joëlle Jone (Catwoman, Lady Killer) to tell a modern horror story that 

will leave you guessing un!l the biPer end!   

 

When ailing Plutocrat, Harlan Roderick, invites his young protégé Athul Laal to live at Roderick Place 

in downtown ManhaPan, what Athul believes this to be his first step into the inner circle of the 

world’s elite, soon turns into a living nightmare. Athul discovers that Harlan and his illness are 

inextricably connected to the 73-story building, in which, behind each door, lie secrets and monsters 

from both Harlan and Athul’s own lives. 

 

Lala’s ambi!on gets the bePer of him and the higher he climbs in the company (and the building!) 

the deeper and darker becomes the danger to his life….and maybe his soul.  

 

THROUGH RED WINDOWS is a pulse-pounding thriller loosely inspired by Edgar Allan Poe but with a 

very modern twist. Not for the feint of heart!  

 

Every single issue from DSTLRY is presented in our perfect bound Pres!ge format, featuring 

wraparound covers with spot gloss on robust cover stock, complemented by 48 pages of exquisite 

interior stock. It’s the DSTLRY difference.  

 

For fans of WALL STREET, SUCCESSION, THE GAME, and CHANNEL ZERO. (STL332061) 

MATURE THEMES 

8.5x11, 48pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL241558 

THROUGH RED WINDOWS #1 CVR B JONES (MR) 

(W) Ram V. (A/CA) Joëlle Jones 



One of the hoPest writers in comics, RAM V (The One Hand, The Many Deaths of Laila Starr) teams 

up with ar!st extraordinaire Joëlle Jone (Catwoman, Lady Killer) to tell a modern horror story that 

will leave you guessing un!l the biPer end!   

 

When ailing Plutocrat, Harlan Roderick, invites his young protégé Athul Laal to live at Roderick Place 

in downtown ManhaPan, what Athul believes this to be his first step into the inner circle of the 

world’s elite, soon turns into a living nightmare. Athul discovers that Harlan and his illness are 

inextricably connected to the 73-story building, in which, behind each door, lie secrets and monsters 

from both Harlan and Athul’s own lives. 

 

Lala’s ambi!on gets the bePer of him and the higher he climbs in the company (and the building!) 

the deeper and darker becomes the danger to his life….and maybe his soul.  

 

THROUGH RED WINDOWS is a pulse-pounding thriller loosely inspired by Edgar Allan Poe but with a 

very modern twist. Not for the feint of heart!  

 

Every single issue from DSTLRY is presented in our perfect bound Pres!ge format, featuring 

wraparound covers with spot gloss on robust cover stock, complemented by 48 pages of exquisite 

interior stock. It’s the DSTLRY difference.  

 

For fans of WALL STREET, SUCCESSION, THE GAME, and CHANNEL ZERO. (STL332072) 

MATURE THEMES 

8.5x11, 48pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL241562 

BIG BURN #2 CVR A GARBETT 

(W) Joe Henderson (A/CA) Lee GarbeP 

NEW SERIES CONTINUES from the Eisner-nominated crea!ve team of SKYWARD! 

  

Owen’s assembled his crew of the damned to steal their souls back. One problem: first, they need to 

rescue Carlie from the insane asylum. But what if she doesn’t WANT to be rescued? And is there a 

traitor in their midst?? 

  

Joe Henderson, showrunner of the hit Neclix show Lucifer, and Lee GarbeP, hot off his run on 

Uncanny Spider-man, con!nue their thrilling caper with the biggest stakes possible – one’s very soul! 

 



Every single issue from DSTLRY is presented in our perfect bound Pres!ge format, featuring 

wraparound covers with spot gloss on robust cover stock, complemented by 48 pages of exquisite 

interior stock. It’s the DSTLRY difference.  

 

For fans of OCEANS 11, INCEPTION, LUCIFER, OUT OF SIGHT. (STL332048) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL241563 

BIG BURN #2 CVR B GARBETT 

(W) Joe Henderson (A/CA) Lee GarbeP 

NEW SERIES CONTINUES from the Eisner-nominated crea!ve team of SKYWARD! 

  

Owen’s assembled his crew of the damned to steal their souls back. One problem: first, they need to 

rescue Carlie from the insane asylum. But what if she doesn’t WANT to be rescued? And is there a 

traitor in their midst?? 

  

Joe Henderson, showrunner of the hit Neclix show Lucifer, and Lee GarbeP, hot off his run on 

Uncanny Spider-man, con!nue their thrilling caper with the biggest stakes possible – one’s very soul! 

 

Every single issue from DSTLRY is presented in our perfect bound Pres!ge format, featuring 

wraparound covers with spot gloss on robust cover stock, complemented by 48 pages of exquisite 

interior stock. It’s the DSTLRY difference.  

 

For fans of OCEANS 11, INCEPTION, LUCIFER, OUT OF SIGHT. (STL332049) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL241567 

LIFE #2 CVR A ZEZELJ (MR) 

(W) Stephanie Phillips, Brian Azzarello (A) Danijel Zezelj, Lee Loughridge (CA) Danijel Zezelj 

THE HIT SCI-FI series from DSTLRY con!nues! 

  

Writers Brian Azzarello (THE BLOOD BROTHERS MOTHER, 100 Bullets) and Stephanie Phillips (Grim, 

Harley Quinn) team up with ar!st Danijel Zezelj (Nostalgia) & colorist Lee Loughridge (Deadly Class) 

to create a masterfully craWed flip book, housing two enthralling stories in one!  



  

Infamous thief Bobby Flame and his crew meet an unexpected hurdle while trying to rob a former 

prison planet… the prisoners are s!ll alive more than 200 years later and immortality is not all that 

it’s cracked up to be! Ravaged by !me, the prisoners look like the monsters they were always 

accused of being, and they want Bobby’s spaceship. With a way off the planet finally presen!ng itself 

aWer centuries, CJ and the other prisoners will stop at nothing to gain their freedom.  

  

LIFE is presented as a flip book, housing one story from two different points of view. A prison break 

and a heist both offer interlocking narra!ves, crea!ng an immersive experience that will challenge 

your percep!ons of jus!ce while begging the immortal ques!on, “Who really wants to live forever?”   

 

Every single issue from DSTLRY is presented in our perfect bound Pres!ge format, featuring 

wraparound covers with spot gloss on robust cover stock, complemented by 48 pages of exquisite 

interior stock. It’s the DSTLRY difference.  

  

For fans of ALIENS, OCEAN’S ELEVEN, GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY. (STL332039) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL241568 

LIFE #2 CVR B (MR) 

(W) Stephanie Phillips, Brian Azzarello (A) Danijel Zezelj, Lee Loughridge (CA)  TBA 

THE HIT SCI-FI series from DSTLRY con!nues! 

  

Writers Brian Azzarello (THE BLOOD BROTHERS MOTHER, 100 Bullets) and Stephanie Phillips (Grim, 

Harley Quinn) team up with ar!st Danijel Zezelj (Nostalgia) & colorist Lee Loughridge (Deadly Class) 

to create a masterfully craWed flip book, housing two enthralling stories in one!  

  

Infamous thief Bobby Flame and his crew meet an unexpected hurdle while trying to rob a former 

prison planet… the prisoners are s!ll alive more than 200 years later and immortality is not all that 

it’s cracked up to be! Ravaged by !me, the prisoners look like the monsters they were always 

accused of being, and they want Bobby’s spaceship. With a way off the planet finally presen!ng itself 

aWer centuries, CJ and the other prisoners will stop at nothing to gain their freedom.  

  

LIFE is presented as a flip book, housing one story from two different points of view. A prison break 

and a heist both offer interlocking narra!ves, crea!ng an immersive experience that will challenge 

your percep!ons of jus!ce while begging the immortal ques!on, “Who really wants to live forever?”   



 

Every single issue from DSTLRY is presented in our perfect bound Pres!ge format, featuring 

wraparound covers with spot gloss on robust cover stock, complemented by 48 pages of exquisite 

interior stock. It’s the DSTLRY difference.  

  

For fans of ALIENS, OCEAN’S ELEVEN, GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY. (STL332040) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL241570 

WHITE BOAT #3 CVR A FRANCAVILLA (MR) 

(W) ScoP Snyder (A/CA) Francesco Francavilla 

The hit series from the acclaimed team behind Detec!ve Comics and Night of the Ghoul comes to its 

drama!c conclusion!  

 

AWer learning the dark secrets of the mysterious island, Lee is leW to decide if he wants to join these 

cosmic cul!sts or make a break for freedom. But when he’s unwilling to leave his metamorphic 

monster of a brother behind, he will make a fateful decision that might save their necks but doom 

the en!re planet!  

 

WHITE BOAT reunites ScoP Snyder, the visionary writer who redefined comic book dread with 

Wytches and introduced Batman into a terrifying, cerebral era reunites with modern noir master 

Francesco Francavilla for a white-knuckle descent into LovecraWian mari!me madness!  

 

Every single issue from DSTLRY is presented in our perfect bound Pres!ge format, featuring 

wraparound covers with spot gloss on robust cover stock, complemented by 48 pages of exquisite 

interior stock. It’s the DSTLRY difference.  

 

For fans of HEREDITARY, THE HOST, JURASSIC PARK & THE ISLAND OF DR. MOREAU. (STL332043) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL241571 

WHITE BOAT #3 CVR B FRANCAVILLA (MR) 



(W) ScoP Snyder (A/CA) Francesco Francavilla 

The hit series from the acclaimed team behind Detec!ve Comics and Night of the Ghoul comes to its 

drama!c conclusion!  

 

AWer learning the dark secrets of the mysterious island, Lee is leW to decide if he wants to join these 

cosmic cul!sts or make a break for freedom. But when he’s unwilling to leave his metamorphic 

monster of a brother behind, he will make a fateful decision that might save their necks but doom 

the en!re planet!  

 

WHITE BOAT reunites ScoP Snyder, the visionary writer who redefined comic book dread with 

Wytches and introduced Batman into a terrifying, cerebral era reunites with modern noir master 

Francesco Francavilla for a white-knuckle descent into LovecraWian mari!me madness!  

 

Every single issue from DSTLRY is presented in our perfect bound Pres!ge format, featuring 

wraparound covers with spot gloss on robust cover stock, complemented by 48 pages of exquisite 

interior stock. It’s the DSTLRY difference.  

 

For fans of HEREDITARY, THE HOST, JURASSIC PARK & THE ISLAND OF DR. MOREAU. (STL332044) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL241575 

DSTLRY BOLLOCKS STANDEE (C: 0-1-2) 

Usually only available to stores, this is your opportunity to proudly display those amazing oversized 

gorgeous DSTLRY books in your own home. With an outrageous pink and yellow color scheme 

derived from the “Bollocks” variant of The Devil’s Cut, this standee holds 30 DSTLRY single issues! 

Don’t shy away from showing off your DSTLRY books. Order this standee today! (STL332097) (C: 0-1-2 

Item SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL241576 

DSTLRY THE FIRST SIX MAGAZINE BOX (BUNDLE OF 5) 

It’s !me to represent! Store all those gorgeous, magazine sized, spot gloss spor!ng, DSTLRY books in 

this special limited run magazine size art box spotligh!ng the 1A covers of the first six series from 

DSTLRY - GONE, SOMNA, BLASFAMOUS, WHITE BOAT, SPECTREGRAPH, BLOOD BROTHERS MOTHER. 

Holds over 100 single issues unbagged and unboarded. But why would you do that? Comes in 

bundles of 5. (STL332099 



Item SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL241577 

SOMNA CLOONAN WHEN THE WICKED ARE SILENCED T-SHIRT SM 

(A) Becky Cloonan 

Don’t be afraid to rock this SOMNA tee by the inimitable Becky Cloonan. From Cloonan and Tula 

Lotay’s Eisner Nominated series! (STL332111 

Item SRP: $35.00 

 

JUL241578 

SOMNA CLOONAN WHEN THE WICKED ARE SILENCED T-SHIRT M 

(A) Becky Cloonan 

Don’t be afraid to rock this SOMNA tee by the inimitable Becky Cloonan. From Cloonan and Tula 

Lotay’s Eisner Nominated series! (STL332113 

Item SRP: $35.00 

 

JUL241579 

SOMNA CLOONAN WHEN THE WICKED ARE SILENCED T-SHIRT L 

(A) Becky Cloonan 

Don’t be afraid to rock this SOMNA tee by the inimitable Becky Cloonan. From Cloonan and Tula 

Lotay’s Eisner Nominated series! (STL332114 

Item SRP: $35.00 

 

JUL241580 

SOMNA CLOONAN WHEN THE WICKED ARE SILENCED T-SHIRT XL 

(A) Becky Cloonan 

Don’t be afraid to rock this SOMNA tee by the inimitable Becky Cloonan. From Cloonan and Tula 

Lotay’s Eisner Nominated series! (STL332115 

Item SRP: $35.00 

 

JUL241581 

SOMNA CLOONAN WHEN THE WICKED ARE SILENCED T-SHIRT XXL 



(A) Becky Cloonan 

Don’t be afraid to rock this SOMNA tee by the inimitable Becky Cloonan. From Cloonan and Tula 

Lotay’s Eisner Nominated series! (STL332116 

Item SRP: $35.00 

 

JUL241582 

SOMNA LOTAY I CRY TO DREAM AGAIN T-SHIRT SM 

(A) Tula Lotay 

Be the dream when you rock this SOMNA tee from the peerless Tula Lotay. From Becky Cloonan and 

Lotay’s Eisner Nominated series! (STL332117 

Item SRP: $35.00 

 

JUL241583 

SOMNA LOTAY I CRY TO DREAM AGAIN T-SHIRT M 

(A) Tula Lotay 

Be the dream when you rock this SOMNA tee from the peerless Tula Lotay. From Becky Cloonan and 

Lotay’s Eisner Nominated series! (STL332118 

Item SRP: $35.00 

 

JUL241584 

SOMNA LOTAY I CRY TO DREAM AGAIN T-SHIRT L 

(A) Tula Lotay 

Be the dream when you rock this SOMNA tee from the peerless Tula Lotay. From Becky Cloonan and 

Lotay’s Eisner Nominated series! (STL332119 

Item SRP: $35.00 

 

JUL241585 

SOMNA LOTAY I CRY TO DREAM AGAIN T-SHIRT XL 

(A) Tula Lotay 

Be the dream when you rock this SOMNA tee from the peerless Tula Lotay. From Becky Cloonan and 

Lotay’s Eisner Nominated series! (STL332120 

Item SRP: $35.00 

 



JUL241586 

SOMNA LOTAY I CRY TO DREAM AGAIN T-SHIRT XXL 

(A) Tula Lotay 

Be the dream when you rock this SOMNA tee from the peerless Tula Lotay. From Becky Cloonan and 

Lotay’s Eisner Nominated series! (STL332121 

Item SRP: $35.00 

 

JUL241587 

GONE #1 OVERSIZED HC RESERVE EDITION (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Jock 

Experience the thrilling debut of the first series from DSTLRY like never before, as Gone #1 is 

presented in this stunning oversized hardcover edi!on with interior pages on uncoated stock. This 

sensa!onal debut issue features Jock, the Eisner Award-winning ar!st of Snow Angels and Batman: 

One Dark Knight, wri!ng and drawing a creator-owned project for the first !me. 

 

Features: 

Oversized hardcover perfect for collectors. 

Bonus content: sketches, commentary, and more. 

 

Dive into the cap!va!ng world of Gone #1 with this special limited oversized edi!on. (STL332108) (C: 

0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 10.9x13, 64pgs, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

JUL241588 

SOMNA #1 OVERSIZED HC RESERVE EDITION (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Tula Lotay, Becky Cloonan (CA) Becky Cloonan 

Experience the Eisner-nominated series like never before, as SOMNA #1 is presented in this stunning 

oversized hardcover edi!on with interior pages on uncoated stock. 2023’s sensa!onal debut issue 

features Becky Cloonan and Tula Lotay collabora!ng together for the first !me - weaving a tale of 

gothic horror set during the witch hunts in a 1600s English village. 

 

Features: 

Oversized hardcover perfect for collectors. 



Bonus content: sketches, commentary, and more. 

 

Dive into the dark, enchan!ng world of SOMNA #1 in this special limited oversized edi!on. An Eisner-

nominated series that will cap!vate you from start to finish. (STL332109) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 10.9x13, 64pgs, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

JUL241589 

BLASFAMOUS COVER GALLERY ONE-SHOT (MR) 

(W/A) Mirka Andolfo (CA) NicolePa Baldari 

Immerse yourself in the dazzling and darkly comedic world of Blasfamous with this exclusive 64-page 

cover gallery, showcasing every cap!va!ng cover from the cri!cally acclaimed series by interna!onal 

superstar Mirka Andolfo. 

 

Witness the visual evolu!on of Blasfamous through the stunning artwork of Mirka Andolfo and 

interpreta!ons by over 15 other talented ar!sts, including ARTGERM, TULA LOTAY, and SWEENEY 

BOO. Each cover, from the vibrant to the macabre, weaves together the intricate and mesmerizing 

tapestry of the series, making this gallery a must-have for dedicated fans and new readers alike. 

 

Don’t miss this opportunity to own a piece of the cap!va!ng world of Blasfamous, where music, 

mys!cism, and the baPle for supremacy collide in a visually stunning and narra!vely intense 

collec!on. (STL332105) 

MATURE THEMES 

8.5x11, 48pgs, FC SRP: $10.00 

 

JUL241590 

LCSD 2024 GONE #1 BLACK AND WHITE EDITION (MR) 

(W/A/CA)  Jock 

This Local Comic Shop Day, experience the acclaimed masterpiece GONE #1 like never before. 

DSTLRY proudly brings you a unique, limited-edi!on black and white version that highlights Jock's 

stunning line work. This all black and white edi!on strips away the colors, providing a fresh 

perspec!ve on the narra!ve and artwork, emphasizing the me!culous line work that Jock is 

renowned for. 

 

The GONE #1 Black and White LCSD Edi!on will be printed to order and is available only to 

par!cipa!ng retailers. A must-have for collectors and fans alike, don't miss your chance to own this 



one of a kind ar!fact from the bestselling series. Visit your local comic shop on September 28, 2024 

to secure your copy! (STL332107) 

MATURE THEMES 

8.5x11, 48pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

DYNAMIC FORCES 

 

JUL241591 

DF SPIDER-SOCIETY #1 ARTGERM SPIDER-GWEN VAR SEGURA SGN (C:  

SPIDER-SOCIETY will introduce a wild cadre of Spider-Villains from the Mul!verse known as the 

Sinister Squadron. It's a grouping of villains like you've never seen, and to defend the very fabric of 

the universe, Madame Web will recruit every Spider-Hero there ever was for an unprecedented war 

that will redefine the web of life! It's every Spider-Character you love (and some you haven't met 

yet)! May the first mee!ng of the Spider-Society commence! That's right, every Spider-Person will be 

in the same room for the craziest assembly the Mul!verse has ever seen! (STL331308) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL241592 

DF SPIDER-SOCIETY #1 ARTGERM SPIDER-GWEN CGC GRADED (C: 0-1- 

SPIDER-SOCIETY will introduce a wild cadre of Spider-Villains from the Mul!verse known as the 

Sinister Squadron. It's a grouping of villains like you've never seen, and to defend the very fabric of 

the universe, Madame Web will recruit every Spider-Hero there ever was for an unprecedented war 

that will redefine the web of life! It's every Spider-Character you love (and some you haven't met 

yet)! May the first mee!ng of the Spider-Society commence! That's right, every Spider-Person will be 

in the same room for the craziest assembly the Mul!verse has ever seen! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR 

HIGHER. (STL331310) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $88.00 

 

JUL241593 

DF SPIDER-SOCIETY #1 CRIMSON RED SIGNATURE SEGURA SGN (C: 0- 

SPIDER-SOCIETY will introduce a wild cadre of Spider-Villains from the Mul!verse known as the 

Sinister Squadron. It's a grouping of villains like you've never seen, and to defend the very fabric of 

the universe, Madame Web will recruit every Spider-Hero there ever was for an unprecedented war 

that will redefine the web of life! It's every Spider-Character you love (and some you haven't met 

yet)! May the first mee!ng of the Spider-Society commence! That's right, every Spider-Person will be 

in the same room for the craziest assembly the Mul!verse has ever seen! (STL331307) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $26.91 



 

JUL241594 

DF MARVEL ZOMBIES BLACK WHITE & BLOOD #1 SEGURA SGN (C: 0-1- 

AN ALL-NEW ERA OF MARVEL ZOMBIES! The undead plague starts here…and you know it won't stop 

un!l everyone's in its clutches! This first of four ac!on-packed, uPerly original, gloriously gory 

anthology issues features Daredevil, Spider-Man, Moon Knight and many, many more Marvel heroes 

and villains beset by ever-growing zombie hordes! In a brutal, bloodstained world, can hope survive? 

Or will creeping, gnawing, shambling horror win out at last…? (STL331311) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $36.66 

 

JUL241595 

DF MARVEL ZOMBIES BLACK WHITE & BLOOD #1 SUYDAM DE EXC VAR ( 

The quest for the one thing that can save Ash and his crew of survivors takes them to Latveria, home 

of- Doctor Doom! Who will live, who will die, and who will get their sorry buP tossed into a dungeon 

aWer one too many smart-alecky comments to a certain metal-plated monarch? Think fast, 'cause a 

legion of hungry zombies is on the way! SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED. ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR. 

(STL331312) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241596 

DF VENOM WAR VENOMOUS #1 SCHULTZ SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

THE VENOMOUS BLACK WIDOW! Black Widow and her newly trained symbiote are jumping into the 

Venom War and picking a side! Fresh off their new understanding from the BLACK WIDOW: 

VENOMOUS one-shot, Widow starts looking into horrific experiments Alchemax has been running 

based on their symbiote program…but she isn't the only one! Natasha's old teammate from her 

Secret Avengers days, now known as Agent An!-Venom, is also on the case! (STL331314) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241597 

DF VENOM WAR SPIDER-MAN #1 KELLY & LANZING SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

THE SPIDER-MAN IN BLACK! Eddie Brock wants the symbiote, Dylan Brock wants the symbiote… but 

they're forgeTng about the first host to ever wear the black… PETER PARKER! That's right - Spider-

Man is back in black again, and this !me, he's liking how it fits him! Maybe the winner of the Venom 

War could be the OG! (STL331315) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $62.00 

 



JUL241598 

DF MARVEL CVR ART SGNED & REMARKED GILES WITH SPIDER-MAN SKE 

ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN ART BY PATRICK GILES! BLANK VARIANT MAY VARY. (STL331313) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

JUL241599 

DF DEADPOOL TEAM-UP #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

When you need some hired hands, Deadpool is your man! But when the Merc with a Mouth needs 

assistance, he's got friends (and frenemies) from across the Marvel Universe! Witness Rob Liefeld 

weave an epic tale bringing Wade Wilson together with Major X, Crystar, Ghost-Spider, Wolverine, 

and the Incredible Hulk for the first !me, as the return of a LOST MARVEL COMICS CHARACTER 

necessitates the ul!mate team-up mission! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER. (STL331316) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $91.00 

 

JUL241600 

DF DEADPOOL TEAM-UP #1 FOIL VAR CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

When you need some hired hands, Deadpool is your man! But when the Merc with a Mouth needs 

assistance, he's got friends (and frenemies) from across the Marvel Universe! Witness Rob Liefeld 

weave an epic tale bringing Wade Wilson together with Major X, Crystar, Ghost-Spider, Wolverine, 

and the Incredible Hulk for the first !me, as the return of a LOST MARVEL COMICS CHARACTER 

necessitates the ul!mate team-up mission! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER. (STL331317) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $119.91 

 

JUL241601 

DF WOLVERINE REVENGE #1 RED BAND ED BLOOD RED CAPULLO SGN (C 

Capullo and Hickman pit Wolverine against a cadre of foes who will turn his world upside down, 

including Sabretooth, Omega Red, Deadpool, and more. He's been beaten! He's been bloodied! And 

Logan only has one thought on his mind: REVENGE! Capullo and Hickman pit Wolverine against a 

cadre of foes who will turn his world upside down, including Sabretooth, Omega Red, Deadpool, and 

more. He's been beaten! He's been bloodied! And Logan only has one thought on his mind: 

REVENGE! (STL331321) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL241602 

DF WOLVERINE REVENGE #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 



Capullo and Hickman pit Wolverine against a cadre of foes who will turn his world upside down, 

including Sabretooth, Omega Red, Deadpool, and more. He's been beaten! He's been bloodied! And 

Logan only has one thought on his mind: REVENGE! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER. (STL331318) (C: 0-

1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $82.00 

 

JUL241603 

DF WOLVERINE REVENGE #1 SNIKT SILVER CAPULLO SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Capullo and Hickman pit Wolverine against a cadre of foes who will turn his world upside down, 

including Sabretooth, Omega Red, Deadpool, and more. He's been beaten! He's been bloodied! And 

Logan only has one thought on his mind: REVENGE! (STL331320) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $74.00 

 

JUL241604 

DF WOLVERINE #1 ROMITA JR HOMAGE VAR CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

There's a killer in the woods - and as Wolverine's aPempt at peace is shaPered, an old enemy will re-

emerge as a new villain rises that will bring Logan to the brink of his berserker rage. But Nightcrawler 

knows his old friend is capable of doing what's right, and before long, Logan will have to unleash his 

claws, push his healing factor to the limit and demonstrate he's the best there is at what he does 

once and for all - nice be damned! Note to collectors: the new series kicks off with a key first 

appearance and a major addi!on to the lore of Wolverine! LEGACY #393. CGC GRADED 9.6 OR 

HIGHER! (STL331322) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $82.00 

 

JUL241605 

DF RETURN OF WOLVERINE #1 SGN & REMARKED HAESER WOLVERINE SK 

ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN ART BY KEN HAESER! (STL331324) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

JUL241606 

DF DAZZLER #1 SILVER TERRY & RACHEL DODSON SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Out and proud as a mutant and back on the road! Dazzler, Marvel's gliPering mutant songstress, has 

been in and out of the limelight over the years-but now the !me has finally come for her to take 

center stage! Dazzler embarks on a new world tour, the culmina!on and celebra!on of her en!re 

musical career. But while Dazzler may be ready to focus on her music, her celebrity-mutant status 

and a violent aPack may sideline the en!re endeavor before it's even begun… (STL331365) (C: 0-1-2) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $44.00 

 

JUL241607 

DF DAZZLER #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

Out and proud as a mutant and back on the road! Dazzler, Marvel's gliPering mutant songstress, has 

been in and out of the limelight over the years-but now the !me has finally come for her to take 

center stage! Dazzler embarks on a new world tour, the culmina!on and celebra!on of her en!re 

musical career. But while Dazzler may be ready to focus on her music, her celebrity-mutant status 

and a violent aPack may sideline the en!re endeavor before it's even begun… CGC GRADED 9.6 OR 

HIGHER! EVENT PRICED FOR A LIMITED TIME IN HONOR OF THE FIRST APPERANCE OF DAZZLER IN 

UNCANNY X-MEN #130 RELEASED BACK IN 1980! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL331411) (C: 0-1-

2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $80.00 

 

JUL241608 

DF EXCEPTIONAL X-MEN #1 JONES VAR CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

Mutantkind's two greatest teachers mold the next genera!on of X-Men! Kate Pryde has returned 

home to Chicago following the war with Orchis. Having stepped away from the world of mutantdom, 

she is nevertheless called back into ac!on as she crosses paths with a trio of new young mutants, 

Bronze, Axo, and Melee, who clearly need training and guidance. Unfortunately for Kate, Emma Frost 

thinks so as well! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL331427) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

JUL241609 

DF THANOS ANNUAL #1 BESCH SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Welcome to INFINITY WATCH! The Annual Event of 2024 starts here as Thanos, aWer the events of his 

series, goes off to find the INFINITY STONES! He's in for a shock when he discovers that the Infinity 

Stones have been incorporated into actual people like STAR, QUANTUM, OVERTIME, PRINCE OF 

POWER and MULTITUDE! But wait, there are six Infinity Stones but only five people listed?! You don't 

want to miss this Marvel Universe-shaking saga! (STL331428) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL241610 

DF NAMOR #1 AARON SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

War rages beneath the waves, from the lost ci!es of the Secret Seas to the fathomless depths where 

the Elder Whales reign. Seven kings, old and new, fight to rule the watery realm. But where is Namor, 

the once mighty Sub-Mariner? He's siTng behind bars on the surface, with no inten!on of ever 



seTng foot in the seas again. So begins an oversized Atlantean event that will forever reshape the 

landscape of the undersea world while at last laying bare the dark history of Atlan!s and its fiercest, 

most infamous defender. An epic that will redefine the King of the Seas in the manner of Jason 

Aaron's PUNISHER series! (STL331430) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL241611 

DF ULTIMATE BLACK PANTHER #4 SILVER RAHZZAH SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

SHURI SEIZES THE THRONE! With T'Challa missing and presumed dead, Wakanda needs a new leader. 

Shuri wants war against Ra and Khonshu more than T'Challa ever did, but at what cost? Meanwhile, 

Black Panther must learn from his new allies, the freedom fighters Killmonger and Storm! ULTRA-

LIMITED EDITION! ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR! (STL331432) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $69.99 

 

JUL241612 

DF MARVEL CVR ART SGN & REMARKED COURT DAZZLER SKETCH (C: 0- 

ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN ART BY JESSICA COURT! BLANK VARIANT MAY VARY. (STL331426) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

JUL241613 

DF STAR TREK #21 ELITE GOLD RAHZZAH SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Welcome to the Pleroma, a place outside !me and space where god-level species have gathered to 

discuss the fate of the universe! It's up to Captain Sisko and his valiant crew of the U.S.S. Theseus to 

persuade the gods to allow them to help repair Kahless' unraveling of space-!me - but will they listen 

to mere mortals responsible for their prophesied undoing? ANNIVERSARY PRICED FOR A LIMITED 

TIME ONLY! (STL331434) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $58.00 

 

JUL241614 

DF GOTHAM SIRENS #1 SWIMSUIT VAR SILVER RAHZZAH SGN (C: 0-1- 

YOU CAN'T KEEP A BAD GIRL DOWN! CATWOMAN, POISON IVY, AND HARLEY QUINN REUNITE FOR A 

WEEKLY ADVENTURE! When a violent and highly illegal energy drink-sponsored hun!ng opera!on 

threatens the lives of wildlife and the residents of Gotham City alike, the only ones fit to save the day 

are the criminal trio of Catwoman, Poison Ivy, and Harley Quinn. Back together again for the first 

!me in years. Some!mes the only way to fight bad is with even worse! With special appearances by 

White Rabbit, Punchline, and introducing the himbo cowboy henchmen sensa!on soon to be 

sweeping the na!on known as "The Nasty Boys!" Get your chaps, spurs, and hats out cause it's 



hun!ng season! By the end of story you'll be covered in guts, goo, and grit! Featuring the talents of 

Leah Williams, MaPeo Lolli, Daniel Hillyard, and more! If you're not chan!ng "Hot tubs and 

headshots and hoTes, oh my!" by the end of this four-week-long series, you're doing it wrong! 

(STL331435) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $33.30 

 

JUL241615 

DF GOTHAM SIRENS #1 TERRY & RACHEL DODSON SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

YOU CAN'T KEEP A BAD GIRL DOWN! CATWOMAN, POISON IVY, AND HARLEY QUINN REUNITE FOR A 

WEEKLY ADVENTURE! When a violent and highly illegal energy drink-sponsored hun!ng opera!on 

threatens the lives of wildlife and the residents of Gotham City alike, the only ones fit to save the day 

are the criminal trio of Catwoman, Poison Ivy, and Harley Quinn. Back together again for the first 

!me in years. Some!mes the only way to fight bad is with even worse! With special appearances by 

White Rabbit, Punchline, and introducing the himbo cowboy henchmen sensa!on soon to be 

sweeping the na!on known as "The Nasty Boys!" Get your chaps, spurs, and hats out cause it's 

hun!ng season! By the end of story you'll be covered in guts, goo, and grit! Featuring the talents of 

Leah Williams, MaPeo Lolli, Daniel Hillyard, and more! If you're not chan!ng "Hot tubs and 

headshots and hoTes, oh my!" by the end of this four-week-long series, you're doing it wrong! 

(STL331438) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $45.00 

 

JUL241616 

DF ZATANNA BRING DOWN THE HOUSE #3 TERRY & RACHEL DODSON SGN 

YOU IT'S ZATANNA VERSUS…BUNNIES? It's out of the Casters' lair and into the fire as Zatanna takes a 

tumble down the rabbit hole - although the Order of the Rabbits themselves would tell you they 

prefer the term "bunny well." Within, Zatanna finds her inability to perform real magic put to the test 

in a pulse-pounding fight for her life against a vicious champion the Rabbits call… the Destroyer of 

Souls. EVENT PRICED FOR A LIMITED TIME IN HONOR OF THE FIRST APPEARANCE OF ZATANNA IN 

HAWKMAN #4!!!! (STL331439) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $44.44 

 

JUL241617 

DF ZATANNA BRING DOWN THE HOUSE #2 FRISON VAR CGC GRADED (C: 

MARIKO TAMAKI AND JAVIER RODRÍGUEZ BRING ZATANNA TO DC BLACK LABEL! Magician on trial! 

Despite Zatanna's willful determina!on to avoid Real Magic at all costs, a terrifying showdown with 

the interdimensional demon that interrupted her stage show reveals that she might not have run as 

far from the world of sorcery as she once hoped. Now a mysterious group of magic casters emerges 

from the shadows to accuse her of wielding great and terrible power against one of their own - her 

late father and greatest shame, Giovanni Zatara! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! EVENT PRICED FOR A 



LIMITED TIME IN HONOR OF THE YEAR ZATANNA JOINED THE JLA IN JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

#161 BACK IN 1978! (STL331441) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $78.00 

 

JUL241618 

DF ZATANNA BRING DOWN THE HOUSE #1 ARTGERM CGC GRADED (C: 0- 

AN ALL-NEW DC BLACK LABEL SERIES FROM EISNER-WINNING WRITER MARIKO TAMAKI AND ARTIST 

JAVIER RODRÍGUEZ! And now, the moment you've all been wai!ng for… please put your hands 

together for Zatanna Zatara! The greatest entertainer in the crappiest hotel and casino of Las Vegas! 

Not that the ritzier spots on the Strip haven't come calling, of course. But since a devasta!ng 

instance of magic gone wrong that forever changed the course of her childhood, Zatanna would 

much rather live out her days as a top-hat-and-fishnets-wearing sleight-of-hand stage act than bother 

with real magic. These days, she doesn't think much of the past at all. That is, un!l an 

interdimensional vortex cracks open during Zatanna's act, and a terrifying demon crawls out to kill 

her. If she hopes to survive the horrors that follow it, she'll need to take herself and her power 

seriously for the first !me in a long !me - and fast. Because when it comes to your past, you can 

run… but you can't hide forever! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! EVENT PRICED FOR A LIMITED TIME 

IN HONOR OF THE YEAR ZATANNA JOINED THE JLA IN JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA #161 BACK IN 

1978! (STL331442) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $78.00 

 

JUL241619 

DF BATMAN SUPERMAN WORLDS FINEST #28 VAR SZERDY SGN (C: 0-1- 

HEROES UNITE TO SAVE THE FIFTH DIMENSION - AND THE EARTH! Something is destroying the fiWh 

dimension - and if an army of evil imps can obliterate all the joy and life from an en!re reality, what 

chance do Superman and Batman stand against it? A mul!tude of DC guest stars - and their fiWh-

dimensional counterparts - join the World's Finest duo in a last-ditch aPempt to save Earth from the 

ul!mate darkness! (STL331444) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $28.00 

 

JUL241620 

DF ZERO HOUR 30TH ANN SP #1 JURGENS SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

30 years ago, one of the DCU's brightest heroes fell from grace, driven over the edge by his failure to 

save Coast City and millions of people. In the famed EMERALD TWILIGHT storyline, Hal Jordan 

became PARALLAX in the wake of Coast City being annihilated. AWer that, he almost succeeded in 

refashioning the en!re DC !meline and reseTng reality to restore his home in the ZERO HOUR 

event. Luckily, the heroes prevailed and destroyed this villain and !meline for good…or so we 

thought. Green Lantern Kyle Rayner is about to discover Hal and his vision have survived, and they're 

willing to do whatever it takes to make sure their world prevails! (STL331445) (C: 0-1-2) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 

 

JUL241621 

DF DC COMICS CVR ART NICIEZA DELBEATO SGN & REMARKED BATMAN  

ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN ART BY MARIANO NICIEZA AND JOE DELBEATO! BLANK VARIANT MAY VARY. 

(STL331447) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

JUL241622 

DF WONDER WOMAN #750 HUGHES EXC VAR (C: 0-1-2) 

An all-star 96-page celebra!on of the Amazon Princess by long!me favorites and acclaimed new 

voices! In the lead story, Wonder Woman's epic "Year of the Villain" baPle comes to a close, leading 

the way to new challenges ahead. Addi!onally, this oversized gem tells tales from Diana's past, 

present and future by some of the greatest storytellers in the business-including Colleen Doran, 

Mariko Tamaki, the Teen Titans: Raven team of writer Kami Garcia and ar!st Gabriel Picolo, and 

legendary Wonder Woman creators returning to the character, including Gail Simone and Greg 

Rucka! (STL331449) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL241623 

DF JENNY SPARKS #1 KING SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

The wild storm begins! What could four strangers have to do with the fate of the world? Find out as 

Captain Atom goes rogue, threatening to destroy the planet he once swore to protect. Can any hero 

stop him? Well, it may take the most unconven!onal of them all... Jenny Sparks, the one woman 

tasked with keeping ALL the heroes in line, no maPer the cost. With a snap of her fingers, she's 

entered the fray and won't quit un!l the job is done! Event priced for a LIMITED TIME in honor of the 

FIRST APPEARANCE of JENNY SPARKS in STORMWATCH #37 back in 1996! (STL331450) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $37.00 

 

JUL241624 

DF LAST WARDENS #1 TISHLER & SPERL SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

With an alcoholic father and a hole in her wallet, Danielle Pryer's life in the rus!c town of Bleakwood 

goes from bad to worse when her long-lost brother, Bruce, returns from the Vietnam War. While 

Bruce is being plagued by a mysterious and monstrous muta!on, he is also being hunted by an 

incompetent team of paranormal misfits, which leads to Bleakwood quickly becoming ground zero of 

a supernatural baPle that forces Danielle to choose between everything she holds dear and the fate 

of the world as a whole. (STL331451) (C: 0-1-2) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $19.75 

 

JUL241625 

DF LAST WARDENS #1 VAR TISHLER & SPERL SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

With an alcoholic father and a hole in her wallet, Danielle Pryer's life in the rus!c town of Bleakwood 

goes from bad to worse when her long-lost brother, Bruce, returns from the Vietnam War. While 

Bruce is being plagued by a mysterious and monstrous muta!on, he is also being hunted by an 

incompetent team of paranormal misfits, which leads to Bleakwood quickly becoming ground zero of 

a supernatural baPle that forces Danielle to choose between everything she holds dear and the fate 

of the world as a whole. (STL331452) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.75 

 

JUL241626 

DF MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE / TMNT TURTLES GREYSKULL #1 CGC ( 

When the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles came across Krang and Shredder making a deal with some 

otherworldly 'demon-mage' named Skeletor, things got hella-weird and they ended up in ETERNIA! It 

turns out, when you mix Ultrom mutagen with demon magic you get a nasty purple poison-and it's 

brought Eternia to the brink of chaos. So, Leo, Raph, Donnie, and Mikey are teaming up with the 

Masters of the Universe to kick some blue boney buP. The only problem is…He-Man is missing in 

ac!on. CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL331453) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $84.82 

 

JUL241627 

DF FERAL #1 BLANK VAR FLEECS SGN & REMARKED HAESER SKETCH (C 

SERIES PREMIERE! A NEW HORROR FROM THE CREATORS OF STRAY DOGS! Meet Elsie, Lord Fluffy 

Britches, and Patch, three indoor cats lost in the not-so-great outdoors during a nightmarish rabies 

outbreak. Without their humans to protect them, the cats rush to find their way home before they're 

eaten by the forest full of rabid beasts on their tails. Don't get bit. Don't get scratched. Don't 

become…FERAL. EVENT PRICED FOR A LIMITED TIME!! ULTRA-LIMITED EDITION! ALLOCATIONS WILL 

OCCUR. (STL331455) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $128.02 

 

JUL241628 

DF FERAL #2 GLOW IN THE DARK VAR GOLD SIGNATURE FLEECS SGN ( 

The indoor cats, s!ll searching for their home in the rabies-infected woods, find others just like them 

on the run! But can these new cats be trusted? Are they good kiTes, or are they THE BAD KIND?!? 



Don't get bit. Don't get scratched. Don't become… FERAL. ULTRA-LIMITED, ALLOCATIONS MAY 

OCCUR. (STL331454) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $75.00 

 

JUL241629 

DF PATRA #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

From the celebrated creators behind Starman and The Flash comes this new supernatural series 

about slasher monsters, mad scien!sts, and cult movie-inspired horror. A young girl named 'Patra 

wakes up with no memory of her past. All she knows is that a big knife and a horrific mask appear 

whenever she's in danger. Oh, that, and a deranged killer, in the tradi!on of 1980s slasher films, who 

is slaughtering families in a small mid-western town, and wants to make Patra his vic!m too. Join us 

for a new series as one brave liPle girl faces both monstrous dangers and mysterious secrets in this 

homage to the classic horror movies of yore. Celebrated scribe James Robinson and ar!st ScoP Kolins 

bring a new slasher horror series to Dark Horse! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL331456) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $80.00 

 

JUL241630 

DF BACK TO SCHOOL COLL SET (C: 0-1-2) 

This special 4-piece set includes 1 limited edi!on signed comic, 1 limited edi!on retailer exclusive 

comic, 1 remarked comic with a one-of-a-kind hand-drawn color sketch, and 1 High-End Ultra-

Limited variant comic! Minimum value of $199.97 with a special EVENT package price of $123.40! 

(STL331458) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $123.40 

 

FAIRSQUARE COMICS LLC 

 

JUL241631 

MESCHUGGE GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Benni Bodker (A/CA) Chris!an Hojgaard 

Copenhagen, Denmark, 1905. Terror is spreading in the Jewish GhePo. Who can stop the murders? 

Who can bring truth to light? Who can stop the "Meschugge", the Madman? 

 

Following a series of murders in the ghePo, a young Jewish typist is recruited by the Police to assist in 

their inves!ga!on.  They feel that having an insider would help them solve the crimes in a place 

perceived as impenetrable to them. Her research leads her on the trail of a bloodthirsty murderer 

whose acts are rooted in old supers!!ons and who marks his vic!ms with kabbalis!c symbols. Her 



pursuit gradually turns into a personal quest, where she will have to confront her own roots and 

deepest fears. Soon, the hunter becomes the prey. As the killer targets her. Can she survive this? 

 

In the tradi!on of Jack the Ripper or The Alienist, this gripping Scandinavian thriller takes us deep 

into the heart of a ghePo where poverty intersects with crime to bePer blur the tracks of a predator 

whose nightmare visions foreshadow the terrible events to come. From the new Scandinavian 

masters of suspense and horror: Benni Bødker (Christmas Bes!ary, Grimm) and Chris!an Højgaard 

(House of Secrets, the Dreaming). (STL304114) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 148pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS 

 

JUL241632 

MY TIME MACHINE A GRAPHIC NOVEL HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Carol Lay 

My Time Machine unfolds across the socially and poli!cally confused landscape of early 2020, where 

Carol Lay's middle-aged female protagonist (who bears a suspicious resemblance to the author) 

embarks on a !me-hopping odyssey that takes her from the addled and anxious "contemporary" 

America to the farthest reaches of !me. 

 

Finding the blueprints belonging to the eponymous Time Traveler of H.G. Wells' novel, our reluctant 

and all-too-human heroine enlists her ex-husband Rob's engineering genius in construc!ng the same 

kind of machine capable of the same awesome power. 

With a (more or less) func!oning !me machine at her disposal, she decides there's no bePer !me to 

do her part to save humanity from itself and starts looking for (figura!ve) buPerflies to pin down in 

hopes of altering the history of human civiliza!on and aver!ng the impending effects of climate 

change. 

 

Wary of causing unintended consequences by traveling into the past to change history, she heads 

into the future, alone, to see if she can gain any insights she can bring back to 2020 that could help 

change the course of a world suffering from the reckless consequence of the Anthropocene. She 

an!cipates the worst, but that's not quite bad enough: Not only is there the ecological collapse she 

feared, but by 2035, America has devolved into a fascist state and by 2060 to full blown 

totalitarianism. It appears environmental havoc is ineluctably accompanied by poli!cal disaster. 

 



My Time Machine is both a sly, cau!onary poli!cal sa!re and a rollicking !me travel story, full of 

playful !me travel paradoxes, edge-of-your-seat suspense, breezy badinage, and a deeply felt 

wonder at the universe. It is serious and funny, !mely and !meless (literally). (STL323453) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7.5x10.5, 168pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241633 

HATE REVISITED #4 (OF 4) 

(W/A/CA) Peter Bagge 

The final issue of HATE REVISITED is upon us!  

 

The Bradley boys-brothers Butch and Buddy, and Buddy's son, Harold- take center stage in a rousing 

conclusion that spans 1980s suburban New Jersey to present day SeaPle, sePling old scores and 

finding some grace along the way. If this is the end of HATE, it's a fiTng end to one of the great 

humor series of all !me. (STL329590) 

SC, 6.6x10.3, 24pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241634 

OCULTOS HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Laura Perez 

This entrancing collec!on of graphic short stories explores the occult forces that touch upon our 

everyday lives. 

 

Within our visible world, there are hidden worlds full of unknown forces whose nature we cannot 

fathom. Ocultos swirls together a series of stories that form a bridge between our world to the next, 

where thoughts and dreams can bend and shape reality. A woman in therapy is haunted by 

disturbing visions; a lonely widower feels a presence waWing through her house; a liPle boy sees 

bright red lights flash across the night sky. Vivid dreams, poignant symbols, flee!ng sensa!ons - all 

clues that point to an understanding of what lies beyond. 

 

Celebrated for her previous graphic novel, Totem, Spanish comics ar!st Laura Pérez presents another 

entrancing vision of magic and mystery. Arcully rendered in her signature wispy, atmospheric pencil 

lines punctuated by splashes of color, Ocultos is a spiritual, reflec!ve work that will leave you 

spellbound. (STL323455) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 9.5x6.7, 152pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241635 



TOTEM HC 

(W/A/CA) Laura Perez 

Blurring the lines between the real and the spiritual, 

Spanish cartoonist Laura Pérez leads the reader 

through a dreamy journey from the Arizona desert to 

the land of the dead. 

Two young women road trip through the Arizona desert in search of 

a spiritual awakening. Crowds gather to see the village wise woman 

commune with the dead. Strange bright lights flash across the night 

sky, provoking all manner of interpreta!ons. A mosaic of experiences, 

Totem offers tantalizing glimpses of characters on their own journeys 

connected by some ethereal thread. The narra!ve slips through 

!me and space, delicately driWing from reality to different states of 

consciousness. Like a vivid dream, this story is rendered through 

eerie seTngs and potent symbols, a spiritual puzzle invi!ng the 

reader to piece together. (STL271836) (JUL231632) 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241636 

ELISE & THE NEW PARTISANS HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Dominique Grange (A/CA)  Tardi 

Feted French cartoonist Tardi masterfully drama!zes the ac!vist and singer Dominique Grange's 

gripping first-person account of the powerful student protest movements that rocked France from 

the '60s to the '70s. 

 

In May 1968, France exploded. LeWist student groups occupied the streets of Paris, riot police 

clashed with protesters, and a general strike spread across France like wildfire, threatening to grind 

government and industry to a halt. And at the heart of it all - Elise. 

 

Ten years earlier, Elise came to Paris to try her luck in show business. While she met with success as a 

pop singer, she soon found herself radicalized by the Algerian War and 

the poor treatment of Algerian immigrants in Paris. For the next 20 years, she would join the fight 

against labor exploita!on, social injus!ce, and racism in France - risking it all for progressive causes. 



 

The firsthand account of ac!vist and singer Dominique Grange, Elise and the New Par!sans is an 

authen!c and exhilara!ng glimpse into the front lines of the spirited social movements of late-20th 

century France. Drawn with typical mastery by legendary French cartoonist Tardi, this graphic novel 

resonates powerfully at a !me when the fight against injus!ce s!ll rages. (STL263123) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 9x12, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241637 

WALT DISNEYS DONALD DUCK HC VACATION PARADE (C: 1-1-2) 

(A) Frederic Bremaud, Federico Bertolucci 

The award-winning crea!ve team of Fréderic Brémaud and Federico Bertolucci (Love, LiPle Tails, 

Brindille) send Donald Duck and Chip 'n Dale on a wild holiday in a new graphic novel! 

 

Donald Duck is driven senseless by Duckburg's hustle and bustle-and the cure might be a peaceful 

camping trip in the forest primeval. But can our mad mallard find rest and relaxa!on at last? Not if 

his greatest forest foes-Chip 'n Dale and Humphrey Bear-have their way! 

 

Fréderic Brémaud and Federico Bertolucci, the team behind the world-renowned Love graphic 

novels, present a comics tribute to Donald's Golden Age anima!on career. It's a feature-length epic in 

Brémaud's and Bertolucci's acclaimed pantomime style. (STL323460) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories. 

HC, 9.6x12.6, 48pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241638 

WALT DISNEYS DONALD DUCK MINI TP COLL 3-PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Carl Barks 

Our newest Disney collec!on presents three snazzy books packed with fun, laughs, and adventure - 

each paperback is complete with all the original story and art by Disney legend Carl Barks! 

 

In "Ghost in the GroPo," Donald Duck and his nephews try to harvest kelp at Skull-Eye Reef but are 

soon menaced by a ducknapping ghost in armor, a centuries-old curse, and a giant octopus who - 

well, what do you think giant octopuses do? (Plus: two bonus stories, by Barks!)  

 

Next, when Blacksnake McSquirt's high-tech gang moves into town in "Sheriff of Bullet Valley," 

Donald Duck, who learned everything he knows about figh!ng bad guys from the movies, boldly 



dons a badge and swaggers into the fray. Can Donald solve the mystery? Can you? (The first clue is on 

the back cover!)  

 

Then Donald Duck and his nephews hoist sail on their most momentous quest ever in "The Golden 

Helmet"! In a rip-roaring race full of twists, turns, and tumultuous upsets, they bound over 

treacherous seas, slog across treacherous terrain - and get waylaid by treacherous opponents! The 

prize: a fabulous Viking ar!fact that will make its finder king of North America! (Plus: three more 

Barks bonus stories!) 

 

Our Adventures Mini Collec!on features nearly 300 pages of comic adventures in three handy 

landscape format paperback volumes inside a niWy liPle slipcase. (STL186908) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

SC, 7.25x5.5, 350pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241639 

DISNEY MASTERS COLLECTORS HC BOX SET 11 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Paul Murry, Giorgio Cavazzano 

Two outrageous books of global Disney comics epics! Mickey Mouse is trapped in cold and snow with 

a monster below… and the Beagle Boys are giving Scrooge McDuck a super sea baPle! 

 

Explore classic Disney adventures with Disney Masters Vol. 21: Mickey Mouse: The Monster of 

Sawtooth Mountain by Paul Murry and Vol. 22: Uncle Scrooge: Opera!on Galleon Grab by Giorgio 

Cavazzano! 

 

First: in "The Monster of Sawtooth Mountain," Chief O'Hara pitchforks Mickey and Goofy into saving 

Cousin Frosty's winter resort from big, fat, hairy trouble! From snowballs to cliffside falls, deadly 

accidents have Sawtooth Mountain in an uproar… and if a man-ea!ng ye! isn't responsible, who is? 

Then Mickey confronts mys!cal Hawaiian elves in "Pineapple Poachers" … and is forced to reform the 

villainous Pegleg Pete in "Mickey's Strange Mission"! 

 

Next: in "Opera!on Galleon Grab," Uncle Scrooge finds an old model ship covered with clues to a 

pirate treasure-but hot on its trail are real pirates: rival billionaire John D. Rockerduck and the Beagle 

Boys! Also in this exci!ng volume: Donald Duck seeks a crocodile-infested fountain of youth in 

"There's No Fool Like an Old Fool"; Goofy baPles 

supervillains in "Here Today, Gone Apollo" … and Scrooge discovers a parallel dimension in "Brother 

From Another Earth"! 

 



Fantagraphics' Disney Masters series unearths a treasure trove of previously unavailable comics epics 

in the grand Walt Disney tradi!on: expanding the lore of Mickey, Donald, and Scrooge, anthologizing 

the work of fan-favorite North American talents, and bringing you the best of the acclaimed 

interna!onal ar!sts who have popularized Disney around the world. (STL323451) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

HC, 8x10.9, 376pgs, FC SRP: $69.99 

 

JUL241640 

COMPLETE PEANUTS TP VOL 22 1993-1994 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Charles M. Schulz 

In the 22nd volume of The Complete Peanuts, new in paperback, Schulz's cartooning has never been 

more expressive, and the strip con!nues to surprise and delight. Welcome Andy to the cast of 

characters, as all three dog brothers reunite to cheer on Snoopy, who bounces back from a bout of 

pneumonia. In other news, Charlie Brown is a baseball hero aWer hiTng a game-winning home run. 

Linus lobbies the White House to nominate Snoopy for an open Supreme Court seat (alas, he doesn't 

make the cut). And Woodstock discovers his long-lost grandfather's diary, recoun!ng the indigni!es 

of life trapped in a (gasp!) birdcage. 

 

The Complete Peanuts is the publishing project that launched a renaissance in comic strip publishing 

and the only place Charles M. Schulz's classic has ever been collected in its en!rety. Featuring 

impeccable produc!on values, each volume of this series features two successive years of newspaper 

strips (dailies and Sundays), plus bonus material such as celebrity introduc!ons, interviews, and a 

brief biography of Schulz himself. (STL323459) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8.3x6.6, 344pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL241641 

COMPLETE PEANUTS TP BOX SET 1991-1994 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Charles M. Schulz 

Also, this season, a new box set collects the latest two volumes (Vols. 21 and 22) of the paperback 

series. (STL323458) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8.4x6.9, 648pgs, B&W SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL241642 

FABULOUS FURRY FREAK BROTHERS HC HIGH TIMES & MISDEMEANORS ( 

(W/A/CA) Gilbert Shelton, Dave Sheridan 

In this early epic of the hilarious and poli!cally correct Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers, Freewheelin' 

Franklin, Phineas, and Fat Freddy think they're in the money when they establish their own low-fare 



one-vehicle bus line in the full-color (painted!) adventure, "The $29.95 SF to NYC Non-Stop Whiteline 

Cannonball Express." 

 

But that cheap price means lots of unexpected detour - especially when they decide to let the 

passengers vote on the stops along the way! (Of course, they forget to include the cost of gas in their 

plans, and they don't seem to understand the meaning of "express.") Then, the brothers give Fat 

Freddy money to score some weed, and he proudly returns with…an electric train set? 

 

Other Freak follies in this volume include all the color strips from the Freak Brothers' adventures as 

originally published in High Times and Playboy magazines. (Oh, did we say, "poli!cally correct"? Just 

kidding!) Plus: Fat Freddy's Cat stars in the black-and-white "Chariots of the Globs" and the color 

"The Burning of Hollywood," along with other solo ou!ngs! 

 

High Times and Misdemeanors is the fiWh release in this special series of seven graphic albums. The 

Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers comics have sold more than 45 million copies worldwide in 16 

languages. These painstakingly restored hardcovers, featuring die-cut covers, are the first North 

American bookshelf edi!ons in more than thirty years. The Freak Brothers, the animated series now 

streaming on Tubi, stars Woody Harrelson, Pete Davidson, John Goodman, and Tiffany Haddish. 

(STL307161) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in UK. (May purchase from UK vendor.) 

HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL241643 

HOW TO BE HAPPY HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Eleanor Davis 

Eleanor Davis is one of the finest cartoonists of her genera!on, and has been producing comics since 

the mid-2000s. How to Be Happyrepresents the best stories she’s drawn for such connoisseurial 

venues as Momeand Nobrow, as well as her own selfpublishing and web efforts. Davis achieves a 

rare, subtle poignancy in her narra!ves that are at once compelling and elusive, pregnant with 

mystery with a deeply sa!sfying emo!onal resonance. (STK635033) (JUN141208) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, PC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241644 

FANTAGRAPHICS UNDERGROUND DOLL TP (A) (C: 1-1-2) 

For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 276pgs, B&W SRP: $30.00 



 

JUL241645 

OKINAWA TP 

(W/A/CA) Susumu Higa 

A peaceful kingdom un!l its annexa!on by the Japan in the 19th century, Okinawa was the site of the 

most destruc!ve land baPle of the Pacific War. Today, the archipelago is Japan's poorest prefecture 

and unwilling host to 75% of all US military bases in Japan. Okinawa brings together two collec!ons 

of inter- twined stories by the island's pre-eminent mangaka, Susumu Higa, which reflect on this 

difficult history and pull together tradi!onal Okinawan spirituality, the modern-day reali!es of the 

con!nuing US military occupa!on, and the senselessness of the War. (STL074510) (MAY231786) 

SC, 5x7, 544pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241646 

LIKE A VELVET GLOVE CAST IN IRON TP WRAP CVR ED (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Daniel Clowes 

An accidental viewing of a snuff film plunges Clay Loudermilk into a mystery involving cult-inspired 

killings. His subsequent path is both a terrifying journey into madness and a jaw-dropping tour-de-

force of visual imagina!on. In the wake of 2016’s smash hit Pa!ence, Fantagraphics is proud to 

release this new edi!on featuring a wrap-around painted cover by the ar!st! (STL035037) 

(APR171752) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8x11, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241647 

FANTAGRAPHICS UNDERGROUND CRUSHER LOVES BLEEDER (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Patrick Keck, Thomas Herpich (A) Thomas Herpich, Patrick Keck 

A boy loves a bug and a bug loves a boy, but can a bug love a boy for more than his blood? Find out if 

a Bleeder and a Crusher can buck biology and be best buds in a world divided by condi!oning and 

condi!oned by division. This acerbically sweet graphic novel by Patrick Keck and Thomas Herpich is a 

wonderfully unpreten!ous yet oddly affec!ng love story at its core, beau!fully drawn. (STL329618) 

(C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

HC, 8.9x11.3, 120pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241648 

FANTAGRAPHICS UNDERGROUND INNOCENCE & SEDUCTION HC DECARLO ( 

(W) Bill Morrison (A/CA) Dan DeCarlo 



Dan DeCarlo redesigned the look of Archie Comics, crea!ng Josie and the Pussycats and Sabrina the 

Teenage Witch along the way. This lavish retrospec!ve of his work is now expanded and even more 

generously illustrated with his genre-defining approach to teenage humor and his (some!mes 

risqué) apprecia!ve delinea!on of the female form. (STL329623) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

HC, 9x12, 248pgs, FC SRP: $65.00 

 

EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS, INC 

 

JUL241649 

KORAK AT THE EARTHS CORE SC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Win ScoP Eckert, Christopher P. Carey (A) Mike Wolfer (CA) E.M. Gist 

Korak the Killer, jungle-raised son of Tarzan of the Apes, sets off into the wilds of the prehistoric 

world at the Earth's core to rescue his daughter Suzanne Clayton, who has gone missing in the 

mysterious Land of Awful Shadow. But when the airship O-220 is hijacked, Korak and his Mangani 

friend Akut are stranded and must fight their way across the savage lands and seas of Pellucidar. 

Meanwhile, Korak's mate Meriem, also racing to save Suzanne, risks everything in a perilous gambit 

to quickly reach the inner world. And what of the enigma!c Dead Moon, the pendant world that 

hangs eternally above the Land of Awful Shadow and is taboo to the Stone Age peoples of 

Pellucidar? Will the Dead World give up its secrets as Korak and Meriem search for Suzanne—or will 

it spell their doom? Includes the bonus novella "Pellucidar: Dawn of the Deathslayer" by Christopher 

Paul Carey. (STL328449) (C: 0-1-1) 

Novel, SC, 6x9, 306pgs SRP: $21.95 

 

JUL241650 

KORAK AT THE EARTHS CORE HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Win ScoP Eckert, Christopher P. Carey (A) Mike Wolfer (CA) E.M. Gist 

Korak the Killer, jungle-raised son of Tarzan of the Apes, sets off into the wilds of the prehistoric 

world at the Earth's core to rescue his daughter Suzanne Clayton, who has gone missing in the 

mysterious Land of Awful Shadow. But when the airship O-220 is hijacked, Korak and his Mangani 

friend Akut are stranded and must fight their way across the savage lands and seas of Pellucidar. 

Meanwhile, unbeknownst to them, Korak's mate Meriem, also racing to save Suzanne, risks 

everything in a perilous gambit to quickly reach the inner world. And what of the enigma!c Dead 

Moon, the pendant world that hangs eternally above the Land of Awful Shadow and is taboo to the 

Stone Age peoples of Pellucidar? Will the Dead World give up its secrets as Korak and Meriem search 

for Suzanne-or will it spell their doom? (STL328448) (C: 0-1-1) 

Novel, HC, 6x9, 306pgs SRP: $36.95 

 



EX POSSE 

 

JUL241651 

LIPSTICK CLIQA #1 (OF 2) EX POSSE ED (MR) 

(W) Kayden Phoenix (A) Marcelino Servicio & Various (CA) Rob Prior, Todd Skull 

Lips!ck Cliqa follows an all-female vampire Chola gang that finds themselves forced into a turf baPle 

where their only op!on is to defend their neighborhood and avenge their family’s honor, resul!ng in 

a trail of blood. A is a fierce, all-female gang of shape-shiWing vampire cholas, they are led by the 

fearless Morissa who expertly wields her trademark, razor whip. Morissa's most trusted and twisted 

cohorts are hard-as-nails, Lil Snap and the towering Amazonian Daya. Morrisa and her gang hail from 

the barrio of East LA where they fight to protect their home turf from rival supernatural gangs like 

the Chamberlains and Kill-Town. Combining horror, ac!on and street culture, Lips!ck Cliqa is 

presented in a special 64-page format! (STL329051) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 64pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $4.99 

 

FANTACO ENTERPRISES INC. 

 

JUL241652 

SCAB GN CVR A JIM WHITING (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Steve Niles (A/CA) Jim Whi!ng 

A boy, his zombie, and the end of the human race. It has been years since the outbreak of the zombie 

plague. SCAB roams atop the ruins of the Washington district, believing he and the undead Quigley 

to be the last of their kind. When a group of scavengers arrives, SCAB's world is torn apart. Out of 

print since 1993, SCAB is back from the dead! (STL329037) (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 56pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

JUL241653 

SCAB GN CVR B CLASSIC JIM WHITING ART (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Steve Niles (A/CA) Jim Whi!ng 

Cover B features the cover art from the original series. 

A boy, his zombie, and the end of the human race.It has been years since the outbreak of the zombie 

plague. SCAB roams atop the ruins of the Washington district, believing he and the undead Quigley 

to be the last of their kind. When a group of scavengers arrives, SCAB's world is torn apart. 



Out of print since 1993, SCAB is back from the dead! (STL329038) (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 56pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

FANTOONS 

 

JUL241654 

EXTRAORDINARY LIFE OF HENRY MANCINI OFFICIAL GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) David Calcano (A)  Fantoons 

The Pink Panther, Moon River, and Peter Gunn… songs that defined a genera!on. Henry Mancini 

wrote some of the most hummed melodies of all !me, winning him four Oscars and twenty Grammy 

Awards. Now for the first !me, we are telling his fully authorized story in a graphic novel. From the 

humble beginnings of his father's flute lessons, to standing ova!ons at the pres!gious Hollywood 

Bowl, this graphic novel by Fantoons beau!fully illustrates every step in the journey of Henry 

Mancini's pivotal and industry-shaping career. Each page features vividly painted illustra!ons, with 

color that encapsulates each of the many emo!ons—high and low—of Henry Mancini's bold, musical 

adventure. (STL309848) (C: 0-1-0) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #2 (FEB241446) 

HC, 10x10, 180pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

1FIRST COMICS 

 

JUL241655 

LOVE TOWN OLD FRIENDS ONESHOT (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) MaP Yuan, John Yuan 

Captain Hiram Moore is Love Town's toughest cop—he pulls no punches, takes no prisoners, and 

knows where all the bodies are buried. But when those bodies come back to get revenge on him and 

his squad, what's he to do against perps who are already dead? (STL328600) (C: 0-1-0) 

7x11, 24pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

FIRST SECOND BOOKS 

 

JUL241656 

BORN IN THE USA STORY OF IMMIGRATION & BELONGING GN (C: 0-1- 



(W) Lawrence Goldstone (A/CA) James O!s Smith 

This installment of the World Ci!zen Comics series tracks the history of immigra!on to the United 

States, highligh!ng the twists and turns in the nearly three-hundred year debate over who gets to be 

an American. The words carved into the Statue of Liberty make a simple promise—America will 

provide a home for anyone in search of a bePer life. However, the true story of immigra!on to 

America is full of complica!ons and caveats. Born in the USA tracks the history of immigra!on to the 

United States, revealing how economic interests and poli!cal winds have sculpted Americans' 

thoughts about who belongs in the USA. Lawrence Goldstone and James O!s Smith reveal the 

dissonance between the American dream and the American reality. (STL328565) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241658 

WEIRDO GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Tony Weaver Jr (A) Jes Wibowo, Cin Wibowo 

Eleven-year-old Tony Weaver, Jr. loves comic books, anime, and video games, and idolizes the heroic, 

larger-than-life characters he finds there. But his classmates all think he's a weirdo. Ostracized and 

bullied by his peers, Tony struggles with the hurt and depression of not being accepted and hopes 

that if he can conform to other people's expecta!ons, those feelings might dissipate. But, try as he 

might, he is unsuccessful and spirals deeper into the dark thoughts and feelings that plague him. Cut 

off from his peers and the media he loves, and unaware of how to broach the subject of his feelings 

and seek help, Tony aPempts suicide. In the wake of his unsuccessful aPempt, Tony's family 

surrounds him with love and support, and his life begins to change for the bePer. Tony starts seeing a 

therapist to talk through his feelings and enrolls in a new school whose aim is to foster crea!vity. As 

Tony navigates a new school, new friendships, and first crushes, he finds himself growing into the 

hero he's always aspired to be. Tony ul!mately learns to love himself and discovers that the unique 

quali!es that set him apart are, in fact, superpowers. (STL328580) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x8, 320pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241659 

WEIRDO HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Tony Weaver Jr (A) Jes Wibowo, Cin Wibowo 

Eleven-year-old Tony Weaver, Jr. loves comic books, anime, and video games, and idolizes the heroic, 

larger-than-life characters he finds there. But his classmates all think he's a weirdo. Ostracized and 

bullied by his peers, Tony struggles with the hurt and depression of not being accepted and hopes 

that if he can conform to other people's expecta!ons, those feelings might dissipate. But, try as he 

might, he is unsuccessful and spirals deeper into the dark thoughts and feelings that plague him. Cut 

off from his peers and the media he loves, and unaware of how to broach the subject of his feelings 

and seek help, Tony aPempts suicide. In the wake of his unsuccessful aPempt, Tony's family 

surrounds him with love and support, and his life begins to change for the bePer. Tony starts seeing a 

therapist to talk through his feelings and enrolls in a new school whose aim is to foster crea!vity. As 

Tony navigates a new school, new friendships, and first crushes, he finds himself growing into the 



hero he's always aspired to be. Tony ul!mately learns to love himself and discovers that the unique 

quali!es that set him apart are, in fact, superpowers. (STL328583) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x8, 320pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

FLOATING WORLD COMICS 

 

JUL241660 

BUZZELLI COLLECTED WORKS TP VOL 02 HP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Guido Buzzelli, Jamie Richards (A) Guido Buzzelli 

The second of three volumes collec!ng Guido Buzzelli's stories in English for the first !me. Includes 

HP, considered to be Buzzelli's masterpiece, and the sci-fi fantasy Morganna. These fantas!c and 

grotesque stories demonstrate why Buzzelli was called "the Goya of comics." (STL319848) (C: 0-1-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #5 (MAY241624) 

SC, 8x11, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL241661 

FEAST OF GREASE GN (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Chris Cilla 

Feast of Grease is the latest collec!on of psychedelic comix artwork by cult cartoonist Chris Cajero 

Cilla. Including work from Kramers Ergot, Studygroup Comics, and Vision Quest, gathered together in 

these pages for an all-you-can-eat album of mind mel!ng comics. Journey from outer space to the 

dumpster behind a liquor store! Spend !me with funny animals, freaky humans, ghosts, dirty cops, 

and other creatures in a world full of chicken fat & junkyard poetry, cartoon daydreams and 

nightmares. (STL329036) (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8x11, 112pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241662 

HEAVENLY DAYS GN (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Em Frank 

Annie and Elise meet at a coffee shop in a part of town they are watching change for the worst. 

Despite the fact that Annie is leaving for Vietnam in a week, they decide to honor their instant 

connec!on for what it is: a liPle unhinged, possibly doomed but full of a weirdly familiar and 

addic!ve beauty they can't quite put their fingers on. A mix between Ghost World, Normal People 

and Linklater's The Before Trilogy, Heavenly Days is a deeply emo!onal trans love story about how 

some love can feel so life-affirming yet seemingly so hard to live through. (STL328374) (C: 0-1-0) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x9, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241663 

VENDETTA HOLY VINDICATOR (MR) 

(W) Steve McArdle (A) Sean McArdle (CA) Steve McArdle 

VendePa returns to his home of Omega City, and is confronted by a deadly new threat. Satanz Riderz 

are a blood-thirsty gang led by three new villains! Also, the Black Dagger comes looking for Roger 

Stone, and Lord Leviathan has plans for another doomed soul. First new issue in 30 years! 

(STL329035) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 24pgs, B&W SRP: $4.99 

 

GALLERY BOOKS 

 

JUL241664 

STAR TREK PICARD NO MANS LAND SC NOVEL (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Mike Johnson, Kirsten Beyer 

Star Trek: No Man’s Land picks up right aWer the ac!on-packed season one conclusion of Star Trek: 

Picard. While Raffi and Seven of Nine are enjoying some much-needed R&R in Raffi’s remote 

hideaway, their down!me is interrupted by an urgent cry for help: a distant, beleaguered planet has 

enlisted the Fenris Rangers to save an embaPled evacua!on effort. As Raffi and Seven team up to 

rescue a mysteriously ageless professor whose infinity-shaped talisman has placed him in the deadly 

sights of a vicious Romulan warlord, they take tenta!ve steps to explore the aPrac!on depicted in 

the final moments of Picard season one. Based on the hit audio original, fans can now read this 

rive!ng script with fan-favorite characters. (STL328965) (C: 0-1-0) 

Audio Script, SC, 6x9, 160pgs SRP: $14.99 

 

GEMSTONE PUBLISHING 

 

JUL241665 

KILL SHAKESPEARE FIRST FOLIO TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Anthony Del Col, Conor McCreery (A) Andy Belanger (CA) Richard Isanove 

From Pulitzer Prize-winning writer Anthony Del Col and writer Conor McCreery, the beloved series 

that The New York Times dubbed, "dark fun," is back with the first folio edi!on that includes the first 



two original volumes! An ac!on-adventure story that combines all of Shakespeare's greatest heroes 

and villains, including Hamlet, Juliet, Othello, Lady Macbeth, Richard III and more. A grieving Hamlet 

flees his home but is soon aPacked by pirates at sea. He washes ashore on the mysterious land of 

Illyria and is discovered by Richard III and Lady MacBeth, who offer the Dane an impossible bargain: 

track down and kill an evil wizard the to retrieve a source of power that can bring Hamlet's father 

back from the dead. The name of that wizard? William Shakespeare. Cover by Richard Isanove.. 

(STL325512) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 352pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241666 

O/A BIG BIG OVERSTREET PRICE GD VOL 54 CVR A PHANTOM LADY (C: 0- 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  VARIOUS (CA) Aaron Lopres! 

This oversized, limited-edi!on version of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide sells out faster and 

faster each year, and with good reason: it features just the pricing from the standard edi!ons of the 

book, with none of the ar!cles, ads, or other features. Perfect for serious comic book collectors, 

dealers and historians. Square bound with larger print. This year's edi!on of The Big! Big! Overstreet 

features two Golden Age covers: Aaron Lopres!'s interpreta!on of the dynamic Phantom Lady and, 

exclusive to PREVIEWS and the direct market, Dean Haspiel's team-up of Fantomah with Wonderman 

and The Human Bomb (STL316847) (C: 0-0-1) 

SC, 12x12, 800pgs, B&W SRP: $59.95 

 

JUL241667 

O/A BIG BIG OVERSTREET PRICE GD VOL 54 CVR B GOLDEN AGE TEAM-UP  

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  VARIOUS (CA) Dean Haspiel 

Dean Haspiel (The Fox) jumps back into the Golden Age with a team-up of Fantomah with 

Wonderman and The Human Bomb for the cover of The Big, Big Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide 

#54. This oversized, limited-edi!on version of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide sells out faster 

and faster each year, and with good reason: it features just the pricing from the standard edi!ons of 

the book, with none of the ar!cles, ads, or other features. Perfect for serious comic book collectors, 

dealers and historians. Square bound with larger print. (STL316848) (C: 0-0-1) 

SC, 12x12, 800pgs, B&W SRP: $59.95 

 

JUL241668 

O/A OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG SC VOL 54 TMNT (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Kevin Eastman 

Inside its covers, this edi!on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow! And, of 



course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The "Bible" of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu!ons from an extensive roster of "Overstreet Advisors," the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci!ng comic book market. Features covers of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles by 

Kevin Eastman and, exclusive to PREVIEWS and the direct market, The Shadow by Michael 

Wm.Kaluta, and connec!ng covers of Lady Death and Shi by Billy Tucci. (STL310299) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $34.95 

 

JUL241669 

O/A OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG HC VOL 54 TMNT (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Kevin Eastman 

Inside its covers, this edi!on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow. And, of 

course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The Bible of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu!ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci!ng comic book market. (STL310300) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $44.95 

 

JUL241670 

O/A OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG SC VOL 54 LADY DEATH (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Billy Tucci 

Inside its covers, this edi!on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow. And, of 

course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The Bible of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu!ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci!ng comic book market. Cover by Billy Tucci matches up to CBPG #54 Shi cover to 

form one larger image, but also works on its own. (STL316839) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $34.95 

 

JUL241671 

O/A OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG HC VOL 54 LADY DEATH (C: 0-1-1) 



(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Kevin Eastman 

Inside its covers, this edi!on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow. And, of 

course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The Bible of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu!ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci!ng comic book market. Cover by Billy Tucci matches up to CBPG #54 Shi cover to 

form one larger image, but also works on its own. (STL316840) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $44.95 

 

JUL241672 

O/A OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG SC VOL 54 SHI (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Billy Tucci 

Inside its covers, this edi!on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow. And, of 

course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The Bible of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu!ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci!ng comic book market. Shi cover by Billy Tucci matches up to CBPG #54 Lady Death 

cover to form one larger image, but also works on its own. (STL316841) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $34.95 

 

JUL241673 

O/A OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG HC VOL 54 SHI (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Kevin Eastman 

Inside its covers, this edi!on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow. And, of 

course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The Bible of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu!ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci!ng comic book market. Cover by Billy Tucci matches up to CBPG #54 Lady Death 

cover to form one larger image, but also works on its own. (STL316843) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $44.95 



 

JUL241674 

O/A OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG SC VOL 54 SHADOW (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Michael William Kaluta 

Inside its covers, this edi!on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow. And, of 

course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The Bible of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu!ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci!ng comic book market. Shadow cover by Michael Wm. Kaluta. (STL316844) (C: 0-1-

1) 

SC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $34.95 

 

JUL241675 

O/A OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG HC VOL 54 SHADOW (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Kevin Eastman 

Inside its covers, this edi!on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow. And, of 

course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The Bible of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu!ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci!ng comic book market. Shadow cover by Michael Wm. Kaluta. (STL316845) (C: 0-1-

1) 

HC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $44.95 

 

GINGKO PRESS 

 

JUL241676 

UNKNOWN PLEASURES ART OF TOMER HANUKA SC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Tomer Hanuka 

Tomer Hanuka is a NY Times best-selling ar!st and an award-winning illustrator based in New York 

City. His new monograph, Unknown Pleasures, collects both commissioned work and self-ini!ated 

projects from throughout his career including: magazine covers for the New Yorker and Na!onal 

Geographic; poster works for the vaunted Mondo Graphics; and book covers for Random House. 



Hanuka’s body of work is steeped in the visual language of comics, graphic novels and anima!on, yet 

it transcends those disciplines and easily stands on its own. (STL327901) (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: This item 

may be available through other retail outlets before shipping to comic book specialty shops. 

Art Book, SC, 6x10, 240pgs, FC SRP: $35.00 

 

GOOD TROUBLE PRODUCTIONS LLC 

 

JUL241677 

RECOGNIZED 

(W) Danny Lore & Various (A)  Brandt&Stein & Various (CA) Valen!ne De Landro 

RECOGNIZED, an anthology series, celebrates LGBTQ+ heroes like Alain Locke, Sylvia Rivera, Bayard 

Rus!n, and Larry Kramer, with contribu!ons from top comic creators. It delves into their impaccul 

legacies, featuring stories by bestselling author Clay Cane. Includes bonus content and materials for 

deeper explora!on of these influen!al figures. (STL331512) 

64pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241678 

REGISTER 

(W) Andrew Aydin (A/CA) Valen!ne De Landro 

REGISTER! by Andrew Aydin and Valen!ne De Landro is a cap!va!ng journey through American 

cons!tu!onal amendments, focusing on the 26th and 15th. Ideal for MARCH enthusiasts, it blends 

history with contemporary narra!ves, offering an inspiring read for all ages. Includes an exclusive 

behind-the-scenes look! (STL331513) 

64pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

GOLDEN BOOKS 

 

JUL241679 

AVATAR WELCOME TO PANDORA LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A)  Golden Books 

Based on the James Cameron's fantas!c Avatar movie series, this LiPle Golden Book will explore the 

incredible world of Pandora—from the floa!ng mountains to the mighty creatures that swim in its 

oceans and fly in its skies—with simple text and full-color illustra!ons that introduces young readers 

to all the planet's natural wonders. Welcome to Pandora is sure to be a favorite for years to come! 

(STL329378) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241680 

DISNEY WISH STAR LEADS THE WAY LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 1-1 

(W) Luna Chi (A)  Disney Storybook Ar!sts 

Follow Asha, Star, and Valen!no from Disney Wish as they sneak their way through the forest and the 

marketplace in order to confront King Magnifico and save the wishes of Rosas! Together, they face 

the most formidable of foes to save her community and prove that when the will of one courageous 

human connects with the magic of the stars, wondrous things can happen. This LiPle Golden Book 

featuring a story moment not seen in the film is perfect for children ages 2 to 5, as well as Disney 

fans and LiPle Golden Book collectors of all ages! (STL329374) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241681 

ELVIS PRESLEY LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Lisa Jean Rogers (A) Luke Flowers 

Dream big with a LiPle Golden Book biography about the King of Rock and Roll, Elvis Presley! This 

LiPle Golden Book about Elvis Presley—legendary movie star and the King of Rock and Roll thanks to 

songs like "Blue Suede Shoes" and "Hound Dog"—is an inspiring read-aloud for young children and 

fans of any age. (STL329360) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241682 

HARRY STYLES LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Wendy Loggia (A) Ruth Burrows 

Dream big with a LiPle Golden Book biography about superstar singer, actor, and fashion icon, Harry 

Styles. This LiPle Golden Book about Harry Styles—the world famous performer who got his start on 

the singing compe!!on show The X Factor, and as a member of One Direc!on—is an inspiring read-

aloud for all Harries! (STL329359) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241683 

I AM SANTA CLAUS LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) MaPhew Gilbert (A)  Disney Storybook Ar!sts 



This LiPle Golden Book introduces young readers to Santa, his home, and his frighcully fun journey 

to Halloween Town from Disney Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas! Santa Claus's life in 

Christmas Town—a land full of fluffy snow, colorful lights, and jolly songs—is a true holiday dream... 

un!l three sneaky Trick or Treaters show up at his door! (STL329375) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241684 

LEBRON JAMES LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Shasta Clinch (A) Kingsley Nebechi 

Dream big with a LiPle Golden Book biography about one of the greatest basketball players in NBA 

history, LeBron James! This LiPle Golden Book about LeBron James—philanthropist, basketball 

superstar, and all-!me leading scorer in the NBA—is an inspiring read-aloud for young sports fans 

and their parents! (STL329356) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241685 

MARVEL SPIDEY LOST WEBSHOOTER LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 1-1- 

(W/A)  Golden Books 

Things get out of hand when Spidey baPles the many-armed villain Doc Ock in this ac!on-packed 

LiPle Golden Book based on Spidey and His Amazing Friends on Disney Jr. and Disney+. When Spidey 

loses his web-shooter to Doc Ock, he and his friends Miles Morales and Gwen Stacy use some hi-tech 

robots to help get them back! (STL329376) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241686 

MEAN GIRLS LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Cara Stevens (A) Vivien Wu, Chivaun Fitzpatrick 

A LiPle Golden Book retelling the iconic millennial movie Mean Girls—celebra!ng its 20th 

anniversary in 2024! You can't sit with the Plas!cs, but you can sit with this fetch LiPle Golden Book 

and read all about Regina, Cady, Janis, and their friends! Relive the grool story of Mean Girls over and 

over again (the limit does not exist!) in this book, which is perfect for kids ages 2 to 5, cool moms, 

and collectors of all ages—out just in !me to celebrate the film's 20th anniversary. (STL329361) (C: 1-

1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 



JUL241687 

SPONGE WHO SAVED CHRISTMAS LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Melissa Wygand 

Grumpy Squidward has had enough of Santa Claus and Christmas cheer this year; luckily 

Nickelodeon's SpongeBob SquarePants has plenty of spirit to spare! Combining a yule!de tale with 

Bikini BoPom silliness, this full-color, hardcover storybook is sure to delight boys and girls ages 3-7. 

(STL329370) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241688 

SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK LIBRARY HC (C: 1-1- 

(W) Cara Stevens (A) Vivien Wu, Chivaun Fitzpatrick 

Five best-loved SpongeBob SquarePants LiPle Golden Books in one study slipcase! 

Join SpongeBob, Patrick, Squidward, and the rest of their Bikini BoPom buddies for awesome 

underwater adventures in this boxed set. The collec!on includes: Mr. FancyPants, Sponge in Space, 

Top of the Class, Where the Pirates Arrgh!, and Happy Birthday, SpongeBob! It’s the perfect giW for 

SpongeBob fans and boys and girls ages 2 to 5. (STL329364) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Illustrated Box Set, HC, 7x8, 120pgs, FC SRP: $29.95 

 

JUL241689 

STAR WARS SNOWY MOUNTAIN RESCUE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A)  Golden Books 

This LiPle Golden Book is based on an exci!ng episode of Star Wars: Young Jedi Adventures airing on 

Disney Jr. and Disney+! Young Jedi-in-training Kai Brightstar, Lys Solay, and Nubs are helping ranchers 

move their herd of wellagrins across a snow-capped mountainside. But when an avalanche scaPers 

the herd, will Lys's creature knowledge help corral the wellagrins and safely guide them back to the 

other side of the mountain? (STL329377) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241690 

ZENDAYA LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Lauren Clauss (A) Alyah Holmes 

Dream big with a LiPle Golden Book biography about Zendaya—and learn about her impressive 

career from the Disney Channel to the big screen! It's the perfect introduc!on to nonfic!on for 



young readers—as well as fans of all ages! This LiPle Golden Book about Zendaya—the youngest 

winner of the Emmy for Outstanding Lead Actress, as well as an outspoken ac!vist and fashion 

icon—is an inspiring book for her fans of all ages. (STL329353) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

GRAPHIC MUNDI - PSU PRESS 

 

JUL241691 

BALD GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tereza Cechova (A) Stepanka Jislova 

Even the most imperfect journey can lead to beauty. Tereza never thought she would go bald before 

her boyfriend did. She couldn't imagine being unable to sweep her hair up in a ponytail or to style it 

in other ways. But when she lost all her hair in just a couple of months due to alopecia, her 

perspec!ve on rela!onships, work—and, above all, herself— radically changed. Naviga!ng the 

par!cular trauma of female hair loss, Tereza comes to terms with her new reality with humor and 

self-reflec!on in this prize-winning graphic memoir featuring eye-catching art by Štepánka Jislová. 

(STL323261) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.95 

 

JUL241692 

SHRINK STORY OF A FAT GIRL GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Rachel M Thomas 

Derided by her high-school peers for being overweight, Rachel finally found a sense of purpose and 

belonging in a promising career as an EMT—that is, un!l her body got in the way. Shrink is a work of 

graphic medicine that depicts the emo!onal and physical reali!es of inhabi!ng a large body in a 

world that is constantly warning about the medical and social dangers of being "too fat." This smart 

and candid book challenges the idea that weight loss is the only path for a fat person and encourages 

the reader to ques!on the prevailing cultural and medical discourse about fat bodies.  

Thomas lays bare society's obsession with size and advocates for each of us to push back on body 

weight bias and determine what's right for our own health and well-being, both physical and mental. 

(STL323263) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 180pgs, FC SRP: $24.95 

 

GRAPHIC UNIVERSE 

 



JUL241693 

WOLF IN UNDERPANTS HAZELNUT CRACKER YA GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Wilfrid Lupano (A/CA) Mayana Itoiz 

The holidays have arrived, and the Wolf in Underpants receives a strange present: a red nutcracker 

owl. The Wolf falls asleep delighted-but then the toy comes to life and leads him to a forbidden 

forest, a most frightening place! The Wolf will have to overcome a thousand dangers, including the 

willies! (Yes, wolves get the willies, too.) The sixth tale in the Eisner-nominated Wolf in Underpants 

series is a laugh-out-loud fable about iden!ty, conformity, and being your true self. (STL328040) (C: 

0-1-0) 

SC, 8x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

GRAPHITTI DESIGNS 

 

JUL241694 

O/A BATMAN DARK KNIGHT RETURNS GALLERY ED HC 

(A) Frank Miller 

Commemorate the 30th anniversary of one of the most defining works in comics history with the 

Batman: The Dark Knight Returns - Frank Miller Gallery Edi!on. Sourced from the original art that has 

been scanned from collectors worldwide, this is the collec!on we've all been wai!ng for. Featured 

within the hardcovers of this Smythe-sewn edi!on is Miller's artwork from The Dark Knight Returns 

#1-4, scanned in full color from the original black-and-white pages. Also included are the covers, 

related art and previously unpublished pieces showcasing Miller's artwork as never seen before. 

GraphiT Designs' Gallery Edi!ons replicate the look, feel and aTtude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with museum-

quality reproduc!ons that are obtainable nowhere else. Though we were unable to locate every 

original from this story, we are pleased to present to fans everywhere the best presenta!on of the 

artwork from this historic series ever seen. This is your only opportunity to see the artwork that truly 

changed Batman forever. (STL213714) 

HC, 13x20, 216pgs, FC SRP: $175.00 

 

JUL241695 

O/A SANDMAN GALLERY ED HC (MR) 

THE SANDMAN GALLERY EDITION: FEATURING THE ART OF SAM KIETH, P. CRAIG RUSSELL & MORE 

The original art that brought to comics life the wri!ngs of Neil Gaiman are collected together in THE 

SANDMAN Gallery Edi!on. 

In addi!on to artwork by Sam Kieth from THE SANDMAN #1 and P. Craig Russell’s THE SANDMAN: 

THE DREAM HUNTERS includes pages from THE SANDMAN #2-75, the six-page story “Death: A 

Winter’s Tale” of the premiere talents in comics. 



This 272 page, 13” x 20” deluxe, Smythesewn hardcover volume is printed at 200 line-screen on 

heavy paper-stock replica!ng the original art experience. Never before has artwork by so many 

different top talents in comics been seen in this format. (STL213711) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 272pgs, B&W SRP: $175.00 

 

JUL241696 

O/A FRANK MILLERS RONIN GALLERY ED HC 

(W/A/CA) Frank Miller 

GraphiT Designs proudly presents FRANK MILLER’S RONIN GALLERY EDITION, featuring the story and 

art by Frank Miller that forever changed the world of graphic storytelling. Miller’s evolu!onary 

stepping-stone between Daredevil and BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS comes alive in this 

oversize format that it so richly deserves. This is the content that the Gallery Edi!on format was 

made for. 

GraphiT Designs’ Gallery Edi!ons replicate the look, feel and aTtude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original-size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with museum-quality 

reproduc!ons that are obtainable nowhere else. FRANK MILLER’S RONIN features Miller’s art as 

you’ve never seen it before, scanned from the original art. This all-inclusive volume contains the 

covers, interior pages and gatefolds from RONIN #1-6, first published more than thirty years ago. The 

power and innova!on of Miller’s artwork shine through for all to see in this actual-size presenta!on 

of this pivotal work. Brilliant. (STL213712) 

HC, 328pgs, FC SRP: $195.00 

 

JUL241697 

O/A SANDMAN OVERTURE GALLERY EDITION 

(W) Neil Gaiman (A) J. H. Williams, J. H. Williams 

The complete SANDMAN: OVERTURE saga, scanned from J.H. Williams' original art, is the centerpiece 

for this large-format, Smythe-sewn hardcover edi!on. The numerous double-page spreads can be 

seen as never before and with minimal guPer interference, thanks to the lay-flat feature of these 

books. Measuring 12" by 17", this deluxe volume is printed in high resolu!on at 200 lines per inch on 

heavy paper stock to closely approximate the look and feel of the original art boards. Limited to 2000 

copies. Advance solicita!on for May release. All prior orders have been canceled. (STL213719) 

HC, 230pgs, FC SRP: $150.00 

 

JUL241698 

O/A GIRL POWER AMANDA CONNER GALLERY EDITION HC 

(W) Jus!n Gray & Various (A/CA) Amanda Conner 



Amanda Conner’s amazing artwork showcasing some of DC’s most iconic female characters is 

collected together for the first !me in the large, deluxe-format GIRL POWER: AMANDA CONNER 

GALLERY EDITION. Sourced from the original art, this collec!on reflects the incredible diversity and 

power of Conner’s style. Contained between the oversized covers of this Smythe-sewn edi!on are 

high-resolu!on scans of Amanda’s art boards for POWER GIRL #1, 7, 8 and 9, DC’S WEDNESDAY 

COMICS Supergirl feature and the complete BEFORE WATCHMAN: SILK SPECTRE saga, as well as an 

assortment of cover art from these series. 

GraphiT Designs’ Gallery Edi!ons strive to replicate the look, feel and aTtude of the artwork. Every 

page is reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with 

museum-quality reproduc!ons that are unobtainable from any other source. 

See for yourself why Conner’s fan-favorite work con!nues to grow in popularity with this larger-than-

life presenta!on! 

Measuring 12” by 17”, this deluxe Smythe-sewn volume features Conner’s work printed in high 

defini!on at 200 lines per inch on heavy paper stock to closely approximate the look and feel of the 

original art boards. (STL213715) 

HC, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 

JUL241699 

TERRY MOORE STRANGERS IN PARADISE GALLERY EDITION (C: 1-0-0) 

Celebrate the 25th Anniversary of SIP with this presenta!on of Moore's art that spans the en!re 

Eisner Award-winning series. The evolu!on of Terry together with Francine, Katchoo, David, and all of 

the other characters that inhabit the SIP world is captured in this 248-page, large-format, hardcover 

edi!on. The artwork contained in this Smythe-sewn deluxe edi!on is framed by the original 20-page 

version of the very first SIP story and SIP #90, the series' 2007 finale. Included between these 

"bookends" is a representa!onal page from each of the 105 issues published between issues #1 and 

#90 as well as covers and miscellaneous SIP art from the last 25 years. (STL077446) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK and Ireland. 

HC, 12x17, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 

JUL241700 

O/A LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN GALLERY ED HC (MR) 

As the Victorian era draws to a close, Allan Quatermain, Captain Nemo, Hawley Griffin, Dr. Henry 

Jekyll, Mr. Edward Hyde and Mina Murray have been gathered together to save their na!on. Now, 

the original adventures of this group have been collected and sourced from the original art for the 

first !me ever in THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN: KEVIN O’NEILL GALLERY EDITION. 

This Smythe-sewn hardcover edi!on includes all of Kevin O’Neill’s artwork from the original six-issue 

THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN miniseries Vol. I, scanned in full color from the 

original art boards. Also included are the covers and various League artwork that showcase Kevin’s 

incredible craWsmanship. 



GraphiT Designs’ Gallery Edi!ons replicate the look, feel and aTtude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with museum-

quality reproduc!ons that are obtainable nowhere else. 

THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN: KEVIN O’NEILL GALLERY EDITION captures the 

intricate art of Kevin’s artwork as never seen before. His collabora!on with writer Alan Moore 

resulted in a !meless tale set in an era in desperate need of champions. A more enjoyable 

presenta!on of this fine tale has never before been seen. 

Each high-quality, Smythe-sewn hardcover book captures every detail of the art at actual-size, and is 

printed at 200 lines-per-inch screen on a rich, heavy paper stock. Replica!ng the original art 

experience is our goal. GraphiT Designs’ Gallery Edi!on are the next best thing to holding the 

original art in your hands—and easier on the wallet, too! (STL213713) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 

JUL241701 

O/A BATMAN KELLEY JONES GALLERY ED HC 

(A) Kelley Jones 

GraphiT Designs proudly launches their new, large-format hardcover book series with BATMAN: 

KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION. For the first !me ever, Dark Knight fans and collectors will have the 

opportunity to see and own museum-quality reproduc!ons of memorable Batman art...as it was 

originally conceived by the ar!st. 

Printed in color from high-resolu!on scans of the actual original art, this first entry in GraphiT 

Designs’ new Gallery Edi!ons line replicates the look, feel and aTtude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock, capturing the artwork stray pencil marks, whiteout, 

coffee stains and all! The pages are alive with all of the subtle!es and nuances one would expect 

from BATMAN: KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION is the first in a series of deluxe, hardcover books 

from GraphiT Designs that faithfully reproduces the original art from select, key DC Comics series. 

This inaugural volume contains the covers and interior pages from BATMAN #515 through #525, 

minus the interior of issue #520, which Kelley did not draw. These stories are 

WriPen by Doug Moench, with most pages inked by John BeaPy. GraphiT Designs’ Gallery Edi!ons 

reproduce the look, feel and aTtude of the original art as it was Access to original art is an absolute 

must for the originally created by the ar!st. Though it appears to be printed in black and white, the 

contents of remains in the hands of the ar!sts, most stories have these books are sourced from high-

resolu!on, full- color scans taken directly from the artwork. Each high-quality, Smythe-sewn 

hardcover book captures every detail of the art at actual-size, and are printed at 200 line-screen on a 

rich, heavy paper stock. Replica!ng the original art experience is our goal. Our Gallery Edi!ons are 

the next best thing to holding the original art in your hands and easier success of future Gallery 

Edi!ons. Though some art been split up and scaPered to fans and collectors across the world. 

Knowing that we have our work cut out for us, GraphiT Designs’ approach is both pragma!c and 

prac!cal while retaining our focus to produce the best, most defini!ve edi!ons ever. We at GraphiT 

Designs pledge to always do our best to pack each Gallery Edi!on with the best source material 



available. With the help of the comics fan and collector community, we’re confident you’ll be very 

pleased with the books we produce. (STL213703) 

HC, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 

JUL241702 

O/A DEADMAN KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION HC 

(W) Mike Baron (A/CA) Kelley Jones 

The unmistakable art of Kelley Jones sets the mood for two gothic thrillers in the new DEADMAN: 

KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION. Collec!ng Jones’ artwork from DEADMAN: LOVE AFTER DEATH #1-2 

and DEADMAN: EXORCISM #1-2, this Smythe-sewn hardcover edi!on is sourced from the original 

boards and showcases the boldly drama!c line art that established Jones’ crea!ve style prior to his 

work on Batman and other DC characters. Both tales were wriPen by Mike Baron and first published 

in 1989 and 1992.  

GraphiT Designs’ Gallery Edi!ons replicate the look, feel and aTtude of the original artwork. Every 

page is reproduced at full board size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with 

museum-quality reproduc!ons that are unobtainable from any other source. 

Aerialist Boston Brand comes to (aWer)life as never before in these graceful, moody pages. 

Experience the glory of Kelley Jones’ legendary DEADMAN artwork here in all its haun!ng beauty! 

(STL213717) 

HC, 228pgs, B&W SRP: $125.00 

 

JUL241703 

O/A BATMAN SECRETS SAM KIETH GALLERY ED HC 

(A) Sam Kieth 

Sam Kieth’s unforgePable depic!on of the Dark Knight fills the pages on the new BATMAN: 

SECRETS—SAM KIETH GALLERY EDITION. Focusing on Kieth’s artwork from the 124-page BATMAN: 

SECRETS series, this large-format, Smythe-sewn hardcover edi!on is sourced from and captures the 

look and feel of the original boards. Rounding out this 248- page presenta!on is the complete art 

from BATMAN: CONFIDENTIAL #40, BATMAN/LOBO #1, Kieth’s eight-page story from BATMAN #38 

and an extensive gallery sec!on containing covers and pages from SCRATCH, ARKHAM ASYLUM: 

MADNESS and BATMAN: THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS.  

GraphiT Designs’ Gallery Edi!ons replicate the look, feel and aTtude of the original artwork. Every 

page is reproduced at full board size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with 

museum-quality reproduc!ons that are unobtainable from any other source. 

Containing samples of Kieth’s art from his early days (1992) to the present (2015), this book gives the 

fan, collector and art student a never-before-seen overview of his incredible work. (STL213718) 

HC, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 



GRAPHIX 

 

JUL241704 

39 CLUES GN VOL 02 ONE FALSE NOTE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Gordon Kormam, Hannah Templer (A) Hannah Templer 

Amy and Dan made the choice of a life!me when they gave up a million dollars in favor of a Clue and 

joined a compe!!on unlike any the world has ever seen. AWer barely escaping Paris with their lives, 

now they're in Vienna to discover the truth about their famous ancestor, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, 

and the long-buried secrets connected to his equally talented but overlooked sister, Nannerl. But 

with their enemies closing in, Amy and Dan must decide how much they're willing to risk to find the 

clues, and who they're willing to betray in the process... (STL328551) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241705 

39 CLUES HC GN VOL 02 ONE FALSE NOTE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Gordon Kormam, Hannah Templer (A) Hannah Templer 

Amy and Dan made the choice of a life!me when they gave up a million dollars in favor of a Clue and 

joined a compe!!on unlike any the world has ever seen. AWer barely escaping Paris with their lives, 

now they're in Vienna to discover the truth about their famous ancestor, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, 

and the long-buried secrets connected to his equally talented but overlooked sister, Nannerl. But 

with their enemies closing in, Amy and Dan must decide how much they're willing to risk to find the 

clues, and who they're willing to betray in the process... (STL328552) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241706 

O/A 39 CLUES GN VOL 01 MAZE OF BONES 

(W) Rick Riordan (A) Ethan Young 

The graphic novel adapta!on of the mega-bestseller that launched a global phenomenon! Minutes 

before she died Grace Cahill changed her will, leaving her decendants an impossible decision: "You 

have a choice—one million dollars or a clue." Grace is the last matriarch of the Cahills, the world's 

most powerful family. Everyone from Marie Curie to Harry Houdini is related to the Cahills, yet the 

source of the family power is lost. 39 Clues hidden around the world will reveal the family's secret, 

but no one has been able to assemble them. Now the clues race is on, and young Amy and Dan must 

decide what's important: hun!ng clues or uncovering what really happened to their parents. 

(STL260238) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 



JUL241707 

BABY SITTERS CLUB GN VOL 16 KRISTY & WALKING DISASTER (C: 0- 

(W) Ellen T Crenshaw, Ann M. Mar!n (A) Ellen T Crenshaw 

They're lean, they're mean, they're the pride of Stoneybrook. Who are they? They're Kristy's 

Krushers! When Kristy sees how much her liPle brothers and sister want to play on a soWball team, 

she starts a ragtag team of her own. Maybe Kristy's Krushers aren't world champions (how could 

they be, with Jackie Rodowsky, walking disaster, playing for them?), but nobody beats them when it 

comes to team spirit. Now Bart's Bashers have challenged the Krushers to a game. It's bad enough 

that the Bashers truly are lean and mean—but what's worse is that Kristy has a crush on the Bashers' 

coach! (STL328559) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241708 

BABY SITTERS CLUB HC GN VOL 16 KRISTY & WALKING DISASTER (C: 

(W) Ellen T Crenshaw, Ann M. Mar!n (A) Ellen T Crenshaw 

They're lean, they're mean, they're the pride of Stoneybrook. Who are they? They're Kristy's 

Krushers! When Kristy sees how much her liPle brothers and sister want to play on a soWball team, 

she starts a ragtag team of her own. Maybe Kristy's Krushers aren't world champions (how could 

they be, with Jackie Rodowsky, walking disaster, playing for them?), but nobody beats them when it 

comes to team spirit. Now Bart's Bashers have challenged the Krushers to a game. It's bad enough 

that the Bashers truly are lean and mean—but what's worse is that Kristy has a crush on the Bashers' 

coach! (STL328560) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241709 

DEAR DAD GROWING UP WITH A PARENT IN PRISON GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jay Jay PaPon, Kiara Valdez (A) Markia Jenai 

As far back as nine-year-old Jay Jay PaPon can remember, her dad, Antoine has been in prison. 

Growing up in Buffalo, New York with her mom and younger brother, she's only been to visit him 

twice. Instead, the two have sent each other numerous lePers—Jay Jay's lePers can take weeks or 

months to reach her dad, and some never even get delivered. What's it going to be like having Dad 

home? This powerful coming-of-age graphic novel memoir tells Jay Jay PaPon's life of growing up 

with a dad in—and out of—prison. How she and her dad were able to develop a powerful 

father/daughter bond and create Photo Patch—a life-changing applica!on that connects children to 

incarcerated parents. Because no child should have to grow up unable to engage with their parents. 

(STL328562) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 



JUL241710 

DEAR DAD GROWING UP WITH A PARENT IN PRISON HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jay Jay PaPon, Kiara Valdez (A) Markia Jenai 

As far back as nine-year-old Jay Jay PaPon can remember, her dad, Antoine has been in prison. 

Growing up in Buffalo, New York with her mom and younger brother, she's only been to visit him 

twice. Instead, the two have sent each other numerous lePers—Jay Jay's lePers can take weeks or 

months to reach her dad, and some never even get delivered. What's it going to be like having Dad 

home? This powerful coming-of-age graphic novel memoir tells Jay Jay PaPon's life of growing up 

with a dad in—and out of—prison. How she and her dad were able to develop a powerful 

father/daughter bond and create Photo Patch—a life-changing applica!on that connects children to 

incarcerated parents. Because no child should have to grow up unable to engage with their parents. 

(STL328563) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241711 

FIVE NIGHTS AT FREDDYS FAZBEAR FRIGHTS GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) ScoP Cawthon & Various (A) Diana Camero 

Three stories from the New York Times bestselling series Five Nights at Freddy's: Fazbear Frights 

come to life in delighcully horrifying comics. Frustrated by an unfair arcade game, Colton throws 

himself into re-engineering the device at any cost... MoP quickly flushes his brother's creepy new 

pets down the drain, but the creatures have other plans... Aimee finally works up the courage to 

ditch her loud-mouthed, annoying friend at Freddy Fazbear's Pizza. But when it comes to Five Nights 

at Freddy's, even the most ordinary seeming ac!ons can reap horrible consequences. Readers 

beware: This collec!on of terrifying tales is enough to unsePle even the most hardened Five Nights 

at Freddy's fans! (STL328556) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241712 

FIVE NIGHTS AT FREDDYS FAZBEAR FRIGHTS HC GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1- 

(W) ScoP Cawthon & Various (A) Diana Camero 

Three stories from the New York Times bestselling series Five Nights at Freddy's: Fazbear Frights 

come to life in delighcully horrifying comics. Frustrated by an unfair arcade game, Colton throws 

himself into re-engineering the device at any cost... MoP quickly flushes his brother's creepy new 

pets down the drain, but the creatures have other plans... Aimee finally works up the courage to 

ditch her loud-mouthed, annoying friend at Freddy Fazbear's Pizza. But when it comes to Five Nights 

at Freddy's, even the most ordinary seeming ac!ons can reap horrible consequences. Readers 

beware: This collec!on of terrifying tales is enough to unsePle even the most hardened Five Nights 

at Freddy's fans! (STL328558) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 



 

JUL241713 

GOOSEBUMPS GRAPHIX GN VOL 01 HAUNTED MASK (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) R.  L. S!ne, Maddi Gonzalez (A) Maddi Gonzalez 

Goosebumps now on Disney+! Carly Beth needs the perfect Halloween mask. One that will scare 

everyone she comes across—including her annoying liPle brother and the bullies from her school. A 

visit to a strange costume store provides just the right one. An ugly green, with fierce fangs, the mask 

makes Carly Beth feel powerful and scary. But when the mask won't come off, will the monster take 

over? (STL328549) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241714 

GOOSEBUMPS GRAPHIX HC GN VOL 01 HAUNTED MASK (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) R.  L. S!ne, Maddi Gonzalez (A) Maddi Gonzalez 

Goosebumps now on Disney+! Carly Beth needs the perfect Halloween mask. One that will scare 

everyone she comes across—including her annoying liPle brother and the bullies from her school. A 

visit to a strange costume store provides just the right one. An ugly green, with fierce fangs, the mask 

makes Carly Beth feel powerful and scary. But when the mask won't come off, will the monster take 

over? (STL328550) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241715 

MARVELS ROCKET & GROOT GN TALES OF TERROR (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Leo Trinidad 

Join Marvel's fan-favorites Rocket and Groot in this delighcully spooky graphic novel adventure! 

Determined to pull off another (not so) successful heist, Rocket and Groot find themselves trapped in 

the forest with a mysterious cloaked figure. The problem? They can't actually leave the woods un!l 

they tell the scariest story ever heard. Zombie aliens? Not scary enough. Bloodthirsty bugs? Nope, 

not good enough either. It isn't un!l the rest of the Guardians of the Galaxy arrive that Rocket and 

Groot even stand a chance! (STL328561) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 80pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL241716 

PLEASE BE MY STAR GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Victoria Grace Elliot 



A wonderfully fun and unique reimagining of The Phantom of the Opera as a teen rom-com set in 

high school! Erika knows that people find her weird and off-puTng. Instead of making friends, she 

finds solace in talking to herself and obsessing over handsome actors and pop stars. When she starts 

aPending a new school, her loneliness takes on a life of its own and she develops a new obsession: 

the cutest boy in her theater class, Chris!an. For some reason, Chris!an is kind to her and even 

agrees to star in the play that she wrote for him, and Erika starts to find a crea!ve voice that might 

lead to new friendship and romance. But the more !me Erika spends with Chris!an, the more she 

wonders what he sees in a creep like her. Can Erika somehow write her way into the center of her 

own hearcelt love story? Or does Chris!an have an ending of his own in mind? (STL328553) (C: 0-1-

0) 

SC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL241717 

PLEASE BE MY STAR HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Victoria Grace Elliot 

A wonderfully fun and unique reimagining of The Phantom of the Opera as a teen rom-com set in 

high school! Erika knows that people find her weird and off-puTng. Instead of making friends, she 

finds solace in talking to herself and obsessing over handsome actors and pop stars. When she starts 

aPending a new school, her loneliness takes on a life of its own and she develops a new obsession: 

the cutest boy in her theater class, Chris!an. For some reason, Chris!an is kind to her and even 

agrees to star in the play that she wrote for him, and Erika starts to find a crea!ve voice that might 

lead to new friendship and romance. But the more !me Erika spends with Chris!an, the more she 

wonders what he sees in a creep like her. Can Erika somehow write her way into the center of her 

own hearcelt love story? Or does Chris!an have an ending of his own in mind? (STL328554) (C: 0-1-

0) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

GRAPHIX CHAPTERS 

 

JUL241718 

POKEMON GRAPHIX CHAPTERS FIRED UP FOR BATTLE (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Simcha Whitehill 

The adventure and humor of the Pokémon animated TV series springs to life in this full-color comics 

collec!on! It's !me for two ac!on-packed adventures! A Legendary Trial: Goh is on his final trial 

mission for Project Mew. Can he catch Legendary Pokémon Regieleki and Regidrago? Training to Win: 

While Ash and his Pokémon train for the Masters Eight tournament, it's !me for some fun baPles 

and fiery new moves! With tons of art on every page from the animated show streaming on Neclix, 

this graphic novel is the perfect format for Pokémon fans. (STL328555) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 80pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 



 

GREEN CARD VOICES 

 

JUL241719 

OUR STORIES CARRIED US HERE GN TINKERING TOWARDS MY SPARK (C 

(W) Thai Chang (A) Khou Vue 

The fourth volume in the unique Our Stories Carried Us Here series of bilingual graphic memoirs 

wriPen and illustrated for young readers, ages 8-13, Tinkering Towards My Spark follows Thai Chang 

from the mountains of Thailand to classrooms in Minnesota. Thai explored environments and 

!nkered with gadgets un!l he found his spark inspiring and educa!ng others. Thai grew up in a 

refugee camp in Thailand and knew at a young age that he wanted science and technology to be an 

important part of his life. AWer moving to the US at age 13, Thai worked hard to learn English and 

build a career in STEM with the help of those around him. Thai's story is beau!fully told in English 

and Hmong, illustrated by Hmong-American illustrator Khou Vue. (STL328429) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

GUNGNIR ENTERTAINMENT 

 

JUL241720 

AEON AT END OF TIME JUDGEMENT HAS ITS FURY HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) John Connelly & Various (A) Lorenza Pigliamosche 

Time. Space. Existence. The end of all things. The beginning of something new. The reconcilia!on of 

decisions. This is what awaits our fatal remains of civiliza!on at the last black hole at the end of !me. 

The Neo-human, Harmony, Mul!tude, Remnant, Echo, and the Time Traveler all are summoned by 

chance, fate, or technology to discuss the trials and tribula!ons of the stardust ancestors they arose 

from. But what is there to do, when all of !me is ending, when the last par!cles of the universe are 

dissipa!ng and moving on from the realm? That is a ques!on for our unlikely conclave to decide. 

What type of legacy will they, can they, leave a dying universe? (STL321410) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL241721 

FORWARD AS ALWAYS PROSE NOVEL HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Olan Rogers, Jake Sidwell 

Mysterious fires and relentless storms wear down an already dwindling popula!on, but as the fires 

grow more focused and destruc!ve, a young messenger is compelled to seek out answers that have 

been hidden from him for twenty years. When I saw the smoke rising again, I knew it was him. 

Because he always waited for the storm before seTng another fire. He wanted us terrified and 



restless. But he didn't account for our maxim, the three words that made us Galilieans. We endured 

because of those three words. It was the same reason Raindrop and I always followed the smoke. 

Despite Luminator Eloanne's warnings, I couldn't let it keep happening. She was s!ll looking for 

survivors like me. They were out there. We only had to find them. (STL323301) (C: 0-1-2) 

Novel, HC, 6x9, 375pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

HARPER ALLEY 

 

JUL241722 

BITSY & BOOZLE GN TELL A STORY (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Natalie Riess (A) Sara GoePer 

Explore story structure with narrator-in-training Bitsy and her grumpy wizard protagonist Boozle in 

this entertaining, educa!onal chapter book graphic novel! Once upon a !me there was a narrator 

named Bitsy, and all she wanted to do was tell a story. Thankfully, she had just the right protagonist 

to help her with that—Boozle, a grumpy old wizard without a lot to say. Join them both on the 

adventure of a life!me as they make the journey up Story Mountain, discovering the magic of 

storytelling along the way. (STL328139) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241723 

BITSY & BOOZLE HC GN TELL A STORY (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Natalie Riess (A) Sara GoePer 

Explore story structure with narrator-in-training Bitsy and her grumpy wizard protagonist Boozle in 

this entertaining, educa!onal chapter book graphic novel! Once upon a !me there was a narrator 

named Bitsy, and all she wanted to do was tell a story. Thankfully, she had just the right protagonist 

to help her with that—Boozle, a grumpy old wizard without a lot to say. Join them both on the 

adventure of a life!me as they make the journey up Story Mountain, discovering the magic of 

storytelling along the way. (STL328142) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 7x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241724 

KNOTS GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Colleen Frakes 

Norah is the good kid. Good at pleasing her parents and being a good sister. Good at school. Good at, 

well, almost everything. So when Mom's work brings her to a new town, leaving Norah and Dad 

behind, no one thinks twice. AWer all, Norah's a mature sixth grader now and she can take care of 

herself… right? But things spiral out of control aWer a botched home dye job goes from bad to worse 



and being the good kid quickly gets a liPle… hairy. One small tangle becomes a knot of epic 

propor!ons, and Norah realizes that to untangle the mess she's made, she'll have to find her voice 

and ask for help. (STL328132) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL241725 

KNOTS HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Colleen Frakes 

Norah is the good kid. Good at pleasing her parents and being a good sister. Good at school. Good at, 

well, almost everything. So when Mom's work brings her to a new town, leaving Norah and Dad 

behind, no one thinks twice. AWer all, Norah's a mature sixth grader now and she can take care of 

herself… right? But things spiral out of control aWer a botched home dye job goes from bad to worse 

and being the good kid quickly gets a liPle… hairy. One small tangle becomes a knot of epic 

propor!ons, and Norah realizes that to untangle the mess she's made, she'll have to find her voice 

and ask for help. (STL328133) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241726 

LUNCH BUDDIES YR GN STUNT SANDWICH SUPERSTAR (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Daniel Wiseman 

Ever since Marco's sandwich began talking, the two have been inseparable. Their shared love for 

jokes, pranks on Marco's sister, and special sauce are a recipe for best friends. AWer defea!ng a pair 

of break-dancing squirrels in the backyard, Sandwich and Marco are ready for more shenanigans. But 

when a rainy day foils their plans they're at their wits end. That is, un!l lightning strikes and Marco 

devises the best plan ever… Death-defying jumps and high-flying acroba!cs abound in this rip-

roaring new graphic novel! (STL328058) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

HARPER COLLINS PUBLISHERS 

 

JUL241727 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS DUNGEON ACADEMY CLUBHOUSE CHAOS (C: 0-1-0 

(W) Diane Walker (A) Mario Oscar Gabriele 

Zelli Stormclash and the Danger Club crew are desperate to find a secret clubhouse where they can 

store troves of forbidden books and trinkets and prac!ce adventurer techniques, but mostly it's a 

place they can go and be themselves. But no one is safe from prying eyes. When a nosy classmate 

starts poking around, the pressure is on. Luckily, everyone in the Danger Club is certain they've found 



the perfect place for the club to meet! But will this ragtag gang be able to agree on a hideout that 

works for everyone, or will their deepest, darkest secrets be exposed—including Zelli's true iden!ty 

as a forbidden human? (STL328135) (C: 0-1-0) 

chapter book, SC, 5x8, 96pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL241728 

FIRST CAT IN SPACE & SOUP OF DOOM SC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Mac BarneP (A) Shawn Harris 

The Moon Queen has been poisoned—by soup. And with few she can trust in her own court, she and 

First Cat will have to journey alone to find the an!dote in !me. If only LOZ 4000 were s!ll with 

them… But the once-heroic toenail-clipping robot is running from his own terrible tale and now 

looking for new purpose and meaning in this vast universe, taking LOZ 4000 far away from his 

friends.  Unbeknownst to our trio, secret forces are working against them. With villainous cowboys 

about, high-speed chases, and pianos falling from the sky—can our iconic trio find their way back to 

one another and save the Moon Queen before it's too late? (STL328131) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC SRP: $11.99 

 

HEADPRESS 

 

JUL241729 

I SPIT ON YOUR CELLULOID HIST WOMEN DIRECTING HORROR (C: 0-1 

(W) Heidi HoneycuP 

Heidi HoneycuP defines the poli!cal and cultural forces that shape the way modern horror movies 

are made by women. The women's rights and civil rights movements, new distribu!on technology, 

digital cameras, the destruc!on of the classic studio system, and the abandonment of the Hays code 

have significantly impacted women directors and their movies. So, too, social media, modern ideas of 

gender and racial equality, LGBTQ acceptance, and a new genera!on of provoca!ve, daring films that 

take shocking risks in the genre. This is a first-of-its-kind celebra!on, study, and "a book that needed 

to be wriPen" (says cult filmmaker Stephanie Rothman). You will never look at horror movies the 

same way again! (STL328682) (C: 0-1-0) NOTE: This item may be available through other retail outlets 

before shipping to comic book specialty shops. 

Reference Book, SC, 6x9, 464pgs, FC SRP: $32.95 

 

HENRY HOLT 

 

JUL241730 

DONA QUIXOTE FLIGHT OF THE WITCH GN (C: 0-1-0) 



(W) Rey Terciero (A) Monica M Magana 

Lucia has become what she's always hoped to be—a local hero. But between chores and homework, 

arguments with her parents and best friend, Sandro, and helping her neighbors with her special 

abili!es, she's busier than ever before. When the townspeople's treasured possessions go missing 

and owls start appearing all around town, Lucia's gut knows that something is wrong... if only she 

had the !me to get to the boPom of it. But monsters wait on no one, and there's an evil coven of 

witches lurking in the shadows, prepared to wreak havoc on Lucia's hometown—whether she's ready 

or not. (STL328566) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241731 

DONA QUIXOTE FLIGHT OF THE WITCH HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Rey Terciero (A) Monica M Magana 

Lucia has become what she's always hoped to be—a local hero. But between chores and homework, 

arguments with her parents and best friend, Sandro, and helping her neighbors with her special 

abili!es, she's busier than ever before. When the townspeople's treasured possessions go missing 

and owls start appearing all around town, Lucia's gut knows that something is wrong... if only she 

had the !me to get to the boPom of it. But monsters wait on no one, and there's an evil coven of 

witches lurking in the shadows, prepared to wreak havoc on Lucia's hometown—whether she's ready 

or not. (STL328567) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL241732 

PABLO AND SPLASH GN VOL 01 TIME TRAVELING PENGUINS (C: 0-1-0 

(W/A) Sheena Dempsey 

Antarc!c penguins Pablo and Splash are polar opposites and bes!es for life. Pablo is a home-bird and 

a careful planner. Splash is easily bored and hungry for adventure. Sick to her flippers of the harsh, 

freezing weather, Splash persuades Pablo to go on a beach vaca!on with her. When they accidentally 

find themselves in a scien!st's !me machine, they end up on the beach… back in the age of 

dinosaurs! Can Pablo and Splash make their way home before they become dino snacks? This full 

color, paper-over-board graphic novel is perfect for fans of Inves!gators and Dog Man. (STL328568) 

(C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

HIGHWATER PRESS 

 

JUL241733 



BETWEEN THE PIPES GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Albert McLeod & Various (A) Alice R L 

Thirteen-year-old Chase's life and iden!ty should be simple. He's the goalie for his hockey team, the 

Eagles. He's a friend to Kevin and Jade. He's Kookum's youngest grandchild. He's a boy. He should like 

girls. But it's not that simple. Chase doesn't like girls the way that the other boys do. It's scary being 

so different from his peers. Scarier s!ll is the feeling that his teammates can tell who he is—and that 

they hate him for it. If he pretends hard enough, maybe he can hide the truth, but real strength and 

change can't come from a place of shame. Chase's dreams are troubled by visions of a bear spirit, 

and the more he tries to hide, the more everything falls apart. With the help of an Elder, and a Two-

Spirit mentor, can Chase find the strength to be proud of who he is? This graphic novel explores toxic 

masculinity through the experiences of an Indigenous teen. (STL328434) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $18.95 

 

JUL241734 

LITTLE MOONS GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jen Storm (A) Alice R L & Various 

It's been a year since Reanna's sister, Chelsea, went missing on her way home from school. Without 

any idea of what happened, Reanna and her family struggle to find closure. Driven from their home 

by memories, Reanna's mom moves to the big city. LeW behind on the reserve, Reanna and her liPle 

brother go to live with their dad. Reanna is hurt and angry that her mom has run away. She feels 

lonely, abandoned… but she is not alone. Lights turn on in empty rooms, and objects move without 

being touched. There are liPle moons everywhere. In this moving graphic novel, thirteen-year-old 

Reanna grieves the loss of her older sister. Can she find comfort through her family's Ojibwe 

tradi!ons? (STL328436) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC SRP: $20.95 

 

JUL241735 

RECKONER RISES GN VOL 01 GOD FLARE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) David Robertson (A) Andrew Thomas, ScoP Henderson 

Cole and Eva are reunited once more. A new terror looms as Mihko Laboratories latest human 

experiments are about to be unleashed. Cole is on the long road to recovery, but he's s!ll struggling 

with survivor's guilt. He must stay focused as he, Eva, and their friends prepare for the final 

showdown with Mihko. Meanwhile, Brady's mind is fractured, and he can't dis!nguish between what 

really happened and what Mikho made him believe. Eva and Cole may have to face this terrifying 

threat without him. It's a grim prospect, but a new discovery might just change everything: God 

Flare. Will Brady recover enough to join the fight? Can Cole come to terms with his abili!es in spite 

of his PTSD? And will God Flare help even the odds against Mihko? (STL328427) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 72pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 



JUL241736 

REZ DOCTOR GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Toben Racicot, Gitz Crazyboy (A) Azby Whitecalf, Veronika Barinova 

Young Ryan Fox gets good grades, but he's not sure what he wants to be when he grows up. It isn't 

un!l he meets a Blackfoot doctor during a school assembly that he starts to dream big. However, 

becoming a doctor isn't easy. University takes Ryan away from his family and the Siksikaitsitapi 

community, and without their support, he begins to struggle. Faced with more stress than he's ever 

experienced, he turns to partying. Distracted from his responsibili!es, his grades start to slip. His bills 

pile up. GeTng into med school feels impossible. And now his beloved uncle is in jail. Can Ryan 

regain his foo!ng to walk the path he saw so clearly as a boy? (STL328435) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC SRP: $20.95 

 

HOLIDAY HOUSE 

 

JUL241737 

A PAIR OF PARROTS HC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) David A. Adler (A) Clarice EllioP 

There's only one problem with Ava's perfect new parrot: it's not in its cage! To keep this problem 

from flying out of their control, Ava and her mother will need to find a mathema!cal solu!on—it's 

!me to pair up. As Ava wheels her chair aWer her feathered friend who has flown the coop, she 

discovers she's found something, too: a group of new friends and a hilarious adventure. Geisel Award 

winning author David A. Adler matches fun an!cs with an educa!onal bent, introducing literacy skills 

and early math concepts through an eye-catching, accessible early reader format. (STL329379) (C: 1-

1-1) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 32pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

HUMANOIDS 

 

JUL241738 

O/A LUGOSI RISE & FALL OF HOLLYWOODS DRACULA HC 

(W/A) Koren Shadmi 

The cri!cally-acclaimed biography chronicling the tumultuous personal and professional life of horror 

icon Bela Lugosi.  

 



"Poignant…. Shadmi smoothly blends characteriza!on with chiaroscuro to perfectly spotlight Lugosi's 

uncanny magne!sm. On the screen-and in this fine portrait-his legacy lasts." -PUBLISHERS WEEKLY 

(Starred Review) 

 

"Haun!ng… Shadmi's deeply absorbing and moving biography will appeal to Dracula afficionados of 

all ages." -NEW YORK JOURNAL OF BOOKS 

 

LUGOSI, the tragic life story of one of horror's most iconic film stars, tells of a young Hungarian 

ac!vist forced to flee his homeland aWer the failed Communist revolu!on in 1919. Reinven!ng 

himself in the U.S., first on stage and then in movies, he landed the unforgePable role of Count 

Dracula in what would become a series of classic feature films. From that point forward, Lugosi's 

stardom would be assured...but with interna!onal fame came setbacks and addic!ons that gradually 

whiPled his reputa!on from icon to has-been. LUGOSI details the actor's fall from grace and an 

enduring legacy that con!nues to this day. (STL252043) 

HC, 168pgs, 2C SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241739 

MARILYNS MONSTERS GN (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Tommy Redolfi 

The famous Hollywood Hills. A strange, twisted forest filled with freaks and broken down trailers. In 

this dark world, movie stars are born in the shadows. Determined to become the greatest one of all, 

shy Norma Jean Baker (Marilyn Monroe) comes to this ghost-town with hopes and dreams. 

Unfortunately, she'll have to face all kinds of monsters to reach her ul!mate goal. (STL091672) 

(JUL181976) NOTE: Not Available in India. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8x11, 248pgs, FC SRP: $29.95 

 

JUL241740 

O/A I AM LEGION (2024 OVERSIZED EDITION) HC (MR) (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Fabien Nury (A/CA) John Cassaday 

Get the book Comic Bastards called "John Cassaday in his prime," now in a deluxe oversized edi!on 

with updated elements to present the book as it was meant to be read. Set in 1940s Europe, I Am 

Legion tells the story of a mysterious enemy force only known as "Legion," a power which can 

seemingly move from one body to another. Can the Allies defeat an enemy they can't track? Who is 

the young Romanian girl whose supernatural powers are being used by the Nazis? Find out in this 

thrilling story of espionage and terror. (STL298857) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Germany. 

MATURE THEMES 



HC, 9.4x12.6, 184pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL241741 

SWINE TP (MR) 

(W) Tyrone Finch (A)  Mauricet 

Ellis Rafferty spent seven years in prison aWer being wrongly convicted for the murder of his wife. 

Now released on parole, he seeks to avenge her death and atone for his past mistakes. Joining forces 

with his sister-in-law, they hit the road to take on the most pernicious threat in human history: Pigs. 

Pigs possessed by bloodthirsty, cunning, and immortal beings since the !me of Jesus, and they are 

Legion. 

Ellis and Zoey travel across America to put a stop to the pigs' murderous rampage, crea!ng plenty of 

carnage in their wake, in this supernatural crime thriller story with a dark comedy cream filling. 

(STL200494) (AUG211830) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241742 

O/A NICNEVIN AND BLOODY QUEEN GN (MR) 

(W) Helen Mullane (A) Dom Reardon, MaPhew Dow Smith (CA)  Jock 

Something strange has been unleashed in the north of England. 

A modern-day druid commits a series of ghastly murders in an aPempt to unleash the incredible 

power of the ancient gods of Great Britain. But his plans are interrupted when his latest would-be 

vic!m, Nicnevin "NISSY" Oswald, turns out to be more than she seems. (STL147378) 

MATURE THEMES 

128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL241743 

SANCTUM GENESIS HC (MR) 

(W) Christophe Bec, Philippe Thirault (A/CA) Stefano Raffaele 

Aleppo, Syria, 1934. Following a major archeological discovery, German soldiers from the esoteric 

branch of the Nazi party forcibly take over the site and hold the French-led archeological team 

hostage. The Nazis are aWer an ancient weapon that they hope can further their world conquering 

plans, but in the process of uncovering it they awaken Môt, a primeval divinity that proves uPerly 

impossible to control. A tale of suspense, ac!on-adventure, and horror for fans of Indiana Jones and 

LovecraWian horror. (STL048474) (MAY171650) NOTE: Not Available in India. 

MATURE THEMES 



HC, 7.8x10.8, 112pgs, FC SRP: $19.95 

 

JUL241744 

O/A CHRONOPHAGE (MR) 

(W) Tim Seeley (A) Iilias Kryiazis 

A single mother becomes involved with a mysterious man who consumes moments of her life, 

leading her to ques!on her choices, and whether they can-or should-be undone. 

When Chloe begins a passionate rela!onship with a traveling businessman named Heath Doran, her 

life immediately changes for the bePer, and not just because she's geTng laid. Friends thought long 

lost return, and new opportuni!es suddenly present themselves out of nowhere. Soon, however, she 

begins experiencing horrific encounters with ghostly beings eventually revealed to be the echoes of 

moments she has somehow no longer lived. Terrified at the realiza!on that her past is being 

rewriPen and that Heath is not who-or even what-he seems to be, Chloe must find a way to take 

back the seconds, minutes, and hours stolen by the alien chronophage masquerading as her new 

lover. But before she can act, Heath has one last surprise for her: a chance to undo the brief sexual 

encounter that turned her into a single mother sixteen years ago. 

eaturing a foreword from Tom King. (STL213734) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8x10, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

HYPERION AVENUE 

 

JUL241745 

ELTON JOHN FAREWELL YELLOW BRICK ROAD HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Elton John 

In this lavish retrospec!ve authored by the icon himself, Elton John shares his fondest memories, 

most unforgePable moments, and previously untold stories from his record-breaking final tour. 

Farewell Yellow Brick Road is a full-color celebra!on of Elton John's record-breaking, globe-spanning 

farewell tour—from the first show in Allentown, PA in 2018, to the final show in Stockholm in 2023. 

Featured concerts include Elton's dazzling performances at Los Angeles' Dodger Stadium in 

November 2022, the finale of which streamed live on Disney+. Fans will be treated to a behind-the-

scenes glimpse into every aspect of these spectacular shows, including Elton's legendary touring 

wardrobe by Gucci, the set design, official tour photography, and more. Readers also get a rare 

glimpse at Elton's personal archive of posters, sketches, and never-before-seen photographs and 

postcards. A poignant foreword by David Furnish, Elton's husband and manager, as well as the tour's 

crea!ve director, rounds out this incredible insider's look. (STL329380) (C: 0-1-2) 

Photo Book, HC, 7x8, 256pgs, FC SRP: $55.00 

 



INHABIT MEDIA 

 

JUL241746 

HOW I SURVIVED FOUR NIGHTS ON THE ICE GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Serapio IPusardjuat (A) MaPhew K Hoddy 

AWer his snowmobile breaks down halfway across the sea ice on a trip back from a fishing camp, 

Serapio IPusardjuat recounts the tradi!onal skills and knowledge he leaned on to stay alive. This 

harrowing first-person account of four nights spent on the open sea ice—with few supplies and no 

water—shows young readers the determina!on and strength necessary to survive in the harsh Arc!c 

climate, even when the worst occurs. (STL328431) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $16.95 

 

INKLORE 

 

JUL241747 

UNDER THE OAK TREE HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Suji Kim (A)  P 

Most fairytales end with a wedding and a happily-ever-aWer—but this is no fairytale. When stuPering 

Lady Maximilian is forced to marry Sir RiWan, a lowborn knight caught in one of her father's schemes, 

her stumbling communica!on and his gruff manner sour their rela!onship before it can begin. RiWan 

leaves for war the morning aWer their disastrous wedding night, and it's three years before Maxi sees 

him again. Now, the husband she barely knows is a war hero. And when he comes home to claim her, 

Maxi will need to master her own bewildering desire—and RiWan's—before she can hope to become 

the true mistress of their enormous castle estate. This volume collects episodes 1-24 of Under the 

Oak Tree, the #1 webcomic on MANTA. (STL329381) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x9, 416pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

INSIGHT EDITIONS 

 

JUL241748 

GASTRONOGEEK K DRAMA COOKBOOK BEST RECIPES KOREAN TV HC (C:  

(W) Thibaud Villanova 

Food plays a central role in many of the television series produced in Korea. Now you can embrace 

the drama by crea!ng 30 recipes from this beau!fully illustrated cookbook with easy-to-follow 

direc!ons for Peokbokki, japchae, corn dogs, kimchi, noodles, broths, and more. Pop-culture cook 

extraordinaire Thibaud Villanova and pop-culture journalist Marie Palot partnered up to create 30 in-



world recipes from the best Korean shows and movies. Bring more drama to your dinner with meals 

inspired by Squid Game, Start-Up, Extraordinary APorney Woo, Hometown Cha-Cha-Cha, Parasite, 

Crash Landing on You, Vincenzo, and many more! (STL328934) (C: 0-1-2) 

Cookbook, HC, 8x11, 120pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

JUL241749 

HARRY POTTER & FANTASTIC BEASTS OFF WIZARDING WORLD COOKBOOK 

(W) Jody Revenson, Sarah Walker Caron 

From Great Hall feasts to the sweets at Honeydukes and the treats at Kowalski's Bakery, food and 

drink play a starring role in the films of Harry PoPer and Fantas!c Beasts. Now you can create those 

magical treats and liba!ons at home, and dozens more, in the first, comprehensive officially licensed 

Wizarding World cookbook. Take a culinary journey through each of the eleven films and learn to 

make tradi!onal treats beloved at the Bri!sh, English, and French loca!ons in the films and favorite 

foods of wizards and Muggles from Harry PoPer and Hermione Granger to Newt Scamander, 

Queenie Goldstein, and Jacob Kowalski. Filled with stunning full-color photography, as well as 

behind-the-scenes facts from the films, this sophis!cated cookbook features classic Bri!sh-, English-, 

and French-inspired recipes for magical, memorable meals. (STL328935) (C: 0-1-1) 

Cookbook, HC, 8x10, 224pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL241750 

HARRY POTTER & FANTASTIC BEASTS OFF COOKBOOK GIFT SET (C: 0- 

(W) Jody Revenson, Sarah Walker Caron 

Create a scrump!ous feast inspired by the Wizarding World with this cookbook giW set, including 

more than 80 Harry PoPer- and Fantas!c Beasts-themed recipes and a ceramic rolling pin featuring 

the magical Marauders’ Map. 

 

From Great Hall feasts to the sweets at Honeydukes and the treats at Kowalski’s Bakery, food and 

drink play a starring role in the films of Harry PoPer and Fantas!c Beasts. Now you can create those 

delighcul treats beloved at the Bri!sh, English, and French loca!ons in the films and favorite foods of 

wizards and Muggles at home with this officially licensed Wizarding World cookbook giW set. The 

ceramic rolling pin included is printed with the iconic Marauders’ Map design and has a built-in flour 

shaker. It’s just the thing to use with recipes including The Burrow Currant Scones, Bill and Fleur’s 

Wedding Chocolate Puffs, Kowalski Bakery’s Fluffy Cinnamon Rolls with Vanilla Bean Glaze, and more. 

 

Sprinkled with fascina!ng behind-the-scenes film facts and burs!ng with gorgeous photography, this 

cookbook giW set offers step-by-step instruc!ons on how to prepare delicious recipes. From 

appe!zers to main courses and from drinks to desserts, Harry PoPer and Fantas!c Beasts: An Official 

Wizarding World Cookbook is the comprehensive guide to crea!ng enchan!ng meals for the Harry 

PoPer fan in your life! 



 

MORE THAN 80 RECIPES: Dozens of recipes for starters, mains, sides, drinks, and desserts bring the 

Wizarding World to your table, lunch box, party, or picnic. 

 

HIGH-QUALITY ROLLING PIN: The stylish rolling pin is printed with a Marauders’ Map design and has 

a cold ceramic exterior, making it perfect for use with doughs and pastries. Handily, it can be filled 

with flour at one end to be lightly shaken out at the other. (STL328936) (C: 0-1-1) 

Cookbook, HC, 8x10, 224pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL241751 

HARRY POTTER CREATURES OF THE WIZARDING WORLD HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jody Revenson 

Go behind the scenes of the Wizarding World in this in-depth guide to the making of the on-screen 

magical creatures from the Harry PoPer and Fantas!c Beasts films. For the first !me, fans can learn 

about the concep!on and crea!on of the Basilisk, Bowtruckles, Zouwu, and more in this 

comprehensive, fully updated and expanded edi!on of Harry PoPer: The Creature Vault. Filled with 

cast and crew interviews, behind-the-scenes photographs, concept art, and film facts, this visual 

feasts of Wizarding World creatures delivers a fascina!ng look into the development of all the 

creatures, from Dementors and house-elves to Thunderbirds and Nifflers. (STL328950) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference Book, HC, 9x13, 224pgs, FC SRP: $60.00 

 

JUL241752 

MARVEL MINI BOOK OF X MEN HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) S.T. Bende 

Marvel: The Mini Book of X-Men is the ul!mate on-the-go handbook to the incredible X-Men of the 

Marvel Universe. Flip through fun quotes, origin stories, stunning artwork, and more with this unique 

miniaturized book, perfect for fans who want to learn the ins and outs of their favorite mutants—

heroes and villains alike. From the most iconic X-Men like Professor X, Beast, Iceman, and Wolverine, 

to Sunspot, Banshee, and Iceman, this book truly has everything you need to know about the X-Men. 

(STL328951) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference Book, HC, 3x4, 304pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241753 

PIXAR OFFICIAL COOKBOOK (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Tara Theoharis, S.T. Bende 



Launch your kitchen "to infinity and beyond," with this inspiring, high-quality cookbook featuring 

more than 75 delicious recipes inspired by beloved Pixar films! This comprehensive, family-friendly 

cookbook features nearly every Pixar short and film in chronological order and includes a crea!ve 

collec!on of colorful appe!zers, mains, and desserts that fans will adore, from Ratatouille from 

Ratatouille to TrenePe al Pesto from Luca! With more than 75 recipes, there is a yummy dish for 

everyone from young fans to experienced foodies to enjoy. Featuring stunning, in-world 

photography, sugges!ons for alternate ingredients, and !ps and tricks from beloved characters, 

Pixar: The Official Cookbook is the perfect companion for chefs everywhere—because aWer all, 

"anyone can cook!" (STL328925) (C: 0-1-1) 

Cookbook, HC, 8x10, 224pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL241754 

POWERPUFF GIRLS OFFICIAL COOKBOOK (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Tracy West, Lisa Kingsley 

Sugar, spice, and everything nice: these were the ingredients chosen to create the perfect liPle girls 

and the perfect recipes for breakfast foods, entrees, desserts, snacks, and drinks in The Powerpuff 

Girls: The Official Cookbook. Inspired by the many crime-figh!ng heroes, villains, and food references 

from Townsville, this ac!on-packed cookbook includes recipes from Beat Your Greens to Power 

Lunch. With The Powerpuff Girls: The Official Cookbook, fans can recreate The Mayor's Favorite 

Pickle and Turkey Sandwiches, Sweets for Mojo Jojo, Professor Utoniom's Chemical X Chili, and more! 

Featuring full-color photography, The Powerpuff Girls: The Official Cookbook features sugges!ons for 

alternate ingredients and !ps and tricks from crime-figh!ng kindergarteners Blossom, Bubbles, and 

BuPercup. (STL328949) (C: 0-1-1) 

Cookbook, HC, 8x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

JUL241755 

STAR WARS SECRETS OF THE CLONE TROOPERS HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Marc Sumerak (A) Alberto Buscicchio 

Join the ranks of the Galac!c Republic in Star Wars: The Secrets of the Clone Troopers. Young fans 

will uncover thrilling secrets from the history of beloved clone troopers—from Captain Rex to the 

Bad Batch—all accompanied by incredible artwork and interac!ve features, including pop-ups, 

booklets, and liW-the-flap inserts. In this in-universe book, discover the secrets behind the galaxy's 

clone army, from their origins on the planet Kamino to the horrors of Order 66. You'll delve into the 

clone troopers' baPles on behalf of the Galac!c Republic, the inner workings of the 501st Legion, the 

adventures of Clone Force 99, and more. (STL328937) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference Book, HC, 10x12, 32pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

IPI COMICS 

 



JUL241756 

SHERLOCK HOLMES DARK DETECTIVE #1 (OF 4) (MR) 

(W) Christopher Sequeira (A) Philip Cornell (CA) Dave Elsey 

One of the most lauded, original takes on Sherlock Holmes in comic-book form returns, for the first 

!me offered in the US and interna!onally! A truly Hammer Horror-esque version of the most sinister 

period in Holmes and Watson's career! Every issue features extra material: a gripping original prose 

story (Issue 1: Holmes and The Secret of the Moonstone) and a piece of Holmesian scholarship! 

(STL329407) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241757 

CTHULHU DEEP DOWN UNDER GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Various (A) Andrew J McKiernan, David Heinrich (CA) Steve San!ago 

In The Call of Cthulhu, LovecraW made Australia a crucial loca!on of his Mythos. This anthology takes 

us back below the equator, into the bizarre and headlong towards horror. From mist-shrouded peaks 

and canyons of Melanesian islands, through rainforests and scorching deserts of the Australia, and 

across the Tasman Sea to the inhospitable hinterlands of New Zealand. (STL329408) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Prose Anthology, SC, 6x9, 218pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

IRON CIRCUS COMICS 

 

JUL241758 

INSCRUTABLE DOCTOR BAER & CASE OF TWO-FACED STATUE GN (C: 0- 

(W/A/CA) Jerzy Drozd 

The Inscrutable Dr. Baer, at your service! While he's much too busy to embark on any adventures 

himself, Dr. Baer is here to help with yours. Are you burdened with an unwanted magical object? 

Gorgon's head? Monkey's paw? Flaming sword?! Sell it to Dr. Baer; he'll tame its spirit, carefully 

catalog its origin, and keep it safe and orderly within the walls of the spookiest house you're ever 

likely to find. But when novice explorers TaW the Tortoise and Pickles the Pig accidentally enable the 

theW of Baer's most powerful ar!fact by the nefarious sorcerer Gallus Lugubrious, the good doctor is 

forced out of his house to reclaim it. The only problem is, for everything he knows about magic, he 

knows nothing about adventuring, and he'll have to figure this one out as he goes, far from the 

comfor!ng safety of home. (STL328319) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 248pgs, FC SRP: $15.00 



 

JY 

 

JUL241759 

WEIRN BOOKS GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Svetlana Chmakova 

AWer her terrible adventures in the silent woods, Na’ya’s world seems to have returned to 

normal...that is, except for the nightmares that keep haun!ng her. What she needs is the power to 

protect everyone in case the evil scien!st returns, and she has the perfect solu!on – she’ll turn into a 

dragon, once and for all! With help from Ailis and Jasper, everything seems to be going according to 

plan. But what’s that dark shadow slithering around the spell-cas!ng range...? Acclaimed author of 

Awkward, Svetlana Chmakova, returns to the fantas!cal night realm, full of magic, adventure, 

and...dragons! (STL331291) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL241760 

WEIRN BOOKS HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Svetlana Chmakova 

AWer her terrible adventures in the silent woods, Na’ya’s world seems to have returned to 

normal...that is, except for the nightmares that keep haun!ng her. What she needs is the power to 

protect everyone in case the evil scien!st returns, and she has the perfect solu!on – she’ll turn into a 

dragon, once and for all! With help from Ailis and Jasper, everything seems to be going according to 

plan. But what’s that dark shadow slithering around the spell-cas!ng range...? Acclaimed author of 

Awkward, Svetlana Chmakova, returns to the fantas!cal night realm, full of magic, adventure, 

and...dragons! (STL331292) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $24.00 

 

JUL241761 

O/A WEIRN BOOKS GN VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Svetlana Chmakova 

Graphic novelist extraordinaire Svetlana Chmakova returns with a brand new series for middle grade 

readers! In the Night Realm, shiWers, vampires, weirns, and other night things passing for human 

may prowl the streets, but school is s!ll in session and you s!ll have to do your homework! 

For readers ages 8+ and up. (STL153975) 

SC, 6x8, 240pgs, FC SRP: $13.00 

 



JUL241762 

O/A WEIRN BOOKS HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Svetlana Chmakova 

Graphic novelist extraordinaire Svetlana Chmakova returns with a brand new series for middle grade 

readers! In the Night Realm, shiWers, vampires, weirns, and other night things passing for human 

may prowl the streets, but school is s!ll in session and you s!ll have to do your homework! 

 

For readers ages 8+ and up. (STL153974) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 6x8, 208pgs, FC SRP: $24.00 

 

KEENSPOT ENTERTAINMENT 

 

JUL241763 

DONALD WHO LAUGHS VS. DARK BRANDON #1 CVR A FACE OFF 

(W) John Barron (A/CA) Shawn Remulac 

Con!nuing directly from the final page of John Barron's bestseller Biden's Titans Vs. Trump's Titans 

#1, in this !tanic issue the Barronverse gets even bigger—but it's s!ll not big enough for The Donald 

Who Laughs and Dark Brandon! To you they may be stupid memes, but to them, you're the stupid 

meme! And nothing in the dark mul!verse maPers, except who wins this baPle royale with cheese! 

(Includes bonus pull-out poster!) (STL329108) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241764 

DONALD WHO LAUGHS VS. DARK BRANDON #1 CVR B ITS THE KNOCKOUT 

(W) John Barron (A/CA) Shawn Remulac 

Con!nuing directly from the final page of John Barron's bestseller Biden's Titans Vs. Trump's Titans 

#1, in this !tanic issue the Barronverse gets even bigger—but it's s!ll not big enough for The Donald 

Who Laughs and Dark Brandon! To you they may be stupid memes, but to them, you're the stupid 

meme! And nothing in the dark mul!verse maPers, except who wins this baPle royale with cheese! 

(Includes bonus pull-out poster!) (STL329109) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241765 

DONALD WHO LAUGHS VS. DARK BRANDON #1 CVR C DARK HUNTER VS D 



(W) John Barron (A/CA) Shawn Remulac 

Con!nuing directly from the final page of John Barron's bestseller Biden's Titans Vs. Trump's Titans 

#1, in this !tanic issue the Barronverse gets even bigger—but it's s!ll not big enough for The Donald 

Who Laughs and Dark Brandon! To you they may be stupid memes, but to them, you're the stupid 

meme! And nothing in the dark mul!verse maPers, except who wins this baPle royale with cheese! 

(Includes bonus pull-out poster!) (STL329110) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241766 

DONALD WHO LAUGHS VS DARK BRANDON #1 CVR D FREDDY VS JASON S 

(W) John Barron (A/CA) Shawn Remulac 

Con!nuing directly from the final page of John Barron's bestseller Biden's Titans Vs. Trump's Titans 

#1, in this !tanic issue the Barronverse gets even bigger—but it's s!ll not big enough for The Donald 

Who Laughs and Dark Brandon! To you they may be stupid memes, but to them, you're the stupid 

meme! And nothing in the dark mul!verse maPers, except who wins this baPle royale with cheese! 

(Includes bonus pull-out poster!) (STL329111) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241767 

DONALD WHO LAUGHS VS DARK BRANDON #1 CVR E DARK BABIES 

(W) John Barron (A/CA) Shawn Remulac 

Con!nuing directly from the final page of John Barron's bestseller Biden's Titans Vs. Trump's Titans 

#1, in this !tanic issue the Barronverse gets even bigger—but it's s!ll not big enough for The Donald 

Who Laughs and Dark Brandon! To you they may be stupid memes, but to them, you're the stupid 

meme! And nothing in the dark mul!verse maPers, except who wins this baPle royale with cheese! 

(Includes bonus pull-out poster!) (STL329112) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241768 

DONALD WHO LAUGHS VS DARK BRANDON #1 CVR F SELFIES 

(W) John Barron (A) Shawn Remulac (CA) Rob Potchak 

Con!nuing directly from the final page of John Barron's bestseller Biden's Titans Vs. Trump's Titans 

#1, in this !tanic issue the Barronverse gets even bigger—but it's s!ll not big enough for The Donald 

Who Laughs and Dark Brandon! To you they may be stupid memes, but to them, you're the stupid 

meme! And nothing in the dark mul!verse maPers, except who wins this baPle royale with cheese! 

(Includes bonus pull-out poster!) (STL329113) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 



 

JUL241769 

DONALD WHO LAUGHS VS DARK BRANDON #1 CVR G METAL FLIP CVR 

(W) John Barron (A/CA) Shawn Remulac 

Con!nuing directly from the final page of John Barron's bestseller Biden's Titans Vs. Trump's Titans 

#1, in this !tanic issue the Barronverse gets even bigger—but it's s!ll not big enough for The Donald 

Who Laughs and Dark Brandon! To you they may be stupid memes, but to them, you're the stupid 

meme! And nothing in the dark mul!verse maPers, except who wins this baPle royale with cheese! 

(Includes bonus pull-out poster!) (STL329114) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

JUL241770 

DONALD WHO LAUGHS VS DARK BRANDON #1 CVR H HOLOFOIL FLIP CVR 

(W) John Barron (A/CA) Shawn Remulac 

Con!nuing directly from the final page of John Barron's bestseller Biden's Titans Vs. Trump's Titans 

#1, in this !tanic issue the Barronverse gets even bigger—but it's s!ll not big enough for The Donald 

Who Laughs and Dark Brandon! To you they may be stupid memes, but to them, you're the stupid 

meme! And nothing in the dark mul!verse maPers, except who wins this baPle royale with cheese! 

(Includes bonus pull-out poster!) (STL329115) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241771 

DONALD WHO LAUGHS VS DARK BRANDON #1 CVR I BLANK SKETCH CVR 

(W) John Barron (A/CA) Shawn Remulac 

Con!nuing directly from the final page of John Barron's bestseller Biden's Titans Vs. Trump's Titans 

#1, in this !tanic issue the Barronverse gets even bigger—but it's s!ll not big enough for The Donald 

Who Laughs and Dark Brandon! To you they may be stupid memes, but to them, you're the stupid 

meme! And nothing in the dark mul!verse maPers, except who wins this baPle royale with cheese! 

(Includes bonus pull-out poster!) (STL329117) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241773 

MARK SPEARS MONSTERS #1 CVR A LOOKING DOWN ON YOU 

(W/A/CA) Mark Spears 

From award-winning ar!st Mark Spears (Spawn, Ac!on Comics, Kneel Before Zod, Power Rangers, 

Rat City, and upcoming Spawn '77) comes all-new horror series Monsters! Based on his hit trading 



card series of the same name, Spears brings classic monsters to life with a modern twist. Set in the 

early 1980s, a re!red Monster Slayer from a forgoPen era learns that an old friend has disappeared, 

and a malevolent force from his past has resurfaced. Reluctantly, the mysterious Slayer is pulled back 

into the realm of the supernatural, determined to confront the ancient evil once again and prevent it 

from wreaking havoc on the world once more. Meanwhile, two seasoned detec!ves are inves!ga!ng 

a series of grisly murders, and a group of kids embark on their own adventure aWer witnessing what 

they believe to be their recently deceased neighbor wandering the streets at night. (STL329059) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241774 

MARK SPEARS MONSTERS #1 CVR B DRIPPING BLOOD 

(W/A/CA) Mark Spears 

From award-winning ar!st Mark Spears (Spawn, Ac!on Comics, Kneel Before Zod, Power Rangers, 

Rat City, and upcoming Spawn '77) comes all-new horror series Monsters! Based on his hit trading 

card series of the same name, Spears brings classic monsters to life with a modern twist. Set in the 

early 1980s, a re!red Monster Slayer from a forgoPen era learns that an old friend has disappeared, 

and a malevolent force from his past has resurfaced. Reluctantly, the mysterious Slayer is pulled back 

into the realm of the supernatural, determined to confront the ancient evil once again and prevent it 

from wreaking havoc on the world once more. Meanwhile, two seasoned detec!ves are inves!ga!ng 

a series of grisly murders, and a group of kids embark on their own adventure aWer witnessing what 

they believe to be their recently deceased neighbor wandering the streets at night. (STL329062) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241775 

MARK SPEARS MONSTERS #1 CVR C INFINITY GAUNTLET HOMAGE 

(W/A/CA) Mark Spears 

From award-winning ar!st Mark Spears (Spawn, Ac!on Comics, Kneel Before Zod, Power Rangers, 

Rat City, and upcoming Spawn '77) comes all-new horror series Monsters! Based on his hit trading 

card series of the same name, Spears brings classic monsters to life with a modern twist. Set in the 

early 1980s, a re!red Monster Slayer from a forgoPen era learns that an old friend has disappeared, 

and a malevolent force from his past has resurfaced. Reluctantly, the mysterious Slayer is pulled back 

into the realm of the supernatural, determined to confront the ancient evil once again and prevent it 

from wreaking havoc on the world once more. Meanwhile, two seasoned detec!ves are inves!ga!ng 

a series of grisly murders, and a group of kids embark on their own adventure aWer witnessing what 

they believe to be their recently deceased neighbor wandering the streets at night. (STL329065) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241776 

MARK SPEARS MONSTERS #1 CVR D INCREDIBLE HULK #340 HOMAGE 



(W/A/CA) Mark Spears 

From award-winning ar!st Mark Spears (Spawn, Ac!on Comics, Kneel Before Zod, Power Rangers, 

Rat City, and upcoming Spawn '77) comes all-new horror series Monsters! Based on his hit trading 

card series of the same name, Spears brings classic monsters to life with a modern twist. Set in the 

early 1980s, a re!red Monster Slayer from a forgoPen era learns that an old friend has disappeared, 

and a malevolent force from his past has resurfaced. Reluctantly, the mysterious Slayer is pulled back 

into the realm of the supernatural, determined to confront the ancient evil once again and prevent it 

from wreaking havoc on the world once more. Meanwhile, two seasoned detec!ves are inves!ga!ng 

a series of grisly murders, and a group of kids embark on their own adventure aWer witnessing what 

they believe to be their recently deceased neighbor wandering the streets at night. (STL329068) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241777 

MARK SPEARS MONSTERS #1 CVR E BRIDEZILLA 

(W/A/CA) Mark Spears 

From award-winning ar!st Mark Spears (Spawn, Ac!on Comics, Kneel Before Zod, Power Rangers, 

Rat City, and upcoming Spawn '77) comes all-new horror series Monsters! Based on his hit trading 

card series of the same name, Spears brings classic monsters to life with a modern twist. Set in the 

early 1980s, a re!red Monster Slayer from a forgoPen era learns that an old friend has disappeared, 

and a malevolent force from his past has resurfaced. Reluctantly, the mysterious Slayer is pulled back 

into the realm of the supernatural, determined to confront the ancient evil once again and prevent it 

from wreaking havoc on the world once more. Meanwhile, two seasoned detec!ves are inves!ga!ng 

a series of grisly murders, and a group of kids embark on their own adventure aWer witnessing what 

they believe to be their recently deceased neighbor wandering the streets at night. (STL329069) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241778 

MARK SPEARS MONSTERS #1 CVR F HOLOFOIL FLIP COVER 

(W/A/CA) Mark Spears 

From award-winning ar!st Mark Spears (Spawn, Ac!on Comics, Kneel Before Zod, Power Rangers, 

Rat City, and upcoming Spawn '77) comes all-new horror series Monsters! Based on his hit trading 

card series of the same name, Spears brings classic monsters to life with a modern twist. Set in the 

early 1980s, a re!red Monster Slayer from a forgoPen era learns that an old friend has disappeared, 

and a malevolent force from his past has resurfaced. Reluctantly, the mysterious Slayer is pulled back 

into the realm of the supernatural, determined to confront the ancient evil once again and prevent it 

from wreaking havoc on the world once more. Meanwhile, two seasoned detec!ves are inves!ga!ng 

a series of grisly murders, and a group of kids embark on their own adventure aWer witnessing what 

they believe to be their recently deceased neighbor wandering the streets at night. (STL329070) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 



 

JUL241779 

MARK SPEARS MONSTERS #1 CVR G BLANK SKETCH 

(W/A/CA) Mark Spears 

From award-winning ar!st Mark Spears (Spawn, Ac!on Comics, Kneel Before Zod, Power Rangers, 

Rat City, and upcoming Spawn '77) comes all-new horror series Monsters! Based on his hit trading 

card series of the same name, Spears brings classic monsters to life with a modern twist. Set in the 

early 1980s, a re!red Monster Slayer from a forgoPen era learns that an old friend has disappeared, 

and a malevolent force from his past has resurfaced. Reluctantly, the mysterious Slayer is pulled back 

into the realm of the supernatural, determined to confront the ancient evil once again and prevent it 

from wreaking havoc on the world once more. Meanwhile, two seasoned detec!ves are inves!ga!ng 

a series of grisly murders, and a group of kids embark on their own adventure aWer witnessing what 

they believe to be their recently deceased neighbor wandering the streets at night. (STL329071) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

KIDS CAN PRESS 

 

JUL241783 

STEVE THE HORSE GN PRETTY EXCEPTIONAL HORSE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Kelly Collier 

The first installment in a hilarious early graphic novel series, based on Kelly Collier's popular picture 

book introducing the one and only (just ask him!) Steve the Horse. Steve the Horse wants to be 

excep!onal… you know, like a peacock! His friend Bob tries to reassure him that he's special, but Bob 

can't seem to think of anything excep!onal about him. Steve is discouraged... un!l he finds a shiny 

gold horn in the forest. Obviously, somebody leW this excep!onal horn for him to find! He !es it to 

his head and prances off to show his friends. Who's excep!onal now? Steve, that's who! Only, as 

Steve's friends make clear, dressing up and showing off are not the answer. Adapted from Kelly 

Collier's much-loved picture book A Horse Named Steve, this early graphic novel will delight slightly 

older readers with its silly, laugh-out-loud story about self-esteem and what really makes someone 

special. (STL328868) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 64pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

KINGSTONE 

 

JUL241784 

US COMICS ACTS OF GOD 

(W) Doug Peterson (A) Joe BenneP & Various (CA) Joe BenneP, Joe BenneP 



In 1620, English Separa!sts known today as "Pilgrims" set out from England on the Mayflower, 

seeking religious freedom. In this remarkable story of survival, they found Plymouth, establishing a 

spiritual founda!on for what would one day become America. (STL329316) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC (1 of 10) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241785 

US COMICS A NEW ENGLAND 

(W) Doug Peterson (A) Joe BenneP & Various (CA) Joe BenneP 

John Winthrop and the Puritans brave sickness and wolves as they establish the "city on a hill" in the 

MassachusePs Bay Colony. They also develop a decidedly democra!c and religious vision for life and 

freedom in the New England colonies. (STL329320) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC (2 of 10) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241786 

US COMICS THE WILDERNESS 

(W) Doug Peterson (A) Joe BenneP, Jahn Cardoso (CA) Joe BenneP 

Banished from MassachusePs, Roger Williams flees into the wilderness, where he founds Rhode 

Island and, most importantly, leads a revolu!on in religious freedom. Williams calls for "Soul Liberty," 

the bedrock principle that the religious beliefs of Americans cannot be dictated by a government or 

official church. In the wilderness, Williams also tries to nego!ate peace as tensions rise between 

English colonists and Na!ve Americans. (STL329322) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC (3 of 10) SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241787 

KINGSTONE BIBLE TP VOL 01 (OF 6) THE BEGINNING (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Art Ayris (A/CA) Danny Bulanadi 

The Kingstone Bible is the most complete graphic adapta!on of the Bible ever done. Volume 1, "The 

Beginning," covers from the en!re book of Genesis from the Crea!on story, the sufferings of Job, and 

the Patriarchs through the life of Joseph. Volume 2, "The Ten Commandments," covers the life of 

Moses, the Exodus, the !me in the wilderness, the entering into the Promised Land, Samson and the 

!me when the judges ruled Israel. Volume 3, "The Kings," covers the life of David, his baPle with 

Goliath, his rise to kingship and the rule of his son Solomon. (STL329325) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 250pgs, FC (1 of 6) SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241788 

KINGSTONE BIBLE TP VOL 02 (OF 6) TEN COMMANDMENTS (C: 0-1-1) 



(W) Art Ayris (A/CA) Danny Bulanadi 

The Kingstone Bible is the most complete graphic adapta!on of the Bible ever done. Kingstone Bible 

Volume 2 "The Ten Commandments" covers the life of Moses, the Exodus, the !me in the wilderness, 

the entering into the Promised Land, Samson and the !me when the judges ruled Israel. (STL329329) 

(C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 292pgs, FC (2 of 6) SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241789 

KINGSTONE BIBLE TP VOL 03 (OF 6) THE KINGS (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Art Ayris (A/CA) Danny Bulanadi 

The Kingstone Bible is the most complete graphic adapta!on of the Bible ever done. Kingstone Bible 

Vol. 3 "The Kings" covers the life of David, his baPle with Goliath, his rise to kingship and the rule of 

his son Solomon. This volume also covers the lives of Elijah and Elisha and the kings of Israel 

men!oned in I and II Kings in the Bible. (STL329330) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 344pgs, FC (3 of 6) SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241790 

KINGSTONE BIBLE HC #1 (OF 3) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Art Ayris (A/CA) Danny Bulanadi 

The Kingstone Bible is the most complete graphic adapta!on of the Bible ever done. The first volume 

of this hardcover presenta!on begins with the stunning story of crea!on and covers the Biblical !me 

frame of the patriarchs and the founding of Israel, the Ten Commandments, the !me of the judges, 

Ruth, Samuel and the reign of King David. This graphic novel omnibus covers the book of Genesis 

through I Kings in the Old Testament. (STL329326) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 7x10, 720pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $19.99 

 

LABYRINTH ROAD 

 

JUL241791 

NELL OF GUMBLING MY TINY FOREST ADVENTURE GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Emma Steinkellner 

Welcome back to Gumbling—Nell Starkeeper's extremely normal fairy-tale hometown. And things 

couldn't be more happily-ever-awesome, because Nell is about to go on a Gumbling rite of passage—

the Mul!-Disciplinary Wilderness Engagement Adventure—when all of the seventh graders spend a 

whole week in the forest! Sure, it's an Enchanted Forest that's full of gumblecreatures, where your 

most secret wish could be granted at any moment, but that's nothing unusual around here. What's 



really magical is that Nell gets to be on a team with all her best friends, learning about nature stuff 

and teamwork and having their very own campout (including roas!ng marshmallows)! Except her 

Thumbkin friend Gil has been a bit of a grump lately. And everyone's secret crushes are making 

things super awkward.. so when the whole gang gets shrunk down to Thumbkin size aWer a wish 

gone wrong, Nell's problems get a whole lot bigger! (STL329382) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

LEV GLEASON - NEW FRIDAY 

 

JUL241792 

HILARIOUS HOUSE OF FRIGHTENSTEIN #1 (OF 5) CVR A SYLVESTRE ( 

(W) Carson Demmans (A/CA) Jason Sylvestre 

The award-winning TV series The Hilarious House of Frightenstein is back in this 5-issue limited 

series! Join the Count, Igor, Grizelda and all of your other favorites in all new stories including The 

Night of the Living Brucie! AWer hundreds of years of failure, the good news is that the Count's 

monster Brucie has come to life! The bad news is that the Count is now headed for jail for all of the 

damage Brucie has done! Plus, the Count teaches the Gorilla about the dangers of online da!ng 

when the ape's blind date is with a very hungry !ger. New stories with the Librarian and Wolfman, 

the science of magic from the desk of the Professor, and much, much more! Brought to you by show 

co-creator/original cast member Mitch Markowitz, writer Carson Demmans and ar!st Jason 

Sylvestre. (STL330185) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC (1 of 5) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241793 

HILARIOUS HOUSE OF FRIGHTENSTEIN #1 (OF 5) CVR B GHOULISH (C 

(W) Carson Demmans (A) Jason Sylvestre (CA) Gary Pullin 

The Award-Winning TV Show The Hilarious House of Frightenstein is back in this 5-issue limited 

series! Join the Count, Igor, Grizelda and all of your other favorites in all new stories including The 

Night of the Living Brucie!  

AWer hundreds of years of failure, the good news is that the Count's monster Brucie has come to life! 

The bad news is that the Count is now headed for jail for all of the damage Brucie has done!  

Plus the Count teaches the Gorilla about the dangers of online da!ng when the ape's blind date is 

with a very hungry !ger. New stories with the Librarian and Wolfman, the science of magic from the 

desk of the Professor, and much, much more! Brought to you by show co-creator/original cast 

member Mitch Markowitz, writer Carson Demmans and ar!st Jason Sylvestre. (STL330228) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC (1 of 5) SRP: $9.99 

 



JUL241794 

HILARIOUS HOUSE OF FRIGHTENSTEIN #1 (OF 5) CVR C PRUDEN (C:  

(W) Carson Demmans (A) Jason Sylvestre (CA) James Pruden 

The Award-Winning TV Show The Hilarious House of Frightenstein is back in this 5-issue limited 

series! Join the Count, Igor, Grizelda and all of your other favorites in all new stories including The 

Night of the Living Brucie!  

AWer hundreds of years of failure, the good news is that the Count's monster Brucie has come to life! 

The bad news is that the Count is now headed for jail for all of the damage Brucie has done!  

Plus the Count teaches the Gorilla about the dangers of online da!ng when the ape's blind date is 

with a very hungry !ger. New stories with the Librarian and Wolfman, the science of magic from the 

desk of the Professor, and much, much more! Brought to you by show co-creator/original cast 

member Mitch Markowitz, writer Carson Demmans and ar!st Jason Sylvestre. (STL330229) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC (1 of 5) SRP: $9.99 

 

LITTLE BROWN INK 

 

JUL241795 

MISMATCHED GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Anne Camlin (A) Isadora Zeferino 

Evan Horowitz has it all: beauty, brains, and a not-so-secret flair for matchmaking! An Insta influencer 

with a talent for makeup and a taste for romance, he's no stranger to playing cupid for those 

hopelessly clueless in finding love. So when shy transfer student Natalia shuffles into school one day, 

Evan can't help but get his hands messy! With so many matches to choose from, it's not long before 

he sets a plan in mo!on for Natalia—much against the bePer judgement of his level-headed best 

friend, Davi. But he takes things too far, crea!ng a web of drama that spirals out of his control. Can 

Evan learn to put the people closest to him before his misguided ambi!on? Or will he lose them and 

his own chance at romance, too? (STL328858) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 264pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL241796 

MISMATCHED HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Anne Camlin (A) Isadora Zeferino 

A teen social media star learns he can’t control everything in this delicious, queer graphic novel 

adapta!on that relocates Jane Austen’s Emma to a modern-day high school in Queens, New York. 

 



Evan Horowitz has it all: beauty, brains, and a not-so-secret flair for matchmaking! An Insta influencer 

with a talent for makeup and a taste for romance, he’s no stranger to playing cupid for those 

hopelessly clueless in finding love. 

 

So when shy transfer student Natalia shuffles into school one day, Evan can’t help but get his hands 

messy! With so many matches to choose from, it’s not long before he sets a plan in mo!on for 

Natalia—much against the bePer judgement of his level-headed best friend, Davi. 

 

But he takes things too far, crea!ng a web of drama that spirals out of his control. Can Evan learn to 

put the people closest to him before his misguided ambi!on? Or will he lose them and his own 

chance at romance, too? (STL328860) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 264pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241797 

STAND UP GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Tori Sharp 

Lights, Curtains… Podcast! Best friends Clay and Kyle can't help but inject fun into everything. 

Whether they're goofing off backstage during a performance or making rib-!ckling jokes at an open 

mic, these two are always ready to make people laugh! Now Clay's hoping to shiW her improv skills to 

the stage in her middle school's produc!on of Gals and Dolls, which means spending even more !me 

with her crush, Dania. But Clay's boisterous humor doesn't sit well with the director, who has zero 

tolerance for fun. Clay, however, refuses to be boring! She and Kyle are eager to bring their comedic 

talents into the spotlight, but school musicals are too serious, open mics are too long… And that's 

when it hits them—they should start a podcast! But with rehearsals to aPend, new episodes to 

record, and !me running out for Clay to ask a certain someone to the eighth-grade dance, will Clay 

and Kyle be able to do it all? (STL328877) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241798 

STAND UP HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Tori Sharp 

Lights, Curtains… Podcast! Best friends Clay and Kyle can't help but inject fun into everything. 

Whether they're goofing off backstage during a performance or making rib-!ckling jokes at an open 

mic, these two are always ready to make people laugh! Now Clay's hoping to shiW her improv skills to 

the stage in her middle school's produc!on of Gals and Dolls, which means spending even more !me 

with her crush, Dania. But Clay's boisterous humor doesn't sit well with the director, who has zero 

tolerance for fun. Clay, however, refuses to be boring! She and Kyle are eager to bring their comedic 

talents into the spotlight, but school musicals are too serious, open mics are too long… And that's 

when it hits them—they should start a podcast! But with rehearsals to aPend, new episodes to 



record, and !me running out for Clay to ask a certain someone to the eighth-grade dance, will Clay 

and Kyle be able to do it all? (STL328878) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

LITTLE SIMON 

 

JUL241799 

GUARDIANS OF HORSA GN VOL 05 INTO THE HIDDEN WORLD (C: 0-1-1 

(W) Roan Black (A)  Glass House Graphics 

The Guardians never dreamed that there was more to Horsa than their four realms. But when a 

hidden world reveals itself on the back of the map, they are thrown into a strange land filled with Ice 

Horses, Gem Horses, and mountains that move. Can the Guardians face the whole new world that 

has been hiding right under their hooves? (STL329027) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

LIVING THE LINE 

 

JUL241800 

SURVIVING ON MARS GN (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Brandon Graham 

From daily rou!nes and art-making, to dealing with depression, and living among porn performers in 

Las Vegas, Eisner Award winning cartoonist Brandon Graham (King City, Rain like Hammers, Prophet, 

Moonray) takes readers through his full-color diary comics and offers a funny and touching look into 

the life of an ar!st making his way in the 21st-century. (STL320490) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6.7x10.2, 116pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241801 

O/A HER FRANKENSTEIN GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Norikazu Kawashima 

Dare to read the psycho-horror classic that horror manga master Junji Ito called a "frightening but 

moving story about an unfortunate individual who, lost in search of his true self, finds his own 

annihila!on instead." LiPle Tetsuo is a wimpy mess. His parents don't love him. He meets the 

beau!ful Kimiko, an ailing teenage girl obsessed with movies and mayhem in equal amounts. She 



doesn't love Tetsuo either, or anyone other than herself. But she needs him. So Tetsuo becomes the 

man she wants—the monster she wants. He becomes Her Frankenstein! (STL304120) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 208pgs, PC SRP: $19.95 

 

JUL241802 

STRANGE DEATH OF ALEX RAYMOND HC 

(W/A) Dave Sim, Carson Grubaugh (CA) Dave Sim 

Legendary creator Dave Sim is renowned world-wide for his groundbreaking Cerebus the Aardvark. 

Now, in The Strange Death of Alex Raymond, Sim brings to life the history of comics' greatest 

creators, using their own techniques. Equal parts Understanding Comics and From Hell, Strange 

Death is a head-on collision of ink drawing and spiritual intrigue, pulp comics and movies, history and 

fic!on. The story traces the lives and techniques of Alex Raymond (Flash Gordon, Rip Kirby), Stan 

Drake (Juliet Jones), Hal Foster (Prince Valiant), and more, dissec!ng their techniques through 

recrea!ons of their artwork, and highligh!ng the metatextual resonances that bind them together. 

(STL191916) (MAY211557) 

HC, 8x12, 326pgs, PC SRP: $40.00 

 

LOCUS MAGAZINE 

 

JUL241803 

LOCUS MAGAZINE #764 VOL 93 NO 3 (C: 0-1-1) 

In September, Locus provides coverage of Glasgow 2024, the World Science Fic!on Conven!on; our 

in-depth reviews of new and upcoming book releases; our quarterly forthcoming books list of genre 

books being published from September 2024 to June 2025; interviews with new and established 

authors; commentary from Cory Doctorow; news including industry sales and releases, awards, 

books lis!ngs, and much more. (STL329229) (C: 0-1-1) 

Magazine, 60pgs, FC SRP: $12.50 

 

MAD CAVE STUDIOS 

 

JUL241804 

FLASH GORDON QUARTERLY #1 CVR A STEFANO SIMEONE 

(W)  Various & Various (A)  Various (CA) Stefano Simone 

An all-new Quarterly special featuring a mul!verse of stories! 



"The Fall of King Vultan" expands upon Mad Cave Studios' Flash Gordon ongoing series with a father-

and-son tale that brings deadly mercenaries to Sky City—it's fight or flight in more ways than one! 

This issue also features two "Flash Fic!on" stories-wholly original takes on the classic character and 

his companions. "Flash Gordon and the Madness of M'nngh" is the first in a series of horror-themed 

shorts that would make LovecraW proud. Another tale provides an interpreta!on in a genre you 

never would've guessed! (STL329993) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241805 

FLASH GORDON QUARTERLY #1 CVR B FILYA BRATUKHIN 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Filya Bratukhin 

An all-new Quarterly special featuring a mul!verse of stories! 

"The Fall of King Vultan" expands upon Mad Cave Studios' Flash Gordon ongoing series with a father-

and-son tale that brings deadly mercenaries to Sky City—it's fight or flight in more ways than one! 

This issue also features two "Flash Fic!on" stories-wholly original takes on the classic character and 

his companions. "Flash Gordon and the Madness of M'nngh" is the first in a series of horror-themed 

shorts that would make LovecraW proud. Another tale provides an interpreta!on in a genre you 

never would've guessed! (STL329994) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241806 

FLASH GORDON #2 CVR A WILL CONRAD 

(W) Jeremy Adams (A/CA) Will Conrad 

Flash Gordon is trapped on Planet Death-a place known for figh!ng, fear, and eventual demise. He 

needs to get off-planet to save Dale from assassina!on, but a gauntlet of guards, creatures, and old 

acquaintances stands in his way. 

The exhilara!ng second issue of the hit ongoing series! (STL329540) 

28pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241807 

FLASH GORDON #2 CVR B FRAZER IRVING CONNECTING 

(W) Jeremy Adams (A) Will Conrad (CA) Frazer Irving 

Flash Gordon is trapped on Planet Death-a place known for figh!ng, fear, and eventual demise. He 

needs to get off-planet to save Dale from assassina!on, but a gauntlet of guards, creatures, and old 

acquaintances stands in his way. 



The exhilara!ng second issue of the hit ongoing series! (STL329541) 

28pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241808 

DEFENDERS OF THE EARTH #2 (OF 8) CVR A JIM CALAFIORE 

(W) Dan DiDio (A/CA) Jim Calafiore 

A new combatant lurks deep within the jungle-familiar but different. The Council of Phantoms has 

chosen a new heir with a different form of jus!ce. Meanwhile, Kro-Tan's sphere of influence is 

growing, and his grip is !ghtening. It's clear that !mes have changed, and new threats challenge 

these heroes on a deeper and more personal level... (STL329535) 

28pgs, FC (2 of 8) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241809 

DEFENDERS OF THE EARTH #2 (OF 8) CVR B DJORDJE DJOKOVIC 

(W) Dan DiDio (A) Jim Calafiore (CA) DJORDJE DJOKOVIC 

A new combatant lurks deep within the jungle-familiar but different. The Council of Phantoms has 

chosen a new heir with a different form of jus!ce. Meanwhile, Kro-Tan's sphere of influence is 

growing, and his grip is !ghtening. It's clear that !mes have changed, and new threats challenge 

these heroes on a deeper and more personal level... (STL329536) 

28pgs, FC (2 of 8) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241810 

GATCHAMAN #3 CVR A INAKI MIRANDA 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Chris Ba!sta (CA) Inaki Miranda 

Posing as an agent of Galactor, Jun embarks on a dangerous mission. Her objec!ves: locate the 

enemy's secret headquarters and facilitate the rescue of the scien!sts-turned-hostage. The rest of 

the team eagerly awaits her findings to provide backup, but a much bigger threat requires their aid. 

So many villains, so liPle !me! (STL329543) 

28pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241811 

GATCHAMAN #3 CVR B SANFORD GREENE CONNECTING 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Chris Ba!sta (CA) Sanford Greene 



Posing as an agent of Galactor, Jun embarks on a dangerous mission. Her objec!ves: locate the 

enemy's secret headquarters and facilitate the rescue of the scien!sts-turned-hostage. The rest of 

the team eagerly awaits her findings to provide backup, but a much bigger threat requires their aid. 

So many villains, so liPle !me! (STL329544) 

28pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241813 

GATCHAMAN GALACTOR #3 (OF 4) 

(W) Steve Orlando (A/CA) Kath Lobo 

AWer a baPle with Skywolf, Berg Katse is near death and in excrucia!ng pain. The Lobos have biPen 

deep, but he isn't one to give up so easily. It's !me to show this mafia pack of wolves the true 

meaning of being an alpha. The ac!on and intrigue con!nue in a thrilling third issue! (STL329546) 

28pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241814 

DICK TRACY #5 CVR A GERALDO BORGES 

(W) Alex Segura, Michael Moreci (A/CA) Geraldo Borges 

THE HIGH-OCTANE FINALE TO THE FIRST DICK TRACY ADVENTURE 

Dick Tracy's world is crumbling, and the iconic detec!ve in yellow isn't sure where to turn or who to 

trust! As the City is engulfed in a vengeance-fueled gang war, Tracy must come to terms with a 

shocking betrayalthat will turn his en!re world upside down on the eve of his greatest baPle and 

could cut down the hero and his friends before his career can get off the ground. Buckle up for the 

powerful conclusion to the first volume of Mad Cave's bestselling and acclaimed new series. We're 

just geTng started! (STL329537) 

28pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241815 

DICK TRACY #5 CVR B BRENT SCHOONOVER CONNECTING 

(W) Alex Segura, Michael Moreci (A) Geraldo Borges (CA) Brent Schoonover 

THE HIGH-OCTANE FINALE TO THE FIRST DICK TRACY ADVENTURE 

Dick Tracy's world is crumbling, and the iconic detec!ve in yellow isn't sure where to turn or who to 

trust! As the City is engulfed in a vengeance-fueled gang war, Tracy must come to terms with a 

shocking betrayalthat will turn his en!re world upside down on the eve of his greatest baPle and 

could cut down the hero and his friends before his career can get off the ground. Buckle up for the 

powerful conclusion to the first volume of Mad Cave's bestselling and acclaimed new series. We're 

just geTng started! (STL329538) 



28pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241817 

REVOLUTION 9 #1 (OF 4) CVR A ROSSI GIFFORD 

(W) Mark London (A) Carlos Reno (CA) Rossi Gifford 

AWer years as an assassin for the Order of Nine-an ancient order da!ng back almost 3,000 years-

Velveteen has turned her back on the very organiza!on that saved her. Tasked with the murder of 

otherwise innocent hacker Jasper Dean, she sets off to save his life and discover the terrible secret 

that marked him for death. With the en!re Order aWer them, Velveteen and Jasper must escape their 

grasp and prevent them from toppling society as we know it. 

Revolu!on 9 is the first thrilling !tle in Underworld, an all-new universe created by Mark London 

(Hunt. Kill. Repeat., BaPlecats, Knights of the Golden Sun). Each miniseries set within can be savored 

as a standalone serial, while serving as a stepping stone towards ENDLESS NIGHT, the must-read 

crossover guaranteed to blow your mind in 2025! (STL329995) 

28pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241818 

REVOLUTION 9 #1 (OF 4) CVR B RAYMUND BERMUDEZ 

(W) Mark London (A) Carlos Reno (CA) Raymund Bermudez 

AWer years as an assassin for the Order of Nine-an ancient order da!ng back almost 3,000 years-

Velveteen has turned her back on the very organiza!on that saved her. Tasked with the murder of 

otherwise innocent hacker Jasper Dean, she sets off to save his life and discover the terrible secret 

that marked him for death. With the en!re Order aWer them, Velveteen and Jasper must escape their 

grasp and prevent them from toppling society as we know it. 

Revolu!on 9 is the first thrilling !tle in Underworld, an all-new universe created by Mark London 

(Hunt. Kill. Repeat., BaPlecats, Knights of the Golden Sun). Each miniseries set within can be savored 

as a standalone serial, while serving as a stepping stone towards ENDLESS NIGHT, the must-read 

crossover guaranteed to blow your mind in 2025! (STL329996) 

28pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241819 

BODY TRADE #1 (OF 5) CVR A JOK 

(W) Zac Thompson (A/CA)  Jok 

Kim Krilic is a divorced ex-con who's trying to atone. However, his short temper tends to get the best 

of him. When he returns to Florida to bury his estranged son. He's sickened to find an empty grave. 

His son's remains were sold into "The Body Trade". Armed with righteous fury, Kim sets out to 

reclaim his child's corpse. But one act of vengeance causes everything to spiral out of control. 



The Body Trade is an unrelen!ng revenge story set against the backdrop of America's aWermarket for 

dead bodies. Cri!cally acclaimed writer Zac Thompson (Blow Away, Into The Unbeing) and star ar!st 

Jok (In Hell We Fight) team up for this neo-noir crime thriller rife with bloodshed and brutality, in the 

tradi!on of Blue Ruin and Hell or High Water! (STL329997) 

28pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241820 

BODY TRADE #1 (OF 5) CVR B JACOB PHILLIPS 

(W) Zac Thompson (A)  Jok (CA) Jacob Phillips 

Kim Krilic is a divorced ex-con who's trying to atone. However, his short temper tends to get the best 

of him. When he returns to Florida to bury his estranged son. He's sickened to find an empty grave. 

His son's remains were sold into "The Body Trade". Armed with righteous fury, Kim sets out to 

reclaim his child's corpse. But one act of vengeance causes everything to spiral out of control. 

The Body Trade is an unrelen!ng revenge story set against the backdrop of America's aWermarket for 

dead bodies. Cri!cally acclaimed writer Zac Thompson (Blow Away, Into The Unbeing) and star ar!st 

Jok (In Hell We Fight) team up for this neo-noir crime thriller rife with bloodshed and brutality, in the 

tradi!on of Blue Ruin and Hell or High Water! (STL329998) 

28pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241821 

DARK EMPTY VOID #1 (OF 5) CV R A CHRIS SHEHAN 

(W) Zack Kaplan (A/CA) Chris Shehan 

Scien!sts have created a stable, microscopic black hole in a secret underground compound, but 

when they lose control, the black hole spews out a cosmic maelstrom, strange dangerous creatures, 

and most surprisingly…a mysterious human teenage girl. Now, a depressed but brilliant psychologist 

must help her estranged husband and the other scien!sts solve the mystery and close the black hole 

before it consumes all of Earth. 

Dare to witness a cosmic horror series that will amaze and terrify you, with hit comic creator Zack 

Kaplan (Kill All Immortals, Beyond Real, Mindset), fan-favorite ar!st Chris Shehan (The Autumnal, 

House of Slaughter), rising star colorist Francesco Segala (Nights, House of Slaughter) and Ringo-

nominated lePerer Jus!n Birch (Road of Bones, House of Slaughter). (STL329999) 

28pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241822 

DARK EMPTY VOID #1 (OF 5) CVR B CHRISTIAN WARD 

(W) Zack Kaplan (A) Chris Shehan (CA) Chris!an Ward 



Scien!sts have created a stable, microscopic black hole in a secret underground compound, but 

when they lose control, the black hole spews out a cosmic maelstrom, strange dangerous creatures, 

and most surprisingly…a mysterious human teenage girl. Now, a depressed but brilliant psychologist 

must help her estranged husband and the other scien!sts solve the mystery and close the black hole 

before it consumes all of Earth. 

Dare to witness a cosmic horror series that will amaze and terrify you, with hit comic creator Zack 

Kaplan (Kill All Immortals, Beyond Real, Mindset), fan-favorite ar!st Chris Shehan (The Autumnal, 

House of Slaughter), rising star colorist Francesco Segala (Nights, House of Slaughter) and Ringo-

nominated lePerer Jus!n Birch (Road of Bones, House of Slaughter). (STL330000) 

28pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241823 

PRAIRIE GODS #1 (OF 5) CVR A SHANE CONNERY VOLK (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Shane Connery Volk 

Created by the ar!st of NoTngham, Prairie Gods is The Twilight Zone meets Sin City. Each self-

contained issue centers on supernatural events and characters in and around the small prairie town 

of Broadacres. The series will resonate with fans of Hellboy, while the shiWing genres and themes will 

appeal to fans of Westerns, crime, racecar movies, lost treasure serials, and war stories-with a dose 

of ac!on throughout. 

The first exhilara!ng story features Freddy Davis, a champion race car driver, who has returned home 

to Broadacres. He buys the abandoned speedway intending to race its only undefeated driver: the 

Devil himself. (STL330002) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241824 

PRAIRIE GODS #1 (OF 5) CVR B JASON SHAWN ALEXANDER (MR) 

(W/A) Shane Connery Volk (CA) Jason Shawn Alexander 

Created by the ar!st of NoTngham, Prairie Gods is The Twilight Zone meets Sin City. Each self-

contained issue centers on supernatural events and characters in and around the small prairie town 

of Broadacres. The series will resonate with fans of Hellboy, while the shiWing genres and themes will 

appeal to fans of Westerns, crime, racecar movies, lost treasure serials, and war stories-with a dose 

of ac!on throughout. 

The first exhilara!ng story features Freddy Davis, a champion race car driver, who has returned home 

to Broadacres. He buys the abandoned speedway intending to race its only undefeated driver: the 

Devil himself. (STL330003) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL241825 

GALAXY OF MADNESS #3 (OF 10) CVR A MICHAEL OEMING 

(W) Magdalene Visaggio (A/CA) Michael Avon Oeming 

 The crew of the Verisimilitude are following a map that could reveal the secrets of the universe...and 

what happened to Vigil's parents. As they follow this lead, the ship is pulled to a mysterious planet 

and their bot Chippy seemingly becomes possessed by someone or something that is leading them 

deeper into the strange inner workings of the planet. Will this mysterious force be able to answer 

Vigil's ques!ons or will it raise even more? (STL329542) 

28pgs, FC (3 of 10) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241826 

KOSHER MAFIA #2 (OF 5) CVR A SAMI KIVELA 

(W) David Hazan (A/CA) Sami Kivela 

 Howard and Ephraim take the fight directly to the German American Bund, hun!ng for answers. As 

Eph takes decisive ac!on to stop an existen!al threat to the Jewish community in Cleveland, Howard 

wrestles with his own conscience when he comes face to face with an enemy. (STL329547) 

28pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241827 

LAST WARDENS #3 (OF 6) 

(W) Elliot Sperl, Amit Tishler (A) Rui Silveira (CA) Zach Howard 

The DriWer turns Bleakwood into a gruesome hellscape, and the Wardens blame Danielle Pryer for 

their failure to stop it. But even aWer suffering major losses, Danielle refuses to let go and decides to 

confront her blighted sibling all on her own. (STL329548) 

28pgs, FC (3 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241828 

MUGSHOTS #3 (OF 4) (MR) 

(W) Jordan Thomas (A/CA) Chris MaPhews 

 Adnan is gathering his soldiers. John is reeling from the revela!on about why Grace may have been 

kidnapped. Harry is facing dissension in his ranks. As !me !cks by, the pressure is building, and John 

may just have a plan to end the whole thing now…or else put a target on all of their backs. 

(STL329549) 

MATURE THEMES 



36pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL241829 

SOUL TAKER #3 (OF 6) (MR) 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Valeria Burzo (CA) Michael Sta. Maria 

  From the burnt-out remains of a place she once called home, Amara-the last of her kind-suspects 

that the bloodthirsty enemies who decimated her people hundreds of years ago are back and 

hun!ng her once more. The urge to run is strong, but Amara has finally found a place where she feels 

at peace. Does she dare stay, poten!ally risking the lives of those she's grown to love, or does she 

flee as she's done before to lose herself within the shadows of human civiliza!on? (STL329550) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (3 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAVERICK -MAD CAVE STUDIOS 

 

JUL241830 

SCOOP GN VOL 02 (OF 3) BURIED LEADS 

(W) Richard Ashley Hamilton (A) Pablo Andres (CA) Inaki Miranda 

Life has only goPen more complicated since Sophie Cooper, the local news sta!on's resident intern, 

exposed a paranormal conspiracy deep within Miami. But between school, a news internship, and 

her upcoming Quinceñera, Soph must now balance a love triangle with Milo and Usnavy - and help a 

disgraced celebrity find his late wife's "real killer." (STL330007) 

SC, 6x9, 112pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241831 

O/A SCOOP GN VOL 01 (OF 3) 

(W) Richard Ashley Hamilton (A) Joseph Cooper (CA) Inaki Miranda 

 SCOOP "BREAKING NEWS" SOLICIT 

When the news breaks, she fixes it! Sophie Cooper was just an average, Cuban-American high school 

freshman, un!l her dad got accused of a crime he didn't commit. To prove his innocence, Sophie now 

interns at Miami's worst TV news sta!on, where she studies inves!ga!ve journalism - and 

accidentally uncovers a vast supernatural conspiracy connected to her dad's case. UFOs, Miccosukee 

ghost tribes, Chupacabras, alligator men, and !me travel are real and can clear the Cooper name…if 

Sophie lives long enough to report about it! (STL310054) 

SC, 6x9, 112pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $14.99 



 

MAGMA COMIX 

 

JUL241832 

HELLS HALF ACRE #1 CVR A BUNGE 

(W) Denton J. Tipton (A) Jack Jadson (CA) Ramon Bunge 

Life is changing fast in 1904 Nashville, but the sins of the past live free in a place called Hell's Half 

Acre-where you can find gambling, sex and most any other debauchery ever dreamed. And none do 

it bePer than Miss Marion's, where a mysterious gambler named BriP sets in mo!on a chain of 

events that will have lawmen and outlaws alike aiming to put him six feet under. Will the woman that 

BriP scorned be his downfall or salva!on when Hell comes calling? 

 

New York Times-bestselling writer Denton J. Tipton (Cobra Kai, G.I. Joe) teams with Carlos Olivares 

(The Ocean Will Take Us) for a thrilling Western-noir with a supernatural twist. 

 

Each issue features a cover by Chris Evenhuis (Wynonna Earp, G.I. Joe). (STL319077) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #4 (APR241639) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241833 

HELLS HALF ACRE #1 CVR B RISSO 

(W) Denton J. Tipton (A) Jack Jadson (CA) Eduardo Risso 

Life is changing fast in 1904 Nashville, but the sins of the past live free in a place called Hell's Half 

Acre-where you can find gambling, sex and most any other debauchery ever dreamed. And none do 

it bePer than Miss Marion's, where a mysterious gambler named BriP sets in mo!on a chain of 

events that will have lawmen and outlaws alike aiming to put him six feet under. Will the woman that 

BriP scorned be his downfall or salva!on when Hell comes calling? 

 

New York Times-bestselling writer Denton J. Tipton (Cobra Kai, G.I. Joe) teams with Carlos Olivares 

(The Ocean Will Take Us) for a thrilling Western-noir with a supernatural twist. 

 

Each issue features a cover by Chris Evenhuis (Wynonna Earp, G.I. Joe). (STL319081) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #4 (APR241640) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

JUL241834 

HELLS HALF ACRE #1 CVR C EVENHUIS 

(W) Denton J. Tipton (A) Jack Jadson (CA) Chris Evenhuis 

Life is changing fast in 1904 Nashville, but the sins of the past live free in a place called Hell's Half 

Acre-where you can find gambling, sex and most any other debauchery ever dreamed. And none do 

it bePer than Miss Marion's, where a mysterious gambler named BriP sets in mo!on a chain of 

events that will have lawmen and outlaws alike aiming to put him six feet under. Will the woman that 

BriP scorned be his downfall or salva!on when Hell comes calling? 

 

New York Times-bestselling writer Denton J. Tipton (Cobra Kai, G.I. Joe) teams with Carlos Olivares 

(The Ocean Will Take Us) for a thrilling Western-noir with a supernatural twist. 

 

Each issue features a cover by Chris Evenhuis (Wynonna Earp, G.I. Joe). (STL319082) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #4 (APR241641) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241835 

GREASER GEMINI BLUES #3 CVR A JONES 

(W) Darick Robertson (A/CA) Stephen Jones 

Having lost nearly everyone he loved, Buddy races to infiltrate the domed city of Old Vegas. Kyra, the 

one person that maPers to him, is being held hostage by the forces that want to betray and destroy 

the human race. Only Buddy's AI companion ALICE holds the key to humanity's hope of survival, but 

ghosts from Buddy's past will create new challenges in the race against !me to stop the Gemini 

doomsday. (STL331300) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241836 

GREASER GEMINI BLUES #3 CVR B ROBERTSON 

(W) Darick Robertson (CA) Darick Robertson, Darick Robertson 

Having lost nearly everyone he loved, Buddy races to infiltrate the domed city of Old Vegas. Kyra, the 

one person that maPers to him, is being held hostage by the forces that want to betray and destroy 

the human race. Only Buddy's AI companion ALICE holds the key to humanity's hope of survival, but 

ghosts from Buddy's past will create new challenges in the race against !me to stop the Gemini 

doomsday. (STL331301) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL241838 

PEDESTRIAN #2 CVR A VON GORMAN 

(W) Joey Esposito (A/CA) Sean Von Gorman 

THE SIGNS ARE EVERYWHERE! Detec!ve Sherwood, curious as to who Summer City's silent 

samaritan is, inves!gates all possible leads but the Pedestrian is always one step ahead! As the city 

con!nues to be posi!vely impacted by the Pedestrian, a dark force begins to infiltrate the minds of 

otherwise normal ci!zens. Who, or what, is the Klutch? All this... and the LAZER TITANS too! 

(STL331303) 

36pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241839 

PEDESTRIAN #2 CVR B MCKONE 

(W) Joey Esposito (A) Sean Von Gorman (CA) Mike McKone 

THE SIGNS ARE EVERYWHERE! Detec!ve Sherwood, curious as to who Summer City's silent 

samaritan is, inves!gates all possible leads but the Pedestrian is always one step ahead! As the city 

con!nues to be posi!vely impacted by the Pedestrian, a dark force begins to infiltrate the minds of 

otherwise normal ci!zens. Who, or what, is the Klutch? All this... and the LAZER TITANS too! 

(STL331304) 

36pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241841 

SILICON BANDITS TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jason Starr (A/CA) Dalibor Talajic 

A futuris!c noir thriller: Ocean's Eleven meets Frankenstein in the age of automa!on. 

In 2089, in the aWermath of the most recent world war, the former United States is now controlled by 

four trillionaires, and ar!ficial intelligence has taken over most jobs. Kenji Sato and Aurora Withers 

are among the lucky ones, employed by a pres!gious robo!cs company. But when they're 

terminated too, replaced by the very androids they created, the couple hatches the ul!mate revenge 

plan: assemble the perfect heist crew out of androids they programmed! The ensuing crime spree 

goes perfectly… un!l betrayal and sen!ence emerge in equally devasta!ng turns! 

Crime novelist and comic author Jason Starr (The Next Time I Die, Ant-Man: Natural Enemy) reunites 

with Casual Fling collaborator Dalibor Talajic (Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe) in a tale with 

enough twists and turns to fry your circuits! (STL321411) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 



MAGNETIC PRESS INC. 

 

JUL241842 

LOST LETTERS GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Jim Bishop 

On an idyllic island where humans and fish coexist on land, young Iode (short for Iodine) waits 

pa!ently for a lePer he has been expec!ng, one that seems to be perpetually delayed. Suspec!ng it 

might have goPen lost, he takes a trip into town to inquire at the post office. Along the way he meets 

a spirited hitchhiker who has been entrusted to deliver a mysterious package by the enigma!c 

underworld syndicate, "The Octopus." Their two missions intertwine leading not only to unexpected 

adventure, but deep personal realiza!ons for both of them... The world is not what it seems, and the 

simple surreality of their liPle town may not be everything it seems to be. (STL323304) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8.5x11, 200pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241843 

LOST LETTERS HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Jim Bishop 

On an idyllic island where humans and fish coexist on land, young Iode (short for Iodine) waits 

pa!ently for a lePer he has been expec!ng, one that seems to be perpetually delayed. Suspec!ng it 

might have goPen lost, he takes a trip into town to inquire at the post office. Along the way he meets 

a spirited hitchhiker who has been entrusted to deliver a mysterious package by the enigma!c 

underworld syndicate, "The Octopus." Their two missions intertwine leading not only to unexpected 

adventure, but deep personal realiza!ons for both of them... The world is not what it seems, and the 

simple surreality of their liPle town may not be everything it seems to be. (STL323303) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 8.5x11, 200pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241844 

MY DEAR PIERROT GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Jim Bishop 

Cléa, a young noble woman, is groomed for a promising future with Berthier, the son of a Count. It 

should be a comfortable life, but is it what she truly wants...? Fate introduces her to Pierrot, a 

charming street magician who sweeps Cléa off her feet and reveals what her sheltered life lacks. 

Fascinated by Pierrot, Cléa follows him to a hidden cave in the woods, where wonders unfold. But is 

she really chasing freedom, or is she trapped in Pierrot's spell...? (STL323306) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8.5x11, 264pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

JUL241845 



MY DEAR PIERROT HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Jim Bishop 

Cléa, a young noble woman, is groomed for a promising future with Berthier, the son of a Count. It 

should be a comfortable life, but is it what she truly wants...? Fate introduces her to Pierrot, a 

charming street magician who sweeps Cléa off her feet and reveals what her sheltered life lacks. 

Fascinated by Pierrot, Cléa follows him to a hidden cave in the woods, where wonders unfold. But is 

she really chasing freedom, or is she trapped in Pierrot's spell...? (STL323305) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 8.5x11, 264pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL241846 

COLLECTED TOPPI HC VOL 11 WAR STORIES (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Sergio Toppi 

Master illustrator and storyteller SERGIO TOPPI takes on the topic of War in this collec!on of short 

stories set in various global conflicts, from the baPlefields of Prussia in 1742 to Colonial Papua in the 

19th Century and Southeast Asia and Yugoslavia in the 20th-Century. 

These classic works have never been published in English un!l now. Toppi's influence on the modern 

comic industry is supported by popular legends including Frank Miller, Bill Sienkiewicz, Dave McKean, 

Walter Simonson, and Sean Gordon Murphy. (STL323307) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 9x12, 128pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241847 

COLLECTED TOPPI HC VOL 01 ENCHANTED WORLD 

(W/A/CA) Sergio Toppi 

Presen!ng the first in a seven volume library of works by master illustrator Sergio Toppi. This first 

volume collects eleven short fantasy tales previously collected as Black & Tans, Krull, and A Minor 

God. (STL150862) (NOV198328) 

HC, 8.5x11, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241848 

COLLECTED TOPPI HC VOL 02 NORTH AMERICA 

(W/A/CA) Sergio Toppi 

Presen!ng the second in a seven-volume library of works by master illustrator Sergio Toppi. This 

second volume collects eleven short tales of North American folklore, from the Canadian Goldrush to 

the American West and the Deep South, previously collected as Colt Fron!er, Naugatuck 1757, and 

Blues. (STL150863) (NOV198329) 

HC, 9x12, 208pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 



 

JUL241849 

COLLECTED TOPPI HC VOL 03 SOUTH AMERICA 

(W/A/CA) Sergio Toppi 

Presen!ng the third volume in a new library of works by master illustrator Sergio Toppi. This third 

volume collects historical tales set in Central and South America previously collected as Chapungo, 

The Legend of Potosi, and The Treasure of Cibola. Featuring an original foreword by legendary ar!st, 

Dave McKean. (STL142633) (NOV191800) 

HC, 9x12, 208pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241850 

COLLECTED TOPPI HC VOL 04 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Sergio Toppi 

The fourth volume contains ten tales set in Africa, India, and Australia, presented in English for the 

first !me: The Kokombo Dossier, Bwuma, my Son, Warramunga, M'Felewzi, and Pacific Island. 

(STL161606) (JUL201279) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 9x12, 156pgs, PC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241851 

COLLECTED TOPPI HC VOL 05 EASTERN PATH 

(W/A/CA) Sergio Toppi 

The fiWh volume in this popular library of works by celebrated master storyteller Sergio Toppi 

contains six tales of folklore set in Eastern Europe and Siberia during various points in the late 19th 

and early 20th century. (STL167481) (DEC201574) 

HC, 9x12, 124pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241852 

COLLECTED TOPPI HC VOL 06 JAPAN (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Sergio Toppi 

This sixth volume contains five tales set in feudal Japan, presented in English for the first !me: Tanka, 

Kimura, Sato, Ogari 1650, and Momotaro. Featuring a new foreword by celebrated ar!st Kent 

Williams. (STL181994) (MAY211566) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x12, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 



 

JUL241853 

COLLECTED TOPPI HC VOL 07 SHARAZ DE (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Sergio Toppi 

A set of tales inspired by the Arabian Nights by European comics master Sergio Toppi, exploring a 

barbaric society where the supernatural is the only remedy to injus!ce, as Sharaz-de, cap!ve to a 

cruel and despo!c king, must each night spin tales to entertain her master and save her head from 

the execu!oner. Featuring tales filled with evil spirits, treasures, risk, and danger, but ever at their 

center the passions of gods and men. (STL211295) (FEB221557) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x12, 216pgs, PC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241854 

COLLECTED TOPPI HC VOL 08 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Sergio Toppi 

Far from the auc!on halls of the elite, The Collector seeks out rare and mysterious ar!facts across 

the world. He is as at home in the salons of Paris as he is in the jungles of Borneo. Set against the 

backdrop of late 19th-century colonialism, this collec!on of short stories and swashbuckling 

adventures is full of surprises and twists, as Toppi is well known for! (STL231340) (AUG221642) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x12, 260pgs, B&W SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL241855 

COLLECTED TOPPI HC VOL 09 OLD WORLD (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Sergio Toppi 

A collec!on of tales by master illustrator and storyteller Sergio Toppi featuring a series of fables set in 

Old World Italy, plus a feature-length what-if tale about the New World, specula!ng on a history 

where Christopher Columbus never made it to America. (STL251794) (FEB231586) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 8.5x11, 124pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241856 

O/A COLLECTED TOPPI HC VOL 10 FUTURE PERFECT 

(W/A/CA) Sergio Toppi 



A collec!on of tales by master illustrator and storyteller Sergio Toppi featuring a series of stories 

specula!ng about the future through the legendary author's unique visual lens.  From rogue Ais, post 

climate change wastelands, and addic!on to technology and VR, these decades-old works were far 

ahead of their !me, seeming almost prophe!c today. (STL281922) 

HC, 9x12, 122pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241857 

O/A TOPPI GALLERY ALL THE WORLDS GLORY HC (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Sergio Toppi 

A collec!on of Sergio Toppi's portrait work featuring notable figures throughout history --famous 

personali!es and cultural figures from ancient !mes to the modern day. Featuring both black and 

white and full-color works with cap!ons and text about various subjects throughout. Including 

editorial cap!ons and text by noted Canadian entertainer and playwright Jean-Louis Roux. 

(STL278326) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x12, 120pgs, PC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241858 

TOPPI GALLERY BESTIARY HC (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Sergio Toppi 

This collec!on of artwork from European comics master Sergio Toppi focuses on illustra!ons of 

beasts both real and imaginary presented in Toppi's inimitable pen-and-ink style. Sergio Toppi's work 

has been hailed as an influence by such ar!s!c masters as Sean Gordon Murphy and Walter 

Simonson. (STL227165) (MAY221633) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x12, 128pgs, PC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241859 

O/A TOPPI GALLERY HARLOTS & MERCENARIES HC (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Sergio Toppi 

The third book in the Toppi Gallery series features the master's non-sequen!al, stand-alone 

illustra!on work (as opposed to his graphic novel stories featured in The Collected Toppi series). This 

volume focuses on themes of masculinity and femininity, showcasing images of soldiers and beau!ful 

women from the ar!st's fiWy-year career in the field of illustra!on in many newspapers, magazines, 

and books worldwide. Featuring both black and white and full color works with cap!ons and text 

about various subjects throughout. (STL251797) 



MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x12, 144pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241860 

TOPPI GALLERY SCENES FROM THE BIBLE HC 

(W/A) Sergio Toppi 

This collec!on of artwork from European comics master Sergio Toppi focuses on illustra!ons of 

biblical characters he drew during his lengthy collabora!on with the journal Il Giornalino. Hundreds 

of character portraits and key scene illustra!ons from both the Old and New Testament are 

presented in Toppi’s inimitable pen-and-ink style. (STL194476) (SEP211635) 

HC, 9x12, 148pgs, PC SRP: $24.99 

 

MANUSCRIPT PRESS 

 

JUL241861 

ALLEY OOP AND MINI-DINNY COMPLETE SUNDAYS 1985 1987 TP (C: 0 

(W/A/CA) Dave Graue 

160 pages of full-color Alley Oop! Reprin!ng all the Sunday comic strips from 1985-1987 in 

"remastered" color. Featuring the misadventures of Mini-Dinny as well as other storylines: LiPle 

Leta's extreme makeovers, Loo Loo's daycare center, the an!cs of mischevious diatrymas… and the 

unexpected debut of Alley the Frog! (STL329218) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8.5x9, 160pgs, FC (26 of 31) SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL241862 

ALLEY OOP AND THE MESMERIC MENACE TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Dave Graue (A/CA) Dave Graue, Jack Bender 

A mysterious sorceress is enthralling all of Moo under her hypno!c power! It's up to Alley Oop to 

break the spell and free all his people!  Also featuring the story of the Dinosaur Zoo, guest-starring 

the driving skills of Richard PePy! Reprin!ng all daily strips from 1994. (STL329215) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8.5x9, 110pgs, B&W (61 of 54) SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241863 

ALLEY OOP AND THE MONARCHS OF GORP TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Dave Graue 



Alley Oop is stranded on the peculiar planet of Gorp, home of crazy crawling creatures and the 

malevolent Monarchs! Also featuring a quest through a creepy castle to find the origin of the Lost 

Frankenstank Medallion! Reprin!ng all daily strips from 1990. (STL329216) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8.5x9, 110pgs, B&W (62 of 54) SRP: $19.99 

 

MARGARET FERGUSON BOOKS 

 

JUL241864 

BE THAT WAY GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Hope Larson 

It's January 1, 1996, and high school junior Chris!ne wants more than anything to be that cool girl 

everyone no!ces, like her gorgeous best friend, Landry. She usually hates New Year's resolu!ons, but 

this year she vows to be that shiny kind of girl—and record it all in her diary through prose, 

illustra!on, and comics. When Landry drops her, Chris!ne is surprised to discover just how much she 

doesn't miss her and her drama.  But a misguided kiss with film-obsessed Paul, her only other close 

friend, also causes a riW, and she finds herself facing a long, lonely summer. Eisner-award winning 

author and illustrator, Hope Larson, has created a powerful coming-of-age story set in a !me before 

the Internet that explores themes of betrayal, first love, self-expression, and the power of art. 

(STL329383) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MARVEL PRESS 

 

JUL241865 

MARVEL DOUBLE FEATURE SPIDERMAN MS MARVEL SC NOVEL (C: 0-1-2 

(W/A)  Golden Books 

Two stand-alone, fully illustrated, full-color stories bound up to create one ac!on-packed book! Peter 

Parker has a lot to juggle: school, friends, and secretly being Spider-Man. But his life gets even more 

complicated when some of his fellow Super Heroes, including Iron Man, start ac!ng a lot like bad 

guys. Spider-Man soon finds himself outnumbered. Kamala Khan tries to be a normal girl when she 

isn't suited up as Ms. Marvel. But it's hard to feel normal when her hometown of Jersey City is 

aPacked by birds gone bad—birds that have evolved into some kind of human hybrid! She'll need 

some Thor-sized help to rediscover her inner warrior and save the day! (STL329385) (C: 0-1-2) 

Illustrated Novel, SC, 8x8, 256pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241866 

MARVEL SPIDEY AMAZING FRIENDS MERRY SPIDEY CHRISTMAS SC (C:  



(W/A)  Golden Books 

Celebrate the Christmas season with Spidey and His Amazing Friends in this 24-page storybook. Team 

Spidey is spreading holiday cheer un!l Electro, Rhino, and Gobby try to ruin the Christmas fun. 

Electro may have turned off the holiday lights, but Team Spidey uses their Glow Webs to bring a liPle 

Christmas spirit back to the community. In the end, even the baddies can't resist joining in on the 

holiday fun. Merry Spidey Christmas is sure to delight young Spidey fans as they celebrate Christmas 

with Team Spidey on their latest heroic adventure! (STL329384) (C: 0-1-2) 

Illustrated Storybook, SC, 8x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MICHAEL di CAPUA BOOKS 

 

JUL241867 

AMAZING GRAPES GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Jules Feiffer 

From acclaimed author-illustrator Jules Feiffer comes a surreal and affec!ng new graphic novel, full 

of o|eat humor and wordplay, about the power of language and the passage of !me. Pulitzer Prize–

winning cartoonist Jules Feiffer brings the fantas!cal to life with his signature style in this zany, 

whimsical adventure about a family on a quest to find their mother and save another dimension. 

(STL328152) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x9, 296pgs, FC SRP: $21.99 

 

JUL241868 

AMAZING GRAPES HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Jules Feiffer 

From acclaimed author-illustrator Jules Feiffer comes a surreal and affec!ng new graphic novel, full 

of o|eat humor and wordplay, about the power of language and the passage of !me. Pulitzer Prize–

winning cartoonist Jules Feiffer brings the fantas!cal to life with his signature style in this zany, 

whimsical adventure about a family on a quest to find their mother and save another dimension. 

(STL328169) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 7x9, 296pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MICROCOSM PUBLISHING 

 

JUL241869 

ALL NEW HENRY & GLENN COMICS AND STORIES #1 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Tom Neely 



Everyone's favorite aging punk odd couple lights up the page once more in the first all-new Henry & 

Glenn floppy comic in a decade. Inside you'll find "I Don't Want to be Buried," the first chapter of a 

brand new story wriPen and drawn by Tom Neely. Our squabbling, loving heroes have adopted a new 

cat they named Iggy. Iggy and Henry become best friends, but Glenn has a lot of trouble connec!ng 

with the new kiPy. Also, Henry gets cast in a new movie directed by Jon Twaters; so Glenn gets leW 

home alone with Iggy… and it does not go well! You'll also find a retrospec!ve of Henry & Glenn lore 

and collec!bles, and a comic short True Tale of Henry & Glenn featuring the !me Tom sat on a plane 

next to the drummer for Samhain. Plus a cameo from Henry and Glenn's neighbors Daryl and John 

and some spicy new pin-ups, including a back cover pin-up by Jus!n Hall! (STL330308) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x7, 32pgs, B&W SRP: $5.00 

 

MYMOVIEMONSTERS.COM 

 

JUL241870 

CASTLE OF FRANKENSTEIN #40 (C: 0-0-1) 

Castle of Frankenstein goes behind the scenes with an extensive profile on the Karloff-Lugosi classic 

The Black Cat on its 90th anniversary; examines the legendary work of Richard Matheson, including 

The Incredible Shrinking Man; goes gavel-to-gavel in "The Trial of Frankenstein"; delves into films 

featuring premature burials and cave girls; and more! Plus, Baron von Neck's Mad Movie Reviews 

and Slaymate of the Month. (STL329099) (C: 0-0-1) 

Magazine, SC, 128pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MYTHOS COMICS 

 

JUL241871 

MAGICK #1 

(W) Bragi Schut (A/CA) Renzo Podesta 

Jim Bishop knows something he shouldn't. A mysterious ancient language whose words have the 

extraordinary ability to alter reality itself. The language has been known by many names—Enochian, 

The Language of the Birds, the Green Tongue—and in modern !mes, more simply as …magic. But 

this knowledge comes at a terrible price. There are those who fear it and will do anything to silence it 

forever. Jim's father knew the language and was killed for it. Murdered by a sinister and shadowy 

group who are now hun!ng Jim. (STL328029) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241872 



DEEP BLUE TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Bragi Schut & Various (A) John Upchurch (CA) Roc Upchurch 

Dobbs is the lone human survivor of an ar!ficial intelligence apocalypse. Tortured and interrogated 

by "mechs" who believe he is their creator, his only desire is to be freed from his torment… un!l he 

makes a shocking discovery that changes everything. (STL328034) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

NBM 

 

JUL241873 

INCREDIBLE STORY OF COOKING HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Benoist Simmat (A) Stephane Douay 

For the first !me, a graphic novel tells the story of humanity through the evolu!on of cuisine. As 

soon as humans mastered fire, they invented cooking. Did you know that Sapiens invented steam 

cooking and freezing? That the Mesopotamians created soups, bread, beer, ovens? That gastronomy 

and tableware have been symbols of poli!cal power? These great discoveries changed the world, but 

also the way we eat. From America, the conquistadors brought spices, peppers, potatoes... 

Portuguese missionaries brought the frying technique to distant samurai who made the first 

tempuras. These are the beginnings of globaliza!on. In the 19th century with the industrial 

revolu!on, "capitalist" cuisine emerged: it was the beginning of the food industry. In the 21st 

century, the organic and buy local movements are shown as a reac!on against the harmful effects of 

this culinary and gastronomic standardiza!on. To finish in style, find twenty-two recipes for dishes 

men!oned throughout our story that you can make at home! (STL328476) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL241874 

O/A ART OF SUSHI HC 

(W/A) Franckie Alarcon 

Fly to Japan and come discover all there is to know about sushi. AWer revealing the secrets of 

chocolate to us, Franckie Alarcon offers a gourmet panorama of this excep!onal dish that has 

conquered the planet! But do you really know sushi? The author traveled to Japan to meet all the 

players involved in the making of this true work of culinary art. From the tradi!onal starred chef to 

the young cook who is shaking up the rules, including all the ar!sans and producers involved, this 

book covers the most emblema!c of Japanese products from A to Z. A fascina!ng journey of 

discovery that, along the way, tells a lot about Japan itself. (STL208032) 

HC, 8x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 



 

JUL241875 

O/A GREAT FOOD IN COMICS SET 

(W/A) Franckie Alarcon 

Two delicious books in comics on food reunited! Sushi and Chocolate are explored. 

Fly to Japan and come discover all there is to know about sushi. AWer revealing the secrets of 

chocolate to us, Franckie Alarcon offers a gourmet panorama of this excep!onal dish that has 

conquered the planet! But do you really know sushi? And for Dessert: Following Jacques Genin for a 

year, Franckie Alarcon hobnobbed with one of the biggest chefs of Chocolate. Former chef and pastry 

chef for pres!gious restaurants, this super-talented autodidact shares all his passion and knowledge 

of chocolate and his process for crea!ng recipes. (STL247467) 

Set, HC, 8x10, 272pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL241876 

O/A SECRETS OF CHOCOLATE GOURMANDS TRIP HC 

(W/A) Franckie Alarcon 

Following Jacques Genin for a year, Franckie Alarcon hobnobbed with one of the biggest chefs of 

chocolate. Former chef and pastry chef for pres!gious restaurants, this super-talented autodidact 

shares all his passion and knowledge of chocolate and his process for crea!ng recipes. In this docu-

comic, we travel with the starry-eyed author, sa!sfying many a craving from the chef's amazing 

atelier above his store, trying his hand as an assistant, all the way to the Peruvian cocoa planta!ons 

where the chef shows how he carefully chooses his beans, star!ng from scratch. (STL185734) 

HC, 8x11, 112pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241877 

O/A ZOMBILLENIUM DOUBLE HC VOL 1 & 2 GRETCHEN HUMAN RESOURCES (M 

(W/A/CA) Arthur de Pins 

Francis von Bloodt, vampire, a good family man, manages the theme park Zombillenium. They don't 

just hire anyone, at Zombillenium: mere mortals need not apply, the park works only with genuine 

werewolves, vampires, and zombies. In the second chapter, tempers are flaring around 

Zombillenium, the monster amusement park run by monsters. When one hires only the dead (or 

witches!) in a region where unemployment is in the double digits, one must expect some fric!on. 

But things get par!cularly ugly when the park's security is breached from two sides: ac!vists and a 

very strange visitor, mom to two peculiar sons the head of the park seems to remember from 

somewhere! (STL121994) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x12, 96pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 



 

JUL241878 

O/A ZOMBILLENIUM DOUBLE HC VOL 3 & 4 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Arthur de Pins 

The set combining volumes 3 and 4 at a special price! In the third story, there's excitement in the 

Zombillenium horror themed park run by actual monsters. Brought in by Behemoth himself, the 

vampire Bohemond Jaggar de Rochambeau IIII is brought in to consult, his mission: to increase return 

on investment for the shareholders, but for Behemoth that return has to be in souls. In the 4th 

chapter, the park has never been bePer: its popularity has peaked following demonic reforms by 

Behemoth, who then decides to play his property in a very special compe!!on—a witches' Sabbath! 

(STL293401) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x12, 96pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241879 

O/A ZOMBILLENIUM DOUBLE HC VOL 5 & 6 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Arthur de Pins 

The day aWer "Black Friday" at Zombillenium, the employees have carte blanche to devour the 

visitors, encouraged by management who intends to profit from these gains in new souls. To thwart 

CharloPe and Aurelian's sinister plans with her resistance network, Gretchen must first sePle 

accounts with her past. And in the culmina!ng episode, The Zombillenium amusement park, which 

s!ll keeps dozens of visitors prisoner, is coveted by many demons, each eager to become a majority 

shareholder. The only method of arbitra!on accepted by all: the Sabbath Grand Derby, a spor!ng 

event as violent as it is inven!ve in which five witches compete against each other and will be fed to 

visitors to the park. (STL293612) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x12, 96pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

NON-SPORT UPDATE 

 

JUL241880 

NON SPORT UPDATE VOL 53 #5 OCT/NOV 24 (C: 0-1-1) 

Every issue of Non-Sport Update magazine brings trading card collectors news on the latest in non-

sport and entertainment cards (Star Wars, Marvel, Star Trek etc.). Feature stories are devoted to new 

releases and the classic trading cards of the 50s and 60s. Non-Sport Update's big 32-page price guide 

provides current values for thousands of the most popular non-sport series. Departments focus on 



auc!on highlights, a list of upcoming releases, top 10 lists, what's trending in non-sports, collector 

interviews, and more. Each issue includes sample promo!onal cards. (STL329091) (C: 0-1-1) 

Magazine, 72pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

ONI PRESS INC. 

 

JUL241881 

AUTUMN KINGDOM #1 CVR A MITTEN 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Christopher MiPen 

In the borderlands between imagina!on and reality, horror and fantasy, master storyteller Cullen 

Bunn (The Sixth Gun, Harrow County) and visionary ar!st Christopher MiPen (Hellboy & the B.P.R.D.) 

begin one family’s labyrinthine descent through a perilous forest where the local folklore is anything 

but a myth . . .  

 

 

Bestselling author Andrew Kier found the perfect place to finish his latest dark-fantasy novel—an 

idyllic, remote cabin on the edge of a lush Swedish forest. His young daughters, Sommer and Winter, 

gleefully explore . . . un!l they happen upon a strange clearing of ancient statues: goblins, dwarves, 

elves, and a warrior queen mysteriously missing her swordhand and weapon. When something 

sinister follows the girls home and viciously snatches their parents in the night, the sisters’ only hope 

may be that ancient relic, lost in the forest underbrush, wai!ng for a new champion to take it up . . . 

(STL331431) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241882 

AUTUMN KINGDOM #1 CVR B SAMPSON 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Christopher MiPen (CA) Alison Sampson 

In the borderlands between imagina!on and reality, horror and fantasy, master storyteller Cullen 

Bunn (The Sixth Gun, Harrow County) and visionary ar!st Christopher MiPen (Hellboy & the B.P.R.D.) 

begin one family's labyrinthine descent through a perilous forest where the local folklore is anything 

but a myth . . .  

 

 

Bestselling author Andrew Kier found the perfect place to finish his latest dark-fantasy novel—an 

idyllic, remote cabin on the edge of a lush Swedish forest. His young daughters, Sommer and Winter, 

gleefully explore . . . un!l they happen upon a strange clearing of ancient statues: goblins, dwarves, 

elves, and a warrior queen mysteriously missing her swordhand and weapon. When something 



sinister follows the girls home and viciously snatches their parents in the night, the sisters' only hope 

may be that ancient relic, lost in the forest underbrush, wai!ng for a new champion to take it up . . . 

(STL331436) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241883 

AUTUMN KINGDOM #1 CVR C WARD 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Christopher MiPen (CA) Malachi Ward 

In the borderlands between imagina!on and reality, horror and fantasy, master storyteller Cullen 

Bunn (The Sixth Gun, Harrow County) and visionary ar!st Christopher MiPen (Hellboy & the B.P.R.D.) 

begin one family’s labyrinthine descent through a perilous forest where the local folklore is anything 

but a myth . . .  

 

 

Bestselling author Andrew Kier found the perfect place to finish his latest dark-fantasy novel—an 

idyllic, remote cabin on the edge of a lush Swedish forest. His young daughters, Sommer and Winter, 

gleefully explore . . . un!l they happen upon a strange clearing of ancient statues: goblins, dwarves, 

elves, and a warrior queen mysteriously missing her swordhand and weapon. When something 

sinister follows the girls home and viciously snatches their parents in the night, the sisters’ only hope 

may be that ancient relic, lost in the forest underbrush, wai!ng for a new champion to take it up . . . 

(STL331440) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241888 

SCOTT PILGRIM PRINT COLLECTION 2004-2024 

(W/A/CA) Bryan Lee O'Malley 

In celebra!on of 20 years of the Bryan Lee O'Malley's ScoP Pilgrim—Oni Press proudly presents the 

ScoP Pilgrim Print Collec!on 2004-2024, commemora!ng one of the most iconic and influen!al 

graphic novel series of the last two decades with a collec!ble print collec!on box set!  

 

Presented on heavy cardstock, fans can showcase a selec!on of iconic, frame-ready images 

personally curated by creator Bryan Lee O'Malley with 21 high-quality, 9" x 12" prints, including all 

new never-before-seen art, classic images, and randomly inserted, limited-edi!on sketch prints! 

(STL320499) 

9x12, 21pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241889 



SCOTT PILGRIMS PRECIOUS LITTLE LIFE COLORING BOOK 

(W/A/CA) Bryan Lee O'Malley 

You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, you’ll color between the lines! 

 

This new look at ScoP Pilgrim’s Precious LiPle Life–volume one of the bestselling graphic novel epic 

that inspired Neclix's celebrated anime series–reimagines, resizes, and reproduces Bryan Lee 

O’Malley’s smash-hit in an oversize coloring book for art aficionados of all ages!  

 

ScoP Pilgrim’s life is totally sweet. He’s 23 years old, in a rock band, "between jobs," and da!ng a 

cute high school girl. Everything's fantas!c un!l a seriously mind-blowing, dangerously fashionable, 

rollerblading delivery girl named Ramona Flowers starts cruising through his dreams and sailing by 

him at par!es. Will ScoP's awesome life get turned upside down? Will he have to face Ramona's 

seven evil ex-boyfriends in baPle? (STL315335) 

SC, 8x12, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL241890 

EC EPITAPHS FROM THE ABYSS #3 (OF 5) CVR A BERMEJO (MR) 

(W) Chris Condon & Various (A) Charlie Adlard & Various (CA) Lee Bermejo 

EVERY TOMBSTONE TELLS TELLS A TALE . . . THESE ARE YOUR EPITAPHS FROM THE ABYSS! In your 

next infamous ish from the immortal EC Comics, all-new stories of fatalis!c spectacle— told with 

wanton disregard for moral standards or public decency—from six ax-wielding masters of splaPer de 

spectacular: rising star Chris Condon (That Texas Blood) and Eisner Award nominee Charlie Adlard 

(The Walking Dead); Hugo Award nominee Corinna Bechko (Invisible Republic) and Eisner Award 

winner Jonathan Case (Green River Killer); and Emmy Award winner Jay Stephens (Dwellings) and the 

maniacal Leomacs (Rogues)! WARNING: Do not put this comic directly into your long box—it could 

leak blood onto your other back issues! (STL331035) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241891 

EC EPITAPHS FROM THE ABYSS #3 (OF 5) CVR B FOWLER (MR) 

(W) Chris Condon & Various (A) Charlie Adlard & Various (CA) Tom Fowler 

EVERY TOMBSTONE TELLS TELLS A TALE . . . THESE ARE YOUR EPITAPHS FROM THE ABYSS! In your 

next infamous ish from the immortal EC Comics, all-new stories of fatalis!c spectacle— told with 

wanton disregard for moral standards or public decency—from six ax-wielding masters of splaPer de 

spectacular: rising star Chris Condon (That Texas Blood) and Eisner Award nominee Charlie Adlard 

(The Walking Dead); Hugo Award nominee Corinna Bechko (Invisible Republic) and Eisner Award 



winner Jonathan Case (Green River Killer); and Emmy Award winner Jay Stephens (Dwellings) and the 

maniacal Leomacs (Rogues)! WARNING: Do not put this comic directly into your long box—it could 

leak blood onto your other back issues! (STL331036) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241895 

EC CRUEL UNIVERSE #2 (OF 5) CVR A SMALLWOOD (MR) 

(W) Chris Cantwell & Various (A) Javier Fernandez & Various (CA) Greg Smallwood 

You were an explorer who challenged the farthest reaches of existence. Un!l your technology 

inevitably failed you and you found yourself trapped in the endless void of space, driWing aimlessly 

amongst the nebulae, with only one ques!on raPling through your !ny, dying, all-toohuman brain: 

What if the horrors of this reality are too great to comprehend? What if they were NEVER supposed 

to be explored at all? GOOD THING YOU STILL HAVE THIS COMIC TO KEEP YOU COMPANY, 

SPACEMAN! 

 

Test the boundaries of our cold and unforgiving CRUEL UNIVERSE with four bizarre tales of !me and 

space by eight modern masters of the sciencefic!on form: Christopher Cantwell (Thanos, Iron Man) 

and David Lapham (Stray Bullets); Chris Condon (That Texas Blood) and Javier Rodriguez (Amazing 

Spider-Man); Stephanie Phillips (Harley Quinn, Grim) and Riley Rossmo (The Sandman); and a very 

special surprise from Ben H. Winters (CBS’ Tracker) and Leomacs (Rogues). . . . At last, EC Comics 

dares you to look into the void and ponder what fate awaits us all! (It’s OBLIVION!) (STL331030) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241896 

EC CRUEL UNIVERSE #2 (OF 5) CVR B ROSSMO (MR) 

(W) Chris Cantwell & Various (A) Javier Fernandez & Various (CA) Riley Rossmo 

You were an explorer who challenged the farthest reaches of existence. Un!l your technology 

inevitably failed you and you found yourself trapped in the endless void of space, driWing aimlessly 

amongst the nebulae, with only one ques!on raPling through your !ny, dying, all-toohuman brain: 

What if the horrors of this reality are too great to comprehend? What if they were NEVER supposed 

to be explored at all? GOOD THING YOU STILL HAVE THIS COMIC TO KEEP YOU COMPANY, 

SPACEMAN! 

 

Test the boundaries of our cold and unforgiving CRUEL UNIVERSE with four bizarre tales of !me and 

space by eight modern masters of the sciencefic!on form: Christopher Cantwell (Thanos, Iron Man) 

and David Lapham (Stray Bullets); Chris Condon (That Texas Blood) and Javier Rodriguez (Amazing 



Spider-Man); Stephanie Phillips (Harley Quinn, Grim) and Riley Rossmo (The Sandman); and a very 

special surprise from Ben H. Winters (CBS’ Tracker) and Leomacs (Rogues). . . . At last, EC Comics 

dares you to look into the void and ponder what fate awaits us all! (It’s OBLIVION!) (STL331031) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241900 

CULT OF THE LAMB #4 CVR A DALMAU (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Alex Paknadel (A) Troy LiPle (CA) Carles Dalmau 

Here!cal creators Alex Paknadel (Detec!ve Comics) and Troy LiPle (Rick and Morty vs. Cthulhu) write 

the final chapter of Cult of the Lamb’s FIRST VERSE—and lay the seeds for new chapters yet to be 

told . . .  

 

 

Lamb returns to the Darkwood, determined to finally defeat the nefarious Bishop Leshy at any cost. 

Back at the cult, Nana struggles with the instruc!on to sacrifice a follower in order to grant Lamb the 

power to push through their boss fight, but ul!mately realizes what’s best for the Lamb is best for 

the cult, and a difficult choice is made . . . (STL331025) (C: 0-1-0) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241901 

CULT OF THE LAMB #4 CVR B LITTLE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Alex Paknadel (A/CA) Troy LiPle 

Here!cal creators Alex Paknadel (Detec!ve Comics) and Troy LiPle (Rick and Morty vs. Cthulhu) write 

the final chapter of Cult of the Lamb’s FIRST VERSE—and lay the seeds for new chapters yet to be 

told . . .  

 

 

Lamb returns to the Darkwood, determined to finally defeat the nefarious Bishop Leshy at any cost. 

Back at the cult, Nana struggles with the instruc!on to sacrifice a follower in order to grant Lamb the 

power to push through their boss fight, but ul!mately realizes what’s best for the Lamb is best for 

the cult, and a difficult choice is made . . . (STL331026) (C: 0-1-0) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241905 



BIKER MICE FROM MARS #3 CVR A WEAVER 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Francis Portela (CA) Dus!n Weaver 

REVOLUTION ON THE RED PLANET! The Biker Mice must make a final stand for their home planet 

against the might of the vicious Sand Raiders, backed by the ruthless Plutarkians! But when Vinnie 

and Modo find themselves at odds with fellow Biker Mouse and bro ThroPle, will their infigh!ng 

threaten the very war itself? And how does the rebel leader Stoker fit into the equa!on? The race to 

the epic ending of “Mars War” is here! (STL331020) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241906 

BIKER MICE FROM MARS #3 CVR B RENNA & DALHOUSE 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Francis Portela (CA) Marco Renna, Andrew Dalhouse 

REVOLUTION ON THE RED PLANET! The Biker Mice must make a final stand for their home planet 

against the might of the vicious Sand Raiders, backed by the ruthless Plutarkians! But when Vinnie 

and Modo find themselves at odds with fellow Biker Mouse and bro ThroPle, will their infigh!ng 

threaten the very war itself? And how does the rebel leader Stoker fit into the equa!on? The race to 

the epic ending of "Mars War" is here! (STL331021) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241907 

BIKER MICE FROM MARS #3 CVR C SPAZIANTE 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Francis Portela (CA) Patrick Spaziante 

REVOLUTION ON THE RED PLANET! The Biker Mice must make a final stand for their home planet 

against the might of the vicious Sand Raiders, backed by the ruthless Plutarkians! But when Vinnie 

and Modo find themselves at odds with fellow Biker Mouse and bro ThroPle, will their infigh!ng 

threaten the very war itself? And how does the rebel leader Stoker fit into the equa!on? The race to 

the epic ending of “Mars War” is here! (STL331022) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241910 

SESAME STREET #2 CVR A BAECHLE 

(W) Stephanie Williams (A) Ben Hughes, Michela Cacciatore (CA) Beth Hughes 

An all-new, self-contained celebra!on of Sesame Street’s iconic characters and the joy of reading for 

fans of all ages! 

 

 



Flowers are blooming and the sun is shining on Sesame Street—it’s spring! In this brand-new comic, 

your favorite Sesame Street friends prepare for the annual community Swap Meet . . . but Ernie is 

having a hard !me finding things to give away. Join him and his friends as they learn how great it 

feels to give to others and make room for new adventures! (STL331040) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241911 

SESAME STREET #2 CVR B HUNTING 

(W) Stephanie Williams (A) Beth Hughes, Michela Cacciatore (CA) Erin Hun!ng 

An all-new, self-contained celebra!on of Sesame Street’s iconic characters and the joy of reading for 

fans of all ages! 

 

 

Flowers are blooming and the sun is shining on Sesame Street—it’s spring! In this brand-new comic, 

your favorite Sesame Street friends prepare for the annual community Swap Meet . . . but Ernie is 

having a hard !me finding things to give away. Join him and his friends as they learn how great it 

feels to give to others and make room for new adventures! (STL331041) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241912 

SESAME STREET #2 CVR C COLORING BOOK SKETCH 

(W) Stephanie Williams (A) Beth Hughes, Michela Cacciatore (CA) Beth Hughes 

An all-new, self-contained celebra!on of Sesame Street’s iconic characters and the joy of reading for 

fans of all ages! 

 

 

Flowers are blooming and the sun is shining on Sesame Street—it’s spring! In this brand-new comic, 

your favorite Sesame Street friends prepare for the annual community Swap Meet . . . but Ernie is 

having a hard !me finding things to give away. Join him and his friends as they learn how great it 

feels to give to others and make room for new adventures! (STL331042) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL241914 

TOXIC SUMMER #3 CVR A CHARM 

(W/A/CA) Derek Charm 



STAB! GASP! SPLASH! From Eisner Award-nominated cartoonist Derek Charm (Jughead), the 

summer's most joyous horror-comedy hit takes its final chapter into the deep end! 

Leo and Ben desperately fight off the invading scourge of monsters from the deep as more of their 

friends and family emerge with glowing eyes, vic!ms of the strange trance. Roger finally learns what 

havoc he unleashed when he removed the ancient relic from the ocean floor, and what it will take to 

put things right again and save summer—and the people—in Port Dorian. (STL331044) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241915 

TOXIC SUMMER #3 CVR B FLOPS 

(W/A) Derek Charm (CA)  Flops 

STAB! GASP! SPLASH! From Eisner Award-nominated cartoonist Derek Charm (Jughead), the 

summer's most joyous horror-comedy hit takes its final chapter into the deep end! 

Leo and Ben desperately fight off the invading scourge of monsters from the deep as more of their 

friends and family emerge with glowing eyes, vic!ms of the strange trance. Roger finally learns what 

havoc he unleashed when he removed the ancient relic from the ocean floor, and what it will take to 

put things right again and save summer—and the people—in Port Dorian. (STL331045) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241917 

RICK AND MORTY YOUTH IN RICKVOLT #2 CVR A GREGORI (MR) 

(W) Michael Moreci (A/CA) Tony Gregori 

The revolu!on con!nues in the all-new, all-upstart epic from Michael Moreci (Barbaric, Wasted 

Space) and Tony Gregori (Porkchop Robot Killer, Rick and Morty Super Spring Break Special) about 

rebellion, adolescence, and freedom! 

Rick and Beth have infiltrated the Revolu!on World with a less-than-foolproof plan to destroy the 

rebellion from the inside out, but that plan is quickly thwarted by dinosaur-riding rebel children out 

for Rick’s blood. Meanwhile, back home, Summer discovers Rick’s pocket universe, along with 

evidence that Rick and Beth are there. Worse, she learns this universe is becoming unstable, and it’s 

only a maPer of !me before it collapses on itself . . . (STL331047) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241918 

RICK AND MORTY YOUTH IN RICKVOLT #2 CVR B RAAFAT (MR) 

(W) Michael Moreci (A) Tony Gregori (CA) Ahmed Raafat 



The revolu!on con!nues in the all-new, all-upstart epic from Michael Moreci (Barbaric, Wasted 

Space) and Tony Gregori (Porkchop Robot Killer, Rick and Morty Super Spring Break Special) about 

rebellion, adolescence, and freedom! 

Rick and Beth have infiltrated the Revolu!on World with a less-than-foolproof plan to destroy the 

rebellion from the inside out, but that plan is quickly thwarted by dinosaur-riding rebel children out 

for Rick’s blood. Meanwhile, back home, Summer discovers Rick’s pocket universe, along with 

evidence that Rick and Beth are there. Worse, she learns this universe is becoming unstable, and it’s 

only a maPer of !me before it collapses on itself . . . (STL331048) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL241920 

RICK AND MORTY HORRICKFIC HALLOWEEN SPEC #1 CVR A (MR) 

(W) David Brockton McKinney (A/CA) Marc Ellerby 

Rick is hard at work in the garage, but Morty just won't stop yapping, so he opens up a portal and 

brings in a weird, gothy-looking girl named Lil Wigsley. Rick explains that Lil Wigsley will tell Morty 

stories if he’ll shut up and listen—but these aren’t just any old stories. They’re horrifically banal, but 

it soon becomes clear that Rick and Sister Lil Wigsley’s intent to distract Morty is more terrifying than 

the tepid tales they’ve been spinning! 

From the bone-chilling Brockton McKinney (Savage Squad 6, Rick and Morty: Maximum Overture) 

and the macabre Marc Ellerby (Rick and Morty ongoing, Chloe Noonan: Monster Hunter) comes a 

frighteningly funny, brand-new Rick and Morty Halloween special! (STL331461) 

MATURE THEMES 

64pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241921 

RICK AND MORTY HORRICKFIC HALLOWEEN SPEC #1 CVR B (MR) 

(W) David Brockton McKinney (A) Marc Ellerby (CA) JarreP Williams 

Rick is hard at work in the garage, but Morty just won't stop yapping, so he opens up a portal and 

brings in a weird, gothy-looking girl named Lil Wigsley. Rick explains that Lil Wigsley will tell Morty 

stories if he’ll shut up and listen—but these aren’t just any old stories. They’re horrifically banal, but 

it soon becomes clear that Rick and Sister Lil Wigsley’s intent to distract Morty is more terrifying than 

the tepid tales they’ve been spinning! 

From the bone-chilling Brockton McKinney (Savage Squad 6, Rick and Morty: Maximum Overture) 

and the macabre Marc Ellerby (Rick and Morty ongoing, Chloe Noonan: Monster Hunter) comes a 

frighteningly funny, brand-new Rick and Morty Halloween special! (STL331462) 

MATURE THEMES 



64pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241923 

I FELT MYSELF SLIPPING GN 

(W/A/CA) Ray Nadine 

Former compe!!ve gymnast and cartoonist Ray Nadine (Light Carries On, Raise Hell!, Messenger) 

tells a touching coming-of-age story about coping with anxiety and loss and forging friendship along 

the way in an inspired young adult graphic novel for fans of Spinning, Heartstopper, and Check, 

Please!.  

When level-ten gymnast Riley Glass joins the team at Sta!on Six Gymnas!cs, she finds unexpected 

friendship in fellow gymnast Kota Iwamoto as the pair strive toward their Olympian dreams together. 

AWer losing her dad in a car accident, Riley moves to Stephon, Illinois, where she struggles to fit in 

with the other gymnasts. She misses her friends back home and is cau!ous of making new 

friendships at Sta!on Six, which is made all the more difficult as she's hard of hearing and none of 

her new teammates know ASL. When she meets Kota, Riley is surprised by Kota’s effort in learning 

ASL in order to communicate with her. Kota is determined to make Riley feel more at home, even 

though she struggles with her own fears and anxie!es. Kota wants to be the best gymnast and make 

it all the way to the Olympics, but her fears of geTng injured could stand in the way of achieving her 

goals. As they make their way to the pres!gious U.S. Classic gymnas!cs event, their future as friends 

and as gymnasts will be put to the test. (STL320496) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241924 

SUBZERO TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Junepurrr 

From debut creator Antonia Crupa, also known as Junepurrr, comes the first printed edi!on of the 

smash-hit Webtoon SubZero! 

To save her people, Princess Clove will have to do the unthinkable—marry her greatest enemy! Clove 

is the last remaining heir of her Cerulean Dragon clan, figh!ng in a seemingly endless 300-year war 

against the vast Crimson Empire. With no end to the war in sight, Clove agrees to leave her sheltered 

homeland in favor of a poli!cal marriage with the heir to the enemy Crimson Dragon clan, Prince 

Kyro. 

Raised on the baPlefields and feared by his rivals, the cuPhroat prince is first to no!ce that Clove is 

hiding a dangerous secret she's been working !relessly to protect. 

As tensions rise between these unlikely allies, the fragile peace brokered by their marriage is 

threatened by those who wish to con!nue the war. Now figh!ng in the world of her enemies and 

figh!ng a surprising aPrac!on to Kyro, Clove discovers that achieving peace is far more dangerous 

than she could have ever imagined. 



Collec!ng episodes 0-25 of the Webtoon series, with all new back maPer material for fans! 

(STL320500) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 328pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241925 

IN THE SHADOW OF STALIN STORY OF MR JONES HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Andrea Chalupa (A) Ivan Rodrigues (CA) Alexandra Fastovets 

Can the unrelen!ng power of truth expose one of Stalin’s greatest crimes to a world that refuses to 

bear witness? From journalist and screenwriter Andrea Chalupa (host of the hit podcast Gaslist 

Na!on and writer of Orwell and the Refugees: The Untold Story of Animal Farm) and ar!st Ivan 

Rodrigues, this powerful new historical graphic novel reexamines the bravery and tragedy that first 

thrust Ukraine in the interna!onal spotlight in the years before World War II. 

In the early 1930s, Gareth Jones is a young journalist with powerful connec!ons aWer a 

groundbreaking interview with Adolf Hitler and his chief propagandist, Joseph Goebbels. This 

notoriety gains him permission to travel to the Soviet Union for a poten!al interview with Joseph 

Stalin.  

Jones hopes to learn more about the Soviets mass economic gains but finds himself stonewalled and 

trapped in Moscow. While looking for a way out, he meets new allies that alert him to the growing 

man-made famine, or Holodomor, happening in Ukraine under the government's guidance. Jones, 

seeking the truth in all its ugliness, embarks on a journey of discovery, strife, and a cover-up of the 

deaths of millions of people. (STL290081) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241926 

ARMY OF ONE TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tony Lee (A/CA) Yishan Li 

The second in a stunning, dimension-spanning sci-fi trilogy from New York Times bestselling writer 

Tony Lee (Superboy, Doctor Who) and acclaimed illustrator Yishan Li (Batwoman Annual)! 

The Shards are scaPered and reeling in the wake of Carrie’s sudden death. Without her—without the 

prophecy—they surely stand no chance against Brother Havoc and his rising scourge of alternate-

reality Nazis. When gravely injured knight TR-8 makes a sudden recovery, the savior, Sister Fortune, 

and the trained warrior are united as a powerful new trinity, but can they put the other pieces of 

their rebellion back together in !me? (STL320493) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL241927 

CRUMRIN CHRONICLES TP VOL 03 



(W/A/CA) Ted Naifeh 

Over 20 years ago, the world of Courtney Crumrin—tween curmudgeon witch—was brought to life 

by Eisner Award–nominated author/illustrator Ted Naifeh. Now, return to the world of the mys!cal 

and magical in the final volume of the acclaimed follow-up series The Crumrin Chronicles! 

Will Crumrin, the boy who spent a hundred years in the realm of the faeries, is a bit of a trouble 

magnet. AWer defea!ng the dreadful forest spirit Blodeuwedd, he’s hoping for a low-key summer 

with his best friend Tucker—but low-key gets flipped on its head when Tucker ropes Will into coming 

along to a real life adventure summer camp with them and their girlfriend, Cinnamon.  

As feelings grow more complicated, the trio find themselves suddenly embroiled in a dark magic that 

seems to have followed Will. With their fellow campers disappearing one by one, Will and Cinnamon 

soon find themselves the last ones standing. Can they put their feelings of resentment aside to 

rescue Tucker and their friends? Or will everyone become trapped in summer camp . . . forever? 

(STL320501) 

SC, 6x9, 152pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241928 

RICK AND MORTY MEESEEKS PI TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Fred C. Stresing 

From the mind of Fred C. Stresing (Rick and Morty, Invader ZIM) comes a medium-to-hard-boiled 

Rick and Morty mystery chock full of cabals and conspiracies! 

The remote to the interdimensional cable box has gone missing . . . and everyone is a suspect! 

Desperate to find it before Rick can berate him, Jerry enlists the help of Meeseeks, P.I., and the two 

set off to retrieve the remote. Their search quickly turns up more than they bargained for, aPrac!ng 

seedy goons and assassins, and unraveling a massive interdimensional cable conspiracy hidden right 

underneath their noses! (STL315333) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL241929 

RICK AND MORTY DELUXE DOUBLE FEATURE HC VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1- 

(W) Stephanie Phillips, Jim Zub (A) Ryan Lee, Troy LiPle (CA) Marc Ellerby 

The hit comic book series based on the hilarious [adult swim] animated show Rick and Morty 

con!nues in a beau!fully oversized deluxe hardcover collec!on presen!ng all-new stories not seen 

on TV!  

When the universe's great defenders, the Vindicators, are all but eradicated Rick Sanchez and the 

Smith family pull together the remaining ragtag superheroes to respond to a familiar band of 

enemies in Crisis on C-137. And just when you thought Cthulhu was all played out in the pop-culture 

ecosystem, Rick and Morty enter the LovecraW dimension in Rick and Morty vs. Cthulhu! 



Collects the miniseries Crisis on C-137 #1–4 by writer Stephanie Phillips and ar!st Ryan Lee and Rick 

and Morty vs. Cthulhu #1–4 by writer Jim Zub and ar!st Troy LiPle! (STL320498) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7.7x12, 224pgs, FC SRP: $59.99 

 

JUL241930 

A QUICK & EASY GUIDE TO COMING OUT GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kris!n Russo (A/CA) Ravi Teixeira 

Whether you're queer, trans, ques!oning, or anything in between, coming out to the folks in your life 

can be nerve-racking and stressful. Luckily, writer Kris!n Russo (This is a Book for Parents of Gay Kids) 

and cartoonist Ravi Teixeira are here to guide you through the process, no maPer where in your 

journey you are. From finding suppor!ve resources, naviga!ng awkward conversa!ons, and 

embracing queer joy and community, this guide explores the twists and turns of coming out as every 

shade of LGBTQ+, helping you walk the path of sharing the truest you.  

Part of the bestselling and cri!cally acclaimed A Quick & Easy Guide series from Oni Press. 

(STL320491) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 80pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

PANINI COMICS 

 

JUL241931 

DOCTOR WHO BLACK SUN RISING TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Steve Parkhouse & Various (A) Dave Gibbons & Various 

Discover more of the very best stories from the Whoniverse in this classic collec!on of comic strips, 

digitally remastered and restored to look bePer than ever! From Cybermen and Sea Devils to untold 

tales of the Time Lords, this volume boasts an array of fan-favorite stories reprinted here for the first 

!me in over 40 years. Features work by some of the very best Bri!sh comic book creators including 

Steve Moore, David Lloyd, Dave Gibbons, John Stokes, Paul Neary, Mick McMahon, and more. The 

book includes a special behind-the-scenes feature with exclusive material revealing how the strips 

were created, featuring artwork and commentary from the creators. (STL327383) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8.25x11., 116pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

PANINI PUBLISHING LTD 

 

JUL241932 

DOCTOR WHO MAGAZINE #607 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W/A)  VARIOUS 

What next for the FiWeenth Doctor? We look forward to the future and dive back into the past for a 

summer of monster madness. (STL329086) (C: 0-1-2) 

Magazine, 76pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL241933 

DOCTOR WHO MAGAZINE SPECIAL #66 50 YEARS OF FOURTH DOCTOR (C 

(W)  Various (A)  VARIOUS 

Doctor Who Magazine celebrates 50 years of the Fourth Doctor, as played by Tom Baker, in an 84-

page special packed with all-new features, interviews and newly discovered photos. (STL329076) (C: 

0-1-2) 

Magazine, 84pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

JUL241934 

DOCTOR WHO MAGAZINE SPECIAL #67 GUIDE TO MISSING DOCTOR WHO  

(W)  Various (A)  VARIOUS 

Explore some of the most mysterious corners of the Whoniverse! Doctor Who Magazine presents an 

84-page special, packed with exclusive features, interviews, infographics and newly discovered 

photos. This is the inside story of the missing episodes, and how many of them were subsequently 

recovered. Other highlights include details of merchandise that never made it beyond prototypes, a 

look at lost Doctor Who sec!ons of other shows, a rundown of the series' greatest cut scenes, 

behind the scenes on new recrea!ons of lost episodes and much more! (STL329078) (C: 0-1-2) 

Magazine, 84pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

PANTHEON BOOKS 

 

JUL241935 

CHARLES BURNS FINAL CUT HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Charles Burns 

As a child, Brian and his friend Jimmy would make sci-fi films in their yards, convincing their friends 

to star as vic!ms of grisly murders, smearing lips!ck on the "bodies" to simulate blood. Now a 

talented ar!st and aspiring filmmaker, Brian, along with Jimmy, Jimmy's friend Tina, and Laurie—his 

reluctant muse—sets off to a remote cabin in the woods with an old 8 millimeter camera to make a 

true sci-fi horror movie, an homage to Brian's favorite movie: Invasion of the Body Snatchers. But as 

Brian's affec!ons for Laurie go seemingly unreciprocated, Brian writes and draws himself into a 

fantasy where she is the girl of his dreams, his damsel in distress, and his savior wrapped into one. 



Rife with references to classic sci-fi and horror movies and filled with panels of stunning depic!ons of 

nature, film and the surreal, Burns blurs the line between Brian's dreams and reality, imagina!on and 

percep!on. A master of the form at his finest, Final Cut is an astonishing look at what it means to 

truly express oneself through art. (STL329386) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

HC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $34.00 

 

PAPERCUTZ 

 

JUL241936 

ASTERIX GENERATIONS 65TH ANNIVERSARY HC ED (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Rene Goscinny (A) Albert Uderzo,  Various 

Studio Peyo, Jim Lee, Ian Churchill, Milo Manara, Terry Moore, Frank Cho, and more fantas!c 

creators come together to celebrate Asterix and the indomitable Gaulish village. With gorgeous 

illustra!ons and short comics in a variety of art styles, these creators pay tribute to the incredible 

influence of Asterix. 

 

Collected and translated for the first !me in honor of the 65th anniversary, this is a must-have for 

fans of the original Asterix comics. (STL329865) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the Western 

Hemisphere and The Philippines. 

SC, 8x11, 144pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241937 

MAGICAL HISTORY TOUR GN VOL 16 TRENCH WARFARE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Fabrice Erre (A) Sylvain Savoia 

Join modern-day siblings Annie and Nico as they learn about the horror of trench warfare. Plunge 

into World War I and discover the damages caused by the "war to end all wars." The latest addi!on 

to this pocket-sized educa!onal graphic novel series! (STL329559) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 5x7, 48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL241938 

SMURF TALES BOX SET #1 (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A)  Peyo 

When Papa Smurf's stork gets wounded in a storm, he must rely on the kindness of a local farmer to 

nurse the stork back to flying condi!on. A different kind of storm arrives in the shape of Johnny, the 



nephew of the farmer. The boy is as aggressive as his uncle is friendly. Making his way to the Smurfs 

Village, Johnny leaves a path of destruc!on in his wake, puTng the whole village in jeopardy. 

   Next up, Brainy Smurf gets even smarter when he uncovers a mysterious book that contains all the 

answers to life. But does it have the answer to how he can become popular with the other smurfs? 

And when SmurfePe steps in for Papa Smurf in his absence and the other Smurfs don't take her 

seriously, SmurfePe must assert her leadership and protect the village from the wicked sorcerer, 

Gargamel. Lastly, when Gargamel manages to grant the giW of speech to a crow, he hopes the crow 

will be his !cket that leads to the Smurfs Village. But, what unfolds will be something to crow about! 

   Collec!ng The Smurfs Tales Vols. 1-3! (STL329652) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US and 

Canada. 

SC, 7x9, 172pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL241939 

HEEBIE JEEBIES GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) MaPhew Erman (A/CA) Shelby Criswell 

At Amberline Middle School, there's more than one thing that goes bump in the night! 

 

Blue and their best friend Herschel are definitely not the coolest kids around, but when a group of 

popular bullies tell our main characters that their problems can be solved by finding the treasure 

buried beneath the school… well, Blue, Herschel, and one annoyed night janitor have to inves!gate 

their school aWer dark! What nightmares guard the treasure? The kind to give our heroes one bad 

case of the Heebie Jeebies! 

 

MaPhew Erman and Shelby Criswell re-team for this hilarious and spooky middle grade graphic novel 

perfect for the spookalicious kid or kid-at-heart that'll be sure to surprise, delight and terrify! 

(STL329568) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 184pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL241940 

NEW ADV DISNEY & PIXAR INSIDE OUT 2 HC VOL 01 BIG FEELINGS ( 

(W) Sloane Leong (A) Sergio Algozzino, Sara Galan! (CA)  Disney Comics Group 

BETTER TOGETHER! Riley Andersen is officially a teenager, and her Emo!ons-Joy, Anger, Fear, 

Sadness, and Disgust-are star!ng to work together with new Emo!ons Anxiety, Envy, 

Embarrassment, and Ennui. Headquarters has never been busier! As Riley braves a haunted cabin at 

summer camp, aPends her first teen pool party, encounters an unexpected surprise just before 

school picture day, and more, can the crew figure out how to help her live her best life through all 

the ups and downs? (STL329574) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the US, US territories, Canada, 

Australia, New Zealand. 



HC, 7x9, 88pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241941 

NEW ADV DISNEY & PIXAR INSIDE OUT 2 GN VOL 01 BIG FEELINGS ( 

(W) Sloane Leong (A) Sergio Algozzino, Sara Galan! (CA)  Disney Comics Group 

BETTER TOGETHER! Riley Andersen is officially a teenager, and her Emo!ons-Joy, Anger, Fear, 

Sadness, and Disgust-are star!ng to work together with new Emo!ons Anxiety, Envy, 

Embarrassment, and Ennui. Headquarters has never been busier! As Riley braves a haunted cabin at 

summer camp, aPends her first teen pool party, encounters an unexpected surprise just before 

school picture day, and more, can the crew figure out how to help her live her best life through all 

the ups and downs? (STL329572) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the US, US territories, Canada, 

Australia, New Zealand. 

SC, 7x9, 88pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241942 

NEW ADV DISNEY & PIXAR TURNING RED HC GN VOL 02 PANDA POWER  

(W) Sloane Leong (A) Sergio Algozzino, Sara Galan! (CA)  Disney Comics Group 

Thirteen-year-old Meilin Lee is taking on new challenges every day. With the help of her best friends-

and her inner panda-she's ready to crush it! From trying to save some furry friends, to making new 

friends, and teaming up to win the ul!mate 4*Town prize, Mei and her bes!es are figuring out 

together that being yourself is the best move to handle whatever comes your way! 

 

The New Adventures of Turning Red: Volume 2 collects three furry tales that are perfect for readers 

aged from 8 to 12. (STL329561) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the US, US territories, Canada, 

Australia, New Zealand. 

HC, 7x9, 88pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241943 

NEW ADV DISNEY & PIXAR TURNING RED GN VOL 02 PANDA POWER (C: 

(W) Sloane Leong (A) Sergio Algozzino, Sara Galan! (CA)  Disney Comics Group 

Thirteen-year-old Meilin Lee is taking on new challenges every day. With the help of her best friends-

and her inner panda-she's ready to crush it! From trying to save some furry friends, to making new 

friends, and teaming up to win the ul!mate 4*Town prize, Mei and her bes!es are figuring out 

together that being yourself is the best move to handle whatever comes your way! 

 



The New Adventures of Turning Red: Volume 2 collects three furry tales that are perfect for readers 

aged from 8 to 12. (STL329560) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the US, US territories, Canada, 

Australia, New Zealand. 

SC, 7x9, 88pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241944 

DISNEY 101 DALMATIAN STREET D IS FOR DALMATIANS HC (C: 1-1-0 

(W) Steve Behling (A) Andrea Greppi (CA)  Disney Comics Group 

Meet Dylan and Dolly, two dynamic Dalma!ans with a big family and even bigger adventures! From 

firehouse follies to missing collars, these pups chomp at the first sign of adventure. D as in Dalma!an 

is the first in a new line of graphic novels for younger readers: Disney Kids Comics! (STL329589) (C: 1-

1-0) NOTE: Available only in the US, US territories, Canada, Australia, New Zealand. 

HC, 7x9, 56pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241945 

DISNEY 101 DALMATIAN STREET D IS FOR DALMATIANS GN (C: 1-1-0 

(W) Steve Behling (A) Andrea Greppi (CA)  Disney Comics Group 

Meet Dylan and Dolly, two dynamic Dalma!ans with a big family and even bigger adventures! From 

firehouse follies to missing collars, these pups chomp at the first sign of adventure. D as in Dalma!an 

is the first in a new line of graphic novels for younger readers: Disney Kids Comics! (STL329594) (C: 1-

1-0) NOTE: Available only in the US, US territories, Canada, Australia, New Zealand. 

SC, 7x9, 56pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

PEGAMOOSE PRESS 

 

JUL241946 

ANGORA NAPKIN THE GOLDEN MCGUFFIN HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Troy LiPle 

The Mul!ple Eisner nominated Angora Napkin series is back with a new solo adventure! Writer/ar!st 

Troy LiPle brings his manic cartooning energy back once more as Cuddle Core pop icons Angora 

Napkin open an Existen!al Detec!ve Agency as a side hustle, because why not? Murder, mystery and 

mayhem ensue as the girls blindly flail their way through deadly mazes, s!cky clowns and into the 

unforgiving frozen tundra of Toronto, Canada on a quest for the enigma!c Golden McGuffin! 

(STL329064) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 10x7, 96pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 



JUL241947 

HALLS OF THE TURNIP KING HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Brenda Hickey 

Prince Ta!an of Elvania would rather be at home playing video games than heading off on a 

diploma!c mission to the Dwarven Mines. Every minute spent on the road and in mee!ng rooms 

feels like agony. Impa!ent and in way over his head, he fumbles his way along in the hopes of geTng 

out as quickly as possible. But of course nothing ever works smoothly, especially when the prince 

and his entourage aren't much smarter than a basket of turnips. (STL329067) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 10x7, 153pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

PENGUIN YOUNG READERS 

 

JUL241948 

GLASS SCIENTISTS GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) S. H. Cotugno 

All Dr. Henry Jekyll wanted to do was make London a safe place for rogue scien!sts. That's why he 

and his best friend Robert created the Society for Arcane Sciences in the first place, and why their 

upcoming exhibi!on to show the public all the incredible things they can do for the world is so 

important. But ever since Frankenstein arrived, nothing has gone according to plan…. And now 

Jekyll's dirty liPle secret is about to become a huge problem. Hyde, his devilishly devious alter-ego, is 

fed up with being jerked around and Jekyll not leTng him out to play. And he's just discovered a new 

trick that will allow him to take the driver's seat of their shared body! Volume Two collects Chapters 

8-12 of this beloved webcomic, which is available in print for the first !me ever. (STL329349) (C: 0-1-

2) 

SC, 8x10, 240pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

PHOENIX STUDIOS 

 

JUL241949 

O/A PAGAN VALLEY GN (MR) 

(W) Ghezal Omar, Kayden Phoenix (A/CA) Victoria Aragon 

Monty Hudson, a self proclaimed card shark, faces dire straits aWer a losing streak. Pressed by loan 

sharks, she resorts to robbing her strip club workplace. Things take a chao!c turn when she discovers 

cocaine instead of money, owned by the Russian mob. Now, Monty and her crew race against !me to 

outsmart the mob and pay off debts in a night filled with unexpected twists. (STL310921) 

MATURE THEMES 



SC, 6x9, 88pgs, FC SRP: $15.00 

 

PICTURE WINDOW BOOKS 

 

JUL241950 

BAT FAMILY ADV BAT-MITE IN BATCAVE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Steve Korte (A) Renan de Oliveira Pereira 

When Batman and Robin head out to stop a jewelry store thief in Gotham City, they leave their 

faithful canine companion, Ace, behind. But things take an unexpected turn when the mischievous 

Bat-Mite shows up in the Batcave, gran!ng the Bat-Hound incredible superpowers! Suddenly, Ace 

soars into ac!on, joining the Dynamic Duo on a high-stakes chase. Will the Bat-Family capture the 

crook, or will Gotham's newest superhero face some paw-si!vely surprising obstacles? With its easy-

to-read text and full-color illustra!ons, this wholesome early chapter book is a perfect choice for 

young superhero fans—and the en!re family! (STL328616) (C: 0-1-0) 

Chapter Book, SC, 6x9, 32pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL241951 

BAT FAMILY ADV CATWOMANS KITTY CAPER (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Steve Korte (A) Renan de Oliveira Pereira 

Someone has stolen a liPer of rare cats from a Gotham City pet store! Batman and Robin team up 

with Batgirl to solve the case. But before the cat burglar is captured, another valuable item goes 

missing: a cat-themed pain!ng from the Gotham Museum of Art. Can the Bat-Family put a stop to 

these kiPy capers, or are the Caped Crusaders up against the purr-fect crimes? With easy-to-read 

text and full-color illustra!ons, this exhilara!ng series is perfect for young superhero fans—and their 

en!re family! (STL328623) (C: 0-1-0) 

Chapter Book, SC, 6x9, 32pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL241952 

BAT FAMILY ADV GORILLA GRODDS ANIMAL ATTACK (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Steve Korte (A) Renan de Oliveira Pereira 

When the animals escape Gotham City Zoo, Batman calls on Robin and Nightwing for backup. Turns 

out, the runaway beasts are under the mind-control powers of the evil Gorilla Grodd! Can the Bat-

Family quickly corral this animal aPack, or are the Caped Crusaders in for a wild ride? With easy-to-

read text and full-color illustra!ons, this exhilara!ng series is a must-read for young superhero fans 

and the en!re family! (STL328622) (C: 0-1-0) 

Chapter Book, SC, 6x9, 32pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 



 

JUL241953 

BAT FAMILY ADV KILLER CROCS POWERFUL POTION (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Steve Korte (A) Renan de Oliveira Pereira 

There's a big problem in Gotham City: Killer Croc has stolen a growth po!on from a local laboratory, 

and now the giant-sized villain is on the loose! To stop the rampaging rep!le, Batman teams up with 

members of the Bat-Family—Robin, Batgirl, and Batwoman! Can this crew of crusaders stop Croc, or 

will the two-ton crook crush these crime fighters? With easy-to-read text and full-color illustra!ons, 

this exhilara!ng series is perfect for young superhero fans—and their en!re family! (STL328626) (C: 

0-1-0) 

Chapter Book, SC, 6x9, 32pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

PLAID STALLIONS PRESS 

 

JUL241954 

TOY VENTURE MAGAZINE #13 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Brian Heiler & Various (A) Brian Heiler (CA)  TBD 

Transmute! Toy-Ventures Issue 13 features BaPle of the Planets, Rack Toys, Monster Toys, Ac!on 

Figures, Planet of the Apes, He-Man Knock Offs, Japanese toys and much much more. Each full-color 

page is packed with great photos. (STL329061) (C: 0-1-1) 

Magazine, 44pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

PLOUGH PUBLISHING HOUSE 

 

JUL241955 

BETWEEN TWO SOUNDS ARVO PARTS JOURNEY MUSICAL LANGUAGE (C: 0 

(W) Joonas Sildre, Adam Cullen (A) Aile Tooming 

Between Two Sounds follows the life of world-famous composer Arvo Pärt from his birth in Estonia in 

1935 through 1980, when the Soviets forced him to emigrate because of the nonconformist and 

religious nature of his music. Arvo Pärt stormed Soviet-occupied Estonia's music scene in the 1960s 

as a brash young man pushing the limits of avant-garde modernism. Then he fell silent, no longer 

able to express what he felt through the musical language he had inherited. When he reemerged a 

decade later, he had found, in that silence between sounds, a new musical language inspired by 

ancient sacred music, the basis of his dis!nc!ve !n!nnabuli technique. Joonas Sildre paints an 

atmospheric portrait of a restless ar!st who does not shy away from confron!ng state control or his 

own internal contradic!ons. (STL328695) (C: 0-1-1) 



HC, 8x10, 224pgs, 2C SRP: $26.00 

 

POCKET JACK COMICS 

 

JUL241956 

GUINEVERE & DIVINITY FACTORY #2 

(W) Preston Poulter (A/CA) Marcio Abreu 

Follow the adventures of Guinevere, a former stripper out to prove herself as a spell-cas!ng witch. In 

this issue, she inves!gates a pharmaceu!cal company secretly run by a psycho!c android. 

(STL329495) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

PS ARTBOOKS 

 

JUL241957 

GOLDEN AGE CLASSICS CAPTAIN TRIUMPH HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Ruben Moreira & Various 

In 1919, iden!cal twin brothers Michael and Lance Gallant were born in New York City, Both 

possessed T-shaped birthmarks on their leW wrists. The boys were very close growing up. During the 

Second World War, Michael enlisted in the Air Force as a pilot. Unfortunately, on their 23rd birthday, 

Michael died when his hanger exploded and his brother, Lance, who saw the tragedy, grabbed 

Michael from the flames, only to have him die in his arms. Lance wanted vengeance! The Fates of 

Greek mythology witnessed Michael's death and decided to turn Lance into their champion. Soon 

aWer, Lance is visited by Michael's ghost, who told his brother they were s!ll linked and if he touched 

his birthmark, the brothers would merge and gain superpowers, including superhuman strength, 

endurance, flight, invulnerability, and invisibility. Lance calls himself Captain Triumph and become a 

crime-fighter! Collects Crack Comics #27-38 (January 1943-Summer 1945). (STL328849) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $52.99 

 

JUL241958 

GOLDEN AGE CLASSICS CAPTAIN TRIUMPH SLIPCASE VOL 01 (C: 0-1- 

(A) Ruben Moreira & Various 

In 1919, iden!cal twin brothers Michael and Lance Gallant were born in New York City, Both 

possessed T-shaped birthmarks on their leW wrists. The boys were very close growing up. During the 

Second World War, Michael enlisted in the Air Force as a pilot. Unfortunately, on their 23rd birthday, 

Michael died when his hanger exploded and his brother, Lance, who saw the tragedy, grabbed 



Michael from the flames, only to have him die in his arms. Lance wanted vengeance! The Fates of 

Greek mythology witnessed Michael's death and decided to turn Lance into their champion. Soon 

aWer, Lance is visited by Michael's ghost, who told his brother they were s!ll linked and if he touched 

his birthmark, the brothers would merge and gain superpowers, including superhuman strength, 

endurance, flight, invulnerability, and invisibility. Lance calls himself Captain Triumph and become a 

crime-fighter! Collects Crack Comics #27-38 (January 1943-Summer 1945). (STL328850) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $62.99 

 

JUL241959 

PRE CODE CLASSICS DAREDEVIL COMICS SOFTEE VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) Don Rico & Various 

Daredevil is a fic!onal superhero created by Jack Binder. As a child, Bart Hill was witness to his 

parents' brutal murder. The murderer also branded Bart with a hot iron, leaving a boomerang-shaped 

scar on the leW side of his chest. This trauma!c experience leW the boy mute. He trained his en!re 

life in the art of the boomerang, eventually becoming a master boomerang marksman. He then 

donned a costume and took to the streets as the vigilante crime-fighter known as Daredevil. Lev 

Gleason launched Daredevil's own comic with Daredevil BaPles Hitler #1 (July 1941), in which 

Daredevil and other Silver Streak heroes fought the German chancellor. It was wriPen and par!ally 

drawn by Charles Biro, who in his 16-year run would make the character one of the most acclaimed 

of the Golden Age. Collects Silver Streak #6-17 (September 1940-December 1941) and Daredevil 

BaPles Hitler #1 (July 1941). (STL328846) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

JUL241960 

PRE CODE CLASSICS DARK MYSTERIES SOFTEE VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) Lou Cameron & Various 

A second collec!on of Dark Mysteries boas!ng, heck, downright totally tub-thumping yarns from Joe 

Orlando, Wally Wood, Lou Cameron, Edward Goldfarb, Bill Fraccio, Bill Molno, Vince Napoli,  Doug 

Wildey and Hy Fleishman and a whole host of other wacked-out-of-their-grounds luminaries. Collects 

Dark Mysteries #6-10 (April/May 1952-December/January 1952/53). (STL328843) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 216pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL241961 

PS ARTBOOK CLASSIC ADVENTURE COMICS SOFTEE VOL 08 (C: 0-1-1) 

(A)  Various & Various 

Johnny Dynamite, created by Pete Morisi, was a hard-boiled private detec!ve, known as "The Wild 

Man from Chicago." Good friends with the D.A. but readily accepted by the underworld, he smoked 

cigarePes constantly, cursed frequently and had a bad habit of geTng shot and beaten by his 



enemies. But always gave as good as he got; he was an experienced and persistent detec!ve taking 

his cases very personally and killed many of his early foes, claiming they were reaching for a weapon. 

Myra Benz, who had shot him in the eye, was brazenly killed without any true jus!fica!on beyond his 

own sense of jus!ce. Collects Dynamite #6-9 (January-September 1954) and Johnny Dynamite #10 

(June 1955). (STL328845) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

JUL241962 

PS ARTBOOK MILITARY COMICS SOFTEE VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Alex Kotzky & Various 

The eighth volume in this popular con!nuing series Collects Quality Comics' Military Comics issues 

#27-29 (1944). (STL328836) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 180pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

JUL241963 

PS ARTBOOK SCREAM MAGAZINE #6 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Al Hewetson, Edgar Allan Poe (A) Ricardo Villamonte & Various 

The weirdest, most exci!ng, drama!c, visual, compelling, literate, ghastliest and powerful horror 

characters are all in the latest edi!on of Scream, the black-and-white comic magazine by Skywald! Al 

Hewetson and Ricardo Villamonte con!nue the vampire chronicles with "The Vampire of the Opera." 

Next, an adapta!on of the short-story "Ms. Found In A BoPle" by Edgar Allan Poe, penciled by 

Alfonso Font. Then it's the end of "Frankenstein 2073: The Death of the Monster: Frankenstein, Book 

II" again by Al Hewetson and penciled by Cesar Lopez. Plus "… and the GuPers Ran with Blood..." 

chapter five of Nosferatu. And finishing with "What is Horror?  The Saga of the Vic!ms" the girls 

con!nue on a rollercoaster ride through virtually every horror cliché you could imagine! Reprints 

Scream #6 (June 1974). (STL328847) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 68pgs, PC SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL241964 

PS ARTBOOKS AMERICAS GREATEST COMICS SOFTEE VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2 

(W) Joe Millard (A) C. C. Beck & Various 

The second volume of America's Greatest Comics, brought to readers by FawceP Publica!ons. Join 

Captain Marvel, alias Billy Batson as he leads his death-defying team of heroes. His transforma!on 

into the mighty hero "Shazam!" enthralls audiences of all ages. Joining him are Spy Smasher, the 

master of espionage, Bulletman, a flying crime-fighter with super strength, Minute Man, unmatched 

in speed and agility, and Mr. Scarlet, the crimson-clad avenger. Together, they combat evil in 

America's Greatest Comics, inspiring genera!ons with their heroic adventures and unwavering 

pursuit of jus!ce. Collects issues #2-4. (STL328837) (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 200pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

JUL241965 

PS ARTBOOKS CLASSIC SCI FI COMICS HC VOL 08 SPACE DETECTIVE  

(A) Alex Schomburg & Various 

Lance Lewis, Space Detec!ve, is a scien!fic genius and using his ray guns, jet pack and a whole host 

of other high-tech gadgets fights interplanetary aliens and space menaces with the aid of his 

gorgeous girlfriend, Marna, solving alien mysteries, such as the amoeba men or Mar!ans. With some 

absolutely iconic covers painted by Alex Schomburg, you'll wanna catch up on Lance's adventures! 

Plus, in an observatory high in the Andes, Dr. X, master of the mysteries of occult science undertakes 

the greatest experiment of his career! Ace Buckley and his friend Toni Stark travel through !me on a 

series of high octane adventures and baPles! Collects Lance Lewis: Mystery Comics #3-4 (October-

December 1944) and Startling Comics #44-53 (March 1947-September 1948), Dr. X and Ace Buckley: 

Startling Comics #1-10 (June 1940-September 1941). (STL328838) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $52.99 

 

JUL241966 

PS ARTBOOKS CLASSIC SCI FI COMICS SLIPCASE VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Graham Ingels & Various 

PINES - Master Publisher - Lance Lewis Space Detec!ve - Mystery Comics #3 - #4 Oct  - Dec 1944 And 

Startling Comics #44 - #53 March 1947 - September 1948  

PLUS Dr. X and Ace Buckley - Startling Comics #1 - #10 June 1940 - September 1941  

 

Lance Lewis - Space Detec!ve - is a scien!fic genius and using his ray guns, jet pack and a whole host 

of other high-tec gadgets fights interplanetary aliens and space menaces with the aid of his gorgeous 

girlfriend, Marna - solving alien mysteries - such as the amoeba men or Mar!ans. With some 

absolutely iconic covers painted by Alex Schomburg - you'll wanna catch up on Lance's adventures 

real soon -  cos he'll be ouPa this universe before you can holster your own ray gun!  

Plus - in an observatory high in the Andes, Dr. X, master of the mysteries of occult science undertakes 

the greatest experiment of his career! Ace Buckley and his friend Toni Stark travel through !me on a 

series of high octane adventures and baPles! All brought to you here by PS Artbooks. (STL328839) (C: 

0-1-2) 

HC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $62.99 

 

JUL241967 

PS ARTBOOKS IBIS THE INVINCIBLE SOFTEE VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) William Woolfolk (A) Mac Raboy & Various 



This second volume of Ibis the Invincible from the great FawceP Comics is packed full of stories 

following our favorite mythic. This volume includes: Ibis the Invincible #4-#6, Whiz Comics #2: "Ibis 

Lives Again," All Hero Comics #1: Banshee O'Brien, Boy Enchanter, in the Mystery of the Modern 

Monster, Danger & Adventure #22: The Viking Horde, Whiz Comics: Whea!es Miniature Edi!on Ibis 

the Invincible and the Devil Dolls. (STL328835) (C: 0-1-2) 

Facsimile Edi!on, SC, 7x10, 182pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

JUL241968 

PS ARTBOOKS STARTLING COMIC FACSMILE ED #47 (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) Alex Schomburg & Various 

Another iconic 52 page facsimile comic book reprinted to match the quality when first produced in 

1947 and 1948. (STL328832) (C: 0-1-1) 

7x10, 52pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL241969 

PS ARTBOOKS STARTLING COMIC FACSMILE ED #48 (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) Alex Schomburg & Various 

Synopsis: : BePer Publica!ons: Startling Comics: ISSUES : #48  

Another iconic 52 page facsimile comic book reprinted to match the quality when first produced in 

1947. Reprints Startling Comics #48. (STL328833) (C: 0-1-1) 

7x10, 52pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL241970 

PS ARTBOOKS STARTLING COMIC FACSMILE ED #50 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Edmond Hamilton (A) Alex Schomburg & Various 

Synopsis: : BePer Publica!ons: Startling Comics: ISSUES : #50  

 

Another iconic 52 page facsimile comic book reprinted to match the quality when first produced in 

1948. Reprints Startling Comics #50. (STL328834) (C: 0-1-1) 

7x10, 52pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

QUILL TREE BOOKS 

 



JUL241971 

WINGBEARER SAGA GN VOL 02 WINGBORN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A/CA) Grace Kum 

Zuli's world was just turned upside down by the Witch-Queen, but she's s!ll determined to find out 

what's happening to the spirits of her bird friends. Armed with new informa!on about her iden!ty, 

she mounts a daring escape from a merchant airship and takes off with Frowly and Orien by her side. 

However, the more she tries to solve the mysteries swirling around her friends and herself, the more 

she's drawn to legends about the mysterious Siric, who have long since disappeared. Zuli might be 

prepared to take on new challenges, but is she prepared to go further than she's ever gone before in 

her effort to fix the world's broken magic? (STL328171) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL241972 

WINGBEARER SAGA HC GN VOL 02 WINGBORN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A/CA) Grace Kum 

From New York Times bestselling author Marjorie Liu comes the spectacular sequel to Wingbearer, 

the IndieBound and Publishers Weekly bestselling graphic novel that the New York Times Book 

Review called “wondrously constructed.” 

Zuli's world was just turned upside down by the Witch-Queen, but she’s s!ll determined to find out 

what’s happening to the spirits of her bird friends. Armed with new informa!on about her iden!ty, 

she mounts a daring escape from a merchant airship and takes off with Frowly and Orien by her side. 

However, the more she tries to solve the mysteries swirling around her friends and herself, the more 

she’s drawn to legends about the mysterious Siric, who have long since disappeared. Zuli might be 

prepared to take on new challenges, but is she prepared to go further than she’s ever gone before in 

her effort to fix the world’s broken magic? 

This is the second of four books in the #1 IndieBound bestselling Wingbearer saga. (STL328188) (C: 0-

1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241973 

WINGBEARER SAGA GN VOL 01 WINGBEARER NEW PTG (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A) Teny Issakhanian 

Zuli is extraordinary—she just doesn't realize it yet. Raised by mys!cal bird spirits in the branches of 

the Great Tree, she's never ventured beyond this safe haven. Un!l now. A sinister force threatens the 

life-giving magic of the tree, and Zuli, along with her guardian owl, Frowly, must get to the root of it. 

So begins an adventure bigger than anything Zuli could've ever imagined—one that will bring her 

face-to-face with an ancient dragon, the so-called Witch-Queen, and most surprisingly: her true 

iden!ty. (STL328172) (C: 0-1-0) 



SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL241974 

O/A WINGBEARER SAGA HC GN VOL 01 WINGBEARER 

(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A) Teny Issakhanian 

This fantasy graphic novel from NYT bestselling author Marjorie Liu-her first book for middle grade 

readers-and debut illustrator Teny Issakhanian tells the story of a young girl who leaves her magical 

home to stop a sinister presence from threatening the world. 

A young girl must stop a threat to her magical world in this epic graphic novel from New York Times 

bestselling author Marjorie Liu and remarkable debut illustrator Teny Issakhanian. 

Zuli is extraordinary-she just doesn't realize it yet. Raised by mys!cal bird spirits in the branches of 

the Great Tree, she's never ventured beyond this safe haven. She's never had to. Un!l now. 

When a sinister force threatens the life-giving magic of the tree, Zuli, along with her guardian owl, 

Frowly, must get to the root of it. So begins an adventure bigger than anything Zuli could've ever 

imagined-one that will bring her, along with some newfound friends, face-to-face with an ancient 

dragon, the so-called Witch-Queen, and most surprisingly of all: her true iden!ty. 

This cap!va!ng middle grade graphic novel, the first of a series, is perfect for fans of the Amulet 

books and the Wings of Fire series. (STL213953) 

HC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS YOUNG READE 

 

JUL241975 

ADVENTURE TIME JOURNEY TO OOO GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Random House 

Join Finn and Jake from Cartoon Network's Adventure Time in this graphic novel retelling of two of 

the most popular episodes from the animated series—"Dungeon" and "Fionna and Cake." With 80-

pages of full-color images and dialogue from the show, this book is perfect for kids ages 6 to 11 and 

fans of all ages who love Adventure Time. Grab your friends and go to very distant lands. With Jake 

the dog and Finn the human, the fun will never end. (STL329222) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 80pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL241976 

DC BATMAN BATWHEELS RACE TO HOLIDAYS BOARD BOOK (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Random House 



Bam and the Batwheels Batwheels must foil the Legion of Zoom's no-good plot to steal Gotham 

City's brightly lit tree—and the city's fes!ve cheer! But when Batwing devises her own plan for taking 

down Mr. Freeze, she realizes the best holiday present might be a friend. This sturdy full-color board 

book based on the Cartoon Network/Max series, is the perfect giW for babies and toddlers who love 

vehicles and super heroes. (STL329223) (C: 0-1-1) 

Board Book, HC, 6x9, 22pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL241977 

DC SLEEP LITTLE BATMAN BOARD BOOK (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Random House 

It's bed!me for the young superhero Batman despite his daring protests. However, dad is puTng his 

foot down. It's !me for bed!  On this dark night, all the chasing, wrestling, and !ckling may prove to 

be too much for dad. Who will win? Find out in this touching—and relatable—board book about the 

baPle at bed!me. Keith Negley, author and illustrator of A Lot Like Batman, brings us his unique 

vision, in this colorful board book with sturdy pages and a wonderful hearcelt—and super heroic—

spin to a bed!me baPle familiar to all parents. It's sure to become a nightly favorite for genera!ons 

to come! (STL329224) (C: 0-1-1) 

Illustrated Storybook, HC, 6x9, 32pgs, FCSRP: $8.99 

 

JUL241978 

MAGIC TREE HOUSE GN VOL 07 SUNSET OF SABERTOOTH (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Mary Pope Osborne, Jenny Laird (A) Kelly MaPhews, Nichole MaPhews 

Magic. Mystery. Time-travel. The Ice Age is super cool… for two kids in bathing suits! Jack and Annie 

nearly freeze when the magic tree house whisks them back to the !me of cave bears, early humans, 

and woolly mammoths. But nothing can stop them from having another wild adventure—not even a 

sabertooth! For the first !me in graphic novel, live the adventure again with new full-color vibrant art 

that brings the magic to life! (STL329217) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241979 

POWERPUFF GIRLS TALES FROM TOWNSVILLE SC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Random House 

Join Bubbles, Blossom, and BuPercup from Cartoon Network's The Powerpuff Girls in this graphic 

novel featuring two adventures from the iconic animated series! For over 25 years, the Powerpuff 

Girls have been protec!ng the City of Townsville and deligh!ng new genera!ons of fans. This full-

color graphic novel retells two of their greatest adventures —"Bubblevicious" and "Moral Decay." 

With 80-pages of full-color images and dialogue taken directly from the episodes, it's perfect for kids 

ages 6 to 11 and fans of all ages who love The Powerpuff Girls! (STL329225) (C: 0-1-1) 



SC, 6x9, 80pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC 

 

JUL241980 

DR SEUSS GRINCH TAKES A VACATION HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Kae! Vandorn 

Everyone's favorite holiday grump is back and starring in his very own chapter book graphic novel! 

It's vaca!on !me in Whoville but The Grinch doesn't understand... what is a vaca!on? Determined to 

learn what the Whos seem so excited about, The Grinch decides to give a vaca!on a try! 

Unfortunately the mountains are too snowy, the beach is too sandy and the theme park is too loud... 

vaca!ons just might not be something that Grinches do? Thankfully, his dog Max isn't leTng the 

Grinch give up that quickly! Will there be some fun in the sun for everyone's favorite Grinch or is the 

Whos' favority grumpy neighbor doomed to stay home? (STL329236) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 96pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

JUL241981 

TAXI GHOST GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Sophie Escabasse 

Adèle just wants to spend her winter break at the library, cozied up with her favorite books, and 

completely forgeTng abut her friends who are all traveling to warmer climates. Unfortunately, life 

has other plans... not only does Adèle get her first period... but she learns she comes from a long line 

of mediums! And if seeing ghosts wasn't enough of a surprise, Adèle learns that not only can she 

interact with them, but apparently, they've been using her sister's car to get around the city for 

years! When the ghosts won't leave her alone Adèle starts to get to know about them and their 

problems. Maybe helping them out will be just what she needs for an exci!ng winter break! 

(STL329226) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS 

 

JUL241982 

BARBIE OFFICIAL COLORING BOOK SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Random House 

From the first iconic 1959 Teenage Fashion Barbie to 1990's Totally Hair Barbie to 2000's Modern Girl 

Barbie, there's something for everyone in the Barbie Official Coloring Book. Featuring 75 beau!ful 



retro black-and-white illustra!ons and thick paper perfect for colored pencils and markers, this 

coloring book is a great way for teens and adult Barbie fans to color the world's most famous doll 

through the decades. (STL329219) (C: 0-1-2) 

Coloring Book, SC, 7x8, 80pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

JUL241983 

HOW THE GRINCH STOLE CHRISTMAS OFFICIAL COLORING BOOK SC (C: 

(W/A)  Random House 

Celebrate the holidays with Dr. Seuss! With intricate illustra!ons, playful paPerns, iconic images, and 

quota!ons to color from How the Grinch Stole Christmas!, ar!sts 3 to 103 can color and celebrate 

the holiday season. A perfect giW, especially when paired with the picture book How the Grinch Stole 

Christmas!, it's sure to entertain every Who in Who-ville and beyond. (STL329221) (C: 0-1-2) 

Coloring Book, SC, 7x8, 80pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

JUL241984 

OFFICIAL WEDNESDAY COOKBOOK HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Marianne Mancusi, JarreP Melendez 

Re-create macabre meals from Nevermore Academy in the comfort of your own oh-so-normal 

kitchen with 60 recipes inspired by the hit series Wednesday. These sixty remarkable recipes from 

our illustrious and historic community offer something for everyone, whether you crave meat like a 

werewolf or grapple with special culinary requirements (like an allergy to food with any color in it). 

Vegetarian and pescatarian offerings abound, as well as subs!tutes for dishes that use gluten, dairy, 

or ritualis!c murder—with torturously tasty photographs for all the recipes. This tome also shares 

expert !ps on how to entertain Nevermore Academy-style, so you can throw your own Rave'N Ball, 

Freaksgiving Feast, or Secret Society Social. Join us at the Nevermore Academy table and prepare to 

eat like an Outcast! (STL329242) (C: 0-1-1) 

Cookbook, HC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $32.00 

 

RANDOM HOUSE/DISNEY 

 

JUL241985 

DISNEY NEVER GIRLS GN VOL 03 MAGIC IN MIST (C: 1-1-0) 

(W)  Random House (A)  Disney Storybook Ar!sts 

The Never Girls and the fairies of Never Land return in this hardcover graphic novel adventure, 

perfect for fans of the bestselling chapter book series! Kate, Mia, Lainey, and Gabby are back—along 

with Tinker Bell and their fairy friends from Pixie Hollow—for more magical adventures together. 

With familiar characters and full-color comic panels, this hardcover graphic novel is sure to delight 



readers ages 6 to 9 and Never Girls fans of all ages. (STL329244) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

HC, 6x9, 72pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241986 

DISNEY PIXAR INSIDE OUT 2 GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Random House 

This paperback full-color graphic novel retells the exci!ng animated films Disney/Pixar Inside Out and 

Disney Pixar Inside Out 2! Disney and Pixar's Inside Out and Inside Out 2 takes us side the mind of 

young Riley, who is definitely feeling all kinds of emo!ons! Children ages 6 to 9 will love this 

paperback graphic novel that retells the animated films. It's two books in one! (STL329238) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 96pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

REBELLION / 2000AD 

 

JUL241987 

2000 AD PROG PACK (SEPTEMBER 2024 SHIPPING) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) John Wagner & Various (A) Colin MacNeil & Various (CA) Cliff Robinson, Mark Harrison 

Incredible SF ac!on from the Eisner-nominated UK anthology! Everything wraps up in Progs 2398-

2399 as Judge Dredd (John Wagner & Colin MacNeil), Silver (Mike Carroll & Joe Currie), Herne & 

Shuck (David BarneP & Lee Milmore) and Rogue Trooper (Geoffrey D. Wessel & Paul Marshall) all 

come to their explosive conclusions. Then Prog 2400 is an unmissable bumper crossover spectacular 

as the Norts from the Rogue Trooper universe wage war on the 2000 AD mul!verse and only Dredd, 

Rogue, Bad Company, Jaegir, The V.C.s and a few others can lead the resistance in 'Nordland Rising'! 

Includes stories by Ken Niemand, John McCrea, Peter Milligan, Ian Edginton, Nick Percival, Dan 

AbneP, Gordon Rennie, Simon Coleby, Nick Dyer and Cam Smith. Prog 2401 is a jumping-on issue 

with the start of new series: Rogue Trooper returns in "When a G.I. Dies" by Garth Ennis & Patrick 

Goddard; there's a cult conspiracy in turn of the century New York in "Nightmare New York" by Kek-

W, John Burns & David Roach; Judge Dredd apprehends  a wanted criminal in "Silence" by Rob 

Williams, Arthur WyaP & Jake Lynch; and Cyd is back on her travels in "The Out" Book 4 by Dan 

AbneP & Mark Harrison. (STL328907) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Pack, 144pgs, FC SRP: $25.99 

 

JUL241988 

BATTLE ACTION #2 (OF 10) (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Garth Ennis, Brian K. Vaughan (A) Keith Burns, Chris Burnham (CA) Keith Burns 



Garth Ennis and Keith Burns' final Johnny Red story con!nues, as Johnny reunites with the pilot who 

got him kicked out of the RAF at the very beginning of his avia!on career. Now a high-ranking officer, 

he requests Johnny's help on a dangerous mission, and failure will irrevocably determine the war's 

outcome, and foreshadow how wars are fought throughout the 20th century. This issue also features 

John Wagner and Dan Cornwell returning for another adventure featuring the crew of the HMS 

Nightshade, as Nightshade must protect a convoy from overwhelming Axis forces, but at what cost to 

themselves? (STL328908) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Germany. 

32pgs, FC (2 of 10) SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL241989 

JUDGE DREDD MEGAZINE #472 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ian Edington & Various (A) Kevin West & Various (CA) Andy Clarke 

More ac!on and adventure in the future-shocked world of Judge Dredd! The lawman has a hos!le ET 

to take down in "Hive" by Ian Edginton & Kevin West; Armitage: "Bullets for an Old Man" by Liam 

Johnson & Warren Pleece and Harrower Squad: "Urban Rota!on" by David Baillie & Steve Yeowell 

both reach their explosive finales, as does Dreadnoughts: "Nothing to Fear" by Mike Carroll & John 

Higgins; and there's a complete Tale From the Black Museum. Plus interviews, features and much 

more! (STL328909) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, 128pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

JUL241990 

MONSTER FUN #23 - SEPTEMBER 2024 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Alec Worley & Various (A) BreP Parson & Various (CA) Max Baxter 

If you're full of the end of summer blues, we have the perfect an!tdote for you! The September issue 

of Monster Fun is jam-packed with beastly belly laughs and out of this world ac!on! Gums, Kid Kong, 

Sally Astro, Captain Zom, Sir Render, Witch Vs Warlock and Martha's Monster Make-Up, return to 

turn your frowns upside down! The Hire A Horror crew clock in for another Fright ShiW. And finally, 

we have the thrilling conclusion to Rex Power! It's Korey and Rex versus Zardax, and the stakes 

couldn't be any higher! (STL328911) (C: 0-1-2) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $6.50 

 

JUL241991 

SMASH THE BROXTETH DEVIL TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Paul Grist (A) Tom Foster & Various (CA) Andy Clarke 

The Evil Within! In Victorian London, when Janus Stark traps a demon in a stone idol he creates a 

prize too alluring for criminal masterminds to resist. Enter the King of Crooks—The Spider—who 



tasks his infamous Crime Syndicate with stealing the statuePe. Thus begins a six decade-spanning 

adventure featuring a host of Bri!sh comics' finest heroes as The Steel Claw, Jane Bond, Robot Archie 

and Adam Eterno—with a liPle help from Maxwell Towers' rogue AI—team up to ensure The Spider 

never lays his hands on the idol. (STL328938) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL241992 

THE SARGE HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Gerry Finley-Day, Garth Ennis (A) Mike Western, P. J. Holden (CA) Mike Western 

Some men are born leaders! Italy, 1943. Bri!sh sergeant Jim Masters and his sec!on face brutal 

opposi!on from the German army. At the same !me, Masters must mo!vate his men and ensure 

that each individual soldier is prepared for the increasing threat from the enemy, a difficult task as 

the sec!on now has many inexperienced soldiers in its ranks. From marauding Tiger tanks to 

suspicious American paratroopers, this volume includes the final work on the strip by co-creators 

Gerry-Finley Day and Mike Western. (STL328945) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 128pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL241993 

O/A THE SARGE HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Gerry Finley-Day (A/CA) Mike Western 

A hardback collec!on of a beloved WWII strip from the legendary BaPle comic, with an introduc!on 

by Garth Ennis (Preacher, The Boys). Bri!sh Sergeant Jim Masters, a veteran of the Great War, has to 

protect and lead his inexperienced platoon during the Second World War. From Dunkirk to North 

Africa, the might of the German Army face the ul!mate adversaries when Masters and his boys 

spring into ac!on. Nothing can subs!tute for experience! (STL222453) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $25.00 

 

JUL241994 

O/A JERRY SIEGEL SYNDICATE OF CRIME VS CROOK FROM SPACE TP (C: 0 

(W) Jerry Siegel (A/CA) Reg Bunn 

He's the undisputed king of crime! The Spider is an amazing mastermind with a stunning array of 

weaponry and a vast network of villainous henchmen! Now the underworld is figh!ng back and have 

sent a strange assassin known as The Exterminator to lure the spider into a trap! But one baPle isn't 

enough for this arachnid adventurer—when a shape shiWing crook from another planet arrives on 

Earth, the Spider must stop the alien from plundering the planet and toppling him from power! 

(STL273245) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8x11, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $24.00 



 

RED 5 COMICS 

 

JUL241995 

LAST HARLEMITE #2 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Jeff Carroll (A/CA) Rus!co P Limosinero 

In the midst of their post-apocalyp!c existence, Mansa recounts the heroic tales of his father and the 

Harlem Survivors, who thrived amid chaos. Intrigued, Miguel and Tommy join Mansa in visi!ng his 

father's legendary bunker, a symbol of resilience. As they traverse the desolate landscape, memories 

of the past mingle with hopes for the future. (STL328027) (C: 0-0-1) 

8x11, 32pgs, B&W SRP: $4.95 

 

RENEGADE ARTS ENTERTAINMENT 

 

JUL241996 

SHAME GN VOL 06 (OF 9) CRADLES END (MR) 

(W) Lovern Kindzierski (A/CA) John Bolton 

Book 6 in the Eisner-nominated fantasy series. Hope and MerriP fight their way deeper into Cradle to 

heal the wound that could allow demons of hell to spew their terror into the world. Shame, trapped 

and broken into pieces, puts her plans to recover her powers and free herself and her sorcerous 

allies, into ac!on. Will Hope and MerriP stop Shame in !me or will the queen of the darkest powers 

vanquish them all? (STL328467) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x11, 64pgs, FC (6 of 9) SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL241997 

O/A SHAME GN VOL 01 (OF 9) CONCEPTION (MR) 

(W) Lovern Kindzierski (A/CA) John Bolton 

Have you ever wondered what the cost of a selfish wish might be? A good woman, Virtue, is faced 

with that dilemma when she finds that her child-to-be is the spawn of the demon, Slur, a demon who 

has heard her wish for a daughter and magicks a quickening of her womb. Virtue gives birth to 

Shame and imprisons her in a magickal enclosure to protect her from her father — and the world 

from Shame. But Shame will go to any length to escape the prison into which she was born and bring 

her will into the world. (STK442968) 

MATURE THEMES 



SC, 7x10, 56pgs, FC (1 of 9) SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241998 

O/A SHAME GN VOL 02 (OF 9) PURSUIT (MR) 

(W) Lovern Kindzierski (A/CA) John Bolton 

John Bolton con!nues to create the best art of his career in book two of the Shame trilogy. The story 

picks up with Shame's evil ruling the world, with her daughter/mother, now a young woman trying to 

escape her enchanted prison. (STK526751) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC (2 of 9) SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL241999 

O/A SHAME GN VOL 03 (OF 9) REDEMPTION (MR) 

(W) Lovern Kindzierski (A/CA) John Bolton 

In the final book of the Shame trilogy, Virtue is once more a prisoner of her daughter. Her only ally, 

MerriP, is firmly under Shame's enchantment, and Slur's plan to unleash his demon hordes seems 

certain to be put into ac!on. Can Virtue outwit Shame and save the world from becoming Hell's 

plaything? (STK664983) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC (3 of 9) SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL242000 

O/A SHAME GN VOL 04 (OF 9) HOPE (MR) 

(W) Lovern Kindzierski (A/CA) John Bolton 

Shame is dead, her demon father blasted back to hell. Hope, newly born into the body of a young 

woman, stumbles from the baPle scarred castle s!ll filled with Shame's malevolent servants. The evil 

queen may have been defeated, but her dark forces are determined to stamp out Hope's return to 

the world. Book 4 con!nues the acclaimed Shame series, following the ul!mate story of mother-

daughter conflict. (STL073621) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC (4 of 9) SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242001 

O/A SHAME GN VOL 05 (OF 9) HELLS FLAW (MR) 



(W) Lovern Kindzierski (A/CA) John Bolton 

Hope has to deal with the corrup!on of a trusted friend and ally, whilst also figh!ng her way through 

the horrific monsters that bar her way back to Cradle. Her innocence and resolve is put to the test as 

she faces the fury of Shame's evil acolytes. (STL183552) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC (5 of 9) SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242002 

O/A SHAME TRILOGY COLLECTED HC (MR) 

(W) Lovern Kindzierski (A/CA) John Bolton 

When the purest woman on Earth allows herself one selfish wish, it is enough to conceive the most 

evil woman the world has ever known. Collec!ng the first three volumes of Lovern Kindzierski and 

John Bolton's acclaimed fantasy series in a hardcover collector's edi!on featuring pencil sketches, 

interviews and the first part of book 4, Hope. (STL015568) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 224pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

ROARING BROOK PRESS 

 

JUL242005 

UPROOTED GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Ruth Chan 

Ruth Chan loves her hometown in Toronto, hanging out with her best friends for life, and snacking on 

ketchup flavored potato chips, which are the best. What Ruth doesn't love is having to move to Hong 

Kong aWer her dad gets a new job there. Her mom is excited to reunite with her family, but it's not 

the same for Ruth. In Hong Kong, her classes are harder, her Cantonese isn't good enough, and her 

parents are never around. Ruth feels lonely and completely uprooted. But as Ruth's dad tells stories 

about her family, about how they relied on their strength, courage, and each other to survive the 

most difficult !mes, Ruth realizes that she too can be strong. Gradually, she puts down roots, 

knowing that home will always be where her heart is. (STL328574) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242006 

UPROOTED HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Ruth Chan 



Ruth Chan loves her hometown in Toronto, hanging out with her best friends for life, and snacking on 

ketchup flavored potato chips, which are the best. What Ruth doesn't love is having to move to Hong 

Kong aWer her dad gets a new job there. Her mom is excited to reunite with her family, but it's not 

the same for Ruth. In Hong Kong, her classes are harder, her Cantonese isn't good enough, and her 

parents are never around. Ruth feels lonely and completely uprooted. But as Ruth's dad tells stories 

about her family, about how they relied on their strength, courage, and each other to survive the 

most difficult !mes, Ruth realizes that she too can be strong. Gradually, she puts down roots, 

knowing that home will always be where her heart is. (STL328576) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

ROCKETSHIP ENTERTAINMENT 

 

JUL242007 

ACTION PHILOSOPHERS GN OMNIPOTENCE FOR DUMMIES (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Ryan Dunlavey 

Study the tenets of Plato, the wrestling superstar from ancient Greece, learn the lessons of 

Nietzsche, the original übermensch, and meditate on the messages of Bodhidharma, a kung fu 

master. Laugh, learn, laugh some more, and ponder the messages of history's great thinkers as Van 

Lente and Dunlavey deliver this comprehensive cartoon history from the pre-Socra!cs to Jacques 

Derrida! (STL329029) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 130pgs, PC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL242008 

ACTION PHILOSOPHERS HC OMNIPOTENCE FOR DUMMIES (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Ryan Dunlavey 

Study the tenets of Plato, the wrestling superstar from ancient Greece, learn the lessons of 

Nietzsche, the original übermensch, and meditate on the messages of Bodhidharma, a kung fu 

master. Laugh, learn, laugh some more, and ponder the messages of history's great thinkers as Van 

Lente and Dunlavey deliver this comprehensive cartoon history from the pre-Socra!cs to Jacques 

Derrida! (STL329030) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 130pgs, PC SRP: $21.99 

 

JUL242009 

CUPIDS ARROWS GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Thom Zahler 

When Rick and Lora say they've been colleagues for a long !me, they mean it. For over 200 years, 

these partners have roamed the mortal world as real-life cupids—magic-wielding foot soldiers on the 



baPlefront of love. Now it's the 21st century, and Rick and Lora are facing their most challenging case 

ever: bringing together a Type-A, career-driven woman and a former football player-cum-barista who 

couldn't be more different. The pair is perfect for each other (even if they don't know it yet) so the 

cupids will have to make sure their love arrows land, and do it all while they face their own 

unrequited feelings for one another. Will love win the day? (STL329031) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242010 

STAY HYDRATED SUCCULENTS COMICS COLLECTION (C: 0-1-0) 

(W)  Kotopopi (A)  Kotopopi, moco Pink 

Beverly doesn't have a green thumb but she loves plants. So here comes Eric, a Polaskia chichipe, her 

first succulent friend. Immediately followed by Sally the Echeveria and Dickens the Lady Finger 

cactus. As more and more colorful companions join the adventure, we will enter the rich and 

adventurous lives of our homes’ secret roommates. (STL329032) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x8, 100pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242011 

TANGA VS THE KAIJU OF CAMMERA GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Kevin Maguire 

Wandering space goddess Tanga receives a warm welcome on a planet with a big problem. Will she 

help or somehow make maPers worse? Superstar writer/ar!st Kevin Maguire takes you to the 

farthest (and craziest) reaches of out outer space with the adventures of Tanga, his creator-owned 

hero! (STL329033) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 140pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242012 

TANGA VS THE KAIJU OF CAMMERA HC GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Kevin Maguire 

Wandering space goddess Tanga receives a warm welcome on a planet with a big problem. Will she 

help or somehow make maPers worse? Superstar writer/ar!st Kevin Maguire takes you to the 

farthest (and craziest) reaches of out outer space with the adventures of Tanga, his creator-owned 

hero! (STL329034) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 7x10, 140pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

RUNNING PRESS 

 



JUL242013 

COCKTAILS AND CONSOLES: 75 VIDEO GAME-INSPIRED DRINKS (C: 0- 

(W) Elias Eells (A) Solji Lee 

Press start and get ready to craW delicious cocktails. Cocktails and Consoles is the ul!mate gamer 

cocktail book for gamers of all skills—whether they are level 1 or a boss-level mixologist. Created 

especially for video game fans, this cocktail book features controller-friendly recipes that all offer 

playful homage to favorite games and characters including The Oregon Trail Buck (The Oregon Trail), 

Pom of Power (Hades), The Miles Edgeworth MarTeani (Ace APorney), The Cake Is a Lie (Portal), 

Stardrop Swizzle (Stardew Valley), Miriel, Pastor of Vows (Elden Ring), Ether (Final Fantasy XIV), 

Liquid Snake (Metal Gear Solid). Lady Dimitrescu Fizz (Resident Evil Village), Sardegna Simulator 

Spritz (Gran Turismo), Falcon Punch (Super Smash Bros.), and more. With vibrant illustra!ons, a 

tutorial sec!on with informa!on on equipment, your components (spirits), and addi!onal buffs 

(syrups and cordials) plus Bar Byte !ps to help you get started on your adventure, this book is the 

perfect 1up to your mixology rou!ne. (STL328871) (C: 0-1-0) 

Cookbook, HC, 7x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $26.00 

 

JUL242014 

DE PALMA DECADE HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Laurent Bouzereau 

Among a crop of fresh filmmakers revolu!onizing Hollywood in the '70s, Brian De Palma charted a 

cinema!c path unlike any of his peers. At !mes he was unfairly dismissed as a Hitchcock copycat; 

other !mes he was misunderstood for his peculiar mix of sexuality, humor, music, and violence. But, 

over the course of ten years, he created a new cinema!c language. Acclaimed filmmaker Laurent 

Bouzereau explores the seven films that came to define the De Palma decade—Sisters, Phantom of 

the Paradise, Obsession, Carrie, The Fury, Dressed to Kill, and Blow Out. Combining film analysis, 

detailed produc!on histories, and new interviews with De Palma himself, his casts, and collaborators, 

Bouzereau presents the defini!ve record on this unrivaled period of cinema!c crea!vity and the 

emergence of an auteur who would con!nue to influence filmmaking in the decades that followed. 

(STL328854) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference Book, HC, 6x9, 320pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 

 

JUL242015 

DEADPOOL TALKING BUST & ILLUS BOOK CHIMICHANGA (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Robert K Elder 

Chimichanga! It's !me to party with this one-of-a-kind, officially licensed, talking collec!ble of 

Marvel's Merc with a Mouth! This 3-inch bust of Deadpool says, "It's DEADPOOL!" and eight other 

iconic phrases at the touch of a buPon and includes a 48-page mini book "wriPen" by Deadpool 

about his origin, best buds, and bad guys he has taken on, complemented by full color, classic comic 

book art. (STL328853) (C: 0-1-0) 



Kit, 4x5, 48pgs, FC SRP: $14.95 

 

JUL242016 

GHOSTBUSTERS LIGHT UP SLIMER MOTION ACTIVATED SOUND (C: 0-1- 

(W) Van Sias 

Welcome to "slime !me" with this officially licensed Slimer collec!ble featuring light and sound 

effects! This 5 inch authen!c replica of the beloved, gluPonous, green ghoul—Slimer—is equipped 

with mul!ple LED lights and a mo!on sensor that ac!vates terrifying growling sounds when 

approached. Slimer comes on a 6 1/2 x 8 inch frame that can be hung or displayed standing and a 

removable die-cast metal base featuring the Ghostbusters logo. Includes a full-color, 48-page book 

explores popular haunts throughout New York City from the first two Ghostbusters films. 

(STL328856) (C: 0-1-0) 

Kit, 5x7, 48pgs, FC SRP: $42.00 

 

JUL242017 

HOUSE OF THE DRAGON BALERION LIGHT-UP DRAGON SKULL KIT (C: 0 

(W) Jim McDermoP 

Pay tribute to the legendary dragon key to the reign of House Targaryen with this official collec!ble 

set! This is a finely detailed, 3-inch replica of the skull of Balerion the Black Dread, the dragon ridden 

by Aegon the Conqueror during the War of Conquest and later ridden by King Viserys. The candle-

altar above which the skull hangs is recreated with a flickering, glowing base. The kit also includes a 

32-page book featuring full-color photos that highlights the Targaryen dynasty and its rela!onship 

with dragons. (STL328852) (C: 0-1-0) 

Kit, SC, 2z3, 32pgs, FC SRP: $15.95 

 

JUL242018 

ROCKY HORROR COOKBOOK HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Kim Laidlaw, Richard O'Brien 

From the depths of Dr. Frank-N-Furter's laboratory comes 50 culinary concoc!ons to !!llate the taste 

buds of Rocky Horror fans, in this lip-smacking officially licensed cookbook based on the cult classic 

stage musical. Never worry about the likes of Brad and Janet crashing your party; there will be plenty 

of food for everyone with this delighcul and delectable cookbook beamed directly from the galaxy 

Transylvania to your kitchen. Give your guests a liPle tease with appe!zers like Magenta Mash(ed) 

Potato Cakes and Thrill Me Chill Me Spicy Gazpacho. The main courses—which can be served in 

either the dining room or bedroom—offer scin!lla!ng op!ons like Rocky's Mussels, Riff Raff Ramen, 

and Slow-Cooked Thigh Ragu that will have you shivering in an!cipa!on. With a foreword by Rocky 

Horror creator Richard O'Brien, The Rocky Horror Cookbook will have long-!me fans and newly 

discovered creatures of the night singing in unison, "Don't dream it. Eat it." (STL328855) (C: 0-1-0) 



Cookbook, HC, 7x9, 136pgs, FC SRP: $27.00 

 

SCHOLASTIC INC. 

 

JUL242019 

SPY NINJAS GN VOL 03 NEW RECRUITS (C: 0-1-0) 

(W)  Vannotes (A) Mike Anderson 

Another day, another threat looming from Project Zorgo! This !me, these determined hackers kidnap 

tech genius Joseph Banks to steal ideas to finally defeat the Spy Ninjas. Hold on just a minute! Chad 

and Vy rescue Banks with the help of their Spy Ninjas recruits, but it looks like it was a liPle too late. 

Project Zorgo created a 3D printer that allows them to send video game bosses to the real world! 

This can't be good. Soon the Spy Ninjas are on the case baPling, craWing, and smashing their way 

through the Project Zorgo plan. Will their expert moves be enough to stop this video game takeover 

or will Project Zorgo get the upper hand? (STL328557) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

SCOUT COMICS 

 

JUL242020 

AMERICAN CHOP SUEY GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Ed Bickford, Aaron Walther 

Having mastered the art of Origami, Tofu the Rabbit goes on a quest to learn the secrets of perfect 

scrapbooking from Princess Snowpea. Along the way, he baPles a troupe of Ninja Scouts in training, 

mentors a wrestling bear, and tries to avoid the Evil Ferret, but when Tofu's rival, Dark Miso, kidnaps 

Princess Snowpea for his own nefarious purposes, Tofu and his new friends must band together to 

pull off a daring and comedic rescue. This is a silly and charming comedy about facing new challenges 

with a smile on your face and not geTng discouraged when the odds are against you. (STL290800) 

(C: 0-1-0) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #10 (OCT231958) 

SC, 5x7, 152pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242021 

CHARM CITY #3 (OF 5) 

(W) Josh Eiserike (A/CA) ScoP Van Domelen 

S!ll grieving the shocking murder of her brother, excommunicated witch Alyssia Singer comes face-

to-face with the Carver, the serial killer stalking Bal!more's underground witching community. And 



just when it looks like she'll be his next vic!m, help comes from an unexpected ally: Alyssia's 

estranged sister, Joelle. But is Joelle friend… or foe? Either way, Alyssia's going to have to face some 

shocking secrets as the Carver sharpens his knife to kill again! (STL289455) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #9 (SEP231950) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242022 

CISSY #2 2ND PTG 

(W) Charles Chester (A) Alonso Hernán Molina Gonzales (CA) Hugo Petrus 

New prin!ng! Fans of The Chnronicles of Narnia and Stuff of Legend will love this new series! Gabriel 

and Cissy are in the Dark Lands—a once beau!ful place that has now been reduced to a hellscape 

ravaged by a disease called The Lament. While Cissy starts to teach Gabriel how to navigate the 

horrors of the Dark Lands, he realizes the key to their success in finding Maddy will be to reassemble 

his old military unit. First up is Brambles who was leW sta!oned in the Forest From The Trees. 

(STL328704) 

36pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL242023 

COMMERCIAL SPACE ONESHOT CVR A SIMONCINI 

(W) Lesa Miller, Trent Miller (A) Michela Cacciatore (CA) Emanuele Simoncini 

Oversized one shot at a discounted price! Welcome to the Sun N Fun office park! The somewhat 

true* story of Blake and Ka!e, a thirty-something couple who inherit a rundown office park in rural 

Florida. Stuck with a gaggle of wacky tenants—and a marginally sane handyman—they must find a 

way to turn things around fast. The rent is due and the clock is !cking. Can they turn a profit and 

avoid foreclosure before the inmates take over the asylum?! (STL304826) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #1 (JAN241933) 

60pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL242024 

COMMERCIAL SPACE ONESHOT CVR B CACCIATORE 

(W) Lesa Miller, Trent Miller (A/CA) Michela Cacciatore 

Oversized one shot at a discounted price! Welcome to the Sun N Fun office park! The somewhat 

true* story of Blake and Ka!e, a thirty-something couple who inherit a rundown office park in rural 

Florida. Stuck with a gaggle of wacky tenants-and a marginally sane handyman-they must find a way 

to turn things around fast. The rent is due and the clock is !cking. Can they turn a profit and avoid 

foreclosure before the inmates take over the asylum?! (STL304827) 



RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #1 (JAN241934) 

60pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL242025 

DIVINE POWER MADE ME #3 

(W) Tom Drogalis (A/CA) Federico Guillen 

Virgil finds himself standing in awe before a mysterious three-faced being, the creature who rescued 

him from the maw of a translucent monster. Who is this mysterious creature, and what is its purpose 

in crossing paths with Virgil? Unravel the cap!va!ng tale straight from the sacred pages of Virgil's 

religious text, "Divine Power Made Me." (STL328706) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242026 

GREYLOCK #3 CVR A ATAGUN ILHAN 

(W) Eli Shockey (A/CA) Atagun Ilhan 

The Greylock has captured his quarry, but was it too easy? The Mindwitch pleads her case, but with 

her telepathy can she be trusted? With a king's ransom on the line Greylock has put a target on his 

back by capturing the Mindwitch. Just how far will these hunters and mercenaries go for a payday? 

(STL304811) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #1 (JAN241939) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242027 

KERPOW #1 CVR A TOM FYANS 

(W) Tom Fyans (A/CA) Julio Brilha 

Brand new series for fans of Wanted & Kick-Ass! AWer witnessing his father, a low-level henchman, 

accidentally kill the world's greatest hero and sidekick duo, young Jacob grows up trauma!zed and 

scarred. Years later, following a failed assassina!on aPempt on his father, Jacob is almost killed. 

Waking up in hospital, Jacob finds he is now haunted by an impossible appari!onv sidekick. Together 

they will aPempt to bring down his father's criminal empire. (STL328713) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242028 

KERPOW #1 CVR B CARLOS NIETO 



(W) Tom Fyans (A) Julio Brilha (CA) Carlos Nieto 

Brand new series for fans of Wanted & Kick-Ass! AWer witnessing his father, a low-level henchman, 

accidentally kill the world's greatest hero and sidekick duo, young Jacob grows up trauma!zed and 

scarred. Years later, following a failed assassina!on aPempt on his father, Jacob is almost killed. 

Waking up in hospital, Jacob finds he is now haunted by an impossible appari!onv sidekick. Together 

they will aPempt to bring down his father's criminal empire. (STL328714) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242029 

MISSION APPLESEED #2 

(W) Lesa Miller, Trent Miller (A) David Anton Gomis Puste (CA) Joe Bocardo 

If you like Star Trek and enjoyed Apple TV's Silo, then you will love Mission Appleseed. The 

intergalac!c Mission Appleseed to perpetuate humankind by seeding the stars con!nues, leaping 

ahead twenty two years. Children no more, Alex, Gem and Goldie prepare to embark on the 

colonizing quest for which they've prepared their en!re lives. With Raj complicit, Gem's dark secret is 

revealed and the idyllic repe!!on of the next phase of the Mission is shaPered by sabotage, 

implica!ng the sinister embedded terrorist group known only as Awake. Treachery forever alters the 

latest itera!on of the Mission, tearing lifelong lovers apart and plunging their Mission into 

uncertainty. (STL328708) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242030 

MITCH #1 NONSTOP ED 

(W/A/CA) Maxim Simic 

Fans of Hellboy and Howard the Duck will love this amazing comic series! Mitch mixes comedy, 

science fic!on and urban fantasy, with character Mitch as the anthropomorphic lead, juxtaposed to 

the seemingly realis!c world of the late 90s. It's chunky Roger Rabbit with a bad temper meets 

Indiana Jones, set in a Sam Raimi-esque cityscape. It's a story about one furry guy on a quest to find 

his true origins, uninten!onally stumbling into adventure, mystery, and a secret ongoing 

extraterrestrial conflict over Earth and its unsuspec!ng occupants. Enjoy this world premiere first 

issue of this NON-STOP! series followed by the en!re story collected soon aWer in one volume! 

(STL328712) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242031 

MOM BREAKS THE INTERNET #1 NONSTOP ED 

(W) Jay Sandlin (A/CA) Patrick Mulholland 



Fans of Hackers & Swordfish will love this series! Barbie Reed gets laid off from her computer 

programming job the same day her fiWeen-year-old daughter Penny is arrested at a peaceful protest. 

When Barbie picks her up from jail, she has no idea what happened to Penny at the demonstra!on. 

Fed up with playing by the rules, Barbie rallies tech-savvy moms with a radical plan to force the world 

to change. Enjoy this world premiere first issue of this NON-STOP! series followed by the en!re story 

collected soon aWer in one volume! (STL328711) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242032 

MULLET COP #1 SCOUT LEGACY ED 

(W/A/CA) Tom Lintern 

Scout Legacy edi!ons bring back some of our most prolific issue number ones back in print! AWer a 

near-death experience, a mall cop goes undercover as a manager at an all-you-can-eat buffet. With 

the help of his coworkers and a supercomputer/microwave called M.I.T.T. (Mall Industries Two 

Thousand), he takes on crime boss Robogrannie and her gang of thugs! (STL297239) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #11 (NOV231689) 

7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL242033 

PULP BYTES NONSTOP COLL PACK (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Pat Higgins 

A NONSTOP collector's pack! This beau!fully designed hangable package (measures 8 1/2" x 12 3/4") 

includes a collec!ble first issue (bagged and boarded) and the complete trade paperback! Pulp Bytes 

Volume One contains nine twisted tales of technological terror. Among the stories in the horror/sci-fi 

anthology are: "Easy RIDR," a rough ride revealing the poten!al picalls of not paying aPen!on while 

using a ride-share app; "Training Day," an adventure in apathy, empathy, and a police officer that 

murders an unarmed man; and "Terms and Condi!ons," a story of a couple whose nightmares come 

true when they ignore the fine print. This collec!on of short stories is full of twists, turns, and 

creepiness. (STL316197) (C: 0-1-0) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #4 (APR241793) 

SC, 7x10, 168pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242034 

O/A REST IN PEACE YULE GHOUL ONESHOT 

(W) Tyler Ham (A/CA) Firulas Ilustra 

What would you do if your favorite holiday was supposed to be Halloween… but it was really 

Christmas? That ques!on has been on Ghoul's mind! In the follow up to Rest In Peace the Ghoul, 



unable to keep his Christmas spirit to himself, decides to throw his first ever haunted holiday party - 

all monsters invited. He dresses his tomb in the finest of décor, from Santa hats on the skulls, to 

hanging bats on the tree. There may even be some mistletoe! But will his monster pals show up? It's 

candy canes and candy brains for the ghoul and his friends this holiday season. (STL247264) 

Picture book, 8x8, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL242035 

ROGUES #4 CVR A STEFANO MARTINO 

(W) El Torres (A) Pablo Moreno Collar (CA) Stefano Mar!no 

Bram and Weasel plunge into the forsaken Crypt of the Gods in search of a library (also forsaken) 

concealing the dreaded Necronomicon. As LovecraWian horrors spill into Gerada and beyond, the 

duo embarks on a wild and whimsical romp. Get ready for a thrilling escapade, where swordplay 

meets cosmic chaos in a city besieged by the unspeakable! (STL316171) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #4 (APR241801) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242036 

SAM & HIS TALKING GUN SCOUT LEGACY COLL PACK 

(W) Drew Ferguson (A) Lee Ferguson 

A Scout Legacy collector's pack! This beau!fully designed hangable package (measures 8 1/2" x 12 

3/4") includes a collec!ble first issue (bagged and boarded) and the complete trade paperback! Sam 

stands in a room full of bodies, blood, and broken things. There is only one thing on his mind, there is 

only one thing that maPers—Colt. His brother, by choice, not blood. Colt, the one who put a bullet 

through the only other person Sam cared about. The one who broke Sam's mind... and leW the 

shaPered pieces in a locked room. But now, Sam is back. He has his talking Gun. And no maPer the 

cost, no maPer the consequence—Colt has to pay. (STL316204) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #4 (APR241794) 

9x13, 168pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242037 

SIDNEY HAMMER #1 CVR A MASSACRE 

(W/A/CA)  Massacre 

She's not your average journalist. She's got a magic hammer, and she knows how to use it! Join 

Sidney as she baPles gruesome ratzis and uncovers dark secrets involving bionic monkeys in this 

pulse-pounding, ac!on-packed comic series. Designed for fans of trashy movies, this is your !cket to 

over-the-top, monster-smashing mayhem. Hold on !ght—it's Hammer !me! (STL304845) 



RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #1 (JAN241954) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242038 

SIDNEY HAMMER #1 CVR B PABLO M COLLAR 

(W/A)  Massacre (CA) Pablo Moreno Collar 

She's not your average journalist. She's got a magic hammer, and she knows how to use it! Join 

Sidney as she baPles gruesome ratzis and uncovers dark secrets involving bionic monkeys in this 

pulse-pounding, ac!on-packed comic series. Designed for fans of trashy movies, this is your !cket to 

over-the-top, monster-smashing mayhem. Hold on !ght—it's Hammer !me! (STL304846) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #1 (JAN241955) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

SCOUT COMICS- CHISPA 

 

JUL242039 

BLACK DEMON TALES DESCENT #2 

(W) Hector Rodriguez Iii (A) Vincenzo Sansone (CA) Hugo Petrus 

When the Black Demon aPacks a cruise ship in 2006, Dr. Bella González teams up with the 

corpora!on Nixon-Ivo to take out the massive megalodon once and for all. To do so, she has to pilot a 

thirty-foot tall mecha in an unprecedented offensive move. But when the divine avenger causes her 

to hallucinate and lose the baPle, Bella must turn to the mys!c harbinger Mateo and his acolyte Rey 

for a spiritual boost to her technological prowess. Will she prevail against the sen!nel of the seas, or 

will she fail once again? (STL312470) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #3 (MAR241888) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242040 

CATRINAS CARAVAN TP VOL 01 CATHARSIS 

(W)  Various (A)  VARIOUS (CA) Ariel Medel 

Catrina's Caravan is a horror anthology series featuring stories by the best La!nx writers of horror as 

told by Catrina, a suspicious harbinger of darkness on the run from a violent priest. In three 

harrowing tales by La!no authors, we peer into the dark corners of the modern world and witness a 

horrifying, winged retribu!on for those who abuse refugees at the border. CraWed in the tradi!on of 

great horror comics anthologies, this spine-!ngling new series taps into the par!cular darkness of 



La!no cultures, drawing forth a rich fount of horror with textures and nuance that will reward 

readers in the know and make fans of those who don't. (STL328702) 

SC, 80pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242041 

DUSK TP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Alex Segura, Elizabeth LiPle (A/CA) David Hahn 

Blackstone—a city whose history dates back to the earliest days of our na!on. Below its abandoned 

skyscrapers and crumbling colonial architecture, beneath the buzzing lights and ragged billboards, 

the metropolis is propped up by corrup!on and fear. Blackstone public defender Jaime Nuñez—

former baseball hero, now a divorced dad—is always trying to do his best. But the criminal jus!ce 

system is not without limits. When Jaime comes into an unexpected fortune and some surprising, 

super heroic tools, he discovers there might be another, more direct way to do some actual good in 

the world. But can the masked man known only as The Dusk push back against decades of 

entrenched corrup!on without compromising his commitment to social jus!ce? (STL304831) (C: 0-1-

0) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #1 (JAN241937) 

SC, 7x10, 148pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242042 

THIRTEEN ORIGINS BLUE DEER #1 

(W) David Bowles (A/CA) Armando M. Zanker 

CHISPA: The Thirteen Origins is a series of one-shot origin stories for the members of The Thirteen, a 

group of Mexicans and Mexican Americans who discover they are chispas, able to wield impossible 

powers. Óscar Ramírez shares his birthday with his abuelo Ishmael, and on his eighteenth, Óscar 

does a tradi!onal hikuri dance to honor his abuelo and the ancestral connec!ons he has. He's 

shocked when his abuelo takes him aside and tells him he's a chispa, a tausiya, a shaman for the gods 

who can manipulate people's percep!ons of reality and give them visions. At the same !me, oil is 

discovered in a nearby park. The municipality decides to close and sell it to businessmen, leaving the 

en!re community with nowhere to gather. To save his beloved community park from destruc!on, 

Óscar needs to figure out how best to use his unique spark. (STL328709) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242043 

THIRTEEN ORIGINS MOLT #1 

(W) Laura Galan-Wells (A/CA) Wren Rios 



CHISPA: The Thirteen Origins is a series of one-shot origin stories for the members of The Thirteen, a 

group of Mexicans and Mexican Americans who discover they are chispas, able to wield impossible 

powers.Leya Pelayo is someone with a deep connec!on to her home: her parents, now dead, raised 

her in it, and even now as she finishes high school her grandmothers live and work in their home 

with her. They have always rented from an old family friend, but when he passes away, his son 

presents them with an evic!on no!ce right on Leya's eighteenth birthday. Now, Leya must try to save 

the home that she's always lived in by raising the money to buy it and discover if her newfound 

ability to change her appearance and "molt" might help her do just that. (STL328710) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

DARK HARBOR 

 

JUL242044 

BURNING MAID #4 

(W) Roberto X. Molinari, Andrea L. Molinari (A/CA) Luca Panciroli 

Dark Harbor. The endgame is upon us! Jehanne D'Arc is led to the stake while Val and Franco set in 

mo!on a desperate rescue aPempt. Meanwhile, the Shepherd clashes with the Burning Maid, locked 

in a death struggle with Jehanne's immortal soul in the balance. Can Michael the Archangel lead the 

forces of France to the rescue or will history repeat itself in all its horrific brutality? (STL328703) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242045 

CROSS COUNTRY #3 

(W) Ben Peterson (A/CA) John Grosjean 

Dark Harbor. - Billy has been shot! AWer being kidnapped, a young girl named Klara freed him, 

sharing his desire to escape. Now, our heroes find themselves stuck between a gun and an open road 

filled with angry cops. What difficult choices must Chuck Butcher make to save his friends and 

con!nue his trek to Chicago? The cross-country trip con!nues, with Exit Three! (STL328705) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242046 

LOOP #2 

(W) El Torres (A/CA) Ruben Gil 

Dark Harbor. A gripping tale of terror and survival in the aWermath of tragedy. Becky, hiding amidst 

the horror of a school shoo!ng, fights for her life as friends fall around her. Ellie, a survivor haunted 

by relentless visions, sees the dead bodies accumula!ng in the school's dark corridors. In this stark 



and poignant narra!ve, The Loop explores the harrowing impact of violence on the living… and the 

dead. (STL328707) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242047 

ROMAN RITUAL #3 

(W) El Torres (A/CA) Jaime Mar!nez 

Priest John Brennan unravels the gruesome truth behind the Pope's possession. Amid a Va!can in 

turmoil, the crisis escalates and shakes the whole Catholic Church. As Brennan confronts the 

unspeakable horror lurking inside the Church itself, prepare for a harrowing descent into a realm 

where faith meets the darkest abyss. (STL316173) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #4 (APR241803) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242048 

THIS LITTLE PIGGY #2 

(W) Shawn Gabborin (A/CA) Carlos Lopez 

A coming of age Werewolf tale! Smell the air. Filter out the extra scents, the pine, the flowers. Find 

the sweat, the perfume. You got it? Good. The hunt begins. But a father and son realize they don't 

see eye to eye anymore. (STL300599) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #12 (DEC231720) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

SCREAM HORROR MAGAZINE 

 

JUL242049 

SCREAM MAGAZINE #86 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

Blood, guts, gore and more! Scream Magazine covers horror in all forms, whether film, TV, book, 

game or comic. If you're aWer zombies, werewolves, ghosts, ghouls and vampires (the proper kind 

mind you, no sparkly one's here, thank you!), this is the place to find them. Each issue takes a well-

wriPen, informa!ve approach to covering its favorite subject, including insighcul ar!cles, reviews, 

previews, interviews with horror's biggest names and several behind the scenes features and set-

reports alongside plenty of gruesome pics. (STL328904) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, 100pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 



 

SELFMADEHERO 

 

JUL242050 

MADAME CHOI AND THE MONSTERS GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Patrick Spat (A) Sheree Domingo 

The incredible-yet-true story of celebrated South Korean actress Choi Eun-hee, abducted in 1978 by 

North Korean secret agents on the orders of their film-crazed future leader Kim Jong-il. Six months 

later, filmmaker Shin Sang-ok, Choi Eun-hee’s ex-husband, is abducted in turn. Choi and Shin remain 

unaware of each other’s fates un!l they meet again at a dinner hosted by Kim Jong-il in 1983. Kim 

forces Choi and Shin to make films, including the infamous kaiju cult classic Pulgasari (1985), all while 

convincing the world that they serve North Korea willingly. Choi and Shin’s love rekindles slowly in 

this reunited cap!vity. Only at the 1986 Venice Film Fes!val do they escape, fleeing in a daring car 

chase to the American embassy. (STL328884) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL242051 

THEY SHOT THE PIANO PLAYER GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Fernando Trueba, Javier Mariscal (A) Javier Mariscal 

An inves!ga!on and celebra!on of the origins of the world-renowned La!no musical samba-jazz 

movement Bossa Nova, They Shot The Piano Player captures a flee!ng !me burs!ng with crea!ve 

freedom at a turning-point in La!n American history in the ’60s and ’70s, before the con!nent was 

riven by totalitarian regimes. Francisco Tenório Cerqueira Júnior, born in Rio de Janeiro, was one of 

the most recognized musicians of the samba-jazz movement. At 3 a.m. on March 18, 1976, aWer 

giving a concert at the Gran Rex in Buenos Aires, the 34-year-old pianist went out to get some 

cigarePes. He was never seen again. What happened that night? This is the ques!on that moves the 

narrator of this documentary graphic novel to ini!ate an inves!ga!on into the fateful events that led 

to the death of a musician des!ned to change the course of Brazilian music forever. (STL328891) (C: 

0-1-0) 

HC, 8x10, 256pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

SHIFT PRESENTS 

 

JUL242052 

ODD JOHN GN (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Olaf Stapledon, Chris Murray (A/CA) Nel Robinson 



The authorised comic adapta!on of Olaf Stapledon's seminal 1935 science fic!on work, exploring the 

theme of the Übermensch (superman) in the character of John Wainwright, whose supernormal 

human mentality inevitably leads to conflict with normal human society and to the destruc!on of the 

utopian colony founded by John and other superhumans. Masterfully scripted by Chris Murray and 

beau!fully illustrated by Nel Robinson. (STL329042) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 84pgs, FC SRP: $20.99 

 

JUL242053 

SHIFT INTERNATIONAL TP VOL 01 THE SHORTS (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Brian Bolland & Various 

From the first two years of SHIFT—the storming UK anthology—we have collected some of the best 

newly commissioned one offs and short stories. Produced in US comic format, this is a great way to 

see what SHIFT is up to, pushing independent creators out to the wider world. Featuring: "The 

Actress and the Bishop" from Brian Bolland (The Killing Joke, 2000 AD); Killatoa in "The Origin of the 

Species," the psycho!c hunter busts out of the main To The Death series, by Simon Furman and 

Geoff Senior; "The Chronicles of Lib Laroche" from Liam Sharp (Batman, Hulk, Starhenge); "Leave" 

from Michael Powell, David Hitchcock and Lee Milner; "Hungerville" by Warwick Fraser-Coombe; 

"Perfect Shot" from Lyndon Webb (STL269074) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #4 (APR231331) 

SC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242054 

TO THE DEATH REX AND RULE TP (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Simon Furman (A) Geoff Senior & Various (CA) Geoff Senior 

Based ten years aWer the events of Simon Furman and Geoff Senior's (Transformers fan-favorite 

creators) 10 part maxi-series, To The Death, these five chapters were originally presented in the 

SHIFT 2022 Yearbook, seemingly as unconnected one off strips - but are actually part of the same 

shared universe. Presented here as a self-contained book, in sequence and in US format, to match 

the original series, featuring: Another Time and Place with art by Hal Laren; Bring the Rayne, Simon 

Furman and Barry Kitson back together aWer 30+ years; The Key with art by Andrew Sawyers; Secret 

History, with art by Lyndon Webb and Lee Milner; and The End of the Beginning with Geoff Senior, 

Steve White and Richard Starkings, the original Dragon's Claws team! (STL329041) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 



SHP COMICS 

 

JUL242055 

KILLING MACHINE #2 (OF 5) (MR) 

(W) Darin S. Cape (A/CA) Michael For!n 

Embark on an interstellar odyssey where the mys!fying Hand of God ar!fact reveals a celes!al 

passage to a distant galaxy. Leading the charge is Admiral Pellew, steering his crew through the 

treacherous Ganymede Anomaly with eyes set on ini!a!ng contact with an alien civiliza!on. Back on 

the ocean's shadowy floor, a zealous cult lays siege to the submerged research facility, fervently 

worshiping the otherworldly relic as they clash in a fierce baPle. Join a universe brimming with 

intrigue, ambi!on, and the unknown! (STL329318) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242056 

WOODSTAKE #1 (OF 7) (MR) 

(W) Darin S. Cape (A/CA) Felipe Kroll 

Jon Harper is struggling to launch his magazine, Psych & Roll before his father cuts off his financial 

support. Jon, his girlfriend, Nina, and his best friend, Ar!e travel from San Francisco to Woodstock 

while the vampire sePles an old score and learns about the music fes!val. (STL329319) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 7) SRP: $4.99 

 

SILVER SPROCKET 

 

JUL242057 

ABORTION PILL ZINE 

(W/A/CA) Isabella Rotman & Various 

Abor!on is vital healthcare and part of comprehensive sexual health. This zine aims to provide 

readers with accessible informa!on about the pills mifepristone and misoprostol as op!ons to 

manage abor!on. Created by pro-choice community members, it covers the medical abor!on 

process step-by-step, including what to expect, precau!ons, access, and more. Community 

knowledge is power and access to abor!on saves lives! (STL328875) 

5x6.5, 40pgs, FCSRP: $4.99 

 



JUL242058 

WHEN TO PICK A POMEGRANATE GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Yasmeen Abedifard 

In this collec!on of contempla!ve and cathar!c short comics, the pomegranate Anar and the woman 

Guli exist as reflec!ons of each other, repellent to one another and yet inexorably drawn together 

once more. As they evolve through each story, proceeding through the stages of the plant life cycle, 

they take on new roles: muse and ar!st, gardener and seed, lover and fruit. The itera!ons reveal new 

revela!ons, exploring the themes of shame, grief, des!ny, and survival at each turn. Abedifard's 

comic form evokes Persianate storytelling and draws on stylis!c elements found in illuminated 

manuscripts, building an experience as rich and complex as the taste of pomegranate on one's 

tongue. (STL328902) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7.5x8.5, 80pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242059 

O/A CHROMATIC FANTASY GN (MR) 

(W/A)  H A 

A Faus!an bargain kicks off in this gorgeously drawn graphic novel reminiscent of stained glass and 

illuminated manuscripts, telling the story of queer transmasc romance, daring adventure, and 

(literally) figh!ng your demons. Jules is a trans man trapped in his life as a nun. The devil that the 

convent guards against offers him a deal to escape: an illicit tryst and lifelong possession. Jules takes 

the deal, and begins his new life as a criminal who's impervious to harm. He soon meets Casper, 

another trans man and a poe!c thief, and together they steal, lie, and cheat their way through 

bewildering adventures, and develop feelings for each other along the way. But as Jules and Casper's 

rela!onship deepens, so does the devil's jealous grasp… (STL284861) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 312pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242060 

O/A SUGAR AND OTHER STORIES ONESHOT (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Joy San 

An amoral creature ensures a girl's blood sugar stays up. A gory ritual creates a woman's perfect 

smile. An overworked wife is subsumed by violent fantasies. In this collec!on of short horror comics, 

Joy San masterfully explores the ways in which we contort ourselves, balancing the bloody with 

unexpected levity. (STL254750) (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x6, 160pgs, FC SRP: $21.99 



 

SILVERLINE COMICS 

 

JUL242061 

KAYLESS #4 

(W) Brent T Larson (A) Luis Czerniawski (CA) Peter Clinton, Barbara Kaalberg 

ScoP Anders, former astronaut, soldier and CIA agent, who thought he had seen it all, must now face 

his biggest challenge ever—saving 10,000 baseball fans from a group of insane social media 

terrorists. But even more menacing, how does aPemp!ng to save these innocent bystanders from 

becoming collateral damage inadvertently set in mo!on a hos!le invasion force crea!ng a dras!c 

turning point in Earth's des!ny and put into mo!on a plan a hundred years in the making? 

(STL329050) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

SIMON & SCHUSTER BOOKS YOUNG R 

 

JUL242062 

BARB THE LAST BERZERKER SC GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Dan Abdo (A) Jason PaPerson 

Barb is a Berzerker, one of a group of warriors sworn to protect the land of Bailiwick from the 

scourge of monsters that plagues it. But the fearsome crew seem to have met their match in the 

nefarious Witch Head. Using power from his magical sword, he tricked the Zerks and took them 

cap!ve. Only Barb was able to escape — and she took Witch Head's Shadow Blade with her. Now it's 

up to Barb to free her fellow warriors so they can stop Witch Head from taking over Bailiwick. On the 

way, she'll baPle vampire goat fiends, snot goblins, and a giant with serious foot odor issues (but 

don't men!on that to him—he's very sensi!ve about it). Luckily, she's got her best friend, Porkchop 

the ye!, to help her! (STL329025) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

SIMON SPOTLIGHT 

 

JUL242063 

DOG AND PONY SHOW GN WE ARE UP A TREE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Jeff Mack 

Dog and Pony get stuck in a tree in the funny second book in a Level 1 Ready-to-Read Graphics series 

by award-winning author-illustrator Jeff Mack! Dog wants to climb a tree. Pony helps, but then Dog is 



too scared to climb back down! So Pony goes up the tree, too. Now neither of them can get back 

down! Dog thinks they'll have to live in the tree forever, but Pony knows they can find a way back to 

the ground… even as it starts to snow. (STL329026) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

SOARING KITE BOOKS 

 

JUL242064 

MR SMARTY PANTS AWW NUTS GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Charity Reid (A)  Astronym 

Benjamin Carver III, aka Mr. Smarty Pants, is basically a kid genius, comes from a lineage of Black 

inventors, and his family owns the local peanut factory. One minor problem-he's extremely allergic to 

peanuts! So he invents tech solu!ons for his allergies. When his most prized inven!on is taken by his 

archnemesis, Deon, aka Dark Midnight, of the rival chocolate factory, will he get it back in !me with 

the help of the PB&J Squad? (STL328039) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 8x11, 56pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

SPERO TOY ENTERPRISE, LLC 

 

JUL242065 

ANIMAL WARRIORS OF THE KINGDOM #5 (OF 5) CVR A PRASTHA (C: 0 

(W) Jason Bienvenu (A/CA) Utama Prastha 

The Epic Conclusion to the first story arc of Animal Warriors of the Kingdom features a showdown 

between Pale and his allies and the maniacal ruler emperor Kahlee! (STL328872) (C: 0-1-2) 

24pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $4.98 

 

JUL242066 

ANIMAL WARRIORS OF THE KINGDOM #5 (OF 5) CVR B DUYAR III (C: 

(W) Jason Bienvenu (A) Utama Prastha (CA) Florencio Duyar 

The Epic Conclusion to the first story arc of Animal Warriors of the Kingdom features a showdown 

between Pale and his allies and the maniacal ruler emperor Kahlee! (STL328873) (C: 0-1-2) 

24pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $4.98 

 

SQP ART BOOKS 



 

JUL242067 

O/A ART OF BARBARA JENSEN SC VOL 01 CLOTHING OPTIONAL (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Barbara Jensen 

Barbara Jensen is one of those delighcul treats in the male-ar!st dominated world of pin-up artwork. 

She combines what a man wants to see with how a woman wants to seen! The resul!ng images are 

sensual, sexy, and downright adorable! Jensen explores expression, emo!on, and plenty of exquisite 

flesh! (STK471553) 

MATURE THEMES 

Art Book, SC, 9x12, 48pgs, FC SRP: $14.95 

 

JUL242068 

O/A ART OF BARBARA JENSEN SC VOL 02 COME AS YOU LIKE (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Barbara Jensen 

The first collec!on of Ms. Jensen's luscious ladies was greeted with such enthusiasm, we simply had 

to invite Barbara to create an en!rely new gallery, which she did with abundant energy and 

precision! Meet the even-hoPer honeys from a truly giWed illustrator! (STK637188) 

MATURE THEMES 

Art Book, SC, 9x12, 48pgs, FC SRP: $14.95 

 

ST. MARTINS PRESS 

 

JUL242069 

DISNEY HIGH UNTOLD STORY DISNEY CHANNELS TWEEN EMPIRE (C: 0- 

(W) Ashley Spencer 

For many kids growing up in the 2000s, there was no cultural touchstone more powerful than Disney 

Channel. At its peak, Disney Channel was the most-watched cable channel in prime!me, genera!ng 

billions of dollars from its related movies, albums, merchandise, and more. Today, it might best be 

known for introducing the world to talents like Hilary Duff, Raven-Symoné, Zac Efron, Miley Cyrus, 

Selena Gomez, the Jonas Brothers, Demi Lovato, and Zendaya. In the new millennium, it churned out 

original content and triple-threat stars whose careers were almost en!rely controlled by the 

corpora!on. Suddenly, everyone wanted a piece of the pie—and there were constant clashes 

between the studio, network, labels, and crea!ves as Disney Channel became a pressure cooker of 

perfec!on for its stars. 



From private feuds and on-set disasters to fanfare that swept the na!on and the reali!es of child 

stardom, culture journalist Ashley Spencer offers the first unauthorized look at the heyday of TV's 

House of Mouse. (STL328585) (C: 0-1-0) 

Cultural History, HC, 6x9, 336pgs SRP: $30.00 

 

STONE ARCH BOOKS 

 

JUL242070 

ADV OF BATGIRL & SUPERGIRL SC HARLEY QUINNS TIME TWISTER (C: 

(W) Laurie S. SuPon (A) Teo Duarte 

Harley is having a blast crashing a Kaleidoscope Collectors Conven!on, so of course Batgirl and 

Supergirl show up to ruin her fun! The three tussle over a par!cularly unique and fancy kaleidoscope. 

The barrel twists, a mul!-colored light flashes, and suddenly they find themselves in the Middle 

Ages. The kaleidoscope is a !me travel device! Can the trio make it back to when and where they're 

supposed to be, without tangling the !me line? Find out in this ac!on-packed, illustrated chapter 

book! (STL328653) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Novel, SC, 5x8, 72pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL242071 

ADV OF BATGIRL & SUPERGIRL SC JOKERS COMEDY CHAOS (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jay Albee (A) Sarah Leuver 

Gotham City is hos!ng a comedy fes!val, and The Joker is determined to take first prize! He’s 

hypno!zed the crowd with a new face filter app that has everyone laughing... and laughing and 

laughing. Batgirl and Supergirl swoop in to foil the forced fun. But the Super-Villain has more tricks 

up his sleeve and another terrible inven!on: a bubble blower whose blasts can slow down even the 

Girl of Steel! Can the Super Heroes put an end to the chao!c clown show? (STL328660) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Novel, SC, 5x8, 72pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL242072 

ADV OF BATGIRL & SUPERGIRL SC UN NATURAL MUSEUM MAYHEM (C: 0 

(W) Laurie S. SuPon (A) Teo Duarte 

The Cheetah is on the hunt in the Gotham City Natural History Museum. She pounces on her prize, 

an ancient necklace fabled to grant its wearer incredible power. Later that night, when Batgirl and 

Supergirl respond to the burglary, they discover that the legend is true. The necklace gave the Super-

Villain power... and mutated her into a mindless monster! Can the Super Heroes unearth the secret 

to undoing the midnight mutant madness? (STL328658) (C: 0-1-0) 



Illustrated Novel, SC, 5x8, 72pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL242073 

ADV OF BATGIRL & SUPERGIRL SC ZOD AND THE UNKNOWN ZONES (C:  

(W) Jay Albee (A) Sarah Leuver 

General Zod has escaped the Phantom Zone! A S.T.A.R. Labs scien!st used his interdimensional portal 

device to free the Kryptonian criminal. Supergirl and Batgirl jump into ac!on to contain him, but 

during the struggle, the portal tech is damaged. It ac!vates. It pulls the Super-Villain, his accomplice, 

and the Super Heroes into zones unknown! Can the two friends work their way through the weird, 

wild dimensions and send General Zod back to his prison? (STL328657) (C: 0-1-0) 

chapter book, SC, 5x8, 72pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL242074 

LEGENDS INCREDIBLE ORIGINS OF DCS GREATEST SUPER HEROES SC ( 

(W) MaPhew K. Manning, John Sazaklis (A) Luciano Vecchio 

Why did Batman become the Dark Knight? How did Superman go from an orphan to being Earth’s 

migh!est hero? Why did Wonder Woman transform from a princess to a powerful force for good? 

When did Green Lantern go from a test pilot to becoming a super-powered galac!c guardian? 

Discover the stories behind DC's greatest Super Heroes and how they became Earth’s greatest 

defenders. Four ac!on-packed stories combine into a single volume to keep young Super Hero fans 

engaged and asking for more! (STL328662) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference Book, SC, 8x11, 160pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL242075 

MUSIC BOX GN COLL ED (C: 0-1-0) 

(W)  Carbone (A)  Gije 

For her eighth birthday, Nola receives a marvelous present: her late mother’s music box. What an 

enchanted melody it plays! But looking closer, Nola discovers there is a liPle girl waving inside—and 

she’s calling for help! Was!ng no !me, Nola follows the !ny girl’s instruc!ons and shrinks down to 

enter the music box. There, she discovers Pandorient, a world as extraordinary as it is dangerous. Can 

Nola unravel the mysteries of this magical realm and reveal her mother’s connec!on to it? Burs!ng 

with rich, full-color art, vibrant characters, and wondrous creatures, this graphic novel will cap!vate 

young readers who love a mix of magic, mystery, and fantasy. (STL328665) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 296pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL242076 



TEEN TITANS GO SC BATTLING THE BRAIN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Steve Korte (A) Dario Brizuela 

When a bomb rips open a riW in the Mul!verse, the Teen Titans come face to face with a duplicate 

set of heroes from another dimension. But wait! These new Teen Titans are more than 70 years old! 

Can the youthful youngsters work with the savvy seniors to baPle the Super-Villain known as The 

Brain? Or will the genera!on gap doom all ten heroes to a defeat for the ages? (STL328634) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Novel, SC, 5x8, 72pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL242077 

TEEN TITANS GO SC BLACKFIRES ZOMBIE TROUBLE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Steve Korte (A) Dario Brizuela 

When Beast Boy uses Raven’s spell book, he conjures a hole in the Mul!verse that brings the Zombie 

Titans to town. If that wasn’t bad enough, a terrifying text from Tamaran alerts Starfire that her evil 

sister is up to no good. It’s a diabolical double whammy! Can the Teen Titans baPle Blackfire and 

zombies at the same !me? Or will they throw up their hands and become a brain buffet for their 

undead counterparts? (STL328639) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Novel, SC, 5x8, 72pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL242078 

TEEN TITANS GO SC DARKSEIDS FOOD FEUD (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Cris!na Oxtra (A) Dario Brizuela 

When the Teen Titans pass through a crack in the Mul!verse, they land in a cooking contest 

developed by the dastardly Darkseid. And who do they find themselves piPed against? None other 

than their own culinary copies—the Chef Titans! Can the young heroes cook up a way to bake it to 

freedom? Or will a series of kitchen calami!es mean their goose is cooked? (STL328636) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Novel, SC, 5x8, 72pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL242079 

TEEN TITANS GO SC HIGH SEAS HIJINKS (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Cris!na Oxtra (A) Dario Brizuela 

While cooling off in the backyard, the Teen Titans daydream about buying a bigger inflatable pool. 

Suddenly, a Mul!verse portal grants their wish for riches by sending them on a high seas search for 

Davy Jones’ Locker! But their quest isn’t going to be easy. A cunning crew of Pirate Titans is also on 

the hunt—and they fight dirty. Can the young heroes outwit their sea-dog doppelgangers to find the 

buried treasure first? Or will their dreams of backyard bliss be plundered? (STL328651) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Novel, SC, 5x8, 72pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 



 

STORM KING PRODUCTIONS, INC 

 

JUL242080 

JOHN CARPENTERS NIGHT TERRORS BLOOD OF THE TAKEN GN (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Sian Mandrake 

Theo, a 500 year old vampire, has made a new home in a small town in western MassachusePs, 

stalking its residents in search of just the right humans to spirit away to replace her lost brood. 

Tonight she thinks she's found the perfect pair with lifelong best friends, Ed and Liam. As the two 

companions find themselves suddenly plunged into Theo's roTng nightmare of a world, they quickly 

come to understand running isn't an op!on. AWer all, when you've become one of the undead 

yourself where can you call home except with the creature who made you?  Ed and Liam must learn 

to navigate Theo's world if they want to survive it. (STL320503) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242081 

JOHN CARPENTERS TALES FOR A HALLOWEENIGHT TP VOL 10 (MR) (C: 

(W) Alec Worley & Various (A) Jamie Carrillo & Various (CA) Tim Bradstreet 

From the hearts and minds of John Carpenter, the man who brought you the classic horror film 

Halloween and all the scares beyond, and writer, editor, and producer Sandy King, come a dozen 

brand new twisted tales of terror, tricks, and treats. In volume 10 of the award-winning graphic novel 

series, Carpenter and King bring together the best storytellers from movies, novels, and comics for 

another spine-!ngling collec!on of stories that will haunt you. Each story is a standalone surprise 

that captures the essence of the best night of the year. (STL320504) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 200pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242082 

TALES FOR A HALLOWEE NIGHT BROOKLYN STORIES TP (MR) (C: 0-1- 

(W)  Tieri, Frank (A/CA) Cat Staggs 

Comic legends Frank Tieri and Cat Staggs have teamed up to offer tales of monsters, both human and 

supernatural, creeping in the streets of Brooklyn. As it turns out, these big city beas!es, whether 

ghosts, vampires, wendigoes or simply human beings bent on revenge, have been responsible for 

events as widespread as the '77 NY blackout, the Coney Island fire of 1911, and even the 

Revolu!onary War's BaPle of Brooklyn. The "truth" behind all these events is not what you've been 

told. Thankfully, Tieri is here to set things straight. This collec!on includes all six of the duo's stories 



from John Carpenter's Tales for A HalloweeNight volumes 4 through 10, plus a seventh story, woven 

between the others, to !e these events and characters together. Cat Staggs illustrated the en!re 

collec!on. You'll never look at New York the same way again. (STL320505) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

TASCHEN AMERICA L.L.C. 

 

JUL242083 

MARVEL COMICS LIBRARY HC AVENGERS VOL 2 1965-1967 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Stan Lee (A) Jack Kirby, John Buscema (CA) John Buscema 

Marvel's dynamic ensemble cast of all-star superheroes returns in the second volume of our 

defini!ve Avengers anthology. Rediscover historic crossovers, epic baPles, and the expansion of the 

Marvel universe in me!culously reproduced, large-format detail over the course of 20 original issues. 

(STL328683) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 11x16, 666pgs, FC SRP: $200.00 

 

JUL242084 

STAN LEE STORY TASCHEN HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Roy Thomas, Stan Lee (A)  Various 

Stan "the Man" Lee stands the test of !me as the most legendary name in comic book history. 

Stanley Lieber began working at Timely Comics in 1940 at the age of 17 and found himself at the 

helm of the bullpen as its top editor just two years later. But it wasn't un!l 1961 that he ignited a 

revolu!on known as the "Marvel Age of Comics." With a legendary stable of art partners including 

Jack Kirby, Steve Ditko, John Romita, and Jim Steranko, Lee unleashed a dizzying cascade of seminal 

comicbook crea!ons-the Fantas!c Four, Hulk, Spider-Man, Thor, Iron Man, the X-Men, and the 

Avengers to name a few. AWer moving to Hollywood in 1980, he did it again, developing TV and film 

projects that laid the groundwork for the "Marvel movie." His tale is told by his successor at Marvel, 

renowned comics writer, editor, and historian Roy Thomas, who brings "you are there" insights and 

wide-eyed clarity to key moments of Lee's journey to pop culture immortality. Featuring hundreds of 

treasures of comic book art, in!mate photographs sourced straight from his family archives, a 

foreword wriPen by Lee himself, a novel-length essay and new epilogue by Thomas, and an appendix 

with complete reprints of Stan's comics from throughout the decades, this is a !tanic tribute worthy 

of the Man. (STL328684) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Biography, HC, 10x13, 576pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

TEN SPEED PRESS 



 

JUL242085 

D&D YOUNG ADVENTURERS COLL BOX SET (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Lincoln Peirce 

Immerse yourself in the fantas!c magic and monsters of Dungeons & Dragons! This collec!on 

introduces young fans to some of the exci!ng characters, loca!ons, creatures, and magical elements 

useful for crea!ng your own epic, adventure-filled D&D tales. Keep Beasts & Behemoths close at 

hand—this manual of monsters might save your life! Dragons & Treasures presents a one-of-a-kind 

course on the unique personali!es, fabled treasures, and wondrous ar!facts of the most legendary 

of creatures: dragons! Explore the geography, inhabitants, and legends of D&D realms with Places & 

Portals. Discover wondrous enchanted items and curious constructs with Ar!ficers & Alchemy. 

(STL329246) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference Book Set, HC, 6x9, 448pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

THIRD STATE BOOKS 

 

JUL242086 

FIGHTING TO BELONG HIST ASIAN AMERICAN GN VOL 02 1900-1970 ( 

(W) Amy Chu, Alexander Chang (A) Louie Chin 

For many Americans of Asian American, Na!ve Hawaiian, or Pacific Islander descent who grew up in 

the United States, there con!nues to be a startling lack of opportunity to learn about our own 

history in our country. Even today, over 70% of Americans have liPle knowledge about AANHPI 

history or confuse it with Asian history. In Figh!ng to Belong! Volume Two: Asian American, Na!ve 

Hawaiian, and Pacific Islander History, 1900-1970, our middle school protagonists Padmini, Sammy, 

Joe, and Tiana and their guide, Kenji, embark on an amazing journey through !me to witness key 

events in AANHPI history. They witness the arrival of the "Manilamen" to the United States in the 

eighteenth century and fly through significant moments in the next 150 years. Figh!ng to Belong! 

helps new audiences young and old, AANHPI and non-AANHPI, understand how these stories are 

truly interwoven within the fabric of America. (STL328700) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 40pgs, FC SRP: $11.95 

 

JUL242087 

FIGHTING TO BELONG HIST ASIAN AMERICAN HC GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1- 

(W) Amy Chu, Alexander Chang (A) Louie Chin 

For many Americans of Asian American, Na!ve Hawaiian, or Pacific Islander descent who grew up in 

the United States, there con!nues to be a startling lack of opportunity to learn about our own 

history in our country. Even today, over 70% of Americans have liPle knowledge about AANHPI 

history or confuse it with Asian history.Figh!ng to Belong! Volume Two: Asian American, Na!ve 



Hawaiian, and Pacific Islander History, 1900-1970, wriPen by best-selling writer Amy Chu (Wonder 

Woman, Deadpool, Ant-Man, Iron Man) and Alexander Chang and illustrated by Louie Chin (Bodega 

Cat), shares this important and dynamic part of the American experience in an accessible and 

engaging graphic novel format. 

In this book, the second volume of a three-book series, our middle school protagonists Padmini, 

Sammy, Joe, and Tiana and their guide, Kenji, embark on an amazing journey through !me to witness 

key events in AANHPI history. They witness the arrival of the "Manilamen" to the United States in the 

eighteenth century and fly through significant moments in the next 150 years. Figh!ng to Belong!  

Volume Two helps new audiences young and old, AANHPI and non-AANHPI, understand how these 

stories are truly interwoven within the fabric of America. (STL328701) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 7x10, 40pgs, FC SRP: $18.95 

 

3D TOTAL PUBLISHING 

 

JUL242088 

CHARACTER DESIGN QUARTERLY 30 SC (C: 1-1-1) 

Character Design Quarterly (CDQ) is a lively, crea!ve magazine bringing inspira!on, expert insights, 

and leading techniques from professional illustrators, ar!sts, and character art enthusiasts 

worldwide. This issue's beau!ful cover has been created by Los Angeles illustrator Noor Sofi, who has 

painted it in her thoughcul and atmospheric style. Benjamin Denkert creates a dragon-slaying knight 

and shares extensive !ps about how to use dip pens to create original and stunning character 

designs. Dan Sprogis, Art Director at Warner Bros. Anima!on, shows us how landscape and 

background can be its own character, crea!ng a creepy forest for two adventurers to traverse. Mad 

Boogie Studios talk to us about the opportuni!es and challenges of crea!ng characters for high-

profile clients like Marvel, Disney Publishing, and Blizzard, and show us their process by crea!ng a 

brand-new character from scratch. (STL328393) (C: 1-1-1) 

Magazine, SC, 8x11, 104pgs, PC SRP: $18.00 

 

TIMEBOMB COMICS 

 

JUL242089 

DICK TURPIN & VENGEFUL SHADE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Steve Tanner (A/CA) Roland Bird 

The plan was simple: Stop the coach and rob its occupants. But plans can go awry, and the legendary 

Dick Turpin finds himself trapped in an abandoned monastery facing down a spectral foe impervious 

to his trusted flintlock pistols. It's All Hallows Eve. A storm is raging.  Can even the notorious 

highwayman survive the threat of the Vengeful Shade? (STL329040) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 



 

JUL242090 

QUANTUM #4 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Dave West & Various (A) Pete Woods & Various (CA) Dave Morris, Ben Lopez 

The smash-hit new Bri!sh anthology Quantum features 5 ongoing tales set in worlds that are not our 

own. Major Rakhana (Steve Tanner and Pete Woods), WesterNoir-Moon Cursed (Dave West, Jemma 

West and Joseph Parangue), Memphis (David Morris), Whatever Happened To The World's Fastest 

Man? (Dave West and Marleen Lowe), and Death & Taxes (Ka!e Cunningham and Tom Newell). 

(STL329039) (C: 0-1-1) 

52pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

TOON BOOKS 

 

JUL242091 

HEARING THINGS HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Aaron Alexovich 

Some!mes the spookiest thing of all isn't a haunted house! In this spine-!ngling graphic novel, Tim 

and his big sister Martha are new to the neighborhood. Tim likes to record sounds on adventures 

with his cat, Frankie. Martha likes to make scary music. Nothing has been right for her since the 

move: Her music s!nks! What if she never has friends again! Tim goes on a quest: if he can record 

something bone-chilling, then Martha can finish her song. But even the block's haunted house is 

silent. Just when Tim is ready to give up, Frankie helps him find a way, with the help of some new, 

unexpected friends. (STL329232) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 40pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

TOPIX MEDIA LAB 

 

JUL242092 

EVERYTHING I NEED TO KNOW FROM WATCHING OFFICE UNOFFICAL HC  

(W) Trevor Courneen 

A humorous, yet insighcul guide to living a bePer life, with lessons inspired by 

characters and situa!ons from the classic NBC series, The Office. Between (and some!mes during) 

the baffling speeches of Michael ScoP or the rants of Dwight Schrute, and the other cast of incredible 

characters, observant viewers would have picked up surprisingly insighcul thoughts on management, 

friendship, love, and more. Inspired by those clever asides, this book examines all of the wonderful 



life lessons we can learn from The Office and how to apply them to our own lives. Full color photos 

from the show are featured throughout (STL329324) (C: 0-1-2) 

Humor Book, HC, 6.5x6.5, 176pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

TOR NIGHTFIRE 

 

JUL242093 

BROM EVIL IN ME HC NOVEL (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA)  Brom 

Aspiring musician Ruby Tucker has had enough of her small rural town and dysfunc!onal family. But 

a falling out with her best friend and bandmate has killed her dreams of escaping and making it big in 

the Atlanta punk scene. While helping her eccentric neighbor organize his religious ar!facts, an 

ancient ring clamps down on her finger—possessing her with the spirit of a blood-thirsty demon. 

There's no exorcizing it unless hundreds of people chant a spell to set Ruby free. And what's worse, 

the ring is a beacon for evil, drawing an unimaginably wicked mob straight to Ruby, hungry for her 

flesh. If Ruby can get her band back together, she has a shot at salva!on. It's !me for her to face the 

music and put her whole soul into a song—one powerful enough to raise some Hell. This devilish tale 

includes nearly two dozen of Brom's immersive pain!ngs and brilliant endpapers. (STL328579) (C: 0-

1-0) 

Illustrated Novel, HC, 7x9, 304pgs, FC SRP: $31.99 

 

TOYCOLLECTR 

 

JUL242094 

TOYCOLLECTR MAGAZINE #13 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

TOYCOLLECTR is the return of the print-based, collector-focused toy magazine offering behind the 

curtain deep dives into the world of collec!ble ac!on figures past and present. This issue we do 

some toy hun!ng in London, wrap-up Joefest 2024 and look at Mr. Potato Head like you've never 

seen him before! All this plus news, reviews and more! (STL328851) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, 80pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

TUNDRA BOOKS 

 

JUL242095 

NARWHAL & JELLY GN VOL 05 HAPPY NARWHALIDAYS (C: 1-1-0) 



(W/A/CA) Ben Clanton 

Dive into three stories about Narwhal's favorite !me of the year! It's the fes!ve season in the world 

wide waters, and Narwhal is looking forward to cozying up with a good book, singing and partying 

with pod pals and enjoying some warm waffle pudding. But most of all, Narwhal is excited about the 

arrival of the Merry Mermicorn! According to Narwhal, she's part mermaid, part unicorn and 

completely mer-aculous! Jelly is of course skep!cal about the existence of the "Mira-Miny-What-A 

Corn"... even when he receives a mysterious present. It must be from Narwhal. Now Jelly has to get 

the perfect giW, but finding a present for someone as unique as Narwhal is no easy feat, even when 

you have six tentacles. How will Jelly ever come up with a whaley great giW for a best pal who 

spreads cheer all through the year? (STL329245) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

HC, 6x8, 68pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

TWOMORROWS PUBLISHING 

 

JUL242097 

BRICKJOURNAL #87 (C: 0-1-2) 

BrickJournal, the magazine for LEGO enthusiasts, takes to the air with a look at Jesse Gros and his 

wondrous airships! Kevin Copa's rendi!ons of the ships from Interna!onal Rescue, also known as the 

Thunderbirds, are also featured in this issue, as well as Jack Carleson and his airliners! Plus, all our 

regular features: Nerding Out with BrickNerd, step-by-step "You Can Build It" instruc!ons by 

Christopher Deck, Bantha Bricks: Fans of LEGO Star Wars, and Minifigure Customiza!on with Jared K. 

Burks! (STL328671) (C: 0-1-2) 

Magazine, 8x11, 84pgs, FC SRP: $10.95 

 

JUL242098 

AMERICAN COMIC BOOK CHRONICLES HC 1960-1964 

(W) John Wells 

The American Comic Book Chronicles is an ambi!ous new series of full-color hardcovers, where 

TwoMorrows' top authors document every decade of comic book history from the 1940s to today! 

John Wells covers all the pivotal moments and behind-the-scenes details of comics in the JFK and 

Beatles era, including: DC Comics' rebirth of Green Lantern and Hawkman and the launch of Jus!ce 

League of America. Stan Lee and Jack Kirby's transforma!on of superhero comics with Marvel's 

Fantas!c Four, Spider-Man, Hulk, and other iconic characters! These are just a few of the events 

chronicled in this exhaus!ve, full-color hardcover. (STK473898) (AUG121321) 

Comics History, HC, 8x11, 224pgs, FC SRP: $39.95 

 

JUL242099 



O/A AMERICAN TV COMIC BOOKS 40S - 80S SMALL SCREEN PRINTED PAGE 

American TV Comic Books (1940s-1980s) takes you from the small screen to the printed page, 

offering a fascina!ng and detailed year-by-year history of over 300 television shows and over 2000 

comic book adapta!ons across five decades. Peter Bosch has documented this amazing area of 

comics history, tracking down the well-known series (Star Trek, The Munsters) and the lesser-known 

shows (Captain Gallant, Pinky Lee) to present the finest look ever taken at this unique genre of comic 

books. Included are hundreds of full-color covers and images, plus profiles of the ar!sts who drew TV 

comics. (STL201631) 

Comics History, SC, 8x11, 192pgs, FC SRP: $29.95 

 

JUL242100 

DON HECK A WORK OF ART HC 

(W) John Coates (CA) Don Heck 

Don Heck remains one of comics' legendary names, considered an "ar!st's ar!st," respected by 

peers, and beloved by fans. Author John Coates has me!culously researched and chronicled 

informa!on on Don's storied 40-year career, including his !me at DC, Dell, Gold Key, and as "ghost" 

ar!st on Lee Falk's The Phantom newspaper strip. From personal recollec!ons from Don's surviving 

family, long-!me friends, and industry legends, to rare interviews with Heck himself, this book is full 

of insight into the early days of Marvel Comics. (STK645654) (JUN141474) 

Biography, HC, 8x11, 192pgs, FC SRP: $39.95 

 

JUL242101 

HERO A GO GO SC 

Welcome to the Camp Age, when spies liked their wars cold and their women warm, good guys beat 

bad guys with a pun and a punch, and Batman shook a mean cape. Hero-A-Go-Go celebrates the 

camp craze of the Swinging Six!es, when just about everyone — the teens of Riverdale, an ant and a 

squirrel, even the President of the United States — was a super-hero or a secret agent. Michael Eury 

takes you through that coolest cultural phenomenon with this lively collec!on of nostalgic essays, 

histories, and theme song lyrics of classic 1960s characters like Captain Ac!on, Herbie the Fat Fury, 

Captain Nice, Atom Ant, Scooter, ACG's Nemesis, Dell's super-Frankenstein and Dracula, the "split!" 

Captain Marvel, and others! (STL031673) (JAN172100) 

Cultural History, SC, 8x11, 272pgs, FC SRP: $36.95 

 

JUL242102 

MARVEL COMICS IN THE 1960S SC 

(W) Pierre A. Comtois (A) Jack Kirby, Steve Ditko 

AWer being relegated to the realm of children's literature for the first 25 years of its history, the comic 

book industry experienced an unexpected flowering in the early 1960s. A celebra!on of that 



emergence, Marvel Comics in the 1960s: An Issue-by-Issue Field Guide to a Pop Culture Phenomenon 

takes the reader from the legendary company's first fumbling beginnings as helmed by savvy 

editor/writer Stan Lee (aided by such ar!sts as Jack Kirby and Steve Ditko), to the full maturity of its 

wild, colorful, o|eat grandiosity. (STK395617) (MAY091042) 

Comics History, SC, 8x11, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $27.95 

 

JUL242103 

MODERN MASTERS SC VOL 11 CHARLES VESS 

(W) Eric Nolen-Weathington, Christopher Irving (A/CA) Charles Vess 

An in-depth look into Vess' career and crea!ve process, this 120-page book features a career-

spanning interview with tons of art, including many rare and unpublished pieces, a large gallery, and 

an 8-page color sec!on on the Eisner Award-winning Charles Vess! (STK326626) (DEC063948) 

Art Book, SC, 120pgs SRP: $14.95 

 

JUL242104 

MODERN MASTERS SC VOL 21 CHRIS SPROUSE 

(W) Karl Story (A/CA) Chris Sprouse 

The artwork of Chris Sprouse is hard to categorize. It is fresh, yet familiar... modern, yet classic. One 

category this Eisner Award-winning ar!st easily falls into is that of Modern Master! Join Todd Dezago 

and Eric Nolen-Weathington as they explore what makes Chris Sprouse such an influen!al force in 

the comic book industry. This book presents a career-spanning interview and discussion of his 

crea!ve process, plus plenty of rare and unseen art, including a large gallery of commissioned work! 

(STK382023) (NOV084298) 

Art Book, SC, 128pgs, B&W SRP: $14.95 

 

UNCIVILIZED BOOKS 

 

JUL242105 

MONDAY A COMIC APOCRYPHA GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Andy Hartzell 

God created the world in seven days. It's the eighth day, the beginning of crea!on's second work 

week. Something new is coalescing in the garden, and its former manager, the Snake, is concerned. 

Will this next-gen creature bring the order crashing down? It's up to Eden's first couple to stage an 

interven!on with their Maker before His latest handiwork renders them obsolete. But messing with 

the crea!ve process is a dangerous business.Monday is a metaphysical slaps!ck suspense comic, a 

fable for our unstable age. (STL328384) (C: 0-1-0) 



HC, 6x9, 166pgs, B&W SRP: $34.99 

 

UNCIVILIZED COMICS 

 

JUL242106 

WOMB RIDER 

(W/A) Emil Friis Ernst 

To the winner belongs the glory! Womb Rider, the eponymous racer dashes through surreal, flesh-

like environments, witnessing his compe!tors get taken out, one-by-one, in the quest for ul!mate 

fame and glory. From the twisted mind of Emil Friis Ernst (Dr. Murder), Womb Rider is pedal-to-the-

metal, no-holds-barred, nitrous-infused kine!c, sci-fi ac!on and existen!al terror all in one package. 

(STL328715) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $12.00 

 

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF MISSISSIPP 

 

JUL242107 

FILM BY DESIGN ART OF THE MOVIE POSTER SC (C: 0-1-1) 

A beau!fully illustrated study of the crucial role movie posters play in shaping the trajectory of films 

 

Contribu!ons by Vlad Dima, Laura Hatry, Alicia Kozma, LynePe Kuliyeva, Madhuja Mukherjee, Frank 

Percaccio, Gary D. Rhodes, Courtney Ruffner Grieneisen, Marlisa Santos, Michael L. Shuman, and 

Robert Singer 

 

Movie posters, regardless of their country of origin, have become indelibly linked with the films they 

represent, oWen assuming a status as visual encapsula!ons of films within collec!ve memory. Long 

aWer their ini!al role in promo!on is complete, these posters endure as iconic images, etched into 

film history and cultural consciousness. One can hardly hear men!on of Steven Spielberg’s landmark 

produc!on Jaws, for example, without immediately picturing the evoca!ve poster art of Roger 

Kastel. 

 

Film by Design: The Art of the Movie Poster is a groundbreaking and comprehensive explora!on of 

the interna!onal and Hollywood movie poster as a dynamic ar!s!c and cultural forma!on. Drawing 

inspira!on from such prominent genres as horror, science fic!on, and noir, the twelve essays in this 

collec!on provide insighcul analyses of the movie poster as a vital component of the cinema!c 

landscape from the silent era to the contemporary period. Crucially, this anthology rejects the no!on 

of movie posters as mere historical ar!facts or adver!sing tools and instead examines them as 



integral parts of a broader aesthe!c framework interwoven into their respec!ve film narra!ves. Each 

chapter, whether focusing on controversies, Cubism, or Cuba, is accessible to scholars, students, and 

fans alike. Through its interven!on in film studies, Film by Design reveals the movie poster to be an 

ever-evolving medium, firmly grounded in both theory and prac!ce, while serving as an essen!al and 

enduring element within the realm of film art. (STL331507) (C: 0-1-1) 

Reference/Art Book, SC, 6x9, 256pgs, PC SRP: $25.00 

 

JUL242108 

ONE TOUGH DAME LIFE AND CAREER OF DIANA RIGG HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Herbie J Pilato 

A detailed biography of the esteemed actress, before, during, and aWer The Avengers 

One Tough Dame: The Life and Career of Diana Rigg offers a sweeping portrait of the revered 

performer’s life and career. Deemed a Dame Commander of the Order of the Bri!sh Empire in 1994, 

Diana Rigg (1938–2020) ini!ally found fame as super sleuth Mrs. Emma Peel in the 1960s BBC/ABC-

TV espionage series, The Avengers. A classically trained and mul!-award-winning thespian, Rigg is 

known for her diverse body of work — from her big-screen debut in 1969 as Countess Teresa di 

Vincenzo, wife of James Bond in On Her Majesty’s Secret Service, to her Tony Award–winning, 

leading role in Medea on Broadway, culmina!ng with her Emmy-nominated portrayal as Lady Olenna 

Tyrell on the heralded small-screen gem, Game of Thrones. 

This eclec!c volume traces Rigg’s career as a renowned star of television, film, and the stage. The 

author includes insights from rare, archived interviews, encompassing both video dialogues 

conducted by the University of Kent and Oxford Union. The me!culously curated archival material is 

further complemented by equally rare photos, and retrospec!ons drawn from diverse media sources 

and hitherto unpublished accounts from the people who knew Rigg best, affording readers an 

unprecedented, all-encompassing glimpse into her private world. 

With exclusive commentary from Rupert Macnee (son of Riggs’s Avengers costar and dear friend 

Patrick Macnee); the show’s stunt coordinator/director Ray Aus!n; actors Samuel West, Bernie 

Kopell, Barbara Barrie, Juliet Mills, John Schuck, and Damon Evans; director Bruce Beresford; and 

documentarian David Naylor, among others, One Tough Dame delivers an in-depth perspec!ve of a 

beloved, brave, brilliant, and trailblazing actor. (STL331506) (C: 0-1-1) 

Biography, HC, 6x9, 224pgs, PC SRP: $35.00 

 

VAULT COMICS 

 

JUL242109 

GOOBERS #1 CVR A LEE 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A/CA) Ryan Lee 



Clayton Lowe is headed back to his small Southern hometown. His new friends from grad school are 

about to meet his old friends from high school and discover that something may have finally changed 

in the town where nothing ever changes: Pine Cove is ground zero for an infesta!on of body-

snatching alien-bugs. Time to bury the past. 

 

From Cody Ziglar (Miles Morales: Spider-Man, Spider-Punk, Futurama) and Ryan Lees (Rick & Morty) 

comes a body-snatching splaPer-fest of horror and humor! (STL330296) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242110 

GOOBERS #1 CVR B CAHOON 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Ryan Lee (CA) Adam Cahoon 

Clayton Lowe is headed back to his small Southern hometown. His new friends from grad school are 

about to meet his old friends from high school and discover that something may have finally changed 

in the town where nothing ever changes: Pine Cove is ground zero for an infesta!on of body-

snatching alien-bugs. Time to bury the past. 

 

From Cody Ziglar (Miles Morales: Spider-Man, Spider-Punk, Futurama) and Ryan Lees (Rick & Morty) 

comes a body-snatching splaPer-fest of horror and humor! (STL330297) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242116 

GOOBERS #1 CVR H SANJI VAULT VINTAGE 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Ryan Lee (CA)  TBD 

Clayton Lowe is headed back to his small Southern hometown. His new friends from grad school are 

about to meet his old friends from high school and discover that something may have finally changed 

in the town where nothing ever changes: Pine Cove is ground zero for an infesta!on of body-

snatching alien-bugs. Time to bury the past. 

 

From Cody Ziglar (Miles Morales: Spider-Man, Spider-Punk, Futurama) and Ryan Lees (Rick & Morty) 

comes a body-snatching splaPer-fest of horror and humor! (STL330303) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL242117 

DEATHSTALKER COMPLETE SERIES TP (MR) 



(W)  Slash & Various (A) Jim Terry (CA) Nathan Gooden 

The cult-cinema hero Deathstalker bursts into comics from an all-star lineup of creators including 

Slash (Guns N’ Roses), writer-director Steven Kostanski (The Void), Tim Seeley (Hack/Slash) and Jim 

Terry (West of Sundown). 

 

Deathstalker finds himself once again caught between forces larger than himself, including a virgin-

worshiping cult, a sorcerer hell-bent on saving the world through mad science, and the pissed-off 

army of the Abraxeon kingdom…not to men!on his ex-lover, Princess Evie. Monsters, magic, and 

mayhem abound! Can’t a guy just swing his sword anymore? (STL330304) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 208pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

VEROTIK 

 

JUL242118 

MUERTANA #3 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Glenn Danzig, Rafa Garres (A) Glenn Danzig, Raffa Garres (CA) Joe Chiodo 

Muertana and her bloody gang of thugs have a final shootout with the Federales as this issue wraps 

up the current Muertana storyline in ultra-violent fashion. Story by Glenn Danzig with art and cover 

by Rafa Garres (Jonah Hex, Morella). (STL328869) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC SRP: $5.95 

 

VERSO 

 

JUL242119 

A CHILD IN PALESTINE GN (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Naji Al-Ali 

Naji al-Ali grew up in the Pales!nian refugee camp of Ain al-Hilweh in the south Lebanese city of 

Sidon, where his giW for drawing was discovered by the Pales!nian poet Ghassan Kanafani in the late 

1950s. Early the following decade he leW for Kuwait, embarking on a thirty-year career that would 

see his cartoons published daily in newspapers from Cairo to Beirut, London to Paris. Through his 

most celebrated crea!on, the witness-child Handala, al-Ali cri!cized the brutality of Israeli 

occupa!on, the venality and corrup!on of the regimes in the region, and the suffering of the 

Pales!nian people, earning him many powerful enemies and the soubriquet "the Pales!nian 

Malcolm X." For the first !me in book form, A Child in Pales!ne presents the work of one of the Arab 



world's greatest cartoonists, revered throughout the region for his outspokenness, honesty and 

humanity. (STL329234) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8x8, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.95 

 

VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 

 

JUL242120 

LUMINOUS BEINGS GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) David Arnold (A) Jose Pimienta 

Ty and Burger have known each other since before they could walk. But this shared history is nothing 

compared to their plans for the future: step one, make a killer documentary about humanity's recent 

brush with ex!nc!on from the "squirrel-pocalypse"; step two, apply to film school together; step 

three, achieve legendary status as the next great filmmaking duo. But Ty has a secret that will 

ul!mately shake the founda!ons of their friendship and force them both to wonder if growing up 

means leTng go of the people they once were. Set over the course of a single day, Luminous Beings 

explores the many facets of friendship and love, the heavy burden of a well-kept secret, the 

boundless tenacity of the human spirit, and, yes, the furriest of all zombified mammals. But don't 

worry, it's not the end of the world. Just the end of the squirrel. (STL329228) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL242121 

SHOCK CITY GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Aaron Alexovich 

When shy, anxious Milo rings the doorbell of the forbidden Shock City castle on a dare, he gets more 

than he bargained for when peppy young monster Sunny answers the door and labels herself Milo's 

new BFF. But when Milo returns to tell Sunny he—and the rest of the town's residents—are moving 

out of the crumbling Shock City, his monster pal refuses to accept it. She soon convinces Milo to join 

her on a romp around the city to reverse the damages done, and persuade him and everyone else, to 

stay. But when Sunny learns that her grandfather, the great Darkness Von Shock, was not the revered 

benefactor she believed him to be, and is actually the cause of everything bad happening in Shock 

City, Milo confronts his biggest fears to help Sunny save the town and reverse her family's reputa!on. 

(STL329231) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

WAKE ENTERTAINMENT 

 



JUL242122 

ASCENCIA #26 (MR) 

(W) John Dolmayan (A)  Artecida (CA) Yorgos Cotronis 

The walls are closing in. Billions are dead. Hundreds of millions are dying-and our group is falling 

apart. Through all this Ascencia s!ll stands. Like a rock juTng from the water, it endures the tempest 

to weather another storm. (STL328816) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

WARRANT PUBLISHING COMPANY 

 

JUL242123 

SHUDDER #19 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Don Glut & Various (A) Nik Poliwko & Various (CA) Frank FrazePa 

Shudder revives the iconic Warren illustrated horror magazines of the 60's and 70's by replica!ng 

Warren's early page layouts and publishing new, classic styled work by original Warren ar!sts, writers 

and editors. Each issue is a highly collec!ble instant classic! (STL328780) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, 52pgs, B&W SRP: $6.99 

 

WELDON OWEN 

 

JUL242124 

CHEF SNOOPY COOKBOOK TASTY RECIPES FOR YOUNG CHEFS (C: 0-1-1 

Beloved Charles Schulz beagle, Snoopy, doles out over 40 fabulously fun recipes in this entertaining 

kids cookbook for young chefs, and for Peanuts comic strip fans of all ages. Happiness is … when the 

world's most famous beagle dons a chef toque and dishes out kid-friendly food with flair and fun. In 

this official cookbook, Chef Snoopy shares his culinary know-how for Peanuts-inspired treats. Easy, 

accessible recipes are collected here, from baked goods to savory treats. Top-Dog Cookies, Beagle 

Bonbons, a Gingerbread Doghouse, Woodstock's Favorite Popcorn, and more, will delight inspire 

chefs and appeal to a wide range of eaters. (STL328948) (C: 0-1-1) 

Cookbook, HC, 8x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

ZOMBIE LOVE STUDIOS 



 

JUL242125 

20 DEGREES PAST RIGOR #1 (OF 3) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Maan House (CA) Valerio Giangiordano 

The Killadelphia Universe expands! A zombie outbreak hits the city of Flint, Michigan… only its 

residents won't take it lightly! (STL328840) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242126 

FLORENCE & NORMANDIE HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Rodney Barnes,  Xzibit (A) Jonathan Wayshak 

Now in hardcover! Florence and Normandie-the cross-street infamous as the flashpoint of the 1992 

LA Riots is about to find itself at the center of another seminal moment of American history: The 

world's first alien invasion! (STL328844) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242127 

JOHNNY GATLIN (MR) 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Szymon Kudranski (CA) Maan House 

The Killadelphia Universe expands! Hell's got a new sheriff. Corson, the master demon is making a 

play for control of Hell. This will be no simple task, so he's sent his minister of mayhem on a very 

special mission. Who might that be? Johnny Gatlin! Once the greatest gunfighter the Wild West has 

ever known, now dead, Johnny has taken his talents to the dark realm where he tames that which 

cannot be tamed. (STL328841) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242128 

WEREWOLF FRANKENSTEIN SPECIAL EDITION (ONE SHOT) 

(W) Chris Robinson (A) Marc Yarza (CA) Noah Bailey 

Frankenstein's Monster is already plagued with loneliness and immortality. Now the horror of his 

existence is compounded with a new curse! Time is running out as the lycanthropy slowly spreads 



from limb to limb, organ to organ-un!l it eventually infects his brain and his meager humanity is lost 

forever! Can he find a cure in !me? For fans of Universal Monsters, Disney's Gargoyles, and The Hulk. 

(STL328842) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

SUPPLIES 

 

SUPPLIES 

 

JUL242129 

O/A IRONGUARD SMALL FIGURE DISPLAY CASE 2-PK 12 PC DISPLAY 

An Ironguard Supplies Release! Everyone loves miniatures, but puTng them where people can see 

them is a real hassle! Now, Ironguard Supplies is proud to introduce a line of miniature display cases 

so you can put your proudly painted miniatures on display! Measuring approximately 2 3/4" tall and 

1 1/2" square, this pack of two display cases will protect a pair of paladins from geTng damaged, 

misplaced, or worse! Packaged in clear shrinkwrap with UPC, in a full-color counter display of twelve 

two-packs. (STL260988 

Item SRP: $83.88 

 

JUL242130 

O/A IRONGUARD MAGNA ARMOUR 35PT MAGNETIC HOLDER (C: 1-1-2) 

Magnets are the future, and the future is now! Embrace the wonder of magnets and protect the 

jewels of your card collec!on with these high-quality one-touch cardholders! Designed for regular-

thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these 35 pt card holders feature UV protec!on and simple magne!c 

closures. No screwdriver required! Perfect for high-value cards! Labeled for individual sale, there are 

25 card holders in every display, and four displays in every case. An Ironguard Supplies product! 

(STL215480) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $62.50 

 

JUL242131 

O/A IRONGUARD MAGNA ARMOR 35PT MAGNETIC HOLDER (C: 1-1-2) 

Magnets are the future, and the future is now! Embrace the wonder of magnets and protect the 

jewels of your card collec!on with these high-quality one-touch cardholders! Designed for thicker 

2.5" by 3.5" cards, these 55 pt card holders feature UV protec!on and simple magne!c closures. No 

screwdriver required! Perfect for high-value cards! Labeled for individual sale, there are 25 card 

holders in every display, and four displays in every case. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215481) 

(C: 1-1-2 



Item SRP: $62.50 

 

JUL242132 

O/A IRONGUARD ONE-TOUCH 75PT MAGNETIC CARD HOLDER RETAIL (20) (N 

Got some cards that are a liPle... thick? Protect those cards that have a liPle extra something special 

with our roomier 75pt, 100pt, and 130pt Magna-Armor magne!c cardholdrs. No need to cram them 

into a smaller cardholders and make things awkward. Available in a counter display of 20. 

(STL258372) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $60.00 

 

JUL242133 

O/A IRONGUARD ONE-TOUCH 100PT MAGNETIC CARD HOLDER RETAIL (20) ( 

Got some cards that are a liPle... thick? Protect those cards that have a liPle extra something special 

with our roomier 75pt, 100pt, and 130pt Magna-Armor magne!c cardholdrs. No need to cram them 

into a smaller cardholders and make things awkward. Available in a counter display of 20. 

(STL258374) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $60.00 

 

JUL242134 

O/A IRONGUARD ONE-TOUCH 130PT MAGNETIC CARD HOLDER RETAIL (20) ( 

Got some cards that are a liPle... thick? Protect those cards that have a liPle extra something special 

with our roomier 75pt, 100pt, and 130pt Magna-Armor magne!c cardholdrs. No need to cram them 

into a smaller cardholders and make things awkward. Available in a counter display of 20. 

(STL258375) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $70.00 

 

JUL242135 

O/A IRONGUARD ONE-TOUCH YELLOW 35PT MAGNETIC CARD HOLDER RETAIL  

A Magna-Armor magne!c cardholder is already the perfect treatment for special cards, but what 

about those cards that are a liPle more special? Make your cards stand out with our new Yellow and 

black-bordered 35pt cardholders, for those cards that are already standouts in your collec!on. 

Available in a counter display of 25. (STL258750) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $68.75 

 

JUL242136 



O/A IRONGUARD ONE-TOUCH BLACK 35PT MAGNETIC CARD HOLDER RETAIL ( 

A Magna-Armor magne!c cardholder is already the perfect treatment for special cards, but what 

about those cards that are a liPle more special? Make your cards stand out with our new Yellow and 

black-bordered 35pt cardholders, for those cards that are already standouts in your collec!on. 

Available in a counter display of 25. (STL258371) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $68.75 

 

JUL242137 

O/A IRONGUARD 9 POCKET PAGE 25 COUNT PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

You're gonna need a bigger binder! For the ul!mate collector or the well-prepared retailer, it's a box 

of 100 or 250 9-pocket pages, sized for standard collector cards. Need a quick refill? Top off your card 

binder with a package of 25 9-pocket pages, with clear or black backs. Fill your binder to overflowing 

with pages to put your whole card collec!on on display! 25-counts are packaged in a hanging bag; 

100- and 250-counts are packaged in a full-color counter display, because we roll like that. 

(STL230307) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL242138 

O/A IRONGUARD 9 POCKET PAGE 25 COUNT BLACK PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

You're gonna need a bigger binder! For the ul!mate collector or the well-prepared retailer, it's a box 

of 100 or 250 9-pocket pages, sized for standard collector cards. Need a quick refill? Top off your card 

binder with a package of 25 9-pocket pages, with clear or black backs. Fill your binder to overflowing 

with pages to put your whole card collec!on on display! 25-counts are packaged in a hanging bag; 

100- and 250-counts are packaged in a full-color counter display, because we roll like that. 

(STL230313) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL242139 

O/A IRONGUARD 9 POCKET PAGE 100 COUNT DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2) 

You're gonna need a bigger binder! For the ul!mate collector or the well-prepared retailer, it's a box 

of 100 or 250 9-pocket pages, sized for standard collector cards. Need a quick refill? Top off your card 

binder with a package of 25 9-pocket pages, with clear or black backs. Fill your binder to overflowing 

with pages to put your whole card collec!on on display! 25-counts are packaged in a hanging bag; 

100- and 250-counts are packaged in a full-color counter display, because we roll like that. 

(STL230304) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 



JUL242140 

O/A IRONGUARD 9 POCKET PAGE 250 COUNT DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2) 

You're gonna need a bigger binder! For the ul!mate collector or the well-prepared retailer, it's a box 

of 100 or 250 9-pocket pages, sized for standard collector cards. Need a quick refill? Top off your card 

binder with a package of 25 9-pocket pages, with clear or black backs. Fill your binder to overflowing 

with pages to put your whole card collec!on on display! 25-counts are packaged in a hanging bag; 

100- and 250-counts are packaged in a full-color counter display, because we roll like that. 

(STL230315) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $60.00 

 

JUL242141 

O/A IRONGUARD ONE-TOUCH 10 CARDPK MAGNETIC CARD HOLDER RETAIL 20 

You have magne!c cardholders for your cards, but what about those sealed packs of cards you just 

can't bring yourself to open? Store a 10-card or 15-card pack in safety and comfort with these 

magne!c-closure Manga-Armor cases made of high-quality acrylic. You may never want to open a 

pack of cards again! Available in a counter display of 20. (STL258367) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $80.00 

 

JUL242142 

O/A IRONGUARD ONE-TOUCH 15 CARDPK MAGNETIC CARD HOLDER RETAIL 20 

You have magne!c cardholders for your cards, but what about those sealed packs of cards you just 

can't bring yourself to open? Store a 10-card or 15-card pack in safety and comfort with these 

magne!c-closure Manga-Armor cases made of high-quality acrylic. You may never want to open a 

pack of cards again! Available in a counter display of 20. (STL258370) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $80.00 

 

JUL242143 

O/A IRONGUARD 9 POCKET DELUXE PORTFOLIO BLACK (C: 1-1-2) 

No binder? No problem! Put your most collec!ble of cards in this "cardfolio," a bound set of 20 non-

removable 9-pocket pages. Designed for standard collector cards, it is sleak and portable, and is sure 

to class up any card collec!on. Feel like a high-powered execu!ve, but instead of a killer presenta!on 

you have a killer deck on tap! (STL230316) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242144 

O/A IRONGUARD 9 POCKET DELUXE PORTFOLIO BLUE (C: 1-1-2) 



No binder? No problem! Put your most collec!ble of cards in this "cardfolio," a bound set of 20 non-

removable 9-pocket pages. Designed for standard collector cards, it is sleak and portable, and is sure 

to class up any card collec!on. Feel like a high-powered execu!ve, but instead of a killer presenta!on 

you have a killer deck on tap! (STL230319) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242145 

O/A IRONGUARD CARD SLEEVES BLACK 50CT (C: 1-1-2) 

Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These maPe card sleeves feature various colors of 

opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package 

of 50. (STL230344) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL242146 

O/A IRONGUARD CARD SLEEVES GREEN 50CT (C: 1-1-2) 

Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These maPe card sleeves feature various colors of 

opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package 

of 50. (STL230334) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL242147 

O/A IRONGUARD CARD SLEEVES GREY 50CT (C: 1-1-2) 

Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These maPe card sleeves feature various colors of 

opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package 

of 50. (STL230332) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL242148 

O/A IRONGUARD CARD SLEEVES PURPLE 50CT (C: 1-1-2) 

Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These maPe card sleeves feature various colors of 

opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package 

of 50. (STL230336) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL242149 



O/A IRONGUARD CARD SLEEVES RED 50CT (C: 1-1-2) 

Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These maPe card sleeves feature various colors of 

opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package 

of 50. (STL230335) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL242150 

O/A IRONGUARD CARD SLEEVES YELLOW 50CT (C: 1-1-2) 

Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These maPe card sleeves feature various colors of 

opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package 

of 50. (STL230333) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL242151 

O/A IRONGUARD BOARD GAME SLEEVES 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Have a board game you're looking to protect? Whether you're playing it, selling it, or saving it for 

future genera!ons, those board game cards need to be protected from dings and creases. Choose 

from standard American, mini American, standard European, and mini European. We even protect 

Tarot cards! Who could have predicted that? Acid free and PVC free. (STL230327) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $2.50 

 

JUL242152 

O/A IRONGUARD BOARD GAME SLEEVES MINI 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Have a board game you're looking to protect? Whether you're playing it, selling it, or saving it for 

future genera!ons, those board game cards need to be protected from dings and creases. Choose 

from standard American, mini American, standard European, and mini European. We even protect 

Tarot cards! Who could have predicted that? Acid free and PVC free. (STL230328) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $2.00 

 

JUL242153 

O/A IRONGUARD BOARD GAME SLEEVES EU 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Have a board game you're looking to protect? Whether you're playing it, selling it, or saving it for 

future genera!ons, those board game cards need to be protected from dings and creases. Choose 

from standard American, mini American, standard European, and mini European. We even protect 

Tarot cards! Who could have predicted that? Acid free and PVC free. (STL230329) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $2.50 



 

JUL242154 

O/A IRONGUARD BOARD GAME SLEEVES EU MINI 100 PACK (C: 1-1- 

Have a board game you're looking to protect? Whether you're playing it, selling it, or saving it for 

future genera!ons, those board game cards need to be protected from dings and creases. Choose 

from standard American, mini American, standard European, and mini European. We even protect 

Tarot cards! Who could have predicted that? Acid free and PVC free. (STL230330) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $2.00 

 

JUL242155 

O/A IRONGUARD PENNY SLEEVES GRADED 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

A penny for your thoughts? Because we think your cards need to be protected at all !mes. Our 

penny sleeves do the job and are an incredibly affordable way to maintain the value of your 

collec!on. Choose from standard size or graded card size. Sold in packs of 100, which is one of our 

favorite numbers. (STL230326) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL242156 

O/A IRONGUARD PENNY SLEEVES 130PT STANDARD (100 PACK) (C:  

Keep your thicker trading cards safe as house with Ironguard's new 130pt Penny Sleeves. It's quick, 

affordable protec!on for all of your treasured cards. (STL258392) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $2.00 

 

JUL242157 

O/A IRONGUARD DECK PROTECTOR BOX (C: 1-1-2) 

All hands off deck! Keep your card deck out of your sweaty miPs by puTng it in one of these opaque 

deck cases! Holds 100 cards. (STL230348) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL242158 

O/A IRONGUARD SEMI-RIGID CARD SLEEVES RETAIL PACK (C: 1-1- 

Not every card can get graded, but every card can be protected! Whether your hobby is sports cards, 

entertainment cards or CCGs, protect your favorite cards with these semi-rigid card holders! 

Designed for 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these card holders are made of clear vinyl, and feature a 1/2 



inch lip. Perfect for long-term storage! 200 card holders per display, bundled in packs of 50. Four 

displays per case. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215479) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242159 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT RETAIL PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

They may be made of cardboard, but to you they're as good as gold. Whether your thing is collec!ng, 

trading or gaming, you want your cards to be safe so you can con!nue to enjoy them for years to 

come. Protect your cardboard gold with these collector-quality toploaders, perfect for trading, 

storage, and sending cards in to be graded. Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, 

these 35pt card holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25, each 

with a UPC S!cker. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215472) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL242160 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT FULL CASE (BOX OF 40 PACKS)  

They may be made of cardboard, but to you they're as good as gold. Whether your thing is collec!ng, 

trading or gaming, you want your cards to be safe so you can con!nue to enjoy them for years to 

come. Protect your cardboard gold with these collector-quality toploaders, perfect for trading, 

storage, and sending cards in to be graded. Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, 

these 35pt card holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25, each 

with a UPC S!cker. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215456) (C: 1-1-2)PI  

 

JUL242161 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 55PT RETAIL PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

They may be made of cardboard, but to you they're as good as gold. Whether your thing is collec!ng, 

trading or gaming, you want your cards to be safe so you can con!nue to enjoy them for years to 

come. Protect your cardboard gold with these collector-quality toploaders, perfect for trading, 

storage, and sending cards in to be graded. Designed for thicker 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these 55pt 

card holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25, each with a full-

color insert. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215477) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL242162 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 75PT RETAIL PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Magnets are the future, and the future is now! Embrace the wonder of magnets and protect the 

jewels of your card collec!on with these high-quality one-touch cardholders! Designed for thicker 2 



1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these 55pt card holders feature UV protec!on and simple magne!c closures. 

No screwdriver required! Perfect for high-value cards! Labeled for individual sale, there are 25 card 

holders in every display, and four displays in every case. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215478) 

(C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL242163 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 100PT RETAIL PACK (25) (C: 1-1-2) 

Got some cards that are a liPle... husky? Protect those cards that have a liPle extra something 

something with our wide-mouthed 100pt, 130pt, and 180pt Toploaders. No need to wedge your 

cards into a narrow toploader, these leave room for profits to grow! (STL258386) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $10.00 

 

JUL242164 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 130PT RETAIL PACK (10) (C: 1-1-2) 

Got some cards that are a liPle... husky? Protect those cards that have a liPle extra something 

something with our wide-mouthed 100pt, 130pt, and 180pt Toploaders. No need to wedge your 

cards into a narrow toploader, these leave room for profits to grow! (STL258388) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $6.50 

 

JUL242165 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 180PT RETAIL PACK (10) (C: 1-1-2) 

Got some cards that are a liPle... husky? Protect those cards that have a liPle extra something 

something with our wide-mouthed 100pt, 130pt, and 180pt Toploaders. No need to wedge your 

cards into a narrow toploader, these leave room for profits to grow! (STL258391) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $7.00 

 

JUL242166 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT RETAIL BLACK PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

When you're facing down a goblin horde and all that stands between you and total annihila!on are 

60 cards and a six-pack of energy drinks, you're gonna need some protec!on. For your cards, we 

mean. Protect your deck with these collector-quality toploaders, perfect for light skirmishes, 

protracted baPles and long-term crypt storage. Now featuring a black border, to signify your 

allegiance to the Dark Lord! Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these 35pt card 

holders are made of rigid, dragon-scale-quality PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25, 

each with a UPC s!cker. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215473) (C: 1-1-2 



Item SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242167 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT RETAIL YELLOW PACK (C: 1-1-2 

Cuddly is great for a creature, but not so good for cards. When your deck is made up of super-cute 

monsters with super-powers, you may have to resist the urge to give them a squeeze. Luckily, there's 

Ironguard. Protect your cards with these collector-quality toploaders, perfect for dueling, storage and 

catching them all. Now featuring a yellow border, to show that you are ready to throw down against 

the very best! Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these 35pt card holders are 

made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25, each with a full-color insert. An 

Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215474) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242168 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT RETAIL NUMBERED PACK (C: 1-1 

You're at first and ten, the bases are loaded, and there's ten seconds leW on the clock. Do you steal, 

blitz, or go for a three-pointer? Whatever you decide, you need to know all your bases are covered, 

and for that you need Ironguard. Protect your most valuable players with these collector-quality 

toploaders, perfect for trading, storage, and sending cards in to be graded. Now featuring a 

"Numbered Card" label, to iden!fy the rarest of the rare! Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 

1/2" cards, these 35pt card holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 

25, each with a full-color insert. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215476) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242169 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT RETAIL ROOKIE PACK (C: 1-1-2 

You're at first and ten, the bases are loaded, and there's ten seconds leW on the clock. Do you steal, 

blitz, or go for a three-pointer? Whatever you decide, you need to know all your bases are covered, 

and for that you need Ironguard. Protect your most valuable players with these collector-quality 

toploaders, perfect for trading, storage, and sending cards in to be graded. Now featuring a "Rookie 

Card" label, to iden!fy your top prospects! Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, 

these 35 pt card holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25, each 

with a UPC s!cker. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215475) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242170 

O/A IRONGUARD PENNY SLEEVES SMALL LIP 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 



Toploaders and semi-rigid card sleeves are a great way to protect your cards, but geTng the cards in 

and out? THAT's tough. That's why we've developed new "Easy Slide" penny sleeves that are 

designed to go INSIDE an outer layer of protec!on. They have a longer lip, so geTng them in and out 

is easy, like the name! Choose from small lip for geTng out of toploaders and large lip for geTng out 

of semi-rigid cardholders. Sold in bags of 100, because 101 seemed like overkill. (STL230351) (C: 1-1-

2 

Item SRP: $1.99 

 

JUL242171 

O/A IRONGUARD PENNY SLEEVES LARGE LIP 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Toploaders and semi-rigid card sleeves are a great way to protect your cards, but geTng the cards in 

and out? THAT's tough. That's why we've developed new "Easy Slide" penny sleeves that are 

designed to go INSIDE an outer layer of protec!on. They have a longer lip, so geTng them in and out 

is easy, like the name! Choose from small lip for geTng out of toploaders and large lip for geTng out 

of semi-rigid cardholders. Sold in bags of 100, because 101 seemed like overkill. (STL230353) (C: 1-1-

2 

Item SRP: $1.99 

 

JUL242172 

O/A IRONGUARD TEAM SET BAGS 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Trying to get the team back together? Keep 'em cozy in our Team Set bags which can hold up to 30 

standard-sized cards comfortably. (Don't ask us how we know they're comfortable.) With these bags, 

keeping track of teams, players, and subsets is easy-peasy. Sold in bags of 100, so you can be the 

General Manager of your own league! (STL253645) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $2.99 

 

JUL242173 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER CURRENT COMIC BLUE 5-PACK (C: 1-1 

Looking for a way to protect your comic books beyond bags and boards? Keep them in a rigid frame 

with Ironguard's comic-book-sized toploaders, available in four varie!es for the four most common 

sizes. You'll never look at comic protec!on the same way again! Available in packs of 5. (STL258377) 

(C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $16.00 

 

JUL242174 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER SILVER COMIC BLACK 5-PACK (C: 1-1 



Looking for a way to protect your comic books beyond bags and boards? Keep them in a rigid frame 

with Ironguard's comic-book-sized toploaders, available in four varie!es for the four most common 

sizes. You'll never look at comic protec!on the same way again! Available in packs of 5. (STL258379) 

(C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $16.00 

 

JUL242175 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER GOLDEN COMIC GREEN 5-PACK (C: 1-1 

Looking for a way to protect your comic books beyond bags and boards? Keep them in a rigid frame 

with Ironguard's comic-book-sized toploaders, available in four varie!es for the four most common 

sizes. You'll never look at comic protec!on the same way again! Available in packs of 5. (STL258380) 

(C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $17.00 

 

JUL242176 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER MAGAZINE RED 5-PACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Looking for a way to protect your comic books beyond bags and boards? Keep them in a rigid frame 

with Ironguard's comic-book-sized toploaders, available in four varie!es for the four most common 

sizes. You'll never look at comic protec!on the same way again! Available in packs of 5. (STL258382) 

(C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $18.00 

 

JUL242177 

O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 8X10 SIZE NO COLOR (5) (C: 1-1-2) 

If you're going to get a photo signed, don't just tack it to the wall. Protect it for all !me with the 8" x 

10" toploaded from Ironguard! This rigid frame is the perfect size for publicity s!lls and head shots, 

and will keep your collec!on crisp and organized. Available in packs of 5. (STL258383) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $7.50 

 

COMICARE 

 

JUL242178 

O/A COMICCARE GOLDEN PE BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 

The perfect (and economical!) way to protect your valuable comics! 

* 100% virgin material 



* 3 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 8" x 10 3/4" (STL251926) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $9.00 

 

JUL242179 

O/A COMICARE SILVER PE BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 

The perfect (and economical!) way to protect your valuable comics! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 3 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 7 1/8" X 10 1/2" (STL251925) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $8.00 

 

JUL242180 

O/A COMICARE CURRENT PE BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 

The perfect (and economical!) way to protect your valuable comics! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 3 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 6 7/8" X 10 1/2" (STL251923) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $8.00 

 

JUL242181 

O/A COMICARE MAGAZINE PE BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 

The perfect (and economical!) way to protect your valuable comics! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 3 mil. thick 



* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 8 3/4" x 10 3/4" (STL251927) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $11.00 

 

JUL242182 

O/A COMICARE TREASURY SIZE PE BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2 

The perfect (and economical!) way to protect your valuable comics! 

•    100% virgin material 

•    3 mil. thick 

•    Resealable pre-counted bags of 100 

•    Sold in packs of 100 (STL251946) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $19.99 

 

E. GERBER PRODUCTS 

 

JUL242183 

O/A COMICARE GOLDEN BOARDS (PACK OF 50) (C: 1-1-2) 

These all-white boards are designed specifically to fit snugly inside ComicCare bags! 

* 24 mil thick 

* Sold in packs of 50 

* 7 1/2" x 10 1/2" (STL252191) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $7.25 

 

JUL242184 

O/A COMICARE SILVER BOARDS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 

These all-white boards are designed specifically to fit snugly inside ComicCare bags! 

* 24 mil thick 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 7" x 10 1/2" (STL252189) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $14.50 



 

JUL242185 

O/A COMICARE CURRENT BOARDS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 

These all-white boards are designed specifically to fit snugly inside ComicCare bags! 

* 24 mil thick 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 6 3/4" x 10 1/2" (STL252188) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $13.50 

 

JUL242186 

O/A COMICARE MAGAZINE BOARDS (PACK OF 50) 

These all-white boards are designed specifically to fit snugly inside ComicCare bags! 

* 24 mil thick 

* Sold in packs of 50 

* 8 1/2" x 11" (STL252190 

Item SRP: $7.75 

 

JUL242187 

O/A COMICARE GOLDEN PP BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 

Lighter than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping your comics safe! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 8 x 10 3/4" (STL251949) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL242188 

O/A COMICARE SILVER PP BAGS (PACK OF 100) 

Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping 

your comics safe! 



* 100% virgin material 

* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 7 1/8" x 10 1/2" (STL251948 

Item SRP: $7.50 

 

JUL242189 

O/A COMICARE CURRENT PP BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1-1-2) 

Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping 

your comics safe! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 6 7/8" x 10 1/2" (STL251947) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $7.50 

 

JUL242190 

O/A COMICARE MAGAZINE PP BAGS (PACK OF 100) 

Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping 

your comics safe! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 8 3/4" x 11" (STL251950 

Item SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL242191 

O/A COMICARE GOLDEN PP RESEALABLE BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C: 1 

Lighter than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping your comics safe! 



* 100% virgin material 

* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap is resealable 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 8 x 10 3/4" (STL251958) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $9.49 

 

JUL242192 

O/A COMICARE SILVER PP RESEALABLE BAGS (PACK OF 100) 

Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping 

your comics safe! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap is resealable 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 7 1/8" x 10 1/2" (STL251956 

Item SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL242193 

O/A COMICARE CURRENT PP RESEALABLE BAGS (PACK OF 100) (C:  

Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping 

your comics safe! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap is resealable 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 6 7/8" x 10 1/2" (STL251955) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $8.99 

 

JUL242194 

O/A COMICARE MAGAZINE PP RESEALABLE BAGS (PACK OF 100) 



Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping 

your comics safe! 

* 100% virgin material 

* 2 mil. thick 

* 1 ½" fold-over flap is resealable 

* Sold in packs of 100 

* 8 3/4" x 11" (STL251959 

Item SRP: $12.00 

 

E. GERBER PRODUCTS 

 

JUL242195 

O/A COMICARE SHORT COMIC BOX (PACK OF 10) (C: 1-1-2) 

These durable, double-walled "oyster white" boxes come in three sizes - perfect for any collector's 

needs. 

* Boxes feature double-walled boPoms with single-walled box lids 

* Holds 150 comics 

* Sold in quan!!es of 10 

* 13 1/8" x 7 3/8" x 10 5/8" (STL252193) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $60.00 

 

JUL242196 

O/A COMICARE LONG COMIC BOX (PACK OF 10) 

These durable, double-walled "oyster white" boxes come in three sizes - perfect for any collector's 

needs. 

* Boxes feature double-walled boPoms with single-walled box lids 

* Holds 300 comics 

* Sold in quan!!es of 10 

* 26 1/16" x 7 1/2" x 10 7/16" (STL252192 

Item SRP: $75.00 

 

JUL242197 



O/A COMICARE MAGAZINE STORAGE BOX (PACK OF 10) 

These durable, double-walled "oyster white" boxes come in three sizes - perfect for any collector's 

needs. 

* Boxes feature double-walled boPoms with single-walled box lids 

* Holds 150 magazines 

* Sold in quan!!es of 10 

* 15" x 8 15/16" x 11 1/2" (STL252194 

Item SRP: $65.00 

 

MANGA 

 

SUBLIME 

 

JUL242198 

TAKARAS TREASURE GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Minta Suzumaru 

Taishin has moved to Tokyo from his hometown of Fukuoka to start college and reunite with Takara, a 

stranger who had consoled him in his grief the year prior. However, when he finally gets the chance 

to express his gra!tude, Takara gives him the cold shoulder! But Taishin, undeterred, decides to 

pursue Takara anyway, and Takara finds himself becoming more and more enchanted by Taishin's 

straighcorward and earnest gaze. (STL321540) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 266pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

UDON ENTERTAINMENT INC 

 

JUL242199 

STREET FIGHTER MASTERS LILY #1 CVR A GENZOMAN 

(W) Sherard Jackson (A) Mike Bowden (CA)  Genzoman 

Meet the blazing sun of the Thunderfoot Tribe - Lily Hawk! Introduced in Street Fighter 6, this war 

club-wielding warrior will have to team up with her mentor, T.Hawk, to take down an evil force which 

threatens their village, Mexico… and maybe even the world! (STL330510) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2024. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

JUL242200 

STREET FIGHTER MASTERS LILY #1 CVR B BOWDEN 

(W) Sherard Jackson (A/CA) Mike Bowden 

Meet the blazing sun of the Thunderfoot Tribe - Lily Hawk! Introduced in Street Fighter 6, this war 

club-wielding warrior will have to team up with her mentor, T.Hawk, to take down an evil force which 

threatens their village, Mexico… and maybe even the world! (STL330512) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2024. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242201 

STREET FIGHTER MASTERS LILY #1 CVR C BLANK SKETCH 

(W) Sherard Jackson (A) Mike Bowden (CA)  Blank Sketch Cover 

Meet the blazing sun of the Thunderfoot Tribe - Lily Hawk! Introduced in Street Fighter 6, this war 

club-wielding warrior will have to team up with her mentor, T.Hawk, to take down an evil force which 

threatens their village, Mexico… and maybe even the world! (STL330514) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2024. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL242203 

FINAL FIGHT #3 (OF 4) CVR A WELDON 

(W) MaP Moylan (A/CA) MaPhew Weldon 

Haggar, Cody and Guy have baPled their way through hundreds of thugs, punks, and henchmen… but 

now the Mad Gear Gang throws its heavy hiPers at our heroes! The militaris!c Rolento! The sadis!c 

Poison! And the giant man-mountain Hugo! The rumble in Metro City nears its climax… who will 

survive to see the Final Fight!? (STL330387) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242204 

FINAL FIGHT #3 (OF 4) CVR B CHAMBA 

(W) MaP Moylan (A) MaPhew Weldon (CA) Jeffrey Chamba Cruz 

Haggar, Cody and Guy have baPled their way through hundreds of thugs, punks, and henchmen… but 

now the Mad Gear Gang throws its heavy hiPers at our heroes! The militaris!c Rolento! The sadis!c 

Poison! And the giant man-mountain Hugo! The rumble in Metro City nears its climax… who will 

survive to see the Final Fight!? (STL330388) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 



32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242206 

2024 SHANTAE SWIMSUIT SPECIAL #1 CVR A SAKURAJYOUSUI 

(A)  Various (CA) Nami Sakurajyousui 

Video game icon Shantae gets her very first swimsuit special! This belly-dancing, half-genie hero hits 

the beaches alongside her friends RoPytops and Sky, baddies like Riskyboots and Nega-Shantae, and 

many more denizens of Sequin Land. This pin-up art special also includes a special 6-page manga-

style Shantae story! (STL330390) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242207 

2024 SHANTAE SWIMSUIT SPECIAL #1 CVR B SAKURAJYOUSUI 

(A)  Various (CA) Nami Sakurajyousui 

Video game icon Shantae gets her very first swimsuit special! This belly-dancing, half-genie hero hits 

the beaches alongside her friends RoPytops and Sky, baddies like Riskyboots and Nega-Shantae, and 

many more denizens of Sequin Land. This pin-up art special also includes a special 6-page manga-

style Shantae story! (STL330391) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242208 

2024 SHANTAE SWIMSUIT SPECIAL #1 CVR C BLANK SKETCH 

(A)  Various (CA)  Blank Sketch Cover 

Video game icon Shantae gets her very first swimsuit special! This belly-dancing, half-genie hero hits 

the beaches alongside her friends RoPytops and Sky, baddies like Riskyboots and Nega-Shantae, and 

many more denizens of Sequin Land. This pin-up art special also includes a special 6-page manga-

style Shantae story! (STL330392) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL242210 

OTTOMAN HENSHIN HERO HUSBAND GN VOL 01 (OF 2) (MR) (C: 0-1-2 

(W/A/CA) Shinnosuke Kanazawa 

Boring salaryman Soya Gomi finds himself infected by a parasi!c alien, while his beloved wife Yuka is 

in danger from evil forces! For the safety of his wife and the en!re world, Soya must use his love as 



the energy to power up! The epic wife-loving henshin-hero ac!on manga starts here!! (STL315340) 

Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 480pgs, B&W (1 of 2) SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242211 

FALLING IN LOVE WITH A TRAVELING CAT GN 

(W)  JUNO (A/CA)  Mofusand 

Where would you like to travel? The aquarium, the amusement park, the great outdoors, the hot 

springs… Make a plan and pack your liPle bag! The cute kiTes of Mofusand have conquered Japan 

and now, they're taking a trip! Incredible illustrator Juno brings the lives and travels of these cats to 

life in Falling In Love with a Traveling Cat! (STL320506) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 

SC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242212 

GIGA TOWN GUIDE TO MANGA ICONGRAPHY TP 

(W/A/CA) Fumiyo Kouno 

Manga symbols - "manpu" in Japanese - are iconic or symbolic expressions used uniquely in manga, 

such as sweat drops, popping veins, and smoke puffs. Giga Town: A Guide to Manga Iconography! is 

(probably) Japan's first guide to this manga iconography, collec!ng and explaining these symbols, 

with a short manga featuring the frolicking animals of the famous Japanese scroll Choju-jinbutsu-giga 

to explain each one! (STL315337) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 

SC, 132pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242213 

ROSE OF VERSAILLES HC VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Riyoko Ikeda 

Oscar François de Jarjeyes is a young noblewoman raised as a son by her father. As commander of 

Marie AntoinePe's palace guard, Oscar is brought face-to-face with the luxury of King Louis XVI's 

court at Versailles. Joined by her servant André, Oscar is privy to the intrigue and deceit of France's 

last great royal regime. 

The Rose of Versailles, the queen of shojo manga, is available for the first !me in English! This deluxe 

hardcover volume contains the first 22 chapters of Riyoko Ikeda's historical fic!on masterwork. 

(STL139039) Available Now! (OCT192283) 

HC, 500pgs, B&W SRP: $38.99 

 



JUL242214 

ROSE OF VERSAILLES HC VOL 02 

(W/A/CA) Riyoko Ikeda 

Oscar Francois de Jarjeyes, female commander of the royal guard, is at the center of events at Marie 

AntoinePe's involvement in the scandalous Affair of the Diamond Necklace and her passion for Count 

Fersen of Sweden causes chaos at the court of Versailles. This deluxe hardcover collects chapters 23-

44 of Riyoko Ikeda's historical fic!on masterwork. (STL144070) Available Now! (DEC192047) 

HC, 512pgs, B&W SRP: $38.99 

 

JUL242215 

ROSE OF VERSAILLES HC VOL 03 

(W/A/CA) Riyoko Ikeda 

War is brewing. Oscar François de Jarjeyes has never conformed to the image of an ideal French 

noblewoman. While the people of Paris are being bankrupted by the nobles' extravagant spending, 

Oscar demotes herself to the French Guard, and mingles with revolu!onary thinkers and 

commoners. She finds herself broken by failed love and torn between her loyal!es to Queen Marie 

AntoinePe and to the people of France. This deluxe hardcover volume contains chapters 45-66 of 

Riyoko Ikeda's historical fic!on masterwork. (STL144071) Available Now! (APR202328) 

HC, 480pgs, B&W SRP: $38.99 

 

JUL242216 

ROSE OF VERSAILLES HC VOL 04 

(W/A/CA) Riyoko Ikeda 

France spirals towards a civil war, as nobles con!nue to ignore the people of France. Noblewoman 

Oscar François de Jarjayes is forced to reconsider her life as a soldier and a woman, her loyal!es and 

her love. Marie An!onePe and the royal family seek escape, while Robespierre and the Na!onal 

Assembly take up arms and demand democracy. This deluxe hardcover volume contains chapters 67-

82 of Riyoko Ikeda's historical fic!on masterwork, plus the side story "The Countess in Black". 

(STL164198) Available Now! (DEC201864) 

HC, 6x9, 498pgs, B&W SRP: $38.99 

 

JUL242217 

ROSE OF VERSAILLES HC VOL 05 

(W/A/CA) Riyoko Ikeda 

Oscar François de Jarjayes is the commander of the French Royal Guards, but even this fearless 

noblewoman may have met her match. Enter Loulou de la Laurencie, Oscar's mischievous young 



niece. Loulou was sent to Oscar's house to improve her manners, but instead finds herself entangled 

in a bevy of adventures. She quickly becomes the key to helping Oscar and her loyal friends André 

and Rosalie solve some thrilling mysteries! This volume collects the four new stories wriPen and 

illustrated by Riyoko Ikeda in 1984 & 1985, collec!vely known as The Rose of Versailles Side Stories: 

The Great Detec!ve Loulou. (STL167612) Available Now! (JAN211751) 

HC, 340pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99 

 

VIZ MEDIA LLC 

 

JUL242218 

IM THE GRIM REAPER GN VOL 01 

(W/A)  Graveweaver 

When Scarlet finds herself doomed to eternal punishment in Hell for a sinful life she can't even 

remember, Satan himself offers her a deal: return to earth and kill one marked sinner per day…as his 

grim reaper! (STL321473) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 

SC, 240pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

JUL242219 

TOKYO THESE DAYS HC VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Taiyo Matsumoto 

Believing in the future of manga while never forgeTng its past, Shiozawa accompanies manga 

creators once again through their agony to create an ul!mate manga project. Is there ever joy in 

crea!on? (STL321546) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 5x8.5, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $28.00 

 

JUL242220 

CHOUJIN X GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sui Ishida (A) Taiyo Matsumoto 

Tokio is back from his training just in !me to help Ely and Azuma deal with some troublesome 

choujin. But tearful reunions will have to wait as Yamato Mori dedicates all its resources to preparing 

for an all-out war against Zora and her forces. As Tokio and his friends get caught up in strategy 

sessions and reconnaissance missions, they are viscerally reminded that there's one experience all 

choujin have in common-pain. (STL321445) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x8.5, 232pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 



JUL242221 

FIST OF THE NORTH STAR HC VOL 14 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Buronson (A) Tetsuo Hara 

The arrival of Kenshiro in the land of the Asuras was preceded by the legend of Raoh, who it was said 

would bring jus!ce to that blighted place. The people of the land of the Asuras suffer in the grip of its 

savage leaders, the dreaded Rasho, three masters of Hokuto Ryuken. Now, Kenshiro has come to 

rescue Rin and Shachi. To do it, he'll have to face the first Rasho, the demon lord Kaio, a man whose 

soul burns with the rage of the gods! (STL321457) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 5x8.5, 292pgs, B&W SRP: $25.00 

 

JUL242222 

FOOL NIGHT GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kasumi Yasuda 

Struggling in poverty and slowly transforming, Kamiya must figure out how to spend the two brief 

years of humanity he has leW aWer undergoing the transflora!on procedure. The vine growing from 

his stomach has made him ques!on his rela!onship with his mother and his employment at 

Transflora Medical. Meanwhile, Kamiya's childhood friend Hourai assists in the inves!ga!on of a 

string of murders commiPed by a spiriflor. (STL321461) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-

1-2) 

SC, 5x8.5, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242223 

DRCL MIDNIGHT CHILDREN HC VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Shin'ichi Sakamoto 

With Lucy's life hanging in the balance, tempers flare and tensions rise as Arthur, Quincey, Joe, and 

Mina struggle to decide who is best suited to offer aid to their precious friend. However, the sudden 

appearance of Count Dracula may render all their efforts for naught. Will centuries of humanity's 

collected knowledge be enough to hold back the count's advance, or will wisdom and logic falter in 

the face of the undead king's maddening presence? (STL321427) Scheduled to ship in September 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 5x8.5, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $27.99 

 

JUL242224 

CALL OF THE NIGHT GN VOL 17 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Kotoyama 



Ko's school trip is full of surprises as he forges connec!ons with old and new friends. Kyoko pursues a 

lead regarding the truth about her father. And Mahiru and Kiku take the final steps in their 

rela!onship as human and vampire...leaving Ko with a lot to process. (STL321441) Scheduled to ship 

in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242225 

TRILLION GAME GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Riichiro Inagaki (A) Ryoichi Ikegami 

Self-proclaimed "world's most selfish man" Haru and !mid computer whiz Gaku set out to make a 

trillion dollars. They start the company Trillion Game to accomplish this task and hope to iron out the 

details as they go. With charm, technical skills, and no business plan, can these unlikely friends reach 

their loWy goal? (STL321547) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242226 

DISNEY TWISTED WONDERLAND MANGA ANTHOLOGY GN VOL 01 

(W/A)  Various 

An anthology of manga shorts featuring all your favorite characters from the Disney mobile game. 

Short stories set in the world of Twisted Wonderland, based on the hit mobile game from Disney! 

The first installment in a collec!on of small but mighty adventures, featuring the characters and 

world of Twisted Wonderland. Each tale is wriPen and drawn by a different manga creator! 

(STL321454) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 

SC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242227 

MAO GN VOL 18 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Rumiko Takahashi 

Nanoka and Mao aPempt to mediate a deadly dispute between curse-wielding sisters Kagari and 

Ayame. Then, our exorcist heroes are off to inves!gate villagers rumored to perform human sacrifices 

to a mysterious water god. Is Nanoka's sword, Akanemaru, up to the tasks that lie ahead…? 

(STL321497) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242228 



FLY ME TO THE MOON GN VOL 25 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kenjiro Hata 

Nasa and Tsukasa finally uncover the truth behind Tsukasa's curse, and it's…complicated. So 

complicated that the newlyweds need some serious couple !me to process things. Unfortunately, 

Nasa finds hacking advanced alien technology way easier than thinking up a good date spot to take 

his wife. And liPle do Nasa and Tsukasa know that they're about to cross paths with another couple-

one whose history with our heroes will make things more complicated than ever! (STL321459) 

Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242229 

FRIEREN BEYOND JOURNEYS END GN VOL 11 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kanehito Yamada (A) Tsukasa Abe 

Frieren has broken the curse of Diagoldze and released herself and Denken. Now they face Macht 

and Solitär in a final baPle of retribu!on. With his memories of his wife driving him, Denken 

challenges Macht, his former master. Frieren takes on Solitär, who is confident of victory. But demons 

have always underes!mated Frieren, one of the greatest mages to ever live, and Macht and Solitär 

would do well to not count Frieren out just yet! (STL321463) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242230 

HELCK GN VOL 11 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Nanaki Nanao 

At long last, the iden!ty of the Human King comes to light! In order to finally acquire the pieces he 

needs to enact his goals, the king tries to take control of Helck's body. Instead, Helck releases his 

hidden power and faces off against the Human King at the start of this final baPle! (STL321467) 

Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242231 

YONA OF THE DAWN GN VOL 42 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Mizuho Kusanagi 

Yona and her friends have thwarted South Kai's Emperor Chagol, but Sinha, Jaeha, and Zeno are s!ll 

nowhere to be found. Suddenly, Yona hears the voice of a dragon! But the biggest surprise might be 

what Su-won reveals to Hak regarding his plans for succession… (STL321561) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242232 

LAST QUARTER GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Ai Yazawa 

Two star-crossed lovers transcend !me in this supernatural mystery from the creator of Nana! 

 

Struggling to adapt to life with a new mother and sister aWer her father's remarriage, Mizuki meets a 

blue-eyed man playing guitar on the street in Shibuya and is powerfully drawn to him. How far will 

she go to see him again? (STL321489) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 280pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL242233 

LETS DO IT ALREADY GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Aki Kusaka 

AWer Yuri begins da!ng Keiichiro, she discovers what it's like spending !me with a member of the 

elite. When they commute to high school, they're chaperoned by Keiichiro's private guards, and 

there are surveillance cameras in his chauffeured car. It's difficult to be roman!c, especially now that 

a handsome spy from the Katsuragi family is interfering in their rela!onship! (STL321490) Scheduled 

to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242234 

LIKE A BUTTERFLY GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Suu Morishita 

Suiren and Kawasumi are now second-years, and they're fortunate enough to be in the same class! 

Seeing each other this way is nice, but Suiren starts to feel lonely as Kawasumi immerses himself in 

karate. Can Suiren work up the courage to tell Kawasumi that she wants more? (STL321492) 

Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242235 

WOLF GIRL BLACK PRINCE GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Ayuko HaPa 



When Erika turns Kyoya down for a date to help one of San's younger brothers shop for San's 

birthday, Kamiya points out her story doesn't add up. AWer some snooping, Kyoya is shocked to find 

Erika mee!ng up with a tall and handsome stranger! Shaken to his core, Kyoya can't even bring 

himself to go to school the next day. Can the pair survive this apparent betrayal? (STL321557) 

Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242236 

LOVES IN SIGHT GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Uoyama 

To fulfill his promise, Morio takes Yukiko on an exci!ng seaside drive for her very first trip to the 

beach. There, she learns about the beau!ful and terrifying wonders of the ocean. Then, Morio finally 

meets Yukiko's dad-who's convinced that his liPle girl shouldn't be da!ng a delinquent! What kinds 

of troubles and adventures await Morio and Yukiko in this final volume? (STL321494) Scheduled to 

ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 296pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242237 

POKEMON COMP POKEMON POCKET GUIDE BOX SET (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Shogakukan 

Each book in this two-volume set is filled with descrip!ons and stats, including Abili!es, Moves, and 

Evolu!ons. Includes 898 Pokémon! (STL321519) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x11, 1112pgs, FC SRP: $28.99 

 

JUL242238 

ANIMAL CROSSING NEW HORIZONS GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kokonasu Rumba 

There are even more vaca!on homes to design for Paradise Planning clients! Can the gang create the 

perfect studio for Hazel, who's hoping to make it as a manga ar!st?! (STL321431) Scheduled to ship 

in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 128pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242239 

NARUTO SASUKES STORY UCHIHA HEAVENLY STARDUST GN VOL 02 (C:  

(W) Masashi Kishimoto & Various 



As Sasuke and Sakura descend even deeper into the hidden chambers beneath the observatory, the 

details of a dire conspiracy finally begin to come to light. With the prison warden watching their 

every move, the two will have to find a way to secure Naruto's cure and survive the baPle to come in 

this thrilling conclusion! (STL321510) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242240 

HAIKYU 3-IN-1 ED VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Haruichi Furudate 

Karasuno's training camp kicks off with a bang, and the moment they've all been wai!ng for finally 

arrives-the revival of the long-standing rivalry between the Cats and the Crows! Karasuno's prac!ce 

games against Nekoma reveal all the cracks in their teamwork, and they'd bePer patch things up if 

they're to stand a chance in the Inter-High qualifiers. Team Karasuno realizes that their chances are 

even slimmer when they see who they're up against in their block: Aoba Johsai and the Iron Wall of 

Date Tech! (STL321465) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 600pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL242241 

KIKIS DELIVERY SERVICE FILM COMIC ALL IN ONE ED HC (C: 0-1-2 

(W) Hayao Miyazaki 

Now that she's 13 years old, it's !me for young Kiki to start thinking about her future. One night, 

under the shine of a full moon, she grabs her black cat Jiji, hops on her mother's broom and heads 

off into the night. The next day she arrives at a friendly seaside city, and this, she tells her loyal and 

furry companion, is where she'll spend the next year learning how to become a real, honest-to-

goodness witch. (STL321485) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 6x8, 584pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 

 

JUL242242 

WORLD PIECE GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Josh Tierney (A)  Agroshka 

In the aWermath of the Nurulan aPack on Affin, Lucas and his friends are taken prisoner aboard the 

same baPleship commanded by Exxo's father, Captain Divo, who has taken possession of Earth! Exxo 

might be Lucas's only hope to take back his planet, but will she be able to stand up to her powerful 

father for the sake of her friends? And will Lucas even be able to unlock the power to restore Earth 

back to size? The answers are at their finger!ps as Lucas's space adventure reaches its nail-bi!ng 

conclusion in the final volume of World Piece! (STL321558) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 

0-1-2) 



SC, 6x9, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL242243 

INSOMNIACS AFTER SCHOOL GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Makoto Ojiro 

AWer disobeying Magari's parents, Nakami and Magari face a strict separa!on. Magari is banned 

from having any contact with Nakami outside of school. Overwhelmed with guilt, the duo reluctantly 

agrees to put their connec!on on hold. At the same !me, the astronomy club faces disbandment, 

and the pair must make a bold move to save it. Can Nakami and Magari defy the odds to salvage 

both their rela!onship and the future of the astronomy club? (STL321476) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242244 

LEGEND OF ZELDA TWILIGHT PRINCESS GN COMP BOX SET (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Akira Himekawa 

This box set contains all 11 volumes of the smash-hit manga series The Legend of Zelda: Twilight 

Princess and a collec!ble, double-sided poster! (STL321544) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

2040pgs, B&W SRP: $129.99 

 

JUL242245 

JOJO A GO GO HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Hirohiko Araki 

Hirohiko Araki's JoJo's Bizarre Adventure is a beloved epic with dedicated fans everywhere under the 

sun. The art book JoJo A-Go!Go! collects exclusive illustra!ons and color pages as it dances through 

Stardust Crusaders, Diamond Is Unbreakable, and Golden Wind-and it even includes a peek at Stone 

Ocean! 

 

Available for the first !me as a standalone hardcover, this collec!on of Araki's beau!fully bizarre 

artwork is a truly deluxe package, a funky look at the all-star characters and good vibes that made 

JoJo's Bizarre Adventure a success! (STL321478) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 10x14, 144pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 

 

JUL242246 



SAKAMOTO DAYS GN VOL 13 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yuto Suzuki 

In order to avoid expulsion from the JCC, a young Sakamoto, Nagumo, and Akao are assigned a 

special mission-along with another outcast, Uzuki. The assassins close in on their target at a special 

department store for hit men, but unbeknownst to them, their ac!ons there will alter the course of 

their futures forever… (STL321527) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242247 

JOJOS BIZARRE ADV PART 6 STONE OCEAN HC VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Hirohiko Araki 

Pale Snake has F.F. on the ropes when Weather Forecast comes to their rescue. The pair narrowly 

escape and are able to meet up with Jolyne and Anastasia, but their relief is short-lived when sudden 

tragedy strikes! The !me to escape from prison and track down Father Pucchi has come, with Jolyne, 

Ermes, and Emporio planning to go one way while Weather Forecast and Anastasia go another. But 

Jolyne is aPacked by the lead guard, Mew Mew, whose Stand, Jailhouse Lock, causes Jolyne to be 

able to remember only three things at a !me. She keeps wri!ng notes for herself as she struggles to 

get free of her aPacker, but then Mew Mew suddenly shoots Emporio! Will Jolyne be able to escape 

the prison?! And what of Anastasia and Weather Forecast on the outside? (STL321479) Scheduled to 

ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 5x7.5, 394pgs, B&W SRP: $25.00 

 

JUL242248 

CHAINSAW MAN GN VOL 16 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Tatsuki Fujimoto 

To live life as a normal high school student, or to become Chainsaw Man again. Denji is facing the 

ul!mate choice and has no idea what to do. Meanwhile, a mysterious group called the Chainsaw 

Man Church is gaining power behind the scenes. What exactly are they ploTng, and how will Denji 

fit into their scheme? (STL321444) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242249 

DARK GATHERING GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kenichi Kondo 

Yayoi and her friends have been trapped in a deadly game of dream tag by a sinister spirit wearing 

the body of an elementary schooler! With only a single plushie at her disposal, will Yayoi be able to 



help everyone escape from the deranged teacher who's hun!ng them, or will they all end up as 

nothing but food for the crows? (STL321451) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242250 

MASHLE MAGIC & MUSCLES GN VOL 17 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Hajime Komoto 

Innocent Zero's youngest child, Domina, steps in to put a stop to his father's pursuit of Mash. Using 

the reprieve afforded them, Mash's friends race against the clock in hopes of geTng him to 

Meliadoul, the only hope he has of surviving without a heart. Meanwhile, as Mash hovers between 

life and death, he encounters a mysterious figure. (STL321499) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

YEN PRESS 

 

JUL242251 

GUY SHE WAS INTERESTED IN WASNT A GUY AT ALL GN VOL 01 (C: 0 

(W/A) Sumiko Arai 

Fashionable and upbeat high schooler Aya falls head over heels for an employee at a local CD shop. 

He’s got an air of mystery about him, always dressed well, and has impeccable taste in music. LiPle 

does she know—this supposedly male employee is actually her female classmate Mitsuki! Mitsuki 

generally keeps to herself, but since her seat is right next to Aya’s, she can't help but be extremely 

aware of the other’s crush. Revealing the truth is out of the ques!on—but perhaps geTng closer to 

Aya wouldn’t be so bad... (STL331283) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242252 

LETHAL DOSE OF LOVE GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Yosumi 

He’ll never forget him—his ex-classmate Yuu, that is. College student Ryousuke was absolutely 

devastated when Shinobu confessed and then promptly disappeared from his life without wai!ng for 

a reply. AWer desperately searching for years, he is overjoyed when they suddenly meet by chance. 

His happiness is soon eclipsed by the fact that Shinobu walks off into the arms of another man... 

(STL331261) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 



SC, 196pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242253 

IS THE ORDER A RABBIT GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Koi 

Lured in by the promise of cute bunnies, Cocoa stops by Rabbit House Café for a drink—only to find 

out it’s the very place she’ll be living…?! Inside, she meets small-but-aloof Chino, militaris!c Rize, 

calm, tradi!onal Chiyo, and Sharo, a normal girl who overflows with elegance. Watch the girls' 

friendship deepen as the café bursts with cuteness and laughter from all direc!ons! (STL331256) 

Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 112pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242254 

ILL BECOME A VILLAINESS WHO GOES DOWN IN HISTORY GN VOL 01 ( 

(W) Izumi Okido (A) Akari Hoshi 

“Screw all your lip service! I’ll go down in history as a villain!” Me, the same girl who hates all those 

prim and proper heroines, got reincarnated as the villain in the world of my favorite fantasy da!ng 

sim! It’s my dream come true, so I’m going to leave my mark on history by becoming the world’s 

greatest villain! But to do that, I’ll need to get a lot stronger, and smarter. Just one problem—the 

harder I try to be evil, the harder the prince falls for me! At this rate, will I ever get to earn my place 

in history!? (STL331249) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242255 

WITCH & KNIGHT WILL SURVIVE GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Dai Chikamoto (A) Gonbe Shinkawa 

When Ce!a is targeted by the church’s forces, and she goes on a rampage—and so the end of our 

tale approaches! Searching for the truth behind all the deadly ecclesias!c schemes, Kurnig meets 

with Bishop Zyle, leader of the church. And while his baPle with Agredios rages on, the Bishop 

realizes that the cure everyone is looking for might lay under their noses... Griamelda’s in a rage, and 

Ce!a’s running wild…will the witch and the knight really make it through alive—!? (STL331293) 

Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 



JUL242256 

LYCORIS RECOIL GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Spider Lily (A) Yasunori Bizen 

Japan—a na!on where vicious crime and terror have been all but eliminated. And who keeps the 

peace? Cute schoolgirls, of course! Those uniformed youths you see on street corners and in stylish 

cafes may just be agents of Lycoris, with pistols in their purses and missions on their mind... 

(STL331263) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 152pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242257 

SMALL ANIMALLIKE LADY ADORED BY THE ICE PRINCE GN VOL 01 (C: 

(W)  Hisui (A) Agu Ao, Mugi Sawai 

I’m Liliana, the daughter of an earl, and I’m in a terrible bind. For some reason, when the “Ice 

Prince,” Prince William, hosted a party to find his bride, I was the lucky guest he chose! Except…living 

a life as royalty is just about the last thing I want. So my goal is to break off my engagement—the 

sooner the bePer! But why is it that day by day, His Highness’s aTtude only grows sweeter…? 

(STL331287) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242258 

HOLOX MEETING GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Cover Corp,  Omcurry G K (A) Anmitsu Okada 

Just as Secret Society holoX earns some recogni!on with their victory in the singing contest, they’re 

hit with a wave of bad press. To clean up their image and win over the haters, the up-and-coming 

quintet decide to hold a free concert, advancing their plans for world domina!on to a new stage! 

And then, with their society becoming less of a secret by the day, the newfound prominence of holoX 

leads to a fateful encounter?! (STL331242) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242259 

WHOEVER STEALS THIS BOOK GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Nowaki Fukamidori (A) Kakeru Sora 

Stuck in the world of The Silver Beast un!l she finds the book thief, things are looking bleak for 

Mifuyu. She’s fully transformed into a fox, and even more pressingly...Mashiro was swallowed by the 

Beast itself! Can she rescue her friend and solve the secret behind this string of burglaries before it’s 



too late? All will become clear in this thrilling and illumina!ng conclusion to the Whoever Steals 

series! (STL331297) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242260 

THREE-BODY PROBLEM COMIC GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Cixin Liu (A) XuDong Cai 

Amid China’s Cultural Revolu!on in the 1960s, a covert military project establishes contact with 

Trisolaris, an alien planet on the brink of destruc!on. This sets into mo!on the Trisolarans’ long and 

menacing journey to invade Earth. Meanwhile, a secret society is formed by the world’s elite, broken 

into fac!ons with differing mo!va!ons for aiding in the Trisolaran invasion—from saving the lives of 

their descendants to accelera!ng the destruc!on of humanity. Decades later, a group of scien!sts 

and a cunning detec!ve inves!gate a series of mysterious suicides, leading to the discovery of this 

Earth-Trisolaran Organiza!on. Humanity’s baPle against its greatest threat has begun... (STL331288) 

Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $22.00 

 

JUL242261 

86 EIGHTY SIX OPERATION HIGH SCHOOL GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Asato Asato (A) Suzume Somemiya & Various 

The Republic of San Magnolia is enjoying peaceful days, having not been invaded by the neighboring 

empire’s Legion weapons. This is the story of Shin, Lena, and their friends as normal students 

aPending Eighty-Six Private High School, where they’ll partake in club ac!vi!es, the culture fes!val, a 

fireworks fes!val, and more! A story of heartwarming romance and glorious youth that could never 

have happened in the original 86 unfolds! (STL331227) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242262 

SWORD ART ONLINE KISS & FLY GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Reki Kawahara (A) Rico Bekko 

Kirito and the others try to unravel the mysteries of a new quest, traveling to new, unexplored areas 

of Al�eim Online!! And Yuki, at the hospital in pallia!ve care for her incurable illness, spends her 

!me playing a game for terminal pa!ents called “Serene Garden” by using a medical-grade full dive 

system called Medicuboid. There, Yuki discovers a new VR game called “Asuka Empire,” and takes her 



first steps into the world of VR Games. Witness Yuki’s origin, and the birth of “Zekken!” (STL331280) 

Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242263 

BLOODY SWEET GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) NaRae Lee 

Fetechou might have rejected his old friend, but Roxana won’t take no for an answer—and she’s 

willing to go to extreme measures! Having established herself as a celebrity among humans, Roxana 

reveals Fetechou’s true vampiric nature to the en!re world. Will he and Naerim be able to defeat 

Roxana, or will the vampiress’s nefarious schemes drive a wedge between them for good? 

(STL331234) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 288pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242264 

NO GAME NO LIFE CHAPTER 2 EASTER UNION GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0- 

(W) Yuu Kamiya (A) Ryu Naitou 

Summoned to a “world in which games decide everything” by a boy who calls himself a god, ace 

gamer siblings Sora and Shiro capture Immanity’s throne in the blink of an eye and set their sights on 

a new conquest—The Eastern Union—third most powerful na!on in the world. But an encounter 

with Jibril, the Flügel prompts an unexpected game of materializa!on shiritori! Against a creature 

with the power to slay gods, can “ ” come out on top? (STL331267) Scheduled to ship in October 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242265 

FIFTEEN MINUTES BEFORE WE REALLY DATE GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Perico 

“Just who am I to Yuuki?” As Yuuki and Natsuha are in the midst of a liPle discord, Natsuha loses her 

confidence and dodges the topic of her future with Yuuki...This heartwarming childhood-friends-to-

lovers rom-com reaches its conclusion! (STL331225) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242266 



IMITATION GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kyoung-Ran Park 

Get to know pop superstar Taylor SwiW in this rhyming board book for liPle ones who want to know 

how Taylor became the biggest ar!st in the world! 

 

Introduce your baby SwiWies to the incredible power of Taylor SwiW—a singer, songwriter, performer, 

style icon, and so much more! This colorful board book tells the inspira!onal story of how Taylor 

SwiW became a world-renowned pop star with cute, rhyming text, and fun nods to SwiW’s songs and 

albums. Read as Taylor sings on stage, accepts awards, plays with her cats, fights to take back her 

music rights, and more. By celebra!ng Taylor’s amazing career, The Story of Taylor SwiW is the perfect 

book to teach liPle SwiWies to follow their dreams and believe in themselves. (STL331251) Scheduled 

to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 164pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242267 

BLADE & BASTARD GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kumo Kagyu (A)  Makoto 

Deep in the unexplored reaches of the dungeon, a corpse is discovered—one that shouldn’t exist. 

AWer Iarumas is resurrected, his memories of life before death are gone, and he spends his days 

delving into the dungeon to retrieve the bodies of dead adventurers. Can they be revived as well? Or 

will God reduce them to piles of ash on the altar? Either way, Iarumas collects his finder’s fee. And 

though his skills earn him some grudging respect, he’s also scorned for this cold, u!litarian aTtude. 

The living keep their distance—Iarumas consorts primarily with the dead. That is, un!l he meets 

Garbage, a feral young swordswoman who’s the sole survivor of a massacred party. With Garbage by 

his side, Iarumas ventures deeper, scouring the dungeon for clues to his past, avoiding monsters, 

traps, and the inevitability of a permanent ashen demise. (STL331233) Scheduled to ship in October 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242268 

TOILET-BOUND HANAKO-KUN SECOND STALL GN BOX SET (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Aidalro 

A new deluxe collec!on of Volumes 11 through 20 of Toilet-bound Hanako-kun, wrapped in one 

frighcul package! Pick up where the first box set leW off and follow Hanako, Nene, Kou, and company 

on their adventures, all the way un!l the beginning of the school fes!val. Don’t “stall” any longer and 

make room on your shelf for this supernatural selec!on! (STL331295) Scheduled to ship in October 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 1760pgs, B&W SRP: $100.00 

 

JUL242269 

ASSORTED ENTANGLEMENTS GN VOL 06 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Mikanuji 

If Saori had her way, her big sister Iori would always be there beside her—just reach out a hand and 

they could touch, open a mouth and they could talk. But now Iori has a girlfriend. And a job. And a 

lot less !me for her liPle sis. Somehow, whenever she can’t be with her sister, Saori finds her way to 

her classmate Shizuku. But what exactly is that girl to her...? (STL331229) Scheduled to ship in 

October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242270 

MORTAL INSTRUMENTS GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Cassandra Clare (A) Cassandra Jean 

The graphic novel adapta!on of Cassandra Clare's bestselling The Mortal Instruments returns with 

the eighth installment! Simon received an anonymous note threatening the life of his girlfriend—is it 

truly a simple prank or could there be something more sinister at play? (STL331285) Scheduled to 

ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242271 

MINT CHOCOLATE GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Mami Orikasa 

Nanami sees a person who looks like Suzumura’s mom, who leW him behind seven years ago—and 

she even has a five-year-old daughter named Koto! Nanami and Andou decide to inves!gate while 

keeping it a secret from Suzumura, but he finds out at the worst moment imaginable! Could this be 

the crisis that breaks up the family!? (STL331264) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242272 

HORIMIYA GN VOL 17 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  HERO (A) Daisuke Hagiwara 



School may have ended, but there is no end to the sweet “aww”-inspiring tale of Hori and 

Miyamura! Snapshots of the lives of Hori, Miyamura, and the gang, a brand new story by the original 

author HERO, and the Hori edi!on of the final story revealed at the traveling Horimiya exhibi!on in 

2021 have all been collected into this volume celebra!ng the finale of the original series! 

(STL331245) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242273 

HONEY LEMON SODA GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Mayu Murata 

Uka wants more out of her rela!onship with Kai—talking with him and receiving his help aren’t good 

enough anymore. With nothing leW to fear, she’s decided to be honest about her feelings. On the day 

of the sports fes!val, what she finally tells him is...!? (STL331243) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242274 

SHY GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Bukimi Miki 

Utsuro has gained a massive boost in power, absorbing Ai into her body and entering her complete 

form. But although Shy has already tasted defeat once, the fight is far from over! The hero of Japan 

rises once more with the Heartblade Purity in hand, and her most flaming-hot baPle yet is about to 

get underway!! (STL331277) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242275 

LAID BACK CAMP GN VOL 15 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Afro 

The Outdoor Explora!on Club has a new member—Mei, and she’s joining them on a club camping 

trip to Karisaka in Yamanashi. She and Aoi head there by bike, while Chiaki and Toba-sensei travel by 

car. Rin has plans of her own, and appears to be going solo to Saitama...? (STL331260) Scheduled to 

ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242276 

IM NOT POPULAR GN VOL 24 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 



(W/A) Nico Tanigawa 

The last culture fes!val of Tomoko’s high school life finally begins! She’s been busy edi!ng her movie 

up un!l the day before, but it’s finished at last!! Though Tomoko is nervous, she gets up on stage and 

greets the audience…and then, her movie is put up on the big screen! With her direc!on and script, 

Tomoko Kuroki’s film is finally revealed!! (STL331268) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242277 

ELDEN RING ROAD TO ERDTREE GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Inc FromSoWware (A) Nikiichi Tobita 

Aseo the Tarnished arrives at the Grand Library deep inside the Academy of Raya Lucaria, where 

Rennala, Queen of the Full Moon and the Carian Knight Moongrum await. And for the decisive match 

to aPain a great rune, the one who holds the key to the baPle is…that “bluntstone” sorcerer!? 

(STL331241) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242278 

DEMON SWORD MASTER OF EXCALIBUR ACADEMY GN VOL 07 (MR) (C: 0 

(W) Yu Shimizu (A) Asuka Keigen, Asagi Tohsaka 

Leonis unexpectedly reunites with his old comrade from a thousand years ago—Veira, the Dragon 

Lord. To save his friend from the void that’s eaten away at her, and to sePle their dispute from back 

before he reawakened, he boldly takes her up in baPle! In the legendary clash between Undead King 

and Dragon Lord, spanning over a thousand years, who will end up the final victor?! (STL331282) 

Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242279 

BUNGO STRAY DOGS WAN GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ka�a Asagiri (A) Neco Kanai, Sango Harukawa 

Shocking disaster strikes the normally peaceful city of Yokohama as Atsushi accidentally spills his 

ramen all over Kunikida’s notebook! And this dastardly !ger’s sins don’t stop there…! Plus, Sigma 

brings a fresh face (and a fancy casino) to the world of Bungo Stray Dogs as he makes his Wan debut! 

(STL331236) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242280 

INTERSPECIES REVIEWERS GN VOL 09 (A) (C: 1-1-2) 

 Scheduled to ship in October 2024.For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS 

Adult supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 128pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242281 

SLASHER MAIDENS GN VOL 11 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Tetsuya Tashiro 

 Asuma defeats Draculia’s simulacrum with his new Eros powers, but Innami is troubled by the ability 

to revert kaijin to human form, and a wedge is driven between the two… Meanwhile, Draculia, 

fearing what she witnessed, resolves to exterminate kaijin eros from the face of the earth! Watch 

out, Japan—the original kaijin is coming!! (STL331278) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242282 

HONEY TRAP SHARED HOUSE GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Masamune Kuji (A) Koichi Kozuki 

Cosplaying femme-fatale and superspy Houka Wang has con!nued spying for the MSS to protect her 

family back home—and that’s now been threatened by the mysterious John Bider. She knows the 

only way out from under Bider’s thumb is by killing him, something she’s prepared to do—even at 

the cost of her own life. And aWer saying their goodbyes, Hayato finds himself caught between his 

duty, and his feelings toward Hyouka... (STL331244) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242283 

PLEASE PUT THEM ON TAKAMINE SAN GN VOL 08 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yuichi Hiiragi 



Time-traveling exhibi!onist Takamine-san is the very picture of perfec!on. And Shirota-kun, her 

servant and closet, is ever present at her side. The two have a master-and-servant rela!onship, but 

Shirota-kun can’t help falling in love with his supposed boss! Helping the girl you like put on her 

pan!es is enough to make any man go crazy, but when Shirota starts to let his feelings get the bePer 

of him, Takamine suddenly fires him! How will he recover from this shocking termina!on? 

(STL331273) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242284 

CHAINED SOLDIER GN VOL 09 (A) (C: 1-1-2) 

 Scheduled to ship in October 2024.For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS 

Adult supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242285 

BEHEMOTH S RANKED MONSTER CAT ELF GIRL PET GN VOL 10 (MR) (C 

(W) Nozomi Ginyoku (A) Taro Shinonome 

An urgent message arrives for Aria and her friends—Vasargo of the Four Fiends is trying to obtain the 

Philosopher’s Stone, and he’s appeared with his troops in Aria’s hometown. With her companions in 

tow, Aria rushes back to the village and reunites with her mother, Leona. Together with Leona, now a 

captain of the Amazoness Corps, the group braces itself for the enemy’s aPacks. It’s finally !me for 

the decisive baPle! (STL331250) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242286 

OVERLORD GN VOL 19 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kugane Maruyama (A) Hugin Miyama,  so-bin 

The Baharuth Empire has laid claim to the Kingdom’s capital of El-Rantel, and Ainz stands at their 

front lines! The conflict has barely begun, but the Kingdom’s army already finds itself in shambles at 

the hands of the necromancer’s super-!er spell, Iä Shub-Niggurath. Their only op!ons death or 

shameful defeat, Gazef bravely steps forward...but finds himself faced with an unexpected choice of 

his own...? (STL331271) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242287 

KAKEGURUI TWIN GN VOL 14 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Homura Kawamoto (A) Kei Saiki 

Having defeated the middle school duo, Mary begins to plot her revenge on Yua Shishiba. But 

Shishiba wants revenge of her own, and decides to target Sachiko Juraku…Now, these three clash in a 

gamble prepared by Kirari herself! (STL331258) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242288 

SAGA OF TANYA EVIL GN VOL 24 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Carlo Zen (A) Shinobu Shinotsuki, Chika Tojo 

The Imperial Southern Con!nent Expedi!onary Army Corps struggles under the reality of the 

shortage of manpower and supplies. The Imperial army’s weak spot has been exposed, and an 

experienced commander like de Lugo is quick to take advantage and pin them down. Driven into a 

corner, will Romel and Tanya be able to turn the desperate situa!on around!? (STL331286) 

Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JUL242289 

IS WRONG PICK UP GIRLS DUNGEON SWORD ORATORIA GN VOL 24 (MR) 

(W) Fujino Omori (A) Takashi Yagi, Kiyotaka Haimura 

Loki Familia’s opera!on to take on the manmade labyrinth begins! Having gained the support of 

other familias, they plan to u!lize mul!ple forces to launch a large-scale aPack. Meanwhile, Aiz is 

with Freya Familia, receiving secret, special training from OPar, while Refia and Filvis promise that 

they’ll visit the forest by their hometown aWer the baPle. Then, the final baPle with the Evils begins, 

yet they’re focused solely on defending...? Elsewhere, Thanatos’s sinister plot unfolds… (STL331255) 

Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 



JUL242290 

CERTAIN MAGICAL INDEX GN VOL 29 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kazuma Kamachi (A) Chuya Kogino, Kiyotaka Haimura 

Concerned for England’s future, the second princess of the Bri!sh royal family, Carissa, launches a 

coup d'état! The first obstacle on her road to power—her younger sister, Vilian. However, before she 

can put her plan into mo!on, Acqua of the Back, member of God’s Right Seat, stands in her way!! 

(STL331228) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

JNC J-NOVEL CLUB 

 

JUL242291 

INFINITE DENDROGRAM LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 20 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Taiki (A) Sakon Kaidou 

Hugo and Cyco sign on as bodyguards for a trip aboard a luxury sand liner in response to a request 

from Moneygold, King of Revelry. They know all too well that any task coming from a Superior can’t 

possibly be as simple as it seems, and their suspicions are soon jus!fied when the ship becomes a 

war zone between mul!ple rival fac!ons. Just what plans do these organiza!ons have for the sand 

liner, or is it the cargo they’re all aWer instead? Numerous Superior Jobs converge upon this jewel of 

the desert—including The Weapon, Murder Princess, King of Burglary, and Over Pilot—each with 

their own schemes in mo!on. Hugo has no choice but to face the ensuing carnage...but can he 

emerge victorious in this capriccio on the sands? (STL331253) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 

0-1-2) 

SC, 316pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL242292 

BLACK SUMMONER LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Doufu Mayoi (A)  Kurogin 

As Kelvin, the baPle junkie Summoner hailing from another world, con!nues his extraordinary 

exploits, Goddess Melfina finally returns to his side, finally having completed her ar!ficial body. 

When she grants him her blessing, he gains the power to summon a Hero of his own...who wants to 

become his stepsister?! As Kelvin and his party grow stronger by the day, he receives a summons for 

his Rank S promo!on exam. The contents of the exam involve saving an elven sePlement from the 

threat of a terrible monster, but just how much is the militaris!c na!on of Trycen involved? The 

black-clad warrior and his allies smash through everything in their way as they dive full throPle into 

the third volume of this epic journey! (STL331232) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 



SC, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242293 

HOW REALIST HERO REBUILT KINGDOM OMNIBUS GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2 

(W) Satoshi Ueda (A)  Dojyomaru 

Souma resumes control of Van in the wake of Prince Julius’s renewed tyranny, and the shiWing 

poli!cal landscape ini!ates an eye-opening talk between Souma and Empress Maria of the Gran 

Chaos Empire. AWerward, he returns his aPen!on to the domes!c front. Countless refugees have 

been displaced by the Demon Lord’s Domain and taken up in his lands. With no easy solu!on in sight, 

Souma arranges a mee!ng with their leader and proposes an ul!matum. (STL331246) Scheduled to 

ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 332pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL242294 

UNWANTED UNDEAD ADVENTURER LIGHT NOVEL VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yu Okano (A)  Jalan 

Now that the tumultous events in the royal capital are over with, RenP and Lorraine can finally 

complete Wolf’s request, and the duo prepare to return to Maalt with Grand Guildmaster Jean 

Seebeck in tow. Meanwhile, Rina has been training with Alize under Isaac’s guidance. Despite her 

newfound vampiric abili!es, she remains an Iron-class adventurer; surrounded by numerous talented 

individuals, she struggles with self-confidence. Her prescrip!on? Adventure! As RenP journeys to 

Maalt, apprehensive of the trials awai!ng him, his junior in all things adventuring and vampiric faces 

her own trials. (STL331289) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 276pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL242295 

INSTANT DEATH ABILITY IS SO OVERPOWERED GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tsuyoshi Fujitaka (A) Hanamaru Nanto, Chisato Naruse 

Having finally made it out of the tower, Yogiri and Tomochika are greeted with an apocalyp!c 

scene—or at least, it would have been, if not for Yogiri accidentally killing the Dark God who’d been 

trapped there. Despite the flawless execu!on of the goddess Vahanato’s plans, they amounted to 

nothing more than releasing her lover’s corpse from its imprisonment. AWer a quick visit from the 

Hedgehog and brief encounter with the Dark God’s surviving spawn, Yogiri and Tomochika are finally 

able to resume their journey to the capital. Meanwhile, with the disappearance of yet another Sage, 

Sion is finally beginning to realize just how much of a threat Yogiri is to their world. (STL331266) 

Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 226pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 



 

YEN ON 

 

JUL242296 

IN MY SEVENTH LIFE I MET MONSTER PRINCESS LIGHT NOVEL SC 

(W)  Sammbon 

Hugo is stuck in a !me loop, forced to relive the same life up un!l the moment he is slain by one of 

his own rela!ves. But, aWer swearing revenge on his murderous family during his seventh reset, he 

meets a beau!ful girl. According to rumor, this girl is a monster in human flesh, but he agrees to 

become her servant all the same. The birth of their partnership heralds an intertwining of fates, and 

Hugo’s life will never be the same again... (STL331252) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. 

SC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242297 

KUSONOKIS GARDEN OF GODS LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Enju (A)  Ox 

Deep in the countryside, Minato Kusunoki is leW in charge of a terrifying house overflowing with evil 

spirits—or at least it was, un!l his extraordinary ability cleared them all out! Instead, a procession of 

unique and peculiar gods is drawn to the comfort of the purified Kusunoki residence, and Minato 

spends his days relaxing in the company of his spiritual neighbors. What else lies in store for Minato 

as he lives peacefully surrounded by gods? (STL331259) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242298 

REIGN OF THE SEVEL SPELLBLADES SIDE FIRE LIGHT NOVEL SC (MR) 

(W) Bokuto Uno (A) Ruria Miyuki 

Alvin Godfrey, a failure of a mage, entered Kimberly Magic Academy unsure of himself. Unable to 

cast a single spell, he was mocked by his peers. Yet he faced the darkness of Kimberly, made 

friends—and in !me, became the student body president. Set five years prior to Reign of the Seven 

Spellblades, this is a scorching account of how Godfrey earned his famous nickname Purgatory. 

(STL331274) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242299 



PLAYING DEATH GAMES PUT FOOD ON TABLE NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C: 0- 

(W) Yushi Ukai (A)  Nekometaru 

Three months aWer the events of Candle Woods, Yuki plunges back into the world of death games. 

This !me, she’s par!cipa!ng in Scrap Building, a race to escape an unstable, abandoned structure. 

But to make it out with her life, she must contend with Mishiro, a haughty, preten!ous player intent 

on geTng in her way. Time goes by, and Yuki finds herself in a game called Golden Bath, staring down 

the Wall of Thirty—a curse in the industry where misfortune befalls players around their thir!eth 

game. Whether the effects of the curse are real, or her awareness of the phenomenon is tripping her 

up, one thing is for certain—Yuki is in bad shape as she contends with her toughest game yet. 

(STL331272) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $16.00 

 

JUL242300 

DEMONS CREST LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Reki Kawahara (A) Yukiko Horiguchi 

 The latest VRMMORPG, Actual Magic, has sealed an en!re class of sixth graders in a terrifying game 

of life or death. Countless dangers await eleven-year-old Yuuma and his friends. One of their 

classmates has been turned into a monster, and gargantuan beasts lurk around every corner. Their 

only hope? The demon Valac who has possessed Yuuma’s twin sister. Following Valac’s guidance, 

Yuuma and his party set out to save their missing friend, Nagi. But an unexpected encounter awaits 

them... (STL331240) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242301 

LOVE IS DARK LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ao Juumonji (A)  BUNBUN 

Sosei Takarai just wanted to be a regular high schooler. He goes to school every day, hiding a job he 

doesn’t even enjoy, un!l the class idol, Asumi Shiramori, inexplicably asks him out. Sosei is over the 

moon, but with all his free !me aWer school and on weekends taken up by his job, he barely gets to 

see Asumi, let alone go out on dates. Then, one day, he spies his mysterious classmate Kuchina 

Hitsujimoto at his workplace. Why is she there? Sosei’s job, aWer all, is as an assassin. His roman!c 

entanglements are biPersweet and painful, and the closer Sosei gets to his dream of normality, the 

further away it seems. A dark rom-com about a boy who kills and a girl who takes lives with a touch. 

(STL331262) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242302 

WORLD BOWS DOWN BEFORE MY FLAMES LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 01 (C: 0 



(W) Hiyoko Sumeragi (A) Pikazo Mika,  Mocha 

Homura wants to set something, anything, on fire. She may finally get her chance when she's 

summoned to another world that’s desperate enough to ask her for help! Along with a group of 

similarly o|eat high school girls who all have their own powers, Homura sets off to incinerate 

evildoers and rein in the chaos caused by the Demon Lord's resurrec!on. What’s going to happen 

when she inevitably gets a liPle carried away? Will her flames of jus!ce wind up burning down the 

whole world? (STL331294) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242303 

BABEL LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kuji Furumiya 

Single-minded op!mist Shizuka and quick-wiPed mage Eric must brave forbidden sorcery in Candela 

Castle and all manner of other dangers to reach their des!na!on, the Magic Kingdom of Farsus. 

Hoping to find some hint as to how to return to Japan there, they manage to receive an audience 

with King Lars where, in a terrible twist, Shizuku is declared an unacceptable anomaly. Will she be 

able to convince Lars of her humanity? And why does Eric seem to know the inside of Farsus Castle 

so well? (STL331230) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 384pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242304 

KEPT MAN OF PRINCESS KNIGHT LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0 

(W) Toru Shirogane (A) Saki Mashima 

The Dungeon City is thrust into chaos when it is shaken by tremors that hint at an impending 

monster stampede. Arwin is s!ll inside the dungeon, with no knowledge of the danger she’s in, so 

MaPhew insists on going in to save her. Countless obstacles stand in his way: vicious monsters, the 

sun god’s insidious preachers, and of course, the curse he bears that steals his strength when he’s 

not in the sunlight. Prepared to face his death, the weakest kept man ventures into the dark depths 

of the dungeon. (STL331284) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 232pgs, B&W SRP: $16.00 

 

JUL242305 

DEMON LORD 2099 LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

The Dungeon City is thrust into chaos when it is shaken by tremors that hint at an impending 

monster stampede. Arwin is s!ll inside the dungeon, with no knowledge of the danger she’s in, so 



MaPhew insists on going in to save her. Countless obstacles stand in his way: vicious monsters, the 

sun god’s insidious preachers, and of course, the curse he bears that steals his strength when he’s 

not in the sunlight. Prepared to face his death, the weakest kept man ventures into the dark depths 

of the dungeon. (STL331239) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242306 

ORC EROICA LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 05 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Rifujin na Magonote (A)  Asanagi 

AWer Bash saves the ogre siblings Rudo and Ruka, they beg him to take them on as disciples! The pair 

are out for revenge against the person who murdered their mother. Now that Bash has his very first 

disciple, Rudo’s training begins, and they start a journey to track down the murderer. Along the way, 

they make a stop in succubus country. But what will happen when the queen proposes a tour of 

succubus cuisine? Will our hero be able to resist risking it all on a succubus and condemning himself 

to a life of sagehood?! (STL331269) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242307 

CHEAT SKILL WORLD BECAME UNRIVALED REAL NOVEL VOL 06 (MR) (C 

(W) Rein Kuwashima (A)  Miku 

Yuuya has obtained the dark power of the Demons, despite being the disciple of one of the dei!es 

who protects the world. To learn to control it, he begins a harsh training regimen. On Earth, Ousei 

Academy goes on summer break, and that means Yuuya and his friends make plans to have the !me 

of their life at the beach. Of course, that means he’ll be surrounded by beau!ful girls in swimsuits—

turning up the heat on the beach! Meanwhile in the other world, a baPle between Yuuya and the 

peerless sword princess, the Deity of Swords, is being arranged. But their contest is interrupted when 

the Apostle of Atrocity suddenly aPacks, planning to destroy humanity. Now, the fate of the world is 

in Yuuya’s hands! (STL331247) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242308 

BOFURI DONT WANT TO GET HURT MAX OUT DEFENSE NOVEL SC VOL 14 

(W)  Yuumikan (A)  Koin 



The highly-an!cipated tenth event begins! Maple Tree and the Holy Order have formed an alliance, 

and prepare to head into combat together. Against Mi’s Flames, Velvet’s lightning, and Lily’s army, an 

epic baPle is inevitable! However, the ace up their sleeve—a full roster of first rate players—brings 

the baPlefield to a stands!ll. To break the stalemate, Pain issues a command for an all-out assault, 

and Sally hatches an outlandish scheme. Using Maple’s skill, they’ll strike fear in the hearts of their 

enemies! (STL331235) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242309 

MAY BE GUILD RECEPTIONIST BUT SOLO ANY BOSS LN SC VOL 04 (C: 

(W) Mato Kousaka (A)  Gaou 

When Alina is assigned to oversee a baPle tournament held once every four years, she knows she's 

in for one hell of a workload. Good thing Iffole Counter is holding the grand prize, a rare and valuable 

statue which is, crucially, unbreakable—it’s the perfect thing to take out her frustra!ons on. That is, 

un!l she smacks it too hard, and its head pops right off! Will she have to pay for it? And worse, what 

if someone finds out a mere recep!onist broke the unbreakable? Alina’s only choice is to glue the 

thing back together, win the tournament, and take home the prize herself! (STL331248) Scheduled to 

ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242310 

SILENT WITCH LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Matsuri Isora (A) Nanna Fujimi 

Winter vaca!on has finally arrived, and Monica is looking forward to a break from protec!ng the 

second prince. But her plans quickly fall apart when she is ordered to guard him once again—this 

!me in her official capacity as the Silent Witch! Now she must escort Felix on a diploma!c mission to 

a neighboring country without him realizing she and Monica Norton are one and the same. Can she 

pull through, or will her body give out from the stress? And what new threat lies in wait for the 

prince at their des!na!on...? (STL331275) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242311 

VEXATIONS SHUT IN VAMPIRE PRINCESS LIGHT NOVEL VOL 08 (MR) ( 

(W) Kotei Kobayashi (A)  riichu 

It seems like every !me Komari wakes up, she finds herself on a baPlefield...but not today. This is 

even worse—now she's in the Netherworld! Thankfully Vill, Nelia, and Estelle are with her, and the 

four of them join up and begin a journey into the unknown. Along the way, they meet a mysterious 

girl named ColePe who seems to know Vill. But why would someone in another world know Komari's 



maid? And will Komari and her friends ever find a way back home? (STL331290) Scheduled to ship in 

October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 280pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242312 

DEATH MARCH PARALLEL WORLD RHAPSODY NOVEL VOL 22 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hiro Ainana 

AWer sePling their business in Parion Province, Satou and his companions head west. There they 

encounter a beau!ful girl the AR display can't iden!fy who turns out to have a surprising connec!on 

to Satou. The group joins her for a peaceful trek, but the calm is soon interrupted when Pippin brings 

them a dragon egg to look aWer... (STL331238) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

IZE PRESS 

 

JUL242313 

BEWARE THE VILLAINESS GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kwang Jin 

When a modern-day college student wakes up in the body of Melissa Foddebrat, the villainess of a 

cliché reverse-harem novel, she is determined to cast aside the plot and live a quiet life of luxury, 

but…AGH! Why are all the men in this novel trash?! A sleazebag crown prince, an asshole sniper, a 

crazed werewolf, and an obsessive merchant—Melissa can’t just stand by and watch the innocent 

heroine suffer at the hands of these four male leads. Scummy love interests, begone — this story is 

geTng a rewrite! (STL331231) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 272pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

YEN PRESS 

 

JUL242314 

ITAEWON CLASS GN VOL 03 

Saeroyi has achieved his dream of opening a pub in Itaewon, but all is not sunshine and rainbows. 

AWer Sooah reports them for serving alcohol to minors, Honey Night gets temporarily shut down. To 

make maPers worse, this leads to Saeroyi reuni!ng with his archnemesis, Geunwon. S!ll, Saeroyi’s 

not the type to get beaten down easily—especially not with the fierce and resourceful Yiseo now at 

his side! (STL331257) 



SC, 280pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

IZE PRESS 

 

JUL242315 

7FATES CHAKHO GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  HYBE 

When Zeha learns Hupo is nearby, he rushes over, eager to get revenge and some answers from the 

enemy who started it all. But as they finally cross blades, Zeha only finds more ques!ons—what 

really happened four thousand years ago? Who are the real enemies? And what does fate have in 

store for Team Chakho? (STL331226) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242316 

MY GENTLY RAISED BEAST GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kim JunJun, Early Flower (A)  Yeoseulki 

The worst case scenario has come to pass. Barahan has fully regained his powers, and the defenders 

are helpless before his legion of mind-controlled divine beasts. But not all hope is lost—Blondina and 

Amon, together as always, prepare to strike back, using their mys!cal connec!on with Rafiyan, the 

god of origins... (STL331265) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 288pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242317 

SSS-CLASS REVIVAL HUNTER GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Sinnoa,  Neida (A)  Bill K 

Some people are just born lucky, fated to enjoy all the riches and fame, while those beneath fade 

into obscurity. Confucius Kim, an F-class hunter with zero skills, is definitely not one of the fortunate 

ones. He spends his days bemoaning his lame existence and enviously following the exploits of the 

star hunter Flame Emperor, for whom the mysterious, monster-filled Tower is nothing but a red 

carpet. Then one day, Confucius gets the chance to finally catch up to his idol when he receives the 

ability to copy other people’s skills. The only catch? He has to be killed by them first! (STL331279) 

Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 344pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242318 



SEE YOU IN MY 19TH LIFE GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Lee Hye 

An impromptu trip to the seaside becomes an opportunity for Chowon and Seoha to mend their 

rela!onship, but it’s also a trip down memory lane for Jieum. While reminiscing on her old life as 

Juwon, Jieum gets lost in the past...but when she’s caught in a moment of carelessness, Chowon 

becomes increasingly suspicious! Moreover, when an old classmate reminds Doyun of his status, he 

puts a foot down in his rela!onship with Chowon, causing the riW between them to grow ever 

wider... (STL331276) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 328pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242319 

OVERGEARED GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Monohumbug(REDICE STUDIO),  Saenal (A)  Team Argo 

Grid and the Tzedakah Guild face off against what could be their scariest opponent yet, Malaxus, a 

servant of Yatan. But as Grid proves his worth in this fierce fight, he gains the aPen!on of the guild as 

they’re in dire need of a skilled blacksmith. Meanwhile, Yungwoo finds himself developing 

unexpected new rela!onships irl. Can the social stunted hero manage the next level in life? And what 

happens when an en!re guild becomes Overgeared? (STL331270) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 288pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242320 

BOXER GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  JH 

Yu’s bloody beatdown against Fabrizio is interrupted at the end by the appearance of an unexpected 

guest, the boxer J. This legend is not only making his grand return into the world of boxing, but also 

to Yu, asking him to remember when they first met. K seethes at the sight of his grand finale ruined, 

but his line of sight isn’t against J—yet. He wants Yu to challenge his last pupil, and possibly the 

greatest boxer in the world—Aaron Tide. But before Yu can do that, he must first get through a 

gauntlet of even more fighters. (STL331281) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 312pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00 

 

CHIN MUSIC PRESS 

 

JUL242321 

SEATTLE SAMURAI SC (C: 0-1-0) 



(W) Kelly Goto (A) Sam Goto 

Sam Goto's SeaPle Tomodachi cartoons illuminate Japanese American life in the 20th century. 

Daughter Kelly Goto explores his legacy in this stunning, full-color collec!on. Between 2012 and 

2018, Sam Goto drew over 250 mul!-paneled SeaPle Tomodachi comic strips for the North American 

Post. These comics chronicled the lives and stories of early Japanese sePlers and their American-

born offspring. Through his work, he captured elements of culture, nostalgia, and history, while 

infusing his characters — Shigeru Tomo and his alterego Samurai Shigeru — with the samurai values 

of courage, respect, and con!nuous improvement and compassion. (STL328372) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 8x10, 652pgs, FC SRP: $19.95 

 

DENPA BOOKS 

 

JUL242322 

BABY BEARS BAKERY GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Kamen Totsu 

Baby Bear is the best baker you may have never heard of. Why? Well, while Baby Bear can bake the 

tas!est cakes and most scrump!ous desserts, he's also a baby so his business sense is a liPle lacking. 

Join Baby Bear as he grows he cake empire! (STL296653) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-

1-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #11 (NOV231840) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, 2C SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL242323 

MARCH COMES IN LIKE A LION GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Chica Umino 

Rei is ill aWer a few stressful tournaments but rushing to his aide are the Kawamoto sisters. They hold 

an interven!on and spirit him away to their place aWer they find that he was sick and had forgoPen 

to charge his phone. Even when !mes are down for the young shogi phenom, there are s!ll old 

friends that are out there to watch over him however the pieces fall. (STL328325) Scheduled to ship 

in September 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.95 

 

JUL242324 

NANA & KAORU GN VOL 06 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Ryuta Amazume 



Nana & Kaoru is heralded as an ero!c comedy classic. This long sought aWer coming-of-age BDSM 

story is finally geTng an official English release in a 3-in-1 omnibus. (STL328326) Scheduled to ship in 

October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 566pgs, B&W SRP: $29.95 

 

JUL242325 

TODAYS MENU FOR EMIYA FAMILY GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W)  Type-Moon (A)  TAa 

The school fes!val is happening and Saber is about to aPend her first one! Fun summery drinks, 

decadent desserts, fun and fast grilled snacks and so much more is on fare but what she is really 

looking forward to is aPending her first maid cafe where the treats are not just tasty but prepared by 

cute maids and butlers. This book's menu includes: Two Sandwich Press Sandwiches; Pumpkin Stew; 

Chawanmushi; Miso Hot Pot; Strawberry Crepes; Inari Sushi. (STL306155) Scheduled to ship in 

October 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #2 (FEB241908) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

GHOST SHIP 

 

JUL242326 

BOOTY ROYALE NEVER GO DOWN WITHOUT FIGHT OMNIBUS GN VOL 08 ( 

(W/A) Rui Takato 

Haebaru Misora, K-cup karateka, has become famous as the strongest woman in the world! Talent 

agency Space Wolf employs her and a wide variety of girls: well-endowed, slender, loli-type, rich and 

pampered, a lethwei queen, etc., etc. Any girl who is ready for a liPle dirty work! And Misora will do 

it anywhere and any!me, in any arena! Even a street-fight baPle royale for a ten-million yen prize, 

and the honor of being known as the girl with the greatest fists! (STL329418) Scheduled to ship in 

October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 400pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242327 

ERO NINJA SCROLLS GN VOL 07 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Haruki 



In the bustling city of Ero, danger and excitement lurk around every corner. Arakusa, a young woman 

in ninja school, hasn't even completed her training when she is called upon to serve the shogunate—

doing everything from fetching his favorite ero!ca manga to facing off against an orgias!c church of 

Western invaders! (STL329427) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: No countries 

actually denied. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 152pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242328 

MANGA DIARY OF A MALE PORN STAR GN VOL 05 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Erefante Kaeruno 

As Kaeruno con!nues down the path of a professional porn star, he finds himself selected for niche 

shoots and scenes that don’t really float his boat. Already feeling the burnout, he’s also faced with 

hardships off the set when a fellow porn star who likes Kaeruno a liPle too much turns stalker! Why, 

it’s enough to make a man leave the industry for good. Can Kaeruno turn his luck around, or will he 

go for early re!rement? (STL329446) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 166pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242329 

PETER GRILL & PHILOSOPHERS TIME GN VOL 13 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Daisuke Hiyama 

Peter is currently in Ogrestan, land of the ogres, where his status as the World's Strongest Man 

inspired the lust of Queen Nina Alpacas and heaps of ogre ladies all across the country. In the name 

of reaching enlightenment, he soon visits an asce!c training center, only to be surprised to find an 

old childhood friend there wai!ng for him. Will Peter ascend the path to enlightenment, or succumb 

to the delights of the flesh? (STL329457) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

GRAPHIC UNIVERSE 

 

JUL242330 

MYSTERY SCIENCE DETECTIVES VOL 01 CASE OF FOREST FINGERS (C: 

(W) Chi-hyeon Ahn (A) Gyung-hyo Kang 



Strange fingers are growing from the ground in the forest outside of school! Some kids think it's 

zombies rising from the grave, others say they're poisonous mushrooms, but everybody's staying far, 

far away… except for the Mystery Science Detec!ves! The aWer-school club is on the case, ready to 

solve any mystery using the power of science. (STL328035) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 

0-1-0) 

SC, 6x8, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

INSIGHT EDITIONS 

 

JUL242331 

UNOFFICIAL STUDIO GHIBLI BENTO COOKBOOK SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Barbara Rossi (A)  Azuki 

Create ready-to-go, fun, and delicious meals inspired by My Neighbor Totoro, Kiki's Delivery Service, 

Howl's Moving Castle, Spirited Away, and more with this beau!ful bento cookbook celebra!ng the 

imagina!ve worlds of Studio Ghibli! Make delicious bento lunches modeled aWer your favorite Studio 

Ghibli movie characters. The easy-to-follow recipes are fun to make and fun to eat! Original 

illustra!ons give step-by-step instruc!ons, and inspira!onal movie scenes remind you of your 

favorite characters and moments. This cookbook gives you all you need to create ready-to-go lunches 

that look like the characters and scenery from Studio Ghibli's imagina!ve movies Recipes include 

gyozas, mochi, chicken tatsuta, miso-sesame green beans, fried zucchini with ponzu sauce, chicken 

karaage, and many more colorful, tasty, and nutri!ous recipes. (STL328931) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

Cookbook, HC, 8x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

KODANSHA COMICS 

 

JUL242332 

A CONDITION OF LOVE GN VOL 10 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Megumi Morino 

Hotaru is a 16-year-old high school first year who has always been ambivalent about love, preferring 

instead to have a lively life with her family and friends. So when she sees her schoolmate, Hananoi-

kun, siTng in the snow aWer a messy, public breakup, she thinks nothing of offering to share her 

umbrella. But when he asks her out in the middle of her classroom the next day, she can't help but 

feel that her life is about to change in a big way... (STL329410) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 

(C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 

 



JUL242333 

A DO GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Amano Jaku 

Hovering between life and death aWer shielding Eito from the army’s bullets, Riko awakes in the 

same facility that Eito fought to escape. Colonel Tsujiura then reveals that Riko owes her life to an A-

DO named Ewan and his miraculous healing powers. Back in the outside world, an extor!onist cult 

learns of Ewan’s existence and hatches a scheme to kidnap him. With danger now pressing on every 

side, Eito and Ewan must decide who holds the strings to their fates. (STL329411) Scheduled to ship 

in September 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242334 

ANYWAY IM FALLING IN LOVE WITH YOU GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Haruka Mitsui 

Mizuha's seventeenth birthday is the pits. Her parents totally forgot, and the sempai she likes isn't 

interested in her. But when her long!me childhood friend asks her out, Mizuha has to sort out what 

this change could mean. And her feelings may not be the only ones changing! Adding to the 

challenge is a global pandemic, upending the hopes and joys of high school life. But romance is 

resilient, and crushes and confessions flourish among Mizuha's friends. (STL329413) Scheduled to 

ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242335 

AS A REINCARNATED ARISTOCRAT USE APPRAISAL SKILL GN VOL 12 ( 

(W) Natsumi Inoue (A/CA)  jimmy 

A salaryman suffers a heart aPack and is reborn in another world as Ars Louvent, the child of an 

aristocra!c house. Though lacking in physical strength, Ars has a unique "appraisal" skill that lets him 

see other people's stats and latent abili!es. He puts this skill to the test by discovering a 

downtrodden young man with fearsome blade skills and a street urchin with a knack for magic. Has 

Ars found the diamonds in the rough that will help him secure his family's fortunes? (STL329414) 

Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 

 

JUL242336 

BLOOD BLADE GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Oma Sei 



Having fallen in baPle long ago, Count Vlad Dracula is reborn as a katana-wielding young vampiress in 

an alternate-history Europe. AWer the reincarnated Dracula rescues a girl named Clara from a 

mysterious stranger, Clara explains that she is the crea!on of a certain Victor Frankenstein. She also 

reveals that she is fleeing from an organiza!on called Cerberus, which seeks to capture and study 

"monsters" such as herself in order to create an army of human-monster hybrids. Clara begs the 

vampiress to flee with her to an island of monsters where the two of them will be safe... but as they 

set out for Monster Island, the sinister forces of Cerberus are in hot pursuit. (STL329416) Scheduled 

to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242337 

BOY I LOVED BECAME JADED EMPEROR GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Ii Oshikawa (A)  Bekio 

A fairytale about a young prince and the forest creature who saved his life is twisted by tragedy into a 

biPersweet palace mystery in this new josei manga. As a young boy, Prince Alexei was rescued from 

certain death by a friendly monster, and the two of them spent blissful days in the forest. But tragedy 

struck when Alexei's royal des!ny caught up with him again. Now a young man, Alexei has taken the 

throne, becoming Emperor and vowing revenge. LiPle does he know, the creature who saved him has 

been reborn as the daughter of a duketaciturn young lady with a secret. When fate throws them 

together at the imperial court, will they recognize each other, or will their jaded pasts keep them 

apart? (STL329493) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x8, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242338 

CARDCAPTOR SAKURA CLEAR CARD GN VOL 15 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Clamp 

Seventeen years aWer the original Cardcaptor Sakura manga ended, CLAMP returns with more 

magical clow card adventures! Clear Card picks up right where Cardcaptor Sakura leW off, with Sakura 

and Syaoran star!ng junior high school. With the Final Judgment passed, Sakura thinks school life will 

be quiet, but then all her cards suddenly turn blank! The mysterious new power she discovers will 

change how she thinks about her powers. (STL329419) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Not available in Australia, Singapore or the Philippines. 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 

 

JUL242339 

FAIRY TAIL 100 YEARS QUEST GN VOL 16 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hiro Mashima (A/CA) Atsuo Ueda 



The baPles between Fairy Tail and Diabolos con!nue to rage in the labyrinth, with both sides bea!ng 

the living daylights out of each other. Selene's enjoyment of the violent spectacle comes to a 

screeching halt when the fire dragon god Ignia suddenly appears, throwing the worst wrench in her 

plans. Natsu, of course, is instantly fired up to fight Ignia, but Ignia's got plans of his own—secret 

plans that may spell disaster for all! (STL329430) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 

 

JUL242340 

FIRE FORCE OMNIBUS GN VOL 12 VOL 33-34 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Atsushi Ohkubo 

Dive feet-first into the world of devil-figh!ng firefighters with this final omnibus edi!on of the hit 

manga from the creator of Soul Eater! In the year 198 of the Age of the Sun, Tokyo is a crowded 

cosmopolis. But the world's most populous city is threatened by devils that cause people to burst 

into flame at random! The only ones who can stop it are the Fire Force, a team of specialized 

firefighters. The young Shinra, blessed with the ability to ignite his feet and travel at the speed of a 

rocket, wants nothing more than to be a hero, and knows that this is the place for him! But he's not 

the best at following orders... Includes volumes 33-34 of the Fire Force manga. (STL329431) 

Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x8, 400pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242341 

GREAT CLERIC GN VOL 11 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hiiro Akikaze (A)  sime 

With the help of the Adventurers' Guild, Luciel uncovers the mastermind behind the aPack on the 

healers. And, once again, it seems as though fate is pushing him towards the newly awakened 

Labyrinth—the source of all Yenice's recent troubles. Luciel and his allies venture into the labyrinth, 

but strength alone won't be enough to make it through this !me. If they want to leave the labyrinth 

alive, they'll need to work together, get crea!ve, and fight with some "substan!al eXperimenta!on." 

(STL329433) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242342 

HOW I MET MY SOULMATE GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Anashin 

Yuki is a 20-year-old college sophomore who has wished for one thing since moving to Tokyo: to find 

her soulmate. Growing a bit desperate aWer a long drought, she goes along with a friend to a club for 

the first !me. Her friend thrives, but it's chao!c and loud... just not Yuki's scene. Just when Yuki 

begins to despair that she'll ever find a real, adult rela!onship, she meets Iori, a man with bleached 



hair and a slightly scary demeanor... but first impressions don't always tell the whole story. Could 

des!ny s!ll have more cards to play? (STL329436) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242343 

I CANT SAY NO TO LONELY GIRL GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA)  Kashikaze 

Quintessen!al good girl Sakurai finds herself trapped in the middle of a bribery scheme. Her teacher 

offers to write a recommenda!on lePer in exchange for luring a truant student into aPendance. 

Sakurai pins down the reclusive transfer student Honda, but there are strings aPached. Honda 

demands that Sakurai grant one wish every day. The first wish is a kiss—and Sakurai finds herself 

feeling very eager to please… (STL329437) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242344 

I CROSSED DRESSED FOR IRL MEETUP GN VOL 01 

"Cocoa" has made three best friends in her monthly meetup group, where girls get together every 

month to quell their sweet tooths by mee!ng up at the cutest and trendiest new dessert cafes. 

Cocoa is in it for the sweets—really!—but she's also harboring a few secrets: Not only does Cocoa 

have a crush on another one of the girls in the group, Opera, but she's actually a guy named Satoshi 

who's been cross-dressing in order to aPend the all-girl group! During one meetup, things come to a 

head when Opera discovers that Cocoa is cross-dressing—and to Cocoa's surprise, Opera confesses 

that he is too! But Cocoa realizes that his aPrac!on to Opera is more than clothing-deep, and as the 

two grow closer, they'll learn more about each other—and their own selvesthey could have ever 

imagined. Includes volumes 1 and 2 of the Japanese edi!on, over 250 pages of manga! (STL248021) 

Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #10 (OCT222185) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL242345 

REINCARNATED IN A BL WORLD OF MAN BOOBS GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0 

(W/A/CA) Tsukiji Nao 

Nagare Otokawa was an otaku loser obsessed with breasts. He tragically died never knowing the feel 

of the sweet, sweet bosoms he'd craved all his life. LiPle does he know, his wish is about to be 

granted in a way he never would have expected. Nagare gets reincarnated as a handsome guy and 

quickly realizes that he's living in a (BL) world full of sexy (male) beau!es. Even so, he sets out to find 



and squeeze the bust of his dreams. He does, in fact, end up with his face planted deeply in some 

luscious cleavage, but to his dismay, it's the magnificent pecs of the super-muscular class delinquent, 

Ryuji Onizuka! Now Nagare must try to dodge his way past the barrage of BL scenarios that hurtle 

into his path. Will he persevere and get the busty girlfriend of his dreams, or will he end up falling for 

the all-mantemp!ngly bodacious? (STL329482) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x8, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL242346 

INITIAL D OMNIBUS GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Shuichi Shigeno 

Takumi Fujiwara spends a lot of !me behind the wheel. His tofu delivery job sends him racing down 

the treacherous roads of Mount Akina, and without even realizing it, Takumi has mastered racing 

techniques that take most drivers a life!me to learn. Of course, none of his friends realize this. 

They're all too busy watching the Akina Speed Stars, the local street racing team. When the 

legendary Red Suns show up to challenge the Speed Stars, the rival team obsesses over a phantom 

car, the Trueno Eight-Six, seen racing through the mountain roads. Who is the driver, and will they 

take on the dangerous challenge? Contains a new transla!on of volumes 3-4. (STL329441) Scheduled 

to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 464pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL242347 

KEI X YAKU BOUND BY LAW GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yoshie Kaoruhara 

Shiro and Ichiro’s inves!ga!on has led them through all kinds of twists and turns: close calls with 

members of the yakuza, dangerous trysts with poli!cal elite—all while maintaining their ruse as 

passionate lovers. And yet, with every step they take toward the truth, a tendril of a deeper mystery 

pulls it just out of reach, leaving more unanswered ques!ons. Their encounter with a skilled assassin 

at an amusement park seems to be proof of a mastermind at work, if only they could iden!fy who… 

(STL329442) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242348 

MEDALIST GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Tsurumaikada 

Inori is a liPle girl who dreams of becoming a figure skater. Yet, the obstacles to this dream feel 

insurmountable: Inori's already "too old" (she's 11); she's always had trouble at school; and, worst of 



all, her older sister's ska!ng dreams ended in failure, so her mother is dead set against puTng her 

other daughter through a similar experience. S!ll, the rink is the only place Inori can be herself, and 

she's out on the ice when a fateful mee!ng takes place. Tsukasa, a frustrated coach on the edge of 

giving up compe!!ve ska!ng himself, will join Inori to form an unstoppable duo powered by hard 

work, transcendent joy, and an unshakeable belief that they can prove everyone wrong. (STL329447) 

Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242349 

NINJA VS GOKUDO GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Shinsuke Kondo 

Shinoha is a frickin' Ninja. He can't even smile because of a dark trauma in his past that you'll find out 

about later. But for now, what you need to know is, he kicks ass and can kill so many guys. Kiwami, on 

the other hand, looks like a regular business guy, but actually he's a flipping Yakuza. Everyone knows 

ninjas and yakuzas have been at war for three hundred years, so when Kiwami and Shinoha meet, it's 

like, fwoosh, slice, kabloop, stab stab stab... My point is, this manga has Real Ul!mate Power and, if 

you read it? Maybe you can too. (STL329454) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242350 

SAILOR MOON NAOKO TAKEUCHI COLLECTION VOL 10 (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Naoko Takeuchi 

A new edi!on of the Sailor Moon manga, for a new genera!on of fans! Teenager Usagi is not the best 

athlete, she's never goPen good grades, and, well, she's a bit of a crybaby. But when she meets a 

talking cat, she begins a journey that will teach her she has a well of great strength just beneath the 

surface and the heart to inspire and stand up for her friends as Sailor Moon! The original Sailor Moon 

in a new, affordable edi!on. (STL329463) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: No 

countries actually denied. 

SC, 304pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242351 

SPOIL ME PLZZZ HINAMORI SAN GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA)  tsuke 

Known throughout the school for her selflessness and perfect grades, there's not a single 

underclassman who doesn't look up to Yaya Suou—including Ichigo Hinamori. Turned down by her 

crush because of her childish image, Ichigo idolizes Yaya and wishes nothing more than to be as 

mature and elegant as her senpai. But Ichigo's perfect image of Yaya is shaPered when she comes 

across her wallowing in self-pity in the nurse's office one day. The real Yaya is clumsy, clingy, and 



selfishat all like the perfect act she puts on. What's more, she's desperately starved for aPen!on and 

now she won't leave Ichigo alone. (STL329488) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242352 

TANK CHAIR GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Manabu Yashiro 

Living on Gui Cheng Island, called "the most dangerous city in the universe," is no easy task. Gene!c 

doping is common for gangs to gain ul!mate power. Shizuka, a young girl, takes on the most 

dangerous of assassin jobs, but she's not the one doing the killing. Rather, it's her brother, Nagi, a 

strong assassin who took a bullet to protect his sister, leaving him in a comatose state and having to 

use a wheelchair. However, Shizuka has figured out the key to waking her brother up: he must be 

faced with killing intent! Thus begins a violent journey of recovery, baPling the most dangerous foes! 

(STL329489) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242353 

VINLAND SAGA DLX HC VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Makoto Yukimura 

A throne room soaked in blood brings Prince Canute a crown and a purpose—the establishment of a 

paradise on Earth in defiance of God, at any cost—but deprives Thorfinn of everything he's built his 

life upon. Now a broken young man, Thorfinn labors far from the baPlefield, clearing a forest for his 

slave master's farm alongside the amiable Einar.  But a sudden and brutal tragedy will shock Thorfinn 

out of his apathy, and force him to answer the ques!on, "Do I s!ll want to live?" Meanwhile, Canute 

plots to become ruler of the en!re Danish world. Includes volumes 10-12 of the Japanese edi!on of 

Vinland Saga and new bonus content. (STL329474) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 624pgs, B&W SRP: $54.99 

 

KUMA 

 

JUL242354 

HAPPY OF THE END GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Ogeretsu Tanaka 



Maya threatens the peace that Haoran and Chihiro have together forcing the two lovers repeatedly 

move. Nevertheless, Maya finally catches Chihiro and abducts him. So when Maya feels 

uncomfortable with the way Chihiro talks to him, he beats Chihiro un!l he loses consciousness. 

Chihiro escapes from Maya's rampage and wakes up in the hospital. AWer being discharged, the pair 

once again spend their !me together, however, when Haoran no!ces Chihiro's sudden fear of being 

touched, he is tormented by feelings of guilt and resentment, and begins to blame himself. Haoran 

comes to realize that his small but happy life has begun to break down and makes a decision. 

(STL328324) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $14.95 

 

JUL242355 

WOLF PACK GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Billy Balibally 

Set in the far-far north, where wolves rule, the head of the valley, Garm, follows the tradi!on of the 

lake chief, Ha!, and becomes his guardian. Garm is frank and tough, and Ha! is serious and pure. 

They respect each other's pride as chiefs and males, but at first they are somewhat at odds with each 

other. However, as they come into contact with each other's way of life, their deepening bond makes 

them the one and only pair. (STL328390) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-0) NOTE: Not 

available in Canada, Hong Kong, and Indonesia. 

SC, 5x8, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $15.95 

 

LAST GASP 

 

JUL242356 

JUNKO MIZUNO PURE TRANCE SC (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Junko Mizuno 

Following the Third World War, humankind leW the toxic surface of the Earth and built an 

underground city to survive. A serious social problem has emerged in this new society: hyperorexia, 

or severe overea!ng, a side effect of the "Pure Trance" life-sustaining pill. The story begins in a 

hospital which has been ruined by a tyrannical director, Keiko Yamazaki. The nurses who toil under 

Keiko's whip are regular girls, just like your friends and co-workers. Yet this is no soap opera! It is a 

dreamy science fic!on fantasy — a twisted story of cacights, alien safari adventures, evil 

experimenta!on, and a girl in love with a pop idol singer. (STL328564) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x8, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $19.95 

 



JUL242357 

ULTRA HEAVEN GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Keiichi Koike 

In the future, any mood you want is just a pump away. People flock to legal "pump bars," where 

licensed medical professionals, known as bar doctors, prescribe their customers the perfect 

pharmaceu!cal blend. But when the standard dosage isn't enough, our protagonist, Cub, turns to an 

unauthorized source. The results have to be seen to be believed. Rendered in a richly-detailed, clear-

line style, this psychedelic sci-fi manga tears apart the basic fabric of reality. What is the truth and 

what is a dream? (STL328677) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $24.95 

 

NETCOMICS 

 

JUL242358 

FIRST NIGHT WITH DUKE GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Hwang DoTo Teava (A/CA)  Msg 

Ambushed by Rosé, Ripley falls unconscious. When she comes to, she finds herself back in her own 

world! Much has changed in her life while she's been gone. Just as she tries to make sense of what 

happened, the "real" Ripley appears in her room! (STL329501) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 

(C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 344pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

ONE PEACE BOOKS 

 

JUL242359 

HERO WITHOUT A CLASS GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Kuzu Shichio, Ueda Yumehito (A) Nanae Akio 

In a world where everyone receives a Class and Skills at the age of ten, and where such revela!ons 

have a huge impact on one's life, Arel, the son of Sword Princess Farah and Archmage Leon, learns 

that he has… no class at all! With no class, and no skills, all that's leW for Arel is hard work. And so, he 

takes to training, u!lizing wits and cunning to emerge as an all-new type of hero! (STL328678) 

Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.95 

 



JUL242360 

KUROKIYA SAN WANTS TO LEAD HIM AROUND BY NOSE GN VOL 01 (C:  

(W/A)  Pororoca 

Ruu Kurokiya, a Kuro Gyaru, is on her way to flunking high school. Her childhood friend, Straight-A 

student Tadao Tadashi volunteers as private tutor to avert her reckless path—but Ruu's more focused 

on seducing him than learning, and their study sessions soon go wildly astray! When a "Gyaru's 

Pride" clashes with Tadao's "Take-it-Serious" aTtude, who knows what will happen next! An 

unexpected rom-com so pure you can't help but cheer it on! (STL328675) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 5x7, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

JUL242361 

NUKOZUKE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Yugi Iro 

A pocket-sized cat-human: have you met a Nuko? In a world where these curious creatures evolved 

from ordinary cats, part-!mer Yuya finds two abandoned nukos on the side of the road and brings 

them home out of the rain. Kei needs his ducks to be in a row, while Sasame charms everyone she 

meets. Yuya's got the cooking and sewing skills to take care of these adorable new housemates, but 

when he's the one falling asleep in any warm spot of sunlight, who's really taking care of who? 

(STL328679) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 5x7, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

JUL242362 

PARALLEL WORLD PHARMACY GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Liz Takayama, Sei Takano (A) Sei Takano 

Farma’s older brother Palle is coming home from the Novalout College of Medicine. Farma is 

confounded by his brother’s overly ardent training sessions, which send Blanche and LoPe 

scrambling to avoid them. But despite this, Palle’s sincere approach to illnesses resonates with 

Farma. (STL328681) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 5x7, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

PIE INTERNATIONAL 

 

JUL242363 

HONOJIRO TOWOJI ILLUSTRATION WORKS SC (C: 1-1-2) 

(A) Honojiro Towoji 



Following the extremely popular and long-selling art book Honojiro Towoji Illustra!on Works, which 

has been reprinted both in Japan and interna!onally, and the Honojiro Towoji Shikinomemorie 

Poster Book, this is the second volume of collected artworks by the popular illustrator Honojiro 

Towoji. This book of course features original works that delve deeper into a fantas!cal abyss, along 

with previously unpublished character illustra!ons from popular games and numerous client works 

that cannot be seen on social media. The jacket is an eye-catching red color inspired by the Japanese 

!tle "Shaku Shaku Shagu" with a luxurious design. We hope you will look forward to this long-

awaited second volume, this !me even more densely packed with content. (STL328452) Scheduled to 

ship in October 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Art Book, SC, 6x9, 184pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242364 

O/A HONOJIRO TOWOJI ILLUSTRATION WORKS SC (C: 1-1-2) 

(A) Honojiro Towoji 

The up-and-coming illustrator Honojiro Towoji, who is ac!ve in character design for popular online 

games, will finally publish his long-awaited first book! The book consists of all original illustra!ons, 

including previously unpublished works and the series Shiki no memorie on PIE COMIC ART website. 

The beau!ful and fragile world of the boys, drawn with delicate brushwork, is a book of pure 

indulgence. (STL247215) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Art Book, SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $25.00 

 

JUL242365 

O/A HONOJIRO TOWOJI SHIKINOMEMORIE POSTER BOOK (C: 1-1-2) 

(A) Honojiro Towoji 

Illustrator honojiro towoji's unique worldview, rendered in delicate brushstrokes, has made the ar!st 

extremely popular. In this poster book, features a total of 33 illustra!ons including 20 illustra!ons 

from Shikino Memorie, which was first released as web series and included in Honojiro Towoji 

Illustra!on Works, along with eight newly drawn illustra!ons and more. The back side of each poster 

shows the black-and-white drawings before coloring. Each poster is finely perforated for seamless 

removal, which means you can even frame and display the posters to create your own personal 

gallery. (STL247218) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Art Book, SC, 10x10, 72pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242366 

TWILIGHT BEAUTY WISTFUL WOMEN IN ART SC (C: 1-1-2) 

(A)  Various 



Many people find hints of beauty, emo!on, and hope in expressions that are the opposite of the 

cheerful façade expressed by words such as "brightness," "liveliness," and "happiness." In today's 

world of art and aesthe!cs, there are many women represented as "quiet," "calm," "wiscul," and 

"deeply emo!onal," drawn with a realis!c gentleness and thoughculness. This book is a collec!on of 

numerous works by 50 of Japan's up-and-coming ar!sts each crea!ng numerous works in which 

beau!ful, wiscul, deeply emo!onal women are drawn. Readers can enjoy portraits of beau!ful 

women in various styles of contemporary art, digital art, and more. (STL328686) Scheduled to ship in 

October 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Art Book, SC, 7x10, 256pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL242367 

MAKURA KURAMA ILLUS CARD BOOK PECULIAR ANTIQUE DREAMWORLD (C 

(W/A) Makura Kurama 

Peculiar An!que Dreamworld, the illustra!ons and story published by the popular creator Makura 

Kurama on the PIE COMIC ART website for the past year and a half, is now an illustra!on card book. 

Featured in this book are illustra!ons and stories about various an!ques, including jardinieres, 

nutcrackers, magic lanterns, and more. Makura Kurama creates works that are mysterious, 

fantas!cal, and some!mes a liPle mad. Anyone seeing these illustra!ons will surely be drawn into 

the world of the artwork. As an introduc!on, there is an 8-page manga, followed by the bound 

illustra!on cards featuring the artworks on the front and stories of each illustra!on wriPen on the 

back. Although the stories in this book are wriPen only in Japanese, the illustra!ons alone offer 

plenty of enjoyment. (STL328454) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Art Book, SC, 5x6, 16pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242368 

O/A WELCOME TO PECULIAR ANTIQUE SHOP ART OF MAKURA KURA (C: 1-1- 

(W/A) Makura Kurama 

The world of Makura Kurama is full of darkness and beauty. The owners, guests, neighbors, and 

other characters that appear in the an!que shop suffer from grief, fear, or pain in their minds. The 

gothic-style costumes and mo!fs, such as skeletons, dolls, corpses, taxidermy and natural specimens, 

and of course love, lends a dark, fantas!cal atmosphere to the stories. But these stories never 

become an incurable tragedy. Makura Kurama's refined brush work and the sense of hope, of finding 

light in the darkness, always brings a redemp!ve element to the stories. This book is the first art 

collec!on of Makura Kurama with short stories, comics and illustra!ons. (STL267872) Available Now! 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Art Book, SC, 6x9, 136pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

ROCKY NOOK 



 

JUL242369 

DRAWING MANGA HOW TO CREATE YOUR OWN MANGA GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Eliot Lerner 

The fun way to learn how to create exci!ng manga comics! All beginning mangaka (manga creators) 

face the same challenges: how to create expressive drawings, convey perspec!ve, depict the body, 

hands, and face, and tell a compelling story. With this unique guide wriPen in the style of a comic 

book, you will learn how to depict your favorite manga and anime characters, as well as create your 

own original characters and stories! In this book, a fun and engaging story introduces you to the 

secrets of manga drawing. Each technique is explained step-by-step to help you get started. 

(STL328696) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

How to Draw, SC, 8x10, 96pgs, B&W SRP: $21.95 

 

SATURDAY AM 

 

JUL242370 

CLOCK STRIKER GN VOL 02 THE SHARING SOCIETY (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Frederick L Jones (A/CA) Issaka Galadima 

With a rival Smith and Striker on her tail, as well as the mysterious King of Alter—who seems to have 

a powerful kingdom despite rejec!ng cuTng-edge technology-Cast ventures out of her hometown 

for the first !me to save her friend Klaus. Can our hero save the day? (STL329362) Scheduled to ship 

in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242371 

O/A OBLIVION ROUGE HAKKINEN (SATURDAY AM TANKS) VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Pap Souleye Fall 

In the near future, the Hakkinen army emerges to quell a worldwide war, adop!ng children to aid 

them. Oumi and her friends are enlisted to help find a cure and end the bloodshed, but with strange 

forces gathering against her con!nent, can Oumi overcome her own insecuri!es and lead her people 

to paradise? (STL236859) Available Now! 

SC, 5x7, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242372 

O/A YELLOW STRINGER (SATURDAY AM TANK) VOL 01 



(W) Frederick L Jones (A/CA) Goeffrey Jean Louis 

With front page stories like the ghost that mysteriously haunts cheerleaders from a small town, most 

people assume that the ar!cles in this na!onal newspaper are sensa!onalist entertainment for 

bored shoppers wai!ng at checkout. However, these stories are real, and the journalists who report 

on them get the scoop despite the danger they find themselves in. (STL240867) Available Now! 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

SEVEN SEAS ENTERTAINMENT 

 

JUL242373 

ANCIENT MAGUS BRIDE ALCHEMISTS BLUE GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kore Yamazaki, Makoto Sanda (A) Isuo Tsukumo 

An orphaned boy named Ao is taken under the wing of the mage Giselle to explore the ar!stry of 

magic in Paris. For readers interested in a gender-swapped take on the original premise of The 

Ancient Magus’ Bride, this beau!fully illustrated manga is full of all-new wonder. (STL329412) 

Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 178pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242374 

BEETLE HANDS GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Herhumanist 

The full-color webtoon/comic released on Naver's WEBTOON placorm is now in print! Welcome to 

the Heartland, a nightmarish realm where your memories literally come back to haunt you—and 

hunt you down. Dragged into the Heartland by the terrifying Beast that lives inside it, MaPhew must 

survive long enough to free himself and his best friend, Kenma, before the Beast consumes them 

both. BePer run fast, MaPhew, before the Beast can catch you. This thrilling English-original horror 

tale follows two friends figh!ng for survival in a realm where their worst nightmares come to life. 

(STL329483) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x8, 380pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242375 

BLACK & WHITE TOUGH LOVE AT OFFICE GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Sal Jiang 

Shirakawa Junko is headed for the top of the corporate ladder in the Overseas Investor Department 

at the bank she works—un!l Kuroda Kayo transfers over from Corporate Sales. Kayo is another all-

star employee, and she has a foreign university degree to boot. When Kayo and Junko are assigned to 



work together, their heated rivalry reaches cri!cal mass. Whether they're banging each other's heads 

or simply banging each other, these two office rivals are ready to go at it! (STL329415) Scheduled to 

ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242376 

CINDERELLA CLOSET GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Wakana Yanai 

Haruka has started going out with Hikaru, a cross-dressing fashionista. On the morning aWer their 

first Christmas as a couple, Hikaru makes a delighcul and daring proposal. Meanwhile, Haruka sees 

Hikaru pursue his dream as a hair and makeup assistant, and decides to put her all into helping Mio 

with her videos. And then, her ex, Kurotaki re-enters the picture... Romance deepens into love in 

Volume 7 of this modern fairy tale! (STL329421) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242377 

DANGEROUS CONVENIENCE STORE GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA)  945/gusao 

AWer learning more about Gunwoo’s shrouded past, Eui-joon realizes he’s in love with him. Just as 

Eui-joon finally decides to tell him how he feels, Gunwoo vanishes. In despera!on, Eui-joon goes to 

Gunwoo’s associate, Chaehyun, to see if he knows where Gunwoo has gone, and if he’s all right. 

While there, Eui-joon receives a call about his hospitalized brother, whose condi!on has taken a turn 

for the worse. With Gunwoo’s absence, Eui-joon turns to the only source of comfort available—

Chaehyun! (STL329422) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x8, 288pgs, FC SRP: $21.99 

 

JUL242378 

DANGERS IN MY HEART GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Norio Sakurai 

Kyotaro Ichikawa, a boy barely clinging to the boPom rung of his school's social ladder, secretly 

believes he's the tortured lead in some psychological thriller. He spends his days dreaming up ways 

to disrupt his classmates' peaceful lives and pining aWer Anna Yamada, the class idol. But Kyotaro's 

not nearly the troubled teen he pretends to be… and it turns out Anna's a bit odd herself! 

(STL329423) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 5x7, 178pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 



 

JUL242379 

DUNGEON DIVE AIM FOR DEEPEST LEVEL GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Yomu Mishima (A) Jun Shiosato 

When Aikawa Kanami is suddenly transported to another dimension, he’s thrust into a world of 

magic and monsters. In this strange land, adventurers band together to try and clear the Dungeon, a 

mysterious labyrinth with a hundred levels. Legend says that if you reach the hundredth level, any 

wish you have will be granted. All Kanami wants is to get back home to his ill liPle sister, but does a 

level 1 newb like him even stand a chance? (STL329424) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-

1) 

SC, 5x7, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242380 

DUNGEON FRIENDS FOREVER GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Yasuhisa Kuma 

With the adventurer Van visi!ng the dragon overlord Ryuka in her dungeon on a regular basis, the 

Four Idiots of the execu!ve board are having the !me of their lives watching sparks start to fly 

between the two adorable childhood friends. That is, however, un!l monsters from a rival dungeon 

arrive, hell-bent on making Ryuka their new boss. It’s dungeon vs. dungeon as Ryuka’s friends baPle 

in the stupidest contest imaginable to prove they are her biggest simps! (STL329425) Scheduled to 

ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 5x7, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242381 

EVEN THOUGH WERE ADULTS GN VOL 09 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Takako Shimura 

The new term comes, and Ayano starts work at her new school while Akari relishes the joy of living 

with her. They can’t escape their guilty feelings, but their rela!onship moves forward nevertheless. 

Meanwhile, Eri is wrestling with her adulterous love for Morita when she gets a call from Morita’s 

wife! (STL329428) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242382 

GREAT SNAKES BRIDE GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA)  Fushiashikumo 



Miyo is content with her quiet life under the protec!on of Daija. She does wonder if it’s possible for 

her and Daija to have a child together, but she doesn’t have to wait long for an answer. Her belly 

starts to swell and with it so do thoughts of her own parents. Can she raise a child when her own 

childhood was so fraught with tragedy? (STL329434) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 5x7, 210pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242383 

HITOMI CHAN IS SHY WITH STRANGERS GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Chorisuke Natsumi 

Hitomi-chan and Usa-kun have started da!ng at last—and just in !me for summer break! When 

Kaoru ropes them into a beach trip, they're guaranteed to have some fun in the sun… but will they 

get a chance to find some alone !me too? (STL329435) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242384 

I THINK I TURNED MY FRIEND INTO A GIRL GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Azusa Banjo 

It’s a familiar story: a popular high school student gives their plain friend a makeover and transforms 

their life. But this !me, both the popular student and the plain friend are boys! Mido Kenshiro has 

loved cosme!cs all his life, keeping his obsession a secret. But when his childhood friend Hiura lets 

Kenshiro prac!ce applying makeup on him, the results are earth-shaPering—for both of them. 

(STL329438) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242385 

IDATEN DEITIES KNOW ONLY PEACE GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Amahara (A)  Coolkyoushinja (CA)  Amahara 

It's been eight hundred years since the powerful Idaten dei!es sealed away the demons who plagued 

humanity. To the foul-mouthed Hayato, a young deity, the story is mostly a myth. For this new 

genera!on of idle dei!es, there's just not much to do as they watch over humans in peace. But when 

the seal on the demons breaks, it's up to Hayato and his oddball compatriots to come to humanity's 

rescue! Can these misfit gods who know nothing of war rise to the challenge, or is a demon threat in 

a messy mortal world too much to handle? (STL293899) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #10 (OCT232251) 

SC, 178pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 



 

JUL242386 

IM IN LOVE WITH VILLAINESS GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Inori (A)  Aonoshimo 

With Claire growing more interested in the plight of the country's commoners, she decides to talk to 

a church official and see what the church is doing for the common folk. When Rei and Claire arrive, 

they meet a nun named Lily, a strange girl who's sweet and shy one minute and raising hell the next. 

But what's most shocking about her is that she soon falls head over heels for Rei! Can Rei convince 

Claire that she only has eyes for her? (STL329439) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 188pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242387 

IMAGINARY GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Niiro Ikuhana 

Back when Tasuku was a kid, he harbored a secret: he was in love with his friend Maika. But Maika 

moved away for school before he could gather his courage and confess. Now, as adults, they’ve 

reconnected as friends, and being together brings back memories of their shared past. It was so easy 

to fantasize about wild things when they were children, but what has become of those fantasies now 

that they’ve grown up? (STL247543) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #11 (NOV222173) 

SC, 5x7, 196pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242388 

KEMONO JIHEN GN VOL 13 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Sho Aimoto 

Kabane and his friends are training in a special space created by Iyohime's father Tarouta. 

Meanwhile, Nobimaru visits Inugami and talks about the foxes' upcoming aPack on Yashima and the 

possibility of working together to stop the mission. However, an unexpected and ominous shadow 

approaches... What will come of its beau!ful yet cruel flames? (STL329443) Scheduled to ship in 

October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242389 

LONELY CASTLE IN MIRROR GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Mizuki Tsujimura (A) Tomo Taketomi 

The kids had promised each other that they’d all aPend school on January 10th, but when the day 

finally comes, the seven kids fail to meet up. With the key s!ll missing, the month of Ookami-sama’s 

deadline finally arrives. The kids decide to treasure the !me they have leW, but on their final day in 

the castle, something shocking happens at the very last moment! (STL329444) Scheduled to ship in 

October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242390 

LOVE IS AN ILLUSION QUEEN GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  Fargo 

This Mature-rated sequel/spin-off to the hit Boys' Love omegaverse webtoon from Lezhin! Park Do-

gyeom, a free-spirited alpha and the older sister of Park Dojin, has finally decided to put her 

promiscuous past behind her and sePle down. As a 39-year-old woman, however, her op!ons for 

marriage have dwindled. Luckily she has her beleaguered omega secretary, Lee Seung-ah, to do most 

of the work of finding a marriage partner for her. It shouldn't be a problem, even if Seung-ah and Do-

gyeom have harbored secret feelings for each other for years. In fact, arranging Do-gyeom's marriage 

may just be the catalyst for the two of them to finally admit their aPrac!on... unless another alpha 

gets in the way! (STL329494) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 400pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242391 

MALEVOLENT SPIRITS MONONOGATARI GN VOL 08 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Onigunsou 

The all-out aPack at the Kadomori estate con!nues, with the paper umbrella tsukumogami 

seemingly having the upper hand. AWer the Nagatsuki dowry joins the fray, however, the paper 

umbrellas quickly retreat, leaving nothing but destruc!on in their wake—and a par!ng blow to 

Hyoma that forces him to confront his own past. In the aWermath, it’s clear new allies are needed to 

bolster Botan’s protec!on, but who will step up? A mee!ng between the Three Great Saenome Clans 

will determine everyone’s fate! (STL329445) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: No 

countries actually denied. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 194pgs, PC SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242392 

MONSTER CATS GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Yoshie Kaoruhara 

A full-color manga/comic about humans living with adorably monstrous cats, from the author of 

Yokai Cats and The Evil Secret Society of Cats. Is it a banshee, a ye!, a gorgon, or... a cat? Monster 

Cats are a purrfect new breed of familiar furry friends crossed with freaky fun! If you think life with 

regular cats can get complicated, wait !ll you see what it's like for people who live with these 

charming supernatural pets. (STL329449) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x8, 136pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242393 

MY NEW LIFE AS A CAT GN VOL 07 (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A) Konomi Wagata 

Nyao has had a taste of the good life as a cat, and even he would admit he’s star!ng to lose track of 

his goal to hunt down his old human body. He’s taking mental health days with Chika, playing hide 

and seek, and even going on a kiPy diet. A dilemma is looming for our fluffy liPle hero. Does he even 

miss his old life? (STL329450) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 

within US; no US territories. 

SC, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242394 

MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCES GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Nujima 

There's a new urban legend in town—the one they call the "Girl in Crimson"… AWer burnt-out 

novelist Shizuku's best friend Tomoko disappears, she takes off into every rainy night in search of her, 

only to find something else! And then the true iden!ty of the Adashino siblings is finally revealed—

the shocking truth is not for the faint of heart or those unschooled in the occult! Are you ready? 

(STL329452) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242395 

NIGHT OF LIVING CAT GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Makoto Fukami (A) Seigo Tokiya 

A virus spreads across the world, transforming all humankind into wild, slavering, furry beasts: cats, 

to be precise. Those few survivors who remain human take refuge in the dark corners of the earth as 

they fight back against the feline horde. Kunagi, a man with no memory of his past yet a deep 

knowledge of cats, struggles to hold on with only his wits and a will to survive. Yet the virus transmits 

merely through cuddles, and Kunagi finds kiTes so hard to resist! Is his willpower strong enough to 

withstand this hair-raising cat-tastrophe? (STL329453) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242396 

REBORN RICH GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  JP (A)  BG 

AWer thirteen years as a loyal employee of the Soonyang Group, South Korea's largest business 

empire, Hyeonwoo is rewarded with betrayal—and murdered—by his employers! Miraculously, he's 

given a second chance, reborn back in !me as Dojun Jin, grandson of the founder of the corporate 

dynasty that betrayed him. In a daring quest to rewrite des!ny, he will not only aPempt to sePle the 

score; he will aim for the ul!mate hos!le takeover. (STL329460) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 320pgs, B&W SRP: $21.99 

 

JUL242397 

REINCARNATED AS A SWORD GN VOL 13 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Yuu Tanaka (A) Tomowo Maruyama 

Fran and Teacher arrive at the bustling city of Bulbola in !me for the Fes!val of the Moons! While 

there, they also enter the Cook King Contest. The taciturn Black Cat and her do!ng Teacher are now 

aiming to be the world’s greatest chefs! (STL329461) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 152pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242398 

ROYAL TAILOR CLOTHIER TO CROWN GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Nakasane Nowaki 

Hana has made many new friends since becoming the royal tailor, but not everyone is happy for her. 

The world Hana lives in is not very kind to humans, and some people don’t approve of Hana having 

such an important job. When the priest who raised her at the orphanage hears about her new line of 

work, he becomes worried about her. Can Hana prove herself to both her friends and foes? 

(STL329462) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242399 

SKIP AND LOAFER GN VOL 10 (C: 0-1-1) 



(W/A) Misaki Takamatsu 

Excellent student Iwakura Mitsumi has always dreamt about leaving her small town, going to a 

pres!gious university, and making posi!ve change in the world. But she’s so focused on reaching her 

goals that she’s not prepared for the very different (and overwhelming) city life that awaits her in a 

Tokyo high school. Luckily, she makes fast friends with Shima Sousuke, a handsome classmate who’s 

as laid-back as she is over-prepared. Can this naive country girl make it big in Tokyo with Sousuke by 

her side? (STL329464) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242400 

SLOW LIFE IN ANOTHER WORLD I WISH GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Shige (A)  Nagayori 

Itsuki Shimomiya, exhausted office worker, has hit the jackpot… right? Reborn in a fantas!cal world, 

Itsuki finds himself with a magical skill that generates fat stacks of cash once a day. It should let him 

finally relax without having to bother with your usual fantasy fuss of slaying monsters, but 

otherworldly cost of living is higher than you'd think. With his wit and otherworldly knowledge, can 

Itsuki finally create a relaxing life for himself? (STL329465) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-

1-1) 

SC, 5x7, 164pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242401 

STAY BY MY SIDE AFTER RAIN GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Shoko Rakuta 

Kanade feels like he’s living under a constant storm cloud with his unfulfilled life. Stuck working a 

typical office job and keeping himself closeted, he’s convinced there will be no sunny days ahead. But 

those monotonous days are suddenly interrupted when he reunites with Mashiro, an old classmate 

he harbored hidden feelings for! Finally, Kanade has found a bit of sunshine in his gray, dreary life 

with Mashiro’s arrival. With a chance to get to know each other again, could this be Kanade’s second 

chance to find love with the one who got away? (STL329466) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 

0-1-2) 

SC, 182pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242402 

SUCCUBUS AND HITMAN GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Makoto Fukami (A) Seigo Tokiya 

High schooler Gamou Shouya is a dead man—sort of. The real Gamou Shouya is long gone, but his 

body lives on, inhabited by the soul of a boy who made a pact with the succubus Armelina. In 



exchange for his services as her personal hitman, Armelina is helping him hunt down the people who 

brutally murdered him and his family. The path ahead is dark and deadly, but Shouya's got nothing 

leW to lose… not even his soul. (STL329468) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242403 

TALE OF THE SECRET SAINT GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Touya (A) Aobe Mahito 

Born into a family of knights, Fia has always dreamed of following the path to knighthood too, except 

she's the least talented of them all. On the day of her ini!a!on test, a deadly injury prompts her life 

to flash before her eyes… and reveal her former life as a powerful Saint who defeated the Demon 

King in a bygone era! Her painful death as a Saint made her swear she'd never accept sainthood and 

its dangers again. But now, with her saintly power returned, Fia has the chance to be a more 

powerful knight than she'd ever dreamed—that is, if she can last long enough! (STL329469) 

Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 202pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242404 

THERES NO FREAKING WAY BE YOUR LOVER GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Teren Mikami (A)  Musshu 

AWer a lonely three years as a junior high outcast, nerdy Amaori Renako vows to reinvent herself as a 

cool kid and aPain her ideal high school life. She soon finds herself suffoca!ng under the pressure to 

keep up appearances, but an encounter with school superstar Oduka Mai grants her an unexpected 

confidante and best friend. That is, un!l Mai suddenly confesses her newfound love for Renako and 

“friendship” flies out the window! Friends or lovers—the baPle for the future of their rela!onship 

begins! (STL329470) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 210pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242405 

THROW AWAY SUIT TOGETHER GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Keyyang (CA)  Keyyang 

Haru and Hii-chan leW Tokyo, throwing their resumes into the ocean and running away to sePle on an 

island. A dream-like world presented itself to them, but the reali!es of living on their own quickly 

piled up. Even with part-!me work, worries about the future begin to slow them down. As concerns 

about long-term work and living expenses weigh on them, will this couple find themselves forced 

back to city life? (STL329471) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 172pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 



 

JUL242406 

TITANS BRIDE GN VOL 05 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  ITKZ 

Senior Kouichi Mizuki is about to take his final exams and graduate from high school, when he 

suddenly finds himself in a world of !tans. Not only is he no longer anywhere near home, but one of 

these giants, Prince Caius, has claimed Kouichi as his bride! Thanks to a disturbing, world-ending 

prophecy, the prince's upcoming nup!als cannot be with anyone of his world. Since Caius has no 

plans to send Kouichi back to earth, he is wholeheartedly set on taking Kouichi as his "wife"! Seven 

Seas' special print release of this Mature-rated favorite will feature the completely uncensored 

original art not available in other edi!ons. (STL329472) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL242407 

WEAKEST TAMER BEGAN A JOURNEY TO PICK UP TRASH GN VOL 06 (C: 

(W)  Honobonoru 500, Tou Fukino (A/CA)  Nama 

When Ivy learns she’s “starless,” she knows her life is over. Without stars, she can’t use her Tamer 

skill to subdue even the smallest of animals. So she flees into the forest, where she befriends a lowly 

slime named Sora—the one creature she can tame. Together, this unlikely pair begins salvaging other 

people’s rubbish in an aPempt to turn their lives around! (STL329476) Scheduled to ship in October 

2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242408 

WHAT HE WHO DOESNT BELIEVE IN FATE SAYS GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Omu the Rice 

Kosuke can see the "red string of fate" that connects soulmates. Unfortunately, he's fallen in love 

with Yuka and her string clearly doesn't lead to him. He hides his feelings for her, un!l one day a 

fortune teller lets Yuka know her des!ned lover is nearbyshe thinks it's Kosuke! Could this finally be 

the windfall for Kosuke's unrequited love? Can he stop des!ny? (STL329477) Scheduled to ship in 

October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 8x7, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242409 

CASE FILES COMPENDIUM BING AN BEN L NOVEL VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0- 



(W/A) Rou Bao Bu Chi Rou 

From the outside, He Yu seems to have everything going for him: he's handsome, rich, and smart. 

But beneath his perfect facade, he's hiding a dark secret, one that makes him a slumbering threat to 

the people around him. AWer spending years abroad, he enrolls in film school to pursue the girl of his 

dreams, Xie Xue...but that forces him to deal with her overprotec!ve older brother, the man He Yu 

hoped he'd never see again. Xie Qingcheng, an icy man of subdued emo!on, was once He Yu's 

doctor, and is the only person who knows He Yu's terrible secret. He Yu swears not to let his past 

with this man get in the way of his feelings for Xie Xue, but he soon finds himself drawn into a 

tangled web of intrigue and violence that involves both of the Xie siblings. (STL329420) Scheduled to 

ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Novel, SC, 400pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242410 

PEERLESS WUSHUANG SC NOVEL VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Meng Xi Shi 

One dark and snowy night, aWer the Sui dynasty has come into power, a convoy sent by the Kingdom 

of Khotan is ambushed and massacred. Not a living vic!m remains—and the aPackers, along with a 

chest holding precious treasure in tribute, have vanished. A member of Emperor Yang Jian's secret 

intelligence agency, the Jiejian Bureau, pursues the case: the highly successful chief Feng Xiao. Feng 

Xiao's inves!ga!ons take him to Liugong City, where all the top mar!al powers across the land are 

coming to meet. But another intelligence agency, the Zuoyue Bureau, has business in the same city—

and they have sent Cui Buqu, an ailing but brilliant man who rivals Feng Xiao. These two equally 

proud men immediately clash and begin a baPle of wits, only to hit a dead end on the increasingly 

cold case. Is the answer to this mystery out of reach, or can Feng Xiao and Cui Buqu find a way to the 

truth? (STL329456) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

Novel, SC, 400pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

SEVEN SEAS ENT - AIRSHIP 

 

JUL242411 

DRUGSTORE IN ANOTHER WORLD CHEAT PHARMACIST L NOVEL VOL 07 ( 

(W/A) Kennoji, Eri Haruno 

When corporate drone Reiji wakes up in another world, he comes face-to-face with a fatally 

wounded werewolf. Thankfully, Reiji’s new Medicine Maker skill enables him to brew uniquely 

effec!ve po!ons. Alongside his new wolf-girl friend, Reiji and his amazing cures are ready to 

revolu!onize this fantasy world. Be they an old man seeking the secret of youth or an elven archer 

with blurry vision, all comers are welcome to his countryside pharmacy. (STL254630) Scheduled to 

ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #12 (DEC221995) 

Light Novel, SC, 196pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242412 

EASYGOING TERRITORY DEFENSE L NOVEL SC VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sou Akaike (A)  Kururi 

Van's carefree days of construc!on are numbered now that the neighboring kingdom has come to 

conquer. Once considered useless, his produc!on magic arms his country's troops against the 

invasion! Meanwhile, one of Van's companions is horrified to discover that the enemy has set their 

sights on her hometown. Does his fellow magical misfit stand a chance against wyverns and 

explosives with the puppetry skills she so detests? (STL329426) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

Light Novel, SC, 320pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL242413 

FAILURE FRAME LIGHT NOVEL VOL 11 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kaoru Shinozaki (A)  KMKW 

Having defeated Kirihara Takuto and recruited S-class hero Takao Hijiri and her younger sister Itsuki, 

Mimori Touka is finally ready to march on Alion. Vicius, meanwhile, has procured the heart of the 

Demon King. As the combined forces of the Lord of the Flies Brigade, the Empire of Mira, and the 

Country at the End of the World advance on the goddess’s seat of power, she races to destroy the 

Realm of the Divines. Can the resistance stop her before she gains enough power to slaughter both 

mortals and her fellow divines? Or is it already too late? (STL329429) Scheduled to ship in October 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

Light Novel, SC, 320pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL242414 

I ABANDONED MY ENGAGEMENT L NOVEL VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Fuyutsuki Koki (A) Hazuki Futaba 

A saint under scru!ny is forced to live under the watchful eye of a jus!ce-obsessed prince in this 

fantasy romance. Leia's life is turned upside down aWer her younger sister claims she's a cruel villain. 

Leia's fiancé breaks off their engagement, leaving her no choice but to throw herself into her saintly 

du!es. But when confronted by the righteous Crown Prince Erik, she finds herself under his scru!ny. 

He's determined to suss out her true nature, but why does it involve living in the palace with him? 

(STL329485) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

light novel, SC, 6x8, 280pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 



JUL242415 

IM IN LOVE WITH VILLAINESS L NOVEL VOL 03 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Inori (A)  Hanagata 

Things grow dire in Bauer Kingdom when Claire gets roped into service as a secret agent of the king. 

Fortunately, the infuria!ng commoner Rae Taylor is by her side as always, helping to root out 

corrup!on among Claire’s fellow nobles. But when an uprising threatens the kingdom, will Claire 

wind up sacrificing herself on the altar of her ideals? Experience the thrilling finale of the I’m in Love 

with the Villainess spin-off series—featuring completely new, never-before-seen scenes from Claire’s 

perspec!ve! (STL329440) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 320pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL242416 

MIMOSA CONFESSIONS SC NOVEL VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mei Hachimoku (CA)  Kukka 

AWer a drama!c first semester, Sakuma and Ushio dive headfirst into summer vaca!on. Despite their 

unspoken agreement to not men!on the "incident" that occurred on the last day of school, things 

get real awkward real fast when they meet up with Natsuki on a trip to the aquarium. She asks them 

a pointed ques!on: "You two are da!ng, aren't you?" The trio will be forced to set their unresolved 

feelings aside when fall semester arrives—and with it, the annual culture fes!val. Can Sakuma 

balance his feelings for both of them in addi!on to his work on the fes!val commiPee, not to 

men!on a starring role in the class produc!on of Romeo and Juliet? (STL329448) Scheduled to ship 

in October 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

Light Novel, SC, 320pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL242417 

RAVEN OF INNER PALACE NOVEL SC VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Kouko Shirakawa (A)  Ayuko 

Despite the Raven’s missing part being within Jusetsu’s grasp, the sea god isn’t about to make that 

easy for her. An underwater volcano erup!on has made the waters around Je Island, where the black 

sword awaits, impassable. A clash between the ao god and the raven is in their near future, but will 

the mortal bystanders become collateral damage in this celes!al showdown? Witness the stunning 

finale of this tale of dark magic and court intrigue. (STL329458) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. 

(C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 320pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL242418 

REBORN AS A SPACE MERCENARY LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 10 (C: 0-1-1) 



(W)  Ryuto (A) Tetsuhiro Nabeshima 

With the Seed of the Sacred Tree and Princess Tinia aboard, Hiro and crew join the baPle against Red 

Flag, the pirate gang that aPacked the elves’ home planet. Just as the baPle is looking hopeless, the 

Krishna ac!vates a mysterious new barrier—one that seems to have something to do with the Sacred 

Tree. Meanwhile, Hiro snags the interest of Mary, a buxom mercenary with shady !es. How is Hiro 

going to shake this gorgeous new troublemaker? (STL329459) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 

0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 320pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL242419 

RESTAURANT TO ANOTHER WORLD LIGHT NOVEL VOL 06 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Junpei Inuzuka (A/CA) Katsumi Enami 

In Tokyo lies a small restaurant called “Western Cuisine Nekoya,” ordinary in every way—save one. 

Every Saturday, its door connects to another world! Follow along as a cavalcade of curious guests 

from half-elves to samurai, dragons, halflings and vampires enter its premises, all with the same goal 

in mind: to fill their stomachs with the most mouth-watering of foods. (STL236605) Scheduled to ship 

in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #8 (AUG222308) 

Light Novel, SC, 5x7, 352pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242420 

STRANGE ADVENTURE OF BROKE MERCENARY NOVEL SC VOL 10 (C: 0-1 

(W)  Mine (A)  peroshi 

One by one, the mercenaries who raised Loren fell in a terrible, bloody baPle. The lone survivor in a 

hard world with only his wits and his sword to his name, Loren hires himself out as an adventurer. His 

new party, however, proves all too willing to run headlong into danger using him as their meat shield. 

Only Lapis, the party's sly priest, sees his true worth, just as Loren sees hers. They must rely on each 

other, or else neither of them will live to see the end of their first adventure. (STL329467) Scheduled 

to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 232pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL242421 

WITCH & MERCURY L NOVEL VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Chohokiteki Kaeru (A) Kanase Benchi 

In this ac!on-packed fantasy, a dangerous duo seeks peace in a vicious world. Nothing in this world is 

more dangerous than a witch. The epitome of fear and terror, they can summon floods on a whim, 

conjure balls of fire out of the air, or even destroy en!re countries overnight. Incur their wrath, and 



no one is safe. At least, that's what everyone thinks, and it's the very reason they all want Siasha 

dead. AWer yet another violent baPle for her life, she teams up with Zig, a mercenary, and they 

depart for unknown lands to find somewhere she can live in peace. But is the pair any match for the 

lost magic and vicious monstrosi!es that lie ahead? (STL329486) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. 

(C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 6x8, 380pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

SOVEREIGN MEDIA COMPANY INC 

 

JUL242422 

OTAKU USA MAGAZINE #2 ANIME SPECIAL (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA)  Various 

OTAKU USA Magazine is the overiszed, bold 4 color bimonthly magazine informing American Otaku of 

the hoPest proper!es in the world of Japanese Anime and Manga, J Pop, Cosplay, Cons, maid cafes, 

gaming and all the other fascina!ng aspects of Japanese Popular Culture, all told from a strictly 

American point of view. Each issue contains 32 page previews of the hoPest new manga, and is chock 

full of reviews on the hoPest new manga and anime straight from the creators in Japan. (STL329506) 

Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Magazine, 72pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

TOHAN CORPORATION 

 

JUL242423 

ANIMAGE OCTOBER 2024 (C: 1-1-2) 

Animage is an excellent source for all the latest news on Japanese anime, aimed at fans and the 

public, not industry professionals. Each issue is packed with full-color and black-and-white pages, 

giving you the latest scoop on the hoPest anime around. Japanese Text. (STL329502) Scheduled to 

ship in October 2024. (C: 1-1-2) 

Magazine, 9x12, 400pgs, FC SRP: $21.00 

 

JUL242424 

MEGAMI OCTOBER 2024 (C: 1-1-2) 

Megami is Japan's top anime magazine! Focusing on bishoujo characters from anime and video 

games, Megami features tons of free giveaways, as well as full-color artwork and posters! Includes 

telephone cards, punch-out "character stands," s!ckers, and much more! Japanese Text. (STL329504) 

Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 1-1-2) 



Magazine, 9x12, FC SRP: $22.00 

 

JUL242425 

HOBBY JAPAN OCTOBER 2024 (C: 1-1-2) 

Hobby Japan, the magazine that specializes in model kit building and customizing in Japan, is 

generally recognized as the No.1 magazine of the hobby industry. A wide variety of ar!cles features 

each month, including the montly "How to Build..." feature, which shows readers how to build and 

customize the latest and greatest Gundam kits from Bandai! As a leading magazine in the industry, 

Hobby Japan listens to its readers and offers the the hoPest informa!on on the market! Japanese 

Text. (STL329503) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 1-1-2) 

Magazine, 9x12, 400pgs, FC SRP: $22.00 

 

JUL242426 

NEWTYPE OCTOBER 2024 (C: 1-1-2) 

Newtype is the top source for all your anime and manga needs! It features all of the latest news on 

anime, manga, music, and games. Includes toy and model reviews, interviews with directors and 

actors, and columns by industry experts. Japanese Text. (STL329505) Scheduled to ship in October 

2024. (C: 1-1-2) 

Magazine, FC SRP: $21.00 

 

TOKYO POP - DISNEY MANGA 

 

JUL242427 

ART OF AMPHIBIA HC (C: 1-1-2) 

(A) Drew Taylor 

Amphibia chronicles the adventures of three best friends who find themselves magically transported 

to the world of Amphibia, a wild marshland tropical island full of anthropomorphic amphibians and 

dangerous beasts. The three girls are separated when they arrive in Amphibia, and must go on their 

own fantas!cal journeys to reunite and save their new friends. Following the success of Marcy's 

Journal, TOKYOPOP presents The Art of Amphibia. Lovingly craWed by MaP Braly, the creator and 

showrunner of the Disney animated series, this hardcover book features behind-the-scenes artwork 

from the television series and wriPen insights and tes!monials from the crew.  Featuring a foreword 

by Anne Boonchuy, voice actor Brenda Song, packed to the brim with never-before-seen character 

designs, loca!on designs, and development art, this book is a must-own for any Amphibia fan! 

(STL329295) Scheduled to ship in November 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in North America. 

Art Book, HC, 11x10, 224pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 



TOKYOPOP 

 

JUL242428 

MARON THE MAGIC OCEAN GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  MIMI 

Sugar has lost all feeling. Good, bad, all emo!ons are completely gone, along with her memories. 

AdriW in a magic ocean, the paradise of children who don't grow up, she comes across a turtle who 

claims to be half of Sugar, and needs to escape this place. "I will escort you out of the magic ocean, 

Sugar." A biPersweet tale of self-destruc!on, pain, sadness, and depression. (STL329317) Scheduled 

to ship in November 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5X8, 208pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL242429 

DARK METRO MANGA TP ULTIMATE ED 

(W) Tokyo Calen (A)  Yoshiken 

Deep beneath Tokyo there exists a riW between this world and the next, a gateway to a world of 

spirits and death. Guiding those who find themselves lost in this world-between-worlds is Seiya, a 

mysterious young man who has the ability to tell who is des!ned to live and whose fate it is to pass 

through to the other side. But where do Seiya's powers come from? Why do people keep slipping 

through the cracks between worlds? And just what is lurking on the other side? (STL088086) 

Available Now! (JUL182333) 

SC, 560pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242430 

O/A DEAD COMPANY GN VOL 01 

(W) Yoshiki Tonogai 

A death game where players are forced to kill one another un!l there's only one person leW standing! 

This is the story of Ryosuke Miyauchi, a young man who survived a real-life baPle royale game three 

years ago, and who has been struggling to live a normal life since then. One day, Ryosuke was 

scouted by the enormously popular game developer EDC, who asked him, "Why don't you use your 

special experience to make a game?" (STL269709) Available Now! 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242431 

O/A DEAD COMPANY GN VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) Yoshiki Tonogai 



Ryosuke Miyauchi may have survived a real-life death game three years ago, but the lingering trauma 

and guilt from having his girlfriend's blood on his hands has leW him an empty man with an empty 

life. When he's recruited by major game developer EDC on the basis of his prior "experience," he 

soon realizes that his first-hand brush with murder is exactly why they offered him the job. Now he's 

leW with no choice but to take part in running death games similar to the one that cost him 

everything. But what will he do when he finds out that Kyo, his late girlfriend's younger sister, is one 

of the players in this dangerous game? Knowing that his hands are already stained with innocent 

blood, Ryosuke makes his decision to risk it all! (STL281963) Available Now! 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242432 

O/A DEAD COMPANY GN VOL 03 (MR) 

(W) Yoshiki Tonogai 

Ryosuke readies to risk it all in this thrilling final volume of Dead Company! Ryosuke Miyauchi may 

have survived a real-life death game three years ago, but that brush with death is only the first of 

many to come. When he's recruited by major game developer EDC on the basis of his prior 

"experience," he soon realizes that they're the ones responsible for his trauma, all while they grow 

profits and slaughter innocents as they run other death games all around the world. Now, his late 

girlfriend's sister Kyo has joined a death game of her own accord, and Ryosuke dedicates himself to 

keeping her safe — no maPer the cost. But when he's offered a chance to strike back against the 

company that took everything away from him, Ryosuke finds himself torn. Can he trust the people 

who claim they want to take EDC down? (STL290596) Available Now! 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242433 

PARHAM ITAN TALES FROM BEYOND GN VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Kaili Sorano 

Yamagishi and Sendo are schoolmates, but that's about as far as their similari!es go: one is a short, 

no-nonsense boxer, while the other is a tall, bookish conspiracy nut. But when they find themselves 

embroiled in a paranormal phenomenon at school involving plant-faced monster people assimila!ng 

innocent vic!ms, it seems they'll have to set aside their differences and work together as best as 

they can. Inspired by LovecraWian horror and the Call of Cthulhu, this is a brand-new manga series 

from the creator of Monochrome Factor! (STL139045) Available Now! (OCT192272) 

SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242434 



PARHAM ITAN TALES FROM BEYOND GN VOL 02 

(W/A/CA) Kaili Sorano 

AWer barely escaping from the Beyond, an alternate dimension swarming with bloodthirsty 

monsters, high-schoolers Yamagishi and Sendo realize their lives aren't going back to normal any!me 

soon. Determined to delve deeper into the secrets of the Beyond, they team up with the mysterious 

paranormal inves!gator Akisato, under whose grudging guidance they begin to uncover a world of 

occult sects and black magic. When Yamagishi stumbles across an unknown sigil that he somehow 

recognizes, it quickly becomes clear his involvement is no mere coincidence. He's sure the creepy 

symbol has something to do with the orphanage where he grew up — and he's determined to find 

out truth, even if he has to go back into the Beyond to find the answers to his missing past. 

(STL161815) Available Now! (JUN201550) 

SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242435 

O/A RESIDENT EVIL INFINITE DARKNESS BEGINNING TP (MR) (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Keith R. A. DeCandido (A/CA) Carmelo Zagaria, Valen!na Cuomo 

Based on the 2021 animated series featured on Neclix, Resident Evil: Infinite Darkness, this exci!ng 

graphic novel !e-in features an all-new original story from the world of Resident Evil. This prequel 

features fan-favorite character Leon in an ac!on-packed new story! (STL252102) Available Now! (C: 

1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in China or Japan. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL242436 

UNDEAD MESSIAH MANGA GN VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Gin Zarbo 

A pregnant woman is pursued by a supernatural creature. On the internet, videos of a bandaged 

hero surface. 15-year-old Tim Muley makes a terrible discovery in his neighbor's garden. Three 

seemingly unrelated events, all of which seem to point to an imminent zombie apocalypse! But this 

!me the story's not about the end of mankind; it's about a new beginning... (STL080059) Available 

Now! (MAY182148) 

SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 

 

JUL242437 

UNDEAD MESSIAH MANGA GN VOL 02 

(W/A/CA) Gin Zarbo 



A pregnant woman is pursued by a supernatural creature. On the internet, videos of a bandaged 

hero surface. 15-year-old Tim Muley makes a terrible discovery in his neighbor's garden. Three 

seemingly unrelated events, all of which seem to point to an imminent zombie apocalypse! But this 

!me the story's not about the end of mankind; it's about a new beginning...  This is volume 2 of the 

series. (STL091947) Available Now! (AUG182398) 

SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 

 

JUL242438 

UNDEAD MESSIAH MANGA GN VOL 03 

(W/A/CA) Gin Zarbo 

Tim is your ordinary, average, zombie-obsessed teen, and knows exactly what he'd do in the event of 

a mass awakening of living corpses. Unfortunately for him, he gets to test those plans for real.  When 

an outbreak of living corpses takes over his town, Tim finds himself unwiTngly in the middle of a 

vast undead conspiracy. The internet's so-called "savior," Ritch, has taken him cap!ve and is 

experimen!ng on him. As his body reacts to the virus and reveals zombie-like symptoms, Tim must 

uncover Ritch's true inten!ons and the undead's origins, revealing them to the world... before it's 

too late. (STL116079) Available Now! (JUN201551) 

SC, 5x7, 212pgs, PC SRP: $10.99 

 

TOKYOPOP - LOVE X LOVE 

 

JUL242439 

A TAILS TALE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mizu Sahara 

Nachi Hiyama plays soWball, but hates how she never tans like her teammates. Feeling alone and 

discouraged, she struggles to fit in. That is, un!l she meets Utsumi, a quiet, shy boy at her school, 

and discovers his secret; he has a tail! They might be different, but they can be different together. 

(STL329315) Scheduled to ship in November 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242440 

BOYS GILDING THE LILY SHALL DIE GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Yomogimochi 

Chihaya Katagiri has always been the first trumpet in her school's brass band — un!l Hibiki Aikawa 

transfers from a pres!gious school and takes the spot. Despite ini!al suspicions, the two quickly 

become close; Katagiri admires Aikawa's talent and enthusiasm for playing the trumpet, and Aikawa 

is struck by Katagiri's grounded treatment of her abili!es, as well as her love for music. As their 



feelings for each other grow stronger, their lives become more complicated with the stress of classes, 

other rela!onships, and the last compe!!on of their high school careers drawing near. (STL329345) 

Scheduled to ship in November 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242441 

FAVORITE POP IDOL MADE IT BUDOKAN GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Auri Hirao 

Forthright and impetuous Eripiyo is the number one stan for Maina, a sidelined member of the 

underground idol group Cham Jam, lining up for every event and spending a fortune on CDs and fan 

mee!ngs to support her fave over the years. During a collec!ble card event, Eripiyo, Kumasa, and 

Motoi reminisce over how idol fandom has brought them together, even as Kumasa wonders if these 

halcyon days might be coming to an end. S!ll, these last few months have been good for Cham 

Jam— especially Maina, whose popularity has grown by leaps and bounds aWer going viral. But fame 

has it price, and more fans means fewer chances to spend !me with her favorite... a biPersweet 

blessing that Eripiyo accepts as her lot as a fan. (STL329291) Scheduled to ship in November 2024. (C: 

0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242442 

I WAS REINCARNATED AS HEROINE VERGE A BAD ENDING GN VOL 01 ( 

(W)  Kotoko (A) Ikuto Nanase 

A da!ng sim enthusiast wakes up in the body of Reine Waynewright: an adorable otome heroine in a 

fantasy game! Reine discovers that in this world, she's a lowly F-rank student at the magical Hearcelt 

Academy, bullied by her classmates and snubbed by her love interests for her lack of talent. 

Determined to avoid a Bad Ending, Reine resolves to study hard, prac!ce her magic, and pass the 

exams to increase her rank!  If she grinds hard enough, she may be able to change her fate: make 

new friends, improve herself, and maybe even fall in love along the way! (STL329323) Scheduled to 

ship in November 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242443 

LETS EAT TOGETHER AKI AND HARU GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Makoto Taji 

Two boys who share a room and love to make and eat dinner together. Aki is in charge of cooking, 

and Haru is tasked with cleaning up, and despite their personality differences, they come together 

over their love of food. (STL329292) Scheduled to ship in November 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242444 

SWEET FOR SWEETS AND FOREIGNERS GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Marina Sano 

Ami Satou works for Cobara, a company that specializes in sweets. While she may be good at sales, 

her confidence in prePy much everything else is low, which is why she hasn't even thought about 

da!ng since college. Instead, she fills up her imagina!on with roman!c scenes from shoujo manga.  

When she meets Alain Giraud, a handsome, older French man in charge of a new project she's 

assigned to work on, she begins to struggle to keep that roman!c imagina!on in check... especially 

with Alain being so overly friendly! Ami keeps reminding herself that it's just because he's French, 

but will she be able to resist his roman!c charm? (STL329294) Scheduled to ship in November 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242445 

O/A UNDEAD FINDING LOVE ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE VOL 01 (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, 

& UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242446 

O/A UNDEAD FINDING LOVE ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE VOL 02 (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, and Indonesia. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 178pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242447 

THIS REINCARNATED COUNTESS TRY ESCAPE HER PRINCE GN VOL 01 ( 

(W) Saki Tsukigami (A) Akino Shiina 

In the midst of a crowded ballroom, the Countess Sherazade is overcome by a flood of memories. 

Memories of a past life as an ordinary girl in another world, reading a Teen Love novel about a meek, 



but kind-hearted young woman from an impoverished noble family who catches the Prince's eye, 

and then aPracts his love. A novel that recounts the story of her own life... or what it will soon 

become. The only problem is... this story ends with Sherazade as a trauma!zed and broken shell of 

herself, and there's no way she's going to sit back and let that happen. At that moment, Shera makes 

a promise to herself—to do whatever it takes to make sure she will never, ever marry the prince! 

(STL329309) Scheduled to ship in November 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242448 

SANCTIFY VOL 02 (A) (C: 1-1-2) 

 Scheduled to ship in November 2024.For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS 

Adult supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 5x8, 240pgs SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242449 

WIZARD (LIGHT NOVEL) SC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shi Wu (A)  Uri 

Tasked with inves!ga!ng the brutal murder of a dozen people overnight, detec!ve Yuan Feng Liang is 

surprised when 18 year old Jin Xi Cheng confesses and is sentenced to life in prison. Seven years later 

another bizarre murder takes place, and the special ops team sent in to inves!gate simply vanishes. 

Brought back in to inves!gate the case, office Liang is asked to speak with someone who may be 

involved; Jin Xi Cheng. Making an agreement to take responsibility for him, Liang takes Cheng into his 

custody and learns this young man is more than he first appeared; in fact, he is a powerful wizard. 

But Cheng doesn't see his abili!es as a blessing; to him, they are a curse of his bloodline. Can this 

unlikely duo find the truth behind these murders? (STL329302) Scheduled to ship in November 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Light Novel, SC, 5.8x8.2, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

TUTTLE PUBLISHING 

 

JUL242450 

MANGA CHARACTER DESIGN SC (C: 0-1-1) 



(A) Shun Akagi 

This all-in-one guide by master manga illustrator Shun Akagi teaches you the basics of figure drawing 

and character crea!on—from hairstyles and clothing to facial expressions and body poses. You'll 

then be immersed in the elements needed to bring to your story to life: colora!on, light and shadow, 

angles and perspec!ve, composi!on and storytelling techniques. Shun offers tutorials in analogue 

and digital character design covering topics like anatomy and body structure; facial features and 

expressions; clothing and accessories; composi!on and narra!ve techniques as well as detailed case 

studies covering the full range of challenges faced by manga ar!sts. (STL328699) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

How to Draw, SC, 8x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242451 

REAL MUSASHI TRUE STORY OF JAPANS GREATEST WARRIOR GN (C: 0- 

(W) Touru Sugita (A) Reiko Taki 

Miyamoto Musashi was undefeated throughout his long career as a fighter and became even more 

famous later in life as the author of The Book of Five Rings, the bible of Japanese military strategy 

that is s!ll widely read today. This book tells the incredible true story of an enigma!c man who is the 

most famous warrior in history. The exci!ng events recounted in this book include: Musashi's first 

duel at the age of 13 when he succesfully defeated a much older and more experienced swordsman; 

the drama!c showdown at Ganryujima where Musashi bested his greatest rival, Sasaki Kojiro, and 

became a living legend throughout Japan; his unparalleled career in figh!ng 61 duels without ever 

being defeated; and why and how he wrote The Book of Five Rings later in life, a literary classic that 

has been read by millions of people. (STL328687) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242452 

RESTAURANT OF MANY ORDERS AND OTHER STORIES MANGA ED (MR) (C 

(W) Kenji Miyazawa (A) Yasuko Sakuno 

This charming manga collec!on presents three modern fables by one of Japan's most giWed authors, 

the poet and short story writer Kenji Miyazawa. Miyazawa is beloved in Japan, and increasingly 

abroad, for his masterful storytelling, poe!c imagery, and powerful evoca!on of both the shadow 

and light of human nature. His world of sen!ent stars and enchanted forests, presented here in 

manga form, will appeal to imagina!ve readers of all ages. The Restaurant of Many Orders follows a 

pair of confident, self-centered young men on a hun!ng expedi!on. AWer entering a mysterious 

restaurant, the men are given peculiar orders such as to rub cream on their bodies — un!l they 

finally realize they themselves are about to become dinner for lurking beasts! Plus, The Wildcat and 

the Acorns and The Twin Stars. (STL328698) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 



 

JUL242453 

SOSEKI NATSUMES BOTCHAN MANGA ED (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Soseki Natsume, Makiko Itoh (A) Kaori Okura 

Reckless but unfailingly honest, Botchan is the youngest son in a middle-class Tokyo family. Following 

his gradua!on from college, he takes a job as a math teacher on the island of Shikoku, far from the 

city. Thrust into this alien small-town environment, Botchan encounters nothing but trouble from his 

students and fellow teachers. Among his tormentors are the pompous, two-faced vice-principal; his 

fawning sidekick—the art teacher; the spineless principal; and a pack of brawny, prankster 

students—all of whom seem out to get him. Mayhem ensues, but in the end Botchan prevails 

through honesty and dogged determina!on. (STL328697) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 

0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

ULYSSES PRESS 

 

JUL242454 

DRAWING MANHWA HOW TO DRAW YOUR WEBTOONS & WEBCOMICS (C: 0-1 

(W/A)  Yakkuk 

Follow step-by-step instruc!ons and prac!ce the art of drawing manhwa comics in this how-to book 

inspired by city life, illustrated by Yakkuk (creator of webtoons and comics such as Unlucky Mansion, 

A Declara!on of Revenge, Kirkegaard and Dhammapada, and The Eve Fes!val). From basic shapes to 

shading techniques, readers will learn all of the necessary elements that go into crea!ng cap!va!ng 

manhwa illustra!ons. There are even full-page illustra!ons provided for readers to trace and color in. 

In addi!on to learning the basics, readers will begin to form their own ar!s!c style and personal 

drawing techniques, thanks to blank prac!ce spaces. (STL328953) Scheduled to ship in September 

2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

How-to-Draw, SC, 5x8, 112pgs SRP: $15.95 

 

VERTICAL COMICS 

 

JUL242455 

BLOOD ON TRACKS GN VOL 17 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Shuzo Oshimi 



Seiichi brings Seiko back to his place, and the two of them are under one roof again. But she has lost 

the will to live aWer her accident, and Seiichi resigns himself to the task of watching his mother 

slowly fall apart. Their final conversa!on unfolds in dream, while Seiichi himself is the object of 

another dreamer's thoughts. And so the tale finally comes to a close, the horrors of the past 

relegated to a welcome oblivion. (STL329417) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

No countries actually denied. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

JUL242456 

GIVING DISGRACED NOBLE LADY CRASH COURSE GN VOL 07 (MR) (C:  

(W) Sametaro Fukada (A) Ichiho Katsura 

Allen, a powerful sorcerer feared as the “Demon King” by all in town, wants nothing more than to 

enjoy his solitary existence, deep in the forest—that is, un!l the day he discovers a young woman 

unconscious in his neck of the woods and saves her from a band of knights. He soon learns the girl, 

CharloPe, was betrothed to the prince of the neighboring kingdom before he framed her for vicious 

crimes and forced her to flee for her safety. Moved by her plight and the pi!ful life this disgraced 

noble had led, Allen stakes his own life on a promise: to give CharloPe a crash course in all that is 

naughty, and make her the happiest woman in the world! (STL329432) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 186pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

JUL242457 

ORIGIN GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Boichi 

I know what you really are—! As he demolishes one iden!cal GON-BOT aWer another, ORIGIN's own 

body is slowly but surely brought to the brink. But even when the massive GON PRIME bursts onto 

the scene wielding unimaginable destruc!ve power, ORIGIN exercises his newfound will to priori!ze 

protec!ng Mai Hirose over his own survival. Physical power isn't everything, though—and the 

knowledge of GON PRIME's true iden!ty might just give ORIGIN the edge he needs! (STL329455) 

Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

JUL242458 

SUZUME GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Makoto Shinkai (A) Amashima Denki 



High school junior Suzume runs into a handsome stranger, Souta, who tells her he is looking for a 

door and asks where he can find ruins in her town. She points him toward a resort that has long 

fallen past all hope of repair, then thinks bePer of it and races aWer him to warn him of the danger of 

trespassing there. While fruitlessly searching for Souta, Suzume opens a door seemingly to nowhere 

and finds a starry landscape stretch out on the other side of the frame. Later, at school, she realizes 

she’s the only one who can see an ominous, worm-like colossus emerge from the mountains and 

rushes back to the ruins where she finds Souta struggling to shut the monster back in the door. 

Suzume helps Souta close the door on the mythical worm, which is revealed to be the cause of 

massive earthquakes, never knowing that her involvement would soon leave Souta trapped in the 

three-legged wooden chair Suzume’s late mother craWed for her and send them both on a cross-

country race to seal all the worms away and save Japan from devasta!on. (STL329491) Scheduled to 

ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.95 

 

JUL242459 

TWILIGHT OUT OF FOCUS GN VOL 05 LONG TAKE (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Jyanome 

Second-years Mao Tsuchiya and Hisashi Otomo make three promises: 1) That Mao will never tell 

anyone that Hisashi is gay and has a boyfriend, 2) That Hisashi will never think of Mao "in that way," 

and 3) That they'll always knock before entering, in case someone is having some "private !me." The 

two's ground rules should ensure a peaceful life together in their dorm, but life is never as simple as 

it should be, and some things are not so easily promised. (STL329473) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 250pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

JUL242460 

VIRGIN LOVE GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Tina Yamashina 

Final volume! Shoko seems to be on the brink of finally geTng what she's wanted all along when Kei 

confesses his feelings for her, but deep-seated insecuri!es and temp!ng visions of a happy future 

with Tanaka leave her unsure of what to do. Stuck between her head and her heart, Shoko must 

make the biggest choice of her life before !me runs out on the Love House project—and her chance 

to find Mr. Right. (STL329475) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 



VERTICAL INC 

 

JUL242461 

MY UNIQUE SKILL MAKES ME OP LIGHT NOVEL VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Nazuna Miki (A/CA)  Subachi 

Ryota Sato gets the surprise of his life when he's suddenly transported into another world and nearly 

clobbered at the hands of the young, prePy adventurer Emily Brown. This new world revolves 

around defea!ng monsters and profi!ng off whatever they drop—food, money, items, and more. 

Unfortunately for Ryota, he has no skills to speak of... un!l he learns he has otherworldly drop luck 

that brings him never-before-seen items! Suddenly his luck turns around... or does it? (STL329451) 

Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

Light Novel, SC, 220pgs, FC SRP: $14.95 

 

WALTER FOSTER 

 

JUL242462 

LEARN TO DRAW HOOKY SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Miriam Bonastre Tur 

With nonstop fun and adventure, Hooky boasts the whimsical illustra!on style of ar!st and series 

creator, Míriam Bonastre Tur. Now, with Learn to Draw Hooky, you will learn magical skills while 

learning to draw Dani, Dorian, Nico, Monica, and other favorite characters from the popular series. 

(STL329366) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8.5x11, 96pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242463 

OFFICIAL SWEET HOME COLORING BOOK SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Carnby Kim 

Based on the popular WEBTOON Originals webcomic, The Official Sweet Home Coloring Book is the 

perfect coloring companion for fans of the series or those who love monsters and horror characters. 

Enjoy a hair-raising coloring experience with full-color artwork for inspira!on and detailed line 

illustra!ons. An unparalleled coloring experience! (STL329365) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

Coloring Book, SC, 8.5x11, 96pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MERCHANDISE 



 

DIAMOND SELECT TOYS 

 

JUL242464 

LORD OF THE RINGS SERIES 8 DLX AF ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The baPle for Middle-Earth rages on! The next wave of characters in 

DST’s Lord of the Rings line of 1/10 scale ac!on figures includes the warrior woman Eowyn of Rohan 

and the fearsome leader of the Nazgul, the Witch-King of Angmar! The helmeted 7-inch Eowyn 

features a sword, scabbard, and shield, and the 9-inch Witch-King features a sword and flail, as well 

as removable flames for the sword! Each comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by 

Eamon O’Donoghue, sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios. (STL298785) Scheduled to ship in April 2025. 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and Europe. 

Figure SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242465 

STAR WARS L3D CLONE WARS CAPTAIN REX V2 1/2 SCALE BUST (C: 1 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! Remember Rex! The Clone Army captain was a legend in the Clone Wars, 

and now he’s a Legend in 3-D! Measuring approximately 10 inches tall, this ½ scale portrait of Rex in 

his later, modified armor, features his pauldron, welded details, and tally marks on his helmet, all 

atop a pedestal base. It is limited to only 1000 pieces and comes packaged with a numbered base 

and a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city in a numbered full-color box. (STL332239) Scheduled to 

ship in April 2025. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines. 

Bust SRP: $200.00 

 

JUL242466 

STAR WARS PREMIER COLL DARK EMPIRE LUKE SKYWALKER STATUE (C: 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! Luke Skywalker has gone to the Dark Side! This approximately 12-inch 

statue of Luke in his black cloak, red lightsaber in hand, is based on his appearance in the Star Wars: 

Dark Empire comic books and features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons. Limited to only 3000 

pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. (STL332243) 

Scheduled to ship in April 2025. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A 

Philippines. 

Statue SRP: $200.00 

 

JUL242467 

STAR WARS GALLERY KOTOR DARTH REVAN PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 



A Gentle Giant LTD release! As seen in Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic, the Sith (or Jedi?) 

Darth Revan stands atop a flaming statue with two lightsabers and a flapping robe in this all-new 

Gallery Diorama by Gentle Giant LTD. Featuring detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons, including 

translucent flames and lightsaber blades, it is made of high-quality PVC and comes packaged in a full-

color window box. (STL332245) Scheduled to ship in April 2025. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars 

items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines. 

Statue SRP: $80.00 

 

JUL242468 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS GALLERY DLX RED RANGER STATUE ( 

A Diamond Select Toys release! It’s the return of the Rangers! DST is bringing back a blast from the 

past with the original Red Ranger, leaping through a geyser of translucent red energy with Blade 

Blaster and Power Sword in hand. Standing approximately 11 inches tall, this Gallery Diorama statue 

is made of high-quality PVC, and features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons. It comes 

packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Salvador Gomes! 

(STL332201) Scheduled to ship in April 2025. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Statue SRP: $80.00 

 

JUL242469 

MARVEL COMIC DOCTOR STRANGE 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! By the Vishan!! Doctor Strange casts a spell in the newest 1/7 scale 

mini-bust in the Marvel Comics line from DST! With the Book of Vishan! hovering above one hand 

and genera!ng magic lightning with the other, Stephen Strange measures approximately 6 inches tall 

atop a detailed pedestal base. Limited to only 3000 pieces, it comes packaged with a numbered 

cer!ficate of authen!city in a full-color box. Designed by Nelson X. Asencio, sculpted by Juan Pitluk! 

(STL332238) Scheduled to ship in April 2025. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, 

Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Bust SRP: $120.00 

 

JUL242470 

MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION COMIC SILK STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! This Silk is smooth! Otherwise known as Cindy Moon, the spider-

heroine Silk alights atop a rooWop cupola and spins a webline around it in this all-new 1/7 scale 

statue. Measuring approximately 14 inches tall, this beau!ful sculpture is made of high-quality resin 

and features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons. It is limited to only 1,000 pieces and comes 

packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. Designed by Nelson X. 

Asencion and Clayburn Moore, sculpted by Clayburn Moore! (STL298900) Scheduled to ship in April 



2025. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater 

China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Statue SRP: $175.00 

 

JUL242471 

MARVEL GAMERVERSE GALLERY DLX SPIDER-MAN2 VENOM PVC STATUE ( 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Spider-Men beware, Venom has arrived! Following up on previous 

Gallery Diorama releases of Peter Parker and Miles Morales in their Spider-Man 2 video game looks, 

this statue of their greatest foe is the big one! Measuring approximately 13 inches tall by 12 inches 

wide, this massive sculpture is made of high-quality PVC and features detailed sculp!ng and paint 

applica!ons. It is suitable for solo display, but pairs well with his two opponents and comes packaged 

in a full-color window box. Designed by Nelson X. Asencio, sculpted by John Cleary! (STL332202) 

Scheduled to ship in April 2025. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Statue SRP: $85.00 

 

JUL242472 

GARGOYLES STEEL CLAN ROBOT 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Built by businessman David Xanatos, the Steel Clan robots were 

meant to take on the ManhaPan clan of Gargoyles, although !me and !me again they found 

themselves not up to the task. S!ll, they served Xanatos in all of his schemes, and this 6-inch resin 

mini-bust captures their cartoon appearance perfectly. Limited to only 1000 pieces, it comes 

packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. Designed by Barry Bradfield, 

sculpted by Varner Studios. (STL332199) Scheduled to ship in April 2025. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Bust SRP: $120.00 

 

JUL242473 

GAME OF THRONES L3D CRAXAS 1/2 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Dracarys! Your friends will be breathing fire with envy when you 

show them your bust of Caraxes, the mount of dragonrider Daemon Targaryen! Measuring 

approximately 12 inches tall, this bust is insanely detailed, and rests atop a dragon’s egg base. 

Limited to only 1000 pieces, this resin bust comes packaged with a numbered base and a numbered 

cer!ficate of authen!city in a numbered full-color box. Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Sandro 

Luis Sampaio! (STL298676) Scheduled to ship in April 2025. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST Marvel items - 

Available in North America, La!n America, and the European Union. 

Bust SRP: $250.00 

 



JUL242474 

GODZILLA LEGENDS IN 3D GODZILLA 1974 10IN RESIN BUST (C: 1-1 

A Diamond Select Toys release! From the fires of a nuclear explosion rises Godzilla! The irradiated 

monster takes on his 1974 appearance in this approximately 9.5-inch resin bust, set atop a pedestal 

base designed to resemble a tower of flames. Limited to only 1000 pieces, it comes packaged with a 

numbered base and a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city in a numbered full-color box. Designed by 

Joe Allard, sculpted by Rocco Tartamella! (STL332186) Scheduled to ship in April 2025. (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Bust SRP: $200.00 

 

JUL242475 

INVINCIBLE SERIES 3 DLX ALLEN AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The baPle con!nues! A third series of deluxe ac!on figures based on 

the hit Invincible animated series has arrived, and two new fighters have entered the arena! 

Spacefaring pugilist Allen the Alien features mul!ple points of ar!cula!on, accessories and a display 

base, all packaged in a full-color window box. Sculpted by Chris Dahlberg! (STL243947) Scheduled to 

ship in August 2024. (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242476 

INVINCIBLE SERIES 3 DLX DUPLI KATE AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The baPle con!nues! A third series of deluxe ac!on figures based on 

the hit Invincible animated series has arrived, and a new fighter has entered the arena! Teen Team 

member Dupli-Kate features mul!ple points of ar!cula!on, accessories and a display base, all 

packaged in a full-color window box. Sculpted by Chris Dahlberg! (STL243944) Scheduled to ship in 

August 2024. (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242477 

INVINCIBLE SERIES 2 DLX ATOM EVE AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The cast of the Invincible ac!on figure line just got bigger! Based on 

the hit Amazon Prime animated series, Series 2 of Invincible features fan favorite Atom Eve. Sculpted 

in a 7" scale, the ac!on figure features over 16 points of ar!cula!on, and comes packaged with 

addi!onal parts and accessories in a full-color window box. Sculpted by Chris Dahlberg! (STL221240) 

Scheduled to ship in August 2024. (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 



JUL242478 

INVINCIBLE SERIES 2 DLX ROBOT AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The cast of the Invincible ac!on figure line just got bigger! Based on 

the hit Amazon Prime animated series, Series 2 of Invincible features fan favorite Robot. Sculpted in a 

7" scale, the ac!on figure features over 16 points of ar!cula!on, and comes packaged with 

addi!onal parts and accessories in a full-color window box. Sculpted by Chris Dahlberg! (STL221244) 

Scheduled to ship in August 2024. (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242479 

INVINCIBLE SERIES 1 OMNI-MAN AF (C: 1-1-0) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The long-running comic series from Skybound is now an animated 

series, and DST is delivering all-new ac!on figures! Up-and-coming superhero Invincible and his alien 

father Omni-Man make up the first assortment of 7-inch figures, each with 16 points of ar!cula!on 

and interchangeable heads and hands, as well as various accessories: Omni-Man includes alternate 

head, hands, baseball glove and flight stand. Each comes packaged in a full-color window box with 

hangtag. Sculpted by Chris Dahlberg! (STL180555) Scheduled to ship in August 2024. (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: 

Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa) 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242480 

INVINCIBLE SERIES 1 INVINCIBLE AF (C: 1-1-0) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The long-running comic series from Skybound is now an animated 

series, and DST is delivering all-new ac!on figures! Up-and-coming superhero Invincible and his alien 

father Omni-Man make up the first assortment of 7-inch figures, each with 16 points of ar!cula!on 

and interchangeable heads and hands, as well as various accessories: Invincible includes alternate 

head, hands, a baseball glove, concrete block and flight stand. Each comes packaged in a full-color 

window box with hangtag. Sculpted by Chris Dahlberg! (STL180554) Scheduled to ship in August 

2024. (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA 

(Europe, Middle East, Africa) 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242481 

O/A INVINCIBLE DLX MONSTER GIRL AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Meet Invincible’s biggest ally! Monster Girl, a member of the new 

Guardians of the Globe, has the ability to transform into a monster, but when she does her human 

form gets younger. This two-figure set includes a 4-inch figure of Amanda in girl form and a 9-inch 

figure of her hulking monster form. Each figure features mul!ple points of ar!cula!on, and the 



monster form features interchangeable parts. Both figures come packaged in a full-color window 

box. Sculpted by Chris Dahlberg! (STL257312) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242482 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED X-MEN MAGNETO 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The groundbreaking animated-style line of X-Men busts con!nues 

with the Master of Magne!sm himself, Magneto! Looking like he just stepped off the screen from the 

hit cartoon, Magneto raises a fist in this 6-inch resin bust, featuring detailed sculp!ng and anima!on-

inspired paint details. Limited to only 3,000 pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color window box with 

a cer!ficate of authen!city. (STL143881) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, 

Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $79.99 

 

JUL242483 

O/A STAR WARS CLONE WARS ANAKIN SKYWALKER 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. Release! The Clone Wars con!nue with this all-new animated-style bust! Anakin 

Skywalker joins his master Obi-Wan Kenobi™ in this approximately 6-inch tall, 1/7 scale resin bust. 

Based on the character’s appearance in Star Wars: The Clone Wars, this bust features detailed 

sculp!ng and paint applica!ons, and comes packaged in a full color box with a numbered cer!ficate 

of authen!city. Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by Paul Harding! Limited to 2000. (STL165789) 

Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $89.99 

 

JUL242484 

O/A MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION X-23 STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! She's the best there is at what she does! Laura Kinney pops her claws 

while standing on top of a fallen Sen!nel head in this deluxe statue from DST! Part of the Premier 

Collec!on, this approximately 10-inch statue is limited to only 3,000 pieces and comes packaged in a 

full-color bx with a numbered cer!ficate o authen!city. Designed by Uriel Caton and sculpted by 

Alejandro Pereira! (STL171012) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, 

Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $175.00 

 

JUL242485 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC SPIDER-GWEN HANDSTAND PVC DIORAMA (C: 1 



A Diamond Select Toys release! Pos!ng a handstand on a New York City rooWop, the web-slinger 

formerly known as Spider-Gwen leaps back into the Marvel Gallery line with this all-new sculpt! 

Measuring approximately 11 inches tall, this dynamic sculpture is cast in high-quality PVC and 

features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons. It comes packaged in a full-color window box. 

Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Jon MaPhews. (STL165746) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $59.99 

 

JUL242486 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED X-MEN SABRETOOTH 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Bring on the bad guys! Sabretooth joins the Brotherhood of Evil 

Mutants in the latest release in the X-Men Animated bust line! Wearing his classic 1990s costume, 

with his claws ready to tear into Wolverine, Victor Creed stands approximately 6 inches tall atop a 

pedestal base. Featuring cartoon-accurate paint and sculp!ng, he is limited to only 3,000 pieces and 

comes packaged with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city in a full-color box. Designed by Barry 

Bradfield and sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL185873) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $89.99 

 

JUL242487 

O/A POWER RANGERS GALLERY GREEN RANGER PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Time to go Green! The first-ever Power Rangers Gallery Diorama is a 

sculpture of none other than MaPhew Cook, the new Green Ranger! Based on his appearance in the 

Boom! comic book series, MaPhew wears his updated Green Ranger oucit and wields his Dragon 

Dagger as he leaps out of a swirl of green dragon energy. Standing approximately 10 inches tall, this 

diorama is made of high-quality PVC and features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons. It comes 

packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Salvador Gomes! 

(STL250734) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and Europe 

Item SRP: $59.99 

 

JUL242488 

O/A MARVEL X-MEN ANIMATED APOCALYPSE 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The first mutant is here to menace your X-Men collec!on! Based on 

his appearance in the 1990s' X-Men: The Animated Series, this approximately 6-inch mini-bust 

features detailed sculp!ng and cartoon-accurate paint applica!ons. Limited to only 3,000 pieces, if 

comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. Designed by Barry 

Bradfield, sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL280437) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $100.00 



 

JUL242489 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY AVENGERS 3 THOR PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! This 9-inch scale sculpture of Thor features detailed sculp!ng and 

collec!ble-quality paint applica!ons. The PVC plas!c diorama comes packaged in a full-color window 

box. Sculpted by Rocco Tartamella! (STL067715) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 

US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $59.99 

 

JUL242490 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC MODOK PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The leader of AIM has arrived! MODOK, the Mental Organism 

Designed Only for Killing, brings his swelled head to the line-up of Marvel Gallery Dioramas with this 

all-new PVC sculpture. Standing approximately 11 inches tall, this deluxe diorama features detailed 

sculp!ng and paint applica!ons, and comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Nelson 

Asencio, sculpted by Alterton! (STL263946) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, 

Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $75.00 

 

JUL242491 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC SANDMAN PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The Sinister Six is ready to aPack! Shape-shiWing Spider-Man foe 

Sandman joins his colleagues in the Sinister Six in this, the newest Gallery Diorama from DST! 

Showing Flint Marko with his sand-enhanced fists, this approximately 10-inch sculpture features 

detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons, and comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed 

by Caesar, sculpted by Alterton. Also available: Mysterio, Kraven the Hunter, Vulture, Electro, and 

Doctor Octopus! (STL261016) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, 

Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $59.99 

 

JUL242492 

O/A COBRA KAI SERIES 2 AF ASSORTMENT (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Time to kick back! Series 2 of deluxe ac!on figures based on the hit 

Neclix series Cobra Kai features two all-new characters, and the newest look for the main character! 

New figures of Miyago-Do sensei Chozen and Cobra Kai sensei Terry Silver are joined by a new figure 

of Johnny Lawrence in his red Eagle Fang Karate gi! Each deluxe ac!on figure features over 16 points 

of ar!cula!on as well as interchangeable hands, and each comes packaged in a full-color window 

box. Sculpted by Chris Dahlberg and Rocco Tartamella! (STL263935) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2 



Item SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242493 

COBRA KAI SERIES 2 CHOZEN AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Time to kick back! Series 2 of deluxe ac!on figures based on the hit 

Neclix series Cobra Kai features two all-new characters, and the newest look for the main character! 

New figures of Miyago-Do sensei Chozen and Cobra Kai sensei Terry Silver are joined by a new figure 

of Johnny Lawrence in his red Eagle Fang Karate gi! Each deluxe ac!on figure features over 16 points 

of ar!cula!on as well as interchangeable hands, and each comes packaged in a full-color window 

box. Sculpted by Chris Dahlberg and Rocco Tartamella! (STL264003) Scheduled to ship in August 

2024. (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242494 

COBRA KAI SERIES 2 JOHNNY AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Time to kick back! Series 2 of deluxe ac!on figures based on the hit 

Neclix series Cobra Kai features two all-new characters, and the newest look for the main character! 

New figures of Miyago-Do sensei Chozen and Cobra Kai sensei Terry Silver are joined by a new figure 

of Johnny Lawrence in his red Eagle Fang Karate gi! Each deluxe ac!on figure features over 16 points 

of ar!cula!on as well as interchangeable hands, and each comes packaged in a full-color window 

box. Sculpted by Chris Dahlberg and Rocco Tartamella! (STL264006) Scheduled to ship in August 

2024. (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242495 

O/A MARVEL SELECT CLASSIC CAPTAIN AMERICA AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! APen-shun! Diamond Select Toys is making Captain America great 

with a great new ac!on figure of the First Avenger! Based on classic Captain America artwork of the 

1980s and 1990s, this 1/10 scale, approximately 7-inch-tall ac!on figure features 16 points of 

ar!cula!on as well as mul!ple interchangeable parts and accessories, including heads, hands, shields 

and more! This figure comes in display-ready Select packaging, with side-panel artwork for shelf 

reference. Designed by Eamon O'Donoghue and sculpted by Chris Dahlberg!. (STL276751) Available 

Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater 

China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242496 

O/A SW ATTACK OF THE CLONES PREMIER COLLECTION KIT FISTO STATUE  



A Gentle Giant LTD release! Straight ouPa Glee Anselm™! Few alien Jedi were as dis!nc!ve as Kit 

Fisto™, the green Nautolan™ with a head full of tentacles. This 9-inch statue of the Jedi Master™ 

shows him crouched with his green-bladed lightsaber at the ready. Based on his appearance in Star 

Wars: APack of the Clones, this sculpture is limited to 3000 pieces and comes packaged with a 

cer!ficate of authen!city in a full-color box. (STL261102) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST 

Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $200.00 

 

JUL242497 

O/A RICK & MORTY GALLERY PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Look out, Morty! In this, the first Rick & Morty collec!ble from 

Diamond Select Toys, Rick and his grandson Morty are caught in the spiked tongue of a mysterious 

creature, even as Rick levels his portal gun at the monster. Measuring approximately 10 inches tall, 

this Gallery Diorama is made of high-quality PVC, and comes packaged in a full-color window box. 

Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Casen Barnard! (STL263924) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST 

Marvel items - Available in North America, La!n America, and the European Union 

Item SRP: $75.00 

 

JUL242498 

O/A MARVEL SELECT MR FANTASTIC AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! This is a fantas!c figure! The Fantas!c Four finally get their leader 

with the release of Reed Richards, a.k.a. Mr. Fantas!c, in the Marvel Select line! This 7-inch ac!on 

figure features 16 points of ar!cula!on, as well as interchangeable hands and stretched parts, 

including a lower body sec!on that can wrap around an opponent! It comes in display-ready Select 

ac!on figure packaging, with side-panel artwork for shelf display. Designed by Yuri Timg, sculpted by 

May Thamtarana! Coming soon: the Invisible Woman! (STL261005) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242499 

O/A SW THE MANDALORIAN JAWA MUDHORN EGG 1/6 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! He has defeated the Mudhorn! One of Din Djarin's business partners on 

the planet of Arvala-7, this Jawa is celebra!ng the capture of a Mudhorn egg, considered a delicacy 

by its people. Measuring approximately 6 inches tall, this 1/6 scale resin mini-bust features detailed 

sculp!ng and paint applica!ons, and is based on his appearance in The Mandalorian Season 1. Plus, 

it features light-up eyes! Limited to only 3000 pieces, it includes a numbered cer!ficate of 

authen!city and comes in a full-color box. (STL261116) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star 

Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $150.00 



 

FUNKO 

 

JUL242500 

ADVENT CALENDAR HASBRO W1 (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Count down to the holidays, or any special occasion, with the Hasbro 24 Day Advent 

Calendar! Open the !ny doors to reveal 24 unique Funko Pocket Pops! featuring some of your 

favorite classic toys and characters! Who will be the next to join your Hasbro collec!on? Pocket Pop! 

figures vary in height depending on character. The maximum figure height is 2" tall. (STL330057)  

(4552/81222) (C: 1-1-2) 

Advent Calendar SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL242501 

ADVENT CALENDAR PIXAR W1 (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Count down to the holidays, or any special occasion, with the Pixar 24 Day Advent 

Calendar! Open the !ny doors to reveal 24 unique Funko Pocket Pops! featuring some of your 

favorite animated characters! Who will be the next to join your Pixar collec!on? Pocket Pop! figures 

vary in height depending on character. The maximum figure height is 2" tall. (STL330056)  

(4552/75807) (C: 1-1-2) 

Advent Calendar SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL242502 

ADVENT CALENDAR STRANGER THINGS W1 (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Count down to the holidays, or any special occasion, with the Stranger Things 24 Day 

Advent Calendar! Open the !ny doors to reveal 24 unique Funko Pocket Pops! featuring some of your 

favorite residents of Hawkins, Indiana! Who will be the next to turn your collec!on upside down? 

Pocket Pop! figures vary in height depending on character. The maximum figure height is 2" tall. 

(STL330055)  (4552/81221) (C: 1-1-2) 

Advent Calendar SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL242503 

BITTY POP AVATAR TLA AANG 4PK (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your favorite Avatar: the Last Airbender Pops! have been shrunk into BiPy Pops! Expand 

your collec!on with this assortment of BiPy Pop! figures featuring your most beloved benders, non-

benders, and criPers as miniaturized figures! The Aang 4-pack includes BiPy Pop! Aang with Momo, 

BiPy Pop! Appa, and BiPy Pop! Toph; the Azula 4-pack includes BiPy Pop! Azula with lightning, BiPy 

Pop! Ty Lee, and BiPy Pop! Zuko with fire daggers; the Iron 4-pack includes BiPy Pop! Iroh, BiPy Pop! 



Admiral Zhao, and BiPy Pop! Firelord Ozai; and the Katara 4-pack includes BiPy Pop! Katara, BiPy 

Pop! Sokka, and BiPy Pop! Suki. Plus, each 4-pack comes with a mystery BiPy Pop! figure—Hyper 

Rare (1/6) Iroh with lightning, Hyper Rare (1/6) King Bumi, Rare (1/3) Zuko, and Rare (1/3) Aang 

(floa!ng). Vinyl figures are approximately 0.9-inches tall. Four figures per single package purchase. 

Item selec!on is random, as each piece is in blind packaging. (STL272039)  (4552/73056) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Figure Pack SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242504 

BITTY POP AVATAR TLA AZULA 4PK (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko, Your favorite Avatar: the Last Airbender™ Pops! have been shrunk into BiPy Pops! 

Expand your collec!on with this assortment of BiPy Pop! figures featuring your most beloved 

benders, non-benders, and criPers as miniaturized figures! This 4-pack includes BiPy Pop! Azula with 

lightning, BiPy Pop! Ty Lee, BiPy Pop! Zuko with fire daggers, and a mystery BiPy Pop! figure. The 

possible mystery BiPy Pops! are Hyper Rare (1/6) Iroh with lightning, Hyper Rare (1/6) King Bumi, 

Rare (1/3) Zuko, and Rare (1/3) Aang (floa!ng). BiPy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic cases with 

detachable boPom lids. Detachable boPom lids double as acrylic bases, to which the BiPy Pop! 

figures are adhered. Sort and arrange your BiPy Pops! with the included display case! Acrylic display 

cases are stackable and hold four BiPy Pop! figures each. Vinyl figures are approximately 0.9-inches 

tall. Four figures per single package purchase. Warning: Choking Hazard. Collec!bles are small. Not 

for children under the age of 3 years old. Item selec!on is random, as each piece is in blind 

packaging. (STL272040)  (4552/73057) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Figure Pack SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242505 

BITTY POP AVATAR TLA IROH 4PK (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your favorite Avatar: the Last Airbender™ Pops! have been shrunk into BiPy Pops! 

Expand your collec!on with this assortment of BiPy Pop! figures featuring your most beloved 

benders, non-benders, and criPers as miniaturized figures! This 4-pack includes BiPy Pop! Iroh, BiPy 

Pop! Admiral Zhao, BiPy Pop! Firelord Ozai, and a mystery BiPy Pop! figure. The possible mystery 

BiPy Pops! are Hyper Rare (1/6) Iroh with lightning, Hyper Rare (1/6) King Bumi, Rare (1/3) Zuko, and 

Rare (1/3) Aang (floa!ng). BiPy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic cases with detachable boPom lids. 

Detachable boPom lids double as acrylic bases, to which the BiPy Pop! figures are adhered. Sort and 

arrange your BiPy Pops! with the included display case! Acrylic display cases are stackable and hold 

four BiPy Pop! figures each. Vinyl figures are approximately 0.9-inches tall. Four figures per single 

package purchase. Warning: Choking Hazard. Collec!bles are small. Not for children under the age of 

3 years old. Item selec!on is random, as each piece is in blind packaging. (STL272041)  (4552/73058) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Figure Pack SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242506 



BITTY POP AVATAR TLA KATARA 4PK (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your favorite Avatar: the Last Airbender™ Pops! have been shrunk into BiPy Pops! 

Expand your collec!on with this assortment of BiPy Pop! figures featuring your most beloved 

benders, non-benders, and criPers as miniaturized figures! This 4-pack includes BiPy Pop! Katara, 

BiPy Pop! Sokka, BiPy Pop! Suki, and a mystery BiPy Pop! figure. The possible mystery BiPy Pops! are 

Hyper Rare (1/6) Iroh with lightning, Hyper Rare (1/6) King Bumi, Rare (1/3) Zuko, and Rare (1/3) 

Aang (floa!ng). BiPy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic cases with detachable boPom lids. 

Detachable boPom lids double as acrylic bases, to which the BiPy Pop! figures are adhered. Sort and 

arrange your BiPy Pops! with the included display case! Acrylic display cases are stackable and hold 

four BiPy Pop! figures each. Vinyl figures are approximately 0.9-inches tall. Four figures per single 

package purchase. Warning: Choking Hazard. Collec!bles are small. Not for children under the age of 

3 years old. Item selec!on is random, as each piece is in blind packaging. (STL272042)  (4552/73059) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Figure Pack SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242507 

BITTY POP DEADPOOL BATHTIME 4PK (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your favorite merc with a mouth Pops! have been shrunk into BiPy Pops! Expand your 

Deadpool collec!on with this assortment of BiPy Pop! figures featuring the most iconic an!-hero 

around! The Bath!me pack includes BiPy Pop! Deadpool (Bath!me), BiPy Pop! Deadpool 

(Flamenco), and BiPy Pop! Deadpool (Supper Hero); the BBQ Master pack includes includes BiPy 

Pop! Deadpool (Backyard Griller), BiPy Pop! Deadpool (Clown), and BiPy Pop! Deadpool (Bed!me); 

the Dinopool pack includes BiPy Pop! Dinopool, BiPy Pop! Deadpool (Barista), and BiPy Pop! 

Deadpool (Roman Senator); and the Sleepover pack includes BiPy Pop! Deadpool (Sleepover), BiPy 

Pop! Deadpool (Larp), and BiPy Pop! Deadpool (Heavy Metal). Plus, each pack comes with a mystery 

BiPy Pop! figure—Rare (1/3) Deadpool (Lederhosen), Rare (1/3) Deadpool (Beauty Pageant), Hyper 

Rare (1/6) Deadpool (Tourist), and Hyper Rare (1/6) Deadpool (French Maid). BiPy Pops! are 

packaged in hard acrylic cases with detachable boPom lids. Vinyl collec!bles are approximately 0.9-

inches tall. Four figures per single package purchase. (STL309801)  (4552/84960) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Pack SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242508 

BITTY POP DEADPOOL BBQ MASTER 4PK (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your favorite merc with a mouth Pops! have been shrunk into BiPy Pops! Expand your 

Deadpool collec!on with this assortment of BiPy Pop! figures featuring the most iconic an!-hero 

around! This 4-pack includes BiPy Pop! Deadpool (Backyard Griller), BiPy Pop! Deadpool (Clown), 

BiPy Pop! Deadpool (Bed!me), and a mystery BiPy Pop! figure. The possible mystery BiPy Pops! are 

Rare (1/3) Deadpool (Lederhosen), Rare (1/3) Deadpool (Beauty Pageant), Hyper Rare (1/6) 

Deadpool (Tourist), and Hyper Rare (1/6) Deadpool (French Maid). BiPy Pops! are packaged in hard 

acrylic cases with detachable boPom lids. Detachable boPom lids double as acrylic bases, to which 

the BiPy Pop! figures are adhered. Sort and arrange your BiPy Pops! with the included display case! 



Acrylic display cases are stackable and hold four BiPy Pop! figures each. Vinyl collec!bles are 

approximately 0.9-inches tall. Four figures per single package purchase.   

Warning: Choking Hazard. Collec!bles are small. Not for children under the age of 3 years old. Item 

selec!on is random, as each piece is in blind packaging. You may receive duplicate figures. 

(STL309800)  (4552/84959) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Pack SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242509 

BITTY POP DEADPOOL DINOPOOL 4PK (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your favorite merc with a mouth Pops! have been shrunk into BiPy Pops! Expand your 

Deadpool collec!on with this assortment of BiPy Pop! figures featuring the most iconic an!-hero 

around! This 4-pack includes BiPy Pop! Dinopool, BiPy Pop! Deadpool (Barista), BiPy Pop! Deadpool 

(Roman Senator), and a mystery BiPy Pop! figure. The possible mystery BiPy Pops! are Rare (1/3) 

Deadpool (Lederhosen), Rare (1/3) Deadpool (Beauty Pageant), Hyper Rare (1/6) Deadpool (Tourist), 

and Hyper Rare (1/6) Deadpool (French Maid). BiPy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic cases with 

detachable boPom lids. Detachable boPom lids double as acrylic bases, to which the BiPy Pop! 

figures are adhered. Sort and arrange your BiPy Pops! with the included display case! Acrylic display 

cases are stackable and hold four BiPy Pop! figures each. Vinyl collec!bles are approximately 0.9-

inches tall. Four figures per single package purchase.   

Warning: Choking Hazard. Collec!bles are small. Not for children under the age of 3 years old. Item 

selec!on is random, as each piece is in blind packaging. You may receive duplicate figures. 

(STL309802)  (4552/84961) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Pack SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242510 

BITTY POP DEADPOOL SLEEPOVER 4PK (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your favorite merc with a mouth Pops! have been shrunk into BiPy Pops! Expand your 

Deadpool collec!on with this assortment of BiPy Pop! figures featuring the most iconic an!-hero 

around! This 4-pack includes BiPy Pop! Deadpool (Sleepover), BiPy Pop! Deadpool (Larp), BiPy Pop! 

Deadpool (Heavy Metal), and a mystery BiPy Pop! figure. The possible mystery BiPy Pops! are Rare 

(1/3) Deadpool (Lederhosen), Rare (1/3) Deadpool (Beauty Pageant), Hyper Rare (1/6) Deadpool 

(Tourist), and Hyper Rare (1/6) Deadpool (French Maid). BiPy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic 

cases with detachable boPom lids. Detachable boPom lids double as acrylic bases, to which the BiPy 

Pop! figures are adhered. Sort and arrange your BiPy Pops! with the included display case! Acrylic 

display cases are stackable and hold four BiPy Pop! figures each. Vinyl collec!bles are approximately 

0.9-inches tall. Four figures per single package purchase.   

Warning: Choking Hazard. Collec!bles are small. Not for children under the age of 3 years old. Item 

selec!on is random, as each piece is in blind packaging. You may receive duplicate figures. 

(STL309803)  (4552/84962) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Pack SRP: $14.99 



 

JUL242511 

FUNKO ONE PIECE 4 PIECE ENAMEL SET (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Set a course for adventure with the One Piece Straw Hat Crew Funko Pin Set! There's 

Luffy, Roronoa Zoro, Nami, and Tony Tony Chopper! This swashbuckling 4-pack pin set will make the 

perfect addi!on to any oucit, accessory, or treasure chest! Each enamel pin is approximately 1 1/2" 

tall and features silver-colored hardware and signature Funko crown debossing. Warning: Pin 

contains func!onal sharp points. (STL292247)  (4552/OPPN0004) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin Set SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242512 

FUNKO ONE PIECE CREW NYLON BACKPACK (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Set a course for adventure with the One Piece Straw Hat Crew Funko Nylon Backpack! 

This swashbuckling accessory has plenty of room for holding all of your pirate treasure as you sail the 

high seas! This backpack features an allover print of Luffy, Roronoa Zoro, Nami, and Tony Tony 

Chopper of the Straw Hat crew with a skull-and-crossbones mo!f. Backpack is made of nylon and has 

adjustable shoulder straps. Addi!onal features include sturdy metal hardware and printed details. 

This backpack is an officially licensed One Piece product. Approximate dimensions: 11.5” W x 17.5” H 

x 5” D. (STL292246)  (4552/OPBK0004) (C: 1-1-2) 

Backpack SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242513 

FUNKO POP ONE PIECE CREW WALLET (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Set a course for adventure with the One Piece Straw Hat Crew Funko Wallet! This wallet 

features an allover print of Luffy, Roronoa Zoro, Nami, and Tony Tony Chopper of the Straw Hat crew 

with a skull-and-crossbones mo!f. This swashbuckling accessory will help keep your treasure safe as 

you sail the high seas with its 1 clear ID holder and 4 card slots! The One Piece Straw Hat Crew Funko 

Wallet is made of vegan leather (polyurethane). Wallet zips closed with sturdy metal hardware and 

features printed details. Wallet dimensions: 5" W x 4" H. (STL292250)  (4552/OPWA0002) (C: 1-1-2) 

Wallet SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242514 

FUNKO POP ONE PIECE LUFFY MINI BACKPACK (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Set a course for adventure with the One Piece Luffy Funko Mini Backpack! This 

swashbuckling accessory has plenty of room for holding all of your pirate treasure as you sail the high 

seas! This mini backpack features Pop! Luffy aboard the Thousand Sunny, as well as the emblem of 

the Straw Hat Pirates on the front pocket. Backpack is made of vegan leather (polyurethane) and has 



adjustable shoulder straps. Addi!onal features include sturdy metal hardware and printed details. 

Approximate dimensions: 9" W x 10.5" H x 4.5" D. (STL292244)  (4552/OPBK0003) (C: 1-1-2) 

Backpack SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242515 

FUNKO POP SANRIO HELLO KITTY 50TH 4PK PIN SET (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. It's party !me! Add some fun to your collec!on with the Sanrio Hello KiPy 50th 

Anniversary Funko Pin Set! There's Hello KiPy, Hello KiPy with Balloon, Hello KiPy with Cake, and a 

50th Anniversary Bow. Celebrate by invi!ng this 4-pack pin set to your Sanrio collec!on! These pins 

are sure to enhance any oucit or accessory with adorable style! Each enamel pin is approximately 1 

1/2" tall and features gold-colored hardware and signature Funko crown debossing. Warning: Pin 

contains func!onal sharp points. (STL292248)  (4552/SANPN0225) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin Set SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242516 

FUNKO POP MINI BACKPACK SANRIO HELLO KITTY 50TH AOP CAKE (C: 

From Funko. It's party !me! Add some fun to your collec!on with the Sanrio Hello KiPy 50th 

Anniversary Funko Mini Backpack! This fes!ve accessory has plenty of room for holding all of your 

belongings as you celebrate! This mini backpack features a pastel party mo!f and a die cut Hello KiPy 

wearing a cake hat on the front pocket. Backpack is made of vegan leather (polyurethane) and has 

adjustable shoulder straps. Addi!onal features include sturdy metal hardware and printed details. 

This backpack is an officially licensed Hello KiPy® product. Approximate dimensions: 9" W x 10.5" H x 

4.5" D. (STL292245)  (4552/SANBK0517) (C: 1-1-2) 

Backpack SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242517 

FUNKO POP SANRIO HELLO KITTY 50TH AOP CAKE WALLET (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. It's party !me! Add some fun to your collec!on with the Sanrio Hello KiPy 50th 

Anniversary Funko Wallet! The front of this wallet features Hello KiPy in a cake hat and the back stars 

an allover pastel party mo!f. This fes!ve accessory will help keep your belongings safe as you 

celebrate with 1 clear ID holder, 2 pockets, 3 card slots, and a billfold! The wallet is made of vegan 

leather (polyurethane). Wallet features printed details. Wallet dimensions: 4.5" W x 3.5" H. 

(STL292251)  (4552/SANWA0978) (C: 1-1-2) 

Wallet SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242518 

FUNKO POP SANRIO HELLO KITTY 50TH AOP CAKE WRISTLET (C: 1-1- 



From Funko. It's party !me! Add some fun to your collec!on with the Sanrio Hello KiPy 50th 

Anniversary Funko Wristlet Wallet! This wristlet wallet features an all-over pastel party mo!f. Spot 

Hello KiPy, as well as cake, balloons, and confeT! The detachable strap is light purple, which 

complements the print and accent details. This fes!ve accessory will help keep your belongings safe 

as you celebrate! The wristlet wallet is made of vegan leather (polyurethane). Wallet zips closed with 

gold-colored metal hardware. Addi!onal features include printed details. Take note of the inside 

lining. Wallet dimensions: 10" W x 6" H. (STL292249)  (4552/SANWA0979) (C: 1-1-2) 

Wallet SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242519 

MYSTERY MINI THE MANDALORIAN S2 PDQ BMB DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Follow the way of the Mandalorian Creed with the Star Wars: The Mandalorian Mystery 

Minis! Collect your favorite characters from Star Wars: The Mandalorian, including The Mandalorian 

with Darksaber, Grogu with pram, Bo-Katan Kryze with Darksaber, The Armorer, R4-D5, Droid Smith, 

Moff Gideon, Paz Vizsla, Praetorian Guard, Beskar Trooper, IG-11 Marshall, and Grogu with armor. 

Who will you find? Vinyl figure is maximum 3" tall, varies depending on figure. One figure per single 

package purchase. Item selec!on is random, as each piece is in blind packaging. (STL301441)  

(4552/81366) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Mini-Figure SRP: $6.99 

 

JUL242520 

POP AD ICON VOODOO RANGER JUICE FORCE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Chill out with Pop! Voodoo Ranger (Juice Force)! This skeletal mascot is looking to hop 

into your Ad Icons collec!on and craW his next masterpiece! Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/4" tall. 

(STL300703)  (4552/81014) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242521 

POP AD ICONS MTV MTV LOGO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Tune in to your favorite channels with Pop! Music Television! Complete your Ad Icons 

collec!on when you bring this adorable television set into your home as a Pop! figure! Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4 1/4" tall. (STL303614)  (4552/82663) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242522 

POP AD ICONS SURGE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



From Funko. Enjoy some of your favorite beverages in a new way with Funko's Pop! Surge Can! Your 

Ad Icons collec!on will love this bubbly addi!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/4" tall. 

(STL303612)  (4552/82661) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242523 

POP ANIMATION CASTLEVANIA NOCTURNE DR OLTA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2 

From Funko. Sink your fangs into a blood-chilling world of vampires with the Pop! Castlevania: 

Nocturne collec!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/2" tall. (STL303635)  (4552/80270) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242524 

POP ANIMATION CASTLEVANIA NOCTURNE ERZSEBET VIN FIG (C: 1-1- 

From Funko. Sink your fangs into a blood-chilling world of vampires with Pop! Erzsebet Báthory. Your 

Castlevania: Nocturne collec!on wouldn’t be complete without this vampiric messiah. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4.5-inches tall. (STL303636)  (4552/80271) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242525 

POP ANIMATION CASTLEVANIA NOCTURNE MARIA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Sink your fangs into a blood-chilling world of vampires with Pop! Maria Renard. Your 

Castlevania: Nocturne collec!on wouldn’t be complete without this skilled vampire hunter. Vinyl 

figure is approximately 4.1-inches tall. (STL303637)  (4552/80272) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242526 

POP ANIMATION CASTLEVANIA NOCTURNE RICHTER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2 

From Funko. Sink your fangs into a blood-chilling world of vampires with the last descendant of 

House Belmont, Pop! Richter Belmont. Your Castlevania: Nocturne collec!on wouldn't be complete 

without this skilled vampire hunter. Vinyl figure is approximately 4-inches tall. (STL303638)  

(4552/80273) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242527 



POP ANIMATION DRAGONBALL Z GT BULLA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Complete your Dragon Ball GT collec!on by adding Pop! goku, Pop! Gohan, Pop! Goten, 

Pop! Bulma, Pop! Pan, Pop! Trunks, and Pop! Vegeta to your lineup! Vinyl figure is approximately 3 

3/4" tall. (STL296257)  (4552/72087) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242528 

POP ANIMATION DRAGONBALL Z GT GOHAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Baby Gohan has entered Super Saiyan mode! Help free Gohan from Baby's evil 

grasp when you add him to your Dragon Ball GT collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.85-inches 

tall. (STL296259)  (4552/76523) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242529 

POP ANIMATION DRAGONBALL Z GT GOKU VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. A wish from the Black Star Dragon Balls has transformed Pop! Goku back into a kid! Help 

protect the world from sinister forces when you add Pop! Goku to your Dragon Ball GT collec!on! 

Vinyl figure is approximately 5-inches tall. (STL296254)  (4552/72088) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242530 

POP ANIMATION DRAGONBALL Z GT GOTEN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Goten has been corrupted by Baby! Help free Goten from Baby's evil grasp when 

you add him to your Dragon Ball GT collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.55-inches tall. 

(STL296260)  (4552/76524) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242531 

POP ANIMATION DRAGONBALL Z GT PAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. As the daughter of Gohan and Videl, Pop! Pan is eager to prove herself a hero! 

Complete your Dragon Ball GT collec!on when you add this descendant of Goku to your team of 

Earth's defenders. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.75-inches tall. (STL296255)  (4552/72090) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 



JUL242532 

POP ANIMATION DRAGONBALL Z GT TRUNKS VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Track down the Black Star Dragon Balls and defeat the sinister forces threatening Earth 

with Pop! Trunks! Complete your Dragon Ball GT collec!on when you add this son of Bulma and 

Vegeta to your heroic lineup! Vinyl figure is approximately 4.95-inches tall. (STL296256)  

(4552/72092) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242533 

POP ANIMATION DRAGONBALL Z GT VEGETA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Track down the Black Star Dragon Balls and defeat the sinister forces threatening Earth 

with Pop! Vegeta! Help this Saiyan warrior protect his friends when you add him to the team in your 

Dragon Ball GT collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.75-inches tall. (STL296258)  (4552/72093) 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242534 

POP ANIMATION LOONEY TUNES HALLOWEEN BUGS BUNNY GHOST VIN F  

From Funko. It's not duck season or rabbit season; it's spooky season! Scare up some shenanigans 

with Pop! Bugs Bunny in his frighcully fun ghost costume, Pop! Tweety as a witch, Pop! Sylvester 

impersona!ng a pumpking, and Pop! Marvin Martain searching for his Illudium Q-36 as a mummy! 

These comical characters will make the perfect addi!on to your Looney Tunes collec!on. Vinyl figure 

is approximately 4 1/2" tall. (STL303570)  (4552/80870) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242535 

POP ANIMATION LOONEY TUNES HALLOWEEN MARVIN MUMMY VIN FIG (C 

From Funko. Watch out for an earth-shaPering kaboom! It’s !me to scare up some shenanigans with 

Pop! Marvin the Mar!an™ in his frighcully fun mummy costume! This comical character will make 

the perfect addi!on to your Looney Tunes™ collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.7-inches tall. 

(STL303571)  (4552/80871) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242536 

POP ANIMATION LOONEY TUNES HALLOWEEN SYLVESTER PUMPKIN VIN ( 



From Funko. Keep an eye out for a mischievous puddy tat! It’s !me to scare up some shenanigans 

with Pop! Sylvester™ in his frighcully fun pumpkin costume! This comical character will make the 

perfect addi!on to your Looney Tunes™ collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 5.05-inches tall. 

(STL303572)  (4552/80872) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242537 

POP ANIMATION LOONEY TUNES HALLOWEEN TWEETY WITCH VIN FIG (C 

From Funko. Keep an eye out for a mischievous puddy tat! It's !me to scare up some shenanigans 

with Pop! Tweety Bird™ in a frighcully fun witch costume! This comical character will make the 

perfect addi!on to your Looney Tunes™ collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.05-inches tall. 

(STL303573)  (4552/80873) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242538 

POP ANIMATION NARUTO ITACHI YOUNG VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Training to become Hokage? Perfect your skills and team up with your favorite 

characters from Naruto Shippuden in top Pop! form. Vinyl figure is approximately 3 3/4" tall. 

(STL300693)  (4552/80250) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242539 

POP ANIMATION NARUTO OBITO UCHIHAKID VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Training to become Hokage? Perfect your skills and team up with your favorite 

characters from Naruto Shippuden in top Pop! form. Pop! Obito Uchiha, wearing his headgear and 

goggles, hones his strategies on the baPlefield. Expand your Pop! Anima!on set with this determined 

warrior. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.5 inches tall. (STL300694)  (4552/80251) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242540 

POP ANIMATION NARUTO RIN NOHARA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Rin Nohara is a talented chunin of Konoha. Help her protect her friends in your 

collec!on's ranks when you welcome her into your Naruto: Shippuden set. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.8-inches tall. (STL300695)  (4552/80252) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 



JUL242541 

POP ANIMATION NARUTO SHISUI UCHIHA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Shisui Uchiha is a skilled genin of Konoha. Help him maintain peace in the village 

when you welcome him into your Naruto: Shippuden collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.7-

inches tall. (STL300696)  (4552/80253) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242542 

POP ANIMATION NARUTO TEMARI VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Temari is a skilled kunoichi from the Hidden Sand Village. Help her protect her 

friends when you welcome her into your Naruto collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.4-inches 

tall. (STL300697)  (4552/80254) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242543 

POP ANIMATION NARUTO TENTEN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Tenten is a skilled kunoichi of Konoha. Help her protect her friends when you 

welcome her into your Naruto collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.25-inches tall. (STL300698)  

(4552/80255) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242544 

POP MOMENT NARUTO KAKASHI VS OBITO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Obito Uchiha has been unmasked and is ready to baPle his old rival, Kakashi. 

Commemorate their monumental conflict by adding this Pop! Moment of Pop! Kakashi vs. Pop! Obito 

Uchiha to your Naruto: Shippuden collec!on! Vinyl collec!ble is approximately 4 7/8" tall. 

(STL300726)  (4552/80256) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL242545 

POP DISNEY INSIDE OUT 2 ANXIETY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Dig deep and get in touch with some new emo!ons in Disney Pixar's Inside Out 2! Each 

Pop! Inside Out 2 Vinyl figure measures about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly 

window box. (STL296171)  (4552/75996) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 



 

JUL242546 

POP DISNEY INSIDE OUT 2 EMBARRASSMENT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Dig deep and get in touch with some new emo!ons in Disney Pixar's Inside Out 2! Each 

Pop! Inside Out 2 Vinyl figure measures about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly 

window box. (STL296174)  (4552/75999) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242547 

POP DISNEY INSIDE OUT 2 ENNUI VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Dig deep and get in touch with some new emo!ons in Disney Pixar's Inside Out 2! Each 

Pop! Inside Out 2 Vinyl figure measures about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly 

window box. (STL296172)  (4552/75997) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242548 

POP DISNEY INSIDE OUT 2 ENVY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Dig deep and get in touch with some new emo!ons in Disney Pixar's Inside Out 2! Each 

Pop! Inside Out 2 Vinyl figure measures about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly 

window box. (STL296173)  (4552/75998) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242549 

POP DISNEY INSIDE OUT 2 JOY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Dig deep and get in touch with some new emo!ons in Disney Pixar's Inside Out 2! Each 

Pop! Inside Out 2 Vinyl figure measures about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly 

window box. (STL296175)  (4552/76000) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242550 

POP DISNEY MICKEY MOUSE IRL DONALD VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Rocking their "In Real Life" oucits, Pop! Mickey Mouse and Pop! Donald Duck are eager 

to show off their new style in your Disney collec!on! Complete your Mickey & Friends lineup when 

you welcome this member of the Excellent Eight into your home. Vinyl figure is approximately 3 3/8" 

tall. (STL300689)  (4552/82688) (C: 1-1-2) 



Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242551 

POP DISNEY MICKEY MOUSE IRL MICKEY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Rocking his "In Real Life" oucit, Pop! Mickey Mouse is eager to show off his new style in 

your Disney collec!on! Complete your Mickey & Friends lineup when you welcome this member of 

the Excellent Eight into your home. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.75-inches tall. (STL300690)  

(4552/82689) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242552 

POP DISNEY THE JUNGLE BOOK S2 BALOO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Baloo is looking to impart his wisdom on Mowgli the man-cub! Make this easy-

going bear the next necessity in your The Jungle Book collec!on, as well as Pop! Bagheera and Pop! 

Hathi, Jr.! Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/4" tall. (STL303594)  (4552/80787) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242553 

POP DISNEY THE JUNGLE BOOK S2 BAGHEERA W BASKET VIN FIG (C:  

From Funko. Pop! Bagheera has discovered a basket with a man-cub in it! Help him find the man-cub 

a new home when you introduce him to the wolves in your The Jungle Book collec!on. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.5-inches tall. (STL303593)  (4552/80786) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242554 

POP DISNEY THE JUNGLE BOOK S2 HATHI JR VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Hathi Jr. is happy to show Mowgli the basics of being an elephant! Join Colonel 

Hathi's company when you welcome this recruit into your The Jungle Book collec!on. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.6-inches tall. (STL303595)  (4552/80788) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242555 

POP DELUXE THE JUNGLE BOOK S2 KING LOUIE ON THRONE VIN FIG ( 



From Funko. Become a jungle V.I.P. with Deluxe Pop! King Louie on Throne! This King of the Jungle is 

ready to swing his way into your The Jungle Book collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 5" tall. 

(STL303679)  (4552/80785) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242556 

POP MOMENT THE JUNGLE BOOK S2 BALOO & MOWGLI VIN FIG (C: 1-1 

From Funko. Pop! Baloo is looking to impart his wisdom on Pop! Mowgli as they float down the river 

in this charming Pop! Moment! Make this easy-going man-cub and bear duo the next necessity in 

your The Jungle Book collec!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/2" tall. (STL303697)  (4552/80789) 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL242557 

POP GAMES BK BANJO & KAZOOIE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Welcome your favorite bear and bird duo to save the day in your home with Pop! Banjo 

and Kazooie! Complete your Pop! Games collec!on by welcoming them to your Banjo-Kazooie set! 

Vinyl figure is approximately 3 3/4" tall. (STL303645)  (4552/80285) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242558 

POP KEYCHAIN DRAGONBALL Z GT BULLA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Daughter of Vegeta and Bulma, Pop! Keychain Bulla is a charisma!c friend to many of 

the other children of the Z-Fighters. Complete your Dragon Ball GT collec!on by adding Pop! 

Keychain Bulma, Pop! Keychain Goku, Pop! Keychain Pan, or Pop! Keychain Trunks to your lineup! 

Vinyl keychain is approximately 4-inches long. (STL296298)  (4552/72095) (C: 1-1-2) 

Keychain SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242559 

POP KEYCHAIN DRAGONBALL Z GT GOKU VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. A wish from the Black Star Dragon Balls has transformed Pop! Keychain Goku back into a 

kid! Help protect the world from sinister forces when you add Pop! Keychain Goku to your Dragon 

Ball GT collec!on! Vinyl keychain is approximately 4-inches long. (STL296299)  (4552/72096) (C: 1-1-

2) 

Keychain SRP: $4.99 

 



JUL242560 

POP KEYCHAIN DRAGONBALL Z GT PAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. As the daughter of Gohan and Videl, Pop! Keychain Pan is eager to prove herself a hero! 

Complete your Dragon Ball GT collec!on when you add this descendant of Goku to your team of 

Earth's defenders. Vinyl keychain is approximately 4-inches long. (STL296300)  (4552/72097) (C: 1-1-

2) 

Keychain SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242561 

POP KEYCHAIN DRAGONBALL Z GT TRUNKS VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Track down the Black Star Dragon Balls and defeat the sinister forces threatening Earth 

with Pop! Keychain Trunks! Complete your Dragon Ball GT collec!on when you add this son of Bulma 

and Vegeta to your heroic lineup! Vinyl keychain is approximately 4-inches tall. (STL296301)  

(4552/72098) (C: 1-1-2) 

Keychain SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242562 

POP KEYCHAIN SMURFS SMURFETTE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. La-la-la-la-la-la—it's a wonderfully Smurfy day for Pop! SmurfePe! She's holding a lovely 

flower, picked fresh, from just outside the Smurf Village. Bring this clever, brave, and kind-hearted 

member of the Smurf family home to unite her with your Pop! Smurfs collec!on. Keychain dangler is 

approximately 1 1/2" tall. (STL296297)  (4552/79256) (C: 1-1-2) 

Keychain SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242563 

POP MARVEL DAREDEVIL 60TH DAREDEVIL FACET VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Villains beware! MaP Murdock is stepping out of the courtroom to deliver jus!ce to 

wrongdoers as Pop! Daredevil! Celebrate 60 Years of Daredevil by welcoming this skilled mar!al 

ar!st to your Marvel collec!on with Pop! Daredevil with this new, faceted finish. Vinyl bobblehead is 

approximately 3 3/4" tall. (STL303607)  (4552/81049) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242564 

POP DELUXE DAREDEVIL 60TH MATT MURDOCK W RADAR VIN FIG (C: 1 

From Funko. Villains beware! Pop! MaP Murdock is stepping out of the courtroom to deliver jus!ce 

to wrongdoers! Celebrate 60 Years of Daredevil by welcoming this skilled mar!al ar!st to your 



Marvel collec!on as this Deluxe Pop! MaP Murdock with Radar. The silhouePes of the Kingpin and 

Electra make an appearance in the background of his super sense! Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 

5 1/4" tall. (STL303680)  (4552/81048) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242565 

POP COMIC COVER DAREDEVIL 60TH DAREDEVIL #1 VIN FIG (C: 1-1- 

From Funko. A masked vigilante is on the case! MaP Murdock is stepping out of the courtroom to 

deliver jus!ce to wrongdoers as Pop! Daredevil in this exclusive Pop! Comic Cover! This hero leaps 

through the air in front of the matching cover art of Daredevil: Marvel Knights Collec!on #1. 

Celebrate 60 Years of Daredevil by welcoming this skilled mar!al ar!st to the super hero team in 

your Marvel collec!on! Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 3 7/8" tall. Pop! figure is adhered to the 

base and backdrop to ensure display integrity. Approximate dimensions of protec!ve case: 7" W x 

10.75" H x 3" D. (STL303696)  (4552/81047) (C: 1-1-2) 

Cased Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242566 

POP MOMENTS DLX LOKI THE VOID VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Loki's plans took an unexpected turn when he stole the Tesseract. Bring the adventure 

home from Marvel's Loki television series and into your collec!on with this Deluxe Pop! Moment of 

the Pop! Loki, Pop! Boascul Loki, Pop! Kid Loki, and Pop! Classic Loki in the Void! Pop! figures are 

adhered to backdrop to ensure scene integrity and ease of display. Approximate dimensions of 

protec!ve case: 18"W x 13.25"H x 4.75"D. (STL259077)  (4552/70262) (C: 1-1-2) 

Cased Figure Set SRP: $69.99 

 

JUL242567 

POP MARVEL WE ARE GROOT CAPTAIN AMERICA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Embrace your inner super hero and celebrate Marvel's We Are Groot: 85th Anniversary 

with Funko Pop! Captain America, Pop! The Hulk, Pop! Iron Man, Pop! Loki, Pop! The Scarlet Witch, 

and Pop! Wolverine! Let your Marvel collec!on grow when you welcome this hero to your team! 

Vinyl figure is about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. (STL303552)  

(4552/79515) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242568 

POP MARVEL WE ARE GROOT HULK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



From Funko. Embrace your inner super hero and celebrate Marvel's We Are Groot: 85th Anniversary 

with Funko Pop! Hulk! Let your Marvel collec!on grow when you welcome this hero to your team! 

Vinyl figure is about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. (STL303558)  

(4552/81338) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242569 

POP MARVEL WE ARE GROOT IRON MAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Embrace your inner super hero and celebrate Marvel's We Are Groot: 85th Anniversary 

with Funko Pop! Iron Man! Let your Marvel collec!on grow when you welcome this hero to your 

team! Vinyl figure is about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. 

(STL303553)  (4552/79516) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242570 

POP MARVEL WE ARE GROOT LOKI VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Embrace your inner super hero and celebrate Marvel's We Are Groot: 85th Anniversary 

with Funko Pop! Loki! Let your Marvel collec!on grow when you welcome this hero to your team! 

Vinyl figure is about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. (STL303555)  

(4552/79517) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242571 

POP MARVEL WE ARE GROOT SCARLET WITCH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Embrace your inner super hero and celebrate Marvel's We Are Groot: 85th Anniversary 

with Funko Pop! Scarlet Witch! Let your Marvel collec!on grow when you welcome this hero to your 

team! Vinyl figure is about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. 

(STL303556)  (4552/79518) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242572 

POP MARVEL WE ARE GROOT WOLVERINE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Embrace your inner super hero and celebrate Marvel's We Are Groot: 85th Anniversary 

with Funko Pop! Wolverine! Let your Marvel collec!on grow when you welcome this hero to your 

team! Vinyl figure is about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. 

(STL303557)  (4552/79519) (C: 1-1-2) 



Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242573 

POP MOMENT MLB YANKEES LOU GEHRIG VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Recruit Pop! Lou Gehrig of the New York Yankees in his white home uniform to join your 

Major League Baseball collec!on. This legendary first baseman is the luckiest man on the face of this 

Earth with this Deluxe Pop! Lou Gehrig in Dugout. Vinyl figure is approximately 5" tall. (STL303700)  

(4552/79634) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL242574 

POP MOVIES DAZED&CONFUSED MITCH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Kick off the summer with a chao!c night of teenage shenanigans! Complete your Dazed 

and Confused collec!on with Pop! Mitch, Pop! Randall, Pop! Slater, and Pop! Wooderson! Vinyl figure 

is approximately 4" tall. (STL303579)  (4552/80775) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242575 

POP MOVIES DAZED&CONFUSED RANDALL VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Kick off the summer with a chao!c night of teenage shenanigans! Complete your Dazed 

and Confused collec!on with Pop! Randall “Pink” Floyd! Vinyl figure is approximately 3.9-inches tall. 

(STL303580)  (4552/80776) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242576 

POP MOVIES DAZED&CONFUSED SLATER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Kick off the summer with a chao!c night of teenage shenanigans! Complete your Dazed 

and Confused collec!on with Pop! Ron Slater! Vinyl figure is approximately 4-inches tall. (STL303581)  

(4552/80777) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242577 

POP MOVIES DAZED&CONFUSED WOODERSON VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



From Funko. Kick off the summer with a chao!c night of teenage shenanigans! Complete your Dazed 

and Confused collec!on with Pop! David Wooderson! Vinyl figure is approximately 3.9-inches tall. 

(STL303582)  (4552/80778) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242578 

POP MOVIES DESPICABLE ME 4 SUPER DAVE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Go BANANAs! The Minions from Despicable Me 4 are stepping up their game to take on 

a new supervillain and, of course, cause shenanigans. Bring home Pop! Mega Minion Dave, Pop! 

Mega Minion Gus, Pop! Mega Minion Jerry, Pop! Mega Minion Mel, and Pop! Mega Minion Tim to 

embrace the excitement and laughs of your favorite movie moments. Vinyl figure is approximately 3 

3/4" tall. (STL296187)  (4552/76049) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242579 

POP MOVIES DESPICABLE ME 4 SUPER GUS VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Go BANANAs! The Minions from Despicable Me 4 are stepping up their game to take on 

a new supervillain and, of course, cause shenanigans. Bring home Pop! Mega Minion Gus to embrace 

the excitement and laughs of your favorite movie moments. Expand your Pop! Movies set today. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 3.55-inches tall. (STL296188)  (4552/76050) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242580 

POP MOVIES DESPICABLE ME 4 SUPER JERRY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Go BANANAs! The Minions from Despicable Me 4 are stepping up their game to take on 

a new supervillain and, of course, cause shenanigans. Bring home Pop! Mega Minion Jerry to 

embrace the excitement and laughs of your favorite movie moments. Expand your Pop! Movies set 

today. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.2-inches tall. (STL296189)  (4552/76051) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242581 

POP MOVIES DESPICABLE ME 4 SUPER MEL VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Go BANANAs! The Minions from Despicable Me 4 are stepping up their game to take on 

a new supervillain and, of course, cause shenanigans. Bring home Pop! Mega Minion Mel to embrace 

the excitement and laughs of your favorite movie moments. Expand your Pop! Movies set today. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 2.95-inches tall. (STL296190)  (4552/76052) (C: 1-1-2) 



Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242582 

POP MOVIES DESPICABLE ME 4 SUPER TIM VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Go BANANAs! The Minions from Despicable Me 4 are stepping up their game to take on 

a new supervillain and, of course, cause shenanigans. Bring home Pop! Mega Minion Tim to embrace 

the excitement and laughs of your favorite movie moments. Expand your Pop! Movies set today. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4.2-inches tall. (STL296191)  (4552/76053) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242583 

POP MOVIES GREAT PMPKIN CHARLIE BROWN LINUS VIN FIG (C: 1-1- 

From Funko. Enjoy a holiday classic with Pop! Linus! He's eager to celebrate Halloween his way in 

your It's the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown lineup! Give Pop! Linus a warm welcome by carving out a 

spot in your Peanuts collec!on for him to await the Great Pumpkin's arrival. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3 1/2" tall. (STL303548)  (4552/81368) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242584 

POP DLX GREAT PMPKIN CHARLIE BROWN SNOOPY&WOODSTOCK VIN FIG  

From Funko. Enjoy a holiday classic with Pop! Snoopy and Woodstock! This adorable duo is ready to 

celebrate Halloween in your It's the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown lineup as this Deluxe Pop! Snoopy 

and Woodstock with Pumpkin! Give them a warm welcome by carving out a spot in your Peanuts 

collec!on for them to lounge on their jack-o-lantern. Vinyl figure is approximately 5 1/2" tall. 

(STL303678)  (4552/81367) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242585 

POP MOVIES PHANTASM TALL MAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. The Pop! Tall Man is here to deceive the mind in your Phantasm collec!on! Terrify the 

rest of your horror lineup when you welcome this mysterious mor!cian to haunt your halls. Vinyl 

figure is approximately 4" tall. (STL300671)  (4552/81573) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242586 



POP MOVIES PET SEMATARY GAGE CREED VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your horror lineup won't be complete without Pop! Gage Creed, Pop! Victor Pascow, 

and Pop! Ellie & Church from Pet Sematary. Terrify the rest of your collec!on when you dig up some 

room for these Pop! figures. Vinyl figure is approximately 4" tall. (STL303574)  (4552/80712) (C: 1-1-

2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242587 

POP MOVIES PET SEMATARY VICTOR PASCOW VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your horror lineup won’t be complete without Victor Pascow from Pet Sematary. Terrify 

the rest of your collec!on when you dig up some room for Pop! Victor Pascow. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4-inches tall. (STL303575)  (4552/80713) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242588 

POP&BUDDY PET SEMATARY ELLIE & CHURCH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your horror lineup won't be complete without Elllie & Church from Pet Sematary. Terrify 

the rest of your collec!on when you dig up some room for Pop! and buddy Elllie & Church. Vinyl 

figure is approximately 4-inches tall. (STL303576)  (4552/80714) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242589 

POP MOVIES POLTERGEIST CAROL ANNE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Something sinister is reaching out to Pop! Carol Anne through the telephone! Complete 

your Poltergeist II: The Other Side collec!on when you welcome Pop! Carol Anne to your Pop! 

Movies lineup. Vinyl figure is approximately 3" tall. (STL303547)  (4552/80855) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242590 

POP MOVIES SHREK DREAMWORKS 30TH SHREK W/SNAKE VIN FIG (C: 1 

From Funko. Help Pop! Shrek reclaim the deed to his swamp by rescuing Princess Fiona from the 

dragon's tower! Discover the many layers of this stubborn and sensi!ve ogre when he finds true love 

and unwavering friendship in your Shrek set. Celebrate the 30th Anniversary of DreamWorks 

Anima!on when you welcome this Pop! Shrek with balloon into your Shrek collec!on as well as 

figures of Pop! Donkey, Pop! Fiona, Pop! Puss-in-Boots, and Pop! Gingerbread Man! Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4 3/8" tall. (STL300676)  (4552/81176) (C: 1-1-2) 



Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242591 

POP MOVIES SHREK DREAMWORKS 30TH DONKEY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Take flight with Pop! Donkey! This four-legged chaPerbox is ready to prove himself as a 

noble steed to his new best friend, Shrek! Celebrate the 30th Anniversary of DreamWorks Anima!on 

when you welcome this loyal companion into your Shrek collec!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 4.6-

inches tall. (STL300672)  (4552/81172) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242592 

POP MOVIES SHREK DREAMWORKS 30TH FIONA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko! Help Shrek 30th Anniversary Fiona Funko POP! Princess Fiona break free of her secret 

curse! This feisty princess is ready to be rescued from the dragon's tower by her one true love, but 

she didn't expect her knight in shining armor to be the ogre, Shrek! Celebrate the 30th Anniversary 

of DreamWorks Anima!on when you welcome Pop! Princess Fiona with balloon into your Shrek 

collec!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 4.25-inches tall. (STL300673)  (4552/81173) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242593 

POP MOVIES SHREK DREAMWORKS 30TH GINGERBREAD MAN VIN FIG (C: 

From Funko. Break a leg with Pop! Gingerbread Man! Made of sugar, spice, and a whole lot of sass, 

this fairytale creature is ready to run as fast as he can from the unjust reign of Lord Farquaad. 

Celebrate the 30th Anniversary of DreamWorks Anima!on when you welcome this cookie into your 

Shrek collec!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 3.7-inches tall. (STL300674)  (4552/81174) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242594 

POP MOVIES SHREK DREAMWORKS 30TH PUSS IN BOOTS VIN FIG (C: 1 

From Funko. Pray for mercy—Pop! Puss in Boots is here to collect your bounty! Celebrate the 30th 

Anniversary of DreamWorks Anima!on when you welcome this sword-wielding feline into your Shrek 

collec!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 3.4-inches tall. (STL300675)  (4552/81175) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242595 



POP MOVIES STARGATE ANUBIS GUARD MT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Open the Stargate to welcome Pop! Jack O'Neil, Pop! Daniel Jackson, Pop! ra, Pop! 

Anubis Guard (metallic), and Pop! Horus Guard (metallic) into your home! Based on the 1994 film 

Stargate, these universe-traveling figures measure approximately 4" tall. (STL303587)  (4552/76022) 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242596 

POP MOVIES STARGATE DANIEL JACKSON VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Open the Stargate to welcome Pop! Daniel Jackson into your home! Help this hero 

protect the galaxy when you add him to the team in your Stargate collec!on. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.9-inches tall. (STL303589)  (4552/76023) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242597 

POP MOVIES STARGATE HORUS GUARD MT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Open the Stargate to welcome this metallic Pop! Anubis Guard into your home! This 

fierce warrior is eager to defend Ra in your Stargate collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 5.5-

inches tall. (STL303590)  (4552/76024) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242598 

POP MOVIES STARGATE JACK O NEIL VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Open the Stargate to welcome Pop! Jack O’Neill into your home! Help this hero protect 

the galaxy when you add him to the team in your Stargate collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 

4.15-inches tall. (STL303591)  (4552/76025) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242599 

POP MOVIES STARGATE RA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Open the Stargate to welcome Pop! Ra into your home! This conqueror will stop at 

nothing to take over your Stargate collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.25-inches tall. 

(STL303592)  (4552/76026) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 



JUL242600 

POP NBA MASCOTS DENVER ROCKY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Show your enthusiasm for basketball and team pride by collec!ng Pop! Mascots for 

your NBA collec!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/2" tall. (STL303661)  (4552/79628) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242601 

POP NBA MASCOTS MEMPHIS GRIZZ VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Show your enthusiasm for basketball and Memphis Grizzlies pride by collec!ng the 

team's mascot, Pop! Grizz the Bear, for your NBA collec!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 4.5-inches 

tall. (STL303662)  (4552/79629) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242602 

POP NBA MASCOTS ORLANDO STUFF VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Show your enthusiasm for basketball and Orlando Magic pride by collec!ng the team's 

mascot, Pop! Stuff the Magic Dragon, for your NBA collec!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 4.5-

inches tall. (STL303663)  (4552/79630) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242603 

POP NFL 49ERS CHRISTIAN MCCAFFREY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. DraW some of today's top NFL players into your Funko collec!on with the POP! NFL 

figures! Spor!ng their iconic uniforms, these vinyl figures are approximately 4 1/8" tall. (STL303664)  

(4552/79683) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242604 

POP NFL CHIEFS PATRICK MAHOMES II 2023 VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. DraW Pop! Patrick Mahomes II, quarterback for the Kansas City Chiefs, in his red uniform 

for your NFL collec!on. Which team will Pop! Patrick Mahomes II and the Chiefs play next? Vinyl 

figure is approximately 4.5-inches tall. (STL303665)  (4552/79684) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 



JUL242605 

POP NFL CHIEFS TRAVIS KELCE AWAY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. DraW Pop! Travis Kelce, !ght end for the Kansas City Chiefs, to your NFL collec!on in his 

white away uniform! Which team will Pop! Travis Kelce and the Chiefs play next in your football set? 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4.15-inches tall. (STL311500)  (4552/84049) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242606 

POP NFL JETS AARON RODGERS VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. DraW Pop! Aaron Rodgers, quarterback for the New York Jets, in his green uniform for 

your NFL collec!on. Which team will Pop! Aaron Rodgers and the Jets play next? Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4.25-inches tall. (STL303667)  (4552/79686) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242607 

POP NFL LIONS AMONRA ST BROWN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. DraW Pop! Amon-Ra St. Brown, wide receiver for the Detroit Lions, in his blue and grey 

uniform for your NFL collec!on. Which team will Pop! Amon-Ra St. Brown and the Lions play next? 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4.15-inches tall. (STL303668)  (4552/79687) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242608 

POP NFL SEAHAWKS GENO SMITH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. DraW Pop! Geno Smith, quarterback for the SeaPle Seahawks, in his green and blue 

uniform for your NFL collec!on. Which team will Pop! Geno Smith and the Seahawks play next? Vinyl 

figure is approximately 4.15-inches tall. (STL303669)  (4552/79688) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242609 

POP RIDES SUPDLX OT OX AND WAGON VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. It's !me to set out across the open plains! Prepare for your journey with the 8-Bit Pop! 

Oxen with Wagon! Level up you The Oregon Trail set by adding this Super Deluxe Pop! Ride to your 

Pop! Games collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/2" tall. (STL300723)  (4552/80280) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $29.99 



 

JUL242610 

POP PLUSH SHREK SHREK POP 7IN (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Help Funko Plush Shrek reclaim the deed to his swamp by rescuing Princess Fiona from 

the dragon's tower! Discover the many layers of this stubborn and sensi!ve ogre when he finds true 

love and unwavering friendship in your Shrek set. Celebrate the 30th Anniversary of DreamWorks 

Anima!on when you welcome Pop! Shrek, Pop! Donkey, and Pop! Puss-in-Boots into your Shrek 

collec!on! Collec!ble plush is approximately 7" tall. (STL300731)  (4552/81180) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242611 

POP PLUSH SHREK DONKEY POP 7IN (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Embark on a daring quest with Funko Plush Donkey! This four-legged chaPerbox is 

ready to prove himself as a noble steed to his new best friend, Shrek! Celebrate the 30th Anniversary 

of DreamWorks Anima!on when you welcome this loyal companion into your Shrek collec!on! 

Collec!ble plush is approximately 4-inches tall. (STL300729)  (4552/81178) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242612 

POP PLUSH SHREK PUSS IN BOOTS POP 7IN (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pray for mercy—Funko Plush Puss in Boots is here to collect your bounty! Celebrate the 

30th Anniversary of DreamWorks Anima!on when you welcome this sword-wielding feline into your 

Shrek collec!on! Collec!ble plush is approximately 4-inches tall. (STL300730)  (4552/81179) (C: 1-1-

2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242613 

POP PLUSH SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS 25TH SPONGEBOB POP 7IN (C: 1 

From Funko. Jumping jellyfish! SpongeBob SquarePants is ready to join your set as a Funko Plushies 

collec!ble. He's prepared for adventures and perhaps a liPle jelly fishing aWer work at the Krusty 

Krab. Celebrate the 25th anniversary of SpongeBob SquarePants with lovable and huggable 

characters from Bikini BoPom. Collec!ble plush is approximately 7" tall. (STL303712)  (4552/78315) 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242614 



POP PLUSH SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS 25TH GARY POP 7IN (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Meow! SpongeBob SquarePants’ pet sea snail, Gary, wants to follow you home as a 

Funko Plushies™ collec!ble. Feed him plenty of hugs and unite him with his pal, SpongeBob. 

Celebrate the 25th anniversary of SpongeBob SquarePants with this adorable character from Bikini 

BoPom. Collec!ble plush is approximately 7 inches tall. (STL303709)  (4552/78312) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242615 

POP PLUSH SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS 25TH MR KRABS POP 7IN (C: 1- 

From Funko. You can bet your money that Mr. Krabs is adorable as a Funko Plushies™ collec!ble. 

Bring him home and help him guard the Krusty Krab secret formula from Plankton. Celebrate the 

25th anniversary of SpongeBob SquarePants with this memorable character from Bikini BoPom. 

Collec!ble plush is approximately 7 inches tall. (STL303710)  (4552/78313) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242616 

POP PLUSH SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS 25TH PATRICK POP 7IN (C: 1-1 

From Funko. A Bikini BoPom star has a soW spot for your collec!on! Bring home Patrick Star as a 

huggable Funko Plushies™ collec!ble. He’ll want to be tucked under his rock at night and watch 

plenty of television. Celebrate the 25th anniversary of SpongeBob SquarePants with this fun and 

loyal pal. Collec!ble plush is approximately 7 inches tall. (STL303711)  (4552/78314) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242617 

POP PLUSH SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS 25TH SQUIDWARD POP 7IN (C: 1 

From Funko. The clarinet is calling! Bring home Squidward Tentacles as a Funko Plushies™ collec!ble. 

He may seem cranky, but he’s found a soW spot for your collec!on and wants to turn it into an ar!s!c 

crea!on. Celebrate the 25th anniversary of SpongeBob SquarePants with this memorable character. 

Collec!ble plush is approximately 7 inches tall. (STL303713)  (4552/78316) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242618 

POP PLUSH WAG CAPT. AMERICA POP 7IN (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Embrace your inner super hero and celebrate Marvel's We Are Groot: 85th Anniversary 

with Funko Plush Groot as Captain America, Iron Man, or Wolverine! Let your Marvel collec!on grow 



when you welcome this adorable hero to your team! Collec!ble plush is approximately 7-inches tall. 

(STL303714)  (4552/79520) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242619 

POP PLUSH WAG IRON MAN POP 7IN (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Embrace your inner super hero and celebrate Marvel's We Are Groot: 85th Anniversary 

with Funko Plush Groot as Iron Man! Let your Marvel collec!on grow when you welcome this 

adorable hero to your team! Collec!ble plush is approximately 7-inches tall. (STL303715)  

(4552/79521) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242620 

POP PLUSH WAG WOLVERINE POP 7IN (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Embrace your inner super hero and celebrate Marvel's We Are Groot: 85th Anniversary 

with Funko Plush Groot as Wolverine! Let your Marvel collec!on grow when you welcome this 

adorable hero to your team! Collec!ble plush is approximately 7-inches tall. (STL303716)  

(4552/79522) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242621 

POP RETRO TOYS BARBIE ASTRONAUT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Add some out-of-this-world style to your Retro Toys collec!on with Pop! Astronaut 

Barbie! Explore space alongside this fashionable Pop! Astronaut Barbie when you welcome her into 

your Barbie set! Vinyl figure is approximately 5" tall. (STL300705)  (4552/81052) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242622 

POP RETRO TOYS BARBIE CRYSTAL BARBIE(GL) VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Add some style to your Retro Toys collec!on with Pop! Crystal Barbie! Light up the room 

with this pearlescent Pop! Crystal Barbie when you welcome her into your Barbie set! Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4 3/8" tall. (STL279021)  (4552/75158) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242623 



POP BARBIE TOTALLY HAIR BARBIE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Add some style to your Retro Toys collec!on with Pop! Totally Hair Barbie! Swap 

hairstyling !ps with this fashionable Pop! Totally Hair Barbie when you welcome her into your Barbie 

set! Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/4" tall. (STL245914)  (4552/67454) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242624 

POP RETRO TOYS TRFMS G1 ASTROTRAIN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Transform your collec!on with Funko's POP! Transformers Genera!on 1 figures! Heroic 

Autobots like Op!mus Prime and Blaster and villainous Decep!cons like Megatron and Astrotrain will 

baPle for control of Earth—and the universe! Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/2" tall. (STL300706)  

(4552/80984) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242625 

POP RETRO TOYS TRFMS G1 BLASTER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Transform your collec!on with Pop! Soundwave! Help this communica!ons officer 

regroup with the other Autobots in your Transformers: Genera!on 1 set so he can defeat the 

Decep!cons! Vinyl figure is approximately 4.75-inches tall. (STL300710)  (4552/80988) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242626 

POP RETRO TOYS TRFMS G1 LASERBEAK W/CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Transform your collec!on with Pop! Laserbeak! Help this villainous minion regroup with 

the other Decep!cons in your Transformers: Genera!on 1 set so he can defeat the Autobots! There's 

a 1 in 6 chance you may find the chase of Pop! Buzzsaw! Vinyl figure is approximately 3-inches tall. 

Chase variants are shipped at random. Receiving a chase with purchase is not guaranteed. 

(STL300707)  (4552/80985) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242627 

POP RETRO TOYS TRFMS G1 MEGATRON VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Transform your collec!on with Pop! Megatron! Help this villainous leader regroup with 

the other Decep!cons in your Transformers: Genera!on 1 set so he can defeat the Autobots! Vinyl 

figure is approximately 4.7-inches tall. (STL300708)  (4552/80986) (C: 1-1-2) 



Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242628 

POP RETRO TOYS TRFMS G1 OPTIMUS PRIME VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Transform your collec!on with Pop! Op!mus Prime! Help this honorable leader regroup 

with the other Autobots in your Transformers: Genera!on 1 set so he can defeat the Decep!cons! 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4.9-inches tall. (STL300709)  (4552/80987) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242629 

POP ROCKS BON JOVI 1980S VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. American rock songwriter and guitarist Pop! Jon Bon Jovi is ready to steal the show in 

your music set! Who will this performer collaborate with in your Pop! Rocks collec!on? Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4 1/8" tall. (STL303652)  (4552/79707) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242630 

POP ROCKS GUNS N ROSES AXL ROSE 1992 W CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Turn up the volume in your music collec!on with Pop! Axl Rose, legendary singer and 

songwriter of Guns N' Roses! There's a 1 in 6 chance you may find the chase of Pop! Axl Rose in an 

alternate oucit! Vinyl figure is approximately 4" tall. Complete the band with Pop! Slash and Pop! 

Duff McKagan! Chase variants are shipped at random. Receiving a chase with purchase is not 

guaranteed. (STL303653)  (4552/80482) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242631 

POP ROCKS GUNS N ROSES DUFF MCKAGAN 1980S VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Turn up the volume in your music collec!on with Pop! Duff McKagan, legendary bass 

guitarist of Guns N’ Roses! Who will this performer collaborate with next in your Pop! Rocks set? 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4.25-inches tall. (STL303654)  (4552/80483) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242632 

POP ROCKS GUNS N ROSES SLASH 1990S VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



From Funko. Turn up the volume in your music collec!on with Pop! Slash, legendary lead guitarist of 

Guns N’ Roses! Who will this performer collaborate with next in your Pop! Rocks set? Vinyl figure is 

approximately 5.05-inches tall. (STL303655)  (4552/80484) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242633 

POP ROCKS T PAIN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! T-Pain is ready to take the stage in your music collec!on in the stylish ensemble 

from his hit song "That's Just Tips"! Who will this rap ar!st collaborate with in your Pop! Rocks 

collec!on? Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/2" tall. (STL303658)  (4552/79706) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242634 

POP ROCKS TUPAC 90S VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Roll out the red carpet for Pop! Tupac. He's hiTng the stage in style, dressed in 

quintessen!al 90s fashion, microphone in hand. Expand your Funko Pop! Music set and re-create all 

your favorite music moments with this noteworthy addi!on. Who will you collaborate with next? 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/8" tall. (STL296283)  (4552/75397) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242635 

POP SLAM COVER NFL JOE MONTANA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Celebrate a record-breaking win by welcoming Pop! Joe Montana of the NFL's San 

Francisco 49ers to your football collec!on as this Pop! Magazine Cover! This collec!ble features Pop! 

Joe Montana with his four Super Bowl Championship rings against a backdrop of himself on the cover 

of Sports Illustrated Magazine. Vinyl figure is approximately 3 5/8" tall. Pop! figure is adhered to 

backdrop to ensure display integrity. Approximate dimensions of protec!ve case: 8.75" W x 11.5" H x 

3" D. (STL300724)  (4552/79693) (C: 1-1-2) 

Cased Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242636 

POP STAR WARS MND S10 BOKATAN W/DARKSABER JET PACK VIN FIG ( 

From Funko. From The Mandalorian, Bo Katan with Darksaber joins your Star Wars collec!on as a 

POP! vinyl bobblehead from Funko! Plus, new figures of Moff Gideon and Grogu in this series. Figure 

stands 3 3/4" and comes in a window display box. (STL300677)  (4552/80003) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 



 

JUL242637 

POP STAR WARS MND S10 GROGU ARMOR VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. From The Mandalorian, Grogu in his Beksar armor joins your Star Wars collec!on as a 

POP! vinyl bobblehead from Funko! Figure stands 3.75 inches and comes in a window display box. 

(STL300678)  (4552/80004) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242638 

POP STAR WARS MND S10 MOFF W ARMOR VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. From The Mandalorian, Moff Gideon with armor joins your Star Wars collec!on as a 

POP! vinyl bobblehead from Funko! Figure stands 3.75 inches and comes in a window display box. 

(STL300679)  (4552/80005) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242639 

POP DELUXE MANDALORIAN S10 GROGU IG 12 VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Riding in his modified IG-12 droid, the child is a force to be reconed with! Collect this 

Pop! The Child-inspired bobblehead as the bounty for your Star Wars collec!on. Vinyl bobblehead is 

approximately 4 1/4" tall. (STL300720)  (4552/80001) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242640 

POP DLX MANDALORIAN S10 DIN GROGU W/FROG VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. The Child has found a frog. Though instructed not to touch things, like most younglings, 

the Child has other plans. Collect Pop! The Child-inspired bobblehead as the bounty for your Star 

Wars collec!on. Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 4 1/2" tall. (STL300719)  (4552/80000) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242641 

POP MOMENTS MND S10 FORCE BUBBLE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Crea!ng force bubble to protect his companions, The Child has many mysterious 

abili!es. Collect Pop! The Child-inspired bobblehead as the bounty for your Star Wars collec!on. 

Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 4 1/8" tall. (STL300725)  (4552/80002) (C: 1-1-2) 



Figure SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL242642 

POP DELUXE AFC MORTICIA IN CHAIR (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Gather your creepy and kooky rela!ves; Pop! Mor!cia Addams has arrived! Expand your 

Addams Family collec!on with this Deluxe Pop! Mor!cia Addams as she lounges in her wicker chair! 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/8" tall. (STL303676)  (4552/81207) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242643 

POP TV AFC GOMEZ VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko.Gather your creepy and kooky rela!ves; Pop! Gomez Addams and Pop! Wednesday 

Addams have as arrived! Expand your Addams Family collec!on with this Pop! Gomez Addams with 

jack-o-lantern! Vinyl figure is approximately 4" tall. (STL303562)  (4552/81209) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242644 

POP TV AFC WEDNESDAY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Gather your creepy and kooky rela!ves; Pop! Wednesday Addams has arrived! Expand 

your Addams Family collec!on with this Pop! Wednesday Addams as she busts a move! Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.65-inches tall. (STL303563)  (4552/81210) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242645 

POP TOWN AFC ADDAMS HOME W UNCLE FESTER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Gather your creepy and kooky rela!ves; Pop! Uncle Fester and Thing have arrived! 

Expand your Addams Family collec!on with this Pop! Town featuring Pop! Uncle Fester holding Thing 

with the Addams Family Home! Vinyl figures are approximately 3 7/8" and 6 1/2" tall. (STL303701)  

(4552/81208) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL242646 

POP TV CAREBEAR COUSINS BRAVE HEART LION VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



From Funko. Expand your circle of friends with Pop! Brave Heart Lion! Reunite him with the rest of 

the Care Bear Cousins when you welcome him into your Care Bears collec!on ! Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4 1/2" tall. (STL303616)  (4552/82664) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242647 

POP TV GARFIELD GARFIELD W LASAGNA PAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Enjoy a cheesy pan of lasagna with Pop! Garfield! This comical cat is eager to make 

himself at home in your Garfield collec!on. Give him a warm welcome to your Pop! Comics lineup as 

Pop! Garfield with Lasagna! Vinyl figure is approximately 3 3/8" tall. (STL300683)  (4552/80161) (C: 1-

1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242648 

POP TV GARFIELD GARFIELD W MUG VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Garfield is definitely not a morning person! This comical cat is eager to make 

himself at home in your Garfield collec!on. Give him a warm welcome to your Pop! Comics lineup as 

Pop! Garfield with Mug! Vinyl figure is approximately 4.05-inches tall. (STL300684)  (4552/80162) (C: 

1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242649 

POP TV GARFIELD GARFIELD W POOKIE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Garfield is snuggled up with his beloved plushie, Pooky! This comical cat is eager to 

make himself at home in your Garfield collec!on. Give him a warm welcome to your Pop! Comics 

lineup as Pop! Garfield with Pooky! Vinyl figure is approximately 3.45-inches tall. (STL300685)  

(4552/80163) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242650 

POP TV GARGOYLES DEMONA ANGRY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Defend the night alongside the winged warriors of New York! Complete your Gargoyles 

collec!on by adding Pop! Demona to your clan! Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/2" tall. (STL303617)  

(4552/82665) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 



JUL242651 

POP TV PARKS AND REC LESLIE KNOPE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Sickness has taken over Pawnee, but Pop! Leslie Knope won't let that stop her from 

planning the Harvest Fes!val, even if she has to do it from a hospital bed. Celebrate the 15th 

Anniversary of Parks and Recrea!on by comple!ng your collec!on when you welcome Pop! Leslie 

Knope with Waffles to your department. Vinyl figure is approximately 3 7/8" tall. (STL303620)  

(4552/80170) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242652 

POP TV PINK PANTHER PINK PANTHER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Hilarity is afoot! The Pop! Pink Panther is here to bring endless laughter into your home! 

Expand your Pink Panther collec!on when you welcome this comical cat to your POP! Television set. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/8" tall. Henry Mancini theme tune not included. (STL300686)  

(4552/81574) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242653 

POP TV SHORSEY SHORSEY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Gear up for game night with Pop! Shoresy! This hilarious hockey player is ready to hit 

the rink in your Shoresy collec!on! Help him shape up the Sudbury Bulldogs when you add him to 

your roster. Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/4" tall. (STL303619)  (4552/81369) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242654 

POP TV SHORSEY SHORSEY REFEREE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Gear up for game night with Pop! Shoresy (Referee)! This hilarious hockey player is 

ready to hit the rink in your Shoresy collec!on! Help him shape up the Sudbury Bulldogs when you 

add him to your roster. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.95-inches tall. (STL303618)  (4552/66712) (C: 

1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242655 

POP TV SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS 25TH CAVEMAN SPONGEBOB VIN FIG  



From Funko. Celebrate the 25th anniversary of SpongeBob SquarePants with this adventurous 

character and a new series of Pop! figures. Vinyl figure is approximately 4 inches tall. (STL303625)  

(4552/75737) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242656 

POP TV SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS 25TH DOODLEBOB VIN FIG (C: 1-1- 

From Funko. Be quick on the draw with Pop! DoodleBob around. This crea!on has come to life as a 

Funko Pop! Add him to your Pop! TV collec!on to keep him out of trouble. Celebrate the 25th 

anniversary of SpongeBob SquarePants with an exci!ng work of art. Vinyl figure is approximately 4 

inches tall. (STL303621)  (4552/75733) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242657 

POP TV SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS 25TH PATRICK W MUSCLES VIN FIG  

From Funko. Bikini BoPom’s Fast Food Coliseum has a star contender for the Fry Cook Games. It’s 

Pop! Fry Cook Games Patrick Star, and he’s rippling with muscles. Will he face off in the games, or 

just fan the flames of a rivalry? Celebrate the 25th anniversary of SpongeBob SquarePants with this 

lovable character. Vinyl figure is approximately 5 inches tall. (STL303624)  (4552/75736) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242658 

POP TV SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS 25TH SPONGEBOB W GLOVELITE VIN  

From Funko. Glove World is open! Pop! Glove World SpongeBob is all decked out in souvenirs, 

including a Glove Hat and a Glove Flashlight, which he might be able to use if he gets stranded in 

Rock BoPom. Celebrate the 25th anniversary of SpongeBob SquarePants with this lovable character 

before he rushes off to grab a photo with Glovey Glove. Vinyl figure is approximately 4 inches tall. 

(STL303622)  (4552/75734) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242659 

POP TV SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS 25TH SPONGEBOB W GUITAR VIN FIG 

From Funko. Rip-roaring fun is headed your way! Pop! Ripped Pants SpongeBob has grabbed a 

special guitar and is ready for a concert. He just might have an original song that seamlessly weaves 

in a message about being true to yourself. Celebrate the 25th anniversary of SpongeBob SquarePants 

with this lovable character. Vinyl figure is approximately 4 inches tall. (STL303623)  (4552/75735) (C: 

1-1-2) 



Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242660 

POP TV SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS 25TH SPONGEBOB W PIZZA VIN FIG  

From Funko. Pizza delivery from Bikini BoPom! Pop! Krusty Krab Pizza SpongeBob is so happy to 

deliver a Krusty Krab Pizza, he can’t help but compose a song about it on the spot—and he hopes he 

hits all the right notes when he reaches his customer. Celebrate the 25th anniversary of SpongeBob 

SquarePants with this enthusias!c character. Vinyl figure is approximately 4 inches tall. (STL303626)  

(4552/75738) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242661 

POP TV STRANGER THINGS S4 CHRISSY FLOATING VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2 

From Funko. Hawkins, Indiana is harboring dangerous and supernatural secrets. Bring home the 

happenings, characters, and breakthrough moments of Stranger Things with these POP! figures! 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/2" tall. (STL303628)  (4552/80136) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242662 

POP TV STRANGER THINGS S4 MIKE W WILL PAINTING VIN FIG (C: 1 

From Funko. Hawkins, Indiana is harboring dangerous and supernatural secrets. Bring home the 

happenings, characters, and breakthrough moments of Stranger Things with Pop! Mike with Will's 

Pain!ng. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.85-inches tall. (STL303629)  (4552/80137) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242663 

POP TV STRANGER THINGS S4 VECNA TRANSFORMATION VIN FIG (C: 1 

From Funko. Hawkins, Indiana is harboring dangerous and supernatural secrets. Bring home the 

happenings, characters, and breakthrough moments of Stranger Things with this mid-transforma!on 

Pop! Vecna. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.85-inches tall. (STL303631)  (4552/80138) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242664 

POP TV STRANGER THINGS S4 MAX AND LUCAS 2PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1- 



From Funko. Hawkins, Indiana is harboring dangerous and supernatural secrets. Bring home the 

happenings, characters, and breakthrough moments of Stranger Things with this 2-pack featuring 

Pop! Max and Pop! Lucas! Vinyl figures are approximately 4" tall. (STL303632)  (4552/80139) (C: 1-1-

2) 

Figure Pack SRP: $23.99 

 

JUL242665 

POP TV STREET SHARKS STREEX VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Power up your nostalgia with Pop! Street Sharks! Each Pop! vinyl figure measures about 

4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. (STL303611)  (4552/82660) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242666 

POP TV TITANS S1 BEAST BOY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. When dark shadows rise, a team of Titans must come together to fight evil. Unite the 

super heroes of the DC Titans series to baPle any evil forces that might threaten your collec!on. 

Welcome Pop! Nightwing, Pop! Raven, Pop! Starfire, and Pop! Beast Boy into your DC set and expand 

your Pop! TV collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 3 3/4" tall. (STL296222)  (4552/75874) (C: 1-1-

2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242667 

POP TV TITANS S1 NIGHTWING VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. When dark shadows rise, a team of Titans must come together to fight evil. Unite the 

super heroes of the DC Titans series to baPle any evil forces that might threaten your collec!on. 

Welcome Pop! Nightwing into your DC set and expand your Pop! TV collec!on. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.87 inches tall. (STL296223)  (4552/75877) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242668 

POP TV TITANS S1 RAVEN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. When dark shadows rise, a team of Titans must come together to fight evil. Unite the 

super heroes of the DC Titans series to baPle any evil forces that might threaten your collec!on. 

Welcome Pop! Raven into your DC set and expand your Pop! TV collec!on. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.86 inches tall. (STL296224)  (4552/75878) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 



 

JUL242669 

POP TV TITANS S1 STARFIRE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. When dark shadows rise, a team of Titans must come together to fight evil. Unite the 

super heroes of the DC Titans series to baPle any evil forces that might threaten your collec!on. 

Welcome glow-in-the-dark Pop! Starfire into your DC collec!on and expand your Pop! TV set. Vinyl 

figure is approximately 3.95 inches tall. (STL296225)  (4552/75880) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242670 

POP TV TMNT S4 DONATELLO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Leonardo, Pop! Donatello, Pop! Michelangelo, and Pop! Raphael are here to defeat 

the villains lurking in your Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles collec!on. This half-shell hero is ready to 

help you pursue your own ninja training! Vinyl figure is approximately 3 5/8" tall. (STL296245)  

(4552/78049) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242671 

POP TV TMNT S4 LEONARDO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Leonardo is here to lead the turtles to victory against the villains lurking in your 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles collec!on. This half-shell hero is ready to help you pursue your own 

ninja training! Vinyl figure is approximately 3.6-inches tall. (STL296248)  (4552/78054) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242672 

POP TV TMNT S4 MICHELANGELO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Michelangelo is here to grab a slice of pizza and defeat the villains lurking in your 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles collec!on. This half-shell hero is ready to help you pursue your own 

ninja training! Vinyl figure is approximately 3.6-inches tall. (STL296246)  (4552/78050) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242673 

POP TV TMNT S4 RAPHAEL VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



From Funko. Pop! Raphael is here to kick some shell and defeat the villains lurking in your Teenage 

Mutant Ninja Turtles collec!on. This half-shell hero is ready to help you pursue your own ninja 

training! Vinyl figure is approximately 3.6-inches tall. (STL296247)  (4552/78051) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242674 

POP&BUDDY TMNT S4 SLASH & MOUSER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Shell out some room in your collec!on for Pop! Slash and Pop! Premutated Slash! This 

villainous Pop! & Buddy duo is ready to take on the turtles in your Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles set! 

Vinyl figures are approximately 3 5/8" and 1" tall. (STL296244)  (4552/78048) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Set SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242675 

POP VINYL SIMON SIMON W CH GW VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Enjoy a memory game classic with Pop! Simon! Expand your Pop! Retro Toys lineup by 

adding Pop! Simon to your collec!on. There's a 1 in 6 chance you may find the glow-in-the-dark 

chase of Pop! Simon. Vinyl figure is approximately 4" tall. Chase variants are shipped at random. 

Receiving a chase with purchase is not guaranteed. (STL303613)  (4552/82662) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242676 

POP WWE DOMINIK MYSTERIO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Bring Pop! Dominik Mysterio, Pop! Mr. America, Pop! Seth Rollins, Pop! Lex Lugar, Pop! 

Razor Ramon, and Pop! Zelina into the ring so they can put on a show in your WWE collec!on! Who 

will he challenge next? Vinyl figure is approximately 4" tall. (STL303670)  (4552/79609) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242677 

POP WWE MR AMERICA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Mr. America is about to crash into your WWE collec!on. Bring this legendary 

wrestler into the ring by welcoming him into your home! Who will he challenge next? Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.8-inches. (STL303675)  (4552/79623) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242678 



POP WWE SETH ROLLINS W COAT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Seth Rollins is here to make a grand entrance! Bring Pop! Seth Rollins into the ring so he 

can put on a show in your WWE collec!on! Who will he challenge next? Vinyl figure is approximately 

3.9-inches tall. (STL303672)  (4552/79611) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242679 

POP WWE WWE 94 SS LEX LUGER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Lex Luger is here to make a grand entrance! Bring Pop! Lex Luger into the ring so he can 

put on a show in your WWE collec!on! Who will he challenge next? Vinyl figure is approximately 4-

inches tall. (STL303673)  (4552/79621) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242680 

POP WWE WWE 94 SS RAZOR RAMON VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Razor Ramon is here to make a grand entrance! Bring Pop! Razor Ramon into the ring so 

he can put on a show in your WWE collec!on! Who will he challenge next? Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.8-inches tall. (STL303674)  (4552/79622) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242681 

POP WWE ZELINA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Zelina Vega is here to make a grand entrance with the Puerto Rican flag billowing 

behind her! Bring Pop! Zelina Vega into the ring so she can put on a show in your WWE collec!on! 

Who will she challenge next? Vinyl figure is approximately 3.8-inches tall. (STL303671)  (4552/79610) 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242682 

POP&TEE DEADPOOL HEAVY METAL XS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Add a high note to your Marvel collec!on with the Heavy Metal Deadpool Pop! & Tee! 

This set features a metallic POP! Deadpool as he shreds on an electric guitar. The included black, 

short-sleeved tee depicts matching art of Deadpool against an electrifying background, with 

"Deadpool" appearing above him in heavy metal lePering. This crewneck tee is ready for ac!on as 

you rock out in your collec!on and on the go! Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 4" tall. (STL289018)  

(4552/75053) (C: 1-1-2) 



RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #5 (MAY239065) 

T-Shirt Set SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242683 

POP&TEE DEADPOOL HEAVY METAL S (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Add a high note to your Marvel collec!on with the Heavy Metal Deadpool Pop! & Tee! 

This set features a metallic Pop! Deadpool as he shreds on an electric guitar. The included black, 

short-sleeved tee depicts matching art of Pop! Deadpool against an electrifying background, with 

"Deadpool" appearing above him in heavy metal lePering. This crewneck tee is ready for ac!on as 

you rock out in your collec!on and on the go! Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 4.05-inches tall. 

Available in Adult Unisex Sizes: XS-3X 100% CoPon. (STL289019)  (4552/75054) (C: 1-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #5 (MAY239066) 

T-Shirt Set SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242684 

POP&TEE DEADPOOL HEAVY METAL M (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Add a high note to your Marvel collec!on with the Heavy Metal Deadpool Pop! & Tee! 

This set features a metallic Pop! Deadpool as he shreds on an electric guitar. The included black, 

short-sleeved tee depicts matching art of Pop! Deadpool against an electrifying background, with 

"Deadpool" appearing above him in heavy metal lePering. This crewneck tee is ready for ac!on as 

you rock out in your collec!on and on the go! Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 4.05-inches tall. 

Available in Adult Unisex Sizes: XS-3X 100% CoPon. (STL289020)  (4552/75058) (C: 1-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #5 (MAY239067) 

T-Shirt Set SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242685 

POP&TEE DEADPOOL HEAVY METAL L (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Add a high note to your Marvel collec!on with the Heavy Metal Deadpool Pop! & Tee! 

This set features a metallic Pop! Deadpool as he shreds on an electric guitar. The included black, 

short-sleeved tee depicts matching art of Pop! Deadpool against an electrifying background, with 

"Deadpool" appearing above him in heavy metal lePering. This crewneck tee is ready for ac!on as 

you rock out in your collec!on and on the go! Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 4.05-inches tall. 

Available in Adult Unisex Sizes: XS-3X 100% CoPon. (STL289021)  (4552/75059) (C: 1-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #5 (MAY239068) 

T-Shirt Set SRP: $29.99 

 



JUL242686 

POP&TEE DEADPOOL HEAVY METAL XL (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Add a high note to your Marvel collec!on with the Heavy Metal Deadpool Pop! & Tee! 

This set features a metallic Pop! Deadpool as he shreds on an electric guitar. The included black, 

short-sleeved tee depicts matching art of Pop! Deadpool against an electrifying background, with 

"Deadpool" appearing above him in heavy metal lePering. This crewneck tee is ready for ac!on as 

you rock out in your collec!on and on the go! Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 4.05-inches tall. 

Available in Adult Unisex Sizes: XS-3X 100% CoPon. (STL289022)  (4552/75060) (C: 1-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #5 (MAY239069) 

T-Shirt Set SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242687 

POP&TEE DEADPOOL HEAVY METAL XXL (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Add a high note to your Marvel collec!on with the Heavy Metal Deadpool Pop! & Tee! 

This set features a metallic Pop! Deadpool as he shreds on an electric guitar. The included black, 

short-sleeved tee depicts matching art of Pop! Deadpool against an electrifying background, with 

"Deadpool" appearing above him in heavy metal lePering. This crewneck tee is ready for ac!on as 

you rock out in your collec!on and on the go! Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 4.05-inches tall. 

Available in Adult Unisex Sizes: XS-3X 100% CoPon. (STL289023)  (4552/75061) (C: 1-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #5 (MAY239070) 

T-Shirt Set SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242688 

POP&TEE DEADPOOL HEAVY METAL XXXL (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Add a high note to your Marvel collec!on with the Heavy Metal Deadpool Pop! & Tee! 

This set features a metallic Pop! Deadpool as he shreds on an electric guitar. The included black, 

short-sleeved tee depicts matching art of Pop! Deadpool against an electrifying background, with 

"Deadpool" appearing above him in heavy metal lePering. This crewneck tee is ready for ac!on as 

you rock out in your collec!on and on the go! Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 4.05-inches tall. 

Available in Adult Unisex Sizes: XS-3X 100% CoPon. (STL289024)  (4552/75062) (C: 1-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #5 (MAY239071) 

T-Shirt Set SRP: $29.99 

 

HORROR 

 

JUL242689 



CHILDS PLAY 2 GOOD GUY TALKING BOARD 

From Trick Or Treat Studios. Officially licensed Good Guys Talking Board includes beau!fully designed 

full color board and sculpted planchePe. Packaged in a detailed themed box great for display! The 

perfect accessory for learning your ABC's and 1-2-3's or reaching out to far away friends. (STL323172)  

(1751/SFUS188) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL242690 

O/A CHILDS PLAY TALKING GOOD GUYS 15IN MEGA SCALE FIG (C: 1-1-0) 

From Mezco Toys. Mezco con!nues their popular line of Chucky dolls with the one that started it all: 

the Good Guys Doll, and he wants you for a best friend! Before he became possessed by the spirit of 

Charles Lee Ray, a serial killer bePer known as "The Lakeshore Strangler," Chucky was just a harmless 

Good Guys doll. Mezco's designers have created an all-new head sculpt that perfectly captures his 

look in the popular film series, and Chucky speaks four movie-accurate phrases when a discreetly-

placed buPon on his back is ac!vated. Packaged in a sturdy, collector friendly die-cut window box 

(inspired by the packaging seen in the films!) the Child's Play: Good Guys 15-Inch Mega Scale Chucky 

doll is sure to become a focal point of any Chucky collec!on! (STL030191) Available Now!  

(4830/78004) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, Australia, and the UK. 

Figure SRP: $89.99 

 

JUL242691 

FRIGHT RAGS HALLOWEEN 1978 PX LUNCHBOX (C: 0-1-2) 

From Fright-Rags. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Introducing John Carpenter's Halloween Lunchbox, the 

perfect companion for any horror enthusiast! Officially licensed and made of sturdy metal, this 

lunchbox features an embossed design with faux distressing for a vintage aesthe!c. Complete with a 

!n-wrapped drink container, with bright orange cap doubling as a cup, it's both func!onal and 

stylish. Decorated with haun!ng artwork by Jus!n Osbourn & Joe Guy Allard, this lunchbox is a must-

have collec!ble for fans of the iconic Halloween franchise. (STL321100)  (3721/16529) (C: 0-1-2) 

NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Lunchbox SRP: $26.00 

 

JUL242692 

FRIGHT RAGS THE THING PX LUNCHBOX (C: 0-1-2) 

From Fright-Rags. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! The thing about The Thing is that no one knows who or 

what The Thing really is... it could be this cool metal lunch box! The great looking artwork on this 

lunch box is based on John Carpenter's 1982 film starring Kurt Russell, which itself was an adapta!on 

of 1951's The Thing from Another World. Makes for a func!oning lunch box, as well as a great 

collec!ble for a fan of alien or monster movies! (STL321096)  (3721/16593) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: No 

countries actually denied. 



Lunchbox SRP: $26.00 

 

JUL242693 

O/A LIVING DEAD DOLLS THE CROW DOLL (C: 1-1-2) 

From Mezco Toys. From Alex Proyas's cult classic superhero film, The Crow joins the LDD Presents 

family! AWer a crow brings Eric Draven's restless soul back from the dead, he sets out to wreak 

revenge upon his killers. The Crow wears his signature face makeup and sports a sinister smirk. He is 

ouciPed in a black shirt, leather-look pants, leather-look overcoat, and wears his fiancée's 

engagement ring around his neck in her memory. Figure stands 10" tall and features 5 points of 

ar!cula!on. He is packaged in a window box, perfect for display. (STL146124) Available Now!  

(4830/99611) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL242694 

O/A MDS MEGA SCALE HALLOWEEN 2 (1981) MICHAEL MYERS FIG W/SOUND  

From Mezco Toys. Straight from the classic 1981 sequel, MDS Mega Scale presents the boogeyman 

himself, Michael Myers! The silent stalker features an all-new head sculpt with dark, vacant eyes. 

Depress the buPon discretely hidden on his back to hear a total of 6 phrases including "He came 

back!" and "Why won't he die?" Michael Myers wears tailored, weathered coveralls, features 11 

points of ar!cula!on, and comes complete with a butcher knife accessory that fits neatly in his right 

hand. The MDS Mega Scale Halloween II (1981): Michael Myers with Sound stands 15" tall and comes 

packaged in a window box, perfect for display. (STL186733) Available Now!  (4830/45047) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, Australia, and the UK. 

Figure SRP: $98.00 

 

JUL242695 

O/A MDS MEGA SCALE TALKING BEETLEJUICE FIGURE (C: 1-1-0) 

From Mezco. "You're working with a professional here!" Beetlejuice is back and this !me, he has a lot 

to say. Depress the buPon discretely hidden on Beetlejuice's back to hear the obnoxious appari!on 

speak a total of 7 phrases including "I'm the ghost with the most" and "You goPa say my name three 

!mes." The MDS Mega Scale Beetlejuice is dressed to kill in his iconic striped suit and sandworm 

stompin' boots. He parades his unkempt, grisly green hair and flashes a yellow-toothed smile. The 

MDS Mega Scale Beetlejuice stands approximately 15" tall and features 11 points of ar!cula!on. He 

is packaged in a collector friendly window box, perfect for display. (STL164516) Available Now!  

(4830/90403) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, Australia, and the UK. 

Figure SRP: $98.00 

 

JUL242696 



O/A PRE-CODE HORROR REACTION WV2 DEAD DARLING AF (C: 1-1-2 

From Super7. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! This ar!culated, 3 3/4" scale Pre-Code ReAc!on Figure of Dead 

Darling is inspired by the 1953 comic cover art from Chamber of Chills #19, featuring a blonde 

bombshell with poisoned chalice accessory. The tale this comic was derived from may have been too 

intense for the general public, but for fans of the genre, the Dead Darling Pre-Code ReAc!on Figure 

will be just the right addi!on to their collec!on! (STL320327) Available Now!  (5577/RE-PRCDW02-

DDM-) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242697 

O/A PRE-CODE HORROR REACTION WV2 HEARTLESS ZOMBIE AF (C: 1 

From Super7. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! There's no chea!ng the clutches of death or the heart-

connec!on of eternal love! This 3 3/4" scale, ar!culated Pre-Code ReAc!on Figure of Heartless 

Zombie is inspired by the 1954 comic cover art from Chamber of Chills #23 and features the undead 

visage of a decayed, re-animated man, complete with taPered business suit aTre. The tale this 

comic was derived from may have been too intense for the general public, but for fans of the genre, 

the Heartless Zombie Pre-Code ReAc!on Figure will be just the right addi!on to their collec!on! 

(STL320328) Available Now!  (5577/RE-PRCDW02-SKZ-) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242698 

O/A PRE-CODE HORROR REACTION WV2 SPINE CHILLING GHOUL AF ( 

From Super7. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! What is it that the undead crave? Is it revenge? Love? Eternal 

companionship? Only the Ghoul knows for certain! This 3 3/4" scale, ar!culated Pre-Code ReAc!on 

Figure of Spine-Chilling Ghoul is inspired by the 1952 comic cover art from The Unseen #9 and 

features the risen soul with green skin and a missing eye, as well as taPered clothes and hair. The tale 

this comic was derived from may have been too intense for the general public, but for fans of the 

genre, the Spine-Chilling Ghoul Pre-Code ReAc!on Figure will be just the right addi!on to their 

collec!on! (STL320329) Available Now!  (5577/RE-PRCDW02-USZ-) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242699 

O/A PRE-CODE HORROR REACTION WV2 VORACIOUS WEREWOLF AF (C: 

From Super7. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! The race to find a cure is on, but it looks like !me has run out as 

the Werewolf within takes over! This 3 3/4" scale, ar!culated Pre-Code ReAc!on Figure of Voracious 

Werewolf is inspired by the 1950 comic cover art from The Beyond #1, featuring the lycanthrope 

looking ravenous in torn clothing. The tale this comic was derived from may have been too intense 

for the general public, but for fans of the genre, the Voracious Werewolf Pre-Code ReAc!on Figure 



will be just the right addi!on to their collec!on! (STL320320) Available Now!  (5577/RE-PRCDW02-

BYW-) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242700 

TCM TOONY TERROR 50TH ANN BLOODY LEATHERFACE AF (C: 1- 

From NECA. Bring the fun of Saturday morning cartoons to your horror collec!on with the adorable 

liPle creeps of Toony Terrors, NECA's line of stylized horror icons! We are thrilled to kick off the 50th 

anniversary of the 1974 film Texas Chainsaw Massacre with two Leatherface 6-inch scale ac!on 

figures. A fresh take on our classic Leatherface, one version features new bloody deco and updated 

chainsaw deco, while the other features Leatherface in his "PrePy Woman" look. These figures come 

in commemora!ve 50th anniversary blister card packaging with a cut-out cardback featuring original 

art by NECA painter Geoff Trapp. (STL322520)  (6338/41601) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL242701 

TCM TOONY TERROR PRETTY WOMAN LEATHERFACE AF (C: 1-1-2 

From NECA. Bring the fun of Saturday morning cartoons to your horror collec!on with the adorable 

liPle creeps of Toony Terrors, NECA's line of stylized horror icons! We are thrilled to kick off the 50th 

anniversary of the 1974 film Texas Chainsaw Massacre with this all-new Leatherface 6-inch scale 

ac!on figure. This long-awaited, fan requested version of Leatherface in his "PrePy Woman" look 

includes an iconic armadillo display base. It comes in commemora!ve 50th anniversary blister card 

packaging with a cut-out cardback featuring original art by NECA painter Geoff Trapp. (STL322521)  

(6338/41600) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL242702 

UNIVERSAL MONSTERS CREATURE BASIL GOGOS VER PX MINI MASK (Ne 

From Fright-Rags. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! The Universe Monsters live! Celebrate the legacy of classic 

movie monster ar!st Basil Gogos with these PREVIEWS Exclusive Mini-Masks of The Creature from 

the Black Lagoon, Frankenstein, and the Wolf Man! The ven!lated latex mask is painted in the ar!st's 

signature colorful style and has been shrunk down to half the size, making it easy to collect and 

perfect for display. Boxed, each mask measures approximately 5.5" W x 6.75" H. Mask is for display 

purposes and not made to be worn… unless you have a shrunken head! (STL324592)  (3721/16485) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

Mask SRP: $20.00 

 



JUL242703 

UNIVERSAL MONSTERS FRANKENSTEIN BASIL GOGOS VER PX MINI MASK 

From Fright-Rags. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Frankenstein's monster lives! Celebrate the legacy of classic 

movie monster ar!st Basil Gogos with this PREVIEWS Exclusive Frankenstein Mini-Mask! These 

ven!lated latex Universal Monster masks have been shrunk down to half the size, making them easy 

to collect and perfect for display. Boxed, each mask measures approximately 5.5” W x 6.75” H. Mask 

is for display purposes and not made to be worn…unless you have a shrunken head! (STL324590)  

(3721/16481) (C: 0-1-2) 

Mask SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242704 

UNIVERSAL MONSTERS WOLF MAN BASIL GOGOS VER PX MINI MASK (Ne 

From Fright-Rags. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Is he a man.....Or unholy beast!? Celebrate the legacy of 

classic movie monster ar!st Basil Gogos with this PREVIEWS Exclusive Wolf Man Mini-Mask! This 

ven!lated latex mask is painted in the ar!st's signature colorful style and has been shrunk down to 

half the size, making it easy to collect and perfect for display. Boxed, each mask measures 

approximately 5.5” W x 6.75” H. Mask is for display purposes and not made to be worn…unless you 

have a shrunken head! (STL324591)  (3721/16483) (C: 0-1-2) 

Mask SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242705 

YOUTOOZ CUTE GHOST FACE 9IN PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From Youtooz. Even notorious killers can be cute and fun! This soW pink murderer sits at 9 inches tall 

and has been dressed in a soW pink set of robes. The eye and mouth holes in the mask are also a soW 

pink color. On top of this slasher's head are two liPle triangular bumps in the shape of ears. They sit 

comfortably on their bum with their legs in front of them, as they cutely ponder their next pal they 

are going to kill! This plush is packed to the seams with 100% PP coPon and is made of a mix of the 

soWest minky material, perfect for cuddling or being cute and adorable with! (STL323163)  

(3599/CUTEGHOSTFACEPL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Plush SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242706 

YOUTOOZ GHOST FACE 9IN PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From Youtooz. Ghost Face has returned again and this !me they are soWer than ever! This soW killer 

sits at 9 inches tall and is dressed in the iconic Ghost Face mask and black robes. His liPle feet extend 

in front of him as he sits comfortably on his bum, as he contemplates his next kill. Ghost Face's white 

mask covers a por!on of their torso as the mouth hangs open. This plush is packed to the seams with 

100% PP coPon and is made of a mix of the soWest minky material, perfect for cuddling or planning 



your next kill with. (STL323154)  (3599/GHOSTFACEPLUSH9) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Plush SRP: $29.99 

 

PLUSH 

 

JUL242707 

PEACEMAKER 11IN TALKING PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From Factory Entertainment. Peacemaker Collec!ble Talking Plush! Peacemaker and Vigilante are 11 

inches tall and feature fan-favorite lines from each character! Eagly has a 30 inch wing span and 

features eagle squawks. Ages 3+. Features 3x LR44 (1.5 AG13) non-replaceable baPeries. 

(STL322464)  (1570/408309) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Plush SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242708 

PEACEMAKER EAGLY 11IN TALKING PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From Factory Entertainment. Peacemaker Collec!ble Talking Plush! Peacemaker and Vigilante are 11 

inches tall and feature fan-favorite lines from each character! Eagly has a 30 inch wingspan and 

features eagle squawks. Ages 3+. Features 3x LR44 (1.5 AG13) non-replaceable baPeries. 

(STL322461)  (1570/408324) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Plush SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242709 

PEACEMAKER VIGILANTE 11IN TALKING PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From Factory Entertainment. Peacemaker Collec!ble Talking Plush! Peacemaker and Vigilante are 11 

inches tall and feature fan-favorite lines from each character! Eagly has a 30 inch wingspan and 

features eagle squawks. Ages 3+. Features 3x LR44 (1.5 AG13) non-replaceable baPeries. 

(STL322462)  (1570/408312) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Plush SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242710 

SANRIO SQUISHMALLOW KUROMI BLACK 8IN PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From UCC Distribu!ng. Show off your bad side on all of your kawaii adventures with the 

Squishmallows Sanrio 8" Kuromi Plush Toys in Black or Purple! Add the devilishly cute Kuromi to your 

Squishmallows collec!on! Your fave Sanrio character is ready for all the cuddles in her adorable, 

travel-sized squishy form. Complete with 3D ears! (STL319636)  (8643/SQK1626) (C: 1-1-2) 



Plush SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242711 

SANRIO SQUISHMALLOW KUROMI PURPLE 8IN PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From UCC Distribu!ng. Show off your bad side on all of your kawaii adventures with the 

Squishmallows Sanrio 8" Kuromi Purple Plush Toy! Add the devilishly cute Kuromi to your 

Squishmallows collec!on! Your fave Sanrio character is ready for all the cuddles in her adorable, 

travel-sized squishy form. Complete with 3D ears! (STL319637)  (8643/SQK2395) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242712 

O/A SONIC 9IN BASIC PLUSH WV8 ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific. Based on the iconic Sonic the Hedgehog videogames come these ultra-cuddly 9-

Inch plush! Collect Sonic, Knuckles, and Tails. (STL265339) Available Now!  (4301/416914-PQ) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Plush SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242713 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG MEGA MOCCHI MOCCHI PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From Tomy Interna!onal. This mega-sized 15-inch Sonic plush is an adorable giW for gamers and 

collectors alike. Designed in Japan, Club Mocchi- Mocchi- features super soW and huggable plush 

toys, and each one is a perfect pop culture companion for adventures of all kinds! (STL322508)  

(8335/T12815) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Plush SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL242714 

SQUISHMALLOW EVERY DAY HERSHEY 8IN PLUSH 24PC ASST (C: 

From UCC Distribu!ng. These lovable and squeezable Squishmallows are the soWest and cutest plush 

toys around! Made from incredibly cozy-polyester fiber, these squishy toys have a marshmallow-like 

texture that's pillow-soW. Squishmallows are perfect to snuggle with while relaxing at home, 

watching a movie, or taking a long car or plane ride. Every Squishmallows plush character has its own 

unique name and storyline! Discover every adorable ‘Mallow and personalize your Squishmallows 

Squad today! (STL319693)  (8643/SQHS21-8AST) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242715 



SQUISHMALLOW JACKALOPE 5IN PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From UCC Distribu!ng. These lovable and squeezable Squishmallows are the soWest and cutest plush 

toys around! Made from incredibly cozy-polyester fiber, these squishy toys have a marshmallow-like 

texture that's pillow-soW. Squishmallows are perfect to snuggle with while relaxing at home, 

watching a movie, or taking a long car or plane ride. Every Squishmallows plush character has its own 

unique name and storyline! Discover every adorable 'Mallow and personalize your Squishmallows 

Squad today! (STL319624)  (8643/SQ21-5JCK-UCC) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242716 

BAD KITTY 11IN PLUSH DOLL (C: 1-1-2) 

From Merry Makers. She wasn't always a bad kiPy... but when KiPy hears that none of her favorite 

foods are available she becomes a very Bad KiPy indeed. Nick Bruel's books follow Bad KiPy on her 

hilarious romp through the alphabet. Bad KiPy is quirky, boisterous, and ready to make mischief with 

a new friend. A BIGGER and BADDER design with a super-soW silky jet black plush, an upright posed 

body, and big yellow embroidered eyes make her an eye-catching playmate. (STL322695)  

(3574/1925) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Plush SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242717 

CARE BEARS 9IN BEAN PLUSH 9PC PDQ (C: 1-1-2) 

From Shylling Associates. Colorful, stylish, and just so cute, these Care Bears can't wait to add a 

splash of magic to your day. Each plush toy is made with high quality, soW material that makes them 

fun to hug and squeeze. And with their unique expressions and fantas!cal belly badges, these bears 

are sure to delight kids and collectors everywhere. (STL319944)  (6124/22040) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $10.99 

 

JUL242718 

DRAGONS LOVE TACOS 10IN PLUSH DOLL (C: 1-1-2) 

From Merry Makers. This bright red dragon has it all— a fearsome spiky tail, big black horns, and a 

delicious taco snack for when he gets hungry. Because as everyone knows, dragons love tacos!  A 

perfect companion for any liPle one that loves dragons, tacos, or the hilarious book it's based on! 

(STL322341)  (3574/1794) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Plush SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242719 

DRAGONS LOVE TACOS MINI 3PC PLUSH DOLL SET (C: 1-1-2) 



From Merry Makers. Do you want more Dragons?!? Well, here they are! This fantas!c set has just 

what you need. A bright red dragon with a magnificent spiky tail, a sky-blue dragon with a pink bow, 

and a lemon-yellow dragon who looks very hungry. And each one comes with a scrump!ous taco 

snack. These fun-loving fantasy friends are ready to go on all sorts of adventures and are the perfect 

size to pack up and go. Just be careful not to let them into your spicy salsa stash! (STL322346)  

(3574/1813) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Plush Set SRP: $30.00 

 

JUL242720 

FIVE LITTLE MONKEYS JUMPING ON BED FINGER PUPPET PLUSH SET ( 

From Merry Makers. These mischievous Five LiPle Monkeys Finger Puppets are ready for monkey 

business! With their bright oucits and big smiles, all you need are fingers for hours of fun with these 

goofy friends. (STL322340)  (3574/1587) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Plush Set SRP: $33.00 

 

JUL242721 

HELLO KITTY AND FRIENDS X CARE BEAR 8IN PLUSH 6PC ASST 

From Shylling Associates. The Care Bears and Hello KiPy have teamed up! Colorful, stylish, and just so 

cute, these cute plush can't wait to add a splash of magic to your day. Each plush toy is made with 

high quality, soW material that makes them fun to hug and squeeze. And with their unique 

expressions and fantas!cal belly badges, these bears are sure to delight kids and collectors 

everywhere. (STL319930)  (6124/22700) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242722 

SANRIO SQUISHMALLOW HELLO KITTY PLAID 8IN PLUSH 24PC ASST (N 

From UCC Distribu!ng. These lovable and squeezable Squishmallows are the soWest and cutest plush 

toys around! Made from incredibly cozy-polyester fiber, these squishy toys have a marshmallow-like 

texture that's pillow-soW. Squishmallows are perfect to snuggle with while relaxing at home, 

watching a movie, or taking a long car or plane ride. Every Squishmallows plush character has its own 

unique name and storyline! Discover every adorable 'Mallow and personalize your Squishmallows 

Squad today! (STL319639)  (8643/SQSN00240) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242723 

O/A INVESTIGATORS FLIP 14IN PLUSH DOLL (C: 1-1-2) 



From Merry Makers. Mango and Brash are the Inves!Gators, but can this kooky super spy alligator 

duo really crack any case that comes their way? Now fans can join the Inves!Gators S.U.I.T (Special 

Undercover Inves!ga!on Teams) with this dual-sided Mango and Brash flip doll! Each side is made 

with a soW plush fabric, personalized with custom vest, name tag, and bold embroidered features. 

Solve a mystery or snuggle up !ght with the Inves!Gators flip doll! (STL309757) Available Now!  

(3574/1915) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Plush SRP: $24.00 

 

JUL242724 

NARWHAL & JELLY 2PC PLUSH SET (C: 1-1-2) 

From Merry Makers. Back by popular demand! For a limited !me only, Narwhal and Jelly are back, 

bigger and bePer than ever! These two unlikely best friends are ready to welcome you to their pod 

and swim off on imaginary underwater adventures. Narwhal and Jelly are made of silky-soW fabric 

with embroidered details. Perfect as a reading buddy or displayed on a shelf or bed. These happy-go-

lucky friends are sure to make you smile! Measures 14" and 7" with tentacles. (STL322702)  

(3574/1943) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Plush Set SRP: $22.00 

 

JUL242725 

NINTENDO KIRBY NUIGURU-KNIT HOVERING JUNIOR PLUSH (C:  

From Tomy Interna!onal. This adorable junior-sized 6" plush brings the adorable Nuiguru-Knit to life 

as an extra squishy plush pillow! Explore Club Mocchi-Mocchi- and collect all of these cute plushies 

across a variety of fun characters! (STL322503)  (8335/T12475) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories. 

Plush SRP: $15.99 

 

GODZILLA 

 

JUL242726 

GODZILLA VS KING GHIDORAH EXQ BASIC KING GHIDORAH PX AF (Net 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! The second item in the classic Godzilla EXQUISITE BASIC 

series is King Ghidorah from Godzilla vs. King Ghidorah! EXQUISITE BASIC Ghidorah stands 13" tall 

with an 18 1/2" wingspan, faithfully reproducing every detail of Ghidorah's appearance from the 

1991 film. CraWed with me!culous aPen!on to detail, the figure features mul!ple joints throughout 

its body, PVC wings with internal wires for an authen!c look, and a wide range of ar!cula!on. It also 

includes three stands to recreate various combat scenes from the film. (STL329145) Scheduled to 

ship in May 2025.  (3425/EBG0280) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan. 

Figure SRP: $100.00 



 

JUL242727 

GODZILLA MINUS ONE GODZILLA MINUS COLOR S.H.MONSTERARTS AF ( 

From Tamashii Na!ons. From the monochrome version of Godzilla -1.0, Godzilla -1.0/C, comes this 

new monochrome version of Godzilla (2023)! Created through u!lizing the 3D data from the film and 

the guidance of Sakai Yuji as the design, coloring and molding producer!  Its wide range of 

ar!cula!on includes individual movement of even the toes, allowing it to accurately portray the film 

fiTng of its name as the Godzilla (2023) Minus Color Version. (STL322670)  (3647/BAS66868) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $135.00 

 

JUL242728 

GODZILLA SLEEPY GODZILLA PX 12IN PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Cuddle up to the King of Monsters with this 

PREVIEWS Exclusive plush from Surreal Entertainment! This soW and huggable sleepy Godzilla plush 

measures 12" long and boasts adorable felt details, from a slumbering smile down to his signature 

spines, making it perfect for fans of the fearsome Kaiju. Sleep peacefully with the mighty Godzilla by 

your side! (STL311889)  (1824/PLSH-GDZ-SLEEPY) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242729 

GODZILLA TOHO WV3 SILVERSCREEN BMB DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2) 

From Super7. If you've ever been wai!ng to recreate a classic black and white film scene from Toho's 

Godzilla franchise, your day is finally here! The latest wave of 3 3/4" scale, ar!culated Toho Blind Box 

ReAc!on Figures feature silver screen-inspired designs of Gigan, Godzilla '74, Minilla, Mechagodzilla, 

and Godzilla '62! When you buy a flat of these Silver Screen ReAc!on Figures, you'll have all the 

classic kaiju you need to recreate your favorite scenes or imagine new ones of your very own. Plus, 

you'll automa!cally have stunt-doubles for any perilous ac!on sequences you may dream up! Blind 

mystery box packaging. (STL323038)  (5577/BB-TOHO-08226) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan. 

Figure SRP: $15.00 

 

JUL242730 

O/A GODZILLA X KONG NEW EMPIRE EXQUISITE BASIC SHIMO PX AF 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Presen!ng an all new addi!on to the Monsterverse! Now 

Shimo joins Hiya Toys EXQUISITE BASIC Series! Based on Godzilla x Kong: The New Empire, which 

thrusts Kong and Godzilla into a colossal confronta!on with an unknown menace lurking within the 

world, this impressive figure of the rep!lian monster Shimo stands 6 5/8" tall and is craWed with 

stunning aPen!on to detail! Faithfully recrea!ng every aspect of Shimo's appearance from the film, 



each of Shimo's scales is lovingly craWed with mul!ple layers of paint. The figure features mul!ple 

joints throughout the body, ensuring an authen!c appearance while providing a wide range of 

ar!cula!on to recreate all the thrilling ac!on from Godzilla x Kong: The New Empire. (STL322484) 

Available Now!  (3425/EBG0414) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan. 

Figure SRP: $59.99 

 

JUL242731 

TIN TITANS GODZILLA MINUS ONE PX LUNCH BOX W/BEV CONTAINER ( 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Fresh from the blockbuster film Godzilla Minus 

One, Godzilla rampages his way into your life on this PREVIEWS Exclusive Tin Titans Lunchbox! 

Featuring a brushed metal finish, this stylish lunchbox also includes a 10-ounce retro-styled beverage 

container/soup cup with art of beloved kaiju. Don't miss out on adding this lunchbox to your 

collec!on today! Lunchbox measures 7.75" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. Limited to 2,500 pieces. 

 (STL313587)  (1824/LBX-GDZ-MINO) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Lunchbox SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242732 

TOHO ULTIMATES GODZILLA MINUS ONE AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Super7. Godzilla has risen from the sea to ravage an unsuspec!ng post-war Japan and it has 

never looked more terrifying! Based on the same 3D models used for the 2023 film Godzilla Minus 

One and approved by director Takashi Yamazaki for authen!city, this highly-ar!culated Toho 

ULTIMATES! Godzilla Minus One figure measures over 8" tall and 14" long, features intricate sculpt 

and premium paint detailing, and comes with an interchangeable roaring head- all of which give it a 

visceral sense of power and danger! (STL308272)  (5577/UL-TOHO-08854) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not 

available in Japan. 

Figure SRP: $85.00 

 

JUL242733 

GODZILLA 5IN SOFT VINYL FIGURE SERIES GODZILLA 1954 (C 

From BNTCA - Toy. SoW Vinyl figures feature 5-inch-tall characters from their respec!ve films. These 

figures are highly detailed with a true likeness to the character with limited ar!cula!on. SoW Vinyl 

monsters are durable, allowing for extensive play. Comes in an open L-Box package. (STL324861) 

Scheduled to ship in September 2024.  (9036/92301) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $12.99 

 



JUL242734 

GODZILLA 5IN SOFT VINYL FIGURE SERIES MECHA GODZILLA 1974 (N 

From BNTCA - Toy. SoW Vinyl figures feature 5-inch-tall characters from their respec!ve films. These 

figures are highly detailed with a true likeness to the character with limited ar!cula!on. SoW Vinyl 

monsters are durable, allowing for extensive play. (STL324862) Scheduled to ship in September 2024.  

(9036/92302) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242735 

GODZILLA 6IN AF SERIES GODZILLA 2004 (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA - Toy. Collect these 6" tall ac!on figures featuring Godzilla characters from their 

respec!ve films. Comes with iconic beam effect parts. These figures are highly detailed with a true 

likeness to the character with a wide range of ar!cula!on. Extend your play with the accessories 

included! (STL324863) Scheduled to ship in September 2024.  (9036/92341) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242736 

GODZILLA 6IN AF SERIES MECHA GODZILLA 2002 (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA - Toy. Collect these 6" tall ac!on figures featuring Godzilla characters from their 

respec!ve films. Comes with iconic beam effect parts. These figures are highly detailed with a true 

likeness to the character with a wide range of ar!cula!on. Extend your play with the accessories 

included! (STL324864) Scheduled to ship in September 2024.  (9036/92342) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242737 

GODZILLA MINI COLLECTION 2IN FIG 12PC BMB DS (C: 1-1-2 

From BNTCA - Toy. Find and collect all your favorite Godzilla monsters as 2” figures! Each character is 

detailed and comes packaged in a blind box that is designed to look like a building. Display these 

characters at home, in the office, or in any space. Special color versions are also available. 8 unique 

styles to collect! For ages 4+. (STL324859) Scheduled to ship in October 2024.  (9036/92380) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Mini-Figure SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242738 



GODZILLA 2019 BANDAI MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL FIG (C: 1 

From BNTCA - Toy. Experience the might of Godzilla, his enemies, and his allies with the Bandai 

Movie Monster Series Vinyl Figures! These me!culously craWed vinyl figure features ar!culated arms 

and legs to recreate your favorite scenes from your favorite films! Choose from Godzilla (6 1/4" tall) 

and King Ghidorah (7 1/2" tall, 12" wingspan) from 2019's Godzilla: King of the Monsters, Millennium 

Godzilla (6 1/4" tall) from Godzilla 2000, Hedorah (7" tall) from 1971's Godzila vs. Hedorah, Heavily 

Armed Mechagodzilla (6 5/8" tall) from 1974's Godzilla vs. Mechagodzilla, Destoroyah (5 1/2" tall), 

Burning Godzilla (5 1/2" tall), and Godzilla (6" tall) and Gigan (6" tall) from 2004's Godzilla Final Wars. 

Godzilla enthusiasts can look forward to adding these exci!ng figures to their collec!ons. 

(STL282700)  (9036/92171) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242739 

GODZILLA 2019 KING GHIDORAH MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL FIG (Net 

From BNTCA - Toy. Experience the might of King Ghidorah with the King Ghidorah 2019 Bandai Movie 

Monster Series Vinyl Figure! Standing at a height of 7.5" tall and with a wingspan stretching over 12" 

wide, this me!culously craWed vinyl figure will be an impressive addi!on to any Godzilla: King of the 

Monsters collec!on. (STL282703)  (9036/92173) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Figure SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242740 

MILLENIUM GODZILLA BANDAI MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL FIG  

From BNTCA - Toy. Experience the might of Godzilla with the Milennium Gozilla Bandai Movie 

Monster Series Vinyl Figure! Standing at a height of 6.3" tall, this me!culously craWed vinyl figure 

features limited ar!cula!on in the arms and legs to recreate your favorite scenes from the 1999 film 

Godzilla 2000. (STL282705)  (9036/92174) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242741 

GODZILLA HEDORAH BANDAI MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL FIG (C 

From BNTCA - Toy. Unleash the destruc!ve force of Hedorah, the infamous Smog Monster first 

appearing in the classic Japanese film Godzilla vs. Hedorah (1971), with the Bandai Movie Monster 

Series Hedorah Vinyl Figure. Standing at an impressive 7" tall, this me!culously craWed figure 

captures the eerie essence of the kaiju and features limited ar!cula!on in the arms for posing. With 

a menacing presence that cap!vates fans, Hedorah is sure to be a stand out in any Kaiju collec!on. 

(STL282707)  (9036/92176) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Figure SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242742 

O/A GODZILLA MECHAGODZILLA HEAVILY ARMED MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL 

From BNTCA - Toy. Experience the might of Mechagodzilla with the Heavily Armed Mechagodzilla 

Bandai Movie Monster Series Vinyl Figure! Standing at a height of 6.6" tall, this me!culously craWed 

vinyl figure features limited ar!cula!on in the arms and legs to recreate your favorite scenes from 

the 1974 film Godzilla vs. Mechagodzilla. (STL282708) Available Now!  (9036/92177) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242743 

GODZILLA DESTOROYAH MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL FIG (C: 1- 

From BNTCA - Toy. SoW Vinyl ac!on figure from the Movie Monster Series. Height is approximately 14 

cm. with movable wings and legs. (STL294554)  (9036/92175) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242744 

BURNING GODZILLA BANDAI MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL FIG (C 

From BNTCA - Toy. From BNTCA - Toy. SoW Vinyl ac!on figure from the Movie Monster Series. Height 

is approximately 14 cm. with movable tail and legs. (STL294556)  (9036/92178) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242745 

O/A GODZILLA GIGAN 2004 MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL FIG (C: 1- 

From BNTCA - Toy. Inspired by Godzilla and Gigan's appearance in the Godzilla Final Wars film from 

2004, these figures are part of the 6" line of collec!bles in the Movie Monster Series. They feature 

updated sculpts, seTng them it apart from the original release. Godzilla enthusiasts can look forward 

to adding these exci!ng figures to their collec!ons. (STL298651) Available Now!  (9036/92179) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242746 



O/A GODZILLA 2004 BANDAI MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL FIG (C: 1 

From BNTCA - Toy. Inspired by Godzilla's appearance in the Godzilla Final Wars film from 2004, this 

figure is part of the 6" line of collec!bles in the Movie Monster Series. It features an updated sculpt, 

seTng it apart from the original release. Godzilla enthusiasts can look forward to adding this exci!ng 

figure to their collec!ons. (STL298656) Available Now!  (9036/92180) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242747 

GODZILLA TRANSFORMING EGG GODZILLA (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA - Toy. Collect and transform these eggs into your favorite Godzilla monsters! Each figure 

is displayed in a clear package showing exactly which monster you will get. AWer transforming the 

egg, each figure stands approximately 4 1/2 tall. Display as an egg or transformed. For ages 4+. 

(STL324865) Scheduled to ship in September 2024.  (9036/92321) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242748 

GODZILLA TRANSFORMING EGG KING GHIDORAH (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA - Toy. Collect and transform these eggs into your favorite Godzilla monsters! Each figure 

is displayed in a clear package showing exactly which monster you will get. AWer transforming the 

egg, each figure stands approximately 4.5 inches tall. Display as an egg or transformed. For ages 4+. 

(STL324866) Scheduled to ship in September 2024.  (9036/92322) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242749 

GODZILLA TRANSFORMING EGG MECHA GODZILLA (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA - Toy. Collect and transform these eggs into your favorite Godzilla monsters! Each figure 

is displayed in a clear package showing exactly which monster you will get. AWer transforming the 

egg, each figure stands approximately 4.5 inches tall. Display as an egg or transformed. For ages 4+. 

(STL324867) Scheduled to ship in September 2024.  (9036/92324) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL242750 

GODZILLA X KONG NEW EXQUISITE BASIC GODZILLA EVOLVED PX AF ( 



From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Introducing the latest addi!on to the Monsterverse, the 

evolved version of Godzilla from Godzilla x Kong: The New Empire, now available in the EXQUISITE 

BASIC Series by Hiya Toys! In the new installment, Godzilla faces off against Kong in a colossal 

confronta!on, delving into the origins of the Titans. Standing at 7" tall, this brand-new Godzilla 

Evolved Ac!on figure captures the creature's dorsal fins as they absorb energy and change color. 

With mul!ple joints throughout the new body design, including an ar!culated tail, this figure offers a 

wide range of ar!cula!on for dynamic posing and display, making it a must-have for any kaiju fan's 

collec!on! (STL318411) Scheduled to ship in November 2024.  (3425/EBG0412) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not 

available in Japan. 

Figure SRP: $51.00 

 

JUL242751 

GODZILLA VS SPACEGODZILLA MOGERA G FORCE S.H.MONSTERARTS AF  

From Tamashii Na!ons. Commemora!ng the thir!eth anniversary of Godzilla vs. Space Godzilla, 

M.O.G.E.R.A. joins S.H.MonsterArts! Featuring colors designed to evoke its appearance in the epic 

night baPle of Fukuoka, op!ons let you display it with plasma maser cannons open, or in flight mode. 

A spiral grenade missile effect is included as well. And it even includes a newly sculpted dock that 

opens just like on screen, leTng you re-create the awesome launch sequence! Includes Main Body, 

Spiral grenade missile effect parts, Op!onal plasma maser cannon chest parts, Flight mode parts, 

Storage dock set, Effect part stand. (STL319546) Scheduled to ship in December 2024.  

(3647/BAS66237) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

S.H.Monsterarts SRP: $150.00 

 

JUL242752 

PULGASAURI DELUXE 12IN VINYL FIGURE (C: 0-1-2) 

From Mondo Tees. Korea's most notorious 164-foot-tall, 3000 ton creature rises again... as an even 

more powerful 12" soW vinyl figure! Pulgasari is a horned, scaled civiliza!on-wrecker, and the !tular 

star of a kaiju film from 1985, funded by the North Korean government. A limited edi!on Mondo 

exclusive sculpted by Dope Pope and Hector Arce, this beast based on Pulgasari is a necessary 

acquisi!on for any collector of vinyl figures. 

 

Ar!sts 

Dope Pope 

Hector Arce (STL315596)  (3294/MT-255A) (C: 0-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $175.00 

 

BLIND BOXES 

 



JUL242753 

CRANIACS SERIES 1 T/C HOBBY BOX (C: 1-1-1) 

From Ira Friendman Enterprises. Introducing Craniacs S1 Hobby Box, a collabora!ve crea!on by Joe 

Simko and Ira Friedman. Painted by renowned Garbage Pail Kids ar!st Joe Simko, these cards unveil a 

cap!va!ng world of skull-faced characters inhabi!ng a planet shaped by two contras!ng 

civiliza!ons—one futuris!c, the other ancient. Each box contains 7 cards per pack and 24 packs, with 

100 unique designs to collect. Addi!onally, there are exclusive chase foils, including "Rainbow" Foil 

Cards, "Pulsar" FUTERRA Foil Cards (1:7 packs), and "Blue Pulsar" FUTERRA Foil Cards (1:21 packs), as 

well as "Gold Crackle" Sequen!ally-Numbered Parallels (1:28 packs) and Sketch Cards (1:12 boxes). 

Moreover, random redemp!on cards offer the chance to win Commemora!ve Coin Medallions (25 

winners), Skateboard Art Decks - Limited Edi!on (2 winners), and an Original Joe Simko Pain!ng - 

Series 1 (1 winner throughout the series). Plus, each case includes a Window Display Poster for 

added collectability. (STL327838)  (3737) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, 

UK and Ireland. 

Pack SRP: $2.99 

 

JUL242754 

CRANIACS SERIES 1 T/C BLASTER BOX (C: 1-1-1) 

From Ira Friedman Enterprises. From Ira Friedman's new company Enterprises LLC, in collabora!on 

with co-creator Joe Simko, fan-favorite Garbage Pail Kids card ar!st, comes the Craniacs, an exci!ng 

all-new trading card series. The Craniacs back story revolves around two civiliza!ons - one from 

ancient !mes and the other from the far future. Due to intergalac!c circumstances beyond their 

control, these divergent socie!es strive to co?exist…though not without considerable challenges, 

robust compe!!ons, and humorous, ac!on-adventure hijinks! 2023 Craniacs Trading Cards Series 

Zero delivers (6) Rainbow Foil Chrome Cards (on average) and (1) Crackle Chrome Parallel Foil Card in 

every box! In addi!on, be on the lookout for the ONE-OF-ONE "golden !cket" card. One lucky winner 

can redeem it for an original Simko CRANIACS full-color pain!ng featuring an image from the series! 

(STL326793)  (3737) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK and Ireland. 

Box SRP: $27.99 

 

JUL242755 

DC BATMAN MASH EMS 20PC BMB DS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Shylling Associates. Mash, twist, stretch, and play away! Leading the unboxing Youtube craze, 

Mash’ems are known as the highly collec!ble figures that are soW, squeezable, and have a squish you 

just can’t resist. These water-filled figures come in kid’s favorite characters, making them the perfect 

giW for all kinds of liPle collectors! (STL322086)  (6124/53125) (C: 1-1-2) 

Squeeze Figure SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242756 



FIVE NIGHTS AT FREDDYS HOLOGRAPHIC TRADING STICKERS 24PC BMB 

From UCC Distribu!ng. Spook up your s!cker collec!on with this Five Nights at Freddy's pack! This 

blind assortment includes five holographic s!cker cards, each featuring an iconic character or 

element of the franchise. With 60 to collect, which one will you get? It's a surprise! (STL322206)  

(8643/20809) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pack SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL242757 

FIVE NIGHTS AT FREDDYS TSUNAMEEZ KEYCHAIN 24PC BMB DS  

From UCC Distribu!ng. Add a touch of creepy cutness to any oucit with these Tsunameez keychains 

from UCC! Featuring 12 unique designs to collect, each one comes packaged in a blind bag so 

collec!ng is always a fun suprise! (STL322213)  (8643/20944) (C: 1-1-2) 

Keychain SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL242758 

O/A HAIKYUU 24PC 3D FOAM BAG CLIP BMB DS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Monogram Products. Volleyball sensa!on Haikyuu!! joins your keychain collec!on with these 

bag clips from Monogram! These 3D foam clips come packaged in blind bags so collec!ng them is 

always a fun surprise. (STL226995) Available Now!  (6257/72505) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Bag Clip SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL242759 

HELLO KITTY AND FRIENDS BLACKLIGHT 3IN PLUSH CLIP 30PC BMB D 

From UCC Distribu!ng. Add a touch of cutness to any oucit with these plush clips from UCC! 

Featuring Hello KiPy and friends designs to collect, each one comes packaged in a blind bag so 

collec!ng is always a fun suprise! (STL322194)  (8643/HKT0148) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush Clip SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL242760 

HELLO KITTY AND FRIENDS BOBA TEA TSUNAMEEZ KEYCHAIN 24PC BMB 

From UCC Distribu!ng. Add a touch of cutness to any oucit with these boba tea themed Tsunameez 

from UCC! Featuring 12 Hello KiPy and Friends designs to collect, each one comes packaged in a 

blind bag so collec!ng is always a fun suprise! (STL322212)  (8643/20958) (C: 1-1-2) 

Keychain SRP: $9.99 



 

JUL242761 

JURASSIC WORLD MASH EMS 20PC BMB DS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Shylling Associates. Mash, twist, stretch, and play away! Leading the unboxing Youtube craze, 

Mash’ems are known as the highly collec!ble figures that are soW, squeezable, and have a squish you 

just can’t resist. These water-filled figures come in kid’s favorite characters, making them the perfect 

giW for all kinds of liPle collectors! (STL322084)  (6124/54420) (C: 1-1-2) 

Squeeze Figure SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242762 

KIRBY FRIENDS V2 SHOKUGAN 12PC MINI FIG ASST (C: 1-1-2 

From Banpresto. This is a re-issue of wave 2!  Approximately 2 1/4" tall small soW vinyl figure 

collec!on. Assortment of eight characters in a box of twelve.  Each character is featured in pastel 

colors. Total 8-character varia!ons in a box of 12. There is a secret color varia!on version of Kirby on 

Rainbow Star!  Line up:  Ice Kirby, CuPer Kirby, Candy Kirby, Full, Yoyo, Cloud Kirby, Suck Up, and 

Waddle Dee. This is NOT a blind purchase item (product image is printed on the box). (STL321649)  

(3647/BAN70157) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Mini-Figure SRP: $5.00 

 

JUL242763 

MARVEL AVENGERS MASH EMS 20PC BMB DS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Shylling Associates. Mash, twist, stretch, and play away! Leading the unboxing Youtube craze, 

Mash’ems are known as the highly collec!ble figures that are soW, squeezable, and have a squish you 

just can’t resist. These water-filled figures come in kid’s favorite characters, making them the perfect 

giW for all kinds of liPle collectors! (STL322080)  (6124/50698) (C: 1-1-2) 

Squeeze Figure SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242764 

MTV 24PC 3D FOAM BAG CLIP BMB DS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Monogram Products. Monogram Product's Figural 3D Keyrings are a fun and collec!ble way to 

keep your keys organized! Each keyring features a character from a hit MTV show including Bevis & 

BUPhead, Daria, and more! Each comes packaged in a blind bag for an element of surprise. 

(STL317699)  (6257/63330) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Bag Clip SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL242765 



MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO SO MANY POSES DX MEI 6PC BMB DS (C: 

From Ensky. From the beloved movie, My Neighbor Totoro, comes a new collec!on of figures! This 

blind box set features Mei and all of her fun expressions, from her curiosity to her excitement! 

Collect all figures to decorate your desk with and discover the surprise figure! Ranges from 1 3/8" tall 

to 3" tall. (STL322304)  (3647/BNL42950) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $14.00 

 

JUL242766 

NINTENDO SUPER MARIO FIGURE HANGERS 24PC BMB DS (C: 1- 

From UCC Distribu!ng. Your favorite video game characters are here to power up your accessory 

collec!on as these blind bag key chains! With 8 different figural bag clips to collect, these key chains 

are the perfect way to bring the world of Super Mario to your backpack, keys and beyond.The Mario 

and Friends Backpack Clips are a great accessory to add to a backpack. There are 8 different figures 

to choose from. Each backpack clip is randomly packed in its own blind bag. (STL319824)  

(8643/700152) (C: 1-1-2) 

Backpack Clip SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL242767 

NINTENDO SUPER MARIO FIGURE HANGERS S2 24PC BMB DS (C: 

From UCC Distribu!ng. Your favorite video game characters are here to power up your accessory 

collec!on as these blind bag key chains! With 8 different figural bag clips to collect, these key chains 

are the perfect way to bring the world of Super Mario to your backpack, keys and beyond. The Mario 

and Friends Backpack Clips are a great accessory to add to a backpack. There are 8 different figures 

to choose from. Each backpack clip is randomly packed in its own blind bag. (STL319825)  

(8643/722666) (C: 1-1-2) 

Backpack Clip SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL242768 

ONE PIECE SIGN OF OUR FELLOWSHIP WCF FIG 12PC BMB DS ( 

From Banpresto. Bandai Spirits Banpresto is proud to announce their newest release One Piece -sign 

of our fellowship-! Standing at approximately 2 3/4" tall, Luffy and the Strawhat pirates are seen in 

their popular pose. Pair this with WCF Log Stories Nefertari Vivi & Karoo to recreate the hearcelt 

scene! World Collectable Figure is a palm-sized treasure you can fit in your hand and display in all 

kinds of small spaces! (STL321653)  (3647/BPR89567) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Mini-Figure SRP: $12.00 

 



JUL242769 

SW WOMEN OF STAR WARS 24PC 3D FOAM BAG CLIP BMB DS (C: 1-1-2 

From Monogram Products. Monogram Product's Figural 3D Keyrings are a fun and collec!ble way to 

keep your keys organized! Each keyring features a popular woman of Star Wars, and comes packaged 

in a blind bag for an element of surprise. (STL317690)  (6257/29085) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Bag Clips SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL242770 

TMNT MOVIE MASH EMS 20PC BMB DS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Shylling Associates. Mash, twist, stretch, and play away! Leading the unboxing Youtube craze, 

Mash’ems are known as the highly collec!ble figures that are soW, squeezable, and have a squish you 

just can’t resist. These water-filled figures come in kid’s favorite characters, making them the perfect 

giW for all kinds of liPle collectors! (STL321908)  (6124/53735) (C: 1-1-2) 

Squeeze Figure SRP: $4.99 

 

JUL242771 

ULTRAMAN 24PC 3D FOAM BAG CLIP BMB DS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Monogram Products. Monogram Product's Figural 3D Keyrings are a fun and collec!ble way to 

keep your keys organized! Each keyring features a popular character from Ultraman, and comes 

packaged in a blind bag for an element of surprise. (STL317687)  (6257/79005) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $5.99 

 

TOYS 

 

JUL242772 

SIMPSONS ADVENT CALENDAR (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific. Take a visit to Sringfield for the holidays with The Simpsons Advent Calendar 

featuring 24 days of surprises. Reveal a new holiday themed mystery character or accessory each day 

of the calendar all in a mini 1 1/2" scale. Display all your favorite figures with pop up environment 

pieces to create a fun holiday scene! (STL324664)  (4301/414604) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Advent Calendar SRP: $42.99 

 

JUL242773 



SIMPSONS FAMILY 2-1/2IN SCALE FIG MULTIPACK (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific. Immerse yourself in Springfield with the 2 1/2" scale Family Mul!-Pack featuring 

the en!re Simpsons family. Homer, Marge, Bart, Lisa, and Maggie are all detailed to match their 

animated look and feature mul!ple points of ar!cula!on for pose and play. This Mul!-Pack also 

features the family pets—Santa's LiPle Helper and Snowball II. Perfect for fans and collectors, these 

2.5" scale figures have remarkable detail, fun engaging features and go great with any diorama 

playsets. (STL324668)  (4301/175394) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure Set SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL242774 

SIMPSONS LIVING ROOM DIORAMA PLAYSET (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific. Immerse yourself in Springfield with the iconic Simpsons House Living Room 

Diorama playset. Features the facade of the Simpsons house on one side and an interac!ve living 

room on the other. Compa!ble with all 2 1/2" scale figures and accessories- the living room features 

fun, interac!ve components. Press the buPons to launch characters off the couch or pose and play 

with characters around the living room rug. This set includes Homer Simpson as well as a len!cular 

TV, the famous Simpsons couch, a standing lamp and the side table. (STL324670)  (4301/175564) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Playset SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL242775 

SIMPSONS MOE PRANK PHONE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific. Immerse yourself in Springfield with The Moe's Tavern Prank Phone. The Prank 

Phone has two modes of play and features 10+ classic prank calls and phrases from mul!ple 

characters like Bart, Homer, and of course Moe himself. In Mode 1 - pick up the phone's receiver and 

when you hear the tone, just dial any 7 digits to hear random prank calls from various Simpsons 

episodes. Just make sure to dial all seven numbers or you could be in for a surprise. In Mode 2 - the 

Prank Phone will randomly call you and play the prank calls once you pick up. 3 AAA baPeries 

required (included). (STL324669)  (4301/175554) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Roleplay SRP: $44.99 

 

JUL242776 

SIMPSONS TALKING KRUSTY DOLL (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific. Standing at 18" tall, the Talking Krusty Doll is made with a soW body and sculpted 

detailed head and is inspired by his look in the Treehouse of Horror III segment "Clown Without Pity." 

Krusty features two modes of play and is ac!vated with a Good/Evil switch on his back. He includes a 

pull string feature with classic phrases both good or evil depending on the mode selected. He comes 



in his classic original packaging and makes a great giW for any birthday or occasion. 3 LR44 cell 

baPeries required (included). (STL324667)  (4301/175504) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Doll SRP: $44.99 

 

JUL242777 

BEASTIE BOYS ULTIMATES WV1 ALASONDRO ALEGRA SABATOGE AF (Net 

From Super7. He may have been around the block a !me or two, but The Chief (as played by 

Alasondro Alegre) isn’t too old to take it to the streets and lead by example! This 7” scale, highly 

ar!culated Beas!e Boys ULTIMATES! figure is inspired by the iconic “Sabotage” music video directed 

by Spike Jonze and features Alasondro Alegre (as “The Chief”). Featuring intricate sculpt and 

premium paint detailing, this figure also comes with mul!ple interchangeable heads and hands, and 

an assortment of accessories including a cop car light, a walkie talkie, a pair of binoculars, a 

megaphone, and an axe. (STL321565)  (5577/UL-BBOY-08082) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $55.00 

 

JUL242778 

BEASTIE BOYS ULTIMATES WV1 NATHAN WIND SABATOGE AF (C: 

From Super7. For any good cop/bad cop rou!ne you need a really BAD cop, and Cochese (as played 

by Nathan Wind) will never be mistaken for the good cop. This 7” scale, highly ar!culated Beas!e 

Boys ULTIMATES! figure is inspired by the iconic “Sabotage” music video directed by Spike Jonze and 

features Nathan Wind as Cochese. Featuring intricate sculpt and premium paint detailing, this figure 

also comes with mul!ple interchangeable heads and hands, and an assortment of accessories 

including a CB radio, a pair of handcuffs, a bomb, and a nights!ck. (STL321564)  (5577/UL-BBOY-

08083) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $55.00 

 

JUL242779 

BEASTIE BOYS ULTIMATES WV1 VIC COLFARI SABATOGE AF (C: 

From Super7. He may ride in the back seat, but new guy Bobby, “The Rookie” (played by Vic Colfari) 

makes up for his lack of experience by having the speed and determina!on to chase down any perp! 

This 7” scale, highly ar!culated Beas!e Boys ULTIMATES! figure is inspired by the iconic “Sabotage” 

music video directed by Spike Jonze and features Vic Colfari as Bobby, “The Rookie”. Featuring 

intricate sculpt and premium paint detailing, this figure also comes with mul!ple interchangeable 

heads and hands, and an assortment of accessories including a briefcase of money, a coffee cup, a 

donut, and a walkie talkie. (STL321284)  (5577/UL-BBOY-08081) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $55.00 

 



JUL242780 

BTTF TIME TRAVEL MEMORIES 2 EXPANSION KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Doctor Collector! Great ScoP! Just when you thought your Back to the Future Kit couldn't get 

any bePer, here comes the Time Travel Memories II Expansion Kit! Dive deeper into the Doc and 

Marty !me travel adventure with new, never-before-seen memorabilia! This kit contains: Radioac!ve 

III envelope: Clock tower lightning plan scheme, Hill Valley fes!val newspaper clipping, George McFly 

honored newspaper clipping, Used cars Delorean ad, One nuclear bomb s!cker, Einstein's metallic 

dog tag, The Pinheads holographic guitar pick, Copernicus photo, Einstein photo, Welcome to Hill 

Valley postcard, Phone book sheet with Doc's address, Clock tower photo, Biff Tannen's pleasure 

paradise pin badge, Dr. E. Brown Enterprises envelope: 1885 Time train machine blueprint, 1985 

Delorean blueprint, 2015 Delorean blueprint, 1885 Envelope: Doc's lePer to Marty. (STL319844)  

(3714/DCBTTF11) (C: 1-1-2) 

Replica Kit SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242781 

BTTF TIME TRAVEL MEMORIES STANDARD EDITION (C: 1-1-2) 

From Doctor Collector. This box contains the memories that Marty collected during his !me travels to 

1955, 2015, 1885, and even to a parallel 1985, reminding him that his adventures with Doc were real. 

This kit includes: Marty's introduc!on LePer, OUTATIME "Distressed" License Plate 1; 1885: Hill Valley 

Telegraph Envelope, Doc's Tombstone Snapshot (Disappearing effect), Delgado Mine Map (84 cm x 

51cm), Buford Tannen Reward Poster, Hill Valley Map 1885; 1955: Hill Valley High School Envelope, 

Lou's Cafe Menu, Lorraine & George prom night portrait, Flux Capacitor Schema!c Diagram, 

Enchantment under the sea Flyer, Lorraine wallet portrait, Hill Valley Map 1955; 1985: Twin Pines 

Mall Bag, McFly Family Photo (Len!cular disappearing effect), Biff Tannen's Pleasure Paradise Casino 

Red chip, "Save the Clock Tower" Ribboned badge, "Do not open un!l 1985" Marty's lePer, Marty's 

"Slacker" Tardy Slip, "A Match Made in Space" Bookmarker, "Re-Elect Mayor Goldie Wilson" Badge, 

"Art in Revolu!on" Badge, "Save the Clock Tower" Flyer, "Dr. E. Brown Enterprises" Business card, Hill 

Valley Map 1985; 2015: Blast from the Past Bag, Cafe 80's Coaster (Len!cular effect), Double Sided 

Hoverboard Magazine Advert, Blast from the Past Receipt, Cafe 80's Len!cular Placemat, "You're 

fired" CUSCO Fax, Mr. Fusion s!cker, 3D Hill Valley Map (3D depth & len!cular effect). (STL308978)  

(3714/DCBTTF08) (C: 1-1-2) 

Replica Set SRP: $69.95 

 

JUL242782 

STAR TREK 2009 EXQUISITE SUPER SERIES SPOCK 1/12 PX AF 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Hiya Toys introduces the latest addi!on to the EXQUISITE 

SUPER Series: Spock from Star Trek 2009! Set on the day of James T. Kirk's birth, the storyline unfolds 

with his father's heroic sacrifice against a Romulan mining vessel. Meanwhile, Ambassador Spock, 

scorned by his Vulcan neighbors for his half-human heritage, becomes entangled in the events. This 

brand-new 1/12 scale Spock ac!on figure, standing at 6.2" tall, faithfully captures his appearance 

from the 2009 film. Clad in the iconic blue uniform craWed with real cloth, the figure offers superior 



poseability and aesthe!c appeal. Finely detailed accessories include Spock's communicator, phaser 

pistol, touchpad, and more. With a highly posable body, six interchangeable hands (including the 

iconic Vulcan live long and prosper hand gesture), and two interchangeable heads, you can recreate 

various dynamic ac!on poses from the movie. The figure comes with a special stand featuring the 

Star Trek logo, immersing you fully in the ambiance of the Star Trek universe! (STL325019) Scheduled 

to ship in May 2025.  (3425/ESS0266) (C: 0-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $89.99 

 

JUL242783 

CONAN THE BARBARIAN 1982 STATIC SIX 25IN STATUE (C: 1- 

From Mezco Toys. Between the !me when the oceans drank Atlan!s and the rise of the sons of 

Aryas, there was an age undreamed of. And unto this, Conan, des!ned to wear the jeweled crown of 

Aquilonia upon a troubled brow. Based on the iconic film poster painted by Renato Casaro for the 

1982 fantasy epic Conan the Barbarian, the mighty warrior is brought to life with Mezco Toyz's Sta!c 

Six: Conan the Barbarian! This statue translates Renato Casaro's art style into a 25" tall three-

dimensional tribute to his classic film poster: Conan stands triumphantly atop rocky terrain, wielding 

the Atlantean Sword toward the sky. Ready to strike in his signature helmet and chained gladiator 

loincloth, Conan is accompanied by the fearless brigand Valeria, who fiercely thrusts her sword into 

the ground. (STL322735)  (4830/14013) (C: 1-1-2) 

Statue SRP: $375.00 

 

JUL242784 

D&D 50TH ANNIVERSARY WARDUKE 7IN AF (MR) (C: 1-1-2) 

From NECA. Celebrate the 50th anniversary of Dungeons & Dragons with NECA and WizKids! For this 

special occasion, we have reimagined the classic Warduke ac!on figure release for the modern 

collector's market, with special touches to celebrate 50 years of D&D. Featuring a retro paint deco, 

evil mercenary Warduke fights for coin with a fearsome set of weapons—longsword with aPachable 

flame effect, short sword, dagger, and skull shield. This 50th Anniversary Warduke ac!on figure 

comes on blister card packaging that is a tribute to the original release. (STL323691)  (6338/52280) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

MATURE THEMES 

Figure SRP: $31.99 

 

JUL242785 

ET COLOR MINI FIGURES SET (C: 1-1-2) 

From Doctor Collector. From the amazing E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial movie comes this Pack of 3 highly 

detailed PVC figures in a 1982 Edi!on inspired by the typical toys of the '80s and will surely delight 

the most nostalgic fans. Each Figure stands approx. 2" and comes in blister card packaging. 

(STL314326)  (3714/DCET02) (C: 1-1-2) 



Figure Set SRP: $9.95 

 

JUL242786 

ET GLOWING MINI FIGURES SET (C: 1-1-2) 

From Doctor Collector. From the amazing E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial movie comes this Pack of 3 highly 

detailed PVC figures in a Glowing Edi!on. If you were always one of those kids who hid under the 

blankets to see your glowing figures shine, this set will blow your mind! Each Figure stands approx. 2" 

tall and comes in blister card packaging. (STL314330)  (3714/DCET03) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Set SRP: $12.95 

 

JUL242787 

ET GOLD MINI FIGURES SET (C: 1-1-2) 

From Doctor Collector. From the amazing E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial movie comes this Pack of 3 highly 

detailed PVC figures in a Golden Edi!on. The most demanding and exclusive fans will love this golden 

set! Each Figure stands approx. 2" tall and comes in blister card packaging. (STL314331)  

(3714/DCET04) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Set SRP: $12.95 

 

JUL242788 

SLAYER ULTIMATES WV2 MINOTAUR BLACK MAGIC 7IN AF (C: 1 

From Super7. In 1983, Slayer burst onto the LA heavy metal scene like an angry Minotaur hell-bent 

on destruc!on! This 7” scale, highly ar!culated Slayer ULTIMATES! Minotaur is inspired by the 

Baphomet Minotaur on the Show No Mercy cover art and is rendered in a dark grayscale as an 

homage to the album track “Black Magic.” Featuring intricate sculpt and premium paint detailing, 

this figure also comes with an interchangeable head and mul!ple interchangeable hands, a 

removable soW goods cape, and sword accessory. (STL321583)  (5577/UL-SLYR-08075) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $55.00 

 

JUL242789 

JURASSIC PARK WELCOME KIT STANDARD (C: 1-1-2) 

From Doctor Collector. Are you ready to visit Jurassic Park? Our Jurassic Park Welcome Kit is a real 

wonder that includes everything you need to enjoy our facili!es without missing anything. Includes: 

Metal Box, Welcome LePer, Entrance Ticket, "When dinosaurs ruled the earth" Banner Flag, Jurassic 

Park Brochure Map, Night Vision Googles Safety instruc!ons, VIP Visitor Pass with Lanyard, Jurassic 

Park Logo Pin, Embroidered Patch, Jurassic Park Exclusive Badge collec!on, Jurassic Park Exclusive 

Postcard, S!cker. This is a fic!onal product for collectors. It does not provide access to a real park. 

(STL308976)  (3714/DCJP01) (C: 1-1-2) 



Replica Kit SRP: $46.95 

 

JUL242790 

JURASSIC WORLD APEX PREDATOR KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Doctor Collector. Discover the Apex Predator Kit. This Kit is, together with the Indominus Kit, 

the last Welcome Kit ever created by Jurassic World. Everything was ready for the premiere of a new 

season at Jurassic World but the 2015 incident forced the permanent closure of the park. This Kit 

includes: Metal Box, Official Guide Book (107 pages), Welcome LePer, Entrance Ticket, VIP Visitor 

Pass with Lanyard, Jurassic World Banner Flag (135 x 45 cms), Jurassic World Brochure Map, Jurassic 

World Scandband, Metal Token, Jurassic World Pin, Camp Cretaceous Reserva!on postcard, Jurassic 

World Logo Pin, Jurassic World Exclusive Badge collec!on, Jurassic World Exclusive Postcard, 2 

S!ckers. (STL308983)  (3714/DCJW11) (C: 1-1-2) 

Replica Kit SRP: $46.95 

 

JUL242791 

MAJOR BENDIES POWER OF PAINS BARBARIAN 8IN AF (C: 0-1- 

From Major Bendies LLC. Introducing the Major Bandies Big Rubber Guy of the Power of Pain's 

Barbarian! This impressive collec!ble figurine embodies the rFiguraw power and intensity that made 

Barbarian a formidable force in the world of professional wrestling. With his muscular build, 

menacing expression, and trademark face paint, this iconic big rubber guy captures the fierce 

presence of Barbarian with remarkable detail. Whether you're a wrestling enthusiast or a fan of the 

Power of Pain tag team, this limited edi!on figurine is a must-have tribute to the indomitable 

strength of Barbarian. Unleash the power of the Barbarian and add this awe-inspiring collec!ble to 

your collec!on today! (STL323385)  (3710/BG0001POP) (C: 0-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL242792 

MAJOR BENDIES POWER OF PAINS DUSTY RHODES 8IN AF (C: 0 

From Major Bendies LLC. Introducing the Major Bandies Big Rubber Guy of Dusty Rhodes! This 

exclusive collec!ble figurine captures the essence of Dusty Rhodes, a legend in the world of 

professional wrestling. Standing tall and exuding charisma, the big rubber guy showcases Dusty's 

iconic style with intricate detailing and a powerful presence. A must-have for any wrestling fan or 

collector, this limited edi!on figurine pays tribute to the enduring legacy of Dusty Rhodes, a true icon 

in the ring. (STL323386)  (3710/MB0001DUS) (C: 0-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL242793 

MAJOR BENDIES POWER OF PAINS WARLORD 8IN AF (C: 0-1-2) 



From Major Bendies LLC. Introducing the cap!va!ng Francine Major Bendie, a must-have addi!on for 

any wrestling fan's collec!on. This exquisite figure captures the essence of the iconic Francine 

persona with remarkable aPen!on to detail and precision. Limited in quan!ty, this exclusive 

collec!ble promises to become the centerpiece of your wrestling memorabilia. (STL323384)  

(3710/BG0002POP) (C: 0-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL242794 

O/A MAJOR LEAGUE WRESTLING CHAMPIONSHIP BELT COLLECTION (C 

From Boss Fight Studio. Major League Wrestling fans rejoice, ac!on figures of your favorites are 

here! Recreate your favorite matches with figures, accessories, belts, and more! This fan-favorite belt 

accessory set allows all your 1:12-scale figures a chance at the championship! This set includes the 

World Heavyweight Championship Belt, The World Featherweight Championship Belt, the Na!onal 

Openweight Championship Belt, 2x World Tag Team Championship Belts, and the MLW Opera Cup. 

Make sure your figures get awarded for their matches in style! (STL266568) Available Now!  

(3419/MLWB01) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, United Arab Emirates, India, 

and Argen!na.(no south africa 6/6/18) 

Accessory Set SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242795 

O/A MAJOR LEAGUE WRESTLING JACOB FATU AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Boss Fight Studio. Major League Wrestling fans rejoice, ac!on figures of your favorites are 

here! Recreate your favorite matches with figures, accessories, belts, and more! Jacob Fatu, the 

Samoan Werewolf and former world champion, and Mads Krügger, the black hand of contra, are 

highly ar!culated with more than 30 points to show off the most insane poses you can dream up! He 

includes interchangeable head and hands, plus Jacob comes with a barbed-wire-wrapped kendo s!ck 

and Mads comes with a totokia club. (STL266565) Available Now!  (3419/MLW002) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, United Arab Emirates, India, and Argen!na.(no south africa 

6/6/18) 

Figure SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242796 

O/A MAJOR LEAGUE WRESTLING MADS KRUGGER AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Boss Fight Studio. Major League Wrestling fans rejoice, ac!on figures of your favorites are 

here! Recreate your favorite matches with figures, accessories, belts, and more! Mads Krügger, the 

black hand of contra, is highly ar!culated with more than 30 points to show off the most insane 

poses you can dream up! He includes interchangeable head and hands along with a totokia club for 

ul!mate figh!ng fun. (STL266566) Available Now!  (3419/MLW003) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available US, 

Canada, Mexico, Brazil, United Arab Emirates, India, and Argen!na.(no south africa 6/6/18) 



Figure SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242797 

MINECRAFT AXOLOTL LIGHT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Paladone Products. This cute axolotl light comes with two light modes and five colors, emiTng 

a soW glow to help you relax. Measuring 8 1/4" long, this axolotl shaped night light comes in the form 

of the most adorable MinecraW animal. POWER: Powered by 3x AA baPeries (not included). Enjoy 

this unique lamp anywhere throughout your home. (STL322682)  (2439/PP11743MCF) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Light SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL242798 

MINECRAFT DIAMOND SWORD LIGHT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Paladone Products. Bring your digital crea!ons into reality with the MinecraW Diamond Sword 

Desk Lamp. The 15 5/8" desk lamp is me!culously craWed to duplicate the authen!c design of the 

Diamond Sword from MinecraW. Keep the fun alive even aWer dark and may your dreams dwell on 

the extraordinary land of pixels and blocks. The Diamond Sword desk light has an energy-efficient 

LED light inside and is powered by a USB cable that you can plug into your computer. Even if the light 

if off, this works as a charming accent piece. USB cable included. (STL322684)  (2439/PP12711MC) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Lamp SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL242799 

MOTU MASTERVERSE CORE AF WAVE 11 ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaPel. The Masterverse line celebrates your favorite Master of the Universe characters, will re-

imagined designs and deco! The Masterverse collec!on includes fan favorite heroes and villains, all 

with highly detailed designs. Figures feature at least 30 points of ar!cula!on for extreme pose-ability 

and come with accessories - like a baPle accessory or extra hands - for epic storytelling. A must have 

for collectors and fans who treasure the MOTU legacy and appreciate that it's been expertly 

revitalized for the future. By the power of Grayskull! (STL299863)  (744/HYC44-999A) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $21.99 

 

JUL242800 

MOTU MASTERVERSE CORE AF WAVE 12 ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaPel. The Masterverse line celebrates your favorite Masters of the Universe characters, will 

re-imagined designs and deco! The Masterverse collec!on includes fan favorite heroes and villains, 



all with highly detailed designs. Figures feature at least 30 points of ar!cula!on for extreme pose-

ability and come with accessories, like a baPle accessory or extra hands,  for epic storytelling. A must 

have for collectors and fans who treasure the MOTU legacy and appreciate that it's been expertly 

revitalized for the future. By the power of Grayskull! Collect Revolu!on He-Man, Mekaneck, and Tri-

Klops. 

 (STL299868)  (744/HYC44-999B) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $21.99 

 

JUL242801 

MOTU ORIGINS CORE AF WAVE 17 ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaPel. With Masters of the Universe Origins ac!on figures, the magic of a 1980s childhood is 

back. Inspired by the MOTU toy line from the 80s, this line features key characters designed with a 

nostalgic look. Built at 5 1/2" scale, with 16 points of ar!cula!on for great baPle moves and poses, 

they come with at least 1 accessory and a themed mini comic. Collect Cartoon Teela, Cartoon Trap 

Jaw, and Zodac. (STL299854)  (744/HYD16-999D) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Figure SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL242802 

ONE 12 COLLECTIVE SUPERMAN RECOVERY SUIT EDITION AF (C 

From Mezco Toyz. "Don't let the oucit fool you. I'm Superman, and I'm back." Superman emerges 

from the Kryptonian Regenera!on Matrix and joins the One:12 Collec!ve! The One:12 Collec!ve 

Superman - Recovery Suit Edi!on is ouciPed in an all-black suit with the House of El family crest 

front and center. Worn in !mes where Superman's power is weakened, his Recovery Suit grants 

protec!on and absorbs solar energy to help accelerate regenera!on. Removable rocket boots and 

rocket thruster FX are included for the !mes where he is incapable of flight. Standing just over 6" tall, 

Superman comes with over 32 points of ar!cula!on, four head portraits in varying facial expressions 

and 12 interchangeable hands. The Man of Steel is always prepared, wearing an ammuni!on 

bandolier with removable belts, and equipped with 2 advanced Kryptonian weapons that can be held 

in his hands. The head of Cyborg Superman is included and can be held as well. (STL281823)  

(4830/76554) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $95.00 

 

JUL242803 

O/A ONE-12 COLLECTIVE GI JOE SNAKE EYES DLX ED AF (C: 1-1- 

From Mezco Toys. Enter Snake Eyes, the mysterious, highly classified commando and latest addi!on 

to the One:12 Collec!ve! The hybrid ninja-commando is armed and ready, complete with an 

overflowing arsenal including a three-sec!on nunchaku  6 grenades, submachine gun with 

removable silencer, two buPerfly swords, six shuriken in varying styles, and much more. His chest 



harness can hold a group of 3 grenades (permanently aPached) and his ninjato or falchion sword, his 

u!lity belt can hold his tanto knife, and his thigh holster can hold his handgun. Timber, Snake Eye's 

companion and pet wolf, is included and features 3 interchangeable head portraits as well as over 20 

points of ar!cula!on. Each One:12 Collec!ve G.I. Joe: Snake Eyes - Deluxe Edi!on figure is packaged 

in a collector friendly box with a display stand, designed with collectors in mind. (STL229044) 

Available Now!  (4830/76391) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $112.00 

 

JUL242804 

O/A SUPER MARIO 4IN FIGURES WV32 ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific. World of Nintendo brings many of it classic characters to the 4" format, these 

figures are poseable! igures include Hammer Bros, Red Toad, Luigi, Dry Bones, and Fire Mario. 

(STL265349) Available Now!  (4301/416374) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $10.99 

 

JUL242805 

O/A SONIC 2-1/2IN DIORAMA FLYING BATTERY ZONE SET CS (C: 1 

From Jakks Pacific. Recreate the ac!on from the games with this extraordinarily detailed Flying 

BaPery Zone Playset and its playable features. This playset includes a 2 1/2" scale Sonic figure and 

accessories on pegs to customize. Theres also a prop-blade Sonic must hold on to in order not to fly 

away. This playset is kid powered and does not require baPeries. Take your playset and have fun on 

the go! Build your Flying BaPery Zone Playset into a Sonic world by adding more Sonic the Hedgehog 

figures and accessories. The playset includes pegs for displaying Sonic figures and accessory pieces. 

(STL265318) Available Now!  (4301/414424) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Playset SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242806 

O/A SONIC EGG MOBILE BATTLE SET AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific. The Egg Mobile BaPle Set is sure to be a hit with kids and Sonic fans! You can 

recreate the ac!on from the games with this customizable baPle set and its playable features. The 

Egg Mobile has aPachments for the Egg Helicopter, Egg Digger, Egg Wrecker, and Egg Hammer. 

Playset comes with 14-unique pieces and can be customized into over 25 configura!ons. Reassemble 

to transform the Egg Mobile for con!nued play or display proudly. The Egg Mobile is kid-powered 

and stands at over 8-inches high. Includes a 2 1/2" Sonic figure and an exclusive 2 1/2" Dr. Eggman 

figure. (STL265338) Available Now!  (4301/414444) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Playset SRP: $44.99 



 

JUL242807 

SONIC PRIME 2-1/2IN AF WV4 MULTIPACK (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific. Jakks Pacific presents Sonic Prime 2 1/2" Ar!culated Figures featuring your 

favorite characters from Sonic Prime! Featuring incredible ar!cula!on, these figuresare perfect for 

both play and display. (STL321646)  (4301/422364) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Figure Pack SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242808 

SONIC PRIME 5IN AF WV4 ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific. Jakks Pacific presents Sonic Prime 5" Ar!culated Figures featuring your favorite 

characters from Sonic Prime! Featuring over 12 points of ar!cula!on, these figuresare perfect for 

both play and display. Collect Sonic Tropper, Sonic, Knucks, and BaPen Rouge! 

 (STL321643)  (4301/422294) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL242809 

O/A SONIC RINGS CS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific! Sonic Rings Set features Mo!on Ac!vated Sound! (STL265341) Available Now!  

(4301/416984) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Roleplay SRP: $20.99 

 

JUL242810 

STRANGER THINGS HAWKINS MEMORIES VECNAS CURSE EDITION  

From Doctor Collector. Immerse yourself in Stranger Things like you've never imagined. This box 

contains over 50 unique items and memories collected by the heroes of Hawkins between 1983 and 

1986, reminding us all that Stranger Things happened there. Stranger Things "Hawkins Memories" is 

the biggest collector's box ever made! (STL309004)  (3714/DCST01) (C: 1-1-2) 

Replica Kit SRP: $79.95 

 

JUL242811 

TMNT BST AXN IDW ALOPEX 5IN ACTION FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



From The Loyal Subjects. Bringing a fan favorite from the TMNT IDW comics into ac!on figure form, 

TLS presents Alopex with sculpts inspired by Mateus Santolouco. Ini!ally loyal to the Foot Clan, she 

breaks away to become an ally of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. Adorned with lightweight metal 

forearm and shin guards, wrapped fabric, and a taPered cape, she exudes agility and resilience. This 

1:15 scale, 5-inch figure features 31 points of ar!cula!on and includes two head portraits and three 

sets of interchangeable hand grips. Armed with twin Kamas, she's ready for baPle. Complete with a 

collector's card featuring exclusive art by Mateus Santolouco. (STL323465)  (2329/BATMNTALOWB01) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $21.99 

 

JUL242812 

TMNT BST AXN IDW RAT KING 5IN ACTION FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From The Loyal Subjects. Inspired by Mateus Santolouco's TMNT IDW comics, TLS introduces the 

mysterious Rat King ac!on figure. Adorned in a sophis!cated duster jacket, his appearance is eerily 

mummified with taPered rags clinging to his spindly frame. With me!culous detailing, every fabric 

wrap and leather duster is replicated, exuding an oily shine. This 1:15 scale, 5" figure features 31 

points of ar!cula!on, two head portraits, and mul!ple hand grips. Complete with a pet rat, magical 

flute, and collector card, he's a menacing addi!on to any collec!on, presented in a themed window 

box packaging showcasing exclusive art by Mateus Santolouco. (STL323473)  

(2329/BATMNTRATWB01) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $21.99 

 

JUL242813 

TMNT THE LAST RONIN ULT CASEY JONES 7IN AF (MR) (C: 1- 

From NECA! From the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles comic book series, The Last Ronin! In a future 

NYC far different than the one we know today, a lone surviving Turtle goes on a seemingly hopeless 

mission to obtain jus!ce for his fallen family and friends. Based on issue #3 of the comic, this Casey 

Jones figure stands in 7-inch scale with over 30 points of ar!cula!on and includes extra hands, head, 

loose mask, signature golf bag, sledgehammer, two baseball bats, hockey s!ck, and cricket bat 

(crumpet not included). Comes in collector-friendly window box packaging with opening flap 

featuring a custom illustra!on by The Last Ronin ar!st Ben Bishop. (STL323704)  (6338/54348) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

MATURE THEMES 

Figure SRP: $37.99 

 

JUL242814 

TMNT PVC STATUE 4-PACK (C: 1-1-3) 

From PCS Collec!bles. Premium Collec!bles Studio proudly presents the Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles PVC Statue 4-Pack! Based on their appearance in the unforgePable animated series that ran 



throughout the 80's and 90's, the four bodacious brothers strike a pose in these highly detailed 

collec!ble statues that can be displayed as a single piece or individually. Leonardo, Michelangelo, 

Raphael and Donatello show off their unique personali!es and add a retro feel to your collec!on in 

this one-of-a-kind set. Get a foot up on the compe!!on and add the TMNT 4-Pack to your collec!on 

today! (STL323194)  (7539/TMNT4PKGSEX) (C: 1-1-3) 

Statue Set SRP: $79.99 

 

JUL242815 

HELLO KITTY TAMAGOTCHI NANO 6PC ASSORTMENT (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA - Toy. You can now raise and nurture your Tamagotchi character with the help of Hello 

KiPy! Hello KiPy will give your Tamagotchi character milk or apple pie, keep the space clean, and for 

more Hello KiPy fun, play the Piano game, Balloon game, and Apple game! Comes in two shell 

designs to choose from. If you take good care of your Tamagotchi character, it will go on a journey to 

London with Hello KiPy! But if the Tamagotchi character is sad for too long, it will run away from 

home. BaPeries (2xLR44) included. For Ages 8+ (STL324714)  (9036/90165) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Virtual Pet SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242816 

BATMAN LIMITED EDITION 85TH ANNIVERSARY COLLECTIBLE COIN (Ne 

From FanaTk. Made in Gotham City! Created to celebrate the 85th anniversary of the infamous 

superhero, this coin’s face features four itera!ons of Batman across the decades. Both sides of this 

collec!ble are finished with an intricate, heavily embossed, enamel design with the reverse 

showcasing the iconic Batman Bat logo. In commemora!on of this anniversary, this coin has an 

edi!on size limited to just 1939 worldwide with each being individually numbered. Measuring 38mm 

in diameter, each coin is supplied within its own protec!ve acrylic display case which also contains 

infroma!on on the hero and includes an XL stand for display. (STL325358)  (3657/Z-DC60) 

Collector Coin SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242817 

BOGLINS ALIEN BOGLIN DRIZOUL 8IN COLLECTIBLE FIGURE (C 

From TriAc!on Toys. From the planet Bogzania comes Alien Boglins! Play!me just got a lot more 

interac!ve with the return of Boglins, the latest release from TriAc!on Toys. With their ultra-

stretchable arms, moveable/glow-in-the-dark eyes, creepy-cool manipula!ve faces, Boglins offer a 

huge dose of squish-able fun. (STL314651)  (3720/10021) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and 

Canada. 

Figure SRP: $39.99 

 



JUL242818 

BOGLINS ALIEN BOGLIN DWIZORK 8IN COLLECTIBLE FIGURE (C 

From TriAc!on Toys. From the planet Bogzania comes Alien Boglins! Play!me just got a lot more 

interac!ve with the return of Boglins, the latest release from TriAc!on Toys. With their ultra-

stretchable arms, moveable/glow-in-the-dark eyes, creepy-cool manipula!ve faces, Boglins offer a 

huge dose of squish-able fun. (STL314649)  (3720/10019) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and 

Canada. 

Figure SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242819 

BOGLINS ALIEN BOGLIN VIZLOBB 8IN COLLECTIBLE FIGURE (C 

From TriAc!on Toys. From the planet Bogzania comes Alien Boglins! Play!me just got a lot more 

interac!ve with the return of Boglins, the latest release from TriAc!on Toys. With their ultra-

stretchable arms, moveable/glow-in-the-dark eyes, creepy-cool manipula!ve faces, Boglins offer a 

huge dose of squish-able fun. (STL314650)  (3720/10020) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and 

Canada. 

Figure SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242820 

BOGLINS BAT BOGLIN DRAK 8IN COLLECTIBLE FIGURE (C: 1-1 

From TriAc!on Toys. Play!me just got a lot more interac!ve with the return of Boglins, the latest 

release from TriAc!on Toys. With their ultra-stretchable arms, moveable/glow-in-the-dark eyes, 

creepy-cool manipula!ve faces, Boglins offer a huge dose of squish-able fun. Bat Boglins simply 

shouldn't be. Although Boglin legend tells of these winged creatures, who would swoop down from 

the highlands to carry small animals (and some!mes young Boglins) away in the dead of night, these 

are the kinds of stories one tells children in order to get them to behave. There has, in fact, never 

been a confirmed sigh!ng un!l VERY recently. Looks like the stories are true. (STL314648)  

(3720/10026) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Figure SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242821 

BOGLINS BAT BOGLIN VLAD 8IN COLLECTIBLE FIGURE (C: 1-1 

From TriAc!on Toys. Play!me just got a lot more interac!ve with the return of Boglins, the latest 

release from TriAc!on Toys. With their ultra-stretchable arms, moveable/glow-in-the-dark eyes, 

creepy-cool manipula!ve faces, Boglins offer a huge dose of squish-able fun. Bat Boglins simply 

shouldn't be. Although Boglin legend tells of these winged creatures, who would swoop down from 

the highlands to carry small animals (and some!mes young Boglins) away in the dead of night, these 

are the kinds of stories one tells children in order to get them to behave. There has, in fact, never 



been a confirmed sigh!ng un!l VERY recently. Looks like the stories are true. (STL314647)  

(3720/10025) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Figure SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242822 

BOGLINS DARK LORD CRAZY CLOWN 8IN COLLECTIBLE FIGURE ( 

From TriAc!on Toys. Play!me just got a lot more interac!ve with the return of Boglins, the latest 

release from TriAc!on Toys. With their ultra-stretchable arms, moveable/glow-in-the-dark eyes, 

creepy-cool manipula!ve faces, Boglins offer a huge dose of squish-able fun. For many years, Crazy 

Clown was considered to be just a myth. Bogobones and Blobkin were said to whisper stories about 

him in children's ears at night as they slept, giving them horrible nightmares. (STL314646)  

(3720/10017) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Figure SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242823 

BOGLINS KING SPONK 8IN COLLECTIBLE FIGURE (C: 1-1-2) 

From TriAc!on Toys. Play!me just got a lot more interac!ve with the return of Boglins, the latest 

release from TriAc!on Toys. With their ultra-stretchable arms, moveable/glow-in-the-dark eyes, 

creepy-cool manipula!ve faces, Boglins offer a huge dose of squish-able fun. King Sponk of the 

Greedies! For hundreds of years the Greedies have raided other Boglands "borrowing" all manner of 

resources from other kingdoms. Some (most) would call that theW. (STL314645)  (3720/10013) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Figure SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242824 

BOGLINS KING WORT 8IN COLLECTIBLE FIGURE (C: 1-1-2) 

From TriAc!on Toys. Play!me just got a lot more interac!ve with the return of Boglins, the latest 

release from TriAc!on Toys. With their ultra-stretchable arms, moveable/glow-in-the-dark eyes, 

creepy-cool manipula!ve faces, Boglins offer a huge dose of squish-able fun. King Wort, so-called 

"King of the Freaks," has suffered the slings and arrows of many baPles in the Boglands. He caught 

almost everything hurled at him, but the ones he missed leW him pock marked for life. (STL314644)  

(3720/10011) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Figure SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242825 

DC HEROES BATMAN BLACK PX PVC 1/8 STATUE (C: 0-1-2) 



From PureArts. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Batman returns in his defini!ve black and gray costume! 

Capture the iconic artwork of one of the most famous Batman ar!sts of all !me with this impressive 

statue of the Caped Crusader from PureArts. Standing at an imposing 11" tall in 1/8 scale, Batman's 

cape billows around him, faithfully recrea!ng Neal Adams' original illustra!on, all the way down to 

the shadowy base! Me!culously craWed from PVC and ABS materials, this PREVIEWS Exclusive 

collec!ble is presented in a collector friendly full-color illustrated window box. A testament to the 

!meless legacy of Neal Adams, this remarkable rendi!on of the Dark Knight is sure to be a treasured 

addi!on to any DC collec!on! Limited to 2,000 Pieces. (STL277964)  (3617/PA006BA) (C: 0-1-2) 

Statue SRP: $85.00 

 

JUL242826 

DC HEROES SUPERMAN BLK & SILVER PX PVC 1/8 STATUE (C: 0-1-2) 

From PureArts. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Reimagine the iconic work of one of the most influen!al 

Superman creators of all !me with this striking statue from PureArts! Standing at an impressive 12" 

tall in 1/8-scale, Superman strikes a classic pose in his black regenera!on suit from Reign of the 

Supermen. Me!culously craWed from PVC and ABS materials, this PREVIEWS Exclusive collec!ble is 

presented in a collector friendly full color illustrated window box. An homage to the enduring legacy 

of John Byrne, this dynamic portrayal of Superman is sure to be a treasured addi!on to any DC 

collec!on! Limited to 1,000 Pieces. 

 (STL277968)  (3617/PA003SU) (C: 0-1-2 

Item SRP: $85.00 

 

JUL242827 

DC COMICS BATMAN LIMITED EDITION COLLECTIBLE COIN 

From Fana!k Collec!bles. The Caped Crusader can be seen on our embossed double-sided coin. 

Limited to only 9,995 worldwide and individually numbered, this coin is 38mm in diameter and 

supplied within a protec!ve acrylic cup within its display pack. The re-sealable packaging that the 

Coin comes in is made in the UK from recycled material and is also fully recyclable. (STL321286)  

(3657/THG-DC03) 

Collector Coin SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242828 

DC COMICS BATMAN LIMITED EDITION REPLICA BATARANG 

From Fana!k Collec!bles. BANG! BIFF! BAM! We are proud to present this officially licensed replica 

of  Batman's Batarang as seen in the comics. Limited to only 5,000 worldwide, this collec!ble is 

individually numbered and comes with a built-in display stand in its presenta!on box. (STL321278)  

(3657/THG-DC49) 

Replica SRP: $44.99 



 

JUL242829 

DC COMICS SUPERMAN LIMITED EDITION COLLECTIBLE COIN 

From Fana!k Collec!bles. Sent to Earth as Krypton's last hope of survival, the Man of Steel is heavily 

embossed onto this double-sided collec!ble coin. Limited to only 9,995 worldwide and individually 

numbered, this coin is 38mm in diameter and supplied within a protec!ve acrylic cup within its 

display pack. The re-sealable packaging that the Coin comes in is made in the UK from recycled 

material and is also fully recyclable. (STL321288)  (3657/THG-DC15) 

Collector Coin SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242830 

DC COMICS WONDER WOMAN LIMITED EDITION COLLECTIBLE COIN (Net 

From Fana!k Collec!bles. Wonder Woman and her Lasso of Truth are seen embossed onto this 

double-sided collec!ble coin. Limited to only 9,995 worldwide, each coin is individually numbered 

and measures 38mm in diameter. The re-sealable packaging included with the coin is made in the UK 

from recycled material and is fully recyclable. (STL321291)  (3657/THG-DC07) 

Collector Coin SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242831 

DC THE DARK KNIGHT LIMITED EDITION REPLICA BATARANG 

From Fana!k Collec!bles. We are proud to present this officially licensed replica of Batman's 

Batarang as seen in the Dark Knight Trilogy. Limited to only 5,000 worldwide, this collec!ble is 

individually numbered and comes with a built-in display stand in its presenta!on box. (STL321282)  

(3657/THG-DC53) 

Replica SRP: $44.99 

 

JUL242832 

FIVE NIGHTS AT FREDDYS FREDDY FAZBEAR NENDOROID AF (C: 

From Good Smile Company. Introducing the Nendoroid of Freddy Fazbear from the popular game 

Five Nights at Freddy's! This Nendoroid features three interchangeable face plates: a laughing face, a 

horror face, and an animatronic face, allowing for various expressions to be recreated. Addi!onally, it 

comes with a microphone and other op!onal parts for crea!ng different poses, bringing the iconic 

character to life in your collec!on. (STL317482) Scheduled to ship in November 2024.  

(6817/G17974) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, 

Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 

Nendoroid SRP: $43.99 

 



JUL242833 

STAR TREK SET OF 4 STARFLEET DIVISION MED .999 SILVER PLATED 

From FanaTk. This set of 4 heavily embossed .999 Silver Plated Medallions features the Divisions 

within Starfleet Academy. Each one is supplied with a display stand within the presenta!on box. The 

set is individually numbered and limited to only 1,000 Worldwide. (STL322487)  (3657/THG-TREK07S) 

Replica Set SRP: $64.99 

 

JUL242834 

WILLY WONKA COLLECTORS EDITION REPLICA GOLDEN TICKET 

From FanaTk. Enter the famous Chocolate Factory with your very own gold finish metal replica of 

the Golden Ticket. This officially licensed Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory collec!ble is heavily 

embossed, highly detailed and individually numbered. It also comes with a display stand in its 

presenta!on box. (STL322490)  (3657/THG-WON03) 

Replica SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242835 

YU GI OH LTD ED 24K GOLD PLATED COLLECTIBLE RED EYE DRAGON ( 

From FanaTk. Joey Wheeler's legendary card, Red Eyes B. Dragon can be seen on this highly detailed 

24k Gold Plated Metal Card. Limited to only 5,000 worldwide, this collec!ble is individually 

numbered. This heavily embossed piece comes with a display stand within its presenta!on box. Add 

this replica to your personal collec!on or giW it to the Yu-Gi-Oh! fan in your life! (STL320714)  

(3657/KON-YGO50G) 

Replica SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL242836 

YU GI OH MILLENIUM PUZZLE LIMITED EDITION UNISEX NECKLACE (N 

From Fana!k Collec!bles. Housing the soul of Yami Yugi, Yami Bakura and Zorc this mysterious 

Millennium Puzzle Necklace from Yu-Gi-Oh! is limited to 9,995 Worldwide and is individually 

numbered. (STL320722)  (3657/KON-YGO05) 

Necklace SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242837 

YUGI OH LTD ED 24K GOLD PLATED COLLECTIBLE BLUE EYES DRAGON  

From FanaTk. Limited to 5,000 worldwide, heavily embossed on both sides, individually numbered 

highly detailed 24k gold plated metal card. Supplied in a presenta!on box with a display stand. Add 



this replica to your personal collec!on or giW it to the Yu-Gi-Oh! fan in your life! (STL320715)  

(3657/KON-YGO30G) 

Replica SRP: $34.99 

 

FALLOUT 

 

JUL242838 

FALLOUT NUKA COLA BLASTER PX REPLICA WALL MOUNT (C: 1- 

From Fanwraps. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Presen!ng the mounted Nuka Cola Blaster! As seen in the 

Nuka Cola ads from Fallout 4, this 3D piece is great for your wall or desk display! Measures 4" wide 

by 3 3/4" tall. Includes integrated wall mount bracket and fold out desk display easel op!on, high-

quality ABS and PVC Construc!on, and chromed emiPer accents. (STL323109)  (3150/FWFO 3019) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Wall Display SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242839 

FALLOUT 4 NUKA COLA PX TIN TOTE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Fanwraps. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Quench your thirst for adventure with the Fallout 4 Nuka 

Cola Tin Tote from Fanwraps! This collec!ble !n tote showcases vibrant artwork from classic Nuka 

Cola ads, boas!ng an!-rust coa!ng and stunning full-color prin!ng. Measuring approximately 8" x 6-

1/2" x 4", it's the perfect addi!on to any Fallout collec!on. (STL323113)  (3150/FWFO 3012) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Tin Tote SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL242840 

FALLOUT SHELTER PRE-NUCLEAR PX TIN TOTE PROP (C: 1-1-2 

From Fanwraps. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! As seen in the Fallout Shelter mobile game, FanWraps 

presents the Vault-Tec Tin Tote Replica depic!ng artwork of a pre-nuclear fallout society. This 

collec!ble Tin Tote boasts vibrant full-color prin!ng and a durable an!-rust coa!ng with weathering 

details. Lunchbox measures approximately 7-3/4" x 6-3/4" x 4". (STL323112)  (3150/FWFO 3002) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Tin Tote SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL242841 

FALLOUT VAULT BOY PX DIE-CUT 6X9 METAL SIGN (C: 1-1-2) 



From Fanwraps. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Featuring Valt-tec's mascot from Fallout in his iconic thumbs-

up pose, this die cut metal Valt-boy sign stands approximately 17" tall by 11" wide with holes for easy 

display on any wall. (STL323110)  (3150/FWFO3068) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Wall Sign SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL242842 

FALLOUT VAULT-TEC WEATHERED PX TIN TOTE PROP REPLICA ( 

From Fanwraps. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Venture into the post-apocalyp!c world of Fallout with this 

exclusive Vault-Tec Weathered Tin Tote from Fanwraps! Inspired by the Fallout Shelter mobile game, 

this collec!ble Tin Tote boasts vibrant full-color prin!ng and a durable an!-rust coa!ng with 

weathered details that make it feel like a relic that survived the apocolypse! Lunchbox measures 

approximately 7-3/4" x 6-3/4" x 4". (STL323111)  (3150/FWFO - 3001) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Tin Tote SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL242843 

FALLOUT NUKA COLA PIN-UP 12X18 PX TIN SIGN REPLICA (C: 

From Fanwraps Inc. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Pulled directly from the Fallout 4 game files, this replica 

metal sign is embossed and features Nuka-Cola art. (STL326355) Scheduled to ship in July 2024.  

(3150) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Tin Sign SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL242844 

FALLOUT 4 FIGURE HANGERS 24PC BMB DS (C: 1-1-2) 

From UCC Distribu!on. These Fallout hangers make the ul!mate backpack buddy! Clip them or hang 

them just about anywhere! Each Fallout figure stands approximately 2-inches tall. (STL325060)  

(8643/59754) (C: 1-1-2) 

Backpack Clip SRP: $191.76 

 

JUL242845 

FALLOUT 76 FIGURE HANGERS 24PC BMB DS (C: 1-1-2) 

From UCC Distribu!on. These Fallout hangers make the ul!mate backpack buddy! Clip them or hang 

them just about anywhere! Each Fallout figure stands approximately 2-inches tall. (STL325065)  

(8643/31355) (C: 1-1-2) 

Bag Clip SRP: $191.76 



 

JUL242846 

FALLOUT NUKA COLA 32 OZ SOUVENIR CUP (C: 1-1-2) 

From Fanwraps. Immerse yourself in the iconic world of the Wasteland with every sip. This vibrant 

full-color printed cup showcases the legendary Nuka-Cola girl and the iconic Nuka-Cola logo. 

(STL323995)  (3150/FWFO3068) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Drinkware SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL242847 

FALLOUT NUKA COLA VINTAGE STYLE PUFF DECALS 5X8IN SHEET 10PC 

From Fanwraps. Get ready to add a retro flair to your belongings with the Nuka Cola Vintage Style 

Puff Decals 5x8in Sheet 10PC PPK Set! This set includes an assortment of nostalgic decals featuring 

iconic Nuka Cola imagery, including the classic Nuka Cola Girl standing at 2 1/2" tall, a large Nuka 

Cola Cap measuring 2", and the "Nuka World" logo at 2". Also included are a whimsical BoPle and 

Cappy duo standing at 2 1/2" tall, along with smaller Nuka Cola BoPles ranging from 1 1/4" to 1 1/2" 

in height. Perfect for personalizing laptops, water boPles, or any surface in need of a pop culture 

upgrade! (STL326789)  (3150/FWFO3069) (C: 1-1-1) 

S!cker Pack SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL242848 

FALLOUT T-51 NUKA COLA POWER ARMOR 1/6 SCALE AF (C: 1- 

From Threezero. From the highly-rated Fallout video game franchise, threezero is once again 

releasing the T-51 Power Armor featuring the iconic Nuka Cola branding. For the first !me ever, the 

Nuka Cola armor pla!ng is available as a full figure with a highly-ar!culated endoskeleton body and 

laser rifle. The 1/6 T-51 Nuka Cola Power Armor showcases the classic red and white color scheme 

and logo of the popular beverage company Nuka Cola. Along with threezero's exquisite weathering 

paint technique, the figure captures the armor's post-apocalyp!c aesthe!c. The 1/6 T-51 Nuka Cola 

Power Armor is equipped with an endoskeleton body with over 35 points of ar!cula!on and 

magne!c connec!on points, allowing for freely interchangeable armor pieces that are compa!ble 

with all other threezero Fallout Power Armor figures. The helmet features an LED light-up func!on, 

and accessories include a detailed male head sculpt that can be swapped with the helmet as well as 

a signature AER-9 laser rifle. (STL320130)  (2026/3Z07730W0) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $429.99 

 

JUL242852 

FALLOUT SURFACE NEVER VAULT FOREVER 12X18 TIN SIGN REPLICA ( 



From Fanwraps Inc. FanWraps presents the 12 x 18 Surface-Never/Vault-Forever Vintage Metal sign 

replica as seen in Fallout in-game adver!sing. (STL326365) Scheduled to ship in July 2024.  (3150) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Tin Sign SRP: $22.99 

 

JUL242853 

FALLOUT T-60 POWER ARMOR 3IN FIGURE (C: 1-1-2) 

From ToyNK Toys. From Fallout, this T-60 Power Armor 3-Inch figure is sure to bring some 

Brotherhood flair to your desk! (STL326311) Scheduled to ship in October 2024.  (6700/SYN-

2631680-C) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Vinyl Figure SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL242854 

FALLOUT VAULT BOY THUMBS UP 3IN FIGURE (C: 1-1-2) 

From ToyNK Toys. From Fallout, this Vault-Tec Vault Boy 3-Inch figure is sure to bring some pep to 

your desk! (STL326312) Scheduled to ship in October 2024.  (6700/SYN-2631673-C) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Vinyl Figure SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL242855 

FALLOUT EXCAVATOR & VAULT BOY (GUN) 3IN FIG 2PKDEATHCLAW BAF 

From ToyNK Toys. Explore the world of Fallout with these 3" figure 2-packs from Syndicate 

Collec!bles! The Series 1 Fallout figure line features highly detailed, fully painted non-ar!culated 

figures in a 3-inch style. Figures come packaged together in a collector-frinedly window box, with 

each two-pack containing a piece to build the a 6-inch long Deathclaw figure! Collect all 6 two-packs 

to build Deathclaw! (STL327349) Scheduled to ship in November 2024.  (6700/SYN-2631505-C) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure Pack SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242856 

FALLOUT NUKATRON & SYNTH 3IN FIG 2PK DEATHCLAW BAF (C: 

From ToyNK Toys. Explore the world of Fallout with these 3" figure 2-packs from Syndicate 

Collec!bles! The Series 1 Fallout figure line features highly detailed, fully painted non-ar!culated 

figures in a 3-inch style. Figures come packaged together in a collector-frinedly window box, with 

each two-pack containing a piece to build the a 6-inch long Deathclaw figure! Collect all 6 two-packs 

to build Deathclaw! (STL327350) Scheduled to ship in November 2024.  (6700/SYN-2631512-C) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Figure Pack SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242857 

FALLOUT RAIDER & VAULT BOY (STRONG) 3IN FIG 2PKDEATHCLAW BAF 

From ToyNK Toys. Explore the world of Fallout with these 3" figure 2-packs from Syndicate 

Collec!bles! The Series 1 Fallout figure line features highly detailed, fully painted non-ar!culated 

figures in a 3-inch style. Figures come packaged together in a collector-frinedly window box, with 

each two-pack containing a piece to build the a 6-inch long Deathclaw figure! Collect all 6 two-packs 

to build Deathclaw! (STL327353) Scheduled to ship in November 2024.  (6700/SYN-2631543-C) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure Pack SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242858 

FALLOUT T-51 & VAULT BOY (CLASSIC) 3IN FIG 2PK DEATHCLAW BAF 

From ToyNK Toys. Explore the world of Fallout with these 3" figure 2-packs from Syndicate 

Collec!bles! The Series 1 Fallout figure line features highly detailed, fully painted non-ar!culated 

figures in a 3-inch style. Figures come packaged together in a collector-frinedly window box, with 

each two-pack containing a piece to build the a 6-inch long Deathclaw figure! Collect all 6 two-packs 

to build Deathclaw! (STL327354) Scheduled to ship in November 2024.  (6700/SYN-2631550-C) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure Pack SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242859 

FALLOUT T-60 & VAULT BOY (POWER) 3IN FIG 2PK DEATHCLAW BAF ( 

From ToyNK Toys. Explore the world of Fallout with these 3" figure 2-packs from Syndicate 

Collec!bles! The Series 1 Fallout figure line features highly detailed, fully painted non-ar!culated 

figures in a 3-inch style. Figures come packaged together in a collector-frinedly window box, with 

each two-pack containing a piece to build the a 6-inch long Deathclaw figure! Collect all 6 two-packs 

to build Deathclaw! (STL327351) Scheduled to ship in November 2024.  (6700/SYN-2631529-C) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure Pack SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242860 

FALLOUT X01 & PROTECTRON 3IN FIG 2PK DEATHCLAW BAF (C: 

From ToyNK Toys. Explore the world of Fallout with these 3" figure 2-packs from Syndicate 

Collec!bles! The Series 1 Fallout figure line features highly detailed, fully painted non-ar!culated 

figures in a 3-inch style. Figures come packaged together in a collector-frinedly window box, with 



each two-pack containing a piece to build the a 6-inch long Deathclaw figure! Collect all 6 two-packs 

to build Deathclaw! (STL327352) Scheduled to ship in November 2024.  (6700/SYN-2631536-C) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure Pack SRP: $19.99 

 

SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS 

 

JUL242861 

O/A PHUNNY SPONGEBOB JELLYFISHIN PATRICK STAR 8IN PLUSH (C: 1-1- 

From Kid Robot. A celebra!on of the 20th Anniversary of Spongebob Squarepants isn't complete 

without the other STAR of the long-running Nickelodeon show... Patrick Star! Kidrobot and 

Nickelodeon have teamed up to bring to life Nick 90's cartoons with the Kidrobot x Nick 90's 

Collec!on including this plushie version of your favorite starfish, Patrick Star catching Jelly Fish. This 

premium Spongebob Squarepants Patrick Star plush stuffed toy sits 8 inches tall. (STL180670) 

Available Now!  (6338/KR16759) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Plush SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242862 

O/A SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS 15IN MEDIUM PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kid Robot. Get a serious hit of cartoon nostalgia with the 15-inch SpongeBob Plush! Featuring 

your favorite absorbent pal SpongeBob SquarePants, this premium plush is one bowl of sugary cereal 

away from the perfect Sunday morning. (STL169191) Available Now!  (6338/KR16400) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK and Ireland. 

Plush SRP: $26.99 

 

JUL242863 

O/A SPONGEBOB PATRICK WITH ICE CREAM HUGME 16IN PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kid Robot. Kidrobot brings everyone's favorite pink sea star from Spongebob Squarepants to 

life with the new Patrick with Ice Cream 16" HugMe Shake Ac!on plush! Icecream cones in hand, 

Patrick Star is about to jump into your arms from deep down in Bikini BoPom for a big sloppy hug! As 

with all HugMe plush, this comes with Kidrobot's signature vibra!ng shake ac!on unit with 

removable baPeries for an addi!onal snuggly sensa!onal hug. Shake ac!on when you hug it! Shake 

ac!on when you clap! (STL180668) Available Now!  (6338/KR16820) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Plush SRP: $30.99 

 

JUL242864 



O/A SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS RAINBOW HUGME 16IN PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kid Robot. Kidrobot brings everyone's favorite sea sponge and IMAGINATION to life with the 

new SpongeBob SquarePants Rainbow 16" HugMe Shake Ac!on plush! Squeeze and hug all 16 inches 

of this HugMe vibra!ng plushie friend! As with all HugMe plush, this comes with Kidrobot's signature 

vibra!ng shake ac!on unit with removable baPeries for an addi!onal snuggly sensa!onal hug. 

Requires 3 AA baPeries included. (STL184701) Available Now!  (6338/KR16920) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Plush SRP: $33.99 

 

JUL242865 

O/A SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS 144PC BUCKET OF BUTTONS (C: 1-1-2) 

From NMR Distribu!on America. Travel to Bikini BoPom with Spongebob Squarepants and his friends 

with this Bucket o' BuPons! The 144 individual buPons feature 12 unique designs to collect and love, 

and each buPon measures about 1 1/4-inches in diameter. (STL235803) Available Now!  

(4945/BKT144-SBOB) (C: 1-1-2) 

BuPon SRP: $0.99 

 

JUL242866 

O/A SPONGEBOB KRABBY PATTIES 500PC PUZZLE (C: 1 (C: 1-1-2) 

From NMR Distribu!on. Get ready for nau!cal nonsense when you put together this lively 500-piece 

puzzle featuring Bikini BoPom's very own SpongeBob SquarePants and other underwater ci!zens! 

(STL178253) Available Now!  (4945/62127) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.K, 

European Union, Canada, Australia, & New Zealand 

Puzzle SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242867 

SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS BOLD AND BRASH 500 PC PUZZLE (C: 

From NMR Distribu!on. Get ready for nau!cal nonsense when you put together this lively 500 piece 

puzzle featuring Squidward's masterpiece Bold and Brash. These jigsaw puzzles are designed by 

AQUARIUS, officially licensed, and 100% authen!c. (STL324584)  (4945/62254) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Plush SRP: $14.98 

 

JUL242868 

O/A SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS IMAGINATION 500PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 



From NMR Distribu!on. It's SpongeBob, Patrick, and the power of imagina!on! Dream up your own 

sound effects as you hang out with these best buddies from Bikini BoPom and assemble this 500-

piece puzzle. (STL178265) Available Now!  (4945/62188) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 

States, U.K, European Union, Canada, Australia, & New Zealand 

Puzzle SRP: $13.99 

 

JUL242869 

SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS CAST 1000 PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 

From NMR Distribu!on. Get ready for nau!cal nonsense when you put together this lively 1000-

piece puzzle featuring Bikini BoPom's very own SpongeBob SquarePants and it's other underwater 

ci!zens. The completed puzzle measures 20 x 28 inches. (STL324587)  (4945/65361) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $17.98 

 

JUL242870 

SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS CAST 3000 PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 

From NMR Distribu!on. Dive into Bikini BoPom with this colorful 3000-piece puzzle where every 

ci!zen is present and accounted for. Can you spot your favorite? The completed puzzle measures 32 x 

45 inches. (STL324588)  (4945/68508) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $34.98 

 

JUL242871 

SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS SPONGEBOB GNERD GNOME (C: 1-1-2) 

From Surreal Entertainment. Have no fear Spongebob is here to save your lawn! He brings a liPle bit 

of bikini boPom to your lawn! This GNerd Gnome measures about 8" tall. (STL312311)  (1824/GNM-

NICK-SB) (C: 1-1-2) 

Lawn Ornament SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL242872 

SPONGEBOB VAN GOGH ART BY NUMBERS PAINTING KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From NMR Distribu!on America. Enjoy crea!ng your own masterpiece with this paint by number kit 

inspired by Spongebob Squarepants. This art by numbers kit will help you create a stunning work of 

art and decrease stress. Each paint by numbers kit comes complete with 24 paint canisters, 3 high 

quality nylon paint brushes, pre-stretched 16" x 20" canvas on a wooden frame and the hanging kit 

to showcase your masterpiece once complete. (STL273923)  (4945/88005) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, EU, UK, Australia, NZ 



Art Kit SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL242873 

SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS HEADING OUT MEME VINYL STICKER (C: 1-1 

From Zen Monkey Studios. Bring some Bikini BoPom flair with these Vinyl s!ckers from Zen Monkey 

Studios! These high quality s!ckers measure 5-6" tall and come individually packaged on branded 

backing cards. (STL325566)  (3423/SBOB-STCK-HEADO) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and 

Canada. 

S!cker SRP: $5.00 

 

JUL242874 

SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS HEARTBROKEN VINYL STICKER (C: 1-1-2) 

From Zen Monkey Studios. Bring some Bikini BoPom flair with these Vinyl s!ckers from Zen Monkey 

Studios! These high quality s!ckers measure 5-6" tall and come individually packaged on branded 

backing cards. (STL325582)  (3423/SBOB-STCK-HEART) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and 

Canada. 

S!cker SRP: $5.00 

 

JUL242875 

SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS HUGGING GARY VINYL STICKER (C: 1-1-2) 

From Zen Monkey Studios. Bring some Bikini BoPom flair with these Vinyl s!ckers from Zen Monkey 

Studios! These high quality s!ckers measure 5-6" tall and come individually packaged on branded 

backing cards. (STL325573)  (3423/SBOB-STCK-HUGGA) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and 

Canada. 

S!cker SRP: $5.00 

 

JUL242876 

SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS KRABBY PATTIES MEME VINYL STICKER (C:  

From Zen Monkey Studios. Bring some Bikini BoPom flair with these Vinyl s!ckers from Zen Monkey 

Studios! These high quality s!ckers measure 5-6" tall and come individually packaged on branded 

backing cards. (STL325583)  (3423/SBOB-STCK-YOULI) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and 

Canada. 

S!cker SRP: $5.00 

 

JUL242877 



SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS LEEDLE LEEDLE LEE VINYL STICKER (C: 1- 

From Zen Monkey Studios. Bring some Bikini BoPom flair with these Vinyl s!ckers from Zen Monkey 

Studios! These high quality s!ckers measure 5-6" tall and come individually packaged on branded 

backing cards. (STL325577)  (3423/SBOB-STCK-LEEDL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and 

Canada. 

S!cker SRP: $5.00 

 

JUL242878 

SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS SAVAGE PATRICK MEME VINYL STICKER (C:  

From Zen Monkey Studios. Bring some Bikini BoPom flair with these Vinyl s!ckers from Zen Monkey 

Studios! These high quality s!ckers measure 5-6" tall and come individually packaged on branded 

backing cards. (STL325580)  (3423/SBOB-STCK-SAVAG) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and 

Canada. 

S!cker SRP: $5.00 

 

JUL242879 

YOUTOOZ SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS BAND GEEKS VINYL FIGURE  

From Yootooz. SpongeBob and Patrick return to Youtooz to take center stage, rock out, and entertain 

the masses with their new vinyl figures! Dressed in bright red band oucits with gold trim and tall 

embellished hats that have short black brims, they stand (or sit) at 4 3/4" tall while being absolute 

masters of their instruments. SpongeBob leans back with an outstretched poin!ng hand as he holds 

a grey microphone up to his curved mouth while his long nose flicks back in front of closed 

scrunched eyes. While Patrick wears the sweetest rectangular shades and swings his drums!cks 

drama!cally to bust out some groovy beats on the drum kit that surrounds him with octagonal pads. 

This collec!ble ships in a maPe, embossed, protec!ve outer sleeve and a custom sized plas!c 

protector for maximum protec!on during shipping. (STL321760)  (3599/BANDGEEKS) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure Set SRP: $37.99 

 

JUL242880 

YOUTOOZ SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS HUNGRY GARY VINYL FIGURE 

From Youtooz. Ok, ok! We know it's !me to eat and we're coming! That's right Gary makes his 

Youtooz vinyl debut just in !me for dinner! Rearing up to stand at 3 7/8" tall from the top of his 

extended half lidded blues eyes down to thick tail, this hungry snail comes packaged in a fully 

illustrated window box. (STL321871)  (3599/HUNGRYGARY) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $29.99 

 



JUL242881 

YOUTOOZ SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS PILE O MONEY MR KRABS VIN FIG  

From Youtooz. Mr. Krabs returns to Youtooz to show everyone that he's not just a businessman, he's 

the business man! Laying upon a mountain of 'hard earned' green dollar bills to come in at 4 1/8" tall 

and gazing up longingly at the note held in a raised claw, Mr. Krabs comes packaged in a fully 

illustrated window box. (STL321872)  (3599/PILEOMONEYMRKRA) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242882 

YOUTOOZ SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS SAD SPONGEBOB VINYL FIGURE (Ne 

From Youtooz. SpongeBob has searched everywhere for Gary only to end up at Youtooz, so we've got 

to lend him a hand! Standing at 4" tall with his eyebrows hanging over a pair of huge sorrowful eyes 

that emit a single teardrop, he comes packaged in a fully illustrated window box. (STL321864)  

(3599/SADSPONGEBOB) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $29.99 

 

PUZZLES 

 

JUL242883 

JIXELZ REMIX SONIC AND COIN 750PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 

From TOMY Interna!onal. Classic puzzle fun becomes an adventure in pixelated crea!vity! Each set 

comes with 750 vibrant, precision-cut micro jigsaw pieces. Follow the templates to transform the !ny 

pixel puzzle pieces into either four mini designs or one GIANT design. Choose from Sonic or Shadow 

designs. (STL323185)  (8335/T73685) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242884 

JIXELZ REMIX SONIC SHADOW 750PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 

From TOMY Interna!onal. Classic puzzle fun becomes an adventure in pixelated crea!vity! Each set 

comes with 750 vibrant, precision-cut micro jigsaw pieces. Follow the templates to transform the !ny 

pixel puzzle pieces into either four mini designs or one GIANT design. (STL323189)  (8335/T73686) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242885 



JIXELZ REMIX SONIC ISLAND 1250PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 

From TOMY Interna!onal. Classic puzzle fun becomes an adventure in pixelated crea!vity! Each set 

comes with 1250 vibrant, precision-cut micro jigsaw pieces. Follow the templates to transform the 

!ny pixel puzzle pieces into either four mini designs or one GIANT design. (STL323191)  

(8335/T73687) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $18.99 

 

JUL242886 

JIXELZ SONIC HEADS 6PC ASST PDQ (C: 1-1-2) 

From TOMY Interna!onal. Carry out your wildest kidult fantasies and JIXELATE your favourite 

characters from video games to anime and pop culture brands. Each 250 piece set allows for small 

head builds of your favorite Sonic characters with colorful jigsaw-shaped building pieces. Choose 

from Sonic or Knuckles puzzles. (STL323175)  (8335/T73684) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $47.94 

 

JUL242887 

POKEMON IT ALWAYS BEGINS WITH 500PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ensky. Every Pokémon Master's journey begins with choosing their starter Pokemon! This 500-

piece puzzle showcases Pokémon of the main three starter elements: fire, water, and grass. 

Completed puzzle is about 15" x 21". Made of jigsaw cardboard paper. (STL322070)  

(3647/ENS51842) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $25.00 

 

JUL242888 

POKEMON LETS EAT TOGETHER CELEBRATION CAKE 500PC PUZZLE (Net 

From Ensky. Celebrate with all your Pokémon friends! This 500-piece puzzle is bright, cheerful, and so 

much fun. Features various Pokémon around a celebra!on cake. Completed puzzle is about 15" x 

21". Made of jigsaw cardboard paper. (STL321958)  (3647/ENS51843) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $25.00 

 

JUL242889 

POKEMON POSTAGE STAMP ART 108PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 



From Ensky. A 108-piece puzzle with large pieces for easy building! This puzzle features a variety of 

iconic Pokémon, each with its own fun stamp. The completed puzzle is about 10 1/4" x 15". 

(STL322071)  (3647/ENS51838) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242890 

TOM AND JERRY HALL OF FAME 1000PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ravensburger USA. Celebrate this classic duo's adventures and achievements with the "Tom & 

Jerry: Hall of Fame" puzzle! These two frenemies started their cat and mouse game in movie theaters 

back in 1940 in the animated short, Puss Gets the Boot. One hundred shorts and seven Oscars later, 

they've lit up the small screen in cartoons since the 1960s, and are s!ll on TV today! The Hall of Fame 

includes classics like the cat and mouse robots, costumes from The Two Mouseketeers, and even 

their rival Spike. Puzzle up some explosive fun! (STL315997)  (1374/12000408) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242891 

FLINTSTONES 1000PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ravensburger USA. Yabba dabba doo! Meet that modern stone age family — it’s The 

Flintstones!  Relive those dinosaur-size-fun !mes with our prehistoric-themed puzzle and celebrate 

The Flintstones! A tribute to their clever “high-tech” gadgets and memorable moments spent with 

friends and family, hang out with Fred, Wilma, Pebbles, Barney, BePy and Bamm-Bamm in their town 

of Bedrock. A great giW for any Flintstones fan, this 1,000-piece jigsaw puzzle combines cap!va!ng 

imagery with clean-cut pieces and Ravensburger’s perfect interlocking fit for a most pleasurable 

puzzling experience! (STL315995)  (1374/12000407) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242892 

SPACE JAM FINAL DUNK 1000PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ravensburger USA. Alley-oop! It's Tunes vs. Monstars in the "Space Jam: Final Dunk" puzzle! 

The Secret Stuff is flowing, spirits are high, and the Looney Tunes team is poised to stuff it to the 

compe!!on! The Tunes need to win this game or they'll be forced to become aPrac!ons in the evil 

Swackhammer's Moron Mountain amusement park. But the aliens have stolen the essence of top 

basketball players and have some serious moves on the court. Good thing Lola Bunny is an ace player 

and, along with Bugs, Daffy, Tweety and the rest of the gang, can bring it home! This 1,000-piece 

jigsaw puzzle combines cap!va!ng imagery with clean-cut pieces and Ravensburger's perfect 

interlocking fit for a most pleasurable puzzling experience! (STL315994)  (1374/12000406) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 



Puzzle SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242893 

SCOOBY DOO UNMASKING 1000PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ravensburger USA. Jeepers, you’re the Creeper? Fit the pieces together to reveal all in our 

“Scooby Doo Unmasking” puzzle! You’ve ploPed the perfect crime, stealing money from the bank 

without being caught! Dressed as the scary Creeper, you stopped the bank guard, but now need to 

retrieve the incrimina!ng evidence he had and destroy it. You almost got away with it, but those 

meddling kids and their dog unmasked you before you could get the evidence back! Rendered from 

the point of view of the villain, this scene finds Fred, Daphne, Velma, Shaggy, and Scooby-Doo solving 

the mystery of the scary Creeper! (STL315993)  (1374/12000405) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242894 

THE IRON GIANT BY DKNG 20X28IN 1000 PIECE PUZZLE (C: 1 

From Mondo Tees. Construct your very own metal man and celebrate one of the greatest animated 

films ever made, director Brad Bird's The Iron Giant. DKNG's glorious 2016 Mondo poster is reprised 

in this 1000-piece 20" x 28" puzzle, but it doesn't have to be a puzzle. Once you've pieced it together, 

you can choose to put it away, or you can frame it on your wall! (STL315943)  (3294/PZWB-IG0010) 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Puzzle SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242895 

TERROR OF MECHAGODZILLA BY TOM WHALEN 20X28IN 1000 PC PUZZLE 

From Mondo Tees. The Terror of Mechagodzilla design from Tom Whalen makes for a perfectly 

balanced puzzle; it incorporates bold colors, non-english characters, and striking visuals to serve as 

design keystones for an experience that provides a challenge without feeling impossible. We love 

that we were able to breathe new life into this illustra!on and share it with more fans aWer its debut 

as a variant poster. Tom Whalen pits Godzilla against MechaGodzilla 2 and Titanosaurus in this work 

first featured in the Godzilla: A Poster Show gallery event in March of 2020. This 20" x 28" puzzle 

features the variant colorway originally available as an edi!on of 125. (STL315941)  (3294/PZ-GZ001) 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Puzzle SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242896 

MOTU HE-MAN BY FLORIAN BERTMER 20X28IN 1000 PIECE PUZZLE (Ne 



From Mondo Tees. In the uncharted reaches of space, the denizens of Eternia are locked in an 

endless war of good vs. evil... which has now found its way through the galaxies to your living room 

table. In this stunning 1000-Piece Masters of the Universe puzzle by ar!st Florian Bertmer, He-Man 

stands tall against the mythical Grayskull, Power Sword in hand, ready to defend his homeworld from 

encroaching darkness. (STL315929)  (3294/PZHB-MOTU002) (C: 1-1-2) 

Puzzle SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242897 

THE DARK CRYSTAL BY KEN TAYLOR 20X28IN 1000 PIECE PUZZLE (Ne 

From Mondo Tees. Missed The Dark Crystal the first !me around? Piece together Ken Taylor's design 

with this 1000-piece puzzle. Originally released as a poster at SDCC 2018 in an edi!on of 325. 

(STL315923)  (3294/PZ-JH-1000-51) (C: 1-1-2) 

Puzzle SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242898 

GODZILLA BY PHANTOM CITY CREATIVE 20X28IN 1000 PIECE PUZZLE  

From Mondo Tees. Missed Godzilla the first !me around? Piece together Phantom City Crea!ve's 

design with this 1000-piece puzzle. Originally released as a poster at SDCC 2013 in an edi!on of 275. 

(STL315921)  (3294/PZ-TH-1000-49) (C: 1-1-2) 

Puzzle SRP: $20.00 

 

JUL242899 

DISNEY VILLAINOUS CRUELLA DE VIL 1000PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1 

From Ravensburger USA. Enjoy puzzling the magnificent realms of your favorite Disney Villains. 

Watch as the wicked ways, sinister spells, and devious deeds unfold as each piece is connected. All 

Villainous puzzles are based on the award winning family game Disney Villainous by Ravensburger. 

Collect and build all six: 101 Dalma!ans' Cruella de Vil, Aladdin's Jafar, Peter Pan's Captain Hook, 

Pete, Robin Hood's Prince John, and Tangled's Mother Gothel. Each 1,000-piece jigsaw puzzle 

combines cap!va!ng imagery with clean-cut pieces and Ravensburger's perfect interlocking fit for a 

most pleasurable puzzling experience. (STL315986)  (1374/12001124) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242900 

DISNEY VILLAINOUS CAPTAIN HOOK 1000PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2 

From Ravensburger USA. This 1000-piece puzzle is all about Captain Hook, Neverland's most famous 

pirate and Peter Pan's arch nemesis. Assemble the puzzle to see more about this villain and his most 



epic moments as well as some other characters like Peter Pan, Mr. Smee, Tinker Bell and many more. 

All Villainous puzzles are based on the award winning family game "Villainous" by Ravensburger. 

(STL315967)  (1374/12001107) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242901 

DISNEY VILLAINOUS JAFAR 1000PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ravensburger USA. Reveal the ul!mately evil Jafar, Grand Vizier of Agrabah, in this 1000-piece 

puzzle. This puzzle includes different characters from Disney`s Aladdin and iconic scenes of the 

frightening and powerful Jafar! Enjoy puzzling the magnificent realms of your favorite Disney Villains. 

Watch as the wicked ways, sinister spells, and devious deeds unfold as each piece is connected. 

Collect and build all six. (STL315970)  (1374/15023) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242902 

DISNEY VILLAINOUS MOTHER GOTHEL 1000PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1- 

From Ravensburger USA. Part of our Disney Villainous line, and a fun puzzle for every fan! The image 

includes a rendering of the corresponding Disney Villainous game’s sculpted piece; Mother Gothel’s 

golden-yellow mover. This 1,000-piece jigsaw puzzle combines cap!va!ng imagery with clean-cut 

pieces and Ravensburger’s perfect interlocking fit for a most pleasurable puzzling experience. Create 

memorable moments with Ravensburger premium puzzles! (STL315988)  (1374/12001127) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242903 

DISNEY VILLAINOUS PETE 1000PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ravensburger USA. The image includes a rendering of the corresponding Disney Villainous 

game’s sculpted piece; Pete’s black mover. This 1,000-piece jigsaw puzzle combines cap!va!ng 

imagery with clean-cut pieces and Ravensburger’s perfect interlocking fit for a most pleasurable 

puzzling experience. Create memorable moments with Ravensburger premium puzzles! (STL315987)  

(1374/12001129) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242904 

DISNEY VILLAINOUS PRINCE JOHN 1000PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 



From Ravensburger USA. This 1000-piece puzzle is all about the greedy Prince John from Disney`s 

Robin Hood. Assemble the puzzle to reveal the different moods of this villain, as well as great scenes 

from the movie and well known characters like Robin Hood, Sir Hiss, Sheriff of NoTngham and more. 

All Villainous puzzles are based on the award winning family game "Villainous" by Ravensburger.  

Enjoy puzzling the magnificent realms of your favorite Disney Villains. Watch as the wicked ways, 

sinister spells, and devious deeds unfold as each piece is connected. Collect and build all six. 

(STL315973)  (1374/12001110) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Puzzle SRP: $29.99 

 

DIE-CAST 

 

JUL242905 

HOT WHEELS 1/64 PREMIUM BATMAN WAVE S ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaPel. More Hot Wheels vehicles from Batman comics, television, and film! Fans can add 

these 1/64-scale die-casts of the Super Friends Batmobile, the Batcycle from The Batman, The Bat 

from The Dark Knight Rises, the Penguin's Duck from Batman Returns, the Bat-Copter from Batman 

'66, and the Batmobile from Frank Miller's Batman: The Dark Knight Returns. (STL318224)  

(744/DKL20-956S) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $11.99 

 

JUL242906 

HOT WHEELS 1/64 PREMIUM POP CULTURE DIE-CAST WAVE D ASST (Ne 

From MaPel. More exci!ng Hot Wheels 1/64-scale die-cast cars based on your favorite pop culture 

franchises! (STL317980)  (744/HXD63-956D) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $7.49 

 

JUL242907 

HOT WHEELS 1/64 PREMIUM FAST & FURIOUS DIE-CAST WAVE G ASST  

From MaPel. Join Dom and his crew with MaPel's new line of Hot Wheels Premium 1/64-scale 

vehicles based on Fast & Furious! Choose from the Custom Acura Integra Sedan GSR, the Toyota 

Supra, the Lamborghini Gallardo LP 570-4 Superleggera, the 1991 BMW M5, and the 1970 Chevrolet 

Nova. (STL317987)  (744/HNW46-956G) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $7.49 

 

JUL242908 



HOT WHEELS 1/64 STAR WARS STARSHIPS SELECTS WAVE R ASST (Net 

From MaPel Toys. The Hot Wheels Star Wars Starships Select collec!on features premium designs 

and packaging. Each ship is 4 1/2" to 6" in size, slightly larger than the tradi!onal Hot Wheels vehicle, 

and has movable parts to add to their authen!city. The sleek and clean design of the packaging 

makes it display-ready while s!ll in the box. It also comes with a stand that includes the ship's 

affilia!on logo and name for those who prefer to unbox. Collectors will want the en!re fleet! 

(STL318232)  (744/HHR14-956R) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242909 

HOT WHEELS BASIC CAR 1/64 DIE-CAST WAVE F ASST (C: 1-1 

From MaPel Toys. Hot Wheels has been challenging the limits since 1968, passionately crea!ng the 

coolest and craziest toy cars and tracks for non-stop fun. Hot Wheels evolved from a line of 16 die-

cast cars into a global lifestyle brand dedicated to fast ac!on and epic stunts. Today, the Hot Wheels 

line provides variety and freshness with new vehicles every year, and different collec!ons appeal to 

car enthusiasts and collectors. Each sold separately, subject to availability. Styles, colors and 

decora!ons may vary. For ages 3 and up. (STL316620)  (744/L2593-976F) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $1.50 

 

JUL242910 

HOT WHEELS 5 CAR PACK 1/64 DIE-CAST WAVE B ASST (C: 1- 

From MaPel Toys. Hot Wheels has been challenging the limits since 1968, passionately crea!ng the 

coolest and craziest toy cars and tracks for non-stop fun. Hot Wheels evolved from a line of 16 die-

cast cars into a global lifestyle brand dedicated to fast ac!on and epic stunts. Today, the Hot Wheels 

line provides variety and freshness with new vehicles every year, and different collec!ons appeal to 

car enthusiasts and collectors. Each sold separately, subject to availability. Styles, colors and 

decora!ons may vary. (STL316622)  (744/1806-97GB) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Die-Cast Pack SRP: $6.75 

 

JUL242911 

MATCHBOX 1/64 BASIC SINGLES DIE-CAST WAVE L ASST (C: 1 

From MaPel Toys. Kids and collectors alike will love the en!re Matchbox vehicle line! With realis!c 

details, authen!c decos and real rolling wheels, these vehicles inspire kids to be everyday heroes 

through real world replicas. (STL319856)  (744/30782-971L) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $1.50 



 

JUL242912 

MATCHBOX 1/64 CANDY SERIES DIE-CAST WAVE B ASST (C: 1- 

From MaPel Toys. Kids and collectors alike will love the en!re Matchbox vehicle line! With realis!c 

details, authen!c decos and real rolling wheels, these vehicles inspire kids to be everyday heroes 

through real world replicas. (STL319855)  (744/HVV75-979B) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $1.50 

 

JUL242913 

MATCHBOX SKY BUSTERS & PLAYMAT DIE-CAST WAVE M ASST (C 

From MaPel. Matchbox Sky Busters are realis!c, highly detailed, iconic aircraW and playmats that 

take push-around-play to new heights! Each set includes a variey of commercial and rescue aircraW 

that inspire kids to be everyday heroes. Endless hours of storytelling possibili!es for kids and avia!on 

lovers will appreciate the authen!city to add to their collec!on! (STL319753)  (744/HHT34-956M) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $4.75 

 

JUL242914 

BLUES BROTHERS 1974 DODGE MONACO POLICE PURSUIT DIE-CAST CAR 

From MPC. Johnny Lightning's Pop Culture series offers a nostalgic journey through beloved movies, 

television shows, games, and cultural trends! Each model features a die-cast metal body and chassis, 

ensuring durability and authen!city. Accurate paint and details capture the essence of the iconic 

vehicles, making them perfect addi!ons to any collec!on or display. (STL316585)  

(7170/AWSS133/06) (C: 1-1-2) 

Die-Cast SRP: $104.99 

 

JUL242915 

HARRY POTTER HAGRID AND HARRY SIDECAR CORGI DIECAST (C 

From Hornby America. In need of a helping hand from the friendliest half-giant to reside at Hogwarts 

School of WitchcraW and Wizardry? Then Hagrid's motorcycle and sidecar is the mode of 

transporta!on you are most likely to see him arrive on. This 6" model is made of die-cast. The model 

is the perfect size as a desk or shelf ornament. Makes a perfect giW for any person who loves Harry 

PoPer books or movies. Comes in sturdy display box with clear window to keep as a collec!ble or 

take out of the box to display or play! (STL321666)  (3713/CC99727) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $47.99 



 

JUL242916 

HARRY POTTER HOGWARTS EXPRESS CORGI DIECAST TRAIN (C:  

From Hornby America.  Ready to aPend Hogwarts school of WitchcraW and Wizardry this year? The 

best way to get there is the Hogwarts Express! This 1:100 scale model is made of die-cast. The model 

is the perfect size as a desk or shelf ornament. Makes a perfect giW for any person who loves Harry 

PoPer books or movies. Comes in sturdy display box with clear window to keep as a collec!ble or 

take out of the box to display or play. (STL321662)  (3713/CC99724) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $47.99 

 

JUL242917 

HARRY POTTER TRIPLE DECKER KNIGHT BUS CORGI DIECAST (C 

From Hornby America. Lost far from home or need to escape an approaching moment of great peril? 

Thankfully, the Knight Bus is available for Wizards in need. Coming to Harry PoPer's rescue before he 

began his third year at Hogwarts, the dis!nc!ve triple decker bus is magically enchanted to speed 

through the streets, squeeze through any gap, and brake in an instant, enabling it to reach any 

des!na!on (except those underwater). This 1:76 scale model is made of die-cast. The model is the 

perfect size as a desk or shelf ornament. Comes in sturdy display box with clear window to keep as a 

collec!ble or take out of the box to display or play. (STL321664)  (3713/CC99726) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $47.99 

 

JUL242918 

JL SILVER SCREEN DIORAMA GODZILLA & BARRIS 1/64 DC INNER CS  

From Round 2. Two iconic brands, two impressive dioramas! The Johnny Lightning Silver Screen 

Machines offers two classic vehicles—the Japanese Reseve Police Corps Jeep with a Godzilla facade 

backdrop and the 1949 Ford Mercury Project Car with a Barris Custom Shop facade. Vintage die-cast 

cars, exci!ng backdrops! Sold separately. (STL318863)  (7170/JLDR008/24) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL242919 

KNIGHT RIDER HWR K.A.R.R. W/ LIGHT 1/24 DIE-CAST VEH ( 

From Jada Toys. A lone crusader in a dangerous world... Introducing one of the iconic antagonist 

vehicles to the Hollywood Rides lineup: K.A.R.R.! Featuring a die-cast body, rubber !res, and light-up 

scanner bar, this 1:24 scale 1982 Pon!ac Firebird is a must have in any collec!on! (STL288721)  

(2085/31115) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Die-Cast SRP: $27.99 

 

JUL242920 

KNIGHT RIDER HWR K.I.T.T. W/ LIGHT 1/24 DIE-CAST VEH ( 

From Jada Toys. A lone crusader in a dangerous world... Introducing one of the iconic movie vehicles 

to the Hollywood Rides lineup: K.I.T.T.! Featuring a die-cast body and rubber !res, this 1:32 scale 

1982 Pon!ac Firebird is a must have in any collec!on! (STL288720)  (2085/30086) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $27.99 

 

JUL242921 

LILO & STITCH 59 BLUE PUNCH BUGGY W/ STITCH AF 1/32 DIE-CAST 

From Jada Toys. Lilo and her best friend S!tch hit the road in their iconic VW blue Bug. Featuring 

styling straight from the screen, realis!c details, and authen!c deco. Complete with a 100% die-cast 

S!tch figure, this collec!ble is a must for any Disney fan. (STL315315)  (2085/33251) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $9.99 

 

JUL242922 

O/A SONIC 1/64 DIE-CAST VEHICLES WV3 3PK CS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific. Introducing the next wave of Sonic The Hedgehog die-cast vehicles! Each car is 

presented in 1/64 scale and features a fan favorite character in the driver seat. (STL265336) Available 

Now!  (4301/414884) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $31.98 

 

JUL242923 

TRUESPEC FAST & FURIOUS DOMS 1970 CHARGER R/T 1/24 SCALE VEH 

From Jada Toys. Introducing TrueSpec by Jada Toys, featuring the ul!mate addi!on to any collector's 

lineup: the Dodge Charger from Fast and Furious in 1:24 scale! This model boasts unparalleled 

aPen!on to detail with highly accurate propor!ons and a die-cast chassis that are sure to impress 

even the most discerning collector. This model is more than just a prePy display piece; it's packed 

with func!onal features such as a working steering wheel, opening and closing doors with realis!c 

hinges, and opening and concealing headlights. The buPerfly valves and detailed windshield wipers 

add even more realism to this already impressive model. Pop the hood and discover a detailed 

engine complete with chrome accents. Underneath the car, chrome bars add an extra touch of shine. 

The True Spec 1:24 Dodge Charger is a must-have for any collector or fan of classic American muscle 

cars. (STL316536)  (2085/33721) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Die-Cast SRP: $60.00 

 

TRANSFORMERS 

 

JUL242924 

TRANSFORMERS GEN STUDIO SER TF1 OPTIMUS DLX AF (C: 1-1 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Bring the epic ac!on of the Transformers movies from the big screen into 

your collec!on with the Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Op!mus Prime ac!on figure, 

inspired by Transformers: One! Convert the Studio Series Transformers ac!on figure from robot to 

Cybertronian truck mode in 25 steps and pose the Op!mus Prime toy in the included Metropolis of 

Iacon removable backdrop scene. (STL325154)  (309/G02215L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242925 

TRANSFORMERS MASTERPIECE MPG09 SUPER JINRAI AF (C: 1-1 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Jinrai, who played a significant role in the 1988 animated TV series 

Transformers: Super-God Masterforce, is now available as a commemora!ve item for the 100th 

Masterpiece (inclusive of limited edi!ons). The Cybertron commander Jinrai is finally hiTng the 

market! This figure faithfully reproduces the toy mechanism from back in the day. When you 

transform the included Godmaster into an engine part and aPach it, the lock is released, allowing the 

model to seamlessly shiW from trailer truck mode to robot mode. In robot mode, not only can you 

move the limbs, but you can also !lt the waist forward, leW, and right, and rotate it. The Godmaster 

figure can be transformed into iacons! It melds with the front grill part of the trailer, replica!ng the 

early toy's feature of transforming into a robot. (STL325018)  (309/G1840) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $279.99 

 

JUL242926 

TRANSFORMERS MASTERPIECE MP60 JINRAI AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Jinrai, who played a significant role in the 1988 animated TV series 

Transformers: Super-God Masterforce, is now available as a commemora!ve item for the 100th 

Masterpiece (inclusive of limited edi!ons). The Cybertron commander Jinrai" is finally hiTng the 

market! This figure faithfully reproduces the toy mechanism from back in the day. When you 

transform the included Godmaster into an engine part and aPach it, the lock is released, allowing the 

model to seamlessly shiW from trailer truck mode to robot mode. In robot mode, not only can you 

move the limbs, but you can also !lt the waist forward, leW, and right, and rotate it. The Godmaster 

figure can be transformed into iacons! It melds with the front grill part of the trailer, replica!ng the 



early toy's feature of transforming into a robot. (STL325017)  (309/G1839) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $159.99 

 

JUL242927 

TRANSFORMERS GEN WFC COMMANDER JETFIRE AF RE-RUN (C: 1 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Imagine this epic baPle unfolding with War for Cybertron: Siege figures. The 

WFC-S28 Jecire figure stands at 11 inches in robot mode and converts into a Cybertronian aircraW. 

Deluxe figures (each sold separately, subject to availability) aPach to jet mode so fans can imagine 

them being deployed into baPle from above. Mul!ple Fire Blasts ports on the figures and vehicle 

modes allow fans to enhance their baPlefield with simulated baPle damage. Acessories include:  2 

JF-25 HS Photon Missile Sky Launchers, 2 HS Photon Missiles, 2 JF-15 HP Jetboost Par!cle Beam 

Cannon, 2 SF-M2 Radiograph Boosters, Skyshield Aerial Armor, Skyshield BaPle Mask, and a Turbo 

Thruster Booster Pack. (STL324914)  (309/F4824AS00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $89.99 

 

JUL242928 

TRANSFORMERS GEN SEL WFC-GS17 SG OPTIMUS & RACHET AF SET (Ne 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Fans can take their Transformers figure collec!ons to the next level with 

Genera!ons Selects, a fan-dedicated line of figures featuring fan-favorite, special edi!on characters 

you can't find in the main line. These special edi!on WFC-GS17 ShaPered Glass Ratchet and Op!mus 

Prime figures are inspired by the ShaPered Glass comics created in partnership with IDW which 

depict an alternate universe where the heroic Decep!cons baPle the evil Autobots. These figures 

depict the sadis!c Autobot leader and the deranged Autobot medic with comic-inspired deco, 

featuring purple Autobot logos. ShaPered Glass Op!mus Prime figure converts from robot to truck 

mode in 31 steps. ShaPered Glass Ratchet figure converts from robot to ambulance mode in 22 

steps. Each figure comes with their signature blaster and the pack features an evil Matrix of 

Leadership accessory. Insert Matrix of Leadership accessory into Op!mus Prime figure's chest in 

robot mode! (STL324913)  (309/F08595L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure Set SRP: $59.99 

 

JUL242929 

TRANSFORMERS GEN WFCE OPTIMUS PRIME LEADER AF RE-RUN ( 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Universes collide! Transformers: Legacy brings together fan-favorite 

characters from across the Transformers mul!verse. Figures feature deco inspired by their universe 

with an updated Genera!ons design. In honor of the almost 40-year legacy of Transformers 

entertainment, the fandoms come together from across the Transformers mul!verse, all in one toy 



line. Scan the QR code on each package to reveal character tech specs from across the mul!verse! 

(STL324487)  (309/E7166) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $54.99 

 

JUL242930 

TRANSFORMERS STUDIO SER 86 SWOOP LEADER AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Bring the epic ac!on of the Transformers movies from the big screen into 

your collec!on with the Transformers Studio Series Leader Class Dinobot Swoop ac!on figure, 

inspired by The Transformers: The Movie! Convert the Studio Series Transformers ac!on figure from 

robot to Pteranodon mode in 21 steps and pose the Dinobot Swoop toy in the included BaPle of 

Autobot City removable backdrop scene. (STL323499)  (309/F8773AS40) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $54.99 

 

JUL242931 

TRANSFORMERS STUDIO SER BB VOY SHOCKWAVE AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Bring the epic ac!on of the Transformers movies from the big screen into 

your collec!on with the Transformers Studio Series Voyager Class Shockwave ac!on figure, inspired 

by Transformers: Bumblebee! Convert the Studio Series Transformers ac!on figure from robot to 

Cybertronian tank mode in 22 steps and pose the Shockwave toy in the included Cybertron Falls 

removable backdrop scene. (STL323494)  (309/F8767AS20) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL242932 

TRANSFORMERS STUDIO SER WFC DLX SIDESWIPE AF (C: 1-1-2 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Bring the epic ac!on from the Transformers video games into your 

collec!on with the Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class 07 Gamer Edi!on Sideswipe ac!on figure, 

inspired by the Transformers: War for Cybertron video game! Convert the Studio Series Transformers 

ac!on figure from robot to Cybertronian sports car mode in 24 steps and pose the Sideswipe toy in 

the included Save Zeta Prime removable backdrop scene. (STL323493)  (309/F8758AS20) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242933 

TRANSFORMERS STUDIO SER BB DLX CONCEPT SUNSTREAKER AF  



From Hasbro Toy Group. Bring the epic ac!on of the Transformers movies from the big screen into 

your collec!on with the Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Concept Art Sunstreaker ac!on 

figure, inspired by concept art from Transformers: Bumblebee! the Studio Series Transformers ac!on 

figure from robot to Cybertronian sports car mode in 19 steps. Pose the Concept Art Sunstreaker toy 

in the included Cybertron Falls removable backdrop scene. (STL323492)  (309/F8757AS20) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL242934 

TRANSFORMERS X TMNT PARTY WALLOP 7IN AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Hasbro. The worlds of Transformers robots and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles collide with the 

Transformers x TMNT Party Wallop mash-up pack! The iconic Party Wagon from the Teenage Mutant 

Ninja Turtles cartoon is now a Transformers robot! This 7-inch figure converts from robot mode to 

cartoon-inspired Party Wagon alt mode and features series-accurate deco and details from the 

classic 1987 cartoon. This pack comes with cartoon-inspired accessories including ninja swords, bo 

staff, nunchucks, and ninja sai to gear up the turtle brothers. It also includes 4 swappable heads and 

a rota!ng belt buckle to customize the robot as either a Donatello, Michelangelo, Leonardo, or 

Raphael inspired ac!on figure. (STL322964)  (309/F96565L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $49.99 

 

CANDY 

 

JUL242935 

BOB ROSS FLAVOR PALETTE CANDY DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2) 

From Boston America. Bob Ross created dreamy landscapes and now you can paint a delicious 

palePe of flavor on your tongue! The Bob Ross Flavor PalePe with strawberry, green apple and blue 

raspberry flavors comes with a paintbrush-shaped candy dipping s!ck. (STL272298)  (6411/17555) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Candy SRP: $2.49 

 

JUL242936 

DBZ DRAGON BALL CANDY TIN DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2) 

From Boston America. Power your sweet tooth with replica Dragon Balls! Each !n is filled with sweet 

red star-shaped candy. Display features an assortment of numbered balls. (STL272184)  (6411/17453) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Candy Tin SRP: $3.99 



 

JUL242937 

DC HARLEY QUINN MAD LOVE CANDY DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2) 

From Boston America. Harley Quinn's Puddin' !n is filled with 1 ounce of sour cherry flavored mallet 

candy. (STL271387)  (6411/17659) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Candy Tin SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL242938 

DC WONDER WOMAN GOLDEN SOUR CANDY DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2) 

From Boston America. This classic art will lasso you in to a !n filled with 1.2 ounces of sour 

strawberry lemonade flavored logo candy. (STL271737)  (6411/17658) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Candy Tin SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL242939 

FIVE NIGHTS AT FREDDYS PIZZA BOX CANDY DISPLAY (C: 1-1 

From Boston America Corp. Enjoy a frighcul treat with the Five Nights At Freddy's Pizza box candies! 

These sour orange candies come packaged in themed pizza packaging and make a perfect giW or 

favor for the fan in your life. (STL303489)  (6411/17486) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and 

Canada. 

Candy SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL242940 

O/A NARUTO ICHIRAKU RAMEN CANDY DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2) 

From Boston America. Ichiraku's favorite ramen, now in a candy form! One ounce of fruit punch 

flavored candy ramen "noodles" are a fun collec!ble packaged in a takeout shaped !n. (STL271799) 

Available Now!  (6411/17634) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Candy Tin SRP: $4.50 

 

JUL242941 

O/A NINTENDO MARIO KART BLIND BOX 18CT DIS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Boston America. Six possible race cup !ns can be won! Each collec!ble !n holds 0.7 ounces of 

fruit flavored candy. (STL230423) Available Now!  (6411/17565) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 



Candy Tin SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL242942 

TRICK R TREAT SAM CANDY TIN DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2) 

From Boston America Corp. Enjoy a frighcul trick or treat with thee Track R Treat Sam Candy !ns! 

These themed candy !ns make a perfect giW or favor for the fan in your life. (STL303490)  

(6411/17673) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Candy Tin SRP: $3.99 

 

FAMILY GAMES 

 

JUL242943 

JENGA CLASSIC GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

From Hasbro Toy Group. It's the block-balancing, tower-tumbling classic Jenga game! How will you 

stack up against the laws of gravity? To begin, stack the genuine hardwood blocks into a sturdy tower, 

using the handy stacking sleeve. Then slide out the blocks one by one and place them on top of the 

stack. Is your hand steady enough to slide out the last block before the tower collapses? Quick and 

easy to set up, playing the Jenga game is a fun thing to do while staying at home. It’s also a favorite 

game for par!es and game night. Play it solo, with friends, or in teams! (STL320197)  

(309/A2120E183) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Puzzle Game SRP: $15.99 

 

JUL242944 

TWISTER BOARD GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

From Hasbro Toy Group. This Twister game is the party game that !es you up in a knots-with a twist! 

It features classic Twister gameplay, plus 2 more fun moves: Spinner's Choice and Air. First, give the 

spinner a whirl and see what's next as players try to keep their hands and feet on the mat. Right foot 

red! LeW foot green! If a player's knee or elbow touches the mat, or they fall over, they're out. With 

Spinner's Choice, the Spinner gets to make up a move for the other player to do. If the spinner's 

arrow lands on Air, the player must put a hand or foot in the air, not on the mat. Be the last player 

standing to win! (STL320219)  (309/988310790) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Family Game SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242945 

GAME OF LIFE MARIO EDITION BOARD GAME (C: 1-1-2) 



From Hasbro Toy Group. In The Game of Life: Super Mario Edi!on board game, players choose to play 

as Mario, Luigi, Peach, or Yoshi, journeying through the Mushroom Kingdom, and finally spinning to 

win in a baPle against Bowser! They move around the looping paths of the gameboard as they 

collect coins, power up with items and Companions, and play fun minigames along the way such as 

Rock Paper Scissors, Thumb Wars, and Spin-Offs. As they approach Bowser's Castle, players will also 

buy stars to boost their baPle-spin; each star collected adds 1 point to their spin total, and players 

will need to spin higher than a 12 to defeat Bowser and win the game. (STL320446)  

(309/E94880000) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Board Game SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242946 

TRIVIAL PURSUIT STUFF YOU SHOULD KNOW GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Fans of the award-winning Stuff You Should Know podcast—and those who 

are just curious about the world—can experience the show's content in an exci!ng way with the 

Trivial Pursuit Game: Stuff You Should Know Edi!on. Get ready to challenge friends as you take turns 

answering interes!ng, obscure, and amazing trivia ques!ons. The game features 600 ques!ons from 

6 different categories, inspired by different episodes of Stuff You Should Know. Stuck on a ques!on? 

Use a lifeline such as "Stuff Someone Else Should Know," 50/50 and more. (STL320449)  

(309/F29970791) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Board Game SRP: $21.99 

 

JUL242947 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS ESCAPE ROOM BOARD GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Dungeons & Dragons: Bedlam in Neverwinter: An Escape & Solve Mystery 

Game is a rive!ng 3-part escape room adventure! Join a group of fellow adventurers inves!ga!ng a 

series of alarming disappearances in Icewind Dale. The group soon discovers that some of the 

missing people aren’t actually missing—and a greater mystery is at hand! This harrowing 3-part 

adventure can be broken into 3 game sessions or played in 1 heroic siTng. Begin by crea!ng your 

character. Then explore a humble tavern, fight in epic baPles against iconic D&D monsters, and 

embark on a wild chase through the Underdark on the tail of an evil mage and his dangerous cult to 

unravel the mystery of their dastardly plans. The only way to find the missing people and escape the 

obstacles is to explore rooms, complete puzzles, and gather clues to solve the mystery at the end of 

each act. (STL320450)  (309/F66200000) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Board Game SRP: $33.99 

 

JUL242948 

HEROQUEST MAGE OF THE MIRROR QUEST PACK GAME (C: 1-1-2 



In this expansion to the HeroQuest adventure, you're challenged to confront the diabolical archmage 

Sinestra and save the kidnapped Princess Millandriell! As a courageous Elf, will you survive the 

perilous solo quests to prove your strength and valor? You must recover a legendary sword, free two 

of the Queen's aPendants, and navigate safely through a treacherous maze. Only then will your 

fellow heroes join you to pass through the mirror to the Realm of Reflec!on and try to free the 

princess. Immerse yourself in the fantasy with 10 daring quests, stunning artwork, 33 detailed 

miniatures, and full-color !les. Requires HeroQuest Game System to play. Sold separately. 

(STL320687)  (309/F7539UU00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Game Expansion SRP: $44.99 

 

JUL242949 

HEROQUEST KELLARS KEEP EXPANSION GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

The adventure con!nues! Go deeper into the rich story of the HeroQuest fantasy dungeon crawler 

board game with this exci!ng expansion. Players work together to solve an ancient puzzle to 

triumphantly rescue the King who is trapped in the forbidding recesses of Kellar's Keep. Immerse 

yourself in the fantasy with the stunning artwork, 17 detailed miniatures, full-color !les, and 10 

exci!ng quests not seen in the ini!al HeroQuest Game System. Requires HeroQuest Game System to 

play. (STL320689)  (309/F4543UU00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Game Expansion SRP: $33.99 

 

JUL242950 

HEROQUEST PROPHECY OF TELOR QUEST PACK GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

Mysterious arcane forces are interfering with Mentor's magic. In this ac!on-packed expansion, return 

to the rich story of the HeroQuest board game. Traverse through 13 quests to reveal the secrets 

surrounding the Talisman of Lore and the prophecy of Telor! Though the wizard Melar vanished long 

ago, it is known that he had been experimen!ng with vile Dread magic—alas, in his disappearance, 

all that could be found was the Talisman of Lore. Playing as one of HeroQuest's brave heroes, you 

must enter the maze of Melar and put an end to whatever foul machina!ons are at play! Immerse 

yourself in the fantasy with 15 detailed miniatures, 14 beau!fully illustrated game cards and quest 

book, and 6 dice. Requires HeroQuest Game System to play. Sold separately. (STL320691)  

(309/G0052UU00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Game Expansion SRP: $33.99 

 

JUL242951 

HEROQUEST PATH OF THE WANDERING MONK GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

Walk in the wise Monk hero's shoes and expand your HeroQuest adventure with the Path of the 

Wandering Monk figures! The graceful Monk hero is a student of unarmed combat techniques 

formed in reverence to the 4 elements. When you play as this hero, you lack the ability to use metal 



armor and shields, but you may wield daggers, crossbows, handaxes, shortswords, and staffs. This 

collector's edi!on item includes 2 highly detailed Monk figures with powers and skills not seen in 

HeroQuest characters. It also includes 7 game cards and a scroll. Requires HeroQuest Game System 

to play. Sold separately. (STL320692)  (309/F9527UU00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Game Expansion SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL242952 

HEROQUEST SPIRIT QUEENS TORMENT QUEST PACK GAME (C: 1- 

Uncover an unusual disturbance amongst the spirits—and rescue the realm from evil! In this 

expansion, return to the rich story of the HeroQuest board game and embark on 14 thrilling quests! 

The elven sage Silvana, brilliant diviner and ally of Mentor, has been experiencing visions of spirits 

surrounding her beloved late appren!ce, Nelath, a Spirit Talker slain by Zargon. Playing as one of 

HeroQuest's brave heroes, you must enter the Wyvern Keep and end whatever vile plot has 

disturbed Nelath's eternal slumber—before a fate worse than death befalls her. Immerse yourself in 

the fantasy with 15 detailed miniatures, 15 beau!fully illustrated game cards and quest book, and 6 

dice. Requires HeroQuest Game System to play. Sold separately. (STL320693)  (309/G0053UU00) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Game Expansion SRP: $33.99 

 

JUL242953 

HEROQUEST OGRE HORDE QUEST PACK GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

From Hasbro Toy Group. The adventure con!nues! Zargon's latest plot has ensnared the Dirgrusht 

horde, a powerful and secre!ve clan of ogres to the north, that have become increasingly violent. As 

a formidable Druid hero, you must enter the World's End Arena to prove your mePle as a warrior, 

locate the hidden lair of the ogre horde, and weed out the root of corrup!on at the heart of their 

clan. Will you save the realm and live to tell the tale? Immerse yourself in the fantasy with 10 

perilous quests, stunning artwork, 28 detailed miniatures, and full-color !les. Requires HeroQuest 

Game System to play. Sold separately. (STL320694)  (309/F9528UU00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Game Expansion SRP: $44.99 

 

JUL242954 

ALIEN FATE OF NOSTROMO BOARD GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ravensburger USA. Take on the role of the Nostromo's crew and work together to move 

through the ship, gather supplies, and craW items to complete objec!ves. To win, complete your 

objec!ves and one of five final missions before your morale runs out. And remember—in space, no 

one can hear you scream.  On your turn, you'll take the number of ac!ons indicated on your crew 

placard. You can either move around the Nostromo or pick up, craW, use, or trade items with other 



crew members. Each crew member also has a special ability. Items are extremely helpful in 

naviga!ng the Nostromo while fending off the Alien and maintaining morale. Watch out for conceal 

tokens—you might encounter an empty room, Jonesy the cat, or the Alien! (STL322725)  

(1374/60001932) (C: 1-1-2) 

Board Game SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL242955 

DUMB CRIMINALS BOARD GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

From University Games. You have the right to remain laughing in the hilarious game of bungled 

burglaries, fumbling felons and ridiculous robberies gone wrong. Be the first player to nab $50,000 in 

cold, hard cash and win! (STL322709)  (4912/01442) (C: 1-1-2) 

Board Game SRP: $26.99 

 

JUL242956 

ESCAPE ROOM IN A BOX TIME DRIFTERS ISABELS STORY BOARD GAME  

From MaPel Toys. The Time DriWers two-part series of Escape Room in a Box games is a thrilling 

puzzle-solving hunt with a twist: finishing both games unlocks a bonus 60-minute game that can be 

played remotely! The story is this: Isabel and Kira are !me traveling adventurers. When a rip in the 

space-!me con!nuum opened, their !me machine ripped in half, trapping them in different loca!ons 

and points in !me. Now, players must work on their own or with up to 4 players to gather clues and 

solve the puzzle box. Once Isabel's Story and Kira's Story (each sold separately) are completely 

solved, a third extra game is unlocked with more !me travel mysteries! The third game can be played 

remotely using an online video conferencing system. (STL320956)  (744/GXV99) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: This 

item is sold to retailers in case lots. Please check with your retailer for availability. NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Board Game SRP: $16.99 

 

JUL242957 

POKEMON LABYRINTH BOARD GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ravensburger USA. Play as Pikachu, Bulbasaur, Charmander, or Squirtle as you look for other 

Pokémon in a moving maze! On your turn, you'll shiW the maze and move along the path, trying to 

get to the Pokémon on your cards while blocking your opponents. Be the first to find all your 

Pokémon and make it back to your star!ng place to win! Labyrinth has been an interna!onal classic 

for 35 years, and now it features Pokémon! (STL322719)  (1374/26949) (C: 1-1-2) 

Board Game SRP: $36.99 

 

JUL242958 



STUPID DEATHS BOARD GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

From University Games. Will players beat the Grim Reaper… or will the Grim Reaper win? Many 

people die in uPerly ridiculous ways, and Stupid Deaths challenges players to iden!fy myth versus 

fact. In this hilarious party game of grave humor, players who are dead right always win! (STL322706)  

(4912/01404-4PK) (C: 1-1-2) 

Board Game SRP: $26.99 

 

JUL242959 

STUPID DEATHS CARD GAME TIN (C: 1-1-2) 

From University Games. Charles Darwin was right—only the fiPest survive. Stupid Deaths Card Game 

Tin is the frighcully funny game that celebrates the stupidest deaths in history. Players use their wits 

to discern whether a stupid death is true or false, and these answers might shock you to death! 

(STL322708)  (4912/01406) (C: 1-1-2) 

Card Game SRP: $14.99 

 

NANOBLOCKS 

 

JUL242960 

O/A JUJUTSU KAISEN NANOBLOCK SER KENTO NANAMI (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite Jujutsu Kaisen characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Kento Nanami (2 3/5" tall, 140 pieces), Maki Zenin 

(2 2/3" tall, 190 pieces), Megumi Fishiguro (2 1/2" tall, 160 pieces), Nobara Kugisaki (2 1/2" tall, 140 

pieces), Panda (2 2/3" tall, 200 pieces), Satoru Gojo (2 7/8" tall, 170 pieces), Toge Inumaki (2 3/8"  

tall, 130 pieces), and Yuji Itadori (2 1/2" tall, 170 pieces) feature all the details one would expect! 

These are difficulty level 2 kits. (STL306380) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22603) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242961 

O/A JUJUTSU KAISEN NANOBLOCK SER MAKI ZENIN (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite Jujutsu Kaisen characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Kento Nanami (2 3/5" tall, 140 pieces), Maki Zenin 

(2 2/3" tall, 190 pieces), Megumi Fishiguro (2 1/2" tall, 160 pieces), Nobara Kugisaki (2 1/2" tall, 140 

pieces), Panda (2 2/3" tall, 200 pieces), Satoru Gojo (2 7/8" tall, 170 pieces), Toge Inumaki (2 3/8"  

tall, 130 pieces), and Yuji Itadori (2 1/2" tall, 170 pieces) feature all the details one would expect! 

These are difficulty level 2 kits. (STL306374) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22278) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242962 

O/A JUJUTSU KAISEN NANOBLOCK SER MEGUMI FUSHIGURO (C: 1-1- 

From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite Jujutsu Kaisen characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Kento Nanami (2 3/5" tall, 140 pieces), Maki Zenin 

(2 2/3" tall, 190 pieces), Megumi Fishiguro (2 1/2" tall, 160 pieces), Nobara Kugisaki (2 1/2" tall, 140 

pieces), Panda (2 2/3" tall, 200 pieces), Satoru Gojo (2 7/8" tall, 170 pieces), Toge Inumaki (2 3/8"  

tall, 130 pieces), and Yuji Itadori (2 1/2" tall, 170 pieces) feature all the details one would expect! 

These are difficulty level 2 kits. (STL306370) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22545) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242963 

O/A JUJUTSU KAISEN NANOBLOCK SER NOBARA KUGISAKI (C: 1-1-2 

From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite Jujutsu Kaisen characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Kento Nanami (2 3/5" tall, 140 pieces), Maki Zenin 

(2 2/3" tall, 190 pieces), Megumi Fishiguro (2 1/2" tall, 160 pieces), Nobara Kugisaki (2 1/2" tall, 140 

pieces), Panda (2 2/3" tall, 200 pieces), Satoru Gojo (2 7/8" tall, 170 pieces), Toge Inumaki (2 3/8"  

tall, 130 pieces), and Yuji Itadori (2 1/2" tall, 170 pieces) feature all the details one would expect! 

These are difficulty level 2 kits. (STL306372) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22546) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242964 

O/A JUJUTSU KAISEN NANOBLOCK SER PANDA (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite Jujutsu Kaisen characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Kento Nanami (2 3/5" tall, 140 pieces), Maki Zenin 

(2 2/3" tall, 190 pieces), Megumi Fishiguro (2 1/2" tall, 160 pieces), Nobara Kugisaki (2 1/2" tall, 140 

pieces), Panda (2 2/3" tall, 200 pieces), Satoru Gojo (2 7/8" tall, 170 pieces), Toge Inumaki (2 3/8"  

tall, 130 pieces), and Yuji Itadori (2 1/2" tall, 170 pieces) feature all the details one would expect! 

These are difficulty level 2 kits. (STL306377) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22279) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242965 

O/A JUJUTSU KAISEN NANOBLOCK SER SATORU GOJO (C: 1-1-2) 



From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite Jujutsu Kaisen characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Kento Nanami (2 3/5" tall, 140 pieces), Maki Zenin 

(2 2/3" tall, 190 pieces), Megumi Fishiguro (2 1/2" tall, 160 pieces), Nobara Kugisaki (2 1/2" tall, 140 

pieces), Panda (2 2/3" tall, 200 pieces), Satoru Gojo (2 7/8" tall, 170 pieces), Toge Inumaki (2 3/8"  

tall, 130 pieces), and Yuji Itadori (2 1/2" tall, 170 pieces) feature all the details one would expect! 

These are difficulty level 2 kits. (STL306378) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22602) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242966 

O/A JUJUTSU KAISEN NANOBLOCK SER TOGE INUMAKI (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite Jujutsu Kaisen characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Kento Nanami (2 3/5" tall, 140 pieces), Maki Zenin 

(2 2/3" tall, 190 pieces), Megumi Fishiguro (2 1/2" tall, 160 pieces), Nobara Kugisaki (2 1/2" tall, 140 

pieces), Panda (2 2/3" tall, 200 pieces), Satoru Gojo (2 7/8" tall, 170 pieces), Toge Inumaki (2 3/8"  

tall, 130 pieces), and Yuji Itadori (2 1/2" tall, 170 pieces) feature all the details one would expect! 

These are difficulty level 2 kits. (STL306375) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22604) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242967 

O/A JUJUTSU KAISEN NANOBLOCK SER YUJI ITADORI (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite Jujutsu Kaisen characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Kento Nanami (2 3/5" tall, 140 pieces), Maki Zenin 

(2 2/3" tall, 190 pieces), Megumi Fishiguro (2 1/2" tall, 160 pieces), Nobara Kugisaki (2 1/2" tall, 140 

pieces), Panda (2 2/3" tall, 200 pieces), Satoru Gojo (2 7/8" tall, 170 pieces), Toge Inumaki (2 3/8"  

tall, 130 pieces), and Yuji Itadori (2 1/2" tall, 170 pieces) feature all the details one would expect! 

These are difficulty level 2 kits. (STL306367) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22544) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242968 

O/A MY HERO ACADEMIA NANOBLOCK CHARACTER COLL SER ENDEAVOR 

From BNTCA. Endeavor of My Hero Academia from Nanoblock's Character Collec!on series stands 

approximately 3 1/8" tall and has 190 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one 

would expect. (STL312651) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22529) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 



 

JUL242969 

O/A MY HERO ACADEMIA NANOBLOCK SER HAWKS (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite My Hero Academia characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Hawks (2 7/8" tall, 190 pieces), Izuku Midoriya (3 

1/8" tall, 180 pieces), Katsuki Bakugo (2 1/8" tall, 210 pieces), Ochako Uraraka (2 7/8" tall, 220 

pieces), and Shoto Todoroki (2 1/8" tall, 200 pieces) feature all the details one would expect! These 

are difficulty level 3 kits. (STL306417) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22528) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242970 

O/A MY HERO ACADEMIA NANOBLOCK SER IZUKU MIDORIYA (C: 1-1- 

From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite My Hero Academia characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Hawks (2 7/8" tall, 190 pieces), Izuku Midoriya (3 

1/8" tall, 180 pieces), Katsuki Bakugo (2 1/8" tall, 210 pieces), Ochako Uraraka (2 7/8" tall, 220 

pieces), and Shoto Todoroki (2 1/8" tall, 200 pieces) feature all the details one would expect! These 

are difficulty level 3 kits. (STL306412) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22524) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242971 

O/A MY HERO ACADEMIA NANOBLOCK SER KATSUKI BAKUGO (C: 1-1- 

From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite My Hero Academia characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Hawks (2 7/8" tall, 190 pieces), Izuku Midoriya (3 

1/8" tall, 180 pieces), Katsuki Bakugo (2 1/8" tall, 210 pieces), Ochako Uraraka (2 7/8" tall, 220 

pieces), and Shoto Todoroki (2 1/8" tall, 200 pieces) feature all the details one would expect! These 

are difficulty level 3 kits. (STL306413) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22525) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242972 

O/A MY HERO ACADEMIA NANOBLOCK SER OCHAKO URARAKA (C: 1-1- 

From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite My Hero Academia characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Hawks (2 7/8" tall, 190 pieces), Izuku Midoriya (3 

1/8" tall, 180 pieces), Katsuki Bakugo (2 1/8" tall, 210 pieces), Ochako Uraraka (2 7/8" tall, 220 

pieces), and Shoto Todoroki (2 1/8" tall, 200 pieces) feature all the details one would expect! These 



are difficulty level 3 kits. (STL306416) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22527) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242973 

O/A MY HERO ACADEMIA NANOBLOCK SER SHOTO TODOROKI (C: 1-1- 

From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite My Hero Academia characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Hawks (2 7/8" tall, 190 pieces), Izuku Midoriya (3 

1/8" tall, 180 pieces), Katsuki Bakugo (2 1/8" tall, 210 pieces), Ochako Uraraka (2 7/8" tall, 220 

pieces), and Shoto Todoroki (2 1/8" tall, 200 pieces) feature all the details one would expect! These 

are difficulty level 3 kits. (STL306414) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22526) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242974 

O/A NARUTO SHIPPUDEN NANOBLOCK CHARACTER COLL SER ITACHI ( 

From BNTCA. Build the characters of Naruto Shippuden with building sets from the Nanoblock 

Character Collec!on series! These difficulty level 2 sets of Itachi Uchiha (2 1/2" tall, 160 pieces), 

Kakashi Hatake (3" tall, 180 pieces), Naruto Uzumaki (2 7/8" tall, 180 pieces), Sakura Haruno (2 1/2" 

tall, 160 pieces), and Sasuke Uchiha (2 1/2" tall, 200 pieces) feature all the details one would expect! 

(STL312649) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22425) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242975 

O/A NARUTO SHIPPUDEN NANOBLOCK CHARACTER COLL SER KAKASHI  

From BNTCA. Kakashi Hatake from Nanoblock's Character Collec!on series stands approximately 

2.95" tall and has 180 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect. 

(STL312648) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22424) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242976 

O/A NARUTO SHIPPUDEN NANOBLOCK SER NARUTO UZUMAKI (C: 1-1- 

From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite Naruto Shippuden characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Naruto Uzumaki (2 7/8" tall, 180 pieces), Sakura 

Haruno (2 1/2" tall, 160 pieces), and Sasuke Uchiha (2 1/2" tall, 200 pieces) feature all the details one 



would expect! These are difficulty level 2 kits. (STL306409) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22421) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242977 

O/A NARUTO SHIPPUDEN NANOBLOCK SER SAKURA HARUNO (C: 1-1-2 

From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite Naruto Shippuden characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Naruto Uzumaki (2 7/8" tall, 180 pieces), Sakura 

Haruno (2 1/2" tall, 160 pieces), and Sasuke Uchiha (2 1/2" tall, 200 pieces) feature all the details one 

would expect! These are difficulty level 2 kits. (STL306411) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22423) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242978 

O/A NARUTO SHIPPUDEN NANOBLOCK SER SASUKE UCHIHA (C: 1-1-2 

From BNTCA. Build some of your favorite Naruto Shippuden characters with these new Character 

Collec!on Nanoblock building sets! These kits of Naruto Uzumaki (2 7/8" tall, 180 pieces), Sakura 

Haruno (2 1/2" tall, 160 pieces), and Sasuke Uchiha (2 1/2" tall, 200 pieces) feature all the details one 

would expect! These are difficulty level 2 kits. (STL306410) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22422) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242979 

O/A POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER CHIKORITA (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Catch 'em all with Nanoblock's Pokémon Collec!on Series! These entry level, difficult 

level 1 sets of Chikorita (2" tall, 120 pieces), Garchomp (2 3/8" tall, 210 pieces), Greninja (2 1/4" tall, 

180 pieces), Lucario (3" tall, 160 pieces), Scorbunny (3 3/4" tall, 180 pieces), and Sobble (3" tall, 210 

pieces) feature all the details one would expect and are fun and easy to build. (STL312618) Available 

Now!  (3647/NAN20722) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242980 

O/A POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER GARCHOMP (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. GARCHOMP from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on series stands approximately 2.4" 

tall and has 210 pieces. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun to build! 

(STL312633) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22047) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 



Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242981 

O/A POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER GRENINJA (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Greninja from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on series stands approximately 2.3" tall 

and has 180 pieces. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and easy to build! 

This is considered an entry level kit. (STL312631) Available Now!  (3647/NAN21943) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242982 

O/A POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER LUCARIO (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Lucario from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on series stands approximately 2.9" tall and 

has 160 pieces. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and easy to build! This is 

considered an entry level kit. (STL312630) Available Now!  (3647/NAN21918) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242983 

O/A POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER SCORBUNNY (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Scorbunny from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on series stands approximately 3.8" tall 

and has 180 pieces. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and easy to build! 

This is considered an entry level kit. (STL312611) Available Now!  (3647/NAN21611) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242984 

O/A POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER SOBBLE (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Sobble from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on series stands approximately 3.0" tall and 

has 210 pieces. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and easy to build! This is 

considered an entry level kit. (STL312612) Available Now!  (3647/NAN21612) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242985 



O/A POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER CATERPIE & POKE BALL (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Catch 'em all with Nanoblock's Pokémon Collec!on Series construc!on sets! These 

difficult level 2 sets of Caterpie & Pokéball (1 1/8" tall, 170 pieces), Chansey (1 3/4" tall, 140 pieces), 

Chimchar (2 3/8" tall, 150 pieces), LiPen (2" tall, 140 pieces), Rowlet (1 3/4" tall, 170 pieces), Totodile 

(1 3/4" tall, 140 pieces), and Turtwig (1 7/8" tall, 140 pieces) feature all the details one would expect 

and are fun and easy to build! (STL312635) Available Now!  (3647/NAN14956) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242986 

O/A POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER CHANSEY (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Chansey from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on Series stands approximately 1.8" tall 

and has 140 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun 

and easy to build! (STL312628) Available Now!  (3647/NAN20982) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242987 

O/A POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER CHIMCHAR (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. CHIMCHAR Nanoblock's Pokémon series stands approximately 2.44" tall and has 

150(TBC) pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and 

easy to build! This is considered an entry level kit. (STL312614) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22267) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242988 

O/A POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER LITTEN (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. LiPen from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on Series stands approximately 2.0" tall and 

has 140 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and 

easy to build! (STL312621) Available Now!  (3647/NAN21453) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242989 

O/A POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER ROWLET (C: 1-1-2) 



From BNTCA. Rowlet from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on Series stands approximately 1.7" tall and 

has 170 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and 

easy to build! (STL312623) Available Now!  (3647/NAN21451) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242990 

O/A POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER TOTODILE (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Totodile from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on Series stands approximately 1.8" tall 

and has 140 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun 

and easy to build! (STL312620) Available Now!  (3647/NAN20723) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242991 

O/A POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER TURTWIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. TURTWIG from Nanoblock's Pokémon series stands approximately 1.85" tall and has 

140(TBC) pieces.  Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and 

easy to build! This is considered an entry level kit. (STL312613) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22266) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242992 

O/A POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER MAGIKARP (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. GoPa catch 'em all with Magikarp from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on Series 

construc!on sets! These difficult level 3 sets of Magikarp (2 1/4" tall, 120 pieces) and Sylveon (2 3/8" 

tall, 170 pieces) feature all the details one would expect and are fun to build! (STL312629) Available 

Now!  (3647/NAN20983) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

JUL242993 

O/A POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER SYLVEON (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Sylveon from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on Series stands approximately 2.4" tall 

and has 170 pieces. Difficulty level is 3. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun to 

build! (STL312625) Available Now!  (3647/NAN22007) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 



Construc!on Set SRP: $12.00 

 

MODELS 

 

JUL242994 

82 DELOREAN DMC-12 1/24 MDL KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Aoshima Bunka Kyozai Co. Designed by the renowned Italian designer GiorgePo Giugiaro and 

manufactured by Lotus, the DeLorean DMC-12 is an iconic sports car dis!nguished by its unpainted 

steel body and dis!nc!ve gull-wing doors. Despite its limited produc!on run, the DeLorean con!nues 

to command a passionate fanbase. Now, enthusiasts can rejoice as this legendary automobile is 

brought back to life in a me!culously detailed 1/24 scale plas!c model. Featuring newly added 

molds, the model accurately replicates the DeLorean's iconic features, including its operable gull-

wing doors and rear cover. The engine is faithfully reproduced, and a set of decals is included for 

added authen!city. Measures approximately 6 7/8" in length. (STL323065)  (6817/AO06435) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Model Kit SRP: $35.99 

 

JUL242995 

O/A ED BIG DADDY ROTH SURF FINK MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Atlan!s Toy and Hobby. Originally created by Ed Roth in 1964 and last issued in 1990, this 

reissue comes molded in white, features movable arms and wrists, miniature crab and seascape 

wave base. The pain!ng op!ons are endless and real fun. Comes with waterslide decals and stands 

over 7 inches tall. 18 parts, easy assembly. Skill level 2 ages 14 and UP! (STL261577) Available Now!  

(1514/H1306) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Model Kit SRP: $21.99 

 

JUL242996 

ED ROTH ANGEL FINK MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Atlan!s Toy And Hobby. The Classic Witch is back! designed by Ed Roth for Revell back in the 

1960's. This kit comes molded in ghoulish green with original box art. Color instruc!ons featuring the 

original sell sheet. Model was built and painted by Lenny Cromwell. Skill level 2. (STL277387)  

(1514/H1307) (C: 1-1-2) 

Model Kit SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL242997 

O/A FLIPOUT FRED FLYPOGGER MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2) 



From Atlan!s Toy and Hobby. This beachcombing happy monster is the greatest surfer of 'em all. You 

can almost hear Fred Flypogger as the Flip Out yell "Soif's Up!" This surfing cat with the sunbleached 

hair, complete with his board, cut-off Levi's and canned surf, stands 6 1/2 inches high on the sand 

pad. There's a real heavy wave coming up behind him and the liPle signature Mouse is in there too. 

Movable eyes create various expressions. 20 parts in kit. (STL261576) Available Now!  (1514/M105) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Model Kit SRP: $26.99 

 

JUL242998 

GODZILLA SOS MECHAGODZILLA KIRYU HEAVY ARMOR MDL KIT ( 

From Aoshima Bunka Kyozai Co. Introducing the Toho Monster Series MechaGodzilla KIRYU in its 

formidable "Heavy Armor" itera!on, me!culously replica!ng the specifica!ons from Godzilla: Tokyo 

S.O.S. With new parts to recreate damaged components from "Godzilla x Mechagodzilla, enthusiasts 

can fully appreciate the redesigned KIRYU. Supervised by Mr. Shinji Nishikawa, the package features 

gorgeously redrawn illustra!ons. Standing approximately 9 3/8" tall, this snap-type adhesive-free 

plas!c model boasts color-coded molding for simplified assembly. Accessories include thigh verniers, 

replacement hands, a drill for the right hand, clear red eye parts, and face parts for scene 

reproduc!on. (STL322707)  (6817/AO09935) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Model Kit SRP: $66.99 

 

JUL242999 

INITIAL D TAKAHASHI KEISUKE FD3S RX-7 COMICS V1 1/24 MDL KIT 

From Aoshim Bunka Kyozai Co. The Yellow RX-7 is the pride of Keisuke Takahashi, the number 2 racer 

of Team Akagi RedSuns. Renowned for his excep!onal racing prowess, Keisuke outshines even his 

older brother, Ryosuke, excelling par!cularly in uphill races. Following a defeat against Takumi, he 

harbors a fierce sense of rivalry. This kit includes notable features such as a large rear wing, 

aluminum wheels, and bucket seats, along with parts to replicate the retractable headlights, albeit 

requiring par!al customiza!on. (STL322693)  (6817/AO05621) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories. 

Model Kit SRP: $20.99 

 

JUL243000 

INITIAL D TAKAHASHI RYOSUKE FC3S RX-7 1/24 MDL KIT (C: 

From Aoshim Bunka Kyozai Co. This kit faithfully reproduces the "White Comet of Akagi," complete 

with a detailed 13B engine and retractable headlights that can be assembled in the open posi!on. 

With newly designed packaging, this kit includes everything you need to bring the beloved car to life, 

including Work Meister S1 wheels in a plated finish, a strut tower brace, muffler, special front 

bumper, water slide decal sheet, and window masking sheet. (STL322689)  (6817/AO05958) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 



Model Kit SRP: $20.99 

 

JUL243001 

O/A MUMMY GLOW 1/18 SCALE MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Atlan!s Toy and Hobby. Reissue of the classic Aurora Mummy! Includes both regular and glow 

parts. (STL255393) Available Now!  (1514/A452) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Model Kit SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL243002 

O/A PHANTOM OF THE OPERA GLOW 1/8 SCALE MODEL KIT (C: 1-1- 

From Atlan!s Toy and Hobby. This 1/8-scale Phantom of the Opera model comes molded in gray with 

a complete set of special spooky glow parts. Includes Phantom figure with Mask, detailed 

subterranean base, dungeon prisoner, rat and lizard. Skill level 2. (STL255389) Available Now!  

(1514/A451) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Model Kit SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL243003 

O/A RED BARON FOKKER TRI-PLANE SNAP MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Atlan!s Toy and Hobby. The world's most famous pilot and Snoopy's mortal enemy Manfred 

von Richthofen, bePer known as The Red Baron, is back to charm all ages in a snap-together plas!c 

kit last seen nearly 50 years ago. Using the original injec!on molds developed by the former 

Monogram Models, Inc., Atlan!s is pleased to release the Red Baron Fokker Tri Plane Snap Together 

Model Kit! This is a re-issue of the classic Monogram model kit from 50 years ago. (STL186305) 

Available Now!  (1514/M5903) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Model Kit SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL243004 

STAR WARS TIE ADVANCED X1 1/72 MDL KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Bandai Hobby. Darth Vader's special TIE Fighter, known as the X1, from the Star Wars universe, 

showcases Bandai's mul! material and color injec!on technologies. The different components that 

make up its wings are molded together, yet are s!ll color separated. Includes 2 different canopy 

types, a window version made of clear plas!c, and also a frame version that can allow the seated 

Darth Vader to be seen more clearly. A nipper or sprue cuPer (sold separately) is required for 

assembly, but does not require glue. Includes Death Star panel themed display base that can 

combine with other display stands from other Star Wars vehicles to build out impressive baPlefields. 

(STL328486)  (3647/2378839) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Model Kit SRP: $30.00 

 

JUL243005 

STAR WARS X-WING FIGHTER RISE OF SKYWALKER VER 1/72 MDL KIT  

From Bandai Hobby. Now you can recreate the final baPle in Star Wars: Rise of Skywalker with this 

mini-X-Wing Fighter!  Includes display stand newly molded R6-D8 unit. Collect mul!ples to create 

your own squadrons! (STL328457)  (3647/2493970) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Model Kit SRP: $33.00 

 

JUL243006 

STAR WARS Y-WING STARFIGHTER 1/72 MDL KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Bandai Hobby. Out of Star Wars Episode IV, - a new hope, at the baPle of Yavin the Y-Wing 

Starfighter makes its debut in the 1/72-scale! The detailing for this vehicle has been thoroughly 

adapted in scale and brings incredible realism. The inner cockpit and ion propulsion engine have 

been fine tuned and the added Death Star mo!f display base increases quality of display. A nipper or 

sprue cuPer (sold separately) is required for assembly, but does not require glue. (STL328478)  

(3647/2378838) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Model Kit SRP: $42.00 

 

JUL243007 

O/A WOLFMAN GLOW 1/18 SCALE MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Atlan!s Toy and Hobby. This 1/8-scale model of Universal Monster's The Wolfman comes 

molded in brownwith a complete set of special spooky glow parts. Includes wolfman figure on a 

detailed base. From the Aurora Tooling. Skilll level 2. (STL255392) Available Now!  (1514/A450) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Model Kit SRP: $34.99 

 

TIN TITANS 

 

JUL243008 

O/A TIN TITANS DBZ FRIEZA SAGA PX LUNCH BOX W BEVERAGE CONTAINER 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Legendary anime hit Dragonball Z comes to the 

Tin Titans Lunchbox series in four colorful and chao!c designs! This lunchbox features imagery from 

the second DBZ story arc, the "Frieza Saga," which is set mostly on the planet Namek, and builds to 

the long-awaited baPle between Goku and Frieza, with Krillin, Gohan, Piccolo and Vegeta taking on 



the tyrant first with liPle success! The included 10oz beverage container/soup cup features more 

images of mighty Z Fighters! Lunchbox measures 7.75" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. (STL295515) 

Available Now!  (1824/LBX-DBZ-FRSA) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Lunchbox SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243009 

O/A TIN TITANS DBZ SAIYAN SAGA PX LUNCH BOX W BEVERAGE CONTAINER 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Legendary anime hit Dragonball Z comes to the 

Tin Titans Lunchbox series in four colorful and chao!c designs! This lunchbox features the Z Fighters 

from the "Saiyan Saga", with heroes Goku, Piccolo, Krillin, and more on the lid, with Raditz, Nappa, 

and Bardock on the reverse. This lunchbox also includes a 10oz retro-styled beverage container/soup 

cup, featuring images of Goku, Raditz and Great Ape Vegeta! Lunchbox measures 7.75" x 6.75" x 4". 

Hand wash only. (STL295512) Available Now!  (1824/LBX-DBZ-SASA) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Lunchbox SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243010 

O/A TIN TITANS DBZ Z FIGHTERS PX LUNCH BOX W BEVERAGE CONTAINER  

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Legendary anime hit Dragonball Z comes to the 

Tin Titans Lunchbox series in four colorful and chao!c designs! This lunchbox features the Z Fighters 

on the lid, mighty mar!al ar!sts who unite for the common cause of defending Earth, including 

Goku, Vegeta, Gohan, PIccolo, Android 18, Goten, and more! On the reverse side you'll find the 

intergalac!c tyrant Frieza and the forces of evil ready to rumble! This lunchbox also includes a 10oz 

retro-styled beverage container/soup cup, featuring images of heroes and villains alike. Lunchbox 

measures 7.75" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. (STL295511) Available Now!  (1824/LBX-DBZ-ZFIG) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Lunchbox SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243011 

TIN TITANS CAPTAIN AMERICA PX LUNCH BOX W/BEVERAGE CONTAINER 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Shield your sandwiches with this retro-inspired 

Captain America Tin Titans lunchbox by Surreal Entertainment! Decked out with !meless comic art 

and a fully illustrated 10oz beverage container/soup cup, this sturdy lunchbox pays homage to the 

patrio!c hero. With a limited edi!on of only 2,500 pieces worldwide, this lunchbox is sure to be a 

star-spangled spotlight in any Marvel collec!on! Lunchbox measures 7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash 

only. (STL288376)  (1824/LBX-MU-CAPTA) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Lunchbox SRP: $24.99 



 

JUL243012 

TIN TITANS 90S GHOST RIDER PX LUNCH BOX W/BEVERAGE CONTAINER 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Take a ride with the spirit of vengeance in this 

retro-inspired Tin Titans lunchbox showcasing the one and only Danny Ketch! Featuring cover art 

from the iconic 1990 comic, Ghost Rider blazes onto the scene in this illustrated lunchbox from 

Surreal Entertainment. With interior artwork on the sides and a 10oz beverage container/soup cup 

covered in !meless comic panels, this lunchbox is limited to only 2,500 pieces worldwide, making it a 

must for any Ghost Rider collec!on! Lunchbox measures 7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. 

(STL288374)  (1824/LBX-MU-GR90) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Lunchbox SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243013 

TIN TITANS MARVEL DEADPOOL PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONTAINER (C: 1 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Crushed under the weight of his own logo, 

Deadpool breaks the fourth wall (and probably his skull) in this PREVIEWS Exclusive Tin Titans 

Lunchbox! Featuring a brushed metal finish, this stylish lunchbox also includes a 10oz retro-styled 

beverage container/soup cup featuring iconic art by SkoTe Young of a down-on-his-luck Merc with a 

Mouth. Don't miss out on adding this lunchbox to your Deadpool collec!on today! Lunchbox 

measures 7.75" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. (STL266214)  (1824/LBX-DP-DPL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Lunchbox SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243014 

TIN TITANS GIANT SIZE X-MEN PX LUNCH BOX W/BEVERAGE CONTAIN  

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Relive the classics with this Tin Titans lunchbox 

celebra!ng a legendary moment in comic history! Featuring cover art from the iconic Giant-Size X-

Men #1, this lunchbox pays tribute to the transforma!ve 1975 Marvel release that introduced an All-

New, All-Different team of X-Men. This limited-edi!on lunchbox boasts interior artwork on the sides, 

and comes complete with a fully illustrated 10oz beverage container/soup cup. Limited to only 2,500 

pieces worldwide, this lunchbox is an absolute must-have for any X-Men enthusiast. Lunchbox 

measures 7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. (STL288378)  (1824/LBX-MU-GSXM1) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Lunchbox SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243015 

TIN TITANS THE INFINITY GAUNTLET PX LUNCH BOX W/BEV CON (C:  



From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Pay tribute to the Mad Titan Thanos with this 

retro-inspired Tin Titans Lunchbox from Surreal Entertainment! Featuring electrifying artwork from 

Marvel's The Infinity Gauntlet, penned by Jim Starlin and brought to life by George Pérez and Ron 

Lim, a fully illustrated 10oz beverage container/soup cup depicts the moment of Thanos' fateful 

SNAP. Limited to only 2,500 pieces worldwide, this cosmic collectors' item perfectly unites fandom 

and func!on! Lunchbox measures 7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. (STL277681)  (1824/LBX-MU-

INFW) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Lunchbox SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243016 

O/A TIN TITANS MARVEL VENOM PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONTAINER (C: 1-1- 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Lethal protector of your lunch, Venom, looms 

above the city of San Francisco in an all new PREVIEWS Exclusive illustrated !n lunchbox! Featuring 

cover artwork by Mark Bagley from the 1993 Marvel Comics' Venom: Lethal Protector #2 on the front 

and classic Marvel Trading Card art and info on the sides, this stylish lunchbox also includes a 10oz 

retro-styled beverage container/soup cup with Spidey and the Symbiote teaming up to bust the 

baddies. Don't miss out on adding this lunchbox to your Venom collec!on today! Lunchbox measures 

7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. (STL251197) Available Now!  (1824) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Lunchbox SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243017 

TIN TITANS POWER RANGERS PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONTAINER (C: 1-1 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! IT'S LUNCHIN' TIME! Pull out those power coins 

and transform your lunch with this PREVIEWS Exclusive Power Rangers Tin Titans Lunchbox! The 

original Mighty Morphin' Power Rangers strike a pose on the front while Rita Repulsa and her 

fiendish crew defend the back of this retro-styled lunchbox, and the included 10oz beverage 

container/soup cup features the classic logo along with both Megazord and Dinozord! Lunchbox 

measures 7.75" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. (STL266222)  (1824/LBX-POW-GPVL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Lunchbox SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243018 

TIN TITANS SAILOR MOON TRANSFORM PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONT (C:  

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Never go hungry in your fight for love and jus!ce 

with this sturdy Tin Titans illustrated lunchbox! Featuring an illustra!on inspired by Sailor Moon 

SuperS, Sailor Moon and the Sailor Guardians get ready to punish their foes in the name of the 

Moon, while a winged Princess Serenity and Chibi Moon float idyllically in the background. This 

stylish lunchbox also includes a fully illustrated 10oz retro-styled beverage container/soup cup 



featuring Super Sailor Moon and Chibi moon striking a pose on one side, and a logo on the other.  

Lunchbox measures 7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. (STL255374)  (1824/LBX-SM-SMGP) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Lunchbox SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243019 

O/A TIN TITANS WEDNESDAY DANCE PX LUNCH BOX W/BEVERAGE CONTAINER 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Wednesday Addams is aPending the exclusive 

Nevermore Academy! One of the most talked about scenes from Wednesday, the series from Tim 

Burton, starring Jenna Ortega as Wednesday, comes in the fourth episode as Wednesday impresses 

her classmates with a dance that could only come from a member of the Addams Family. Surreal 

Entertainment's retro-styled !n lunchbox features Wednesday entering the dance on its panels and 

immortalizes the Wednesday Dance on the sides, and it includes a 10oz retro-styled beverage 

container/soup cup. Lunchbox measures 7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. Limited to 1,750 pieces. 

(STL282140) Available Now!  (1824/LBX-WED-DNCE) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Lunchbox SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243020 

O/A TIN TITANS WEDNESDAY NEVERMORE ACADEMY PX LUNCH BOX (C: 1-1- 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Wednesday Addams, daughter of the mysterious 

and spooky Addams Family, is aPending the exclusive Nevermore Academy! Based on the hit Neclix 

series from Tim Burton, starring Jenna Ortega as the !tular Wednesday, the sigil of the academy 

features on the front of this stylish Tin Titans lunchbox, and it includes a 10oz retro-styled beverage 

container/soup cup. Don't miss out on adding this lunchbox to your Wednesday collec!on today! 

Lunchbox measures 7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. Limited to 1,750 pieces. (STL278167) 

Available Now!  (1824/LBX-WED-NVMA) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Lunchbox SRP: $24.99 

 

ANIME 

 

JUL243021 

DEMON SLAYER CHARACTER LIGHT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Paladone Products. Set the ambiance with the Demon Slayer Character Light, featuring your 

favorite characters from the hit anime, Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba. Switch between steady on 

and pulsing light modes. This light measures 11 3/4" wide, making it an addi!on to your bedroom, 

game room, or office. Inspired by the popular Demon Slayer Corps, this light is sure to be a hit with 



fans. The Demon Slayer Characters Light can be powered by the included USB cable or 3x AAA 

baPeries (not included). (STL322474)  (2439/PP10187DE) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US 

and territories. 

Light SRP: $34.99 

 

JUL243022 

O/A DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU SD MASCOT 5 10PC MINI FIG DIS (C: 

From Bandai Shokugan. A collec!on of highly detailed, uniquely stylized mini mascot figures of 2 1/8" 

tall.  Each item comes with a ball chain. One inner box contain 10 individual items. Assortment of five 

characters: Tanjiro Kamado, Nezuko Kamado, Daki, Akaza, and Rengoku. 

 (STL232412) Available Now!  (1832/BAN73793) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Mini-Figure SRP: $6.00 

 

JUL243023 

DEMON SLAYER XROSS LINK TANJIRO SWORDSMITH VILLAGE ARC FIG ( 

From SEGA. Measuring 4 3/4" tall, this non-scale prize figure of Tanjiro comes packaged in a printed, 

closed box. (STL322315)  (2720/115-1111496) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243024 

O/A DR STONE CHROME 1/12 SCALE AF (C: 0-1-2) 

From Boss Fight Studio. This is exhilara!ng! The brand-new Boss Fight Dr. Stone ac!on figures are 

ready to bring the power of science to save every single person! These highly ar!culated figures 

bring the popular anime series to life in ac!on figure form.  Our favorite sidekick, Chrome, comes 

with 1 billion accessories (we're kidding!) This figure includes: 2 addi!onal heads an oxygen tank, a 

baPery, and 2 addi!onal pairs of hands. Also choose from Gen and Senku. Figure is animated 4" 

scale. (STL259707) Available Now!  (3419/DRS002) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in China or Japan. 

Figure SRP: $37.99 

 

JUL243025 

O/A DR STONE GEN 1/12 SCALE AF (C: 0-1-2) 

From Boss Fight Studio. This is exhilara!ng! The brand-new Boss Fight Dr. Stone ac!on figures are 

ready to bring the power of science to save every single person! These highly ar!culated figures 

bring the popular anime series to life in ac!on figure form.  Our favorite illusionist, Gen, comes with 



1 billion accessories (we're kidding!) This figure includes: - 2 addi!onal heads - 5 addi!onal hands - a 

bowl of ramen - a boPle of Senku Cola.   Figure is animated 4" scale (STL259708) Available Now!  

(3419/DRS003) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, United Arab Emirates, India, 

and Argen!na.(no south africa 6/6/18) 

Figure SRP: $37.99 

 

JUL243026 

O/A DR STONE KOHAKU 1/12 SCALE AF (C: 0-1-2) 

From Boss Fight Studio. This is exhilara!ng! The brand-new Boss Fight Dr. Stone ac!on figures are 

ready to bring the power of science to save every single person!  These highly ar!culated figures 

bring the popular anime series to life in ac!on figure form.  The favorite new world warrior, Kohaku, 

comes with 1 billion accessories (we're kidding!)  This figure includes: 2 addi!onal heads, an extra 

pair of hands, 2 knives, a shield, a water barrel. Figure is animated 4" scale. (STL259709) Available 

Now!  (3419/DRS004) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in China or Japan. 

Figure SRP: $37.99 

 

JUL243027 

EVANGELION THRICE UPON LUMINASTA REI AYANAMI FIG (C: 1 

From SEGA. Measuring 7 7/8" tall, this non-scale prize figure of Rei Ayanami from the Rebuild of 

Evangelion film series comes packaged in a printed, closed box. (STL322334)  (2720/115-1112893) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243028 

ONE PIECE BATTLE RECORD COLLECTION SHANKS STATUE (C: 1 

From Banpresto. Command the seas with the One Piece BaPle Record Collec!on Shanks Statue! 

Standing at 6 3/4", this figure features Shanks weilding his sword, making it a legendary addi!on to 

any collec!on. (STL321102)  (2720/89564) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Statue SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243029 

ONE PIECE GLITTER & GLAMOURS SPLASH STYLE NICO ROBIN FIG (Ne 

From Banpresto. Make a splash with the One Piece GliPer & Glamours Splash Style Nico Robin 

Figure! Standing tall at 9 1/8", this figure cap!vates with its stunning design and elegance, making it 

a standout piece in any display. (STL321103)  (2720/89565) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 



Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243030 

ONE PIECE GRANDLINE SER EGGHEAD JEWELRY BONNEY DXF FIG 

From Banpresto. Add a touch of mystery with the One Piece Grandline Series Egghead Jewelry 

Bonney DXF Figure! Standing at 6 1/4", this figure captures Bonney's enigma!c charm and beauty, 

making it a cap!va!ng addi!on to any display. (STL321101)  (2720/89563) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243031 

ONE PIECE GRANDLINE SER EGGHEAD RORONOA ZORO DXF STATUE (Net 

From Banpresto. Embark on a legendary journey with the One Piece Grandline Series Egghead 

Roronoa Zoro DXF Statue! Standing at 6 3/4", this figure captures Zoro's strength and determina!on, 

making it a prized treasure for any collector. (STL321098)  (2720/89562) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Statue SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243032 

ONE PIECE NEFERTARI VIVI & KAROO LOG STORIES WCF FIG ( 

From Banpresto. Bandai Spirits Banpresto is proud to announce their newest release WCF Log 

Stories—Nefeltari Vivi & Karoo! Standing at approximately 2 3/4" tall, Vivi & Karoo are seen in this 

iconic scene. Pair this with One Piece -sign of our fellowship- WCF to recreate the hearcelt scene! 

World Collectable Figure is a palm-sized treasure you can fit in your hand and display in all kinds of 

small spaces! (STL321652)  (3647/BPR89559) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $27.00 

 

JUL243033 

ONE PIECE SHUKKO YASOPP FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Banpresto. Set sail with the One Piece Shukko Yasopp Figure! Standing 6 1/4" tall, this figure 

brings the adventure of the Grand Line to your collec!on with Yasopp's bold spirit and sharpshoo!ng 

skills. (STL321097)  (2720/89561) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243034 



YU YU HAKUSHO ANKOKU BUJUTSUKAI KURAMA FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Banpresto. Add a touch of mys!que with the Yu Yu Hakusho Ankoku Bujutsukai Kurama Figure! 

Standing at 5 7/8", this dynamic figure features Kurama posed ready to baPle with his whip, making 

it a cap!va!ng addi!on to any collec!on. (STL321090)  (2720/89554) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243035 

CRAYON SHINCHAN DINOSAUR DIARY KASUKABE V1 DINOSAUR FIG (Net 

From Banpresto. Bring the whimsy of Crayon Shinchan to your collec!on with the Kasukabe Boueitai 

Volume 1 figures of Dinosaur Shinchan and Pteranodon Shinchan! Standing at 4 1/4", these figures 

depict Shinchan's imagina!ve adventures with dinosaurs in charming detail. (STL320794)  

(2720/89517) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243036 

CRAYON SHINCHAN DINOSAUR DIARY KASUKABE V1 PTERANODON FIG (N 

From Banpresto. Join Shinchan on prehistoric adventures with the Crayon Shinchan Dinosaur Diary 

Kasukabe Boueitai v1 Pteranodon Shinchan! Standing at 4.3”, this non-scale figure brings the playful 

spirit of the beloved character to life in a dino-sized adventure. (STL320792)  (2720/89516) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243037 

CRAYON SHINCHAN DINOSAUR KASUKABE BOUEITAI V2 MASAKO-KUN FIG 

From Banpresto. Unleash the roar of the dinosaurs with the Kasukabe Boueitai Volume 2 figures of 

Tyrannosaurus Masako-kun (4 3/4" tall) and Stegosaurus Nene-chan (4 1/4" tall)! These figure brings 

the excitement of prehistoric adventures to your collec!on! (STL320796)  (2720/89519) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243038 

CRAYON SHINCHAN DINOSAUR KASUKABE V2 STEGOSAURUS FIG ( 

From Banpresto. Step into the world of Crayon Shinchan with the Kasukabe Boueitai v2 Stegosaurus 

Nene-chan Figure! Standing at 4.7”, this adorable figure captures the fun and friendship of Nene-



chan's dinosaur-filled escapades (STL320795)  (2720/89518) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243039 

O/A DRAGON BALL LOOKOUT SON GOKU & KORIN ICHIBAN MASTERLISE FIG  

From Bandai Spirits Ichibansho. Bandai Spirits Ichibansho is proud to announce their newest release 

Son Goku & Korin (The Lookout Above the Clouds)! Standing at approximately 5 7/8" (Goku) and 3 

1/2" (Korin) tall, Son Goku & Korin are seen in their popular pose. Masterlise Figures are Ichibansho's 

premiere statue line featuring a larger size compared to other figures and high-quality detail. This 

line is truly a masterpiece for fans to collect! (STL320804) Available Now!  (3647/BAS66937) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure Set SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL243040 

DRAGON BALL SER BULMA ADVENTURE BEGINS S.H.FIGUARTS AF 

From Tamashii Na!ons. The Dragon Ball adventure begins here! It's Bulma in her classic pink oucit as 

she appeared in the very first episode of Dragon Ball, first broadcast way back in 1986! She's cute 

and dangerous, ready with her gun and a smile, leTng you re-create Gokou's very earliest 

adventures! Includes two op!onal expression parts, two leW and five right op!onal hands, Dragon 

Radar, gun, op!onal holster, and two-star Dragon Ball. (STL322673)  (3647/BAS66497) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $55.00 

 

JUL243041 

HATSUNE MIKU EXCEED CREATIVE MATCHA GREEN TEA PARFAIT FIG (N 

From FURYU. Hatsune Miku stars in this figure in this stunning Exceed Crea!ve line from FURYU! 

Dressed in a perfectly sweet matcha inspired kimono, she radiates elegance at 8 1/4" tall. This non-

scale figure of the virtual idol comes packaged in a printed, closed box. (STL322277)  (2720/AMU-

SHP1735) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $28.99 

 

JUL243042 

HATSUNE MIKU PROJECT DIVA-X FIGURIZMA HATSUNE MIKU DE TR FIG 

From SEGA. Measuring 8 3/4" tall, this non-scale prize figure comes packaged in a printed, closed 

box. (STL322330)  (2720/115-1112027) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 



Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243043 

KAIJU NO 8 II LOG STORIES WCF FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Banpresto. Bandai Spirits Banpresto is proud to announce their newest release, WCF Log 

Stories Kaiju no.8 II! Standing at approximately 2 3/8" tall, Kaiju no.8 is seen in this epic scene. Be 

sure to collect this and enhance your display with other incredible WCF! (STL321651)  

(3647/BPR89547) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $27.00 

 

JUL243044 

KIKIS DELIVERY SERVICE JIJI TEACUP ROLY POLY TILTING FIGURE  

From Ensky. Jiji, the black cat from Kiki's Delivery Service, is rolling around in a teacup! This self 

righ!ng toy !lts and wobbles. Jiji's paw and tail also wiggle around, making him look extra playful. It 

balances and puts itself back up easily, no maPer how much you push it around. (STL322294)  

(3647/ENS70219) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $22.00 

 

JUL243045 

MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO BLUE TOTORO TILTING FIGURE (C: 1-1- 

From Ensky. The My Neighbor Totoro Medium Blue Totoro !l!ng figure wobbles here and there but 

does not fall. Medium Blue Totoro holds a leaf over his head and !lts around like he's doing the 

dondoko dance. Collect the Grey Totoro and White Totoro for a full set! (STL322302)  

(3647/ENS49662) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $17.00 

 

JUL243046 

MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO GRAY TOTORO TILTING FIGURE (C: 1-1- 

From Ensky. “My Neighbor Totoro” Big Grey Totoro !l!ng figure that wobbles here and there but 

does not fall. This Big Grey Totoro holds an umbrella over his head and !lts around like he’s doing the 

dondoko dance. Collect the Blue Totoro and White Totoro for a full set! (STL322301)  

(3647/ENS49661) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $18.00 

 

JUL243047 



MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO WHITE TOTORO TILTING FIGURE (C: 1-1 

From Ensky. “My Neighbor Totoro” Small White Totoro !l!ng figure that wobbles here and there but 

does not fall. Small White Totoro holds a leaf over his head and !lts around like he’s doing the 

dondoko dance. Collect the Grey Totoro and Blue Totoro for a full set! (STL322303)  (3647/ENS49663) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $16.00 

 

JUL243048 

MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO PULL BACK CAT BUS WITH TOTORO FIG ( 

From Ensky. From My Neighbor Totoro comes the Cat Bus as part of the Pullback Collec!on. Pull back 

the Cat Bus and let go! Watch all its legs move in a hurry forward. Look closely and you'll see a 

familiar face catching a ride on the Cat Bus. (STL322299)  (3647/ENS70142) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $36.00 

 

JUL243049 

MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO PULL BACK GRAY TOTORO WITH LEAF FIG 

From Ensky. Watch him go! The Big Grey Totoro from My Neighbor Totoro is now part of the Pullback 

Collec!on. Pull back Totoro and see him wiggle around with his leave as he makes his way around! 

(STL322297)  (3647/ENS70140) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $26.00 

 

JUL243050 

MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO PULL BACK MEDIUM TOTORO WITH ACORN FIG (N 

From Ensky. The Blue Totoro, from My Neighbor Totoro, is in such a hurry! This Pullback Collec!on 

toy features the Blue Totoro running quickly with its bag of acorns. Pull it back and let it go; watch as 

its arms wiggle and he scurries off! (STL322296)  (3647/ENS70139) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $21.00 

 

JUL243051 

MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO PULL BACK MEI WITH TRICYCLE FIG (C: 

From Ensky. From My Neighbor Totoro comes liPle Mei on her tricycle! As part of the Pullback 

Collec!on, Mei will zoom forward on her tricycle aWer pulling back and releasing. Her liPle legs move 

up and down as if she is really pedaling. (STL322298)  (3647/ENS70141) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Figure SRP: $31.00 

 

JUL243052 

MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO PULL BACK SMALL TOTORO IN HURRY FIG 

From Ensky. White Totoro is in a hurry! The Pullback Collec!on now includes the White Totoro from 

the movie, My Neighbor Totoro. Pull this liPle guy back and watch him scurry off as he's got places to 

be! (STL322295)  (3647/ENS70138) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $16.00 

 

JUL243053 

NARUTO BOX LIGHT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Paladone Products. Illuminate your room with the spirit of the Hidden Leaf Village with this 

Naruto Light. The 7" tall light is shaped like Naruto Uzumaki. Its soW, warm glow makes it the ideal 

mood light to accompany you through anime binge-watching sessions. Power the light with 3x AAA 

baPeries (not included). (STL322676)  (2439/PP11965NAR) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US 

and territories. 

Light SRP: $17.99 

 

JUL243054 

ONE PIECE BROOK 3D MUG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Abysse America. YOHOHOHOHO! Brook, aka Soul King, is the funkiest pirate of the seas! Let 

your soul be enchanted by the mythical riffs of the musician of the Straw Hat crew with this beau!ful 

3D One Piece mug by ABYstyle. (STL325588)  (3442/ABYMUGA254) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Mug SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL243055 

ONE PIECE CROSS BONES HEAT CHANGE MUG & COASTER GIFT SET (C: 

From Abysse America. You want to make a One Piece fan happy? This set by ABYstyle will be the 

perfect giW! (STL325600)  (3442/ABYPCK229) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

GiW Set SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL243056 

ONE PIECE DEN DEN MUSHI TEAPOT (C: 1-1-2) 



From Abysse America. Transponder Snails, oWen called Den Den Mushi, are the best means of 

communica!on in the vast world of One Piece. Whether it's making a phone call, sending a fax, or 

even recording, this snail is an all-purpose item! Take home this faithful replica of the Straw Hat 

Crew's transponder snail with this beau!ful One Piece teapot by ABYstyle! (STL325590)  

(3442/ABYTAB089) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Teapot SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL243057 

ONE PIECE EGGHEAD MONKEY D LUFFY MASTERLISE ICHIBAN FIG (Net 

From Bandai Spirits Ichibansho. Bandai Spirits Ichibansho is proud to announce their newest release 

Monkey D. Luffy (Egghead)! Standing at approximately 6 3/4" tall, Luffy is seen in their popular pose. 

Masterlise Figures are Ichibansho's premiere statue line featuring a larger size compared to other 

figures and high-quality detail. This line is truly a masterpiece for fans to collect! (STL323093)  

(3647/BAS66962) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL243058 

ONE PIECE STRAW HAT COIN BANK (C: 1-1-2) 

From Abysse America. Put your money close to the greatest of treasures, Luffy's Straw Hat with this 

superb One Piece piggy bank by ABYstyle. (STL325602)  (3442/ABYBUS019) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only within US and territories. 

Bank SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL243059 

ONE PIECE WANTED POSTER HEAT CHANGE MUG & COASTER GIFT SET ( 

From Abysse America. The Straw Hats are laying low with the Marines on their tail, but a nice warm 

mug of coffee, tea or cocoa is sure to bring them out of hiding. Pour a hot beverage of your choice 

into this Heat-Change Mug from ABYstyle and watch as Luffy, Nami and the rest of your favorite One 

Piece characters appear on their wanted posters. Just make sure to use the included coaster, leaving 

rings on the table is sure to earn you a bounty of your own. (STL325598)  (3442/ABYPCK203) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Mug SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL243060 

SPIRITED AWAY NO FACE TEACUP ROLY POLY TILTING FIGURE  

From Ensky. Watch No Face, from the movie Spirited Away, wobble around with his teacup, but never 

fall down! This !l!ng figure balances and puts itself back up easily, no maPer how much you push it 



around. No Face also moves his arms and teacup, making this a fun toy to watch! (STL322293)  

(3647/ENS70218) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $19.00 

 

JUL243061 

SPIRITED AWAY PULL BACK NO FACE WALKING FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ensky. The strange and beloved character from Spirited Away, No Face, now comes as part of 

the Pullback Collec!on. Pull back and let No Face move on his own, coming forward with his arms 

moving up and down. Be careful, though! No Face may make his own path and turn suddenly! 

(STL322300)  (3647/ENS70143) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $26.00 

 

JUL243062 

ATTACK ON TITAN POP UP PARADE ZEKE YEAGER BEAST L SIZE FIG ( 

From Good Smile Company. With the same impact as a scale figure! POP UP PARADE is bringing 

figure fans a brand new sense of excitement with the L line. Zeke Yeager measures about 7 1/2" tall. 

(STL321267)  (6817/G94996) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, 

Guatemala, Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 

Figure SRP: $57.99 

 

JUL243063 

CHAINSAW MAN PM PERCHING CHAINSAW MAN V2 FIG (C: 1-1-2 

From SEGA. Measuring 7 1/8" tall, this non-scale prize figure comes packaged in a printed, closed 

box. (STL322324)  (2720/115-1109012) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243064 

EMINENCE IN SHADOW DELTA ED PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kotobukiya. From the TV anime The Eminence in Shadow, the fourth member of the Shadow 

Garden's Seven Shadows, Delta, joins the lineup in her oucit from the ending of the first season! She 

comes to life showing off a truly wild side of her as she stuffs her cheeks with hamburgers from 

MagRonald's. As the best fighter in the Seven Shadows, careful aPen!on was paid to sculp!ng out 

her toned physique. Delta and her hamburgers can be freely placed wherever the user would like. 

(STL317660) Scheduled to ship in November 2024.  (4898/PV161) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 

233, but with Mexico allowed. 



Statue SRP: $169.99 

 

JUL243065 

HAIKYU TETSURO KUROO ARTFX J STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kotobukiya. From the anime HAIKYU!!, Tetsuro Kuroo joins the scale figure lineup! Tetsuro 

Kuroo comes to life based on an illustra!on by Takahiro Chiba! Kneeling at the top of a tree with a 

daring grin, this figure fully recreates the original visual. Careful aPen!on was paid to sculp!ng even 

the finest of details, such as his windswept jacket and the muscle defini!on on his arms and legs. 

No!ce the elegant yet adorable atmosphere of the cat, which has been painstakingly sculpted. This 

piece me!culously recreates the delicate, yet light atmosphere of the original visual. (STL318397) 

Scheduled to ship in November 2024.  (4898/PV118) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with 

Mexico allowed. 

Statue SRP: $179.99 

 

JUL243066 

KAIJU NO 8 RENO ICHIKAWA ARTFX J STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kotobukiya. From the anime Kaiju No. 8, Reno Ichikawa comes to life taking aim with his rifle! 

His suit, mask, and even weapons have been carefully sculpted, allowing fans to enjoy the 

atmosphere of a Defense Force officer from any angle. In his hands is the standard Defense Force 

rifle with each feature, from the sight and socket down to the sling recreated in exac!ng detail. The 

base takes inspira!on from a road during one of his many destruc!ve encounters with other kaiju, 

featuring detailed shading that shows off the depth of the uneven pavement and even includes parts 

of a road marking. (STL326093) Scheduled to ship in March 2025.  (4898/PV090) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Statue SRP: $119.99 

 

JUL243067 

SNK KING OF FIGHTERS 2001 ANGEL BISHOUJO STATUE (MR) ( 

From Kotobukiya. Joining the Bishoujo series is Ángel from the figh!ng game The King of Fighters 

2001! Anyone that knows of her past as an enhanced fighter from the secret syndicate NESTS will 

surely become more infatuated with her. Now, she has been stylized by the beloved illustrator 

Shunya Yamashita. Her impressive physique and glamorous oucit, complete with her jacket and 

chaps-style pants which all fully embody the designer's style of the !me can now come to life in the 

modern day. Sculptor ke (comaccow) has immaculately recreated the iconic victory pose of her own 

unique figh!ng style. The base recreates the area near the museum in the Mexico Stage. 

(STL317662) Scheduled to ship in December 2024.  (4898/SV353) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, 

but with Mexico allowed. 

MATURE THEMES 

Statue SRP: $129.99 



 

JUL243068 

MARVEL INVISIBLE WOMAN ULTIMATE BISHOUJO STATUE (C: 1- 

From Kotobukiya. The Bishoujo series is celebra!ng this special year with the Ul!mate Bishoujo! This 

large 1/6-scale statue reaches a total height of over 11" tall! The team took this anniversary year as a 

chance to look back at the illustra!on by Shunya Yamashita with fresh eyes, and took on the 

challenge of bringing this statue back to life with Kotobukiya's latest skills and techniques. The result 

was not just a simple reproduc!on, but the development of a whole new statue! The statue features 

Invisible Woman's hair flowing in the breeze made with clear material and layered with a beau!ful 

pearlescent paint, crea!ng an airy and transparent tone. Complicated details, such as her irises and 

the inside of her mouth, have been recreated with a sense of depth and precision that only this large 

of a scale can bring to life. Her costume features a detailed contrast between the textured and glossy 

fabrics, with the recrea!on of even the fine wrinkles being perfectly and naturally captured. Her 

force field, as well as hands and feet, u!lize clear material to make a beau!ful gradient that gradually 

turns transparent at her finger!ps. The team is proud to present this statue as a commemora!ve 

item for fans all over the globe, as a piece that both showcases the history of the series and its future 

to come. (STL324492) Scheduled to ship in December 2024.  (4898/MK369) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available most of North America except Mexico, plus  Iceland, Israel, New Zealand, Russia, South 

Africa. 

Statue SRP: $229.99 

 

JUL243069 

TOKYO GHOUL KEN KANEKI AWAKENED REPAINT ARTFX J STATUE 

From Kotobukiya. From Tokyo Ghoul, which gained popularity with its serializa!on in Weekly Young 

Jump and hit it big with anime adapta!ons in 2014 and 2015, the half-ghoul protagonist Ken Kaneki 

joins the ARTFX J lineup. Kaneki, who throughout his experiences and struggles in the story comes to 

accept himself as a ghoul, has been sculpted in a bold, dynamic pose. The dis!nc!ve mask that hides 

all but his kakugan and reddish-black glowing kagune that protrude from his back give him a chilling 

presence. This statue encapsulates everything Kotobukiya can share with the world in the ARTFX J 

series! Please note: The coloring of the kagune has been updated from the 2015 release version of 

this item. (STL323192) Scheduled to ship in November 2024.  (4898/PV235) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as 

Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Statue SRP: $119.99 

 

BUILDING BLOCK FIGURES 

 

JUL243070 

PANTASY ASTRO BOY MINI ASTRO BOY PX 124PC BUILDING BLOCK TOY 



From Pantasy. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! The Pantasy Mini Astro Boy is a licensed building set designed 

for fans of the classic manga and anime. It beau!fully recreates the iconic scene of Astro Boy 

charging his baPeries, with movable head, arms, and legs that allow for both play and display. With 

124 printed pieces (no s!ckers), building this 3 1/2" set is a relaxing and sa!sfying experience for fans 

6 and up. (STL320205)  (3717/86204) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Building Brick Set SRP: $9.90 

 

JUL243071 

PANTASY ASTRO BOY MECH CLEAR VER PX 1250PC BUILDING BLOCK TO 

From Pantasy. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Immerse yourself in the world of Astro Boy with the Pantasy 

Astro Boy Building Kits, designed for adult fans looking for a crea!ve challenge. This 1250-piece 

project offers an authen!c experience, with carefully polished par!cles and aPen!on to detail 

ensuring a sa!sfying assembly process. Follow the magazine-like installa!on instruc!ons to build 

your own Astro Boy model, complete with an integrated stand and nameplate, perfect for display. 

Standing over 12 3/4" tall, this brick-built crea!on will become an aPrac!ve decora!on to enhance 

any home or office decor. (STL320338)  (3717/86203) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Building Brick Set SRP: $79.99 

 

JUL243072 

PANTASY ASTRO BOY PURE WHITE VER PX 1084PC BUILDING BLOCK TO 

From Pantasy. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Immerse yourself in the world of Astro Boy with the Pantasy 

Astro Boy Building Kits, designed for adult fans looking for a crea!ve challenge. This 1084-piece 

project offers an authen!c experience, with carefully polished par!cles and aPen!on to detail 

ensuring a sa!sfying assembly process. Follow the magazine-like installa!on instruc!ons to build 

your own Astro Boy model in white, complete with an integrated stand and nameplate, perfect for 

display. Standing over 12 3/4" tall, this brick-built crea!on will become an aPrac!ve decora!on to 

enhance any home or office decor. (STL320340)  (3717/86206) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Building Brick Set SRP: $79.99 

 

JUL243073 

PANTASY ASTRO BOY SKATEBOARD BOY PX 1117PC BUILDING BLOCK TO 

From Pantasy. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Immerse yourself in the world of Astro Boy with the Pantasy 

Astro Boy Building Kits, designed for adult fans looking for a crea!ve challenge. This 1117-piece 

project offers an authen!c experience, with carefully polished par!cles and aPen!on to detail 

ensuring a sa!sfying assembly process. Follow the magazine-like installa!on instruc!ons to build 

your own lifelike Astro Boy model with sakeboard, complete with an integrated stand and 



nameplate, perfect for display. Standing over 12 3/4" tall, this brick-built crea!on will become an 

aPrac!ve decora!on to enhance any home or office decor. (STL320343)  (3717/86207) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Building Brick Set SRP: $89.99 

 

JUL243074 

PANTASY ASTRO BOY AWAKENING MOMENT PX 1410PC BUILD BLOCK TOY 

From Pantasy. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Delve into the world of Astro Boy with the Official Authorized 

Astro Boy Building Set, designed specifically for adult fans of the iconic character. This officially 

licensed collec!ble technic building set offers hours of crea!ve enjoyment, allowing you to relish the 

rewards long aWer construc!on is complete. With me!culously molded building bricks and painted 

details, each block boasts authen!c designs inspired by Astro Boy's classic moments, elimina!ng the 

need for s!ckers and ensuring a seamless building experience. Featuring an array of items from the 

movies, including an angle-adjustable chamber system and robot assistant arms, this model kit is 

perfect for display, measuring over 9 7/8" in height, 12" in length, and 9 3/8" in width. (STL320349)  

(3717/86205) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Building Brick Set SRP: $99.99 

 

JUL243075 

PANTASY THE BAKERY PX 2663PC BUILDING BLOCK TOY (C: 1- 

From Pantasy. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Immerse yourself in the charm of European architecture with 

our Exquisite European Bakery Building Block Set. CraWed with me!culous aPen!on to detail in rich 

brown tones, this set features four dis!nc!ve levels: the Pan-Baker Bakery, an energe!c gym, a 

sophis!cated living area, and a blissful rooWop garden sanctuary. Indulge in sensory delights like the 

signature olive oil bread and coffee in a picturesque street corner seTng, or explore the 24-hour 

fitness facility and European-style rooms adorned with cozy beds and private bathrooms. Ascend to 

the serene sky garden oasis for a perfect spot to unwind and host gatherings, all made possible 

through engaging building block construc!ons. Once completed this kit will measure 10" x 10" x 15 

3/8". (STL320367)  (3717/85013) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Building Brick Set SRP: $129.99 

 

JUL243076 

PANTASY PALADIN 90S PC GAME PX 1946PC BUILDING BLOCK TOY (Ne 

From Pantasy. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Step back in !me to the 1990s with the Paladin Retro 

Computer Building Block Kit, me!culously craWed to recreate the iconic IBM PC330. This nostalgic set 

features classic components like a monitor, CPU, mouse, keyboard, floppy disks, and CDs, allowing 

you to immerse yourself in the vintage compu!ng era. Relive the excitement of classic game Paladin 

with this interac!ve kit, complete with a vintage-style mousepad for the ul!mate throwback 

experience. Each building brick showcases fine craWsmanship, offering a sleek and stylish retro 



computer toy set with intricate details. Assemble the mainframe from the side, pop out the CD-ROM 

drive, remove the disks, and rotate the cooling fan for added authen!city. The authen!c screen 

display faithfully reproduces classic interfaces, while the quick-release design allows for effortless 

switching between dual-sided display cards to suit your exhibi!on needs. Once assembled, this retro 

computer building-bricks set measures 7.9" x 7.5" x 9.5". (STL320363)  (3717/86230) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Building Brick Set SRP: $129.90 

 

JUL243077 

PANTASY RETRO 90S PC PX 1634PC BUILDING BLOCK TOY (C:  

From Pantasy. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Step back in !me to the 1990s with the Retro Computer 

Building Block Kit, me!culously craWed to recreate the iconic IBM PC330. This nostalgic set features 

classic components like a monitor, CPU, mouse, keyboard, floppy disks, and CDs, allowing you to 

immerse yourself in the vintage compu!ng era. Relive the excitement of Minesweeper with our 

interac!ve kit, complete with a vintage-style mousepad for the ul!mate throwback experience. Each 

building brick showcases fine craWsmanship, offering a sleek and stylish retro computer toy set with 

intricate details. Assemble the mainframe from the side, pop out the CD-ROM drive, remove the 

disks, and rotate the cooling fan for added authen!city. The authen!c screen display faithfully 

reproduces classic interfaces, while the quick-release design allows for effortless switching between 

dual-sided display cards to suit your needs. Once assembled, this retro computer building-bricks set 

measures 7.9" x 7.5" x 9.5". (STL320359)  (3717/85005) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Building Brick Set SRP: $119.99 

 

JUL243078 

PANTASY RETRO 1960S TELEVISION PX 1208PC BUILDING BLOCK TOY  

From Pantasy. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Build some nostalgia with the Memorable and Func!onal Set 

from Pantasy, transpor!ng you back to the 1960s with its retro television design! Perfect for fans of 

vintage style goods and decora!ons, this set offers a vintage-style stand holder for hands-free video 

watching, along with three available scenes featuring complimentary background cards: Relaxing 

Ocean Mode, No Sign, and TV Mode. Addi!onally, enjoy two complimentary giWs—a White Vintage 

TV Cover and PVC lens—to enhance your viewing experience. With clear instruc!ons included, this 

set is a must-have for anyone looking to add a touch of retro charm to their space. (STL320335)  

(3717/61008) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Building Brick Set SRP: $69.99 

 

JUL243079 

PANTASY NOSTALGIC TV PX 682PC BUILDING BLOCK TOY (C: 1 



From Pantasy. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Relive the magic of family gatherings around the television 

with the Authen!c Retro TV Building Blocks Set from Pantasy. Recrea!ng beloved TVs from the 80s, 

this kit is a nostalgic trip down memory lane, featuring A/V interfaces, rotary knobs, antennas, and 

even dust covers for an authen!c feel. With outstanding clutch power and s!cker-free design, each 

block offers seamless assembly, while the included retractable smartphone holder and magnifying 

lens allow you to play videos on the built-in screen, complete with authen!c sound reminiscent of 

classic 80s TVs. (STL320330)  (3717/85001) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Building Brick Set SRP: $44.99 

 

JUL243080 

PANTASY SHERLOCK HOLMES HOLMES&WATSON PX 383PC BUILD BLOCK T 

From Pantasy. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Pantasy bricks allow you to build some of your favorite 

characters from the ground up! This buildable set of Sherlock Holmes and his partner Watson 

measures about 4 1/2" tall when constructed and includes 383 ABS plas!c blocks for about an hour 

of building fun for fans 6 and up. Perfect for collectors, this kit comes packaged in a printed box with 

instruc!on booklet included. (STL320241)  (3717/99101) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Building Brick Set SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL243081 

PANTASY SHERLOCK HOLMES 221B BAKER ST PX 1088PC BUILD BLOCK  

From Pantasy. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Immerse yourself in the world of Sherlock Holmes with the 

officially authorized Baker Street 221B Apartment Adult Building Block Set Model, designed 

specifically for enthusiasts and collectors. Faithfully reproducing the iconic residence, from the cozy 

living room to the cluPered study, each floor is me!culously recreated for an immersive building 

experience. With over 60 pad-prin!ng bricks and intricate details like photos of Watson and Miss 

Morstan, London portraits, and more, this set captures the essence of Holmes' world. From classic 

scenes in the café to Sherlock's bedroom with his violin, every detail is packed with surprises. Perfect 

for display in both home and office environments, this set is an ideal collec!ble for any Sherlock 

Holmes fan. (STL320334)  (3717/86218) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Building Brick Set SRP: $69.99 

 

GAMES & PUZZLES 

 

CRYPTOZOIC ENTERTAINMENT 

 



JUL243082 

ADVENTURE TIME PLAYPACKS SERIES 3 GRAVITY FEED DIS (24CT) (C 

Play in the Land of Ooo with the return of Adventure Time Playpaks! Based on the beloved Cartoon 

Network show, each five-card pack is filled with brave and adventurous characters and endless fun. 

Adventure Time Playpaks: Series 3 feature a 18-card Base Set showcasing a popular character on 

each card and five uniquely-themed Chase Sets: foil Lava Cards, S!cker Cards with Puzzle Backs, 

Standees, Scratch 'n' Sniff Cards, and Temporary TaPoos (STL330563) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Pack SRP: $3.99 

 

JUL243083 

DC COMICS DBG CRISIS COLL 2 (C: 1-1-2) 

Crisis Collec!on 2 brigs together the third and fourth Crisis Expansion Packs, which expand any DC 

Deck-Building Game base set with coopera!ve gameplay and tons of new cards. You'll have to take 

on Crisis events and Impossible Mode Super-Villains that will put your  team to the test! This is not a 

standalone product. Requires any DC Deck-Building Game base game to play. (STL324650) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Game SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL243084 

EPIC SPELL WARS BATTLE WIZARDS ANNIHILAGEDDON 3 SATANIC PANI 

From Cryptozoic Entertainment. I know what you're thinking: What could possibly make the Epic 

Spell Wars: ANNIHILAGEDDON deck-building games bePer? Death? (We got it!) Carnage? (There's 

tons!) Weird and wacky, foul and filthy, totally disgus!ng nonsese... It's packed with that stuff. No, 

the ingredient we were missing was Satan—and now he's here! Are you ready? One evil player will 

be the Prince of Darkness and use a totally custom Satan deck, draW Satan cards, and generally be 

super powerful/evil! Can you beat Satan while bea!ng off the other Wizards??!? Or will the Wizards 

work together and tag-team the Lord of Lies!?! Don't worry: The Wizards got a liPle juice too. Ten 

new oversized Wizards each with a Familiar and a Spellbook. That's right: Each Wizard has a new 

type of card… the Spellbook. Oh baby, you're so powerful… the crazy Familiar and Spellbook combos 

are out of this world! (STL330705) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Deck-Building Game, FC SRP: $54.99 

 

EXPLODING KITTENS, LLC 

 

JUL243085 

BEST WORST ICE CREAM GAME (C: 1-1-2) 



Watch kids improve their decision-making skills while building the kookiest Ice Cream Cone! They'l 

use reasoning and crea!ve thinking to match flavors and fill their Ice Cream Cone, and you'll have fun 

playing along. It's easy to learn and fast to play with funky flavors that spark crea!ve conversa!ons. 

Play it as a two-player game or bring it to a party to get the giggles going. (STL330603) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Game (EKG BWIC-CORE)  SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL243086 

HURRY UP CHICKEN BUTT GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

Shake the Chicken to reveal your ac!vity, then quickly perform it before passing the Chicken Shaker 

to the next player. Don't get caught holding the Chicken when the !mer goes off! This game is fast, 

funny and it's different every !me. Plus, everyone has an equal chance to win... expecially the liPle 

ones! Perfect for family game night or encouraging groups of kids to play together. You'll laugh your 

buP off! (STL330597) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Hot-Potato Game (EKG HUCB-COR)  SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL243087 

I WANT MY TEETH BACK GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

Meet the monster has lost their teeth and needs your help! Collect cards and use the Spinner to get 

closer to filling Meef's smile back up. The first one with a full set of teeth wins! With cour!ng 

prac!ce, fun strategy challenges, and a silly story you can read together, this game is easy for anyone 

to sink their teeth into. Great for giggle-filled family game nights or one on one bonding !me. 

(STL330600) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Game (EKG THBK-COR)  SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL243088 

MY PARENTS MIGHT BE MARTIANS GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

The kids are Human, the grown-ups are Mar!ans, and everyone's laughing! The goal is for the 

Mar!ans to get their Human friends to guess a word by only using clues with single-syllable words. 

The Humans have to work together to make sense of your silly speech before the !mer runs out. This 

game is an out-of-this-world way to improve your liPle ones' teamwork and language skills. Perfect 

for small family game nights or breaking the ice at big gatherings. (STL330605) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Guessing Game (EKG MRTN-COR)  SRP: $14.99 

 

GOODMAN GAMES LLC 

 



JUL243089 

DCC RPG CORE RULEBOOK DEMON SKULL MONSTER HIDE ED HC (C: 0-1 

(W) Joseph Goodman,  Goodman Games Staff (CA) Doug Kovacs 

You're no hero. You're an adventurer: a reaver, a cutpurse, a heathen-slayer, a !ght-lipped warlock 

guarding long-dead secrets. You seek gold and glory, winning it with sword and spell, caked in the 

blood and filth of the weak, the dark, the demons, and the vanquished. There are treasures to be 

won deep underneath, and you shall have them. Return to the glory days of fantasy with the 

Dungeon Crawl Classics Role-Playing Game. Adventure as 1974 intended, with modern rules 

grounded in the origins of sword & sorcery. Fast play, cryp!c secrets, and a mysterious past await 

you: turn the page… DCC RPG is a fast-paced, open-feeling rules set allowing for epic game 

experiences without unnecessary tethers. It uses modern game-play while paying homage to the 

origins of role-playing and the fun that it inspired. Available with two limited edi!on covers—the 

nigh-legendary Demon Skull DCC cover artwork on faux "monster hide" textured cover stock or with 

a cover by legendary fantasy ar!st Erol Otus. (STL330741) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, FC SRP: $69.99 

 

JUL243090 

DCC RPG CORE RULEBOOK HC EROL OTUS CVR (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Joseph Goodman,  Goodman Games Staff (A) Erol Otus 

Glory & Gold Won by Sorcery & Sword 

 

You’re no hero. 

You’re an adventurer: a reaver, a cutpurse, a heathen-slayer, a !ght-lipped warlock guarding long-

dead secrets. You seek gold and glory, winning it with sword and spell, caked in the blood and filth of 

the weak, the dark, the demons, and the vanquished. There are treasures to be won deep 

underneath, and you shall have them. 

Return to the glory days of fantasy with the Dungeon Crawl Classics Role-Playing Game. Adventure as 

1974 intended, with modern rules grounded in the origins of sword & sorcery. Fast play, cryp!c 

secrets, and a mysterious past await you: turn the page… 

 

DCC RPG is a fast-paced, open-feeling rules set allowing for epic game experiences without 

unnecessary tethers. It uses modern game-play while paying homage to the origins of role-playing 

and the fun that it inspired. 

 

This limited edi!on features cover art by legendary fantasy ar!st Erol Otus. (STL330742) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, FC SRP: $69.99 

 



JUL243091 

O/A D&D 5E ORIGINAL ADV REINCARNATED HC #8 GRIMTOOTHS TRAPS (C:  

(W) Chris Doyle 

Goodman Games presents Original Adventures Reincarnated #8, Grimtooth's Old School Traps. This 

tome contains over 150 classic traps, fully developed for 5E rules. It could not be any easier to get 

these death traps to your game table. Inside you will find delver dicers, character crushers, 

adventurer anxie!es, minion munchers, hero haranguers, and much more to protect your dungeon 

treasures. All craWed by Grimtooth, the Trap Master troll, himself. Grimtooth's Old School Traps is an 

homage to the classic books Grimtooth's Traps and Traps Too. This hardcover also includes essays 

from industry luminaries, recoun!ng the impacts of these traps (on both characters, and the game 

industry) over the decades. (STL310521) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 150pgs, B&W SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL243092 

DCC #67 SAILORS ON THE STARLESS SEA HC ED (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Harley Stroh (A) Doug Kovacs 

Since !me immemorial you and your people have toiled in the shadow of the cyclopean ruins. Of 

mysterious origins and the source of many a supers!!on, they have always been considered a secret 

best leW unknown by the folk of your hamlet. But now something s!rs beneath the crumbling blocks. 

Beastmen howl in the night and your fellow villagers are snatched from their beds. With no heroes to 

defend you, who will rise to stand against the encircling darkness? The secrets of Chaos are yours to 

unearth, but at what cost to sanity or soul? An introductory adventure for the Dungeon Crawl 

Classics Roleplaying Game, Sailors on the Starless Sea pits a mob of 0-level adventurers against the 

legacy of the Chaos Lords and their corrupted hordes. Delving beneath the crumbling ruins, the 

characters discover ancient crypts, a starless sea, and an ancient ziggurat, where death and treasure 

await in equal measure! This hardcover version also contains a gallery of alternate covers from 

previous prin!ngs, an essay on Doug Kovac's "Reverse Sailors," an interview with adventure creator 

Harley Stroh, original sketch maps, and more! (STL327458) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, HC, 56pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL243093 

DCC #67 SAILORS ON THE STARLESS SEA FOIL HC ED (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Harley Stroh (A) Doug Kovacs 

The classic adventure, now available as a limited foil-enchanced hardcover! 

 

Since !me immemorial you and your people have toiled in the shadow of the cyclopean ruins. Of 

mysterious origins and the source of many a supers!!on, they have always been considered a secret 

best leW unknown by the folk of your hamlet. 



 

But now something s!rs beneath the crumbling blocks. Beastmen howl in the night and your fellow 

villagers are snatched from their beds. With no heroes to defend you, who will rise to stand against 

the encircling darkness? The secrets of Chaos are yours to unearth, but at what cost to sanity or 

soul? 

 

An introductory adventure for the Dungeon Crawl Classics Roleplaying Game, Sailors on the Starless 

Sea pits a mob of 0-level adventurers against the legacy of the Chaos Lords and their corrupted 

hordes. Delving beneath the crumbling ruins, the characters discover ancient crypts, a starless sea, 

and an ancient ziggurat, where death and treasure await in equal measure! 

 

This hardcover version also contains a gallery of alternate covers from previous prin!ngs, an essay on 

Doug Kovac's "Reverse Sailors", an interview with adventure creator Harley Stroh, original sketch 

maps, and more! (STL327457) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, HC, 56pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL243094 

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS #107 FORGOTTEN DANGERS SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Michael Cur!s & Various (A) Doug Kovacs 

DCC #107 ForgoPen Dangers is a 56-page compila!on of adventures the previously appeared in 

earlier prin!ngs of the DCC RPG core rulebook and in Quick-Start Rules, making them hard to find 

these days. This book contains six long-unavailable adventures that invite adventurers inside the 

Gnole House, take them to visit the Abbot of the Woods, try and avoid becoming Man-Bait for the 

Soul Stealer, and more, all intended for characters of level 1 to 3, in one handy collec!on perfect for 

experienced judges and newcomers alike. (STL315455) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, SC, 56pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

TERRIBLE GAMES 

 

JUL243095 

BLACK MOLD CORE GAME (C: 0-1-2) 

In Black Mold you are an escaped prisoner trying to find your way out of an abandoned subterranean 

prison compound. Black undula!ng fungal growths coat every surface of these corridors, emiTng 

ghostly clouds that poison the air. To avoid breathing the harmful, hallucinogenic mist, you must limit 

your exposure and make your escape. This is simulated in the game by limi!ng the length of your 

turn to how long you're able to physically hold your breath. A tense, "co-op !ll it's not" survival 

horror escape. Work together or don't, there are many ways to explore, survive, interact and escape. 



With rasping fungal thralls lurking in the darkness, the other prisoners...? You can trust them... un!l 

they die and become changed. (STL330736) (C: 0-1-2) 

Board Game SRP: $65.00 

 

JUL243096 

TOKEN TERRORS BATTLEGROUNDS BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2) 

Token Terrors have power in numbers! Keep Tokens of the same type close to one another and 

maximize their Threat as you try to outwit and oucight your opponent. Use fac!on-specific Token 

Talents' to gain strategic advantages and reign victorious! Token Terrors: BaPlegrounds is a 

decep!vely simple game that has strategic depth yet to be fully discovered. This compact semi-

abstract baPle game will get your brain going, is fast-paced, fun and flavored with the sword and 

sorcery aesthe!c gamers love. (STL330738) (C: 0-1-2) 

Board Game SRP: $45.00 

 

PER ASPERA GAMES 

 

JUL243097 

A FAIRLY ODD TALE SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jonathan Sullivan (A) Aaron Kreader, Christopher Tupa 

When your party is sent to parley with a mysterious witch, you assume it will be a simple fetch quest. 

But now you've been sucked into a crazy book filled with monsters and characters from half-

remembered stories. Will you survive the strange candy house, make it to the top of the beanstalk, 

solve the riddle of the door, and find your way back home? A Fairly Odd Tale is an adventure for 4-6 

characters (2nd level for DCC). (STL330739) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, 16pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

GREEN RONIN PUBLISHING 

 

JUL243098 

O/A FANTASY AGE RPG BASIC RULEBOOK 

The Fantasy AGE Basic Rulebook is your entry point to tabletop roleplaying. Now you can be the hero 

in your own sword and sorcery adventures! This is the game played on Wil Wheaton's tabletop RPG 

show, Titansgrave: The Ashes of Valkana. The Adventure Game Engine (AGE) rules are easy to learn, 

and feature an innova!ve stunt system that keeps the ac!on tense and exci!ng. This Basic Rulebook 

includes full 20 level advancement for all three classes, a new magic system, advice for players and 

GMs, and an introductory adventure so you can get started right away. You can use Fantasy AGE to 



run adventures in the campaign seTng of your choice or a world of your own crea!on. A new AGE is 

upon us! (STL041917) 

Sourcebook, HC, 144pgs (GRR6001)  SRP: $29.95 

 

JUL243099 

O/A FANTASY AGE RPG COMPANION HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Steve Kenson & Various 

Level up your campaign with the Fantasy AGE Companion! Once you've been playing with the Basic 

Rulebook for a while, you'll want more op!ons and this book has you covered. Try out one of the 

new races or customize your current character with new talents. Explore new specializa!ons like the 

mar!al ar!st and delver, new arcana like Beast and Death, and new spells for all the exis!ng arcana. 

There are also rules for chases, rela!onships, organiza!ons, mass combat and much more. The 

Companion is an indispensable addi!on to your Fantasy AGE campaign! (STL052977) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 8x11, 128pgs, FC (GRR6005)  SRP: $32.95 

 

LIONWING PUBLISHING LTD 

 

JUL243100 

ELDRITCH ESCAPE TOKYO HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Fuyu Takizato & Various (A)  Kohata 

Eldritch Escape: Tokyo is a game set in modern-day Tokyo, where you play as an "ordinary person" 

hun!ng a giant monster. There's no heavy firepower, or guns, or elite soldiers in Eldritch Escape: 

Tokyo. The people risking their lives to fight the monsters were, just a liPle while ago, normal, 

everyday people. Because of this, the first !me you play the game, you'll probably die almost 

instantly. Even aWer you get used to it, you'll probably s!ll die a lot. But that's okay. Because in 

Eldritch Escape: Tokyo, you have a partner who'll revive you each !me the monster kills you. You'll be 

brought back to life, whether you want to come back or not, and sent out to fight the monster once 

more. And as you keep dying and coming back to life, you'll learn a liPle bit more about the monster 

that killed you, eventually finding the monster's weak points and how to defeat it. But don't trust 

your partner too much. And remember, aWer coming back to life so many !mes, there's no guarantee 

you'll be the same person you were before this all started. (STL323272) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 120pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243101 

O/A STEAM BUILD RIDERS SC RPG GAME (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Haihun & Various (A)  Amenomachi & Various (CA)  Amenomachi 



Welcome to the thrilling world of Steam Build Riders, a two-player tabletop RPG set in the 

exhilara!ng realm of steampunk rally raids. Players become a duo known as "Riders," consis!ng of a 

"Driver" who expertly steers a steam-powered vehicle and a "Navigator" who not only handles the 

armaments but also offers crucial support from the passenger seat. Together, they navigate a story 

filled with no-holds-barred rally raids, enjoying a narra!ve where anything goes. Steam Build Riders 

is a tabletop RPG packed with elements of steampunk, rally raids, and buddy ac!on. Its unique 

features lie in its simple yet deep racing game mechanics and the freedom of storytelling shaped by 

outlaw characters and the randomness of dice rolls. For those who wish to immerse themselves in a 

narra!ve that's both free-spirited and rebellious, Steam Build Riders is the perfect choice. 

(STL313626) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, SC, 6x9, 127pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

PAIZO INC 

 

JUL243102 

PATHFINDER ADV PATH CURTAIN CALL (P2) VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  SEN H. H. S. 

Bring the House Down is a Pathfinder adventure for four 18th-level characters. This adventure 

concludes the Curtain Call Adventure Path, a three-part monthly campaign in which a group of 

adventurers help to produce an opera based on their own prior adventures while simultaneously 

facing a new threat that only the most powerful of heroes can stop. This adventure also reveals long-

standing truths about one of Pathfinder's most secre!ve and mysterious gods, powerful magical 

items and ar!facts to discover, and several strange and devasta!ng new monsters fit to challenge the 

game's most powerful heroes! (STL327475) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, SC, 96pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL243103 

PATHFINDER FLIP-MAT NIGHT AMBUSH (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jason Engle, Stephen Radney-MacFarland 

Danger can come at any !me, but sinister enemies aPack while you're sleeping. This Flip-Mat 

presents two scenes ideal for nocturnal ambushes. One side depicts a woodland campsite, while the 

other shows the upper floor of a cozy inn. With Pathfinder Flip-Mat: Night Ambush, you’re always 

ready to spring an aWer-dark aPack. (STL327477) (C: 0-1-2) 

Game Accessory, 18pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL243104 

O/A PATHFINDER RPG GM CORE BOOK POCKET ED SC (P2) (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Logan Bonner, Mark SeiWer 

Pathfinder GM Core is the second core rulebook for the fully remastered Pathfinder Second Edi!on 

RPG! These rules are compa!ble with previous Pathfinder Second Edi!on rulebooks, incorpora!ng 

comprehensive errata and rules updates and some of the best addi!ons from later books into new, 

easier-to-access volumes with new presenta!ons inspired by years of player feedback. Along with 

the Player Core, Monster Core, and Player Core 2, these books provide a new founda!on for the 

future of tabletop gaming! The pocket edi!on presents the same contents as the standard edi!on in 

a smaller sized soWcover for a lower price and bePer portability. (STL289442) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, SC, 8.5x11, 336pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL243105 

O/A PATHFINDER RPG PLAYER CORE BOOK POCKET ED SC (P2) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Logan Bonner & Various 

The Pathfinder Player Core presents a new entry point to Pathfinder Second Edi!on, with everything 

a player needs to learn how to play the game! Choose from eight ancestries, eight complete 

character classes, and hundreds of feats and spells to make unique characters ready for deadly 

adventures in a world beset by magic and evil! This 464-page soWcover tome is the defini!ve rules 

resource for all Pathfinder Second Edi!on players! The pocket edi!on presents the same contents as 

the standard edi!on in a smaller sized soWcover for a lower price and bePer portability. (STL289439) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, SC, 6.5x8.5, 464pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

JUL243106 

STARFINDER FLIP-MAT BASIC TERRAIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Damien Mammoli! 

Nothing’s basic in the future! One side of this mat displays the open interior of a futuris!c space 

sta!on, such as the center of the Starfinder seTng: Absalom Sta!on. The other side depicts the open 

streets of one of countless concrete urban sprawls found throughout the galaxy. This Flip-Mat 

measures 24" x 30" unfolded, and 8" x 10" folded. (STL327483) (C: 0-1-2) 

Game Accessory, 18pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

RENEGADE GAME STUDIO 

 

JUL243107 

AXIS & ALLIES NORTH AFRICA (C: 1-1-2) 

The figh!ng in North Africa was unlike any other in World War II. Now you will command the forces 

of either the Axis (Germany and Italy) or the Allies (the United Kingdom and, eventually, the United 



States) in a campaign that may again capture the imagina!on of the en!re world. Intercept enemy 

convoys headed to the ports of North Africa while protec!ng your own. Prove your logis!cal prowess 

by keeping your forces supplied. But most of all, show your ingenuity as a general and you may 

change the course of history and ul!mately gain the respect of your opponents. (STL314243) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Board Game, FC (RGS 02689)  SRP: $90.00 

 

JUL243108 

HEROSCAPE AGE OF ANNIHILATION MASTER SET (C: 1-1-2) 

Peace is but a dream on the remote planet of Valhalla. The mighty Valkyrie generals lead warring 

fac!ons into a new age of baPle. The Valkyrie summon their hardened heroes and new champions 

from distant worlds into the fight. Old alliances have fallen and new ones will form. The fate of 

Valhalla will be won through the flames of war. Choose your scenario, build your baPlefield, select 

your army, and fight to win! The Heroscape: Age of Annihila!on Master Set contains a generous 

amount of content to support hours of epic 2-player gaming sessions. Players will be able to draW 

their armies and play through scenarios that take place during the BaPle of All Time. The Heroscape: 

Age of Annihila!on Master Set is for both newcomers and players of yesteryear. It is also compa!ble 

with previous and upcoming Heroscape content. Features: 20 new highly detailed miniatures for 

Heroscape! Includes interlocking Laur wall terrain! 74 locking hex !les! Features 9 new scenarios to 

support hours of gameplay! Master Set supports 2 players, supports up to 4 players with the addi!on 

of a BaPle Box or Master Set. (STL319313) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Miniatures Game, FC (RGS 02693)  SRP: $125.00 

 

JUL243109 

HEROSCAPE BATTLE BOX BATTLE FOR WELLSPRING (C: 1-1-2) 

The wellsprings of Valhalla, a resource long warred over by the powerful Valkyrie. Upon the discovery 

of a wellspring the spark of baPle is sure to follow. A group of rogues plan a deadly ambush. If 

successful, the mys!cal Wellsprings themselves may be forfeit. Only an unlikely group of scouts 

stands between them and the most precious resource in all of Valhalla. Heroscape: BaPle for the 

Wellspring allows 2 players to take their first steps into the exci!ng world of the expandable 

Heroscape miniatures game! Inside this BaPle Box are 6 new miniatures which includes three 

dastardly pirates, a noble wizard, and two familiars. Also included are 4 new scenarios and a new 

terrain !le - Wellspring water. Features: 6 new highly detailed miniatures for Heroscape! Includes an 

exclusive new terrain !le type: Wellspring water! 31 locking hex !les! Features two Laur Jungle trees! 

Features 4 new scenarios to support hours of gameplay! (STL319315) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Miniatures Game, FC (RGS 02694)  SRP: $45.00 

 

JUL243110 

HEROSCAPE TERRAIN EXP GROVE AT LAURS EDGE (C: 1-1-2) 



Nestled at the edge of Valhallas grand Laur Jungle, a grove of dense foliage stands, its greenery 

invi!ng yet foreboding. Though currently deserted, the impending call of baPle will pierce even this 

tranquil haven. Whatever lurks behind the swaying branches will prove far less amicable than the 

trees themselves. Choose your scenario, build your baPlefield, select your army, and fight to win! 

This terrain set includes 3 Laur Jungle trees, 6 Laur Jungle Underbrush pieces, and a setup guide to 

maximize your use of these striking new terrain features. This set is fully compa!ble with all 

Heroscape Master Sets and Expansions! Requires core game to play. Features: New Laur Jungle Trees 

and underbrush! Unique locking hex-!le terrain system! Introduces the Heroscape Terrain System 

product line! (STL319318) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Game Expansion, FC (RGS 02695)  SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL243111 

NEXUS OPS BOARD GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

In the distant future, a potent and rare energy resource known as rubium controls the interstellar 

economy. Several galac!c corpora!ons compete for control over this resource in hopes of securing 

riches for themselves. When their military forces arrive to harvest rubium found on a foreign moon, 

they are greeted by the many indigenous life forms. They quickly conscript the alien creatures and 

begin marching against their compe!tors. Far out on the galac!c fron!er, away from oversight or 

public scru!ny, these four corpora!ons now do fierce baPle for control of the moons rubium. How its 

Different from Previous Versions: Updated Illustra!ons and Graphic Design. Molded plas!c 3D 

Monolith. Includes Team Play and variant rules. Features: Carry out Secret Missions! Control the 

Mines to collect Rubium! Ac!vate Energize Cards to sway the !des of baPle! Enlist alien species and 

baPle for dominance! Hidden objec!ves create fun surprises and comebacks! Includes translucent 

Blacklight Glow minis! (STL320248) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Board Game, FC (RGS 02712)  SRP: $65.00 

 

JUL243112 

ROBO RALLY 30TH ANN ED BOARD GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

ROBO RALLY has been crea!ng chao!c fun for fans worldwide since its release in 1994. Celebrate the 

30 year anniversary with this very special edi!on featuring deluxe components and plays up to 8 

people! ROBO RALLY is a compe!!ve racing game full of robo!c pandemonium! Program your robot 

to tag checkpoints, aPach powerful upgrades, and turn this dreary old warehouse into a fabulous fast 

and frenzied fun factory! This is a Renegade Limited and has a limited print run. Features: Deluxe 

Components including dual layered player boards, wooden tokens, metal priority token, improved 

painted minis. Now plays up to 8 players, adding Twitch and Trundle Bot included. 4 New double-

sided game boards. (STL320263) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Board Game (RGS 02675)  SRP: $120.00 

 

JUL243113 

SEARCH FOR UAPS BOARD GAME (C: 1-1-2) 



Over the past 100 years, there have been many sigh!ngs of uniden!fied flying objects.  While this 

has oWen been credited to the sci-fi crazy of the middle of the 20th Century, recent sigh!ngs by 

respected members of the military and captured video shows that there is something out there that 

we can't quite iden!fy. The Search for UAPs (Uniden!fied Anomalous Phenomena) is a game about 

this real-world search.  You are researchers out to prove their existence, focusing on the edge of 

space.  Look to the sky for answers… (STL316592) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Board Game, FC (RGS02692)  SRP: $45.00 

 

ROLL FOR COMBAT 

 

JUL243114 

O/A BATTLEZOO ANCESTRIES DRAGONS (5E) HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mark SeiWer, William Fischer (A) Firat Solhan, Ameur Makhloufi 

Become the dragon with the new dragon ancestry for 5th Edi!on and Pathfinder Second Edi!on. 

With 45 different heritages as well as op!ons to play a mys!cal dragon mage or a mighty draconic 

ravanger, you can customize your dragon character like no other. Learn the secret ritual allowing 

dragons to grow powerful without wai!ng for centuries, or collect your treasure in a hoard of power 

to gain benefits in a tradi!onal dragon fashion. (STL283594) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, 116pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL243115 

O/A BATTLEZOO ANCESTRIES DRAGONS (PATHFINDER 2E) HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mark SeiWer (A) Firat Solhan, Ameur Makhloufi 

Become the dragon with the new dragon ancestry for Pathfinder 2nd Edi!on. With 45 different 

heritages as well as op!ons to play a mys!cal dragon mage or a mighty draconic ravanger, you can 

customize your dragon character like no other. Learn the secret ritual allowing dragons to grow 

powerful without wai!ng for centuries, or collect your treasure in a hoard of power to gain benefits 

in a tradi!onal dragon fashion. (STL283593) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, 136pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

SIRIUS DICE 

 

JUL243116 

D20 NECKLACE EYE OF RA (C: 1-1-2) 



A fusion of ancient Egypt and gaming chic for the stylish adventurer! Wear it as a talisman, allowing 

the watchful eye to guide your fate in both realms. (STL330561) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Necklace (SDZ 0022-05) SRP: $25.00 

 

ULTRA PRO INTERNATIONAL 

 

JUL243117 

POKEMON TRAINER GUESS UNOVA ED (C: 1-1-2) 

Test your Pokémon knowledge with Trainer Guess: Unova Edi!on! Just think of a Pokémon and 

answer the ques!ons. Trainer Guess will figure out what Pokémon you're thinking! This new Unova 

Edi!on is a special collec!on of all Pokémon in the Unova region. Let the included field guide and the 

speech recogni!on func!on- no buPons and no reading, help you collect them all! (STL330566) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Guessing Game (UPI 10301)  SRP: $25.00 

 

JUL243118 

SHIP SHOW BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2) 

In Ship Show, players work together as Everything, Inc. employees to group and guess Product Tiles 

inside a busy warehouse.  Everyone has a role in this game of shipping mayhem, where coopera!on 

is key if employees want to keep things running ship shape! Working as either a Stocker or Shipper, 

employees will locate and ship out Customer Orders by successfully guessing how different Product 

Tiles have been grouped together. Enough correct orders can earn you equipment upgrades to assist 

you during your shiWs, but be careful! Too many Customer Returns can shut down the Warehouse for 

the day, and upset the Higher Ups. Get through the Sales Quarter with minimal mistakes and you'll 

be climbing that corporate ladder in no !me! (STL330564) (C: 0-1-2) 

Board Game (UPI 11233)  SRP: $30.00 

 

JUL243119 

MTG CCG COMMANDER SERIES HOLOFOIL PLAYMAT SISAY (C: 1- 

Holofoil Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork printed on a shimmering material 

with s!tched edges. Made with a soW fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-

slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay 

experience. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a playmat also makes an excellent 

oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL330218) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38576)  SRP: $29.99 



 

JUL243120 

MTG CCG COMMANDER SERIES STITCHED EDGE PLAYMAT AESI (C 

S!tched Edge Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a soW fabric top 

to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from 

shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. The s!tched edges offer an added 

premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a playmat also makes an excellent 

oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL330210) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38571)  SRP: $23.99 

 

JUL243121 

MTG CCG COMMANDER SERIES STITCHED EDGE PLAYMAT EDGAR ( 

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. Black S!tched Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering 

artwork. Made with a soW fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber 

backing to keep the playmat from shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. 

The s!tched edges offer an added premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., 

a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL330217) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38577)  SRP: $23.99 

 

JUL243122 

MTG CCG COMMANDER SERIES STITCHED EDGE PLAYMAT GITROG  

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. S!tched Edge Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering 

artwork. Made with a soW fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber 

backing to keep the playmat from shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. 

The s!tched edges offer an added premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., 

a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL330216) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38575)  SRP: $23.99 

 

JUL243123 

MTG CCG COMMANDER SERIES STITCHED EDGE PLAYMAT NIV-MIZZET (N 

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. S!tched Edge Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering 

artwork. Made with a soW fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber 

backing to keep the playmat from shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. 

The s!tched edges offer an added premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., 



a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL330213) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38573)  SRP: $23.99 

 

JUL243124 

MTG CCG COMMANDER SERIES STITCHED EDGE PLAYMAT TEYSA ( 

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. S!tched Edge Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering 

artwork. Made with a soW fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber 

backing to keep the playmat from shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. 

The s!tched edges offer an added premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., 

a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL330214) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38574)  SRP: $23.99 

 

JUL243125 

MTG CCG COMMANDER SERIES STITCHED EDGE PLAYMAT WINOTA  

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. S!tched Edge Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering 

artwork. Made with a soW fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber 

backing to keep the playmat from shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. 

The s!tched edges offer an added premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., 

a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL330212) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38572)  SRP: $23.99 

 

JUL243126 

MTG CCG INNISTRAD REMASTERED BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT MYTHIC ( 

Black S!tched Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a soW fabric top 

to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from 

shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. The s!tched edges offer an added 

premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a playmat also makes an excellent 

oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL326957) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

PlaymatSRP: $23.99 

 

JUL243127 

MTG CCG INNISTRAD REMASTERED BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT PW A (Ne 



From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. Black S!tched Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering 

artwork. Made with a soW fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber 

backing to keep the playmat from shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. 

The s!tched edges offer an added premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., 

a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL326950) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

PlaymatSRP: $23.99 

 

JUL243128 

MTG CCG INNISTRAD REMASTERED BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT PW B (Ne 

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. Black S!tched Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering 

artwork. Made with a soW fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber 

backing to keep the playmat from shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. 

The s!tched edges offer an added premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., 

a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL326955) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

PlaymatSRP: $23.99 

 

JUL243129 

MTG CCG INNISTRAD REMASTERED DOUBLE SIDED PLAYMAT MYTHIC X ( 

Double Sided Playmats featurng popular Magic: The Gathering artwork printed on both sides of the 

playmat. Made with a soW fabric material to reduce damage to cards during play, playmats enhance 

the gameplay experience. The double-sided artwork provides a unique addi!on to any Magic: The 

Gathering collec!on. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a playmat also makes an 

excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL326974) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories. 

PlaymatSRP: $32.99 

 

JUL243130 

MTG CCG INNISTRAD REMASTERED DOUBLE SIDED PLAYMAT MYTHIC Y ( 

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. Double Sided Playmats featurng popular Magic: The Gathering artwork 

printed on both sides of the playmat. Made with a soW fabric material to reduce damage to cards 

during play, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. The double-sided artwork provides a 

unique addi!on to any Magic: The Gathering collec!on. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 

13.5 in., a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL326975) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

PlaymatSRP: $32.99 

 



JUL243131 

MTG CCG INNISTRAD REMASTERED PLAYMAT RARE BLACK (C: 1- 

Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a soW fabric top to reduce 

damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from shiWing during 

use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a 

playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL326970) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

PlaymatSRP: $21.99 

 

JUL243132 

MTG CCG INNISTRAD REMASTERED PLAYMAT RARE BLUE (C: 1-1 

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a 

soW fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the 

playmat from shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of 

approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or 

office. (STL326965) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

PlaymatSRP: $21.99 

 

JUL243133 

MTG CCG INNISTRAD REMASTERED PLAYMAT RARE WHITE 1 (C:  

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a 

soW fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the 

playmat from shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of 

approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or 

office. (STL326959) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

PlaymatSRP: $21.99 

 

JUL243134 

MTG CCG INNISTRAD REMASTERED PLAYMAT RARE WHITE 2 (C:  

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a 

soW fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the 

playmat from shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of 

approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or 

office. (STL326961) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

PlaymatSRP: $21.99 

 

JUL243135 



MTG CCG INNISTRAD REMASTERED PLAYMAT RARE WHITE 3 (C:  

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a 

soW fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the 

playmat from shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of 

approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or 

office. (STL326963) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

PlaymatSRP: $21.99 

 

JUL243136 

MTG CCG INNISTRAD REMASTERED PLAYMAT UNCOMMON BLACK 1  

Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a soW fabric top to reduce 

damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from shiWing during 

use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a 

playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL326971) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

PlaymatSRP: $21.99 

 

JUL243137 

MTG CCG INNISTRAD REMASTERED PLAYMAT UNCOMMON BLACK 2  

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a 

soW fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the 

playmat from shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of 

approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or 

office. (STL326973) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

PlaymatSRP: $21.99 

 

JUL243138 

MTG CCG SINGLE 35 PT ONE TOUCH EDGE MAGNETIC HOLDER CLASSIC  

The ONE-TOUCH Edge combines the premium protec!on you expect from every ONE-TOUCH card 

holder with a full-color, Magic: The Gathering printed art border for added style! Designed as the 

final des!na!on for your collec!ble trading cards, two-piece ONE-TOUCH holders are uniquely 

designed with slide-in hinges and magne!c closure so you'll never have to use a screwdriver again. 

This ONE-TOUCH Edge features the classic Magic: The Gathering card back design, perfect for 

showcasing your favorite classic cards from your collec!on. The holder uses UV-blocking addi!ves to 

protect your card from harmful UV rays and is made with non-PVC materials to provide acid-free 

protec!on, ensuring your valuable hit retains its condi!on while under the display. This model can 

hold standard size Magic: The Gathering cards (2 5/8 in. x 3 in.) up to 35pt in thickness. (Card not 

included) (STL330190) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 



Card Accessory (UPI 38578)  SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL243139 

MTG CCG SINGLE 35 PT ONE TOUCH EDGE MAGNETIC HOLDER MODERN ( 

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. The ONE-TOUCH Edge combines the premium protec!on you expect 

from every ONE-TOUCH card holder with a full-color, Magic: The Gathering printed art border for 

added style! Designed as the final des!na!on for your collec!ble trading cards, two-piece ONE-

TOUCH holders are uniquely designed with slide-in hinges and magne!c closure so you'll never have 

to use a screwdriver again. This ONE-TOUCH Edge features the classic Magic: The Gathering card 

back design, perfect for showcasing your favorite classic cards from your collec!on. The holder uses 

UV-blocking addi!ves to protect your card from harmful UV rays and is made with non-PVC materials 

to provide acid-free protec!on - ensuring your valuable hit retains its condi!on while under the 

display. This model can hold standard size Magic: The Gathering cards (2 5/8 in. x 3 in.) up to 35pt in 

thickness. (Card not included) (STL330193) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Accessory (UPI 38579)  SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL243140 

POKEMON TCG ELITE SERIES LUCARIO 9 POCKET ZIPPERED PRO BIND  

Zippered PRO-Binders for Pokémon are designed for collec!ng and organizing your favorite trading 

cards. Each binder features a padded leatherePe cover with foil detailing and a zipper closure. AWer 

unzipping the binder, you'll find twenty pages sized for standard trading cards in side-loading 

pockets, allowing you to store up to 360 cards in the 9-pocket binder or 480 cards in the 12-pocket 

binder in Ultra PRO Deck Protector sleeves. Every PRO-Binder is made with acid-free, non-PVC 

materials to ensure your cards are protected and preserved. (STL330203) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only within US and territories. 

Binder (UPI 16413)  SRP: $36.99 

 

JUL243141 

POKEMON TCG ELITE SERIES LUCARIO 12 POCKET ZIPPERED PRO BIND 

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. 12-Pocket Zippered PRO-Binders for Pokmon are designed for collec!ng 

and organizing playsets of your favorite trading cards. Each binder features a padded leatherePe 

cover with foil detailing and a zipper closure. AWer unzipping the binder, you'll find twenty 12-pocket 

pages sized for standard trading cards in side-loading pockets, allowing you to store up to 480 cards 

in Ultra PRO Deck Protector sleeves. Pages feature a low-fric!on black backing, crea!ng a separa!on 

between the front and back pockets as well as providing cards a classic framed look. Every PRO-

Binder is made with acid-free, non-PVC materials to ensure your cards are protected and preserved. 

(STL330201) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Binder (UPI 16412)  SRP: $46.99 

 



JUL243142 

POKEMON TCG ELITE SERIES LUCARIO ALCOVE FLIP (C: 1-1-2 

Alcove Flip for Pokmon feature a debossed image of Charizard in a leatherePe finish with foil 

detailing; a strong magne!c closure; and dual thumb notches for easy access to your deck. This deck 

box holds up to 100 standard size trading cards double-sleeved in Ultra PRO Deck Protector sleeves. 

(STL330206) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Accessory (UPI 16414)  SRP: $21.99 

 

JUL243143 

POKEMON TCG POKE BALL ONE-TOUCH EDGE (C: 1-1-2) 

The ONE-TOUCH Edge combines the premium protec!on you expect from every ONE-TOUCH card 

holder with a full-color, printed art border for added style! Designed as the final des!na!on for your 

collec!ble trading cards, two-piece ONE-TOUCH holders are uniquely designed with slide-in hinges 

and magne!c closure so you'll never have to use a screwdriver again. This ONE-TOUCH Edge features 

a printed Poké-Ball design, perfect for showcasing your favorite Pokémon TCG cards. The holder uses 

UV-blocking addi!ves to protect your card from harmful UV rays and is made with non-PVC materials 

to provide acid-free protec!on - ensuring your valuable hit retains its condi!on while under the 

display. This model can hold standard size cards (2 5/8 in. x 3 in.) up to 35pt in thickness. (Card not 

included) (STL330187) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Accessory (UPI 16421)  SRP: $5.99 

 

JUL243144 

POKEMON TCG RAYQUAZA LEGENDARY FOIL PLAYMAT (C: 1-1-2) 

Make it a game to remember with Legendary Foil Playmats for Pokémon! With vibrant, full-color 

artwork of legendary Pokmon Rayquaza, this playmat features premium spot foil starlight accents for 

added shine. Made with a soW fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip 

rubber backing to keep the playmat from shiWing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay 

experience. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a playmat also makes an excellent 

oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL330183) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Playmat (UPI 16426)  SRP: $39.99 

 

JUL243145 

POKEMON TCG SCARLET & VIOLET SHROUDED FABLE 4 POCKET PORTFOL 

Ultra PRO's Pocket Porcolio for Pokémon features a vibrant, full-art cover. The 4-pocket porcolio 

stores and protects up to 40 standard size cards single-loaded and 80 cards double-loaded, plus 

pages in the center of the porcolio to store up to 4 oversized Pokemon cards. The 9-pocket porcolio 



stores and protects up to 126 standard size cards single-loaded and 252 cards double-loaded. 

(STL330155) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Porcolio (UPI 16344)  SRP: $7.99 

 

JUL243146 

POKEMON TCG SCARLET & VIOLET SHROUDED FABLE 9 POCKET PORTFOL 

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. Ultra PRO’s 9-Pocket Porcolio for Pokemon features a vibrant, full-art 

cover. Each porcolio stores and protects up to 126 standard size cards single-loaded and 252 cards 

double-loaded in archival-safe polypropylene pages. (STL330153) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Porcolio (UPI 16343)  SRP: $12.99 

 

JUL243147 

POKEMON TCG TOGEPI 105CT APEX DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES ( 

The 105ct APEX Deck Protector Sleeves for Pokémon TCG are made with our new easy-shuffle 

formula!on and feature vibrant artwork of Togepi among a joyous scene of colorful doodles on a 

textured back. Archival-safe polypropylene materials ensure you can sleeve your cards with 

confidence, and the gloss clear front allows your foil cards to shine! Sized for standard size trading 

cards measuring 2.5 in. x 3.5 in. (STL330198) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Accessory (UPI 16474)  SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL243148 

POKEMON TCG TOGEPI ALCOVE FLIP DECK BOX (C: 1-1-2) 

The Alcove Flip Deck Box for Pokémon TCG features vibrant, full-color artwork of Togepi among a 

joyous scene of colorful doodles, inspired by the playful innocence of childhood drawings. The strong 

magne!c closure keeps decks secure, and dual thumb notches offer easy access during gameplay. 

Store and protect up to 100 standard size trading cards double-sleeved in Ultra PRO Deck Protector 

sleeves. Lid can be detached from either side of the box for easy access to your deck. Includes one 

Togepi deck divider. (STL330199) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Accessory (UPI 16475)  SRP: $21.99 

 

WIZARDS OF THE COAST 

 

JUL243149 

O/A D&D RPG 5E RPG ESSENTIALS KIT (C: 1-0-0) 

(W)  Wizards of the Coast 



Everything you need to create characters and play the new adventures in this introduc!on to the 

world's greatest roleplaying game. Take your first step into the world of Dungeons & Dragons, or get 

a more expansive D&D experience aWer playing the Starter Set. Play with groups as small as two 

players (one Dungeon Master & one adventurer) for the first !me in D&D fiWh edi!on with the 

introduc!on of "sidekicks." BaPle and plunder your way through Phandalin in the all-new D&D 

adventure, Dragon of Icespire Peak. Experience the thrill of being a Dungeon Master behind a four-

panel DM screen with at-a-glance game rules for quick and easy reference. (STL309597) (C: 1-0-0) 

NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Starter Kit, 128pgs, FC (WOC C70080000)  SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL243150 

O/A D&D RPG DUNGEON MASTERS SCREEN DUNGEON KIT (C: 0-1-2) 

This kit equips the Dungeon Master with a screen and other tools that are perfect for running D&D 

adventures through dungeons, whether ruined or thriving. The Dungeon Master's screen features a 

pain!ng of a fantas!c vista that plunges into the deep reaches of a mountain. Useful rules references 

cover the screen's interior, with an emphasis on dungeon-delving. (STL201342) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Kit (WOC C99400000)  SRP: $24.99 
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